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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION,
NAVY
WITNESSES
HON. ROBERT A. FROSCH, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
(RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT)
REAR ADM. E. A. RUCKNER, DEPUTY CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS
(DEVELOPMENT)
REAR ADI. L. P. SMITH, MANAGER, SPECIAL PROJECTS, NAVAL
MATERIAL COMMAND
REAR ADM. T. B. OWEN, CHIEF OF NAVAL RESE ARCH
BIAR ADM. W. D. GADDIS, DIRECTOR, BUDGET AND REPORTS,
OFFICE OF THE NAVY COMPTROLLER
COL. 3. P. McNEIL, OFFICE OF DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF (R.D. & S.)
CAPT. G. E. JESSEN, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO ASSISTANT SECRET.
TARY OF THE NAVY (R. & D.)
R. C. WARNING, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO ASSISTANT SECRETARY OP
THE NAVY (R. & D.)
DR. 3. S. LAWSON, DIRECTOR OF NAVY LABORATORIES
DR. W. P. RANEY, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF THE NAVY (R. & D.)
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION, NAVY PROGRAM AND
FINANCING
[in thousands of dollars]
Budget Plan (Amounts for procurement action programed)

Program by activities-Direct:
Military sciences ..............
Aircraft and related equipment .....
Missiles and related equipment.
Military astronauUcs and related equipment............
Ships, small craft and related
.................
eO
uipment
Ordnance,
combat
vehicles and
related equipment ...........
Other equipment .............
Programwide management and
support ....................
Totaldirect ...............

Obligations

1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

146,495
217 301
769,443

153,040
395, 799
713. 456

160,101
577.221
564,648

141,258
283.564
776,345

149,000
385,000
702, 000

160.000
580.000
564,000

15,452

17,827

23,959

14,863

18,000

23,000

248,082

343,930

345,239

257, 194

342,000

345,000

149,685
243,482

163,801
236,538

109,079
280,026

154.754
249, 34

154.000
232, 000

110.000
277, 000

96,310

136,683

151.227

99.238

133,000

149.000

1,886,250

2,161,074

2,211,500

1.976.580

2,115,000

2,208,000

(1)

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION, NAVY PROGRAM
FINANCING-Continued
(in thousands of dollars)
Budget Plan (Amounts for procurement action programed)

Reimbursable:
Military sciences ..............
Aircraft and related equipment.
Missiles and related equipment.
Military astronautics and related
equipment .................
Ships, small craft and related
equipment .................
Ordnance, combat vehicles
and related equipmenL ......
Other equipment ..............
Programwide management and
support ....................

AND

Obligations

1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

5,175
125
23,830

8,000
200
28,000

8,000
200
28,000

5,535
127
15,519

8,000
200
34,000

8,000
200
28,000

333

400

400

371

400

00
18,000

13,994

18,000

18,000

18,922

18,000

160
2,533

200
4,000

200
4,000

124
2,069

200
4,000

200
4,000

227,805

230,200

230,200

229, 402

230,200

230,200

Total reimbursable ..........

273, 955

289,000

289, 000

272,069

295,000

289,000

Subtotal .....................
Intrafund obligations.........

2,160,205
-134,365

2,450,074
-135,000

2,500,500
-135,000

2,248,649
-134,108

2,410,000
-135,000

2,497,000
-135,000

Total ......................

2,025,849

2,315,074

2,365,500

2,114,541

2,275,000

2,362,000

Financing-Receipts and reimbursements from:
-153,000
-153,000
-144,402
-153,000
-153,000
Federalfunds ................ -138,428
-294 ..........................
Trust funds......................................................
-1,000
-1,000
-1,153
-1,000
-1,000
-1,170
Non-Federal sources t .........
Unobligated balance available,
start of year:
For completion of prior
-250,349
-210,275
year budget plans........................................... -314,962
Available to finance new
-19,735 ............
-19,735 ............ -12,023
budget plans ........... -12,023
Reprograming from prior year
budget plans ............... -22,247 ..............................................................
Unobligated balance available
at end of year:
For completion of prior
253,849
250,349
210,275
year budget plans ...........................................
Available to finance subsequent year budget
19,735 ..........................
19,735 ........................
plans ..................
Budgetauthority ........

1,871,716

2,141,339

2,211,500

1,871,716

2,141,339

2,211,500

Budget authority:
Appropriation ................
Transferred from other accounts .....................

1,816,400

2,141,339

2,211,500

1,871,716

2,141,339

2,211,500

Appropriation (adjusted).....

1,871,716

55,316 ..............................................................
2,211,500

1,871,716

.........

1,968,692
1,009,053
-975,118

Outlays ..........................................................

2,002,627

2,141,339

Relation of obligations to outlays:
Obligations incurred net
..........................
Obligated balance, start of year
Obligated balance, end of year .................................

2,141,339

2,211,500

2, 208, 000
2,121,000
975,118
1,026,118
-1,081,118
-1,026,118
2,070,000

2,153,000

1Reimbursements from non-Federal sources are principally derived from provision of laboratory services to private
organizations (10 U.S.C. 2481).

I

OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
1968 actual 1969 estimate

1970 estimate

Personnel compensaton:
Permanent positions ...........................................
Positions other than permanent .................................
Other personnel compensation ..................................

305, 569
3.728
8,619

331,607
4,175
13.074

326,997
3,334
13, 0?7

Total personnel compensation ................................

317,916

348,856

343.368

209.171
16,347
11,237
2 491
5,851
1,262
1,375,891
182,966
169,338
1,922
104

230.244
17,737
10,705
2,724
5,790
1,348
1,423,747
216,447
203,910
2,258
90

226.623
17,368
10.626
2,916
5, 951
1,424
1,506,158
224,031
210,902
1,911
90

1.976,580

2,115.000

2,208,000

Reimbursable obligations:
Personnel compensation .......................................
Personnel benefits: Civilian ....................................
Travel and transportation of persons ............................
Transportation of things .......................................
Rent, communications, and utilities ..............................
Printing and reproduction ......................................
Other services ................................................
Supplies and materials .........................................
Equipment ...................................................

168,745
8, 406
1,873
176
4,492
677
102,418
27,035
. 18,247

118,612
9,137
2,000
200
5,000
700
114,351
27,0 00
18,000

116,745
8,948
2,000
200
5,000
700
110,407
27, 000
18,000

Total reimbursable obligations ................................

272,069

295,000

289,000

Subtotal ...................................................
Intrafund obligations ..............................................

2,248,649
-134,108

2,410,000
-135,000

2,497,000
-135,000

Total obligations ............................................

2,114,541

2,275,000

2,362,000

1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

34, 785
1, 109
32,313
9.1
$10,422
$7,978

33, 505
851
34,497
9.1
$10,467
$8,280

33,610
732
33,647
9.1
$10,472
$8,316

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation .......................................
Personnel benefits: Civilian ....................................
Travel and transportation of persons ............................
Transportation of things .......................................
Rent, communications, and utilities ..............................
Printing and reproduction ......................................
Other services ...............................................
Supplies and materials .........................................
Equipment ...................................................
Lands and structures ..........................................
Grants, subsidies, and contributions .............................
Total direct obligations ......................................

PERSONNEL SUMMARY

Total number of permanent positions ................................
..
Full.time equivalent of other positions ........................
Average number of all employees ...................................
Average GS grade..............................................
Average GS salary ................................................
Average salary of ungraded positions...............................

Mr. MAuox. We will now begin our hearing on research, development, test, and evaluation.
We will consider the fiscal year 1970 research, development, test
and evaluation program of the Navy, which totals a tidy sum of
$2,211,500,000. This proposed program is an increase of about $50.4
million over the fiscal year 1969 program amounting to $2,161,100,000.
Dr. Frosch, we are glad to have you before the committee again.
You have quite a comprehensive statement and we will be glad to
hear your presentation. Maybe you could capsule some of this for us.
DESTROYER (FRANK

E. EVANS"

I was visiting with the staff a while ago and it seems a little bit
ironic that when we schedule a major hearing with the Navy, the
Navy makes the headlines worldwide. Here sometime ago we had a
hearing and that was the day the Navy plane was shot down by the

North Koreans. Now we read about a destroyer being cut in two by
an Australian carrier. Was this on a clear day?
Admiral RUCKNqEIR. This was at night in a calm sea.
Mr. MAHON. I assume that both ships were equipped with modern

communication devices?
Admiral RUCK?,-R. That is my understanding, sir.
Mr. MLAHoN. Admiral, you are a man of wide experience, is this
easily
explainable
I
Admiral
Rucjimza.
It is very difficult to explain it, Mr. Mahon,
until we know what the actual facts were. The ships were in a close
formation. The destroyer was acting as part of the screen for the
carrier and was ordered to take what we call plane. guard station,
which is astern of the carrier. The ships were zigzagging at the time.
I would hesitate to try to explain the exact sequence of events except
in a very broad generality, until we know more of the details of what
happened.
Mr.M .XAHo. I understand very regrettably we lost many lives in
this event.

Was the captain among those lost?
Admiral RUCKNIER. No, sir. The captain was injured but is among
the survivors. There is one known dead and at the present time 73
missilng
Mr. fAiof. That is what you would call a major disaster at sea

more or less, I would think, for peacetime maneuvering.
Admiral RUCK.NE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHONI.

Of course, you and I know that at a time when the mili-

tary are under heavy attack from various unhappy groups in this
country, things of this kind are not calculated to improve the image of
the Na-y, or the confidence of the people in the military management.
I think you understand that.
Adiral

URUCKNICER.

Yes, sir.

Mr. Lirscomn. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAiON.. Mr. Lipscomb.
.NAVY-COMMUNICATIO'NS

Mr. LIrscowB. Admiral in accidents of this sort, and in previous
serious events it appears a great deal of time elapses between the time
of the event and when we get the information back. Today again the
reports come back and they say that. the information is spotty here in
W ashington. With our modern communications, and all that we have
put intothem, why at this hour should the information be spotty as to
what happened?
Admiral RUCKNER. I wouldn't say it is spotty. Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. That is the way it has been characterized. Those are
not mv words.
Adi;iiral RUCKNER. When you have a major accident such as that
sort, there are a lot of people involved, and you get a preliminary report which gives you the broad outline of the event as it happened.
You get this rather quickly.
But to sift through all of the information to reconstruct the event is
like somewhat of a court. You have people seeing things different
ways. We do not like to judge until we have all of the facts in our
hands. I (1o not know what they meant by spotty. I think I could draw

a sketch of whalt we believe happened from the traffic we have had.
iut I ealnnot tell vou why. It will take some thne to find out why this
happened.
Ir. SIKE. What do you think actually happened?
Admiral RrciiN.R. "The ships were in formation, four destroyers tip
ahead of the carrier in a screen. They were on a base course of 220 degrees. They were zigzagging. The Ekvan8 was to the right of the base
course. However, they were on a zig to the right, so she was slightly,
as a result. of that zi temporarily on the port bow of the carrier. Here
is the base course (sketching), there is the ship position. But actually,
all of the ships were steaming on a course about like this. So you can
see the base course was there, the ship was there, and they were steaming in this direction, putting her slightly on the port how. She was
then ordered to take station back in tere and the ship turned in this
direction. That much is quite clear. Sometime later the carrier, as you
can see, headed over this way, announced to the destroyer that they
were on a, collision course. As you know, traveling at 18 knots these
things happen quite rapidly, especially when you have come back in
this direction. So after they announced they were on collision course
they both took action and apparently what happened is that this ship
turned this way and this one turneJ this way and they hit. Now the
exact. sequence of events in that area is what will take some time to
straighten out.
I don't think any of us would like to make a judgment as to who
was at fault or whether it was a personal error or a material error
until we know more of the facts.
MHr. Fnoscn. If I might come back to your question, Mr. Lipscomb,
I think the point is that it is not a difficulty in communicating back to
Washington from the site what they know. It is a difficulty ta t what
they are sure they know on the site is what is described as spotty. There
is plenty of comlh unicnations to get back whiat they know when they
sort it. out, but it takes a good deal of time to sort it out. I think that
the people on the site are probably more concerned with sorting out and
taking care. of survivors and so on than in trying to get a complete
eomprehensive tale to send back through the communications.
Mr. asco-n. It appears to tihe outside observer of some of these
events that the information is not coming back in a timely way. With
the Libery tragedy, the Pveblo, and a]llwe have had too many exatnpies over the ast -) years of not receiving messages in a timely way,
von

or messagms not being sent or received in a proper fashion. So we are
I)econling little se. itiveas to ouir communications. At least that is
the way it affected me again when I read of this latest tragedy.
Ahose in charge of the information could at least. say they would

like time to evaluate the i
eforhat ion available. That is understandable.
That is different thanean announcement that the information is spotty.
Umiral RMCK ER. Yes, sir.
31r. TApsco-nit. But if you indicate vou (lon't have information then
Something is 11ron1g.
Admiral Rrct;.xxn. You recognize that. thle finial information won't
hie in until we have had a chance to talk to, or the investigating group,
hias had a chiance to talk to people in charge onl both ships at the, timie
the incident balppened. and to the other people who observed the
sequience of events. I really have to agree with Di'. Frosch, the inifor-

nation is fairly concise as to what (lid happen, and there is no dehay
in getting it back to Washington.
Mr. MA1IoxN. I would think that the top officer in the area would immediately dispatch to the Secretary of the. Navy or the Secretary of
Defense a complete statement that was available as to the situation and
keep them advised by the minute of everything transpiring insofar a:I
was possible.
Admiral Rrcii.N-:. Yes, sir. As the information is developed, it
comes right into our operations center, and it is correlated and
evaluated.
Mr. MAiOx. I wouldn't charge you, Mr. S-,cretary, and you, A(miral, with being up to the minute in regard to all the information
that is available, but I would like to think that the information is
available at the Office of the Secretary of the Navy.
Admiral RuciC.Xr.n. I believe all the perti-ent information is. with
the exception of the exact sequence of events that happened in that
one little time frame.
DAMAGE TO DESTROYER

'EVANS"

Mr. MEro-x. For the record, I wish von would place the nnilles (of
the ships involved, the number of people aboard, the number of peol)le
lost insofar as you aretable to ascertain it when you correct this record, the cost of the destroyer. In other words. w'hat were our los-es
in lives-and that is the main loss-and what was the loss from the
standpoint of the destroyer?
Admiral RUCKNxER. I c1an give you some of it right now.
Mr. MAHON. Yes.
Admiral RUCKNER. The carrier was the.TI..A.S. M1lbor,,. Th
destroyer involved was the E rans.This is the Frank E. E eans, DD-74.
It is commanded by Commander McLemore. There were other siiipin the formation. 'there were four ships ill the formation. I do !1,t
know the exact spots.
Mr. MATroNN. Was this an old destroyer?
Admiral RUCKNEn. This was a 2,200-ton destroyer that had been
throuli the FR AM-Il conversion.
Mr. SIcrs. Would this destroyer be fitted with a new bow section or
is it to be scrapped?
Admiral RVc'CNr.n. I think it is too early to say. We would have to
have a much better investigation of the damage. The ship was cut. in
half 1ust aft of the bridge along about the forward firernom 1ulkhead.
The forward part of the ship sank in about, 2 minutes. The after part
is still afloat and should be at this point under tow. They have established a water tight boundary. The casualties4 involved, ,as I said, one
known dead and 73 missing. The commanding officer, the executive
officer, the officer of the deck and junior offer of' the dek are amoug
the survivors. There were six officers that I know of that were lo.t.
Mr. SIKES. What,was the total crew ?
Admiral GADDI.. 255 men and 1S officers, sir. There were 19.11
survivors.
Mr. MArteN. Were the top officers of the ship at the time of the collision in the portion of the destroyer which went to the bottom or in
the other portion?

Admiral RtuCK.-sEi. The officer of the deck and junior officer of the
deck were on the bridge. The captain was in his sea cabin. I don't
know exactly where the executive officer was. The six officers that were
lost that I kn:ow of were in the forward part of the ship. I believe two
of them were in the combat information center, and four were in the
officers quarters.
Mr. MAIJOIN. When you get this record, in order to make it more
complete, will you supply a more accurate and comprehensive statement about the loss ?
Admiral RUCUKNER. I certainly will, sir.
M1r. M3lo.-. You may proceed with your statement, Mr. Secretary.
STATEMENT OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF

TIn: NAVY (R. & D)

Dr. FRoscH. Thank you, M1r. Chairman.
INTRODUCTION

)r. FROSCH. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, it is a pleastire for me to appear before you today to present the President's fiscal
year 1970 Navy research, development, test, and evaluation budget.
With me agaiin this year are the four officers who are my principal
assistants in the day-to-day management of the Navy R.D.T. & E.
programs.
Rear Adm. E. A. Ruckner, Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, Development, Rear Adm. T. B. Owen, Chief of Naval Research, Rear
Adm. A. S. Goodfellow, Chief of Naval Development and Deputy
Chief of Naval Material (Development), and Maj. Gen. L. Metzger,
Deputy Chief of Staff- (Research, Development and Studies)usM11C.
I have provided for the committee record copies of my complete.
4'lprinted statement. With the chairman's concurrence, at this time I
propose to present selected parts drawn from that statement. The
copies you have before you are suitably blue lined to enable you to follow along with me.
M[v statement this year is organized along lines similar to last year's
and is outlined on this Vugraph. You will note that under the "Highliahts of Navy R. & D." section. six of the topics shown were discussed
last year and are included again because of their vital importance to
the NOavy and to the Congress. I have added two new topics to this seetion this year: "Behavioral and Social Science," "Navy Responsibilities Functional Analyses."
With Your permission, throughout my presentation, I will illuminate the' discussion with a series of vu6raphs, and I have about 20
minutes of interesting film clips which I propose to show at the end
of my statement presentation. We will respond to questions from the
eomrnnittee at any time during the testimony that you consider appropriate.
r mentioned a minute a o the new hiahli'hts section. T would now
like, to di.ciu the Navv responibilitie, functional analysis portion in
a little more detail. Over the past year. I have been concerned over
nur own internal Navy method of reviewingr the R.D.T. & E.. N pro-

gram as it relates to the service peculiar overall Navy objectives and

tasks. Since the Secretary and the CNO must, review the total Navy

program on a mission or operational requirements basis, for example,
force levels, contingencies, and so forth, I have for some tine felt tint
our R. & D. program, which both leads as well as supports the mission

requirements of the Navy, should give greater visibility to Navy managers responsible for review of our programs.

The DOD category method of review, and the budget activity
method both serve a useful purpose. in an accounting sense but are difficult to directly relate to operational requirements. Since the bulk of
R. & D. requirements for system development originate along the ze
operational lines and are promulgated in a series of documents known
as general operational requirements (GOWs). it has become clear to
me that for internal Navy review, structuring of our program patterned along those lines might give us a more meanincfiul examination
when viewed from within the total Navy program. For that reason we
adopted internally the functional analyses method ini the svstentQ
areas, based on th'e mission responsibilities of the Navy. Research, exploratorv development and management and support functions are
not specifically oriented along operational requirement lines s, remain
in the ori-inal format. All other programs have been alined to the
several mission responsibilities.
T hasten to noint out that review of the entire R.D.T. & E.. N program using this method provides precisely the same material now
existing under the category/activity method with the advantage of
examinin,&programs in the functional areas; where they will actually
an internal Navy review method, it is inI* used. Since it is purely
cluded this year for information of tho committee only and does not
represent a change in format in presenting the fiscal year 1970 budget.
I will now discuss our fiscal year 1970 program.
IT. FISCAl, T.AI

1070 R.D.T. & E.. N FISCA,s0

r

For our fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E.. N prorrn the Nav is requ,t-

ing new obligational authority in the amount of ,2,211.5 million. The
spread of this program by the eight budget activities is reflected in
table I. Our fiscal year 19.69 program is included for minparti,'v
purposes.
TABLE I.-FISCAL YEAR 1970 R.D.T. & E., N. PROGRAM BUDGET ACTIVITIES
[in millions of dollars]

Military sciences ............................................................

Aircraft and related equipment ...............................................
Missiles and related equipment ...............................................
Military astronautics .............
Ships, small craft and relate equipment ...................................
Ordnance, combat vehicles, and related equipment..........................
Other equipment ..............................................
Programwide management and support .................................
Total.......................... : .....................................

,

Fiscal year
1969

Fiscal yeat
1970

153.0

160.1

2,161.1

2,211.5

395.8
713.5
17.8
3-3.9
163.8
236.6
136.7

577. 2
564.7
24.0
3.5. 2
109. 1
280.0
151.2

The proposed program for fiscal year 1970 reflects an increase of
about $50 million over the fiscal ye.ur 1969 program. The principal
reasons for the major differences between fiscal year 1969 and fiscal
year 1970 in budget activities 9, 3, 6, 7, and 8 are provided and will be
presented at the beginning of each activity discussion under part IV
if my statement along with details of the activity programs
themselves.
In fiscal year 1970 all fleet support elements totaling $55 million
have been transferred from R.D.T. & E., to 0. & M.N. It. is considered to be more appropriate to budget for this function of support of improvements and changes to inservice equipment in the operations Navy appropriation. This transfer like the transfer in R.D.T.
& E. last year of management and support costs, is part of a continuing effort to refine and make more meaningful our budget structure.
We further divide our program into six DOD categories for our
ever day operations within the Department of Defense. Table IT
displays 'the same totals for the fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970
programs by DOD category.
TABLE II.-R.D.T. & E.,NAVY DOD CATEGORIES
Iln millions of dollars]

Research ...................................................................
Exploratory development.....................................................
Advanced development ......................................................
Engineering development ..................................................
Management
and supdevelopment..
port................................
Operational systems
..................................
Total ................................................................

Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year 1970

130.5
264.6
295.3
332.5
223.2
915.0

136.5
274.7
346.6
499.4
236.3
718.0

2,161.1

2,211.5

..

ITT. HIGHLIGHTS OF NAVY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Chairman, before I begin my activity-by-activity review of the
.Navy's proposed fiscal year
1.D.T.
.O & E. program, I would like
to discuss in some detail several of the following subjects:
A. Fiscal management.
B. Navy R. &D. accomplishment.
C. SEASIA.
1). ASW.
E. Antishipping missiles.
F. Oceanography.
G. Social science studies.
H. Navy responsibilities functional analyses.
A. Fi.mal management
I will now discuss the fiscal management of the R.D.T. & E., N
appropriation. The first chart compares the fiscal year 1968 obligation
plan in the fiscal year 1969 President's budget with the actual fiscal
year 1968 executed plan shown in the fiscal year 1970 President's
budget. The actual fiscal year 1968 performance in terms of obligations
was 5.6 percent better than the estimate, and resulted in an unobligamted carryover balance 13.2 percent below the estimate.
The second chart shows the fiscal performance for the past 5 years
and projects the performance for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970.

The percent of unobligated balance at the end of fiscal year 1968 is
below the unobligated balance at the end of any of the past 5 years:
3 percent below fiscal year 1964, 6 percent below fiscal year 1965, 10
ercent below fiscal year 1966, and 4 percent below fiscal year 1967.
ft is anticipated that-the unobligated balances at the end of fiscal year
1969 and fiscal year 1970 will approximate 9 percent. The reduction in
unobligated balance has been accomplished with no relaxation of the
care with which we obligate and use the funds appropriated for this
work.
The next chart shows that in fiscal year 1968, the total funds available for obligations were increased during the year from $2,362.4
million to $2,478.7 million. This increase of $116.3 million, is comprised of a SEA supplemental appropriation totaling $35.7 million,
emergency fund transfers of $19.6 million, and an increase of $61
million in reimbursements.
A number of factors influence the progress of the financial support
of the R.D.T. & E., N programs. For example, availability of appropriations, emergency fund transfers, and supplemental appropriations.
Programs are deferred by the Navy and D.D.R. & E. for a number of
technical reasons, such as a needl for more. complete documentation
of the technical development plans, more definitive program objectives, or completion of feasibility tests. Procedure for contacting for
research and development are understandably complex; normally a
12-month period is required for program definition, negotiations, and
contract definition.
This chart also compares the funds available for obligation with the
actual obligations. Normally, funds available are obligated within a
12-month period. With additional or incremental funds beii" made
available for obligation during the year, the average time for fiscal
execution of a program may be 18 months. At the beginning of fiscal
year 1968, the new obligational authority of $2,035 million plus the
carryover balance of $327 million totaled $2,362.4 million. Twelve
months later (June 30, 1968) $2,248.6 million was obligated. By the
end of the first half of fiscal year 1968 (December 31, 1967), the total
obligational authority plus carryover was $2,364.4 million with deferrals of $141.3 million, leaving $2.223 million available for obligation.
Twelve months later (December 31, 1968), $2,352.1 million was obligated leaving a balance of $108.7 million in fiscal year 1968 and prior
year av.9ilabilitv.
The Navy maintains a constant review of its R.D.T. & E. program
requirements, and, as necessary, redirects funds, with the assistance
and approval of the Congress, matched to the needs of priority programs. Such actions are, of course, required to adjust to the changing
technical and military requirements that take place between the time
.)f budget preparation, appropriation, and obligation in support of
the program (s).

FISCAL YEAR 1968 R.D.T & E.,N OBLIGATION-PLAN COMPARED WITH JUNE 30, 1968 ACTUAL
LDollar amounts In thousands)
Fiscal year
1968
in
fiscalplan
year
1969

Changes

President's
budget
Carryover July 1, 1967............................
Appropriation, fiscal yeag 1968 .....................
Supplemental for pay and postage increase .............

Southeast Asia suppIementa1(0SD emergency fund)
Transfers.....................................
Reimbursements, fiscal year 1968 .....................

Total, obligational authority ................
Actual obligations, fiscal year 1968.....
...........
Actual fiscal year 1968 unobligated carryover balance -

Dollars

Percent

Actua I
June 30,1968

$326,985 .......................
$326,985
1,816,400 ......................
1,816,400
8,274
-$8, 24 ............................

2.................
..... 35,720
-2,981............

j-5

22,1577

221,000

+58,958

2,395,236
2, 130,000
264,936

+83,423
+118, 349
-34,926

+3.5
+5.6
-13.2

3,2
19,596

279,958
2,478,659
2,248,649
230, 010

TREND IN "END YEAR" CARRYOVER BALANCES APPROPRIATION R.D.T. & E., N.
[Dollar amounts in millions
Availability
Service Reimburseaccounts
ments
Fiscal year:
1964...............
1965 ...............
1966 ...............
1967 ...............
1968...............
1969 estimate.......
1970 estimate .......

$1,659.4
1,555.5
1,788.4
2,245.5
2,140.3
2, 305.0
2,401.5

$152.2
271.9
294.0
256.1
338.4
355.3
349.3

Carryover
Total

$1,811.6
1,327.4
2,082.4
2,501.6
2,478.7
2,660.2
2,750.8

Service Reimburseaccounts
ments

$167.3
214.9
326.7
268.4
163.7
190.0
193.5

$51.0
61.2
66.9
58.6
66.3
30.3
60.3

Total

Percentage
carryover

$218.3
276.1
393.6
327.0
230.0
250.3
253.8

12
15
19
13
9
9
9

SUMMARY, FINANCIAL HISTORY, FISCAL YEAR 1968 AND PRIOR YEAR PROGRAMS, R.D.T. & E., N.APPROPRIATION
[Dollar amounts in thousands]

Status
Status
Status
July 1,1967 Dec. 31, 1967 June 30, 1968

Status
Dec. 31, 1968

1. Unobligated balance start of year ..................
326,985
326,985
326,985
326,985
2. New obligational authority ........................
2, 03., 400
2,037,400
2,096,353
2,078,460
3. Emergency fund transfers ....................................................
19, 596
19,596
4. Transfers from emergency fund-SEA supplemental .............................
35,720
35, 720
5. Recoupment objective (nonadditional) ..............
(112,000)
(96. 97).............
6. Total new obligational authority (2+3+4) .........
2,035,400
2,037,400
2,151.674
2,133,716
7. Total availability (1+6) ........................
2, 362,385
2,364,385
2,478,659
2,460,761
8. Deferrals .......................................
' 269,201
*141,336 ............................
9. Available for obligation (7-8) ....................
2,093,184
2,223,049
2.478,659
2,460, 761
10. Obligations.....
...
.....................................
,238,692
2,248,649
2,352, 068
11.Unobligated balance (8-9).....................................
984,357
230,010
108,693
1Excludes deferrals for the recoupment objective since the amount included on line 2 for direct obligational authority Is
$1,816,400 (congressional program approval $1,928,400 less recoupment objective of $112,000).
Excludes 96,977 in deferral status because ol recoupment objective.

B. Naay R. & D. accom1. vh ients
The deploym( t of st1((,.'s.ful wieapoi s systetis suppoi'table uider
conflict conditions is the enid result of a iany-faceted program effort.
it is not uncommon for specific systems to require 5 to 8 years of intensive research and develolmeit. The development cycle thus is often
long com pnred to the fiscal support cycle.
The military systems which have been brought through this developminet cycle during the past few years are testimony to the effectiveness
of the system.

In the 4 fiscal years prior to our current year of fiscal year 1969 there
have emerged from the Navy R.D.T. & E. program many major weapons and weapons systems. For example in the field of missiles, the
Standard missile was developed as a replacement for the missile in
both the Terrier and Tartar systems. Further, we have adopted this
same missile to the air launched antiradiation mode as Standard
ARM.
The basic point defense surface missile system developed during this
period provides our nonmissile ships with a degree of antiair defense
not previously available.
Several air launched weapons completed the transition from R. & D.
to product in this 4-year time frame. Most notable of course is the very
accurate and highly successful Walleye.
Aircraft weapon systems developed by Navy in the period of discussion included the successful A-7A light attack aircraft and the
OV-10A COIN aircraft both of which are now seeing service in Vietnam. A follow-on family of models of the A-7A have since been
produced.
Our space program saw two very important developments, the satellite communications program and the Navy navigational satellite
program reach operational status.
Any discussion of Navy development in the fiscal year 1964-68 period
would be. incomplete should I not mention the Navy tactical data system (NTDS). This tactical data processing system using digital computers, displays and transmission links provides the basis for modern
command and control for our naval forces today. Naval air operations
are linked via airborne tactical data systems "(ATDS) and the U.S.
Marine Corps has its counterpart the marine tactical data system
(MTDS).
Our underseas program of investigation and development has produced several timely and important capabilities, for example the cable
controlled umnanned recovery vehicle-CURV II with a 2,500-foot
depth capability become operational. This was a replacement for
CURV I which was used to recover the nuclear weapon lost off
Palomares, Spain, in 1966.
Much has been accomplished which does not hold the outward excitement of Walleye or the fascinating complexity of NTDS. Many of
the research and exploratory development achievements, individually
exciting to the scientist and engineer, gain their recognition when several advances combine together to fo)rm a militarily useful system.
Under exploratory development we developed HY 130 steel for specific application to submarine development under advanced
development.
The present fiscal year of fiscal year 1969 promises to have a similar
productivity. We have installed on our ships several equipments providing increased defense against antiship missiles. Notable among
these are various decoys and threat detection devices to thwart the
attacking missiles.
An electronic environment simulation range now in the grooming
stage, will permit establishment of a hostile EW climate for test and
training purposes.
Ship surface weapon systems have been augmented by recent developments which include the 5-inch 38-rocket-assisted projectile

I--

IRAP)

which extends the range of unmodified guns providing irn-

)roved gunfire support capacity.
The Briteye flare has progressed to the stage where we expect to
approve it for service use by the end of fiscal year 1969. Tho Fireye
improved firebomb has been approved for service use in an interim
form. The helicopter trap weapon was introduced in November of
Last year.•
The all-weather carrier landing system (ACLS) presently in fleet
tise allows carrier landings under all weather conditions in the manual,
semiautomatic, or full automatic (hands off) mode.
Partially operational in fiscal year 1969 is the Omega VLF generalpurpose electronic navigation system. When fully completed this
system will, provide worldwide continuous navigational information
for military and civilian aircraft and ships. It is interesting to note
that we have been able to provide navigation information to the U.S.S.
Yew Jersey using this system.
This brings me to a prognosis for the 1970 fiscal year represented
by the budget before you. Many of the programs which are expected
to culminate during this year will be discussed in some greater detail
in my review of the individual budget activities.
Aong the ASW systems we expect to reach fruition during fiscal
year 1970 is DIFAR. To be completed also is CASS or command activated sonobuoy system which also will enhance the accurate localization
capability of our ASW aircraft. A major ASW development entering production in fiscal year 1970 is the MK-48 torpedo. A follow-on
dual purpose version of the MK-48 will provide a vitally needed
modern antiship torpedo.
The follow-on light attack aircraft A-7E will become operational
during that year.
Along with these aircraft will emerge two air-launched weapons:
(1) Walleye II an improved larger version of Walleye; and (2) ZAP.
Our underseas capability will be improved by the introduction of
two deep submergence vehicles during the next fiscal year. CURV III,
an advanced cable controlled unmanned vehicle with a test depth of
7,000 feet and the first deep submergence rescue vehicle (DSRV).
This latter craft will provide an all-weather rescue capability operational to submarine collapse depths.
The Marine Corps will receive the amphibious vehicle LVTPX-12
for operations.
Not every program we undertake in Navy R.D.T. & E. reaches a
successful culmination in an operational weapon or system. During
the last 5 years, however, we have terminated several programs prior
to completion, the most recent being the F-11B.
Earlier the TYPHON surface missile system was terminated as
the result of recognition by the Navy of its'evolving size and technical complexity coupled with obsolescence brought about by an overtalking technology base.
We have also terminated some ASW programs during the last 5
years because of the high cost and uncertain military utility.
Mr. Chairman, the foregoing highlighted our near past and projected future productivity. I will now address the problems and ac-

coml)lishnlents provoked by the ongoing Southeast Asia conflict
situation.
0. Southeast A8ia conflict
The conflict in Southeast Asia has presented its own set of continuing problems and challenges to our research and development cornniunity's effort.
The Vietnam laboratory assistance program (VLAP), was initiated
in November 1966 with the designation of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak. and Naval Weapon: Center, China Lake as east
and west coast lead laboratories respectively, and with the purpose of
quickly bringing the technological strength of the Naval laboratories
to bear on the problems of the Naval operating forces in SEASIA
as they are and were identified.
The laboratory assistance program consists of two main parts:
(1) The sending of skilled laboratory scientists and engineers to the
combat theater to provide technical expertise. act as communication
links with the laboratories, assist in the identification of operational
problems, as well as devise in-country "quick fixes," and (2) to insure
that the best available laboratory capabilities are'utilized to conduct
projects which are of innediate'importance to the in-country operating forces.
The projects which are included in the VLAP program have had
their basic genesis in the field experience and emerging military
needs. The solution to these needs is accomplished through application
of currently available technology to the prototype development and
test. of modifications to old equipment or the generation of new devices
which can be field tested within 6 months.
These projects do not alter or conflict with our longer range
R.D.T & E. program objectives directly. There is, however. an imiportant interaction, for example:
The engineers and scientists from the laboratory are diverted from
longer term vital tasks to accomplish the short term VLAP objectives.
This action would suggest that progress on our longer term program
would be less than planned, and to a degree this is true, however; it
has injected into the development effort important realities which
portend to exhaust the military usefulness of the longer term
l)rograms.
To date there have been over 260 VLAP projects. Some of the proiects that have already received or are receiving operational evaluation
in country are:
1. The helo-pad for the armored troop carrier (ATC).--In-country design. fabrication, and installation of a lightweight helo-pad on
the ATC to facilitate the medical evacuation of wounded 3RF
personnel.
A remote underwater detection device (RUDD).
•2.
:. An underwater (lock illumination vstem.
4. A1 low light level television (LLLTV).
VrAP projects that will be, in the very near future. operationally
evaluated are:
1. Thelielotrap weapon.

2. The hydraulic pump system.-This boat-borne high velocity
water jet system will destroy and clear both natural and manmade

barriers, bridge debris, and water hyacinth from canals and waterways.
3. Modular armor for riverine craft.-This alumina and glass reinforced plastic armor is expected to provide ballistic protection for
threats equivalent to the .30 caliber AP projectile.
I will mention some of the other developments related to the conduct
of the war in SEASIA which have recently emerged or will soon be
released from our regular R. & D. program.
The new fire bomb mix and gelling unit have been tested.
Our tactical aircraft in SEASIA. have been operating in the most
sophisticated electronic environment ever encountered. We are continuing to update and modify our airborne countermeasures equipmient in order to make them more effective. These improvements are
contingent upon knowledge of enemy equipments. One key to this
problem which portends to assure a continued weapons and(I tactical
effectiveness, is found through the intercept and analysis of electronic
emissions. We have several programs which will combine to enhance
our operational effectiveness. These include: the big look imp)I'vemi Vit
program. This program will provide our aircraft with a greatly

proved capability. A related project, of great potential is tie joint
services in-flight data transmission system. The principal features of
this system are the near real time transmission of high resolution data
from a sensor equipped aircraft to a land or sea surf ace terminal. The
development program is multiservice, with the Navv as executive
agent. A high degree of operational coml)atibility will result in that
data can be transmitted by the aircraft of any service for reception
by surface terminal equipment common to all.
Upon completion of development, we are planning to deploy the
electronic emitter location system (EELS). This system. installed in
carrier based aircraft, will greatly improve the accuracies with which
we locate electronic emitters.
We continue to improve the weapons available to our ships operatin off the coast of Vietnam. Rocket assisted projectiles provide signi cant increases in range over standard projectiles without degradation of accuracy. We are continuing to develop subcaliber projectiles
for 8-inch guns.
The commitment of Marine Corps combat forces in Southeast Asia
has necessitated a heavy orientation of Marine Corps R. & D. efforts
toward projects with immediate applications to this conflict. To insure
responsiveness to requirements generated in Vietnam. the Marine
Corps is using a streamlined a(lhmnistrative process called special p'ocedure for expediting equipment development (SPEED).
p
To date, III Marine Amnphibious Forces has initiated several
SPEED requirements covering a variety of operational needs including:
(1) Modifications to the MK-19 40-m. gun for the TI-I- -E lilo.
Delivery of these guns is expected to commence shortly, following
around and flight testing.
(2) The A-GA forward air controller radar beacon which will provide an identifiable aim-p+oint which the forward air controller can use
to call in strikes on nonradar si-nificant targets using the offset bomlbing capability inherent in the A-6A aircraft.
34
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A significant boost to our visual observation capabilities was realized as the OV-10 aircraft was introduced in Southeast Asia in fiscal
survivayear 1969. This Marine Corps aircraft provides range, sp
light
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presently underway on an improved target marking system. This system, by permitting target designation from greater standoff ranges,
will further enhance the survivability of the OV-10.
The Navy R. & D. program will continue to respond where necessary and anticipate where possible the weapons and weapons systems
requirements of our units in SEASIA.
P. ASW
The Soviets are now embarked on a priority construction program
of second generation nuclear submarines, following a period of largescale shipyard expansion. We believe that the speed of new Soviet
submarifsi compare faborably with those of our nuclear powered
units. Metallurg and related technologies are moving forward in the
Soviet Union, thus submarine depth capabilities can increase commensurately. As to the older Soviet submarines, events of recent
months have led us to increase the estimated endurance of these conventional boats, while the estimated maximum speed of the "N" class
SSN also has been raised.
In the area of air ASW, the VSX (S-.A) aircraft system is the
primary development. Contract definition is nearing completion and
engineering development is planned to commence by July 1969. The
first test flight is scheduled for July 1971 with fleet introduction several years later. The VSX development is supported by a concurrent
laboratory simulation and aircraft test bed p
A new sonobuoy system, DIFAR, is currmently in prod ion and
will be introduced into the fleet as part of the P--C ASW aircraft
system shortly.
CASS, will be ready for opA command active sonobuoys
erational evaluation in the near future This system will improve our
tar et localization capability.
Development of the torpedo MK 48 continues to be the priority
program for improving the ASW capability of our submarines. It is
designed to outrun and go deeper than the new high performance
Soviet SSN's. The system development has proceeded to the point that
we expect to be able to begin procurement in 1969. Additional development is scheduled in order to produce a dual ASW/Anti-ship capability for this weapon.
We are stud,ing a rapid reaction nonnuclear weapon with a short
time of flight. This would be a new missile analogous to SUBROC
and designed to be effective against surface ships or SSG/SSGN's.
Our submarine sonar R. & D. effort has been directed toward targets with a wide range of characteristics. A near term application
from this, project was approved and a line item BQS-18 DNA sonar is
included in the fiscal year 1970 sub-sonar development element. This
sonar makes use of recent developments to improve the active and
performance of the sensors of our submarines. R. & D. efforts
passive
ii submarne quieting wUl Improve our basic capability by reducing
radiated noise while lncreasin our sonar effectiveness.
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We are continuing to seek improved target detection capabilities at
longer ranges for our surface ship. sonars. In addition to near term
improvements to the SQS-26 series sonar, we are considering another hull-mounted sonar of improved performance. For the long
term we are looking into alternatives to the active hull-mounted sonar
as we know it today. We are providing limited technical support to the
British planar array development in order to benefit from any technology that ma be developed by that approach.
W0 have taken initial steps in fiscal year 1969 to overcome deficiencies in our abilit to handle in a time fashion ASW datan the
ASW force command-and control syims.Both ASWFORLANT and
ASWFORPAC are being prvided an interim, iUstere automated
data processing capability ths year. With the funds we have requested
in fiscal year 1970 we expect to provide some urgently required addidevelopment on
tional capabilities to AS FORLANT and 6nwence
the planned longrange (1975) integrated system. ,
/.&E. programs iclude:
Other ASW
The edo 9ounter-cuufrmeasu proegs.
The MK 46 lightweight torpedo for air6iaft and surface shps
SQS-28 surface ship sonarim~provo ent. "
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R. AntieF~p M(ial Offefee/Defese Progrm
The current concern over'th. survivability of 51rfC.e ships when
expose to potential surface and4*slaunched -sbtiship missiles has
be6n heightened by recent demonstrations of the effectiveness of
some available weapons and delivery vehicles.
Operations in the several theaters where identification is difficult
of potential begerents, in terms of friend or foe, has highlighted
the opportunities for effective attack against U.S. naval force elements.
Ecch operational theater presents a spectrum of requirements as
well as constraints. Operations in the tension areas are fronted with
thresholds which, at a first approximation, are threat controlled. These
include factors such as time: location, tactic and political/military
boundary conditions. Operational deployment and warfare response
capability are related to the situations to be served, and the transition
from. one state to another. The continuing requirement to provide for
positive target identification and command/destruct of errant missiles
represents the primary action constraint. The most critical phase,
where -command intervention is required, is during the leading edge
of war. The operational and technical system design must provide for

the essential rationalization associated with il t reluirement for
decisionmaking--to launch or not to launch; to attack or abort; etc.
In order to respond to this complex problem a Ship Anti-Missile
Integrated Defense (SAMID) program has been established.
Its initial function is to integrate equipments that are available in
the fleet today into a total ship system to achieve improved capability
and reduce reaction time through coordination of sensors and weapons. For example, simple internal shil) data links tire being developed to eliminate voice relayed information with easy to interpret
display systems provided at the control stations to quickly exchange
information and commands. The problem solving efforts under t 1e
SAMID program can be grouped into three basic phases. The predetection of hostile action, detection of hostile actions, and the engagement phases.
Two primary efforts to improve our defenses in the predetection
phase are the development of devices for training purposes and the
determination of means of reducing ships' inherent signature. Ship
signature reduction developments hiave been evaluated at' sea in a
destroyer. Assuming successful results from the tests, techniques will
be exploited to counter the antiship missiles.
There are several efforts ongoing in the detection field, both in
active and passive sensors.
First, we have improvements to operational radars. A short pulse
minimum range capability has been developed for air search radars.
Use of these kits will provide short range coverage not possible with
the standard long pulse versions of these equipments.
The point defense target acquisition system (TAS) development
will provide detection of targets for our point defense surface missile
system. The initial use of the TAS radar will be as the acquisition
system for U.S. models of the NATO Sea Sparrow. now in development. There is advanced development work in an infrared electronic warfare (IREW) system.
A major effort, Shortstop, has been given increas-d emphasis.
Shortstop is the most ambitious shipboard electronic warfare project
yet undertaken. It will interface directly into the NTDS system,
thus fully integrating our weapons and active sensor systems. It Will
provide automatic electronic countermeasures. OperAtional evaluation is expected to be completed in the near future.
The last of the three areas being addressed is the engagement
hase. Work is ongoing in the weapon, electronic warfare as well as
ecoy areas.
An advanced point defense system has been defined through study.
The technical requirements are such that achievement depends upon
improved guidance technology which will become available in the
late 70's. On this basis, an improved" system using the powered
director, smaller launcher, and control console defined for advanced
point defense have been combined with the Sparrow missile for de.
velopment under a NATO cooperative development program. Tht,
participating countries are Denmark, Italy, Norway. and the United
States. A unilateral U.S. target acquisition system development will
also be developed. These two progrus will combine into an improved
point defense system.
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Itoii m1
missile .Ia1lility. 11thniigli it will lbe t'ollipl ible'
01lit'i Illajorloit ill tile mwtive ECM iltire d11'tevotedi to (levelop)of -Iddititotlill 1'Xt 'oi lt erinlea'sl res ('(Iltil)RttS. As t hey orei
piltieil for, developed. and evailuated., they will be itegrated into
u1SA1til a1Sel;-1Il1te istl 1011).
Ilit, Slit)Ristoj svSteilits We'll IISC
e atire Cont inning to re't'iii'chiit near instattaleous$weans to deploy
Itlwtovs ill ortder to produce target selection coiifiisioit to an titiakingr
enemyi force.
ik hasit' heplo sywittm is no11w available to the Fleet. Our Wtort
Iotv is to develop 31 pod oll llted ver~sionl of this system that vanl
hev aiipliedl to 11ny helo.
We are Conltwlitiitg feasibilityv stiltdies ill lit ilizitig other iippt'oaelie.
ider' prepatiton in tite mtiall
A~ proposed techtnicanl apprfooa('is un
(011l111311d. n1o1 sItuiies will survey tis ('Illire. field and allow uts to
tii't

seleetl tie route to follow for future developments. 'Several semtes
are under consideratio01. The systems investigations are designedI to
provide thle widest range oif ol'tions consistentt with the operational.
flex ibility which is m.ssent 1211 to thle several concepts.
Nl smtutliar3'. our efforts to im~tprove our electronic. warfare posture is
focused onl several Iimne periods. The first of these is the integrat ion of
the totall ship capability to tIsoe existing weapons and sensor -systemns.
This is iing done, in tile' SAMNI!) program.
Tlhemveoutd is the longer' termn II. #&P. prograin to provide improved
Jutld new Capabilities. Thle%- will be integrated into tilie total ship sysit'in i s they become available and in consonance with package concept
alssignled to neet. the oenmy threat.
Finally, continual injvest4igation of now technology is proceeding as
intelligence and oper'ationatl experience expand our knowledge.
P. Pi".eal y/ea.), 1,970--Naigy orranographic program
na
which
i
I should like now to address the Nav' rga
Nis been receiving it great deal of national attention, oceanography.
Tito Navy 4-ceanograpii program vlpports it broad array of defense
systems aind is vital to our mission. Our program continues to represent
over half of aill Federal efforts in the marine sciences, and in many
tireps-oein. engineering and technology, hyvperbatric biomnedliine.
eniioronmiental predhiet i01. llllderwaterttaoustices, and] others-Navy'
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leads the way for the Nation. Wo remait in close coordinatioln with
other agencies engaged in the Marine sciences. and diligently cont ime
our efforts to make our data, competencle, an1d facilities available to :1ll
who require them.

The funding here represents a compendiitn of efforts which appear
in the budget as part of other line items. The funded etort, however.
represent Xavy's oceanographic progran1 managed by the oceanographer of the Ihavy.
NA.VY

(OCEANOtGII;\IIII11CPI(;;lA

For management purposes, the oceitnographer divides the oceanog-

raphy effort into three major functionis: Ocean science, ocilaeu

engineering and development .and oceanorraphic olwratiMAs. 'I'l e
dislssion that, follows addresses these in tlhitt order. For infornml ioll
of the committee, the last page of this section of my statement cmtltails
a funding breakdown by appropriation wid function.
MCEAN SCIENCE.
The Navy ocean science program is responsile for developing a
better understanding of the ocean environment in which the Navy
operates and for the utilization of this understandilng in support of
the Nav's mission.
Antisibmarine warfare continues to be the single most. urgent military problem supported by naval ocean science. Well over half of the
ocean sciencee program is devoted to underwater sound or directly related fields. Understanding of the relationship between wa generated
sound and those produced by submarines is fundamental. The majority of acoustic research is now devoted to the study of the environmental constraints and new system concepts. The planned acoustic
experiments in the N them Pacific next summer and the long-range
acoustic transmission redictive model being developed at the fleet
numerical weather central at Monterey are key programs in this effort.
Other investigations are planned in order to both optimize and estimate surveillance system performance in key oceanic basins.
Significant new research platforms have been emphasized this year.
One such platform, called "Sea Spider," will enable us to make
oceanographic and acoustic measurements from fixed sensors in midwater for the first time. Instrumentation of aircraft and spacecraft
with sensors for oceanographic research are rapidly expanding our
capabilities and at the same time increasing our efficiency. The research ship building schedule has been cut back, but two new AGOR'S
will be in service early in fiscal year 1970. The AGOR-16, a new catamaran type, is scheduled for delivery in 1971.
Many of the most important problems now addressed in oceanography, such as air-sea interaction and acoustic propagation, are so extensive and complex as to require the cooperation of several institutions
and laboratories. The Navy portion of the Bomex air-sea interaction
experiment in the Caribbean, the Parka II oceanographic-acoustic experiment in the Pacific, the Norpax experiment on temperature anomalies in the Pacific, and the Flip/Spa.r bearing accuracy experiment in
the Atlantic are a few examples of thi trend.

The Navy has a number of research projects in the Arctic in support of specific military requirements mainly focused in the central
Arctic basin. Considerable effort has been devoted this year to reviewing arctic requirements and programs with a view toward developing
a comprehensive plan for naval arctic research.
The, Navy continues to take pride in its contribution to training
oceanographers through its support of academic instit it ions, both
through its contract research projects and through the more institutional approach of the oceanographically oriented Themis projects.
The oceanographic training program at the Navy postgraduate school
in Monterey also is constantly being upgraded.
OCEAN ENGINEERNO AND IWVELO.1'ENT

The ocean engineering and development effort is directed toward
the goal of permitting the Navy to operate effectively anywhere in
the oceans, at any depth, and anytime. To this end, wi have reorganized the deep suibmergence program in fiscal year 1976 for greater
visibility and better management of our mijor projects. Subprojects
within the deep submergence syteius project now reeive project
status, and are regrouped with other deep submergence projects into
either systems or technology oriented programs. In addition to improving Navy management, this reorganization will permit us to
accept more readily any nationally oriented
ocean engineering and
to do so.
development projects should we be asked
Under our ocean engineering systems development program the
fir t deep submergence rescue vehicle (DSRV) should be completed
and ready for test in late fiscal year 1969 and turned over to the Navy
in late fiscal year 1970. The second DSRV is expected to be operational approximately 6 months later. These vehicles will rovide us
with the capability to rescue men from disabled subnmarines on the
ocean floor and under ice to the collapse depth of the most modern
combatant submarine. The DSRV's will also give us a secondary
mission capability of search, location, and small object recovery to
sutfficient depth. A contractor was picked through competitive process
in fiscal year 1969 to do a detailed design study for the 20,000-foot
deep submergence search vehicle (DSSV). Long leadtime developments such as the DSSV's powerplant and lressure sphere material
will be funded in fiscal year 1970 with vehicle construction conunencing in fiscal year 1971. Although delivery of this first, vehicle will not
be available for a few years, a next step recovery device ii undergoing
current development.
Under our ocean engineering technology development program,
the major effort,. is in the deep ocean technology project (DOT). This
project, initiated in fiscal year 1968, is a 10-year plan to generate,
expand, and exploit the base of validated deep ocean technical knowledge in order that the Navy of the future can respond adequately to
whatever needs arise. This effort remains the project in Navy's oceanographic program with the greatest promise of'spinoff applicablp- to
national nonmilitary goals. In fiscal year 1970 the DOT project will
provide an operational 7,000-foot cable controlled unmanned rpeovery
vehicle; a certified titanium hull for the Alvin-type submersible: design criteria for reliable electric drive systems, TV and acoustic imag-
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ing systems; a variable ballast system usable to a 20.000-foot depth:
high-electrical power wet connectors and transmission system; a sea
floor rotary cutter. lvdraulei earthmover and large hole driller: An
in-situ large concrete pressure hill experiment: and we will undertakce a program to provide certified glass pressure huli.
Our technology oriented man-in-the-sea project is highlighted bv
a step-by-step progression toward SEALAB ITT off San Clemente
Tsland. The unfortunate accident to Barrv L. Cannon last February
has caused us to undertake a close examination of all factors involved
with man-in-the-sea. Itis not certain wletle,- SEALAI ITT will be
undertaken in fiscal year 1970 or not. Fiscal year 1070 will see the
development and testing of improved fleet-del'iverable diver's hardware, the prototypes for which will be tested during SEALAB ITT.
Our deep submergence biomedical project continues toward the development. of medical techniques for improved performance and for the
prevention and treatment of illness and injury among submariners.
underwater swimmers, and divers. In fiscal year 1969 we initiated
new developments in physiologieal and human performance efforts
of prolonged exposures to pressure. Tn fiscal year 1970 the data obtained during SEALAB ITT and TFKTITE 'ill be evaluated, a system for on-site treatment and evacuation of sick or injury divers w-ill
undergo development, and the phvsiolopy at depths .elow 1,000 feet
will be explored using new hyperbaric facilities at the Submarine
Medical Center, New London, the Tniversity of Pennsylvania, and
Duke University.
In our instrumentation program, we are concentrating on systems
to improve our capability to carry out coastal and deep ocean surveys
and those efforts which support environmental prediction.
In exploratory development we are striving to improve our advanced sea-floor engineering by extrapolating terrestrial experience
with soil mechanics into the ocean. We are also concentrating on exploratory programs in materials, power sources, navigation, biomedicine, swimmer-diver support. and environmental support.
Hiring fiscal year 1970 we will accelerate the development of titanium (120/150 ksi) and a 30 pef syntactic foam: sea-floor ensrineering will continue to identify and define parameters of interest
in the siting of ocean bottom structures; and the fuel cell effort will
shift emphasis from hydrogen/oxygen to hydrazine/hydrogen-peroxide under ambient pressure.
OCEANOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS

Oceanographic operations will continue in fiscal year 1970 to be
devoted to support of fleet operations.
Our coastal hydrographic survey units completed charting in Vietnam early this fiscal year. Through fiscal year 1970 they will survey
coa.sts and harbors in South Korea and the Pacific Trist Territories.
and chart. 12 smeial fleet operating areas in WESTPAC. Five new
MSTS-manned survey ships will undergo slake.,iown and replace
the present overage and wornout ships commencing in fiscal year
1970. Two helicopters are in the budget to support this fleet,.
Deep ocean survey ships in support of Polari,/Poseidon will continue collecting precise bathymetry, magnetic, antd gravity data along

],undreds of thousands of track miles. In ad(ldition, two specially
configured gravity survey ships will complete efforts in the eastern
and western missile test ranges in fiscal year 1970. Other deep o.eall

surveys will support project CAESAR.

ASW surveys will be carried out by our modern oceanographic
survey ships. The Silas Rent will co]iluct acoustic/oceanogra)lhic
operations with a contract ship in the South China and Philippine
Seas, while her sister ship, Eliah Kane. will conduct similar acoustic
surveys in the Caribbean. A third ship of the Bent class', the IT.S.N.S.
lVilke (TAGS 33), will be delivered in late fiscal year 1970. Our
support to Navy laboratories oceanographic projects also will be enhanced in fiscal' year 1970 by the placing into full operational status
of two new AGOR ass ships. Though we have no survey ships in
our fiscal year 1970 construction budget, we are requesting funds for
a new aircraft to replace an aging C-54, inorder to carry out global
geomagnetic surveys in all areas of the world's oceans of importance
to naval warfare.
NAVY OCEANOGRAPHIC PROGRAM
Iln
thousands

RD.T. & E.(THEMIS Included) ...............................................
SCN ...................
MILCON ..................................................................
OPN
...................................................
0.& ...............
MN ...................................................................

Fiscal year 1969

Flxal year 1970

110.5 (3.0)
0
7.0
40.6
81.1

121.3 (3.5)
0
.8
34.2
97.8

MPN ......................................................................
PAMN ......

13.3
2

10.8
10.7

Total ................................................................

252.7

278,6

C. Reho ihni .'Ii
.oe0 x.c*en.e,
The Navy and the Marine Corps carry on operations in widely (iffering media Ul(ler the water, on its surface, over the ground. aind ill
the air. The forces are required to operate and maintain extremely
sophisticated equilment in all parts of the gloe,, to cooperate etectively with allies, and to outmaneuver enemies deriving frlom a Variety
of ethnic, cultural, and environmental backgrounds who may enllloy
against us techniques ranging from tile very single and iisoplusticated to those that equal our own. It is of critical. importance that naval
manpower be optimally utilized if we are to meet these diverse
requirements.
The objective of the Xavy's behavioral sciences program is to Coiltribute to the Navy's optmnum utilization of its manpower: (1)
through the development of fundamental knowledge needed for tec.hnological improvements; and (2) by interacting with all elements of
the Navy-scientific and operational-to as.sist with the solutions of
man-related problems arising in systems development and their utilization in the fleet.
The behavioral and social sciences research programs are fundamental to all work on personnel selection, trainhng,- proficiency maintenance,protection, motivation, morale, retention, and maximum utilization of naval manpower. Specific examples are: new techniques for
maintaining the alertness of sonar operators, new procedures for ima-

proving the pattern recognition capabilities of file operators of .\SW
sensor systems, new devices for coping with the "helium speech" of
clivers operating at depth, an exoskeletal system to augment inans
strength and stauiina, new techniques for training men to diagnose and
repair malfunctioning electronic equipment. workable compuIterized
techniques for forecasting personnel requirements and for making personnlel aw,.signments, improved techniques for selecting small crews
for situations requiring isolation and confinement, and methods for
evaluating lierfornance, impairment induced by fatigue and sleep
deprivation.
In order to insure attention to high-priority ,Navy needs, the reseia hi program has been restructured into six najor ai'eas: (1) men in
trading, (2) men in weapons systems, (3) men under stress, (4) men
in the sea, (5) men overseas, and (6) men in personnel systems. Examples of beneficial research outputs that are currently being produced
can be identified for each of these research areas:
lien in training
A most important area of potential payoff for the NavvX is improveinent of training methods. This area is being revolutioniized by new
princpliel, techniques, and hardware. Among the most significant aecomplishments are: (1) improved ASW signal detection and classifieation, (2) the development of techniques for training naval personnel to
make eross-cultural contacts: and (.%)the work on computer-assisted
instruction for use both ashore and afloat (a field in which the Navy
lis led the way), and many others.
Men htweapon*-ysfenms
With the increased sophistication of weapons systems it has become
much more complicated to utilize available personnel resources in the
most effective manner. The behavioral and social sciences program is
developing many items for aiding and augmenting the performances
of men who must operate and maintain our modern weapons systems.
These include a number of guides and handbooks such as the review!
Human Engineering Guide to Equipment Design, a revised IT.S.
Naval Flight Surgeon's Manual, and a revised Bioastronautics Data
Book (prepared with NASA support). Several advances in display
technology are being pursued. These include head-mounted display
devices, new types of rotating displays, and luminescent displays. A
troubleshooting aid is being evaluated in the field to determine its effectiveness in producing quicker and more accurate diagnoses of electronic equipment malfunctions. New techniques are being devised to
assist in the composition of weapons system crews.
MVen vnder trem
This area. includes research on psychological, physiological, social,
and environmental factors. The work is closely related to other scientific disciplines, but these projects represent unique stress problems.
For example, research in this area includes work in: night carrier
landings, human performance degradation resulting from such conditions as vibration, buffeting, heat, cold, noise, and panic; living in isolation; physical fitness; and behavioral biochemistry. As I mentioned
earlier, a large volume of information is becoming available, including
knowledge about appropriate protective equipment for pilots, tech-
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niques for many men in Ilie sea projet.ts (salvage, rescue, UIYI', underwater communication, et cetera), and techniques for operating under
conditions of isolation and other environmental stres- , et cetera. Stress
resulting from combat and conflict involves environmental factors (for
example, noise, darkAess, humidity, temperature) ; phyvshological faeIors (for example, fear, confusio;, t ime pressures) ; p'livsiologial factors (for example, hunger, fatigue) ; and a variety of social factors
(for example, leadership).
Men in the selt
New developments in nnder-wa warfare have given an impetus to Iesearch in this area: there will be nfy useful applications resulting
from such effort. The range of work im'ludes human factors researdi.
human performance under varying pressures, diving, helium speech,
survival techniques, swimmer g uidance, .earch and rescue, salvage operations, and a whole area which may be termed behavioral oceanology.
or man's performance in the sea.

M1en

oveCrseas

Since 1946, when the Navy undertook social science studies relating
to Micronesia and Japan. there has been a small foreign area social
science research program relevant to the naval mission. This program
has been approved in the department of Defense and properly cleared
with the DMpartment of State Foreign Area Research Coordination
Group. Current events in Vietnam indicate how necessary it is for
the military to be prepared with the latest. information for dealing
with hostile elements in the most appropriate fashion. Whether the
duties involve peace-keeping, special warfare or anti-Communist actions, the Navy is required to maintain a potentiality for providing its
forces with necessary data and information for use overseas. In tlre.se
efforts, the necessary social sciences information required does not exist
in libraries, nor is it being produced by such Government organizations as NSF, NIH, or the State Department. Con.sequently, we maintain a small effort to provide essential and basic information for our
forces.
As an example, in Southeast Asia our personnel are involved in a
wide variety of activities ranging from pacification duties (performed.
for example, by the Marine Corps and the Seabees) to counterguerrilla efforts and other unconventional combat. Our social science
research program has contributed directly to their capability to carry
out such operations.
Men in permonel systems
Efficient procedures for select ing.,classifying, and assigning personnel insure that each man is product-ively emploved during his period of
service and assigned in accordance with his capabilities. Research in
this area bas produced workable computer-assisted personnel assignment techniques which have proved superior to the manual methods
previously employed. Job design efforts aim to tailor jobs to the capabilities and limitations of the available manpower supply. Continual
progress is being made in improving personnel selection, classification.
assignment, organization motivation, morale, job analysis, retention,
and careerplanning methods.
To conclude-the Navy's research program in the behavioral and
social sciences is subjected to intensive and continuous review. It has

recently been restructured into six Navy relevant areas. This prograiI
has produced and continues to produce a great deal that adds to tlhe
Navy's capability to make optimum use of ts manpower resources.
II. Navy reaponeibilts functional anuiyscs
When reviewed tinder the Navy's mission responsibility and funetional breakdown, the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & H., N prograin consist g
of a level of effort grouping, eight broad operational objectives and
28 functional area spp ortili those eight. Table III, at the end of
this section, shows the breakdown including some of the major progrants included in the fiscal year 1970 budget request.
You will note that some programs could well fit into more than one
functional area or operational objective, such as the air launched/surface launched antishipping missile which can be included either under
airborne attack or surface attack. Our principal effort to (late has concentrated on an air-to-surface capability and we have thus determined
the program better falls tinder its principal operational area. airborne
attack. Other similar decisions on dutial area programs have been madi,
and agreed upon within the Navy.
Included in the following discussion is a brief description of a fe'w
of the mission objectives and functional areas to illustrate how we now
orient our individual programs to fit this categorizat ion.
I have chosen four, surface warfare, air warfare, underseas warfare,
and strategic warfare as illustrations.
Surface ae'fare
We define surface warfare as that Navy n1ission objvkctive enleoillpas-sing all forms of offensive or defensive tactical warfare prose.iIted
froin a surface ship at sea against surface or air targets and including
supporting programs for the platform itself such as ship design and
propulsion. We further define this objective into three functional areas
of surface attack, surface antiair and ship support.
Since surface 'attack includes all aspects of tactical surface-to-surface capability, against both seaborne and land-based target. -ll of
our existing shipboard gun development and ammunition imllp)r'ement elements are inclu ded here. The major caliber lightweight gut.
5"54MW gun are three examples of ongoing
the included.
bombardment rocket,
R.D.T. &E., N line items
The surface artiair functional area covers all aspects of shipboard
tactical defense against manned or unnianned airborne weapon svytemns. Three major R.D.T. &E., N programs are included in this area,
l)int defense missile system, ASMS, aid the SAMID concept of total
integration of all shipyard antimissile systems.
The third area under surface warfare is ship's sport which encompasses those programs directly related to the concept and design
of new ships and the equipment necessary to support the seaborne
platforms. Major programs included here are the family of nuclear
reactor plant developments, concept formulation/contract definition
of ships, the surface effects ship, and the hydrofoil development programs.
Air warfare
We define air warfare as that Navy mission objective encompassing
all forms of offensive or defensive tactical warfare prosecuted from
airborne vehicles either carrier-based or land-based against surface,

subsurface, or other airborne targets and including supporting pro-

grams for the vehicles themselves. We have included four functional
areas under this objective. Airlmrne attack, airoi-ne-ant iair, aviation
support, and navigattion and air traffic control.
Airborne attack encompasses development of aircraft and weapons
for the air-to-surface missions.
Airborne antiair which encomipasses development of airborne sysiems capable of countering the air threat to outr forces at sea includes

our major lighter aircraft developments as well as our air-to-air

weapon systems.
The aviation support function is largely devoted to providing the
basic tools for the successful accomplishment of the aircraft's mission
and the pilot's survival. In this area we include programs such as catainlt improvements, Avionics Development (VAST), Search and
Re.Na viStns and A/C propulsion evaluation and improvements.

Navigation and air traffic control is a fictional area devoted to the
improvement and refinement of our submarine, shipborne, and airWrne navigational accuriicv. Because of its direct relationship, we incide the safety of our aircraft as a key contributor to the Navy air
missions and ar6 continually striving to"develop better air traffic .control systems. Included under this operational area is the All Weather
Carrier lAnding System (AWCUS) program which provides for allweather automatic or semiautomatic electronic approach and landing
of high-performance carrier-based aircraft. OMEGA, which recently
became operational, was another vital program included in this func-

tional grouping.

Underscas warfare
We define underseas warfare as that Navy mission objective area
encompassing all offensive or defensive warlead systems designed to
counter those threats principally operating below the surface of the
oceans as well as the exploration and exploitation of the world's oceans
and ocean bottoms for both peacetime and military application. It is
our largest single R.D.T. & E. Navy objective area and includes all
ASW, oceanography and mine warfare programs. We divide this objective area, into seven functions, namely ASW sensors, ASW weapons,
ASW vehicles, ASW countermeasures, ASW command and control,
ocean engineering, and mine countermeasures.
The first functional area, ASW sensors encompasses all subborne.
shipborne, airborne and fi-ced systems required to detect, classify and
localize hostile underwater vehicles and weapons. Some of our major
programs include the undersea surveillance system, ASW surveillanee,
SSN sonar development and the new advanced ship/submarine sonar
development program which will maximize commonality in the next
platforms.
thesealltwo
sonars for
generation
ASW weapons
covers
developmental effort involved in the destruction of the underwater threat prosecuted from our ASW aircraft,
ships, or submarines. Programs such as the MK 48 series, homing mine
Captor and extended range ASROC are examples of R.D.T. & E.
work ongoing here.
In our 'functional area of ASW vehicles we are principally devoting
our ePnergies to development of those mobile platforms which extend
the locate and destroy capability of our ships and submarines. The
major programs included in this area are the S-SA (VSX) ASW air-

craft and a new program in fiscal year 1970, the Destroyer Iolo System
(DHS), both of which are discussed in detail elsewhere in my statemnent.
ASW countermeasures covers those defensive systems necessary for
the survival of our surface and submarine forces against hostile underwater-launched weapons. Major programs included here are submarine silencing and submarine acoustic torpedo countermeasures.
The final ASW functional area is titled ASW Command and Control Facilities. Tt encompasses all other ASW programs not otherwise
covered but principally emphasizing the many supporting efforts required to insure a succesful ASW program. Major programs included
in this fictional area are AUTEC, ASW system support, sulilarifle

integrated antenna, ASW force communication control system and
ASW tactical and operations analyses.
"
.
Closely related and supporting our ASW effort but also recogniziiig
the peacetime importance of the ocean environment the 'avys function in ocean engineering is to provide a capability to utilize the total
ocean environment in defense of national security as well as exploit it,
vast store of wealth for contributions to nonmil itary requirements.
The final function in underseas warfare is mine countermeasures.
Thought not as heavily funded as our ASW or aircraft work, nevertheless, the six programs under development in this vital warfare area
are allowing us to improve our capability to effectively counter hostile
mine%in navigable waterways of the world through better methods of
location, sweep: neutralization and/or destruction. The major development program in this function is the navigation command and control
system for mine countermeasures and amphibious azvsault (SEA4UIDE). This is a precise navigation system with semiautomatic
steering and centralized realtime command and control system for
location and destruction of hostile mines.

Strategic warfare
The Navy's mission objective in strategic warfare, for purposes of
the R.D.T. & E., Navy effort, can be simply stated as providing seabased offensive and defensive options to the total strategic force mix
of the United States. We have only one functional area. sea-based
strategic systems which includes all of the R.D.T. & E., N programRs
covering this mission objective.
In the foregoing paragraphs I have attempted to share with yvol a
brief sample of how we now review our total programs within the
Navy. Table III that follows outlines the full range of mission objectives, functional areas, and major R.D.T. & E., N fiscal year 1970
programs included thereunder.
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TABLE
Mission objectives

l1-NAVY RESPONSIBILITIES FUNC''NAL ANALYSES

Functional areas

Major fiscal year 1970 R.D.T.& E.,N programs

Level of effort ............ Research ...........................
Exploratory development .............
Management and support ..........
Surface warfare ........... Surface attack ................... Major caliber LW gun.
Bombardment Rocket.
5"54 LW Gun system.
Surface anti-air ..................... Advanced surface missile system.
SAMID.
Point defense missile system.
Ship support........................ Nuclear reactor plants development,.
Ships contract definition.
Advanced surface craft.
Air warfare ............... Airborne attack .....................
Airborne anti-air ....................
Aviation support .................... SAR system.
A/C propulsion evaluation and improvements.
Navigation and air traffic control ...... All weather carrier landing system (ACLS).
Undersea warfare ......... ASW sensors ........................ Undersea surveillance system.
ASW surveillance.
SSN sonar development.
Advanced ship/submarine sonar development.
ASW weapons ....................... MK 48.
Homing mine captor.
Fxtended range ASROC.
ASW vehicles ....................... S-3A (VSX).
Destroyer halo system.
ASW countermeasures..
........
Submarine silencing.
Submarine acoustic torpedo CM.
ASW command and control ........... AUTEC.
ASW system support.
ASW force communication control system.
Ocean engineering................... Ocean Engineering system de,.eiopment.
Ocean engineering technology development.
Ocean engineering Instrumentation development.
Mine countermeasures ............... MCS navigation command and control system.
Amphibious warfare ....... Amphibious assault .............
Heavy lift-helo.
Marine Corps programs ..........
Landing force assault amphibian vehicle.
Lightweight 3D ground control.
Marine Corps operational electronic development.
Special systems .........
Special warfare ..................... Swimmer support systems.
Riverine warfare boats.
Ordna f.e support ................... Target system development,
Reconnaissance and intelligence ....... Surveillance equipment program.
Environmental systems ............... Atmospheric applications.
Naval communications ............... HARPY.
Advanced communications.
Command and control systems ........ Joint in.flight data transmission system.
Advanced command data.
Electronic warfare ................... Ship advanced electronic warfare.
Airborne EW.
Navy space programs ...... Astronautics ........................ Program 749.
Satellite communications.
Supporting programs ...... Personnel ........................
Education and training development.
Medical ..........................
.Advanced medical development.
Logistics ........................... Underway replenishment.
Strategic warfare .......... Sea-based strategic systems .......... FBM systems.
FBM command and control.
Advanced seabased deterrence.

IV. REvIEw oF FISCAL YAR 1970 R.D.T. & E., N

PnoGR.M

I will now move to a detailed description of the individual budget
activities.
Due to the large number of elements in each category, I have selected only the more significant ones for inclusion in this statement.
These are shown in the statement before you. The totals shnwn in the
upper right-hand corner of the summary pages represent the entire
budget activity request and not a summation of the elements shown.
BUDGET ACTIVITY I

Military 8eiecee
Our total program for military scieneez in fiscal year 1970 is $160.1
million. The greatest portion of this activity is devoted to our pro-
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granis of research. Here we are requesting $136.5 million, an increase
of approximately $6 million over our fiscal year 1969 request.
Research contains two elements, one providing for independent research conducted by our in-house Navy laboratories and defense research sciences, encompassing research programs conducted by both
Navy laboratories and organizations outside the Navy, including colleges, universities and commercial firms. The fiscal year '1970 request
also includes funds in support of the Navy's oceanographic program
(exclusive of THEMIS). Other areas are scheduled for nominal increases. However, in general, the fiscal year 1970 requested increase
in defense research sciences approximates level funding because of
increased costs of staffing and equipment.
Naval research has both long range and immediate basic problem
areas under investigation. A very limited illustration of these areas
includes optical radar and communications; surveillance reconnaissance; missile guidance; nuclear, biological, and chemical detection;
personnel training, selection and retention; power generation and
quality control in the manufacture of key naval materials. I would
now like to note some of the principal features and examples drawn
from the planned program.
The Navy in-house laboratory independent research is a levelof-effort program. The planned increase in fiscal year 1970 over fiscal
year 1969 will return us to the level set in fiscal year 1968, a year in
which funds in this element represented only a very modest fraction
of the total in-house program in the major Navy laboratories.
A significant fraction of our general physics research is devoted to
the laser, a program which has led the way for a host of important
technological advances. Today, lasers are employed in all the. professions. Examples include eye surgery, meteorology, rangefding and
holography-now acoustic as well as optical. FArther research will
be undertaken to improve power levels, efficiency, control of output
wavelength, and the application to more advanced and sophisticated
devices.
We have been extremely fortunate in bringing together at Stanford
University the efforts of Nobel Laureate Robert Hofstadter's High
Energy Physics Laboratory and National Academy of Sciences member William Fairbanks' Low Temperature Physics Laboratory for
continued research and development in the field of superconductivity.
Through their work, the Navy will soon have an important 500-foot
cyrogenic testbed for a number of extremely exciting experiments.
The Navy supports this program with the objective of achieving
major electronic advances through the use of cyrogenic technology.
Examples of a cyrogenic or superconducting system might include low
noise receivers, magnetometers, oscillators, gravity meters, accelerometers, Josephson junction infrared detectors and other superconducting circuit elements.
ur nuclear physics program is now focused on research in superconducting technology, shielding, and hardening against radiation
effects, radiation detection and instrumentation, and application of
nuclear techniques to analyses of surfaces, films, and oxides. The results
will be applicable, in turn, to development in our environmental, medical, communications, and material programs.

Our chemistry research program has made significant progress and
continues in the development of elastomers and plastics for high temperature applications. During the past year we have discovered how
to vulcanize new fuel-resistant rubber-like materials, thus opening the
way to developing improved sealants for use in aircraft. We have also
learned how to vulcanize the carborane rubbers at 400 to 900 thus

greatly simplifying the application of protective coatings to aircraft
and to other large structures. We envision increasing the strength of
the high temperature rubber, improving the processes of production,
providing materials for quieting submarines, and synthesizing the
polymeric compounds which have substituted carboranes containing
metals.
In our mathematical science program, specific attention is being
given to the research necessary for etter man-computer interaction.
including work in timesharing, graphics, pattern recognition, and
management information system design. This research combines statistics, probability, linear programing and other decision sciences
with the development of techniques to deal with military problems in
the areas of inventory control. Navy readiness analysis, transportation
planning, optimization procedures, and command and control. At the
Naval Ship Research & Development Center, particular attention is
being given to the development of numerical techniques for solving
problems in fluid flow and through the development of specialized
computer programs such as computer aided ship design.

Materials research is concentrated in areas where lack of suitable
standards or materials present unconventional roadlocks of the technological progress of the Navy. Our materials research in metal fatigue has been instrumental in increasing the useful life of rotating
machinery and vibrating structures. Similarly, superplasticity research portends great technological possibilities in metal forming operations. Research is being undertaken to understand the contribution
of residual stresses in metals-a significant problem in welded structures. Research on the ceramics and glasses for functional and structural applications has been intensified. Goals here are related to
applications in deep submergence, sonar transducers, and infrared
optics. Improvements in such properties as fracture-toughness, resistance to environmental attack, and fabricability of such candidate
materials as ultra-high strength metals, ceramics and glasses are
sought.
?'ur work in mechanics is highly varied and involves extensive efforts in fluid dynamics and structures. Research on the dynamics of
density stratified fluid flows has led to the conclusion that randomly
oriented internal waves are generated in the wake found behind moving bodies. The implications of this phenomenon for the general problem of antisubmarine warfare are under investigation. Shock tube
technology continues to be a very valuable experimental tool. It is now
being applied in the generation of important chemical kinetic data.
The back-fit redesign of submarine bu kheads for rescue purposes is
being accomplished, in part, through our structural mechanics work.
A general computer program has been instituted which will enable
Navy architects to account directly and simply for structural shock
specifications essential in ship designs. This will enable Navy program
managers to concurrently assess acceptability of proposed designs. The
34-039---69---t. 4----3
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results of this one general purpose program may produce substantial
saving in the acquisition cost of new ships.

In the field of terrestrial sciences, continued efforts are planned o.1
identifying and understanding environmental process electing various coastal formations. This will include direct coastal obsei'vatio,
more detailed work in remote sensing, researelh on geographical
information storage systeins, and beach erosion processes. The in formation is important to the countering as well as the planning and oxeeiition of amphibious and mine-warware operations.
The increased funding in the Arctic program will sui)port additiols
to the Naval Arctic Rtwsarch Laboratory and the floating ice island,
T-3. This action will bring to an acceptable level the equipltnt,
instrumentation, and other facilities at this remote Litboratory.T''ire
current investigations and analysis of the internal stress of t le icepack will be augmented through research in hydroacoustics. Tie
stress field problem will be eliminated by a measurement of oceanographic and atmospheric vriables and their induced stress in the
ice. This work wil Ibe conducted from t three-station network of
drifting pack ice stations initially disposed in a triangle of about
100 kilometers on a side.
The Navy's biomedical research program is directed toward understanding and modifying those biological factors which affect Navy
and Marine Corps operations.
This research continues to make important contributions to the
maintenance of health and performance capability of Navy and
Marine Corps personnel, as well as improving the medical and surgical treatment of combat casualties. Our biochemistry program is
pursuing an effort to isolate recently discovered biological substances
which act as command and control regulators of the internal secretory
glands of the human body. An understanding of the )harmacology
of these substances will greatly enhance our efforts to maintain and
improve the performance of personnel operating under the stressq of
combat. Another biochemical substance directly related to the hotmone adrenalin has been isolated from blood. 'Pis intermediate nietabolite of adrenalin appears to play a part in the mechanism of oxygen
toxicity. Additional knowledge of this mechanism will enhance the
development of safer and more efficient decompression schedules for
divers, and reduce the hazards associated with prolonged excursions
to the floor of the sea.
Rapid medical evacuation of the wounded by the helicopter, in the
Southeast Asia combat zone now brings to the casualty treatment
facility critically injured patients who in previous conflicts wouhl
have died at the forward aid station. This opportunity to resuscitate
and treat patients at the point of death has resulted in a complete,
reevaluation of methods of treating wound shock and implementation
of extensive studies of the mechanism of the shock syndrome. A better
unders tanding of the entire process of human response to injury and
treatment will increase the survivability chance of those persons who
can be sutccessfully resuscitated. Related to the treatment of shoclk
is the use of blood elements preserved by freezing. A new ervoaenie
preservative agent, hydroxvOthyl starch (FTER) anpenri to li ano~ t
effective renlneement for rlvrprnl. Thic slionlld reduce the proeessiii
fhue of frozen blond ennsiderably.

Progress is being made wilh tho us(' of liuan tissue transplants
in tim surgical treanient of injuries. We are now investigating new
techniques for the compatibility typing of human skin to be used for
burn grafts, and for the collection, preservation, and use of nerve
tissue.
Tho treatment of infectious disease, the scourge of tropical warfare
.111d recruit centers, has benefited from the continued research program related to the genetics and biochemistry of bacteria and viruses.
Navy medical scientists are currently developing candidate diagnostic
antisera for the rapid identi heat iol of the causativ agent, in e-rebrospinal meningitis which sporadically breaks out in recruit centers.
Candidate vaccines for the prevention of mIeilingitis are undergoing
standardization prior to human test.and evaluation.
In tle psyhological 111(d social scieliees, emphasis is placed on
assuring maximum performance of man-the important link-in increasingly sophisticated weapons, vehicle, and support systems. Our
efflorlIs involve the impact, of environmental factors including research
oi swlh l)'obleihs as.night. carrier landings. human lt'degadation resuiting from vibration, heat, cold, noise, and other detriments to
e(lrt iv )erfornance. This work has already netted knowledge which
is crucial to developing appropriate protective equipment and techniques for pilots and for many man-in-the-sesa projects (salvage,
rescue, underwater demolition teams, and underwater communieations).
Another research area is concerned with identification and understanding of the neural and perceptual processes as a basis for maintaining and euhaneing personnel performance in a variety of
environments.
There is one advanced (Ievelopment element, under budget aetivityT"E'du'utinn and
1 traillingr developmentn"
Tht ohiectivo of this prograi is to apply new training techniques and concepts to existing and
planned training and education progranis in order to enhance their
usefulnes., feasibility, and economy. We will emlphasize simulation and
iathemnatieal models for planning; lp'oficieney and job training criteria ; feedlick and evalualtion systems in training situations and
comnutor-aided instruction. Tn fiscal vear 1969 we have undertaken
projects in the use of programed insti'uction and computer-aided instruction. We are requesting fupds in fiscal year 1970 to continue this
evaluation and to broaden the'scope of applications of these teaching
mnethods.
Moving on to "Management. and support," we are requesting funds
in fiscal year 1970 to support the center for naval analysis (ONA,
Navy). The purpose of this group, administered under contract to the
University of Rochester, is to conduct a continuing program of research, studies, and investigations which will assist. the Chief of Naval
Operations in making decisions ini
the application and development of
naval capabilities and that will assist, the operating forces of the Navy
through operations research to improve our current, capabilities.
This program provides a professional staff well versed in naval warfare that. conducts studies and analyses emphasizing the long range.
medium, and current time frames. The program provides for on-site
analytical support to the operational fleet and force commanders.

Eight out of 14 analytical investigations wtre carrie, over froin
fiscal year 1968; 10 new studies were undertaken during fisval1 year
14)69 in personnel, tactical air, and logis-tic -areas. 'lhe study program
for liscal year 1970 will enipAsize strategic planning, Iogistict 's
coeept.'s, )erations, and tht force structure areas. There is a, sepa rate and smaller program for CNA (Marine Corps) which deals with
sl)ecific Marine Corps problems.
The final element tider managenlent and support in budget act ivity
1 is "Studies and analysis (Navy)." UTnder- his element tihe Navy
makes analyses of alternatives to be considered for major leaningg and
polie'y decisions. Comprised of 10 individual projects, the work involves: (1) specific operations research and war gaming studies for
force h,vel, procurement, deployment, and R. & 1). prograni platining
efteeting decisions by CNO and CNM; (2) studies of possible utilization of advanced systems and tactics pointing the way toward Navy
exploitation of new conCets and translation of scientific results into
needed fleet, and Marine Corps capabilities; (3) work on future fleet
data, systems and analytical models needed to measure the actual at -sea
IPerformanee of Navy ships and weapons systems; and (4) analyses to
develop guidance for system development planning.
In fiscal year 1970 we plan to place particular emphasis on building
better analytical models and data bases to derive capabilities and optimmn force mixes for ship, aircraft, and associated weapons systems
(1olupeting for development funding. We will continue with ongoing
studies as to the implication of a,possible war at sea; of surface-tosurface missiles: and of Naval ]Reserve Forces.
This comllets my review of budget activity I. I will now niove to
budget activity II.
nvUI)anl'?r ACTrIVITY 11-.IRCIHAI'T AND REL:IATED) 1QUIPMiEN'

Inder budget activity II, "Aircraft and related equipment.," we are
requesting $577.2 million. This increase is about $181 million over
fiscal year 1969 and essentially reflects sizable increases inthree major
aircraft programs.
We are requesting funds in the program for development. of EW
aircraft. ]Between 1972 and 197.5, the Navy will need more early warning aircraft for their hig deck carriers (CVA's). The shortages are
caused by the combination of new carrier construction and normal
attrition.
The development program during the past year has proceeded on
schedule.
Funds requested for fiscal year 1970 will be utilized to continue
the R. & D. effort and for preproduction configuration aircraft.
TechEval/OpEval will be conducted at NMC, Point Mugu and NWC,
China Lake.
We are requesting funds in the program to continue a new aircraft
system development, the F-14A (formerly VFX-1). The F-14A is
a high-performance fighter aircraft equipped with a long-range multiple shot air-to-air missile system and proposed for fleet introduction
in the early 1970's. Simply described, the F-14A concept consists of
a tandem two-place, variable sweep wing fiAlter incorporating: an
AWG-9 missile system and two turbofan en c'nes. It will be designed
to operate from Midway or larger class carriers.
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On October 1 of last year, proposals were received from live contractors for full-scale development. In January of this year, the contract was awarded to Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.
Since we met last year our exploratory development program has
been restructured in order to effect an improvement in program nanagenient and provide a more lucid presentation of the program. We
l111v reduced tMe 1hinlber of prograin elements from 26 to 20. I will

discuss a number of these elements. I will limit my description to the
main objective of each element and enumerate, where appropriate,

significant progranis or projects in each.
The aircraft exploratory development program activity supports
exploratory investigations of advanced aircraft system concepts and
development of related technologies. Included is work in aerodynamics; structural design and test; aircraft instrumentation and
control; electrical energy conversion and distribution; aircraft pro1)11181011 systems: auxiliary eluipmuent; installed lrov'isions for
lersoIllel proteel ion and fl ghi, sit fety. acoustic. Inagfletic and ele't i'omagetic silencing,; and aircraft handling and servicing.
In fiscal year 1970 requested funding will support the-ongoing pro-

grams and new analyses of light attack aircraft, the impact of VTOL

teclmology on ASIV; wind tunnel experiments and flight tests of a
new rotor concept for high-speed helicopters: and accelerated development. of high-strength composite structures. We plan to continue protototype development of advanced aircraft propulsion systems for

future Navy applications.

The largest advanced development, element in this budget activity
is airborne ASW detection system for which we have requested funds
in fiscal year 1970. Effort under this element is directed toward providing ASW aircraft with advanced systems for detection and localization of high-speed, deep-diving submarines. I will briefly outline
some of the 'ork being done in the major projects.
A major effort, and a new start in fiscal year 1070 will be in advanced
acoustic search sensors in which conceptual studies will begin on the
development of new sonobuoys. The sonobuoys under development will
extend our capability into the future.
Two other projects are devoted to sonobuoys. The command active
sonobuoy system (CASS) will provide ASW aircraft with an improved echo-ranging sonobuoy. Our fiscal year 1970 program will see
tie release to service use of OASS.
We are also developing an air-launched, long-life moored sonobuoy
system (MSS).
The advanced ASW avionics system project is a continuing program
currently devoted to development of an 'ntegrated advaniied ASW
avionics system fo' detecting, classifying, localizing, and attacking
high performnnce submarines.
)evelopmental models of an airborne ASW radar capable of detecting sulmarine le'isp~Ips and snorkels in sea clutter will be tested beginning this year wit h flight tests scheduled for fiscal year 1970.
We are requesting funds in fiscal year 1970 for continued advanced
development in the field of airborne electronic warfare equipment.
Equipment, developed under this program will provide Protection to
our tactical aircraft operating in a hostile environment. In fiscal year
1970 there will be several projects under this element.
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Airborne jamming and deception, providing improved electronic
countermeasures capabilities for Navy attack, fighter, and reconnaissance aircraft. These will be designed to increase the probability of our
mission success and aircraft survivability in tactical operations. This
project includes analysis and production of tactical intelligence, simulation, testing evaluation, component and equipment development, and
maintenance of facilities for analysis, simulation, test, and evaluation.
Airborne electro-optical countermeasures is directed toward the
development of integration of countermeasures systems to provide increased survivability of fighter, attack, reconnaissance, and rotary
wing aircraft.
T e development of airborne radio direction finding (DF) systems.
In fiscal year 1970 we plan to deploy, as I mentioned in my discussion of SEASIA, the first group of electronic emitter location system
(EELS) aircraft aboard a OVA.
The last advanced development subactivity that I will address will
be a new start in fiscal year 1970, the destroyer helicopter system. This
program will result in a light airborne multipurpose system (LAMPS)
capable of performing various missions off a destroyer. We have conducted a fleet operational investigation of the use of light manned
helos aboard destroyers. In fiscal year 1969 we will conduct mission
analyses of a "multimission" configured helicopter. The funds requested in fiscal year 1970 will permit the conduct of concept formulation for this system, initiate development of mission-oriented modules for use on these light helicopters, and fund first-year development
contracts.
The first subactivity under the engineering development budget
activity is the CVS ASW aircraft S-3A (VSX). The current S-2
aircraft was conceived in 1948, introduced into the fleet in 1954 and
has undergone continuing updating since that time to counter advances
in the submarine threat. The current model (S-2E) does not now
possess the capability to cope with the projected submarine threat nor
does it possess the potential for future upgrading. The S-3A system
will be capable of greatly increased search speeds, tactical effectiveneIS, as well as have improved reliability and maintainability.
We are presently flight testing the postulated avionics system in a
test bed aircraft. Development of the high bypass engine has progressed to the stage that the first full-scdle run is scheduled for May
1969. In March of this year we will complete phase B of contract definition with the selection of one contractor to proceed with development
of the airframe.
We are retiuesting funds in fisal year 1970 to commence with engineering development of the S-3A airframe and continue development
of the engine ond avionics. Operational evaluation is planned for early
fiscal year 1974.
The versatile avionics shop test (VAST) is a computer-controlled
integrated system of testing avionics components. The system is being
designed to test most electronics equipments independent from the
airframe system from which the subsystem has been removed. The principal features of the VAST are functional versatility and adaptability to changing test requirements. This will produce a reduction
in shop space, shop personnel, and training costs. Several "building
blocks" of the system have been developed. The funds requested for

fi.eal year 1970 will permit continued development of the building

blocks, including those necessary to test particular functions of specific
avionics package.
The next engineering development subactivity, target development,
consists of three pre ects. Under the drone formation control projects
we will continue in fiscal year 1970 the test and evaluation of a system
which will allow the flight of these aerial targets in close formation.
The seaborne target development project will be concerned in fiscal
year 1970 with te development of a medium-sized high-speed drone
target boat which will realistically simultate a current threat, the
high-speed missile launching patrol boat. The largest portion of the
funds requested in fiscal year 1970 will be used for the target systems
development project. Here we expect to develop a full-sized supersonic
target conversion and complete development of ground-based emitter
targets.
In fiscal year 1970 we are requesting funds for continued development of the TRIM/combined sensor vehicle system. In my discussion
last year the TRIM systems were described as installed in certain
modified aircraft. We have been in the interim working on another
aircraft for use under conditions of high antiair threat.-In this fiscal
year we will complete the design, development, and test of a new
prototype incorporating additional sensors with increased integration
into the airframe, and we will commence development of an aircraft
modification program.
The funds requested for fiscal year 1970 will be used to conduct
operational evaluation at a \TX squadron and support a Navy technical evaluation. We will deploy some of these aircraft and will continue
support and sensor improvement of them and other deployed aircraft.
The next budget subactivity under aircraft and related equipment
is the F-14B/C aircraft. Both aircraft will use the same airframe as
the F-14A. By following this concept not only is the development
risk minimized but the improvements can be exploited operationally
as soon as available.
A market improvement in the Navy/Marine Corps amphibious force
capability can be achieved by the introduction of a crane helo/ieavy
lift. It appears that an nnproved version of an existing helicopter
could be developed in about 24 months after program initiation. It
would also be capable of recovering the largest assault helicopter the
Marines currently employ. A majority of Navy/Marine tactical aircraft could be retrieved by a helicopter of this lift capability.
We have sufficient data in hand to believe that industry can supply
this modest lift capability with minimum cost and risk.
This completes my review of budget activity 2. I will now turn
to budget 3.
BUDGET A0TIVITY 3-31ISSILES AND RELATED EQUIPMENT

Budget activity 3, missiles and related equipment, decreases $149
million from last year to a fiscal year 1970 total of $564.6 million
largely as a result of a reduction in the FBM program; Phoenix and
the surface missile system project. Other missile systems such as
Standard Arm, and Sparrow have decreased budget demands in this

activity as they approach completion of the development phase. Partially compensating increases appear in other systems.
For fiscal year 1970 we are requesting R.D.T. & E. funds for support of Navy strategic systems development in this budget activity.
The fleet ballistic missile system with the Polaris missile has been
operational since 1960. The Poseidon development program is continuing on schedule to support the initial deployment. The first Poseidon
flight test vehicle was successfully flown from Cape Kennedy on.
August 16, 1968. A total of four successful flights and one unsuccessful
flight have been conducted. The first shipboard flight test is planned
from Observation Island in 1969. FBM system development costs are
somewhat lower in fiscal year 1970.
Development of improvements in the ability of our FBM command
and control communications network to survive nuclear attack and to
function reliably in the face of enemy countermeasures continue. Construction of a Sanguine test facility in the northern part of the State
of Wisconsin has begun. The first phase of this test facility, designed
to demonstrate effective mitigation of the interference effects of the
extremely low frequency (ELF) San&uine system on psychological]
and biological effects will be completed early in fiscal year 1970. We
are requesting funds in fiscal year 1970 to continue our'work in FBM
command and control.
The flnds shown in fiscal year 1970 budget under the advanced seabased deterrent element are to continue refinement of the SABMIS
concept, a sea-based ballistic missile intercept system. SABMIS is a
forward-based ABM system now in early stages of analyses.
In fiscal year 1970 for antiballistic missile support we are requesting funds for modification of excess of Polaris missiles to a target configuration in support of the Army Sentinel program.
At the end of fiscal year 1970 we expect to be ready to let the contract for pilot production of a new air-launched tactical missile. The
Navy technical evaluation will be conducted with laboratory and flight
tests. It is planned that the production contract will be awarded in
calendar year 1970.
The Phoenix guided missile system as planned for installation in
the F-14A aircraft consists of a pulse doppler radar and associated
computer and displays which can acquire and track multiple targets
at long rangres and make multiple near simultaneous attacks with longrange missiles against manned or unmanned enemy aircraft.
In fiscal year 1970, we are requesting finds to complete development
of the basic Phoenix missile and conduct tpsts of the modified AMCS.
I mentioned last year that we have had successful .ridedPhoenix
shots. Since that time we have fired more Phoenix missiles, all of which
were successful.
We are requesting funds in fiscal year 1970 to continue the snrface
mi.Rqile stems rroipct. Prior to introduiction of the advanced surface
missile system, the Tales, Terrier, and Tartar systems must be capable
of providing adequate defense to fleet units. Under this element we
are snnportinp' continued development of standard missile as the
follow-on mis.ile for the Terrier and Tartar systems. Development of
imnroved surfane-to-surface capabilities alor. with new weapon
control system. Tartar D, is being developed for new guided missile
ships.

We deployed the Standard Arm in March of last year. The AGM78C has been designed for ease of production and lower cost.
The funds requested for this subactivity in fiscal year 1970 will be
devoted to continuation of AGM-78D developments. Work will also
begin on an integrated Standard Arm avionics system.
The first exploratory development element under this activity is
missile propulsion. This element supports work on solid, liquid, hybrid, and air-breathing engines, propellants related thereto and gun
propellants. Work is being conducted on quickly reacting, highly maneuverable, and more reliable rocket motors. Rocket fuel, nozzle materials, motor insulation, and bonding composition technology efforts
will be supported. We will study the performance of air-breathing
engines in a highly maneuvering trajectory; air-breathing engines for
sub~onic cruise missions; and trade oifs of liquid/hybrid engines versus
ballistic performance and versatility.
The second exploratory development element is strike warfare weaponry. Included is work on strategic and tactical weapon system components; guided and unguided missile structures, warheads and fuzes,
aerodwnamics and ballistics, guidance and control, explosive research,
weapon launching and service technologies, and safety and vulnerability.
We nlnn to devote our efforts to studies of cluster warheads. ECM
concepts, a short-range air-to-air weapon control system. We will
also pursue work on a new coordinated guidance system. including
terminal guidance, location, and target identification; lightweight
antiair weapons system for small surface craft; and other aspects of
airborne intercept weapons control, and fuzes and warheads.
The element air-launched/surface-launched antishipping missile
was established in fiscal year 1969, studies have defined the requirements for an air-launched ship attack missile, ALSAM and the surface-to-surface missile, SSM. Advanced development work to meet
this requirement is being conducted. In fiscal year 1970 funds are requested to complete the contract definition of this weapon.
The basic point defense surface missile system (BPDSMS) provides greatly improved self-defense against air attack over existing
guns. The point defense systems development element is intended to
provide improvements to basic point defense.
The first of the two projects in the element, NATO Sea-Sparrow,
is a cooperative NATO program designed to provide a PDSMS to
counter the air threat of the mid-1970's. The NATO Sea-Sparrow
plus the target acquisition system (TAS) developed under the second
project, point defense improvement. will constitnte thA U.S. Navy
improved point defense surface missile system (IPDSMS).
By the end of fiscal year 1969 contract definition will have been completed in both projects and engineering development on hardware for
all subsystems will have commenced. We are requesting funds in fiscal
year 1970 to continue engineering development on both the NATO
Sen-Sarrow and the TAq.
Engineering development for the surface missile systems is carried
out in the 3T major develonment element. This was a new element
created in fiscal year 1968. Fiscal year 1970 funds will be used to develop a new combined launcher capable of firing AAW and ASW missiles. This launcher is applicable to our new escort ship construction
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programs. The new Talos replacement radar is derived from the Tartar
radar with accompanying savings in development cost. The
advance ordnance package for Standard missiles is applicable to existing warheads with increased effectiveness.
By the end of fiscal year 1969 we will have completed CD and be
ready to select a contractor for development of the advanced surface
missile system (ASMS). We are requesting funds ini fiscal year 1970
to proceed with engineerig development of this system. The system
will be fully evaluated with the standard missile and the new ASMS
missile is planned for fleet introduction in the mid-1970's. This system
is intended to counter the AAW threat of the mid and late 1970's with
inherent growth capabilities to handle more advanced threats. ASIS
is a second generation surface-to-air missile system with a capability
for surface-to-surface use.
An important element under management and support is Pacific
Missile Range (PMR). PMR is a national range under the management control of the Navy providing support for DOD and other designated government and civilian agencies engaged in missile, satellite,
and space vehicle R.D.T. &E. programs.
PMR has highly sophisticated instrumentation and communication
complexes located at Point Mugu, San Nicholas, Santa Crus, and San
Miguel Islands along the southern California coast. PMR has facilities at Kaneohe Bay (Oahu) and Barking Sands (Kauai) in the
Hawaiian area; Johnston Island; missile impact location systems sites
at Wake/Midway Islands. Mobile instrumentation for downrange
support includes vans and the range ship U.S.S. Theeling (AGM-8).
The Naval Air Station, Point Mugu, provides base support, maintenance and repair of real property operation of utilities and other
facilities for PMR operations for the Point Mugu area and offshore
islands.
This concludes budget activity 3. I will now move on to budget
activity 4.
BUDGET ACTVITY 4-MILITARY ASTRONAUTICS

In. budget activity 4, military astronautics, the Navy's fiscal year
1970 program is $24 million. The Navy is an active participant in
the employment of space systems to support. Naval and Marine Corps
operations at sea. I anticipate an increase in the money required to
support our space programs in future years primarily as a result
of the advancing technologies capability to support our military
requirements.
ur aeronautics exploratory development program supports our
technical and study projects for investigating new techniques which
appear promising as future applications of space systems in support
of naval operations.
We are expending exploratory development funds to further investigate Navy applications of communications satellites. We are looking at developmental concepts, techniques, and components peculiar
to the Navy application that will provide a sound technology base for
advance and engineering development in support of the Navy participation in the defense satellite communication program (DSCP) including triservice tactical satellite program. We are conducting investigations, tests, and analysis that will lead to the development of tactical

aircraft satellite communication equipment, including the aircraft
antenna, compatible with communication satellites operating in both
the UHF and SHF bands.
Another ro'ect area in exploratory development activity is navigation satelite experiments which include investigations to define
systems which will meet requirements for future satellite navigation
systems. Investigations include, among other, means to expand applications of the existing range-rate satellite navigation system (Transit) and to conduct experiments using a ranging technique (Timation) for determining the feasibility of providing satellite navigatior
on a continuous basis to operations units. Investigations will also be
conducted usingr both the rango and range-rate techniques to determine the feasibility of obtaining near instantaneous fixes from one
satellite.
In the navigation satellite program, we are investigating advanced
tactical applications of the Navy's navigation satellite (NAVSAT).
We are developing (a) an aircraft user equipment compatible with
the navigation satellite system: (b) an economical, lightweight, shipboard navigation receiver and (e) a man-pack field user equipment.
The Transit navigation satellite system has been in operational us.e
by a limited segment of users since 1964. Recent improvements in
the current service of satellites as well as planned improvements, will
now permit the sustained provision of a minimum of four operational
satellites in orbit.
The other major area of our Navy space program effort is satellite
communications. We have requested funds to continue development
of advanced shipboard terminals that will be capable of utilizing all
modes of satellite communications. Primary efforts are directed to the
phase II of the DSCP (advanced satellite communication program)
as well as updating existing terminals.
We are also participating in the triservice TACSATCOM program.
This program will result in the development of a capability for tactical communications by means of satellite relay. All services are fully
participating in this program with the Navy having the prime responsibility for all test planning connected with TACSATCOM.
Included in the astronautics budget in fiscal year 1970 is a new start
under "Engineerin development for tactical satellite conimninication equipment." This development effort will be conducted in the environment of a multiservice directed research and development Program. The. essence of this development is the determination of an
economically feasible communication satellite system that will remedy
a signifiacnt portion of the deficiencies in present Navy tactical communications. After the research and development phase and incorporation of the subsequent fixes, these terminals will be used to establish
an initial operational capability. These terminals are designed to
operate with synchronous UHF/SH1F satellite repeaters.
BUDGET ACTIVrrY

5-ShIPS, SMALL CRAFI,

AND

RELATED

EQUIPMENTtS

In this activity we have requested $345.2 million in fiscal year 1970.
The largest part of this activity is related to our efforts in the field of
submarine and antisubmarine warfare, discu.ed in detail earlier.
The AN/SQS-26 sonar has been under development since 1958 and
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in production since 1960. In early fiscal year 1970 we will complete

technical evaluation commenced in fiscal ear 1968 and commence
operational appraisal. We are working on an improved tracking capability and a rubber dome to reduce self-noise as well as reduce maintenance requirements. The funds requested for fiscal year 1970 will
permit completion of operational appraisal and continuation of development system performance improvements.
We are requesting funds in fiscal year 1970 for submarine silencing.
Our submarines are quiet; but not as quiet as we would want then
to be.
In fiscal year 1970 we have requested funds to continue our efforts
in cryptologic activities. This program, the details of which are of a
classificatioii higher than this statement, includes all Navy projects in
the areas of communications and electronic intelligence and comniunication security development.
The first ol the two exploratory development elements which I will
mention under this budget activity is naval nuclear propulsion which
comprises a comprehensive program of research and development directed toward the application of nuclear propulsion to naval ships
ranging in size from small submarines to large combatant surface
ships. This work is closely coordinated with that of the Atomic Energy
Commission's Division of Naval Reactors concerning the development
of improved reactor plants and nuclear cores. The nuclear propulsion
exploratory development program includes work in: pressurized water
technology. decontamination processes; powerplant materials/development and application: radiation shielding; component development: and submarine and surface ship nuclear plant development.
The second exploratory development element is "Ships, submarines
and boats." Our effort under this element embraces investigation of
advanced ship, submarine, and boat concepts; hydrodynamics; structural design and test; ship control; electrical energy conversion; propulsion systems; habitability; personnel protection and damage control; shipi silencing; and vehicle handling and servicing.
In fiscal year 1969 our work included study of new hull design,
propulsion machinery for small deel submersibles, propulsion plants.
environmental improvements for submarine crews, ship silencing, and
machinery noise. We will continue these efforts in fiscal year 1970. We
will increase our emphasis on new approaches to small craft development for riverine warfare and superconducting machinery for propulsion applications. The VLAP program mentioned earlier is supported
partially by this element.
To afford better visibility to this program, "Surface effect ships"
is reflected as a separate subactivity-for the first time in fiscal year
1970. In fiscal year 1969 and prior this iwogram, funded jointly with
the Commerce Department, was reflected as part of the advanced surface craft element.
The objective of this joint program is to determine the feasibility
of building and operating large high-speed multithousand-ton surface
effect ships of 80 knots or higher speed.
By the end of fiscal year 1969 we will have commenced construction
of two 100-ton test craft (one propeller driven and one water-jet
driven) and initiated conceptual design of a multihundred-ton test
craft. We have requested funds in fiscal year 1970 to continue this
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of ships which hold a potential for revoltidevelopment
, of
l.ro'ram
tion'zing
naval
warfare.
"Advanced ship/submarine sonar development" has as its objective
the concurrent development of maximum effectiveness and commonality in sonar systems for new surface ships and submarines. The purpose is to ultimately decrease development production and support
costs. Feasibility studies and analsis have been conducted. We request
finds in fiscal year 1970 to continue our work and to enter into the
competitive industrial portion of concept formulation.
We have requested funds irt fiscal year 1970 for advanced development of reactor propulsion plants. this year there are five projects
in this element for which funding is requested. Two projects have the
objective of providing improved nuclear propulsion for surface ships
and three projects will provide advances in submarine nuclear
propulsion plants.
The first surface ship nuclear propulsion project is the two reactor
aircraft carrier propulsion plant. The reactors of this plant will be
the largest yet developed for naval nuclear propulsion. It is scheduled
for fleet introduction in the Nimitz (CVAN 08) whose keel was laid
June 22, 1968. The second surface ship reactor plant is being developed
for small combatant ships. In fiscal year 1970, development efforts
will be conducted to continue the plant evaluation studies and verify
design parameters.
The first of the three projects associated with nuclear submarines is
the natural circulation plant. The final two projects are aimed at providing higher propulsion power capabilities in nuclear attack submarines. The first project will adapt a reactor and associated reactor
systems to provide a propulsion plant for installation in an attack
submarine in the fiscal year 1970 shipbuilding program. The advanced
design high-speed nuclear attack submarine propulsion plant project,
commenced in November 1968, will provide a comprehensive program
directed toward an improved higher performance submarine propulsion plant suitable for installation in a nuclear submarine in a future
shipbuilding program.
The advanced submarine sonar subactivity supports the development of the U.S.S. Dolphin (AGSS) sonar and acoustic communications. The Dolphin project will investigate the tactical and technical
significance of the deep diving combatant submarine sonar suit. Under
acoustic communications we will continue in fiscal year 1970 with our
development work on an integrated underwater communications and
identification system for use between submarines and between submarines and surface ships. As part of this project, we are participating
in a NATO project for establishment of the Azores fixed acoustic
range (FAR) to be used for necessary acoustic measurements.
The funds requested in fiscal year 1970 for acoustic countermeasures
is intended to provide surface ASW ships and submarines with an
effective survivability and evasion capability against enemy acoustic
weapons and sensors. The ultimate aim is a system which will detect,
classify and track enemy acoustic emissions and passive acoustic homin&weapons, evaluate the threat and determine the countermeasures
tole used, either a device or a tactic, or both.
The goal of the marine gas turbines element is the development of
gas turbine propulsion units which are economical, efficient, and will

witlhstand the salt air and high-impact shock inherent in a marine env'ironment. Included within the scope of this program is the turbine
powerplant along with auxiliary equipment for combat ships such
as controllable and reversible pitch propeller (CRP) and an appropriate clutch. By the end of fiscal year 1969 we will have converted
an aircraft jet engine to an operating marine engine (Pratt & Whitney) and installed this along with a converted GE gas turbine in a
MSTS ship for comparison testing. We are requesting funds in fiscal
year 1970 to continue with our efforts in this program.
New ship design is composed of two projects. The larger is advanced
ship development, the objective of which is to conduct system and operational analyses for ship concepts leading to performance characteristics for new ships. These studies comprise concept formulation (CF)
which meets the prerequisites for contract definition (CD) to be discussed later. During fiscal year 1969 CF for AGS and CVAN were
initiated. In fiscal year 1970 it is planned to complete CF for DXG
and commence this program for other selected types.
The second and smaller project is that of computer aided ship design
and construction in which the computer is utilized to a large extent in
the actual design of a ship and its components. We have developed a
program where design of actual bulkheads, decks and shell are automated. In fiscal year 1970 we plan to commence a computer graphics
system where information from a data bank on a specific ship can
generate a graphic presentation of, for example, a ships compartment
for study and possible modification (on the computer) by the architect.
We are requesting funds in fiscal year 1970 for this element.
In fiscal year 1970 we ask for funds to support the two projects remaining in Advanced Surface Craft, the SES program now being
funded separately. The first project, amphibious assault landing craft,
is intended to define, develop, test, and evaluate a new set of amphibious assault craft including associated shipboard handling gear and
beach equipment. In fiscal year 1969 we expect to review alternative
designs, select the specific craft for development and continue detailed
design. Funds planned for fiscal year 1970 will provide for completion
of design and test craft.
The second project in this subactivity is hydrofoil craft. The purpose of this project is to develop, through test and evaluation of two
hydrofoil craft, performance and reliability data on military effectiveness of this type of craft. By the end of fiscal year 1969 we will have
completed tests on the 120-ton PCH-1 and developed modifications
to provide increased reliability. In fiscal year 1970, we plan to make
the modifications to PCH-1 and reevaluate this craft. The 320-ton
AGEH delivered March 3 will undergo extensive trials for the next
2 years. At the same time we will collect data resulting from tests and
evaluation of PGH-1 and PGH-2-two 72-foot hydrofoil craft constructed with SCN funds but with much benefit from R. & D. hydrofoil work.
The objective of the advanced communications element is to conduct
advanced development which will lead to improved shipboard data
handling, conventional message routing, communication equipment
performance monitoring, and control and radio frequency facilities.
it provides support for complete communication system test and evaluation facilities at the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center.

The funds requested in fiscal year 1970 will permit us to continue
our efforts in all of these projects. The largest effort being in advanced
shipboard communications where we will complete installation of certain Nimitz communication systems in the test and evaluation center
and commence final evaluation prior to delivery to the shipyard.
While there are several smaller projects under shipboard electronic
warfare, our major effort is now devoted to ship advanced electronic
warfare. Phase Iof this project, Shortstop, will provide for automated early warning and initiation of electronic countermeasures to
defend against antiship missiles. Phase II will include followon development to adapt variants of Shortstop to smaller ships.
Our fiscal year 1969 program will see factory completion and component testing of the first prototype Shortstop. It is planned to install
this prototypte at a selected station and conduct system acceptance tests
in fiscal year 1970. The second prototype will be installed in a ship
for at-sea evaluation. At the test station we will also install an environmental simulator which will provide the EW threat environment
for the Shortstop system. Development of electro-optical countermeasures systems will continue in fiscal year 1970.
Subsystem reliability is a program to develop new techniques which
will improve the reliability of selected electronic equipments which
have had poor field maintenance and reliability history. The aim is to
improve system availability and to reduce logistic and maintenance
costs. Under our fiscal year 1969 program we wilI continue the development, fabrication, and testing of 20 battlefield surveillance radars.
This development will be completed in fiscal year 1970. In fiscal year
1969 we will commence development of a highly reliable teleprinter.
This development will be completed in fiscal year 1971.
An advanced development program recently emerged from exploratory development is the certification of HY-130 steel for use hi SSN
pressure hulls. In fiscal year 1969 we will procure steel and welding
materials for use in qualifying shipyards in its use and for the construction of large scale representative hull sections at these shipyards
suitable for training and performance tests. We will commence construction of the hul sections prior to the end of the fiscal year. We
are requesting funds in fiscal year 1970 to complete construction of
hull sections and fabrications of auxiliary hardware and structures
for conduct of underwater explosive, fatigue and static tests. Actual
testing is planned to commence late in fiscal year 1970. We will continue these tests and hope to construct a submarine hull in the near
future.
In engineering development, under element submarine sonar
development, there are four interrelated projects. The total result is
to enhance the offensive and defensive capabilities of our submarine
forces which operate for long periods of time completely submerged
in waters under hostile surveillance and control.
The SSN sonar project will provide an advanced version of the
AN/BQR-2 sonar which we callthe AN/BQR-2 Dimus. The modifications provide increased track capability and improved signal
processing. In fiscal year 1970 we plan to conduct engineering development and design for production sonars and commence development
of the indicated submarines.
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The FBM sonar, the second project, will result in an advanced
type display for submarines.
Sub close contact sonar is a mine detection sonar for submarines.
During fiscal year 1969 the service test model of this sonar will be
fabricated for technical evaluation in fiscal year 1970.
The last project, AN/BQS-13 DNA sonar, is established to provide
a signal processing improvement and increased search capability for
the BQS-13 sonar. Studies will be conducted in fiscal year 1970.
The funds requested in fiscal year 1970 for river and shallow water
warfare will be divided among several projects.
In fiscal year 1970 we will continue our development of advanced
types of river warfare boats such as ATC, CCB, Monitor and ASPB.
We will conduct operational evaluation of the riverine utility craft in
fiscal year 1970.
We will proceed, in fiscal year 1970. with development of counter
ambush and other weapons for coastal and riverine craft under the
lightweight counterinsurgency weapon suit for small craft project.
Funded completely under R.D.T. & E., N for the first time in fiscal
year 1969 is the ship contract definition program. Contract definition
(CD) is the phase of development during which preliminary design
and engineering evolving from concept formulation are verified and
firm contract and management planning are performed. The following are accomplished goals during this phase:
(1) Definition of interfaces and responsibilities.
(2) Identification of high risk areas.
(3) Verification of technical approaches.
(4) Establishment of firm and realistic schedules and cost
estimates for construction.
(5) Establishment of planning schedules and planning cost
estimates for operation and maintenance.
In fiscal year 1969 we will carry out CD for the DXG(N). Funds
requested for fiscal year 1970 will permit the conduct in that year of
CD for the ships that complete CF and determined appropriate for
CD such as DXG, major replenishment ship, LFS and MCS.
We ask for funds in fiscal year 1970 for our development, work in the
three projects composing the intelligence system subactivity. The
first project, naval intelligence processing system, provides for automatic data processing systems on board OVA. AGC. and CVS types
and numbered fleet flagships. These systems allow tactical commanders
to rapidly process collected intelligence and provide a rapid, continuous updating of intelligence files. The NIPS was operational in
the CVA (in SEASIA) in fiscal year 1968. In fiscal year 1969
emphasis is on AGO and numbered fleet flagship systems. Effort in this
project will decline in fiscal year 1970 with the installation of these
two systems for evaluation. A CVS system will be completed in fiscal
year 1971 with operational evaluation of all four ship type systems
expected to be completed by the end of fiscal year 1972.
The major effort in fiscal year 1970 will be in the development of
the joint in-flight data transmission system (JIFDATS). The Navy
is executive agent for this joint (Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine
Corps) project for development of a system capable of transmission
(within minutes or less) of aerial reconnaissance data from the collecting aircraft to both land- and sea-based terminals for immediate
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use by tactical commanders. In fiscal year 1970 we expect to make engineer designs for performance confirming tests and develop installation
data.
The electronic warfare systems include work in several areas. We
are continuing efforts to improve the basic system developed in fiscal
year 1968. In fiscal year 1969 we will complete development of tactics
and commence development of a pod mounted version. Our continued
effort in fiscal year 1970 will apply techniques to reduce cost, weight,
and improve performance of this system.
We will continue our work in improvement of present devices for
jamming and deception of hostile radars and develop new capability
in this field.
The last project under this element, electronic warfare environment
simulation, has resulted in the Echo range at NWC, China Lake.
During fiscal year 1970 we will continue to update the range in accordance with the latest intelligence available.
Ship antimissile integrated defense (SAMID) mentioned earlier in
my discussion of antishipping missile will provide rapid incremental
improvements in ship capabilities to defend against such threats by
increased integration of the ships' defensive systems. Improvements
are aimed at increasing ships' abilities to detect and identify antiship
missiles, with reducing weapons reaction time, and improving engagement capabilities with missile, gun, and electronic warfare defensive
systems. Performance capabilities of individual subsystems and systems will be optimized in unfavorable environments. Overall ships'
defensive capability will be optimized by correlation of data from
individual sensor subsystems and by mutual data transfer among
weapon and EW systems. This data processing will be compatible
with the Navy tactical data systems (NTDS).
In fiscal year 1970 we plan to complete refinement of the hardware
improvements and procedures. These installations are planned to be
consistent with regularly scheduled shipyard overhauls for additional
classes of ships including CVA, CG/LG, LPD, LPH, AGC, and BB.
This completes my review of budget activity 5.
BUDGET ACTIVITY 6-ORDNAINCE., COMBAT VEHICLE AND RELATED
EQUIPMENT

Our fiscal year 1970 program for this budget activity, ordnance,
combat vehicles and related equipment is $109.1 million. The decrease
below fiscal year 1969 of $54.7 million results mainly from a reduction
in MK-48 torpedo funding as this weapon nears production and the
reduction due to the transfer out of R. & D. to 0. & M.N. of fleet support elements discussed earlier.
We are requesting funds in fiscal year 1970 in support of the MK-48
torpedo program which provides for the concurrent development of
the MK-48--Mod 1 dual purpose antisubmarine/antisurface ship
torpedo. The MKC-48-Afod-O torpedo, which is scheduled to commence
operational evaluation in 1969, will provide our submarines with a longrange high-performance torpedo possessing a high-kill probability
against the fast, highly maneuverable, deep-diving nuclear submarine.
The MK-48--Mod-1 torpedo, a dual purpose version of the MK-48,
utilizes a larger warhead, an improved acoustic homing system and
8"-0-6"--t. A-
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an exploder to provide a high-kill capability against surface ships as
well as submarines.
I will now highlight our effort in exploratory development by discussing undersea warfare weaponry. This element supports investigations of advanced undersea warfare weapons and development of
technologies related thereto. Its scope encompasses the meansby which
targets may be defeated by destructive measures. Included is work in
structures, fluid dynamics and ballistics, propulsion, guidance and
control, warheads and fuzes, launching, servicing technology for torpedoes, mines , and other undersea weapons.
In fiscal year 1970 we plan to continue our effort in many of these
and other important projects. We will also conduct ordnance penetration studies of sea ice.
The first advanced development element is advanced mine development devoted to completion of the advanced development of the homing mine/Captor.
Unguided conventional air launched weapons is the largest engineering development element under this budget activity.
In fiscal year 1970 our emphasis will be on work on development of
a high-speed delivery weapon for use by attack aircraft.
We will continue work on the Hart weapons, specifically the accelerated development version. This project was emergency funded for
a maximum acceleration development effort, commencing in February
of last year. We are now on schedule.
The subactivity conventional ordnance supports engineering developient effort leading to improved gun systems and rockets for gunfire support and antiship protection. We have delivered to the fleet the
5"/38 rocket assisted projectile (RAP) which significantly increases
the range over standard ammunition. The first recently developed bombardnient rocket has been released to production and the 5"/54 lightweight gun (LWG) has been built and tests are underway. In fiscal
year 1969 we expect to commence technical evaluation of the LWG
and associated FCS onboard the USS Norton Sound test ship and
complete technical and operational evaluation in fiscal year 1970. Our
efforts on the longer range bombardment rocket (BOMROC) will
continue in fiscal year 1969 as well as development effort in the 5"54
RAP. We expect, by the end of fiscal year 1970, to complete development effort on the basic 8"/55 fin-stabilized projectile as part of the
long-range bombardment ammunition. This project utilizes subcaliber
projectiles in unmodified guns as a means of extending range.
The major project in fiscal year 1970, and in fiscal year 1969 as well,
will be the development of the major caliber lightweight gun
(MCLWG). The MCLWG, when built for production, can be either
175 mm. or 8". The prototype is being built as a 175 mm. gun. Should
the fire mission not exceed the drum capacity. only one man will be
required to operate the gun. The MCLWG will utilize the same MK86 MCS as the 5"/54 LWG. In fiscal year 1970 we expect to complete
fabrication of the prototype and commence testing of the gun and
ammunition. A concrete penetrating projectile is being developed for
this gun to provide increased gunfire support effectiveness. rn fiscal
year
1970 we will continue development effort in the 5"54 LWG, and
BOMROC.

The element Marine Corps Ordnance/combat vehicle systems, consists of six major projects. Efforts for the landing force assault amphibian vehicle will be directed toward completion of engineering,
service, environmental and troop testing of the retriever and command
versions. Award of the production contract for the basic assault amphibian personnel carrier (LVTPX-12) and the command and retriever versions is also expected.
Continued system development of the lightweight air defense
weapon will center around the combination of the seeker and motor
development efforts.
Efforts on the improved hawk system will continue.
Development of night sights and maintenance equipment will be
continued for the medium assault antitank weapon in fiscal year 1970
and a joint Marine Corps/Army engineer/service test of the system
will be initiated.
For the multishot portable flame weapon project, effort will be
underway to support configuration changes and modifications resulting from test and evaluation. Joint Marine Corps/Army engineer/
service testing and the first full-scale production buy for force issue
will be initiated.
:Iaving completed my discussion of budget activity 6, 1 will now
move to budget activity 7.
BUDGET ACTIVITY 7-OTHER EQUIPMENT

Budget activity 7 supports development effort in areas not specifically provided for under other budget activities. The Navy request
for fiscal year 1970 in this BA is $280 million, an increase of $43.5
million over fiscal year 1069. This increase results primarily from
increases for ocean engineering elements and undersea surveillance
programs. Marine Corps programs in this activity contribute 6.6 million to the increase over fiscal year 1969.
Funds have been developed to support Marine Corps operational
electronics development in fiscal year 1970. This is a continuing program for the investigation, design, construction, and evaluation of
modifications of operational electronics equipment. Two major projects, the marine direct air-support system (MDASS), and "thedata
transmission and switching system (DTAS), will have progressed into
operational systems development and will be funded under this program. These two projects will require a substantial increase in effort
over prior years.
The first exploratory development element is life sciences. This element consists of the exploratory effort directed toward protecting and
improving the physical and mental effectiveness of man under all environments in which he must perform.
In fiscal year 1970 we plan to pursue such programs as determining
the effect of chronic sleep loss on performance effectiveness; studies
of performance under experimental threat stress; the physiology of
submarine escape from operating depths continued development of
bone and tissue transport techniques for treatment of combat injury,
and determination of optimum cockpit arrangement of controls in displays as effected.by tandem versus side-by-si seating configuration.
Thi latter project bears on conversion of Phoenix system from
F-111B to F-14A aircraft.

The second element is environmental support. The effort in this element consists of development of feasible solutions to the problems of
measuring the undersea, air, space, and interface environment, predicting it and influencing it in direct support of naval operations.
The element supports deep ocean engineering and science effort using
deep research vehicles at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute and
special laboratory support technology at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), the results of which were so effective in the searches for
the (Polmares) A-Bomb and Threqher.
In fiscal year 1970 we are requesting funds to continue the effort
which is directed toward the conduct of laboratory independent exploratory development. The objectives of this program are to encourage and exploit from within the laboratories fruitful new approaches
to the solution of Navy problems, to give laboratory technical directors
a degree of latitude, not otherwise available, in applying in-house technical resources to endeavors which appear most promising for achieving significant advances in technology, and to attract and retain highly
talented and creative scientists and engineers in the Navy laboratories.
The element material support provides for exploratory effort directed toward providing improved technology for the development,
engineering, distribution, storage, inventory control and maintenance
of material not exclusively associated with vehicles, weaponry, surveillance, or command and control systems. Major technological areas inelude material control, distribution and storage, reliability engineering, value engineering, maintenance, servicing and salvaging support,
electromagnetic compatibility, shore facilities, advanced base and amphibious support, and deep ocean engineering.
Exploratory effort in the materials and components element is directed toward attaining improved materials and individual components as well as the development of active and passive electronic parts
and circuits. The area of materials includes the determination of engineering properties, corrosive tendencies, and methods of fabrication.
The electronic materials covers effort in both microelectronics and
microminiaturization techniques. The electronic system effort includes
technology for general purpose test equipment. The component area
involves technologies concerning mechanical, pneumatic, electrical,
electromechanical, electronic, microelectronic, pyrotechnic cartridge
activated, and fluid mechanics devices.
Another exploratory development program is personnel support.
This effort combines the broad areas of personnel management, training, and training devices. It encompasses qualitative and quantitative
personnel requirements; retention; procurement and separation; selection in terms of aptitude and ability; distribution and assignment:
promotion and advancement; proficiency evaluation; organizational
analysis; training methods, content and evaluation; determination of
training requirements and training curricula; and development of
training device concepts and applications as well as simulation techniques.
Exploratory effort in undersea target surveillance is directed toward
developments to detect, classify, localize, and identify objects which
are submerged or substantially so, including surface ships when
viewed by a submerged surveillance sensor, submarine, undersea platform or swimmer. Included are investigations of advanced undersea

surveillance system concepts and development of technology related
to detection of undersea targets by acoustic, electromagnetic, magnetic
and other means. The funding requested in fiscal year 1970 will permit
continued effort in support of ongoing programs and the initiation of
several new projects to include study of electro-optical assisted detection of submerged submarines and investigations of the predicted increase in detectability of a submarine after repeated deep dives.
We are requesting support in fiscal year 1970 for surface aerospace
target surveillance. This element covers two major areas: (1) advanced
radar technology for long-range surveillance and high resolution
radar techniques for shorter range target detection and classification
and (2) buildup of technology for-advanced IFF systems.
Command and control exploratory development supports development to acquire, process and disseminate information required by a
commander in planning, directing, and controlling military operations. This effort encompasses acoustic, electromagnetic, wire and other
communications technology; radio frequency optcal/IR/UV, inertial,
and other navigation technology; and data processing including information transformation, storage retrieval, and display technology.
In fiscal year 1969 we are continuing ongoing projects concerned
with improvement of communication capabilities of submerged submarines, development of command displays for attack submarines, increased data transmission rates, navigation aids and new gyros for inertial navigation systems. 1We have begun work on developing a family
of ultrareliable ground/amphibious communications equipment. We
are requesting funds for our fiscal year 1970 program under this element.
Exploratory development in the countermeasures program. element
is directed toward defeating enemy vehicles, weapons, surveillance systems and command-control systems. Included are efforts related to
acoustic and electromagnetic jamming and deception, special mine detection equipment, mine sweeping, and EOD equipment and techniques. In fiscal year 1970 we will continue this program of work with
emphasis on new and improved jamming and deception equipments,
torpedo countermeasures, mine sweeping and destruction equipments,
and counters for enemy swimming detection systems.
The first three elements under advanced development, comprising
our oceanographic engineering and development program have been
discussed earlier under the oceanography section.
The funds we request in fiscal year 1970 for advanced undersea surveillance will be divided between two projects--ASW surveillance and
long-range acoustic propagation (LRAP). Under the former we will
conduct research, development, experiments and analyses in order to
determine the optimum means of providing the Navy with an undersea surveillance capability against submarines in all modes of operation and under all environmental conditions. In fiscal year 1970 we
plan to complete key studies in this area.
The proje.t LRAP supports an advanced development program in
long-range acoustic propagation in support of advanced ASW surveillance system developments and optimization of their use. The project
emphasizes environmental factors. Our fiscal year 1970 funding will
be used to implant the Seaspider (the deep water oceanographic struc-
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ture mentioned earlier) as a platform from which we will make
acoustic and oceanographic measurements.
We are requesting funds in fiscal year 1970 for advanced medical
development. With these funds we plan to standardize the prototype
mobile frozen blood banks which have worked out so well in Southeast
Asia. We intend to further improve our combat casualty resuscitation
and shock treatment capability. Full scale field test of mobile surgical
facilities for support of amphibious assault, and riverine warfare operations will be conducted. Expanded effort in the preservation and use
of human tissues such as bone, skin, and nerve will improve our capbility to restore the wounded to an acceptable functional status. A new
meningitis vaccine is scheduled for test on humans, and the effort shows
great promise of countering the ever-present threat of meningitis
epidemics at recruit centers. An important new start will move the
present joint Army-Navy research effort in impact injury prevention
into advanced development. This effort is expected to give us the capability of predicting accurately the extent of human injury to be expected with specific impact forces. This reliable injury data will
greatly increase our capability to include optimum safety in the structural design of aircraft and other vehicles. It also will provide the
basis for much better design of safety and survival equipment attached
to the individual.
Other Marine Corps advanced development systems, has a number
of major projects within it in fiscal year 1970.
Tactical message distribution and voice communication equipment
is expected to complete development effort for the terminal and switching equipment and the total system will be integrated. Man pack longrange transceiver service test models will be designed, fabricated and
tested. The same effort is planned for the man pack tactical transceiver
for fiscal year 1970.
Continued development and testing of improved ground terminals
will be included in the tactical satellite communications equipment fiscal year 1970 effort and terminals will be procured to provide an interim operational capability. Development of the lightweight hostile
mortar locator, the tactical electronic countermeasures system and the
transportable communications countermeasures system will proceed.
The final element in this budget activity is other Marine Corps systems. These funds will support two major projects, Marine air/ground
intelligence system (MAGIS) and lightweight. 3-D ground controlled
radar.
Funding for the lightweight 3-D radar has been provided by the
Air Force in fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969. In fiscal year 1970,
the Marine Corps will participate financially with the Air Force as the
construction phase on this radar commences.
This finishes my discussion of budget activity 7. 1 now turn to budget activity 8.
BUDGET ACTIVITY 8-PROGRAM-WIDE MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT

Our request in fiscal year 1970 for this budget activity totals $151.2
million providing for the administration, operation ana maintenance
of those activities which support the Navy and Marine Corps
R.D.T. & E. program.

In this budget activity the major factor contributing to the in-

crease in fiscal year 1970 is an upswing in our facilities and installation support element and in the operation of AUTEC. Both of these
increases result essentially from increased cost of station and facility operations. A new start in fiscal year 1970, international ocean
exploration, also contributes to the overall increase. Minor changes
in other programs for the remainder of the net increase in fiscal year
1970.
The first and by far the largest element under budget activity 8
is facilities and installation support which is a continuing program,
funding recurring operation and maintenance, instrumentation and
equipment costs, minor construction and alterations and other management costs for Navy R.D.T. & E. laboratories and facilities not
directly identified with other programs. (Specifically excluded are
PMR and AUTEC.) There are presently 49 activities supported by
this subactivity, ranging from the Naval Weapons Center. China
Lake, Calif., to the Naval Clothing and Textile Research Unit, Natick,
Mass.
Some of the services performed under this element are waintenance of buildings and grounds; administration, supply and fiscal
services: security and fire protection, utilities: communiction: R7-D
aircraft and ship support; and other program'wide miscellaneous expenses not properly chargeable to individual projects in other
elements.
Funds requested in fiscal year 1970 will provide for continuation
of general support and will include replacement of general-purpose
scientific equipment and machine tools and purchase of collateral
equipment and instrumentation for initial outfitting of authorized
military construction facilities projects; increased costs of personnel
and materials; and higher costs of supp ort. of larger and higher performance R. & D. aircraft. This is a continuing program.
The Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center (AITTEC) is
a deep-ocean, instrumented 3-dimensional R.D.T. & E. facility, consisting of three ranges (weapons, sonar, acoustic) with down-range
tracking sites and main support base. It was built under a formal
United States-United Kingdom agreement in the Bahamas to support R.D.T. & E. of Navy systems associated with the U.S. ASW

effort.

During the past 2 years many important projects have been completed using the weapons range. In fiscal year 1069 and 1970 we will
devote this range to testing of several types of weapons and systems.
The acoustic range was certified prior to the end of calendar year
1968 and sonar range development is underway with and expected
completion date of fiscal year 1974.
The funds requested In fiscal year 1970 will permit operation of
the AUTEC weapons and acoustic ranges and the development of
the sonar range as necessary in order to meet the requirements for
effective test and evaluation of new complex weapons and weapons
systems.
The major effort under ASW management and technical support
element is conducted under the project ASW systems support which
provides for the implementation of the Naval Material Command
centralized management and technical direction exercised by the man-
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eager, antisubmarine warfare systems project. This is a continuing effort to ensure total system compatibility between sensors, fire control, launchers, weapons and their interconnecting equipment. In
fiscal year 1970 we intend to continue with systems engineering and
systems analysis for ASW platform systems, command and control,
and surveillance. We will study the possible degree of commonality
between surface ship and submarine sonars, and study total ASW
combat systems.
Also under this element is support for ASW tactical and operational analysis. This program is devoted to rapid assessment of the changing ASW threat, the development of improved tactics and the design
and conduct of exercises to obtain valid indicators of ASW force effectiveness and accurate data required for force structure decisions.
. The third project, ASW intelligence support,
provides support in
the area of ASW intelligence collection and processing for the naval
scientific and technical intelligence center (STIC). This effort has
been recently expanded to include airborne acoustic intelligence
gathering.
This continuing program for which we have requested funds in
fiscal year 1970, pro ides centralized management and technical direction of the entire ASW effort under the cognizance of the Chief of
Naval Material and under the direction of the Chief of Naval
Operations.
The final element., and a new start in fiscal year 1970, is interagency
support of international decade of ocean exploration (IDOE). This
element consists of one project which will provide for establishment
and operation of the national oceanographic instrumentation center
to fulfillnational needs in this area.
CoNcLUSION

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my discussion of the elements of the
Navy's proposed R.D.T. & E. program for fiscal year 1970. I have endeavored to recount to you something of the accomplishments of the
Navy I. & D. community. I have also outlined those programs now
underway and those which we would propose to undertake in the next
year, all of which are directed at providing our naval force with equipment and weapons systems capable of meeting successfully the ciallenges confronting them.
Within the Navy and the Office of SecDef these programs have been
carefully studied and weighed against our other urgent requirements.
I feel that the budget before you today is an acceptable balance between these requirements and the resources available. It will provide
not only for the Navy's immediate need but for those needs emerging
in the near and not so near future. The President's fiscal year 1970
Navy R.D.T. & E. budget is a prudent budget and I solicit your support for it.
Mr. SImKs. Mr. Secretary, you have given us a very interesting and
I think a valuable document on the Navy's R.D.T. & E. program. Obviously a great deal of work has gone into this. The committee is apprecitive of your efforts and the efforts of your staff in preparing
such a complete and comprehensive document.
Dr. FoscH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

EXPLANATION OF "BREADBOARD4 AND

"BRASSBOARD"

Mr. SIKES. In your statement you used the terms "breadboard" and
"brassboard." What is the difference between the brassboard and the

breadboard?
Dr. FRosCH. This is the difference between the kind of things the
laboratory engineer might put together just to demonstrate that the
principal works and the kind of thing that can be put together carefully enough so it can be flown in an airplane and demonstrate that it
works in the flight environment. It is close enough to be a guide to the
production engineer for design of things actually to be produced.
The names come out of a traditional sequence. Originally electronics
equipment was built in laboratories on wooden boards and I suppose
they started by going down to the corner store and buying a breadboard to do it and wlen a name was needed for the conversion from
what you did on the wooden board to what you did on what you
wanted to carry into the field, they called it the brassboard because
that is where you stopped using a wooden base and went to the more
expensive but more durable metal base, usually made out of brass.
While breadboards are now metal slabs, they are still called breadboards. It is engineering slang.
Mr. MINSI ALL. How long does that go back?
Dr. Fnoscir. The use of the breadboard probably goes back to the
early days of radio experimentation and crystal sets when people
would build them in homes or laboratories on little pieces of weod.
I don't think I have seen a breadboard built on a piece of wood in quite
a number of years.
CANCELLATION BY UNIVERSITIES OF MILITARY R. & D. WORK

Mr. SIKES. Accompanying the wave of student disorders which has
disturbed our campuses and produced apprehension throughout the
Nation, there has also been a number of cancellations or threatened
cancellations by academic institutions of their scientific research which
has been in progress at the behest of the Department of Defense.
I am curious to learn the effect of these cancellations or reductions

in the Navy's research and development program. Are you prepared
to give us an overall summary of the effects, if any. on the Nay's
research and development program?
Dr. FRoscil. I think the bulk of those effects would be in the area
of the Office of Naval Research. I would like Admiral Owen to comment on that aspect of it.
Admiral OWEN. Mr. Chairman, I am Admiral Owen, the Chief of
Naval Research.
The effect of university unrest has been minimal as far as programs
of the Office of Naval Research are concerned. We have had questions
directed to us by Stanford University with regard to classified work
sponsored at the applied electronics laboratory at that institution. As
yet no final decisionhas been made by the university as to the cessation
of that work. We are, however, engaging in studies related to where
else we might put that work.
I might say parenthetically I was visited yesterday by the representative of the Stanford Research Institute, which is still part of
the Stanford complex. The decision at Stanford has been made to

separate the research institute from the university. A considerable
amount of classified work sponsored by my office and others in the
Navy and the Marine Corps will continue at the Institute, I am sure,
and we will be able to continue to operate effectively.
We have some modest classified contract activity at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. That institution has not yet formally decided as to its future actions in connection with classified
military research. Again we have surveyed our situation and are making our plans accordingly.
Mr. Siims. Have any contracts actually been cancelled?
Dr. FROSCH. They have not been.
Mr. SXss. Has the problem effected research programs now in oper-

ation to any serious degree?
Admiral OwEN. They have not, sir.

APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY

Mr. SixES. The committee noted last fall that the University of
Washington indicated it planned to relinquish its role as manager
of the applied physics laboratory because of student criticism. What
has happened in ihe interim period on that contract?
Mr. Fnoscir. The contract continues. It came up for renewal in December. The contract was renewed pending further discussion. There
have been a number of consultations between the Ordnance Systems
Command and the university administration involving the laboratory.
There have been some disciissions involving the university, the laboratory and the university, with a committee of the State Legislature of
the State of Washington. The university has suggested several alternative sponsors for the laboratory and no final decision has been made
yet as to what will happen.
Mr. SIrES. This is a six-story laboratory building. Who owns the
building?
Mr. FROscH. The building is owned by the university.
Mr. Sntes. If the laboratory operations should be turned over to

another institution, would it be necessary that it be relocated, moved
out of the present building?
Mr. FRoscI. We believe from discussions with the university, so far,
we believe in the long run that would have to be done, but the university has indicated that when we can agree on a resolution, if that
resolution involves moving the laboratory, that they would be amendable to negotiating some reasonable period for the establishment of a
new area for the. laboratory to move into so we would not be faced with
an immediate threat of having to move whether this was sensible or
convenient at the time.
Mr. STiRs. What is the objection to the laboratory?

Mr. Fnoscyf. That is a little difficult for me to say because the statements of objection have not been completely precise.
Mr. SrUKis. Isn't it just a nut fringe popping off?

Mr. Fnoscrr. From the newspaper articles I have seen that appears
to be involved. The university administration is stating that they
don't feel that the involvement of the laboratory in the university's
affairs and vice versa is sufficiently entrenched so it is useful and proper
for the university to continue the relationship.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Are you going to beg them to let you stay there?
Mr. FosCH. No, I don't think we are going to beg them to stay
there.
Mr. ANDREWS. How much are you giving them overall out of your
budget?
Ar. FROSCH. We valued the laboratory very highly. It has been a
major innovative organization in the torpedo business and things
connected with torpedoes and torpedo countermeasures.
The amount for the laboratory in the fiscal 1970 budget would be
$2.5 million.
31r. SIKES. What would be the cost of moving?
Mr. FRosCH. We have not really looked into that in detail. I don't
have precise figures for that, but usually the removal of a laboratory
of that size just has a moving cost. If we assume it was moving to
some place else in Seattle so there was not a great relocation of people,
the moving cost would likely be several hundred thousand dollars.
Mr. SIKEs. How disruptive would it be to the program?
Mr. FRosCH. It would depend on how it was done. If it was to

another site in the Seattle area, and a new building became available
and was prepared and before we had to move the laboratory from the
old building so it could be done over a reasonable period of time, then
it would not be too disruptive.
M r. SIKES. Thank you very much.
I suggest that further questions on this subject be held first thing
in the morning, after which we will have the film clip.
131PACT OF CAMPUS DISTURBANCES

ON RESEARCH WORK

Mr. LPscomB. Mr. Secretary and Admiral, we have inquired about
disruption of Naval Research activities for years, long before it
received publicity anywhere near the degree it is now receiving. It
has always appeared to me that not only the Navy, but others interested in this work have kind of pushed it under the rug and perhaps
not realistically looked at the problem.
Now the Admiral answered that Navy research has not been seriously affected and the effect has been minimal. Certainly the disruptions at MIT, at Stanford, the Research Institute and all, must
have caused some delay or retarded the efforts or will jeopardize the
effective conduct of some work.
I think you ought to tell us all about it, exactly how you see it, so
this committee can evaluate what needs to be done in the future.
We are concerned. But you can't just put it off as not being meaningful and a problem. MIT took some action yesterday which was
in the paper today, about classified research. Tomorrow morning
why not bring us up to date on just exactly what you see in this
as a threat to Naval research in universities.
It is a problem, I believe also for the Army and for the Air Force.
This has been developing over a period of years. It is worse today
than it was in 1967.
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The University of Pennsylvania took action 2 or 3 years ago i1
this regard. You have moved into Rochester, which is a new operation
to you. So it has affected the Navy and there is no use just sloughing
it off before the committee.
Admiral OWEN. I don't intend to slough it off.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. It appeared that way.

Admiral Owr;. I have asked my people to consider every piece of
classified contract work that we have and to assess the impact of disturbance and what alternatives we might follow in the event a particular university makes a decision to close such work out.
Mr. FnoscH. We will be happy to discuss it in the morning.
WEDNESDAY, ,TUNE4,

1969.

Mr. AN-DREwS. The committee will come to order.

When we adjourned yesterday, the subject was Navy research contracts on campuses where we have had student unrest. The gentleman
from California, who was interrogating the Secretary asked for information to be given to the committee this morning. .The gentleman
from California, Mr. Lipscomb.
AFFECT ON NAVY

IF

STUDENT UNRES'

INTERFERES WITH

RESEARCiH

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Mr. Chairman, when we closed yesterday, I believe
that the witnesses indicated that the objection to military research on
campuses had not affected them in any way. I think that was the substance of what was said.
Dr. FnoscH. I think the point is if the question was asked what
actual effects have we felt so far, then the effects are very small. If
the question is, what worries do we have about what might happen,
then I think we have a considerable number of worries about. what
might happen. So far the only place where there has been any real
loss of work is at Stanford Aprlied Electronics Laboratory, which was
closed down for a period of time.
There have been one or two olher places where there have been days
lost one way or another, but nothing very serious has yet happened.
The question is, what is likely to happen or what may hal)en if the
kind of thing that has been going on ilon some campuses continues. I
think we have to diviide the possibilities into several kinds of cases.
One case is the case in which a university is operating under contract
some special kind of organization which is principldly or entirely
Navy or DOD oriented. These are principal the federal contract
research centers. A second question is. aside f rom those organizations,
with contractual work on campus in which individual faculty mnemlbers
or departments are involved. The third question of whether the work
which is contracted for is in itself classified and requires security
classification, or is unclassified. I think the situation is somewhat different in the three cases.
Of course, it varies a great deal among the campuses.
The situations in which we have had the most discussion and problem with regard to continuation, and where we have the most lively
discussions now, are those that involved special laboratories or Federal
contract research centers. The three that are under principal discussion now, and where there is some kind of problem, are Stan ford, where
we have a relationship with both the Stanford Research Institute and

the Stanford Applied Electronics Laboratory, the University of
Washington, which was mentioned yesterday, where we have the ap1lied physics laboratory of the university, and the Massachu.,setts Institute of Technology, involving some Navy work at Lincoln Laboratory, although that is principally Air Force, and more importantly,
the work onthe Poseidon guidance system which is being done at the
instrumentation laboratory at MIT. 1Each of these cases is somewhat
different and each appears to be handled differently by the university
in question.
CONTRACT WITH 3rT

MIT, for example, handled this by having the president of the
university acknowledge that a number of questions had been raised
about the conduct of such work at the university, which he felt were
legitimate questions. So he appointed a committee which included
faculty members, administrative people, trustees, and students, and
asked them to lay out some recommendations for him. They spent a
good deal of time looking into the subject, including coming to Washinoton to talk to myself and the Secretary of the Air Force and the
otier people in the DOD, and they have now, as you know from the
newspapers, issued what is called an interim report in which they
make some recommendations to the university.
I have scanned the report-it arrived in my office yesterday-and it
takes a rather measured and even tone. It makes two recommendations,
I think, that are of principal interest. One is that the university ought
to try and do more of the kind of project work that it has done for
Defense in other areas of general national and social interest. I think
that is the best way to put that comment.
The other is that they feel that some aspects of the work being done
at the instrumentation laboratory go beyond what a university ought
to do. In particular, they are concerned about the fact that the instrumientation laboratory has taken responsibility for prototype preproduction hardware--that is, hardware that is actually to be flown and
be the preproduction test material. This, they feel, goes too far.
I think this is at least a debatable point. I have some questions as
to whether a university
that won't carry hardware that far is in fact
doing all of what it ought to do in engineering research and in teaching. They have some questions as to whether they should ever get that
close to the production business.
At any rate, in that case Dr. Ruina, who is the vice president of MIT
for the special laboratories, called me this morning and the principal
burden of his comment was that the university takes both its contractual relationship with both the Navy and with the DO generally,
viewed as a moral responsibility or requirement of the university,
quite seriously. Certainly they will not respond to these suggestions
on the part of their panel either unilaterally or rapidly.
They think the way to deal with this question of whether they
should continue with all of the Poseidon work is for them and the Navy
to sit down aid discuss the question of what is really involved,
whether this is the best way to do it, and so on. I think that is a rather
responsible way for them to respond.
Mr. AN.DRFWS. You do not know as yet whether you will have a
contract with MIT next year.
Dr. Fnosci. They have said they do not propose to drop the contract. What they wish to do is merely to discuss whether some of the
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past agreements on how far the work was pushed toward production
are still appropriate and whether we ought to change them.
Mr. ANDREws. What is the value of that contract, Mr. Secretary?

Dr. FRosciT. $18 million is the total R.D.T. & E., N portion of the
work. That is all of the Navy work. The Poseidon part is about $9 to
$10 million.
Mr. ADnRws. But the school gets $18 million out of the Navy for
research and development.
Dr. FRoscit. I would like to state that. another way. I would like
to state that there are contracts under which the school does $18 million worth of work for the Navy.
Mr. ANDREWS. That answers my question. They get $18 million of
Navy money.
Dr. FROSCu. Yes.
Mr. ADRnmws. And it sounds like you are having to beg them to
take it.
Dr. FRoscn. No. They have been delivering $18 million a year worth
of work.
Mr. ANDREws. I do not doubt that, but they are still getting $18
million of your money, and I have a little opinion you are having to
beg them to take it. They have not decided whether or not they will
continue to do that work.
Dr. FnoscH. Certainly.
Mr. Twscom. They will do it on their terms.
Dr. FRosciT. Mr. Lipscomb, we will do it on negotiated terms just
as we do contractual work with any other entity in the United States
with which we negotiate terms.
UNIVERSITIES

AFFECTED BY STUDENT UNREST

M r. ANDnrws. I wish you would have some of your men put in the
record at this point a list of the universities holding Government contracts where there has been student unrest and expressed opposition
to defense contracts and the amount of money involved in each contract-the total amount involved in each school.
Dr. Fnoscii. I have this in front of me and we can supply it for
the record. It is a long list.
Mr. A"nREws. We would like to have it in the record at this point.
(The information follows:)
College and universities where student unreet has occurred tor a variety ol
reasons not necessarily related to DOD involvement
R.D.T. d R.N.

U /cal4a
1oear i968
nlyfo

oege
Utsiversill

-------------------------------American University
---------------------------------Arizona State University

California State College at Los Angeles

--------------------

42,915
593, 274

33,792

2,376,648

of California, Berkeley --------------------------------------------------------of California, Davis
------------------------of California, Irvine
--------------------of California, Los Angeles
of California, Riverside --------------------------------------------------of California, San Diego

22, 851
80,686
57,977
76,788
1, 285, 000

University of California, Santa Crux------------------------------

48,423
1044,185

University
University
University
University
university
University

University of California, Santa Barbara --------------------------

------------------------------Catholic University
--------------------------University of Chicago ---

121,617

288, 067
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Ooflcge and finiveritics where student unrest has occurred for a i'ariety of
reasons not nicessarlly related to DOD in'ol'ement-Continued
Unitveralty/college

R.D.T. . E.
y1scal year 1968
obligatIons

15, 550
-------------------------------------Cincinnati University
---------------------------------1. 7O, 484
University of Colorado
2744, 938
-----------------------------------Columbia University
327, 744
Cornell University
--------------------------------------18, 784
---------------------------------------Duke University
765,715
--------------- -------------------Florida State University
5, 473
-------------------------------------University of Florida
12,96,3
------------------------------------Georgetown University
1,026, 779
---------------------------George Washington University
7,920
-------------------------------------University of Georgia
1,055,309
-----------------------------------Harvard University
655, 958
-----------------------------------University of Houston
1,422,166
----------------------------------University of Illinois
25,000
--------------------------------------University of Iowa
668, 02.0
--------------------------------Johns Hopkins University
108, 0&3
------------------------------------University of Kansas
22,247
--------------------------------Louisiana State University
5000
-------------------------------------Marquette University
160, 688
----------------------------------University of Maryland
18,852,210
---------------------Massachusetts Institute of Technology
1, 494, 228
-----------------------------------University of Miami
96,155
---------------------------------Michigan State University
981,041
----------------------------------University of Michigan
1,532,784
--------------------------------University of Minnesota
884,910
--------------------------------University of New Mexico
19,071
------------------------------City University of New York
943,407
State University of New York at Buffalo ----------------------22,0622
State University of New York at Stony Brook -------------------1-------------------------95,963
New York University
25,000
North Carolina State University ----------------------------52, 183
------------------------------University of North Carolina
252,905
---------------------------------Northwestern University
685, 200
--------------------------------University of Notre Dame
146,R88
-----------------------------------Ohio State University
1, 888,127
--------------------------------Oregon State University
116,804
------------------------------------University of Oregon
164, 088
-----------------------------Pennsylvania State University
433,716
-------------------------------University of Pennsylvania
24,000
----------------------------------------Pomona College
930, 498
------------------------------------Princeton University
893,547
--------------------------------------Purdue University
777,011
---------------------------Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
125,000
----------------------------------------Rice University
68,527
----------------------------------University of Rochester
4,300
----------------------------------San Diego State College 215, 746
--------------------------University of Southern California
8395,233
-----------------------------------Stanford University
53,214
-----------------------------------Temple University
490.2,92
---------------------------------University of Tennessee
1,469,069
-------------------------------Texas A. & M. University
33,092
--------------------------------Texas Christian University
2,925,159
-----------------------------------University of Texas
1,207
----------------------------------------Tulane University
5, 152
-------------------------------------University of Virginia
25,000
Washington State University ------------------------------1, 134,305
-------------------University of Washington ----------, 000
-----------------------------------Wayne State University
.
31, 325
Western Washington State College --------------------------------------107,991
------------------University of Wisconsin
208,915
----------------------------------------Yale University
207,020
Case-Western Reserve University --------------------------aExcludes support to Federal contract research centers.

CONCERN OVER RESEARCH BY SOME UNIRSITIES

Mr. LIPSCOM3B. Dr. Froseh, are you saying, then, that for the past
year or more that the questions raised on university campuses in regards to military work, as far as the Navy is concerned, have not
affected the work or the morale and attitude of the scientists and
individuals doing your work?
Dr. FROSCH. As far as we can measure in terms of whether places
are open and doing their work or closed, it has not affected the work
directly. I think the principal way in which it has affected the morale
of the scientists and engineers who are doing the work, judging from
those with whom I have talked, is that it has annoyed them very
greatly and in some cases they have gotten angry enough so I would
not be surprised if they had'worked harder and in a more annoyed
way than they had before.
Mr. LTPsCOMB. As far as the Navy is concerned, you have had no
difficulty whatsoever in the past year or two having universities accept
classified work that may be of interest to the welfare and security of
our country?
Dr. FROSCH. I cannot say we have had no difficulty whatever. I
mentioned the three or four cases where we have had some discussions.
We have had rumors and worries about problems at a number of universities, but I do not know any cases where work has been refused.
Mr. LTPsco,MRn. Would you for the record place the names of the
universities and colleges where you have concern or they have concern ?
Dr. FRoscH. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
Stanford Research Institute.
Stanford Applied Electronics Laboratory.
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Instrumentation Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Center for Naval Analyses, University of Rochester.
Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Washington.
IIUDSON LABORATORY

Mr. LTPsco,&B. What about the Hudson Laboratory at Columbia
University?
Dr. FnoscIr. As you know Hudson Laboratory is the place where I
grew up technically. We decided to drop that laboratory entirely about
a year and a half ago.
Mr. TIscoxB. Why?
Dr. FRoscR. For several reasons which, incidentally, antedated the
actual trouble at Columbia University. It became apparent that laboratory top management wanted to'change substantially the complex of the laboratory.
Mr. LTPsco~m. What do you mean by complex?
Dr. FRoscH. There was a move to diversify in a number of 'directions other than those of Navy interest, and there appeared a growing
reluctance to be involved in so much classified work. More important
than either of these, there were changes in the general management
concept of the Hudson operation which were of considerable concern
to me.
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Tie point is, that for a number of years the people in the laboratory, had wanted a much closer relationship with the university.
In earlier days, the university essentially had acted as a kind of
holding company for the laboratory. There was thus a long standing
desire at the laboratories, to have closer integration with the university, and a long standing desire on the part of the Navy to do it.
When we began to have this problem with the laboratory, I went
tp and discussed it with the president and the vice president of the
university. It became clear to us that the university, at that point in
time, had interests for the laboratory's future somewhat divergent
from our need for an organization of continuing service to the Navy.
There was an additional complication, that the funding problems of
keeping the lab going on that work were becoming more and more
acute for the Office o? Naval Research in the face of the competition
from other jobs that we needed to have done. Moreover, it appeared
possible for us to keel) the work of greatest direct value to the Navy
going in a Navy laboratory if we closed out Hudson and transferred
the resources to a Navy activity.
Out of this complex of reasons we decided to drop the laboratory.
I do not classify this as a case, which has been sparked by student
unrest, largely because it happened before any of the real student
unrest happened at the university. To what extent the university
administration was concerned, about what they saw as the beginnings
of possible student unrest there, I do not know.
Incidentally, when I say that there was a desire to move away from
classified research, I do niot mean to imply that this was at the expressed direction of the university administration. I think this was a
matter of personal interests and desires.
STUDENT

UNREST AWFE(77

NAVY

RESEARCH

Mr. LTPSCOMB. Dr. Frosch, at a place such as Hudson Laboratory
at Columbia University, the question of doing governmental work
and classified work is not new because of student unrest. Professors
have been objecting to this for a period of 3 to 5 years. It.has just been
growing.
Dr. FnoscH. Some professors have been objecting for 25 years.
Mr. LiPscomB. It has become an issue as far as our Government work
is concerned in the last 3 or 5 years.
I think you did the right thing at Hudson, but when we asked yesterday what the results were of the student unrest and other items,
Hudson is a perfect example. Certainly you would not have had then
doing Navy work if they had not been producing over the years.
Dr. FROgCH. That is correct.
Mr. LPsCOMB. So when you had to close them off, you lost a certain

expertise and a certain amount of work.

Dr. FRoscH. Certainly.
Mr. LiPscomB. Therelor it has affected you.

I think we should lay it out on the record.
I believe all of these labs have to be looked at with the same analytical viewpoint that you looked at the Hudson Laboratory at Colum.
bia. That is why we are bringing these things up.
34-039--09-pt. 4-3

Student unrest, or whatever it may be called, is something that is
happening and it is affecting defense research efforts. The fact is that
even institutions such as the Institute of Defense Analysis is under reorganization; isn't that true, because of the objection of a university?
Dr. FuoSCH. I believe it is.
Mr. LIeScoxB. You have not mentioned this.
Dr. FRoso. We do not have any direct Navy work with them.
Mr. LIrscoMB. It is not something that can be swept under the rug.

We have to look at it and the effects it has on R.D.T. & E. efforts. For
instance what did happen at the University of Pennsylvania? Why
did you have to move the Institute of Naval Wesearch up to Rochester?
Dr. FROSCH. This was not the University of Pennsylvania. This was
the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia. That problem did not involve
any students whatever. That was essentially a mutual agreement that
it was not being done satisfactorily. That was a move away from a
nonuniversity toward a university.
Mr. LipSCOMB. When we lost the services of Hudson Laboratory d(id
we lose something we have not replaced ?
Dr. FrosoH. I think we have not replaced it completely. I think the
principal and important pieces of work are being carried on at other
Navy and Navy-associated facilities. We have probably lost some of
the people from this field.
Mr. L scoXB. That is all for now, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AwDDPws. Mr. Davis, do you have any questions on this point?
Mr. DAVIS. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
CARRYOVER OF UNOBLIGATED BALANCES

Mr. Aimnmws. Mr. Secretary, the fiscal 1969 program is almost $20
million more than was appropriated for Navy R:D.T. & E. Does this
mean you were able to recover almost $20 million from prior year
balances?
Dr. FRoscH. I am not sure we understand that question.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. WAnsxao. We have received some transfers from the emergency
fund.
Mr. AwNiws. You can explain that in the record.

Dr. Fiosco. There are transfers from the emergency fund. There
was a carryover from fiscal 1968 unobligated balances brought forward of $19.7 million available for new programs.
Mr. ANRizws. That is what I had in mind. Do you anticipate recovering funds in fiscal 1970 in addition to those that have already
been programed?
Dr. FosoH. We would anticipate that there would be a small
amount of funds recovered from the 1969 and prior years available
for new programs in fiscal year 1970.
Mr. AwNDiws. I wish you would put in the record the amount you
anticipate.
Dr. Fonsc. We will put in the record the predicted amount.
(The information follows:)
RzcovnKW
During the past 2 years, special effort has been directed toward recovering
balances from prior year contracts to apply to the recoupment objective In fiscal
year 1968 and to program deficiencies in fiscal year 1969. It is anticipated that
recoveries during fiscal year 1970 will approximate $10 to $15 million.

RECOUPMENTS BY FISCAL YEAR

Mr. ANDREWS. What percent of your 1969 fiscal year program was

involved in reprograming actions?
Admiral GADDS. 4.8 percent in fiscal 1969 as of now; 6.8 in fiscal
1968, sir.

Mr. ANDREwS. Dr. Frosch, would you provide for the record the

amount of recoupments by fiscal year since 1967, together with your
recoupment objective, if any, for fiscal 1970.
(The information follows:)

The following table shows the amounts recovered or anticipated to be recovered
from prior-year programs for application to current-year unforeseen deficiencies
during the fiscal years listed.
Amount
Fiscal year:

$2, 468,000
------------------------------------------1967
27,834,033
-------------------------------------------1968
19, 785,000
-----------------------------------1969 (estimate)
10, 000,000 to 15,000,000
------------------------1970 (estimate)
UNOBLIGATED BALANCES

Mr. AiDR ws. The committee notes that your unobligated balances
are increasing each year. What is the explanation for this trendI
Admiral GADDis. The unobligated balance, if I might, sir, was $230
million in 1968, $250 million in 1969 estimated, and $253 million in
1970 estimated. This actually adds up to essentially 9 percent for each
year, of the total availability in the account. So I would class it as almost a stationary stable, unobligated carryover.
Mr. Awvm~ws. boes this mean the committee has been overfunding
your program?
Dr. FiOsCH. Mr. Andrews, this means that we are managing our
prediction of obligation and the obligation management of our business to an accuracy such that we come out at the end of the year with
something of the order of about I month's worth of funds for doing
R.D.T. &E.
Mr. ANDREWS. About 9 percent over those 3 years.
Dr. FuoscH. No; each year was 9 percent of that year's availability.

Mr. ANPxwS. The committee is not complaining in the least, Mr.
Secretary, about your having unexpended or unobligated balances. We
want to commend you for it.

The question is,Are we overfunding your program?

Admiral RucKNiw. These are not cumulative, Mr. Andrews. This
represents the length of time it takes to get the work out on the street
and under contract plus the late release of funds in some cases from tho
Department or Deiense.
Admiral GADDIS. I would estimate that this is just about the irreducible minimum in this particular account and would note that the
four years prior to the ones I noted, the carryover ranged from
12 to 19 percent. This represents a significant improvement in the
unobligated carryover to what we feel is just about the irreducible
minimum for this account.
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UNEXPENI)ED

III

1

ANCES

Mr. AN-DRF.WS. Will you provide for the record a table showing the
unexlended balance at the end of each fiscal year since 1967.
(The information follows:)
Une~rpcnded balance, end of year

Fiscal year:
1967 actual
1968 actual

1969 estimate
1970 estimate

In thousands

$1,336,038
205, 128

----------------------------------------------------------------------

276,467
1, 334, 67

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Mr. A.%-DRnws. Also provide for the record the percent of now obligational authority expended in the same year it was appropriated,
by fiscal year, since 1963.
(The information follows:)
Percent of new obligational authority eep ended in same year it teas appropriated
Percent

Fiscal year:

1963 -------------1964 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1965

exipended
46
52
47

46
1960
---------------------------------------------1967 --------------------------------------------53
59
19068 ------------------------------------------------------at
the
Mr. ADRE Vs. Will you also update the table appearing
bottom of page 298 of last year's hearings?
(The information follows:)
ESTIMATED UNEXPENDED BALANCES, END OF YEAR
lin thousands]
Fiscal yearsFiscal year inwhich funds wore appropriated

1968

1969

1970

$814...................
1962 and prior .......................................
5,929...................
1963.............................................
14,032...................
1964 .............................................
42,281 ...................
1965 .............................................................
79,842
$28,236.........
1966 ....................................................
260, 030
70,892
$31,467
1967 .............................................................
1968 .............................................................
799,200
226,200
5,000
951,139
245,000
1969 ...........................................................................
973,500
1970 ........................................................................................
1,205,128
1,276,467
1,334,967
Total ......................................................

Mr.

AN.-DIV8.

The committee would also appreciate having for the

record an update of the table appearing at the top of page 301 of last
year's hearings relating to expenditures compared with budget estimates.
(The information follows:).
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ACTUAL EXPENDITURES COMPARED WITH BUDGET ESTIMATES-R.O.T. & E.N. APPROPRIATION
IDollar amounts In thousands]
Total
available for
expenditure

Expenditures

Percent
expended

$2,312.566
2,393,030

$1,395,000
1,429.341

60
60

Budget estimate ........................................
Actual expenditures .....................................
1965:
Budget estimate ........................................
Actual expenditures .....................................

2,552,786
2,524,664

1,500,000
1,577,846

59
63

2, 468,402
2,335,071

1,458,000
1,293639

59
55

Budget estimate ........................................
Actial expenditures--------------------------..

2 321,733
2,614, 992

1,395,000
1,406,832

60
54

Budget estimate ........................................
Actual expenditures .....................................
1968:
Budget estimate ........................................
Actual expenditures .....................................

2,955,731
3,127,138

1,565,000
1,791,101

53
57

3, 320,196
3,207,754

1,840,000
2,002,627

55
62

Fiscal years
1963:
Budget estimate .......................................
Actual expenditures.....................................

1964:

1966:
1967:

1970 BUDGET INCREASES

Mr. ANDnEws. Dr. Frosch, you indicated at the outset of your prepared statement that the fiscal year 1970 program is an increase of
about $50.4 million over the fiscal year 1969 program. You also pointed
out that the Navy and OSD transferred $54.6 million of fiscal year
1970 R.D.T. & E. funds to the Navy operation and maintenance account. Does this mean your fiscal year 1970 program actually has increased $105 million over fiscal year 1969?
Dr. FnoscH. There is one additional figure that I have to check, and
that is whether there were any budgetary transfers from 1969 to 1970
that went from other appropriations into R.D.T. & E. I think there
were none in 1969 to 1970. If that is the case, then effectively for comparability we would be $100 million higher in 1969 terms.
Mr. AwDREws. You can elaborate on that for the record.
(The information follows:)
INCREASE, FISCAL YEAR 1970 OVER FISCAL YEAR 1969
[In thousands of dollars)

Fiscal year 1969 Fiscal year 1970
Totals In budget document ...................................
Less fleet support Items funded in R.D.T. & E.N. In fiscal year 1969
and in 0. & M. In fiscal year 1970 ...........................
Total, net of fleet support ..............................

2,161,074
-57,361
2,103,713

2,211,500
................
2,211,500

Difference, fiscal
year 1970 over
fiscal year 1969
+50,426
+57,361
+107,787

INCREASES RESULTING FROMf INFLATION

Mr. ANDRIEWS. What R.D.T. & E. programs have been increased or
initiated to fill the vacuum, so to speak, caused by the transfer of
$54.6 million to 0. & M., Navy?

Dr. Fitoscit. Two comments need to be made: One, in 1970 the cost,
of doing 199's amount of work will have increlsed in 1970 dollars hecause of inflation. So the increase has to be discounted by the inflationary amount.
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Mr. AwNDRws. What rate of increase have you noted in your program due to inflation over the past few years?
Dr. FOSCH. This is a very difficult subject to get good statistics on.
There are certainly areas in research where the inflation has been several times what the national average is. I guess my estimate would be
that we are probably inflating in technical things at something like 6
percent or more.
I have seen estimates as high as 15 percent. I think those are probably exaggerated.
Mr. ANDREWS. In some areas of ship construction we were told that
the rate of increase due to inflation was roughly 25 percent.
Dr. Fnoscn. I was trying to give an overall average for everything.
I am sure in some areas it is as high as that. In some, it is probably
down with the national average or lower. I think it is clearly higher
for technical things than the Biureau of Labor Statistics national ave'rage for inflation.
AWARI)NO OF CONTRACTS

Mr. A-nDREws. Are most of your contracts negotiated or made by
competitive bidding?
Dr. Fnoscn. I would have to look at detailed statistics. A very large
number are made by competition among a selected list of bidders; that
is, they are not open to anyone who wants to compete, but open to qualified bidders. A large number, particularly of the smaller contracts,
and certainly contracts with universities and academic kinds of organizations are negotiated.
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT FUNDED IN R.D.T. & E. BUDGET

Mr. A NDnEws.What is the total number of civilian personnel funded

directly from the Navy R.D.T. & E. budget? You can supply that for
the record.
(The information follows:)
The total civilian employment (average number) reflected in the R.D.T. & B.9 N.
personnel summary is estimated to be 33,647 for fiscal year 1970.

Mr. ANDREWS. Why are your permanent civilian employees increasing in fiscal 1970?
fr. V'Ansux-o. Here we are speaking of the increase in the number

of positions shown. This is a matter of reflecting in the personnel exhibits all positions occupied during the year. Actually, there is a reduction in the personnel of 850 man-years.
Mr. ADnEws.In 1970 over 1969 ?
fr. WA Rs IN . Yes. There are 850 man-years less in 1970 than in
1969. But the positions listed show an increase because a position for
each employee who has been on the rolls at sometime throughout the
fiscal year. It must be reflected and displayed in this personnel exhibit.

Mr. AN.-DRws. When you count the number on rolls it is increased
but when you count man-years, it is decreased.
Mr. WARsuiNO. That is right, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put in the record a list of civilian
employees for the last 5 years, the total number paid by the Navy
R.D.T. & E. program.
(The information follows:)

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL (MAN-YEARS) PAID FROM THE R.D.T. & EN. APPROPRIATION
Fiscal year
1967
actual

1968
actual

1969
estimate

Total civilian personnel it R.D.T. & E.N.
installations paid from R.D.T. & E.N...
30,850
29,775
31,849
Plus personnel at R.D.T. & E.N. install.
tions paid from reimbursements ......
+3,022
+5,677
+5, 742
Plus personnel at other Navy facilities
paid from R.D.T. & E.N ........................................................

+9,180

+9,410

+1,932

+1,971

1966
actual

Total direct and reimbursement
paid through R.D.T. & E.N .....
Less personnel at R.D.T. & E.N Installa.
tions paid from R.D.T. & E.N. via NIF...

-4,987

Total, civilian employment (average number) reflected in the
R.D.T. & E.N. personnel summary ........................
Comparability adjustment for transfer of
personnel data between appropriations.

+2,349

Adjusted total, personnel summary ........................

33,872

28,885

31,234

35,452
-4,99

30,456
+3,498
33,954

37,591

31,415

42,527

1970
estimate
30,113

41,494

-5,278

-8,030

-7,847

32,313

34,497

33,647

+3.486 ............................
35,799

34,497

33,647

1r. A -xDREWS. Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LiPscoMB. Do you happen to have such a list with you at the
present time?
Dr. FROSCH. I have a list of 1969 and 1970, organization by organization, but not back through the years.
lM[r. LiwscoxB. What will you include in the chairman's request as
civilian employees I
Dr. FRoscH. All of the civilian employees chargeable to R.D.T. &E.,
Navy.
Mr. AxDREWS. That was the question.

Dr. FRoscH. That would include the Office of Naval Research, and
all of the R. & D. labs and the T. & E. field establishments. In the
T. & E. field establishment it would include only those personnel who
are chargeable to R.D.T. & E., there being some in those establishments
chargeable to other appropriations.
Mr. IPSCOMB. You are going to include all of the civilian employees
under R.D.T. & E., Government civilians paid out of R.D.T & E.
funds.
Dr. FRoscu. Yes.
CONTRACT EMPLOYES

Lwvsco.n. Are you going to include all of the contract civilians?
Dr. FROScH. No I took the question as being civil service.

.Ur.

Mr. AxDREws. Suppose we ask in addition to the other question that

you supply for the record the total number of contract employees, if
you can do it, who are employed by your contracts.
Dr. FROSCH. That I am not sure we have any way to get without a
vast statistical search.
Mr. LaPscomB. You have most of them in your justification book for

research development, test, and evaluation.
Mrs. FERGUsoN. The contract personnel are primarily those for the
FCRC's only.

Dr. F)oscii. No employees paid by the commercial contractors are
listed. Those are the ones we would find it most difficult to
. get any kind
of accounting on.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Maybe you can give us the contract civilians paid out

of R.D.T. & E. Navy funds, and then you can footnote it with whatever qualifications you want.
Dr. FROSCH. The qualification is going to be that the only number
we have deals with the Federal Contract Research Centers. I could
conceive that we could get a number that would go with the university
contracts, but I am not sure that there is any way to get a number that
would o with the commercial contracts.
Mr. LrPsCOMB. You could footnote it and say this does not
include
Dr. FRoscH. We will do that, sir.

(The information follows:)

CONTRACT EMPLOYEES PAID FROM R.D.T. & E.

Contract civilians at Federal contract
research centers ....................
Contri technicians at Navy instellati-qs
(primafity ranges and test facilitie.. .
Toablsi
.......................

1966
actual

Fiscal year1967
1968
actual
actual

2,394

2,580

948
3,342

2,083
4,663

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

2,638

2,622

2,418

1,918
4,556

1,933
4,555

1,883
4,301

1 This schedule Includes only those contract employees located at FCRC's and Navy installations. It does not include
contract employment Incolleges, univeiUos, other nonprofit, and Industrial organizations.

CONSULTIYTS

Mr. LWpSCOMB. Do you have a list of persons that the Navy hires as
consultants?
Dr. FRoscH. I do not have that with me now; and that i-z more than
one list.
Many offices of the Navy will hire individual consultants for spec i(2
tasks or for a period of time. So we would have to get the lists and
consolidate them.
The list I have most easily available is the list of consultants to
the Secretary of the Navy and the members of the Secretariat. I do
not have that with me, but I can get that.
Mr. LiscoMB. That would be a list of those consultants who are

on a rather permanent on-call basis.
Dr. FnoscH. Yes.
These are normally people with whom there is a consulting arrangement for up to some number of days per year.
Mr. AxDPnws. Wouldn't they be included in the number of civilian
employees funded by R.D.T. &E.I
Dr. FRoscH. They would be included in the average number (manyears) but not in the positions. There is a distinction apparently.
Mr. AxDPwWS. But as a matter of fact, they are civi ian.
Dr. FROSCH. They are employed by us, but they are not classified
civil service employees nor are they employees through a contract
with a commercial contractor.

They would not in any case change the number of civilian employees
to an amount that would be measurable.
3r.LirsoiMB. Mr. Chairman, could we have a list of the consultants
placed in the record at this point with the amount for fiscal year 1969?
Mr. ANDREWS. Without objection, Mr. Secretary, will you place such
a list in the recordI
(The information follows:)
& E.N."
Coistltants at R. & D. activities paid from the appropriation"R.D.T.
Hind, Alfred T., Jr.
All, Abdul
Holt, Maurice
Altar, William
Hotz, Henry
Andreassi. John
Imbembo, Emil
Bageroer, Dr. Arthur
Jackson, Clarence
Belzer, Jack
Jarzynski, Jacek
Blementahl, Sol
Jorna, Siebe
Bliss, William
Jen, Norman
C.
Mortimer
Bloom,
Kaplan, Harvey
Boehler, Gabriel
Kelly, Martin
Bolle, Donald M.
Kern, Bernard
Booth, Gait Bukler
Klemens, Paul
Bozorth, Richard
Kuhel, David
Brown, Maurice V.
Lee, Jhong S.
Brull, Maurice
Lee, Richard S.
Burstein, Elias
Lee, Thomas Shao-Chung
Callen, Earl
Levi, Leo
Childs, James Joseph
Lindgren, Allen G.
Cohen, Myron
Litwin, Samuel
Coinpton, W. Dale
Livingston, Peter N.
Cortellessa, Robert
Loeb, Leonard
Costlaw. John D.
Loferski, Joseph 3.
Fred
Cnlick,
Lampin, Lawrence
Daley, William J.
MacKenzie, John D.
Daniels, Sarrington
Marsh, Dr. Henry W.
Delani, John S.
McGready. Leon J
Louis
dePain,
Moeller, K.
Dlickson. James
Nash, Charles D.
Diliderto. Steve
Nathans, Robert
Peter
Dorato.
Newman, N. J.
Duane. Thomas
Nicolaides, John
DuBols, Arthur
Nigrelli, Ross
Duechs. Diethelm F.
Nowell, Peter
Ehrinan, Joachin B.
Noyes, Dr. Albert
1Pienhardt. George
Ogilvie, F. T.
Emiuett. Paul Hugh
Outwater. John
Estermann, Dr. Immannel
Page, Irving H.
Means. Rable.e
Park, Robert
Farber. K. A.
Pechacek, Robert E.
Fowler. W. Bell
Penchina, Claude
Gavls. Jerome
Pride, Alfred
Genollo. Raymond
Raemer, Harold R.
GlaCss. Alexandria
Raphael, Robert B.
Golub, Morton
Reber, R. K.
Grlem, Hans R.
Reynolds, Wallace
Gross. Fred
Richards, Paul B.
Guthrie. Albert N.
Rochester, Dudley
Hackman. Emery
RoJas. Richard
Hardy, James
Rose. Kenneth
Hardy, James
Rosenthal. Louis
Harris, Kent K.
Rostoker, Norman
Hayre. HarbbaJan S.
Rutelli, Giovanni
Heckman. Harry H.
Sander, Shelden S.
Heeger. Alan H.
Sawyer. Ralph
Rerbach, Leon
Schade, Henry
Herring, Robert A., Jr.
Schilling, Donard

Thomas, Donald
Tinklepaugh, James
Tschoegl, Nicholas
Tufts, Dr. Donald
Tyrees, S. Younf, Jr.
Uberall, Herbert
Upton. Morgan
VonHippel, Dr. Arthur R.
Wallace, Richard
Walsh, J. Paul
Webber, Joseph
Welden, Frederick
White, Dr. Frank M.
Williams, Arthur 0., Jr.
Williams, Forman
Williams, Ross
Yodh, Gaurang Bhaskar
Zogor, Herbert

Schrock, Virgil E.
Schweitzer, Britt J.
Scottrum, V. E.
Seller, Kenneth
Shanny, Rainy A.
Shaw, William
Shen, Shan-Fu
Smyth, Dr. Charles P.
Snyder, Donald C.
Soules, Dr. Jack
Stakgold, Dr. Ivan
Stein, Dr. Seymour
Stevenson, James R.
Stewart, William
Stresau, Richard
Stronhagen, A. G.
Tanaka, Tomoyasu
Tang, Chung-Liang

Total annual cost of 148 consultants, $247,000. The 148 individuals listed
above have received appointments as consultants at Navy R.D.T. & E.. N.
activities during fiscal year 1969. These appointments anticipate a period of
employment ranging from 30 to as much as 130 days.
CONSULTANTS

TO THE NAvy SECRETARIAT PAID FROM THE APPROPRIATION

R.D.T. & E.N.
Dr. Fruno W. Augenstein
Dr. Walter I. Munk
Dr. R. D. Bennett
Professor John D. Nicolaides
Dr. W. R. Bennett, Jr.
Dr. W. A. Nierenberg
Dr. Harvey Brooks
Dr. Jessee Orlansky
Dr. Keith A. Brueckner
Mr. Robert Panoff
Dr. Joseph Chadwick
Dr. Carl Pfaffmann
Mr. Nathan E. Promisel
Mr. W. J. Corcoran
Dr. E. P. Cronkite
Dr. William R. Rambo
Dr. Carl H. Eckart
Dr. Joseph W. Rigney
Admiral J. S. Russell, USN (retired)
Dr. Thomas G. Fox, Jr.
Dr. Martin Goland
Professor Thomas C. Schelling
Dr. LeVan Griffls
Dr. Frederick Seitz
VADM J. T. Hayward, USN (retired) Dr. W. G. Shepherd
Admiral John H. Sides, USN (retired)
Dr. David C. Hazen
Dr. Louis D. Smullin
Dr. Vrian T. Howard
Professor Vernon W. Hughes
Dean Robert D. Stout
VADM P. D. Stroop. USN (retired)
Dr. Harry D. Huskey
Professor Richard A. Swalin
Professor John D. Isaacs
Dr. Morris Tanenbaum
Dr. A. H. Kell
Dr. W. F. Whitmore
Mr. Edwin Link
RADM F. S. Withington, USN (retired)
Professor Philip Mandel
RADM John H. McQuilkin, USN
(retired)
Total annual cost of 43 consultants, $35,000. Primarily these consultants
serve on boards and panels of the Naval Research Advisory Committee which
was established by Public Law 588, 79th Congress.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is that all?
Mr. LniscoB. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
NAVY LABORATORIES

Mr. ADREws. How many in-house labs does the Navy have and

how may military and civilian employees are devoted to such in-hiouse
effort?
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Dr. Fnoscii. I want to get the precise numbers but I can give
tipproximate numbers and we can correct them. Counting all of our
laboratories and T. & E. establishments, we have 43, of which there
are 15 major laboratories. The total number of personnel in R.D.T. &
E. work is on the order of 37,000 people.
Mr. AN.DUEws. All Navy?
Dr. FROSCH. All Navy, including 30,000 civil service and 7,000
military personnel.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the total R.D.T. & E. effort managed by in-

house laboratories, and of this amount, how much is actual in-house
research work?
Dr. FROSCH. The total amount that goes to the Navy in-house
R.D.T. & E. organizations for fiscal 1970 is estimated to be $784,194,000. We do not have here a breakdown of how much is spent in the
organizations and how much is contracted out by them, but that I
can supply for the record.
(The information follows:)
Of the $784.2 million requested for in.house organizations in fiscal year 1070,
it is estimated that $164.9 million will be used for contracts in support of
onstation work.
IN-IIOUSE COMPARED TO TOTAL R.D.T. & E. EFFORT

Mr. ANDiR.WS. For the record, will you provide a table showing the
trend of R.D.T. & E. in-house effort, by fiscal year, indicating the

number of military and civilian personnel involved, as well as the
total amount of the program for each of the last 3 fiscal years.
Also show your proposed program for fiscal year 1970.
(The information follows:)
R.D.T. & EN. TOTAL VERSUS IN-HOUSE EFFORT

[In thousandsl
Fiscal year-

Total R.D.T. & E.N. program ............
Total R.D.T. & EN. program performed
by Navy Instalfations ................

1966
actual

1967
actual

1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

$1,582,457

$1,947,422

$1,886,250

$2,161,074

$2,211,500

682,096

725,673

731,933

784,397

784,194

31,849
7,477

31,415
7,215

30,113
7,401

AVERAGE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL
Total civilian personnel at R.D.T. & E.N.
installations paid from R.O.T. & EN...
Military personnel in R.D.T. & EN. work.

30, 850
7,345

CONSOLIDATION

29,775
8,375

OF NAVY

LABORATORIES

Mr. AWDREWS. Last year you discussed the realignment of Navy laboratories into centers. Has there been any attempt to physically consolidate several laboratories during the past year I
Dr. FRosc. We have announced our intention to take three Navy
labs, the Navy Radiological Defense Laboratory, the Corona Laboratories of the Naval Weapons Center and the Navy Applied Science

Laboratory, and essentially put them out of existence as such. In each

case this involves taking certain portions of the laboratory and transferring them to other labs, and in each case it also involves abolishing
laboratory functions with an attendant reduction in personnel
certain
and function.

Mr. ANDREWS. You will reduce the total number of labs you have.
Dr. FROSCH. That is correct.

NAVAL RESEARCH

LAnoJIAToiuEs

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a few questions
about laboratories at this point.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LIPscoMB. Mr. Secretary, you have already discussed the Hud-

son Laboratory. There is no funding for the Hudson Laboratory in
fiscal year 1970.
Dr. FnoscHr. That is correct.
LAKEJIURSF NAVAL AIR TEST FACILITY

.,%fr. LIPsco~m. On the Naval Air Test Facility in Lakehurst, N.J.,
there is a significant reduction in personnel from fiscal year 1969 to
fiscal year 1970 from 400 to 254. Is there a phaseout of R.D.T. & E.
taking place at Lakehurst?
That is Government civilian.
Dr. Fnoscii. I was not aware of this and I would have to check back
into the reason why.
(The information follows:)
The reduction In civilian personnel funded by R.D.T. & N. is due primarily to
a transfer of certain fleet support Items from R.D.T. & E., N to 0. & M., N, The
following is a summary of civilian personnel at Lakehurst.
NAVAL AIR TEST FACILITY, LAKEHURST, NJ.
Fiscal
R.O.T. & EN ..................
Other appropriations

...............................

Fiscal • ar97oh
1970 Change
400

254

-146

83

199

+116

Note: The net change Is -30 which was a reduction required by sec. 201 of Public Law 90-364.

2%r. iPSco~iB. There is a significant reduction in the funding also

from $4.1 million in fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year 1970 funding of

$1.3 million.
Dr. Lwson'. I do not have detailed analysis, but looking at the
change in numbers I suspect that represents the change from carrying fleet. support as an R.D.T. &E. item into the 0. &M. appropriation.

Dr. FROSCH. That must be what it is.
Dr. LAwsoN-. This is going to wind up meaning that people may be
doing the same work physically, but they will be paid out of another
appropriation.
Dr. RnosCHT. This is a result of the $50 million transfer from R.D.T.
&E.toO.&M.

The assumption, and we can check that, is that the number of people and the work does not change, but the people who vanished from
R.D.T.&E. are picked up and paid from O.&M.
Mr. LPSComB. Would you explain that further for the record?
Dr. FROSCII. Yes, sir.
Mr. LsCOmB. Perhaps as I ask the questions about other labs the

same explanation will fit in.
Admiral GADDIS. I can amplify that a little because Lakehurst is
the primary station for launch and recovery tests of modifications to
catapult and arresting gear aboard carriers. That specific item, the
entire program, has been transferred to 0. & M. funding within the
Air Systems Command, sir.
Mr. LrPscOMB.

The Government civilian personnel went down. The

military personnel remain the same.
Dr. FROSCH. Mr. Lipscomb, we have the data here now. Of the civil
service people there, 254 at Lakehurst are paid from R.D.T. &E. from
Navy and 199 are paid from other appropriations. The military personnel are all paid from the appropriation, military personnel, Yavy
and so we can only state how many we believe to be in R.D.T. & E.
work and how many are in other work there. They do not appear as
a dollar amount in this appropriation.
Mr. A"Pmws. Are all those employees engaged in research work-the civilians?
Dr. FROSCH. The work of that installation lies right on the boundary
between research and development and operations; that is, they do test
and evaluation work and they do work which is connected with following things that are in the fleet: Repair, maintenance, study. analysis,
and recommendations for better maintenance procedures. We always
have a question whether work like that should be chargeable as development or should be chargeable as operations and maintenance. Originally, a lot of that was carried in 0. &M. Some years ago it was transferred over with a feeling that it ought to be carried as research and
development. Now,.in the course of looking again at the financing arrangements for various appropriations, th, people who are responsible
for making those kinds of divisions feel that some of this has to be
transferred back to 0. & M. because it is more properly an 0. & M.
charge. As far as I can tell, it is a case in which the work could be
classified as either, and it is a matter of sensible budgetary arrangement.
Mr. ANDPWS. All those civilian employees work together, on the

same project and in the same laboratory.
Dr. FROSCH. They work in the same installation. They may not be
working on the same projects.

Admiral GADDIrs. I could amplify a bit, sir. The decision relative to

this transfer between the R.D.T. & E., Navy appropriation and the
0. &M., Navy.. appropriation was a decision of the Olie of Secretary
of Defense to insure that the same categorization of work was applied
in all three services equally. In the past few years the prior decision
to carry a larger amount of this kind of support of operational programs in the research and development account has grown, contrary
to the situation in other services.
The coordinated review developed a set of guidelines applicable to
all services, and this functional transfer of funding support resulted.

Mr. LiPscoMB. Mr. Secretary, if you follow your explanation this
means that there has been an increase in personnel at this Naval air
test facility, because you gave us 199 transferred, you have 254
programed for fiscal 1970 which is an increase of 53 over the 400
for fiscal year 1969.
Dr. FnoscH. No, the 400 you are quoting for 1969 were those chargeable to R.D.T. & E. There were an additional 83 that were chargeable to other appropriations but do not show in the R.D.T. & E.
book. So the total for fiscal 1969 was 483. So there has been a transfer of whatever 199 minus 83 is between 1969 and 1970. The net total
employment has gone down by 30 people because of the requirements
of section 201 of Public Law 90-364.
Mr. Lr'scomi. What would be the total comparable figures, then?
Dr. FROSCH. The totals for the entire organization in 1969 are
483 and in 1970, 453.
NAVAL MEDICAL NEUIROPSYCIIIATRIC UNIT

Mr. LIPscomB. At the Naval medical neuropsychiatric unit there
is an increase of a little less than $400,000, I believe, and an increase
in employees. Is this an increase in workload?
Dr. Fnosen. Yes, I think it is. That group does research work
in areas having to do with, among other things, personnel psychological classification.
That is the only way I can describe it conveniently. For example,
in working with the San Diego recruit training facility, they have
examined the question of what kinds of incoming examinations actually act as a predictor for whether a recruit is likely to be successful on a problem, or successful in a particular class of work.
One consequence of this work several years ago was a recommendation on their part that the incoming psychiatric interview be dropped
on the ground that it was not as effective in predicting whether there
were psychiatric problems coming in the future as some other
technique.
I believe that was carried out. They have also more recently done
some work on the question of how to fit recruits in jobs not only in
which they will develop the right skills but in which they are likely
to be successful and happy. This is an area in which, like all manpower areas, there is a great deal of money to be made for the Navy
in efficiency in the use of people.
TAIPEI NAVAL MUICAL RESEARCH UNIT NO. 2

Mr. LUsco M. Could you Mplain the type of work done by the
Naval Medical Research Unit No. in Taipei Taiwan?
Dr. Fioscxr. I can generally. It is mostly epiemiology and the study
of diseases that occur in that East Asia part of the world. That is true
of all of our overseas medical research units. They concentrate on
disease problems that the Navy or the military in general might face
in the part of the world in which they are operating.
Mr. Lnscoxa. And the reasons for the increase; $500,000 in money,

one civilian employee and 22 military personnel.

Admiral RUCKNER.. At the request of the State Department we were

asked to put a unit into Indonesia which is part of this particular
group. It is an offshoot of this group to study an outbreak of the
plague which is in the hill country around there. This is an opportunity to help the State Department in their international relations.
It is also a golden opportunity for us to study the plague. They are
providing the facilities and we are providing the people to study this.
Dr. FRoscu. The only comment I would add isMr. LIPSCO3B. By "they" you mean the GovernmentI

Admiral RucKNER. The Indonesians are providing the facilities
and we are providing the people.
Dr. FROSCH. One of the diseases we are having continual concern
about is plague in Southeast Asia, which does crop out in that area.
CAIRO NAVAL MEDICAL RESEARCH UNIT NO. 3

Mr. LWSCOMB. Would you explain the operations of the Naval
Medical Research Unit No. 3 in Cairo, Egypt?
Dr. FRoscH. It is the same kind of operation. They have been studying Near Eastern diseases for quite a number of years. They are there
again with State Department concurrence and at the invitation of the
Egyptians. A useful statistic to keep in mind about why this is a good
and useful operation is that during the Lebanon landing, after the
first several days it is my understanding that approximately 50 percent of the troops who were landed were partly or totally incapacitated by illnesses they contracted locally. In many of these areas where
we expect we might have to have a military operation there are local
medical situations which we need to study. This is a relatively simple
and easy way to study them.
The only other comment about the group in Cairo is that they are
sufficiently acceptable to the Egyptian Government that during the
last hostilities in the Near East although they left as all American
military groups left, they were invited back by the request of the
local government almost immediately after the end of the hostilities.
When they returned they discovered that in contradistinction to what
happened to much other American property in Cairo, the Egyptian
employees of the medical unit had taken extremely good care of all
of the good instruments and facilities left behind, with the assistance
of the Egyptian Government. So this is a case in which we are getting
some important military medicine with high acceptability to the local
country and with the encouragement of the State Department.
Mr. LiPsco3n.

The justification sheets indicate 86 government

civilian employees paid out of R.D.T. & E. funds. Are these local
nationals?
Dr. FRoscmr. I do not know the precise number, but many or some
of them would be local nationals.
Dr. RANEY. A very large fraction of employees in Cairo are Egyptian nationals paid with counteart funds.
Mr. LiPscoxB. The 86 are all U.S. employees.
Dr. RANEY. I am not sure whether they are all U.S. employees.
Dr. FnoscH. They are not all U.S. citizens. They are employees of
the U.S. Government. Most are Egyptian nationals.

Dr. RA-TEY. In all of these units the bulk of the personnel requirement is medical technicians, people who take care of cultures and siniple lab work. There is not such a heavy requirement for highly trained
specialists as you might expect.
Mr. Lrescom. For the record, would you put in a breakdown of the
military personnel at Cairo, Egypt?
Dr. FROSCH. Certainly.
(The information follows:)
Military personnel assigned to Naval Medical Unit, Cairo, Egypt, and detachment at Adis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Cairo

Adis Ababa

Officers ........................................................................
Enlisted ........................................................................

9
12

5
6

Total ....................................................................

21

11

WASHINGTON

AND SAN DIEGO NAVAL

LABORATORY

Mry. LIPSCOMB. The Naval Personnel,. R.D.T. & E. Laboratory in
Washington, D.C., shows a significant increase both in operational
support and Government civilians.
Dr. FRoscH. That is the result of an organizational realignment.
There was a small unit that had that title and a larger unit which
was a portion of the headquarters of the Bureau of Personnel administratively. During the past year there was recommended, and I approved, a change in the status of a portion of the headquarters organization, to become a designated laboratory. In addition, due to the
administrative shift there is a planned increase in the studies and
work on more effective utilization of personnel.
Mr. LPscomB. Is the same explanation true of the naval personnel

research activity in San DiegoI
Dr. FRoscif. No, the administrative portion does not apply. We are
purposely trying to increase the amount of work those organizations
are doing because it looks as though there is a tremendous economic
payoff for the Navy in understanding how to use the people we have
much better. This is an area of research that we are trying to build
up.
Mr. LsoSOM.

For the record, would you insert the activities of

both of these laboratories?
Dr. Fnoscii. Yes.
(The information follows:)

Naval Personnel Research and Development Laboratory, Washington, D.C.:
Mission: Plan and conduct appropriate research and exploratory development in
personnel operations and related behavioral sciences for the purpose of investigating and developing new concepts and improved methods, techniques, and procedures for administration and management of personnel to enhance the utility

of available manpower and potential of human factors.

Past significant accomplishments:
Accelerated AIM equipment training procedure for SEASIA Naval Units.
DDG prototype digital ship simulation model.
Ship manning documents for five ship types.
Current significant programs:
Shore manning predictive techniques.
Programed Instruction shipboard package evaluation.
Personnel reactions to inventives, naval conditions and experiences.

Planned programs:
Evaluation of applicability of DDG prototype model to other classes.
Degredation of personnel performance due to cross assignment.
Personnel training implications of DX/DXG alternatives.
Naval personnel research actilvty, San Diego, Calif. :
Misson.-Plans and conducts research and development is personnel operations and behavioral sciences to develop new concepts and improved methods for
acquiring, cJassifying, training, distributing, and retaining personnel and for
maximizing the utilization of Navy manpower resoures.
Past significant accomplishments: Development and evaluation of:
Classification strategies using computer simulation methods.
A scale for use with strong vocational interest blank in predicting NROTC
officer retention.
Performance oriented electronics technician training program.
Current significant programs:
Advancements, strength, training and attribution projection model.
Computer assisted instruction in enlisted training.
Screening, selection, classification instruments and procedures for marginal personnel.
Planned programs:
Projecting optimized personnel force structure.
Methods for training sonarmen to discriminate and use clues to classify
passive sonar contacts.
Prediction of on-the-job performance.
CARDEROCK NAVAL SHIPS R. & D. CENTER

Mr. Lipsco~rn. For the Naval Ships Research and Development Center in Carderock, Md., there was a significant reduction in civilian per-

sonnel and also a $1 million reduction in operating cost. Is that a
change in the work level or a reduced mission?
Dr. LAwsoN. It is partly a reflection of accounting procedures.
Dr. FROSCH. It is part of the effect of cuts in personnel due to Public Law 90-864, which affected our whole personnel ceilings, and resulted in reductions that were distributed among a number of laboratories. This is also a change which comes because part of this laboratory was project funded and is now shifting to the Navy industrial
fund accounting system which changes the way the people and dollars appear somewhat.
Mr. LIPsoMB. It is hard to keep up with these things.
Dr. FRoscH. We have been trying to improve our accounting and
management procedures and that calls for changes and the changes
produce visible effects.
Mr. ANwmRws. Isn't that still considered a research project?

Dr. FROSCH. Yes.

Mr. ANDREWS Why shouldn't those people who work out there be
paid from R.D.T. &E. funds?
Dr. FROSCH. They are
Mr. ANDREWS. I thought you said some were paid out of industrial
funds.
Dr. FROSCH. Let me make a distinction. One, there have always been
people there who were paid from appropriations other than R.T.D.
& E. because there is work done by that installation for the ship construction appropriation and for others, so that while it is basically an
R.D.T. & E. establishment, some of the people are paid by projects
from other appropriations, and do not show in the installation analysis. Navy ind-ustrial fund refers to an accounting system, not an appropriation.
34-039--69--pt. 4-
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Ur. AN.DREWs. Do you still have as much activity out there as you
did 10 years ago?
Dr. FNoscii. Probably more.

Dr. LAwsoN.v. In this area I can separate out some of the problem
because I control the ceiling, the total number of onboard full-time
employees. That number has changed by 15 or 20. I don't have a recent
head count, but our estimated present onboard number is 3,544 and it
will be in June 1970, by our present estimate, 3,503. I expect that number maiy actually be changed upward slightly. This does not include
part-tine employees not subject to ceiling counts. This is the number
of people who go through the gate in the morning, no matter how they
are paid.
MIr. Liesco-.iB. This justification book says for fiscal 1969 you have
2,654 Government civilians paid out of R.D.T. & E. funds. Yet you
say you have roughly 3,544 onboard which makes a difference of 890.
'Dr. FRoscH. You have only partial figures. That is the significance
of Dr. Lawson's statement that that is the total number of people in
the organization. The number you have, and in the justification books,
-represents the civil service personnel paid from R.T.D. & E., Navy.
Mr. Liwsco3n. That is all Iam talking about
Dr. Lxwso.x. Part of the difference here is that a man may be working on a method of quieting submarine engines. He is paid from R. &D.
for several years. We build the submarine. He and his group get on
that program and they help build it. At that point he may very well,
while doing the same work, show up in the SC N budget because he is
now doing a particular thing which is funded differently. This is the
reason I stress this. I can count the people going through the gate
and the number may not agree with the number paid from the
R.D.T. & E., Navy appropriation.
Mr. Lrpsco3mB. I am sorry to take so much time on this, but laboratories are of great interest at the moment.
M question was, there are 358 fewer employees shown on the
justification sheets from 1968 down to 1970 and yet if you compare
1968 to 1970, the cost for operation of those Navy installations
goes up.
There is a significant increase in personnel between 1969 and 1970
and yet there is a very small increase in operating cost. I was looking
for an explanation for those facts and figures that are before us. If
you want to do it for the record, fine.
Dr. FRoscH. Well, let me make a comment now. There is not necessarily a direct relationship between the number of people and total
dollars. The personnel costs are, of course, a portion of the work done
there but they have material costs and this increase could easily be
an indication that some of the material costs and some of the purchases
of equipment to go with it were more expensive in the later years
than in the earlier 2 years. We can give a precise reasoning for this
particular case in the record.
(The information follows:)

NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER, CARDEROCK, MD.
[In thousands of dollars

Personnel costs pai~l out of R.D.T. & E.N ......................................

Fiscal year
1969 estimate

Fiscal year
1970 estimate

32 317

31, 543

17960

17,658

Subtotal .............................................................

50,277

49,201

Personnel costs paid out of other than R.D.T. & E.N. (excluding military personnel).
Material costs paid out of other than R.D.T. & EN .............................

9,872
6,583

10,514
6,657

Subtotal .............................................................
Military personnel appropriation ..............................................

16,455
1,792

17, 171
1,792

Total ................................................................

68,524

68,164

Material costs paid out of R.D.T. & E.N

..........................

.......

PERSONNEL COST AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL BUDGET

Mr. LiPscoxM. What would you estimate as the percentage costs for
personnel in this operation?
Dr. FRosCH. In most laboratories it runsMr. LIPscomaB. Eighty-five percent?
Dr. FROSCH. Well, that's high. I was going to say something more
like 65 or 70 percent, depending on what the laboratory is doing.
Now, the ships research an& development center has been engaged
in things which have some fairly heavy equipment purchase problems.
They have been going into deep-diving submarine areas and they
have had to buy some rather heavy high-pressure tanks to do almost
full-scale testing with and so on. So in those cases one expects the
annual expenditures to go up.
Mr. ANDRnws. Don't you have a terrific utility bill out there?
Dr. FROSCH. I would expect so.
Admiral GADDiS. On the basis of average salaries, sir, in this particular case on the record the civilian personnel costs are about half
the total R. &D. costs of this laboratory.
NAVAL UNDERSEA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Mr. LrPsCOMfB. Mr. Secretary, does this justification on the Naval
Undersea Warfare Center in San Diego, Calif., also include the Naval
Undersea Warfare Laboratory in Pasadena?
Dr. FROSCH. I believe that includes both of the laboratories under
the center. That is, it would be both the San Diego Laboratory and the
Pasadena Laboratory and a couple of field installations.
Mr. LrPscoMB. For the record, would you set out how this was determined? Indicate the division between San Diego, Pasadena and
any other laboratories, so it will show how the organization is set up.
Dr. FRoscH. Yes; we will be happy to.
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(The information follows:)
NAVAL UNDERSEA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER-FORMERLY NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER,
SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Fiscal year 1970
Civil
service
San Diego ......................................................................
..................................................
Hawaii ..........
Point Mugu .....................................................................
San Clemente Island ............................................................

516 ..............
38
.........
14 ..............
74 ..............

.....

642

Total, San Diego Laboratory ................................................
Pasadena ......................................................................
Long Beach ...............................................................
Morris Dam ...............................................................

Funds, all
sources

$22,755.000

628 ..............
29
.........
32
.........

.....
.....

Total, Pasadena Laboratory .................................................

689

24.455,000

Grand total, NURDC .......................................................

11,331

47,210,000

1Civil service people paid out of R.D.T. & E.N. only: 1,148.

Mr. Ln'sconmB. Is it set up this way in the justification book, be-

cause San Diego is the command center I
Dr. FROSCH. Precisely. It is set up to cover a whole center rather
than breaking down all the laboratories. The home address of the center is San Diego, as is the headquarters.
Mr. Lnscoxm. The organization of these two laboratories is still

as we have been working out for the past year?
Dr. FRoscH. Yes.

Mr. TsomB. Can you separate that out for the record?
Dr. FosH. Wewil do so.
NAVAL WEA

11 RESEARCH FACULTY

Mr. LxscomB. You can explain this one for the record: Naval

operations go up and the
fuding
_The
Weather Research Facility.
personnel down again. Funding operations for fiscal year 1970 are
significantly greater than 1969.
(The information follows:)
Personnel: Reduction In manpower in accordance with section 201 of Public
Law 90-864 (reduction of civilian manpower to 1966 level).
Funding: Programs increased from fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year 1970:
(a) Lease of a larger scale computer during fiscal year 1969 have an In.
pact on fiscal year 1970 costs.
(b) Category II funds were issued to Norfolk In the latter part of fiscal
year 1969 for commercial procurement of studies for the "Critical characteristics of air environment," funds for this program are being increased In
fiscal year 1970.
(o) Both of the above programs are not related to personnel support.
NoTr--Subsequent to the congressional submission, an additional $201,000 fiscal
year 1969 R. & D. funds (to support the above requirements) have been granted
to Naval Weather Research Facility. These additional funds bring the total R.
& D. funds for fiscal year 1969 to $761,000 In lieu of the $560,000 estimated in the
congressional budget.

LOS ANGELES NAVAL SPACE SYSTE31 ACTIVITY

The Navy space system activity in Los Angeles, Calif., has a onequarter of a million dollars increase in the operation. The civilian employees remain the same. Is there a change in the mission?
Dr. Fuosciu. This is essentially a Navy office attached to an Air Force
installation. The funds are transferred to the Navy office to cover work
the Air Force installation does for us; the Navy office is essentially a
liaison office that stays the same size, roughly, no matter how much
work we buy from the Air Force installation. In a sense, this is a Navy
installation that handles the transfer of funds to the Air Force, and
the control of those funds.
Mr. LPSCOMB11. What requires a quarter of a million dollars increase?

Dr. FRosciI. Because we have just begun to work on a program I
mentioned in my statement. That is, the development of a
which
is eventually to turn into, we hope . We have just gotten to the
status where hardware work is to be begun.

Mr. LIPSCO.3B. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
QUESTIONABLE LEASING OF AIRCRAFT

Mr. AxDREws. Mr. Secretary, the committee understands that the
Office of Naval Research is seeking firms capable of supplying air support for so-called air-sea interaction projects. Reportedly, ONR is
looking for a small, twin-engine aircraft to be available at 1yde Field,
Clinton, Md. What is the background of this requirement and what is
the estimated cost per year for t is effort?
Admiral OwEN. The Office of Naval Research advertised to determine interest for providing that capability. The Office of Naval Research is carrying out a program of studying the sea surface
- .
We are hunting for a small aircraft that can carry instrumentation at
a reasonable cost to allow us to make studies that are pertinent to oceanography and antisubmarine warfare. The estimated cost if we choose
to go ahead with this work, is about $10,000 a year, sir, and this would
provide approximately 200 hours of flight time.

Mr.

ANDIIEWS.

I-low much leasing have you done of aircraft in the

last few years?
Admiral OWEN. Very little, sir. We figure that an economy y can be
realized by leasing in this case because an expensive large Navy aircraft is not required.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why is it that the Navy does not have an aircraft
in the inventory to meet this mission?
Admiral OWEN. Sir, there are aircraft in the inventory that will
carry the instrumentation. However, we felt it would be an overall
economy to the Government in flight hours by using a small aircraft
where extreme long-range and load-carrying capability are not
required.
fir. ANDRE WS. How many planes do you have in mind?
Admiral OwEN. One plane, sir. I am sorry. We have expressions of
interest from about 10 companies. We have not made a decision, first
of all, to go ahead with the work, nor have we made any selection of
contractor.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you plan to do, just lease a small plane?

Admiral OWEN. Yes, sir.

Mr. A Rnws. Would you work on the plane?

Admiral OWEN. We would install simple equipmeilnt. W e estimate
the cost would be about $55 a flight. hour. At 200 hours, roughly,
$10,000 or $11,000 for the total experiments that we wish to conduct.
Mr. ANDREws. Who would man the plane?
Admiral OwEs. A civilian pilot, sir. 17e would have naval civilian
personnel riding in the aircraft to watch over the instrumentation.
Mr. A niRws. And you still think it would be better to lease it?
Admiral OwEN. For this small task we feel so, sir.
3fr. LIPscoMB. What kind of an aircraft?
SAdmiral OwEN. A single-engine light airplane a Cessna-type, a
Piper type, that will reach out over Chesapeake bay and reach out
over the immediate areas of the Atlantic, sir.
Mr. LmscOMB. The justification said a small twin-engine aircraft.
Admiral OwEz. Yes, sir. We are hunting for a light aircraft and,
as I recall, our requirements are for a single-engine aircraft or a
small twin-engine aircraft. The main thing we want to make sure
is that it has durability enough to fly out and fly back.
Mr. ANDREWS. Has he Navy ever leased any planes before?
Admiral OwEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. For naval work?
Admiral OwEN. Yes, sir. The Naval Research Laboratory for similar work some years ago, to study phenomena associate'I with the
has leased small aircraft carrying somewhat
water surface
similar instrumentation.
Admiral GADiS. In 1968, sir, we also leased three Sabreliners for
jet transport service in the Pacific with option to buy in 1969. This
is known as the VT-39 Echo aircraft.
Mr. ADiREws. Would you plan this lease for a long length of tine?
Admiral OwEzr. 200 hours of flight time.
Mr. Awnm~ws. Over what period?
Admiral Owinq. Probably a year, sir.
Mr. Anitzws. And you would have no further need for it?
Admiral OwEN. No, sir.
Sir, we are buying flight hours, sir, of a small airplane.
Mr. A"NDrws. But the ownership of the plane will remain with
the contractor?
Admiral OwFm. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. Now, you will put some expensive electronic gadgets
on that plane. What happens to those instruments you put on that
plane at the end of your leaseI
Admiral Owzw. We will take them off, sir.
Mr. RHoDEs. Mr. Chairman, it is too small an item to spend thiq
mnuch time on. I guess, but doesn't the Army and the Air Force lave
nlanes like this just literally coming out of their ears? Isn't it posiblo to get a loan from oneof the other services if the Navy doesn't
hare tbis type aircraftI
Dr. FRot;en. It is not jost getting the airplane: it is an nirnlnnf%
and a nilot so we don't use a military nilnt to carry a few experimentO
ov r thA bay.
Mr. RHOTs. There are a lot of reserve Pilots nound, hut nlqn the
Army has all sorts of pilots who are somewhat skilled in this type of

flying. WVe pay their salaries anyway. I just don't understand the rationaIe of it.
Admiral OwEN. There is a requirement that we fly under certain
stated conditions of the sea, sunlight, and so forth, so the flight has
to be performed at. our option rather than at the convenience of another organization or another man.
AMr. R ioirs. That statement really throws me. It seems that a few
years ago the Congress passed a bill to unify the armed services and
now you are saying it isn't possible for you to get an airplane and a
pilot from the Army that will fly at. the times and in the ways you
want them to fly because of an inflexibility of command. Is this what
you are telling us?
Mr. ANDRE WS. And to fly the smallest, simplest plane.
Mr. RHODS. I never heard of such a thing.
])r. FRoscii. I believe if we look in detail at the cost we will find
that the cost to the Government there would be greater than the cost
of the Government to go to a commercial outfit for that kind of flight
hours. It is also the case that I am notMr. RHODES. Maybe we better junk the Navy Air Force and the
Army Air Force and go to civilians.
Dr. FROSCH. The point is, the Army is not set up to be an occasional charter service for 0-1 aircraft, and I am not sure whether
they, in fact, have the surplus that you refer to, the surplus of 0-1 aircraft in this area, considering that they are used as FAC in Vietnam, or
in training for that.
.fr. ANDREWS. You need one plane and one pilot?
Dr. FROSCH. Part time.
31r. ANDREWS. You are telling the committee you can't find that
plane and that. pilot for part-time duty ?
Dr. FRoscmi. No: I think we are A~ot telling the committee that.
,%r.ANDREWS. That is what I gather.
Dr. FiRoscii. What we are telling the committee is something much
simpler, that for 200 flight-hours for a total cost of $10,000, tie estimate indicates that it is as cheap or cheaper to go outside and, for an
item of that amount, it doesn't seem sensible for us to generate a tremendous administrative problem which it would be to make arrangements to have a pilot and a military operational plane available whenever we want it. This is a service we can more easily buy for a few
hours on the commercial market.
Mr. ANDREWS. Now, if you follow this thought on through, you
might wind up with a lot of contracted services; contracts to fly
officers to make speeches, and so forth.
Dr. FROScH. I think not. This is a peculiar requirement for one airplane for a short period of time. It is not a requirement which can be
efficiently melded in with a lot of other similar requirements to become
a service matter. The transportation of people in the military is a case
in which there is a large number of similar requirements that come up

every day. That case is amenable to owning a force of pilots and airplanes to do this so as to schedule the results; this case is singular.
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VETNA

LABORATORY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. You mentioned initiation in November 1966 of the

Vietnam laboratory assistance program to meet immediate Southeast Asia needs. How much have we devoted to this program by fiscal
year?
You can put that in the record.

(The information follows:)

VLAP funding
(In thousands ]

Fiscal year 1967
-----------------------------------------------Fiscal year 1968
----------------------------------------------Fiscal year 1969
---------------------------------------------Mr. ANDREWS. How much is in the fiscal year 1970 budget

$402
5, 731
6,282

for the

program?

Dr. LAWSON. The fiscal year 1970 budget includes $4,810,000 for the
VIAP program.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you believe the accomplishments to date have

been worth the cost of the program?
Dr. LAwson. Yes.

Mr. ANDR Ews. Tell us briefly what you have accomplished.

Dr. LAWSOX. The program has accomplished two somewhat different things. I will talk about them separately. It has accomplished
quick fixes of equipment in the field, which were recognized by the
operators, but not of sufficient magnitude to cause a major perturbat ion in the Navy's system.
Mr. ANDREWS. Such as what?

Dr. LAWSON. There was a question of protecting the operators of
small boats from the effect of a mine detonated under the boat. The
bottom of the boat comes up at them very fast and breaks their legs.
To do this properly, one would design the hull of the boat somewhat
differently. The VLAP people were able to find first a material and water an
material and have it in the field within a
matter of a month or two. It provided enough cushioning to save a
man's leg.

Mr. AN.DREWS. You don't think that could have been done without
your laboratory?

Dr. FROSCH. It wasn't.
It wasn't, sir.
Dr. Fnoscn. The problem existed for a period of time and there
were messages going back and forth. When we got the laboratory peoDr. LA W SO.

ple on it, they were able to do something about it instantly.

Dr. LAwsox. One difficulty is that the operator in the field may be
too clos-e to the problem.
Mr. SIKES. This is a matter of the objectivity of the people. The

laboratory technicians knew what they were ti'ying to do but pre-

sumably this is something that any smart repairman or mechanic
could have done if he had thought about it. Is that about the size of it?
Admiral GADIS. Yes, sir.
Dr. FROScH. I think that is roughly right and what we are provid-

ing are technically trained laboratory people who can get assistance
directly from their laboratories when they need it and when they see
a problem. It seems to work very satisfactorily.

Mr. SIXES. It sounds like a good thought. How many people are

involved and for what period of time are they in Vietnam, at whatever location they are assigned?
Dr. LAWSON. We keep about 11 out there. There are normally about
11 out there, nine with the Commander Naval Forces Vietnam, and
two up at Da Nang with the Marines.
We have sent about 60-odd people through there on 4-month tours.
Mr. ANDREws. Are they civiians?
Dr. LAWSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES.

You only gave us one example. I think it would be well

to have more for the record.
Dr. FRoscn. I can give several now.
A rather simple technical problem to someone who understood what
was required and solved the problem suitably was simply to make an
underwater detection device which could be used to keep track of
areas in the rivers where Vietcong were expected to cross and the
solution was a simple hydrophone, wire, and detector arrangement.
It is the kind of thing that can most easily be done by somebody
who is an engineer and understands the accoustics. It was done that
There was a problem of producing quickly an illumination system
for the underside and underwater portions around docks. That is
really a kind of fancy electrician's Job or electrical engineering job
where you want a technical man who understands the problem who
can assemble the things quickly and do it.
We have been able to provide that kind of thing.
Another example, which is a little more elaborate, is the provision,
on a rapid basis, of some low light level television capabilities for
. There was a kind of a field experiment
particular use in a so that we could very rapidly provide
in which the TV was
capability for special purposes.
the
We can give many other examples for the record.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put them in the record, Doctor.
(The information follows:)
Other accomplishments of the VLAP program are:
(a) Computer systems were constructed and software was developed for
rapid computation of ballistic corrections and calculation necessary to establish
real-time, accurate, continuous navigation fixes for U.S.S. New Jersey (BB 62).
(b) Fuzes to improve foliage penetration were developed.
(M) Modifications were designed and tested to Improve small craft mobility
in weed-infested waters.
(d) A quiet gasoline outboard motor has been developed and evaluated for
use on PBR's for auxiliary power and propulsion during quiet patrol.

(M) A sensor system for remote detection of clandestine river crossings by small
boats has been developed.
() A Jungle trail surveillance device to detect armed personnel and alert a
remote monitoring station has been developed.
R. & D. RELATED TO VIETNA31 WAR

Mr. AN-mREws. Now, will you provide for the record a table showing
by fiscal year since 1964 the trend in research and development directlyrelated to the war in Vietnam. Also show the percentage of the
R.D.T. & E. budget and include the estimate for fiscal year 1970.
Dr. FROSCH. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
Year
1964 .............................................................
1965 ............................................................
1966
............................................
1967 ............................................................
1968 ............................................................
1969 ............................................................
1970 .............................................................

Total
R.D.T. & LN.

Southeast
Asia

Percent

$1,565.2
1,423.4
1,582 5
1,947.4
1,886.2
2,161.1
2,211.5

538.0
88.0
177.7
251.7
325.2
298.9
193.8

2.4
6.2
11.2
12.9
17.3
13.8
8.7

FIL31 ON NEW R. & D. DEVELOPMENTS

Mr. ANDREWS. Now, I believe you have a film you want to show
the committee.
Dr. FROSCH. We have a collection of film clips.
Mr. ADIREWS. You may proceed with the film at this time.
Dr. FRoscH. This shows the weapon I mentioned cleaning jungle
growth for, among other things, helicopter landing zones.
That shows how it is used and the results in cleaning brush.
It clears a landing zone. It also makes sure the area is cleared of
mines.
This is a riverboat mounted fire weapon which makes it possible
for the boat to force the Vietcong along the banks of the rivers to
stay much further back than they were normally accustomed to doing.
This was partly an improvisation that later turned into a real
weapon in the field. It pushes the Vietcong back and forces them to
fire from a longer range and use much more ammunition. It has been
very useful in that kind of an operation.
This is a shot of the Helo-Trap Weapon.
This is the EA-6B, showing the first simplified mockup that was
made by modifying an A--6A.
Her" is another view of it. You can see where the modification was
made to turn it into a four-place version so there can be three electronic countermeasures electronic warfare operators.
By using pods for the equipment, we can change the various equipnient.
This is part of a testing program to see what the operating factors
of a light helicopter might be on destroyer-size ships. We are considering the use, as I mentioned in the statement, of a light helicopter
for many purposes, including replenishment, ASW and so on, on
small ships. This is an experiment with an available type of helicopter
to ee what the operator requirements and problems might be.
There are some special problems in operating them on these ships,
both because of the deck motion and the size of the obstructions. We
have known for years we can land helicopters and take them off as
an occasional matter. The question 'is whether we can really produce
a helicopter to do this:
Mr. SIKES. This is not new, is it, the question of landing helicopters?
Dr. FRoscH. The question is whether we could make it a continual
type of operation.
This is a simulator for the
We are using a standard U.S.
drone flown from a small boat which is mocked up for radar simula-

-.
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tion, using both the boat and the drone as targets for our 3T and
Standard Missiles
That is a drone being dropped from an aircraft. It will be used as a
simulator.
This is the surface launch of the same kind of missile with a supersonic profile.
This is a gunnery target which is used for the same purpose.
Here is a launcher for the Phoenix missile. We have had a very
good success rate in the launch of this missile.
This is from the target viewpoint. This is a photo taken out of the
wing of the target.
This is a standard missile firing against a
simulation boat.
Here is the Standard Missile being fired.
Mr.

SIKES. What is the range of the Standard Missile?

Dr. Fnoscr. There are two versions. One is
miles and one
has an extra boost, which is - miles.
This is the camera on the target and you see the missiles coming
right through.
Admiral RuCKFm. You can only do that within the radar horizon.

Dr. FRoscH. This is a drop of the Condor without the motor. As I
mentioned, we are having some motor problems, but we have solved
all of the problems associated with the and so on.
This is what the Condor operator in the aircraft sees: and he is now
scanning around. He has found the road and he is running the Condor's optical viewer up the road and he sees the target-you can see
the whir.e (lot, which is the target complex-and as he moves the tracking dot. to the desired aim point the Condor flies into the target and you
see lie is now attempting to keep the target centered right in the middle
of the tracking gate cross-hatching.
If I remember correctly, this was from
feet at
miles
range, the lane has now turned from its launch position and it is going
away; the operator in the plane is watching his Condor go all the
way into the target. Now, lie has
Now lie has found the aim point he desires.
As you can see, it continues locked on. So this is essentially like a
in the automatic tracking phase. However, and of great importance, Condor.
Now, the target complex has resolved into a collection of trailers
and it appears that in this lock-on he is locked on the end trailer and,
as you see, it takes the corner off the trailer. This shows it coming in
in Slow motion and knocking the corner off that trailer.
In a later shot, of which I don't think we have a film clip here, at
the last minute the operator moved the aim for the second trailer in
and it went. right into the lower left corner of the trailer in the same
target complex.
So we now have a weapon which, when we have fixed the motor
problem, will have a mile range with that kind of controllable
accuracy.
This is a launch of the basic point defense Sea Sparrow missile
which we are developing for short-range protection of ships of various
sizes.
Now, this is part of a new launching mechanism arrangement which
enables us to package the missiles for a long period of time in the

launcher without worrying about weather. The missile simply breaks
the door on the way-out and we don't need a door-opening mechanism.
This is a Shrike launch and that is its effectiveness against a target
which This is a stop-action picture of the same thing. The missile is fuzed
so that when it reaches thle optimum position relative to the
.
Now, the Shrike, of course
This is Standard Arm, which has such a capability to a limited
extent.
To launch Shrike,
The Standard ARM, can be launched and
This is the world's largest hydrofoil. It is now hullborne. It is 310
tons and now this is a picture of it flying, which it can do at 40 knots.
I am happy to say I have been out and ha-ve flown this vessel. The
main thing I can report from that is that, at any rate in relatively
calm water, it is remarkably easy to fly. There was no hesitation to
have a complete amateur like me in the pilot seat.
This is one that is operationally assigned to the First Fleet for operational test and evaluation.
I have been on this boat doing 40 knots in a sea state such that the
swells were up to 10 and 12 feet and it makes a remarkably smooth
and fast ride.
This is a new firefighting system which is a mix of chemical materials with water for fighting gasoline fires. This is now deployed, at
least in an interim arrangement, on board our carriers.
Mr. ANDRMWS. What is that chemical?
Dr. Fnosci. It is a mixture of two chemicals. Potassium bicarbonate
and a special polymer dissolved in water.
This will be a demonstration of what is called light water which is
designed for gasoline fires. It is an additive to the water so that the
water doesn't just float the gasoline up and away with the flame, but
tre water actually floats on top of the gasoline and cools the flame
down. It is lighter than the gasoline, thus "light water."
This is for getting at a fire in a hurry. As you see, it makes it
possible to pull a pilot out or to get at the inside of an aircraft
under situations where we would have no such capability.
This is the lightweight gun firing test. There are no personnel
in the mount. There are a couple of loaders below the mount. We
have reduced the number of men required for this type of gun
which could require in the past up to 16. This will go probably on the
DD963-class. It also has a smaller silhouette and it is lighter in
deckload.
This is the 5-inch 54, which is firing.
This is a demonstration of the effect of ZAP
This has to fly at something over - and these were initial burning experiments.

This is Deneye
This is a full-sized warhead of the same mine in a test space.
This is TOW, a heavy assault antitank weal)oI, which is included
here because it is a weapon in which the Ma-'ine Corps is interested.
It is Army-developed.
Mr. AzNEws. Is that an antitank gun?

Dr. FnoscH. It is basically antitank-ant material. This is a shot
against simulated bunkers. It is a small rocket.
Admiral GADDIS. It is around a 6-inch missile.
Dr. FRosciI. This is the LVTPX-12, the Marine amphibian per-

sonnel carrier.
Mr. IAPsCo-xB. Didn't ,ou show that picture last year?
Dr. Fnosci. It is possible but I don't think so. I think we showed
a test of the marginal terrain vehicle (MITV).
Mr. LiwscoxrB. It was something in Florida.

Admiral RUCKNER. That was the one on the air rollers that we
showed last year.
Dr. FRoscH. This is a simulation of what the operation of the deep
submergence rescue vehicle would be like. It would come from a mother
sub, go down, make a landing and connect to a hatch on the downed
sub. Then the people would transfer through a sealed hatch arrangement. This is a simulation of how it would put a cable down, grasp
the hatch, winch itself down, do a mating operation and then equalize
pressure. The people climb up into it and then it can go back and mate
with a submarine or a surface ship.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is something you have needed for years.

Dr. FRosCH. These are some things that have been done on electronics
systems for self-destruct. We have been using them in aircraft that
fly over enemy territory. They are now being used for some of the
kinds of intelligence equipment that presented a problem with the
Pueblo. Simple detonation arrangements completely destroy the
insides of the electronics. We are looking at the best present assortment of devices.
This is a circuit board which is in itself a pyrotechnic so when you
ignite the board it destroys itself. It is not too easy to light off. You
can't do it with a match. You need a proper igiter.
Here is a proposed arrangement in which a safe is a destruction
container for its contents. It takes about 15 or 20 minutes to do it.
It does evolve some smoke, but no flame comes out. It could be used on
shipboard in place where it could be vented.
As you see, it does a thorough job on whatever was inside.
That is the end of the film clip.
DEEP-SUBMERGENCE RESCUE VEHICLE

Mr. A.NDREWS. I wanted to ask you a question about that deep-submergence rescue vehicle. How are you progressing with that?
Dr. F!oscu. We now have under construction t e first actual one.
The portions of it, the pressure chambers, and so on, have been tested
and it is now being assembled and coming along very satisfactorily.
Mr. SIKS. When will it be operational?
Admiral GADDIS. It goes into operational test this fall, sir. The second one, DSRV-2, is also under construction as a procurement operation: the first one is purely research and development.
Mr. SxKEs. It is intended to give rescue capability at what depthI
Dr. Fnoscxi. Up to 3,500 feet.
Mr. SiKEs. That compares with what present rescue capability?

Admiral GADDIS. 850 feet has been given by some of the experts.
Dr. Fnoscn. There is a self-escape capability.
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MAUoINAL TERRUX VEHICLE

Mr. LWpsco B. Mr. Secretary, that vehicle you showed last year was
a marginal terrain vehicle. Is this the same one ?

Dr. FRoscT. No, this is not the same one. The one we just showed is
theamphibious assault vehicle, the LVTPX-12.
Mr.

scoMB. What happened to the MTV

Dr. Faoscit. It is still in development.
Mr. Lirsconii. )o they have a different missioni? What is the difference?
Admiral GAnDIs. The amphibian vehicle (LVTPX-12), sir, for the
Marines, is their primary assault landing vehicle. It. is a replacemeit
for their LVTP-5, which is the standard vehicle now, and the first
procurement is requested in the 1970 budget in l)rocurement, Marine
Corps, sir. The marginal terrain vehicle you saw last year is a logistic
support vehicle.
Dr. FRoscit. The MTV is in an earlier stage of development not
ready for production.
Mr. Lisco-ce. Would you put the specifications in the record for
the vehicle shown, the LVTPX-12?
Dr. FROSCT. Yes; I will also include the characteristics for the
LVTP-5, which the LVTPX-12 will replace, and the MTV.
Mr. LescoMB. The vehicle shown goes on land and water both, I

take it I
Admiral GADDis. Yes.
(The information follows:)
LVTP-5

LVTP-12

MTV

Lenith..
............... 29ft. 8 In............
Widh..
............... 1l ft. 8 in ..................
Heht.
................ 9ft. 7 In...................
Gross weight
........ 9-8
..........
Power ...............
. 8Ib-horsepower gasoline.....
per man)..25..
Troos.........::::.34(..ft
Cargo .......................
. 12,000 lbs............

26 ft ................
10 ft. 6 in.maximum .........
9 ft. 9 In. maximum ..........
48500 lb............
406-horsepower diesel ...
sq. ft. per ma)
10,0 Ibs ..................

20 ft. 1 in.
9 ft. 2in.
7 ft. 3 in.
1,700 lbs.
16..
06horsepower gas.
14.
3,000 lbs.

Water (miles per hour)...... 6 .......................
Land (miles per hour) ...
30 .................
Water .......................... Track ......................

8.4 ................
40 .........................
Water jet ...................

7.
35.
Wide track tire.

Dr. Lnsomu The one you showed us last year was 7 miles per hour
in water and 35 miles per hour on land.
Mr. FRoscH. That is the MTV. It is a lighter vehicle in the sense of
weight of armor and ammunition load and one we are not as sure of
and are not ready to put into production. It is a marginal terrain vehicle for use on shore, if we adopt it.
Mr. LPSowtM. If you adopt the MTVI

Dr. FRoscH. If we adopt the MTV.

Mr. LiPscoAMB. You didn't go into production in 1969?
Dr. FDOSCH. No.
Mr. LiPsoomB. You said last year that in 1969 deliveries of a unique

amphibious vehicle will come in.
Dr. FRoscH. That is the LVTPX-12.

Mr. LscomB. MTV. I am reading from your testimony last year.

"Through otherwise impassible terrain such as the swamps of Viet-

ham. It has a watertight hull and utilizes the air roll principle in the
track system."
Dr. FROSCII. It is not intended to be part. of an amphibious landing
group coming ashore from a ship, but is intended to be used in marginal terrain ashore.
Mr. LItscomB. Did deliveries come in for 1969?
Colonel McNEil,. No deliveries. There has been some difficulty in the
development of the MTV; engineering difficulties.
Mr. Lipscomrn. Is there money in the budget for that one this year?
Dr. Fnoscit. There are no R. & D. funds for it.
Mr. Lipsco[mB Production funds?
Colonel McNEIU, There are Marine Corps production funds available
had the development of the vehicle proceeded on schedule.
Mr. LxrscomB. Why isn't there any R.D.T. & E. money if you have
problems?
Colonel MCNF.IL. All the money required for the R.D.T. & E.
though the current. year is in the program. I( is not known at this time
if additional R.D.T. & E. funds will be required.
Mr. LnSCO3MB. Is it out for bid or anything like that?
Colonel McNEIL. The Pacific Car & Foundry has it if we intend to
go into production. We haven't decided it is a successful vehicle.
Mr. Lipsco rB. There is a request for production funds?
Colonel McNEIL. There is money set aside for production.
Mr. LIPsco-mB. Do you happen to know offhand how many and what
amounts?
Colonel McNEIL. Marginal terrain vehicle.
I would have to supply that for the record. I don't know it offhand.
Mr. LipscoMB. If you would, please.
(The information follows:)
Colonel MoNzm. $9.9 million in fiscal year 1967 PMO funds were committed to
procure a quantity of 200 marginal terrain vehicles (XM759's). Mechanical and
structural failure resulted in delays in the development program, however, and
the requirement to continue to support SEA with a marginal terrain vehicle led
to the withdrawal of production moneys from the XM759 program. These funds
were then utilized to provide modification kits and purchase Ml16's and
M733's which will give the Marine Corps an interim MTV capability. At
this time there are no production dollars in the PMC budget for the marginal
terrain vehicle (XM759).
Mr. ANEws. The committee will stand adjourned until 2 o'clock.
(AFtR NOON SESSION)

Mr. AmPniws. The committee will come to order.
Now we will discuss Federal contract research centers.

ZEDERAIL

CONTRACT RESARCH CENTER

Mr. AN Pxws. As you know, the committee has been vitally interested in past years with your Federal contract research centers. Will
you provide for the record a table showing FCRC support, by appropriation, for the past 8 fiscal years?
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(The information follows:)
FEDERAL CONTRACT RESEARCH CENTERS
[in thousands of dollars)
Appropriation
Research, development, test and evaluation, Navy .....................
Ship construction, Navy...: ........................................
Procurement of aircraft and missiles, Navy ...........................
Operation and maintenance, Navy ...................................
Other procurement, Navy
............................
.......
Total ......................................................

Fiscal year
1967

Fiscal year
1968

Fiscal ear
?969

51,109
4,530
4, 100
7,475
58

49,215
4,277
1,306
10, 968
1,972

57,452
632
1,456
10 020
2,100

67,272

67,738

71,660

Mr. AXN1REWS. How much is in the fiscal year 1970 Navy budget, by
appropriation, for FCRC support?
(Tie information follows:)
Federal contract research centers
[In thousands of dollars]
Appropriation

Research, development, test and evaluation, Navy -------------------

Ship construction, Navy
----------------------------------Procurement of aircraft and missiles, Navy ---------------------Operation and maintenance, Navy
------------------------Other procurement, Navy
-------------------------------Total

-----------------------------------------

Mat ear
1970

$55, M51
350
150
12, 215
3180
71,746

UtJNWRSITY OF ROCHESTER CONTRACT
'Mr. AXDREWS. After termination of the Center for Naval Analyses
contract with the Franklin Institute, you turned to the University of
Rochester. It would appear that because of the change, the University
of Rochester would have to make an austere start; however the fiscal
year 1969 program actually increased over 1968, and in Ascal year
1970 it amounts to $8.5 million, an increase over fiscal year 1969. What
is the explanation for this?
Dr. FROSCH. What we were able to arrange was to take the existing
Center for Naval Analyses organization, which, when it was under
the Franklin Institute, was in fact a separate entity with quarters in
Rosslyn and a separate, staff, and transfer that as an existing organization to the Universitv of Rochester. Rochester assumed the leases of
all of the property anat the payroll, and took it over as an operating
organization. They were thus able to begin work with it immediately,
and over the course of the ensuing year they have gradually made
the changes in personnel and operation and organization which we
hoped they would make. But there was no destruction of organization
and the beginnings of construction of a new organization. Thtt was
part of the arrangement, a three-way arrangement, that we worked
out among Franklin, the Navy, and the TTniversity of Rochester.
Mr. Aw iRws. Were all of lhe personnel with th; Center for Naval
Analyses in Philadelphia transferred to Rochester or did the University of Rochester have to recruit?
Dr.'FROSCIt. The personnel were not in Philadelphia. They were in
fact in Washington. Most of them transferred. Some left immediately
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and there was some immediate recruiting by Rochester. There has
been some turnover, particularly in the senior personnel, and this was
purposeful. We had hoped for some turnover there that has taken
place and we are very satisfied with the new people we have.
Mr. ANDREWS. How does the number of personnel staffing in the new
CNA compare with the Philadelphia staffing?
Dr. Fnoscii. The staffing under Rochester is about the same as the
staffing was under Philadelphia.
Mr. ANDIZEWS. Put the numbers in the record, if you will, at this
point.
Dr. Fnoscit. The total number is 463 as of December 1968. I believe
that is about the same as it was previously. We will put the precise
numbers in the record.
(The information follows:)
A comparison of the personnel numbers at the time CNA was under the Frankiln Institute in fiscal year 1967 with the current level follows:
Average number:

Fiscal year 1967--------------------------------------Fiscal year 1968 ----------------------------------------

447
458

Fiscal year 1969

454

----------------------------------------

Mi'. ANDPEWS. h1ow has the new relationship worked out?
D r. FRoscii. It has worked out.very well.
As you know, we made. the change because we were concerned, and
the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations was concerned, about the
way the quality and nature of the work seemed to be going.
Since the change in management there has been, I think. a great improvement in the quality of the work and a very much grater degree
of satisfaction expressed to me by the officers in OP AV who deal
tlire',tly with them and use the output of their work.
PROJECT T

sFIS

Mr. AN.-DR.ws. Will you provide a table showing the Project Themis
program by fiscal year since its inception, including the fiscal 1970
estimate.
(The information follows:)
Project Themie Funded From R.D.T. d E.V.
Fiscal year:
1967
-----------------------------------------------------1968
----------------------------------------------------1969

------------..--------------------

1970 ----------------------------------

Dollar*

in miuUo"S
$7.0
10.5
11.2

-------------------

12.7

Mr. ANDRFJws. Has this program been affected in any way by stu-

dent.unrest and rioting at universitiesI
Dr. FROSCH. No, there has been no effect at any of the Themis contracts with colleges.
FUNDS FOR STUDIES AND ANALYSES

Mr. AN-DR Ws. Will you provide a table showing by fiscal year and
appropriation the amount of funds programed for studies and analyses? In this connection, show the amounts for fiscal years 1967, 1968,
and 1969 and the estimate for 1970.
34- 039-69-pt. 4-7

(The information follows:)
FUNDS PROGRAMED FOR STUDIES AND ANALYSES
[in
thousands of dollars]

Fiscal year
Studies and analyses, Navy ........................
Studies and analyse, Marine Corps...................
Total, studies and analyses .....................

Fiscalyea
1968

Fiscal er
1?969

Fiscall SR
?70

9,304
1,060

10,067
1,168

9,215
1,170

9,800
1,300

10,364

11,235

10,385

11,100

Mr. ANDREws. Mr. Lipscomb.
INCREASE FOR PROJECT THEMES

Mr. LU'scoMB. There is an expansion proposed for Project Themis
in the Navy I observe, is that correct I
Admiral OWEN. May I respond to that, sir?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Yes.

Admiral OWEN. Yes, sir; there is. The fiscal year 1970 funding for
Themis we are asking for is $12.7 million.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. How much of an increase is that ?

Admiral Owrr. This is an increase of $1.5 million from the 11.2 appropriated in fiscal year 1969.

Mr. LIPsCOMB. Have you any recent accomplishments of the Themis
program since it went into effect in fiscal 1967?
Admiral OwEN. May I say, sir, that I have personally visited several
Themis universities. I can point to no outstanding accomplishments if
you are talking of results that would lead to immediate hardware. I
do feel that the universities are organized properly and are engaging
in a good research program related to the defense interests. For example, at Iowa State University I visited Prof. Grover Brown, and
he is working on a project related to navigation and is working with
the APL, Johns Hopkins University, in connection with a system for
improving navigational accuracy of our satellite navigational system.
I visited the work going on at Lehigh University in connection with
fracture mechanics. This isrelated to heavy steel specimens and the
reasons why they fail, knowledge of which will be applicable to our
submarine and ship construction program.
I visited the State University of New York at Buffalo. They are
just getting underway on developing a capability for further study in
the School of Medicine of Man in the Sea ana problems associated
therewith. We feel that the University of Massachusetts and Notre
Dame, both having Themis contracts in the area of deep ocean technology and deep ocean submersibles are working very wel? and providin information that will benefit the Navy.
M[y representatives have recently visited all Themis universities and
have an indication that they are indeed doing good research that we
feel is related to the interests of the Navy. Out of the first year's contractors, there were two universities that were slow to get started but
they have since come on the line and are doing very well.
Mr. LIPscoM.tB. You have invested in the Navy Themis program as of
the close of fiscal year 1969, $28,707,000.

Admiral Ow.

Yes, sir.

The Themis colleges, which really got started on a calendar basis at
the close of fiscal year 1967 or the beginning of fiscal year 1968, have
been productive in that research reports have been submitted, published, and there is an indication of good activity.
Dr. FROSCH. I think a couple of general comments have to be made
on the matter of investment and payout in this kind of a research
enterprise: One, the time that it takes to begin to get something out
of a brand new research project or research group starting on a new
problem is likely to be almost anything-it can be almost zero if
somebody has a good iden that can pay off immediately-it is much
more likely to be on the order of 5 years or longer.
Mr. LwpscoMB. Will you clarify any difference-between a project and
the issuance of a report?
Dr. FRoscn. The purpose, of any of these research projects is to
understand the problem and produce new knowledge. The report is
the tangible evidence either of the new knowledge or of the progress
they are making in the work they are doing.
All of these projects, I believe, have issued reports, some of them
with new knowledge in them. Whether the new knowledge is of
tremendous significance or has solved a major problem is another
question. That'frequently takes many years even to find out.
VALUE OF PROJECT TIEMIS

Mr. Ax DRI.ws. I think what the gentlemen wants to know. and
certainly I would like to know, is that you have spent roughly $22
million on this Project Themis in the last few years, and what have you
gotten in return for the money spent ?
Dr. FRoscn. The most significant thing we have gotten is that we
have gotten started a number of research groups in universities that
had not previously had any extensive research contact with any
Defense Department problems.
Mr. A ,D EWs. That is no contribution to the Navy, is it?

Dr.

FRoscH.

This is essentially seed money to get new people

interested in research problems that are of interest and importance to
Defense needs and Navy needs.
are you hoping to get out of this program
Mr. ANDREWS. What
the Navy?
that can be used in
Dr. FnoscH. What we are hoping to get from some of them at least
in the long run is new knowledge that will make a real difference in
how we do naval missions, or in new ways to do them, or in new
missions. For example, Admiral Owen mentioned someone who is
working on the fracture mechanics of heavy-metal materials. The
limitation on the kind of submarine we can build is essentially based
on how various kinds of steels and materials behave under pressure
and stress. The final limitation is usually the manner in which they
crack. What we are doing is investing money with somebody who
seems to have some ideas on these problems different from other
people's, and if lie solves some of those problems, then it can make a
major difference in the amount of steel and the kind of steel we need
to build the submarine. It could make a major difference in the weight
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or depth capability of the submarine. I cannot guarantee and lie
cannot guarantee that such a result will come out of it.
Mr. ANREWS. You are getting up to the big league now where it
comes to money. Is that $28 million already expended or does that
include the $12 million you are asking for this year?
Dr. FRosCil. I don't know. Mr. Lipscomb quoted the number.
Mfr. AmuRws. Does that include the request for 1970?
Admiral OWEN. No.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have $12 million requested before the committee.
You will be pushing $40 million.
Admiral OwEN. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. That is just in the Navy program.

31r. ANDREWS. And nothing that you can put your teeth into as far
as help to the Navy is concerned.
Admiral OWE . There are reports that contribute to the knowledge
of the Navy.
Mr. LiPscoMfB. Would you place in the record those reports?
Admiral OwEx. Do Tou want the reports or the title?
Mr. LIscoivm. No; just l)lace the title and the amount involved
and the contribution to the Navy.
Admiral OwE.N. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
PROJECTr
CONTRACT FUNDING,

TIIE3IIS

LTST OF REPORTS AND

CONTRIBUTIONS

THEMIs CONTRACT FUNDING, LIST OF REPORTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Funding information for Navy THEMIS contracts is presented below. followed by a listing of reports generated, publications supported, and contributionis to the Navy from each contract. The contract starting date is included with
the.4p data. New starts with fiscal year 1967 funds begin in fiscal year 1968: similarly new starts with fiscal year 1968 funds began in early fiscal year 1969. No

contract is as yet 2 years old. Step funding is incorporated in Project THEMIS

whereby initial funding provides full funding for the first year. two-thirds
funding for the second and one-third funding for the third year. Subsequent
renewals provide one-third funding for each of the 3 successive years. At this

time, therefore, the allocated funds from which research results could be expected do not exceed $10.5 million; the funds available to the contractors for the
first 2 years of THEMIS operation.
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THEMIS CONTRACT FUNDING, LIST OF REPORTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
In thousands of dollars
Programmed funds
Contractor and State

Short title

Fiscal
year
1967

Arizona State University, Tempt, Arz ................. Human Performance in Unusual
380
Environments.
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio ...... R.& D. Management .................
100
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla ............... Fluid Dynamics Center ...............
600
Do......
....................... Computer-Based Instrumentation ................
Hawaii, University of, Honolulu, Hawaii ............... Solar and Other Astronomy ...........
350
Houston, University of, Housto,, Tex .................. Information Processing Systems .......
380
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa .................... Automatic Navigation and Control.....
400
Iowa, University of, Iowa City, Iowa ................... Automate Theory ...........................
Massachusetts University of, Amherst, Mass ........... Deep Sea Submersibles .............
. 360
Minnesota, University of, Minneapolis, Minn ............ Gas Turbine Research ................
400
Do ............................................
Optical Technology ..................
380
New Mexico, University of Albuquerque, N.Mex ........ Radiation and Semiconductors ........
370
New Mexico, Institute of Mining & Technology Socorro, Thunderstorm Environments ..........
406
N.Mex.
New York at Buffalo, State University of ............... Environmental Physiology............ 600
Notre Dame, University of, Notre Dame, Ind ............ Technology of Military Vehicles.......
400
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oreg ................ Computer Oceanography .............
580
South Dakota School of Mines, Rapid City, S. Dak ....... Modification of Convective Clouds..
260
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N.J .......... Nonlinear Physics of Polymers ........
324
Tennessee, University of, Knoxville, Tenn .............. Dynamic Sealing ....................
300
Texas A.& M. University, College Station, Tex.......... Optimization Research ...............
400
Catholic University, Washington, D.C ............... Dynamics of Cable Systems .....................
Do ......................................... Vitreous State Basics ..........................
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colo.........Tropical Weather ..............................
Do ........................................ Prediction of Wind Flows .......................
Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia, Pa ........... Diarrheal Disease ..............................
Kansas State University. Manhattan, Kans.............. Radiation and Electronics .......................
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa ..................... Low-Cycle Fatigue .............................
Missouri, University of Rolia Mo
..
..
..... Aqueous Aerosols .............................
North Dakota, Unhiersitv of, hrand Forks, N.Oak.....
High Pressure Physioloy .......................
Oklahoma, University of, Norman Okla .
.......... Shock Mechanisms andTherapy ................
Rensselaer Polytechnic institute, Troy, fin.Y..........
Radiation Effects on Electronic Me.. .........
terials.
Rice University, Houston, Tex......................... Coherent and Incoherent EM Radia . .........
ton.
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Tex ............. Statistics In Calibration Methods................
West Virginia University, Morgantown, W.Va ........... V/STOL Aerodynamics .........................
Travel costs............................................................................
10
Total ............................................................................

7,000

Fiscal
year
1968

300
200
290
130
162
150
200
402
386
500
430
390
577
400
400
527
405
430
350
502
416
30
10,500

1Triservice supported, Army contract.

t'nfvcrefty.-Arzona State University.
Titl&.--"Human Performance in Unusual Environments."
CertractNo.--N00014-68-A-0150.
Start date.-September 1, 1967.
DEPORTS DECEIVED TO DATE

Bachrach, Arthur J., "Man in the Sea," Interplay, August 1968.
Falk, John L., "The Bghavioral Measurement of Five Motor Control Effects
of Pharmacological Agents," Readings In Behavioral Pharmacology, edited by
Thompson and Pickens, August 1968.
CONTSIBUTIONS TO THE ZAVY

Knowledge and experience gained through this contract has contributed to
the principal investigator D. Bachrach's service as a consultant to the sealabs III
program. As a consultant, he reviewed the habitat design from a human factors
viewpoint and made specific recommendations to the Deep Submergence Systems
Project Office.
UniverEty,.-CaseWestern Reserve University.
Title.--"R. & D. Management."
Contract No.-DA HO 19-68-0-0007.
Contractfwg Offie.--Department of the Army, Office of the Chief of Research
Start date.-September 1967.
and Development.
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REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Bushnell, Jon. "Use of Queuing Theory In Study on R. & D. Project Flow,"
technical memorandum No. 125, Department of Operations Research, Case
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, October 1968.
Chidambaran, T. S., "Optimality of Full Funding Strategies in a. & D.
Allocation Problems," technical memorandum No. 102, Department of Operations Research, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, August 1968.
Dean, Burton V., "Evaluating, Selecting, and Controlling R. & D. Projects,"
research study 89, American Management Association, 1968.
Dean. Burton V.; Matel, Samuel J.; Brown, Melvin; Friedel, Donald; and
Heuttner, David; "Allocation of Resources for Basic Research in a Mission
Oriented Governmental Agency," technical memorandum No. 128, Department
of Operations Research, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio,
August 1988.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE NAVY

Principles and techniques are being established which will provide R. & D.
managers with procedures for improving program effectiveness. An important
study has been completed on the methods and procedures used by industrial
R. & D. organizations which may have implications for the Navy.
Univorifty.-Florida State University.
Titlc.-Fluid Dynamics Center.
Contract No.-N00014-68-A-0159.
Start date.--September 1, 1967.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Brand, S. "Bernard Cell Convection in the Laboratory and the Atmosphere"
TR 1, 1967.
Mathur, M. "On the Role of Eddy Transport of Angular Momentum During
Intensification and Maintenance of Tropical Storms" TR 2, 1967.
Pfeffer, R. L. "Available Potential Energy in a Quasi-Geostrophic Atmosphere"
TR 3, 1967.
Dietrich, D. "The Spectral Approach Toward the Investigation of Rotating
Basin Experiments" TR 4,1907.
Buckley, J. "Wave Dispersion and Amplitude Vacillation in a Differentially
Heated Cylindrical Annulus of Fluid" TR 5,1968.
Pfeffer, R. L., Fowlis, W.W. "Wave Dispersion in a Rotating Differentially
Heated Cylindrical Annulus of Fluid" TR 6, 1968.
Fowlis, W. W., Pfeffer, R. L. "Characteristics of Amplitude Vacillation In a
Rotating Differentially Heated Fluid Determined by a Multi-Probe Technique"
TR 7, 1968.
Fein, .T "Guest Lectures at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Institute, Part I"
TR 8,1968 (issued in three parts).
Niedoroda, A. "Preliminary Study of Transverse Bars" TR 9, 1968.
Fowlis, W. W. "Techniques for the Fast and Precise Measurement of Fluid
Temperatures and Flow Speeds Using Multi-Probe Thermistor Assemblies" TR
10,1968.
Brindley, J. "Symmetric Flow in a Differentially Heated, Rotating Annulus of
Fluid" TR 11, 198.
Hseuh, Y. "A Buoyant Ekman Layer" TR 12,1968.
Krishnamurti, R. "On the Transition to Turbulent Convection-Part ITransition From Two to Three-Dimensional Flow" TR 14,1968.
Drazin, P. G. "Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability of Finite Amplitude" TR 17, 1969.
Barcilon, A. "Convection in a Nearly Isothermal Atmosphere" TR 18, 1969.
Lau. J. "On Surface Gravity Waves in Heterogeneous Shear Flows" TR
20. 1969.
Hsueh, Y. "A Contribution to the Dynamic Method" TR 22, 1969.
Pfeffer, R. L., Fowlis, W. W. "Wave Dispersion in a Rotating Differentially
Heated Cylindrical Annulus of Fluid" Journal of Atmospheric Sciences, 25, No. 8,
May 1968.
CONTRIRUToN TO THE NAYwT
This program of theoretical and experimental studies of natural environmental
phenomena in the oceans and the atmosphere should meet some critical fleet
requirements. Advanced techniques now under development may permit modeling
of clouds in their entire complexity and lead to 'greater effectiveness in fleet
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meteorology. For example: (1) hurricanes and other storms can be studied for
their genesis and for techniques for the modification, (2) large scale atmospheric
circulations can be realistically simulated from which development of long-range
weather forecast techniques are possible.
University.-FloridaState University.
Title.-Computer-Based Instruction.
Contract No.--N00014--4j8--A-0494.
Start date.-.Tuly 1, 1968.
REPORTS

RECEIVED TO DATE

Dick, W., "Implementation of Computer Assisted Instruction," technical
memo 1, May 1, 1969.
Hansen, D., "Current Issues in Computer Assisted Instruction," technical
memo 2, June 1, 1969.
Hansen, D., "Computer Application in Psychology," technical memo 3,
June 1, 1969.
Ehlers, W., "Computer Assisted Instruction in Social Work," technical memo
4, June 1, 1969.
O'Neill, J.Spielberger, C., and Hansen D., "Effects of State Anxiety and Task
Difficulty on Computer assisted Learning," Journal of Educational Psychology
(in press).
O'Neill, J., Hansen, D., and Spielberger, C., "Errors and Latency of Response
as a Function of Anxiety and Task Difficulty" (in press).
Hansen, D., Dick, W., and Lippert, H., "THEMIS Project Progress," January 1, 1969.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE NAVY

Direct tie has been established between the Computer Assisted Instruction
Center of Florida State University and two Navy installations: Navy Training
Device Center, Orlando. Fla.; and Naval Reserve Training Center, Tallahassee,
Fla. In the latter facility, equipment is being set up for individualized computer assisted instruction of naval reservists on an experimental basis with the
aim of improving the efficiency of Navy training.
University.-University of Hawaii.
Title.-Solar and Other Astronomy.
Contract No.-N00014-68-A-0149.
Start date.-September 1, 1907.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Finn, G. D. and J. T. Jefferies, "Studies in Spectral Line. I. Formulation and
Simple Application," J. Quant. Spec. and Rad. Transfer 8, 1675, 1968.
Fischer, R. R., "P-I-N Diodes as Detectors for Astronomical Photometry,"
Apple. Opt. 7,1079, 1968.
Jefferies, J. T. and 0. R. White, "The Analysis of Spectral Profiles. I. A generalized Theory," Ap. J. 150, 1051,1967.
Jefferies, J. T. and G. W. Curtis, "The Analysis of Spectral Line Profiles. II.
An Application to the Solar Sodium D. Lines," Ap. J.150, 1061, 1967.
Sinton, W. M., "Stellar Spectra," Infrared Astronomy, A.G.W. Cameron, ed.,
Gordon and Breach, New York, 1968.
Wolff, Sidney Carne, "The Incident of Ap Stars," Publi. Astr. Soc. Pac. 80,
281, 1968.
Zirker, J. B., "The Solar H and K lines of Ionized Calcium," Solar Physics
3, 164, 1968.
Jefferies, J. T., "Spectral Line Formation," Blaisdell Publishing Co., Massachusetts, 1968.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE NAVY

This work is attempting to determine the origin of high-energy particles
responsible for certain solar flares, which have important effects on weather,
and the performance of radar and communication systems. For infrared work
a highly sensitive detector has been completed.
University.-Universlty of Houston.
Title.-Info. Processing System.
Contract No.--N00014-68-A-0151.
Start date.-September 1967.
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REPORTS RECEIVED

TO DATE

Childs, S. B., "Identification of Systems," Project THEMIS report RE 2-68,
University of Houston, August 1988.
Luckenbill, Dennis L., and Childs, S. B., "Inverse Problems in Partial Differential Equations," Project THEMIS report RE 1-68, University of Houston,
August 1968.
Motard, R. L., Lee, H. M., and Barkley, R. W., "CHESS-Chemical Engineering Simulation System, User's Guide," October 1968, TECH Publishing Co., Houston, Texas.
Newhouse, Albert, and Sibley, Robert A. Jr. "On the Use of Very Low Cost
Terminals," Project THEMIS report RE 8-69, University of Houston, March
1969.
Project THEMIS information processing systems, proceedings of Review Conference, University of Houston, April 24, 1969.
CONTRIBUTrONS

TO THE NAVY

New computer languages are being developed oriented toward application In
areas of engineering and science of naval interest. To date such languages have
been written for chemical engineering process control and electrical engineering
circuit design.
University.-Iowa State University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa.
Title.--Automatic Navigation and Control
Contract No.-N0014-68-A-0162.
Start date.-September 1, 1967.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

R. E.Horton and R. G. Brown, "Use of Continuous Measurements in a Discrete
Kalman Filter," proceedings of the National Electronics Conference, Vol. 23,
pp. 141-143, October 1967.
A. N. Michel and S. H. Wu, "Stability of Systems with Respect to Parameter
Variations," proceedings of the 11th Widwest Symposium on Circuit Theory, pp.
281-289, May 1968.
R. G. Brown and L. L. Hagerman, "An Optimum Inertial/Doppler-Satellite
Navigation System," proceedings of the 24th Annual Meeting of the Institute of
Navigation, June 1968
A. N. Michel, "Stability Analysis of Pulse Width Modulated and Delta Modulated Feedback Systems." Proceedings of the Second Asilomar Conference on Circuits and Systems, Monterey, California, November 1968.
A. N. Michel, "Practical Stability of Dynamical Systems," proceedings of the
Sixth Annual Allerton Conference on Circuit and System Theory, Urbana, Ill.,
October 1968.
R. G. Brown and G. L.Hartmann, "Kalman Filter with Delayed States as Observables," proceedings of the National Electronics Conference, December 1968.
.. A. Heinen, A. N. Michel, and S. H. Wu, "On the Linear Pursuit Problem,"
proceedings of the National Electronics Conference, December 1968.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO TIE NAVY

A number of contributions are being made toward improved navigation and
control systems. These include:
(1) Work on an integrated inertial doppler satellite navigation system, with
special interest for aircraft application.
(2) Attempted development of improved ring lasers for gyro technology.
University.-University of Iowa.
Title.-Automata Theory.
Contract No.-N0014-68-A-000.
Start date.-July 1968.
REPOrS RECEIVED TO, DATE

"Bounds on Memory Requirements of Multiprocessor Systems," by Donald
Epley, October 1968.
"A Decoding Algorithm for Some Convolutional Codes Constructed from Block
Codes, Information, and Control,' by John Robinson (with S. M. Reddy), September 1968.
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TR No. 1--"A Note on Computable Real Fields," by E. W. Madison, December 1968.
TR No. 2--"Structures Elementarily Closed Relative to the Natural Numbers,"
by E. W. Madison, December 1968.
TR No. 3--"On Classes of Graphs Defined by Special Cutsets of Lines," by S.
Hedetniemi, January 1969.
TR No. 4--"On the Complexity of Grammars," by A. C. Fleck. February 1969.
TR No. 5-"Memory Requirements of Two-Way Versus One-Way Automata,"
by B. H. Barnes, February 1969.
TR No. 6-"--Semigroups of Automata," by S. T. Hedetniemi and A. C. Fleck,
March 1969.
TR No. 7-"Real Ordered Fields with Characterization of the Natural Numbers," by E. W. Madison, March 1969.
CONTRIBUTIONS

TO THE NAVY

This is the first large-scale interdisciplinary attack on automata theory by
techniques of mathematics, linguistics, computer science, and engineering. Results obtained to date are fundamental to the design and development of possible
automatic mechanical devices needed for future applications. These include devices for naval intelligence (automatic translation machines and cryptographic
coding and decoding) and robots for manipulation in inaccessible or dangerous
regions (such as ocean-bottom retrieval or handling of radioactive materials).
University.-University of Massachusetts-Amherst.
Title.-Deep-Sea Submersibles.
Contract No.-N00014-68-A-0146.
Start date.-September 1, 1967.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Hwang, H. U., McGowan, J.G., and Murthy, S. N. B. "Motion of Colloid Particles in a Fluid Flow due to an Applied Magnetic Field," University of Massachusetts, Project Themis. Report No. Themis-UN-68-1, May 1969.
Hutchinson, C. E. and Wondergen, H. M., "An Error Analysis Technique for
Inertial Navigation Systems and Kalman Filters," University of Massachusetts,
Project Themis, Report No. Themis-UM-68-2, September 1968.
Hutchinson, C. E. and De Sousa, A. H., "Optimum Alinement of Inertial
Navigation Systems," University of Massachusetts, Project Themis, Report No.
Themis-UM-68-3, November 196&
Hutchinson, C. E. and Metrick, A. 3., "A Statistical Error Analysis of the
Gyrocompass," University of Massachusetts, Project Themis, Report No.
Tbemis-UM-69--3, March 1969.
Ritter, J. E. and Vrooman, D. L., "Static Fatigue of Acid-Etched, Soda-LimeSilica Glass Rods," University of Massachusetts, Project Themis, Report No.
Themis-UM-694, April 1969.
Kalagian, E. H., Bemben, S. M., "The Vertical Pullout Caftacity of Marine
Anchors in Sand," University of Massachusetts, Project Themis, Report No.
Themis-UN-69-5 April 1969.
Ritter, J. S.. Jr., "Glass Materials for Deep Seat Submersible Vehicles," Glass
Industry, 49, pp. 003-608 (1968).
CONTRUTION

TO THE NAVY

I. A study of system responses to random input errors using the latest sta.
tistical error analysis techniques may provide answers to command and control
problems such as elimination of error from inertial navigation systems.
2. Studies of the behavior of glasses under stress and their failure mechanisms
have potential application to the design of pressure hulls for deep submersibles.
Univerety.--University of Minnesota.
Tite.--GasTurbine Research.
(ontraot No.--N00014-68-A-0141.
Start date.--September 1967.
REPORTS DECEIVED TO DATE

Scott, C. 3., "Transient Temperature Response of a Thin-Walled Transpiration-Cooled Porous Surface," Journal of Heat Transfer, 90, 1, 77-, February
1968.

. ;,4i 1 19
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Metzger, D. E., Carper, H. J,, Swank, L. R., "Heat Transfer with Film Cooling Near Non-Tangential Slots," Journal of Engineering for Power, 90, 2, 162163 (19I).
Raithby, G. D., Eckert, E. R. G., "The Effect of Support Position and Tur.
luleuee Intensity on tit Flow Near the Surface of a Sphere, "Wairmound Stoffubetrtraguig, 1. 2. 87-94 (l94L.
Briggs, I). G., Goldmtein. R. J.. Ibele. W. E.. "Precision Measurement of the
Thermal Conductivity of Gases in a Transient Hot-Wire Cell," pages 452-461 in
Proceedings of the Fourth Symposium on Thermophysical Properties, New
York: The Americal So,,ety of Mechanical Engineers (198).
Beavers, Gordon S., Amberker, Mohan, N., "An Investigation of the Reflection
of a Plane Shock Wave from Porour Wall," AHL Research Report 194, August
Brannon, R. R., Jr., "The Variation of Total Normal Emittance and Total
Directional EmIttance as a Function of Dielectric Film Thickness on a Metal
Substrate." M. S. Tht'sis. I'niversity of Mijitiesota. July lt9M.
Desmond, R. M., "Measurement of the Thermal Conductivity of Gases at High
Temperatures with a Hot Wire Cell," Ph. D. thesis, University of Minnesota,
March 1968.
Wyatt, W. G., "Determination of Thermal Diffusion Factors in Binary Gas
Systems," Ph. D. thesis, University of Minnesota, July 1908.
Kammin. M. R., "Impingement Cooling on the Interior Surface of a Sphere,"
M. S. thesis, University of Minnesota, March 1969.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE NAVY

This program Is generating information for more effective cooling of components like combustion chuamblers, nozzles, and buckets of aircraft gas turbines.
Some of these data are being used by a major aircraft engine manufacturer in
a film cooling system design.
Universety.-University of Minnesota.
Title.-Optcal Technology.
Costraot No.-N00014-68-A-0141-002.
Start date.-September 1, 1967.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

1. H. Risken and K. Nummedal, "Instability of Off-Resonance Modes in
Lasers," Physics Letters 26A, 275 (1968).
2. H. Risken and K. Nummedal, "Pulse Formation in Lasers," Physics Letters,
1968.
3. H. Risken and K. Nummedal, "Self Pulsing in Lasers," Journal of Applied
Physics (in press).
4. R. J. Collins and D. L. Franzen, "CW Mixing of 10.6 and 0.6328 Lasers,"
Journal of Quantum Electronics (in press).
5. D. M. Thymian and J. A. Carruthers, "Second Harmonic Enhancement
Using a Self-Locked 0.6328 lle-Ne Laser," Journal of Quantum Electronics (in
press).
6. D. M. Thymian and J. A. Carruthers,"Second Harmonic Enhancement Using
a Self-Iocked 0.033 He-Ne Laser," Themis Technical Report No. 1. August 1968.
7. H. Risken and K. Nummedal, "Pulse Formation and Mode Instabilities in
Laser," Themis Tetclmical I1,port No. 2. August 196.4.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO =UE NAVY

Contributions have been made in the following areas:
(1) Methods of superheterodyne receiver detection of infrared laser eiwrgy.
(2) Techniques for improving gyroscopes using lasers, and
(8) Improvements in photodetectors of the kind found in night vision and
surveillance gear of the Navy and Marine Corps.
Vnirersity.-University of New Mexico.
Title.--adiatiou atd Soemiconductors.
Contract No.-N0014-A-015&
Start Datc.-September 1, 1967.

-

I-.

-
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1EI.'OITS RECEIVE) TO VATE:

Uwyn, 0. W.; "An Analysis of the Effects of lonizing Radiation in One-Dimensional Metal-Oxide-Seniivoiiductor Structures," Journal of Applied l'hysles,
Vol. 40, No. 1, January 1911.
Sthnurr, R. H., and I1.1). Southward; "Radiation Effects on Gallimn Ar.:enide
Devices," IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol. NS-15, No. 6, Iecemher
108.
Allen, It. C., Jr., and G. M. Wing; "Transport in Periodic Systems." Submitted to the Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications.
Allen, It. C.. ,Jr., M. Scott, and (;. M. Wing; "Nunierleal Solution of a Certain
Class of Nonlinear Two-Point Boundary Value 'roblems," submitted to the
Journal of Computational Physics.
Boatwright, ,. T., Goebel Davis, Jr. and W. WV. Grannenann; "Applicati ns
of Junction Compensation Techniques in Reducing Transient Gaimna Itdiation
Effects in Transistor Circuits," submitled to the IEI, Transactions on Nuclear
Scilnt e.

COINTIIII'TIONS TOT'Hle NAVY

(1) Experiments to develop electronic circuits and components whih will
operate in high level nulear radiation fields have been conducted with some
success.

(2) Detalled studies of the motion of charges in semiconductor devices due to
the effects of X-radiation. have led to evolution of a theory potentially useful in
the design of future hardened electronic devices.
Univ'ersity..-New Mexiio Institute of Mining and Technology.
1'ith.-Thunderstorni Environments.
Contract No.-N0)014-4;8-A-4)157.
Start Date.-September 1, 1007.
BEI" hITS NECI'VFD TO DArE

"A study of Atnmosphieric l'resmure Variations from Lightening Discharges"

McCrory, It. A.. aintd C. It. lolmes comment of a paper by Bharteudu, Canadian

Journal of Physics, 46, 20,1333-34. 1968.
"Fluctuating Radar Echo: Modulation by Vibrating Drops" (Letter) Brook,
M.. and D. J. lathain, Journal of Geophysical Research, 78.22, 7137-7144.
"Radon-Daughter Ions, Measurement of Activity and Mobility" Jonasseni, N.,
New Mexico Tech, 23 pp., August 1968.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE NAVY

These studies should lead to Improvements in thunderstorm forecasting ff particular interest to Naval aviation operations at sea.
Utiverly.-State University of New York at Buffalo.
Title.-Environ mental Physiology.
Contract No.-N0014-68-A--0216.
Start datc.-Septeinber 1, 1907.
REPORTS RECEIVEI)

TO DATE

Van Liew, H. D., and Hlastala, M. P.: "Influence of Bubble Size and Blood
Perfusion on Absorption of Gas Bubbles in Tissues," accepted by Resp. Physiol.
Van Liew, H. D.: "Variation of Tissuze Pto in Synchrony with the Sexual
Cycle in Rats," In Press.
Gurtier, G. H., Song. S. H., and Farhl, L. E.: "Alveolar to Mixed Venous Pco,
Difference Under Conditions of No Gas Exchange," In Press.
Van Liew, H. D.: "Dissolved Gas Washout and Bubble Absorption in Routine
Decompression," In Press.
Van Liew, H. D.: "Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide Tensions In Tissue and Blood
of Normal and Acidotic Rats," J. Apple. Physiol. 25(5) :575-580, 108.
Olszowka, A. 3., and Farhl, L. E.: "A Digital Computer Program for Constructing Ventilatlon-Perfuslon Lines," J. Appl. Physiol., In Press.
Farhl, L. E.: "A Laboratory of Environmental Physiology," 1967 Annual Prog.
ress Report.
Farb[, L. E.: "A Laboratory of Environmental Physiology," 1968 Annual Progress Report.
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Farhl, L. E.: "A Laboratory of Environmental Physiology," 1969 Annual Progress Report.
Van Liew, H. D.: "Coupling of Diffusion and Perfusion in Gas Exit from Subcutaneous Pockets in Rats," Am. J. Physiol., 214:1176-1185, 1968.
Van Liew, H. D., Schoenflsh, W. H., and Goldberg, M. H.: "Diffusion of Oxygen
From Gas Pockets to Capillaries," accepted by Microvascular Research.
Van Llew, H. D., Schoenfish, W. H., and Olszowka, A.: "Exchange of N2 Be.
tween a Gas Pocket and Tissue in a Hyperbaric Environment," accepted by
Resp. Physiol.
Farhl, L. E.: "Convective and Diffusive Gas Transport in the Lung," The Ciba
Foundation, London.
CONTR1BU'ON TO THE NAVY

Potential contributions include:
(1) Increased knowledge of the physiological effects of breathing various gas
mixtures during diving operations.
(2) Increased understanding of the effects of pressure on divers.
(8) Development of rapid methods for the determination of minute quantities of rare gases in breathing mixtures for use in constructing decompression
schedules.
University.-University of Notre Dame.
Title.-Technology of Military Vehicles.
ContractNo.--NO0014-68-A-0152.
Start Date.--September 1, 1967.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Lynch. R. D., Kelsey, S. and Saxe, H. C., "The Application of Dynamic
Relaxation to the Finite Element Method of Structural Analysis," Technical
Report No. TEIMIS-UND-68-1, September 1968.
Ariman, T., Lee, L. H. N., and Hoffman, R. E., "Thermal Stresses In Open
Cylindrial Shells with Circular Cutouts," Technical Report No. THEMISUND-692, December 1968
Hoffman, R. E. and Ariman, T., "The Application of Micropolar Mechanics
to Composites," Technical Report No. THEMIS-UND-68-8, December 1968.
Yang, K. T.. Nee. V. W.. "Structure of Turbulent Free-Convectlon Boundary
Layers along a Vertical Plate," Technical Report No. THEMIS-UND-69--1,
April 1969.
Roache, P. J., Mueller, T. 3., "Numerical Solutions of Compressible and Incompressible Laminar Flows," Proceedings, AIAA Fluid and Plasma Dynamics
Conference, Los Angeles, California Paper No. 68-741, June 1968.
Lul, R. W., "Convergent Systems," IEEE Trans. Automatic Control, AC-13,
pp. 894-391. 1968.
Weaver, H. ., Leake, R. 7., "Canonical (Phase-Variable) Form by Signal
Flow Graph," Electronics Letters. 4 pp. 351-352,1968.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE WAVY

1. Submersible shell studies using the most recently developed analytical techniques may be of importance in future deep research vehicle design.
2. The development of new magnetostrictive materials offers promise of eventual application in sonar.
8. Analysis of the sensitivity of nonlinear systems may have important application in the optimization of navigation and fire control systems.
Unlveraty.-Oregon State University.
Title.--Computer Oceanography.
ContractNo.--N00014-68-A-0148.
Start Date.-September 1967.
WMPoRTS DECEIVED TO DATE

Baughman, X. A., C. D. Plelstick, "Using the Plotter: Documentation and
Examples." 080 Computer Center, TECH Report. August 1fl)11.
Xeshybg, S., G. F. Beardsley, V. T. Neal, and K. Carder, "Optical Structebr
of Arcttc Waters," Science, fall 1968.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NAVY

This program which seeks improved numerical models of air-sea interaction
processes should contribute directly to the Navy's efforts to develop environmental prediction systems for ASW and other naval operations.
Univereity.-South Dakota School of Mines and Technology.
Title.-Modification of Convective Clouds.
Contract No.-N00014-68-A-0160.
Start Datc.-1 September 1967.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

"Effects of Second Order Adveetion Scheme on a Numerical Cloud Model,"
H. R. Orville, submitted to Monthly Weather Review.
"Precipitation Effects on the Growth of Cumulus Over Mountains-A Numerical Experiment," Orville, H. D. and Liu, J., submitted to Journal of Atmospheric
Sciences.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO TIlE NAVY

It is anticipated that this research will contribute to both weather modifications studies and the forecasting of cumulus cloud development.
Contractor.-StevensInstitute of Technology.
Title.-Non-LinearPhysics of Polymers.
(ontraot No.--N00014-68-A-0131.
Start Date.-September 1967.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Andrews, R. D., and Okuyama, H., "Rheo-Optical Behavior of Polyacrylonitrile
Creep and Creep Recovery," Technical Report No. 1, August 1968.
Reich, L., and Stivala, S. S., "Molecular-Weight Changes During Autozidatiom
of Ataetic Polypropylene in Solution," Technical Report No. 2, August 1968
(accepted for publication In J. Apple. Polymer Se.).
Reich. L., and Stivala. S. S.. "Estimation of Rate Constants During Polypropylene Autoxidation," Technical Report No. 3, June 1968 (accepted for publication in the J. Appl. Polymer Set.).
Reich, L., and Stivala, S. S., "Autoxidation of Poly (Alkylene Glycols) in
Solution," Technical Report No. 4, November 1968 (accepted by J. Apple. Polymer
Se.).
Volpe, A. A., Kaufman, L. G., and Dondero, R. G., "Isomeric and Substituent
Effects in Some Dibenzoylbenzene-Diamlne Polymers," Technical Report No. 5,
October 1968 (accepted for publication in J. Macvromol. Se|.-Chemistry).
Koo, G. P., and Andrews, R. D., "Mechanical Behavior of Polytetrafluoroethylene around the Room Temperature First Order Transition," Technical Report
No. 0, March 1969.
Duvderani, I. J., Blesenberger, J. A., and Gogos, C. 0., "Thermomechanical
Studies of Polymer Deformation I. A New Deformation Calorimeter," Tchnical
Report No. 7, April 1909.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO TIlE NAVY

Polymeric materials such as plastics, rubbers, and composites are widely used
by the Navy including special materials for adhesives, sealants, and structural
components for aircraft. Definite patterns of behavior for plastics under ordinary
conditions are known. This program is developing data for the correlation of
mechanical properties with chemical composition and molecular structure under
conditions of severe stress.
Univeralty.-Universityof Tennessee.
Title.-Dynainle Sealing.
Contract No.-N00014-6S-A-0144.
Start date.-September 1967.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Stair. William K., "Effect of Groove Geometry on Viscoseal Performance." J.
Engr. for lower. ASME Trans.. Series A. 89.605-614. October 1967.
Milligan. Mancil W., "Rarefied Gas Flow ThroughlPassages With Static lioulid.
aries." ASLE Trims., 11, 228-234 0908).

I.
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Fisher. Charles F,. Jr., Stair, William K., "On Gas Ingestion and Fluid Inertia
Effects it Viscoseals," ASLE Trans. 11 (1968).
Hodgson, Jeffery W., Milligan, Mancll W., "Visco-Type Gas Sealing," ASLE
Trans. (1968).
Headrick, Michael R., "The Design and Construction of a Facility To Determine
the Dynamics of a Face Seal," University of Tennessee; M.S. Thesis, 120 pages,
December 1968.
Tsai. Nlfng S.. "Lminar Flow In Plane Channel and Annulus with One Wall
Porous." University of Tennessee, M.S. Thesis. 125 pages, December 1068.
Stair. W. K. "Introduction to Dynamic Sealing," ASLE Conference, Kingsport,
Tenn. October 17. 1968.
Chapdrakaut, Khumaji Shah, "An Experimental Study of the Viscoseal Bearlag" February 1969.
Vreeburg, Jan P. B., "Investigation of Laminar Flow Patterns and Pressure
Generation in a Viscoseal," Geometry, March 1969.
Fisher, Charles F. and W. K. Stair, "On Gas Ingestion fnd Fluid Inertia
Effects In Viscoseals, Fourth Int. Conf. on Fluid Sealing, Philadelphia, May
6-9. 1968.
Hodgson. J. W. and M. W. Milligan. "Visco-Type Gas Sealing," Fourth Int.
Conf. on Fluid Sealing, Philadelphia, May 6-9, 1969.
CONTRIBUrIONS TO THE NAVY

t of dynamic seal technology.
(1) This project is contributing to the develop,
This area Is important for main propellor shaft Ndls for surface ships and submarines. main shaft and interstage seals in advanced air-breathing engines,
pumps, and torpedoes.
('on tractor.-Texas A & M University.
Title.-Optimization Research.
Contract No.-N00014-68-A-0140.
Start date.-September 1967.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

R. R. Hocking, P. L. Claypool, 0. G. Ohlendorf, "Nonlinear Programing in
Multiple Response Optimization Problems," Technical Report No. 1, May 1968.
L,. R. Lamberson, R. R. Hocking, "Optimum Time Compression in Project
Scheduling Technical Report No. 2, May 1968.
L. R. Lamberson, "The Development of Optimization Procedures for a Class
of Multiple Constraint Inventory Problems," Technical Report No. 3, May
1968.
A. W. Wortham, R. H. Gibson, "System Cost Analysis," Technical Report No.
4, July 1968.
S. W. McGuire. R. R. Hocking, H. 0. Hartley, "Spherical Programing: A Convex Programing Algorithm," Technical Report No. 5, October 1968.
H. 0. Hartley, R. R. Hocking, "Non-Convex Programing," Technical Report
No. 6. November 1968.
T. .T Kozik. R. E. Martin, H. 0. Hartley, "Optimization of Orientations for
'Multi-Layered Anistroplc Shells of Revolution," Technical Report No. 7. December 1968.
R. E. Martin, "Theory of Sandwich Shells with Laminated Anistropie Facings."
Technical Report No. 8, March 1969.
R. E. Martin, "Free Vibrations of Anistropic Conical Shells," Techanical Report NO. 9, March 1969.
R. E. Martin, D. D. Drew. "A Bardorf Type Modified Equation for the Stability
of Anistropic Cylindrical Shells," Technical Report No. 10, March
Analysis
1969.
CONITRIBUTIONS TO TITE NAVY

New mathematical programing methods have been developed with application
to the design of proximity fuses, and to the analysis and control of military
petroleum inventories.
Uni'eralty.--Cotholfc University.
Tite.-Dynamics of Cable Systems.
('on tract No.-N00014-68-A0506.
Start date.-July 15,1968.

A....
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REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Laura, P. A., Casarella, M. J.; Discussion of the paper "A TirEe-Diensiomll
Dynamic Analysis of a Towed System" (Vol. 2, No. 4, by Scbram and Reyle),
Journal of Hydronautics, Jan. 3,1969.
Laura, P. A., H. Vandervelt. Gaffney, P.: "Acoustic-Detection of Structural Failure of Mechanical Cables," Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, February 1969.
Laura, P. A., Casarella, M. J.; "A Survey of Publications on Mechanical Cables
and Cable Systems," Themis Report (18-1, The Institute of Ocean Engineering,
The Catholic University of America.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NAVY

Potential contributions include:
(1) Acoustic detection of incipient mechanical failure of cables.
(2) Understanding of the conditions leading to excess cable stresses In buoyand-cable systems.
(3) Development of shock-absorbing devices for cables.
Univerity,.-The Catholic University of America.
Title.-Vitreous State Basics.
Contract No.-N00014--68-A-0506.
Start date.-July 15, 1968.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Status Report for the period of July 15-December 31, 1968.
CONTRIBUTIONS

TO THE NAVY

Potential Naval interest relates to (a) infrared transmitting materials capable of withstanding high temperatures, (b) chemically strengthened glasses of
concern in underwater structures. Aind (c) controlled modulus glasses for structural couilotients in ships and deep subinergence structures.
'itfiversity.-ColoradoState University.
Title.-Tropical Weather.
Contract No.-N00014-68-A-0493-0002.
Start date.-July 15, 1968.
Report&-None to date. Effort has been devoted to the establishment of the
field observation program.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE NAVY

As improved ability to forecast weather, stream runoff, and soil trafficability
in the tropics should result from this work and would be of direct interest to
Naval and Marine Corps operations.
Contractor.-ColoradoState University.
Title.-Prediction of Wind Flows.
Con tract Xo.-N00014-68-A-0493-0001.
Start date.-July 1, 1968.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

J. T. Lin, S. Pancbev, J. E. Cermak, "Turbulence Spectra in the Bouyancy
Subrange of Thermally Stratified Shear Flows," TRI, February 1969.
S. P. S. Arya and J. E. Cermak, "Measurement of Turbulence in Three-Dimensional Mean Flow," TR 2, April 1969.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NAVY

This work is concerned with the prediction of winds in the lower atmosphere.
a subject bearing on a number of naval interests, including communications, ship
aiid aircrn ft operation.
Unirersitl.-Jefferson Medical College.
Titlc.-DiarrhealDisease.
(T htwct No.--XO0014-6.8-A-0516.
Start Dutc.-July 15, 1968.
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REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Goldstein, P., C. W. Wirts, G. Salen, and R. J. Mandle, "Diverticulosis of
Small Intestine, Clinical, Bacteriological, Metabolic and Biopsy Observations
in a Group of Seven Patients." American J. of Digestive Diseases, December 1968.
Wirts, C. W., "Mechanisms of Malabsorption in Diverticulosis of the Small
Intestine." International Congress of Gastroenterology, Prague, Czechoslovakia,
July 1968.
Schaeder, R. W., "Lesions and Defense Mechanisms in Germ-free Hosts," Infectious Disease Society of America, New York, October 1968.
Goldstein, F., "Relation of Small Intestinal Bacterial Flora to Malabsorptlon,"
Second Central American Congress of Microbiology, Panama City, Panama,
December 1968.
Schaeder, R. W., "The Establishment of the Gastro-Intestinal Flora," Second
Central American Congress of Microbiology, Panama City, Panama, December
a
1968.
Kowlessar, 0. D., "Jejunal Loop In Uremic Patients--Evidence for Secretary
IgA in Its Secretions," Philadelphia Gastrointestinal Research Forum, Philadelphia, Pa., December 1968.
Schaeder, R. W., "The Gastrointestinal Flora," Philadelphia Gastrointestitl
Flora, Philadelphia, Pa., December 1968.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO TIE NAVY

Acute and chronic diarrheal disease is a principal cause of man-hours lost
from duty by Marine Corps personnel on duty in Southeast Asia. Findings froin
this contract should provide means for improving prevention and treatment of
these conditions.
University.-Kansas State University.
Title.-Radiation and Electronics.
Contract No.--N00014-08-A-0504.
Start Date.-July 15, 1908.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

N. 0. Folland, "Electron-Phonon Matrix Elements in N-Type Silicon." Phys.
Letters A27, 708-709 (1968).
W. Meyer, G. G. Simons, R. K. Smith. and G. E. Hansen, "Measured N. E.
-213 Past-Neutron Spectrometer (With Gamma-Ray Discriminator) Response
Functions and Absolute Efficiency." Trans. Am. Nuci. Soc. 11, 704-705 (1.968).
W. Meyer, 0. G. Simons, and W. R. Kiniel, "Measured Fast-Neutron Speetra
after Reflection of Fission-Source Neutrons from a 9-Inch Thick Concrete Slab."
Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., Vol. 11, 705-707 (1968).
G. L. Stuckey, J. L. Lambert, and R. D. Dragsdorf, "The Hydrates of Sodium
Hyponitrite," submitted to J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem.
R. T. Johnson. Jr., and R. D. Dragsdorf, "On the Detection of Axial Screw
Dislocations in BaT103 Whiskers Using Ka X-Radlation," submitted to J. Apple.
Phys.
F. E. Haskin and R. E. Faw, "Approximate Solutions to the Diffusion-Kinetics
Equations," submitted to Nucl. Appl.
W. Meyer, G. G. Simons. and H. J. Donnert, "Comments on a Combinotion
Neutron and Gamma-Ray Spectrometer," submitted to Nucl. Instrum. Methods.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NAVY

This work should lead to the development of new, improved radiation doximetry techniques for use in very high intensity radiation environments, for which
reliable dosimetry is not now available. Further, this work should lead to the
development of electronic components for reactors, satellites, and missiles which
will increase the lifetime of the devices, their reliability and greatly improve
their ability to withstand high levels of nuclear or space radiation.
UTniversity.-Lehigh University.
TItle.-Low-Cycle Fatigue Behavior of Joined Structures.
contract No.-N00014-68-A--M14.
Start Date.-July 15, 1968.
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REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Sil, G. C. and Loeber, J. F., "A Class of Wave Diffraction Problems Involving
Geometrically-Induced Singularities," J. Math., and Mech., In press.
Sib, G. C., "Torsional Vibration of an Elastic Solid Weakened by a Pennyshaped Crack, "J. Acoustical Soc. of America, in press.
Sib, 0. C. and Loeber, J. F., "Normal Compression and Radia Shear Waves
Scattering at a Penny-Shaped Crack in an Elastic Solid," J. Acoustical Soc. of
America, in press.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO TIlE NAVY

A new mathematical technique has been developed concerning the behavior
with time of structures containing flaws. The technique is of broad potential
interest in structural design and particularly for weapon systems.
Univeraity.-Universityof Missouri-Rolla.
Title.-Aqueous Aerosols.
Contract No.-N00014-68-A-0497.
Start Date.-July 15, 1968.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

"Cluster Structure of the Anomalous Liquid Water," R. W. Bolander, J. L.
Kassner, Jr., and J. T. Zung, Journal of Chemical Physics, vol. 50 (1969).
"A Semi-Empirical Determination of the Water Dimer Bond Energy in the
Vapor Phase," R. W. Bolander, J. L. Kassner, Jr., and J. T. Zung, Journal of
Chemical Physics, voL 51 (1969).
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NAVY

Promises improved understanding of the nucleation processes in the atmosphere by which water vapor form cloud droplets and ice particles. This should
contribute to efforts In weather prediction and modification.
University.-University of North Dakota.
Title.-High Pressure Physiology.
Contract No.-N00014-68-A-0499.
Start Date.-July 1,1968.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Wilson, R. H., "Gamma Aminobutyric Levels in Brains of Mice Exposed to 20,
40, and 60 Atm He-O. for 24 Hours." In press.
Wilson, R. H., and Dowell, H. L., "High-Pressure Physiological Research Man
in the Sea," 1.968 Annual Progress Report.
Wilson, R. H., "High-Pressure Physiological Research-Man in the Sea," 1969
Annual Progress Report.
Ackers, T. K., and Thompson, R. E., "Double High-Pressure Chamber for
Chronic Exposure of Small Animals," J. Apple. Physiol. 197-199, 1968.
COXTRIDUTIONS TO TIlE NAVY

This work should increase knowledge o! the physiological effects of long-terni
submergence, remote monitoring of physiological and biochemical changes which
occur in saturation diving, and temperature regulation in divers operating in cold
water.
University.-University of Oklahoma.
Title.-IMechanism and therapy of shock.
Contract No.-N00014-68-A-0496.
Start Dat.-July 15, 1968.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

Barkett, V. M., J. J. Coalson, and L. J. Greenfield. Protective Effects of Pulmonary Denervation in Hemorrhagic Shock. Surgical Forum. 19: 38-39, 1968.
Harrison. L., J. Beller, C. Gill, L. Hinshaw, J. Coalson, and L. Greenfield. Effects of Eindotoxih on Pulmonary Capillary Permeability and Surfactant. Surgicat Forum. 19: 250-251, 1968.
Guenter, C. A. and L. B. Hinshaw. Endotoxin and Septic shock in the Rhesus
Monkey, Cireulation.38 (Suppl. 6): 90, 106S.
34-O.39--69-pt. 4-S
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Jacobson, E. )., L. Solomon, J. Blaschke. and W. E. Price. Effects of Ouabaiu
on Msenterlc Hemodyamuics. .1.Lub. Clin. Mcd. 72: 886, 191N8.
Barkett, V. M., Coalson, J. J., and Greenfield, L. J. Early Effects of Heniorrhagic Shock on Surface Tensio Properties and Ultrastructure of Canine Lungs.
Johns l opl:ns Med. J. (In press.)
Gunn, C. G., Wolf, S. G., and Block, R. T. Psychophysiology of Cardiovascular
System. Iin Handbook of Psychophysiology. ( In Press.)
Gunn, C. G. Neurophysiological Factors in Atherosclerosis, Psycliopharinacological Factors, Implications and Perspectives. Psychotropic Drugs in Internal
Medicine. L. Donnatelli and A. Marino, eds., Naples, Italy, 1969. (To be published
in monograph.)
Dietzel. W., Hinshaw. L. B., Samuelson. S. A., Masslon, W. H., and Guenter,
C. A. Arterial PCO. and Capillary Permeability. Olin. Res., 1969.
Hinshaw, L. B., Shires, T. K., and Parry, W. L. Autoregulation and Response
to Ischemla in Canine and Primate Kidneys. Olin. Re.., 1969.
Shanbour, I,. L., and Hinshaw, L. B. Eff(Tts of Dopamine Infusion in Endotoxin Shock in the Dog. Fed. Proo., March 1969.
Solomon, L., Blaschke, T., Phillips, R., Price, W. E., and Jacobson, E. D.
Splanchnlc Herinodynamlc Responses to Ouabain in the Dog. Olin. Res., January 1969.
OONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NAVY

This work alms at devising and validating more effective thereapeutic procedures to control shock and prevent lung complications following severe Injuries. It should contribute directly to the care of casualties from combat operation.
"niversity.-RensselaerPoly. Institute Troy. N.Y.
Title.-Radiation Effects on Electronic Materials.
Contract No.-N00014-48-A-0495.
Start date.--July 15, 1968.
Reports.-None to date.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE. NAVY

Results of this work should make possible the development of materials which
Improve the radiation resistance and reliability of electronic devices for missile
applications and satellite systems; of materials for use in and around reactors
and isotopic power supplies with Improved high temperature capabilities and
increased life times; and improved radiation detectors.
Unt,'erit ,.-William Marsh Rice University, Houston, Tex.
Title.-Coherent and Noncoherent Electromagnetic Radiation. Contract
No.-NO0014-68-A.
Start date.--15 July 1968.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

1. "Test of Time-Reversal Variance of Long Interactions Utilizing the Mossbaner Effect," Hannond, J. P. and Trammel, G. T. Physics Review Letters 21,
726,1968.
2. "A Cascade Image Intermediate Camera Beam-Foil Spectroscopy", Proc. of
thi, Fourth Symposium on Photo-Electronic Image Devices-McGee, J. D.,
Editor.
3. "Interference of Electronic and Nuclear Resonance Absorption for Moss.
bauer Gamma Rays", Trammel, G. J. and Hannon, J. P., Physics Review Letters,
November 1968.
4. PhD Thesis, "A Quantum Theory of Occurrence and Polarization of Light,"
Pann, K.: September 1908.
5. "Infra-red Astrophysics," Low, F. J., Science, May 2, 1969.
6. "Infra-red Astronomy Applications," Low, F. J., Detection and Cryogenics.
Frankfurt, April 1969.
7. "Infra-red Astronomy," Low, F. J. American Astronomical Society Spring
Meeting, February 1909.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NAVY

(1) An airborne far infrared system with very low noise has been developed.
(2) Consultation with DOD on the infrared brightness of the sky, has resulted.
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Contrator.-Southern Methodist University.
Title.-Statisticsin Celebration Methods.
Contract No.--N0014-8-A--0515.
Start date.-July 1968.
REPORTS RECEIVED TO DATE

D. B. Owen, "Summary of Recent Work on Variables Acceptance Sampling
with Emphasis on Non-Normality',, Technical Report No. 1, September 1068.
John E. Walsh, "Probability of Locating a Submarine Within a Stated Distance by Use of a Range-Bearing Sensor," Technical Report 2, September 1968.
John E. Walsh. "Sample Sizes for Approximate ludependence of Largest and
Smallest Order Statistics," Technical Report No. 3, September 1968.
John E. Walsh. G. J. Kelleher, "Extended Uses of Linearized Non-Linear Regression for Random-Nature Simulatloas," Technical Report No. 4, September 1968.
R. L. Thomasson, C. H. Kapadla, "On Estimating the Parameter of a Truncated Geometric Distribution." Technical Report No. 5, September 1968.
John E. Walsh, "Exact Existence of Every Possible Distribution for Any
Sample order Statistic," Technical Report No. 6, September 1968.
John E. Walsh, "Sample Sizes for Approximate Independence Between Sample
Median and Largest (or Smallest) Order Statistics," Technical Report No. 7,
September 1968.
John E. Walsh, "Approximate Joint Probabilities for Largest and Smallest of
a Set of Independent Observations," Technical Report No. 8, September 1968.
John E. Walsh,"Change of All Success for Independent Binomial Events with
Large Success Probabilities," Technical Report No. 9, September 1968.
John E. Walsh, "Approxhnate Distribution for Largest and for Smallest of a
Set of Independent Observations," Technical Report No. 10, September 1968.
Joln E. Walsh, "Recent Probability Results for Extreme Ages," Technical
Report No. 11, September 1968.
c. H. Kapadia, "On the Analysis of Triangular Designs," Technical Report
No. 12, September 1968.
R. E. Kromer, C. H. Kapadia, "Sample Size Required to Estimate a Parameter
in the Power Functions Distribution," Technical Report 13, September 1968.
John E. Walsh, "Probability of Locating a Submarine Within a Stated Distance on the Basis of Two Directional Sensors," Technical Report No. 14, September 1968.
J. T. Webster, "A Note on the Evaluation of a Multivariate Normal Integral
by the Method of Das," Technical Report No. 15, December 1968.
John R. Walsh. "Generalization of Ratio Estimate for Population Total,"
Technical Report No. 16, October 1968.
John E. Walsh, "Asymptotic Independence Between Largest and Smallest
of a Set of Independent Observations," Technical Report No 17, October 1968.
John E. Walsh, "Sample-Like Distribution of an Order Statistic Under General Nonsaniple Conditions and Some Asymptotic Implications," Technical Report No. 18, October 1968.
John E. Walsh, "Development and Analysis of Modified Paired Comparisons
by Use of Linearized Nonlinear Regression," Technical Report No. 19, October
1W8.
G. .M.Jones. C. 11. Kapadia, D. B. Owen, and R. Bland, "On the Distributions
of the Quasi-Range and Midrange for Samples From a Normal Population,"
Technical Report No. 20, October 1968.
Hal Watson. Jr.. "Dynamic Testing and Wave Propagation in a Strain Rate
Sensitive Material," Technical Report No. 21, December 1968.
Danny R. Dixon and C. W. Tittle, "Stress-Wave Propagation in a Three-Region
Cylindrical Composite ,Medium," Technical Report No. 22, November 1968.
Paula Carter Davis, D. H. Kapadia, and J. T. Webster, "Distribution of
Quadratic Forms In the Multlrvariate Singular Normal Distribution," Technical
Report No. 23. January 19069.
A. M. Kshirsagar, "Goodness of Fit of an Assigned Set of Scores for the
Analysis of Association in a Contingency Table." Technical Report No. 24,
Ve'lbrnmry 1909.
John E. WValsh and C. .J. Kelleher. "Approximations to Large l'robabilitles
(ifAll Sunevesses for (hteral Case and Some Operations Research Implicatioms."
Telmi'-ail Report No. 25. February 10611).
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A. M. Kshirsagar, "Correlato:o Potween Two Vector Variables," Technical
Report No. 26, March 19W9.
John E. .Walsh, "l)Iscrete TwozPerson Game Theory With Median Payoff
Criterion," Technical Report No. 27, March 1969.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO TIE NAVY

This study of signal detection and anal.vsls is expected to contribute Iuproved
processing methods applicable to a wide range of detection and classIficatiu
problems particularly In the radar and sonar fields.
l/n~veralt.-West Virginia, University.
Title.--"V/ATOL Aerodynamics."
Contract No.-NOOi4-68-A-451r,.
Start date.-July 15,1968.
REPORTS RM

'IVEDTO DATE

Fanel, J. B. and Walters, R. W.. "Analysis of the Rotor Downwash lu
Ground Effect In the Presence of a Step, "AIAA/AHS VTOL Systems Conference,
Atlanta, Ga.; February 19. 1900.
Migliore, Paul G., "Rotor-Induced Flow Fields, Ground Effect in the Vicinity
of Vertical Step," Department of Aerospace Engineering, Technical Report N-,.
13, April 1909.
•oO22U110oNS

TO TIM NAVY

The work is contributing to the development of composite lift/cruise aircraft systems, including higher lift and speed, and improved control and response.
The work applies directly to Investigations of aerodynamic eirculation augmentation, and control techniques for rigid and stoppable rotors, sad to the feasibility
of heavy-lift heopters.
E X1'ASIOV. OF

ROTF("

THEMIS

Mr. LipsomOx. Secretary Froweh, you mentioned that you are setting
up these centers of excellence in universities or colleges that have
not participated before. This is true in some cases but in otherr cases
you are establishing further centers in universities that alretdy

participate in one way or another, such as the University of Nct r
Dame. That is not a new center for the Navy. Likewise, the University
of Minnesota.
Dr. FROOCH. The ground rules for the program were centered in all

DO) programs by the Office of the Director of Defense Research and

Engineering, and the criteria, which I can read for the record, are:

A college or university that expended rpore than $8 million during fiscal 1968
from DOD grants and contracts is not encouraged to 'ubmit proposals.

All of the proposals that do come in, in response to the information

that the program exists, are sent to g D.D.R. & E. group which has

representatives from all the services, which goes over the proposals.
The DJD.R. & E. committee decides which programs ought to be considered, and then the group essentially decidei which are of particular interest to each seric , and each individual.sdrvice then has the
job of going out and making final- decisions and determinations and

negotiations, and n.ing the program.

o it is a process in which we participate with the other services

and the Office of the Director of Defenie Research and Engineering.
TYPE 6F RESEARCH

CARRIED

ON

UNDER

PROJECT

f.IIE.1Mi4

Mr. LIPsCoMB. Do we tell the unversities what we need or do they
tell us what they would like to do?
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Dr. Fnoscu. The brochure that goes out contains a list of scientific
.areas and programs that we think are interesting. Perhaps I might
read a couple of samples.
The section of the brochure is headed "Relevant Research Problemn Areas." The first category is "Detection and Surveillance." The
first subcategory under that is "Detectors" and there is a long paragraph that Iescribes the kind of detectors that interest us for night
and all-weather purposes and some discussion of the kind of technology we think we would like to have. Then it goes on to another
set of items which I can read the titles of: "Sitperconductive Technology Aimed at Electronic Devices," "Image Intensification Techniques," "Certain Areas .of Quantum Electronics and Underwater
Acoustics." The next category is "Energy and Po'wer" and that discus.e s certain thing ofi nihiary interest. We go on through "Compitter Science," "Material Seienee," and so on.-This is a long list of
fairly reasonably specific areas that we 4cno* are of interest' to us to
have new knowledge and information. Based on this they can' either
make proposals that are drawn from this set of requests, or they can
aike other proposals, and -we can decide.
Mr. LiPscoru. Are most of thesoestudis -of an unclassified nature?
Dr. FROSCH. They are all unclassifed.-'
Mr. Lnscogu. Does the recipieiit of the grant have complete authority and lermission.to publish! the.results of the study?
Dr. FaoscA.Yes.
TRA'SFER OF PROJECT TIEM6 %,TONATtOAL 6CIENCE FOUNDATION
I

Mr. Lirscou.

\I

Z

,-

~.

1

Why wouldn't ibQ psl

I

',

for the Department, of

Defense, including all the 'branches t. the se' ice, to 1_y their/ re1belieye it
quirements on e National, $cience-Fgndati(n wher
bdongsInatadmiettr it and cirr3. it n'hrowehteAdmi
prongs and.letthem
h their regular
proMmI In fattbey pee doing'! Ieiof this right now.,
Dr, F OH. I cafhin only oj one ma or problem in j0mg that,
and that is I believe their charter and statute makes then, responsible
for science that does not have some y's specific mioi requirement
Attached to it, and whether we could in fact get that much mission
flavor into it, I don't know. Tie Wavy.gm5 wfo diseiwmd thatt possi.
ability with XSF. I don't knb whether the OSD ha.. Mr. Lusomox. This committee 'in two sports hsa s
s
that the
Department of Defense turn this over to the apprprnte agency that
has capability for administering it. You do not kinow whether any
effort Irs been made to work out something
Dr. FRosc,. I do not know either way.

Mr. LnrscoxB. You Just happen to be our first witness on Themis.
Dr. Fnoscu. I am afraid that i so. I do not know what has been

done in that regard.
Mr. Lscox. I wish we could get some resolution of this because
of the time and effort that is spent on it by DOD and each of the

services..

Dr. FRoscm. We believe, and we think that the record of Navy.
sponsored scientific research over the years demonstrate, that it Is
te basic research In areas
important for the services to ssor
that they think will be'
cimportant to futur missions of the swvIc
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We have quite a large number of items which came out of Navysponsored research and have been important. to the Navy. Prolably
the strongest example of an area in which we sponsor basic research
is oceanography, where we sponsor it. because we know that the hasic
knowled about the ocean has been important to an understanding of
how to do Navy missions and we expect that it will continue to be
important in that way.
RESEARCH ON RF.5F.AIICII

Mr. Li'scomn. Last year. Admiral Owen, we had a little discu.simr
about the project which was entitled, I think by you, "Resean l i m
Research."
Admiral Owxx. At Case-Western Reserve.
Mr. LuecoxB. Have you had any substantial research papers produced from this study on research on research?
Admiral OwEN. There have been reports from _the project. T personaly have not read them, sir. I can provide the reports for the
Mr. Ln'scomn. This pairicular project, "Research on Re.earch," is a
joint effort.
Admiral OwzN. That is correct.
Mr. IAPsCOMB. With an investment of $300,000 for last year.
Admiral Owviv. Our contribution initially was $100,0(0, as I reeall,
I do not believe we had responsibility fo funding it in succesive
years.
Mr. LTwcomn. Are you aware of any helpful consultation that has
taken place by the lairticilants on "Rieearch on Reseairel" and witt
the personnel of the military departments?
Admiral Owt:N. T believe my people who have interests in this area
have visited Case.Western Reserve and have talked to the people. To
m knowledge there has been no consultancy in my office itself.
Mr. Laco MB. If there have couldyou prvide the dates anyplace
and a description of such consultation
o
Admiral Owzx. Yes, air.
(The information follows:)
There has been no direct consultation in my office. A representative of my
office, however, visited Case-Western Reserve on September 20. 1907, March 6.
1968, December 5 and 6, 1968, and IFebruary 12 1069, to discuss the status of
their work on research management.

Mr. Lwscox. Also, for the record, provide any substantial research
papers that have been produced.
Admiral Ow0N. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
onftractor.-Case-Western Reserve University.
Tile.--Researeh in R. &D. management.
Coutraot No.-DA HC 19-68-CX0007.

Contraotig ofoie.-Department of the Army Office of the Chief of research

and Development.

Start dat.--September 1967.
SIGN IWCAXCE ISPORT8

Bushnell, Jon, "Use of Queuing Theory in Study on R. & D. Project Flow,"
Technical Memorandum No. 125, Department of Operations Research, CaseWestern Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, October 1968.
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Chidainbaram, T. 8. "Optimality of Full Funding Strategics in R. & 1). AI).
cation Problems." Technical Memorandum No. 10'2. Department of Operations
Research, Case-Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, May 1968.
Dean, Burton V., Mantel, Samuel J.. Brown, Melvin, Friedel, Donoald, and
Heuttner, David, "Allocation of Resources for Basic Research in a Miion Oriented governmental agency," teunlcal memorandum No. 1WO,Department of
Operations Resarch, Case-Western lItrve University, Cleveland, Ohio,
August 1968.
Dean. Burton V., "EFvaluating, selecting, and controlling It. & D. projects."
research study 89, American Management Assoclatlon, 19W.

Mr. LII'sCoM. Last year, in explaining the priigrnt in the record,
you said:
'1'lme progrann Is vrrellly bi11ng shn11"JRiw,41 to fo,.l inolire slirm-ly Oil fle smI'4lfc
needs of military R. & I). The actual ressu-trch i to be jierfortned by alnt 10
graduate students. It is nntlipated that within the next year several substsintini research papers will be produe, and some helpful consultation to military
departments will have taken place.

That was a year ago.
EI'PLANATION OF PROJEOr TIII RT

Mr. ANDR9WS. Mr. Secretary, on this 1Project Thlemis, I believe you
said the Navy has already spent. about, $27 million. You are asking for
$12 million, plus, now. Therefore, tie 'Navy will have spent, if this
request is granted, approximately $40 million on this project. Can
you tell us 1low much the other services have spent. on thius project ?
Dr. FRCWcai. I believe we have that. I would like to make one coinment on eharneterizing it is it project.

Mir. ANDREWS. May I have this total figure on Theinis?
Admiral OWZN. I am sori , I do not have the 1967 figure.
Mr. Awm ws. You say it is not a project What do you refer to it ast
Dr. Fwxn. It. is refeired to as Project Theinis. A project normally

implies that a single piece of work is being done on a single pieee of
equipment. This is a collection of projects. The Navy list include.s-I
haven't time to count them-two pages of universities involved.
Mr. ANDRIws. Is it correct to say this Themis project is just a research program farmed out to the colleges by the Navy, or contracted
out?
Dr. Fnwos. Yes, it is a set of research projects.
Mr. ANDREWS. In the hope that something useful will come back to
the Navy and the other services.
Dr. FRosoH. There is more to it than that. This was devised in response to considerable criticism, a good deal of it in the Congress, to.
the effect that the Defense Department, and the Government generally, was depending for its research p principal on a few universities
in particular parts of the country. The suggestion was made that this
really ought to be broadened. The problem that we faced then was
that we were going to the institutions that had the greatest capability
for the research. The suggestion was that with an expenditure of Federal money and DOD money, we could assist universities in other parts
of the country to build up a capability to assist the Defense Department, thereby broadening the base of places in the United States that,
the Department could go to and building up new expertise that wouldbe useful.
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Mr. ANDnEws. Broadening the program?

Dr. FnoscH. Yes.
in more beneficiaries.
Taking
Mr.
important point is that we are only
additional
F'RoscH. The
Dr. ANmPWo.
interested in contracting for this research if the research is of interest
to us for our purposes.
Mr. AzwRiws. I understand. It is a research program conducted by
whatever universities you do business with and financed by the Do.
fense Department through the Navy, Army, and Air Force.
Dr. Frnocii. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREws. If this budget request is granted, the Navy's part will
have been at the end of fiscal 1970 roughly $40 million.
Dr. FRosc. That is correct.
Mr. Arniws. I would like to have placed in this record what the
other services have contributed to the program so we can find out how
much this type of research, which so far as the Navy is concerned has
made no contribution that you can put your teeth in at this time.
Dr. Fnoscu. I would say again at this point, in a progTam of tiis
kind that is 8 years old, we would expect lots of small pieces of knowledge to have come out, but I am not surprised that we do not have
maor significant things to report.
(Discussion off the record.
SERVIOwwE Cost OF PROJEC- THrM

Dr. Fnoscur. Mr. Chairman, if you like, I have the overall Depart,ment of Defense igure.
Mr. AuDnsws. What is it I
Dr. Fuoscn. For fiscal year 1967 DOD overall, $17.8 million. For
fiscal year 1968, $26.8 million; for fIscal 1969, $28.5 million. The total
fiscal 1970 budget request for Themis for the DOD overall is $38
million.
Admiral B CKxrmR A little over $140 million including fiscal 1970.
Mom. Actually you have not allocated your 1969 money yet.
Mr. Ln
Admiral Owmx Sir, it depends on what you mean by allocated. We
bave our contractors lined up. We are in the process of negotiating
with them. I am hopeful we will have our fiscal 1969 money obligated
prior to the 1st of July.
Mr. LiiPscom I am sure you will. But the thing is that you allocate
and spend the money a year after we appropriate it, is that right?
Dr. Foscu. That has been the case. The process of getting the proposals and putting them in the overall DOD mechanism and coming
to a conclusion has takm about that period of time.
.coxx
And the universities want to work this way so the
Mr. L
program is always on-going.
Dr. Futsoc. No, I thinli this cannot be put on the universities. This
is more a matter of administrative processes inside the DOD. In this
case, at any rate.
URCRAU Or DQUIPXNT FOR PROJECT TAIRXS

Mr. LIsow. Would you put a listing in the record of Themis expenditures for 196, 1968, and 1969, for any brick and mortar construction that was programed or equipment which was purchased?
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Dr. FRosc.. I am sure we can do the brick and mortar. In order to
do the equipment, do you mean a list of equipment items or a total of
dollars spent for equipment I If it is a list of equipment items, I would
suggest that we say something about the size of the item or the liet
can be very. long because there may be a large munl*r of small
instruments in some cases.
Mr. lirscos. I do not believe there was any indication of this comtmittee that Themis funds should go for substantial equipment
investment.
Dr. Faoscu. I do not know whether the investment would be substantial but there might be a fair number of small items.
Mr. Lumoou. It is primarily a studies and analysis program, is it

not?

Dr. FROSOH. No it is not.
Mr. Lso
. They are going to produce.
Dr. Faoscn. It is in large measure experimental work.
Mr. Aimwuzws. I can see why you would have to have equipment
to do a project.
Mr. ImoB. I am talking about equipment that is built into the
university.
Dr. Fioscii. That we can break out if there is any such.
(The information follows:)
MAazo

EquWMmzm

ITMs re THMms CONTRACTS

The following table provides a listing of major items of equipment for the
Themes contracts:
Contractor/State.-Arlsona State University, Tempe, Arl.
Contract No.--N00014-68-A-0150.

Short title.-Human Performance in Unusual Environments.
PLANNED EXPENDITUICS
Major

Ursse c m..er..
Extended Wie uppot ys

Fiscal

w

.........................................
e
......................................

..

Fisl r
......
$2,0

Contractor/State.--Cathollc University, Washington, D.C.
Contract No.-N0014-68-A-0-002.
Short title.-Vitreous State Basics
PLANNED EXPENDITURES
Major equipment

Fisca|

Electroa mkrosop ...........................................................................

fscaln

$50. 000

Contractor/State.--Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla.
Contract No.-N00014-68-A-0494.
Short title.-Computer Based Instruction.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES
Major equipment
Interface system computer......................................................

Ficl

FisCay~r9

$16,000 ..............
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Contractor/Stats.--Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.
Contract No.-N00014-68-A-0162.
Short title.-Automatle Navigation and Oontrol.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES

~~
te

~Fisal

f"

...... ......................... 0........

ca
$34,2??

Contractor/State.-Kansaa State University, Manhattan, Kans.
Contract No.--N0014-68-A-)604
Short tltle.-Radlaton and Electronics.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES

1

ual
MO

hal

Oontraetor/State.-Lehlh University, Bethlehem, Pa.
Contract No.-N0014-68-A-014.
Short tltle.-Low Oycle Fatigue.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES

,Amslor slow cycqins walt and asscated "p

.........................................

$23.000

Contracto/State.-Missour, University of Rolia, Mo.
Contract No.-N0014-6S-A-4M.
Short title-4queous Aerosols.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES

c
F ~~U
V

,,Ic

ad tWe. ........

................................

...

Fin JIMW

. $3,50 ..............

Contractor/State.-New Mexico, University of Albuquerque, N. Mex.
(;,rntract No.--NOOI4-O&8-A-015&
Short title.-adlaton and Semiconductors.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES

FNWIau
%Vscuumsydtm......................................................

FScII.

$10000..........
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Ooutrator/State.--New York at Buffalo, State University.
i 8A-120.
Contract No.-N
8Short title.--,nvironmental Physiology.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES
i91

Major equipment
Submernence tok ..............................................................
toa

battiq arm equipment .............................................
Monitotms. recodin s,and data poce l equipment ..............................
Na sP tMGW ..............................................................

.

a

000.
50000....
000 .
V6666
30, 000
25.000
40,000

Cetwiue ...................................................................................

Vontractr/State.-Nortb Dakota, University of, Grand Forks, N. Dak.
Contract No.-N00014-48-A--499.
Short title.--High Pressure Physiology.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES

Fs A

Major quipmnt

Promccontrol compuw ......................................................................

r F'italf
$40,000

Contractor/State.--Notre Dame, University of, Notre Dame, Ind.

Contract No.-N00O1

- A-0152.

Short tltle.-Tehnology of Military Vehicles.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES
MOW euipment

(9

Cavroomeetal pressure tank.................................

.............

$0,397
P00.......

Contractor/State.-Oklahoma, University of, Norman, Okla.
Contract No.--N0004-&8-A-0460.
Short tltle.-Shock Mechanisms and Therapy.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES
Fhcint

I~o eqpetFilrc
r

oso ....................................................................

$22,

..............

Contractor/State.--Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oreg.
Contract No.--N000-14-68-A-0148.
Short title.-Computer Oceanography.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES
Ma q~FtMiscalear

Fiscal yea

Major equipment16816
3ocanrrphic boy ndsensor systems .............................................. $120,000 ........
.. $4000
oceanopbic bi and sensor ytm ...................................................
12,
feterooicl sensor and buoy system........................................................

122.
Contractor/State.-Renspelner Polytechnic lustitute, Troy, N.Y.
Contract No.-N00014-08-A-495.
Short title.--Radiation Effects on EM Materials.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES

~FA aisca Fisca N9
HiO-w"r manet system .......................................................
Postive
o
volt ...................
...........
...................

$29. 400 .......
.........
$.000

Contractor/State.-Stevens Inptitute of Technology, Hoboken. N.J.
Cbntrnct No.-N00014-68-A-0181.
Short tltle.-Noullnear Pbyslcs of Polymers.
PLANNED EXPENDITURES
Fiscal

Major equipmet

Fcal96

11 ml ravimetrts an y .....................................................
.$1100......
X-ray diffrcion u it........................................................... . 1 .000 ..............
Deformaton alo
cmponeett................................................
12.000........
matron mec kanical
test unit....................................................................
$22,300

(Clerks note: There were no equipment expenditures daring fiscal

year 1967. There were no construction expenditures during fiscal year
1967, 1968 or 1969.)
REEATICIK AT CASE-WBTF.RN RFASRVE

Mr. MINsHAIL. Mr. Frosch, you previously answered that student
riots and unrest has had no effect on your Project Themis or university prgrams&
But you have had student unrest at certain of these
universities and colleges where you have Themis funds; have you not I
Admiral OwzN. Yes, sir; there has been student unrest at one or
more of the schools which are Themis funded.
Mr. MINSHALL. Was this in any way connected with the Federal
program at these colleges or universities, in protest of them I
Admiral Owmr. There was a question with regard to prrsuit ,if
defense-related research at the State University of Buffalo. The situation was satisfactorily resolved within the university. There was a
question. I cannot say there was interference with the work, sir.
Mr. MNSHALL. We had some unrest, as you call it, at Case-Western
Reserve.
Admiral Owzpr. Yes; I am familiar with that. The business administration office was closed for one day that I know of.
Mr. MmSHALLT. This was in no way connected with any of the (Governmnent-funded projects at Case-Western Reserve ?
Admiral OwzN. To my knowledge, no, sir.
I queried my branch office representative with regard to universities
in the Midwest and he has inicated there has been no interference
with
Nav~y
contracts at universities in the Mfidwest, including CaseWestern
Reserve.
Mr. Mr8snAu. Will you please supply for the record, after you
have consulted with DOD, what other federal funds in support of
defense projects are going to Case-Western Reserve ?
Admiial OwIN. Yes, dr.
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(The information follows:)
DOI)

CONThACTS AT CAS)*-AEIERM HESFE)VE

'T'he following tabulation lists I1) contrit funds placed In support of defense ir.Jeds at Cati-Wesiern Reserve during fiscal year 19(8:
Fiscal year
DepaItment ofthe Army...................
Depattmentol he Air orc
.........................
DepameOil th.Navy .............................

$703638
319063
309.670

Fisxal iga
$784.725
432,180
307.020

Fiscal year
$793.338
68S.124
114.486

ADMIN ISTIIOVrItN OF' PJO, EICT TI IMIS

Mr. LsimCII. Admiral, yoi

bring uii an interesting point here.
)ersollnel, oflivers, civilian. enlisted personnel, (to you have
wox'krkn oile
Ihemuis program ? Ioi mentioned your mdwestern

lom, I

lt )reprelltat'ive.

Admiral

IwEN.
1 soll
(ir~y,

1ri. I was .ipeakilg of my branch olives

I itat. I have for contract, adllinist ration of all Navv and certain NASA,
AX rmy, ald Air Force contIactiS at cviiahin universities.

Mr". -ltesCosml. I low reanly people do you have administering Themis
in the Navy?
Admiral OwmN. Administering l'humis lprset
Mr.Ltioscomli. Yes.
Adnmiral OwF.x.' This would be a part-t ime asiginent for a variety
of uiiv people bothi at headquarters tui in the field.
Mk'ELwotsm. You have lioboty in chirgere I
Amiral Owp:N. Yes sir. A4 headquarters my director of research.
D. I'rumbul and his deptv, Mr. Pryce, ate responsible for the pur'
suit. of the thell $ programs nid tie cLnUtracl. admininstrattion aspects
are taken care of in tile fiehl by mY representatives.
Mr. Litiscomnn. For the revor, n'a.1VIx you could list tile adininistratfie personnel associated with Thomas, plus tihe administrative costs,
bIecase tile cost of DOI) administration is not included inthe Themis
rctllest before, tihe VOlmmlittee. That iscorrecl : isn't it ?
Dr. FRosen. I think cost of administering an additional $12 million worth of research iln
an office that operates $178 million worth of
direct contract research annually would effectively disappear into the
M111'0rl administ rat ire cost.
Mr. Linpscom. I thought Admiral Owen just said he had someloy
administering Themis.
1)r. FtosCn. There are people who are responsible for administratio of contract areas who alsomaminister the Tiemis contracts when
appropriate for those areas.
Mr. ltVoM,. With All tme accouIlting systems in the Department
Of Defense maybe we could figure out wmt tie administrative cost of
Themi is, literature, folders smiling expense.
Dr.Fomcin. We would have to work with tile other .services in the
l).l).R. & E. to get. suchi an estimate.
Mr. A.DREPs. Put that. in the record.
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(The information follows:)
ooat of adminteterng ThAMeU proram--DODdW its $oai YrO 1969
DOD
----------------------------------------- $88,800
Army
Navy

Air Force

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------OPERATION

F THrMIS 0OTrMACTS

128,50
189,850

18.800

440, 950

Mr. ANDREws. I want to ask you one other question about Themis

contract&
Admiral Owen, let us assume that you make a contract with a college for $500,000 under your Themis program. Tell us how the mechanics of the program operate. What becomes of the $500,000? Do
you have a contract that big?
Admiral Owax. No, sir.
Mr. AqDaws Let us make it $100.000.

Admiral Ownr. They average $200,000 a year.
Mr. ANDnWS. Take a $200,000 contract tien.
Admiral Owzw. The university will have proposed a program of
work related to Navy interest, and we will ha%'e approved that research. The proposal will outline the job to be done? the number of
people, their salaries, and other expenses asmciated with the contract.
That contract will be negotiated by my contract people with the university. When the contract has been eonsummated, the university manager and his staff will commence work. Normally you will ind that
the staff addressing itself to the program consisted of members of the
faculty and graduate students who are working In this field of interest to the Navy.
Mr. AmREws. How many people would be involved in the $200,000
contract at the college level I
Admiral Owzw. This may vary. One can roughly say perhaps 15
to 20 people.
Mr. AxnRiws. Let us say 20.
Admiral OwxN. It would vary, sir, depending on who was partic-

ularly involved.

Mr. Ammwa. So the $200,000 would pay for personal services of
those 20 people ?
Admiral Owr. Plus the material associated or necessary for eonduct of the project, plus the necessary service support that the unversity must provide in the way of utilities, janitorial qervices, steno.

graphic service, and so forth.
Mr. Armwr.ws. Does the college charge a fee for any parf of the

$200,000 for administrative costs of the college?
Admiral Owxrx. Not a fee, sir.
Mr. ANm. vs. Does the college charge any administrative fee?
Admiral Owiar. There is an overhead applicable to all Federal con.
tracts at, that particular university.
Mr. Awnnxws. Tell us something about the overhead.
Admiral Ownx. The overhead charges at colleges and universities,
thiat is the allowable overhead charges are based upon the principles
set forth in Bureau of the Budget Circular A-21. It provides for
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those support charges such as we mentioned, utilities, janitorial service, adninistrativo service provided by the university in support of

the particular Government contract.

They would rnge on an average between 55 and 60 percent of what
they call the direct labor hours associated with the contract. These
are the terms generally used in the assignment of overhead.
11r. AxDREWs. Fifty percent.
Admiral OwEN. Of the direct labor hours. I believe the GAO has
made a study of overhead charges at colleges and uniWrsities, sir, and
I believe that has been submitted by now to the Congress. This is an

average figure I quoted.

Mr. AwrnPws. In the record, when you correct your remarks I wish
you would break down a hypothetical typical $200,000 contract, the
number of employee, salaries, overhead, fees, everything. In other
words, tell us how the $200,000 is spent.
Admiral OwEN. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
An example of a Themis contract which hlts a first year budget of $00,000

Is rs follows:

PERIOD: JULY 15, 1968, TO JULY 14, iW

U011rsit
csw sa=e
Sauad"e:
Scloentt Speren tOme 1.000. 11 monts.........................
Scietist percent Ime, 700,Ii months ..........................
Scenftst50.pefcent tme 17,000, 11 mont...........................
Scientist, S0-perct ti me, [5.000, I IMoths ..........................
Scientlst,-percettim
13.6W0,9 months...........................
Sdcientist,
Spent time, 12,000,
moth .........................

5000
s. o
2 125
2:125
4,250M4.250
3,703750
IS
375
3.375
000
3,000

ScOts 2-perm"nttomeo 121000 -9 months ..........................
GdateN
i.

0
.........

1

. . ..
oear,
eaa.demic

t

t

000

.. . t.ime
. .

ti96e9 1

.................................

Permanent equipmen (Ths Incldes vertical, atmospileric wind tunne0.

Computer i

, ope

ares, reprints .

.100

24,500
1,176

70- ..........................

Machine sMo supple and miscellaneous...........................................
Travel to m
and conferences
0-tnp ...........................................
Pulcadtion mroproduclis

3,000

,.....
....................... .............................

t s-lar ...................
ttie
.8-per

Contrct
bodgetedwcst

..........................

...........................................................................

4.1
.

(32.21I)

5,000
,0

2,000

Total, direct osh s.................. ...............................
Total, Indirect costs ......
.
:..
..............................

3,676
13,311

147,769
52,211

Gra d toal ......................................................

48, W

200,000

BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH

Mr. ANrDno
ws. Mr. Secretary, wifllou provide at table showing the
amount of funds made available and programmed for behavioral and
social science research by fiscal year since 10671
(The information follows:)
BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH

tin
thousands]

MF'sal yearsAppropriation
Research, development, test and evaluation.Navy.......

1967
$3,873

1968

,620

1969

1970

p4.007

$4,110
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RESEARCH IN FOREON COUNTRY

Mr. ANDrEws. Provide a list for the record showing the amount of
the Navy R.D.T. & E. budget that will be used to fund research in
foreign countries, by country, and compare this with each fiscal year
since fiscal year 1967.
(The information follows:)
FUNDING OF FOREIGN PERFORMERS APPROPRIATION. RESEARCH . DEVELOPMENT.
NAVY." FISCAL YEARS 1167, 1165K 10,AND 1970
|ia
theusaadu

TEST AND EVALUATION,

Fiscal yea;1060

1067
Sgu...........................................

10
..

1,70

(4mt)

(Wsumue)

......................

~srm...................................20..........................
..
44
.........
Frae . .......................................
Stal..................................is

25 .

e.......................................7....

............

as
9
24.........................

Fre ................................... 4
WIta fsft.................................
1l W.................
...................
714

:

.:..............
Itlyd
.......................................

122 ........
================
Sw d...............
::::::::::::: ..........4
..................................
3.........................
Oy......................................11

vlted

I..................................4.

Triiad...... .............

..........

u,,te I'Juhdo............................
UMN

W,

Kies .

40

.25......................

137...

32..........
""'"

...........................
1..
................................

Total ........................................

3,110

2,541

1.276

824

MA.. fANT ASW RESEARCH CENTER

3fr. Lsoxwii. There is an activity which appears in the justification
sheet for the first time, to my knowledge, that, is called SACLANT
ASW Research Center.
Dr. FRoscH. Yes.
Mr. Luscoxn. It was previously funded under military assistance.
Is this anew program to your foreign research ?
Dr. FPtoscii. This is a NATO lboratory that has been in existence
for at least a decade to my knowledge.
Admiral GAwie. Since the late 1O'A)s.
Dr. Fnoscw. It was funded in AP, I think, essentially as an administrative matter. The decision was rather than funding it under MAP
it ought to be funded wider R.D.T. &E.
Mi.Luscoxn. How much is included for that I
Dr. Fnoscn. $249,000 in fiscal 1970.
Mr. LncoxmB. Is that just the Navy share or is tist the total?
Dr. Fuosei. That is the total U.N. share. It is entirely a Navy
associated ASW laboratory.
Admiral GADDis. This is a similar situation, Mr. Lipscomb, to our
inclusion in the "Shipbuilding and conversion, Navy, ' r of the frigate
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where those projects of direct militia application are now
n under the MAP
in the gular appropriation
appropriation.
Mr.Lamcoxs. Are you putting this NATO appropriation in the
same category as emergemy fuids for 8outheiA Asia which in.
. Is that wha you meant
cludes
Admira (*Anrs. No, sir. Ifyou recall, sir under the SON apporofil
funding wth-- of
tion we had two line itms one was the
the subchaser or patrol vee and support for Vietnam in building a
for

-

. adlingin the Defense ap ropriation
.LWso- We a h
budg Southeast Asia expenditures, but this happens toe a NATO

prograM

DJr. FsowH. I think Admiral Gaddis meant this was analogous to
a case that was discuss under SCN.
Mr. Iimsoo. We could draw the same conclusion with all miliktr
asistacergrms and then put them all in this budget, couldn't wel
ois. This, lik other military assistafc, comes under
A=mr
Its proper appropriation which in this case is . &D.
Adiml Ruckm This is administered by a U.S.officer with his
SACLANT hat, This is the money that funds our share of the total
laboratory.
Mr. Lwso3x Do you have any idea what other NATO countries
a playing into the operation of the lab I
precisely, but it must be very much more
dono
tknow
e pai..
in toto than our contribution, because our contribution would amount
to paying for about four or five scientists and their technicians and
the number of people there is closer to something like a total of 20.
Fifty of these are scientits. I can find the precise numbers for the
record.
(The information follows:)
l oupor for SAOLAN2 'AW Reerch Center, , spezia, Italy
NATO flssa
(Percentages by tons on otsharng bas to Calendar ear 1S i

Belgium
Canada

.......

......

Denmark ..
Germany
Greece .........
Iceland

--

-

. ----.--.

.

..--

.

..

Norway
Uni

10
19.42

08
7.88

.

..

......

Netherlands
Portua
p---1i--i~

a

4T
.......

Italy

Luxembourg

.

&M
99

. 11
.5W

1.46
nn

---

kinsdom..........

United

......

.

78

21. 98
stateso....
0,16

Mr. LMwsoxn Do you consider this as part of your foreign research
now?
Dr. Fioso. I do not believe it is classified that way, no. It appears
as foreign research but itisspeial item in that it is acontribution to
a NATO laboratory and is not the support of an individual invest.
gator someplace overseas.
84-08-9--pt. 4-
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Dr. RAXEy. A large fraction of the money we contribute goes to the
salaries of U.S. scientists stationed at SACLANT center.
M[r. LiPsco.%i. If you have four or five scientists there and you are
paving $249,000, you are contributing something besides salaries.
Dr. RAWEY. We are contributing small sums in addition to the salaries of the scientists, but the Italian Government provides the facilities, other NATO nations provide scientists, and in some cases facilities. For instance, they have a small ship which they operate for
oceanographic missions. Part of the moneys go into the support of the
operation of tlat ship. But the bulk of the money we put in goes to
the suJport of U.S. personnel at the center.
Mr. Lmisco.mJ. You can put an analysis of this in the record.
Dr. FRoscir. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
U.S. SUro r oF SACFANT ASWV RESEARCH CENTER,
LA SPEZIA, ITALY

The Navy was assigned administrative responsibility for the SACLANT ASW

Research Center. In March 1963 the Chief of Naval Research was authorized
to:
(W) Assume the U.S. Navy responsibility pertaining to personnel and ad.
ministrative matters affecting U.S. employees assigned to the center;
(b) provide U.S. liaison support as described In the SAOLANT ASW Research Center Charter; and
(c) assist the director of the center, as feasible, to obtain additional scientists on loan and equipment on request.
The following chart shows the budget estimate, military assistance program
obligations by object classification, Navy:

Description

Fiscal year 968
actua otal cos

Fiscal year 1969
estimate(

total cost

Fiscal year 1970
estmated
total cost

Personnel compensation ----------------------Personnel benefits
............................
Travel and transportation of persons ....................
Transportation of things ...............................
Otherrvices .......................................

134, 000
31,000
12,000
7, 000
1, 000

153, 000
34,000
19,000
15,000
12,000

153, 000
34,000
19 000
15,000
12,000

Total obligations ................................

185,000

233,000

233,000

Fiscal year 1969 estimate for "Other services" reflects anticipated Increased
activity in providing additional U.S. scientists on loan to assist the Director.
MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OBLIGATIONS BY OBJECT CLASS (11-12) DETAIL OF PERSONNEL SERVICES

Grade and title of position
FD-2
FD-3
FD-3
FD-4
FQ-4
FD-4
F-4
FD-5

wD-7

Civilian Personnel
Deputy director......................................
Operations research analyst .............................
Operatons
Oprationsresearch
research analyst
ansrysL............................
.................................
ceanographer
.............................................
Electronic
engineer
.........................................
EJectronic engineer .........................................
Oceanora
r.............................................
oceanodrag
er .............................................

1968
actual,

1969
estimate a

1970
estimates

306
21,602

13,957
13,957
12,957
1223,
to?

$24,614
23,868
23,868
10-329
16,329
15.369
15722
12, M
O,7300

$24.614
23,868
23,68
16,329
15.369
15,369
13 722
12,938
9,300

142,848

155, 377

155,37/

21'602
]1, 307

Tota uthorized permanent U.S. civilian personnel positions (9)_
Total ...................................................
Pro ect No. 4.
'Proect title-Internatonal military sales.
'Activity-London branch ofce (La Spezia, Italy).
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ANTISUB31ARIINX1A'AflF.%fE PR0(ounJ

[

Mr. ANfEwS. WIo will now discuss the antisti)biarine warfare pro-

gram.

FUNDINO

Will you provide for the record the dollar amount and percent of
R.D.T. & E. funds directed to your ASW program by fiscal year sinco

1964?
(The information follows:)

ASW PORTION OF TOTAL R.D.T. & E.,N. SINCE FISCAL YEAR 1964
IDollar amounts Inmillions]
ASW percent
Total
ASW
01total
R.D.T. & E., N. R.D.T. & E.,N. R.D.T. & E.,N.

Fiscal year
1964 ........... .................................................
1965 .............................................................
1966 ............................................................
1967 ............................................................
1968 ............................................................
1969 .........................................................
1970 .........................................................

$1,565.2

$283.9

1, 2.5
1,947.4
1,886.2
2,161.1
2211.5

357.0
360.5
306.1
359.3
472.3

1,423.4

315.0

18.1

22.1

22.6
18.5
16.2
16
21

Mr. ANDREWS. Will you also compare the ASW program for those
fiscal years with the amount appropriated by Congress for the
purpose.?
(The information follows:)
ASW R.D.T. & E, N. COMPARED WITH AMOUNT APPROPRIATED BY CONGRESS
lin millions of dollars
Fiscal year
1j41 ..........................................................................
..........................................
......

9

........................

..........

Navy
program

Appropriated
by Contress

283.9
315.0

296.9
295.7

357.0

.............
........................... 3605
................
....................................
359.3
1170 .........................................................
47Z 3

383.1

362.9

386.3
..............

I Adjusted for comparability with ASW program purification effected In fiscal year 1966.

INTE IM DATA PROCESSING

Mr. ANDREWS. Why are ASWFORLANT and ASWFORPAC being provided with an "interim" austere automated data processing
cap ability this year ?
Dr. Fnoscii. I am not sure I understand in what sense you mean why.
DoyOU mean why it is interim instead of final?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes; interim austere and what does it doI

Dr. FRoscil. Interim austere because we are not yet prepared to
provide them with what we think would be a final complete total
stem. This kind of data processing system is to take care of the
fact that an ASW campaign or even a single action against a submarine
is based from the point of view of ASW forces in a particular fleet
center on a variety of different kinds of data. For example, there may
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be acoustic data
. There may be sightings over a previous period
of time by an aircraft.
There may be some kinds of radar information. There may be high
frequency direction findin information on submarine communications. There may be a record of some intelligence data. There may be
information coming back from an ASW task group at sea. So the
commander who is trying to direct the forces for A9W is faced with
the problem of a large quantity of data coming from different sources
with different degrees of accuracy and time characteristics. He needs
a data processing system to help him to coordinate all this data and
present it to hun in a form so that he can use it for controlling the
attacks and controlling his campaign. So this is essentially to collect
a lot of different kinds of data, bring it to him, display it to him and
give him an opportunity to look back at the previous history of campaigns. He can also use it to help with managing his communications
out to his units.
NEED FOR ADDMONAL RESEARCH

Mr. ANDREWS. As you know, this committee has been extremely interested in ASW activity for a number of years. Are you doing all
that your capabilit will permit in the field of R. &D., ASW .
Dr. FaoscH. I think we are doing everything we can within the
assortment of priorities of various naval missions within the funding
available.
Mr. Awrnws. The information the committee has had about Russian
submarine activity is frightening.
Dr. Faoscs. There is no question about the submarines they are
building.
Mr. AN~nvs.I think the time is now as never before when we
should concentrate to the very limit on ASW.
Are you suffering from a lack of funds? Could you do more if you
had a higher priority, if you had more funds?
Dr. FnosoE. There are certainly additional projects that are worth.
while that could be carried out with additional funds.
Mr. Amm. Such as what?
Dr. Faoeo. In a number of areas. There are some things that we
would like to pursue a little harder in the undersea survey lance area,
particularly understanding how to build better
and to begin
to make faster progress into
There are some questions as to
whether in the long run when wehave a large number of ships epipe
with the . .
e need to do some work to keep up with that
problem. We could pursue the advances in submarine sonar that we
are working on at a somewhat faster pace than we are now. In that
area Ithink we are probably with some of the things somewhat money
limited more than idea-limited.
ASW is an extremely high priority. It shares about the same kind
of priority with the problem of anticruise missile defense which is also
an a in which the Soviets have been building up. In those areas and
looking at other areas, we had to make choices as to what were the
most importat things to do,
M1rs.
Aa 1isl
Owen, do you want to comment on this
subj;4i 1.~ *
-.

"Adriral"Oaw.

Sir iniy responsibilities lie principally in the field

of oceanography and ao research, but I do say we have attempted
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to increase our support in fiscal 1970 of both basic research and in the
general oceanographic field that relate very strongly to the ASW

program.

RECWr DEVELOPMENT 8 IN ASW

Mr. Az;nREws. What has Navy research come up with in the last
few years in ASWI
Dr. FRsoCH. Let us see.
Mr. A cimws. Something that is brand new and is now operational.
Dr. noscH. I would say that the closest thing to being operational
is the Difar sonobuoy which is brand new in that it has sensing poerties
fr.
DRDws. How will that be helpful in the ASW program?
Dr. FRoscH. We believe it will make a major difference in the speed
and capability of an aircraft to locate a submarine that it has detected.
Mr. AzNDmws. When will that be in use by the fleet?
Admiral GADDIS..
(Discussion off the record.)
Admiral GADDIS. Particularly noteworthy, Mr. Andrews, is the combination of the Difar locating technique with A-new, the avionics in
the P-8 aircraft which is now just coming into the fleet. The collection
of information from this aircraft is an order of magnitude improvement of anything we have had in patrol aircraft in the past.

(Discussion if the record.)

ARIo RESEARCH PROGRAM

MIr. DAvIs. We have a few questions relating to arctic research that
we would like to talk about. On page 41 of your statement, Dr. Frosch,
you make mention of the arctic research program. How much of the
budget for fiscal year 1970 is devoted to the arctic research program ?
Admiral Oww . It is approximately $2.8 million, sir, for arctic
research.
I beg your pardon, this is arctic research that is conducted under

iyaegis,
Mr. Aws. Is what?

Admiral OwzN. $2.8 million for arctic research.
Mr. DAvis. How would you classify that research as to military and
nonmilitary requirements I

Admiral OwEN. Sir, we consider that all of our arctic research is

military related.
Undoubtedly there is information deriving from that program, a
whole host of it, related to weather and environment that is applicable
to other interests having operations or planned operations in the arctic
area. We consider our program as entirely military related but there
is a spinoff of information and data related to the nonmilitary
community.
.
Dr. FROsoH. There is one complication which arises from the way in
which we conduct some of the research. One of the things we did a few
years ago to make it possible to conduct some kind of oceanographic
research in the Arctic Basin was to set up by contract with the University of Alaska an arctic research laboratory which performs the
ob of being a base for people working in the Arctic. Since that base
as existed, it has become very useful for people with other interests
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in the Arctic. So we give some support, generally reimbursed, to other
research work in the rctic.
Mr. DAVIS. Will you provide for the rveord a table showing the

Arctic research program by appropriation and by fiscal year for the
years 19067 1068,1969 and 1970.

(The information allowss:)

ARCTIC RESEARCH PROGRAM!
IIn thousands of dollars
Fiscal 196Yer Fiscalear

Fiscal jgea;

Fiscalgear

Research, development, test, and evaluation, Navy ......
Military construction, Navy .......................

$2,360
3,00

$1,894.

$3, 58
1,985

$2,835

Total ........................................

5, 360

1,894

5,543

2,835

(Discussion off the record.)
XKeW

Itl5EARCII PROJECTS

11r. ANDRoW8. How inany new starts will you have in fiscal year
1970. Will you discuss briefly the most important ones?
Mr. Fnoscir. May we come back to that questionI
Mr. ANrmEIws. You can supply it for the record.
(The information follows:)
In fiscal ycar 19T0 we plan to start work oz 31 n1ew proJects. Among the more
Important ones are:
Destroyer Helo syt.-cm.-Thls project will result in a light airborne multipurpose system (LAI' '3). It Is the Intent to develop a light helicopter for operation off of a destroyer and capable of performing tasks In the areas of antlair
warfare, antlsurface warfare, antisubmarine warfare, and utility missions. Some
preliminary work has been performed such as fleet operational investigation of
use of a light manned Helo off of a destroyer. In fiscal year 1070 we will conduct
concept formulation and commence the first year of development.
The marine tactical command/control s.Uteta (MTAGOS).-This project Is
directed toward the development of an air/ground tactical command and control
system, integrated to the maximum extent possible and pointed toward the amphibious environment to meet the unique requirements of the landing force
commander In the 1976-85 era.
The fiscal year 1070 planned program includes Implementation of a test bed
plan; coordinating and cooperating with the Army tactical operations system
(TOS) project; contracting for a study of the requirements and interfaces for
an Integrated fire and air support system. This Integration includes Taefire,
semiautomatic DASO, naval gunfire; tactical position location, and naval amphlblous force command, and control systems; and development of functional
area descriptions for the amphibious operation, to be followed by feasibility and
cost effectiveness analyses to determine the applicability for ADP.
Advanced medical development (aircraft impact injury prevention).--This Is
a Joint program with the U.S. Army in the study of injury and its prevention.
We hope to be able, as a result of this research to accurately predict the extent of
Injury resulting from a given impact force. This data will greatly enhance our
capability to design improved structural design of vehicles (including aircraft)
and safety equipment.
Taotial eatelUte commutdoaionse equipment.-ThIs program Is intended to
provide Improvements modifications, including those necessary for installations
In various platforms, and engineering fixes tq the advanced TACSATCOMBM terminals to insure optimum operation. In fiscal year 1970 we will test these terminals
in conjunction with Lincoln ]sxperlmental Satellite 0 and the TAOSATCOMM I
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satellite. We will also assist in contract definition for the follow-on TACSAT
system with the Army and U.S. Air Force.
8BN dcfen8e.-The purpose of this project is to conduct analyses of existing
and potential threats to our SSBN's, to weigh this threat against our capabilities
and to develop defensive systems which will preclude or reduce the possibility of
detection of the SSBN. These systems will also enhance the ability of our SSBN's
to evade or defend against attack.
Stibinarno 8onar developnwnts (AN/BQS-13) SONAR. This program is intended to develop the AN/BQS-13 DNA sonar-.
Sea tests in support of AN/BQS-13 DNA development were conduc-ted In
January/February 1909 establishing feasibility and magnitude of acievable
0 Competitive industrial concept formulation Is scheduled to commence
in July 1909 following detailed Navy studies.

Mr. ANDREWS. How does this compare with the past 3 years? You
may suply that for the record.
have to supply that for the record.
hr. 1 ROSCii. We will
(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 100 we have 98 new starts and In fiscal year 1008 there were (M.
We show 70 new projects in fiscal year 196T. It should be noted that these figures
are higher than fiscal year 1970 because they reflect projects started during. the
course of each fiscal year. The fiscal year 1970 figure of 38 indicated'only those
which are now planned for commencement in fiscal year 1970. Others will unquestionably be added during the course of the fiscal year as the need arises.

COMPLr.ETr)

lu5ESM1C11 PROJECTS

Mr. AximmIws. Will you discuss the number of projects completed

by Ufscal year and describe some of the most interesting projects. Can
yoiU do that now I

)r. Fnoscii. Yes. I covered some of them ini my statemuentt, I believe,
and I can go back to a few of them. What period of time would you
like me to speak to?
Mr. An-nRwAs. In the last.year or two?
Dr. FRoscIr. We made the statement up in terms of a 4-fiscal-year
eriod prior to the current one. Among the projects completed have
een the standard missile as a replacement for Terrier and Tartar.
The basic point defense missile which has come into the fleet and which
provides nonmissile ships with antiair defense which they had not
previously available. We brought the Walleye TV guided clide bomb
into actual operat ion over Norfh Vietnam during the past years. We
had the A-7A and OV-10-an aircraft, both now operational in the
fleet. We had the satellite communications program in conjunction
with the other services which we are now actually using on a quasioperational basis from Southeast Asia back to the United States. Ve
have the Navy transit navigational satellite program which is in operational use by the Polaris submarines and by other naval ships, and in
fact. by non-Navy users. We have the Navy tactical data system which is
a system capable of collecting data. from radars on the ship, radars on
other ships, and information from aircraft in flight, and integrated
this data together into a battle picture for the commander.
We have developed what is called the cable-controlled unmanned
recovery vehicle, CURV-1 I, which can pick objects up from 2,500 feet
in depth. Those are some highlights. Wer can add quite a long list, if
you like.
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(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 1908 we completed 21 more projects under IRD.T. & E., N. and in
fiscal year 1909 we expect to complete 28 more.
The more significant weapons and systems completing IL & D. since fiscal year
1964 are as follows:
Navy tactical data system
Marine tactical data system
Satellite communication program
C=RV 1
Mines MN 52,5 , and 56

Destructor MK-116A

Destructor modification MK-73
0mIllmeter mortar MK-4
Grenade machinegan MK-19 and MK-20

Asroe
Subroc
Torpedo MK-46
Basic point defense surface missile system
Standard missile
Snakee

Bade"s

Weteye
Walleye
OV-1OA aircraft
SPS-48 radar
Standard Arm
Bullpup
Sparrow III

0-2A (3OD aircraft

Sidewinder I0
Navy navigational satellite
A-7A aircraft
Deep dive system MK-I and 1
Sea Spider
5D/88 rocket assist proJectile
Tals Arm
Bteye
ltrsey
Helo trap weapon
Rockeye I!
Chafroe
Threat reactive EW system
Echo ranga (phase I)
500/38

-

Pose

Automatic carrier landing system
AIMS-M XU1-W system
OMEGA navigational sye
TRIM (AP2H aircraft)
Helo deoy system
fxploratory development:
Over the horlson radar
RY-SO steel
Solrad satellite
Dextor torpedo
Bikini drone

STAT

OF,

O ooLm,

sWN

1968

Mr. AD wWS. Will you provide for the record a list of projects,
completed since 1968. In other words, give us an accounting of what

you have acomplkhed In the last 12 mo-ths.

Dr. Faesox Yes sr.
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(The information follows:)
The following projects have completed research and development since March
1968:
AN/SP54 Radar
AN/SPB-W Radar
AIMS MK-X11 IFF
ANEW ASW Avionics system
ASW ship command and control system
Automatic carrier landing system
Briteye flare
Echo range phase I (EW (simulation range)
Fireye (fire bomb)
5"38 rocket assisted projectile
5188 faze
Helo decoy
Helo trap weapon
Navigational satellite system
Omega
system
Roey~enavigation
XX
Seaspider (interim)
Standard arm
Talcs arm
Threat reactive BW system
TRIM (AP-2H)

OAN OEJD RESAROH PRWETS

Mr. ANDRZWS. You briefly discussed in your statement a number of

projects which were canceled. Will you provide a list of the projects
canceled in fiscal years 1968 and 1969, and also let us know what those
cancellations cost.
Dr. F 0soH. Yes, sir.
Mr. AzoRwws. Project A, canceled, and what it cost.
Dr. FRoson. Yes sr.
Mr. ANDREWS. atare getting a lot of criticism on Capitol Hill, as
you know, for canceled contracts, some of which run into millions
upon millions of dollars
(The information follows:)
The followIng projects bave been canceled:

Fiscal year 1968:

[MilitosM

of dollars]

rotees

Air transportable sonar .............................
$8.1
Periscope detection radar........
.
..............
10.1
600 HP regenativ gsa turbine ...... .-.............
1..............
4
rcraMt.M
.
.
..
.
.
M.
M'-66B
.4
ILAAS .4........................
-.
-.
46 5
FDL ships ...................................................
17.,7
Fiscal year 1969:
Offensive acoustic warfare. ...................................
.
8
Passive active
................
.oatWon
1
Sub.Launched antisbip torpedo .................................
18.8
Percent estimate of F-1118 R. and D. lost cost for which R. and D. programs derive no
benefit.
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KEEPING( UP WITH RUSSIAN R. & D.

Mfr. AN.DREWS. Now I want to ask you this: In view of the tremendous strides being made by the Russians not only in research and
development, but in the actual deployment of new weapons. Are you
doing enough to counteract what they are doing in the field of research and development ? Members of this committee,
Dr. Fnoscit. I do not believe we are doing as much research and
development or putting enough possible kinds of weapons systems
capabilities on the shelf or in the fleet to do that.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you seen that
-- we referred to?
Dr. FRoscH. Yes; I have.
Mr. ANDREws. Their amphibious weapons, do we have anything in
ou' arsenal comparable to what they haveI
You saw those tanks.
Dr. FRoscir. I don't know enough about the Army tank structure to
know, although I have certainly seen movies of U.S. amphibious vehicles that look somewhat like the Soviet ones.
I cannot speak for the details.
Mr. LPsCOMB. The one we discussed this morning looked something
like the Soviet one.
Dr. Faoscu. I can come back to that.
There are two vehicles in fact, the LVTPX-12 is an armored vehicle intended to be an amphibious assault vehicle in a landing. It has
capabilities to go through the surf. It is of an advanced design of a
conventional sort in that it has ordinary tracks and is intended to go
in the water, through the surf, and in land. Development and test is
almost complete and it is ready to go into production. The marginal
terrain vehicle is intended to be a vehicle that does not participate in
the landing in the sense of going through the surf under its own
power. It is not intended to have surf capabilities. But it is intended
to be brought ashore in situations where there is not hard terrain
ashore but a mixture of soft terrain, water, and hard terrain. For that
we are trying to develop a different principle than the other track
principle for passage over a mixture of soft, hard, and water teri'ain.
We have not tried, and I do not think it would be terribly successful
at this stage to try to make an all-terrain vehicle with a surf, ocean, and
hardroad capability. I think we are stuck with two kinds of vehicles for
the two purposes.
Mr. Lu'bom. The one we were discussing this morning and the
reason why it was interesting, Mr. Secretary, is that it had been stated
as one of the accomplishments of new equipment for Vietnam. That is
why it was developed.
Dr. FROsc. At that point at which we were discussing it we thought
we had come to the end of the development and were in fact going
to put it into production and get it into Vietnam but we subsequently
ran into some troubles witr the engineering that we had not.
anticipated.
Mr. LxscouB. That is understandable.
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(Discussion off the record.)
BROOKLYN

NAVAL APPLIED SCIENCE LABORATORY

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Addabbo?
Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

In the Department of the Navy justifications for 1969, on page 31,
you show the Naval Applied Science Laboratory, Brooklyn, N.Y., 1970
estimate, $13 million man-hours 749. Can I gather from this, Mlr.
Secretary, that the Naval Applied Science Laboratory will continue
in that same status and strength?
Dr. FposcH. No: I think you can gather from that that the justification book was made up whei the 1970 budget was being made up prior
to the decision to change the status of t1e Naval Applied Science
Laboratory.
Mr. AD6DABBO. What is that decision?
PLAN TO CLOSE LAB

Dr. FaoscH. The decision is to take the Laboratory and, with the
exception of the navigation work being (lone at the Laboratory as a
backup to the Poseidon project, to phase out portions of the Laboratory
and transfer work front other portions of the Laboratory, possibly
with the people involveC if they wish to move to some other activities. In particular the navigation work would remain at that site.
The sonar reliability wo-k is expected to go to the Naval Underwater Sound Laboratory at New Iondon; the electronics work to
the Naval Electronic Center in San Diego. The material sciences and
the electrical work will go to the Naval Ship Research and Development Center at Carderock and the chemical effort to the Naval Weapons Laboratory at Dahigren.
Mr. ADDABBO. With this spreading to the four winds, do you actually expect these metn who arc specialized and have been working at
the Naval Applied Science Laboratory to go to the four winds?
Dr. FROSCH. We would hope that some of them would move.
Mr. ADDABBO. In your experience of closing down the Brooklyn
Navy Yard, isn't it a fact. that you lost many experienced men?
Dr. FROSCH. Yes. We will probably lose many experienced men
here.
HIGHER COST IN LONG RUN

Mr ADDABBO. We heard tcstiniony only last week by members of
the Navy Department where they now rue the day they lost those
men because it is costing us more in dollars. Isn't the same thing
going to happen by closing down this installation?
Dr. FosoCH. I doubt it.
Mr. ADDAnDO. Why not?
Dr. FRosci. I doubt it because we have looked very carefully over
all our laboratories. We have tried to find better arrangements, better
consolidations of the work, so that we can essentially package up
pieces of work in laboratories that can do them in a more competent
way because of the size of the organization and the kind of mission
that it has.
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The decision has been, and I think quite rightly, that while we will
lose some experienced people in this change, we will in the long run
have a more effective and efficient organizational operation.

Mr.

ADDABO.

These are the exact same words and speeches we

heard when we closed the Brooklyn Navy Yard and because of certain changes having to be made it has cost us more dollars. I have not
seen to date $1 saved, and as I said before, possibly it is costing us
more by moving the work out of the Brooklyn Navy Yard into these
other 1gavy yards
Can you show me one place where you are going to save us $1? Is
there any place in this budget where you show me that we have reductions? I looked through here and I see increases, increases, increases, and I don't see a reduction. Here you are closing a facility
and we still do not see a reduction. Where are reductions other than
deprive g New York of needed military work, destroying work of
qualified experienced men, and losing those men to the Government
effort?
Dr. FnosoH. Mr. Addabbo, if we were to keep the Applied Science
Laboratory as it is, I believe that over the next few years that we
would have to ask for a greater increase in Navy R. & D. than we
are now asking for because there are higher priority jobs elsewhere
and other jobs that would need to be done.
This belies the fact because all you have asked for
Mr. AxDaD.
in the last 8 fiscal years, 1968, 1969, and 1970-in 1969 you decreased
it from $18 million to $12.9 million and in 1970 you increased it by
only $100,000, from $12.9 million to $18 million. I daresay if I go
through this request there will be more than a dozen requests of over
$100,000 increases in 1 or 2 or 8 years.

XD

TO REDUCE CIVILIAN PERSONNEL

Dr. FROSCH. Mr. Addabbo over the past several years this committee of the Congress and other committees of the Congress and the
Office of the Secretary of Defense has, each year, I believe-and I
can provide some ref6rences--stated that we had more civilian personnel than the committee or the DOD believed were proper for us
to have, and has ased us quite specifically to cut down on our laboratories and on our civilian personnel, to rearrange them so they are more
efficient. We have tried to be responsive to that. What we have done
is looked among our laboratories for the best way to do it. There are
essentially two ways to do it. One way is what I would refer to the

"death of a thousand cuts"; namely, you go through the entire laboratory system and slip, a little bit off here and there. When we have
done that in the past it has clearly had a very deleterious effect on

the entire laboratory structure, and has made situations which were
very important to us, very difficult to keep operating in a healthy
way. So we have looked for another way to do it.
The way we have looked to do it is to find those organizations that
we believe Ar least efficient from the point of view of the overall
Navy laboratory orpnization structure and the work being done by
the Navy, of work i them which can be dropped completely, and
of jobs in them that really are properly assignable to other ormaniza.
tioms that are doing larger pieces of Navy work into which these
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would fit. The result of our attempt to do this has simply come out
tons we feel we need to take apart this way
that one of the or
is the Naval Appfied Science Laboratory.
PERSONNEL

Mr.

ADDAmBO.

Mr.

ADDABBO.

TO IcREASE AT OTHE

LABS

In these other four or five that you mentioned that

are going to take up the work of the now concentrated Naval Applied
Science Laboratory in Brooklyn, is there going to be any increase of
personnel in those offices?
Dr. FgoscH. There will be some increase of personnel in those places.
But the total of transferred personnel to those places does not add
up to the total of personnel at the Applied Science Laboratory.
Mr. Awvwo. D6n't you take into effect the separation salaries and
transportation costs?
Dr. FRosoH. I think I said earlier it is certainly true that in order
to accomplish the move, we will have to use funds that would have
been used at Applied Science Lab or elsewhere to get the move. But
this
is in aorder
to accomplish
something
over
a long
nriod
time
we have
a more
efficient, and
I think athat
lower
cost,
an-I
hopeoflower
personnel operation.
Mr. ADDABBo. The Naval Applied Science Laboratory at Brooklyn
is Government owned.
Dr. Fnoso. Yes, it is.
Mr. ADDA~w. We pay no rental or anything else.
Dr. Fnoscii. We have the problem of keeping up the property and
so on.

You will keep the property open by your own

testimony.
Dr. FRoSOH. We will keep a smalliece of it there and we do not
know how long that will continue. We are going to keep it there be.
cause we need that direct support to the Poseidon program for the next
several years
We contemplated moving it and the only reason for not moving it
and closing the property down completely was the immediate disrup.
tive effect on that work.
ANTICIPATED SAVING8

Mr. ADDABBO. Next year when you come before us you are going to
show us $13 million of savings, aren't you I
Dr. FosoH. No, I expect not. We will show you that the Naval
Applied Science Lab does not appear as a line item for $13 million. It
appears for something else.

Mr. ADDABBo. But your overall budget should be decreased by $13

million or thereabouts.
Dr. FosoH. By something less than $18 million.

Mr. ADDABBO. $6 million.

Dr. FnosCH. By the amount required for moving.
Mr. ADDABBO. It should be decreased by $6million.
Dr. FROSCH. It should be decreased by some number. I do not know
what the estimate for the moving is.
Mr. LAwson. By next year there will be no saving.
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Mr. ADDABnO. No saving in 2 years. By 1971 we should begin to see
a saving.
Dr. YR oscH. Yes.
Mr. ADDABBo. About $6 million?

Dr. FRoscI. Probably more than that.
Mr. ADDABi. In other words, if my good people send me back here
in 1972 I can see at, least a cut, all things being equal other than the
Vietnam war cuts, in this research angle a cut of at least $6 million, if
not better.
Dr. Fnoscir. Not necesarilv. It depends on what other problems the
Navy has to do research and development in that,year.
M r. ADDABIo. There could not be a possibility that these same problems could not be worked at the Nara Applied Laboratory where you
have a going Government facility. where you do not have to spend
money to send these people to the four winds, is that correct?
Dr. Fnoscir. If we continue to support all of the laboratoriesMr. ADDA BO. You are supporting all these colleges. You are asking
for $10 or 140 million here where kids are throwing us out of colleges.
Here are dedicated men and women who have given their lives to the
Government for 20 years.
Dr. Fnoscn. The work being done ini the colleges and universities is
an entirely different kind of work. I do not believe it could be done
at the Applied Science Laboratory by the people who are there.
Mr. ADDABBO. Do you want to bet ? I thiik you better take another
careful look at this particular feature because I will be taking a very
careful look at your budget.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

OCEANOGRAPHY
3[I5S10.N

Mr. ANDREWS. How much of your oceanography program is in direct support of the Navy ASW and other naval warfare efforts and
how much is related to the nonmilitary general field of oceanography ?
In other words, are all the funds committed to the Navy oceanography
program purelImilitary-mission orientedI
Dr. FnoscH. The entire Navy oceanography program-with the exception of $500,000, which I can speak to in a moment-in the 1970
request is in support of the military missions of the Navy. That is how
we decide what oceanography we want to do. Of the R.D.T. &E. in the
1970 request, $62 million we consider to be in direct support of antisubmarine warfare. All of it is in support of the accomplishment of
the Navy missions. A good deal of it also turns out to be general oceanography. But it is the oceanography that supports the Navy's missions
that interests us and we support.
FUNDINO

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 38 of your statement you indicated that the
funding for the Navy oceanographic program represents a compendium of efforts in other line items of the budget. Does the $286.6
million represent the entire oceanographic program of the Navy during fiscal year 1970?
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Dr. FRoscJi. The correct number I have is $278.6. This represents the

budget, as amended. The answer is yes, that the $278.6, which is the
correct figure, is the total Navy oceanographic program, not all of
which is in R.D.T. & E.As I mentioned, when I read the statement for
completeness in the statement I have described and discussed all of the
Navy's oceanography, only part of which is in this appropriation.
Afr. ANDRF.WS. How does this compare with previous fiscal years? I
note it was $252.7 million in fiscal 1969.
Dr. FnoscH. Yes. And $231 million in 1968.
(Discussion off the record.)
Ur. ANDREws. Provide a table for the record showing the Navy
oceanography program by appropriation and by fiscal year since 1960,
including your 1970 estimate.
(The information follows:)
NAVY OCEANOGRAPHIC PROGRAM BY CONGRESSIONAL APPROPRIATION
[In
millions ofdollars
1967
R.D.T. & E......................................
.. 79.7
0. &.......................................
12.4
MPN ..............................................
.
ON ......................................
MiCO.......................3.0
62.5
SCN ............................................
. .9
PAMN ............................................
Tolal ........................................

268.3

1968

1969

1970

$107.3
78.9
12.6
5.8
1.7
4.7
.1

$110.5
81.0
13.3
40.7
7.0
0
.2

$121.3
97.8
10.8
34. 2
3.8
0
10.7

231.1

252.7

278.6

ACCOUPLTSHM3EX"TS

Mr. MINSIALL. Dr. Frosch, tile June 1966 report of the Panel on
Oceanography, the President's Science Advisory Committee, indicated $196.9 million was spent in fiscal year 1965 on the national
oceanographic program. This total included efforts by the Departments of Defense, Commerce, Interior, HEW, Treasury, State, the
AEC, Smithsonian Institution and National Science Foundation.
The estimated bud et for fiscal years 1966 and 1967 was $178.3
million and $-219.9 million, respectively. The oceanographic program
for the Navy alone for fiscal year 1970 totals $278.6 million. Can you
point to significant accomplishment in the way of justification for
this large expenditure of funds in recent years?
Dr. FRosoH. Yes, I can. I would like to make a comment about
those figures before I do so and that is that the definition of what
they called oceanography at that time that the PSAC committee used
is not, if I recall correctly, the same as tile definition of oceanography
we are using here. They were restricting, if I remember correctly,
their definition much more to purely scientific efforts so it would be
more related to our definition of research rather than what we define
as all of oceanography, which includes oceaniograplhic operations and
some engineering things which go beyond their definition.
There are several kinds of exam ples I can think of to give of ,,.1e:11ographic accomplishments. In a scientific way, we have, for a number
of years been trying to understand what are tie oceanographic factors
that make sound in the ocean behave in the way that it does. This
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has been a long scientific effort. We have gained much more under.
standing than we have ever had before. We are continuing this effort.
For example, several years ago it became very clear that we were
- and we had no way of knowing whether we could
getting
dspendon them or at that time what kind of systems we could build
to capitalize on them.
Over the past few years we have begun to understand in considerable detail low that happens and what oceanographic conditions
could prevent it. As a result, we have a much better understanding

of how -

. That is a scientific example.

In the course of doing that science, the oceanographers have devised
some general engineering tecbniques
You saw earlier some movie animation of what the deep submer.
gene rescue vehicle will be like. That we consider to be one of the
engineering products of what we call overall the oceanographic
program.
YVu are familiar with the finding and photographing of the lost
submarine Sqorp'on. The equipment and the techniques that were used
to do the final search and take the photographs of the submarine were
in fact research equipments developed in the Navy's oceanographic
program.
TeAbathyscaph Trieate is now on its way to the site to go down to
the bottom and investigate in detail what can be found out about
what happened to the submarine. That is classified as part of our
oceanoaraplhic program.
I might say, parenthetically, that if the bathyscaph can find out
precisely what happened to the submarine, then we might have avery
large payout economically in being able to prevent future accidents
and Know precisely what happened to that submarine so that we can
decide precisely how to prevent them.
You may recall that after the Thresher went down we were able to
get photographs of the Thresher, but we had at that time no equip.
meant which could give us enough detail so we could be absolutely certain we knew what happened. We then had to take all of the things
we found out about the submarine and use that to improve our other
submarines and we had to improve all the things we could find out.
That was an exepnsive and important effort. If we then had the capability to understand in detail what the problem is, we might have been
able to save some of that effort.
Another example which I mentioned in the same statement, was the
CURV II, which is a vehicle which can pick up objects from as deep
as 2,500 feet, unmanned. Some of that technology has already begun
to have a major payout in the recovery of torpedoes lost on the ranges
not previously recoverable; also out of the parts of the oceanographic
program have come our capabilities to build better ranges and kinds
of ranges.
We include under oceanographic operations, incidentally, as I mentioned in my statement the charting efforts. These are not under
R.D.T. &E., but under the "Operations" appropriation. The charting
effort has improved our capability to navigate around Vietnam and
is of
the charting effort that is now going into the area off immediate interest.
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SUBMARINE "SCORPION"

Mr. ANDREWS. Would it be possible to raise the ,Scorpion? Would it
be impractical ?
Dr. FnosoiH. I think with the present technology it would be possible
for us to raise the Scorpon, but the expense of-doing so, for raising
the whole submarine, I think would not be warranted.
Mr. ANrPxws. You have no plans for doing that?
Dr. FRosoH. We have no plans to do so.
We are considering, depending entirely upon what the Triste finds
when she looks at the submarine, the possibility of trying to pick up
selected pieces of the submarine, or even to break it apart so that
we can pick up selected pieces for further study. WVhether that makes
sense will depend entirely on what Trieate finds.
NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIO PROGRAM

Mr. ANDRWS. Do you have any idea how much will be budgeted in
fiscal year 1970 for the national oceanoap hic program I
Dr. FnoscH. $514 million includinga1 of the agencies.
You will recall I mentioned a $500,000 item that was not included
under
"Navy
mission." That is mentioned in the statement and I should
state that
that
was put into the Navy budget at the request of the.
National Council on Marine Resources and Engineering Developmentas part of Navy support for the National Oceanographic Instrumentation Center.
Mr. MmSuTrLL. How much of this total for the national oceano.
graphic program is for the Defense Department?
Dr. FosoH. Essentially the $278.6 million is the Defense Depart.
ment total. There is an additional portion which is very much smaller.
I can get the figure for the record. Ido not have it, which is the portion
of the Army C6rps of Engineers program.
Mr. M sLx
Dr. Frosch how is this program coordinated in
order to avoid duplication of edort I
Dr. FRosCoH. The Navy program or the national program.?
Mr. MIN8HAirL. The national program.
Dr. FaosoH. The national program is coordinated by the National
Council on Marine Resources and Engineering Development, which
is chaired by the Vice President and has representatives, or observers,
from all of the agencies that have major interest in the oceanographic
program. There is a staff of that council which carries out the coordinatid work. There have also been committees appointed by that council to carry out coordination in particular areas. The committee struc.
ture is now undergoing some review and may be changed to keep
pace with changes in the nature of the program.
Mr. MzsuAuT Mr. Secretary, how much of the
noaphic
rvy
program for the past 8 fiscal years has been provided, to institutions
of learning and to industry for your oceanographic program support?
Dr. FaosH. I will have to break the list out and provide it for the.
record. It is a rather comprehensive list of where it haIs gone..

84-039-89--pt. 4-
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(The information follows:)
NAVY OCEANOGRAPHIC PROGRAM DOLLARS TO INDUSTRY AND INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNINi1

Inmillionsl
Industry
Fiscal year:

1968 ................................................................

.

1969..........................................................

Institutions

62.342.3
690.2

50.

Mr. A DREWS. Are there any questions on oceanography ?
AIRCRikr AND REmTED EQUIPmENT
REASON FOR BUDGE

INCREASE

Mr. ANDREWS. The fiscal year 1970 program for "Aircraft and re.
lated equipment" totals $5742 million, an increase of $181.4 million
over fiscal year 1969 program.
Mr. Secretary generally what are the principal reasons for the
increases in this budget activity during the last 2 fiscal years?

Dr. FROSOH. The principal areas of increase between 1969 and 1970
have been an increase in tie aircraft E-2C, which is an increase that
comes just from the way in which that program of aircraft improve.
ment is phased over several budget years.
As you will recall, that is the early warning and air control aircraft.
We are using basically the E-2A airframe. The program is to im.
and higher
prove the rar and electronics and have capability reliability.
The F-14A will have an increase between fiscal 1969 and fiscal 1970.
This is again for the phasing of the development of that aircraft
which has been begun in 1969 and will have major development work
and the construction of the research and development aircraft during
fiscal year 1970.
The third major item is the beginning of the S-BA, the carrierbased antisubmarine warfare aircraft. This has had funding in fiscal
year 1969 which has been spent so far on contract definition. We are
now, as you know, evaluatin the proposals and coming to a final
decision on that aircraft, andactual work, cutting metal on the development of the aircraft, would come in fiscal 1970 and that is the
third major increase.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you fund the first F-14 production I
Dr. FRoscH. In the F-14A program, there are as I recall, 12 aircraft
that are used at some point in their life for development, test, and
evaluation. Of the 12 aircraft, six of these aircraft are funded in
R.D.T. & E. because they will be used for development purposes and
will be models that will be early enough in the development so that
they will never be useful for fleet use. The other six are paid for out
of "Procurement aircraft, and missiles, because we expect in the end
they will go into /Ieet training uses.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you requesting money here for any aircraft?

Dr. FaoscH. Yes. this money includes partial funding of the first
six F-14A aircraft.
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Air. AxNDtws. When do you expect to get them ?

Dr. Faoscit. We expect delivery in 1971.

Admiral GADDIS. First delivery is January 1971 and then

-

a

month.
Mr. ANDREWS. You will pay for it with your 1970 funds?
Admiral RUCKNER. Incrementally.
Dr. FRoscH. Increments for three aircraft in fiscal year 1969 and the
principal amount in fiscal 1970.
Mr. ANDREws. I wish you would elaborate in the record some of
the other reasons for your increased request.
Dr. FRoscx. Certainly.
(The information follows:)
tin millions]
F-14A, fiscal
year 1969
Airframe..........................................
Avionics...................................................................
Contract de4on .....................................................
Total....................
.......
....................

.

R.&0., fiscal
year 1970

10$103

130

1

As noted in the table above, the major Increase tn fiscal year 1970 is for
airframe development. The contract for airframe engineering development was
signed on February 8, 1909, so that contract was in effect for only 5 months
as compared with 12 months In fiscal year 1970, requiring a much larger amount
of money. GFE and Support, the other area requiring added funds, was assigned
limited funding in fiscal year 1069 because of overall program funding limits.
It Is necessary that this area be funded at a higher level in fiscal year 1970 in
order to have the required GFE and Support equipment available by first flight
in January 1971. The avionics and engines will require less funds in 1970 and
contract definition, of course, was completed when the engineering development
contract was signed in February 1009.

F-14A AIRCRAFT

Mr. AN DREWS. You were funded $130 million in fiscal year 1969
for F-14A aircraft, and the request for fiscal year 1970 is $115 million.
How were the fiscal year 1909 funds spent?
Dr. FRosctl. The. have been spent on the beginning work and tlhe
beginning construction of some of the first six aircraft.. Thoy have
been spent on work on the electronic systems, the avionics tiat will
go into the aircraft They have been spent on much early develop.
ment work, including wind tunnel work, design work, and so on.
We can provide a detailed breakout if vou like.
Mr. ANDREWS. Provide a table showing how the fiscal year 1970
request for funds will be utilized.
Dr. FROscH. We can do that.

(The information follows:)

Airframe design and development
---------------------Avionics-Including AWG-9 reconfiguration ------------------Engine testing. Nozzle design, inlet tests ........................

108,000,000
28,000,000
9,000,000

(Fi1 and support ............................................. 85,000,000
TotaL----..............
.'"....
......

.

...

....

17, 000,000
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TF-30-P-12 ENOINE

Mr. ANDRzws. What has been the cost of developing the TF-30P-12 engine, which was originally scheduled for the F-111B and
will now be used in the F-14A aircraft?
Dr. FRosci. $33 million, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Axuzws. How much of the cost of improving and modifying
the TF-80-P-12 engine is funded under the F-14A program?
Dr. Fos=O. This is an amountCaptain JE88EN. Actually the engine is changing designation. TF30-P412, as it goes into the F-14 aircraft. There will be money spent
adapting the nozzle, an iris-type nozzle. Basic development was car.
ried out, however under the F-111B moneys we had in previous years..
Mr. A rmnws. 9ow much ?
Captain Jra. The basic aircraft cost, the basic cost is $33 million.
There was a family of TF-30 engines which started with the P-1 and
that is the increment,, for the P-12. The nozzle itself, and the design
effort we are doing, is about $5 million. We don't have a precise
input. ANmDiws. Is that all you are spending under the F-14 pro.
gram for improving and modifying the engine?
Dr. Fioscm. That is $5 million for the nozzle design effort and
$6.2 million for nozzle engineering development. There is additional
work about $4.2 million f6r full military qualification of the TF-80-P-41~equipped with that nozzle. There is additional cost involved in
engine/inlet compatibility work and propulsion associated testing.
By fiscal years this effort amounts in total to about $12 million in
fiscal year 1969, $9 million in fiscal year 1970, and $7 million in fiscal
year 1971.
Mr. MINsm . Is the engine manufacturer doing this nozzle work
or who is doing it?
Dr. FRoBoII. The engine manufacturer in coordination with the
airframe manufacturer. The engine manufacturer is responsible for
the nozzle.
Mr. MMSHALL. Who is doing it?
Dr. Fscora. Pratt &Whitney, the engine manufacturer.
Mr. MtNSHAL. They didn't farm that out I
Dr. Faoso. No. As far as I know, they are doing it themselves.
Grumman was the prime air frame contractor and gey farmed the
engine out to Pratt &Whitney.
Mr. Amiazws. Your justifcation book indicates the total estimated
cost of the P-14A program is $680 million. Does this include any of
the costs attributable tothe advanced technology engine?
Dr. Psosci. The F-14A line does not. The idvance technology
engine is included under the line item labeled F14-B/C.
PHOENIX MISS

Mr. ANDREwS. Mr. Secretary what are the pacing items in the
development of this aircraft? I suppose the AWG-9 fire control
system would be one?
Dr. FeosoK. Yes. The completion of the Phoenix and its fire control system and the alterations that are required to change it from
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the configuration and characteristics as it was designed for, the
F-111B. To change it to be suitable for the F-14A is one pacing
item.
M r. ANDREWS. How long have you been working on this system?
Admiral GADDis. This was started in 1962.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you still doing R. &D. work?
Dr. FnoscH. We are still doing development work. We are now in the
stare of test flying actual missiles.

A r. AXDREVS. Do the tests come under your jurisdiction?

Mr. FRoSCH. Yes, as a part of the research and development test
and evaluation.
fr. Awmn ws. Bring us up to date on the test results for the record.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
have
tests, of which Dr. FROSCH. There have been which the
which are unsuccessful,
been successful. Of thelaunch enabled us to understand and has now been corrected.
Mr. Awonws. Do you consider that good?
Dr. FRosOH. We consider that very good for a highly complicated
missile system.
FUNDING OF F-14A AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREws. As you know, the contract for the F-14 aircraft provides for six prototype aircraft to be funded in fiscal years 1969 and
1970 with R.D.T. & E. funds and six with fiscal year 1970 procurement funds, all 12 of which will be used in the R.D.T. & E. program.
Was budgetary considerations the principal reason for funding these
12 aircraft in this manner?
Dr. Fnosoa. Well, this is a complicated question. There is always
a problem of whether a particular aircraft which is connected with
development should be funded as development or as procurement. The
rule that was used in this case was that any aircraft that was to be used
for development only and would never have any chance of gomi into
would be funded under development, but the later aircraft for
the fleet
the test and evaluation program which are very likely to come out of
the program in a conflagration where they will go into the fleet at least
for training uses, would be funded under procurement, aircraft and
missiles.
There is always a problem of splitting funds between PAMN and
R.D.T. &E., and certainly that is a consideration.
Mr. ANDimws. There is no question that you need the first six F-14's
for testing purposes
Dr. F tso. We need the first 12 for testing purposes.
Mr. AzmiP zws. I was going to say you might need the next six.
Dr. FeOSOH. We clearly need all 12 to do a full test program.
Mr. AlqD~ws. But you hope that the last six of the 12 can be
operational?
Dr. FRospir. Will be operational in the fleet after the test program
is completedprincipally as training aircraft,
Admiral uo m The R. & D aircraft are not lost completely
either because they go into the R. & D. inventory and are used at
the . & D. centers to correct problems that are found years later
in operation of the aircraft at sea.
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Mr. ANDREws. Under the contract, the Grumman Co. will deliver
the aircraft
a month beginning January 1971, is that correct?
Admiral RUCKnER. That is correct
PROCURE3[ENT PRIOR TO COMPLETING DEVELOPMENT

21r. ANDREWS. The first flight of aircraft No. 1 will be January
1971. However, 4 months prior to that time in September 1970, tie
Nav'y must decide whether to accept lot IHI of 30 production air.
craft or lose all production options. Isn't the telescoping of develop.
nent and production one of the reasons for the problems we have
been experiencing in weapon system procurementI
Dr. Faoscu. Several comments on that. One in lot III the 30 aircraft is the nominal number. The number oi aircraft that we are
obligated to buy in lot III is as low as
-, so it might be
aircraft, or up to, in fact, aircraft, We thus have flexibility in
lot size at prletermined ceiling prices.
The question of whether to make a schedule so that we need to exer.
cise an option before we are fully completed with development is a
rather diicult one that always puts us in a dilemma. If we make a
schedule and try to separate development entirely from production,
then we find ourselves in a position where we are likely to have to
negotiate for production in a sole-source position with the developer
of the aircraft at a later time. We then face the possibility of having to
negotiate with someone who is a sole-source contractor, and face the
difficulties in doing that.

If we negotiate at the beginning for a program including an optioni
at the beginning of production, then we can usually negotiate a ceiling
price for the production aircraft which appears to be a price which is
worth while and we can hold, and we do that negotiation before we
are completed with the competition. So we get prices--ceiling prices,
at any rate, for the early production aircraft that are based on a comtitive process rather than later having to go into a sole-source proes.
This has seemed to us to be a better procedure than having to face the
sole-source problem later.
There are other versions of contracts that can be made. For example,
in the S4 case, we are examining a contract which has built into it a
clause which makes it possible to delay the options depending on what
happens in the press of meeting particular development milesones
durng the development of the aircraft. Then, in order to have such a
clause, we haveto negotiate some possible increase in the ceiling price
that has to do with the risk that the contractor faces if the Government
unilaterally decides to slip the option date.
ORU1MAN CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREWS. Under the contract as of today, how many F-14's is
the Navy obligated to buy from Grumman.
Dr. Fitomo. We are ob iated, Ibel ieve, to buy only the first 12. That
is, the ones required for R.D.T.& e
Admiral G Dms. We are only obligated absolutely through the three;
the 1969 funding d
Dr. Faosc. Idmiral Gaddis corrects me quite properly. We ame
only obligated for those funded in the 1969 appropriation, and that is
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the first three. Each of these contracts is such that we are only obligated for the year's money as appropriated. We can't obligate it and
the contract can't tie us down.
M r. ANDREWS. I wondered whether you went to competition for this
F-14.
Dr. FRoscH. The competition was completed when we selected the
manufacturer.
Mr. ANDREWS. So it is Grumnman from now on with the F-14, regardless of the number of planes the Navy purchases I
Dr. FRosci. I think that is correct, unless and until we get to a
point in production where we would be deciding to buy a sufficient

number
of aircraft
so that
would make
sensenot
to go
to aable
competition
been
to either
we have
follow-on
buy.it Usually
for a further
see far enough ahead into the future or, in fact, to be in a osition to
come to the -Congress for authorization and appropriation lor a large
enough buy to take an aircraft which is in production and then put it
out to competition. It isn't economical to do so.
Mr. ANRDEws. How many of the F-14's do you have in mind at this
time, Admiral Gaddis?
Admiral GADDIS. The total program contemplated at this tine is 463
aircraft. The total number of aircraft that are in the 5-year defense
program as approved line items in the program is 281 aircraft., sir. Obviously, the total package program extends beyond the period of the 5year defense program.
EXTENDED DEVELOPMENT PRIOR TO PRODUCTION

Mr. ANDREWS. Is it not possible to obtain, during the competitive
phase of a negotiation, contract proposals which will permit a 2- or
3-year development program, before the Government must commit
itself for production aircraft I
Dr. FRosoH: Yes, it is possible to do that. As I mentioned earlier,
one of the options is to contract for development only and not for any
production, and then, at the end of development, or at the appropriate
time in development, to negotiate with the contractor to buid production aircraft. And, as I pointed out, when we do that we then face a
sole-source contractor, because it never appears to us, or has never
that I know of, appeared to be sensible to take an aircraft that has
been developed completely by one manufacturer and then put it out
to competitive bid because normally a second manufacturer has a very
great amount of ificulty and we pay for these in trouble in trying
to build an aircraft that was designed and developed by somebody else.
Admiral RoxnE. I think you will find it a ver expensive program, because to build a modern, high-performance airplane today you
really have to build them on hard tooting or you dont really have a

prototype of the one you are going to produce.
Mr. A.anws. Isnt it possible to competitively negotiate the contract at the outset which provides you 2 or 8 years o development?
A "fly before buying," so to speak. development program, with the
option to enter production at a specific option price, d negotiate this
at one time in the begining where you have all of your contractors together rather than facing essentially a sole-source negotiation, as you
indicated ? In this way you will get competition and also get an option
price for your production model.
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Dr. Fitosou. Essentially that was done with the F-14 except that
*the contracts we negotiated in that way must have something about the
option dates in them as well as the option prices.
In the case of the F-14, there are these specific option dates. At the
time we made the source selection on the F-14, we had in our hands
signed by two contractors, signed contracts between which we could
choose; so in fact, we did do a competitive negotiation.
In the N we had the same thi-n., and then went back to negotiate
what I might describe as this slding-date arrangement between development and production, and in each case we negotiated with both
contracts; so, agin, we now have in hand a signed contract by each
competitor which states precisely the dates, the prices, the ceiling
prices, and all the lot arrangements which that contractor would sign.
In order to get this sliding arrangement so that we can delay a production-lot option by as much as a year from the time it is now scheduled to fit with the development program, we had to negotiate a scale
of possible changes to the ceiling prices for the various lots so that the
cein prices would go up in accordance with the amount of delay that
we built in between development milestone and production. The schedules for those increases in the S-8A case are slightly different between
the two contractors, but not sufficiently different to have a real impact
The reason for this was that, in asking a contractor to accept a split
in a production option program,. we are asking him to put himself
i along on a certain schedule
in a position where the program i
and he has hired people and developed a production capability to
build aircraft on a certain schedule; then, we will decide that the
aircraft is not ready for production, and want to slip his production,
so that that risk has to be taken account of in the negotiations.
We wanted them to do it for no change in ceiling price. They came
into the negotiation wanting some considerable change in negotiated
price for that ceiling, and out of the negotiation came what I think is
a fairly nominal increase in ceiling price which would apply to the
S-4A contract.
The difference between target and ceiling for the nominal prices is
-about 180 percent. That is the nominal price-the target price for the
aircraft is some number, and then the ceiling price which the Government is not obligated to pay beyond is 180 percent of that price. In
order to get this sliding arrangement between production options
and development milestones we negotiated a table which I believe
goes up as - percent ol target -for ceiling. You will understand
these are ceilings above which the Government does not obligate itself.
C(BLD"G Pmom0M

Mr. ANDRaws. Then, as I understand it in the S-SA case, you do
have an idea of how much you will have to pay for production aircraft
without further negotiation of price, is that correct?
Dr. Ffosm. Wehave a target price for each-well, we have a tar.
get price for the first lot. We have a ceiling price which is the total
amount we do not have to go beyond for each lot, but that ceiling price
Is an absolute ceiling. When we come to negotiate for that lot, we nego.
tiate a new ceiling price which can only-be lower than the absolute
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ceiling that was set now. So that the price to the Government can only

go lower than the ceiling now.
Mr. Anmvaww. In other words, that ceiling means what it says. You,
can't go above it?
Dr. FosoH.The ceiling means what it says. Let me add one foot.
note to that. With the later lot there is a clause that adjusts that ceil.
ing in accordance with the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Index of Labor
Cost for Escalation.
If the Index of Labor Statistics goes up, then automatically the,
ceiling price for those lots goes up to adjust for inflation. If it goes
down, the ceiling price automatically goes down.
Mr. ANDRIWS. But neither the Navy nor the contractor will have togo into that second phase.
Dr. FwwOiC. That is correct. And furthermore, neither the Navy
nor the contractor has control over that inflationary escalation or deescalation. That is automatic with the Bureau of Labor Statistics

figure.

7-14A OONTRAOT

Mr. AND'n ws. Now, would you briefly dmuss for the record the
target
type of contract for the F-14 aircraft, including the target
price, and ceiling price, as well as the incentive features of the contract I You have given us most of it, but you can elaborate.
(The information follows:)
The F-14A engineering development (I,& D.) contract with Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp. includes six R. & D. aircraft This contract was let
as a result of competition between five firms: Grumman, McDonnell Aircraft,.
Ling-Temco-Vought, General Dynamics, and North American Rockwell
At the conclusion of the contract, the appropriate share to be applied
bdetermined by the aircraft performance achieved... This sharing percentage will be applied to the difference between the actual cost and the target
cost. The resultant amount is then added to or subtracted from the target profit,
as the case may be, to determine the contractor's acual profit earned. The present
ceiling price is the maximum amount the Government will pay for the contract
scope of work. Costs incurred beyond tho ceiling price are borne solely by thecontractor.
The R.& D. contract penalties and awards are based on performance by the
contractor and are Implemented by use of an Interrelated cost and performance
incentive structure. The structure is designed to Influence the contractor to pro.
duoe a target performance aircraft at target cost. This aim Is effected by the use
of the different contractor-sharing percentage& As actual aircraft performance
exceeds target performance, the contractor's cost share gradually Increases to
the maximum thus making it more costly to the contractor to increase the
aircraft performance by incurring additional cost. Conversely, as actual per.
formance falls below target performance, the contractor's sharing percentage
gradually decreases to a minimum
making it less costly to the contractor
to Incur cost to improve the aircraft's performance. At any actual cost within theceiling price .The amount of profit earned will be maximized by the realiza.
tion of best performance, coupled with lowest actual cost and, conversely, mini.
mired by lowest accepfable performance and high cost. Also, high actual cost wiUl
reduce profit earned for maximum performance, while low actual cost will In.
crease profit earned for a minimum performance aircraft. This Is what is meant
by an interrelationship of cost and performance. Attachment I hereto is a graphic
representation of the incentive structure.
'eGovernment has no obligation to accept the aircraft if any of the minimum
performance levels are not achieved. At this point the Government can either
require the contractor to correct the aircraft to meet the minimum requirement
or agree to an equitable reduction In contract price.
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The contract requires the contractor to maintain a management and reporting
system which meets the criteria of Department of Defense Instruction 7000.2.
In addition, the reports are stipulated as a substantive product of the contract,
and the Government contracting officer can reduce or suspend progress payments
under the contract If the contractor falls to submit the reports on time.
The R. & D. contract contains options for the follow-on production
lots, with ceiling prices stipulated for the F-14A aircraft base quantity of aircraft in each lot as shown in Attachment 2 hereto. A variable quantity formula is
also included which will adjust the ceiling price for Increases or decreases in
aircraft quantities up to of the lot base quantity. For example, the
ceiling price of the base quantity of . It should be noted thkat exercise of
the maximum quantity option decreases unit price and the minimum option
increases unit price. Further, this effect is carried over into subsequent lots
of production through the variable quantity formula. The impact of exercising
the reduced option provision in Lot 11 would, for example increase Lot III,
This variable-quantity pricing formula is important, because it protects
the ceiling prices achieved during the completed competitive stage of the procurement in the event of a quantity change. However, to keep this protection,
the Government must order within the quantity limitations and before expiration
of the respective option date for each lot -.
Failure to exercise any given
lot option negates the ceiling prices for all subsequent lots.
There is no pricing formula in the contract which ties the price of a subsequent
lot to the actual cost of any prior lot. However lots include provision for
adjusting the lot ceiling prices either upward or downward on a prospective
basis (that is, before the aircraft are produced) depending on abnormal fluctuations in the national economy, Adjustments will be determined by comparison
of predicted Bureau of Labor Statistics indices set forth in the contract with
the actual level of these indices as of . The ceiling prices associated with
production aircraft lots i-VIII are shown in attachment (2).
The procurement of the production lots will be bandied in the normal manner
in each successive fiscal year. For instance in the case of lot 2, a request for
proposal will be sent by the Government to the contractor indlcatihg the
quantity of aircraft and delivery schedule desired. The contractor will then
submit a comprehensive price proposal which will be subjected to cost analysis
by Government personnel. After the necessary negotiation approval has been
received, negotiations will be conducted and either a firm fixed price or fixed price
incentive contract will be executed within the applicable ceiling price specified
for lot 2. It should be noted that the Government will have the unilateral right
to determine which of these two types of contract is used for all the production
lot contracts.
Although it Is difficult to foresee at this time other specific items on which
lot II negotiations will be based, the following are typical considerations:
-.

Mr. AXDREWS. When will this aircraft become available to the fleet?
Admiral GADDIS. 19 73.
PROVISION FOR CONTRACT TERMINATION

Mr. Lixsco.-n. I would just like to review for a moment the aircraft
and the contract. As I understood you to ay preiously, Dr. Frosch,

the Goi'ernment is committed for three research and development air-

craft at the present time?

Dr. FRoscIL Using'4scal 1060 appropriated funds.

Mr. LApsco=n. How many R. & 1. aircraft are proposed, total?

Dr. FRoscH. Six.

Mr. LipscO in. Are the three which the Government is committed to
buy included in the contract that is now in existence?
br. FRo6OH. Yes.
Mr. LwPsCOm n. We understand that if it is felt we should not go into
the production aircraft at this time and not appropriate for them that
the contract is null and void. Is that the way you understand it?
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Dr. Fnoscn. 3[y understanding is that if at any time we were to
decide not to *o further with the contract there is a provision for, I
believe, an equitable adjustment for what the actual costs to that point
are, and any costs of terminating and closing the contract at that point.
We can unilaterally determine we do not wish to go further, but we
are obligated to pay the actual cost to that point and costs that are
arrived at in negotiation as being those required to terminate the
contract equitably.
Mr. Lnpscomn. In this fiscal year 1970 budget, you are only asking for
funds for three R. &D. aircraft.
Dr. FRosc. The three R. &D. aircraft-I am not sure that the funds
in 1969 were sufficient for all of the first three. They were sufficient for
the beginning of the first three. The funds in 1970 are for the completion of the irst three and partial on the next three, and for the test.
ig program and the electronics that goes with the aircraft and for the
beginning of the flight tests.
SUCCESSFUL DEVE ,OPM NT PRIOR TO PRODUCTION

Mr. LIpscomre. This committee recognizes the value of the F-14
program; the needs of the Navy and our Government, but we feel
that we would like to appropriate for the six R. & D. aircraft and
wait and watch the program before we decide to go and appropriate
money for production. What happened?
Dr. FnoscH. There was no appropriation of funds for the first
six aircraft funded in PAMN.
Mr. Lipsco3xB For production?
Dr. FRoscu. Well, they are productive aircraft, but I was going to
say all 12 aircraft are essential for the flight test program, so wlat
we would then be doing is producing aircraft which would be sufficient only for part of the flight test program. If one waited until
that were the case, then the next increment would have to be aircraft
for the rest of the flight test program, and that would still not get us
to the point where we would have completed the flight test program,
be ready for the board of inspection and survey, and be read- for
production.
The crucial point about the second six aircraft, they are funded
in PAMN. They are funded for the tests and evaluation program
but they are funded in PAMN because after that program we expect
they will be useful fleet aircraft, whereas the first six will only be
useful for R.D.T. &E.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. What reason makes it necessary to appropriate in
fiscal year 1970? Why can't it be put in the fiscal year 1971 budget I
Dr. FRoso. Because then we would not have the second six aircraft in time to fit into the test and evaluation program in an engineering-sensible way. That is the only phrase I can use to describe
it. The flight test program for such an aircraft is a carefully con.
structed and integrated test program and various aircraft am allocated to different tasks in that program. The latter aircraft, the
more advanced task building on the earlier aircraft, if we put a
year's delay in the later aircraft, that would break the flight test
program and put a large hiatus into it.
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CONTRAoZING PROCEDURE

LIXIT CONGRESSIONAL OPTIONS

Mr. Lnsomo . What you are telling us then is that by the con.
trading procedures in the Department of Defense you have put the
Congress in the position that it must go ahead with a six aicraft
R.&D. program and a six-produoton aircraftprogram.
Dr. Faosci. If we areto carry out a well-phased and integrated
test program on this aircraft.
Mr. LaPoo. Inasmuch as the Congress has responsibility for not

only raising but appropriating -unds, isn't it necessary to get the
congressional authorization and appropriation before you commit
the Governmnet to such a contract f
Dr. FaosoH. If we were to do that, we would then have to ask the
Congress to appropriate funds sufficient for several years' worth of
purchase and -RD.T.& E. and for the production aircraft that fit
into the T. & E.and also into the fleet, all at one time, and that would
be asking the Congrss to authorize and appropriate funds in 1 year
which we knew absolutely certainly need nobe Obligated or expended
until one or two or several years after, so I think that conflicts with
o
dw
ta
r
other congressional desires
Mr. ln'sooMm This is exactly the same problem that you had with
the F-111B program in which you got into an R. & D. aircraft pro.
gram and at the same time tried to keep getting money for production aircraft. You weren't ready. The Congress looks upon this
with great concern.
You are going Into a new, sophisticated aircraft. We kmow the
necessity for it but we don't want to get burned agin.
Dr. Fhosm.I would like to make a couple ofcomments If I might.
One, I believe that this plan that we are Tiscussing came before this
committee in January. I Just make the remark.
Mr. Lsxem. We took no action in such planning.
Dr. Fnoeo. My understanding was it was approved.
fr. Lwscomn. The first time this committee was informed of the
commitment to a 12-aircraft program in this fiscal year 1970 budget
was when we started discussing this, Admiral Gaddl. some weeks ago.
Admiral GADDis. There was a presentation made, sir for each of the
four concerned committees of the Congress, separately and individ.

Wt. ANwuaw. By Admiral Connolly.
Admiral GADDis. Made by Admiral Connolly and theprogram man-

ager. The chairman was consulted by the Secretary of Defense before
tle Navy was allowed to make the selection between the two final con-

tract defnition falists.
Mr. Lwsoox. What you are saying is, members of the committee
were fully aware and informed and 6wlgeabe--Admiral GArnrs.The program was outline, sir.
(continuing.) And knowledgeable of the intimate
Mr. lUIBo
details of the contract and the fact that we were committed to six
production aircraft in this fiscal year 1970 budgetI
Dr. Finosoir. This committee required that last year and I believe
we have carried out that requirement.
Let me make a further comment on this.
Mr. Lu coxB, You feel now we have an obligation I
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Dr. FRosoH. I simply state that as a matter of information.

You have referred several times to production aircraft.
Mr. Lwsoox . That is what they are listed as in these budget
documents.
Dr. FiosoH. Those aircraft are listed under "Procurement aircraft
and missiles" and in that sense they are production aircraft. How.
ever, they are aircraft that are essential for the test and evaluation
program. There is an arbitrary decision-and I believe it really is ar.
bitrary-that has to be made in each such case. We could have in
principle asked for all 12 in R.D.T. & E., or we could have done as
we did, ask for six in R.D.T. &E. and six inM* procurement funds. The
reason we did the latter was essentially an OSD option that, inasmuch
as the final end use of the six that were to be used m R.D.T. & B.
but funded under procurement funds was to be used as aircraft
in the fleet for fleet training and other oprational uses, it was proper
and correct to ask for them to be funded under p roctreent even
though one could make a logical case that they be funded under
development.
All of these aircraft are required before we can go to the board of inspection and survey. True, full.rate production of the aircraft will
occur with, I believe it is lot IV.
airplanes a
Captain Jzsszw. We build up very slowly. We buy months, which is very different from what we were
month for doing in the F-111B program. The fleiibiity is built into the ceiling
prices that Dr. Frosoh referred to and is all part of the master plan.
We tried to get low prices and fixed ceilings in the total negotiation
with both finalists. We have some flexibility. I don't know if-we have
discussed that flexibility in the quantities that we buy each year. We
have that flexibility ani we haven' discussed it so far.
Mr. LUcoxm. The reason that the production aircraft and the
research and development aircraft are entirely different is because this
committee didn't permit the Navy or the DOD to go ahead as they
wanted to. Do you recall thatI Wekept cutting it back.
Captain JzssEN. In the F-111B program that you are referring to
now;I
Mr. Lnsoonm. That is what I am referring to.
Captain Jzssz;. We did not have the terms or the prices or where
we were going in the production buy, except each year as we tried to
put together Ehe budget sheets for next year and we worked under a
letter contract in trying to determine what the next year's buy was
going to be. It shows tha we deferred those buys from year to year, but
the difference that I am trying to emphasize sir is that in thisprogram
we have laid out the total lota-lots-I, II,i1I, IE, V, VI and we had
prices attached to those Because we have prices attacked to those
through competitive negotiation, we are in a much better position
months
per month for toutilize the slow buildup rate of as the most economical way to enter production and work in evaluation.
Mr. ILwoox& If the committee decided to go for the first 12 aircraft
but decided that we wait before taking up the options for the 80 pro.
duction aircraft until completion of the test program, what would this
do to the contract?
Dr. FtocH. I think we would have two options. One would be to do
nothing to the contract now, but before that option was due to be
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taken up we would know either that the committee wished to appro.
priate and the Congress wished to authorize and appropriate funds for
that next lot, in which case we would simply pick up the option. Or we
would know that the Congress did not wish to appropriate funds for us
to pick tp the option, at which point we could then do one of two
things: Either cancel the contract and pay whatever accrued costs
and termination charges there were, or we could go into a renegotiation
of the product options in the contract.
The other major thing we could do is, now, if we know that the
committee doesn't wish to do that, renegotiate the entire contract
to change the production options. I would think the former would be
a wiser procedure for us. But we would have to look at a prediction
of what the actual cost situations would be under those situations be.
fore we knew.
Mr. Lmscoxii. To the best of my recollection, I don't recall the
committee having been briefed on the details of the contract to be
signed. The Navy discussed delivery schedules, but we were not in.
formed of options for production aircraft and when they were to be
exercised.
Dr. FRosci. I don't recall exactly what was in the briefing, but it
is possible we can find out.
Admiral GADDiS. I am sure the briefing can be reconstructed, sir.
(Ci.m's xo.-The specific details of the F-14 aircraft contract,
the contract options, when they were to be exercised, and total number
of aircraft in each option were not discussed during the F-14 briefing
of January 29,1069.)
s-3A (VSX) AIRR
Mr. Lwsco~in. From what I understand you have said about the
proposed VSX aircraft development and the reevaluation of the proposed method of contracting, Ijust want to commend the Navy and
the Department of Defense-whoever is responsible for reevaluating
the contract procedures-on that new approach.
Dr. FRoscH. MSr. Packard was principally responsible for deciding
it should be done.
Mr. LiPsco~z. I think under present conditions we can afford to
o a little slower with our contracting procedures based on what we
now today that we didn't know a year ugo.
Dr. FRoscI. I think this looks like a promising contract and procedure. It is possible to find some things to worry about and we will do
our best to carry that contract out if we go ahead with the S-3A,
to get those benefits.
Mr. Ln sco=m. Neither the Navy nor this committee can stand any
more Cheyennes or F-1 1B's.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Azimzws. Ten o clock tomorrow.
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THURSDAY, JUNE 5, 1969.
AWG-9 PHioExIx FIRE CONTROL

SYSTEM

VEDA INC. CONTRACTS

Mr. MAHON. It has been reported that Veda, Inc., would perform
an analysis of the Hughes AWG-9 Phoenix missile control system in
support of a revised technical development plan under terms of a
contract to be negotiated with the Naval Air Systems Command. What
is the cost and reason for awarding this contract I
Dr. FRosc. I am not familiar with that contract. We will have to
supply that for the record. I don't know what that particular contract
is.

Captain JEsszN. I believe it is a standard sort of contract where
they review our technical development plans but we will have to provide theprecise data for the record, sir.
(The information follows:)
The contract is in the amount of $20,000 (R. & D.) to prepare a smooth draft
revision to the Phoenix missile system technical development plan (TDP).

Mr. MAHoN. Is this a routine way of doing business in this kind
of an operation f
Captain JESSEN. We select a small research organization of some
kind and have them put together the facts and put together the data
that we have supporting our major programs and submit it to the
Navy for review and I beiere this is the sort of contract we are talking
about, sir.
Mr. MAHot. In September 1968 the Veda firm received a $50,000
contract for the Naval Air Systems Command for preparation of a
Phoenix missile system research and development program completion
analysis. What brought about the requirement for this study Does
anybody know?
Dr. FROSCH. I don't know precisely. We will supply that for the
record.
(The information follows:)
The purpose of the contract is to:
a. Present a conceptual technique for measuring and determining the completion of the research and development portion of a weapon system program.
b. Review the objectives, functional, and hardware requirements of the F-14/

Phoenix system integration laboratory and laboratory integrated system.

c. Reevaluate Phoenix missile system training devices requirements In light of
the changes from the F-111B to the F-14 aircraft.

RESOURCES MANAGEMENT CORPORATION CO.NTRA CT

Mr. MAHON. In about September 1968, the Resourees Management
Corp. was awarded a $42,000 contract to investigate the methodology
use by Hughes Aircraft Corp. to arrive at the price estimate histories
submitted to the Nav on the AWG-9 Phoenix fire control system. Why
is this type information not already available to Government auditors
and contracting personnel?
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Dr. Ftoson. I think the normal kinds of auditing information
-are available but I think this must be a case where there was a feeling
that we would like a much deeper review of how they arrived at the
numbers than we get from ordinary auditing, and hence the attempt
to go outside assisance to make such a deeper review, but I am sure
int case I would have to also get the precise details on the reason.
ing behind the contract.
(he information follows:)
A contract from Naval Air Systems Command was negotiated with Resources
Management Corp. (RMO) of Bethesda, Md., to investigate the methodology used

'by Hughes Aircraft orp. to arrive at the price estimate histories submitted to
the Navy on the AWG/9 Phoenix. system. The study lasted for a period of 8
months at a cost of $4,00.
The Naval Air Systems Command provided Its own pricing estimates for the
AWG/9 Phoenix*, however, the purpose of the RMO effort was to furnish the
-Navyan independent validation of certain I. &D. cost element&

Mr. MN o. Does this indicate that Government contracting and

auditor personnel are ill equipped to determine the reasonableness of
cost when negotiating large weapons systems?
Dr. Futos[. I think it sometimes indicates they feel they could use
additional assistance beyond the capability they have in-house and
they wisely go out and contract for additional help. We don't always
have enough people to do all of the things we would like to do in-house
and rather than -buildup a continually larger in-house establishment,
when we get special jobs or get overloaded, we go out to industry for
assistance.
AWO-O DELIVEIES

Mr. MAHON. The committee understands that the original Decem.
ber 1969 contract for the Phoenix missile system called for-.
AWG-9 systems and-missiles. All the missiles were delivered
'but onlyAWG-9 missile control systems were delivered. Does
this mean that there
was a slippage in the control system?
Dr. FaoscH. I think what it means is that before all of the control
systems were delivered we arrived at the point where the program was
shifting from the F-111 to the F-14 and rather than have them com.
lted anddelivered we wanted to hold them so they could undergo
the
re.
ration or the other aircraft. It was a change brought
about by the shift in aircraft.
Mr. NL3uox. As I understand it was indicated in May of 1969 that
you would negotiate with Hughes for development and fabrication
of AWG-9 systems for the F-14 aircraft. Are these the remaining
undelivered systems?
Dr. FRosc. Yes. That is a negotiation to take the undelivered
systems and change the requirements from those that are associated

or were associated with the F-111B to those associated with the

F-14.

ASK TO MODIFY FOR F-14 USE

Mr. MbAuo. What is the estimated cost of modifying the AWG-9
missile control system for the F-14 aircraft How does this compare
with the original AWG-9 cost?
Dr. Fuosda. The estimated cost for the changes to the system and
all of the support that goes with putting that system together with
the airframe W$129 million.
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In March 1969 it was reported that the Nwal Air

Systems Command would negotiate with Ilughes for materials and

services necessa-try to install one of the systems and a.s-ociated instrI mentation into the F-11111 aircraft. Will this be tile newly configured

AWGI-9 system for the F-14 ?

Dr. FRioscii. Partly. This came about because there was, as you

may recall, a crash of an F-Ill which was being used for tests of the

Phoenix missile system. This left, us short. of test aircraft assets to
continue with the program even befol tile reconfiguration began
alld this F-Ii1B is to have one of tile. systems installed so we can
tontilue testing tile Phoenix system. This will not be a fully reconIigurcld System though there will be some changes made in ti'e course
of installing it.
P11OENIX C0ST ESCA.LATION

Mr. 3.\ox.The GAO report mentioned earlier indicated the initial
cost estimate for the R.I).T. & E. portion of the P1hoenix was $148
million and that tle.curremit estimate is.
million. )o these figures

agree with your estimate?

Dr. Ftim-nsm. I would have to chek tile estimates.
Admiral (.mms. Those are approximately correct, sir, as I recall
thril, related to the relative cost oI the 11hoenix prolgiaii as constiti lid
ill
fisnl year 19 :2wlen it was initiated, 1rnd tle Phoenlix pn-ogram, as
covmitited to(lay. 'lhere is a largo number of changes to tle program.
For instance, tile addition of tho initial AW(1-9- development. Thie
ltlIdilicatiolls that have been found meceessarv to have an effective
Phoenix missile and so forth. The miimbers, as I recall theni, are $136
million ill196-2Ibefore tile fir-st mis-sile contract was negotiated and
millionas of today.
I)r. Fmioscii. SoMni fulctiolls ImIIve beel added to tile system as the
threat alld the thifns it. is intended to be flred against have been
changed. I don't believe, for example, that the
detector and
comttal lmrtion of the system were origrimlly (ontemnlated in 1962.
Sub..equently, there hav been lots of changes in electronic warfare
that have made the possibility of that d1u11 capability tnecessary so
there have been that. kind of change il the system in the Course of the
years il jart to recognize the fact. that tile threat it is intended to be
fired against has elhlxl,,ed.
Mr.M.mox. Miat is the total estimated cost of the Phoenilx for all
appropriations?. Tme GAO report indicates it. totals
million
for In ).r.& E. and p~iutnemelt acounts.
)r. Fimuci:. I lhve only the figures for the it. & 1).
Admiral (lmmls. I (o not have the total nmber with me. I would
provide that. for the record. I would say it. is a. reasonable estimate.
Mr. .uiox. ("iHve us the II.I).T. & E.
)r. Fm oseq. The total IIJ).T. & E. trough fisc-al 1974 is expected to
be - million.
PIIOENIX LUNCIIER

Mr. MAHoN. We have been advised that a new Phoenix launcher for
the F-14A aircraft will have to be designed because the one designed
for the F-i 1B cannot bemused. Whatis fthe estimated coAt of designing
34-039-69-it. 4-11
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the new launcher and how does it compare with the cost of the F-1 113
launcher?
Dr. FRoscn. That is 1art of the aircraft design rather than pail of

tile Phoenix design. This comes about because the aircraft design of
the F-14 is considerably different than the aircraft design, F-111. The
F-111, you will remember, had a bomb bay and pylons out on the
wings and its launcher was adjusted to that configuration. The wince
plylols may have been contributors to the drag difficulties of the
F-111. The proposal for the F-14 is a pallet which is muder the fuselage
so it requires a new launching system. I don't believe I have a brokehout figure for that. particular item froni the airframe total, but I think
we can provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The Phoenix launchers for the F-14 are included in the F-14 developmeII
contract and Included in that contract's cost. The launehe.ri ar 1o11t(41 4,xternally on the P-14 and serve the dual purpose of carrying tlr-to-ground wenl,on@. Because the launchers were contracted for as a part (of the F-14 development contract and serve dual purposes, a cost figure to compare the Phoenix
launchers for the F-14 and the F-111B are not available.

E-2C
INOREASR U.O 206

PROURAX

Mr. M iON. With respect to E-2C aircraft

you are requesting
Imillion in fiscal year 1970 for the R-26 aircraft. You were
funded $4 million in fiscal year 1968 and your prop'am for fiscal year
1969 is stated to be $25.9 million. Why has your sneal year 1909 program increased $14 million over that approved by Congress? Where
were these additional funds obtained?
Dr. FRosCI. I am not familiar with that increase.
Mr. M.AHoN. Captain JessenI
Captain Jmssx. In determining what we would do with the follow.
on aircraft in the AEW family before it received the definition
"F4-2C," we had a funding profile that related to an advance AFEW
carrier aircraft without a designation. We had some money accumulated in the fiscal years 1967 and 1968. When the program finally was
defined as the E-2C, some of those moneys were appled to the same
task although the definition of the task is now called E-2C. It was
appr priated money by Congress intended for use in airborne early
warning aircraft.
0 MODEL

Mr. MAHOz. Are you developing a new aircraft model or just the
equipment going into the aircraft?
Dr. Faoscn. We are using the basic airframe that has been built
and used as the E-2A and putting a new radar and new electronics
into the aircraft.
Mr. MAHON. What can the C model do that the A and B models
could not do?
Dr. Fasou. There is a great improvement in reliability. Also, the
new radar has a capability
.
Mr. MAoxo. Please iake saur that the record indicates why the existing A and B models cannot be modified for the mission.
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(The information follows:)
The EB-A and E--2B aircraft are equipped with the APS-96 radar wldch dm-s
capability of A1-111 radar. The present E-2 program
not provide the E-20 aircraft which will snpplement our B-2A and H-12B Inveacalls for tory in order to provide the required aIrcraft carrier deck coverage. 31odlfleatlon of the 1-2A autd I -2B aircraft with the Al'8-111 will nut solve the deck

coverage problem.

DFV.LOPI '.%*T

COST

Mr. MAHON. The total estimated cost of the E-2C development is
shown as
-million. Why has there been such a significant increase over your Iost year's estimate of $79.5 million? Is that for the
purpose of completion?
Dr. FROSCH. I think that is a matter of whether the "Procurement
aircraft and missiles account" money is included in your figure or not.
I think in one of the figures you just have the R.D. r. & E. figure and
in the other you have the totalsAdmiral RUCKNER. The original development contract paper approved by the Department of Defense had a nixed funding for the
total development in which the PALN charges picked up certain work
which was considered production.
In reviewing the rules under which they were assigning costs, they
decided this was not a proper cost to PAMN3 and should not be funded
outof R.D.T. & E., so they directed us to fund it out of R.D.T. & E. and
I believe there was a fund transfer from PAMN into R. & D.
Mr. MJioN. Expand on that for the record.
(Thie information follows:)
The total R. & D. cost for the H-2C program is presently e.timated to e --.
The original IR & . cost In Development Concept l'aper No. 26 approved April 18.
1008, was $60 million R. & 1). The reason for the increased . & . cost is the
transfer of PAMN eosts to R. & D. and the Inclnsloi of the pasive detetion
system. The PAMN transfer was the result of Bureau of the Budget review whi1.h
sighted the PAMN expenditure as a Justified R. & D. ovst. The passive detctil
system ($19.2 million) was a subsequent addition to the development program.

Mr. ,MON.How much of the
million is for aircraft development and how much is for electronics equipment for the aircraft I
Supply that for the record.

(The information follows:)
The total R. & D. expenditures Is
the electronics.

for the airiraft and

-

is for

PIIOCLREMEXT SCIJEDILE

Mr.' MAIToN. How many such aircraft do you hope to buyI
Admiral RUCKNER. W e expect to buy
of the new Inodels. We
need the to fill out the inventory. We were stopped in procuring the Fe-2A's before we had a full inventory.
Mr. MAHoN. What is the total estimated procurement cost of the aircraft including the equipment ?
Admiral RUCKER. I am sorry, sir. I will supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The total estimated procurement cost of the aircraft including the equipment

Mr. MAno. When will the C model be delivered to the fleet I
Admiral RucHNtER. The first aircraft delivery will be in
- and
they will follow at a rate of
a month.
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Do you have considerable confidence in that estimate.
Admiral RUCKX'JL. Yes, sir. The e uilmient that goes in this airplane
Mr. M.mwiio.

is flying on what you might. call a brassboatrd stage right now.
3r.
How
HLlmN.
many E-2A and E-2B aircraft do we have opera-

tional and under contract e
Admiral RUCKNX.IR. I will have to supply that, because I don't know
the inventor right now, sir.
(Teho infornttion follows:)
4:. i-2A aircraft olwratlonal. 4 In training stntus, 0 in PAIR, and 1 E-211
Grummuian A/C. There are ionie under contract.

ADVANTAGE OF E-2(* OVER E-2.A/i

rt.
M. i'. How much do you ltlobtain
in performance from the
E-AC compared with the E-2A/B aircraft to justify an R.D.T. & E.
expense of - million .There is a question here of priorities.
Dr. Fitoscmi. In using the E-2A-there is no B actually-at one
point we were designating an aircraft B which would have been an
aircraft.,a new aircraft, and, in order to save our confusion we shifted
to the C because there were too ninny documents which laeled the B
as something else.
It our experience in using the E-2A in Southast Asia, we had two
problems.
Relative to my e~irlier comment, there isa designation, H-211, wlich
allies to a modification to some of the E-2As. An aircraft rework,
with tchange in the computer and the C, follows that. There was never
a major aircraft change called the B.

DEVELOPMENT TO DATE

Mr. SIKES. Turning to the EA-O13 you are requesting
million, in fIcal year 1970 for the EA-6B aircraft. The Navy was funded
$25.9 million in fiscal year 1969, and $121.7 million in fiscal year 1968
and prior years. how hve prioryear funds been spent?
)r. FROSCH. nle prior-year funds have been spent to develop the
jamming pods and tle on-'board electronic warfare equipment; to design the aircrft to take a previous A-6A and modify it into an EA6(B configuration, with four places instead of two, so it can be used Its
a fying test bed for the aircraft; amnd, before begining of construction of the actual R.D.T. & E. aircraft to be built as complete models
of the aircraft for test and evduation o the equipment.
The present status is that the equipment is flying in the flying test
bed and, so far, in its tests, it is performing very well. This is not to
say there are not minor problems, but so far it has been a successful
program.
EA-OB COMPARED TO E-20

Mr. SIKES. I think it would be well for the purposes of the record to

have -icbmpari'61i provided of the functions and pupos s of the E2C, contrasted with the EA-03. You might do that at this point and
provide more dtdij for the record.
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Dr. Fnoscit. Tie E-2C is intended for two mrposes. Its principal
purpose is as an early warning aireraft-nanely, to fly near a fleet

element, a carrier task force, above it or out from it, for the purlmse of
searching for incoming aircraft. that might be unaccounted for. or intend to attack the carrier task fome or grout. it has been used in South-

east Asia for an additional purpose and that is

-.

The EA-4B is intended
1910 ]1'110;1.AM

Mr. SmKE.& What do you expect to accomplish with the fiscal year
1970 funds that are being requested for the EA-6B
Dr. FRoscIL We expect to continue e the developmentt, and most particularly the test and evaluation. This will. I believe, complete or bring
eloso to completion the test. aircraft that are required for the total completion of I.D.T. & E., and of the final jammers. There will be some
extension of that have not yet ien constructed. We expect to,
in the course of the testing, correct any problems that have turned up
and essentially carry the program on into the major test. )hase of the
pg'amn. What we have done so far is the early stages of testing.
31r. Sm. Will the funds now requested complete the development
of the aircraftI
Dr. FRoscii. We expect, after the fiscal 1070 funds over the 3
years, we would expect to acquire
million to carry the comIletion of the (levelolment and testing into the Board of Inspeetion
anid Survey, and the flnal introduction into the. fleet.
Mr. 'Ks.

W len

is this introduction to be ?

Ir. Fnoscn.
X('IE.SED DI)VEAIPMNXT COST

Mr. Slm,.. The justifietion pages indicate the total cost of develmillion. This is $17.8 million more than it
sm lar estimate given last year. What at the reasons for the inermse?
)r. Fitosci. TVi atre two reasons. This is a contract which has Ioth
it target and a ceiling. The estimate last year was based on the target
and the state of the contract with respect to the target at. that. time.
There has been an increase in cost. beyond the target, but there has been
no increase in cost beyond the ceiling, so we are still between target
and ceiling.
Them is an additional portion of cost to add some
Mr. SiXEs. How much of a cost increase is attributable to Xavy
changes and how much to contractor lrolems?
Dr. FRoscil. I believe the contractor problem is about $8 million
above target, and the remainder would be the changesMr. SIKEe. Supply additional information for the record on that.
(The information follows:)

oping this aircraft, is -

The projected R. & D. cost inren

nd -

is

tto meet rontractural obligations

Is needed for the Navy growth effort to provide necessary
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PROCUREMENT

Mr. SIxES. How were the four aircraft which were funded in fiscal
year 1968 under the PAMN appropriation used? What is the history
of those four aircraft?
Dr. FuoscH. These are the preproduction test aircraft. They are
now being used as part of the testing program. They are in PAM,
as in other cases, because they will end up as fleet training aircraft.
Mr. SIKES. Since development and trials haven't been completed,

is it realistic to procure
additional aircraft in fiscal year 1970
under the PAMN appropriation ?
Dr. FRosCR. We believe we are at the stage where we are flying the
actual hardware in a changed air plane and the characteristics are being generally met. both in reliability and in the performance. I don't
mean to say everything is perfect and all details are operating per.
fectly, but uch problems as seem to be cropping up seem to be minor
and things for which correction is understood.
With this flying going on, we feel we have proved the system, and
this is a sufficient milestone passed to be able to go into production.
This is the kind of milestone whose passage we have tied produce.
tion options to in this proposed .9-3 contract I mentioned yesterday.
This is a "fly before buy" point. We are flying hardware in tests before
we come to the purchase of the aircraft.
Mr. SIxEs. Is there any possibility that this procedure will result ii
a duplication of a smaller version of the situation we have experienced
with the F-1111B
Dr. FROSCIK. Of having later development difficulties while we are
in production?
Mr.SIKrES. Yes.

Dr. FROSCH. I would never deny there is a possibility of such a
thing happening, but I believe we have a very much greater level of
confidence based on actual flight of the aircraft than we had at any
point in the F-11lB.
In the F-111 case, we were in a production state at a time when we
knew that some of the aircraft performance program requirements
had not been met in the development aircraft and we were essentially
proce"ing on the basis they could be met with certain changes.
Here we have an aircraft which is meeting all of the basic specifications and so the risk of having a major difficulty is very, very greatly
decreased.

A-E

Mr. SIsr.S. Turning to the A-TE, there is a request for
Inillion for that aircraft. The 1969 program was $6.8 million and this
was an increase of - million ovei last year's estimate. How much
are you asking for the fiscal 1970 for the A-TE?
Dr. FROSCIK.
- million.
Mr. Siss. How much
are you asking for fiscal 1969?
Dr. Fnoscit. $6.8 million.
INCREASE IN 1909 PROGRAM

Mr. SiKws. Dr. Frosch, the fiscal 1969 program is shown as $6.8
million for justification purposes. This is an increase of-million
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over last year's estimate for fiscal 1969. What is the reason for the
ilicrease in the current year's program?
Dr. Ftosci. I believe there was an adjustment at apportionment
time of
million. That is the number I have.
Mr. SmxEs. Clear that up for the record if you will.
(The information follows:)
This Increase is due to decisions subsequent to the Initial program estimate
which approved Installation of the Increased thrust Allison TF-41-A-2 engine
li both the Air Force A-7D and the Navy A-TE. The additional funds are being
used for mockup, ground testing, and flight testing of the A-T/T"-41-A-2 aircraft in order to assure a sound new engine Installation, structural integrity,
and operational aircraft performance.
19T0 PROORAMZ

Mr. SiKF.S. What will be accomplished with fiscal 1970 funds?
)r. FRosct. I believe we will be-we are in flight testprogram
and flial work on the heads-up display, I believe it goes to Board of
Inspection and Survey (BIS) trials-it is in BIS right now and
first fleet delivery is beginning so this is essentially final flight testing and cleanup.
M1r. SrxEs. Will the funds now being requested complete the development program?
)r. FRoscn.-Ve show
million in fiscal 'ears 1971 through
essentially to take care of any final things that are shown ip)
by BIS and need to be done as the aircraft is introduced into the
fleet.
PRODUCTION CONCURRENT WITH DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SIERs. Is it sound policy to propose to buy
of the ATE
p)rograin in the fiscal 1970 PAM1 budget when you will be running
trials and continuing development of the aircraft through
- .
l)r. Faosci. I think the answer is "Yes." The aircraft has had a
considerable amount of flight testing as satisfactory. The Board of
Inslpection and Survey Trials are the final formal acceptance of the
aircraft by the Navy. There is every reason to believe and no reason
to think contrary to the fact that it will be acceptaed as a satisfactory
aircraft.
however, in every Board of Inspection and Survey Trial there are
some items that turn up that need to-be changed in the first several
years of fleet operation of any new system things turn tip that. could
not possibly have turned up during a testing period because they are
connected with actual operational use and we do need at that'time

to make some alteration s in the aircraft. Usually these are not retro-

fit, though they sometimes are. They are usually changes made on
the productionl line to correct deficiencies or nake improvements that
are obviously required.
Mr. SIKEs. You are in the process of procuring aircraft in fiscal 1968 and 1969 PAMN budgets. Are all these the A-TE model?
('Captain JF.,SE.-. In the A-T we procured on the order of
A7's and
A-71s. We are now working on the E's. There have
hecia crashes and combat loses. I am not sure of the number on board
at Ihis mtonent, but this is the third major Navy buy.
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TF-41 ENOINE

Mr. SixEs. Will the TF-41 engines he retrofitted to aircraft pre.

viously procured ?
Dr. FRCW•I. No.

Mr. SIKFJ. Will the aircraft procumd with fiscal 1970 PAMN fuiubA
have the TF-41 engines?
Captain JF.&c,.X. That is right. We will start at aircraft No.
in the A-TE series with the Allison -produced engine.
A-TE aircraft will not
Mr. SIk•S. Does that mean the first
?
have the TF-41 engines
that will
Captain JF.SSEN. At the present time we will receive he powered otherwise.
TF-30-P-S

Mr. ScSrK.

]low

lOt has the Navy been aware of the fact that the

TF-0-P-8 engine did not provide the thrust needed ?
Dr. FROSCI. The P-8 engine was put into the A-7 series of airlft

based upon tile power-to-weight ratio with a certain loading of weapotis. Tho aircraft airframe is capable of flying with a higher loading
of weapons, more weight than was' intended with the overall engineaircn ft combination.

In use in Southeast Asia it bean to be the case that. some of the
. In that sense, it is an
commanders wished to load the aircraftupgrading of the engine to give it a better power-to-weight ratio an
alhigher capability than was originally the intention when the aircraft
was adopted.
DEL.AY IN SWITC ITXO TO XNIEW KNOINE

Mr. SIics. There seems to be grounds for criticism, after this sitation was revealed, that the Navy waited 2 years before deciding to
itenuire the more imwerful engine.
Dr. FROSCJH. We started the decision process of trying to decide
which more powerful engine to get. when we began to get the reports
from the field. There were several competing engines, all of which
required some completion of development before they could be put in
the aircraft..
Mr. SKF4s. The engine you are going to acquire, however, was in it'e
by the Air Force during that time; wasn't it?
Dr. FRosci. It was in use by the Air Force-it was being bought by
the Air Force for their aircraft, but it. is not or wits uot yet installed
use.
and in.
Mr. STICS. It seems strange that you would not take advantage of
Air Force experience and testing anil move immediately to corret this
sUie
deficiency rather than to explore a new set. of engines and I a.
rpleeted.
tested
and
already
Force
had
the
Air
that
including some
Dr. FROsIc. At the time we were exploring 4ther engines, the Air
Force was in, I believe, the early stages of testing the TF-41 and it was
still not. a roven engine. They were not flying it in aircraft and there
was room for some techni ical argument as to whether that was the better
engine or not.
In the end we concluded to go with that engine and have adopted
the TF-41. There was. incidentally, some-considerale disussion between the Navy and OSD as to whether, going to a more powerful
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engine for the purposes of uprating what the aircraft could carry was
in fact justified expenditure. We felt strongly that inasmuch as we
had an aircraft which has been demonstrated in combat as successful
and has been demonstrated as having a higher capability if we could
ptit in an uprated engine that this was a warranted expenditure but
there was lively discussion as to whether we should uprate the aircraft
beyond the original intention.
In the end our arguments were convincing, but that took a while.
PROCUREMENT OF AIRCRAFT WITH OLD EOINE

Mr. SIKs. Again you purchased

aircraft during the period

that the consideration of a more advanced engine was in progress.
I)uring this time I presume the TF-41 was available through Air Force
channels. Doesn't that assume to be a situation that is somewhat
indefensible?
D)r. FRoscii. I do not believe the engine was actually available

thlvughout the period of that aircraft buy. That is one point.
In addition, I do not remenbcr the precise chroinology, which we can
sli)ly, but it seems to me that we were asking during palt of that
perii',, and had not yet received permission, to buy the other engine.
Admiral GADDIS. Additionally, sir, the earlier model of the A-TA
or 11 as appropriate, was badly needed in the fleet in Southeast Asia
in order to uprate our capability for a light attack day aircraft. The
A-4, a rather much older type aircraft, has significantly less load
capability, and also range capability and ability to avoid Sam missiles
on strikes into North Vi etnam, which were going on at the time that
these questions were being considered.
Dr. IFnoscii. There is one additional point, and that is that the TF,0-P8 engines that are in the A-TB's and the first A-T-E's can be
nlrated by a very simple retrofit) now that we have had enough experience with the engine to bring them up to about --funds
of thrust, which is less than the pounds of thrust of the TF-4,
but considerably improved the thrust to weight ratio of the aircraft.
Mr. Sixe. It is the committee's understanding that is one
of tihe very things that caused a drawback in this P-8 engine. It is
my understanding that was one of the reasons it required more thrust.
Admiral GADDis. With the full load of munitions which were desired
to be carried by the operational commanders, yes, you are exactly
correct. But the A-7
was still far superior to flte capability of
the A-4, sir.
Mr. SisKs. Are there questions at this point?
NUCLEAR AiPisip FEAsniIITy STUDY

Mr. LiPScom. A news article of February 20, 1969, indicated that

Qatron Corp., Computer Systems Division, is studying the feasibility
of a nuclear airship for the Naval Air Systems Conunand. The company will investigate the state of the art technology pertinent to
airframe, guidance and control system, and powerplant. Utility of
such a craft in support of present and future fleet requirements will
be considered.
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What is the study about. and what is tile cost of the study effort ?

I)r. FRosctI. That is an exploratory development. I do not know the
cost. We will have to find that out. leing an exploratory development
for that kind of a job it would be a very small kind of study effort.
REQUIREMENT FOR STUDY

Mr. IsWo . What would bing about & Navy study of nuclear
airship after the studies we have nmde in the past
Dr. FRosCH. For one thing I can say, the studies in the past in fact

are now in the past.. Most. of the work on the nuclear aircraft is now

at least a decade in the past.

The technology is different. That is one difference. The other difference is the studies of the nuclear aircraft were essentially in connection with Air Force missions and problems, and it. might well be
worthwhile to have a look ft whether such a thing would be of any
particular use for Navy missions. This is simply a process of keeping
track of all the technological options that might be important to future

Navy uses.

Mr. RHoDrs. If the gentleman will yield, are you saying, Doctor,
that this is not actually an experimental venture but an attemp t to
gather data which is available from other experimentation to (etermine what effect it might have on the future plans for the fleet.
Dr. Fmoscu. I cannot be sure without reading what the contract is
whether it is experimental or not. I would expect. that it would not be
experimental, that it would be two kinds of things: One, it would he
looking back at what has been done, and seeing what can be said
today about changes in technology and naval missions. It probably involved some theoretical work and theoretical engineering to see
whether any of the new technology changes the picture of what can I
done, and also attempting to see what the usefulness for Navy missions
would be.
Mr. RHODES. When the NASA felt a requirement for a nuclear
engne for the NERVA system, it went into a consortium with the
AEC for the production of the reactor and tflose elements which are
directly related to the use of the atom. I would assume that if the
Navy decides in the future to get into something like this it would
follow the sane route and not get into any type of duplication of
facilities.
Dr. FRoscit. For statutory reasons as well as good sense, I do not
believe we could or would go into that kind of enterprise without
going to the AEC.
Mr. RmioDFs. I thought that before, and found it not to be true. So
I am just reiterating my hope this will not be done.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
VKMATION' OF STfNY

Mr. LIp ,c M. How would a study like this be initiated? Would it
be by the Navy or would the Qatrn Corp. come to the Navy? .
Dr. FwoTs.
It could be either way. It could be someone in the Air
Systems Command whose job it is to think of Navy problems having
anidea. It could be somebody in the laboratories having an idea and
deciding that there were some things that were worth looking into
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and looking for somebody that was competent to do it. It could also
be that the corporation in question had an idea and put in a proposal
which had enough interesting and promising aspects so that the Air
Systems Command people felt that it was worth pursuing.
Mr. LwsCOMB. Do you know this company ?
Dr. Fnoson. I do not know the company.
QUALTTICATTONS ro

PERFORMING sTUDY

Mr. LTAsco~m. What would a computer systems division expertise be
in a nuclear airship
Dr. FRoscit. I don't know. I would have to look at what the backgrounds of the people who are working on the contract, wee. It is
perfectly possible that they have some special expertise. It. is pm.sible,
for example, that they hive some computer expertise that makes it
possible for them to make some theoretical com)utations that were
not previously possible. I don't know. I would have to lx)k at th
contract.
Mr. Liusco.Ml. For the record, would you put as much information
in as possible on this contract?
(The information follows:)
This is a no-cost contract or policy agreement twtween the Qatron Corp.. of
Rockville, Md., and the Naval Air systems Command. Qatron has offered to conduct a preliminary feasibility study of the nuclear dirigible In an antisulm1rhtie
warfare (ASW) role, reflecting the current state of technology. It was necessatry
to negotiate a contractual agreement in order that Qatron Corp.. with proper
clearances. may establish a need to know for certaln Navy ASW ulssion

information.

Booz, Al.vw Am TRAFFW STUDY
CO.Nr rCT VERSUS I,-IOUS.

STUDY

Mr. Llrscow. In November 1OOR the Navy awarded a $94,511 air
traffic study contract to Booz,Allen Applied research. The contractor
is to screen advanced development objectives, identifying those development areas which are most needed, and for establishing an order
of prority among the remaining development objectives. they are to
collect and analyze data relating to mission. employment, requirements
for fleet tactical support, aircraft, and fleet support helicopters. Dr.
Frosch, this appears to be the type of work which should be done inhouse by military personnel. What is your opinion on this?
Dr. FRosIL. I think it depends on precisely what work they will do
under that. The description sounds like a military kind of task, but.
it implies in the description a good deal of data collection and data
analysis which is not necessarily particularly military in character.
I think the important point is that the military should be those who
would examine the results and not necessarily those who would collect
the data and do theoretical analysis on the data.
Mr. Lwsco.nm. Do you or your supporting witnesses have aly
records on this particular contract?
Dr. FRoscn. Very much doubt it, not at that level.
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REQUIREME T FOR STUDY

Mr. LIIPsoMB. How would the necessity for a contract like this be
determined?
Dr. Fioscn. I would expect that it would be determined in the office
which has cognizance over that collection of ADO's, documents, and
problems which office would be in the Air Systems Command. I would
expect that they would decide that. they needed the work done. They
would in general look within headquarters and within the laboratories
to see whether the work could be done in-house, or was sensible to be
done in-house and, if not, then they would go out generally with a
request for proposals, either generally competiti-ely or usually in a
case like this a very large list of potential bidders w-ho are known to
be competent to do the work.
STUDY TO REDUCE COMBAT LOSSES OF AIRCR.Fr

3[r. IpIscowm. In 1968 thle Naval Weapons Center, China Lake,
awarded a contract to investigate the technical options available for
tle reduction of combat losses of U.S. technical aircraft by analyzing

tie means whereby enemy aircraft and surface-to-air missile defenses
may be attacked tand destroyed, neutralized, or avoided. This appears.,
Dr. Frosch, to be a study analysis which should be made by the .aval
Weapons Center itself ;ind not contracted out. For the record, could
you indicate the contractor involved and what is the cost of the
contract?
(The information follows:)
The Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Calif., maintains an in-house analysis
effort so that future technical possibilities may be evaluated with respect to
future Navy requirements. In particular cases. where It may be advantageous to
the Nvy to seek out qualified experts or perform a speelalizeld task, this laborntory as well as others contracts with Industry. There Is not mtflelent Information
In Mr. Lipscomb's question to definitely Identify one of these studies. However.

It appears to be generated by recent southeastt Asia activities and may be a
study with Delex Systems Inc., Arlington, Va. The dollar amount was $t9,4.
NEED FOR PRIORITY SYSTEM ON CONTILCT

Mr. Lirsco3m. Has there been a method devised or a survey made

on how we could utilize our resources better without indiscriminately
making contracts? Wo hear about priorities these days, but there does
not seem to be any priorities in the allocation of funds for contracts,
studies, and analyses.
Dr. FRoscu. I think that we do run a priority system on letting sulich
contracts and on doing studies and analysis. Certaiinly we do not do all
of the studies and analysis that people inside the INavy Department
suggest, and we certainly do not take all of the proposals that are
given to us on studies ana analyses. I think we need to be very careful
when we assign priorities, that we do not put them in the order of
immediate urgency, in the sense that we do not use all of our money
to do things that are needed immediately, whether they are completely
urgent or not, at the expense of doing analyses for long-term future
use. There are some things that would need to be done immediately but
are not as important as long-term things.
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3Mr. IpscomB. No one is suggesting this. I think we all und,-'stald

the need for basic research, exploratory research, but you have a tremendously large siz3d operation hi-louse, you ]lave a tremendous
operation in university studies, you have all kinds of resources available for these purposes, and yet. the defense research agencies seemingly keep going out and gathering in more. How can we put some
.trings or limitations on how we spend these resources? At times it
seems as though someone feels we have unlimited resources.
Dr. FROScl. I certainly do not feel we have unlimited resources. I

certainly do face a set of iroblems which I cannot accommodate within
the resources we have.
Mr. LiPsco-iB. Isn't there some way we can look deeper into this?
What kind of thought has been given ti this?
Dr. FROSCIr. There has been a tremendous amount of thought to
how we examine and keep track of these contracts. It is a subject oil
which we spend a great deal of time.
iII
and made
changes
organizational
made and
Ininformation
fact, we have
We changes
have made
systems.
in our accounting
systems
our
orgmnizational changes in the laboratory systems, in part, pisely
to bring this kind of problem io aggregations that would have
clearer responsibility so that we would know precisely what they were
able to do. This is, as you say, an extraordinarily difficult area because
there are a large number of relatively small things that have to be
looked at, So we automatically generate a very large number of small
tasks. This does give us a problem in management. It is one we have
certainly been working on. I cannot claim that it is one that we have
solved.
Generally what is done is that the responsibility for these things is
passed down to the level which has the most direct contact with the,
need and work. The higher levels of management try to essentially
keep track of it on the basis of agregations of work and whether tle
general area is sensible and in the right priority area.
STUDY RESULTS NOT PlUT TO USE
Mr.

LU'scoM•B. We have all heard statements and allegations that

many of these reports come back, are put in files, and that is the end
of them. That they are not circulated or read to any great degree.
Dr. Foscu. No; I think as a general matter just. watching the flow
of material that comes to my level it is quite clear the material is looked
at and sorted just from the fact that quite frequently I receive the restilts of a contract of the kind and size that. you describe. This means
that someone at the level where he is getting contract results has seen a
report which he thinks is interesting and important and has referred
it on up the line, and some of these actually get to me for action or to
Admiral Ruckner for action, and get incorporated into the program.
I do not know what percent of results of such exploratory contracts
really turn out to be useful in the sense that they are finally built
into military hardware.
But clearly that is one of the areas from which we are getting new
technological ideas and new possibilities.
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Admiral Ruckner points out that frequently it report that. says
something is not. a good idea or is not sensible or should not be pursued further is a very good studio result to have in hand.

Mr. Liews(om. WIhen it gets that attention it is probably worthwhile.
l)r. FROSCH. I think general these do. It may not get that attention
at mv level. If I were to read all of those reports, I would not even
get tfhat done.
Mr. Lscom. I would suggest that the reports you see are the ones
that really Iroduce something.
'ly the ones that at outstanding because
Dr. Frnscii. They are certain
they do that. There is no question about it.
PROJECT T1im.%ts

Mr. Litrsco-%iu. I an going to refer bawk to Themis for just a
moment.
GUVIDEIiXES

FOR .ALLOCATIXO FI.:DS

Did I understand you to say yesterday that the guideline for allocating it Themis program to a university was based upon some monetary criteria I
fir. FRosc. That is one of the guidelines, which is not, I believe,
absolute, but it is a guideline.
The guideline on the money is a college or university--I will read
the guideline precisely so theio will be no ambiguity-a college or university that expended more than $3 million during fiscal 1908 from
DOD grants and contracts is not encouraged to submit prolmsals. That
is not an absolute thing but it is a discouragement. There are other
eligibility criteria five of them in toto.
%r. LJsco31. You inean if they were already receiving $3 million

in DOD grants, they would not be considered?

Dr. Fnosc'n. No. The guideline does not say that. It says they are
not encouraged to submit Inroposals. Should I read the other guidelines . Would that be of assistance?
Mr. LIrsco~m. It might be helpful. Are they very lengthy?
Dr. Fnosci. I will read the titles. One is, current capability; that
is, if they already have a strong research capability then they should
not be eligible. Current leadership: They have got. to have good
enough peol)le to be able to do the job. Organization: That is, the
willinigness of the university to produce a suitable organizational
structure to take the work. What are called coupling mechanisms, that.
the willingness by stating how they will do it, to take the output
f the reeai-ch and couple it. in a useful way to the Department of Defense and the technical community at large both by publishing in a
suitable way and by willingness to provide advisory assistance to

DOD.

Finally, the item of current DOD funding which I read. Then there
is one additional one which is simply that an institution cannot submit more than three proposals in a given year.
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.~'~Ri~T

IE WORK .AROtD.)

Mr. lisco.iB. 1Vasn't one of the thoughts of Themis to Spread the
work around in order to create what were defined its centers of excellence?
IDr. Fnosit. The idea was to spread the work more widely and the
hope was to create soie additional centers of excellence.
Mr. LImsco.zR. One of the institutions which prestumhly voml.e

rinder those criteria that you have just riven, one that is listed in Vour
justification hook ts a typical operation of Project Themis is the
University of 3innesota. In the report put out by the Nmational Science
Foundatim for fiscal 1967, the 1Tniversity of 31inietota has totall
O: Department of Agriculture, $3.9
Federal obligation. of $49,459,0M
million: AE(', %-4.3million; departmentt of ('onimerce, $85,01H): l)epartment. of Defense, $2.5 million: Health, Education, and Welfare,
I.4 million: NASA..l3.1 million: National Science Foundation, $5.6
million: and miscellaneous, $321,000.
Now here is one of your participants in the Themis universityprogram: The Univeisity of Minnesota already with $47.5 million in Federal science funds in fiscal 1967. Of course, we realize they no doubt
have the expertise and the staffing and all but the Themis program at
Minnes ta Just adds another layer onto our already large grant prot~II. What is gained by usink Themis funds for this? You could
iave given thema grant under any one of a dozen of your other prograns just like the studies I have read here.
Admiral Ow .. There are several considerations, Mr. Lipscomb.
TVhere are two Themis contracts at the University of Minnesota: One
having to do with infrared and laser studies and another the study of
the performance of gas turbines and phenomena associated there%ith.
The prolxsals are submitted by the universities throughout the
country under the DOD guidelines. They are judged by representatives of the Army, Navy, and Air Force tor their quality content and
their potential promise to Department of Defense problems. The decisions in this competition are fina-lly arrived at and announced by the
directorr of Defense Research and Engineering. With respect to
Minnesota from the way we look at it, it was excellent work that was
Pro bo-ed. It.was pertin'ent to 'avy problems. They, were within the
guu'lelines annotinced by time Director of Defenw. Ilesearch and Engineering. The final selection and approval was made by him. We
think we are getting good work and it is a good investment.
Dr.FRoscn. I wonuid like to add one comment to that, if I may. The
Department of Defense was faced, when the program was announced,
witl the problem of deciding on some way that could be announced and
carried out that would define essentially who is already a rich center
of excellence, and who is not a rich center of excellence. Having defined a mechanical procedure to be carried out, essentially anyU
who fitted within those guidelines which may not be perfect, we feft
and the DOD felt, had to be considered equally; that is, it would be
unfair and improper to announce a st of guidelines as to who was
eligible and who was not eligible, and then proceed to violate time guide-
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lines, provided the work was good, after the proposals came in. I think

in some of these cases it may well be that the institution involved fits
within the guidelines that we have put out, but there are certainly
some questions as to whether they always fit within the general principle. The idea was that having put out a set of procedures we were
essentially fairly well bound to follow the procedures. It may be that
those procedures should be changed.
NEF.D TO WORK WITH

SMALLER UNIVERSITIES

Mir LipsCOB. One of the reasons that I am stressing this so much
is that it had been my understanding from hearings before this committee that the purpose for project hemis was to gain more qualified
people working in the area of Government research, by spreading the
Themis funds out to the smaller universities in order to have them
build this expertise and competence.
Dr. FRoscu. I do not recall whether smaller was the point,
Mr. LIPscoMB. Let me finish, please.
This was my understanding. And DOD had always had the opportunity to work with such institutions as Minnesota, the University of
California, California Institute of Technology, and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. But the idea was to spread the work out to
the smaller universities. As I look at your Themis program, you are
going right back to the universities that have always been qualified,
lave the expertise, the faculties, large funding, and ll the rest. You
may pick out a few that do not, but this is tihe appearance and I have
only mentioned one. I could mention others if you want me to.
Dr. FosciT. As I look at the list, I do not know precisely what the
amounts of Federal money in these schools are. But as I look at the
list, it seems to me the preponderance of them I know to be schools that
do not have large DOD involvement.
Mr. LiPscoxB. I am not talking about DOD alone.
Dr. FROsCI. In some of themI will go farther, I am certain they do
not have appreciable Federal involvement.
DUPLICATION WITH NATIONAL SCIEN(E FOUNDATION

Mr. LnwO.VB. The National Science Foundation is doing basically
the same thing you are trying to do. You can find the National Science
Foundation with studies allocated in exactly the same areas that you
are allocating study funds to, if you could take the time to look into it.
On infrared studies, the National Science Foundation is making all
kinds of allocations. In. the area of nuclear research they are making
all kinds of studies. If you would go down the list of National Science
Foundation grants, you would find that you are in the same areas as
they are in many instances.
the National Science Foundation has the setup, they have the organization and they have the mission. All the Department of Defense
would have to do is to lay on the requirement of what you desire and
let.them admuuster it.
You would not be taking military personnel, military funds, and
working in a mission that is not your area. The support o? education is
not the real mission of the DOD.
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l)r. FRosci. It is perfectly true that the National Science Foundsation is doing infrared iesearch as we are doing infrared research . I
would submit, however, that merely saving thiit. has no sigiifirane
with regard to whether we are doing the same work. Saying that two
places are supporting infrared research is like saying that infrared
work is mentioned two places in a book-it may not be tile same lbok-it may not. be the same research. Infrared is a very large field and we
have rather specific interests that are quite ditlkrent in many ,'ases
from the general scientific interest of the NSF.
Mr. Lwsco~mi. You could set forth the requirements of what yon
need. You are not.doing, as you said yesterday, any clas.ified confidentiMl work. it is all for publIcation. I'his is exactly the mission of the
National Science Foundation and in some cases other agencies of the
Government,
I think this is an area that DOD should turn over to the proper
administering authority. You have been in this program since fiscal
1967. When we ask questions of the Navy on this subject, you are. hardpressed to tell us of any meaningful reports or of any meaningful
evaluation of the program to date except you know, or at least you say
you know, that it is working well.
Admiral OwEN\. Excuse me, sir.
Mr. LiPsco31B. Yes, Admiral.
Admiral OWEN. I did not mean to leave any impression with the
committee fliat no look had been taken at the continuing perforinalie
of the Themis universities. Indeed, they have been visited-on repeated
occasions. We have assessments as to their l)roductivity and performance,.rel)orts issued, and -so forth. I do not have those available with

mie, sir.

I did not mean to leave the impression that nobody had looked at. it.

Mr. LiPscoMB. If you did not know that Themis was going to he
questioned in depth here at these hearings, you did not remember last
year. You recall yesterday we talked about Case.
Admiral OwEN. Case-Western Reserve: yes, Sir.
Mr. Ln'scomi. In Ohio.
Admiral OWE-. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lipsco.o.
In 1967 $6.4 million worth of Government obligations
went to Case. The AEC had over a million going in there. HEW had
almost. $2 million. The National Science Foundation had a million
and i half dollars worth of grants going in there. Then along comes
your study on research. Whiy didn't you give Theins funds for that
study to some little school hant was not participating to that extent ?
Dr. FRoscir. Mr. Lipscomb, it is a more general statement than that.
You cannot pick n subject of research and then say here is University
X that is not doing any research, I will go to them and hove them do
it, It simply cannot be oone that way, even if it is physics research and
they have a physicist, Physicists are not. interchangeable. You look for
the individual who you think is capable of doing the work. This is a
very individual matter.
NEED TO 'SE NATIONAL SCE'NCE FOUNDATION

Mr. LIpsom. I hope Dr. Frosch, with your great background in

education that you would inspire somebody over at. DOD to take a look
at. the university program and see if it could not be administered and
84-059----pt. 4-12
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applied to greater advantage through some other agency that works
in the ield of basic and exploratoy research. Then you could benefit
frim that program. If you are not tapping the National Science Foundation's operations now, and just setting ulp your own, this is a waste
of effort.
I)r. FROSCI. Mr. Li p.onIb, I would like to review the history. The
first organization in the Federal Government that was put together
for the purpose of tapping academic research for Government purposes was the Office of Naval Resech, which was set. up by statute in
1.94 to do so. In fact, it was the ONR that established most of the original arrangements and kinds of arrangements for working with the universitv research community. Later when NSF came along it, began to
take up that work. Over the years. we halve exxiiined the question and
we frequently do, whether it does make sen. for us to go out of the
research h business in some sense and have other agencies of Government
do it and simply read their reports.
Every time we have looked at this possibility and examined it, it
turns out to be a very poor idea in our judgment because it decouples
us from the community of people with whlom we want to deal directly.
It loses us control of the areas of research and the kinds of things e
want to be done.
TRANSFER OF TIIEMS TO NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Mr. Liescomn. Nobody is advocating so far as I know that. you o
out of this business. I am talking about your Themis program, the
niiversity studies.
This is an extra layer on your research program in the DOD. We
know how it. happened and we know how it got started. We have
been told by Dr. Foster.
It was not the specific idea of the Department of Defense. It was put
onto it. It is time to look at it and see where it can be done better. T tat
is all. It. would have been well to have had Dr. Foster, the Director of
Defense Research before us because I might forget when he is the
witness.
I)r. Froscii. I will pass the message on to 1himit personally.
it, Mr.
too. LiPscO3m. When we get the record, I hope to see that, he gets

Dr. Fnoscit. Incidentally, just for the record the actual Themis con-

tract with Case-Western Reserve is an Army contract with a Navy
tmnsfer of funds to the Army for the first year.
That doesn't change the principle.
Mr. LPscoMB. I have taken a great deal of the committee's time on
Them is, Mr. Chairman, and that is the end.
AIUCRAIFT

PROPULSION EV,,LVATIO.X

Mr. Sixa. You are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970 for
aircraft propulsion evaluation. Your program for the last 2 fiscal years
totaled $4.4 million. How was the $4.4 million utilized and on what
speiific enginesI
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(The information follows:)
1008

AND 106)9 FUND USAGE BJY

ENGINE
Fiscal

Fiscal e

X
TFO-P4 performance evaluation .................................................
X
....................................
TF30-P-12 performance evaluation
X
TF30-P-I performance evaluation .....................................
x
......................................
En4ine characteristics summary
.............................................
Maintainability of powerplants .............
X
...............................
158-GE-14 environmental evaluation ....
X
T56-A-14 corrosion evaluation ....................................................
X
evaluation
................................................
T64-GE-12 performance
X
T63 performance evaluation ......................................................
X
176 -- 10112 Performance evaluation ..............................................
X
Auxiliary power units evaluation ..................................................
X
Starters (verification and qualification) ............................................
X
Fluid systems evaluation and service problems ......................................
X
Fuels service problems .........................................................
X
oils service problems ...........................................................
X
Spin pit heating capability ........................................................
X
Current limiter evaluation ........................................................
X
TRW roller drive evaluation ......................................................
X
qualification
...........................................................
EnONARD
*n*oil..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................
...
..............
...
...
...........

evaluation
..................................................................
i19E4 corrosion
Helicopter
transmission
........................................................................
The

rticular engines are:

F30-P-I ..................................................................
TF30P-8 ..................................................................
TF30O-P-12 .................................................................
TFS-.E-14 ................................................................
T56-A-14 ..................................................................
T-63 ......................................................................

X
X
X
X
X
X

JIME-8..................................................................

X

T74-4-1012 ................................................................

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

USE OF 1OT 0 FUDs
MJr. SIKFS. How do you propose to spend fiscal year 1970 funds?
(The information follows:)
The TF3O-P-12 attitude qualifications, water Ingestion, altitude relight, and
anti-icing tests will be completed. Steam ingestion tests will be started. The
simulated salt water tests and evaluation of the sermetal-coated J1-E-8 will
be completed and test results will be correlated with engines operating In actual
s.lt environment to determine that the tests accurately simulate the fleet envlioullient. TF41-A-2 perforninte evalution will be completed. Contaminated
fuel tests on the fluid system of the T5V-GE-16 engine will be completed. The
qualification of additional ulpllers (if aircraft engine and transmission lubrl.itnts. engineering evaluation and verification tests of auxiliary power units.
starters and related components. and the development of coordinated engine
slkecifications will continue.
Mr. SiKFs. How much of this effort is devoted to the TF-30-P12

engine for the F-14A aircraft?
(The information follows:)

I8.037M for the following tests:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Complete altitude, qualifications, and performance tests.
Complete water ingestion tests.
Complete altitude relight tests.
Complete anti-icing test.
Begin stem Ingestion test.

Mr. SiKu. Why do you have to evaluate the TF41 engine when it
is being evaluated by the Air ForceI
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(The information follows:)
The Air Force Is evaluating the TF41-A-1 engine whereas the Navy Is
evaluating the TF41-A-2 engine which has a higher thrust rating at a higher
engine rotor revolutions per minute.
AIRCRAFT FLIGHTT TEST

Mr. SIKES. Your fiscal year 1970 program for aircraft flight test
million. How were the fiscal year 1968 and 1969 funds
totals
totaling $5.6 million used including the aircraft tested?
How do you propose to uIse fiscal year 1970 funds and for what
aircraft ?
(The information follows:)
The fiscal year 1068 funds were usedl as follows:
BIg trials, A-TA, OV-10A, F-4J, I'll-2C, A-4F, P-3B. C1I-53, EC-130Q,
TC-4C.
Witnesss contractor demonstrations, A-TA. C11-53, TC-4C. F-4., OV-10A.
Shoehorn evaluations. A-4. F-, A-I, F-4, A-0.
Navy preliminary evaluations. A-7A, X-22A, OV-10A. TC-4C, F-4J,
UH-2C, A-4F, P-3B, CH--'3. EC-1.30Q.
8moke abatement evaluations, A-4, A-7, F-S.
CH-46A, antenna pattern.
A-AA. vertical reference gyro modification evalua tion.
F-4, 600-gallon fuel tank evaluation.
EA-6A, ALQ-76, ECM pod evaluation.
T-2B, spin evaluation.
Rain repellant evaluation.
F-4, MK-2 smoke tank evaluation.
The fiscal year 1989 funds were used an follows:
Flight test and evaluation of aircraft weapon system configurations and inodi.
fications were supported for 85 models and series of aircraft. This included.
among others, witnessed contractor demonstrations and conducted NPE on OV10A, P-8, CH-53, and RA-SC. supported BIB trials on F-4. OV-10A, CH-53D,
and EC-I1SQ and conducted 'NT of speed brake on T-20, updated Shoehorn installation In A-4, A-4, F-, and F-, sonobuoy dispensing system on P-3C, and
navigation system in TA-3B.
The planned program for fisal year 1970 Includes supporting BiB trials on
the P-30, O-3A, T-38A, DC-130, HH1-2C, AH-IJ, 1111-C, and RA-OB. witnessing
contractor demonstrations of the AH-1l, and conducting NPE's/NTE's of newly
developed configurations and modifications to the CH-46E, A-3, A-O, RA-ZIC,
F--SJ, F-4, 01-46, OV-10A, and A-A.

AIRCRAFT EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

million for aircraft exploraMr. Srxis. You are requesting
tory development. Your program for the last 2 fiscal years has belen

running over $20 million each year. Generally, how haVe these funds
been spent during the past 2 fiscal years?
Dr. FRoscI. In the past 2 fiscal years the funds for aircraft exploratory development have been expended in a comprehensive program involving conceptual studies, small hardware developments and engineering support of naval aviation and aircraft operational problems
in the marine environment. Emphasis in the past 2 years has been concentrated on advanced aircraft concepts, increased turbine inlet temperature for propulsion systems, composite propulsion sysems, com-

posite material applications in aircraft structure. reduction of aircraft smoke emission, and improvements in cockpit man-machine interfaces involving displays, emergency equipment, and environmental

Control em
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Mr. SiKEs. How do you propose to spend fiscal year 1970 funds?
Dr. FRoscH. The fiscal year 1970program. will include continued emphasis in new concepts and propulsion projects. Studies and analyses

will be initiated and continued to investigate light attack aircraft., to
to
technology on ASV to develop study the impact of . An accelerated prgrain of developdemonstrate an advanced
ing high-modulus composite structures is planned. Investigation of a
.A
new approach in fatigue life-prediction theory will continue.
flight research program will continue to determine the significant
stability and control parameters to establish flying qualities acceptability criteria for V/STOL aircraft. Specialized investigations will
continue to improve methods of predicting aircraft stability and control characteristics and to improve simulation techniques. Development
of
techniques will be expanded to include an . Work will
continue on the solid state aircraft electrical system, employing multi.
flexing techniques to reduce wiring runs. Full-scale tests will be conducted for new designs of energy absorbers for aircraft arresting
systems..
Mr. SIKES. Identify the aircraft and related equipment mentioned on page P5 of your justification book.
)r. FRosci[. The 1£2 projects in aircraft exploratory development are
advanced aircraft concepts, aerodynamics, structures, control and instrumentation, electrical generation, propulsion, auxiliary machinery, acoustic silencing, habitability and personnel protection, vehicle
Izndlhng and servicing, inintenance and support, and electromagnetic
silencing.
Ainfonlx.w
AsW DETECTiooX sYsT:.Ets

.1v. SIKEs. Descril)e the work done under the subactivity airborne
ASW detection systems.

Dr. FRosci. Airbonie ASW detection systems includes a number of

developments. Specifically they are:
Airborne ASW avionics, tlhe development of advanced acoustic concepts through a flyable prototyl The end product of this project is a
set of system performance specifications.
Airborne acoustic search sensors concerns the development of future
acoustic systems beyond the DIFAR and CASS systems.
Command active sonoluoy system is a command activated, active

sonobuoy system havilir detection ranges alpproximately
than the present system. CASS is expected to be operational in
.
ASW helicopter attack system is a modification program to increase
the capability of the SH-3D helicopter. The system will include an
integrated tactical display, towed fAD, radar, active sonobuoys,
improved navigation and stabilization subsystems, and the latest ASP,
a airborne torpedo.
Airborne ASW radar is the development of a hig! resolution airborne radar system
. This radar, designated the APS-116,
will be first used operationally in the -8A.
Improved MAD is an integrated MAD system built around our
newest MAD detector
. This system will be installed in the
P-C and the S-3A.
-
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The moored sonobuoy system is a long.lite, xottom-moorl ximssive
sonobuoy. This development has been tansferred to the ASW surveillance subactivity in fiscal year 1970 because the system is more
in line with developments in that area. •
INCR A.

IN 1970 F'NI)INO

Mfr. SIKFS. Your fiscal year 1970 progrsin is
million, an increase of million over the fiscal year 1969 program. Why has
this program been increasing for the past 2 fi-sal years?
What do you hops to accomplish with fiscal yeir 1970 funds?
Dr. FRosc[i. The increases over the last 2 fiscal years in the airlmrne
ASW systems subactivity were caused by two different factors. In fiscal
year 1969 the command active sonobuoy system development was inits
most costly development year requiring si htlv more than $4.5' mil-

lion. Other project requirements remained fairly constant between

fiscal Years.
The inclusion of the airborne acoustic earch sensors project. requiring $2.2 million, is the primary reason for the fi-wal year 197t increa.,e.
As for what we hope to accomplish:
In the advanced ASW avionics portion an advanced avionics system will be installed inan RA-31 and flown against U.S. submarine
target& A data processing system, integration, installations, tests.
analysis, system simulation, and labonttory supl)ot require funds.

Airborne acoustic search sensor funds vill provide for the start
of the development of a deep. passive sonobuoy. Work will primarily

be centered around the development of a brealboaxrd system to begini
testing the concept and gathering of required data. Work on items
critical to the development will also be done.
The command active sonobuoy system, CASS, will complete operational evaluation and initiation of pilot production and Later letting
of the production contracts will take place. Work will continue on the
CASS, or DICASS, portion of the development.
The ASW helicopter attack system project requires integration of
active sonobuoy and dipping sonar displays and the completion of the
evaluations of some of the test equipments.
The airborne ASW radar will undergo extensive testing both in
the airborne and ground installation environments. The Navy will also
contract for service test models of the radar.
The integrated MAD system will undergo operational testing and
contracts f6r the development of magnetic shielding for the MAD
detector will be let.

AvioNics ADv,%N.-cD DEVELOP ENT
r8E OF' 1070 FUNDS

is

Mr. Stixs. Under avionics advanced development the 1970 prognini
million. What is to be accomplished with these funds?
Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)

There are five projects In the avionics advanced development element: $700.000
are programed for the development of a high frequency antenna systeni for ocean
surveillance and ASW aircraft. This system. will permit the simultaneous trans-
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mission on two HF frequencies with a minimum of Interference to HIP receivers
and to ASW and other sensors. In fiscal year 1970) we will complete the design
of antennas, filters, and couplers and commence system IntegratioIL
In a second project we propose to Initiate the develolmient of a highly reliable
nonmechanical teleprinter for use in ship nud aircraft and at shore activities. In
this program we are striving to develop technology which will result in failure
rates as low as 10,000 hours between failures. It Is anticipated that the eqUipilenit
resulting from this project will be vapble of operating at 3.000 words per mimute, will be smaller than teleprinter equipment now available, and will satisfy
some of the requirements of the other services and Federal agencies.
In another project we have programed $300,000 for the development of small
avionics components for aircraft. This development is a followon to exploratory
development efforts and Includes the fabrication, testing, and updating of Si'.flcations for such items as power supplies, converters, vibration isolators, andi
wierocircuits.
CAINS-fiscal year 1070-1,296K.
R-F data link capability plus update of shill signal generation will be dlon,trated in fiscal year 1970. Expect to contract for 11 engineering develpment
models of the airborne CAINS and complete design of calibration and maintenante models.
USE o 1908 AND 19069 FUN DS

Mr. SIKE. Also provide for the record it statement showing how the
fiscal 1968 and 1969 funds were used.
(The information follows:)
The development of the HF antenna system for ocean surveillance and ASW
aircraft commenced in fiscal year 1908. $245.000 were provided In that year and
$461,000 were provided in fiscal year 190. These funds were uced to (enduvt
initial baseline studies, to let contracts for the development of a dog leg receiver
and transmit antenna and an electrically short receive only antenna, and to
conduct tests of HF radio and receive couplers.
The $15,000 provided for the teleprinter development In fiscal year 199 was
utilized for the preparation of technical plans for the development effort which
will commence in fiscal year 1970.
Advance development of a standard GFE carrier aircraft inertial navigation system and support system capable of S minute alignment via data link
thus eliminating the need for flight deck cables from the ships Inertial system.
System to be installed In F-14, E-2C and 8-3 fiscal year 11)068 and 1969 feaxibility
demonstrated and contract for advanced development models.
.1REO JREEARC1[ CORPOnRATION CONXTRCTS

Mr. SIKR. In early January 1969. it. was reported that the Navy
Air Systems Command was negotiating a contract with Airino Research Corp., for the analysis of-the effectiveness of the P-3C aircraft
avionics subsystem. What is the cost of this contract, the Avioiiics
subsystem being studied, and the purpose?
Dr. Fwsoy. That is $323,623.
This is the avionics system of the aircraft. It deals with the
logistio support.
To understand particularly the problems that will be involved in
the logistic support of that avionics system as it goes into the fleet.
and to see whether improvements can be made in the proposed logistics
system is the purpose.
Mr. SIES. 'In May 1969, it was reported that the Navy Air Systems
Command was negotiating a contract with Airinc for a study'of the
reliablity, maiitainability, and cost effect iveness characteristics of
the GrummanI A-6A aircraft avionics subsystem. What is the cost of
this contract
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Dr. FRoscK. $175,000.
Mr. SixR . Why is this study necessary
Mr. FRoascii. This is an independent check of what is being done

in the updating of the A-6 system. I think it is reasonable from time
to time for us to go to a third party to look at what both we and
a prime contractor are doing.
V/STOL Au~.m rr
NAVY X-22A

Mr. SiKEs. Under the V/STOL developments, what is the Navy now

doing in that arIa ?

)r. Fuoscir. We have, I believe, the following: We have completed
the work on the X-22A which was the principal aircraft that we had
bwen working with. We are looking at the rotor problems.
Mr. SIKES. With what result .
l)V. FROSCH. With a good deal of data on control and, I think, no

real satisfaction or intention to build that kind of a V/STOI, aircraft. As you know, the matrines have proposed to buy some Harrier
aircraft for the purpo.ss of oleyutional evaluation. Tlat is not particularly a development program but ii elrational evaluatioll. That is
the
only
reasonably successful Y/STOA Wrraft
flying
today.
""... that I know of
Mr. SIKES. Do you propose to continue with the development of the
X-22A ?
IVr. FIostci. No, we do not.
Mr. SmIE . Would there be any future exl)enditures of funds on this
aircraft?
)r. Fitoscui. There will be not future development fund expenditures
on. this aircraft, but some exploratory development is being planned
for a joint interagency flight researelh program utilizing the X-2A
milder avy management.
COST AND STAT'S OF X-22A PIROGRA3[

Mr. Sims. For the record, tell us what the cost on the X-22A has

been thus far and the present status of the program.
(The information follows:)

The cost of the X-22A thus far has been $33 .4 million to the Government,
plils $2.2 million to the contractor under cost sharing provisions of the contract.
The X-22A flight research aircraft developed under the (vOtract has muccessfully completed the contractor's flight demonstrations and triservice military
preliminary evaluationK The Xavy accepted delivery of the aircraft for the
Government in May 1069.
A flight research program Is planned, utilizing the X-22A research aircraft
which incorporates a variable stability system to simulate flight characteristics
typikl of the range of potential future V/STOJ. aircraft, for Investigation of
control ptrameters in slow and zero speed regimes. The research Is planned for
Navy management under siponsorship of an Interagency committee composed of
membership by the participating agencies (currently the Navy, Air Force, and
NA$A, with possible partlclpatlon by the Army and FAA). Funding require.
ments In the order of $800.000 annually will be shared equally by the
im rtlell*atlng agencies.

1S3
BENEFITS OF X-22-A Plor.AM[

Mr. Sims. Show for the record what hIas been gained for the service
as a result of the studies aid development to date.

(The information follows:)

The gains for the .eryl,

from tht- X-212A progzrim Imlmddes proving omu the
advantages and di.,qidvantages expileted Elf lesigm comnepts for use In future des4gii selections, development of power train design. teeh.hdogy uabhle In all
propeller-type V/STOL designs. establishment of flight test exlwrlenee for use
in evaluating future V/STOL's (tilready used for in Harrier evaluation. 1111d pro.
vision of a needed flight r,.,arch vehicle for determining flight conzmtrol dh,.ign
criteria for future military V/STOL's.

xm.y V/s'mr,

FrFoirr.s

)i'. Fropvii. Mr. Chairman, may I imake a general comment on the
Y/STOL area.?

Mr. STKS.. Yes.
])r. FR CL. For about a. decade and a half there has ben great
interest in getting an aircraft that would have fixed wing aircraft
performance ai still have the vertical kind of capabilitv tht a helicol)ter has. This obviously has high-militar layoff. 'nrei has heenl
over most of that period o;f joint Army. Xavy, Air Force coordinated
project to do development work in afl kinds of sstenis. We divided
ul) which kind of approach each service would take. It general there
have been some V/STOL airctrft that were built and flown. That is
the best that can be said for most. of them. The one which alpealrs
really to be i real aircraft in a V/S'IOL is the Harrier. It should lbe
coimhented that there was Navy money and other 1)O) nllev iut
into the earlier stages of develolpment t6at led finally to the Mlrimer.
Mr. SIKES. Is th thriserVice develol)meuit program still in pro)gres ?
Dr. FRoscIr. It still exists and the X-2 was in fact. part of that. programn. It is at the end. We do not have amy further Navy projects that
are part of that program . I do not know ro'hiaud what either Army
or Air Force are continuing with.
Mr. SIRs. In what other V/STOL developments has the Navy
iparficipatedl
]). FRosci. The CL-84, I believe.
i/sro, ilioe-.vir
Nit: SiK.I. Why don't you give us a complete statement for the record
on V/STOL programs that aive been undertaken, the status of those
to date and what the costs have been.
(The information follows:)
The principal V/STOL programs with Navy pmrtlclpation Include a family of
three research aircraft undertaken under the trlservi(e V/STOL, development
programin 1900: the XC-142 (Air Force managedl), the X-1OA (Air Force managed), and the X-22A (Navy managed). In addition. the XV-OA (P-1127) tripmrtite (US/UK/FRO) program resulted from U.14. interest in 1902 in conthimIng a development program begun by the British. The Arlmy was designated the
U.S. program manager.
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Status of the programs are as follows: The XC-142 development program was
completed in 1968 with evaluation by a triservice team. The one remaining aircraft has been turned over to NASA for further research. The X-19A program
was terminated in late 1906 after the aircraft crashed. The X-22A development
program was completed with delivery of the aircraft to the Navy In May 1909.
A Joint agency exploratory development program utilizing the X-22A aircraft
I.Ilauned. A U.S. team including Navy members participated In evaluation of I
the XV-6A (P-1127). The British have gone Into production of the Harrier aircraft. which the U.S. Marine Corps Is interested in procuring..
Regarding coats of the programs, Joint funding was terminated in 1904, with
tiii,
Ipnrams subsequently managed and funded by the Individual services with
triservitv participation continuing. Navy cost sharing of the programs to date
Includes $29 million for the Xc-142, $2.7 million for the X-1OA, and $4.2 million
for the XV-OA (P-1127). Costs of the X-22A total 3.4 million.
FAILURE OF U.S. TO DEVELOP SUCCESSFUL, V/STOL

Mr. AN;DREWS. The Marine Corps is requesting funds for fiscal 1970

to j)pulch&se 12 Harrier fighter aircraft. Is the Navy engaged in a re-

search program to develop an aircraft similar to the Harrier?
Dr. Fioscu. No, it is not. But as I just mentioned, we had earlier
provided some of the funds in the earlier stages of the British development of the Harrier.
Mr. AzDiRi.ws. Were all our funds spent on the V/STOL type phine
concentrated on the X-2A I
Dr. FROSCH. No, that was simply the last of the types of aircraft
we were looking at.
Mr. AND"Rws. The Harrier, they say, is a good plane. The Marines
are ver. anxious for it. They had a deinonstration at Andrews the
week before last.. How do you account for the fact that.the British could
come up with this type of )lane after we had worked for years, spent
millions of dollars and we were unable to do soI
Dr. FRoscu. I think the correct way to say this is that when the
V/STOI, program started there was a large collection of ideas of how
to do it.
In order to avoid duplication, I think is the best way to say it, the
ideas that were being pursued in this country were divided up among
the services for support, and we did not pursue in this country any ideas
that someone had begun on ill Europe, but rather we elected to hell
sit pport their pursuit of those ideas.
That is why we put money into the Dritish Harrier development, so
that they would continue that development and we would not have to
duplicate that work here.
As ithappened out of the large collection of ideas it appears tlhat the
first one that has really worked out is the one that the British
started on.
Mr. AXDRF.ws. Did you put anything other than money into the
Harrier effortI
Dr. FSCiT. I dont believe we did except to have observers and discussing the program.
Admiral . =DIR. There was some interchange of ideas- Yes, sir.
Dr. Fuosci.u I think we had pilots who flew the aircraft during the
development.
Mr. kxRuws. The fact that they came tip with the plane and our
People could not, do you consider tlat a significant fact in the scientific
c0mnnity1
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l)r. Faosct. I think not. ()ne of the ideas we could have pursued
in this country was that particular idea.
But since the British elected to pursue it, we elected not to pursue it.
It is not so much a scientific idea as it is one of a number of engineering schemes that they worked over a long period of time and finally
nmde work.
The schemes that we worked on did not turn out to be practical. It is
really more a matter of how the division of technologcal work was
made Ietween the Vnited States and the United Kingdom rather
than a statement that our scieitists a it 'aiigood or our engineers

are not as good as theirs. It,.is a case where they sta Ite on the idea.
niaving seen them btart it we decided not to duplicate tise work.
Mr. A.NDRFw. Did the Germans workomn this type of plhiiel
Dr. FRoscm. Yes.
Mr. AN;REws. Did we make a contribution to their effort?
)r. Fmioscit. Ytos, we did. "
Mr. ANvRpwS. What ltaine of that pNe I
)r. FRoscii. I dont believe it wa-fl-fialy-eucessful. I think theie
is still somie Work.
.' '
N"
1
Captain JF.N. It was carried 0ttthrugh the 1".S. Air Force and
the West German Air Forre. Teli (Iormtns were involved in the liar.
ier in its early stages and'(id Ipatcilate.alng with us. Referring
to the other program which was, unde • Air Fotce sponsorship, that
(lied when the total development cost was asse.ked, they decided it was
too expensive to go that route. It was aboult 18 months ago that decision was made in the Depatmnent of Defense. The Navy did not
participatee in t)ke decisioh- against it o in the 'planning * hat went
into the program.

Mr. SixK.S. Since we have been'seeking tiOil

h ouir own effoi't to

develop a V/STOL M ceplt 'for inany years, it is tTllcult to undinstand
why these efforts liave'ot len successful, bitt that the BritishIlarrier
apPlarently'does enjoy at least a promisinff measure of suc.m.
How would you explain the situation of that kind?
Dr. FRoscm. I think there i ore a large nurber"6f approaches, all
of which looked plausible in the beginning or many of which looked
latsible in the beginning but most of which were not. When we.
divided tip the work both nationally and internationally, the one they
started to work on turned out to be the best of tie lot. There is
another important point, and that is, the thing that makes the Harrier
really Caft
le is not only the engineering scheme for changing the
lift, but te fact, that the jet engine has come along in the intervening
years to have a high enough power.to.weight. ratio so it can power
such an anirraft.. The earlier version was not. a satisfactory military
aircraft although it could go into vertical flight and then. into horizontal flight, in large measure because at. that stage of the state of
tle art. the jet. engine was simply not good euoughi in power-to-weight
ratio. Now it has come along so that it can actually run the aircraft as
an attack aircraft. The exlctation is that over the next couple of
years as the state of the ait in jet engines improves it will get to be
a better and better aircraft.
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ADEQUACY OF V/STOL FUNDS

Mr. SiKFS. Have the Navy's efforts in this field been limited by lack
of funds?
Dr. FRosciT. I think they have been principally limited by dividing
up the work among the services and among the countries. In my opinion I think they liave been limited by the fact that there have not
been all that. many good ideas around for how to build the vertical
takeoff aircraft.
Mr. SIKES. But you were provided funds in keeping with the
amounts you thougfit were needed to continue the effort, to produce
si'h a plane.
Dr. 1 Roscii. I believe that is generally correct.
AIR-TO-srFWAVE FIRE CoNTROL SYSTEMS

Mr. SixEs. The fiscal year 1970 prograin for air-to-surface fire control systems totals million. Tis program has been over $4 million for the past 2 years. How much of this effort. is devoted to the
F-14 aircraft and in what areas?
(Tle information follows:)
The sim of $2.397,000 has been devoted to the F-14 aircraft in the area
of a dvance development. This is planii'd for the F-14C.
ADVANCED AIRCRAFT PROPU1'ISION SYSTEM

3r. Siy :s. You are requesting in Iist'al year 1970 for a liew
subactivity entitled "Advanced Aircraft Iropulsion System." Is this
effort devoted to the advanced technology engine for the F-14 aircraft ?
Why was this new subactivity established?
Dr. FiHoscii.
This effort is not devoted to the advanced telmology
engine for the F-14 aircraft.
T his pojeet was estalIislhed to Suliport tite advanied development
of aircraft propulsion systems and subsystenws with the objective of
providing systems suitable for engineering development and ilttrod(tion irnto fleet. use in the time period 1978-85. Selected systems 1and sblhsystems, presently being investigated under exploratorv development
programs, will be integrated into effective flight-weighi demoustri1I.
systems to prove concepts, demonstrate technology advancements..
define propusion/aireraft interfaces, and verify effectiveness prior to
in itiation of engrineering development.
Mr. S IKF.S. Where was this work funded in the past year?
Dr. FosciI. The fiscal year 1969 effort was funided inldet exploratory development and will be ready to move into advanced development in fiscal year 1970.
AIRCRAr E.[N'E (OCoMPONExT

I 3Il'OVEMENT

rsE OF PROCUREMENT FUNDS FOR R. & D.

Mr. SIRFS. Earlier this year our investigative staff submitted a
report on engines for tactical aircraft.
One of the many interesting things learned from this study was
the fact that. for years ftnids for furt er engine development, uIpgrad-
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iig engines, and conl onent improvement have been obscured in the
production engine prices.
In your opinion, Dr. Froseh, does this not amount to the use of procurement funds for essentially research and development effort I
Ir. FRoscIi. I think that this is one of these cases in which some or
all of the work that is being done is just on the ma rgin between developing something new and ihpmving something which already exists.
It is frequently very difficult to draw a precise line when you are

changing something The example would be if you take ai engine and
Ollsay, I can improve this engine by making some changes I already

know about in the turbine blades. Then you say that is a product in1rovement and you have impiroved the engine. Tlen you may come
along a little while later and say the improvements In the tubine
Ilades now give meia turbine performance which means I can put a

slightly better compressor on, so I will do that. It is possible through
this proces- to back into a new engine.
I think we try to avoid doing that and successfully avoid doing that
in a systematic; way. In other words, this is not used as a way to go
arnounl developing a new engine. But it does turn out frequently that
over a sequence of natural technological improvements one has effectivelv done that. This is also in my opinion a pretty muddy area in
which there are these difficult decisions to be made. I am not. sutr that

we have always been able to find a way to make them systematically
enough. This is an area that we have been trying to look at and understand somewhat better.
CiRCUMIVEXTION OF STATUTES

Mr. SIXES. Could it be said that there are statutory or regulatory

prohibitions which are circumvented in this process.

.

.

Dr. FRoscIl. I do not know of any case that I would regard as a
)urposeful circumvention of statute or regulation. I think the jrob.
lem is more one of the fact that the statutes and the regulations divide
the ap propriation according to terms like development and product
improvement.
Frequently, when one takes a Imrticular technical ease it is a
very difficult matter of judgment to decide whether the proper term to
aplfly to that technical chan re is development or is product improvement. If one were to try, as I have tried, incidentally, to write down
as precisely as I could technical definition of what a development was
and what a product improvement was, I rapidly& become mired in
great difficulty in making a precise distinction.

There is a fuzzy area-between the two. In fact, I would go beyond
that and say ther is a fuzzy area between what is the end of development and what is the beginning of production. The distinctions we
normally make a.r based upon the end use of the object, the appropriate ap wipriation, and the tooling is hard or soft tooling. In fact,
I know of no transition between the two in which there were not some
things done in production that. could have been labeled developed
and some things at the end of development that could not logically be
labeled production.
It is a.very difficult area for reasons of intrinsic difficult with the
technical definition.
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PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

Mr. Sims. The committee understands that the Navy designates
engineering effort designed to improve p14ormance within the engine
specifications as product support, and effort designed to exceed the
specifications as product improvement. Both types of effort are funded
in the production engine contract using procurment nioney.
Could it not be said that product imnirovenlent is actually nothing

more than providing a contractor with additional funds to complete
a development to contract specifications?
Dr. Fnoscu. Product improvement heentise it is intended to go beyond the requirement I think could not be fmid to do that. Generally

as applied, it is my understanding that it is intended in fact to go
beyond the performance that is required in a contract to ;ee whether

there is a way to take the next step of improvelnents.
The history of airxenift engines has been such that the technology
has been moving in a NA'ay where if you start with a given engine dle*sign, the most economicili and sensible way to get. to a somewhat higher
power or somewhat lighter weight engine, or both, is to make small
incremental changes in the engine over a period of time. That has
been a more profitable route technologically and a cheaper route
than freezing an engine design and starting "a whole new engine design. As a result, what we have are families of engines which are
basically the same engine but change in a way that is consistent with
their basic technology over a Period of years. Then from time to time
we introduce a new engine which is based on a radical change in technology and then it has a period of life over which it improves as a
result of small changes.
Mr. SIKxs. Would you say that product improvement should be an
R.D.T. & E. effort, funded from R.D.T. & E. funds?
Dr. FAOSCIF. It is very difficult for me to nake a generalization on
that. There may be cases in product improvement where I would make
that judgment and I am certain there are cases where I would not want
to do that.
This is an area which we are trying to look at and make a better
division among various kinds of things. We have not gone at it enough
yet so that I would be willing to make that judgment.
Mr. SiKEs. Could it be said that the product improvement effort inhibits competition for the development of a better engine?
Dr. Fnoson. I do not think so in the sense that there is always the
possibility of building a much better engine. But we would not entertain very seriously in any case a competition to make a small improvement in engines. The development costs for a brandnew engine
are such that it does not make sense to go the route of a completely
new engine for a small change. It is much better to make improvements incrementally.
Mr. Sims. That is good enough.
INDIRECT FUNDED COMPONENT IMPROVEMENTS

Mr. Av.DREWS. According to the staff study, the component improvement funding trend for tMe Navy and the Air Force for the period
1957 through 1069 indicates that the $1.3 billion had been funded directly and about $1.4 billion had been funded indirectly for this pur-
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pose. Inasmuch ag the $1.4 billion funded indirectly had been inchLuded in production engine prices, it would appear that production
engine prices were inflated by that amount over the 13-year period.
Do you believe these indirect efforts nr of sufficient importance to
have warranted competition with other projects in the R.I).T. & E.
and procurement appropriations?
)r. FRrosciL Inasmuch as those expen(litlres 1rT in the lrocltenllent
accolults, I an not familiar ellough with tlil in detail to mhake that

judgment.

,rl . A-n;Dvws. I wish you would comment for the record.

(The information follows:)

In the case of Navy

ro.urenients of Navy and Air Fort'o development nil
componment Improvement front Pratt & Whitney for the l'rihl 1957 through
i)o,
the total Indirect funding has been about $527 million. To that degree, it. iaay be
stated that production engine anad slare Imrts costs have been inflated over that
11-year period. That portion of the $527 million. which was u.sed to cover t
Isrtlohi of development and product improvement (osts. was matched by an
amount three times as large on direct contracts and thus, the projects dlid
compete with other projects In the R.I).T. & E. and procurement appropriation .
The portion of the $721 million which was used to cover product support eo'-ts
did not compete with other projects In the procurement appropriations In 1 .strict
sense: however, the product support work was ai necessary ancillary to the
successful operational use of the production hardware so including such ancillary
costs In the production hardware prices appears to be one step closer to inhdleatIng total costs of that hardware.
There have been no indirect costs for development. product Improvement or
product support In production prices at Pratt & Whitney since January 1, 114N.
All suh military work Is procured under direct contracts since that date.
In summary, It Is considered that all such indirectly funded effort compettd to
the degree desirable and practicable with other projects in the R.D.T. & K antd
procurement appropriations. To assure such competition and to provide increased visibility, however, the Indirect funding practice has been discontinued
by the Navy at Pratt & Whitney beginning January 1, 1908.

EFFECT ON NEW ENGINE MARKET OF COMPONENT I3IPROVE3[ENT

Mr. Av.DREWS. It would appear that component improvement of
existing engines perpetuates existing military engine markets and in
some cases tends to eliminate new military engine markets. For example, the Pratt & Ahitney J-52 engine after component improvement

replaced the Curtis-Wright J-65 engine. What is your opinion?

Dr. FnoscH. I do not know that specific case, but my opinion is that
we are seeking the most economical route to improve our elgine.. For
relatively small increments of improvement it is not sensiGle to pay
the development costs of a brand new engine. It is only sensible to pay
that if there is a real change in the technology. The sensible route f;r
small improvements and for building up improvements is to go an
incremental route. In a case like that presumnably both companies and
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both engines had the option for prol)sing incremental changes that
WOnld ipojl'Ve it.
would presume that Pratt & Whitney either did so or Cutis did
ot 01* tile Pisati sk 1Witiey engine was capable of more illiprovellieit
Ihan tle Curtis engine.
Mr. ANmmws. D)iew
li
"igiHeR COme ill w'cle
Dr. Fmstuc. Not in cw'l s so nuwl" I.a there air jumps in the
techliolog".
Mr..xliltyw,. IIow long would vout si all engine is a new elungille f
D'. FB('5(I. 11.'The lifel ol an eiigi1e, a.- a model tVPe, in SOMc e.l-es ftor
t0 yeal's.

Ar. .-xr: F:vs. I dnt iuein 1hat. Hov Ioug is it vonsidered a new

('lilie
l I efore tile eugille

emclpnes ol.solesent.

ir. Eitoscit. That is a diflficult question because there are a lot of

,S ill whiel o soleseelve vill be ilittait. It call be('olte olsceit
ill
lie ,ellem that its IprformlamwnUe is )lot Ws g0041 as tht pirfornluiute Of
litwel' engines. It can he 1).olesepent ill the -a-ese that tile technlogy is
tLrlInvlogy of 1) yetai's ago ibut not olsolescent in the else that tile herfor'lulmnee is still'that which is required for the task of that engie.
'lhe rate of teL'hllogival obsolescence in the engine business is pretty
rapid in tile selse, that there have l)eenl things I would consider to he
lech logical c,liges v'oli01g along ilt periods of tinle of every couple
of year.s.
INhe engine husiIe..'5 lis been building ill) very nij)idly
1ill i teC(hn1lological sense. To some extent that is true in tle performing sense. That
(l0(ts 1ot. antoiltitally mean that for a given task we wantt to put new
techmlogy engines hlto that task.
For ,xtulliple for an aircraft which is used for flight avid passengr
Nl,

Ipltrl)oes, it logistics aircraft, probably there is frequently no sens in

ease we would not he
alble to pull more perfor'imance out of it. A ease like the A-? where the
airfniiue is strong eiotgh to carry 11oVe weight tlll tile m'icrili
etligine ('ontenmplate(d iS olie in whil.h it makes spnse to .say til einine is
pullttilng a brandnew engine in that airfranle

olhsole.('ent alid we ought to put a higher performing 'ninglle ill.
It" AV1. FUNDS

X01,1F. .\i'P1IRTAI'r.\T

FORq

C'OM11PONE.X'T I.M[PIRO\KVEN

Mr. SIKES. Mr. seretay', ill alswer to tile (.hIirll-ll'squestion oil
ro(cllet ill provellilelit, I feel that tile comllittee calt il*(I t it is luore
ecollollieal to take till existing engine idI uprate it rather than going
into a eenll)letely new res-earch and development. effort. However, I
think the thrust f the question was more to the area of, is it. not Illfore
the province or the area of R.I).T. & E. to take an existing engine and
tw R.D.T. & E. funds to improve it rather than to utilize i)r(Wullliplt
fuids for this effort . I think this was the thrust of tile questioll.
Dr. Froscm. I think that. really dependss on how big the improvement
is at. a given time. For example: if the improveniet in the engine wer
to change the material of a heat. shield so that an electrical component
stavs cooler in the control system, then I think there would b little
loint. in calling that a devetopnent as Opposed to a protuctiom-type
ptOluct improvement. It. is tIie kind of thing which is nornially in
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commercial practice done as a commercial line chance rather than a

development change. If one talks of changing an engine by making a
irdical change in the whole aerodynamics system in the compressor,
then I would regard that as a real developmental change.
I have given you two extremes which are clear and eay to see. As one
goes into the middle it gets more and more difficult. Suppose we take
a case where I want to make a change in the material of fie blades in
the turbine because they will stand the temperatures better and I will
have a longer turbine life, with the engine otherwise the same. Then I
think the question of whether it is development or production product
improvement depends on whether the materials are all developed and
well understood, and whether the tests have been completed. Then, if
it is is a replacement essentially one for one with the new material, it
might well be quite legitimate for production. On the other hand, if
the material were radically different, and so there were some real questions of development and testing, then probably it should be a develop.
ment program.
CONROTOR COST SHARING

Mr. SIRES. Up until 1968, it was Navy policy to obtain contractor
cost sharing of its R.D.T. & E. engine development programs, including product improvement and product. support. In reviewing the approved military program with Pratt & Whitney for 1966 and 1967,
our investigative staff noted that there was no cost sharing of the product support program for the TF-30 engines totaling $66.3 million nor
in development costs of the TF--30-P-12 engines, the total program
of which was $44.1 million for those 2 years. Why were these costs not
shared by the contractor in accordance with the Navy practice I
(The information follows:)
It has been and is the Navy policy to obtain contractor cost sharing of Its
engine development, product Improvement and product support programs in
consonance with the Department of Defense policy as stated In ASPR 4-110. In
substance, It is the policy to use cost sharing only when there is a high probability
that the contractor will receive substantial present or future commercial benefit.
In the case of Navy contracts with Pratt & Whitney, It Is the practice to obtain
cost sharing of development and continuing engineering costs in those cases

where the engine has current or potential future commercial use.

In the case of TF-30 engine product support during calendar years 1966 and

1967 as well as the TF-30-P-12 development, the TF-30 has no current commercial use nor Is it considered to have potential for future commercial use.
For this reason, cost sharing was not obtained.
It is noted that the $44,149,303 in the 1966 and 1987 approved military program at Pratt & Whitney reflects repetition in 1067 of $12,500,000 shown on the

1966 program. In addition the final phase of this program in 1968 cost $5,719,155
for a total cost of $37,88,458.

Mr. SxKES. Are these questions at this point?
Mr. Luscom. No, Mr. Chairman.
Air. Sxis. Very well, gentlemen.
Thank you very much.
The committee will resume its hearing at 2 o'clock.
(AUrNOON SESSION')

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will come to order.
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DF.STROYER HEUCOPFER SYSTEMS

We will discuss the destroyer helicopter systems.
For fiscal year 1970 the Navy had established the subactivity' destroyer helicopter systems. For what purpose will
million
beig requested be used?
Dr. Fiosr. The
million required in fiscal year 1970 will
fund necessary studies and analysis in support of concept formulation
as well as a flight test and evaluation program and the development of
needed avioics.
LAMPS

Mr. ANDREWS. Does the Navy propose to develop a new helicopter
for the LAMPS mission, or to use a light helicopter in the Navy
inventory?
Dr. FRoscu. The Navy plans to use an off-the-shelf helicopter for
LAMPS. By off the shelf I mean modifications to an existing helicopter system not necessarily military but in production. It is too early
in the development to pin'down likely candidates but the Navy is
presently investigating the most cost effective methods of obtaining the
required capabilities from available military and civil equipment.
QH-50 DRONE

51r. Aiwaiws. The committee understands that the loss rate had
been high for the QTT-5o Drone antisubmarine helicopter when 11?Zed
in Vietnam in the battlefield reconnaissance role. Why was this and is
it still being used for that purpose
Dr. Fnoscir. The Navy has ukd the DASH helicopter for gunfire
support and reconnaissance missions in Vietnam during the past 2
years. From August 1967 to June 1969 we have lost-DASH
vehicles in support of these missions, this is an average of a little over
-- . Because of the nature of drone operations in Vietnam
the exact causes for most of the losses cannot be specifically determined,
but several have been lost due to battle damage, others to equipment
malfunction and some to operator error. The QH-50 Drone is still
being used for gunfire support and reconnaissance in Vietnam. Additionally three of the DASH helicopters were bailed to the Advanced
Research Projects Agency, ARPA to do development testing for a
battlefield reconnaissance project. TIhey were configured and deployed
to Vietnam in April 108 andoerated from a Navy ship, the U.S.S.
Blue, in support of the U.S. Marines. ARPA has no vehicles
in Vietnam at this time but is continuing development of the battlefield
reconnaissance capability with other DASH vehicles.
USE OF T-03 ENGINE wrM DASH AJrrMR

3fr.

A.N-DRWS.

Reportedly, Gyrodyne had been awarded a Navy

contract to replace the Boeing T--50 engine in the DASH with the
Allison T-63 engine. What is the reason for this change in engines?
Has this been tested yet I
Dr. FRoscH. Gyrodyne has not been awarded a contract to replace
the T-50 engine, however, they have been given a contract to conduct
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a limited test program of the T-63 engine with the DASH airframe.
The testing has not yet taken place as Gyrodyne has just recently
taken delivery of the engines and the experimental vehicle is being
assembled. These tests were required because the contract for the Boe.
ir T-150 engine terminated in March 1968 and the Navy was unablo to assure continued funding for a future contract. With an
unassured availability of the T-50 engine in the future the Navy
determined it necessary to investigate an alternate soutrve.
DAShT VERSUS LAMPS

Mr. ANDREWS. Has your experience with the DASH in Vietnam
caused you to question the effectiveness of a drone helicopter to the
point the Navy is now considering the manned LAMPS concept?
Dr. FoscII. No, sir. The capabilities required in a LAMP's heli.
copter far exceed those attainable in a drone vehicle.
RYAN

FIREBEE

MAr. ANDREWS. Would you describe the use to be made of the Ryan
Firebee I
Dr. Fnoscur. The purpose of this development is to provide
organic to the Navy and responsive to the Fleet/Task Force Cominander. The concept of operations will be to launch a modified RYAN
147S drone that is presently operational in tie I'S LF
Mr. AN-,nRvs. What is the status of its developm-.nt?
Dr. FRosciu. Tile development is two )ased - -.
Mr. ANDREWS. How much has it cost develop this drone and will it

be used by all the services I
Dr. Fnoscu. This development consists of modifying existing USAF
1478 reconnaissance drones for . The total cost of the program
is $8.5 million of which $2.9 million is R.D.T. & E. The other services
have no plans to use the Navy SPRA at this time.
S-8A (VSX) ASW AMcRArr

Mr. ANwDRws. Now, the S-3A (VSX) ASW aircraft. You are requesting
- million in fiscal year 1970 to begin engineering development of the S-8A (VSX) AS'W aircraft airframe and to continue
development of the engine and avionics of that aircraft. This is a
million increase over the fiscal year 1969 program. Will you
briefly describe this aircraft?
DESCRIPTION OF AIRCRAP

Dr. FROScH. This is intended to be a follow-on aircraft to the 8-2.
It will incorporate in it new avionics, including a .
It will carry Mark 46 ASW torpedoes. The avionics system, the airborne electronics system for the -8 will be essentially the kind of
system 'e have in the much larger land-based P-3C ,aircraft, repackaged and somewhat advanced beyond so that it will fit into a carrierbased on antisubmarine aircraft. It will be a complete updating of the
electronics to the latest state of the art.
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It also will have a very much longer range and/or time on station
depending on whether fuel is used for loitering or to fly out a distance,
than the current S-2 aircraft, so it can cover a great (leal more ocean
in the ASW role.
The S-2 which it replaces, I believe, first came into the inventory
in 1954 and is now obsolete both in the range and the thne it can. spend
in search and in the electronics that can be put into it.
Mr. Ai-Dnws. Will this aircraft give you added capability in ASW?
Dr. FaoecH. It will give us a very greatly improved capability over
the current ASW carrier aircraft cap ability.
Mr. ANDtws. I would like to reatd io the record the chaiacter.
istics from that slide. A crew of four. The gross weight is
pounds. It has two engines. It has nautical mile range maximum. The cruise speed is knots. The maximum speed is- .
minimum endurance,
hours at sea level. At this point in the
record I wish you would have inserted the characteristics of the plane
that this will follow.
Dr. Faowii. C rta.
(The In1osmaon follows:)
The 8-2E has a crew of four, a gross weight of 26,rO0 pounds, two reciprocating
engines, a normal cruise speed of-knots, a maximum speed of knot-,
and an endurance of over hours giving It a maximum range of
mile&
-

AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Mr. ANwnws. How much has been spent on this aircraft development through fiscal year 1969?
Dr. Faown. $80.6 million if I am adding correctly in my head.
ZEOWNE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Awn ews.
How long has the engine been under development
and what type of engine is it?
Dr. FoecH. The engine is a fan jet engine which is being developed
by the General Electric Corp. The contract was let to GE in March
1968.
Mr. ANnzws. Does the engine have a destination at this time?
Dr. FoBCE. I believe it does but-TF 34--E2 is the designation.
Mr. A)Dws. Will this be able to operate from all the ASW carriers currently in the fleet?
Dr. FhowiC.

Yes.

PROORAM-SLTPPAOR

Mr. A-.niiiws. How far has this program slipped?
Mr. FROSOH. Tle projected time for the awarding of the contract has

been along in July 1969 all along. The contract award has not yet been
made, but until we get to July of 1969 it will not have slipped at all.
Mr. AN.-DRews. Do you think you will meet that schedule I
Admiral GAnozs. The contract itself is in the Office of the Secretary
of Defense for approval.
Mr. ANDRws. The Navy is through with it?

Admiral GAmmis. The Navy is ready to meet the time.
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DOD REVIEW OF 8-3A PROGRAM

Mr. AxDREws. It has been reported in the press as recently as May 22,
1969, that the Secretary of Defense still had the S-3A project under
review. Is that correct?
Dr. FRoscH. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the purpose of the review, if you know?
Dr. FioscnH. There have been several purposes for the review. One I
mentioned I think yesterday or the day before, and that was to reexamine the contractual terms and to see whether the contractual terms
that we have finally negotiated with the two potential contractors are
saisfactory in terms of giving enough margin or possible slips.
Mr. A.DREws. The review was in connection with the contract.
)r. FROSCH. That was the first review. There is now a review of the
two potential contractors' capabilities to carry out the contract satisfactorily.
Mr. A.vREws. Has there been any review of the question of the need I
Dr. FRoscul. I don't know of a formal review.
Admiral GADDIS. In connection with the budget amendment, sir, of
the current administration, this review of the S-3 was very extensively
pursued. It was nominated as a program which had to be rejustified on
the basis that this was a new start which involved procurement in the
out years and, therefore, a recertiflcation of the requirement had to be
established.
Mr. AN.-nr.ws. Has that been resolved?
Admiral G.AIrbS. This was established and it was resolved by the
this aircraft in the amendments submitted by President
inclusion
.Xixon in of
April.
Mir. A.'Nr.S.
So thie opl_ thing before the Secretary of
Defense
today is questions dealing with the contract and the capability of the
proposed contractors?
Dr. FROSCH. That is my understanding of the situation.
DErCRIPTION. OF

-3A

CONTRACT

Mr. AN-DnEws. What type of contract do you plan to sign for the
development of this aircraft ?
Dr. FRosci. The contract is a fixed price incentive-type contract in
which the incentive is on cost only. There is a sequence of production
options following after development. There is a clause in the contract which allows us to delay the initiation of the production lots
if it is necessry to do so. We are obligated only to start a production lot with a delay of anything up to a year allowed until certain
milestones in the development program have been passed. Thee inelude, for one lot, the actual operation of a complete operating setup
of the electronics for another lot; it is the actual flying of an aircraft
with the complete system in it.
The lots each have a ceiling price which cannot be exceeded at the
time the individual production lot is to be negotiated. There will be
a negotiation for what the actual ceiling for that lot will be, but the
actual ceiling in all eases must be lower than the ceiling now stated
in the contract.
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M'r. AxDREWs. I wish you would place in the record a concise de.
scription of the contract including the options, when they may be

exercised, the cost options.
Mr. FaosoH. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

S-8A CONTRACT
The S-8A engineering development (R. & D.) contract is for the development
It & D. aircraft, tests and demonstrations, and related data.
of This contract will be fixed price incentive (cost only). The target cost, target
profit, target price, and ceiling amount for this effort will be set forth in the
contract and, of course, Is different for each of the two remaining competitors.
The contract will include five option lots, the first of which is an extension of the
aircraft. There are then four production lots
R. & D. effort and buys of aircraft.
Each of the four production lots is designed to allow for the procurement of
aircraft at or below a stipulated ceiling or maximum price. This price is negoti.
able downward only to either a firm fixed price or fixed price Incentive contract.
If a fixed price incentive contract is negotiated, the ceiling amount cannot exceed the maximum price now In the contract.
Each lot sets forth a nominal number of aircraft. A variable quantity formula
Is included which will adjust the maximum price for Increases and decreases
in aircraft quantities up to approximately 50 percent of the lot nominal quantity.
It should be noted that exercise of a quantity greater than nominal decreases
the maximum unit price and exercise of a quantity less than nominal increases
the maximum unit price.
In addition, the exercise of each option is keyed to an option date of October 1,
of each year and the accomplishment of established milestone events If the
event is accomplished on or before October 1, date, the program is presumably
proceeding as expected and the option will be exercised. If, however, the event
is not ncomplished due to the fault of the contractor, the October 1, date slip
day for day for maximum of 1 year. This approach allows the Government to
delay the ordering of production aircraft until the contractor accomplishes the
milestones of development he has agreed to meet.
Some other features of the contract include separate pricing of each lot, no
pricing formula tied to actual cost. a provision for adjusting the lot maximum
prices either up or down prospectively if there are abnormal fluctuations in the
national economy and, at all times, the Governments' maximum termination
liability is covered within the amount of funds obligated.
The adjustments for economic fluctuation are made automatically by tracking
Bureau of Labor Statistics indexes and are made prior to the exercise of the
option.

FLY BEFORE BUY CO.NTCr

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you contemplate going to a prototype develop.

ment?

Dr. FRosoH. No, not in the sense. We will have, during development,
however, actual flying aircraft. Usually when prototype development is
described nowadays it generally means two separate competitors, both
building aircraft. We wll not be doing that.
Mr. A%;DRE WS. Will you fly the aircraft for any length of time before
you exercise option for production I
Dr. Faoscn. I believe the answer is yes. Now, the first production lot
is lot III which is for a nominal - aircraft, but it might be as few
as
aircraft. The milestone on which a go.ahead for that lot is
- aircraft-as a laborabased-that could be as little as the first
tory demonstration of the acoustic processing and display system.
Lots I and II are development.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many will be in those two lots?
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Dr. Foscn.-aircraft, Lot I is - aircraft. Lot II is
aircraft. The - aircraft in lot I are paid from R.D.T. & E.
The aircraft in lot II are paid from PAMN funds. That is the
same problem we discussed before.
Mr. ANDRE Ws. That takes care of your first .- .Will you fly one of
those-before you exercise option for procurement of additional
aircraft?
Dr. Faosc. One of the milestones to be satisfied before we exercise
an option for lot III is the flight of the aircraft.
Nr. ANm)Ps. So if it doesn't work, you are only purchasing
Dr. Faosoa. That is right. The option for lot IV, which could
be
aircraft or as few as
aircraft-Mr. ANwiwws. How many in lot IIII
Dr. FoscH. It is --.
It is a nominal number but it could be
as few as
or as many as I believe -.
Mr. AzmrPws. Lot IV is where you really get into production f
Dr. FROSCH. That is right. That might be
-. The whole system
must be flown and demonstrated before we have to exercise that option.
CON"rROL BYSTMMS RESEARCH CONTRACT

Mr. ANDRPWS. Reportedly the Control Systems Research, Inc will
work
in development
planning. What is the cost and purpose o this
contract
effort
Dr. FRoscir. The purpose is to give the Air Systems Command some

independent backup in doing their planning and assessing the pro.
posed plans of the prime contractor. The cost of it I don't believe I

have broken out here
Mr. ANDRPws. Supply it for the record.
(The information follows:)

The Control Systems Research contract price was $6,000 (fiscal year 198
funds). An extension from April 1,1909, to June 80, 19W1, in the amount of $28,000,
utilized fiscal year 1989 funds.

Mr. ANiDREWS. What is the purpose of the contract effort?
Dr. FnosoH. To give the Air Systems Command some help with

their planning for systems to follow the prime contractor's work and
to get some independent evaluationMr. ANDREWS. IS this Controls Systems Research organization one
of those so-called nonprofit organizations?
Dr. FROSCH. No; it is not. It, is a commercial operation and you pay

for what you get.

JOHN D. KETELLE CORP. CONTRACT

Mr.

ANDREWS.

The committee understands that Naval Air Sys-

teins Command will soon negotiate a contract with John D. Kettelle
Corp. to perform analysis in support of the S-3A aircraft. What is the

proposed cost of this contract and why is this study effort necessary?

Captain JESSEN,. It is a very small contract. It. deals with ASW data
to further substantiate design of the sensors and the need for their
integration in the type and wray we are doing it right now.
V . AD\Dnrs. Tell us something about the Kettelle Corp.
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Captain JESSEv.. It is a very small corporation somewhere in the
Washington area.
Mr. AY'DREWS. What will that corporation do that the control systems research organization will not do? Are you going to have two
contracts?
. Captain Jr.SEX. The control research contract, has been executed and
is primarily associated with the type of data we use for technical
development plans and for various formal documents that we develop
to support a major program like this.

The John D. Kettelle Corp. contract. is directed toward ASW data:
not directly "S- data ter se, but ASW oceanographic sort of data to
support. the design of the systems in the S-3.
Mr. AND EWS. You say the Kettelle Corp. is a small organization.

What. capabilities does it, have that the Navy does4 not. have in-house?
Captain JFSSE. We would have to supply that for the record.
Mr. AxDREWS. You are asking a small organization located here in
Washington to do some ASW work for you when the Navy should be
the best.qualified when it comes to ASW f
Dr. FRoscm. What we are asking him to do I am certain is a particular data analysis task; not a generalized ASW analysis, but a particular task.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does anybody know what that contract is going to
cost with the Kettelle people?"
Captain JERSF4.. It :is estimated at $25,000, sir.
Mfr. AN-DREWS. How many people will be employed and how long
will they work?
Captain JESSEN'. We will have to supply it for the record, but it

sounds like about two people for several months. The amount of the
control systems research contract, sir, was $96,000.
Mr. AN'DREWS. How many people were involved there and how long
will it take?
Captain JMSEx.. We will have to supply that for record.
(The information follows:)
A contract with the John D. Kettelle Corp. was initiated to prepare supporting
analysis in response to specific questions directed at the 8-3 program by Offices
of the Secretary of Defense. The cost of this contract was $25,000 which provided for the services of two senior analysts over a period of 2% months, a total
of 832 man-hours. Since the required task involved specialized knowledge it
was necessary to augment In-house Navy capabilities to provide detailed
responses within the time limits established. The personnel assigned by the
John D. Kettelle Corp. were two of the most knowledgeable ASW analysts
available to the Navy by both experience and background.
The control systems research contract provides the services of three people
full time.

Mr. Ax nws. Mr. Secretary, before you award these contracts,
do you decide conclusively that the Navy can't get the job done in.
house?
Dr. FROSCH. That is certainly a part of the Air Systems Coinmand in deciding to do that, yes.
Mr. AK Eiwv Xow many other studies have been made and how
many additional studies do you plan to conduct in connection with
this aircraft?
Captain JESSEM. Those are the only two.

iVJU
ADVANTAGE OF S-3-A OVER 8-2E AND P-3C

Mr. AqDRZws. You stated at page 27 of your statement that the
S-3A aircraft is the primary deve oinent inthe area of air ASW.
How will the S-3A aircraft be used where the S-2E and P-3C aircraft
cannot for the ASW roleI
Dr. &Zosoi.
As I have mentioned, the S-2 is hampered by anti-

quated sensor systems and we can't put modern senor systems in it

and it has a much shorter range than the S-3. The S-3 lives you a
capability of a much higher search rate and greater search.
The P-BC is a land-based aircraft. The argument for having the
carrier-based aircraft in addition has to do with the range and
time on station that a ship can use in the ocean from a certain base
structure. If you plot out where those aircraft can be used and how
much search they can accomplish, you find there are areas even with

our current overseas base structure where it becomes very inefficient
to use a land-based aircraft and so we need a carrier-based ASW

aircraft to cover those areas.
In addition, should be in the future give up some overseas bases,
it would be impossible to carry out the air ASW portion of the mission
over large portions of the ocean without a carrier-based structure.
Mr. Aiwamws. When do you expect to have an S-3A if all goes
well, in the fleet, oprational?
Admiral GVojs. Fiscal year is my recollection. In
.
Mr. A tmaws. Does this development mean that the role of the
ship*based helicopter has been downgraded as an ASW weaponDr. Faoso . Tis is merely a replacement of fixed-wing aircraft
The helicopter roles remain as they were principally in the vicinity
of the task group where the fixed-wming aircraft ranges out to much
larger distances.
Mr. ANownws. What does a fixed-wing plane have as a primary
mission location?
Dr. Fh4oscx. Location and kill.
Mr. ANqiaws. The same as a chopper?
Dr. Faosou. The same as a chopper, but they cover different ranges.
Mr. Anrmws. One has much less range
Dr. Fmoscu. Yes. We would not send the chopper B00 or 400 miles
away from a carrier base, which is what the purpose of the fixed.
wing aircraft is.
COWTOF 6-3A

Mr. A m-zws What is the total development cost of this aircraft I
Dr. Fitosc. The total R. D. T. & E. estimate is million in.
eluding the
- aircraft purchased.
Mr. ANDREws. How many such aircraft does the Navy propose to
hUK.Faosou.
production aircraft.
Mr. AzrDnzws. And what is the total estimated procurement cost?
Dr. Faoscn. million.
Mr. Axnws. What does that come out as in a unit cost ?
Dr. Fuosou.
- million unit cost.
Mr. ANDRUwS It is an expensive aircraft
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Dr. Fitoscii. Yes. Largely because it has a very elaborate and ex.
pensive electronics detection system.
Mr. ANDREivS. Does that include spares and equipment or is that
just the cost of the aircraft?
Dr. FRosmU. That is the total PAMN estimate which includes
spares and equipment.
Mr. AwVREws. Are there any questions on the S-3AI
VIRATILE

AviONics

SnOP AND TEST EQUIPMENT

(VAST)

Mr. AN.DREWS. For the record, Mr. Secreta-, you are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970 for continuing development of versatile avionics shop and test equipment. The Navy has been funded a total
of $59.7 million in the PAMN account for the procurement of this
equipment, and in fiscal year 1970 there is a request for another $million for the procurement of VAST. Why are we buying this equip.
ment if it is still being developed ?
Supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
Procurement of VAST to meet the Integrated Helicopter Avionics System.
A-TIE, and F-14A requirements is being pursued. VAST developments must continue in order to meet the continuing requirement developments such a, the
F-20, S-A and joint In-flight data transmission system.

TRIM/Co m.nExD SENSOR VAERIcI

SYSTEM

Mr. AN DREW.S. You are requesting
in fiscal year 1970 for the
TRIM/combined sensor vehicle system. How was the $25 million pro.
grated for fiscal year 1968 and 1969 used?
How do you propose to use the fiscal year 1970 funds?
Answer that now if you can.
Dr. Fuoscir. There are two models of the TRIM aircraft.
Mr. ANznEws. What is themission of the plane?
Dr. FRsoCH. The mission is to
fr. AN,-DREws. What kind of weaponry does the plane carry ?

Dr. Fnoso.

Mr. ANDREWS. TRIM. What success have you had with this operationI
Dr. FRoscir.
Mr. A, tKREws. How many iople in a crew of one of these planes?
Dr. FRosciz. I don't know what it is in the P-2 TR13f. In the A-6
it will be pilot and an operator. The P-2 has about seven.
Axn
ws. They go out on a mission looking for trucks or other
obMr.
*eets
I
Br.
Faoscr.
When they find them, they attack them.

Mr. ANDRF.ws. I wish i'u would put'something in the record about
the success they have had in reference to the number of truck.c, and
other equipment destroyed.
Dr. F'osc r. Yes, sir.
Admiral GADmS. They can also be designed
(The information follows:)
of combat operational evaluation approximately
During the entire probables. These
were poeltively destroyed and approximately would Include: trucks. water-borne logistics craft enemy encampments, supply
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cables. anti aircraft automatic weapon sites, power generators, and other tactical
ta rget s.

Mr. LIrSCOMB. In regard to the kills that you have on trucks that tile
chairman asked about, could you also lput in the record the supplier
of those trucks to North Vietnam?
Dr. FRoscu. If we have the information, I would put it in the record.
Mr. Lipsco3t. It is available. The only problem you will have is
giv-ing
it, to us unclassified.
l Dr. Fnoscii.
I deduce you know something I don't know.
(The information follows:)
Truek, have been provided to North Vietnam by the following countries:
U.$.S.R., Poland, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, China, and North
Korea.

Mr. ANDREws. Do you know whether or not more trucks are going
into North Vietnam and on down into South Vietnam than they are
able to knock out?
Dr. Fnoscii. I am not up to date on that situation. Certainly in the
past -----

Mr. ANDREWS. We were told that the tonnage going into the port

of Haiphon g in 1968 was
what it was in 1967. Think we have
been told that most of the trucks that go into North Vietnam go
through that port. Many of them, if not all of them.
Has that port ever been bombed effectively? I have never read or
heard anyth ing about it.
Dr. Fioscii.I am not sure we everAdmnwal G.mis. We have never specifically bombed iaiphong from
the point of view of disabling Haiphong completely.
Mr. AXDREWS. And you havent bombed it, period, since the socalled bombing halt?
Admiral GADDW. That is correct.
Mr. AxDREws. They didn't halt when you ordered that halt, did
they?
br. Frosch, you mentioned that the AP2H TRIM aircraft, whiich
became operational in September 1968,
. You later discuss the
TRIM version of the A-6 aircraft.,-Dr. FnosoH.-.
Mr. ANDrEMVw. How much have we spent on the AP2H aircraft and
how many have been procured?
Dr. Fuoscit. Now, the P-2 airframes that are being used in the air.
craft we have used in ASW, which were replaced by the P-3, what
was done with these aircraft was essentially modification and the introduction of the sensors that I described before. I do not have the
cost broken out as between the P-2 and A-6, but we can get that.
(The information follows:)
The cost of the AP-211 program was $25.5 million on RD.T. & E., Navy con.
tract and $3.8 million for advanced sensor development for a total of V$20.3 million.
The cost of the AGC TRIM program was $13 million for R.D.T. & U., Navy
contract. $&. million RID.T. & E., N:ivy feasibility contract plus advanced sensor
deviolpment and R32.0 million for PAMN contract.

Mr. Axtnws. Have the AP2II aircraft been tested in Vietnam?
Dr. Fitoscir. Yes, sir; they have been used operationally in Vietnam.
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WEAPON SYSTE31 FOR CARRIER-BASED TRAIL AND ROAD INTERDICTION
AIRCRAFT

Mr. AwDPnws. It has been reported in the press that in late December 1968 the Naval Ordnance Systems Command was to negotiate with
Lockheed for study analysis, and weapon system design for carrierbased trail and roaa interdiction aircraft. hat type of weapon system is involved and on what aircraft will it be used ?
Dr. FnoscH. I would have to look that up.
Captain JFsE. I don't believe I have the precise answer, but I
think it is not the Ordnance Systems Command, but the Air Systems
Command, and I believe it was an exploratory contact that looked
to the next generation of sensors that we might install on interdiction aircraft in the future. We have begun to look beyond these.
Mr. ADRnnws. Are there any questions about these type aircraft before we take up the F-14B/C aircraft
F-14
MULTI-MISSION4

RADAR

You have been funded a total of $31 million through fiscal year 1969
for the advanced multimission radar and advanced technology engine
program which will be used in the F-14B/C aircraft,
What is the status of development of the advanced multimission
radar and what does it involved
Dr. FuoscH. This is specifically for the F-14C rather than the B.
The difference between the B and the A is the change to the advancedtechnology engine. It would only be beyond that that we would put
the multuimssion radar in.
The idea of the multimission radar is to take the kind of radar that
we now have in fighter aircraft, which are principally air-to-air radars
with only moderate air-to-gromd capability, ani build a radar which
would have several modes of operation so it could be used both for airto-air fighting and for air-to-ground attack, and would combine what
are now several separate kinds of radars; it would compress the size
and weight of the electronics in those radars and with the miniaturization, it would give a higher reliability.
This is a radar concept which has been in development for some time
and is continuing, and we hope can be developed and finally go into the
F-14.
ADVANCED TECI[N'OLOY EOINE

Mr. AzmuRws. How about the advanced technology engine developmentl
Dr. Faoscn. This is the engine that I referred to which would go into
the F-14B. This would change the F-14A to F-14B.
The engine which is being developed is being developed as a joint
Air Force-Navy engne development, at least for the core of the engine. It would be a fan jet engine. It will have a considerably larger
tfhrst-to-weight ratio and a larger thrust than the TF-.30P?§, which
is to go into the F-14A, and will change a good fighter aircraft into
probably the best that the current state of the art can provide.

The current status of the eng., program is that there is a competition between G.E. and Pratt and Whitney to provide running basic
common core engines, after which there will be a joint Navy-Air Force
decision as to which engine to proceed further with.
Mr. ANDREWS. According to your justification book-

Dr. FROSCH. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. What the slide shows is the

way that the B advanced technology engine can fit into the airframe.
The point is that the two engines, tlie new engine and the TF-30P12
are of such a relative size that with the same airframe design and
only very minor modifications to the fixtures that hold the engine, one
engine can be used to rephice the other. In fact, the early tests of the
advanced technology engine are proposed to be done by taking an F14A and replacing the fF--IOPI2 on one side of the aircraft with an
advanced technology engine and flying the aircraft with one of the
old engines and one of the new engines for a direct comparison.
Mr. AX.DREWS. Has that ever been done before?
Dr. FRoscu. I don't think we have ever done this. We have never been
in a position to do anything like that.
Admiral RUCKx.R. We have put single engines in multi-engine aircraft to test, them, but we have never done this before.
R.D.T. & E. COST FOR F-14 COMPARED TO F-4 AND F-111B

Mr. AXDREwS. According to Your justification book, the R.D.T. & E.
cost for the F-14 series aircraft is estimated to be $1.2 billion through
fiscal year 1O74, not counting plivcrement costs. How does this comre with the R.D.T. &E. costs for the F-4 and the F-111-B aircraft?
uppy
that for the record.
(The information
follows:)
It Is difficult to compare R.D.T. & E. costs of the F-4, F-111B and F-14 aircraft because of the different concepts and tlmeframes associated with the development of these aircraft.
'The F-4A and F-4B were developed In the mid 1950's with ARPN funds. The
F-4J airframe consisted of an Improved F-4B airframe in the mid 1960's funded
from the PAMN account and the AWO-10 missile control system development for
the F-4J consisted of changing the APQ-72 radnr In the F-4B from pulse compression to pulse doppler with R.D.T. & E. funds. Therefore, the R.D.T. & I.
funds expended on the F-4A, F-4B and F-4J totaled $32 million; however, It is
estimated that ARPX and PAMN funds totalling $470 million were also used in

these developments.
The total F-111 development program is In excess of $1 billion. However, the
Navy was charged with funding "Navy peculiar" component developments only in

that program. The development costs of components common with components of
Air Force versions of the F-111 were funded with Air Force R.D.T. & E. funds.

Navy F-l1B/Phoenix R.D.T. & E. costs totalled approximately $658 million of
which $245.8 million were expended on F-111B airframe and engine components
and $412 million were used to davelop the Phoenix missile and missile control
system.
The F-14A, F-14B, and F-140 development costs will be totally funded from
the Navy R.D.T. & F. account. The total development costs of this series of air-

craft is estimated at $1.2 billion.

F1RXRMFS8 OF F-1 4 COST FUMTMATF.

Mr. ANDuR.wS. According to a newspaper article yesterday the B)urean of the Budget. had ieeated that it has been their experience thzt
cost increases and cost overruns have amounted to between 200 and 30
percent for major weapons systems.
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In view of this, how firm can you be onyour predicted cos e.,irates
be o
for the F-14 aircraft?
Dr. FRoscH. All we can say, of course, is that we have carefully tried
to cost the aircraft using our own Navy Air Systems Command cost
people. 'We have, of course, compared those during the competition
with the proposed cost of the competitors. Presumably-and we believe as far as we can tell actually-the competitor's costs were all independent and were made independently of the Naval Air Systems
Command cost estimates and the spread among the competitors was
significant but not, as I recall gigantic, and the contractor selected
proposed costs which agree in the main fairly well with the Naval Air
Systems
Command
Admiral
GADDIS. cost.
And with the second competitor in the
fital
competition.
Dr. FRoscIr. So as far as we can tell, we have the most accurate iyost
that it is possible to predict at this time.
PROVISION" FOR INFLATION'

Mr. A.%DnrEws. Of course, you have no firm prediction or anything to

do with prices in the 1973 fiscal year?
If I remember correctly, you have cranked into the contract figures
certain predictable inflationary costs.
Dr. FRosOH. There are some provisions for escalation, based, again if
I remember correctly, upon the Bureau of Labor Statistics-Mr. AxnnEws. We have had an unfortunate wave of inflation ii th
last few years. It has been longer than ever before in the history- of
this country. Many people fear there is no end in sight.
The idea is to build today because it will cost more next year.
Dr. FRoscir. There is another point I would make on this.'There has
been a lot of talk about overruns which were very imprecise in the
matter of stating what the overrun was to be measured from. In some
cases the figure that was quoted as the base figure upon which the
overrun was built was a number which was in somebody else's estimate
long before they got to be a hard program. So some of that liag been
exaggerated. This is not to deny the fact that there have certainly been
overruns but a good deal of discussion of some of the cases has been
exaggerated-by, purposely, I believe,
data taken too early in the cycle
tor anyone to expect there to be firm costs.
If one is to measure overruns from the first number that an engineer
considering a program writes down on a piece of paper, then we are
measuring it from a "not very accurate or useful" number.
I think one has to look at things like what the service lredict ion was
when it made a formal statement to the Department of Defense or to
the Congress as to what a program would cost and, properly speaking.
the determination overruns refers to a contractor overrun. That is, a
case where the contractor's charge to the Government was more than

was in the firm signed contract.
Mr. AMREWS. Overrun means different things to different people.
It depends on how you are looking at it.
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Let me ask you this question: Suppose this pendulum were to swing
and we had a downward trend in prices over the next 3 or 4 years.
That is unpredictable at this time, but is a possibility.
Would the Government be protected in these contracts for the F-14
if there is a deescalation of pricesI
Dr. Fnoscu. I believe the escalation clause applies to, say, the ceiling
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics indexes going in both directions, so if
the Bureau of Labor Statistics indexes would have decreasing
prices, then the ceilings would move down in accordance with that
deescalation.
Admiral GDxis. We have an additional protection on the F-14 and
the S-3 as well, Mr. Chairman, in that for the first time in history,
that I can recall at least, we have a firm, signed contract obligation
on the part of the final competitors for tis development and this
aircraft. As compared to the normal procedure of estimating, then
letter contracts, then definitized contracts.
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT REQUIREMENTS IN 1985 TIME FRAME

.Mr. AXnnrnws. It has been reported that based upon an unsolicited

proposal, the Naval Air Systems Command in March 1969 awarded
a contract to Lockheed for a study of naval fighter aircraft requirements in the 1985 time frame. Doesn't a study of this nature result
in the Navy receiving a parochial viewpoint and also tend to place
the study contractor in a favorable position in any future fighter derelopment contract negotiation?
Dr. FRoscH. I believe the 1985 time frame is so far away that the
whole picture of the competition in the industry might well have
changed by then. This is very long-range planning which would be
used for exploratory determination kin-of work only at the present,
time. At any time there was actual contemplation of a fighter aircraft
competition I would expect the results of that study to be made
available to all of the competitors.
.3Mr. AXDREv. Is there any truth to this report?
Dr. FROSOH. I don't know.
Mr. AN.DEws. Find out and provide an answer for the record.

(The information follows:)

As a result of discussions with various interested contractors and the receipt

of several unsolicited proposals, a decision was made to award the Lockheed
California Co. a contract for a $90,000 advanced technology study of possible
aircraft designs for a 1985 Navy fighter. This Is a 6.nionth effort that will advise
the Navy on how new technology in aerodynamics, high-temperature propulsion, composite materials, and new schemes in weaponry will affect the size,
weight, and performance of a possible 1985 Navy aircraft. This work guides

ongoing basic research and exploratory development in the component area

tbat requires long leadtime to insure availability in the 1985 period.

Mr. AX.\DRIws. Does the Navy have any other such fighter studies
with other contractors?
Dr. Fnoscn. We may well have. There have been a number of studies
in the Navy and with various contractors.
Mr. AXDREWS. Put them in the record, please.
Dr. FRoscn. Surely.
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(The information follows:)
Additional fighter studies with other contractors are as follows:
1. For fiscal year 1968:
VTOL fighter aircraft study; N00019-68-C-0538; June 8, 1968; LTV;
90K.
VTOL escort fighter study; N0001948-C-055; July 2, 1968; Sikor.
sy: 99K.
2. For ficalyear 1969:
1985 naval fighter study; N00019-O--0348; March 17, 1969; Lock.
heed California ; 90K.
DLI aircnft study not signed yet; McDonnell-Douglas; 67K.

Mr. ANDREWS. It has been reported also that Lockheed is now performing a study of carrier-based advanced heavy attack aircraft for
the 1985 time period. What is the cost and details of this study effort?

Dr. FRoscH. I would like to put that in the record.

Mr. AN DREws. Do you know anything about it?
Dr. Fioscn. Mo.
(The information follows:)

The following is a description of a carrier-based attack aircraft system study
for the 1985 time period. This Is a T-month study effort with the Lockheed California Co., which began on March 28, 1969. In the discussions prior to awarding
this contract, it was obvious that the long-range viewpoint and technical effort
offered by Lockheed was superior to the other interested contractors..
The total fixed price for this study is $90,000. Briefly the study will define and
identify critical technical areas that require exploratory and advanced research
and development. The problem approach to to compare projected aircraft design
with possible missions and tasks. A major objective is to uncover gaps and
deficiencies In our ongoing research and development program.
The Navy provides continuous guidance to insure practicability and adherence to Navy needs. The technical state of the art estimates are compared to
these Navy needs. Parametric design analyses will provide the Navy information
on sensitivity of the technology advances and permit estimation of operational
risk. The study is approximately 30 percent complete.

Mr. AN-DREWS. Does the Navy, based on intelligence.estimates, conduct in-house studies to determine future Navy fighter aircraft requirements to meet, a postulated enemy threat?
Dr. FRoscir. Yes, indeed; to a certain level of detail but if we go
beyond that level of detail, we frequently seek outside professional
help.
STUDIES OF FLUTURE AIRCAFr REQUIREMENTS

Mr. ANDREWS. Provide for the record the number of studies com-

pleted in the past. 2 fiscal years and those under contract at the present
time, indicating the type of aircraft under study, the contractor, and
the costs. Also indicate what in-house study effort is underway or
completed in the last 2 fiscal years.

(The information follows:)
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List of studies for the ptst 2 years:
ANTIAIR WARFARE

Percent
complete

Fiscal Year 1068:
VTOL fighter aircraft study; N00019-0S-(-0538 ; June 3, 19)68; LTV;

0-----------

90K

N"TOL escort fighter study; N00019-78-C-0550; July 2, 1Y: 99K;
--------------------------------------------Sikorsky
Fiscal Year 1969:
1985 naval fighter study; N00019-89C-38; Mar. 17, 1969; 90K;
Lockheed, (California)
DLI aircraft study not signed yet; McDonnell Douglas; 67K---------

80

0---------0

AIRBORNE ATTACK

Fiscal Year 1968:
Close air support study N00019-68-C-0539; June 2S, 198; 68K;
LTV
----------------------------------------------TRIM 80 aircraft study N00019-68-C-0575; June 2, lKIt,; 88K;
Lockheed (California)
----------------------------------TRIM 80 avionics study N00019-08-C-0488; June 14, 1148; 96K;
Honeywell
-------------------------------------------Close air support propulsion study; N0001909-C-0029; Sept. 18,
1968; 98K; Lockheed (California) -------------------------Fiscal Year 1969:
Attack aircraft study; N00019-60-C-0417; Mar. 28, 1009; 90K; Lockheed (California)
-------------------------------------TRIM 80 aircraft study phase II; N00019-69-C-0545; June 4, 1069;
95K; Lockheed (California)
------------------------------Advanced attack aircraft study; N0001--6-C-0677; LTV; 09K; not
yet signed
--------------------------------------------

100
0
90
70
0
0
0

AIRBORNE ASW

Fiscal Year 1068:
Long endurance patrol aircraft; N00019-68-C-0250; Apr. 11, 1068;
98K; Lockheed (California)
------------------------------VPX aircraft study (phase III); N00019-68-C-05S9; June 27, 1908;
99K; Lockheed, (California) ---------------------------------Fiscal Year 1969:
19915 advanced ASW air systems concept study: N00019-60-0-0411;
Mar. 26, 1969; North American, (Columbus) ; 96K ----------

90
TO
20

AMPIIIBIOUS ASSAULT WARFARE

Fiscal Year 1968:
Marine air assault; N00019-68-C-0,0; July 6, 19068; Boeing; 76K;
Vertol ---------------------------------------------

100

AIRBORNE COMMAND AND CONTROL

Fiscal Yar 1008:
Advanced reconnaissance system; X00019-88-C-0095: Dec. 16. 1067:
91K: North American, (Columbus)
----------------------Fiscal Year 10N9:
Effect of 1.81 and micro electronics on aircraft design: 96K; N0001O89-0-0108; Nov. 26. 1968; Texas Instruments ----- ----------Advanced airborne avionics; not signed yet; 99K; Sanders Associates-

50
0
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VFAX
REASON FOR DROPPING PROGRAM

Mr. A-DREWVS. Now, the \FAX aircraft. The F-14C aircraft re-

portedly replaced the original Navy proposal for a VFAX aircraft.
Was it the original Plan that the Navy VFAX and the Air Force FX
aircraft would-be a joint airframe and engine development programI
Dr. Fnoscir. There was no such firm plan. There was a discussion
of the possibility when the VFAX was first under discussion. The
Navy's older plan was to have the F-111B as a carrier interceptor
protection aircraft. The F-111B was not satisfactory as a highly
maneuverable fighterMr. AxDREws. We have heard all about that.
Dr. FRoscu. I just say the other part of that plan was to have an

airplane called the VFAX which would be both an attack and fighter
for those purposes.
When the F-111B went out of the picture and we began to look at the
F-14, it became clear we could design an aircraft that could combine
things we wanted in both the F-111B and the VFAX. Hence we
dropped the VFAX.
.APPOPTATIONs FOR ITAX

Mr. ANDREWS. How much has been appropriated through fiscal year
1969 for the VFAX I How were those funds used and wlat was done
with the unused funds subsequent to the decision to develop the F-I4
series of aircraft?
Dr. FRosoit. I don't know the history numbers on the VFAX. What
was done with the money was principally working on the multimission
radar that we discussed a little bit earlier, and some analysis and study
of what the aircraft would be like and what its missions and characteristics would be.
The multimission radar work is transferred into the F-14C. I believe if there were unused funds they were also transferred to the
F-14 program but we will examine and insert the correct information.
(The information follows:)
Fiscal year 1968:

IFAX

Appropriated ........
.......................................
Deferred by OSD
---------------------------------Expended-Advance avionics (F-14C) -----------------.

Fiscal year 199: Appropriated ......................................
Expended: Advanced engine (F-14B)

-----------------------

MU

3
2
1

80

so

F-1l1B
RECOErP3MN"r OF R. & D. FUNDS

Mr. ADRE Vs. In March 1969 the General Accounting Office provided this committee with a report on the costs and benefits of the
F-111B aircraft. and costs of the Phoenix missile. According to this
report, $28 million of unexpended research and development funds
for the F-111B aircraft program could be recouped but as of Decem.
ber 16, 1968, only $8.8 million had been recouped. How much of the
remaining funds have now been recouped?
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(The information follows:)
R. & D. funds totaling $22.9 million have been recovered from the F-111B
program. A defense contract audit agency review of the F-111B contract is
should be recurrently in process and soute additional funds. posibly has not
covered later in fiscal year 11970: however, the PAMN objective of yet been reached.
TOTAL R.D.T. & E. COST

Mr. ANDRE WS. Whatt is your most CuNInt estimate of the total
]1.D.T. & E. costs for follows:)
the F-i I [ iBcliiiliig trtiitiation costs?
(The information
R.D.T. & E. funds in the amount of q245.S million have been appropriated for
the. P-111B. Of these funds. $22.9 million have been recovered to date. Further,
a defense contract audit agency review currently in process should result in
the recovery of additional funds. It is estimated that a total recoupment as high
as should be achieved by the end of the review. This estimated recoupIiiert deducted from the I.D.T. & I-,. appropriations leaves R.D.T. & H. costs less
teriiiination costs at
. The contractors have 12 months to audit contracts
and submit claims for termination costs. 'Liese should be available In mid-fiscal
year 1970. It Is significant to note that the F-1111 program manager estimates
that $150.2 million of the
F-1iII costs will bmnefit other development programn such as the F-14 and the Air Force F-111 series in that the TF-80 engine
will be fully developed and the Phoenix missile an(d missile control system
nearly developed under this program.
LOST COSTS

Mr. Ax-rn.ws. The GAO report indicated that the Navy estimates
lha: the residual cost or lost ,o.;ts on the .. T. & E. funZs obligated
for the F-111B would niount to about ,105 million. Do you agree with
tli.; e;t inate, Dr. Frosch?
(The information follows:)
R.D.T. & E. funds in the amount of $245.8 million were allocated to the Navy
for F-111B purposes. Of this amount, it is estimated that a total of -will
be recouped when the Defense Contract Audit Agency review Is completed. Additionally, the ongoing contract to support the F-11113's used in F-111B and
Phoenix development test programs is for $2&5 million (The F-111B's are being
used to continue Phoenix development test to insure the missile and missile control system will meet the F-14 IOC). When the estimated recoupment and the
ongoing contract are added to the E.D.T. & E. ben..fits to other programs estlmated at and the total is deducted from the total H.D.T. & R appropriations for the F-111B, the residual or lost costs become . Additionally,
P.M. residual costs are estimated at resldu:l costs.

F-4 PA. roMt
Mr. ADnEIVws. Now, the F-4 Phantom aircraft.
CONTRACT FOIl .\%DlWNC'D 31SSlI.E CONTROL, SYSTEM

It has been reported that in December 1968 Airine Research Corp.

received a1contract costing approximately $1 million from the Naval
Air Systems Command for eva luating and m ovi the effectiveness
of an advanced missile control systein for the F-4 arcraft. The contract will run for years and wilt involve Airino personnel stationed at
various Navy installations as well as at the Annapolis home office, What
is the purpose of awarding a 2-year contract for a missile control

system for an aircraft to be replaced by the F-141
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Dr. FRoecii. This; is a study of the AWG-10 radar stem which is
in the F-4.J. This is an attempt to collet data and analyze tie perforniance and characteristics of the radar, including its nw.intainability and logistics characteristics as it is now actually in the fleet.
There an, two purposes to this, I think One is that, of cours., while
we will be replacing the F-4 with the F-14 in future years, the P-1t
will be with the fleet for quite a long time and we want to be sure
we can get. the most out of the AWG-10 sysem which has had some
problems.
Secondl-, I think it is useful to do thiq kind of study of an aircr-aft
system that we have just recently brought into being because from it
t would hope we can learn more about how to do this kind of development and how to bring an aircraft system into the fleet.
It is clear from the discussion we have just had and from the history
of this that we still have a number of things to learn about how t4
bring this system into being.
CONTRACT VERSUS IX-JIOSE RFS.ARCII

Mr. A.pDRF.ws. Again we have a case where you are. contracting with
an outside firm to do work for the Navy, were you should have an
in-houre capability.
Dr. Fiosctr. This is a question of whether we should have in-house
the capability in terms of manpower to do all of the special jobs that
eome up froin time to time that we think ought to be done. This is a

job that takes specialized engineers in a number of field stations. col-

leting special data and then analyzing it. There is no question but
what we hav'e that kind of competence in the Navy. However, we don't

have enough people to use for that job in comparison with other prob.
lems that we thinic are more urgent, although this one is also important.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would go into' that at length in the recnrd
as to why you are awaraling this contract to Airine, instead of doing
it. in-house.

(The information follows:)
AtaizO COXTAO

Airne bad developed a unlqite capability through their work with the Aero.lA
missile control system to pnvide rapid and effective response. They had trained

people available who could be sent quickly to field stations and activites to

accumulate necessary dats which was fed Into a central computer. As a result.
a data bank on the AWO-10 system was created expeditiously. This data bank.
which Is utilized by both Navair and A8O. permitted the Navy to provide an
operational AWO-10 system to the fleet months in advance of the time that

normal procedures would have permitted.

The Navy could have performed a similar function. However. personnel who
were employed In other phases of the program would have had to be utilized.
Thi could only have been accomplished at the expense or disruption of the overall
program and Its attendant delays. Navy people were fully occupied in the program and were required to Implement the results of studies and the data bank

Information obtained.
The wisdom of the Airinc approach Is believed demonstrated In that both
Navair (AIR-04) and ASO utilized the Airine generated data and analysis
and incorporated it Into the data bank currently In use for procurement and

support of the AWG-10 system.

.5

-
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APPLICABILITY OF AWG-1O STUDY TO F-14

Mr. ANDREWS. How can this study of the AWG-10 radar system
help you with the F-14A?
Dr. FnosoH. This can help us with the F-14 by telling us what

things we did wrong with the introduction of the AWG-10 for the
F-4, when we bring the AWG-9 Phoenix system into the fleet with
the F-14.
Mr. ANREWs. The study won't be completed for 2 years.
Dr. FRoscu. There will be lots of data and in 2 years we will be
just about the time we are hoping with the beginning of the logistic
and maintenance introduction of the F-14.
TENDENCY TOWARD CONTRACT RESF.ARCH

Mr. ANDREWS. I won't say this trend might lead into the Navy contracting out all of its work but each year there nie more and more of
theQe outside contracts to do things t'is committee has felt could be
done by the Navy in-house.
Dr. FRoscH. Mr. Chairman, the major laboratories of the Navy, for
example, have gone down an average of 2,150 people between 1968
and 1970 as a result of the Expenditure and Manpower Limitation
Act. So the in-house group is declining essentially by direction and
many of the jobs still continue and there are new jobs that come up.
M1r. AxinEivs. Would you put in the record at this point the total
number of contracts you hiave with outsiders for this type work, study.
and analysis I
Dr. FRoscH. Certainly.

(The information follows:)
There are currently 64 separate private contractors. universities, foundations
and research Institutes Involved In studies and analysis effort.

Mr. ANDituWs. Wlmt is the total cost of this Airine contract and what
missile system is involved?
Dr. FItoso. This is the AWO-10 system for the Sparrow missile
control. The total aniount of the contract we will put in the record.
(The information follows:)
The contract to Airlne Research Corp. Is In the amount of $0,426.60.
RUA STUDY CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREWS. In late April or early May 1969, the Naval Air Sys-

teins Command reportedly awarded a contract to RCA Service Co..
to determine system relialbility and effectiveness of the F-4 aircraft.

What is the cost and purpose of this study effort?

Dr. FROSCH. We will have to put that in the record.

(The information follows:)

The contract to RCA Service Co. Is In the amount of $74,87. The purpose of

the contract Is an analysis of the AERO IA/Sparrow III system. The AERO 1A
Is the weapon system for the F-4B aircraft and the study Is underway to determine the most cost effective improvements that can be Incorporated to improve
reliability and malntainabUlty of the system.
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OV-10A CoiN AacL4rr
PROBLS WMI

TlE AIMCRAr

Mr. Axnmiw.. On page .18 of your statement, you mentioned the
OV-10A Coin aircraft which is seeing service in Vietnam and on page
25 you further extoll this aircraft. lsn't it true that the aircraft has
been somewhat of a disappointment, that it is unacceptable as a coin
or reconnaissance light armed helicopter escort aircraft, and that it is
only being used in the role of an FAC aircraft in Vietnam I
Dr. Fnoem I believe it has had a lot of use as an FAC aircraft which
was one of the principal missions that the aircraft was desied for.
There has been a problem With the stabilizers, and there is at; the too.
ment a
as the result of a crash which has not yet been fully

investigated.

There are problems with the aircraft.
Mr. Airmiws. Where did the crash take place I
Dr. Fxoson. I do not know.
Captain Jssrr.I believe it was during the test phase.
Mr. Aiwuwzs. Put something in the record about the crash, if you
will.
Captain Jmswr. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The crash occurred at Columbus, Ohio, during a maximum velocity dive test
The pilot ejeewd safely.

Mr. AvnREws. Have you been disappointed in this aircraft, Mr.
Secretary?
Colonel McNEr. As a reconnaissance aircraft which was its original
purpose it is a fine aircraft.
Mr. -ANDRmws. Did you try to push it to missions other than its
original planned use?
Colonel McNETL. No. There are other aircraft in the Marine Corps
that are better fitted for the other missions.
Dr. Faoc . There is some hope that it could be used for attack
on
Mr. AzmRzws. What other aircraft do you have in the Navy or
Marine Corps, Colonel I
Dr. FAoscH. We use the 01 and, to an extent, some helicopters are
used in the close support reconnaissance role. The aircraft is really
referred to as a tactical light armed reconnaissance aircraft and it
has been satisfactory in that role.
OV-1 oA'S BORROWED FRO

MARINE CORPS

Captain JEsspr. Mr. Chairman, it might be useful to insert at this
juncture that when we got into trouble over the OV-12 aircraft about
a year or so ago we could not borrow helicopters from the Army. We
df, p& together a program by whidh the Navy borrowed some Marnne OV-1O aircraft. We have sicm commissioned our first' squadron
of Navy OVls-' by borrowing from the Marine Corps and we are
excited about the possibility of using them in tMe i'ole e'poke of.
We are relatively satisfied from a Navy standpoint.
Mr. Axumsws. Colonel, does the Marine Corps like this aircraft?
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Colonel MCNEIL. Yes, sir.
Mr. AxwDws. What do you use it for?
Colonel M cNi. It is a light armed reconnaissance aircraft which
can protect helicopters by performing reconnaisance ahead of helicopters in transit and in the landing zones and by attacking light float-

gt4rgets

oV-10A COXHUr

ICATIO

EQUt3MNT

Mr. A=Rznws. What kind of communication equipment does it have

good or bad?

Dr. Fbosom. Good voice communication equipment, that appropriate to a small simp I aircraft. It is not elaborate equipment,
Mr. Apazws. Can they comm cate-with.tje choppers that follow them?
Dr. FRoscf. Yes.
,
Mr. AmNuws Short.rnge.
Dr. Friosc. Teins miles at any rate by the use of long range, nonline-of-sight, higi,
si
sideband equipment.
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Who pa- for
-.these modifications, Captin, the conGovernment
tractor
Captain JESsEN. I believe we hred in-threrst of the modificaI
tions
Mr. Awnzws. Who was the contractor on this aircraft?
.

Captain JE SN. North American Rockwell.
CHANGE IN MISSION BECAUSE OF DEFICIENCIES

Mr. ANDnzwS. Here is a confidential communication to the staff of
the committee from the Office of the Secretary of Defense, dated
March 11,1969:
It should be noted that while deficiencies were discovered during the first NPH

of YOV-10A, the correction of thesq deficiencies in terms of the current configuration ol the aircraft is somewhat immaterial In that currently planned missions

of the aircraft with associated performance specifications are different than the

mission and associated performance specifications of the developmental YOv-

102. The essential difference relates to the original mission of light armed hellcojter escort reconnaissance aircraft versus the current mission for fast forward
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air controller aircraft nuiring greater takeoff weight, engine horselmwer, and
store caalbilty associated with the external fuel requirement to meet an ex.
pressed mission range and time required.

So according to this, the committee has informed that the original
mission of the plane wa changed because of deficiences in the aircraft
Dr. FaRoC. That refers to something that was done during the
course of the development. I am not sure that communication squares

completely with my understanding of the history of the mission or the

aircraft, but I will be happy to check into the history which I must

admit that I do not completely recall.
Admiral GAMIS. One step beck further in the history of the aircraft,
it was designed to be a light reconnaissance aircraft and an aircraft
to move men and materials into unimproved short. runway fields. The
helicopter escort mission developed during its development and
incident to the development of helicopter tactics in Viet nau.
Mr. Axnuzws. Have somebody put something in the record on this.

Also put in the record, if you don't have it now, what the total cost
was and what the unit cost per plane is.
Dr. FROCH. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

HSTRY CU TUn OV-1OA
As far as the history of the light reconnaissance aircraft is concerned, the
Marine Corps originated the Initial operational requirement for a light armed
reconnaissance aircraft (LARA) which was to be capable of providing close
recounalsaneos support to ground forces. In addition, It was to be capable of
eieorting and protecting helicopters, and Itself. through it. Inherent ability to
attack light fleeting targets In a lightly defended or permissive enemy
environment.
During the early stages of its development, it was decided in the Ofilce of the
Secretary of Defense that such an alreraft would be ideally suited as an air.
craft system which could be provided to small and less prosperous countries
through the U.S. military assistance program (MAP). In order to make it
more compatible with total MAP requirementi, it was necessary that the aircraft
also be capable of moving men and materials In and out of short, unimproved
airfields. As was later discovered in the initial Right tests, It was largely these
MAP requirements that degraded the originally planned performance and certain changes had to be made In order for It to adequately perform the military
mission. These changes were primarily increased engine horsepower and wing
area needed to offset increased airframe weight and aerodynamic drag.
The combined effect of the MAP requirements and the resultant changes
caused the costs to rise sharply. In an effort to maintain costs as low as possible,
a Joint OBD sponsored steering committee directed that only the essential equipments necessary to perform the MAP requirements were to be Included in the
basic production configuration. Additional equipments necessary for the U.S.
military mission were to be added later. Consequently, various reconnaissance
sensors, air-conditioning, some ordnance capability, etc., were not included In

the basic production configuration.

In essence, the Marine Corps mission, as originally planned has not changed.
However, Its performance has been degraded and it does have some shortcoming, but in general, It is performing well In Southeast Asia.
One hundred fourteen aircraft were purchased for a total cost of $48 million,
making the unit cost "W8,
5&
HORIZONTAL STASILIZER FAILURE

Mr. Ammnuws. How many OV-1OA aircraft have we lost due to the
failure of the horizontal stabilizer I
Dr. Feoscr. One, and that is the suspected cause.
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Mr. ANDnR.ws. What almut the staIbilizers on the ones in use now,
are they in good condition, Captain I

Captain JIMssN. Sir, the problem bas essekitially been identified as
a flutter condition that ocurs in the horizontal st6bilizer.
Tie flutter condition is ling invest rated jointly by the contractor,

Navy and Air Force design engineeis. 1ince thae aircraft does not meet

original design s1ecilications, the contnictor has been cited for this
detliency
and he-...bears tile responsibility for funding. Meanwhile,
tile OV-10As
NUMBER I

O18-no

IN UstE

Mr. ANDREWS. How many OV-10 aircraft do we have it South
Vietnam f
Colonel McNEnt,. Two squadrons.
Mr. ANDimws. How many planes is that, Colonel l
Colonel McNmt,.
Mr. AxNiDws. How maniy do they have iln ofher spots, total?
Colonel McNi,. Eventually we would like a total of
Mr. ANDREWS. How manly o you have now
Colonel McNEILt. 114 aircraft were originally purchased for the
Marine Corps. Eighteen of the original buy are on loan to the Navy.
-

Combat losses and other attrition has redlced the total inventory to
- aircraft.

Mr. ANDitws. Do you know what. the rate of production is?
Admiral GADDJS. They are not in production.
Captain J ESSEN. The product ion innn lits j -t beeui completed on ;0 .
original buy.
The U.S. Air Force Ies approximately ant equal or greater nuniher

of forward air controller aircraft, OV-16's in soutleast Asia, to match

those tho Mlarines ne referring to, and the Navy warfare people will
be there within a niotth with one .*tuartdon of about 20 aircraft.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is it true that all the OV-10's that tie Navy owns
or has are now in Southeast Asia?

Captain tJExsS. No, sir; that is not true. There are --ont still traininsin the United States.
ut they have all been protluced and in our system. There are no
more waiting to be produced.
AIR CONDITIONING IO)R TnnE ov-10A

Mr. AxiEws. The Nav'y is requesting $1.4 million in fiscal i'ear
1970 to modify the OV-10A aircraft by installing ant air-conditioniing
sytMe and making communications improvements. Wiy were thesit
things not done while this aircraft was in R.D.T. & E.?
Tlie committee can fully understand the need for air conditioning in
Southeast Asia.
Captain Js;FN. Again, it was a problem, tht grew during the
course of the development of this particular airplane. In the develop.
meant process it was recogiized that weight. was of the essence and
we were trying to get in and out of very small fields. So a decision was
made to not install ant air-conditioning system in this very light
aircraft.
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Mr. AwDREWS. How much additional weight would the air-condition.
ingsystem put on the planeI
Captain JEzssEN. I do not have the precise information but I would
estimate some 80 to 40 pounds for this sort of an airplane.
The original requirements as they were laid down did not include
an air-conditioning system. They did include some windows that could
be opened or vents that could be opened in flight to allow the natural
ambient air to circulate through the aircraft. As it turned out in
Southeast Asia where the airplanes went the temperatures were of the
extreme that the crews decided that they needed for crew comfort an
air-conditioning system, and as a modification out of the PAMN
fund we plan todo that I
Mr. Aimwnw& The question is why in R.D.T. & E. they didn't think
about the air-conditioning system.
Dr. FRoscn. I think it was thought about, but there was a weight
problem with the aircraft and the decision was that natural ventilation
should be satisfactory. It is not anything of a development problem to
put the air-conditionin in.
Mr. ANDRzws. It cant: done in Vietnam.
Dr. FRoscii. I imagine it can; yes.
CORR

ON OF HORIZONTAL STABIUZER

Mr. ANDREws. Are there any plans in being to correct the deficiency
in the horizontal stabilizer, which is a safety hazardI
Captain JE8SF. I believe we have thosp Nnds as part of our aircraft
modification money. They are not in R.D.T. & E.
Mr. ANDR1rws. It did not show up in the PAMN budget.
Admiral GAWIS. It is not in the modification line of the P-i, sir.
Mr. AmmEws. Do you have the money to correct the trouble?
Admiral GADDIs. There is no money assigned in the budget at this
time; in either 1968,1969, or 1970.
Mr. ANmumws. We would think you would want to correct that
before you put an air-conditioning unit in the plane.
Captain JEssr.. I am certain it is going to be corrected. It may be
in the preparation of these tables and amounts the flutter problem
which was not knownMr. ANDEtws. I wish you would check on that for the record and
answer for the record whether or not the stabilizing problem will be
corrected.
CNntain ,r.sEN. It definitely will be corrected.
(The information follows:)
There are plans to correct this deficiency. The contractor has been cited and
we expect him to develop a iwttsfactory solution which would be backfitted Into
all operational aircraft.
There are no funds Identified. R.D.T. & M.. PA.MN, or otherwise to accomplish
this program. The contractor Is proceeding to resolve this problem at his expense.

ov-x RvRIN. WARFARE ATRCRAr

Mr. A~mvis. For the record, you will recall that last winter the
Wavy was desirous of buying a riverine warfare aircraft, specifically
the OV-12A he'ii-porter.
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Is there still it valid Navy requirement for an OV-X riverine warfare aircraft today I
Dr. FROSCH. Yes. It is being met at the moment with the OV-10A,
when we can get them.
HEAvY-LirF

CRANE IELCOxPTER

MIr. ANDREWS. For fiscal year 1970 the Navy is requesting approxi-

million for a heavy-lift crane helicopter. What is the
mately
purpose of this program?
REQUIREMENT FOR

HFAVY-LIFT

HELICOPTER

Dr. FROSCE. The purpose is to be able to recover downed aircraft
up through the size of the CH-53 helicopter complete in the field without having to dismantle them on the ground and pick up pieces.
Mr. ADP EwS. Is that what you are doing today I
Dr. FROSCH. That is what we are doing today. When we try to recover one frequently under combat conditions, we either strip it down
and pick up the pieces or we essentially leave the helicopter where it is.
Mr. Amkws. Either way is expensive.
Dr. FRosoB. Leaving it is expensive and taking it apart is expensive
and may be dangerous or impossible. An additional use of this helicopter would be to assist in logstic support of amphibious operations
and cargo delivery and so on, so it couldbe used in underway replenishment. and in amphibious uses as well.
MODIFICATION OF CII-53

Mr. A:DPzWs. The total cost estimated of this development is
million. How much would it cost to modify the CI-1-53 crane helicopter to perform this mission?
Dr. FstaoH. I believe this cost is based on the assumption that is
essentially what would be done.
Admiral RuoKmi We are building from the crane helo a new helo,
if you will, but it is not a radical new development. It is what you
mijht call an uprating of an earlier helo.
ARMY AND AIR FORCE REQUIREMENTS

Mr. ANDREWS. Are the Army and Air Force initiating development
of a heavy-crane helicopter?
Dr. FaosoH. Both the Army and Navy have put in requests to
develop heavy-lift helicopter. There is some difference in the requirewhich could lift a considerably
ment. The Army wants a-helicopter
heavier payload than the Navy requires.
We could use a helicopter that lifts that much, but the design of a
helicopter that lifts that much comes out in a size and weight that
makes it impractical to operate on and off shipboard, or to fly in a
such both
equipment.
tanks and
to pickis up
needsift.it
Army
0-5A.
The the
Army
whether
yet decided
notheavy
heIavier
They need
and Navy will proceed, whether one or the other will proceed, or
whether some combination of the two will be made. The decision
rests in the Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
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POSSIBILITY OF TRI-SERVICE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. .AXDRws. Why couldn't this be made a joint or tri-service
development program?
Admiral RucKNER. I tried that, sir. I got together with General

Betts and we agreed if it were at all possible and it was advantageous
to both of us that we have one development. We brought all the people
together of the Combat Development Command and the Air Systems
Command and my own office and we tried very diligently to produce
a set of specifications that both of us could live with.
Mr. ANDREWS. And you could not do it.
Admiral RuKxEB. We could not do it for the very simple reason

that the Army has a very valid requirement for the heavier lift. and
there are no ships that we have except the big carriers that could
possibly handle a helo of that gross weight.
Whenyou get that much lift the gross weight of the helo has a deck
loading greater than the decks of our ships will take. On top of that
the rotor diameter is such that you cannot efficiently spot them in
the ships.
Mr. ,.DRws. You do not need a crane chopper on a phip.
Admiral RUCK.NF. R.We have to operate them from our LPH'.: and

our logistics ships if we are going to bring the stuff back.
Mr. A Rv rs. Just for transportation and not for use on the carrier.
Admiral RtrCKNER. No, we could not put them on anything except
the big carriers much less operate them.
ARMY IIELICOPTER TOO HEAVY TO T.ANSrOirr

Mr. Ar)REws. How is the Army going to transport theirs?
Admiral RUCKN'ER. The Army will have to transport them by ship
disassembled.
Mr. A,".DEws. Disassembled ?
Admiral RucKwnt. Yes, sir. Ouir design will fit in the hull of a
C-15A, and it meets 90 percent of the requirements of both Air Force
and ourselves.
Mr. A"Ruws. But the Army is going to uqe the C-5AI
Admiral Rrcxi;n. Not to transport this helo.
Mr. A,"D'Rss. They won't?

Admiral Ruc NER. Not this one.
Dr. Foscn. It would be too big.
Mr. A%.DREws. I did not think anything was too big for the -5A.
Dr. FRoscr. Apparently that helo would be.
Mr. ANDRrws. Does the Air Force admit that? Does it admit that
the C-5A cannot handle a crane chopper?

Dr. Fnoscn. Yes.

Admiral Ruczmm. The C-45A will handle thp helo we propose and
that is the helo that will meet the Air Force requirement as well as our
own.
Mr. Alqrnzws. Yon and the Air Force are together hut cannot aet
the Army with you.
Admiral Rucxmm. The Army has a very valid reason for not being
with us because they have to lift armor. The armor loads are mueh
heavier than we need to lift.
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Mr. ANxDmws. Under what conditions will the Navy use the C-5A
to transporta crane chopper?
Admiral RucKNR. 1i e would not contemplate it, but the Marines
might want to do that. We want it for the Marines, ourselves, and the
Air Force.
Dr. Faoscn. I can suggest a situation. If we had the C-5A in operation now, I could thinkthat there would be situations in which we
would want to transport things rapidly like helicopters to Southeast
Asia. Certainly if we were in a situation where a conflict like that
was just beginning and we were just at the stage of trying to get troops
or aircraft or helicopters over there, we might well want to use the
C-5A to transport such equipment. That is what the aircraft was
designed for according to my understanding.
JoiNT ARMY-NAvY IN sRUMENTATIONRs

cARcH
POGRAM

Mr. ANmriws. Under the joint Army-Navy instrumentation re-

search program, two different radars for helicopters were developed
and were teited. What is the current status of this effort?

You can put that in the record.
(The information follows:)

Effort on these radars was performed under the following contracts:
Contract Nonr 4082(00); David W. Young, Associates; 8-D radar sensor;
active from November 15, 1062 to July 81,1964.
Contract Nor 4148(00) ; Bell Helicopter Co.; rotor blade radar evaluation;
active from April 15, 1963 to September 30, 1966.
The David W. Young Associates effort was to demonstrate the feasibility of
a helicopter terrain avoidance sensor which was intended to give the pilot a view
of distinguishable terrain features over ranges of from 100 feet out to 15 miles.
The system employed two associated radar antennas, the prime one being a
longslot array which slowly leaked radar energy through a series of small mechanical phase shifters. The reflected radar beams were detected by the second
antenna which electronically scanned at a rapid rate. The resultant information
was displayed on a TV-type cathode-ray-tube scope.
The 3-D radar sensor was initially evaluated by the contractor through field
tests and subsequently was evaluated by the Naval Ordnance Test Station, China
Lake, Calif. On the basis of the initial encouraging test results, a decision was
made to attempt to incorporate the primary antenna within a helicopter radar
blade, and the second contract was initiated. Mr. David Young, became a consultant to the Bell Helicopter Co. for the second task.
The Bell Helicopter Co. effort, which employed the Texas Instruments Corp.
as a source of detailed radar assistance, extensively refined the D. W. Young
design, demonstrated how the slotted antenna could practically be incorporated
Into either the leading or trailing edges of a helicopter rotor blade, and further
demonstrated by brief flight tests that the radar provided a useful adjunct for
helicopter pilots.
It is understood Informally that both Lockheed Electronics and Texas Instruments are advocating further development of the system, and that the Army,
Air Force, Navy, and Coast Guard are reviewing the work done to date to determine if further development would be of value to their services
NAVY/Am FORCE COOPERATON IN ELECTRON1O

OUNTEr M

SURES

Mr. ANzPmws. For the record, how closely is the Navy cooperating

with the Air Force in the airborne electronic countermeasures

program?

Dr. FRoscH. There has been continual discussion over that kind of
equipment between the two services.
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(The information follows:)
Navy and Air Force cognizant officers meet frequently with members of
D.D.R. & H.'s staff to discuss commonality of the electronic countermeasures
program. In addition, both services have representatives on the applicable
working panels of the Defense Science Board. Mutual exchanges of Information
occur and visits are made to tile various Industrial firms producing equipment.
As new development objectives are established, requirements documents are
written, describing the equipment needed. These documents are forwarded to
the Air Force requesting information as to any related requirements and If a
joint development effort Is desired. For urgent, rapid developments where
requirement documents are not written, descriptive summaries are exchanged
between Navy and Air Force.
Technical aspects of many research projects are presented to the subgroups
of the technical cooperation program which include members from both service&
A program summary book Is published annually containing descriptive sum.
maries of R. & D. programs for each service.

Mr. ANDRws. Can you show instances where the Navy and Air
Force are utilizing the same airborne countermeasures equipment?

Dr. Fooscn. I believe we can. I will comment on that for the record.

(The information follows:)

There are many electronic countermeasure equipments in service use that are
common to both the Navy and Air Force. In fact certain Navy developed
countermeasures fly In Air Force aircraft and vice versa. Some of these equip.
ments that have proven highly effective In SNASIA are listed below:
APR-25
.......-------------------APR-27
ALII-29A
ALQ-51

ALQ-71 ---------------------------------ALQ-100
BIGLOOK
BRIGAND

---------------------------------------POsZEDoN MISSILE
INCREASE IN 1OTO BUDGET

Mr. AxDnEws. For the record, the fiscal year 1970 revised program

for missiles and related equipment totals $564.6 million, which is $i4S.8

million less than the current fiscal year, but an increase of $12.4 million
over the original budget request.
Why was this budget activity increased during the Nixon review?
You may answer that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The Navy request for development of the Poseidon
guidance system was
reduced by $22.4 million and the operational date delayed 1 year in the original
budget submitted to the Congress. Upon reviewing that budget submission the
current administration decided that the Navy request had been reduced too much
and the IOC delayed too much and therefore proposed restoration of $12.4 million
to offset part of the delay.
GUIDANCE SYSTEM SLIPPAGE

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the significance of the Poseidon
guidance system, how for hbs the program slipped, and what impact
wll this slippage have on the Poselon conversion program ,
Dr. Fkoscu. The
million increase that you just referred to
was for the
guidance. With regard to the status of the program

I would ask Admiral Smith to comment.
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Admiral SMITH. The
guidance program requires a somewhat
different fire control system and some differences in the structure of
system that is to be in the initial
the missile from the
deTh-ment progriun has progressed far enough to deiine those differences and to provide for the initial missiles being constructed in a
way that the
- guidance can be backfitted without modification of
the missile. Also the design of the shipboard fire control equipment
was modified earlier enough so that there are only module and cabinet
change required to accommodate missiles with
guidance. All
the wiring and ship structure changes go i!i the initial submarines.
On the fire control system, the current plans are to have the fire
control system for the
submarine in the 31 submarine conversion program-no, it is the with all of the modules in the
s)em as initially installed in the submarine suitable for the guidance
system. So with those provisions the guidance system can be introduced into the program really at any time. So any slippage in the
complete development of testing and all of the guidance system will
not influence the conversion program.
STATUS OF CONVERSIOX PROGRAM

Mr. ANvaEwS. Is the conversion program on scheduled
Admiral Sxrm. Yes, sir.
Mr. Aiwzws. This
guidance system is not delaying the
program?
Admiral SmjiT. For the reasons I have enumerated it is not delaying or influencing in any way either the missile program or the conversion program.
Mr. ANDREws.
When do you expect to have those
ships
completed
l
ALiralSir 1. I do not have that date handy.
I win.supply_it for the record, sir.
(The completion date was supplied to the committee and is

classified.)

Mr. Azunws. But they are all on schedule?
Admiral Smi. Two have entered the yard and those two are on
schedule. The equipment for the next two is being constructed and is
on schedule.
Long lead equipment suitable to go in four more is also on schedule.
Mr. AiNwPws. Where is the work in done I
Admiral SmTH. The first one in Electric Boat in Connecticut.
The second in Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Co. The third
one I expect to go into Electric Boat. The fourth in Mare Island.
Mr. AiDPRws. You do assure the committee the overall program
is on schedule?
Admiral SmTH. The overall program is on schedule.
The program of reentry bodies for the initial missiles I expect to
be delayed about
.
Mr. ADm ws. Put the detail in the record.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified:)
Mr. AwDRwws. Has the Observation Island completed its conversion
to the Poseidon missile?
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Dr. Faosci. Yes, sir.
Mr.Aimumws. Can she still fire the Polaris missiles
Dr. FuoscH. Yes, sir.
1TO OSEDOV

DEVELWFMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. How will the fiscal year 1970 funds be spent on the

Poseidon program I
(The information follows:)

Fiscal year 1970 POSEIDONJ development (dollarsin thousands):
Missile development
------------------------------------Re-entry system development ..........................

Fire control subsystem development
---------------------Launching and handling subsystem development ---------------Navigation subsystem development ......................
System integration
----------------------------------Test instrumentation development ................................
System effectiveness and vulnerabillty
----------------------

Total

--------------------------------------588X DFENBU

Mr. ANwDws. What is involved in the new subactivity "SSBN Defense" for which you are requesting
million in fisal 1970?
Dr. MFOcH. We have a long term concern in principle over the
vulnerability of the SSBN force.
Ve have good evidence now that it - but we believe it wise to
worry ahead as to what developments in the future conceivably might
chag this relative invulnerability.
So this program is intended to keep a close watch on U.S. and Soviet cpabilities for changing the vulnerability of each other's fleet
ballistic missile systems, to try to look at allthe possible threats we
can think of for detection, identification and t raldng of USSBN's
We want to design tactical tests which will enable us to measure in
the field what the effectiveness of any of these proposed schemes might

be.

If there are any schemes that look as if they might change the
vulnerability picture to be able to test them, to determine what the
equipment requirement would be to carry them out, and determine what
we have to do to our submarines to restore their invulnerability. This
is all based not on a particular feeling that there is any known
that we are aware of that can find the submarines, but we feel they
are sufficiently important to the deterrent so that we should make a
significant effort, so identified, to keep specific track of this problem.
Mr. Aimnws. Do you have any information to indicate that the
Soviets are capable of Dr. Fwoc. We do not.
Mr. Axnnws. Do you think this could be done?
Dr. Fnmscu. We do not. The only proposed scheme I have ever heard
of was theMr. ANDREws. That would really be like the proverbial needle in the
haystack.
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FUNDS FOR SBRN DEUMO5,

1970

Mr. ANDREWS. How will the 1970 funds be used?

Dr. FwoH. For the initial examinations that I detailed in the
answer to the previous question.
Mr. Losowi How will you do the job I
What do you intend to do with million dollars in funds
in ris SSBN defense I
Are you going to retain some firm or research organization I How will
you dispose of million dollars on such a study I
Dr. FRSH. I can give you an example of what we have done before
not under a separate line item, but as part of other research efforts
Mr. Lasoox. I know, but this is a line item of
million for

this study.

Dr. Faoeop. Precisely. I want to explain what we have done because
it outlines the way in which we will proceed with the work in the
future
Mr. L oecoxa How did you arrive at themillionI

Dr. Fnosou. By an examination of a series of tests and operations

that we would like to carry out. We can estimate ship days and equipment to be purchased and the manpower required to work on the program, and so on.
Mr. Ln'cxE. Do you think you could get by on million in
1970?
Dr. FMosoH. We would be doing considerably less of the work that
we have planned to do.
Mr. Liscoxmm Do you think this has high enough priority that we
ought to move ahead faster to protect the invulnerability of our submarines?
Dr. FOsoH. We think it has a highpriorit and we measure the
amount of work that we think we could usefully do in terms of the
amount of money asked for.
Mr. L com. Tell us how you can expd million in fiscal
1970 on this particular study and how it would be done.
We know what you are trying to obtain.
Dr. FoscH.

.

Mr. Lmsoms. Excuse me, Doctor, but what I am trying to determine is: Are you going to hire a firm, or do it in-house, or just what will
be the plan?
Dr. F7oBOH. This will be a combination of in-house study, the use
of fleet components and Navy laboratory and in-house capabilities to
do experiments. We will be purchasing and certainly contracting out
for the construction of some detection equipment which may better
be done out of house than constructed in Navy laboratories. There may
be some contracting for study work

-

Mr. Lniscox. This million is just for an illustrative pro.
gram at the moment. You have no real specific plan.
Dr. FaoecH. I believe Admiral Smith has some specific plan.
Mr. Ln'coxs. Oh, I didn't know. Reportedly, Admiral Sith thinks
it is invulnerable.
Admiral Sxmr. I think you are referring to a statement I made at
an earlier hearing. I made a comment in that statement that my opinions were based on carrying out the programs we had planned and
84-09-69--pt. 4-15
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obtaining the funding we were requesting which was not under con.
sideration at that time. This is part of that funding.
PLANNED CONDUOt OF STUY

Mr. A..Nmnws. M1r. Secretary, does this work involve computer
schemes anid simulation,
Dr. Faosci.
3.r. ANDiEws. Why will this new program cost a total of
million through fiscal year 19741
What else do you plan to do I
Dr. Fitoscu. I think this out-year funding is based on the assump.
tion that 'e will have to take some actions to keep the vulnerability
as low as it is That is the estimate which I believe was constructed
b the OMee of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
edo not have an estimate for the out years that we are sure of yet.
It all depends really on what we find in the initial year or so of
testing.

.0

Mr. Axiwuxws. You might not spend all this money.
Dr. Faoscn. We might spend none of the out-year money or some
of it. We just do not really know.
Mr. AxDiws. In other words, you are looking for something and if

you find it, that is it.
Dr. FRosCH. If we find something then it may be an expensive
thing to fix. If we do not find something or if we find something that is
cheap to fix it may not cost all that money.
Mr. ANDPEWS. Do you agree with that; Admiral Smith I
Admiral Sxrui. All except the statement we might not spend any
of the out-year money.
It seems to me that this is the kind of program that, because of its
importance, we must continue
Dr. FRosCH. That would be a remote contingency. Conceivably we
might run out of schemes, but that is unlikely.
Mr. A-nDws. You can pursue that argument in the record.
Dr. Fnoscu. Thank you, rr. Chairman, but I have nothing further
to add to the foregoing discussion.
SAMEUARD PROGRAM
NAVY

FFOlrr

Mr. ANDREws. You are requesting
million in fiscal 1970
for ABM support. Your program in fiscal 1969 was $5 million and
you estimate it will require another
, million to complete the
project. What is this program?
Dr. Fosci. This is a program of providing targets for intermediate
range ballistic missile targets as targets for the Army ABM program.
We provide POLARIS boosters to fit target requirements laid on
us by the Army Safeguard program, and fire them from the Observation Island as targets for their raAars and detections in the ABM
system.
Mr. ADRWS. This is part of the so-called ABM or Safeguard program.
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Dr. F1osc. It, is part of the research and development that goes
with SAFEGUARD.
Mr. AxDREws. The project listing book has a listing for Sentinel
support. Did the change to the Safeguard AB3 system affect this
program in any way
Dr. FROSCH. No: it did not, because whichever configuration -or arrangement of AB.1 system would be chosen a key piece of information
is how incoming missiles look to radar systems. So this is still part
of the R. &D. for any' configuration.
Mr. AxDnEws. Will this program involve the actual launcling of
inert Polaris test missiles against the Kwajalein test site?
Dr. FRosci. Yes.
31r. AXDUNws. Ilow many?
Dr. Fnosci. We will have to supply that for the record.
Mr. ANDREws. Also provide the cost.
(The information follows:)
Phase I of the program consists of supporting the Amy's Safeguard program
by providing targets for antiballistIc-missile tests. This Is to be accomplished
by the firing of Polaris missiles from the Navy launch ship Observation Iland
(AG-154) into the Kwajalein area. As presently outlined the program calls for
. Total
. The first test firing will be conducted In the utilization of estimated costs for phase I through fiscal year 1973 are as follows:

Navy

Army

Total

------......................................

---------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------

The basi4 for the above funding split Is as follows:
ARMY

(a) Modification of launch ship, if required.
(b) The refurbishment and modification of missiles and missile components
provided by the Navy from inventory to make them usable for the Safeguard
target program.
(M) The procurement of any new missiles and missile components required
for the Safeguard target program, and any subsequent modification costs required to satisfy Army requirements.

(4d)

(e) Procurement, modification, or refurbishment, as necesasry, of ground
and shipboard equipment, Including that necessary for range support and safety,
if initial acquisition or use Is required exclusively for the Safeguard target program.
(f) Development of the miss distance indicator oscillator.
(g) Facilities furnished to contractors for research and development, production, or modification.
(h) Incidental Investment costs of the Safeguard target program.
NAVY

(a) Launch ship operation and launch expense in support of the Safeguurd
target program.
(b) Facilities at Navy owned and operated activities, if required.
(4) Special training of launch ship crews.
(e) Expenses of any other Navy activities engaged in support of the sentinel
target program.
1909 AND 1070 FUNDING

Mr. ANDIREWS. How were the fiscal 1969 funds spent and how will the
1970 funds be utilized?
Dr. FROSCH. I will put it in the record.
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(The information follows:)
Navy funding for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 provides for the followTARGE

DEVUM'1ZNT

(a) Design of payload and ejection hardware including dispensers in general
accorClane with Army specifications.
(b) Deign ot associated missile modifications to accommodate the required
payload.
(o) Design of support equipment for the above.
ONUATION8 AND SUPPORT

(a) Planning for logistic and launch support from the Observation Island
(AG-154).
(b) Range safety studies.
Navy funding for the above Is as follows:
Year 69
Year 70
4, 608K
-------------------Target development -------

------------------------

Operations and supporL --

G,000K

Total -----------------------------------------------Operations and Support funding in fiscal year 1971 is
1970.
reflects the start of flight tests In -

-

. This increase

Mr. L"sCOXB. Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Awnuws. Mr. Lipscomb.
•MODIFICATION OF EXCESS

POLARIS MISSILES

Mr. Lnscoxn. Mr. Secretary, according to your statement on page

108, you say $-

million for modification of excess Polaris missiles

to a target configuration in support of the Army Sentinel program.

This is the same item we are talking about.
Dr. Faoscs. Yes.
Mr. Twx. It is for the Safeguard program.
Admiral RucoP. It was Sentinel when this went to press. It is
now Safeguard.
Mr. Lxrsm . This statement is not that old.
Dr. Faoscr. We had completed the statement then and it was not
all completely re-edited.
Mr. Lrpso6m Is the total

$

-million

for modification?

Dr. FRosCH. It is for design of the modification and the support of

the firings.

_

Admiral Smxrr. I do not believe--

with the 1970 funds.

Dr. FRoSH. Admiral Smith said that the firings will be
Mr. Lwrscon3. Why do they have to be modified?
Admiral S rru.
Mr. Lnscowm. How many Polaris are in excess now I
A-2 in excess right now. There
Admiral Sxrm. There are -

are missiles that came off submarines that were carrying A-2 that
are mo4ifed to carry A-8. These are A-2 missiles, The remainder will
be A.-4, and the ntimber excess will depend on the process of the

Poseidon conversion. The A-8's become excess as submarines are converted from A- to Poseidon.
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Mr. Lnrscomm. Polaris missiles are in excess to what standardI How
do you determine that standard You ate going to recdnfi~lre the
Polaris to the Poseidon? Do they become excea oni that basis alone?
Admiral Sm. Yes.
Mr. LUSom. Is that the standard you use
Admiral Sxrm. The standard we ube, i%those. ieuired to outfit
the
submarines
a mall number for a repairpiPelin6, nd the number
required
for follow-on
operational .eat.
vr.LwSoois. When we are talking aboft the 1970(budget n6w, how
many excess Polaris missiles do you plan tb 'n dif in fiscal ear 1970
with the $

million?

Admiral Suzrr. I do not have that number.
Mr. Lnsco~w. How did you arrive at the. $
million? How
much per missile?
Admiral SMrrH. The program is deriv6d fr~m the Army Safeguard
program of the number of tests that they want and then finally the modification. The modification costs are funded VV the Army.
In 1969 and 1970 a major part of those funds will be 6 Jthose design efforts.
Mr. LirscomB. Does it take a sighificant oiint ot hfids for a redesign of the Polaris for firing in a.test program for th Safeguard?
Dr. FROsoH.

.

-; I

Admiral SM H. It is also a program that the Aii Force is participating
.
SUSESION OF WORK ON SAPtTARW

,Mr. ANDRnmws. If the gentleman would yield, the Assistant Secretary
of Defense has been quoted in the paper as having said that nothing
would be done about the new Safeguard system until authorization
and approval had been vven by Congress Now you are asking for

money here to take part in the Safeuard program, the testing program. The system has not been authorized or approved by Congress
yet.
Dr. Fnoscri. My understanding is that the conrssonal hold was
on procurement and deployment of the system, but that the Cong
agrwd that the research and development work should continue. This
is portion of the research and devolopment work. '
Mr. ANDDYtws. If you are going to rework these Polaris missiles to
be used as-targets, what will be used to shoot the target?
Dr. Fh6scir. Research and development Sprint and Spartan missiles
that the Army has procured under the R. D. portion of the Sentinel
and then the Safeguard work.
Mr. MA Ho. Ifthe gentleman will yield isn't it true that probably
there was an area of misunderstanding as between the Department of
Defense and certain members of the legislative body?
I had thought that the Department of Defense or any official from
the DOD would be willing to say that all work on the ABM system
would be suspended until Congress has taken action on the 1970 Drogram.
Dr. FRoscu. I don't know the details of precisely what was agreed
with regard to deployment or procurement.
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I, do recollect quite firmly that it was agreed certainly that the de.

velopment work that was necessary. to understand liow, to build such

system could continue

Mr. MAHoN. We have been workli on this system now for 10 years
or more and spent several billion dollars. It would be a monumental
mistake ito, agree to.suspend all activity, prior to a congressional
enactment iito law of something stopping the system.
Dr. Fiiosc. I agree with you, Mr. Chairman. I just do not know
the details of what was discussed.
(Discussion off the record.)
SUPPICIENT MISSILE.ON HAND FOR TEST PROGRAM

Mr. IPscomB Admiral Smith, will it be necessary to buy new
Polaris missiles for the 10 Polaris submarines we will retain in the
SSBN fleet?
Admiral Smrrm.
.
Mr. Lnsooir You must have enough plans to know you will have
excess missiles to participate in the Safeguard program.
Admiral Sm'rii. Tho plans are to take care of all those needs. I
couldn't say that:the ones that are left, those missiles, would last
forever.
Mr. Ax~uuws. What is the life of a Polaris missile?
Admiral Smrn.
.
IMPORTANCE OF TEST PROGRAM

Mr. Lwscoim, And a deletion of these funds for modification of
the Polaris could well slow down the time schedule on the Safeguard
system because of lack of testing I
Dr. F sou. I think that is right and even beyond that, even if there
was a decision not to deploy a deguard system, I think there is general agement that it would still important to continue with the
research and development ABU systems and this kind of testing
program would be essential for that continuation. Certainly a deployment decision would mean that the testing would go on. t would
be important to that deployment..
Mr. LsmoozrB This is a significant part of the research and development effort
Dr. Faoscn. Yes, it is.
Admiral GAwis. It provides necessary knowledge, that is right,

sir.
Mr. AND

wrS. Are there further questions.
The committee will adjourn until 10 a.m., tomorrow.
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Friday, Jime 6, 1969.
CONOR MISSILE

Mr. MAHON. We come now to a discussion of 'the Condor air-tosurface missile.
million to conThe fiscal year 1970 budget request contains
of $117.7
total
A
development.
missile
tinue Condor air-to-surface
million has been spent on this program through fiscal year 1969.
This missile, at least from the standpoint 6fthe hearings, has been
around for quite some time. Will you give us a little background on it?
DESM'RIPION Or

SSILE

Dr. F*om. Yes.
This is one which I personally think is one of the most important
developments in missilery and weaponry, that has become possible
with recent technology. This is a weapon which has a television
camera in the nose o the weapon, and a
-. So this means that
for the kind of target for which it is designed, which are princiI
pa l ly . .
CAPABILITY OF PHOENIX MISSILE

Mr. MAHON. Does the Phoenix missile have an air-to-surface standoff capability?
Dr. FRosoH. You are shifting now from Condor to Phoenix?
Mr. MA2oH.

No.

Dr. FRoscu. You are just asking a question. The Phoenix missile
we believe will have a capabilit to hit targets that are close to the
ground, that is the cruise missile Kind of -targets. It could be used with
a capability against targets on the ground but it is not particularly
designed for that.
AIRCRAFT TO BE EQUIPPED WITH CONDOR

Mr. MAHON. What aircraft are to carry the Condor?

Dr. FRoscH. We are firm on using it froln the A-6A. We are looking
at the possibility of using it from the A-A. The problem is that this
is a missile that has to be
. The A-6A has a second man in it,
of course who is a missile control officer and bombing navigation
officer and can do that job. We believe it may be possible r the A-7A
pilot to-Mr. MAHON. Did the Navy originally propose that the F-14 would
carry the Condor missile?
Dr. FROSCH. No, we did not. It is conceivable that it might be an
interesting thing to look at, but it is not planned for the F-14.
DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS

Mr. MAuHON. Is the Condor having severe technical problems?
Dr. FRoscH. We are having problems with the propulsion motor.

Curiously that is not where we thought the real difficulties with the
Condor were. We have apparently solved all of the
roblems.
The contractor chose to solve the problem with a liquid fueled rocket
because we had asked for certain flexibility of-.
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His first suboontractor failed to produce a suitable motor and he
shifted to a second subcontractor hi'ch was a division of his
own
organization, and that motor also as had some trouble.. We aze now
examining the question of whether it would be best to solve that problem
with tha . - of a kind that we know can be made reliable and
M•i MA
I sume any weapon worth developing requires some
riSk tudsome diioulty. You are not really trying to do easy things in
trying to limpve
p
the capabilit. ote forces. You are trying to get
out i front as far as you can. Tis adds great complication.
Dr. FRoscm. This weapon-would be a major improvement in capability. We are expecting a - mile range with that kind of point
accucy . That is part of the risk and the problem in'buildng the :weapon., Fut wern~or this i'the first o a nd of waponry
that ca bebuilt on this enqor in the.veapo with c rncep.
We have ideas&for tbh to baild a ,vefion 6f the Corndor that would
have a "-- - soit would be -;--.--. Ieon ,that could besn tr out
tow rd a so we could have
highly a
t weapoi>.
Mr. Mimwo. For the record, when did we begin development of
the Condor I
(The information follows:)
Ondor development began with Projeet Definition Phase In fiscal year 1965.
COST ESCALATION

Mr. MAOV. Have you experienced any cost increases and overr'ns
in the Condor missile development and give us some background on
tht
iDr. Fnoeon. The fuiiding, 6stinizt* in fiscal. year
for, $78.1 million was based upon the program being an in-house196
effo&. The fiscal
year 1966 estimate of $118.8 million was made after the Project Definition Phase was completed Jaiiuary 1, 1966, and was based upon estimates of two cont.ns
,t
.The remainder is,princlPally dueto program stretch-out caused by
the tece nial problems experienced with
increased contracto flight test support; expanded Navy technical evaluations, ine
costs of warhead development; and previously, unprogramed
effort, such as ',bif ty/maitaiinability and electromagnetic interfrnce. Also 'additional increase includes completion of concept feasbly eofft ,of the SOR~ folow-on
version and i-house
field activities stretch-out costs for fiscal years 1972-79. Contractor
Increased (1) from the precontract estimate to the contract target
price &anegotiates, and (9)increase from tar t to ceiling price as a
result of increased development costs primarily in the engine.
CONDOR ADVANTAGES

M,4
.

or.. What wiU the Qoiudor mfsile be able +odo that other

sts doff reisss

d bombs, such a, W lleye, and so tortlcannot do f
*].r FsOH. The Condor.'e
f. cApabfity: allows it to be
n 'ski
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POSSIBILITY OF JOINT NAVY-AiM FORCE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MA oN. Is the Air Force developing a standoff missile having
similar characteristics ?

Dr.

FROSCH.

The Air Force has been looking at a weapon called

Maverick which is a honing air-to-surface missile. It is not a weapon
.
but is more like the Walleye
that isIt has a very much shorter range. It is designed to have a range of at
Condor is designed for a range of up to
Whereas
w
most
nautical milesMr. MAHON. Would the Air Force and the Navy have a requirement
for a similar weapon to do this type job, the type that the Condor is
designed to do I
Dr. FROSOH. I think there are strong similarities in the requirement.
They are both ground attack, tactical air missiles.
r. MAHoN. Should we abandon one of them and concentrate on the
other?
Dr. FRosoH. I think one could certainly consider that question
profitably.
The difficulty is that there is an economic question here, Mr. Chairman. If one abandons the Maverick, which is the shorter range
to Condor, then in many situations where the
only
missile
simpler and
and sticks
cheaper
weapon
could be used we vould be forced to use
the more complicated and expensive weapon. On the other hand, if we
do not build the long-range weapon then we will be restricted in the
use of this kind of weapon to the shorter range. So the military advantage is on the side of a clear requirement for some long-range
sundoff miles like Condor, but if we were to buy only Condors,
then they might well be very expensive to us in tactical situations where
only a shorter range simpler weapon were required. So there is an
economic trade off between the cost of developing two and having them
in inventory.
CONDOR TO RtEPLACE STANDARD BO[BING

Mr. MAHON. Will certain missiles or other weapons be replaced by
the Condor if it develops into an effective weaponI
Dr. FRoscH. The Condor is a brand new concept for a weapon. Until
we have had enough of them to test them and understand how to use
them tactically I %ink it would be premature to say it will replace
other things in the inventory.
I think it vill certainly replace the use of standard bombing for
many kinds of targets and situation.
So even if it does not replace certain kinds of bombs compJ4Wy it
will replace their use.
ADvANCED SPARWw
Mr. M&mON. With respect to the advanced Sparrow missile, what
happened to the advanced Sparrow missile development? You are not
requesting funds in fiscal year 1970 for this purpose
• Dr.IFos , At tgbe time the fiscal y r 1970 budget was prepared,
Othe deylopp~et eort was progropmg to the point that, very pos-
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sibly, the effort could have been completed by the end of fiscal year
1969. In later tests some problems were encountered in the fuzing and
guidance areas. These problems have been corrected and test firings
are scheduled to resume in August 1969.
During reapportionment, $2 million R.D.T. & E. funds were requested for fiscal year 1970 to continue the advanced Sparrow development.
3Mr. Mao.N. How were the $2.9 million programed for the current
year utilized ? You may supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
IIIllIrni,
Field station support for missile tests and evaluation of missile tests....
$1.4
Missile development
----------------------------------.
3
Develop AWG-10/AIM7F compatibility-----------------------1.2
Total

------------------------------------------

2.9

Mr. MAHoN. Are there any funds remaining in the program which
have not been obligated I
Dr. FRoscH. All fiscal year 1969 advanced Sparrow development
funds will be obligated by the end of the fiscal year.
PHOENIX MISSILE

Ur. MAHO.

Your fiscal year 1970 program for the Phoenix missile

system is $17.5 million. Te fiscal year 1969 program is shown as

$31.9 million. Isn't this a decrease from the amount made available
by CongTess for the current fiscal year I
Dr. fiosH. The Phoenix fiscal year 1969 funding was reduced from
$36.870 millin'to $31.975 million in order to hold overall Navy R. &D.
expenditures within dgeta limitations.
fr.MAUoN. Is this program on schedule with the F-14A program?
Dr. FRoscH. The Phoenix missile and missile control system developments are on schedule with the F-14A. Missile firing tests are being
conducted from F-1iB aircraft. Althugh one F-111B was lost in
an aircraft accident a replacement F-111B has been provided so that
the prorri should continue on schedule.
y r 11970,f!ON. .'Ow doyou
year,
, . p!an
. to utilize the funds requested in fiscal
(The infomnitiou follows:)
AWG-O reconfiguration and development for the F-14A_ .. -----------Field station: support for AWG-9 and Phoenix missile tests and test

evaluation

---- - ----- ----

ontegra~on
of AWG-9 and F-14A avionics (ECM, navigation, communi,Uou
equipmetit)....-..--......
---......
Transition to VAST support.-------------------------

Sparrow/AWG-9 Interac.....

"....-----------------

--------

SURFAOE MISSILE SYSTEM PRO"iWv

ImpRQvip[(
=Tro, TIM 8T 3Z[SSILZ ST8STMS
N. M'Axok. Yu 'ar, cj6'rsting .
n-illiou Jn fiscal year 1970
-

f rithe surface mI we systems p,roc vhich w established tocorrect
deflciencies and improve the reliability and performance capabilities
of the 3T missile systems.
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Through fiscal year 1969, you have spent a total of $214.4 million on
this effort. WVhat have we gained in the areas of correcting deficiencies,
and improving the reliability and performance capabilities of the 3T
missile
system?
Dr. FROSCH. The reliability and performance improvements of the
3T missile systems, as measured by fiet reported data, are summarized in tables 1 and 2. Shipboard equipment reliability is measured
by the status index (table 1), the percentage of the time the equipment
is in an "up" condition. Status index is summarized in terms of one or
two channels available. Estimates given for fiscal year 1963, the first
year data was collected on surface missile system availability, is considered typical of the equipment reliability prior to the corrective
actions initiated by the S1S project. Reliability of shipboard equipment and the missiles during firings is compared in table 2, in terms of
firing success rates.
TABLE I.-STATUS INDEX OF 3T EQUIPMENT
At least Ichannel

2 channels

year 1963
Tartar-------------------------Fiscal year 1963 Fiscal year 1969 Fiscal
Terrier
....................................Tabs----------------------............
----,-,--

Fiscal year 1966
--

TABLE 2.-3T FIRING SUCCESS RATES
Fiscal year 1962
Tartar .....................................................................Terrier
.....................................................................
Talos
......................................................................--

Fiscal year 1969

-

The early SYIS program included a large number of hardware
changes, primarily in the form of Ordalts, to improve availability and
firing performance and to correct identified problem areas. This is
largely completed and the installed systems have achieved a
level of availability and firing success rates. The systems will continue
to require additional Ordalts to overcome aging effects, correct routine
disclosures of new troubles and to exploit new materials or technical
advances for efficiency or reliability. The performance goals of such
actions are to sustain the current levels of effectiveness during the lifespan of the installed systems.
Following the early program, a major effort was initiated to provide
improved capability in more difficult threat situations by updating the
installed systems. The major thrust of this was to extend 3T capabilities to more difficult target vehicles, target tactics and to minimize environmental effects on system performance.
The frigate modernization program, currently in progress, provides a major updating of the Terrier systems. The modernized system
provides ability to operate in more severe countermeasure environments and permits increased utilization of the
- mile range
capability of the Terrier and Standard missile (ER).
Terrier and Tartar missiles are scheduled for replacement by Standard missile (ER) and Standard missile (MR). In addition to procure-
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meat nd logistics a4va4pes provided by the Standard missile concept,
the foflow
.o4rp
ce advances are provided: improved capablity.
Mo of thene i'mprovemets are being incorporated into
inventories of missiles by retrofit changes.
IROVEAMW IN RANOG

AND ACCURACY

Mr. MAHON. Would you compare the accuracy and range of the 8T
missile system before this project was started with their capabilities
in these areas today I
Dr. FoscH. The range and accuracy of the ST missile systems are
compared as follow s:
Roe

1962

Terrier ..................................................................

rAIi(ER)...........................................
..........

.......................

1969

..
-

....

Md(R)...........................................
d"
Terrier...

.................................................-

I Averap mis dlsWno., exeludin flurs.

Not.-.m 1962 the w-anle capabUlty (ability to enpe low flyer below 1,500 feet or surface target).
FUTURE FUNDING REQURMMNTS

Mr. MAHON. Your justification book indicates that this program
will continue in future years but no dollar amount is indicated. Do
you have any idea of what future costs will be I
Dr. FRosoHr. The projected-requirement for the SMS project
element is asp f ws:,
•
Prior to fiec4 yeor 1970 the 8T R,D.T.&B. effort performed under
the SMS project program element included development of neceoary sqbsystm an4 component improvements required to improve
misile syote svilabi~fty, reliability, and performance commensurate w;.t1 the ever 4m g threat:.
Al year 1970 and subsequent
years tme co Of this program is limited to - .The ST 'major
syst
aeynopment program element was established to develop
evolulonjry, iprovemeni t to existing 3T systems to maintain capability against an advancing threat. The projected requirement for
the 3T major systems development element is as follows:
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ALTERATION OF TARTAR ME CONTROL RADAR
Mr. MAHoN. In March 1969, the Navy awarded a $1.8 million cost-

plus-fixed-fee contract to Raytheon for the development of ordnance
alterations for the AN/SPG-51 Tartar fire control radar which is
used with both the Tartar and Standard medium raln (MA) missile.
Does this mean that the 10 ships already converted for the Standard
MR missile will receive these alterations?
Dr. Fnoscu. This contract provides necessary fleet support for three
as itsRayoband has This
andTartar
six destroyer
29 destroyers,
cruisers,
capability.
fleet s escorts
of the
jective improvement
theon contract for the AN/SPG-51 B/C radar is to develop and test
required improvements and corrections of deficiencies based on results
obtained and maloperations encountered during development assist
tests, operational evaluation, and fleet reports. Ordnance alterations
developed and tested under this contract will be installed in the AN/
SPG-61 radar of the Tartar MX 74 fire control system. These ordalts
are separate and distinct from the modification required to convert
the shipboard system for Standard missile (MR).
Smumi

Missni, DEvELOPME1NT

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting

million in fiscal year 1970 to

continue development of the AGM-45A Shrike air-to-surface antiradiation missile. You have already spent $82.8 million through fiscal year
1969 for development of this missile and it has been procured in large
quantities since fiscal year 1965. What is the Navy doing in the area of
I
continuing development of this missile I
Dr. FosoH. The amount requested for fiscal year 1970 is million. The continuing developments in this program include improvements
in the Targe Identificion and
Acquisition System to improve
del very tactics in - -.
•.
Mr. MAHON. How will the fiscal year 1970 fu&ds be utilized?

Dr. FOsOH. The developments in this project for fiscal year 1970
include completion of a Target Identification ind Aequisition System
(TIAS) for the A-4 aircraft, continued work on the AGM-45A-8
missile and improvement in the A-7 aircraft Shrike system.
Mr.
olt. Does the Navy plan to phase out Shfike as a result of
theDr.
faet the Standard Arm ml.se has proven to be
.
FitscH. No. The Standard Arm provides us the, capability to
attack -.
The Shrike provides an important self-defens oap%bility for strike aircraft when they must penetrate enemy defense to

delier other types of munition's against selected taet. Ii edition,

there are Versidnu of Shrike in development and production which
enable us toattack
Mr. MAioxN. Why has the flal year 1970 procurement been cut back

to only

Shrikemissiles I

°'D. FoscH. The erpenditurq rate fof Sh. e W been!
ally
Mduced by the curtailment of bombin aopeIAtion k North Vietnam.
v1ouisly funded procurme t and - he desire :for ecooi6my in tie

'budget have caused us to reduce the buy for Shrike t

ii8issi .
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STANDARD ARm MISSILE
Mr. MALHON. The fiscal year 1970 program for the AGM-78 Stand-

ard Arm air-to-surface missile totals - million. Through 1969,
the Navy has spent a total of $100.6 million on the development of this
missile. It has not been ap roved for service use butsuch missiles were funded during te current fiscal year, and the Navy is re.
questing $25 million in fiscal year 1970 for
Standard Arm
missiles.
What is the status of this program and when will this missile be
approved for service use ?
Dr. FRoscH. Production of the initial version of Standard Arm, the
AGM-78A, has been completed. It has been employed successfully in
combat by both the Navy 'and Air Force. The second version, the
AGMI-78B, is currently undergoing technical and operational evaluation. This version will permit the Standard Arm to attack a-.
Its progress has been satisfactory and it should be - .A follow-on
version which will provide improved producibility over the 78B will
enter production later
-. .
Mr. MAHoN.What problems have you been experiencing in the de-

velopment of this missile?
Dr. FnoscH. The AGM--78 A, B, and C missile developments have
progressed quite satisfactorily, especially since they were conducted
at a very rapid rate. The Target Identification and Acquisition System for the
has required extensive development efforts which
are continuing in order to achieve desired performance over the wide
frequency band width of the 78 B and C models.
Mr. MAHON. Can you compare the accuracy and reliability of this
missile with that of the Shrike?
Dr. FSaC.. The reliability of both the Shrike and Standard Arm
has been quite high. The Shrike has demonstrated a circular error
probable (CEP) of
against radiating targets and the Standard
Arm has shown a CEP of
. The difference is primarily due to
the much
velocity of the Standard Arm.
Mr.. MAHON. How do these two missiles compare in unit cost, and
what is the total estimated cost of developing the Standard Arm
missile?
Dr. FRowcH. The Shrike unit cost for fiscal year 1969 is
The Standard Arm cost for fiscal year 1969 is $222,266. These figures
include production and fleet support costs for the production buy.
The total etimated ost, of developing Standard Arm is
Mr. MAHON. How will the fiscal year 1970 funds be utilized?
Dr. FRoBoR. Funding limitations will limit fiscal year 1970 efforts
to completion and'fleet introduction of the AGM-78C and the
TIAS.
SmzwrND
Mr. MmuOwG.

MISSILE

With respect to the Sidewinder missile, last year we

read of the theft of a Sidewinder missile from a NATO air base near
Neuberg, -West Germany, and its subsequent shipment to the U.S.S.R.
Hastlis missile bee compromised inany way as'a result of this theft?
Dr. Foscir.
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MISSILE

PROPULSION

million in fiscal year 1970
Ir. MAHTON. You are requesting
for missile propulsion. Through fscal year 1969, a total of $20.2 million has been funded for this purpose. How has the $20.2 million been
utilized, for what missile systems, and how you plan to make the fiscal
year 1970 funds.
Dr. FRosciH. The resources in exploratory development are usually
not directed toward the development of a specific missile system,
rather, it is directed toward the advancement of the science and technology which will ermit the Navy to meet any future need, requirement or threat in this area. Future Navy missiles will require increases
in range, speed, and manuverability, which will require marked advances in missile motor performance. The program in missile propulsion covers investigations in new propellant (solids, liquids, and
hybrids) in new missile propulsion design concepts and propulsion
systems which will provide the hardware for future (1980-90) Navy
air surface and undersea missions.
There are three major areas of concentrations:
1. Solid propulsion which includes the investigation of advanced
solid propulsion systems and system components for surface-to-surface, surface-to-air, air-to-surface, and air-to-air tactical missiles for
the 1980-90 time period. Future systems must weigh less; contain less
volume and provide with high reliability and longer shelf life greater
speed, rang,,and maneuverability.
2. Liquid and hybrid propulsion which offers the potential advantages of controlled thrust which provides more easily controlled speed
and maneuverability and higher specific impulse but lower density
when composed to solid rockets.
3. Air-breathing propulsion which provides integral solid and liquid
rocket ramjets. These systems offer the potential advantages of a twofold increase in range and/or payload over the conventional rocket
combined with the acceleration for maneuver or terminal task.

Typical examples of accomplishments are:
delivering high specific impulse have
1. New propellants

been demonstrated.

has progressed from analysis to
2. The low-volume ramjet
design and component testing.
3. New nozzle material of
4. A new antioxidant was found that markedly reduced air oxidation during the aging of propellant, increasing shelf life.
5.--- a new tactical missile concept developed and proven
in exploratory development is now being pursued in advanced
development.
In fscal 1970 the design development, and testing of the integral
rocket-ramjet will be extended to establish the criteria for an advanced
development program leading directly to an improved fleetdefense . Synthesis of high energy oxidizes and binders will be
continued in order todevelop high energy propellants. The tech nology
of a motor with thrust vector and magnitude control will be confirmed
in full-scale test. New areas of exploratory examination will be
undertaken:
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These are but a few of the task to be undertaken in the coming fiscal
year.
BTUIKE WARFARE WEAPONRY EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970
for strike warfare weaponry.exploratory development. A total of $53.9
million was funded for this purpose through fiscal year 1969. Dr.
Frosch, what is meant by the terra "strike warfare weaponry"? What
kind of weapons are we developing?
Dr. FROsCH. Under the strike warfare weaponry exploratory development program, the technology is developed which will provide the
avy with the weapons and ordnance (other than mines and torpedoes)
to meet future needs and threats in all offense and defense areas: Air.
borne attack, surface
attack,
submarine
attack
amphibious
assault,
and surface
antiantiair
warfare,
airborne
sea-based strategic systems,
air warfare. Included within the elements are the technological areas
which are related to strategic and tactical weapons system components
such as guided and unguided missile structures, warheads and fuzes,
aerodynamics and ballistics, weapon guidance and control, explosive
research weapon launching, service technology, and safety.
Mr. MAHON. Toward what specific weapon developments was the
$53.9 million utilized?
Dr. FROSOH. The $58.9 million representing the fiscal year 1968
and fiscal year 1969 funds provided strike warfare weaponry development has been used to advance the technological base essential
to insuring the availability of new and improved strike warfare weapons during the next decade and beyond. Specific weapon technology
developments undertaken during this period include the following:A
program to determine the capabilities and limitations of fluidic component and subsystems was initiated. Fluidic design techniques were
evolved and applications to problems are being investigated.
Tests have been developed to determine the effectiveness of shielding
against radiation hazards
and to measure the effectiveness o
filtering between
. Studies were conducted on the maneuver requirements of the Sparrow III missile in its final portion of
air-to-air flight prior to interception, including the contribution to
improved guidance- for future missiles. Proposed technical
approaches-PTA%---and technical development plan's-TDP'swere prepared for the basic and advanced pbint defense systems for
shipboard AAW. A study was conducted on the effectiviess of
and on the application 6f . A PTA was prepared for a
weapon system. Work was continued on a
and improve the
sensor elements.
'Thrmal stresses in solid wall and sandwich wal4 radomes were
computed. Studies have been completed on airborne - --- properties
and
were, used to develop
identify targets at extreme range
an4{ were
used to develop _
Developiento fuel-air-explbsionFA - and hyperve!ocity Cluster warheads 46Cumi"ated in thepresent FA. ,a4 HaZap weapons. PT4. has 'een prear Ifor advanoed deve opment,,of
. Active
have b
yeloped and
ven
are now in avahced developmet. Effectiveness data were derived for
a long-range air-to-surface missile system. A methodology for designing
systems for future high-speed missile was developed.
,
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The fiscal year 1969 program included some 83 separate task areas.
These also addressed the spectum of technologies needed to develop
air-to-air missiles, air-to-surface missiles, surface-to-air missiles, and
surf.ice-to-surface'missiles as well as free fall bombs, rockets, guns,
projectiles, and the surrounding peripheral subsystems such as fire control displays, and signal processing.
These items apply to specific types of weapons; for example, for
airborne interceptor weapons the-following developments are underway. (1) A new antenna of superior performance integrated with a
complete radar, (2) flight tests are underway of equipment that can
indicate
and, (3) a study was completed contrasting an improved aircraft weapon system using guns instead of missiles or rockets as design guidance for our future weapon systems.
For more effective airborne attack of ground targets range and
sensitivity improvements in are being made; and a study of
from a target is also being made.
For general purpose airborne weapons a new radar is being developed that will use solid state devices and integrated circuitry in an
effort to reduce weapon system size and to improve overall reliability.
A study of ways to insure that an
1s underway. A is
being evaluated. For attacking enemy aircraft, the design of a new
radar that will is being tested. A new radar signal processing
technique to help identify specific targets by recognizing their salient
characteristics is being tested.

84-08--69-9t. 4--16
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Mr. MAHON. How do you propose to use the million requested
in fiscal year 1970?
Dr. FROSCH. The fiscal year 1970 strike warfare weaponry exploratory development program will expend
million to prosecute
such specific tasks and objectives as the following: For antiair warfare
systems, a new
- of improved performance will be flight tested; a
model of an ordnance will be installed for test. in an aircraft, if
successful this system can reduce the
flight tests will be carried
out on a radar target tracking system that is
system to be used
by both equipments, thus obtaining a substantial saving of weight and
a reduction in complexity. Antisurface weapon improvement efforts
will include determining the feasibility of a new weapon concept
capable of
to the enemy; a new warhead composed of a
control system, thereby markedly improving our ability to attack
surface targets; work will continue on improving techniques to
a target. will be readied for a feasibility demonstration;
tracking will be evaluated by fabricating and testing breadboard design to analyze the feasibility and usefulness for
missile guidance and target identification; CCM improvements will be
devised for.
Other efforts directed to improving our multipurpose weapons include:-project will be completed and a PTA prepared; an
optimized
development will establish design parameters suitable for preparation of a PTA. Design effort will be accelerated on
projectile and rocket dynamics, drag reduction, fluid dynamics and
ballistic improvements to gun/rocket projectiles and missile structures
to improve their range and accuracy. Effort will also increase for antiair and antisurface and multipurpose weapon guidance and control
techniques to cope with increasingly severe ECM environment and to
improve their accuracy.

FLEw BALLISTIC M SSILE CONTROL SYfsF
CURRENT SYSTEM

Mr. MAHON. With respect to the FBM control system, you are requesting
million in fiscal 1970.
This program has totaled $56 million for the past 2 years. Would
you describe generally the command and control system we now have
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operationally for our SSBNs and supply for the record the various
means of communication to and from the SSBN fleet?

Dr. FROsoH. The current system has as its prinary mode of cominunications very low frequency radio from Cutler, Maine, from the
State of Washington, from Balboa in the Canal Zone and from Northwest Cape, Australia. This is a radio system which can be detected
by the submarines
. The submarines monitor these broadcasts
continually. As a backup to the VLF we have the same broadcasts that

call be repeated on low frequency radio stations in a number of places
around the world and on high frequency radio stations around the
world. In addition we have Tacamo aircraft, fixed wing aircraft,
which can essentially fly an orbit over a part of the ocean
broadcasting on low treq uency.
(The information follows:)
SSBN COM,:UNCATIoNs
The operational command and control for our SSBNs consists of several fixed
VLF stations such as the I megawatt transmitter at Cutler, Maine, and the 1
megawatt transmitter at Harold E. Holt station in Australia. These stations
are backed up by four other VLF stations and a larger number of low frequency
stations. These stations are vulnerable to nuclear attack; therefore, we have
over the past several years introduced the Tacamo airborne VLF system into
the fleet. This system is flown in an EC-130Q aircraft and radiates a VLF signal
By the end of the summer of 199 we will have of these
aircraft in the fleet. Additional backup is provided by a large number of high
frequency radio transmitters operating from naval communications stations
worldwide. Transmissions from the submarine, . This system has been in
existence for over years and
-.
USE OF 1970 FUNDS

Mr. Lu'scoxnB. What do you plan to do in fiscal 1970 with the
million requested?
Dr. FRoscH. We will be working on the contract definition and the
beginnings of the construction of the phase II test facility for Sanguine which is the extremely low frequency project. This is intended
to be a very large hardened altenna in 'Wisconsin which will cover
all of the fleet ballistic missile areas with a radio frequency which
has a deeper penetration into seawater than very low frequency so the
submarhies can receive it with onboard antennas at any depth.
We will continue that and go into the next phase of testing, presuming that the first phase of testing will have been satisfactory.
We will continue work on improvements to a higher powered
TAKAMO transmitter.
Mr. LnPooB. For the record, would you describe specifically how

the million will be spent?
(The information follows:)

1970 PaooluM
The $41 million requested in fiscal year 1970 will accomplish the following:
(a) Fund the contract definition phase for the ELF transmitter system known
as project Sanguine.
(M) Continue the development of an improved Tacamo system which will
have
(o) Continue concept formulation for the VLF project (4) Conducting an operational evaluation of
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(e) Developing several Improvements to tie submarine SSBN system
Including
(Q) Coiaducting an operational evaluation of the submarine emergency com.
munications transmitter system.
(g) Continuing concept formulation on a system known ai (h) Various supporting efforts including those to better understand ELF and
message compression techniques.
PROJECT SANGUINE

Mr. Lnscoms. Project Sanguine is included under this subactivity.
Dr. Po
. Yes, it is.
Mr. LsoomB. For the record, would you describe Project Sanguine
in detail but just briefly now I
Dr. Fnosou. Yes. By going from very low frequency to extra low
frequency we go to a frequency which penetrates through seawater
. To go to this lower frequency we need a very much larger
antenna.
The antenna that is required is many miles in size but rather thin
in the sense that what you have over a large area is occasionally what
amounts to a buried power transmission line. So one makes a large
grid
of buried transmission lines. This is in the freq
y
on of
about J
. These buried antenna cables I would denbe them as
power cables to think what they are like-tey are the antenna wirescan be built
One builds this grid with its own power network• ..-.
The principal problem with Sanguine is that when one puts out a
high power pulse from the transmitter, there is a lot of radiated power
in the area of the transmitter, and in earlier tests it has had the problem of ringing telephones, interfering with radio and television transmission and it can produce a transient electrification of lon4 wire
fenmces.. '.e have carefully examined the question on a study basis and
with a little experimental work of whether one can mitigate the effects
s6tat'they do noi make it impossible for the people 1n the area to
live in a normal Way. tt apppas that in fact this can be done.
The costof don so W.included in our estimates of the cost of
Sauine, Th purse of the phase I and phase I. tests is prgressively, not oily to t the actual enginermg of SUch an antenna, but
le thin
of aretto mitigatthese
anena
"to
whether
i at itJs possible
4=~isotatt i 2. sensible thing to do in an ame of tlF6 United

, tat

.ope 0.60

" ,

COST OF SANGUINE PROGRAM

Mr. LnUoOin. What is the total &tihated toft 61 thb program?
Dr. Fioson. The R. &D. cost or tho syste& coitf?
Mr. Lmsooxa All of the
csrtt,
tf
Dr. Faoson. The total RAT. &Bg.cs projected out through fiscal
hfr. Lfriooiia t

O hae a pf6jeeted cost oil the coenftdtion and

pr00ire1MnAWt.V
Dr.
a'P]The investment cost is $1,409 million.
Mr. LinwxiL Hg~ither beeif airy eliypplg ki they ",~

Dr. FnoscH. No, I do not think so.
We arethe
very
close to the beginning of the program. We are just be.
ining
construction
now on the phase I experimental area.
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SF

OF MESSAGE TANSM

SSION

Mr. LWSCo0M. How fast will you be able to transmit messages via
Project Sanguine?_
Dr.
Fbsoi.
messages
One'talks
:ofSanguine
-ratbe which
are ofare
the .
... A bbit corsod to a
dot or a dash in a CW code. So there is an associated effort examnaing very carefully the messages to be sent and the coding, so that they
can in fact be acconmodated at this band width and rate of information transfer. The studies and examination of our current requirements
indicate that certainly the essential war message to these submarines
and the m
g required to keep them up to date on what their targeting requirements are, can be transmitted through the ELF communication channel. Some of the information which is now sent on
VLF, which is administrative and personal message information and
so on, would not be sent, using Sanguine.
Mr. LrwscomB. How many letters or words a minute do you estimate f
Dr. FRoscH. One thinks of it in bits per second. This would be about
.
This would correspond probably to about
VuLNZRUABLr

TO NUCLEAR ATrACK

Mr. Lwsorz. How vulnerable will Project Sanguine be to nuclear
attack and is it hardened in anyway ?
Dr. FRosom. One of the principal factors in the design is to harden
it so that it would not be very vulnerable to nuclear attack. The computations indicate that.
Mr. Lwrscomn. Dr. Frosch will you expand specifically how you are
going to harden Project Sanguine?
Dr. FOSoH. A baseline Sanguine system has been designed to with.
stand a nuclear attack. This attack can be withstood because
the transmitter buildings are to be hardened to
overpressure
and the antennas to
pounds per square inch overpressure- In
addition, the dispersion and multiple transmitter siting allow about
of the system to be destroyed before it fails to tranit
at the
requested data rate to the most distant SSBN's. The transmitter
hardness is achieved by underground location and shock-absorbent
construction techniques. The
antenna hardness is achieved by
burial to a depth offeet.
Possmznrry or AMMMG SANGUM
Mr. Rioi~s. Is there any guarantee that the signal from Project
Sanguine complex could not be jammed by enemy action?
Dr. Fosol. Jamming is one of the reasons why we are interested in
going to ELF.
Tere are two reasons why it is extraordinarily difficult
RELIAimrIT oF, CUmENT SYSTEm

Mr. RiOD.. You have very little faith in your present means of
communications with the SSBN's under all circumstances.

Dr. F oson. No; we have a good deal of faith. In fact we have care.

fully conducted a study as to what is likely to happen to our capability
to communicate out through 1978.
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Our faith in the present means of communication is principally
based on -.
One of the principal things that has made Sanguine attractive is the
fact that in the long run it appears as though some of our cur
rent communications systems are jammable if the enemy cares to make
a sufficient effort to do so. So we want to add to the pack of communi.
cations systems something which is much more jam resistant than
those we are now using.
Mr. RHODES. Are you able to penetrate ocean water with your
present systems?
Dr. Faoscri. The present frequencies of electromagnetic radiation
penetrate
The VLF frequencies penetrate at most to about
feet ini a usable way and generally for efficiency the--.
With the ELF the penetration is down to feet, so the submarine would essentially be freed of the necessity of-.
Mir. RHODES. So you have no means of communicating with an SSBN
whose antenna is below the level of
feet?
Dr.FRoscH. That is correct. For that reason the SSBN's now oper-

ate at,-.
This is a restraint on their operating freedom.
Our doctrine is that they are in
Mr. RHODES. So the Project Sanguine would allow the SSBN to
increase the scope of its maneuverability and operating areas
Dr. FRoscn. Exactly. That is one additional major reason why we
are interested in it because it.
Mr. RHODES. I should think it would make it much harder
Dr. FRosc. Yes, sir.

This is connected in that sense with the subject of SSBN vuhlerability that we were discussing yesterday, I believe.
By freeing the submarine from restraints connected with cominunications, it gives him. better maneuver and depth capability to use what
lie can do so that he is at all times Mr. RHODES. Am I correct in my belief from your testimony Project

Sanguine would allow you to communicate with a submarine at,Dr. Fnoscm

-.

Mr. Lirsco B.Do you have an estimated target completion date?
Dr. Fiioscu. Yes, Ido. Partial completion in
.That would be
initial operational capability.

Building up to full capability in the subsequent
--.The antenna is built in an essentially modular piece-by-)iece way. So as soon
as there is a significant portion of it completed, it goes on the line.
What we get out of building the rest of the antenna is a higher pow-

ered radiated and the rest of the resistano to nuclear attack.
Mr. Lnscoxm Were the costs you described to us scheduled to fiscal
1977?
Dr. Fn6sci. They were scheduled through fiscal 1977.
ADVANCED

ARMI MiISSILE

million in fiscal 'ear
Mr. Lwesom. You are requesting
1970 for advanced ARM systems. A total of $4.3 million has een
funded. for this effort in the last 2 fiscal years.
. YoUr justification book speaks of
Are our present ARM
missiles ineffective against radar:emissions of these frequencies?
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Dr. FnoscHr. Our present antiradiation missiles are capable of attacking radars
-. .
Mr. Lwscom. Can this work be done effectively by improving our
present ARM missiles, or are we looking toward the development of
an entirely new ARM missile?
Dr. FRoscH. The developments from this program will be utilized
in follow-on models of Shrike or Standard ARM where appropriate,
but will also be used to identify performance characteristics of the
successor to these missiles. An example of these "spin-off" developments is a which is ready for flight testing and is being considered for use in the Standard ARM to provide
. Another
example is the
which may enable us to counter the enemy's
radar - -- The follow-on missile concept should be pursued in
order to incorporate the lessons learned from recent combat experience
and the new capabilities evolving from this program.
ADVANCED Ar-To-Am Missm SYSTEM
INVENTORY OF AM-TO AM MISSILES
Mr. LPsCOMB. You are requesting--

million for advanced air-

launched air-to-air missile systems.
A total of $3.8 million was funded for this purpose through fiscal
year 1969. What is our current inventory of air launched air-to-air
missile systems and how effective are they?
Dr. FnoscH. The current inventory of air-to-air missiles consists of
Sparrows and Sidewinders. Phoenix is under development and will be
operational along with the F-14A in 1973. The AIMTE-2 is the latest
bparrow in operational use. The AIM-7E is a

-

guidance mis-

sile designed for the all-weather intercept role to be effective at
ranges from --- in head-on encounters. These ranges are degraded
when . A modification has been incorporated to increase the size
of the launch envelope when the AIMTE is used, particularly in maneuvering engagements. The modification includes changes to
. The
modified misile is known as AIMTE-2. An advanced Sparrow, AIMTF
is under development. The AIM-TF will have greater maximum range
and better ECM capabilities than the AIMTE or AIM7E-2. Performance in close-in maneuvering engagements will be similar to AIM7E-2.
Sparrow is a very effective missile in the intercept role; however, its
effectiveness is limited in . The Sparrow is compatible with all
F-4 missile control systems and will be included in the armament
loads of the new F-14 and F-15 fighter aircraft.
Sidewinder AIM9C is a
missile developed to provide the
F-8U Crusader with an all-weather intercept capability. The AIMOC
has not been employed in combat.
Sidewinder AIMOD employs IR guidance. The AIM9D is the most
effective missile employed in air-to-air combat in Southeast Asia.
Although IR guidance limits ATMOD usage to visual flight conditions, it is a passive missile and is not subject to .Adlitionally,
the AIM9D can be launched quickly and its success is not dependent
upon the missile control system. The major limitation is that the
AIM9D launch envelope is limited to an area within about .
Since AIMOD is not dependent upon air-to-air missile control system, it can be adapted to all operational aircraft. Thus, it can be
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used as a defensive air-to-air weapon on attack aircraft such as the
.A4 A6,and AT.
phoenix is a new long-range_ all-weather multiple shot missile under
- Ph6enix missiles can be
development for the F-14. Up to
at ranges from
St
launch-ed nearly simultaneously at different tar
n.m. to ranes in excess of - n-r. This new long-range
multiple shot capabillty will significantly improve fighter performance
-n the fleet air defense iole.
0OPORATrION WITH THE AMI FORCE

Mr. Lisoo. Are you working with the Air Force on this project,
or isthe Air Force engaged in a similar development effortI
Dr. FaosoH. The work on the advanced air-to-air missile in the
Navy has been confined to studies and simulations to determine the
necessary performance requirements and advanced development of

-componentsto define an optimum missile to meet these requirements.
Although there is a free exchange of study results between the Navy
and Airlorce and the Air Force is working with the Navy on new
propulsion guidance techniques, I cannot fully describe the Air Force
program for you.
SYSMW TO BE REPLTCED

Mr. Ln,oomx. What missile systems will this advanced weapon replace?
Dr. Fzosm. The advanced air-to-air missile will replace Sidewinder
launch capability for
quick reaction,
and provide the
-cloee-in maneuvering engagements.
ADvANc) A=-To-SuRAoE Misam
YoU are also requesting - million in fiscal year
You.
Mr.
1970 for advanced air-launched air-to-surface missile systems. A total
of $0.8 million has been funded for this purpose through fical year
1969. Isthe Air Force also engaged in a similar develo ment?
Dr. Fioem. Yes the Air Force is developing the AGMX-8. The
Navy-Afr Force edfort is coordinated to avoid duplication.
mr.
mwscoms. What missile systems are you seeking to replace by
this development
I
Ir.Fxmf. These developments ar directed against the
threat and are intended to provide highly aceurate ear-to-surface missiles effective against,% broad spectrum of land and sea targets in adverse natural nd countermeasures environments. The advanced capabilities wil be sed to improve or replace systems that Aren
4DVANOMP A=S

PW]br

iXr. :wsco~. Y~u t r re~~.
questing
miliiou.in fiscal
million has
ane
tot ]of
o
lyear 199.
f de4 ,.ph effort through
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ROOKEYE n

Are ou doing work on Rockeye II under this activity?
so i n
type fuze is under development which
Dr.
ata preseiected
maybe employed toopen the Rockeye d e
4l
of
pHot
dilitery
tactics.
Thisfe
;tfr a =ide rang
to the tamUch.improd
provtdb
characteristics over eurrent
fues -and
will be much less .. It''will be usable on mny other munitions.
Mr. Lnrscoms. The cobwtittee understands you are -continuing development of the Rockeye II wapon warhead to improve itstativehicula and antipersonnel capabilities. What kind of improvements
areirequirdandw,41?
loekteye weapWill these improvements be included in the
ons for Whikh procurement funds are sought in fiscal' 1970?
Dr. F .oqctr. The oily Iokeye II developments in progre are
product improvements 'which wil improve pidduoibility and reducee
cost.. It has been employed extensively in Vietnam and hasproven to
be highly reliable: md'well-liked by FAO'. and attack pllots..!A
follow-on development, the AP!AM antipersonnel/antimaterial,
cluster munition is being developed for improved eftectivenews against
personnell and light material targets at lower cost. This will be the fiist
cluster munition capable of
. It will utilize the kodkey.II dispenser in order to standarize fuzing and weapon handling eqipment.
The AP/AM is in engineering d-evelop.rint and is not
to
enter production until
The product improvements to Rocke.
II are continuing detail modifications to improve costs and producibility.
SEA-BAsED DSrEPENT
Mr. Lnuscoitn. You are requ ting
million for advanced seabased deterrent. ThrOugh fis' 1969, a total of $9 million was funded
for this purpose. What are we attempting to develop in this Area?
Dr. IROSCH. In fiscal 1970 that is budgeted at
million, and
there are two items in the budget line item. One is further study work
and analysis of the concept of the sea-based antiballistic missile system, which would be a complementary system to Safeguard, using ships
with intercepors in forward areas, forwardin the sense of being closer
to the Soviet Union
This could turn into a system which would be part of a defense in
depth of a Ssafeguard system. There are a number of difficult technical
and -some military issues involved in understanding the technical
details of this concept, and oome of the niltary apects of possible
vulnerability to direct attack or to jamming. The 'million additional is connected with management and analysis fo the overall strategic force development probLem. It backs up all. of these items that
we have been talking about,
Mr. L soens. I believe, Dr.Frosch, you have explained $2.2 million
which has been funded through fiscal year.1969.
Dr. ftosoit. Yes.
That is the '8ADMIS8 Ad tht s
iio requested 16r 1970.
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Mr. Lirscomn. An additional
million will be required for this
program through fiscal year
according to the justification book.
Dr. FRoeo. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPsOOB. This is a sea-based ABM system. How much do you
propose to spend in development of the total system?
Dr. Fosovt We have not et come to the stage of knowing precisely
what the system would be like so that we could, be certain of what
the totals would be like. But at the stage we are at now the total
investment that is, predicted if. we were to go ahead-the total
R.D.T. & E. that is predicted if we were to continue through a complete development through"fiscal would be million.
Mr. Lwscoim. Would you say that the SABMIS concept has been
proven at this timeI
Dr. Fnoscn. No. I would say it has been analyzed enough so that
it looks promising enough so that we should continue to study it.
Mr. LUsoox.-Would deployment of such a system involve billions
of dollars?
Dr. FRO wH. It would certainly involve figures above a billion

dollars

Mr. Isom&What type ships do you envision having this capability?
Dr. FiosoH. This would be a special ship constructed for the purpose.
Mr. Liuscomm How would these shipsbe deployed?
,Dr. Fnosou. The deployments that have ben looked at so far are
in the
UNDERWATER LoNo-RANoE MIssiE SYsTEM

Mr. LiPscomx. We note that the underwater long-range missile system ULMS, was mentioned under SABMIS. Is ULMS proposed as an
improved submarine and missile weapons system as a follow-on to
Poseidon?
Dr. Fiioso. Yes, that is what we are looking at.
COSTr OF PROGRAM

Mr. Lnscomr. How much is in the fiscal year 1970 budget for this?
Dr. Feosn. million.
Mr. Lqsom. How much have we spent on the ULMS concept
through fiscal year 1969?
Dr. FRsow. $5.4 million.
Mr. Lscoxe, What is the proposed total estimated cost for ULMSI
Dr. FmOI.
I do not believe we have a total yet. It is very difficult
to say what theyet.
total would be since it has not been completely defined
and designed
Mr. Lfsox Would you describe your fiscal year 1970 ULMS
program?
Dr. FmoSH. The final year 1970 ULMS program will include
Investigation and coordmation of interfa&iith all other subsystems,
will continue throughout the year as will technological and effectiveness tradeoffs influencing system characteristics. ' '
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DESCRIPTION OF ULMS PROGRAM

Mr. RUODES. I have never heard of this. Would you mind deseribingit?
Dr. FiaoscH. The following question has arisen in connection with
the vulnerability question. Suppose the Soviets make some major
breakthrough in ASW in the course of tile 1970's, so our current submarines become vulnerable for acoustic reasons to sonar, what are the
best things we can do to build a sea-based deterrent which maintains
our current very low vulnerability? We see two things that can be
done. One is to increase the range of the missiles, so that the submarines, instead of being deployed-in only portions of the ocean, could
be deployed over most of the oceans of the world, so that the problem
of finding theml becomes very difficult just on an area basis.
The second thing we could do would be to build a submarine for this
purpose which would be even quieter and more difficult to find than the
current submarines. The third question arises, while we are doing those
two things would it be possible to improve the economy of the system,
and the principal way to do that appears to be to carry a higher load
of missiles in a given submarine.
That is a satisfactory thing to do and a cheaper way to deploy the
system provided one is satisfied with the individual submarine's invulnerability. So the ULMS program is an attempt to look in some detail
as to what the best ways would be to carry out that class of improvement.
Examination of the problem indicates that most of the difficult
technical problems appear to be connected with the submarine vehicle
rather than with improving the range of the missile. So initial attention has gone to the design of possible submarines that would have
better noise characteristics and be more economical in terms of the
number of missiles that they can carry. That is in essence about where
we have gotten to. except a good many design capabilities and characteriatics of various submarines have been looked at.
Such questions as whether we should

These are engineering

considerations which bear on the size and characteristics of the submarine, how 9uiet it can be made, what depth it can go to, what its
vulnerability is.
Mfr. RHODFS. This is a study project.
Mfr. FROSCH. At this stage it is a matter of studying the project.
The proposal is that if we cxr r. up with a concept that we are happy
with we actually design and build a prototype submarine and work out
all of the problems so we have on tle she f, so to speak, the complete
tested out plans to go to an improved Poseidon should we see progress
in the Soviet ASWor other areas that means we need to go to another
generation.
PROTECTION OF SSBNS

Mr. RHOD.S. You have not mentioned two elements that I think
would be important in the future and that would be depth and speed.
You mentioned quietness but you did not say anything about speed.
We have been very much preoccupied with increasing the speed. I
think you ought to be concerned with the increased depth.
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Ytu make it that much harder for the enemy to detect and kill your
SSBNS.
Dr. Fnosoi. The question that raises is bow do you build ain FRNM
typmsu~Which has the lowest vulnerability. The direction, that appears
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aiist any posible Soviet counterihg adion. Additionally, if the
Soviet threat ifididites the need to move additional strategic offensive
ft'c6:capbility to sea, the pursuance of an orderly but vigorous deveop
rntopr
n now would permit us to deploy an increased
capail ity, h
y surivable sea-based system.
If the need is identified for increasing the national strategic offensive' force capability, the development now of the ULMS would permit deploymet, of this increased capability highly survivable seabased s

in a timely manner. The development program would

also peimit the timely deployment of a system which is expected to
be an eveltitdal econoffitc replacement for existing systems.
Mr. LvnsmB. You are requestin.
million
in fiscal
I9"O for the air-launched/ship-launched
antiship
missile,
knownyear
as
t'.6'..
oo. T
gram was initiated in =iscl year 1969 and $3.5
Tild.ffed fthis purpose. Your justification book indicates that
pt f6riufltitbI

for the air-I unched version wa commenced in
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Dr.
Fi'saI year 1968 fonds were reprogramed to initiate
concept formulation studies.
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Mr. In, scow. Is it still the Navy plan to develop a single Har.
poon missile which can be both air launched and ship launched?
Dr. FaoscH. Yes, sir.

Mr. Lwscox. What was the recommendation of the Joint Task
Force of the Naval Material Command?

Dr. FROoH.

Mr. Lusoxa. Will this missile carry a conventional warheads
Dr. Fuoscir. Yes, sir
Mr. L,800M. The total estimated cost of developing this missile
through fiscal year 1974 is shown as-million. What missile
systems will Harpoon replaceI
Dr. FiosoH. The Hao
will not replace a missile systm.
Mr. Luwsomw. Where do the budget elements entitled "advanced airlaunched air-to-surface missile system" and "advanced surface-to-air
weapon system" fit into this development I
Dr. FRosoH. The Harpoon was first funded under the advanced airlaunched air-to-surface -missilesystem as the ALSAM-air launched
ship attack missile--project. The Harpoon program has no connection
with the advanced sirface-to-air weapon system.
Mr. Lpscoxm. In February 1969, the naval air systems command
announced it is seeking firms to help it develop an air-to-surface/surface-to-surface guided missile system comprised of the missile, an associated fire control system--aircraft or ship-ground support equipment, and missile auxiliaries. Is this contract or contract definition
or for further studyI
Dr. FRoscu. Contract definition.
POINT DmFENSE MissE Sym
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Lwscomx. Dr. Frosch, the committee is deeply interested in the
defense missile system. You are requesting
million in
year 1970 for the point defense missile system, and a total of
$20.1 has been funded for this purpose through fiscal year 1969.
In another subactivity of the budget, you are requesting
in
fiscal year 1970 for the basic point defense missile system, while a
total of $3.5 million had been funded for this system through fiscal
year 1969.
pi

On page 110 of your statement, you discuss an improved point de-

fense surface missile system. In still another subactivity, you are requesting
in fiscal year 1970 fQr the advanced point defense
surface missile system. Through fiscal year 1969, a total of $2.4 million
has been funded for this purpose. This is all related to countering the
cruise missile threat. I believe the committee would appreciate a very
comprehensive and clear discussion of the point defense missile systm,
the reason for the various pockets of money, and why aUiadvanced
point defense surface missile system, which Iassume is your ultimate
goal is being developed in a seemingly hodge-podge and uneconomical
fashion.
Dr. FonOH. I can start. You made in the question a very clear
statement of what the structure of the program M We faced an immediate problem of providing point defense for existing ships against
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c'ise missile kind of threat. For that purpose we devised an immediate
solution which was to put on some of these ships the basic point de.
fense surface missile system which is based on the Sparrow III missile

with an existing shipboard launcher and a simple modification with a
between tying the whole system together.
It has been put on for an immediate capability. The point defense
system development improvement line is to take these systems of the
type that are put upon these ships and make the kinds of improvements that over a reasonable period of time can be retrofited to thein
At the present time they are
The schedule for that is that there will be fleet deliveries of these
improvements to the basic point defense in
. Looking out at the
threat in the future, it appears clear to us that we cannot get to the
kind of capability that we think we really ought to have for a baSic
point defense system on the ships by patching additional retrofits
onto the basic system. So that separate from the two things of what
we can put on the ships immediately and then fix up in a period of
time, we have set out to design what would be a proper point defense
system for that size ship, still trying to keep it as simple as possible
and economical, but going beyond what can be done by retrofitting
current existing equipment. That is called the advanced point defense
missile system. It is in the stage of advance development. The basic
point defense missile system is in the fleet and it is characterized now
as a fleet development item.
The point defense improvements are in
where their are now
in the stage of actual hardware development aimed at delhiery
in
In advanced development, which is before the stage of actually
trying to develop acomplete system, but in the stage of developing
components and capabilities and understanding that could turn into a
complete system, we have what is called advance point defense. It isan attempt to design the best relatively simple point defense missile
system that we can to be put into the fleet in the mid to late 1970's.
EQUIPPING OF FLEET

Mr. Lu'somrs. How many ships have the basic point defense surface
missile system I
Admiral GADDis. Three ships are now installed.

Admiral RuCKNm. We have about
systems going in in 1970
an about
-.
That is our planning.
Mr. LDTPS0M. What kind of ships
Admiral RucKzm. We have them on the ligh value ships right
now. The carriers have them and the larger ships. Our first priority
was to Rut them on the carriers.
Admiral GADDis. The immediate plan, sir, is to be responsive to the
ships that require this on.station off Southeast Asia in the near term.
REACTION TIME

Mr. Lnscoxm. What is the reaction time and known weaknesses of

the-basic point defense surface missile system?
Admiral Ruomm. The basic problem is .
Mr. Ln'mooxm How long did you say the-

period is,
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Admiral RucKhir. About*
. The natural tendency is, if you are
in a very close environment, to
.
Dr. FROSCH. I think what this suggests is that the time in the engagement is controlled by two sets of decisions. One decision is a decision
by the commanding officer of the ship that he is in a situation where
he is likely to require point defense, and he should go to either general
quarters or man the basic point defense system. Once the basic point
defense system is manned, then probably the controlling decision time
is the decision time of the man who
After that it is just the
and the flight time of the missile.
- what do you mean?
Mr. MINSIALL. Whenyou say
Admiral RUCKNER. We put

Mr. MINSHALL. Is this similar to a
- arrangement?
Admiral RUCKNER. Yes. All of these missiles have to have some
NEED TO IMPROVE DESIGN

Mr. MINSHALL. You cannot design one that would not
Admiral RUCKNER. Yes, we could.
I think you must remember how these systems came into being. We
needed an inexpensive system that we could put in many ships to give
them some capability ainst low-flying aircraft or issiles, which
is the same thing as the low-flying aircraft. In doing this we took the
Sparrow that we use in the aircraft. Sparrow is really an air-to-air
missile. We made a system around it and an existing launch platform
to get these things launched. We built it box launcher with a bunch of
cells and put the missile in the cells and put this on a gun carriage
and put one of the old handlebar directors in the system.
That made a very inexpensive, very light system that you could
put in practically any ship at all.
Mr. MINSHALL. My point is this, Admiral: As long as you are designing it and knowing you are going to have a situation arise where
you are going to have to keep the gyro going on an alert basis for more
than-why wouldn't it be the proper thing to do to design one
that would run a lot longer?
Admiral RUCKNER. The missile that we are using in the first place is
perfectly fine for the use it is in. We can modify the missile to change
the
.
But actually, in most situations around the world your
is
really nothing. It is only if you have somebody looking down your
throat day after day, and week after week, sitting on your starboard
quarter that this becomes a problem..
Dr. FPoscn. Let me add a point to that. That is precisely one of the
points about the program. The idea was to get the basic system on these
ships as soon as possible.
The decision was that we would put as much as possible of equipment we had precisely in the configuration we wanted it on these Ships.
So we took the Sparrow without modification and put it in.
Now we have the point defense improvement program and in that we
are taking these basic point, defense systems and retrofitting them with
improvements and we have the possibility of making improvement to
the missile if the examination of the payoi , the military payoff of those
improvements indicates that it is sensible.

.9rA

As we design an advance system which will replace all of this in the
sense of beingg designed specifically for this shiphoard defense purpose,
that kind of consideration of - would automatically be part of the
engineering decision.
Mr. MrsH.&. If you had this to do over again, would you design it

with this-

in U

Dr. FRoscH. If I were designing the Sparrow missile as an air-to-air
missle--we would do pr
the same thing. The time to do another
missile would have just made ift impossible to get anything on the ships
Immediately.
Mr. RHoDzs. Does the Hawk missile have that same situation I
Dr. IROSCH. I do not know.

Admiral Gmis. The standard Hawk has requirement. The
improved Hawk has a
and this is the one we are going to, sir.
This is a state-of-the-art feature of surface-to-air missiles and-in some
affect air-to-air missiles, where we did not have this capability when
.the systems were originally designed. We do have this capability now.
MODIFICATION OF EXI&rSG SPARROW mI8s

Mr. M SeHsu Would it be feasible to retrofit or modify the existing
Barrow missilesI
Admiral Ru(mmmi. Yes, sir, but we are not really sure that is
-worthwhile.
Admiral GADDiS. The point here, sir, on the preliminary system is
that the immediate system which we are putting in now on an urgent
basis
has
requirement
into the system. This is the same order of
Manitude
-.
f admirall of
Ri=Nmt.
At the expense of muddying up the water a little
'bit more which apparently I have doneMr. M;SUAL1. I am afraid I have done it.
DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC POINT DEFENSE SYSTEM

Admiral RvcxEn. I would like to run through the sequence of these
-things because I think maybe we are getting a little off the track.
Basic point defense took existing hardware which was used in other
systems and put them together in a small, quick, cheap, dirty system to
give us the capability.
The next step in te chain is the NATO Sea Sparrow project which
we are in with three other NATO countries and this will give us a
modified Sparrow missile,-.
The next step in the chain, and not part of the NATO project,
'but which we are dong for ourselves, is the improved point defense
which gives you, in addition, a -.
Up to this point it is all That carries the point defense systems as they now exist based on the
-Sparrow missile . The advanced poiit defenses.stem is one
which we hope will be more capable and more sophisticated. It is
a longer term development. It is one which we have not settled
.on yet because, driving us in all of these point defense systems is
-the fact that we want a system which is inexpensive enough so
we can buy it in quantity and put it in a great number of ships. If
,we go to :too bg a missile, too sophisticated a missile, then we run
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into larger weights; we must have power-handling equipment to load
the missiles into the launcher and then the system beco s big, heavy,
and complex. This is what we are trying to avoid.
CRUISE MISSILE THREAT
Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you very much. We asked this question last
year, if my memory serves me correctly: When did you first have
knowledge of this Cruise missile threat and when did you first react to it insofar as getting actual hardware is concerned?
Admiral RucKIm. We have known about Cruise missiles for a long
time and we have been working rather diligently on getting just
this kind of a system. That is why we went to using existing hardware.
Mr. MW SHA~u~ Give me some dates, would you please, Admiral.
Admiral RuoKNF&R. The first time I looked at this was-.
Mr. MISIHALL. And when did you first react and actually order
some hardware?
Admiral RucKiNE. The ST systems do have a capability and were
developed in about that time frame.
Mr. MINSHAU,. I am talking about the modification of the Sparrow
missile.
.Mr.Lnwsco3IB. Excuse me. Would you yield?
Mr. MnsHuu,. Yea

Mr. IPsoxB. Admiral, we went through this last year. We are

talking now about the Styx missile threat on the KOAR, and OSA
class and
Dr. FRoscm. The Tartar and Terrier have
So in that sense they are a point defense system. That is the test
result. By actual test they also have a surface-to-low-flying capability.
Mr. LuPSCOMB. You have made those tests in the past year?
Dr. FRoscH. In the past 2 years, yes.
Mr. Lrpsco3m. The-Styx missile is a
range, low-flying missile,
a real dangerous threat. The 3-T's weren't designed for this purpose.
Admiral IIUCKNE. The defense against the Styx missile is not just
any
[oneLnsc
system.
Mr.
m. We have been working on these things but the fact is

that only in the last year or two we recognized the
Admiral RUCKNER. What you are saying, Mr. Lipscomb, is partially
correct and partially incorrect.
The prob-em we have recognized for a long time. Yes, today we are
moving
. But if you go back over the course of events, altough
we recognize the problem of this type of missile, we were tied for many
years to the Mauler development. You will remember you heard for
many years about Sea Mauler, and then the Mauler development did
not come through on schedule so we had to take some other approach.
Mr. Lnsco~m. It couldn't come through on any stage. It disappeared.
Admiral RUCKNFR. Yes, sir.
The implication that we have been sitting on our hands for many
years doing nothing-I don't think is fair.
Mr. Lnscobm. We are not saying that. -.
84-039-69---pt. 4-17
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Dr. FRosoH
Mr. LPscoMB. In the testimony this morning, if you say that 3-Ts

have this capability, why are we using the Sparrow? '
Dr. Fnoscir. I think if you go back you will see that what I said
was the 3-Ts have "a" capability
The other thing is, as in many other similar threats, the way one
constructs a real defense is by a defense-in-depth kind of arrangemellt
and the weapons we are talking about here are relatively short range
The fact that the 3-Ts have "a" capability, and we are fortunate
.
that they doMr. RlioDE. Are you working toward a system which would not

only be operated by a radar-detection system, but also by computer?
9r. FnosciT. The kind of final concept of a system that we haveand let me describe it for a fairly large ship because that puts all the
elements we could put into the system on the ship-is a ship whicli
has -.
Mr. RHODna. The rest of the question, of course, is whether or not
you are going to use these same target-acquisition capabilities to
launch a missile against an incoming missile.
.
)r. Faoscii. In addition, we would have
ASgs

Mr. RhoDis. I have heard of an ASMS, but I don't see it anywhere.
Dr. FRosciT. The ASMS is the system we are lookinix at to come in
the late seventies as a replacement for the 3T's, the Tartar, Terrier,
and Tales, to make the jump to the currPnt state. of teelcology, to get
a much more rapid reaction at that time than we can get with tihe 3T's,
to gIt a higher firepower capability, more missiles in a given time, and
to handle more targets and higher performance targets.
That is now in the stage where we have been out on contract definition, the proposals from the contractors are now in, or are about to
come in, to be precise, and sometime in the next month I believe the
proposals ought to be in and the evaluation of those proposals will
start. So, so far it has been entirely a study, analysis, proposal, and
some advance-development kind of experimental work.
Mr. RhioDEs. Do you have any money in this budget, for ASMS?
Dr. FRoscH. Yes. There is

million in the budget to do the

beginnings of engineering development on ASMS.
CRUISE MISSILE TIIREAT

Mr. MINSHALL. We never got on the record the date you actually

reacted to your first knowledge bf the threat. I mean this year.
Dr. FRoscn. The first knowledge of the fact that the Soviet had
some kind of Cruise missile I believe dates from about
The basic point defense missile system I think started some time in
1967.
Mr. MINSHAL. Thank you.

Mr. LwscomB. The have had 18 or 20 Komars with Styx missiles
deployed in Cuba ever since the Cuban crisis.
Dr. F~oso~r. Yes.
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Admiral GADDIS. This sort of threat, Mr. Lipscomb, goes all tile way
back to World War 11 when the threat was from an air-launched
missile. 'The surface-launched missile is an extension of that as well.
The initial defense, of course, was to spread out task forces, to have
air cover, to have air-carried radar to extend the radar coverage and
to spread out the antiair defense, both with aircraft-controlled intercopt and with missile intercept. That was our defense for many years.
We called it the anti-air warfare defense in depth, haystack formations and so forth.
We also went to the point of making false radar targets within
these formations so that they could not l)ick out the carrier, or the
major capital ships in a nawtal formation and so forth.
Now, tile principal emphasis-not the initiating emphasis, but the
principal emphasis on basic point defense and quick-reaction capability to surface-to-surface missiles evolved from
STYX MISSILE DEnNS.

Mr. LIPscoMB. We are doing a

. We went through this last

year and I am personally gladto see that we are working on it. The
faster, the better. Mr. Secretary, I think in order for the committee
to obtain an appreciation of just what, is being done here, I think it
would be helpful if we could have something for the record that
indicates, for example, how far away the various cruise missiles can
be seen in a "no general quarters" situation, and how many seconds
does it take the various Cruise missiles to hit a ship after they are
first seen.
Then under the basic system, how many seconds will it take to
react,
fire the Sparrow after the missiles are first seen I
Also, into the basic system, how many cruise missiles can be handled
at one time? Are we talking about one missile or various missiles?
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
COST OF POINT DEFENSE SYSTEM

Mr. Liswo~m. Then how much will the basic system cost in the areas
of R.D.T. & E., procurement, modification, installation, in all appropriation accounts. Then what will it take for the improved system,
what it will cost in all appropriation accounts, and how will this improve your basic system from the standpoint of reaction time and
kill probability?
In addition, what will the advance system cost by all appropriation accounts?
And in these cost figures I think we should have th6 installation,
modification, retrofit and all the costs involved so we can get an idea
of what we are buying in each of these situations, the basic, the improved, and ultimately the advanced.
I don't think we have an appreciation of that.
Admiral GADDiS. That is available and we can supply that.
(The information follows:)
The Navy Ispresently formulating firm plans for development of the improved
and advanced systems. Realistic cost estimates for achieving the necessary
Performance capabilities reveal funding requirements substantially In excess
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of presently approved levels. While NATO Seasparrow requirements and costs
have been established, the degree of sophistication of the TAB necessary to
provide reliable all-weather detection of antiship missiles is still under con.
slderation.
The significant improvements to be realized by the Improved system over the
.
basic system are the

Studies on the optimum configuration of the advanced dual mode missile

are In progress, and although procurement and installation cost estimates (*)

for this missile cannot yet be determined, It should be recognized that Integration with the
costs.

improved system will require only minimal modification and

A summary of estimated costs Is as follows:
POINT DEFENSE SYSTEMS COSTS
In millions of dollars)
Approved
R.D.T. & E. Development

Ba ..............................................
Improved:

Estimated
Procurement

Installatioa

-

NATO Seasparrow ...............................------TAS/Integration .................................

----Total ........................................
Advanced (missile) ..................................-----

-

-

-

-

-

-

sysEstimates for BPDSMS Include procurement and Installation of although delivery
and tems. Estimates for IPDSMS are based on APDSMS estimates are based on
and installation will extend beyond

start of missile

NO DEPLOYMENT OTHER THAN ULTIMATE WEAPON

Mr. Luiwom. Dr. Frosch, a question that comes to mind in this

discussion is, Why not stop now and develop the ultimate system you

desire and then install this equipment aboard ship?
Dr. FROSCH. Because, developing the ultimate system will take us
some years and the installation will take some time and we would
then be in a position where we might go for as long as 5 years with
no defense capability of this type, and no defense capability at all on
some of the smaller ships. This seems unwise. The risk of a period of
vulnerability seems too high.
SURFACE M8SL

SYSTEM PROJECT

Mr. LiScoMB. What role, if any, does the surface missile system
project play in the point defense missile system development?
Dr. FRoSCH. The budget element surface missile systems project is
not related to the point defense missile system development.
SHIP ANTIMISSIE INTEGRATED DEFENSE

Will you explain what relationship the budget eleMr. Lm osmO.
ment entitled "Ship antimissile integrated defense (SAMID) for
million in fiscal year 1970 has to this
which you are requesting

progmI

Dr. Foson. The budget element for SAMID is related to the basic
point defense system only to the extent that the SAMID project
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perfonus the shipboard system integration of the point defense system
with all other systems related to defense against the antiship missile
threat. This is applicable for those ships wherein both the SAMID
and point defense system are designated for installation.
3T MAJOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Mr. LipscoMB. In the discussion on the basic point defense system
you mentioned the 3T major system development. I believe the coininittee requires some clarification on the 3T major system development.
For fiscal year 1970 you are requesting million for the 3Tmajor
system development. This is a new element created in fiscal year 1968
and a total of $18.3 million has been funded for this purpose through
fiscal year 1969.
Under another element you are requesting
million in fiscal
year 1970 for the surface missile systems project. This is to improve the
3T missile system and a total of $214.4 million has been funded for this
purpose through fiscal year 1969.
In still another element we have the advanced surface missile system
for which you are requesting million for fiscal year 1970.
Through fiscal year 1969 a total of $26.5 million was funded for this
program and you estimate that the total estimated cost for this system
through fiscal year 1974 will cost - million.
Wilt you provide the committee with a clear and comprehensive
explanation of how these various elements fit together to provide us
with a second generation surface-to-surface missile system, with a
secondary capability for surface-to-air use?
Dr. FROsCH. I think the best way to respond would be to ask Captain
Sappington who is the surface missiles project officer, to reply.
Captarni

APPiNoToN.

There are now two program elements (SMS

project and 3T major systems development)which support all the development effort associated with Terrier, Tartar, and Tales weapon
systems. Prior to fiscal year 1968 there was only one element.
The 3T major systems development element was established in fiscal
year 1968 in order to better define and support major improvements to
Terrier, Tartar, and Tales weapon systems. it had become apparent at
this time that the development of replacement components and subsystems would be required on a continuing basis in order to maintain
these systems current with the threat insofar as their inherent design
apabilities would permit. However, the establishment of this element
did not eliminate the need for the SMS project element. Prior to fiscal
year 1968, the SMS project provided for both major developments and
the necessary fleet support of operational systems which required and
continues to require the correction of deficiencies in reliability, availability, and performance as identified through operational use' Since
the establishment of the 3T major system development element there
has been a gradual reduction of effort under the SMS project element.
The in fiscal year 1970 and similar amounts in outyears is the
minimum necessary to support the 3T's in the area of fleet support.
The ASMS element provides for the development of a new missile
system which will be installed in DXG/DXG(N) new construction.
This system will provide the Surface Fleet with area-defense capability to meet the visible
threat including low-flying cruise and
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other guided Or tactical missiles iii a strong enemy countermeasure
environment and have flexibility to adapt to new threats of the
It will also be effective against ocean surface targets, furnish Class I
air control and have capability for
Although the Navy's new shipbuilding program includes ASMS
installations which will counter the 1970-1980 threat era, the present
SMS Fleet must carry AAW surface escort burden until ASMS is
available in substantial force levels. For example, in 1980
. Be.
cause of this projected role for 3T ships, special emphasis continues
to be placed on improving their performance capability and reaction
time, especially against the low-altitude cruise missile threat. The
funds requested in fiscal year 1970 and outyears under the 3T major
system development element will provide
Dr. FRoscH. May I make one comment about these last two ques.

tions I When I went through my statement, I pointed out that we used
for our own internal purposes a different arrangement of the items in
the budget, an arrangement by mission analysis. It was precisely be.
cause of this kind of difficulty in tracking different projects that are
related to the same military mission that we went to the other way of
arranging our budget for that purpose. We have faced some of the
difficulties that I sense the committee faces in tracking the relationships
of these things. ADVANCED SURFACE MISSILE SYSTM
REPLACEMENT OF 3T'S

Mr. LnscomB. Will the advanced surface missile system replace the

3T's1
Dr. Fltos. At first the advanced surface missile system will go into
ships that are built new of the kind that if we didn't have the ASMS
we would put elements of the 3T's into. Probably there will not be
retrofit of the ASMS into 8T ships. Rather, as we build new missile
ships in the future, we will put ASMS in and the 3T ships, as they come
to the end of their life, will simply be retired.
There is one footnote on that, and that is that the time scale for the
ASMS development is such that its precise relation to the DXG program, can it be precisely predicted so it may be that some of the DXC's
would start their lives with Tartar-D and then have a retrofit to
ASMS. But we have designed the ASMS requirements and are designing the DXG so that that retrofit is a simple one-for-one replacement
without reconstructiein of the ship.
REPLACEMENT OF TARTAR AND TERRIER

Mr. Lwsors. Which of the 3T's will it replace and in what time
framed
Dr. FRoso. It will replace Tartar and Terrier and the time frame is
connected with the DXG's. The first
.
DXG RETROFIT

Mr. LnsooxM. The justification book indicates that your program
beyond fiscal year 1970 would involve installation of a hybrid system,
using standard missiles in a new DXG in midealendar year
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The justification book states this will result in future system retrofit.
for the system to be fully
Whih not wait until calendar year -

developed before installing the system in ships?
Dr. Fioscu. This is a problem of fitting a missile system and a development program and a ships development program together. It
seems to us that the most economic and sensible way to do this was to
put the ASMS radar and fire control system into the ship at the appropriate time and use the standard missile with it because the retrofit
that is required when one goes from standard missile to the ASMS
missile is a relatively minor' retrofit in the fire control and radar system, whereas if one waited one would either build the first DXG's with
Tartar-D and have a much more extensive retrofit problem to go to
the ASMS, or leave them forever with the older-type missile system.
What we have done is select the way of doing it that has the highest
probability of meshing the delivery and completion of the development
of the missile system with the completion of development and con.
struction and delivery of the ship with the minimum amount of
retrofit possible.
If the ship for some reason not now foreseen were to come out a year
later, then I think automatically we would be in a no-retrofit stiuation.
Or, if the ASMS development were to come a little faster, we would
eliminate that retrofit.
DXGN PROGRAM

Mr. LIPscoMB. The Navy is requesting funds to embark upon a new
DXGN frigate building program. The committee understands the
first two will receive the Tartar-D missile system and the advance
DXGN.
surface missile system will not be installed until the
Is that what the justification book refers to?
Dr. FRoscm. I believe so.
DLG CONVERSION PROGRAM

Mr. LIPscomB. Is the advanced surface missile system planned for
the DLG conversion program I
Dr. Fnosci. No, it is not.
STANDARD MISSILE BLOCK V

Mr. LPscOMB. The committee has been advised that the standard
missile block V program is designed to improve the standard missile
by providing increased capability against maneuvering targets and
against countermeasures. Are funds to provide this capability in the
R.D.T. & E. or the PAMN budget for fiscal year 1970?

Captain SAPINToW. It is expected that the standard missile block
V R.D.T. & E. effort will be completed during fiscal year 1969. The
fiscal year 1970 PAMN funding for standard missile block V is $2.8
million.
Mr. LmsconB. For the record, will you itemize the funds for fiscal
year 1969 and 1970?
Captain SAPPINOTON. Yea
Mr. LIPSCOMB. And also include the amount of funds in the PAMN
budget?
Captain SAPPINoTON.' Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
The R.D.T. & B. and PAMN funding for the standard missile block V program
Is as follows:
In millions of dollars
Eisal 119

Fiscal 0701

2.2
0

0
23

P.D.T. & E.....................................................................
PAMN .......................................................................

PACIFIC MISSIXr RANGE (PMR)
FUNDING

Mr. LwrscorI. Your fiscal year 1970 program for the Pacific Missile

Range totals
- million. Your justification book indicates the
fiscal year 1969 program totals $63.3 million. Is this correct?
Dr. FROSCHi. Yes.
Mr. LwscomB. The program approved by Congress for this fiscal
year was $58.2 million. What is the reason for the increase?
Dr. FRoscR. The increase was for the purchase of telemetry equipment required in order to convert from VHF to UHF as directed 'by

the JCS.
NAVY TESTS AT PHR

Mr. LAUsco~m. Dr. Frosch, will you provide for the record a table
showing the number of missile tests conducted by the Navy at the
Pacific Missile Range for each of the last 3 fiscal years, and the anticipated activity planned for fiscal year 1970?
Dr. Fuoscu.-Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
1967
MWS eope.tons......................
Missiles fired .............................

1 907
3,497

Fiscal years1968
052
3931

1969 1970 (projected)
112,721
13,513

15 264
3,648

' Number for last 10 months.
RELATIONSHIP OF PMR AND WTR

Mr. Ltscoxn. Dr. Frosch, will you describe the relationship of the
Pacific Missile Range with the Air Force Western Test Range at
Vandenberg?
Dr. Fnosibi. In consonance with DOD Directive of November 16,
1963 the Pacific Missile Range and the western test range are autonomous National ranges under management of the Navy and Air Force
respectively. AFWTR is the western launch lead range for ICBM
launches into the Pacific Ocean, for launches of space vehicles,and for
launches of polar orbiting satellites. PMR is responsible for support
of all sea-based launches in the Pacific and for the support of test
and evaluation of the shorter range tactical weapons systems.
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PM[R and AFWTR provides mutual support to each other's launch
operations under the National lead range/support range concept. This
support is in the form of metric tracking, telemetering, safety, cominand and control and destruct systems, communications, weather, area
clearance and control, frequency interference control and data
processing.
100 TEST PROGRAM

Mr. LIPscoMB. Dr. Frosch, give us an idea of the types of missile
tests to be conducted at the Pacific Missile Range in fiscal year 1970.

Dr. FRoscHf. Surface-to-air, air-to-air, air-to-ground, surface-tosurface, and intermediate range ballistic missile.
M

TARY ASTRONAUTICS AND REAT

EQUIPMENT

Mr. LnscoMB. The fiscal year 1970 program for military astro-

nautics and related equipment totals $24 million, an increase of $6.1
million over the fiscal year 1969 program. Will you describe the work
-. You can do that for
being done in the area of satellite sensors
the record.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
TRANSIT NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEM

Mr. Lnscoim. What is the Navy transit navigation satellite systemI

Why was it developed and who are "limited users" referred to in your
statement?
Dr. FRoscH. The transit satellite system is a navigation system which
precise
source ofIthighly
an extra
to provide
principally
developed
was
is a satellite
missile
submarines.
fleet ballistics
to the
navigation
which broadcasts a radio tone and a radio message. By receiving the
radio tone from the satellite for a short period of time, the receiver
can determine his position to great accuracy. If he also reads the message from the satellite, which tells him what the satellite's orbit is, and
makes appropriate computations. It is being used operationally by the
fleet ballistic missile submarines to update their SINS navigation. It
is also being used by attack carriers to give them that accuracy of navigation which is about a tenth of a mile.
It has also been released for commercial production of the receivers
and the computers since the system throughout has always been unclassified as far as its broadcast of equipment went. It is being used extensively by oceanographers in their research and is beginning to come
into use in commercial areas where they need that accuracy of navigation.
While the messages are unclassified and so on, if we were to choose
to do so, we could put the messages in crypto form and deny it to users
who did not have the appropriate crypto.
NAVY NAVIGATIONAL SATELLITES

Mr. LIPSCOMB. How many navigational satellites does the Navy have
in orbit and how many more are planned?
Dr. FRoscH. The current number is four. That is the minimum to
have a usable system. The proposal is to maintain four. They need to be
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maintained because, while we have gotten very good life out of then
up to a couple of years, they do finally deteriorate
TANSIT EXPANSION

Mr. Liwsoo~. How and why will the use of transit be expanded I
Last year you testified it would become fully operational by the end
of fiscal year 1968.
Dr. FRoscH. Well, it is fully operational. The expansion in question is the provision of receivers and computers to additional Navy
ships and, as I mentioned, the release for manufacture of receivers
for commercial use.
Mr. Lwsooii. What is the cost of that, of expanding its use I
Dr. FnoscH. The investigation planned is aimed at development of
a low cost, about-small ship receiver that would use a low cost,
computer for a total cost ofper installation. If a ship
already has a computer on board, the additional computer would not
be necessary.
.

Mr. Lwsooxn. Mr. Secretary, in your statement you indicated it

would be expanded and we are trying to determine how far it will be
expanded, in other words, to how many ships in the fleet?
Dr. Foscu. I think we will have to provide that for the record. I
don't have that.
(The information follows:)
The extent of expansion of the transit system in question will depend first
of all on the results of the planned investigation which addresses cost/design

tradeoft for a small ship receiver with an accuracy objective of 0.5 to 1.0 NM.

Once a small ship receiver is developed, it will be compared with other means
of navigation on a cost effective basis to define the number and types of ships
.
that would use it. The target cost for the small ship receiver is -

RELATIONSHIP OF TIMATION TO TRANSIT

Mr. Lnscoxm. What is the Timation navigation satellite and how
does it differ from Transit?
Dr. F*s . When you use Transit, you are receiving a tone whose
frquency, as the receiver sees it, varies as the satellite goes by in the
same way that a train whistle is heard at a different frequency as the
train goes by and by interpreting this information and knowing the
orbit of the satellite, one can find out the position in the same way
that one uses the position of the sun and other celestial bodies.
The idea in the Timation satellite is that this satellite could be
higher or in a different orbit, such that the orbit was extremely predictwbie over a period of time and rather than listening to a tone and
having to make a computation, one would receive pulses from several
satellites, sent at a precise time known to the receiver; the receiver
having a precise clock, could simply time the difference in times of
arrival of these pulses and get effectively a range from the three satellites The reason for going to this is that it does not require as much
detailed information and computation on the receiving ship. The computations can be done directly using tables and simple forms of computational device not involving electronic computers, and we believe
the orbits can be put in such a way that orbital information doesn't
have to be continuously updated through the satellite.
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So, that, in the long run, this could produce a system simpler from
the point of view of maintaining the satellites in orbit and simpler
from the point of view of the user.
USE OF TRANSIT 3Y A1RCRArr

Mr. MINSHALL. Doctor, would aircraft be able to use the Transit
navigation satellite I
Dr. FnoscH. We are working on a receiver for use in aircraft. The
problem there is that with a ship you can make the assumption that
during the period that you are listening to the satellite tone for naviation the ship is not moving. Or, at least the correction for its motion
is very small. For an aircraft the correction for the motion of the
aircraft while it is receiving the signal is no longer negligible and
so the computation problem and the sensor problem is much more
difficult. We believe we have that problem inhand so that we will be
able to put Transit navigation, for example, in P-3, ASW aircraft,
and possibly I think in the S-3, ASW aircraft, and other aircraft
which would be a great help
If we were to go to the Timation system, the problem of the aircraft
navigation would be greatly simplified, and the accuracy that one
could get in an aricraft would be increased.
FFCON LORAN

Mr. MbiisHA. Would this system in any way supplement or perhaps make obsolescent Loran?
Dr. FRoscn. It has an accuracy which is better than Loran A, but not
quite as good as Loran C. For ships that have satellite navigation, as
long as there are satellites up, I suspect that they will not use their
Loran A. If they have highly accurate navigation to do in areas where
there is a Loran C system, then for purposes that require that extreme
accuracy, they might use Loran C.
ACCURACY OF SYSTEMS

Mr. MiNSHALL. When you refer to accuracy, what tolerances are
you talking about I
Dr. FaoscH. Transit navigation for a ship is good to a couple tenths
of a mile. Loran C accuracy, if you are in the right position with
relation to Loran C, can be down to a couple hundred yards.
Mr. MINSHnAL. How about Loran A?
Dr. FnoscI. Loran A, under very good conditions I have seen it as
good as half a mile. You can never depend on it for better than a
mile. At night you are usually lucky to get 2 miles or so.
Ar. MINSIKALL.

Thank you.
TRANSIT COMPUTERS

Mr. Luscorm. Dr. Frosch, what kind of computers do they use with
the Transitf
Dr. FRoscU. It can be as simple as a small special purpose digital
computer, but any general purpose digital machine can do it as a minor
extra computational task, so ships that have any form of general pur-
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1ose digital computer can simply do this as an extra task. It is only

a ship or an aircraft that doesn't carry any computation capability
at all that requires the special purpose machine.
Mr. Ln,scomI.
Who makes those computers I
Dr. FRoscii. I believe the whole package is now being marketed by
fagnavox and there is another manufacturer. I don't remember who
it is.
Mr. Lu'sco=. Does it have a trade name or a number ?
Dr. FRoscH. I am sure it has a number. I don't know whether it has
a trade name. I would have to find out.
Mr. IPsoOM. Foreign countries can buy this package to put aboard
their ships?
Dr. FRoscn. They can if they are eligible for an export license. There
are two lists of qualifications. One is the strategic materials list, and
there is another one and it is on the lower level of the two lists and I
don't remember which list. I can find out and supply that.
Mr. Lu'scomn. If you would. I would like to know if it has a number
or some other marking to identify it.
(The information fAllows:)
Commercial versions of the Transit receiver are built and marketed by IT' and
Magnavox. The IT'T version, called model 4007, uses the PDP-81 computer built
by the Digital Equipment Corp. of Maynard, Mass., while the Magnavox version,
called model MX702HP, uses a Hewlett Packard model 2115 A computer.
Foreign countries can buy these commercial sets under international traffic
in arms procedures through the Department of State under the munitions list.
USE OF TRANSIT FOR MISSILE FIRINGS

Mr. LPCOMB. Did I understand one of the limited users could be

missile trackers? Does Transit have anything to do with missile
firings.
Dr. FRoscH. No. Only in the sense that the submarines, the FBM
submarines use it for navigation of the submarine and ships that are
involved in range exercises may use it for navigation, but not the
missiles themselves.
NAVY NAVATION SYSTemS

Mr. LrpsooMB. Dr. Frosch, the Navy currently has a Loran Navigation Station covering a fraction of the earth, and plans to complete
an eight-station Omega navigation system which will cover the globe
providing about 1- to 2-mile accuracy for ships and planes. We have
just discussed the Transit and Timation. How many different navigation systems does the Navy have in being, under development and in
the planning stage and how are they used by various units of the fleet I
You may provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The Navy has the following navigation systems In being:

Loran A: General fleetwide use.
Omega: Will replace Loran A.

Loran 0: Limited use by special units and missions requiring high accuracy.
Navy navigational satellite system (Transit): FBM submarine, attack

carriers.
Sins: IBM submarines, attack carriers.
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The following navigation systems are under development and in the following
stage:
Timation: If the technique proves out, a system could be configured to serve
all fleet units.
Marine inertial navigation system: Low cost inertial system for small ships.
Electrically suspended gyro navigator: High long-term accuracy inertial system for ships and submarines.

FUTMM USE OF SPACE SYSTEMS CONTRACT

Mr. LIPSCOXB. In January 1969, the Navy space systems activity at
Samso awarded an $800 000 contract to Planning Research Corp. to
aid in further investigation of Navy use of space systems. What is the
purpose of this study effort I
Dr. FRoscu. This contract with Planning Research Corp. is for general support and covers all aspects of Navy space interest, that is, program 749, communications, navigation, and meteorology. The planning
Research Corp. function and relationship with Navy space systems
activity can be compared to those of Aerospace 'Corp. with Samso.
LORAN MAXPACO

RECEIVERS

Mr. Lipscomm. Earlier this year the Naval Applied Sciences Laboratory ordered two manpack Loran-C/D radio navigation receivers for
test and evaluation as potential equipment for the Marine Corps. Isn't
this oversophistication I
Dr. FRoscn. The Loran nianpack receivers were evaluated on the
initiative of the Applied Science Laboratory as to their potential to
meet the specific Marine Corps requirement to locate a man in the field
relative to a command post. The tests showed
to an accuracy of
that the requirement could not be met and no further procurement is
planned.
MARINE CORPS NAVIGATIONS SYSTEMS

Mr. LiPSCOMB. In your statement you mentioned manpack field user
equipment to be used with Transit. How many different navigation
systems do the Marines require?
Dr. FROsCi. The Marines require only one navigation system, provided it meets their specific operational requirements.
DOD SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Mr. Lipsconm Dr. Frosch, your statement refers to development of
two different shi board satellite communication terminals, one for
phase II of the defense satellite communications program, and another
for the tactical satellite communications system. Will you briefly describe these two satellite communications systems?
Dr. FRoscU. There are two Department of Defense satellite com-

munications systems. These are: (1) defense satellite communications

system and (2 tactical satellite communications program.
DSCS-DSCS is an operational satellite communications system
managed by DCA. The space system consists of 25 orbiting satellites
at near synchronous altitude over the equator. The earth complex consists of 29 shore terminals and one shipboard terminal. The DSCS
is designed to satisfy the long-range strategic communications needs
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of the Defense Department. DSCS operates in the SI!HF (7-8 GHz)
band.
Taesatcom-Tacsatcom is an R. & D. program designed to determine
how to satisfy the communications needs of highly mobile, land, sea
and air tactical users. The space segment consists of two R. &D. satellites (LES-6 and Tacsat I) at synchronous altitude over the equator
and numerous mobile terminals. LES-6 operates in the UHF band
only whereas Tacsat I operates in both UIF and SHF. Tacsatcom is
managed.by a committee, the tactical satellite communications executive steering group (TSEG).
NAVY USE OF "TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEMS

Mr. LrPscoMB. Communication with ships at sea is accomplished

primarily through shore-based naval communications stations, a Navy
tactical communications system. Why does the Navy now have a requirement for two different satellite communications systems to serve
ships of the fleet?
Dr. FRosci. The Navy does not have a requirement for two different

satellite communications systems. Rather, since there are two systems,
the Navy has requirements to operate in both systems. This requirement results from the nature of the systems, (for example, DSCS,
strategic and tacsatcom, tactical).
17SE OF ONE TERMINAL FOR STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL COMM3UNICATIONS

Mr. LpscoMfB. Why can't one shipboard terminal be used for both
the strategic and tactical satellite communications systems?
Dr. FRoscI. The Navy is designing a shipboard terminal which will

operate in the SHF band of both systems. However, in Tacsatcom,
both SHF and UHF terminals are employed.
Mr. LmSmosOM. How many ships are now equipped with satellite
communication terminals?
Dr. FRosci. We have one ship equipped with an SSC-3 operating

in the DSCS. This terminal is in the SHF band and is R&D. only. We
have four terminals in ships operating in Tacsatcom. These terminals
are in the UHF band and are also R.&D.
FUNDS FOR SHIPBOARD TERMINALS

Mr. Lu'soozm. Will you provide for the record a statement showinf
how the
million for the satellite communications element %1
be used, and the same for the
million requested for the tactical
satellite communications element? You might also describe how earlier
funds were used for these two program elements.
Dr. FosOH. The
- million will be used to develop a family of
SHF shipboard terminals which will provide reliable and timely long
haul communications for Navy ships. The proposed project is to develop one 6-foot antenna for large ships and one 3-foot antenna for
smaller ships. Both terminals are to be highly reliable with an availability of .997 and will be interoperable with both DSCS and Tacesatcorn (SHF).
The - million in the tactical satellite communications is for the
installation, tests and evaluation of UHF shipboard terminals and
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related subsystems in selected ships and submarines. Testing, the collection of data and data analysis are the major items in this program.
Earlier funds in DSCS program element were used to develop and
support the SS-3 terminal development. Earlier funds in the Taesatcorn program were used for the procurement and testing of the UHF
equipments. Additionally, modification installation, and reinstallation were required due to changing satellite configurations.
PROGRAM 7 4 0

Air. Lnsooim. You are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970
for program 749. A total of $886,000 was funded for this purpose m
fiscal year 1969. Your justification book indicates the tota estimated
cost of this program is million through fiscal year 1974. Dr.
Frosch, will you describe this program to the committee V
Dr. Fnosc.

-.
VLF PROPAGATION SATEIATE

Mr. ImsooB. You are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970
for a relatively new program called VLF propagation satellite. Will
you briefly describe this programI
Dr. FRoscu. This is a carry-on of Pro ect LOFTI. The requirement
is a low-level experiment to determine tie feasibility of transmitting
VLF signals from a satellite to a submerged submarine. The fiscal
year 1970 funding is to initiate spacecraft design in preparation for a
fiscal year 1973 launch.
COMMUNICATIONS WITH SUBMARINES

Mr. LAP SOMB. Is it possible to use either the DSCS satellite or the
tactical satellite for communicating with submarines?
Dr. FROSCH. It is not possible at this time for a submarine to communicate in the DSCS due lack of a suitable SHF antenna. It is possible for a submarine to communicate in the tacsatcorn system provided the submarine has a UHF antenna above the wate. The VLF
system will permit a submarine to communicate to a submerged

submarine.

Stops, SMALL CRAFT, AND RELATE

EQUIPMENT

Mr. LiPscomB. The fiscal year 1970 program for ships, small craft,
and related equipment is $345.2 million, an increase of $1.3 million
over the fiscal year 1969 program.
FLAGSHIP DATA SYSTEM

Dr. Frosch, what is the flagship data system for which you are requesting
million in fiscal year 197011 note that a total of $2.9
million was funded for this purpose through fiscal year 1969.
Dr. FosoH. The flagship data system is an afloat command-oriented
data processing system, the prototype of which is to be installed in
U.S.S. Prvi~d ne commencing in January 1970. The system will
assist a numbered fleet commander in rapidly making the best deci-
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sions concerning the employment, command, and control of his fore.
-.
The system's data banks contain
Mr. LUtcomB. How will this system differ from the naval tactical
data system ?
Dr. Eno. The primary differences between the flagship data sys.
tern and the naval tactical data system are in the type of data processed
by each system, the sources of such data, and the command level which
each system is designed to serve. The naval tactical data system is a
ship-oiiented system which obtains its data essentially from shipboard
sensors such as radar, located on board the ship in which the NTDS
is instaled, or from other NTDS-equipped ships within range of the
miles. This data is
NTDS digital data link--approximately
related to the movements and tactical status of friendly and hostile
forces within a localized ocean area. The system provides a real-time
capability for the commander of a ship or group of ships to exercise
tactical command and control of his forces in the local area. The
flagship data system is a command-oriented system, the function of
which is to assist a numbered fleet commander in rapidly making optimum decisions concerning the employment of the extensive forces
.
under his command. The data within the flagship data system is
Mr. LpsoOM. Why is this required and on how many ships will it

be installed?
Dr. Fnwcu. The flagship data system is required to assist the numbered fleet commander to make rapid, optimum decisions concerning
the employment, command, and control of his forces. A numbered
fleet commander must evaluate and correlate large amounts of information concerning the status and movements of his own and other
friendly forces, and intelligence information. This information is at
.
present processed-Mr. Luscom. What is the total estimated cost of this program?
Dr. FRoscH. The total estimated cost of the flagship data system
million.
R.D.T. & E. program is-ALL WEATHER CARRIER LANDING SYSTEM

million in fiscal year
Mr. Lrmscoim. You are requesting
1970 for the all weather carrier landing system. A total of $2.9 million was funded for this purpose in the last 2 fiscal years. On how
many ships are these systems installed?
Dr. FRoscH. Twelve CVA's are now equipped with the AN/SPN10/42 AWCLS. Four NAS's are now equipped with a shore-based version all weather carrier landing system for training. Approximately
750 aircraft are now equippedwith the AN/AS -25 Link 4 data
link receiver and the airborne augmentor.
Mr. Lrescom. I note in fiscal year 1970 you plan to upgrade the
landin systems installed on CVA's to the second generation equipmont. Why were these systems installed aboard ship before they were
fully developed and testeddI
Dr. FRoSOH. The two systems are essentially the same with the second generation SPN-42 equipment a solid state version of the original SPN-10 system. Recommendations from the fleet users have also
been incorporated in the newer model resulting in certain modifications to the control consoles.
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Mr. Lu'scown. The fiscal year 1970 PAMN budget contains a request for funds to install carrier landing systems in various aircraft.
Are these equipments fully developed and tested I
Dr. FRoscH. The aircraft hardware has been fully developed and

tested. Aircraft AWCLS participation and status depends on the type
of aircraft with the F4JT and A7B farthest along. Allaircraft are still
undergoing testing at Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Md.,
and aboard CVA's as they become available.
Mr. Lipscoxin. What is the difference between the AN/SPN-41 and
the AN/SPN-42 all-weather carrier landing system?
Dr. FRoscn. The AN/SPN-42 shipboard system consists of a precise tracking radar, data stabilization unit, flight ath coniputer with
a deck motion compensator and a surface data link transmitter. The
airborne subsystem consists of a data link receiver, cockpit display
and autopilot connection, approach power control and a radar signal
atugnmentor.
The AN/SPN-41 shipboard system consists of two KU band translnitters feeding scanning beam antennas. One antenna scans vertically and the other scans horizontally and the scans are synchronized
so that the same frequency can be time-shared. In the aircraft a KU
band receiver intercepts and decodes the scanned signals and lateral/
vertical error is shown on the cockpit display. The SPNT-41 is an entirely separate and independent monitoring system for the SPN-42
used by the pilot during automatic approaches.
Mr. LiscoirB. What is the total estimated cost of this program ?
Dr. FRoscu. The total estimated cost of the AWCLS program
which includes the F-14 and S3A hardware and the required
is software and testing for the flight path computer.
AN/5QS-26

SONAR

million in fiscal year
Mr. Lxvscoitn. You are requesting
1970 for the AN/SQS-26 sonar, a total of $85.1 million having been
funded for this sonar through fiscal year 1969. Dr. Frosch, will you
describe how this sonar is used and its importance to surface ships,
in view of its cost?
Dr. FnoscH. The AN/SQS-26 sonar is the most advanced of our
surface ship sonars and provides not only long-range direct path detection and tracking in the surface duct when conditions permit, but
also long-range bottom bounce detection and tracking, under favorable environmental conditions, against the more difficult below-layer
target where the direct path mode, characteristic of our earlier sonars,
is constrained to comparatively short ranges. In addition, the AN/
SQS-26 sonar takes advantage of the convergence zone propagation
mode when it exists to permit detection - -. The long-range deteotion and tracking capability is directed toward countering the
increased range of the latest submarine torpedoes and denying the submarine the option of firing his torpedoes with impunity from outside
the surface siip detection envelope of our older sonars.
Mr. Lnscoi . Will you explain in greater detail your statement
on page 29 relating to the-Dr. FnoscI. The AN/SQS-26 sonars in their current configuration

operating frequencies in the

have

84-03-

9-pt. 4-18

-

band. As the older
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high frequency sonars phase out and are replaced by SQS-26 sonars
in our new construction ships we will evolve into an essentially
As the AN/SQS-26 becomes preponderant in the inventory it is anticipated that
Mr. LrPscomB. Why could this not have been predicted before the
introduction of this sonar to the fleet?
Dr. FRiOscu. The same
- we foresee for the future is not sensitive to the AN/SQS-26 design per se, but rather to the
Mr. Lwscomn. Will you explain for the record how the fiscal year
1970 funds will be used?
Dr. FosCIt. The--

million in fiscal year 1970 funds will be

used to complete the AN/SQS-26CX development, support the XN-1
and XN-2 prototype models currently installed in operational ships
until they can be replaced by production CX models, support the
operational appraisal of the SQS-26 sonar, and continue an AN/

SQS-26 improvement program which includes - as well as stateof-art improvements based on operational experience as the sonars are
introduced into the fleet.
Mr. LPsco.pB. Your justification book shows you will require another
million to complete the development of this sonar. How
many
have
already
been installed aboard ship before completion of the
development
?
Dr. e osen.
of the older models (AX and BX) and
of the new CX models are currently operational.
Mr. LUPSCO3B. What will be required to complete the development
of this sonar?
Dr. FROScIT. To complete the development we must complete the
operational appraisal accomplish the near-term improvement program, replace the XR-1 and XN-2 prototypes with CX sonars and
reolve the
SUBMARINE s5UMNCINo

Mr. LiPSCOMB. You are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970
for submarine silencing. A total of $17 million has been applied to this
program through fiscal year 1969. What do you have to show there
for this expenditure? For example, have any portions of our fleet submarines had their noise level reduced as a result of this effort?
Dr. Fnoscr. The submarine silencing program has provided a wide
variety of quieted hardware and noise reduction techniques for reducing machinery system noise which controls the slow speed submarine
noise signature. These quieted components are being incorporated in
new construction submarines and have resulted in a measured
improvement up through about
knots speed. This improvement
enables the SSN 637 class submarine to the value that would
have been possible without these silencing modifications. The quieted
hardware and - -

techniques are being backfitted on nuclear sub-

marines, which did not receive them during construction, during their
scheduled overhauls. Approximately
- percent of the deployed
nuclear submarines have received some of these improvements to date.
The remainder are scheduled to receive applicable silencing modifications during overhauls in the next
years.
Mr. Ln4bo . The total cost of this program is
million.
This appears to be a very large expenditure to correct deficiencies in
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Dr. Frosch, hasn't there been a considerable amount of research over a period of many years in this area in connection with the
design of submarinesI
Dr. FROSCE. Yes; considerable research has been conducted over a
period of many years, that has been applied in our submarine designs. As a result of these efforts we were able to produce the SSN
594 class submarine in 1962, the SSBN 616 class in 1963, and the SSN
637 class in 1967, which has enabled us to maintain our superiority in
quiet submarines. The SSN 594 class was a major step forward in
quiet submarine design and
-.

TACTICAL INTELLIGENCE PROCESSING SUPPORT

Mr. Lwscom . Dr. Frosch, will you explain and describe the new

element tactical intelligence processing sup ort for which you are
requesting-million in fiscal year 1970?
Dr. FRoscH. The objective of the tactical intelligence processing
support effort is to develop hardware and software improvements
for our integrated operational intelligence centers currently installed
on nine aircraft carriers. This basic system has been operational since
1962 and now requires some developmental work on equipment components and software changes in order to implement required improvements to the storage and retrieval subsystems of the integrated
operational intelligence centers. This will require developing new
computer software and system design for adding new equipment to
the system, such as a data entry/lisplay console, an on-lne card
reader and punch, and a high-speed printer.
Mr. LiPscom. How does this relate to the element entitled naval
intelligence data handling system I
Dr. FRoSCH. The tactical intelligence processing support effort is
directed toward improving the capabilities of nine shipboard systems,
whose purpose is to automate the processing of intelligence data for
use by commanders afloat. The naval intelligence data handling system effort, on the other hand, is to develop software to update and

improve the shore-based data system at the naval intelligence. processinmg system support activity, located at Arlington Hall, here in the
Washington area. Except for the fact that both systems process intelligence data, there is no relation between the systems.
8SN NAVIGATION SUPPORT

Mr. Lwscomn. Under SSN navigation support, the justification book
indicates there are
Dr. FRoscii. The deficiencies which exist in SSN navigation equip-

inents do not prevent the SSN from carrying out -its current missions
-. In addition to the
- requested in this budget item
there is also - requested for ships inertial navigation (SINS) improvement under program element 64514N. This efort is directly applicable to correction of SSN navigation deficiencies.
Mr. Lmrscom. How have these deficiencies affected the assigned missions of SSN'sI
Dr. FRoscH.
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SPECIAL COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

Mr.LiPsCO3MB. You are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970
for an element entitled "Special collection activities." This program
has been funded a total of $36.4 million in the past 2 years. This is a
rather large sum for a classified project. Has the committee been advised of the details of this project heretofore?
Dr. FRoscI. Yes, the committee has been advised of the substance
of this project.
WORLDWIDE MILITARY COMMA

AND CONTROL SYSTEM

Mr. LwscomB. You have a new element entitled worldwide military
command and control system for which you are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970. Wiil you explain what this system is and its
relationship to the national military command system ?
Dr. Faoscii. The worldwide military command and control system
(W.WMCCS) is an organized, integrated grouping of facilities,
equipment, communications, procedures and personnel that provide
the technical and operational support involved in the function of
(command and control of U.S. military forces. The system is comprised of:
(a) The national military command system (NMCS), which is
the primary element of the WW MCCS, and which directly supports the national command authorities in execution of their operational command function.
(b) The subsystems of the commanders of unified and specified
commands.
a The subsystems of the service headquarters.
9) The subsystems of the commanders of component
commands.
(e) Those elements of the subsystems of other Department of
Defense agencies and offices, which directly support the command
and control function, for example DASA, DIA DCA.
The WWMCCS provides the means by which the President and
the Secretary of Defense can apply the resources of the military departments and, through the Joint Chiefs of Staff, exercise strategic
and broad operational direction of the unified and specified commanders
Mr. LPsoco0s. Does this request relate to the national military
command post afloatI
Dr. FRoex. The request for
million for the worldwide military command and control system does not relate to the national military command post afloat.
NAVAL

NUCLEAR

PROPULSION

Mr. LPscown. Your fiscal year 1970 for naval nuclear propulsion
is $19 million, the same as in fiscal year 1969 in every category. Will
you provide for the record the unobligated balances for this element
by fiscal year?
Also, is this effort directed toward nuclear propulsion for any particular type of shipI
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Dr. FROSCIT. The unobligated balances for naval nuclear propulsion
for fiscal years 1967-69 were negligible--specifically, fiscal year 1967,
$44.00; fiscal year 1968, $412.46: fiscal year 1969, $7,662.00.
This effort is not directed toward nuclear propulsion for a particular type ship. The naval nuclear propulsion program is a comprehensive program of research, development, test and evaluation directed
toward the application of nuclear propulsion to naval ships ranging
from small submarines to large combatant surface ships. This program
generates the data and base technology required for the development
and improvement of nuclear propulsion plants for naval service. Work
is undertaken in the areas of nuclear materials development, nuclear
engineering, nuclear instrumentation and control equipment development, coolant chemistry, shielding design analysis, refueling equipment development, chemical process development and plant safety.
SSN

688 CLASS SUBMAIiINES

11r. LipscomB. Your fiscal year 1970 program for reactor propulsion
plants totals $30.6 million, $10 million of which will be used for the
advanced high-speed nuclear attack submarine. Dr. Frosch, is this
reactor for the SSN 688 class submarine ?
Dr. FRosCI. No sir. The $10.0 million requested for the advanced
design high-speed nuclear attack submarine is to support the development of an improved higher performance nuclear propulsion plant for
application in a nuclear submarine in a mid-1970 s shipbuilding program. Also included in the $30.6 million for reactor propulsion plants
is $5 million to support the development of the high-speed nuclear
attack submarine propulsion plant for the SSN 688 class nuclear attack
submarines.
Mr. LnPscoxB. There are two high-speed SSN 688 class submarines
in the fiscal year 1970 shipbuilding program. Will the funds requested
in your fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E. program support both boats?
Dr. FRoSCH. The two high-speed SSN 688 class submarines included
in the fiscal year 1970 shipbuilding program will use the new highspeed nuclear attack submarine propulsion plant now under development. The $5.0 million included in the fiscal year 1970 budget is to
support the development of the high-speed nuclear attack submarine
propulsion plant which will have application to the two high-speed
SSN 688 class submarines included in the fiscal year 1970 shipbuilding program and to all future SSN 688 class submarines.
Mr. LwscoxB. What will be the speed of the SSN 688 class submarine compared with our latest SSN'sI
Dr. Fioscw. The SSN 688 class submarine will have a top speed
knots
knots as compared to the top speed of of at leastknots for the SSN 594 class.
for the SSN 637 class and
NUCLEAR REACTORS FOR DESTROY

Mr. LscoxB. For the last two fiscal years you have been funded
a total of $6.5 million for a nuclear propulsion reactor for destroyermillion for
type ships. In fiscal year 1970 you are requesting
this purpose. There are no nuclear destroyers in the fiscal year 1970
shipbuilding programs. For what ship will this plant be used?
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Dr. FioscH. The project provides for the development of an improved nuclear propulsion reactor plant with a substantial increase
in core life and suitable for future installation in existing nuclear
frigates and other destroyer-type ships contemplated for future shipbuilding programs, includingDXGN's.
MAIaND GAS TURBINES

Mr. LxPscoxB. The fiscal year 1970 program for marine gas turbines

million. Will you briefly describe this interesting program,
is which I understand involves the use of aircraft-type jet engines to
power ships?
Dr. FRoscI. This program takes advantage of the developmental

effort used in producing new aircraft jet engines by taking existing
engines and adapting them for marine propulsion use. We have qualified the Pratt & Whitney FT4 for marine use, and it is presently installed in the Alexander Hami7lton class Coast Guard cutters, the M'STS
ship Adm. (allaghan, two Danish frigates and will be used in the
Canadian DDH. General Electric is morinizing the LM 2500 gas tim'bine and we expect to install and test. it on the Adm,. Clallag&un this
November. It will replace one of the two FT-4 engines presently
installed.
The gas turbine cannot be reversed like a steam turbine can, so we
have considered several methods of reversal and decided that a controllable, reversible pitch propeller (CRP) is the best method for reversing the ship. The largest CRP that has been built is rated
at 22,000 HP. Since the kind of propulsion system we envision for a
- thousand HP per shaft we have started
DE or DD will require
CRP. This CRP is presently being manuHP
a
of
development
and will be installed on a 1052
Hamilton
Lima
Baldwin
by
factured
class DE for at sea testing.
We are also testing several designs of clutches that are required to
shift the gas turbines on to and out of the power train.
Mr. LIuscomB. Your statement indicates that Pratt and Whitney aircraft turbo type engines are currently propelling a high speed MSTS
cargo ship. What is the speed of this ship compared with what it was
before the conversion I
What kind of fuel is utilized, what fuel consumption is realized
and how does this compare with the original power plant .
Dr. FaoscH. The conversion of the MSTS ship has not yet been accomplished. The Adm. (Oclaghanwas originally constructed with two
Pratt &Whitney FT-4 gas turbines for propulsion. The General Electric Co. is marinizing the LM 2500 gas turbine which we plan to install
on the Call auzn this November. The LM 2500 which will replace one
of the two FT-4 engines is in the same horsepower range so there will
be no effect on the speed of the ship. However, this newer or second
en ine is expected to have a 20 percent lower fuel consumpgeneration
tion which will increase the range of the ship.and lower the operating
costs. All of these engines can burn commercially available diesel oil.
Mr. Lmsoom. Has this engine technique been tested during fiscal
year 1969 in a DE class ship, as your justification book indicates?
Dr. F o. These large gas turbines have not been installed in any
one of the DE's
U.S. Navy ships to date. We had planned to construct
with gas tillprogram
1968shpbuilding
year
fiscal
the
in
authorized
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bine propulsion but were forced to delete the ship from the program
due to budgetary constraints. However, we do plan to install the CRP
on a steam propelled DE for at sea testing.
Mr. Lmcorm. Will the new DX destoyers in the fiscal year 1970
shipbuilding program be powered with the marine gas turbine engine?
Dr. Fnosc;. The contractor's proposals for the DD 963 class destroyer-formerly DX-are now being evaluated by the Navy. All
three contractors have recommended gas turbine propulsion. Unless
our review uncovers vital errors in the contractor's proposals this
class of ships will be powered with marine gas turbines.
Mr. LPSCOMB. How large a ship can be propelled effectively with
gas turbine engines?

HP
Dr. FROSoH. By installing four shafts and using the
ORP with two of these turbines on each shaft we could propel a ship
tons displacement.
. That is about
as large as an
NEW SHIP DESIGN

Mr. LPsOOMB. You are requesting $12.2 million in fiscal year 1970
for new ship design. A total of $20.1 million has been funded for
this purpose in the last 2 fiscal years. How many different type ships
were designed with fiscal year 1968 and 1969 fun s?
Dr. FEoscH. During fiscal year 1968 and 1969 we completed concept
formulation on the %D 963 class destroyer-formerly DX-and
DXGN, also we have been in the process of doing concept formulation
on the MCS, LFS, AGS, DXG, SSN, and CVAN.
Mr. Liwsconi. What type ships do you plan to design with fiscal
year 1970 funds?
Dr. FROSCH. During fiscal year 1970 we will continue concept formulation on all of these ships and may complete the MCS, LFS, and
SSN.
AM CUSHION CRArt

Mr. Lipscom.. In the last 2 fiscal years, the Navy was funded
$393,000 for air cushion craft. There are no funds in the fiscal year
1970 R.D.T. & E. budget for this purpose. What is the Navy doing in
this area?
Dr. FtoscR. The air cushion craft project was originally established
to investigate riverine and inshore warfare applications for these craft.
Concurrently we were investigating these same type of craft in our
amphibious assault landing craft project. It appeared to us that both
of these craft would have very similar characteristics so we decided to
concentrate on the amphibious aspect and, therefore, dropped the air
cushion craft project.
Mr. LIPscoMB. A press article in January 1969 indicated that the
Navy and Department of Commerce, under the Joint Surface Effect
Ships Program Office, will split $3.1 million in fiscal year 1970 for detailed engineering designs for a prototype 100 ton, air cushion ocean
vehicle capable of traveling 80 knots. You have been funded a total of
$5.9 million in the last 2 fiscal years, and in fiscal year 1970 you are requesting
million. Why are you requesting-million when
you only require
million for this purpose?
Dr. FRoscu. The

will come from fiscal year 1969 funds and

as you have stated this will get us the detailed engineering designs for
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two prototype craft. In fiscal year 1970 we want to start the construction of these craft. The Navy's share of the first year's construction cost
is million.
Mr. LipscoMB. How will the remaining funds be used?
Dr. FRosWH. The remaining million will be used for research
into supporting technologies such as propulsion lift systems, and lightweight structures as well as the initiation of an investigation into the
technologies that may be required for larger craft.
Mr. LwPsco-e. Why is this not funded under the air cushion craft
element?
Dr. FRoscu. There are two major types of air cushion craft, those
that have a flexible skirt completely around the craft and those that
have rigid sidewalls, somewhat like a catamaran, with flexible skirts
fore and aft. These latter are referred to as captured air bubble or
CAB craft. The surface effect ship program is oriented toward developing multithousand ton surface effect ships with a transoceanic
capability. At the present time the CAB principle appears to be the
most practical and efficient direction to go if we are to reach this goal.
Craft and ships with a CAB design will not be amphibious as the
solid sidewall must pierce the water's surface.
The fully skirted craft we were investigating under the air cushion
craft project have a true amphibious capability. As I mentioned before these craft are now being developed in the amphibious assault
landing craft program.
Mr. Lresco3m. What is the military requirement for this type craft?
Dr. FRoscu. The surface effect ship program is in the very early
stages of development and we are just getting started on investigating
military applications. Many applications of course will be dependent
on the final configuration of the craft. Preliminary studies indicate
that this type of ship will have a great potential.for
in that
its very shallow draft and high speed will make it
. Also the
iise of this ship in an
appears very promising.
HYDROFOIL CRAFT

Mr. Lipsco-vD. You are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970
for hydrofoil craft. You were fund $9.2 million in the past 2 fiscal
years for this purpose. What are we doing in this area and how will
the
million be spent?
Dr. FROSCH. In our hydrofoil program we have developed the 110ton Higl& Point (PCH-1) into a reliable craft on which we can test
mission oriented equipment. Early test firing of the 40-millimeter
gun on this craft revealed deficiencies in the
. The deficiencies
were corrected and the changes have been incorporated in the
systems of the two operational hydrofoil gun boats Flkgstaf
(PGH-1) and Tucumcaii (PGH-2). We have developed a
which will be tested on PCH-1 starting September this year. If this
system tests satisfactorily we will consider development of a
to go with it.
The 320-ton Plainview (AGEH-1) the world's largest hydrofoil
was delivered to the Navy this March. It is being fitted out with an
extensive instrumentation suit and will soon start an extensive trial
program. This craft will be our stepping stone to an ocean going
hydrofoil capability.
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Mr. LnmcoxiB. What is the military requirement for this type craft I

Dr. FwoscH. The two operational hydrofoil gunboats I mentioned
earlier are just now completing operational evaluation. These 60-ton
feet with no impairment
craft have negotiated waves as high as-of their capabilities since they are completely stabilized by the foil
system.
We have initiated a preliminary study to determine the cost and
. This size
effectiveness of a 150-ton hydrofoil equipped with a
- system that we are exof craft will be capable of carrying the
hydrofoil in this size range.
perimenting with so we can have an
ADVANCED

COMMAND DATA

Mr. LiPSCOmiB. The fiscal year 1970program for advanced command

- million. In the last 2 scale years, $3.4 million has been
data is
funded for this purpose. From a review of your justification book, it
would appear that this program is directed toward making the tactical
data systems of the various services compatible.
When the military departments entered into their tactical data systems, why didn't OSD require that they be designed along compatible
lines?
Dr. FRoscix. That is not correct although compatibility among the
tactical data systems of the other services is a major consideration in
the selection of certain equipments. The primary objective of this programn is to develop necessary display, peripheral and software systems
for the AN/YK-7 central processor system to permit effective integration into Navy command data systems. A secondary objective is to
facilitate necessary interfacing with command data systems of other
services. Compatibility with existing NTDS equipment and software
will be maintained while providing the improved and increased capabiities made possible by the advance features of the UYK-7 system.
Integration of additional tactical functions will be accomplished, and
extensions of the UYK-7 system to other integrated command and
management data systems will be investigated. In addition, software
management methods and standardization procedures to insure system
compatibility and reduce software production costs will be developed
and evaluated.
The tactical data system requirements for each service are really
quite different and each service has developed a system to best satisfy
its individual needs with the compatibility requirement secondary.
This is as it should be because groupings from a service function as a
tactical entity and crosstalk between services generally occurs only in
the higher level decisionmaking areas. Therefore, each of the tactical
groups pass information freely among themselves and crosstalk between services must pass through an interface computer.
Mr. Lusooom What is the relationship of this program to such
naval systems as the IDHS, NTDS, flagship data system, tactical
intelligence
processing support, and others I
Dr. FRoSoH.
This program is intimately related to all Navy com-

inand data systems. The major function of the program is to develop
the necessary display, peripheral, and software systems to permit
effective mitegration into Navy command data systems such as IDHS,
NTDS, flagship data system, and others. This program will insure
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that integration of additional tactical functions are accomplished and
that extension of the UYK-7 system to other integrated command data
systems is investigated.
SHIPBOARD ELCTRONIC WARFARE

Mr. LtrSCOMB. The fiscal year 1970 program for shipboard electronic
warfare totals-million. In fiscal year 1969 the program was
$31.1 million and in fiscal year 1968 it was $25.6 million. Will you
briefly describe this rather expensive program?
Dr. FRoscH. This is a program that will provide advanced equipments that are capable of being integrated into an overall electronic
warfare system (for ships) that will detect recognize, locate, and
counter enemy electromagnetically controlled weapons in the everincreasing sophisticated electronic environment that our Navy must
operate in.
The program would develop several different systems as briefly
described below:
(a) Ships ackaned EW system (Slwrt8top).-A modular system
composed of electronically scanned passive receivers, computerized
threat recog'tion and computer-assisted reactive countermeasures
control against known and postulated threats.
(b) Infraredcountermeamures.--Infraredreceivers, trackers, countermeasures, decoys, and signature supp
on means.
(o) Ta
l EWdeeption 8sjtem.-Primarily chaff decoys -.
ia) Radar ross section retwtio.-Measurements of ships radar
reflective characteristics and development of means for reducing it.
(e) EOM tbe&.--Advanced development of electronic countermeasures tubes and power amplifiers.
(f) S ips inuegrdted detroni system.-Total integration of all
shipboard electronics equipment (radars, communications, electronic
countermeasures, IFF, andso forth).
NEW SYSTEMS, FOR DXoN

Mr. rAlscomm. The Navy is requesting shipbuilding funds in fiscal
year 1970 to initiate construction of a proposal of a fleet of DXGN
frigates. These ships will be equipped with several new systems, such
as the Shortstop electronic warfare system, a new digital ASW fire
control system, and a new MK-26 combined launcher system. How
confident are you that these new systems can be developed in time for
installation aboard the first DXGN frigatet
Dr. FRosCH. We consider these new systems to be low-risk programs and are confident that they will be ready in time for installation on the DXGN frigate. The first basic Shortstop will be delivered
in
and this should leave ample time for the variant model to be
developed for the DXGN. The contract for the design, development,
and fabrication of the MK-26 launcher was awarded in March 1968.
Completion of operability tests and life cycle testing is scheduled for
October 1971 with delivery dockside ol the first production unit
in
. Since the launcher utilizes many of the current state-of-theart. technology improvements that have satisfactorily passed prescribed operability tests, the risk involved in this program appears to
be minimal. We are confident that the digital ASW system which uses
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the AN/UYK-7 digital computer will be ready for installation on
the first DXGN.
.Mr. LnsC03OMB. With respect to these new systems for the DXGN
we had in the construction
%
frigates, are we facing the same risk t
of the DE-1052 and DE-1078 class destroyer escort construction
program?
Dr. FROSCH. No; we are confident that these new systems can be
developed in time for installation aboard the first DXGN frigate.
Mr. LTscoMB. How much do we have in the fiscal year 1970 Navy
by appropriation, for each of the new systems we have just
budget,
discussedI
What is the difference between the Shortstop, Sr., and Shortstop,
Jr., EW systems?
Dr. FRosoCH. The fiscal year 1970 funding is as follows:
[Dollar amounts in millions)
Equipment

R.D.T. & E., N.

MK-26 launcher ............................................................
Diia
Wsystem-...........................
Sott.........................................52

SCH

-

.

1.1
26

The difference is in the numbers and sizes of equipment required to
provide maximum capability possible. The reason or development of
Shortstop Jr. equipments is that smaller ships cannot physically accommodate the complete Shortstop system. Three variants-Shortstop Jr.-of the Shortstop system are being developed. .
From the inception of the Shortstop program an overriding consideration has been the necessity for utilization of common hardware
and equipment modules for reconfiguration into systems groupings
of reduced complexity and cost/size--with reduce capability-for
smaller ship classes. With approaching finalization of system design
details in the development modules, it has been possible recently to
establish a basic system configuration for ma'or ship groupings. The
rationale for these groupings has been developed from analysis of
several recent studies concerning the emerging antiship threat and
projected Navy ship construction programs such as DX, DXG and
LHA.
The results of these analyses have been translated to procurement
documentation to permit initiation of redesign, repackaging, and development of those elements of the system required to satisfy the
smaller ship requirements. A composite of the different variants of
system configuration is as follows:
Since these system elements do not represent radical techniques,
development or total system compoites, technical and operational
validation of their performance can be gained by injecting them into
the continuing system complex at FAAWTC, Dam Neck prior to undertaking procurement of service equipment.
As a part of DXGN contract definition, some engineering is being
accomplished in the digital ASW system but the dollar amount cannot
be readily identified as it is a portion of the total combat system integration effort..
Shortstops total T.D.T. &E., N in fiscal year 1970 is 14 million of
which 3.75 million is for the variant which applies to DXGN as well
as other comparably sized ships.
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OPEATIONAL PERFORMANCE DATA SYSTEM

Mr. LIPSCOMB. How does the operational performance data system
for which you are requesting million in fiscal year 1970 differ
from all the other data systems we have been discussing?
Dr. Fnoscii. The operational performance data system differs from
the other systems in that it does not process data at the place where
the data is recorded, and present the results in real time to the user,
for command and control of forces. Instead, data relating to operational performance is collected by many different fleet units and is
forwarded to a central processing facility where the data is reduced.
SIMU

CONTRACT DEF NIM N

Mr. LIPSCOMB. For the current fiscal year you were frended $17.4
million for ship contract definition. Exactly how were these funds
utilized, by ship type, and whether in-house or to a contractor?
Dr. FROsch. The fiscal year 1969 funds for ship contract definition
are being used for the DXGN. This is primarily being conducted inhouse. Certain portions of this effort have been contracted out.
Mr. Lwsco-.Ni. How much has been obligated to date?
Dr. FRosci. To date we have obligated $12.4 million.
Mr. Lnsco3m. For fiscal year 1970, you are requesting $25 million
for this purpose. On what type ships will contract definition be conducted' during fiscal year 1970?

Dr. FRoscH. We will not have firm plans on which ship will enter

contract definition until we review our progress in concept formulation. The most likely candidates at this time are the DXG and the
LFS.
Mr. LiPscom. What is the relationship of this element to that of
new ship design which we had discussed earlier?
Dr. FRosc. Under the new ship design element we conduct concept
formulation (CF) which is a prerequisite to contract definition (CD).
During this first phase we conduct tradeoffs of different weapons
systems and ship configurations to determine the most efficient combination of equipments to fulfill a mission. When we have satisfied
ourselves that we have found the optimum combination of systems
for the ship -we then proceed to CD. During CD we invite industry to
translate the broad parameters of weapons and ship performance into
a ship design that will be most efficiently produced by their management procedures and manufacturing techniques.
MARPY

Mr. Lwsco~m. Under the element communications systems, you
have been funded a total of $5.5 million for HARPY. You are requesting
million for this purpose in fiscal year 1970. What
is HARPY?
Dr. FRosciT. HARPY is a communication system
PROJECT SECT

Mr. TaPsconB. It has been reported in the press recently that the

Navy has awarded $4.2 million in contracts to Collins Radio since
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the first of the year for project SECT submarine emergency communications transmitter. Is this the outgrowth of the loss of the ScorpionI
Dr. FRoscH. No, although the Scorpkon loss did foster a proposed
refunding, notyet approved, which would facilitate a limited acceleration of the SECT initial operational capability.
Mr. LnPscosm. Would you please describe this equipment and how
it will be utilized .
Dr. FRoscH. The SECT system is contained in a cylindrical buoy
(about 10 feet x 18 inches) which would be released either manually by
the crew or automatically in case of a catastrolie. The buoy surfaces
and transmits on four high frequencies to automatic receivers ashore.
We plan to install this system on all submarines so that the transmitter
can alert rescue authorities and also act as a homing beacon in locating a submarine in distress. On the SSBN, two SECT buoys will be
installed for added reliability. The buoys are mounted external to
the pressure hull. Internal to the pressure hull is a control system
which would release the buoys if certain safety parameters are exceeded. This system will release the buoy when: (1) the water depth
exceeds that of safe submarine operations, (2) subject to an internal
pressure that exceeds certain limits, (3) a dead-man's switch is not
reset by the crew at two hour intervals. The dead-man's switch has
an alarm which warns the crew several minutes before release. The
dead-man's switch ensures release of the buoy should the entire crew
become incapacitated. It is expected that one of the two buoys in
the SSBN would survive even though the submarine is hit with a
torpedo midway between the buoys. This difficult survivability requirement is the primary reason for the extended development associated with this system.
INEmwozENC

SWFEXs

JOINT SERVICES r-TFLIH DATA TRANSMION SYSTEM (JMIoATS)
Mr. LpsdoHE. Dr. Frosch, you are requestimg

million in

fiscal year 1970 for intelligence systems. A total of $16.1 million was
funded for this purpose in the last 2 fiscal years. Will you explain
briefly the joint services inflight data transmission system for which
you are asking-million in fiscal year 1970?
Dr. Fnosou. Certainly.
One of the problems which developed in Southeast Asia was the
difficulty of getting intelligence and reconnaissance information from
the reconnaissance aircraft back to fleet, Army and Air Force-well,
particularly Navy and Air Force headquarters
-.
There was considerable discussion of how to do this. In the end the
Navy was assigned the managerial task of trying to bring such a
system into being and that is what we are engaged in 4oing.
Mr. RHODES. You are asking million in fiscal year 1970 for
this program I
Mr. FioscH. I believe that is correct.
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STATUS OF JUFAT

Mr. RnODzs. What is the status of the progm at the present time?

Dr. FRoBH. The status of the program is that we are now in the
state, I believe, of expecting final proposals for total system integration
This is a system-integration job. That is the best way to describe it.
Sonme of the sensors and some of the equipment exists or has been
developed or is in development. The basic prblem is to find the pieces
of eqmpment that exist to develop the pieces that don't exist and to
develop the things that lie them together into a system that can transmlit the right information. So that the previous funds were spent principally on pieces of equipment and the beginnings of general design
ideas. Now, we have gone out for proposal and I don't remember
whether we are about to get the proposals-we are getting the proposals this month which will be evaluated and a contractor will be
selected to do the development of the total system integration.
Mr. RIoDEs. Do you have any idea how soon the contractor will be

selectedI
Dr. FRoscH. We get the proposals this month and probably another
month for evaluation so it would sound as if it is the end of the summer or the early fall.
Mr. RH OD . Are you having any problems with the other services
as to getting agreement on the type of system that you want in this
joint endeavorI
Dr. FROSCH. Yes. I think nothing extraordinary. The problems have
come about because the three services have slightly different intelligence aircraft that they want to fit this system into, so there is a diversity of requirements and there is a real technical problem in building
a system which will satisfy all the requirements. In order to do this
sensibly, there has to be some discussion and jockeying around among
the services to see what requirement would be shaved slightly at, tbe
edges so one could make a sensible system. I think that has been done
over a-period of months with. quite a lot of discussion and I am bure
a certain amount of table pounding but I think everyone is reasonably
satisfied that we have a systems specification that satisfies all the needs.
Mr. Rnoou. You see no insurmountable obstacles?
Dr. FRoscH. Not at this time. If there are problems, they will come
when we begin to have detailed systems design and hardware going
together, and there is still the popsibility of not being able to fit everything into each airframe, but we see no problem like that at this time.
Mr. RHOis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
OOST'OF JfATS

Mr. Lnwscous What was the. original estimated cost of the system,
and what isthe currents
te I
Dr. FRoscn. Early cost estimates by the Inter-Service Coordinating
and Ingrating Group (ISCIG)in June 1985 werobesed onha system limited to a 5 MHz bandwidth and comprised '1 existin0 off-theshelf components except for relay aircraft equipment. Estimates at
that time were as follows:
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Million

First articles ..........
Production

-

$13. 55W
31.200

Current budgetary estimates listed below are the results of several

chianges
*
a.The 5 MHz bandwidth
restriction has been rescinded.

b. Utilization of off-the-shelf components (which would have resulted in a system obsolete whon" m Adiuced) is no longer required,
thus enabling developmelle a state-of-the-i1t-,ytem.
c. Individual service requirements have been htereased to require
system compatibihtW
with wideband*-....
sensor develophvnt currently
/
ay.
un
d. er
Planned
production,
based oh i'idal service reuirements
have increase l over origini1
/ estimates.
-",.."
Engineering

velopment-

1-

Production f r all servees -----Total as of April 14, 1969--.

.
' ..

---

......
-----

-......

---------.

JMllon

$34. 4

245.9
28-0.3----

Mr. I~sooxB. Pag 446 t.the. jistifica i .nbook, indicates total
estimated! R.D.T. 4Kcostse
$
"8,9.
in ; however, information
furmished I the committee ' d ca th' cb.t to be $4.4 million For
example, your fisa year 1
fundii
m990
million does not inchide repigraming\and
actio'
w 'ihwov dbrint
year 1969 funding to $18.9,' il on. o"d'thb amount ihthe thetfication book
in error
This s
.has beeii desecribed-1iht e pres as utimately.costing
$300 million to $400 million.,-Iuiformat*on f
ed the mmittee
indicates that roposed. pr~urement ofequpient will
approximately $66.8 miion and ti &doesn't'include nonretrring cost
spares, publicati n training and contractor supper The estimated

cost of faodifyig thircraft to accept sensor aiidi'elay subsystems
ranges from $0,000 to $124QQO per arcraft,..laddition, there will
be installation costs for surfac-TerminalU-n the ground and aboard
hips Do you have any estimate for the overall cost of this program I
Foscii. Information provded the committee reflecting a total
amount of $34.4 million budgeted and planned for development was
correct. The difference between the figure of $7.990 million actually
appropriated in fiscal year 1969 and $13.9 million is represented by
the $2 million each from Army and Air Force MIPR actions, and
by $1.86 million reprogramed into fiscal year 1969 from prior years.
As of April 14,1969, the R.D.T. &E., and total planned production
requirements, installation including nonrecurring costs, spares, publications, training and ancillary costs for all services was estimated to
be $280.8 million.
JIFDATB DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Lnuwoox. How long has this system been under development?
Dr. FkoH. The individual services commenced development of
components that would transmit imagery of certain sensors as early
as 1957. None had the capability that JIFDATS will have. No
JIFDATS development contract has been let but source selection is
nearing completion at this time.
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Mr. LirscoMa How far has this program slipped and what were
the reasons?
Dr. FRoscu. The program has slipped approximately 2 years due
to changes in direction received from D.D.R. & E., changes to accommodate revised technical requirements of the individual services and
the change in method of contracting from a two-step formally advertised fixed-price contract for development and production to a
cost-type contract covering development only to be followed later by
a separate production contract.
Mr. L.scoxm. The committee understands the Air Force is buying
data link equipment produced by Cubic under the Seaor-45 program
because of slippage in the Jifdats program. Is this true I
Dr. FRoscua. This is not true. The Air Force contract is intended to
procure equipment to satisfy an immediate Southeast Asia requirement. The equipment will have far less capability (IR data transmission only) than JIFDATS, and will not have the growth potential
of JIFDATS.
Mr. Lwsco3ni. Has the Navy recently changed the proposed method
of procurement from a two-step formally advertised fixed-price contract to a research and development contract only with no procurement? Why was this done?
Dr. FRoscH. The Navy did recently change the proposed method of
procurement from a two-step formally advertised fixed-price contract
to a development contract only. This was done because recent developments in wideband sensor equipment capability threatened to
render production models of the JIFDATS envisaged under the original contract method obsolete by the time of delivery. Accordingly, the
revised contract method permitted a greater opportunity to develop a
system meeting the operational requirements of all the services and
with the growth potential of meeting future requirements. It also
permits more extensive test and evaluation prior to entrance into
production.
ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS

Mr. LipscoMB. Your request in fiscal year 1970 for electronic warfare
systems is
million. In fiscal year 1969 your program was $12.7
million and in fiseil year 1968 it was $17 million. Will you provide for
the record a brief description of the various subelements, and how the
fiscal year 1970 funds will be spent
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
CONCERN OVEM SOVIET ANTISHIP MSSILES

Mr. Lirsco~mn. Page 31 of your statement indicates that current concern over survivability of surface ships has been heightened by recent
demonstrations of the effectiveness of some available weapons and

delivery vehicles. When, where, and by what weapons and delivery
vehicles has this been demonstrated?

Dr. FROSCH. The effectiveness of the Soviet Styx antiship missile

was most recently demonstrated to the world in October 1967 when
the Egyptians sank the Israel destroyer ElztA in the Mediterranean.
The following factors give the Navy cause for concern regarding antiship missiles:
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a. The number and types of antiship missiles in the Soviet inventory continue to increase.
b. The variety of launch platforms available, that is, destroyer,
cruiser patrol craft, aircraft, submarine and shore sites and the -.
c. Te U.S.S.R. has exported several versions of their antiship
missiles to other nations d. Apart from our capability to destroy enemy launch platforms or
sites by attack carrier strike forces, the Navy possessed a
capability to counter this threat.
SHIP ANTI-MSSILE INTEGRATED DEFENSE (SAMID)

Mr. Invscobm. Earlier this year the Navy reprogramed $13.3 million
from the fiscal year 1969 Southeast Asia emergency fund to the procurement and 0. & M. accounts for the Ship Anti-missile Integrated
ships with an immediate
Defense. This action was to provide improved capability to counter the antiship missile threat. Wlat
equipment installation and modification work was involved in this
inirediate Samid program?
Dr. Fuoscu. The $13.3 million programed for SAMID in 1969 has
been utilized in accomplishing the following:
a. .
ships wil1 be outfitted with an improved capability to
counter antiship missiles. These include
DD-710 class FRAM
destroyers,
CLG-26 class guided missile frigates and
DDG's.
b. The immediate package consisted of the following improvements:
(1) Imploved passive EW detection and improved active EW deception equipment
-

3 Relatively simple modifications were added to several search
radars to improve clutter performance and to improve the manmachine interface - .
(4) The fire control systems were also given the best available modifications to improve their capability to detect, acquire, and track the
anti-ship-missile-type target. The following roods were added to fire
control systems:
(5) The greatest need in combating an anti-ship-missile in present
ships is to decrease the reaction time from detection to response as this
is a critical element of the attack. A considerable effort was made to
integrate for the first time active and passive sensors with all other
elements of the ship. This was accomplished successfully through the
utilization of data transfer units which improved inter/intra
system data transfer and provided the decisionmaker with a much
faster means of grasping the situation and initiating the proper response with deceptive EW equipment and/or weapons. This approach
hias proved most beneficial in all ships in which it has been installed.
To supplement the equipments a comprehensive manual of integrated
procedures was also developed and provided for each ship equipped.
(6) Finally an attempt was made to provide SAMID ships with an
improved means of training to better prepare the crew to react to
an anti-ship missile. This was accomplished by providing a 15E2TECM
signal generator for training EW operators and an SPH-1 radar video
34-039---60-9-.t. 4-19
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recorder which facilitates team trainig from prerecorded audio and
video tapes prepared with appropriate scenarious to provide a realistic
threat environment.
Mr. IPSoom.

Under what programs and for what purposes were

the chaff rocket launchers and BfC equipment originally developed?
Dr. FRoscr. Mr. LjiscomB. When will installation be complete on the

shs involved I

sWr. FRoscir. .
Mr. Lxpscomsn. What kind of capability will be provided with this

interim "quick fix" effort l
Dr. FRoscH.

Mr. LipsooxMB. What is involved in the so-called near-term SAMID

program and what capability will it provide!
Dr. FRoscH.--

.

Mr. LwiscoxB. How much is in the fiscal year 1970 Navy budget.
by appropriation, for the near-term SAMID program?
Dr. FROSCH.
Mr. LiPsco.%m. Will either the immediate or near-term SAMID

program protect against a massive cruise missile attack?
Dr. FROSCIT.

Mr. LscomB. If the near-term SAMID program does not repre-

sent the ultimate in a surface missile defense system, what is the optimum system and how far away are we from its development?
Dr. 1FROSCJI.
Mr. Liwsco.n. Isn't this a very expensive and time-consuming means
of developing a surface missile defense system? Why not initiate and
complete a new development program instead of going to the added
expense of continually upgrading shipboard equipment until you get
what you want?
Dr. "FRoscH. Continual upgrading of shipboard equipment is expensive and time consuming, -but often less expensive than new construction and lon leadtime development programs when considering the overall needs of the fleet. The magnitude of the anti-ship-missile threat is such that a calculated risk to wait for the development
of a completely new system appears unsound. Furthermore, the majority of ships of the Operating forces in being often cannot accommodate complete new system concepts without major conversions
which are often as expensive and time consuming as new construction
which accordingly reduces the number of ships which can be properly
equipped. In addition, current operational commitments are such
that units of the fleet are being exposed to the threat now. The immediate and near-term programs are relatively low-cost programs
when compared to the overall value of the ships being provided this
capability and are providing an immediate response to a known
threat.
RELATIONSHIP OF SAID TO OTHER MISSILE SYSTEMS

Mr. LTpscomIn. Will SAMID become a part of either the basic, im-

proved, or the advanced point defense System?
Dr. FRoscir. The SAM ID program is an integral part of the overall
antiship missile defense program and is responsible for the integration
of all subsystems into an imt'egrated combat system. The basic point
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defense system will be treated for integration purposes the same as any
other weapon systems installed in program ships, e.g. gun systems,
Terriar, 'Iartar or Tales, and EW countermeasure systems.

Mr. LirscomB. What is the relation of SAMID to the 3 T's and the
Advanced Surface Missile System ?
)r FRnoCIT. SAMID would promote and incorporate certain aspects
of any weapon system which relates to antiship missile defense. The
3 T's are the Navy's foremost AAW weapons for surface ships and inherently possess capabilities against antiship missiles. The SAMID
program has attempted to exploit those particular capabilities of the
3-T systems which are most applicable to countering this threat. In
addition a systematic effort has been expanded in the integration of
these systems with other sensors, active and passive, deceptive countermeasures, and command and control elements of the ships involved.
Similarly the SAMID program will carefully monitor the ASMS development to insure system integration is achieved within the objectives of the overall antiship missile defense program. ASMD requireinents have been included in the basic development contracts of ASMS.
ORDANCE, COMBAT VEHICLES AXD RELATED EQUIPMENT

Mr. Lipsco.%B. The fiscal year 1970) budget estimate for ordnance.
combat vehicles, and related equipment is $109.1 million, which is $54.7
million less than the current program.
31K-48 SHIP TORPEDO

You are requesting a total of $34.3 for the wire guided MK-48 antisubmarine/antisurface ship torpedo. In the last 2 fiscal years this program has been funded a total of $78.9 million. How much have we
programed through fiscal year 1969 for the MK-48 torpedo family,
all models?
Dr. FRoscH. A total of $207,201,000 has been provided through fiscal
year 1969 for the MK-48 torpedo development.
UK-48

MOD 0

Mr. LiPscomm. Will you explain the reason for the different MK-48
programs, the MK-48 Mod 0 on the one hand, and the MK--48 Mod I
and 2 on the other?
Dr. FROSCH. The MK-48 Mod 0 program is designed to fulfill our
most urgent need-an antisubmarine torpedo for feet use to provide
a weapon to counter the.current high speed-deep-diving threat
The MK-48 Mod 1 and 2 program will provide in a later time frame
not only the ASW capability so sorely needed but will also provide an
antisurface ship capability against the ever increasing numbers of
enemy targets on the surface of the oceans. It is intended-to ultimately
have only the dual purpose version in the fleet.
Mr. Lips~om. Your justification book indicates the MK-48 Mod 0
program will cost an estimated $202.8 million and a total of $W78.1
million had been committed to this program through fiscal year 1969.
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The Mod 0 program slipped because the torpedo did not provide
acceptable-performance. Iow far has this program slipped,
and have all the problems been solved and verified through tests?
Dr. FRoscH. Initial fleet delivery of the Mod 0 was scheduled for
Current estimate of fleet delivery is
indicating about a
slip overall. This, however, ignores the fact that in the fall of
1965, $8.? million was approved to accelerate fleet delivery over the
date. Considering this I would estimate the program to be about
late. Solutions for all known problems have been identified and
verification runs are currently being made.
Mr. LIpSCOMB. Your justification book states that during fiscal year
1969 problem solutions have been defined and in-water tests in the
third quarter of fiscal year 1969 is expected to confirm this. Evaluation
of this torpedo will continue through fiscal year 1970. In view of the
problems experienced thus far and lack of confirmatory testing, why is
the Navy requesting $110 million in fiscal year 1970 for procurement
ofsuch torpedos V
Dr. FRO8GH. The urgent need for an effective ASW torpedo dictates
concurrent production and testing. We believe that as presently configured the Mod 0 version provides a
.advantage over current
weapons. It can
and therefore is considered worthy of production at its current testing stage.
MIK-4 8 MOD 1/2

Mr. LiPsC0MB. You are requesting $14 million in fiscal year 1970 for
the MK-48 Mod 1/2 torpedo development, and a total of $29.1 million
has been programed for this purpose through fiscal year 1969. Why
do you have two concurrent programs underway, wlen development
of Mod 0 has not been completed, and a decision was to have been
made in May 1969 between the Mod 1 and Mod 21
Dr. Fnoscir. Program slippage has preluded a
decision
between the versions of the MK-48 torpedo. Our desire is to make
production decisions based on in-water testing. Since the production
decision matrix has not been completed by any version we consider

it urgent to prosecute both programs until one results in a fully tested
production model for fleet use.
Mr. LTreso B. If Mod 1 or 2 is the ultimate, why buy any MK-48
Mod 0 Torpedoes at all I Why not wait until the follow-on torpedo is
developed?
Dr. FRoscm. Procurement of the Mod 0 will fulfill the most urgent
requirement of the Navy--4he ASW version. This program will currently provide a fleet capability at least earlier than the Mod I
or Moil 2, and if we should run into any problems at all in the development of the dual purpose version, the Mod 0 will still provide a weapon
to counter the most
srious threat.
Mr. Lusoom. Why is this torpedo requirements necessary when we
have Subroc and ASROC I

Dr. Fosm.-- .

Mr. Ln'soovm What torpedoes will the Al"-48 replace?
Dr. FRoso. The MK-4. is expected to replace in the sub.
marine force and may provide the surface forces with a heavy torpedo
as an addition to their asenal.
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Mr.

Lipsco.ml. How many different torpedoes do we have in the fleet

at the present time? I have heard there are at least 16 different types.
Dr. FROScH.
Mr. LPscomB. Is there any program or study being made to reduce

the numbers of torpedoes in the inventor
Dr. Foscii. The MK-48 program wilfreduce the number of types of
torpedoes in the inventory appreciably. Submarines will be reduced
for instance, after the introduction of the dual purpose torto pedo. The overall numbers in the torpedo inventory is determined by
the nonnuclear ordnance requirements and this is reviewed annually.
Mr.

Lirsco B. Provide for the record a list of the number of sub-

marine-launched, ship-launched, and air-launched torpedoes, their
mission, range, and other characteristics.
(The information follows:)
AIR-, SIP- AND SUBMAWINE-LAUNCHED

TORPEDOES

Air launched torpedoes.-VMK-40, Mod 0 and 1, MK-44-Mod 0 and 1.
Ship launched torpedoes.-MK-46, Mod 0 and 1, MK-44-Mod 0 and 1.
Submarine launched torpedoes.-MK-14, Mod 5, MK-16, Mod 8, MK-3T, Mods
0. 1, 2, 3, MK-45. Mod 0 and 1.

(CURK's Nome: The information on mission, range and other characteristics was provided to the committee and is classified.)
WALLEYE II

million in fiscal year
Mr. LIPscoMB. You have a request for
1970 to complete development of Walleye II and continue the improvement program. Your program for the last 2 fiscal years totals $11
million. What is involved in the improvement program
Dr. FROSCH. The Walleye improvement program to essentially
the effective standoff range and the initiation of Walleye II, a
weapon that Also will have the improved standoff
larger
capability. fr. ifsco3m. There is a request in the fiscal year 1970 OPN budget
-

Walleye weapons. Will these be
million to procure-for-of the Walleye II variety I
Dr. Foscir. Yes, they will be of the Walleye II variety.
Mr. Lniscox.r. When will you complete your evaluation and testing
of Walleye IIl
Dr. FRosoH. Evaluation and testing of Walleye II will be completed
in
Mr. Lrvsconm. How much will it cost to complete the Walleye
program?
Dr. FnoscH. The estimated R.D.T. & E., Navy cost to complete the
.
Walleye II program is
UNDERSEA WARFARE WEAPONRY
Air.

Lirsco~m. You are requesting $20.8 million in fiscal year 1970

for undersea warfare weaponry. This program has been funded at a
rate of $18.7 million for each of the last 2 fiscal years. What is the
reason for the increase this year?
Dr. Fnoscm. The increase of $2.1 million recognizes the existence
of an upgraded undersea threat that will demand a significant increase
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in the performance of our future ASW weapons. Submarines are being
built stronger, quieter, and with a greater depth capability. The addi.
tional funds are being used to accelerate exploratory development in
those areas which will provide greater improvement in the torpedo
guidance and control systems and torpedo propulsion systems which
are id contain an energy source capable of functioning for
longer periods of time thereby increasing the weapon's range. More
emphasis is being placed on improving both the warhead and exploder
effectiveness in order to insure optimum performance of torpedoe
CURV II

Mr. LrscoIB. Your justification book mentions CURV II. Are you
using this vehicle in connection with undersea warfare weaponry
development?
Dr. FRoscH. The purpose of developing CURV II, the cable-con.
trolled underwater research vehicle, is to locate and retrieve both
experimental and operational weapons and ordnance from the sea
floor and to perform work tasks on the sea floor at underwater wea pon
test ranges, test sites and other open ocean areas to depth of 2,500 feet.
This will ultimately be extended to depths of 20,000 feet.
Mr. Lirsoom.

Dr. FRoscH.-

What is meant by the
MMLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

Mr. LIPscomB. What weapons have been developed with the $37.4
million programed for the last 2 fiscal years?
Dr. FiosoH. The resources exploratory development are usually not
directed toward the development of a specific weapon system, but toward the development of the science, technology, and expertise which
will permit the Navy to meet any further need requirement or threat
in the area of undersea warfare weaponry. Future Navy undersea
weapons-torpedoes, mines--will be required to operate at greater
depths for extended ranges and will have to be quiet, countermeasures resistant and effective--the ability to find and destroy its
target. Practically every weapon now in existence has had its genesis
in exploratory development.
The following are some of the accomplishments obtained in recent
years:
1.The deep decovery system, CURV 11, has been developed.
2. A new capability of detecting the demonstrated.
3. Stored chemical energy propulsion system tests have demonstrated
the feasibility of a closed cycle propulsion system for torpedoes.
4. A sea-water battery with more energy density than batteries now existent in the fleet units was demonstrated.
5. The counter countermeasure-CCM-investigation of
6. The deep-depth capability of DEXTOR
7.,
.
8. An improved torpedo homing system was designed which incorporated the signal processing advantages of the
and the logic
advantages of the
9. A nonmagnetic, corrosion-resistant mine case
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.Ar. LIPScou.

Will you explain how the fiscal year 1970 funds will

be utilized i
Dr. FROSCH. The fiscal year 1970 funds will be utilized to promote the
development of the technology in a number of areas. A con erted effort
will be made to increase tile undersea guidance and control of the
torpedo to insure that it hunts, recognizes and attains its target.
and warhead technology will be pursued to insure that when the target has ben located it will be destroyed effectively. New propulsion
concept will be explored to insure quiet approach in order to avoid
to allow greater stand-off and greater
detection; extend range speed-reliability and storage life. A portion of the resources
will be used to develop mine structures capable of high-speed aircraft,
submarine and surface delivery and mine mechanisms able to operate
in deep and shallow water and in heavy ice-covered areas.
Specific examples of task areas in the fiscal year 1970 program are
as follows:
1. A full-scale investigation of a high-density mobile mine hydrodynamic vehicle will be initiated.
2. The deep recovery system CURV III will be made operational at
Y,000 feet.
3. The design of a wakeless propulsion system will be continued.
4. Operational use will be made of the Cap North underice range
in order to obtain needed data in this hostile environment in support
of the Arctic cold weather ASW effort.
5. Ordnance penetration studies of sea ice will be conductped.
6. The
system investigation will be continued.
7. The analysis and evaluation of countermeasure susceptibility
of advanced torpedo homing systems and the development of appropriate CCM techniques will continue in order to insure greater torpedo
effectiveness.
8. A new family of mine cases containing an optimum payload and
configurative is being developed.
9. In-water tests of an
which will increase the total effectiveness of a torpedo warhead will be conducted.
MARINE CORPS WEAPONRY AND VEHICLES
1970 PROGRAM

Mr. LiPscoMe. You are requesting $2.4 million in fiscal year 1970
for Marine Corps weaponry and vehicles. The total pror.a for the
last 2 fiscal years was $5.9 million. In reading the justification book
there ap pears to be little work to be done in fiscal year 1970. Will
you explain your fiscal year 1970 program?
Dr. FRoscH. Three task areas are funded in this program element in
fiscal year 1970: Weapons improvement rapid fire direct support
weapon, and amphibious vehicle advanced study/design.
Individual projects under weapons improvement are in response to
operationally developed requirements and for the expedient solution
o minor problems attendant to existing systems. Therefore, while the
Marine Corps expects to complete test programs on the Stoner weapons system and MECAR rifle grenades in fiscal year 1970, the full
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effort is as yet undefined because of the immediacy with which opera.
tional requirements develop.
Fiscal year 1970 efforts on the rapid fire direct support weapon, a
joint Army/Marine Corps project will include exploratory development to define the parameters of the weapon prior to the award of a
development contract and testing of a to-be-selected design approach.
The amphibious vehicle advanced study/design task area includes
plans for the evaluation and testing of engines, transmissions, steer
units, and auxiliary propulsion devices in fiscal year 1970, and on into
fiscal year 1971. A program conducted by analogs. models and existing hardware in the areas of beach and surf conditions is also planned
for fiscal year 1970 and fiscal year 1971 to determine:
(a) Surf classification relative to surf/vehicle model investigation:
(*) Methods to predict vehicle operations in the surf, transitional
operations, and operations on the beach;
(o) Slope-strength relationship;
(d) River frequency for application of technique to beach operations; and
(6) Beach sand quick conditions, that is, conditions that exist on a
beach which cause amphibian vehicles to become immobilized.
STONER WMAPONS SYSTEM

Mr. LPsCotB. The justification book mentions the Stoner weapons
system. Is this weapon under test at the present time?
Colonel McNEn. The Stoner is a weapons system composed of
the following:
(a) Assault rifle.
b) Carbine.
e) Light machinegun.
Id) Medium machinegun.
(e) Fixed machinegun.
The weapons are gas operated, air cooled, magazine or belt fed, semiautomatic or automatic weapons. All weapons of the Stoner system
fire the standard 5.56-millimeter M193 (ball) and M196 (tracer) ammunition. To date, no problems have been encountered during the
engineer
design tests.
Will you describe this weapon, the size projectile it
Mr. LWescoMvB.
will fire, and the problems you are experiencing with the weapon?
Colonel MoNEI!. Yes; two separate tests are being conducted:
First, Stoner machinegun-the Marine Corps and the Army are conducting a joint engineer design and engineer test of the Stoner
machinegun. Second, Stoner rifle and carbine--the Marine Corps is
conducting engineer design and engineer tests of the Stoner rifle and
carbine utilizing U.S. Army test facilities.
Mr. Lmu'som. What have been the Army/Marine Corps I.D.T. &E.
costs for this weaponI
Colonel McNEm. Army R.D.T. & E. costs are involved primarily
with one weapon of the Stoner weapon system, the Stoner machinegun.
Joint Marine Corps/Army testing is being conducted with the Stoner
machinegun for which each service is providing 50 percent of the
costs.
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Marine Corps T.D.T. &E. costs for Stoner weapons-machinegun,

rifle, carbine, and associated equipment-will be $1,587,237, expended
as follows:
Fiscal year 1964:
Stoner-O3 weapons ...............
Stoner ammo (.223) ..............................
Fiscal year 1965:
Ammo for Stoner trial............................
Ammo for Stoner trial
-----------------------------Fiscal year 1966:
Procure Stoner rifles, carbines, M.G., associated equipment and
ammo. (1,080 weapons)
--------------------------Ammo for Stoner ................................
Magazine pouch .................................
Stoner rebuild .................................
Fiscal year 1967: Modify 8 Stoner 63 weapons to 63A configuration.
Fiscal year 1968:

Modify Stoner rifles ....-

Stoner M.G. testStoner rifle and carbine engineer tests ------------------Fiscal year 1969: Stoner M.G. tests with ammo --------------Fiscal year 1970: Stoner tests ------------------------------

$272, 788
16, 943

3,528
16,980

468,62a
100,078

6,587
80,000
13,484
23,381

50,
000
80,000
295,000
210,000

Total MC costs
--------------------------------$1,587,237
Mr. LscoB.What weapon will it replace ?
Colonel MoNtE. If ado pted, it is intended to replace our current
small arms--M-l, M-14, M-16, light machinegun .45 caliber, and
M-60 mac~hinegun.
RAPID FIRE DIRECT sUrPoRr WEAPON

Mr. LI-PCo.M. Will you describe the rapid fire direct support weapon
mentioned in the justification book?
Dr. FoscH. The rapid fire direct support weapon is the XM-164, a
lightweight, towed 105 mam. howitzer which will fire all conventional
and developmental 105 mm. ammunition. With rocket assisted projectile
ammunition, its maximum range will be 15,000 meters. The weapon
utilizes a variable recoil mechanism which reduces the amount of
recoil in various firing positions-direct fire, high angle fire, and so
forth. The XM-164 is the result of a Marine Corps development program that grew out of a stated 'urement
for a helicopter transportable 105 mm. howitzer. Its weight of ,700 pounds is 1,300 pounds
less than the p resent 105 nun.howitzer, thereby enhancing its helicopter
transportability.
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. The fiscal year 1970 program for advanced BW/CW
weapons is million. This program totaled only $2.5 million
for the last 2 fiscal years. Will you describe the fiscal year 1970
program to be funded, together with an explanation for the increase
in this element?
Dr. FRosci.
i
Mr. LW sco8m3. What isthe difference between the BW/CW ship.
- requeted
board detectors under this budget element and the
for CW shipboard detector
iM8
n budget activity 5 on page 433 of
your justification book I
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Dr. FOSCH. The M-8 is an Army field detector for OW agents and
is being adapted for shipboard use. The BW/CW shipboard detectors
will detect both biological and chemical agents.
Mr. LipscoMB. Will you provide for the record a table showing all
Navy funding for CBR warfare in fiscal year 1970 for all appro.
priations?
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
ov-1o TARGET MARKING SYSTEM
Mr. Lipscom. How was $3 million funded in fiscal year 1969 used
for the OV-10 target marking system ?
Dr. FRoscif. The $3 million in fiscal year 1969 is being used to coinplete the feasibility demonstration models and complete contractor's
flight tests of the complete OV-10 target marking system.
LANDING FORCE ASSAULT AMP1IBIOUS VEHICLES
Mr. Lu'scoiB. You are requesting $5.2 million in 1970 for landing
force assault amphibious vehicles. Is this for the LVTPX-12 vehicle?
Dr. FnosoH. No; the money is for the LVTHX-5, the artillery
vehicle in the LVTPX-12 family of vehicles.
LVPIX-1 2

Mr. Lwsooxis. Are there any problems with the LVTPX-12 that
have not ben completely solved, such as high noise levels and other
problems identified during engineering and service tests?
Dr. FROSOH. One prob em exists. The contractor has yet to satisfy
the requirement for serviceable weapons stations. The contractor has
been advised of the necessity to expedite the contractual requirements
concerning these weapons stations.Procurement will be withheld until
these stations have gone through engineer and service tests and proved
acceptable to the Marine Corps.
MARGINAL TERRAIN VEHICLE
Mr. LimPs . Last year we discussed the marginal terrain vehicle
which looked very promising. Earlier this week we learned there still
were problems with this vehicle. Will you describe these problems?
Dr. Faoscu. The problems that have delayed the development of
the MTV are related directly to the suspension concept which the MTV
is based on. The MTV is of the Airoll concept, which is best described
as a series of free rolling, low pressure pneumatic tires which support
the vehicle. The tires are connected by a pair of endless chains at the
tire axles, with the chain being driven by a sprocket and idler arrange.
ment. This suspension and propulsion system has the unique feature
of operating as a wheeled vehicle on normal ground, and as a tracked
vehicle when the tires are embedded in soft soil.
The primary problems occurring during engineering testing were
the breaking or throwing of the chains, wheel axle failures, and sponson
failure (structural problems).
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The above problems occur when the vehicle is operating in extremely
soft soil with extensive vegetation growth. Mud and vegetation have a
tendency to build up in the rear sprocket area which causes extreme
pressure on both the chains, and the entire suspension area-wheels,
axles, sponsons, and so forth. The solving of this mud and vegetation
buildup is the primary goal of the present program and should eliminate the problems described above. No problems have occurred with
the powertrain-engine, transmission, steer unit--as they are already
proven components and utilized in other military vehicles.
At the present time, a pilot vehicle is being rebuilt which will incorporate all modifications and engine changes and it is hoped that this
wilT alleviate the previous development problems on the M1TV. A
thorough review of the MTV program will be conducted at the completion of the test of this vehicle to determine whether the M
%TV
program will be continued or terminated.
Mr. LipscoMB. How much has been utilized for this vehicle and

how much is unobligatedI
Dr. FROSCH. Funds were provided to the .rmy Materiel Command
by the Marine Corps as follows:
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal

year
year
year
year
Total

196-5
------------------------------------------1966 -------------------------------------------1967
-----------------------------------------1908 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

$120,000
990,000
4.420,000
, 200,000
7,780 000

Of the $7,730,000, $5,5115,00 haqs been expended by the Army Materiel Command in the development of the MTV; $2.2 million remains
for the present and future development efforts.
Mr. Lu'scorm. How much procurement funds do you have for this
vehicle which has not been obligatedI
Dr. Faoscn. A total of $9,942,500 was funded during fiscal year 1967
for the procurement of 200 XM759 MTV's. Of this amount, $916.000
were expended to procure powertrains, and $300,000 were set aside
temporarily for contract termination contingencies. The remaining
funds in the amount of $..7 million were withdrawn to procure an
additional 131 M116/M733's (MTV) dueto delays in the XM759 31TV
development.
?efr. Lpseo .Does this vehicle now look as if it, will be a valuable
asset to the Marine Corps inventory ?
Dr. Fnoscu. Yes, sir. The MTV is designed to provide the landing
force with a vehicle capable of operating freely over remote areas
characterized by mud, sand, marsh, muskeg, snow, and inland waterways and still be capable of operating over hard surface and unimproved roads. The development program has indicated that the present XM759 has greater mobility over all types of marginal terrain
than v known surface vehicle in use today or planned for the foreseeable future. This vehicle will provide the commander with a
capability not presently available in the Marine Corps inventory.
ASW 1M0CIKETA

Mr. Lipscomn. You have requested
million in fiscal year 1970
for ASW rockets. A total of $9 million has been programeA for this
purpose through fiscal year 1969 and the total estimated cost of this
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program is
million. Will you descrilm this program and the
reason for the increase in fiscal year 1970?
Dr. Ftoscn. The extended range ASROC program is one which
will
the range of an existing surface antisubmarine weapon
system, maintaining our surface ASW weapon range on par with
that of the expected enemy submarine launched torpedo threat and
providing a weapon system that will complement achieved and expected improvements in sensor range performance. An increase in
funds for fiscal year 1970 is required to support an increased level of
activity now that we are proceeding into engineering development.
Mr. Lnscoxn. What have you accomplished with the $9 million
programed thus far I
Dr. FRoscH. Concept formulation, which includes six prerequisites
on which conditional approval to proceed with encrineering development depends, has been completed. This included ffight-testing of six
missiles and verification of preliminary missile design.
Mr. Lrwsco~in. What does your fiscal year 1970 program involve?
Dr. FRoscH. The fiscal year 1970 extended range ASROC program
involves completion of contract definition, awarding a development
contract and beginning rocket motor static testing.
CHE3MCAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

Mr. Lrscour. Your request for BW/CW weapons in fiscal year
1970 is $
million, which is at about the same rate for each of
the last 2 years. Will you explain this program, Dr. Frosch ?
Dr. FROScH.
Mfr. Lnisoom. Why are you developing
under this element
and
under the element entitled advanced BW/CW weapons
to dispense what appears to be the
. This appears to be either
duplication or overkill.
Dr. FboscH. . The difference is in the dissemination tactics
and is not considered to be duplication or overkill.
IMPROVED HAWK SYSTEM

Mr. Lipscon. Why is the Marine Corps asking for $500,000 in fiscal year 1970 for the improved Hawk system F it is an Army development?
Dr. FnoscH. These funds are required to support R. & 1. efforts
unique to the Marine Corps' utilization of improved Hawk, for
example the service test of improved Hawk with the Marine Corps
tactical data system (MTDS). The funds will also assist development
of the assault fire unit, a portion of the Hawk missile battery comprised of a firing section, missiles and central equipment which is
used during the assault phase of amphibious operations to provide
close-in air defense. The Marine Corps will not have this capability
wifh the improved IIawk system until this development is completed.
Mr. LamooMB. The Army is still testing the improved Hawk system
and I believe they may be experiencing some difficulties during tests.
Is this sot
Dr. FRosCH. The Marine Corps is not aware that the Army is expcrier -ing any undue difficulties in connection with the improved Hawk
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testing; however, the U.S. Army can provide specific details regarding

the status of tests.
Mr. LPsCOMB. When will the improved Hawk be approved for service use? The first improved battery control central prototype will not
be delivered until the first quarter of fiscal year 1970.
Dr. FRoscI. The current Hawk technical development plan (TDP)
prepared by the U.S. Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, .Mfa.,
Iists expected type classification standard A during February 1971.
The Marine Corps expects to approve the improved Rp-k for service
use following the completion of engineering and se:
, tests.
Mr. LirscomB. According to a news item of June
),"' Ravtheon
was awarded a $953,000 initial increment to a $7.5 iuihlion cost-plus
incentive fee contract for the improved Hawk missile system research
and development program by the Army Missile Command. This
doesn't sound like a developed system to me. What is the story on this
contract?
Dr. FROSCH. This particular contract is for R. & D. of the improved
self-propelled Hawk system in contrast to the improved Hawk which
is a towed system. Since the Marine Corps is not planning to procure
self-propelled or improved self-propelled Hawk, it is recommended
that any specific questions regarding these systems be directed to
the U.S. Army.
OTHER EqupmEN
MARINE CORPS TACTICAL DATA SYST13t

Mr. LiIscom. The fiscal year 1970 program for other equipment
totals $280 million, an increase of $43.5 million. You are requesting
million in fiscal year 1970 for the Marine Corps tactical
data system. Will you describe this system?
Dr. FROSCH. The MTDS provides semiautomated facilities for conduct of air defense/air control in the amphibious operating area. It
provides, in a mobile configuration, the most advanced system of its
type while providing an unprecedented reliability as witnessed by
operations in RVN. Only the tactical air #operations central
(TAOC) and tactical data communications central (TDCC) have
been introduced to the field at this time. The tactical air command
central (TACC)) will be fielded shortly and a supervisory operators
group/alternate tactical air common central SOG/ATACC) is
under development t6 improve the capability of the TAOC.
Mr. Lwscowi. How much has been programed for this system
through fiscal year 1969?
Dr. FRosciH. Funding to date has been as follows:

Mili on

R.D.T. & E
-------------------------------------------PMO
-------------------------------------------------0. & M.M.C

----------------------------------------------

0. & MN -----------------------------------------------MPMO
-------------------------------------------------P

-------------------------

MILCON

$.6
210.8

--------------------------------------------------.

Total -----------------

---------------------------------

1S. 3

.

1
8.4
5

9
289.6
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Mr. Lnsco~m. Has this system been developed to be compatibe
and completely interfaced with the tactical data systems of the Navy,

Army, and Air Force.

Dr. Faoscii. Yes, sir. The MTDS was designed to be compatible
with the Navy tactical data system (NTDS) and airborne tactical
data system (ATDS) and has demonstrated that capability most
recently in the SEA interface testing. Data standards utilized are in
keeping with JCS Pub 10 and testing to insure interoperability with
emergent systems of the other services is a continuous effort.
Mr. Lrsc)B. What is involved in your fiscal year 1970 program!
Dr. FRoscu. Proposed fiscal year 1970 Marine Corps expenditures
:ire as follows in order of priority. Each succeeding item will be
allowed for as funds become available; that is, from reprograming
utimated
or subsequent fiscal year funding.
-------------------1.Support MTDS Test Unit
---------------------------2. SOGC/ATACC
3. Tactical Air Control Systems/Tactical Air Defense Systems (TACS/TADS) Joint Interface Test Program_
1. TAD in support of.MTDS program ---------------b. Support for reliability and maintainability studies and
limited systems analysis -------------------------6. TAJ3 II /Improved Hawk Auto Data Processor
(MBI)L) Study -------------------------------7. AN/U YK-8, Micromin, Tactical, General Purpose Computer; Software Development for------------Performance Study -------------------TACC
8.
------------------9. UHF Link 11 Development
Mr. Liusco~m. Has any of this equipment been procured and deliv%'ered to the troops I You may provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
date: AN/TYQ-1, Tactical
The following equipment have been delivered toTactical
Air Operations Cen-

Ali Command Central (TACO), none; AN/TYQ-2,
tra l (TAOC), 9; ANUTYQ-3, Tactical Data Communications Central (TDCO), 14.
DEFENSE COMMUNICATION

PLANNING

RO1UP

million in fiscal year 1970
Group. How much has
Planning
Communications
for the Defense
.
1969
year
fiscal
through
DCPG'
for
funded
been
Dr. FoscH. Navy R.D.T. & E. funding for I)CPG has been for-

Mr. L.sco... You are requestin

is mRilion

Fiscal year 1967
Fiscal year 1968
Fiscal year 1969

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

$16.0
14.7
9.7

40.4
------------------------------------Total
portion of DCPG and
Mr. Lipscoiim. Will you describe the Nav.
fumls?
1970
year
low you propose to use fiscal
I) . fm:'scll.
Mr. IaPscoIm. lave you been able to mea.sire the effectiveness )f
this program compared with its cost?
Dr. Fnoscu. A program for anti-infilration-systemn development
and the concurrent service responsibilities was started in Septem-
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ber 1966 by the Department of )efense. Measures of effeetiveness and
total cost estimates (lid and do not provide a basis for estimating the
effectiveness of this program compared witlh its costs.
Dr. John S. Foster, Director of Defense Research and E':ngineering,
testified before the Conmitee of the Armed Services, HomIue of Representatives, April 30, 1969, as to the evolving field effectiveness.
Several fundamental facts have been illuminated (luring the progrn; specifically:
T1'ie use of sensors to extend the ca.pabilitV of military force. elements
to extract tactical data from iostil:e niironments has been
demonstrated.
The benefits already obtained front the overall investment expended
on special air-supported anti-infiltration efforts can be identified in:
A system in being which was able to respond flexibly and remotely
to the needs of the marines at Kite Sanh.
A base of knowledge, technology, and operational experience essential to the future development and fielding of sensors and sensor
systems by the appropriate services.
The USMC and N\avy are developing plans to integrate the technology into their normal roles and missions and initiate related new
developments.
Mr. Liscomxi. How much will be required to complete this project?
Dr. FROSCH. The Navy does not have an estimate of funds required
to 'oml)lete A.he program . The program is managed by the Defense
Coimnunication Planiing Group for the DOD.
UNDEIISHA SURVEILiANCE

SYSTEM

Mr. LIrscoMB. The fiscal year 1970 program for undersea surveillance system is
million. The total estimated cost to complete this program through
I is
million and a total
of $01.8 million has been programed for this purpose through fiscal
year 1969. Dr. Frosch, this is a rather expensive program. I realize you
briefly discussed this in your statement, but woulA you elaborate on
this in greater detail explaining what equipment is being developed,
what they will do, aid how they will be deployed?
Dr. FoscJi. The program is broken out into two major efforts. These
efforts are (1) engineering development which has as its goal the
early introduction of improvements for upgrading performance of
the.present system to counter the immediate threat, and (2) advance
engineering development which has as its goal the development of new
subsystems to provide required capability for coping with the
LABORATORY INDEPENDENT

EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Lw1sco1mn. Tie fiscal year 1970 program for "Laboratory independent exploratory development" is $10 million. A total of $ 2 miliion was programmed for this purpose in the last 2 fiscal years. Will you,
explain 1t purpose of this money?
Dr. FRnosci. The purpose of the laboratory independent exploratory development program is to provide funds to the laboratory techlical directors to capitalize rapidly on ideas generated by their stairs.
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The existence of this program thus allows them to exploit in-house
cpabilities and to explore the feasibility of ideas without the neces.
sity of competing for funds with weapon systems under development.
In addition the program makes more attractive to the creative scientist
or engineer the atmosphere of the in-house laboratory since he can
initiate work on new ideas without the time-consuming effort required
-by the normal budget process. To continue to be supported by the techical director, however, he must compete with other in-house generated
proposals.
Mr. Lnscox. Under "Military sciences," you are requesting $16
million in fiscal year 1970 for in-house laboratory, a total of $209.7
million having been provided in the last 2 fiscal years for this purpose.
In addition, under budget activity 8, "Programwide management and
support," you are requesting $117.7 million for facilities and installation support, which are not chargeable to specific projects in other
budget activities. Will you provide a clear and concise explanation of
the difference between (a) laboratory independent exploratory development, (b) in-house laboratory, and (c) facilities and installation
support?
Dr.

Faosou. The in-house laboratory element in category 6.1

(61101N) and the laboratory independent exploratory development
element in 6.2.(62713N) are similar in nature but support different
types of work. The in-house laboratory element (61101K) is used to
stimulate original work in those fields of science and technology most
closely related to the respective laboratory. Hence this program
covers a wide spectrum of activity in the physical, engineering,

environmental, and life sciences of potential benefit to the related
developmental effort of each laboratory. The independent exploratory
development program (62713N)- on the other hand, supports in-houte
generated ideas for applying avances in the state of the art to the
solution of Navy problems and to the improvement of weapons sv.tems. Each laboratory's effort under this program is concentrated" in
those area which are predominant in the laboratory's mission. Promising work under either program may be continued under other
programs.

Funds for facilities and installation support provide for operation
and maintenance costs at R.D.T. & E. activities which are not chargeable to specific projects in other budget subactivities and for investment costs in industrially funded activities. Costs include general
administrative expenses and certain technical support; procurement
of general-purpose equipment, technical instrumentation, and machine
tools; equipment installation and laboratory altrations and rearrangements; and the operation of ships and aircraft in support -of the
R.D.T. &E. program.
The independent programs are sponsored in selected laboratories:
the facilities and installation support program spans the total Nav
R.D.T. &E. program.
Mr. LPsooMD. Will you provide some examples of the results of
this research work in each of the three categories?
Dr. Fxoscn. Examples of results of independent exploratory development (62718N) are:
(a) The effectiveness and practicability of adaptil the
warhead to the
rocket were demonstrated. This warhea.
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developed by the Naval Weapons Laboratory at Dahligren for the
and has the unique ability to
Naval Air Systems Command,
This demonstration under
distances.
defeat tough targets at large miss
that engineering
effectiveness
in
gains
substantial
such
IED showed
development was funded in fiscal year 1969. The warhead has also
become a leading candidate for application to other weapons.
(b) A special design of pump was developed which substantially
on submarines. A backfit program to incorporate this development in fleet submarines is underway.
(c) A high resolution radar system was constructed which shows
promise for such uses as low-a&.ude- obstacle avoidance especially
for helicopters below 19.-fei" altitude.
Concepts originally developed under the in-hWfts laboratory proZo missiles such as Sidewinde aitd Wall eye
gram (now 61101-N) led
and vehicles suc) 'as the surface effeclla-eip currently uhlder development. Example of recent findings are:
system' was concved
arii~e detection
(a) A nodcoustic
in
been pnadeand
ofthis system,htve
_tallati~ns
Some sub
demonstrate.
1;
, 1
the fleet for further evaluation .
di8veb&d which niakes possible the
(b) A Ow technique-has
thb braihIs response to a
diagnosis 1of eye defects by n%'ur4tent
visual stimnulus. Medical andlo:pometric professional groups ard very
interesti4in this technique ko ,jIS iith infants and' thers whb are
unable orf unwilling to ComIu 4fiate tlieii;'subjective response.
(c) V ious typL of stre ,es were foupd !produce changes ii the
levels of drtain no nal contttuents of thelot;-tbjs finding shows
of enabling us tose thktrss level idwhich i indiii. i
level t _
O ....
vida issbjected.
No research work as such is done u'ipder f*cilitipi andi insyllation
support. These funds are used to procure equiomert and instiumentation, to provide services of slips and aircraft to suppor.ifeasibility
idmnistrati e
tests and development programs, and to fund certain
and technical suppbt at R.D.T. & E. activities which is not chargeable
to specific projects inoter budget subactivities.
Mr. LmioomB. How do you propose to 1 iiz the fiscal year 1970
funds for laboratory independent exploIFory development_
Dr. FRoscH. The fiscal year 1970 finds for laboratory independent
exploratory development will be used in the major Navyin-house laboratories as they have been in the past. As I mentioned before this progrm is planned at the local level. Plans are not reviewed and approved
at the headquarter's level since this would nullify the independence
and immediacy which are inherent in the purposes of the program.
annually to the
reported partiia0tg
Accomplishments under this program arelaboratory
in
Director of Navy Laboratories by each
the program. In addition, visits to the laboratories by INL staff
members and representatives of the ONR branch offices are made to
review the ongoing program and so headquarter's review is on a postaudit basis.
I might-mention that this program has been very successfd and we
are well pleased with the results which have been achieved under it.
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CIIEMICAL/BIOLOGICAL

WEAPONS AND DEFENSE

Mr. LiPscoMB. The fiscal year 1970 program for chemical/biologi.
cal weapons and defense is $1.7 million, a total of $2.3 million having
been funded for this purpose during the last 2 fiscal years. Will you
explain this program element?
Dr. Fuoscii. The Department of the Army has the principal DOD
responsibility for chemical and biological weapons and defense. The
Department of the Navy utilizes information derived from the Army's
program and maintains a relatively small technological effort of 'its
own to explore those problems which are of unique Navy and Marine
Corps interest. The element of chemical/biological weapons and (lefense supports the development of air-launched, surface-launched, and
subsurface-launched BW/CW weapons and associated equipment with
respect to safety, logistics, handling, stowage, delivery, new weapon
concepts, and target analysis and effectiveness; and the development
of detection devices and means to protect personnel, both collectively
and individually, from environments both afloat and ashore contain.
nated by BW/CW agents.
Mr. tseoMnI. How does this program element differ from the other
CW/BW program elements we have previously discussed?
Dr. FROSCE. In the area of chemical/biological weapons and defense we are not developing major systems but in this exploratory development area we are directing our efforts toward developing the
technological base from which systems are derived. Typical of the
areas of investigation are weapon concept formulation: explosive
Nifety: binary chemical agent technology; advance warning and point
sampling automatic detection investigations; and CB fleet defense re.
quirements analysis.
UNDM SEA TARGET SUIRwEmTANCE

Mr. Lisco3m. Earlier we discussed a large program entitled "Undersea surveillance system." In fiscal year 1970 you are requesting
Imillion for undersea target surveillance, and this program has
been funded at a rate of about $26 and $27 million each of the last 2
years. Will you describe the undersea target surveillance program and
tell us how 'it differs from the undersea surveillance system.
Dr. FRoscH. Whereas the undersea surveillance system program
is dedicated to particular improvements in the
undersea target
surveillance describes the exploratory development effort applicable
to all our sensor systems related to undersea target surveillance. This
includes airborne, surface ship, and submarine sensors . Analytical and experimental effort under the undersea target surveillance
element is directed to demonstrating the technical feasibility of alternative surveillance systems, subsystems, and techniques to a degree
which warrants their consideration for support in advanced devei'opment.
Mr. LTPsco.m. Will you explain what equipment is being developed,
what they will do, and how they will be deployed
Dr. FROSCH. Specific equipmemts and systems to which work in unlersea target surveillance applies include surface shi ) and submarine
antisubmarine warfare (ASW) sonars, minehunting sonars, sensors,
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airborne sonobuoy systems,
. Improvements in these equipments
will enhance our capability for detecting, classifying, localizing, and
identifying enemy submarines and other undersea targets.
SURFACE/AEROSPACE TARGET SURVILLANCES

Mr. Lwsco.im. A total of $10.3 million is requested in fiscal year
1970 for surface/aerospace target surveillance. I note that in the past
2 fiscal years $19.6 million was funded for this purpose.
Will you expand on the remarks in your statement concerning this
element?
Dr. FRoscH. My previous remarks emphasized two specific areas of
effort pursued under the surface aerospace target surveillance program element. A general characterization of the work may be stated:
Exploratory development to acquire the means to detect, classify,
localize, and identify objects of interest. Such objects may be located
on the surface, above the surface, in space, or in combination, and
include surface vessels, ground-based targets, personnel, aeronautical
vehicles, and astronautical vehicles. The detection of these objects
may be made from surface vessels, ground bases, aircraft, space vehicles, or from hand held devices by naval personnel. fladiofrequency,
optical, infrared, and ultraviolet technologies, in both the active and
passive modes, are applicable. Development of intelligence collection
and analysis techniques are also included.
Mr. LrescomB. What have you developed in the past 2 fiscal years
with the fti-Ids provided? You may provide that for the record.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
M r. LiPscoTm. How do you propose to use the fiscal year 1970 funds I
Cive us some examplesI

Dr.FROSCH. Examples of planned effort using fiscal year 1970 appropriations include, - .
COMMAO.)

AND

CONTROL

mr. LIPscoms. The fiscal year 19M0 program for command and control totals
million and about $12 million has been funded in each
of the last 2 fiscal years for this purpose. We have already discussed
a number of command and control research efforts earlier. Will you
explain this budget element?
)r. F.Roscn. This budget element comprises exploratory development in support of Navy command and control systems which are
designed to acquire, process, and disseminate information required by
It commander in planning, directing, and controlling operations. Etforts encompass acoustic, electromagnetic, wire and other communications technology; acoustic, radiofrequency, optical/IR/UV, inertial
and other navigation technology: and .data processing including information transformation, storage, retrieval, and display technology,
for ships, submarines, aircraft, and shore activities. Efforts also inchide the acquisition of observational data for predicting the position
of celestial and space bodies, and the acquisition of oceanographic
data for navigational and geophysical applications.
Mr. TAipscoii. What kind ot equipment isheilia developed ? You
briefly discussed this in your statement, bust I would like to halve some
specifics.
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Dr. Fnoscit. Equipment
for strategy ic applications and short.
range acoustic communications for tactical operations between submerged submarines and surface ships are under development. Other
equipment under development for ASINW operations is the submarine/
aircraft untethered communications buoy
-. Large screen displays operating in real time are under development for' use on bo:ird
ship in CIC's (Combat Informatioin Center); command and con; iol
displays to assist attack submarine commanders in decisionmaking are
also under development. Inertial navigation devices for ships are heing
developed
-. Also under development are airborne collision avoidance and station-keeping devices. Airborne reliable long- and shintrange communications equipment with increased communications capability are also under development.
Mr. LiPscoMB. What have you developed in the past 2 fiscal years
with the $23.8 million provide?
Dr. FROSC. There has been substantial progress in the de-elopment of broad-band antennas and multicouplers which has reduced the
number of required submarine and shipboard antennas without inpa iring communications capability. Transducer's have been devel'oIed
which will permit underwater communications-. A random
access, 8-million bit memory storage has been developed which will increase the NTDS (naval tactical data system) capability. Another
development which will greatly add to the NTDS capability, is the
computer driven large screen display operating in real time-.
This display will shortly be placed on board ship for operational
evaluation. We have also developed an airborne solid state teletypewriter with exceptional high reliability. We have made substailtial
improvements in the development of towed buoy antennas which permit operation at increased depths and higher towing speeds by silbmnarines.
Mr. Lmsco~m. How do Y
you propose to use the fiscal year 1970 finds,
with some examples I
Dr. FROSCJ. The fiscal year 1970 program will include efforts to
complete existing projects, continue others, and initiate new projects
to meet the Navy's requirements. Such projects as the long-r:unioe
acoustic communications project and the submarine-aircraft untethe red
communication buoys project will be. completed and moved into nlvance development. Studies will continue on investigating the ch aracteristics of underwater acoustic propagation. Work will continue on
developing satellite and other type antennas for ships and submarines.
Work wiltcontinue on submarine-towed communication bonys..
Added emphaiss will be given in fiscal year 1970 to improving coinmunication systems for use by amphiblous/exlpeditionarv forces by
developing equipment which is smaller and more reliale. Projects
will be initiated in fiscal year 1970 to improve airborne hine-of- giht
voice and data communications, investigate voice encoding techiiqtit,;,
and improve very low frequency communications between an air-craft
and submerged submarine.
New concepts in digital computer technology will e investigated,
such as the modular computer which is projected for the 1975-Wi time
frame and which is intended as a general purpose digital avionics
computer system that can be configured to meet different requirements
by using a minimum number of standard building block modules.
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COUNTERME"'RES

Mr. LiPscOMB. Your fiscal year 1970 program for countermeasures

totals

million and $11.4 million and $11.6 million was funded

in fiscal years 1968 and 1969, respectively, for this purpose.
It appeared that the area of countermeasures was covered quite
adequately in other budget activities and elements we have already
discussed. What are you doing under this element that is not covered
elsewhere in this budget?
Dr. FaoscH. In the countermeasures element we are performing development of an exploratory nature that will provide the technology
base from which countermeasures systems and equipments are evolved.
Th'e work described elsewhere in the budget refers to those specific
st.ems and equipments which have progressed from effort of an exploratory or general nature to that directed to producing a unique
item to meet a specific operational requirement or need. Technology
areas under investigation in this element provide the base for acoustl'c
and electromagnetic jamming and deception systems that will be used
to protect our surface ships, submarines, aircraft, and land bases from
eremy attack by denying him a clear and unhindered view with his
sensory equipments. Also, work is performed to improve our mine
warfare equipment used to protect our forces from enemy mines by
providing the basis for improving mine detection equipment, and
mine sweeping and ordnance disposal equipment.
Mr. Lwscommn. What have you developed in the last 2 fiscal years

with the funds provided?

Dr. FRoscH. During the last 2 fiscal years within the countermeasures element a number of program accomplishments have occurred
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Please describe your fiscal year 1970 program with
souije specific examples.

Dr. FitoscJ.
MARINE CORPS EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

Mr. LnscomB. You are requesting $4.8 million in fiscal year 1970
for Marine Corps exploratory development- $6.3 million and $3.9
million was provided in fiscal year 1969 an 1968 respectively, for
this purpose.
The justification book indicates that Battlefield IFF will progress
out of exploratory development after fiscal year 1970 efforts are
completed. Why is the arine Corps requesting $1 million in fiscal
Fear 1970 to procure 200 such equipments if exploratory development
is not completed ?
Dr. FRoScHl. The service tests were completed during the second
quarter of fiscal year 1969. Due to refinement which will be required
prior to approval for service use, approval is expected during the
third or fourth quarter, fiscal year 1970. The $1 .million is in the pro
curement budget so that we may proceed expeditiously with procurement upon approval for Marine Corps use.
Mr. Lirsoox.. How long has this equipment been under development
and what has been the cost of this effort?
Dr. Fioscu. Equipment has been under development since March 23,
1967, when the Sierra Research Corp. proposal was accepted.
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The cost for this IFF to date is $182,422.
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal

--------------------------year 196 .............year 1967 -----------------------------------------------year 1968 --------------------------------------------year 169 -----------------------------------------------

$122, 000
100
10,000
322

Mr. LnscomB. When will tests be completed and when will this
equipment be approved for service use?
Dr. FRoscH. Service tests have been completed. The final report wtis
dated January 17,1969. No further action on R.D.T. & E. of the 11IFF
will be scheduled until a decision is made with regard to the RCA AN/
PPS-9 and General Dynamics Model 205 radars (AN/PPS-10). The
Sierra BIFF was designed to be used in conjunction with the AN/
PPS-6 which is a T/E item. The Marine Corps is looking at the 9
and the 10 with the view of the replacing the 6 with one of thee
devices. The advantage of the 9 and 10 over the 6 is weight-10 pounds
as opposed to almost 40 pounds.
Mr. LwPsoomB. Last year you testified that the Marine Corps works
closely with the Army except where developments do meet amphibian
requirements. Why is it that the Marine Corps developeA a battlefield
IFF system while the Army is developing a different system to meet
a similar requirementI
Dr. Faosof. As you arc probably aware, BIFF systems are developed
to be used in conjunction with ground surveillance radars. In that
the Army and Marine Corps each have different ground surveillance
radars, the Marine Corps developed a BIFF compatible with its system, the AN/PP-6. The Army utilizes heavier ground sur'eill.iiee
equipment, the AN/PPS-5.
SPECIAL LABORATORY SUPPORT

Mr. LWscomB. What is special laboratory support for which $1.9

million is requested ?

Dr. Fnoscu. The special laboratory support project. covers the
Marine Corps test, units task area which supports research and development efforts at. the Marine Corps Development and Education Command (MCDEC), Quantico. Va., and the Naval Medical Field Research Laboratory (NMFRL), Camp Lejeune, N.C. MCDEC i3
responsible for .the development of doctrines, tactics, and techniques to
support amphibious operations. Tests of new equipment are also
conducted at MCDEC prior to introduction into the Fleet Marine
Force. Marine Corps funds pro ided to NMFRL are for exploratory
work in the medical and dental aspects of amphibious operations.
Examples of efforts planned for MCDEC during fiscal year 1970
include:
(a) Support troop tests of LI'TPX-12:
(b) Provide maintenance and test support of the medical unit,
self-contained, transportable (MUST) system,
(o) Support test items, compatible communications
system
for
&
and
tactical single channel secure communications;
(d) Procure and evaluate test items, earthmoving and compaction equipment.
In all, approximately 50 prdjects will be assigned to MCDEC in
f.val year 1970 while some activity is expected on about 32 otlier proj-
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ects ranging from maintenance support of battlefield surveillance
radar to laboratory test support of sleeping gear (cold, wet, dry).
ADVANCED

UNDERSEA

SURVEILLANCE

Mr. Lipsco~m. For fiscal year 1970,
million is requested for
advanced undersea surveillance. This is an increase of
million
over the fiscal year 1969 program.
Will you describe this work and how it differs from the other undersea surveillance work we have previously discussed?
Dr. FROSCH. The objectives of the long-range acoustic propagation
project is to establish the environmental parameters whicl control
long-range acoustic propagation for - systems; provide environmental support to the development, deployment, and operation of
- and, provide oceanographic and acoustic propagation data to
appropriate groups (R. & D., engineering, technical, and operational
intelligence activities and the fleet). The principal direct tangible
product will be numerical models relating environment to acoustic
performance.
The ultimate integrated undersea surveillance system is envisioned
as -- - -

. Will you further describe Sea Spider, how it works

Mr. LPso

and how it is deployed
Dr. FROSCH.

Mr. LiPscomB. What has been developed under this element in the
past 2 fiscal years with the $20.1 million provided?
Dr. FROsCH.

.

Mir. LnscoxB. How do you propose to use fiscal year 1970 funds?
Dr. FaoscE.
DEEP SUBMERGENCE SEARCH VEHICLE (DSSV)

Mr. LscomB. In the last 2 fiscal years, you have been funded a
total of $52 million for ocean engineering systenns development.
For fiscal year 1970, you are requesting $30.4 million.
Why was $5 million eliminated from this program during the
Nixon budget review I
Dr. FRoscH. DOD approved a development concept paper in January which called for serial rather than concurrent development of
the'deep submergence search vehicle. Consequently, when Bureau of
the Budget and DOD reviewed the fiscal 1970 program, they reduced
the funds identified for the search vehicle to a level which should
permit serial development.
Mr. LIseCOMB. What is the status of the DSSV development and
what problems have been encounteredI
Dr. FosciT. No development problems have been encountered to
date. The choice of a structural material for the control sphere has
been narrowed to three candidate steels-a .l-nickel steel alloy, a 10nickel steel alloy or an 18-nickel managing steel. Competitive contracts
for the designof the fuel cell have been let to Pratt-Whitney 'and
Allis-Chalmers. Lockheed is conducting a study on the impact of various tradeoffs in the vehicle/system configuration.
mr. L sco.rn. How will this vehicle be utilized?
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Dr. FRosci. The vehicle will be used for deep ocean bottom search
missions down to 20,000 feet and will have a 2W0.pound recovery
,capability. Consistent with budgetary considerations, it is planned to
incorporatq a heavy lift module m the vehicle. This would provide for
recovery capability.
.an
DEEP SUBMEIIGENCE RESCUE VEHICLE

Mr. Lnscox-& You have experienced cost overruns in the construct.
tion of the deep submergence rescue vehicle amounting to about $30
million. What will it cost to complete development of this vehicle.
mil.
. Dr. FOSQ• The estimated total cost of the DSRV-I is this
of
development
million to complete
lion. It will cost
vehicle.
SMr. Lsoox&s. How much is in the fiscal year 1970 budget for
DSRVI
Dr. FhoscH. The amount budgeted in fiscal year 1970 for DSRV-I is
$3.4 million.
Mr. LuScom. Will this amount be sufficient to complete construction of DSRV-1I
Dr. FRosCH.Yes it will be.

Mr. Lnscoxi How much will DSRV-2 cost, which is funded under
other procurementNavyl
million.
.Dr.F
Mr. Iswm How many such vehicles will be required for. the
-submarine rescue program I Dr. FOScu. The system, as original conceived, ciled for six
Two have been fded, with D YVF bxsige , for in fiscal
DSVR's.
year19i1•.,
DEEP OCEAN SURVEY VICLE AND THE NR-1

Mr. LnMscoxn. What is the difference between the deep ocean survey
vehicle and the deep submergence research oea engmeering vehicle,

vehicle i* a name of Lproject.
Dr. Ftosm. The deep ocean sqr
We have po, vehicle by -that Ane,%Teiptenit of t4i project ii. thmeefold: first to determine if a manned submersible is more suitable than
104" shi ftr certain type_ of oean .rvey worksecond ,t develop
oceanographic equipments whioh can be used on,submersibq3, and
thirdly to (eternune what the ha cteristica and apa cities o a submersible should tm if qne-is built prinar'ly for ocean survey use.
-nuclear prope led underwater- research and ocean
1
-.
•Th.e
engineering vehicle. It was built primarily to test the feaibility of a
small nuolesr propulion power plant in a nIonoozmatant deop diving
vehicle.
Mr. Lnwsom Will you descrie th e characteristics, ofthe NR-1,
Its use,

and operAting depthsI
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feet
- test depth, she is
Dr. Fnoecu. The NR-i has a
knots while submerged. The endurance
long and can transit at-of NR-1 is determined by the amount of consumable supplies she carries, so we rate her.endurance in man-days. Her endurance is 210 mandays She will carry a crew of five plus two research perionnel.
We intend to use the NR-1 to conduct oceanographic research. Dur.
ing the first extended at sea period, NR-1 will conduct a bottom CAML

RECOVERY VEHICLE (CURY)

CONrOLLD UNXANM

Mr. Lnswoos I would like to discuss the cable controlled unmanned
recovery vehicle (CURV), and other vehj'frlafor a moment. What is
limitationof JeC VI . -the operating de
,000-foot
Dr. FMei . CURV Inovl tired, was designed foi
its
exceeing
depths
at
depth. However, twice It ade recoveries
an.one
feet
2,850
recovir.*
H-bomb
2,000-foot design limite
.
6 feet
recovery of a to ol

Mr. LTmoomx

N

foot depth capabili

CIJRV -11 with a

t

ast

Durin

0

deptl of 7,0

by'IRV i, with a 2,5)0

r.1970, you Will introduce

'w-i1e

as tlwflrst deep,

secondary mission
ih
submergence resc vehicle (D
of 5,00 feet.
recovery
,location, and sm" 1.)J"t
capability of a
M(PSSV)
vOShi'cle
search,\
a deerpsb
You are also ini ating
mendevice,
ree
an
the 20C)O4oot
program. What
current
I
w
of your ate
ionQ on pe
,
DSSVI
t
m
devel
G*URV
the
-9t.i
is
an
de
e0.T6umedT eunmarca~
o h /
7 ~
FnoscH.T
Dr.ver
the
e Moo
models preVousl ,referred o.
aC M device
or to
development eorp
effort!
year 1
i
operion. A
,000for
sut
tu
a
e
amplifier
sua
a
is'developing
ui .
is Otinetirul thb

Mr. Lfl sOOk. You also men
Alvin-type subnersibler. Doe

ed a certified titeniu

we wIlmuI

1l for the

more Alvins T

is being fabricated
u
Dr.: lI'osn.'Not neoesarily. The titsm nlll
for the Alvin-type'submersible primarily because the pressure hull is

WA
releasable, on thi

pe vile. Therefore% th existing, HY-100 steel

hull on the &s&C._Uor TtrtM can be quite easUy replaced with the
titanium hull. Thib *ill permit in-ocean utllihati6n of the titanium
pressure hull without thie expee of building the entire vehicle.

• Mr. IPSookS. Would you provide a list showing the number of

various type "of _rderite search vehicles available to the Navy,
their operating depths, whether manned or unmanned, and -their
ipproximate cost? Also include those vehicles under contract or in

the planning stage.
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(The information follows:)
NAVY MANNED VEHICLES
(Dolar amounts In mUNeea

VehIcO
name

DOth (t)

Enduranc (hours)

AWOcIe Status

,des,,, ....................
2000
-......
OperatioaL
asRV No.I ............
000 12at 3........... $30
eatialfiscal yearl70.
DSRV No.2.............
... 5000 2at3 Ikts
........... 23. 0
DoC
DSRV No.3...............
.5000 12 at 3kts .......
2.8 Operational fiaca year 1974.
N ....
. ..........
...... 6.
at 1 4
I.8 0ortoal fiscal year 1170.

VON
1 ..................

MV........................

Ir

8 t 175 tts...
day
.........

20,000 30 hoius...........

1S
67.5

238

Do.
D.

Operational fiscal year 1976.

NAVY UNMANNED TETHERED VEHICLES

.urv.
...............

5.

Curv
......................
01.
4 oeraoal
year 1970.
ub III
rpd
.................................................................................................

Oubet

...ret
Oor~wv
IVor m

.....

...
unmanne

.............................

.3,000...................

0....................................

.7 OpaoL

work system ..........................
. . ......................................
(UWS) .....................
20. 000 ............... .
5.6 Operational fIsca year 1974.

INDUST"

VEHICL

Mr.
The committee
understands
the importance
of these
vehiclesLw.coxs
and has supported
these programs
in previous
years However,
we have Trieste, in addition to those discussed, and $3 million was
elininated from the fiscal year 1970 Navy budget to lease industrydeveloped vehicles such as the 8,000-foot depth Dee Queat, the 8,000foot depth Alumdnat, and the 6,000-foot depth efp Ocean %or4
Boat. Ini addition, the kavy leased the Alvin to Woods Hole Oceanogramho Institution last year. Are we going overboard in the construction of these underwater vehiclesI
Dr. Faosci. Although Alvin has been operated by Woods Hole
during
her last year
of operation
all dives made
were in support
of
Navy
program
At present
it appears
our efficiently
research
and
ocean
engineering
programs
will keep
all Navy that
vehicles
employed.
However, the low utilization of vehicles owned by industry indicates
that perhaps industry may have over estimated the market for such
vehicles. Since the Navy started using vehicles in support of oceanographic programs our leasing costs for commercial vehicles has gone
from approximately $166,000 in fiscal year 1965 to a peak of about
$2.2 nullion in fiscal year 1968. In fiscal year 1969 Navy leasing costs,
because of funding restraints, dropped to approximately $1 million.
Planned commercial vehicle usae for fiscal year 1970 will also be
around the $1 million level or sliglitly les.
a
Other than the Navy, there have been few Government agencies and
industrial organizations who have made extensive use of submersibles.
The major reason for the present low utilization of vehicles perhaps
can be attributed to the fact that we and industry failed to recognize
and budget for the high cost of operating, supporting, and maintain-
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ing a subn. reible. Although vehicle construction costs are high, the
support ship, operating and maintenance crew and other support ex1)eues are now recognize as major submersble cost facor The annual cost of operating and supporting an Alvin-type vehicle is approximlately $1 million.
Mr. LipscOwn. Would you l)rovide a table showing the number of
underwater vehicles developed by industry, their capabilities, whether
manned or unmanned, and their operating depths I I understand there
art 30 such vehicles.
(The info'niation follows:)
COMMERCIAL MANNED VEHICLES I

ame, depth, and owner

heit

Operational steals

n

a

Crew, payload, endurance

4to6, "M lbs.,S2to
72 hirs.

Alumlnaut, 15.000 ft., Reynolds .......

s, ft., 8 ., ,14.2

American Submar~ne, 300 ft. MAKO
Products.
Ashereh,
600 It., University of
Pennsylvania.

13 IL, 4.2 It,4.ft. ....

Cubmarine PC3A, 300 ft., Kentron
Hawaii.
Cubmarine i,3, 600 ft, Perry
Submarine Bulders.
Cubmarine PCSX, 150 ft, Defense
Research Laboratory.
Oeep Diver Perry Unk, 1,335 ft.,

Do.
18.5fl, 3.6 ft ..............................
Do.
22 ft, 3.5 fl, 6 ft................................
1.SIt, 3.5 ft........... Unknown ............... It 750 s., 20 krs.
23 ft, 63 ft. ............ No operational .......... 4,1 Ion.

.............................
Unknown ..........

2, 4.0 Ib

Mhrs.

17 ,7.7 f, 7A f ............................. 2,17S f, i01* 24 rm
16 hrs.
Americn SumbarIne, 600 ft, Mr. Ron 1I t.,5.5 ,52 t ...... Unknown ............... 2,70 bs.,
81iveSilkawme Systems.
3 t2,2AW L, 48hrs
f
25f., 84 f, 9 .............................
Beavr MK V, 2X00 ft, Nort
American.
44 5 Insmllmum, 4
6lIns.20
ft.....................
ItSL
48
It,
Grumman.....
Franklin,
2,000
So
Week% 2*wook
.
.......
operational
6.1
ft.,
6
f......Not
11.3
IL,
Lear
SWer..
Benthos V, 600 It, 1963,
2 = .. is hr
1IL , 3.6 ft, ft .............................. 2, 750 bs. Ito 20 hrs.
Cubmarine
Hlawali. PCIA, 300 It, Keutton

P nim "n-Itfm2Dep uit

7m ft,
maximum.

$A00ft.. Lockheed...40 ff. 14 It. 13 ff.........................

4

8 hrs

Doeepstar OZO, 2,W ft., Westinglwse- 20 ft., I ft................................... 2-3 Ohr.

3.fO ftb. 12 toh48hra.
Doeepstar 4 ,0 4,000 ft., Westnihouse. It ft., 11.5 ft., 7 ft. .............. .........
In fisal year 3,3.500 lbs., 64h
OptIonal
32 ft., 9 ft ..........
Deepstar
1971.i
Wasti 20,006, 20,000 IL.

DOWB, 160 Rf.General Mors ...... 17 It., &Sft., 8 ft
1;000Co.|
t, Sun Shipbuilding & ...........
OIyury.
l)<

Fittgrke, 250 I., Undersea Research
Vehicles.
Mai'a.
Inc. 1,20 It, Pacific Submarine,
Nekton, 1,000 ft., General Oceano.

graphlcs
Paulo I 1000 ff. Anautics

national Hydro-Dynamlks Co., Ltd.
Pisces IV and V. 6,500 ft., International
Hydro-Dynamk Co., Ltd.
No name, 1,200 It., Perry Submarine
Builders, Inl
Shelf Diver 800 It. Perry Submarine..
Snooper, I,bo0 ft., a Graphics ......
I, 200 ft Marine Museum,
Star
Phlluelph4.
Star II 1 200fIt., General Dynamics....
Star Ill. 2,000 ft., General Dynamics...
Submaray, 300t., Hydrotech Co ......
I All measurements approximate.

January
O eratonal
9

10 ft., 3 ft., 5 f ................................
22 IL,4 ft. 7 In .................................

3, 120 lbs., 65 br.
2.48 hrs.

.
3,1,000 lbs.

15 It., 4 IL, 6 ft................................. 1-1,300 Ibs., 4 hrs.

c....... 15ft .............
Pisces 1, 00 IL, Intatonal hydro- 16 It. 1.5 It., 1 i
Dynamics Co Ltd

PssI and l, 3,000f., Inter.

....

.....

20ftf

1 fI ......

Unknown ............... 2 0 hr.
P 800-1,80 lbs..
......... .. .
.
.
2 Am

underconatruction.... .o-2% 150-000 lbs..

7
20 It, 10 fL, 12 ft ....... Both under construction.. 1c 2p 1,500-3,000 lbs.
SIArM.
22 ft................... Under construction ...... 3.
23 ft., 5.5 ft ..................................... 4 .200 Ibs., 48 frs.
2 500 lbs.
6n.
Sit 50ft ......... Unknown .............
10.1ft., 6 It, 5.8 ft...... Not operational.........1 200 Ibs., IS hrs.
2 250 lbs., 48 hrs.
.......
17 ft 7.7 ft., 7.6 ft ..............
1,000 1bs., 48 hrs.
.........
.
......
24.5t. 6ff8..t
Unknown ............... 21,500 Ibs., 12 hrs.
13 It, 3 ft., 5 ft ........
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Mr. Lsmcoim. Why was $3 million eliminated from the fiscal yeir
1070 budget for the lease of industry vehicles?
Dr. Fisw.In the final review of the fiscal year 1970 budget, wht'ii
high-priority add-on items were competing, this listing emelged with
a lower priority.g
W tbly, neither our requirements nor available
resources on a priority basis make possible funding of the leasing pr.
gram p:poe by the National Marine Council.
LOSS OF ALVIN

Mr. Lnsooms. Last October the Alin research submarine of the
Navy was lost in about 4,500 feet of water in the Atlantic Ocean aboit
120 miles south of Cape Cod. It was under lease to Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution at the time. In late November Woods Hole called
off efforts to recover Alvin until the spring. What is the latest infOrmation on efforts to recover this Navy submersible ?
Dr. FRowf. On June 4, 1969, the USNS ship Misher arrived inthe
area towing a "sled" equip with lights, cameras, a side looking
sonar and magnetometer, and commenced operations to locate and obtain photographs of Alvin. Alvin was located and photog rphed on
June 10,1969. A decision whether or not.to recover Alvin will be made
after the photographs have been studied and an estimate of the cost. to
recover las beeii mae.
Mr. Lvoo& Is Woods Hole paying for the recovery as well as
the subsequent costs to repair the craft?
Dr. Faosou. To date, recovery attempts have been pa!d for by the
NaVy. Theem is no money presently budgeted for repairs of Alvin.
If the vehicle is recovered and repairs are undertaken, costs will be
paid by the Navy.
Mr. -Lwsoom.What impact has the loss of the Alvin had on your

oceanography prop= ?
'

Dr. Fvoo. A n was essentially on her last dive of the season
when she was lost last October. Adverse weather and sea conditions
generally preclude submersible operations off the New England coast
m October through the latter part of May. During this time Al'yin was scheduled to undergo an overhaul and wouldn't have been
available for operations. Therefore, to date, her loss has had little
effect on our oceanography program. However, between now and the
time that the new follow-on Alvin vehicle, Sea Cliff, becomes opera-
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tional, the hnpact will be one of delaying some of our oceanography
ptxgrants or, if funds can be made available, of having to lease
otnumercial vehicles for conducting these programs.
Mr. Luxcoun. Was Woods Hole doing research work for the Navy
at tlie time of the sinking of the Alvin.
)r. FlosII. Y"., A vyin was being used in support of a research
)rIgnum Silmnsored by the Office of Naval Research. At the time of her
oss she was in the process of making an inspection of the mooring
cables of an oceanographic data collection buoy.
OCEAN ENGiNYEHI.YNO TEtic.l.

I)mDVLOPMENT

3[N'I-TIE IAPRWECI' T

Mr. Iiii'so.tt. The fiscal year 1970 request for "Ocean engineering
techtical developments," is .$13.1 million. You were funded-s7.8 million in fi.wal year 1969 and $4.7 million in fiscal year 1968 for this
element. How much of the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E. program relates to the man-in-the-sea project
Dr. Fuos,., In fiscal year 1970 the man-in-the-sea project will be
funded at
million.
SEALAi I11

AND TEKTITE PROJE'S

Will you explain the (lifferemee between &ealab III and the tektite
Tektite project was atjoint Navy-NASA-Deptirtinent of InteiO eTe
rior-GH projet,to study the behavioral aspects of iaaus performance
inl anl isolat hazardous environment, and the suitability of using
shallow water bottom habitats and saturated diving techniques to
study marine geology, ecology, and various other oceanographic subjects. The (living equipment used was off-the-shelf state-of-the-art
seul'a. The divers used a breathing mixture not too much different
from compressed air. The depth involved was 50 feet, only 11h amospleres different from surface pressure.
.
By contrast, Sqealb II, which is a part of the man-iii-the-se, project,
haslthe objective of evaluating newly developed deer, ocean mixed gas
saturation diving equiJ)ment and techniques design to give the Navy
the capability of supporting (living operations on the Continental
Shef. The a uanaut's equipment, the deep diving system, the breathing
mlixtures, habitat. pmwer links, and so forth, have all been designed for
this Continental Shelf operation. This equipment, when evaluation is
complete , will be issued to the fleet. The Navy has never before operatediat such a depth. The Sealab is definitely a pioneer R. & D. effort.
The depth of Rela, Ill will be 600 feet, 20 atmospheres different in
pre.qsure from the surface.
LOS O

DIVHR BARRY L. CANNOT"

Mr. Lipwoinu. In February 1969 you had a very unfortunate and
tragic, accident in the loss of Barry L. Cannon a very capable and
experienced civilian diver, who undoubtedly will ie dificult to replace.
Can you provide the committee with the latest information in your
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possession concerning this accident, and what steps have been taken to
prevent another such incident I
Dr. Fioecn. The Chief of Naval Material convened a Board of Investigation to determine the cause of this unfortunate accident., The
results of this investigation are under review by the CNO, and, after
further review by the Judge Advocate General will be forwarded to
the Secretary of the Navy.
Although the precise cause of death could not be established all
available evidence indicates Mr. Cannon died of COs poisoning which
resulted from his probable use of an improperly assembled breathing
apparatus which contained no CO2 absorbant. Until the findings oi
the board have been reviewed by SecNav, no public disclosure will be
made.
To prevent such accidents in the future equipment modifications as
well as organizational and management changes have been made. ihe
aquanaut equipment will be given additional laboratory testing and
in-situ testing at progressively deeper depths before bingused at 600
feet. The Seailab organization have been revised with the intent of
renewing and strengthening the emphasis on safety.
All plans and changes are being reviewed by a "blue ribbon" committee chaired by Vice Adin. W. F. Raborn, retired. The memnher
include representatives from industry and Government all recognized
for their expertise in ocean engineering. Admiral GIalantin will not
permit resumption of deep diving until every feasible step to increase
safety an d reliability of equipment and procedures has been evaluated
and placed into effect.
SEALAB III

Mr. LrpsooxB. You indicate on page 44 that it is not certain whether
Sealab III will be undertaken in fiscal year 1970. How much is in the
fiscal year 1970 Navy budget for Sealab I by appropriation account?
Dr. Fnosc_. No money is specifically appropriated for Sealab but
rather for the entire man.in-the-sea project, of which the Sealab III

experiment is a part. For the MITS project in fiscal year 1970
million R.D.T & E., $2.4 million OPN, and $600,000 0. & M.W. have
been allocated.
What is meant by the statement on page 44 is that the habitat living
portion of the Sealab experiment might not be conducted in fiscal vear
1970. The entire Sealab experiment has been restructured into a four
phase program. Phase I inudes saturated and nonsaturated divingto
100 feet using the deep dive system MK II and thermal studies withi
aquanauts pressurized to an equivalent of 450 feet. The nonsaturated
p6rion qf this phase is in progress now. Phase II includes saturated
dives to 450 feet. Phase III includes two 12-day saturation dives to
600 feet again using the MK II DDS as in the first two phases. During
the two dives the sea-floor construction and the Salvage test program.
wil be conducted. Providing the first three phases are successful, and
providing the modifications and improvements to the equipment and
procedures for 'the first three phases have been completed, the fourth
phase will be a 36-day habitat. living experiment. You can see that
orderly conduct of the first three phases and completion of necessary
modifications at the end of each phase may well carry the habitat living portion of Sealab III into fiscal year 1971.
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Mr. Ln'sCOMB. Will you describe the deep ocean technology program
for which you are requesting $6.6 million in fiscal year 1970 ?
Dr. Fnoscn. This project was initiated in fiscal year 1968. It is a 12year plan to generate and expand the base of technical knowledge required for the future Navy to adequately respond to whatever new
deep ocean operational needs arise. The basic objective is to provide
validated technological options for potential naval systems. Development is being conducted on pressure hull and buoyancy materials, propulsion systems, ocean floor construction systems and so on.
Mr. LTPSCOMB. How will the fiscal year 1970 lunds be usedI
Dr. Fitoscn. Fiscal 1970 funds willbe used to pursue developments
in vehicle and sea floor construction technologies. The effort includes
work on titanium and glass hull materials, pressure resistant concrete
structures, reliable electric drive systems and underwater power distribution systems. Developments will also be undertaken in improved
lighting and navigation systems for manned and unmanned vehicles.
Some work on instruments and equipments for sea floor construction
will be done, and a sea floor construction experiment (Seacon) will be
undertaken. An Opeval of the Curv I, the 7,000-foot cable controlled
manned recovery vehicle, will be completed in fiscal 1970.
Mr. Lwscomi. How was the $9.1 Million, provided in the last 2 fiscal
years, utilized #
Dr. FRoscH. During the past 2 years, we have worked on development of electric drive systems, wet and dry electrical connectors and
penetrators, and on preliminary designs for a thermal-chemical power
system. We have initiated a comprehensive development program on
glass and titanium.
We are conducting tests on underwater foundations, and have fabricated a diver operated chemical overlay system for bottom stabilization.
Development has been completed on the 7,000-foot cable controlled
unmanned recovery vehicle, will be completed in fiscal 1970.
We have initiated development on other items such as a doppler
sonar, a low light sensitive TV variable ballast system and so on.
INMNATIONAL

MXITARY HEADQUARTERS AND AGENCY

Mr. LSCOmB. The fiscal year 1970 budget request for program-

wide management and support totals $151.2 million, which is $14.5
million more than the fiscal year 1969 program. We have already disci ssed a good portion of this budget activity earlier.
Will you describe the new element in this budget activity entitled
internationall military headquarters and agencies," pointing specifically to what headquarters and agency personnel are involved, and
how this relates to R.D.T. &E., Navy I
Dr. Fnoscii. There is only one project in this program element. This
project provides salaries and administrative support for a contingent
of nine U.S. civilian scientific personnel assigned to the Sacdant
ASW Research Center. a NATO organization located at La Spezia,
Italy. These personnel fulfill most of the U.S. commitments to the Center. The Center's mision is to provide scientific and technical advice
and assistance to Saclant in the field of antisubmarine warfare,
and to be responsive (in this field, through Saelant) to the re.
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quirements of NATO naval forces. The Center may also render scientific and technical assistance to NATO nations requesting aid with
antisubmarine warfare problems.
This project further provides for U.S. liaison support to the Center,
and assistance to the Director of the Center, as feasible, in obtaining
additional U.S. scientists on temporary short term loans. Assistance
in obtaining equipment loans on request is also available to the
Director.
Involved in the work performed under this project are: the Office
of Naval Research, Washington: Office of Naval Research Branch Of.
fice, London: Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, and other elements of the Department of the Navy as appropriate.
Critical problems persist in the field of antisubmarine warware and
fundamental research in nearly all pertinent scientific areas is required
to extend understanding of the phenomena involved. The willing, co.
operative effort of a portion of NATO's scientific talent, acting in concert, contributes significantly to the overall knowledge of antisubmarine warfare. To this end the Center is conceived to provide, through
the sponsorship of Saclant, a setting with a suitable international
scientific atmosphere responsive to guidance toward areas of research
particularly related to the solution of antisubmarine warfare problemus.

The scientific work of the Center is in the following general areas:
Research directed primarily toward detection, classification, and
identification of submarines at sea with the major emphasis on underwater acoustics.
Research in oceanography, including physical oceanography and
submarine geophysics, with enmphasis given to lines of research haying potential application to antisubmarine warfare problems.
Operations research studies and investigations in support of N ATO
research efforts devoted to the development of improvement of antisubmarine warfare systems.
Discovering potentially profitable areas for exploration, to avoid
unprofitable duplication of national efforts, and for the injection of
a diversity of proficient scientific opinion.
Mr. Lnbscora. Why was this transferred to the Navy R.D.T. & E.
budget from the military assistance program I
Dr. Ftosci. After an evaluation of the transfer proposal, it was
determined that this element was more appropriate a program in
support of U.S. Forces, therefore the change was made to more properlv aline the funding responsibilities with military service func.
tio'nal assignments.
Mr. LYoiOMB. What is meant by Sacl ant?
Dr. Fitoscn. Saclant is the Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic.

He is the NATO commander of a strategic area covered by the North
Atlantic Treaty, the Atlantic Ocean Command. This area extends
from the North Pole to the Tropic of Cancer and from the coastal
waters of Worth America to those of Europe and Africa, including
Portugal, except for the channel and the British Isles. The Supreme
Allied Commander is Adm. Ephraim P. Holmes.
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Saclant's peacetime responsibilities consist of preparing and finalizing defense plans, conducting joint training exercises, laying down
training standards and supplying the NATO authorities with information on his strategic requirements.
The primary task in wartime of the Allied Command Atlantic is
to insure security in the whole Atlantic area by guarding the sea lanes
and denying their use to an enemy. Saclant has responsibility for
islands in this area such as Iceland and the Azores.
31r. LIPsooMB.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to say for the record

that this has been a very interesting hearing. It has been very productive, I believe. Dr. Frosch and his staff have answered the questions
with utmost candor and have been helpful. I believe it has been very
worthwhile.
Mr. MMaoN.. Thank you very much for your appearance here, and
your cooperation.
I want to echo the words of Mr. Lipscomb with respect to your
special assistance to us.
We stand adjourned.
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HON. GRANT L. HANSEN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR
FORCE (RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT)
10E C. JONES, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TE AIR FORCE
(RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT)
OHN B. WALSH DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR
FORCE (RESEARCH)
DR. WILLIAM L. LEHMANN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
THE AIR FORCE (LABORATORIES)
DR. MICHAEL L YARYMOVYCH, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF THE AIR FORCE (REQUIREMENTS)
LT. GEN. MARVIN L. McNICKLE, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, RE"
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AT. GEN. KENNETH SCHULTZ, SYSTEMS PROGRAM DIRECTOR,
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BRIG. GEN. WILLIAM F. PITTS, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET, HEADQUARTERS U.S. AIR FORCE
COL. F. J. HOERMANN, ASSISTANT FOR R. & D. PROGRAMING,
DCS/RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
COL WILLIAM Z. GROSSILLER, DIRECTORATE OF AEROSPACE
PROGRAMS, DCS/PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
COL. R. E. LLORNE, JR., DIRECTORATE OF DEVELOPMENT, DCS/RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
COL. TIMOTHY I. AHERN, DIRECTORATE OF OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANS, DCS/RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT
COL. STUART H. SHERMAN, JR., DIRECTORATE OF OPERATIONAL

REQUIREMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANS, DCS/RESEARCHf
AND DEVELOPMENT
COL. ROBERT B. STEWART, DIRECTORATE OF DEVELOPMENT,
DCS/RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
LT. COL. STANLEY B. JARRETT, DIRECTORATE OF OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANS, DCS/RESEARCX
AND DEVELOPMENT
KAJ. JOE E. SANDERS, DIRECTORATE OF OPERATIONAL REQUIRE-

MENTS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANS, DCS/RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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C. JACKOVICH, CHIEF, MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION,
DIRECTORATE OF BUDGET, HEADQUARTERS, U.S. AIR FORCE
H. FINE, DIRECTORATE OF BUDGET, HEADQUARTERS, U.S. AIR
FORCE
NORBERT G. PHILLIPS, DIRECTORATE OF BUDGET, HEADQUARTERS, U.S. AIR FORCE
DOUGLAS C. SINCLAIR, DEPUTY (COMPTROLLER), OFFICE OF THE
ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (LEGISLATIVE

AFFAIRS)
1

Im~wcu, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION, AI FORCE

For expenses necessary for basic and applied scientific research,
development, test, and evaluation, including maintenance, rehabilita.
tion, lease and oration of facilities and equipment, as authorized by
98,
97,000a a,661,00,000, to remain available until ex.
law.

90Vnad. ('6 T8a. 3 ,.10 UB.C.174,71581 1684, 2971-79, 9362-54,
.8,662, 7W9, 8010, 9503-04 952; 31 U26.649o, 718; 40 U.S.Cf.
6; 4J U.S.C. 1891-93; 50 620.App. 2093; Departnte of Defete
.AppropritionAdt, 1969; additional authokig legislation to be
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION
PROGRAM AND FINANCING |IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

Program by activities
Direct:
1. Military sciences ...........
2. Aircraft and related equip.
meat ....................
3. Missiles aad rated equip

met ...................
4. Military astronaucs ad
related equipment ......
7.
eQUI
t ...........
8. Other
Proilramw~
manalwadn

168
actual

Budget plan
1
estimate

142, 02

151,544

761,728

472, 595

Obliptiosm
169
simate

1970
estimate

1968
actual

158W6
668,014

143,899

150,528

159.541

793,433

478,356

652,817

1970
estimate

952,559

938,148

976,903
M

9 643

94,23

976,318

1,01lt396
277,193

1,138,595
383,665

1,067,973
38566

1,046,575
28902

1,147,253
388,104

1,072,738
388 733

290,777

and support ..............
278, 096
Total direct............ 3,425,778

309,445

277,505

28, 211

306,153

3,373,324 3,566,200

3,494,957

3,400,735

3.558,300

1. Military sciences ...........
17,741
21,550
21,000
2. Aircraft and related equip5
meL .......
574
1,645
z,00t
3. Missiles and relateJ
80
810ip
meat ....................
8%614
105,000
105,000
4. Military astionautics and
related equipment ........
89,469
76,800
77,000
7. Other equli ent ...........
6,700
7,000
7,000
V. Programwide management
and support ..............
16,134
18,005
1,000
Total reimbursable .......
211,232
230,000
230,000
Total ......
........ 3,637,010 3,603,324 3,716,200

12,388

25 214

22, 99

6195

z.3

1,523

73,334
88,813
7,66

100,1"
81,690
6,326

101,450
75,115
7,898

16,204
204,600
3,96.567

14.193
230,000
3,630,735

21,019
230,000
3,788,300

Reimbursable:

Finaninl-Receipts and reimbursements from:
Federal funds.................
-194,731
-228,000
-228,000
-182,247
-228, 000
-228,000
Trust funds ..................
-. 15,6 .31,324...............
Nce-Federal sources ...........
-1,475
-2,000
-2,000
410
-2000
-2,0
Unoblired balance available,
start of year:
For compleion of prior year
bu
ns ...................................................
-290,390
-198,011
-210,000
Avuitale finance new
budget plans ...............
-25,778
-25,000
-5.000
-25,778
-25.000
-5000
Rpoam from (-) or to prior
yr budgt
plans............
39,400 ..................................................
Unobliget.
balanc
available, end . -31,761

compltion of prdor Year

At u. plans
.............
subsequent
Availalie
to finance
yeer budget plans ..........

18......................................
,011
210,000
217,900
25,000

5,000 ............

3,393,239

3,392,724 3,51,200

3.

A~Pjm14 n ............. 3,240,0
Transfersfrom other accounts..
153. 239

3,364,724 3,561, 200.

3,240,0

Budget authority (approprimdin).

..............

28000 ...........

25,000
239

153239

Appropration(sdjusted)..... 3,393,239 3,392,724 3,561,200
Rlation of obliptions to outlays:
Obi
Ionsincurred net ..........................
Qblled balance, start of year..........................
Oblated balance, end of year ..........................

3,393,239

Outlays......................................................

3,800,444

5,000 ............
3,392,724

3,561.200

3,364,724

3,561,200

28000 ............
3,392,724

3,561,200

3,55, 300
3,46,
3,400,73
1,505
,21
1,191,243 1,191,978
I, 191,243 -11191,978 -1,28,278
3,400,000

3,452,000
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OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
1968 actual 1969 estimate

1970 estimate

AIR FORCE
Personnel compensation:
Permanent positions ..........................................
Positions other than permanent...............................
Other personnel compensation ................................
Total ;i.rnnel compensation ................................

268,166
1,779
4,993
274,938

286,152
1,775
5,065
292, 992

288, 600
784
4,916
294,300

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation .......................................
Personnel benelts............................................
Travel and transportation of persons ............................
Transportation of things.......................................
Rent, communications and utilities. .............................
Printing and reproduction ...................................
Other services .............................................
Supplies and materials.........................................
Equipment ...................................................
Subtotal...................................................
Deduct quarters and subsistence charges .........................
Total direct obligations......................................

269,693
20 902
15, 562
5,976
30,819
1,812
3,068,124
49,803
32,273
3,494,964
7
3,494,957

285,792
22, 572
15,091
5,985
32,010
1,907
2,938 185
55,177
44, 023
3,400,742
7
3,400,735

287,100
21,533
15,087
6,126
40,685
1,955
3,079,410
57,773
48,638
3,558,307
7

Reimbursable obligations:
Personnel compensation ....................................
Personnel benelts .........................................
Travel and transportation of persons ............................
Transportation of things .......................................
Rent, communications, and utilities............................
Other services .............................................
Supplies and materials .........................................
Equipment ...................................................
Total reimbursable obligations ................................

5,245
422
897
248
6,571
177,817
11,356
2,044

7,200
549
864
906
11,311
194, 424
9,959
4,787

7,200
544
869
906
1, 311
194,470
9,900
4,800

204,600

230,000

230,000

Total obligations ............................................

3,699,557

3,630,735

3,788,300

1968 actual 1969 estimate

1970 estimate

3,558,300

PERSONNEL SUMMARY (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Total number of permanent positions ................................
Full.time equivalent of other positions ...........................
Average
of all employees ..............................
Average number
GS ad ...............................................
Average GS
salary
............................................
Average salary of ungraded
positions ................................

27,783
379
27,884 9.0
$10,357
$7,615

27,808
391
27,860
9.0
$10,820
$7,958

27,621
122
27,648
9.0
$10,824
$7,958

Mr. MAHON. This morning the committee will hear General McNickle present the Air Force budget request of $3,566 million for Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (R.D.T. & E.) for fiscal
year 1970.
Secretary Hansen, are you going to testify, also?

Mr. HAwsp.N. Yes, sir; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MA ON. We welcome you before the committee and we will be
very glad to hear you. Of course, General McNickle was before us
earlier in connection with Air Force aircraft and missile procurement
programs. How do you suggest we proceed, Mr. Secretary?
Mr. HANsEN. With your concurrence, Mir. Chairman, we will have
the formal statement presented by General McNickle.
As you know, I am relatively new on my job. I will participate with
him in answering your questions. I will respond to those questions
which you address specifically to me, or those questions which I feel
that I can answer from my own knowledge and experience to date.
(Discussion off the record.)

O2
MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY

(KOL)

Mr. MAHON. I understand from the Deputy Secretary of Defense
that the MOL, the Manned Orbital Laboratory, is to be canceled.
TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR MOL

General McNickle, how much money have we put into that project
by way of expenditure, and how much by way of appropriationsI Of
course, all the money that has been appropriated has not been
expended.

(Discussion off the record.)

General McNICKLE. Approximately $1.1 billion.

Mr. SrKms. Spent or appropriatedI
General Prfts. That is spent, sir. That is estimated expenditures to
date.
Mr. Srxis. Over what period of time?
General MCNICKLE. From 1965, sir.

REASON FOR MOL CANCELLATION

Mr. MAHON. You have been telling us this is a very important project, a most importantproject.
We backed you and we have provided the funds, and now you pull

the rug out from under the program. Does this demonstrate that we
were wrong all the time, or else that you are wrong now. Why this
change of course?
Mr. Secretary, can you comment on that?
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, might I read

the statement prepared by Secretary Laird that addresses that question? It is about three pages.
Mr. MAHON. Why don't you read it to us?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir. This is a statement for Secretary of Defense
Melvin R. Laird.

The next item Is the Manned Orbital Laboratory program. With the President's concurrence I have decided to cancel the Air Force MOL program. In
making this determination we carefully evaluated the MOL program in relation
to other priority defense requirements, as well as the urgent need to reduce defense spending now and in future years. You will recall that the primary objectives of the MOL program were to develop and test advanced equipment for both
manned and unmanned space flight and to determine the extent of man's utility
in space for National defense purposes. We were and still are confident that
man's presence in orbit can enhance the effectiveness of equipment and speed Its
development for both manned and unmanned use in future systems. Man is
unique in his talents, ability, and adaptiveness as recent NASA flights have
-clearly demonstrated, but the cost of putting and sustaining him in space is very
high. Several factors contributed to our decision to cancel MOL:
One, in order to further reduce the defense budget significantly, it was necessary either to drastically cut back or terminate numerous small but Important
efforts or one of the larger, more costly programs.
T'o, the development status of the MOL program is such that large annual
investments are necessary to realize reasonable progress Further, fiscal year
1970 reductions of any significance beyond those we have already made would
reduce MOL activity to a sustaining level and still require several hundred
million dollars.
* Three, the potential worth of the unique experiments planned for MOL plus
the Information expected on man's utility in space for military purposes was
not as valuable to the defense as the aggregate of other priority programs.
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Four, since the MOL program was initiated, major advances have been wade
by both NASA and'DOD in automated techniques for unmanned satellite systems. In the same period the DOD has accumulated much experience and operational capability In unmanned satellite operations for purposes such as communications, navigations, and meteorology. These have given us confidence that
the most essential Department of Defense space missions can be accomplished
with lower cost unmanned spacecraft. Not all of the $525 million previously requested for MOL in fiscal 1970 budget will be saved as a result of this cancellation. Sizable closeout costs will be involved. Additionally, we may wish to increase emphasis on certain DOD unmanned space activities. We have not yet
sorted out all of the costs and possible actions and I ask the committee's indulgence in providing this information later.
Nevertheless, fiscal year 1970 savings of several hundred million dollars will
accrue.
In addition, more than a billion dollars will be saved in fiscal years 1971
through 1974.
Approximately $1.1 billion has been spent to date on MOL. The hardware,
technology, techniques, and understanding resulting from this investment will
be of great value in future defense programs. DOD and NASA are also exploring
the value to NASA of several advanced technologies from the MOL effort.
I wish to make two final points for the record. It should be clearly understood
that termination is not in any sense an unfavorable reflection on MOL contractors. They have all worked very hard and have achieved excellent results.
Likewise, MOL termination should not be construed as a reflection on the Air
Force. The MOL goals were practical and achievable. Maximum advantage was
being taken of hardware and experience from NASA and other Department of
Defense projects, and the program was well managed and good progress was
being made. Under other circumstances the continuance would have been fully
Justified.

Mr. MAHoN. General McNickle, did you participate at all in this

decision I

General McNicKuL. No, sir.

Mr. MAHoN. Were you aware that it was being consideredI
General MoNcx-L. Yes, sir.

At the start it was a budget exercise and I did not think it was any
different than the same kind of review that went on last year. This
same kind of review came up last year and the MOL was thoroughly

scrubbed at that time. That is what I thought was going on here until

we got word to please submit additional data, and so on.
Mr. FLOOD. Yon never aot a hint on that?
General 'cN'icxL. That is right.
BFIT8 OWTMNED FROM MOL PROGRAM

Mr. M no¢. In the last 15 years DOD has canceled out before comp01tion of development, about $8 billion by way of various projects.
to that total. According to the state40 .a d# a th r $1.1 billion...
mennt Scretary Eapsen, not a1 of this ,will go down the drain, but
that i standard procedure. Such a claim is in part to ease the blow to

the tivayel andth critic. Of course, there has to be some truth in
1 billion without having some fallout
$Ie
cul bidy
Yp-tpd
that.YbU
nefi4 to cieuce or defense or some program.
sie
ors
SWould that be correct?
Mr. HAi0 . "Yes, sir, that is correct, but in this case something
Marticiatd ina meeting with Secre~Pied.
p A
morg "0',

tarySeanps, an4 .rp0 senttivs o.. ASAJi * which the Secretary
tol' them that the Air Force was very disappointed that this prograni Was being, aneeled, and that NASA was solicited to examine

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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the asset.s of tie program to see what might be used in the Apollo
Applications Program. Specific things were discussed such as tile
services of certain trainedwastronauts, the waste management system,
the flight suits, a munher of specific things were discussed. The NASA
people said that they would review the whole MOL program and ask
for any of the things. which they think would be directly applicable
to their on-going plan.
Mr. MAHON. Do you think, any of you here who may be knowledgeable in this field, that the Air Force itself can reap some possible
benefit with respect to weapons systems and programs from the MOL
program?
General 1CNICKLr,. Yes, sir. I think there are a number of things
that will be used on later systems.
I do not. mean to infer that there will be a follow-on MOL, or
that, the technology will necessarily be used in a space system. Personally, though, 1tihink the MOL program is as good today as it was
yesterday, or last year. It is just the decisionmakers in evaluating all of
the programs, and coming to grips with all the problems, decided to
cancel the MOL.
Mr. MAitow. As I understand it Mr. Packard takes the position that
probably the need for the program is not as great now as it appeared
to be at the time it was initiated. I assume that is correctI
General MCNCKLr,. I do not know.
Mr. HANSEN. I guess there would be a certain amount of subjectiveness about that.
OTIIER POTENTIAL PROGRAM

CANCELLATIONS

Mr. MAHON. As we look into the future, Mr. Secretary-you are
new here, more or less-what will be the next program that might
be canceled ? Is AMSA the next one?
General McNicKLEo. No, sir.
Mr. HANsEN. I would hope not.
Mr. MAHoN. You think it may survive another couple of years I
Mr. HA- sE. I would hope that unless it was goig to survive to
complete the program that we would not start it. I think it should
survive the full course.
If we anticipated that it would run some period of time involving
large expenditures and then be canceled I would prefer that decision
would be made now. You never get a value out of a program that is
canceled in mid-stream which is really proportionate to the amount
of money you have spent, because there are things in the program
which cannot be utilized elsewhere.
Mr. MAHON. Sometimes programs are canceled because the state of
the art is not such that the program can be carried to a successful and
effective completion. That was true with the $1 billion nuclear-pow.
ered aircraft, and you can say it is true with several others.
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAnsO. Others have been canceled for reasons having to do
maybe with the international affairs or international politics or something. The SKYBOLT gets into this field to some extent.
As I understand it from you, Mr. Secretary, this program is being
canceled not because it was not proceeding well, not be- cause it was
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not well managed, not because the state of the art was such that you
could not achieve success, but it was decided that it had become a sufliciently low priority that it more or less had to go, especially in view
of the monetary crunch.

Mr. FL~ooD. You are the best witness that, ever sat in that chair. You
said that very well. He didn't.
Mr. MAIoIN. Will you comment on that, Mr. Secretary?
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, my understanding is that the consideration in canceling the MOL program were exactly as you just stated.
Mr. FLOOD. Marvelous.
Mr. MAUoN. Are there any questions on my right about the M1OL?
SUDDEN RANCH FACILITY

Mr. SiREs. I would like to ask about one aspect only, and that concerns the Sudden Ranch in Southern California that was acquired a
year or two ago at a vei high price to support the MOL program.
Possibly there is no one here who would know, but the quest ioln is, Is
there now a requirement, for this property or can it be placed ba.k 4n
the market and the Government. retrieve at least some of its investment?
Mr. tIIw5EN. We are all still evaluating what we will do, but this
particular point is one that I have discused with General MeNiekle
and with Secretary Seamans. Our present. thinking is that, the probability of use of that facility in munmanned programs is such that we are
proposing that we would go ahead and colnplete the brick and iniotar
construction. It is aboit 95 pereeit mOrl)le alrCady'titd wo11ll be
completed in a very short time. We would then n1otl1ll that f:aility
for a period of time to permit us to evalhitol
tle potential us, of it
in other unmanned or future manned programs. My presiutiptom is
that if that evaluation did not show anv need, the faeilitv would be
declared surplus and disposed of through the regular surplus property
procedure.
Mr. SIKES. I would like to have for the reord. if it is not immedi-

ately available, the cost of the ranch and the cost of construction

subsequent to its purchase.
General MoNiCILmE. Tile cost of the ranch complex is $9.8 million.
Mr. S11Es. And the ranch itself.
General McNOcrim. This was for the ranch $9.8 million.
Mr. MAHoN. List all the costs, construction, acquisition, and so
forth.
General MoN
zCL1.
Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

The total amount paid by the Air Force for the Sudden Ranch property was
$9.852,841. lit an earlier transaction, we acquired the Scolarl Ranch for $175,000.
Approximp.tely $31 million has been Invested In construction of the MOL launch
complex, which is almost complete..An additional $5 million has been funded

for support facilities.
Mr. Fy6D.I can see where that makes sense if you are 95 percent
completed on the bricks and motar for the Sudden Ranch complex,
and you have the lard. It costs a shocking amount to stop a project
and then start it again. So if you are 95 percent complete I can .see
where it mighihtake good business sense to o ahead and finish the
thing eveif *youhave to turn it over tQ GSA later on. But the way
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you pleaded this case and it was stated so succinctly by your best
witness, the chairman, this is a classic example where the operation
was a success but the patient died. That is exactly what happened
here.

Mr. SUCEs. I presume that in tile event the property were declared
surplus, you would be able to salvage substantially the cost of the
land itself but not of construction satbsequent to the land acquisition,
is that right ?
General .MNicNLE,. I would think the land would be worth even
more at this time.
Mr. Suips. How many acres are there?
General MCNIcKL:. I do not have that information sir, I will provide it, for tile record.
(The information follows:)
Acms

ON RANCII PURIICASED FOR MOT

PROOAM

The SuddeIn lanch property acquired contains 14,390 ncres. The Seolari Ranch
contahls 500 acres.

Mr. Foon. Thet I would expect as far as your budget is concerned
the Air Force would have a bookkeeping deal made with GSA to protect what you have (lone. Could you do that? I don't see why not.
There ought to be sonie way in which the Air Force could bail itself
out. If you turn this over to GSA, they could sell it to Joe Zilch.
General Pirrs. That money reverts to the Treasury, sir, and is not
returned to tle Air Force.
Mr1. 1".ooI. I an talking about you. )o you still carry the red flag
for the whole thing? That doesn't seem right.
General Prrs. Y es, sir.
M[r. Fi.oon. Of course, you dont write the law. That is our fault.
OTHER POT1ENTIAL PlOGAM CANCELLATIONS

My problem with this thing, and I have been bothered about it-I
only saw it in the pa er-we went through pretty much exactly the
same thing as far as te push, the crunch on the Jupiter, if anybody
can remember that far back.

Most of you fellows were lieutenant colonels then. 'We went through
that right here. The Air Force couldn't stand the Army having tJupiter, so the Air Force came in with Thor. We've got to have Thor. Nobody knew why except the Air Force could not stand these gold boys
withthe Jupiter. That belongs to the Air Force. So the Air Force being
the Air Force got Thor and out went Jupiter. But there is no analogy
with the MOL except the terrific performance given here. Let me tell
you, John Barrymore would be a bum compared to the performances
we saw here on that one. -Then we get MOL and here she goes again.
General, you told us that last year the Air Force looked at MOLeI don't know what your exact words were-the classic terms are "very
closely." Every department looks at things very, very closely. So last
year the Air Fore looked at MOL with the possibi.ty that it would
scratch it for apparently the same set of reasons you give us today. Nobody told us that and it did not happen.
rThe first I heard about it was from your lips riglt now. This is the
Defense Appropriations Subcommittee, and the country is on fire
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about this Defense budget. Believe me they are. Here we sit. We are
the prize pigeons, we are supposed to know everything, but the Air
Force did not take us into their confidence. Now they come in out of a
clear blue sky and put us out into left field with dark glasses like mine.
That is not baseball. That is not fair to us.
General MCNICKLE. Mr. Flood, not only MOL took a good scrubbing
last year, but every program.
Mr. FLOOD. I was going to ask you what else.
General MCNICKLE. Every program we have.
Mr. FLOOD. You carefully review every year every program before
you send it to OSD and OSD carefully reviews every item. That is a
standard operating procedure. What I want to know now is what other programs last year did you look at as intensely and as carefully as
you looked at MOL that almost got scratched but just didn't?
What programs that we don't know about now are we going to hear
about next year? I know you look at everything carefully, but what
programs came close, like NOL came close, that we don't know about 9
General MCNICKLE. I think the programs tend to be scrubbed more
vigorously on the basis of size. The bigger they are, the harder they
get scrubbed.
Mr. FLOOD. Name two.
General MCNICKLE. The F-111 was one.
Mr. FLOoD. We knew about that.
Of course, you cannot read our minds, you do not know what we
know. We know about that one. But can you guess one? I will settle
for one. Can you guess one program that crime as close as MOL from
being scratched last year that nobody said a word about, and that not
even the Flood spies heard about, and I have them all over the place.
Just pick one god big fat one. Surprise us again.
General MoICKrLE. FB-111.
Mr. FLOOD. We know about that. You are not going to tell me anyhow. I did the best I could. It is a good question and a lousy answer.
You are not going to tell me.
The would take a star off your shoulder if you did.
Mr. MAHoN. Let us proceed. We will put in the record at this point
a letter addressedMr. FLOOD. I want to say this, Mr. Chairman. I have absolutely no
objection to having this program scrapped. Don't misunderstand me,
and the savings made. I am for that. But what I do object to most
strenuously is the underhand, secret, under-the-table way in which
they did this by not taking into their confidence the Defense Appropriations Subcommittee which now looks very bad.
General McNICKLE. Mr. Flood, we did not cancel the MOL. The
Air Force did not cancel the program. t
Mr. Wob. By you I, don't mean just the Air Force. I understand
you did not. I want tomake that clear.
T understaAid that.
Mr. SfitA. I think Mr. Flood has made a very pertinent observation. The merits of this action are not under discussion at the moment. I
ain not disposed to protest the action, but I do protest the fact that
this committee was not apprised' that this was under serious
consideration.
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POSSIBLE DUPLICATION BEIVEEN NASA AND AIR FORCE SPACE

PROGRA31S

Mfr. ADDABBO. Mr. Chairman, if I may? General, in last year's hearings I went into 9uite a lengthy discussion with you and your other
witnesses concerning the coordination and exchange of information
between the Air Force and NASA relative to their laboratory space
stations and the similarity between 'those two programs. At that
time this committee was assured that there was complete coordination and exchange of information, and there was-not duplication.
Now we find MOL being canceled. What assurances do we have that
there is going to be better coordination and no duplication in the future; more reliable assurances than was testified to last year I
Mr. HANSEN. May I answer that questionI You imply that as part
of the reason for cancelation here that there is a duplication with the
Apollo applications program, and to my knowledge-fand I have been
into it some-that is not so. The NASA people themselves, I think,
would testify that in the coordination between the DOD and NASA
on MOL and AAP one of the best-coordinating groups is the Astronautics and Aeronautics Coordinating Board. So I do not think the
implication that there was duplication and the MOL can be eliminated
because of that, is a just observation.
Mr. ADDABBO. NASA has no program similar to MOL I
Mr. HANsEN. There are certain aspects that are similar, but the
programs that are being run in a way that there was not duplication.
Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you.
ELEVENTH HOUR DECISION TO CANCEL )OL

Mr. SIKES. Mr. Chairman, let me proceed just a moment longer. On

the day we received this notice of cancellation, without any prior discussion or warning from the Office of the Secretary of Defense we are
also receiving a statement by General McNickle on research, development, test, and evaluation requirements for the Air Force for fiscal
1970. Beginning on page 66 of that statement and extending through
and into page 71 there is a statement about the Manned Orbital Laboratory. I feel that I have to quote one paragraph which says, "A very
thorough review of the program was conducted by the Secretary of
Defense in February which reaffirmed that the benefits to be derived
from MOL justify its continuance. Furthermore, it was concluded that
all of MOL objectives can be accomplished with a six- rather than a
seven-launch program."
It appears, Mr. Chairman, that this is a very sudden decision and
that even the military services are not kept very closely advised about
what is happening.
Mr. FWOD. Don't you fellows talk to each other over there anymore?
Are you mad at each other, or what? We spend so much money on
of dollars
billions
communications,
itself. on communications all over the
Pentagon
world, except in the
General MONICxLE. Sir, I know there was a lot of talk on this program. I was not privy to a lot of it, but there was a lot of talk and
many papers were written prior to the cancellation.
Mr. MAHON. They pulled the rug out from under you at a most
unpropitious moment.
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General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir; I am reading my statement at the
present time.
Mr. MAHON. This gives ammunition for those who say that our
Defense programs are loosely run and we need to do something to
clean up the mess.
Mr. FLOOD. Do

you mean there is a new crop of "whiz kids" down

there besides "McNamara's Band."

Mr. HAN8SIm. Mr. Chairman, before I came over here this morning

I had a chance to see a draft of what was then proposed to be a press
release to be made about now, and in that draft the statement was
made that the decision to cancel MOL had been reached by Secretary
Laird with the approval of the President on Saturday. I am disturbed
by the comment by Mr. Flood that he read about this in the paper. I
have not seen anything about it in the papers.
I understand your concern.
Mr. FLOOD. Don't be disturbed by comments that I make about anything. I am just quoting Will Rogers. All I know insofar as testimony
given here is what I read in the newspapers. I have to read the newspapers half the time to find out what is going on instead of learning it
from my own witnesses.
Mr. HAxszr. From my own personal point of view I was aware that
these discussions concerning the MOL program were taking place, and
I had the impression that the resolution was to continue the program
as planned. I was on a trip to the west coast over the weekend and was
advised as you are.
Mr. FLO D.Mister, you are so far down on the totem pole over there
you, too, have to find out from my newspapers what is going on all the
time. Don't get upset about that. You will get used to that.
Mr. MAHON. We will place in the record at this point a letter addressed to me as chairman by Mr. Packard. The third paragraph in
that letter I would like to read.
I recognize the actions taken to date within the Congress to reduce defense
spending in fiscal year1970. In order to reduce the Department of Defense budget
significantly, it was necessary either to drastically cut back numerous small development programs or one of the larger, more costly research and development
undertakings. In view of all these factors, the MOL was selected for cancellation.

This may appear to be an effort on the part of the Secretary to imply

that this is being done because of the pressures from Congress. That

would seem unlikely.

In view of all these factors, the M OL was selected for cancellation.

When the Secretary comes up here we should ask him if this was a

monetary decision or otherwise, and I also want the record to show.and this is the appropriate time to put it in the record-that insofar
as I know Congress has not reduced at this session any defense appropriation for fiscal year 1970. We have not even completed our hearings.
I do not quite comprehend what is meant here; do you, Mr. Secretary I
Mr. HAiqsFx. Mr. Chairman, it is my understanding that the pressure financially on this program came from the Bureau of the Budget.
Mr. MAHOx. I did want to single out that paragraph in the letter
which I felt I should put in the record at this time. It would not be
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fair to try to analyze the letter in too much detail at this time in view
of the fact that Mr. Packard is not present before the committee. We
expect to discuss that with him later.
(The letter follows:)
THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DrENSE,

Washington,D.C., June 10,1969.
Hon. GEOROE H. MAHON,
Chairman, Oommittee on Appropriations,House of Representatives, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is to advise you that the Department of Defense has
decided to terminate the Air Force Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) program.
In arriving at this decision, a number of factors were considered. First, It is
clear that the most essential Department of Defense space missions can be accom.
plished with lower cost unmanned spacecraft. Second, the potential worth of possible future applications of the experimental equipment being developed for MOL
and the information expected from the flights on man's utility in space for military purposes, while worthwhile, did not equate in immediate value to the aggregate of other defense programs that would need to be curtailed to achieve similar
spending reductions.
I recognize the actions taken to date within the Congress to reduce defense
spending In fiscal year 1970. In order to reduce the Department of Defense
budget significantly, it was necessary either to drastically cut back numerous
small development programs or one of the larger, more costly research and
development undertakings. In view of all these factors, the MOL was selected
for cancellation.
It should be clearly understood that termination is not in any sense an unfavorable reflection on any of the MOL contractors. They have all worked very
hard and have achieved excellent results.
Likewise, MOL termination should not be construed as a reflection on the
Air Force. The MOL goals were practical and achievable; maximum advantage
was being taken of hardware and experience from NASA and other Department'of Defense space projects; and the program was well-managed and good
progress was being made. Under other circumstances, its continuation would
have been fully justified.
Attached is a copy of a public statement announcing cancellation.
Sincerely,
GENERAL STATEMENT

DAVID PACKARD.

Mr. IfAHON. Now will you proceed with your statement?
General MCNICKLE. Mister Chairman and members of the com-

mittee: Today I have the pleasure of appearing before you to present
the Air Force research, development, test, and evaluation program
for fiscal year 1970. The program which I will be describing is the
product of long and detailed negotiations between the Air Force and
the Office of the Secretary of Defense. From an overall point of view,
the final product represents a balanced program for 1910, which will

permit us to progress in all of our mission areas. Further, it maintains

a sense of continuity with last year's program; and equally important,
it includes the funds necessary to start ful-scale development on sev-

eral new programs.
Before presenting the Air Force's proposed program for 1970, I
would like to make a few introductory remarks on what I consider
to be some of the more important aspects of research and development.
The first point I would like to make is that research and development
is not an end product; rather, it is the means of achieving new or improved capabilities. I mention this because it has become quite
popular in recent years to refer to R. & D. in the aggregate and to cite

how much of the Federal budget is allocated to it. The amount
referred to is substantial--on the order of $16 to $17 billion-and it
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seems to obscure the fact that this is only a total derived from many
relatively small, individually justified programs..
The major segments that make up this total are often cast as being
competitive, when in fact they are not. Taking the Air Force as ail
example, we do not compete with the other Federal agencies for a
dollar' share, or a percentage, of the total Federal R. & D. program.
Quite the contrary, our requirement for R. & D. is a derived demand
based on our need to achieve mission objectives in the national interest. While we rarely get all that we ask for, what we do get then
becomes an input to that aggregate figure. The real competition is
with the results of R. & D.-not the R. & D. itself, and the competitors aie most often the Nation's real and potential enemies-not other
Federal agencies.
The second point I would like to make concerns the importance
of our R. & D. programs. In a somewhat oversimplified view, our
current and future military strength can be measured by the answers
to two questions: how much? and how good The how much? deals
with the size of our forces and is largely a question of numbers of
people 'and procurement of equipment. It deals with the facts and
specific projections which General McConnell presented to this committee in his posture statement, and the numbers of aircraft and missiles
as outlined in my procurement statement. But the other questionhow good -- is quite different and much more difficult to answer.it involves many judgments on relative merits, and it encompasses all of the uncertainties inherent in any view of the future. But
difficult or not, that question must be answered; and the answer must
be: good enough, by anybody's standard. And that, of course, is the
function of our R. & D.: to focus creative imagination and human intelligence on the development of forces which will be good enough to
cope with any enemy action and have the flexibility to adjust successfully to any uncertainty. We simply cannot accept being second best
in a military showdown.
This brings me to my next point: how do we assure our forces are,
and will be, good enough. In addressing the present we are dealing
largely with the results of R. & D. supported by this committee, and
accomplished in prior years on the basis of what we then thought
today would be like. To this we can add a substantial measure of
flexibility by making our present systems better through adaptations
and modifications; and, indeed, we have been quite successful in
Southeast Asia with quick reactions tailored to the situation. These
include such systems as our very successful gunships, guided bombs
and many of our electronic countermeasures. But clearly we cannot
develop a new system to meet a new situation as it unfolds. It takes
time, usually measured in years, to create and innovate, to make and
test, and ultimately to field a completely new system. For the future,
then, we must recognize the diversity of situations which could exist
and we must be prepared for any eventuality.
'Certainly we should be better prepared to cope with the more likely
situations, and we can judge these in terms of intelligence estimates
and what we see potential adversaries . doing. We can see them expanding their ballistic missile force and we can see them increasing the
mobility of their conventional Lorces. We can note the rapid changes
they can make in their Mediterranean fleet, and we can observe their
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forces in the Indian Ocean and their helicopter carriers and marines.
We can view, with particular concern, the emphasis they have placed
on new types of tactical aircraft, and we can see their tactical fighters
being exported to many countries.
But at the same time we can point to near-term development programs. which will increase our ability to deal effectively with this
changing scene. In terms of strategic forces, we are making great
progress with the multiple warhead Minuteman III; and the FB-111
bomber will soon be operational. At the same time, our general-purpose forces are receiving the F-4E and F-111, and they will soon be
getting the A-TD. To round out our increased near-term capabilities,
te first C-5A will be delivered to the Military Airlift Command this
winter.
We can also see the Soviet bomber force flexing its muscles. Their
inventory contains hundreds of medium and heavy bombers, and they
are still building them. They are using new tactics and strategies. We
also see their heavy bombers, armed with air-to-surface missiles, and
we see them becoming ever bolder in approching the North American
continent. In addition, we see them flying a large supersonic transport
aircraft-the Tu-144.
But here again, we are ready to modernize our air defense forces
with more capable interceptors and more effective warning and control systems. We have the technology to equip our interceptors with
radars that can see out many miles and missiles that can reach out
againstjlow altitude bombers trying to sneak under our defenses. We
would like to get this markedly increased capability into our present
interceptors, or a new interceptor, but we need your support to do it.
We are also developing new detection and control radars in the airborne warning and control system (AWACS) and the backscatter
over-the-horizon radars. These latter two developments are progressing satisfactorily.
For the more distant and certain future we have to take an even
broader view. Neither the Chinese Communists nor the Soviets are
standing still; in fact, the are both searching for new future weapons
and investing heavily in . &D. The only prudent course, and the one
we are proposing, is to be prepared to meet any serious eventuality.
By prepared I mean we must have the technology or development programs underway now to achieve whatever new capabilities are needed,
and to be ready to produce whatever quantities world conditions may
dictate. This category includes strategic systems such as improved or
advanced ICBM's, an advanced manned strategic aircraft (AMSA),
and an improved air defense interceptor. It also includes such tactical
s stems as the F-15 air superiority fighter, the A-X close-air-support
fihter, the tactical airlift light intratheater transport (LIT), and an
vanced rescue system. How far we would go with production of
these new systems is, as I indicated, subject to the realities of future
world conditions-but we should certainly have all of these systems
in an advanced phase of technology or development. And, they are all
included to some degree in our proposed program for 1970.
So far, in treating the future I have limited my remarks to complete weapon systems, but I am sure you all realize that systems are
an assemblage of many subsystems-each with its own technology.
34-039-09-t. 4-
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While the relations between new systems and advanced technology
can become quite involved, it is generally true that our next genera.
tion of systems-the ones beyond those that I have already men.
tioned-will have to be based on today's technology, programs. As an
example the F-15 is going to be the finest air superiority fighter that
we can design for the mid-1970's, but as we develop the P-15 we must
also be wor ing on new technology -for engines, radars, and arma.
ments which together with our F-1A experience will be the founda.
tion for an even better fighter in the 1980s. Through this time-phased
approach to new system developments, we are preparing ourselves
to meet the needs of the next decade as they come into sharper focus.
Hence, we view our entire technology program as both an investment
in future capabilities and as an insurance policy which will pay off as
future needs develop.
And now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to move into our program for
1970. F9c
Y Ra "1970 Am FoRc.
R.D.T. & E. PROGRAM

The total Air Force research, development, test, and evaluation
program for fiscal year 1970 is $3.566 billion. Of this amount, $3.561
billion requires new obligational authority (NOA) and $5 million
is to be supported by appropriations from fiscal year 1969. The $5
million was appropriated for the advanced manned strategic aircraft (AMSA) in fiscal year 1969, but will partially finance tife fiscal
year 1970 AMSA program. In comparison with prior years, as shown
on chart 1, the 1970 program does not represent a marked departure
fom the levels that have prevailed in prior years. It is $29 million less
than last year's request, and it is $193 million more than the currently
approved 1969 program.
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The percentage of Air Force money allocated to the R.D.T. & E.
program, shown in chart 2, has declined appreciably since 1963, although it has been relatively constant since 1968. While some of
the explanation for this situation is the growth of Southeast Asia requirements, the fact is that we have been doing less research and
development, and it has been costing us more. There is very little that
we can do to escape the increased costs which accompany the inflationary pressures on the entire economy; but we are, nonetheless, initiating several new and important programs in this budget with substantial long-term funding requirements. I will point these out during the course of my presentation.
The proposed fiscal year 1970 program, and the approved 1969
program, are shown in table I. They are grouped into the six budget
activities that comprise the Air Force research, development, test,
and evaluation program. In terms of change, there is a significant
increase in our aircraft and related equipment activities vhich is
partially explained by the relatively low level in fiscal year 1969, and
by the increased requirements for manned aircraft development
MILITARY SCIENCES
programs.
The first budget activity, shown in table II, is military sciences.
It includes the Air Force's program in: The defense research sclenes-commonly referred to as basic research: some of our applied
research work; and activities in long-range and conceptual analyse.

The general focus of these programs, which I will describe later, is
on the more distant future. This is where we are probing to find what
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is theoretically possible and operationally desirable. It is also where
we pick and choose to match our scientific and technical capabilities
aginst the demands of sophistication, complexity and the uncertainty
o the future. We are requesting $158.7 million to continue these in.
portant activities in fiscal year 1970.
TABLE I.-FISCAL YEAR 1970 R.D.T. & E. BUDGET ESTIMATES
R.D.T. & E. PROGRAM, BY BUDGET ACTIVITY
[in
millions of dollars
Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year 1970

..................
1.
2. Mil1ta
Ai=W
rf sciences
and related
equipment ............................
..............................
de qulnt.
3. Missiles ad
fad equipmnt...........................
4. Mlitary aWrautles an rlated
7. Oter equmen.....................................................
8. ProtramwemManagIement and support .....................................

151.544
42595
93 148
1,13 .5
383 665
290777

158.699
668.014
976.903
1,067.973
385.166
309.445

Total ................................................................

3,373.324

3,566.200

TABLE If.-FISCAL YEAR 1970 R.D.T. & E. BUDGET ESTIMATES
MILITARY SCIENCES (1)
tin millions ofdollars
Fiscal year-

In-house laboratory Independent rearch .....................................
...........................
Defense research science .........
Mnvironmet
................................................................
Materlab .........
Preliminary deln/deveopmntpannin ...................................
Innovations In education and training ...........................................
Air Force ProJct Rand .......................................................
Aalytic
Inc (ANSER) ...............................................
Total ...............................................................

1969

1970

5. 000
90.772
10.450
23.650
4.500
600.
15.000
1.572

5.300
94.873
11.000
25.187
4.539

151.544

158.699

If.600
600

DENSE UESARCH SCIENCES

The Air Force's basic research work accounts for well over half of
our "Military sciences" budget activity. This year we are requesting
$94.9 million for research that encompasses those scientific disciplines
which have proven to be relevant to our mission areas. This amount is
a 4%-percent increase over this year and it will permit us to investigate specific subjects in the broad spectrum of fields shown in table III.
Table II.--Piwl Wear 1970 R.D.T. d A. budget eetimatee, defeusee research-

8eeec
General physics
Nuclear physics
Chemistry
Mathematical sciences
Electronics
Materials research
Mechanics

Energy conversion
Terrestrial sciences
Atmospheric sciences
Astronomy and astrophysics
Biological and medical sciences
Behavioral and social sciences
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The overall objective of these programs is fourfold:
First, to pursue that basic research which we consider necessary for
the Air Force, and which would not be accomplished without our
support.
second , to maintain an awareness of the basic research performed
by others which could be useful in Air Force applications.
Third, to "couple" the results of research with the needs of
technology.
And fourth, to provide access to the scientific community for quick
reaction to urgent problems.
In addition, through our research projects at universities we are
achieving a more distant objective by contributing to the development of the next generation of scientists and engineers. I mention
this because in most cases we refer to our research projects as meeting
the challenges and creating the possibilities of tomorrow. But we are
also concerned with the step beyond, and that is an adequate supply
of outstanding scientists and engineers with new and creative ideas
to meet the challenges of the day after tomorrow. Many of these
talented young people are at our universities today, and through our
research projects they are becoming aware of the problems we must
solve and how to solve them. Meeting this objective takes on even
greater significance in the light of Soviet higher education-they have
matched us stride for stride in doubling higher education enrollment
in the past decade, and they are now turning out five times as many
engineers as we are.
Achieving all of these objectives is the job of the Office of Aerospace
Research\operating through its own three laboratories and with institutions worldwide. Over the years this research has provided a vast
array of significant accomplishments, many of which are contributing
to the Nat-on's security today, and others which will find application
tomorrow.
As an example, the forward-scatter over-the-horizon (OTH) radar
which is now operating as System 440L, was born in one of our basic
research laboratories. The forward-scatter OTH radar concept originated at the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL)
in 1946, in fundamental studies of detecting artificial disturbances to
the ionosphere. This pioneering work led to subsequent activities at
AFCRL, as well as other Government and industry laboratories. By
1950, the Cambridge Research Laboratories were able to consider this
phenomenon as a theoretical basis for long-range detection of missile
launchings at distances of several thousand miles. Their continuing
work on applications indicated that OTH radar warning times would
be double those provided by the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS). And by 1960, they were able to start a demonstration
program which led to the decision to undertake the present system
which now has an operational capability.
The OTH radar is only one example of how our research laboratories have succeeded in developing and applying scientific discoveries.
A look at another research faciity-the Aerospace Research Laboratories (ARL)-provides a host of other examples such as new bomb
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shapes for more accurate weapon delivery; new magnetic materials
for computer memory cores; night, vision techniques using both lowlight level television and infrared devices; and blunt trailing edge
supersonic compressor blades for propulsion at high speeds.
In still another example from the Aerospace Research Laboratories,
our scientists have been able to develop the cadmium-sulfide solar cells
as a source of electrical energy. The advantages of this cell over eonventional silicon solar cells include flexiblity, weight reduction by a
factor of 3, radiation resistance and lower cost. In terms of eost
alone, the cadmium-sulfide cell reduces the price of an electrical power
source in space from $350 per watt to only $50 per watt, and with the
romise of only a few dollars per watt in mais production. Orbital
ight tests and balloon tests are currently being made on these cells.
While I could add many more examples of return on our research
investment, these provide 'some idea of the breadth and scope of our
basic research programs. But before leaving this vital area. I would
like to discuss one aspect of basic research which has attracted the
interest of the Congress: The conduct of research abroad.
I believe there are some excellent reasons for continuing our limited
support of foreign research. Perhaps the best reason is that we have
no monopoly on good ideas. The united States is an excellent scientific
competitor in virtually every field, but we are not the io'st to ralie
every imporhtnt discovery or breakthrough. While we can afford to
be jiistly proud that our scientific community has been acclaimed with
40 percent of the Nobel prizes since World War I, we cannot afford
to lose sight of the other 60 perceit that went elsewhere. Obviomi;ly,
we .nmst maintain an awa..eness and understanding of what is going
on in the rest of the scientific world-and this is one of the things we
go by supporting research in foreign countries.
At the same time, we are mindful of the adverse effect of any "gold
flow" on the balance of payments. For this reason the dollar utflow
for Air Force research has been reduced substantially during the last
3 fiscal years, and we are reducing our support of foreign research
in behavioral and social sciences. In addition, steps have been taken
which will permit us to continue our foreign research without weakening the dollar. These steps include substantial cost-sharing arrangements, the use of "excess foreign currencies" and "barter funds." reverse flow from the purchase of American-made equipment, and the
use of UJS.flg carriers for travel.
Through these steps we are able to participiate in really worthwhile
scientific investigations at only a fraction of their cost. In our cooperative cost-sharing contracts, the Air Force is paying only 87 percent of
the costs, with the foreign institutions supplying the other 63 percent.
In dollars, our fiscal year 1967 investments of $2.8 million worldwide
research bought $7.6 million worth of scientific work. In addition. over
one-half of our research investment is made with barter funds from the
Commodity Credit Corporation, and half of the remainder is paid in
US.-owned excess foreign currencies. The actual obligations, by
country, are shown in tableIV.
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TABLE IV-FISCAL YEAR 1970 R.D.T. & E.BUDGET ESTIMATES, AIR FORCE SUPPORTED FOREIGN BASIC RESEARCH
OBLIGATIONS
Fiscal ea

Argentina ......................................................
Australia.....................................

Austria .................................................

71,000
238,000

Fiscal rea

$10,000
141,000

Fiscal e
$73,000
263,000

64,000

60,000

Lebanon ...........................................

34000..............

27,000

Spain .........

32,000

81.000

220,000
134,000
..
136.000
...................................
Belium
............................
................
........
::87,000
Bolvi ...................
8,000
74,000
9,000
Brazil..............
441,000
365,000
826,000
.......
Canada.:...................
51,000
33,000
76,000
Chile .....................
38,000
Colombia ..............................................................
000
1,000
3,000
Denmark ...........................................
8, 000
..............................................................
Ecuador
000
00 .............
Finland .......................................................... 431.000
73,000
106.000
182,000
France ...........................................
55.000
91,000
76.000
Germany ...........................................
7,000
14,000 ..............
Greee ....................................................
22,000
. . ............. . .............
India ......................................... .....
18,000
53,000
14,000
.................................................
Ireland
386,000
398,000
531,000
Israel
............................................
230,000
212,000
174000
Italy ................................................ .
6,000
.........
.
.
45,000
Jamaica .........................................
33,000
42,000
31,000
Japan ............................................
7,000 .........
6,000
Korea ............................................................
33,000 ............................
Netherlands .................... .......................
15,000
73,000
New Zealand ...................................................................
22,000
33,000.............
Norway ..............................................
16,000
30.000
55,000
Peru .............................................................
12.000
24,000
Philippines ....................................................................

....................................

41,000

143,000
140,000
Sweden ............................................
10,000
Switzerland ....................................................................
Thailand .....................................................................................
15000...........
Uganda ...........................................
353.000
53,000
%............................................
United Kingdom ....
20.000
27,000
...............
Uruguay ..........

3,225,000

2,784,000

5,000

12, 000
13.000
4,000
0.00

18, 000
2,597,oo

At this point it might be helpful to cite soife examples of Air

Force supported worthwhile scientific investigations. In one of our
Swedish projects, scientists at the University of Uppsala have designed
a teclmique to obtain more accurate position and distance information
from ground observations of satellites. In one of our multinational
projects, we have been working on the problems of jet propulsion for
very high-speed flight. This work involves the collaboration of U.S.
scientists withl experts in this field in Spain, Germany, and the United
Kingdom. In still another example, we have been working with cne

of the Max Planck Institutes in Germany, on a velocity-height measure
ing system that is now being tested in a high-resolution camera system
at the Air Force Avionics Laboratory.
These.examples, nnd many more, have convinced me that our foreign
research program is extremely useful, and that it is a valuable adjunct
to our much broader and comprehensive domestic program. Further
I believe it is paying its way in terms of value received- and with fuli
recognition of the importance of minimizing gold flow.
MATE RALS

In an area closely related to basic research we are requesting $25.8
million to continue our applied research and advanced development
of new materials. Our program in this field combines the outstanding
competence of our in-house laboratory-the Air Force Materials Lab-
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oratory at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio-with the capabilities of in.
dustrial research staffs and nonprofit institutions.
This work has been extremely productive in making available new
and exciting materials with a 'host of applications. In one case, the
laboratory has successfully developed woven and knitted fabrics which
are nonflammable in air and burn very slowly in an environment of
pure oxygen. There is almost no limit to the possible uses for this
fabric and we are now using it in the final design of clothing for the
Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) flight crews. As a result of
NASA tests on materials furnished to them by the laboratory, several
items in the Apollo 8 command module were made of this new fabric.
They included the crew restraint system, in-flight exerciser, tether
lines, and lacing cords.
Keeping others informed of our progress in science and technology
minimizes the possibility of unproductive duplication and is an important part of our basic and applied research programs. An example
of this coordinated approach is the development of a high-performance lubricant for the sensitive gyro bearings that are a vital part of
our g dance systems. The Materials Laboratory and Pennsylvania
State University perfected such a lubricant which was then produced
by a member of the petroleum industry. The lubricant is now being
evaluated in a cooperative test program by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, the Naval Research Laboratory, and our own Materials
Laboratory.
Another of our high-potential materials programs-one that really
qualifies as a breakthrough-is the filament composite teehnolo.v. Our
work on boron and carbon composites has progressed to the point that
we have a separate program element, managed by the Air Force Materials Laboratory, for the advanced development of this technology
(aerospace structural materials in the aircraft and related equipment
budget activity). Structural parts are being designed, fabricated, and
tested for aircraft, helicopters, reentry vehicles, and jet engines. They
include F-111 tail sections, CH-47 helicopter rotor blade sections,
C-5A wing slats, and advanced fighter wing structures.
We are also applying this technology in jet engine applications.
We have recently started a joint laboratory progm with the objec.
tive of employing advanced composite materials ir current and future
engine designs. Through the combined efforts of t'e Materials Laboratory, and the Aero-Propulsion Laboratory, we w 41 evaluate these new
materials in the compressor and turbine sections of an engine. We
expect that the use of composite materials could veduce the weight of
rsent-day engines by one-eighth: and if we u ied them from the
ginning of engine design, we anticipate a weight reduction of one.
fifth could be achieved. Further, lighter engines wouA permit lighter
aircraft and better performance. While we are pursu,.: these applications, we are also reducing the costs of these new matei:ls.
P~EIINARY DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

,Before Jeving the "Military science,".budget activity, I would like
to: co, ment-.n our program for ;preliminary design/development
planning. This program consists, of two, parts, that are really quite
separate. The first deals With a variety of preliminary design and
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planning activities for new or improved weapon systems as reflected
by the program title, whereas the second is concerned with design
criteria for technical facilities.
The largest part is for some 20 different analyses and investigations
which are prerequisite to system development. They examine operational mission areas in depth, and support the preparation of proposals to correct deficiencies and improve capabilities. As these proposals gain acceptance, they become individual program elements.
Representative projects for the fiscal year 1969 program are shown in
table V. A description of one of them (the last on the table) provides
an indication of the type of work that is involved:
SUPPORT ANALYSIS

FOR TACTICAL WEAPONS

SYSTESIS

An analysis to assess the military utility and cost of tactical offensive and
defensive forces. Mathematical methods and relationships will be developed to
determine fighter aircraft effectiveness, and kill and loss rates, for friendly and
enemy aircraft using various tactics. The contract will also require an analysis
of tactical transport concepts for the initial deployment, and subsequent resupply, of ground assault operations.
TABLE V.--Fieoal year 1970 R.D.T. 4 E. budget estimates, preliminary deeignl
development planning activities (fiscal year 1969)

Preliminary design for a tanker

Concept for a combat support aircraft

Mission analysis for continental U.S. air defense
Computation support for weapon system development
Analysis support for strategic weapon systems
Improvement of vulnerability calculations for aircraft
Advanced post-boost vehicles
Support analysis for tactical weapon systems

The second and smaller part-amounting to about $700,000--pro-

vides for detailed examinations of various elements of our test facilities. As many of you are aware, all of our weapons require extensive
testing in order to assure confidence in their operations, and to identify
and correct deficiencies early in the development and procurement
cycle. Over the past two decades, we have done reasonably well
in this respect, but in recent years we have found some of our system
capabilities outdistancing our ability to test and verify performance.
This is also an area where the Soviets have been outdistancing us
with substantial outlays for new and sophisticated test facilities.
As a step in alining our test facility requirements with our new
weapon systems, we have initiated a series of engineering studies of
the type shown in table VI. One of these studies--the electronic countermeasures (ECM) systems integration and evaluation facility-responds to the lesson we have learned in Southeast Asia on
the importance of effective .and reliable electronic countermeasures.
There is no longer an question that countermeasures can be extremely effective and that t ey make a significant contribution to the success
of our air operations. Yet, to gain that effectiveness, countermeasures
should be tested and demonstrated in a realistic environment before
they are committed to combat. The purpose of the countermeasure
facility analysis is to define the design criteria for providing a realistic
environment and suitable evaluation systems.
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TABLE VI--Fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E. budget estimates, design criteria for

technical facilities
Hypervelocity high density shock tunnel
V/ TOL aircraft test facility
Universal aircraft flight simulator
Testing activities data processing applications
R. & D. laboratory for flight control

Electronic countermeasures systems Integration and evaluation facility

The projects in preliminary design and devleopment planning are,

in a sense research on air operations, weapon systems and facilities.
This is were we are able to free ourselves from old analyses and
outdated ideas, and seek and refine the basic truths involved in the
conduct of our operations. Our approach is scientific with subtle
analysis, rigorous thought, and precise reasoning. Our results are as
good as we can make them. It is, as the budget activity title suggests,
military science."
AIRCRAFT AND RELATED
EQUIPMENT

As I indicated earlier, the development of manned aircraft is a
very important part of our overall R.D.T. & E. program and one
that is receiving considerable emphasis. With the $668 million pro.
posed program for fiscal year 1970, which includes $5 million carried
over from 1969, we expect to work on the programs shown in table
VII. These funds will permit us to achieve near-completion of the
F-111, A-7, and C-5 development programs, and initiate full-scale
development on essentially new programs. These include the F-15 air
superiority fighter, the advanced manned strategic, aircraft (AMSA)
and the specalized close air support aircraft-the A-X. We also
have the airborne warning and control system (AWACS) which is
an aircraft system carried in the other equipment budget activity.
One new aircraft, which we had planned to have in development, has
been postponed for the time being. That is the light intratheater
transport (LIT). Deferring development on this aircraft was difficult, but it was based on the magnitude of the funding requirements
for 1970 and beyond, the relative priorities of other arcraft programs,
and the need for additional flight control and propeller technology.
We are, however, continuing to work on the needed technology areas
for a new light intratheater transport.
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TABLE VII.-FISCAL YEAR 1970 R.D.T. & E. BUDGET ESTIMATES, AIRCRAFT AND RELATED EQUIPMENT (2)
(in millions of dollars
Fiscal year IK9 Fiscal yu
170r

Fe-Ill squadrons ...............................................................

--

SR-71 squadrons................................................................
-A-7 squadrons..................................................................
-F-111 squadrons ................................................................
-RF-Ill squadrons ............................................................
..Aerial targets
................................................................C-l . airlift squadrons .....................-......................-...........
C-5 airlilt s uadrons ............................................................Aerospace flight dynamics .......................................................
.
Aircraft propulsion subsystem integration ........................................
Advanced aircraft navigation ..................................................
.Lilht
intratheater transport ......................................................
.Flight vehicle subsystems ........................................................Advanced fire control/missile technology ...........................................
Advanced reconnaissance and target acquisition capability ...........................
Aerospace structural materials ..................................................
.
Hypersonic vehicle technology ...................................................
.--V/TOL engine development .......................................................
Advanced avionics..............................................................
-Advanced turbine engine gas generator ............................................
Advanced manned strategic arraft (AMSA) ........................................
Subsonic cruise armed decoy ....................................................
.-National clear air turbulence program .............................................CONUY)
air defense Interceptor ....................................................
-Cl*
irsupport weapons .......................................................
Ad aoced rescue system .........................................................
VTOL aircraft (US/FRG)..........................................................
F-15A .........................................................................
Adverse weather aerial delivery system ............................................
A-X aiciraft ......... .........................................................
..'lrcraft equipment development ...........................................Total ....................................................................

ADVANCED

BANNED

472.595

-

---,-

668014

STIATF,1C AIRCRAFT

This year, I am pleased to report that we have received approval
to proceed with the development of an advanced manned strateic aircraft-the AMSA. Over the past 5 years, we have studied this xro
gram from virtually every angle. We have looked at the AMS .in
terms of a mixed force of bomnbers and missiles. We have considered
it in terms of its fundamental mission-getting bombs on target. We
have examined the benefits to be achieved with penetration aids, and

we have made detailed analyses of the defense environments which
could confront new bomber forces in the seventies and beyond. We
carefully weighed all of these factors, and we have now reached agreement to start a full-scale engineerig development program for AMSA
in fiscal year 1970.

Under this agreement we will proceed to select a system and integration contractor and a propulsion contractor for the development and
production program. The development program will be paced with
a series of performance milestones to demonstrate progre and establish technical confidence as we proceed into each succeeding phase of
development. The decision to proceed with production will remain
flexible with implementation being based upon technical progress
in the development program. This approach will permit a more explicit determination of production decisions at a later date.
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The AMSA, as we see it, will be a four-engine bomber capable of
supersonic speeds at either high or low altitude. It will have a gross
weight of 350,000 to 400,000 pounds and will be able to deliver very
large payloads to great distances. The internal weapons bay will permit us to carry large nonnuclear munition payloads. The aircraft design will be such as to reduce the probability of detection. We are also
incorporating other survival and penetration characteristics such as
short, takeoff and landing to permit widespread dispersal, provisions
for decoy and defense missiles, and electronic countermeasures. In this
way we expect the AMSA will be an effective weapon system across a
wide spectrum of possible conflict situations.
The fiscal year 1970 budget contains $100.2 million for development
of the AMSA. Our current schedule calls for issuing the request for
proposals (RFP) to industry in May, development contract award
in November 1969, and first flight in 1973. Further, if all subsequent
decisions are favorable, we should have an operational capability with
this new bomber in 1976. In addition, the 1970 R.D.T. & E. program
also includes money for three other developments which could be used
with the AMSA: the subsonic cruise armed decoy (SCAD) ; the short
range attack missile (SRAM); and the strategic bomber penetration
program. The latter two--SRAM and strategic bomber penetrationare carried in the missiles and related equipment budget activity, and
are described later.
F-I11 A AND D, Rr-lilD, AND FR-111A

The F-111 is expected to be an excellent aircraft for long-range penetration and precision attack in hostile territory. The F-111 has demonstrated new capabilities for tactical strike aircraft which have long been
needed but never achieved by other aircraft. Most notable among these
is the low-altitude penetration capability with terrain following radar.
This permits weapon delivery at night and in adverse weather. In
additionthe aircraft is capable of short field takeoffs and landings,
supersonic penetration at low altitude, extensive loiter time in the
taiet area, and high speed at altitude.
The'limited combat evaluation in Southeast Asia, in 1968 demonstrated an accurate self-contained blind bombing capability. At night,
against poorly, defined targets in undeveloped areas of Rorth Vietnam, the F-111A blind bombing system demonstrated high potential
tart destruction capabilities. Weapon delivery accuracy is expected
to increase as we gain additional experience. Unfortunately, three
aircraft were lost during the Southeast Asia evaluation and the wreckage of only one: has been found. In that case, the evidence indicated
that the loWss wai caused by a foreign object restricting movement of
the flight control linkage.The other two losses may have been caused
by the!failur of a weld on the horizontal tail actuator-'a problem
wch "b n a parent during the investigation of a domestic aircr4t accident. Later in the year, fatigue testing indicated that the
wing carry-through structure should be strengthened. We are testing
fixed " tW eorret these, difficulties, and we are modifying the operational fleet.
One of the major parts of the F-111 development program is the
Mark II avionics systems. This system will further improve bombing
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accuracy, add all weather air-to-air capability, decrease navigation
errors and permit detection and attack of moving vehicles. Flight tests,
begun in May of last year, have demonstrated the. feasibility of the
various operating modes of the system. A major improvement was
shown in the detection of fixed man-made targets and the moving target
system detected and tracked moving vehicles for attack.
Testing on propulsion, air loads, stability and control, and advanced avionics will continue through this year and on into 1970. Air
Force testing will also include work on the release of weapons and
certification of the aircraft in its various configurations. Wre are requesting $73.7 million to continue this F-111 work.
The deep penetration characteristics of the F-111A's and D's should
be matched with a reconnaissance aircraft of similar capabilities. We
plan to develop the RF-111D to satisfy this requirement. The RF11 will use the latest in sensor technology to gather intelligence data
for a variety of missions from close air support to deep penetration.
It will exploit our advanced development programs in forward looking radar, integrated display systems, and improved navigational systems; and it is expected to provide a significant increase in tactical
reconnaissance capability. We are requesting $15 million to continue
the RF-111D prototype development started in fiscal year 1969, and
to support the engineering of aircraft modifications sensors and ground
support equipment.
The boiber version of the F- 11-the FB-111A-is being developed to replne some of the aging B-52C's through F's. This aircraft
will he capa)e of performing' strategic air operations over enemy te'ritory from bases in the United States. With its high speed and sinall
radar reflecting surface, the FB-111A should have improved penetration capabilities. Further, the bombing and navigation system-which
includes a star-tracking compass, doppler radar, inertial guidance, and
a digital computer-promises to improve radar weapon delivery accuracies by at least a factor of two over current strategic systems. In
recent tests, conducted at Elgin Air Force Base, Fla., the FB-111 demonstrated excellent bombing accuracy at low altitudes.
Another major activity in the FB-111 development program is the
significantly improved TF-30 turbofan engine which will be used
primarily in the F-111D.Through redesigni of several key engine sections--such as the turbine, the compressor, and the nozzle-the new
engine will provide a takeoff thrust of 25,000 pounds which is a 25percent increase. This engine-.d0signated the TF-30--P-100--is expected to increase the single engine rate of climb substantially and increase the low level speed with a 20,000-pound bomb load, under tropical conditions.
Development and testing of the FB -ll1A is proceeding satisfactorily. An FB-111 engine-airframe prototype has been undergoing
flight, tests for approximately 1 years and a Strategic Air Command
(SAC) crew is now flying an FB-111A at the Air Force Flight Test
Center. In addition the combination of an FB-111 and the new short
rauge attack missile (SRAM) is also undergoing flight test as described under missiles and related equipment. We are requesting $84.9
million for the FB-111 in our proposed program for 1970. Of this
amount, $36.5 million is for development of the new P-100 turbofan
engine.
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F-1 5

One of our highest priority objectives of recent years has been to
develop an air superiority fighter to combat the MIG's, and their successors, in the mid-seventies and beyond. We have started the engine
development program for such a fighter in cooperation with the Navy,
and we now have three aircraft manufacturers working on the fighter
itself. The aircraft companies are under contract to design the best possible single-seat, twin-engine fighter for air-to-air combat. We call
this fighter the F-15.
While the F-15 designs are not yet complete, we do have a good idea
of their general characteristics. With the take-off weight of the F-15
in the 40 000-pound class, the thrust-to-weight ratio will be very good.
This high thrust-to-weight ratio, in combination with a much lower
wing loading than we have had in recent fighters, will provide acceleration and maneuverability better than anything flying today, or that
we can foresee on either side of the Iron Curtain. Th's perorinanee
will assure the close-in maneuvering ability necessary for winning air
battles and maintaining air superiority.
For armament, the F-15 will carry a complementary array of
weapons consisting of a high rate of fire cannon, new "dogfight"
missiles for use against maneuvering targets at short range, and-longer
ranger all-weather air-to-air missiles. Tie cannon could be a new development which is similar to our existing gatling gun, but with
higher muzzle velocity for greater accuracy and improved hitting
power. This new gun. would use animunitioii tlat is easeless: that is,
the propellent itself forms the case and is expended during firing.
The sh6rt range, or "dogfight" missile will have a short mininmun
range but it will also be able to reach out several miles under some
conditions. The new gun development is carried in a separate program
in the other equipment budget activity, and the short range missile is
carried separately in the Missiles ani related equipment budget activity. The longer range missile will be an improved version of the
Sparrow.
We are requesting $175.1 million in the 1970 program to complete
contract definition and to initiate full-scale development, in December 1969, of the F-15 air superiority fighter with an initial operational capability currently scheduled for 1975.
A-X

In order to provide additional close air support for highly mobile
Army units ,in the 1970's, we plan to develop t-he A-X aircraft. This
new attack fighter is expected to be relatively simple and rugged,
and it is being designed for the specific purpose of providing our
ground forces with close air support. It would be able to replace the
A-1 and A-37 which were pressed into this role to meet Southeast
Asia requirements.
We see the A-X as a twin-engine, turboprop aircraft with the
ability to operate from short, forward area, airstrips. Our concept
emphasizes operational flexibility with a wide range of tradeoffs
available between fuel load and ordnance. For example, we would expect the A-Xto be able to take off from a short forward runway-one
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very close to the forward edge of the battle area-with a large ordnance payload, fly out on a short radius mission, aild loiter for hour.
in the combat area. Where a longer runway is available, the aircraft
should be able to carry more than double the ordnance ,payload on
a longer radius mission, and still loiter for hours. Ease of maintenance,
reliable communications tailored to the combat environment, and
simple, low-cost navigational and armament equipment will all be
part of this aircraft. A very significant feature of the A-X will be
its unusually high level of survivability in the face of concentrated
enemy antiaircraft weapons. This will be achieved through such design features as extensive fuel system protection, dual manual flight
controls, and heavy armor.
We now are in the process of completing our development plan for
the A-X, with development scheduled to begin in fiscal year 1970.
We are requesting $12 million to start the A-X development program
in 1970.
CONUS AIR DEFENSE INTERCEPTOR

As a part of our air defense modernization, we are proposing the
development of a missile and fire control system for our interceptor
force. This equipment would take. advantage of the Navy's Phoenix
system development, as well as our own work in this area, and would
improve significantly the interceptor's ability to "see" and destroy
bombers at any altitude-but especially at low attitudes.
We have demonstrated the technoogy to increase radar and missile
effectiveness. 'through our earlier work on advanced interceptorsprimarily the YF-12A-and the Phoenix work, we know that we can
more than double the present high altitude radar detection range. We
can increase our detection ranges by a substantial factor against targets trying to penetrate at low altitudes. We also demonstrated a new
air-to-air missile capable of seeking and destroying bombers at long
ranges.
Incorporating these new advances into an interceptor aircraft requires that the new radar be desigled-or "sized"-to fit into the interceptor. In addition, the new missiles--the AIM-47s--are about 12
feet long and weigh over 800 pounds: installing these missiles on an
interceptor also requires engineering designs for major modification.
We are requesting $18.5 million in .our 1970 program to continue
the development of the new missile/fire control system combination,
to undertake the engineering to put this equipment in a modern
and
interceptor.
i IfiSSILES
p .
AND RErATED EQUIPMENT
The missiles and related equipment budget activity covers a wide
range of developments in systems and technology, as well as the operation of two test ranges. The proposed fiscal year 1970 program. is
$976.9 million which compares with the 1969 program of $938.1 million, as shown in table VIII. Of these amounts, over one-fifth is allocated for the operation of the Eastern and Western Test Ranges.
The remaining funds are divided between intercontinental ballistic
missiles (ICBM's) and air-launched missiles on a three-for-one basis.
Because of the diversity in size and application of the various missiles, I have treated the CBM programs and their related technology,
and then turned to the shorter range missiles.
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TABLE VIII.-FISCAL YEAR 1970 R.D.T. & E. BUDGET ESTIMATES
MISSILES AND RELATED EQUIPMENT (3)
(In millions of dollars
Fiscal year

Fiscal r

Short-range attack missile .......................................................
Minuteman squadrons...........................................................Minuteman integrated command and control system ...............................
.
Nike targets....
Advnced
weapons and ........................................................
applications.........................................
--Rocket pmrpulsio ...........................................................
..Advanced air-to-surface missile guidance technology ..........................
Air-launched missile propulsion .................................................
..
Tactical air-to-ground missile X-3 .................................................
-Advanced ICBM technology ......................................................
ShWtrange tactical air-to-air missile ..............................................
-Advaced ballistic reentry system .............................................
----

Strategic bomber penetration ....................................................
Tactic air-to-ground missile (Maverick) ...........................................
AIM 4-D growth .............................................................
Hard rock silo development ...................................................-

---

--

-

Western test range ..............................................................------Eastern test range ...............................................................
Total ....................................................................

938.148

976.903

MINUTEKAN

The Minuteman development program is now focused on improvements for the Minuteman II completion of development on the Minuteman III, and work on tile Minuteman integrated command and
control system. The Minuteman II work is primarily concerned with
the Mark 1A penetration system. This system is carried with the reentry vehicle. We are planning flight tests of the Mark 1A system.
Most of the 1970 Minuteman work will be done on the development
of Minuteman III and its Mark 12 reentry system. This work is continuing on schedule and we expect to achieve an operational capability
on schedule. This missile system, with the capability of deploying
multiple independently targeted reentry vehicles (MIRV's) will introduce a new dimension of flexibility into the strategic missile forces.
The MIRV's give a single Minuteman III missile the ability. to attack
separate targets, or to concentrate all Mark 12 reentry vehicles on a
single target. The first Minuteman III was launched on August 16,
1968.
The fiscal year 1970 program contains $339.4 million to continue
the Minuteman IIT development and flight test program and $20 million to continue to the development of Minuteman integrated command and control system (MICCS). This system will provide the
capability for memory augmentation, controlled flexible response, and
possible use on the Minuteman/Safeguard integration system.
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HARD ROCK SILO DEVELOPMENT

We have also determined that we can improve the deterrent effectiveness of our Minuteman III force by making them more difficult
targets for any enemy to destroy. To achieve this objective, we are
developing superhardened launch and control facilities to be sited in
rock sufficiently hard to provide a significant increase in the overpressure needed to destroy a single facility. These new launch facilities
are being designed to wit hstand-both high overpressures and associated
nuclear effects. The design of the launch control will provide even
greater hardness. Concurrently, development is underway to satisfy
the demanding command and control survivability requirements which
are inherent with these extremely hard facilities: These new facilities
are also being designed to have the dual capability of accommodating
a larger payload advnced ICBM at a later date.
We are requesting $50 million in this budget to continue engineering
development of the facilities. As part of this program we will fab.
ricate a full-scale prototype silo and is associated ground equipment
to demonstrate-by high explosive simulation tests (HEST)-the
extreme hardness levels which are required.
ADVANCED ICB3M TECHNOLOGY

In addition to the dual capable Hard Rock Silo development program, we are also working on the more critical, long leadtime items
or the development of an advanced ICBM system at some future
time. The technology from the Self-Aligning Boost and Reentry
(SABRE) program~has been incorporate wit other guidance technology to provide a basis for developing an advanced guidance system. The other technology activities in this program are concentrating
on the development of an advanced post boost propulsion system and
the definition of an advanced post boost vehicle. We are requesting $20
million to continue the development of those technologies which will
assure a future capability to deploy an advanced land based missile
system.
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ADVANCED

BALLISTIC REENTRY SY.STEM3

(ABRES)

The development and testing of advanced reentry systems and peiletration aids is the objective of the Department of )eense's Advanced
Ballistic Reentry Systems (ABRES) program. The Air Force is the
executive agency for this continuing program and the funds for its
support are in the Air Force budget. However, the program provides
development and test services for the Navy's Polaris and Poseidon
missiles and some Army reentry work, in addition to basically Air
Force programs. It is also closely associated with the Air Force's Nike
Targets program which supports the Army. The technologies for
MIRV, eta and decoys-all of which are being used in the Mfinuteman III missile system-were initially demonstrated in the ABRES
_
program.
The program continues to concentrate on the development of reentry shapes and designs, and penetration aids and techniques. The
results of this work will be used to assure the effectiveness of future
reentry vehicle which may have to face sophisticated ballistic missile
defense environments. To accomplish this end, the ABRES program
encompasses a wide variety of tasks and experiments. One of the current projects is the development of hardened reentry vehicle technology applicable to small, lightweight reentry vehicles. Full scale
flight tests of an advanced technology version of a small reentry vehicle is planned "We are also continuing work on other advanced reentry concepts.
In carrying out these tasks and projects, the ABRES program employs both su scale and fullscale flight testing. The subscale tests have
been very successful in using the Athena boosters in launches from
Green River, Utah, into the White Sands Missile Range in New
Mexico. We plan to build on this successful experience in fiscal year
1970 with the introduction of a new and bigger Athena-the Athena
H. The Athena H will have a payload capacity four times as large as
that of the current Athena. In addition, full scale reentry flight tests
will continue from the Western Test Range using surplus missile
boosters which are no longer required in the operational inventory.
Additional Athena and Atlas booster flights are scheduled for fiscal
year 1970. We are requesting $121.4 million to continue the ABRES
program in 1970.

COMPARISON OF ATHENA VEHICLES

Tf-=STANDARD ATHENA

ATHENA H
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RANGE AITAC3K MISSILE

The Short Range Attack Missile (SRAM), which I mentioned in
conjunction with the AMSA and the FB-111, has progressed into
the test phase. This guided, nuclear-armed missile will increase our

confidence in successfully attacking targets in the presence of sophisticated defenses. It is being developed for our bombers to use in supressing defenses in their path and to destroy primary targets as welland without exposing the bombers to the enemy's defenses.
The SRAM test program is now well underway. It has been paced
by the solid rocket motor which experienced some difficulties last
year, but which now appear to be corrected. Recent static firings of
motors have been very suce-ssful. l)ummy SHAM drops from the internial rotary launcher and the external wing pylons oa B-52 bomber
have paved the way for the first live missile launch from the B-52.
In addition, internally moitaled duimity SIAMs have been dropped
from an FB-1ll airc-raft in p'eplaration for the first live missile
aunich from the FB-111. We are requesting money for the SRAM
development program, in this ludget activity, to continue the SRAM
development test prograin, and the engineei'ing for the modification
of (he "B-52G and H squadrons with SRAM equipment.
'

STRATEOTO BOMBER PENETRATION

We are also investigating other ways to facilitate penetration of
enemy aircraft defenses. The Strategic Bomber Penetration program
will investigate various concepts including the use of bomber defense
missile (8DIM) on the bomber foree-prniarilv the AMSA, but also
oin the 1-52's.
We are requesting $3 million to coMtinue our bomber defense nissile analyses anid to continue our examination of bomber penetration
techniques. These activities are expected to provide the performance
and cost data which are prerequisites for the development of any
borber penetration system.
MAVERICK

We are also developing a much shorter range air-to-surface missile
for tactical applications. This new misile-called the AGM-65A, or
Maverick-is a rocket-powered, television guided weapon designed to
attack small hard tactical targets such as tanks and field fortifications.
It will he carried by such tactical aircraft as the F-4, the A-7, and the
F-I 11.
lDevelopment of this missile is well underway with most of its characteristics determined. It. will be alot 8-feet long, 1 foot in diameter,
weighing less than 500 pounds. and .suitable for external mounting.
However, it will be. able to deliver a focused high explosive warhead
at various ranges and it can also he launched (luringsupersonic flight.
Its automatic television guidance rovides the missile with the ability
to track its target after launch without any further reference to its
parent aircraft. We expect very high accuracies with this missile.
Fiscal year 1969 is the peak development year on this program in
terms of R.D.T. & E. finds. We are requesting $39.6 million for
Maverick development in fiscal year 1970.
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SiItiRT IANGE TA ('TIC.

AIR-TO-AiR MIR.SSIF

Our experiences in tactical air-to-air encounters have indicated that
guns, short range missiles, and long range missiles contribute to achieve.
inp and maintaining air superiority. The short range tactical air-to-air
missile-the AIM-2A-is being developed to fill the gap between
guns and longer range missiles.
We plan to start this missile development program in the middle of
this year with two or more contractors defining the weapon. Then, in
fiscal year 1970, we plan to have two contractors engaged in a competitive development program. This latter phase will e in a fly-off deinonstration to be followed by selection of the better missile for subsequent production. We are requesting $14 million for this program in
1970.
MfILITARY ASTRONAUTICS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT

The 1970 proposed program for military astronautics and related
equipment is $1.1109 billion which is eseit.ially the same level as in
1969. This is about one-third of our total Air Force R.D.T. & E. programi from fiscal year 1970. The programs that constitute this budget
activity are shown in table IX, where it can be seen that the Manned
Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) accounts for one-half of the funds requested. In addition to that very important program, we are also
requesting funds in this budget activity for new advances in satellite
communications-both point-to-point and tactical, and a new ap proach to ballistic missile defense to be funded under ")efense sutbsystem development and demonstration."
DEFENSE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

The initial defense satellite communications system has been operational since the middle of 1967. It presently consists of 26 low-power
satellites in near synchronous equatorial orbit; 25 of these satellites are
regularly scheduled for communications. The success of this initial prograin has been the basis for a more advanced global point-to-point
satellite communications system.
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TABLE IX.-FISCAL YEAR 1970 R.D.T. & E. BUDGET ESTIMATES
MILITARY ASTRONAUTICS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT (4)
fin millions of dollars]
Fiscal year1970

1969
Program 949 ................................................................
Program 417................................................................-Defense satellite communication ............
.........................
Spe.ial activities ............................................................
Satellite control facility.....................................................
Titan III space booster ....................................................
Manned orbiting laboratory ..................................................
Aerospace biotechnology .....................................................
Aerospace propulsion ........................................................
Aerospace avionics ..........................................................
Space studies ...............................................................
Advanced space power supply technology ......................................
Space experiments support ...................................................
Satellites balloons, and rockets ................................................
Advanced space guidance ....................................................
Space object surveillance tracking and Identification .............................
Advanced liquid rocket technology............................................
Defense subsystem development and demonstration .............................
Tactical Satellite communications .............................................
Spacecrafthnology and advanced reentry tests ...............................
ExpandaLt', strictures .......................................................
Satellite system for precise navigation ........................................
Advanced satellite secondary propulsion system ...............................
Space relay and data management ...........................................
Advanced sensor technology ..................................................
Graphitic reentry materials ..................................................
Arnold engineerng developmet center ........................................
Aerospace .................
Total ................................................................

---------------

--

---

--

-----

1,136.595

1,067.973

The advanced system, called phase II, will use up to four highpl wer satellites in stationary equatorial orbits. These new satellites
will weigh almost 10 times as much as the present satellites and they
will have many times the effective radiated power to earth stations.
They will also provide a narrow beam capability which will permit
even higher effective radiated power. The role of the Air Force in this
program is to develop and launch the satellites and operate assigned
ground terminals for the Defense Communication Agency. We are
requesting $20.8 million in our 1970 program for satellite development
and testing.

PHASE II CONCEPT

SATELLITES IN SYNCHRONOUS EQUATORIAL ORBIT
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TACTICAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

Since late 1965, the Air Force has been participating in the joint
service Tactical Satellite Communications program. The purpose of
this program is to explore and demonstrate the use of satellites to satisfy seected tactical communication needs of the military services. The
concept employed here is to place much of the power and complexity of
the communications system in the satellite, thereby permitting the tactical use of relatively lightweight and mobile terminals on aircraft,

jeeps, trucks, and ships. The satellites and the airborne terminals for
this program are the responsibility of the Air Force.
All three of the satellites involved in this program are now in orbit
and operating. The first of these-LES-5--is a spin-stabilized, solarpowered satellite that has been in a slowly drifting orbit since mid1967. All of the services, and some of our NATO allies, have used this
satellite in a variety of communications tests and experiments. The
Air Force placed the second of these communications satellites-the
LES----in a synchronous equatorial orbit in September 1968. The
LES-6 is fixed above the Galapagos Islands (off the west coast of
Ecuador and directly south of Chicago). It differs from the LES-5 in
that it is 10 times more powerful and is in stationary orbit. The military services are now using the LES-6 for additional testing.
The final step in the space segment of the Tactical Communications
Satellite program was to place the 1,600-pound advanced satelliteTACSAT-into a synchronous orbit in February 1969. TACSAT I
and LES--6 will now be used by the services for extensive tests. On
the basis of data obtained from these tests, an operational system will
be defined. We are requesting $8 million for the TACSAT program
to complete the evaluation andto start work on the operational tactical
communications satellite.
MANNED ORMING LABORATORY

The Manned Oriting Laboratory (MOL) program has the objectives of developing manned and "unmanned defense-oriented space
equipment, and determining the full extent of man's utility in space
for defense purposes. The basic MOL vehicle, fand its two-man crew,
will be the test bed to accomplish these objectives by conducting experiments with complex equipment in near-earth orbits. Based on previous experience with both manned and unmanned space systems,
we believe that from the beginning MOL will perform support
functions whose values will justify program costs.
The basic subsystems.,
development approach is to take maximum advantage of
equipment,
and technologywhich have already been developed. The use of the modified Gemini spacecraft is perhaps the
best example, but there are many others. They include building on
the Gemini and Apollo astronaut suit technology, for the MOL pilot
ful] nressure suits use of space packaged foods of the type developed
by the Army and NASA; adaptation of the Apollo fuel cell for
.OL applications; and use of the Apollo attitude control electronics
technology.
In a typical MOL mission, the two-man crew will be launched into
orbit inside a Gemini B spacecraft attached to the laboratory. In or-
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bit, the pilots will move into the laboratory through a hatch ini the
Gemini heat shield. Once in the laboratory, the crew will take off
their space suits and perform their experiments in a "shirt-sleeve"
environment. After 30 days, they will prepare for their return to
earth by getting back into tihe Gemini B, detaching it from the laboratory, and reentering the earth's atmosphere for an ocean landing and
recovery. The laboratory will reenter separately and is expected to
burn up in the process. the MOL launches will take place at Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif., and the Air Force Satellite Control
Facility at Sunnyvale, Calif., will control and track the flights
through its worldwide network of ground stations.
We have made considerable progress in the MOL program since
the President directed its development in 1965. All of the major components of the MOL system are under development. Mockup and
structural test assemblies of the laboratory and experimental modules have been completed and the fabrication of components has begun. Successful static test firings of the first stage enghnc of the Titan
HIM have also been conducted. The launch complex construction is
almost complete.
A very thorough review of the program was conducted b,' the Secretary of Defense in February which reaffirmed that the beneti'q to be
derived from MOL justify its continuance. Furthermore, it was coneluded that all ot the MO, objectives can be accomplished within a
reduced launch program. The revised plan consists of two hardware
qualification launches to qualify the Titan IITM.1/(emini B structural
hardware, and four 30-day manned flights. The elimination of one
flight was made possible by the current maturity and increased knowledge of manned spaceflight, which makes us confident that we can
meet our objectives.
By slihtly extending the launch intervals, we have protected the
option ok.economically adding launches to the program, if this proves
desirable. Between now and t iat decision point, we will have gained
additional technical data and knowledge.
The revised plan also lowers the estimate of the total program cost
and reduces the fiscal year 1970 requirement from $576 million to
$525 million. Our current schedule provides for the first unmanned
launch in early 1971 and the first manned flight in early 1972.
SPACE EXPERIMENTS SUPPORT PROGRAM

Our space technology program ins are producing many new approaches
for a variety of applications, but they must be proven in a space environment. Frequently these new approaches and experiments do not
justify the expense of being placed in orbit by their own booster. In
1965, we established the space experiments support program (SESP)
to provide space flight support for Defense experiments that do not
have any other means of being placed in orbit. The purpose is to get
the most use out of every booster. This program is responsible for
reviewing and selecting competing experiments and for procuring
launch vehicles and spacecraft for the experiments. It also takes care
of launch scheduling and the purchase of launch services. The first
SESP launch took Place in June 1967, orbiting two satellites-one
Arny and one Navy.
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This program also takes advantage of very high priority programs,
which must be placed in order, but which do not fly use the payload
capability of their launch vehicles. In those cases, this support program
provides for the assignment of payloads to use space that is available
aboard the launch vehicles of other space programs. An example of
this type of Titan IIIC which was launched on May 23 and carried
three secondary satellites into orbit. Another example is a multipayload flight with an Army satellite aboard a NASA Nimbus B launch.
We are requesting $19.8 million to continue the space experiments support program in 1970.
ADVANCED

SPACE GUIDANCE

The advanced space guidance program addresses the problem of
proiding'precise pointing information to various satellite sensors.
This problem is expected to become increasingly important as new
sensors are developed for use aboard spacecraft. The primary task for
this program in 1970 is the continued development of the space precision attitude reference system (SPARS). This system consists of a
star sensing device, a gyro reference, and remote optical alinement
equipment. We are starting the fabrication and functional testing of a
SPARS prototype system with 1969 funds, and we expect to complete
the prototype system and prepare for flight testing with the $7 million requested in 1970. Flight tests are planned for mid-1971, and early
1972.
ORAPTITIC REENTRY 3MATERTALS

The new graphitie reentry materials program is closely related to
the ABRE program which I described under "Missiles and related
equipment," The program will develop hardened graphitic materials
and will provide heat shields and nose tips for flight demonstration
under the ABRES program. This promising new technology will
continue the materials and design technology initiated under the
aerospace structural materials program and it will continue to be
manage d b the Air Force Materials Laboratory at Wright-Patterson AVB, Ohio. We are requesting $2 million to initiate this program
in fiscal year 1970.
ARNOL

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER

The Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) at Tullahoma, Tenn., is shown at table IX as unfunded in fiscal year 1970.
This reflects a decision to operate the Arnold Engineering Development Center under the "Air Force industrial fund" whereby the programs which use the AEDC facilities will provide the funds for their
operation. However, there is a new program called Arnold Engineering Development Center Testing Technology, which is carried-in the
"Other equipment" budget activity, to provide for the costs of developing testing technology at the center. We are requesting $4.5 million
for that program in 1970.
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OTHER FQUIPWM

The "Other equipment" budget activity includes complete support
systems as well as major subsystems which will later be incorporated
into full-scale weapon systems. Most of the support systems involve
electronic surveillance or communications. They include programs such
as backscatter over-the-horizon (OTH) radars, intelligence systems,
command and control systems, and communications systems. The
major subsystems are concerned with new guns for the F-15 and
A-X, and penetration aids for aircraft.
The proposed program for fiscal year 1970 includes $400 million
for "Other equipment." This is slightly more than $384 million for
1969, as shown in table X, and represents the net effect of a large
number of increases and decreases. The largest single increase is for
the airborne warning and control system (AIVACS).
AIRBORNE WARNING AND CONTROL SYSTEM

The airborne warning and control system (AWACS) is a program
which will permit us to place the essential elements of detection and
control into an aircraft. Such a system offers many advantages for
both our tactical forces and our air defense. It would be completely
mobile and capable of rapid worldwide deployment. Once deployed
in a tactical role it would function as the nerve center for achieving
and maintaining air superiority and for directing tactical air forces
in an extended battle area. In the air defense role, AWACS aircraft
would be used in conjunction with over-the-horizon radars, and the
improved interceptors-which I described earlier. In this role, the
AWACS would have a considerable advantage in not being a geographically fixed target.
The AWACS radar is the most demanding part of this system in
terms of technology. It must be able to pick out moving targets, such
as bombers attempting to penetrate at low altitude, and display them
clearly for the airborne crew.
The aircraft is also an important part of the AWACS. What we
are looking for is a large aircraft that can be modified to carry all
of the AWACS equipment and a crew of 20 to 40 people.From our
evaluation of available aircraft, either the DC-8 or the 707 jet transport could be suitably modified to handle the system and provide an
on-station altitude of 30,000 to 35,000 feet. On-station endurance on
the order of 7 hours minimum could be obtained, and we plan to be
able to increase this with inflight refueling.
The 1970 program includes $60 million for the AWACS. This
amount will permit us to continue the radar developments and to
initiate system development.
CONUS OVER-TIE-IORIZON BACKSCATWER

RADAR

In my treatment of the "Military sciences," I traced the evolution
of over-the-horizon (OTH) radar from its early beginnings in our
basic research program to the System 440L. This early research has
also led to another type of OTH radar-called "backscatter"-- which
should be able to detect aircraft and missiles off our coasts.
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TABLE X.-FISCAL YEAR 1970 R.D.T. & E. BUDGET ESTIMATES, OTHER EQUIPMENT (7)
[Inmillions of dollars
Fiscal rz

Fiscal ear
970

Stragetic Air Command communications and control networks (SACCON) ...........
Post-Attack Command and control system (PACCS) ...........................
UHF-Emergency Rocket Command system (ERCS) ..............................
.
Special purpose communications ............................................
Airborne warning and control system ..............................................Conus over-the-horizon radar .....................................................
Over-the-horizon radar system ....................................................
Tactal air control system .........................................
-Defense Communications Planning Group ......................................
Cr0Iologic activities ........................................................
lu HiStrategic Reconnaissance Wing .............................................
Technical sensor collection ........................................
Clear sky........................................................
Intollizenc
data handling system ...............................................
National Military
Command systemwide support ........................
Air Force communications ................
.....................
Traffic control, aproach, and landing system (TRACALS).
..................
Air cargo materials handling .........................................
Conventional munitions .............................................
Ground electronics ...................................................
Human resources .............................................
..
Overland radar technology ....................................
Over-the-horizon radar technolo ..........................................
Tactical
control and.landing
Advancedairdevices...
. . . divices
. ...................
. . . . . . . . . . . . .................
.. . . . . . . . .
Advanced
Command and.control
capability
......................
Satellite communications terminals-Tactcil ....................................
Airborne
satellite communications terminals-Stratelic
..............................
Loran
D...............................
......
....................
Advanced
Airborne Command post (AABNCP).............
.....................................

..

--

..

Hilh energy laser program .......................................................
Triservice
lightweight
tactical radar ...............................................
Bas security
.................................................................
.
Reconnaissanceflntelligence exploitation...........................................
Conventional weapons ...........................................................
Biological warfareochemical warfare program .......................................
Penetration aids for manned aircraft ..............................................
Simulator for air-to-air combat ..................................................
.
Integrated control/tactical displays ........................................
-Civil engineering technology
........................................
- _
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center.
...............................
Integrated communiatlons-navgaton-ldentiration ......................
Tactical Information procesinl and interpretation.............. -.........
Air
control radar beacon system/air identification mark XlI system ........
ronttraffic
advanced
tactical command, control and communications program ...............
Tactical jamming system .......................................................
_
lectronic
warfare systems ......................................................
Ufe support system......................................................
....
ChemiVlbkolcal equipment ........................
..........
Other operatlonl equipment ..................
......................
-tweight.prcisn bombing system'................................... ........
lig
era nnalssance equipment ............................................
---Systems survivability ....................................................
.-...Armament'ordnance development ................................................
..
improved aircraft firefighting equipment ...........................................
Improved aircraft gun system ..................................................
Sentinel mist ..................................... ................---..
Arnold engineering development center testing technology-..................... ....
Test instrumenatln ............................................................
Information analysis center .....................................................
Electromagnetic compatibility analysis center .......................................
Lincoln laboratory..............................................
- -..Mitre ......................
systemv
...................................
-Total...................................................................

3M.665

-

-

385.166

The continental TTnited States (CONITS) OTH bnckscatter radar
program is developing this technique to be an integral part of our
modernized air defense. Tn its simpler form, the 8TH backscatter
radar will be able to detect aircraft at ranges of several thousand
nautical miles. However, by increasing the number of transmit beams,
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and making other design clminves, ()Il' Inckseal Ier radars could also
,BM's).
delet submarine huncheled baMistie in is:siles
We are requesting $3 million in (lr 19TlRl).'r'. & E. program to
start development on this deteclion system. The direction this work
takes is dependent upon tihe decisim, yet Io be made, oi Ilhe additional cost for an SLIM ctlabillty.
RMXTiI NF

'~hMIST

Sentinel Mist, is tihe emw hsigaltion for tile IIS-T, radar. ''htis
high power radar system was developled tnder the Tehnii.al Sensor
Collection program iI P1ior v'lr, lfl(nis lso baNse(I 11 lie technology
r aar prograiils and tie basic. research worL
reduced in earlier ()'T 11
mentioned earlier. I is a baeksealter over-the-horizon (()TII)
radar system. We a requesting $13.6 million to complete the installation and begin operational testing of tile radar.
SPECIAL e11I'si: ( )MMUNIC.Vi'IONS

Fo' several vears we have !men working on ways to instre the
survivability of tlle Strategic Air C'onimand's conuninwa Iions systems. The Special Pirpose ('onunun icaliois program is developing
Arery Low 1'requency (VLF) radio eqlijpnent to complement otieb'
coiinuniation.s aild provide a reliaille means of conInunilating over
long distances during and after a nuclear attack. We plan to equlip
SACs airborne coimfand post aircraft with these. new VT,1 transmitters and receivers and also with a very long trailing wire antenna.
In addition, we will install VLF comimunications facilities in key
control centers on the ground.
Tit first generation of transmitters, receivers, and trailing wire
antennas have been developed and we are in the process of testing the
airborne equipment. We are also transferring the VLF ground stations to SAC. With the $5 million reiquested in 1970, we. will continue
the test program and the development of imi)roved signal I)roessing
equipment.
IMPROVED ATCIr,?-%r flX

s)s'r:M.s

Our tactical air warfare experiences continue to validate lhe require"ment for improved aircraft gun systems. This year we have iniltrate on the (evelolpnent of a gun
tiated a new program to (on
for aerial combat, and another gt for close air support work. The
aerial combat gun is being developed primarily for air superiority
fighters such as the F-,). Its unusual feature will be a caseless romnd
with attendant weight savings. We have already achieved single shot
firings of a caseless round and we have designed and fabricated a
model gun mechanism. We exl)pect to 1)e able to demonstrate troublefree, automatic firing of the combined caseless round and gun system
in the very near future.
We are also working on a new air-to-gr'otiid gun system for use
against a variety of targ.zets such as personnel, armored vehicles. and
hard point. targets that. are blast sensitive. While the desigi eharaeteristics for this gun have not been fully estal)lished, we are considering
a large caliber with a high muzzle velocity to achieve the effectiveness
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we need. This year we plan to start engineering development on this
system, and we would expect to use it on the A-X close air support
aircraft. We are requesting $10 million for the development of these
improved gun systems.
AIR FORCE 11UMAIN

RESOURCES LABORATORY

as
The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, which appearsand
personnel
of
regrouping
a
a new program in 1970, is, in effect,
activities
training research projects. It is being assembled from variousbenefits
to
the
on
attention
focus
to
Division
of the Aerospace Medical
resource-important
most
our
of
productivity
be derived from greater
ns
people. This Laboratory will bring together such related activitiesthe
methods and technique.s for flying training and technical training,
use of learning machines and computer-aided instruction, and performance evaluation techniques and personnel selection processes. We
are requesting $4 mnillior in 1970 for the operation of this Laboratory.
This amount is about $1 million more than contained in the 1969
program.
PRoG.RA5wm. MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
pror.
In a continuing effort to improve the management of our .D.T.
& E. program, we have revised the structure of the programwide
management and support programs for fiscal year 1970. The four
existing programs--command and base operations; development,
acquisition, and test management; aeronautical systems engineering group; and exploratory development mmanagement have been
consolidated into two new programs called development and test
support and acquisition and command support. Table XI identifies
the individual organizations included under each of these programs.
A major improvement resulting from this new structure is the
consolidation of all of the funds for operation and management of
each of these organizations into a single program element instead of
dividing them between two elements.
TABLE XI.-FISCAL YEAR 1970 R.D.T. & E. BUDGET ESTIMATES
PRONRAMWIDE MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT (8)
[in millions of dollars]
Fiscal year

...................................
Vevelopment and test support...
Fliht Test Center.......................................
Misle Development Center .................................
Center ......................................................
Cns
Special Wea
Armament Development Center ...........................................
Acquisition and command supporL ..............................................
Aeronautical Systems OlDion ..............................................
Electronic systems Division...................................................

1969

1970

121.600

125.821

1 9
168.952

1-2-182.950
-

n ton................................................
Space and m le
.....................................
eromedial Division ......

........................................
Offce of Aerospace Research..
....................
Headquarters, Air Force Systems Command....
.....................
International Military Hoadquarters and aences ...
International cooperative R. & D..................................................
Total ....................................................................

225

.474
.200

290.777

309.445

-

605
The increased requirements for support of these activities in fiscal
year 1970, provide primarily for the cost of the civilian pay raise
which became effective on July 1, 1968. The fiscal year 1969 cost for
this pay raise is not included in the amounts shown for that year, but
will be added by a reprograming action later in fiscal year 1969. The
increase also reflects the provision for procurement of standard electronic equipment for research and development activities which were
previously provided under the "Other procurement" appropriation.
The development and test support program and the acquisition and
command support program include the pay for civilian personnel at
tlese major research and development activities. These funds are also
used for travel, transportation, rents, utilities, contract services, and
supplies and equipment for military and civilian personnel. The levels
of military and civilian personnel planned for these Air Force
activities in fiscal year 1970, are somewhat lower than in fiscal year
1969.
The international military headquarters and agencies prograni,
which appears as a "new start" in fiscal year 1970, is in reality a transfer of accountability from the military assistance program (M1AP) to
the R.D.T. & E. program. The funas in this program pay for the
salaries and allowances of the U.S. representatives at the Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) Technical Center
which is located at The Hague in the Netherlands. This Technical
Center provides SRAPE with operations research and systems analysis capabilities which are applied to such SHAPE problems as force
structures, command and control, and communications. The United
States sup plies about one-fifth of the scientific and engineering effort
for which $14,000 is requested in fiscal year 1970.
The international cooperative research and development program
is somewhat less in 1970 than it is in 1969. The funds in this program
facilitate the mutually beneficial flow of technology between the Air
Force, our allies, and other countries in the free world.
CONCLUSION

This completes my description of the various budget activities, 21r.
Chairman; but before proceeding with.your questions I would like to
make a concluding observation. The Air Force R.D.T. & E. program
which I have proposed to you today is big by almost any standard. It
amounts to $3.566 billion to be paid for by all of us. While it is not the
biggest Air Force R.D.T. & E. budget, and while it will not buy as
much as several earlier budgets, it is an amount which will pay for oui'
essential new systems and their supporting technology.
There are, of course, several programs we would like to have-and
could profitably use-which are not included in this proposed program. The Air Force request to the Secretary of Defense amounted to
a $4.2 billion program. That amount was examined, analyzed, and adjusted on a program-by-program basis as negotiations took place over
a matter of months. It was then reexamined by the new administration.
In the end, we arrived at the figure of $3.566 billion. I believe, Mr.
Chairman, that the $3.566 billion program I have presented today will

periuit, the Air Force to develop tho-s QN'.tems whiiv'l are so Iiecesslrv
to the Nation's security, and indeed, its slirvival.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, this conelude. my
prepared statement. I will be most pleased to respomd to yonr quesIlions at this time.

FISCAL YEAR 1970 R.D.T. & E. BUDGET ESTIMATES
lIn thousands of dollars

Military
sciences
Program I. strategic forces .....................
Program II, General purpose forces ..............
Program I II, intelligence and communications ................................
Program IV, airlift forces .......................
Subtotal (operational systems
development) .........................

Aslronautics
and
related
equip.
meant

Programwide
manageOther
ment
and
equipment support

73.719
87,920 452.108
91,837 ......................

73.800 ..........
22,700 ..........

. 794,568
2,200 .........
.................
34.202

829.768
33,000 ..........
3.000 .......... 37.202

Aircraft
and
related
equip
nient

216.159

Missiles
and
related
equip-ment

452,108

868.287

132.500 ........

Program VI:
Research ....................... 100.173 ....................................................
103.742
52.421 ..........
36, 180
30.819
36, 787
Exploratory development .........
60.300 .........
71,244
539 210,919 166,912
Advanced development ..........
89,535 ........
92,300 ..........
Engineering development .................. 210.117
50,410 3A.445'
24,700
17.200 .......... 229,403
Management and support ........

Total
687.547
114,37

1.669.054
100.173
259, 949
513914
391.952
631.158

Subtotal (program VI) ......... 158.699

451,855

524,795

199,666

252,666

309.445 1.897.146

Total, Air Force R.D.T. & E.
program ...................

668.014

976,903

1,067,973

385,166

309,445 3,566.200

158.699

Mr. SiKFx. The budget amounts mentioned in your statement require modification in light of the MOL prograin cancellation.
General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir; but they wil probably be revised.
VARIOUS USE8 OF BERRYIIU)[

Mr. FLooD. Are you still conducting 1R. & 1). in berrylium?
General McNiCxLE. Yes, sir.
3Mr. FLoD. For what purpose? Airfraines-anything else, fuel?
General McNicKix. Where we can take advantage of its characteristics, as in brakes.
Mr. F oOD. Exotic fuel.
On Berryliuni additives to fuel we have stopped
Mr. HANSENs.
work. I would like to introduce Dr. Tehmann who handles our
research program. He might answer that.
Dr. H MA. N. You asked about the fuel?
31r. FLoon. First fuel, exotic fuel.
Dr. LEtIMANN. There was a program at the Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory.
M1r. FLOOD. I know there was. What about it today?
Dr. L M1AN N. It is still continuing at a modest level but the largescale tests have been stopped.
Mr. FLo. What about the metal for airframes?
Dr. LEnmANN. Yes, sir; we are still looking at that for lightweight
structure for airframes.

obt
FUNDED PROJECTS OF SIGNIFICANCE

Mr. SiR s. Thank you very much, General Mfeickle. Yours has
been a very well prepared presentation

mid the committee appreci-

ates the detail shown in the document. I am interested in eo state-

meift that there are several programs that you would like to have
and could prolitably use which ar niot included in the l)rograil.
Which ones are those that are of real significance in your opinion?
General MVMCaLXi
. Sir, in light of the MOL cancellation" today,
may I submit my revised views for the record ?
Mr. SmIKEs. Very well, including information about costs.
(The information follows:)
The significant Air Force programs which could use additional fiscal year 1970
R.D.T. & E. funding are:
Fiscal year 1970

( Dollars In millio1ns I

Defense subsystem development and demonstration -----------------24
The DSDD is an advanced d'-velolnunt programw
wlviliprovide test
data and design requirements

The fiscal year 11.170 funding of

l2..1 mil-

lion results in the Air Force flying launches to flight test the sensor
and guidance electronics
-.
The additional funding of $24 million would provide the earliest and most
economical demonstration 6f nonnuclear kill against reentry vehicles. A
total of
flight demonstrations are planned, with the first to occur In .
This will allow the Department of Defense to obtain maximum results fromt
funds expended to date on this program and Its predecessor, program 922.
Advanced ICBM technology
..--------------------------------$24
An additional $24 million is required for advanced ICBM technology In order
to begin the competitive design phase of an advanced hardened missile guidance
system development. Such a system would provide an order of magnitude increase In nuclear hardness and a Improvement in guidance system avcuracy, as compared to Minuteman III, An advanced guidance system, as part
of an advanced post boost vehicle, in a critical and pacing item constraining the
future development of an advanced ICBM.
The Air Force Is seriously concerned over the trend of the survivability and
range/payload capabilities of the land-based strategic missile force vis-a-vis that
of the Soviet Union. In our best Judgment, an advanced ICBM should be developed
to counter this threat.
Advanced sensor technology
----------------------------------$7
Seven million dollars is needed for advanced sensor technology in order ft tit,velop a means for making accurate-measurements Dual capable Minuteman
----------------------------------$1
The dual capable Minuteman missile provides an option for using the .Minutt,.
man missile i, either its present mission as an offensive weapon or as an extended range interceptor defending against reentry vehicles: $1 million is reuinired to complete preliminary design studies associated with modifying existing
Minuteman missiles; $10 million is needed to begin development of the components which will make the Minuteman missile dual-capable: this development
Includes fusing, guidance, targeting, and command and control integration.
AX aircraft
---------------------------------------------$7.4
Because of the requirement for studies on size, survivability and all weather
support, the Air Force cannot substantially speed up the contract definition
phase or initial operating capability of fiscal year 1973. However, $1.4 million
can be used beneficially for some acceleration of airframe and engine develop.
meant and $6million to accelerate the larger caliber gun development program.

34-039-6"---pt. 4-
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS ENTERING INVENTORY DURING PAST YEAR

Mr. SiK.s. In the time period of the past year since your predeces-

sor, General Holzapple, presented the Air Force's fiscal 1969 budget
fol. R.D.T. & E. to the committee, what new weapons or equipment
of significance have been added to the operational inventory of the
Air Foree through the efforts of the R.D.T. & E. program. Do you
have at list of those?
General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir.
Will you run through them briefly at this point and pro-

Mr. SIKES.

vide details for the record?
General MONIcmKLE. In general, Mr. Chairman most of these are
either ECM or munitions for Southeast Asia. There are fuzes and
WAAPM. The latter provides a very effective air-delivered, anti-persoiniel mine field.
Mr. SIKES. It is understandable that the public and, indeed, the
Congress, would be interested in what we have been getting for rouh
ly $3.5 billion a year which has been appropriated for this work %r
a number of years. You would anticipate there would have been some
exciting new major developments.
General MCNICKLE. The C-130 gunship II is an outstanding example of such developments. Another is our laser-guided bomb. It consists of a standard bomb from inventory, a new tail fin assembly, and
a new nose with the guidance system.
Mr. FLOOD. Howv about laser as a weapon in its own right?
General McNicKIE..
Mr. SIKES. This is impressive? You mentioned the C-130 gunship.
All that involved was mounting some machine guns in a C-130 aircraft.
It is not a very expensive, or far-reaching development, although a useful one.
It does make the work of this committee more difficult when there are
not more significant items of accomplishment to point to.
General MCNICKLE. Sir, one of our more impressive developments
was the Phase I Defense Satellite Communications System which we
launched from the Eastern Test Ranaoe.
Another is our modification to theSQ blind bombing radar system
which is now deployed in Southeast Asia. It enables us to drop bombs
on tactical targets at any hour of the day or night, and independent of
the weather.
Our over-the-horizon radarNEW WEAPONS ADDED TO INVENTORY THROUGH R&D EITORTS

Mr. SIX S. I suggest you provide a listing of the significant new
items. Indicate the development cost of each item and the degree to
which it is superior to the predecessor item. Do not include in this list
weapons which you anticipate completion of during the current fiscal
year or items completed previous to March of last year when General
Holzapple appeared.
(The information follows:)
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AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES
Month

Description

C-130 Gunship II.Side-firing C-130 for night close support and interdiction missions. September 1968.
Has 20 mm. guns ard ability to a quire targets at night and to deliver fire solely
through the use of the sensors and fire control system.
F-11 aircraft. Task force deployed to TakhliAB, Ihailand for operational missions. March 1968.
AIM-7E-2 Sparrow missile. An improved air-to-air missile with greater manuever- May 1968 ......
ing capability and a reduction In the minimum launch range.
OV-10 aircraft 2 engine turboprop forward air controller aircraft. Provides signili- July 1968 .......
cant improvement in response time, maneuverability, increased visibility, and can
return fire.
AGM-12E standoff cluster missile. Air launched missile designed for flak suppres- October 1968...
sion by release of BLU-26 and 8LU-36 (antipersonnel) bomblets.
F-4E aircraft. F-4D aircraft modified with J79-GE-17 engines and an M61 20rm ...... do .........
nose gun. Willcapability.
provide significantly Improved air-to-air capability and enhance
air-to-ground
Slack
sp~t aircraft. C-i23 A'C equipped with multiple sensors for night interdiction.
November 1968.
New capability with sensors plus
area munitions.

Development
cost
$700,000
1,439, 000 000
Navy I
2,000,000:
100,000

12,000,000

MUNITIONS
SUU-42/A dispenser. Externally.mounted 8-tube dispenser for delivering various March 1968 .....
types of sensors.flares from F- aircraft. New capability.
SUU-41 dispenser. A device for dispensing Gravel mines from high-speed aircraft. April 1968 ......
New capability.
Chemical weapon BLU-52. A BLU-1 Napalm tank filled with riot control agent ..... do .........
(CS-2). Used as area denial and harassment weapon. New capability.
settings from - . Has safety features not December 1968..
FMU-721B fuze. Long delay fuze in predecessor.
FMU-56/B fuze. A proximity fuze using radar doppler principle to provide selectable July 1968 .......
.Height of borst can be present lor delivery at varying
heights of burst -altitudes to provide operation flexibiity.
Long-duration target marker LUU'1/B. Target marker which burns for 30 minutes August 1968..
and provides 3 selective colors (red, purple, or green) and Is visible at 5 miles
day or night. Great improvement over Army grenades previously used.
WDU-4A/A 20 grain flechette rocket warhead. Improved antipersonnel weapon. New September 1968.
CBU,6
BcapabilitUy.
-7+8LU-66 . Jungle bomblet in 19-tube dispenser. New Capability... February 199.
caU
pabii
CBU-42 SUU-38,BLU-54 30.day wAAPM. Antipersonnel mine. New capability...... March 196.
M-731 strike film viewer. A device for use by photo interpreters to improve speed and July 968
accuracy in analyzing aerial photographs.
Mobile color film processing fality (EN-75). A device for providing automatic proc- March 1969.....
essing of color photography In response to SEAOR 51.

586,000
924,000
10000
837, 000
2,590,000
79,000
100,000
400,000
6,470,000
$4,000
2,976,00000

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES
QRC-335A seed sesame. A system installed on F-4 and RF-4 aircraft which provides April 1968--...
. Later model, QRC-335-4,
band radars automatic ECM analnst .
deployed April 1969 provided capability against X band radars ALQ-71 ECM pod. An improved, podmounted ECM system with more effective hori- March 1968.....
zontal and vertical antennas and a higher power magnetron with a frequency range

2,030,000

RC-359. improved capability for ALT-16 jammer. . ............................ do.........
. March 1969.....
RC-354-Heceiver. A VHF receiver designed to detect the presence of New ca.bllityr
QRC-370 lihtweight chaff. An Improved radar countermeasure for use on EB-6. May 1969.......
aircraft. Provides lower rate of descent, larger area of coverage and faster dispersal
than previous chaff employed.

160,000
721, 000

1.000,000

50,000

IMPROVED ATTACK CAPABILITY
Laser-guided bomb. M-117 and MK-84 bombs modified with a laser seeking cag- March 1968 .....
bility
which homes in on reflected laser energy for improved accuracy. ew
capability.
Electro-optical guided bomb. MK-84, 2,000-lb. GP bomb modified with a device for February 1969..
optical homing on designated targets. Response to SEAOR 100. New capability.

2,100,000
3,185,000

COMMUNICATIONS COMMAND AND CONTROL
Defense satellite communications system (DSCS) phase I. The final payload of 8 June 1968 ......
spacecraft for the DSCS was launched from the ETR on June 13, 1968. These 8
communication satellites completed deployment of phase I of the DSCS. The 100pound spin stabilized solar powered satellites are essentially the same as the 18
satellites previously orbited in 1966 and 1967.
Deployable automatic relay terminal and commando shackle relay. Transportable November 1968.
around station with a single ADR antenna capable of receiving, processing and
displaying the data bein relayed through EC-121R, or Pave Eagle, sensor relay
equipment from sensor folds containing up to 150 Iglo White type sensors. The
DART Is presently operating with the commando shackle relay. The commando
shackle relay Is a shelter containing EC-121R relay equipment and situated
to the DART at Ben Hoa
in South Vietnam. Sensor data is rolayed -

SVN. Now capability,

TPS-50 radars,.EquIpment is used at Tan Son Nhut Airport to detect low-flying August 1968....
aircraft. Signifcnt improvement due to transportability and rapid rate of de-

ployment.

fee footnote at end of table.

3,.500,000

2,080,000

200,000
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AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES
Description

Month

Map overlays for mobile GCA units. Developed in response to SEAOR 161 to provide
improved all-weather operations. New capability.
ANGPA-129 video mapping qroup. Generates map information from an overlay for
mixing with radar information at a display console. SEAOR 54. New capability.
AN/PRC-72 radio. Multimode manpack radio operating in HF, VHF, and UHF for
use by tactical air liaison officers. Greatly improved due to increased frequency
range and portability.
MSQ-77 modifications Improvements In ground-based radar which will provide
increased bombing accuracy under conditions of night and low visibility.
K-300 A/l automatic satellite picture recorder. Provides weather stations with automatic picture transmission recording capability for improved dissemination of
weather data. Response to SEAOR 120 (class Vmodification). New capability.
Rapidly deployable antenna mast. An experimental lightweight, transportable
antenna mast for use with the RVN direct air request net to provide improved
communications in remote areas. New capability.

April 1968 ......
April 1969 ....

Development
cost

1,000

February 1969..

50,000
25,000

January 1969-..

2,600,000

January 1969...

50,000

January 1969 ....

14,000

PERSONAL LIFE SUPPORT
Improved body armor. Improved Individual equipment used by aircrew on low April 1968 ......
altitude missions for protection from small arms fire. Provides Increased protection
by larger area coverage.
Radio set URC-64. 4 channel aircrew survival radio to provide better communications August 1968 ....
between downed personnel and rescue aircraft. Has 20 percent more range. Added
volume control and 4 selectable frequencies not on previous unit.
Pararescue transceiver helmet. A helmet equipped with a bone-conducting micro- May 1969 .......
phone and radio to permit improved communications between rescue helicopter
and personnel conducting rescue operation. New capability.

16,000
1,000,000
223,000

SURVEILLANCE
for detecting March 1968 .....
440L OTH radar system. Achieved Interim capability on U.S.S.R. ICBM launches. Provide real time warning to NORAD Combat Operation
Center. New Capability.
ANIFPS-85 phased array radar. For use In the Spacetrack System. It performs the December 1968..
multiple functions of satellite detection, tracking, Identification and data collection
concurrently on a maximum of 200 targets in its coverage.

35,300,000
78, 000. 000

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
Palletized mail systems. Containers designed to carry 1,600 pounds of high-density
mail (95 cubic feet volume). 4 containers can be carried on 1 463L pallet which
permits a C-130 to carry 35,500 pounds of mail, as compared with 10,000 pounds
without the containers. New capability.
Cargo buffer stop. Devices to provide 4-G forward restraint for use with container
delivery system on loads up to 35,000 pounds In C-130 aircraft. SEAOR 71. New
capability.
Fast fix cement. MaterWsl developed for use In repairing runways damaged by rocket
or artillery attacks. New capability.
C-130 ramp kit. Modified C-130 unloading ramp to provide rapid unloading capa-

May 1968.......

6,000

May 1968 .

25,000

do .........
.....

2S,00

June 1968 ......

25,000
500,000

bility. New capability.
Aircraft arresting barrier (BAK-13). Provides an all weather, rapid-cycling, bi- ..... do.

directional arresting capability for all century series fighters. Great Improvement
in installation time and cycling.
Mobile electronic weighing system (AIM 37-U2). A system which will weigh and August 1968....
compute the centers of gravity position of wheeled vehicles, cargo aircraft and all
cargo loads that are compatible with the 463L cargo system. SEAOR 92. New
capability.
to cut the AFT restraint October 1968...
device
A pyrotechnic
gate.just
releasecargo
airdrop
Cargo
capability.
Newused
prior to release.
webbing
of airdrop
Hydraulic flow comparator. A device for preventing the loss of hydraulic fluid in December 1968..
the event a line is ruptured or broken. The comparator sense te difference in
flow between the supply and return lines furnishing.power to an actuator and
closes off the line when the flow becomes excessive. New capability.
Jet turbine oll. A new jet turbine engine oil (MIL-L-7808), increased engine oil October 1968...
drain time InSAC fleet from 300 hours (usingits predecessor) to 60 hours. This
represents a savings to SAC alone of $3,000,OOyear.
Maintenance free aircraft battery. Maintenance for 3 to 5 years. Itspredecessor June 1968-.
required maintenance vary 30 to 90 days at a cost of tens of millions ofdollars.
JP-7 jet fuel. JP-7 jetfuel, developed for the SR-71 aircraft in-house. It Is saving .... do .........
the Air Force $3,000,000/year in fuel cost over the previously used fuel.

1,000,00
25, eoo
150,000
300,00
700,000
50,000
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I)

m)IWEI.O'M3F.N"iS NOT YET OPEIZATION.\T

Mr. S[KES. I would like to have you list separately the new items
whilih have completed developments but whicl are iiot yet in the hands
of ou.r ield foe,sill oper.ti (AIl Iquant ities.
(The information follows:)
Month

Quantity

AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES
Hunter Isystem. AC-130 aircraft equipped with battlefield illumination and multiple August .........
sensors for night recce/srike missions. Response to SEAOR 50.
do .........
AGM-788 standard arm missile. An air-to-surface antiradiation missile with seeker .....
capability in .
MUNITIONS
MLU-32/899 Britays flare. A5.000, 000candlepower flare which burns for 5 minutes/
response to SEAOR 36.
FMU-26B/B fuze, Multipurpose. A fuze with Impact, short delay, and timed airburst
functions, compatible with nose and tail fuze wells of all bombs which have
standard 3 in. fuze wells.
BLU-31/B land mine. An air deliverable land mine with explosive
weight. Response to SEAOR 94.
CBU-33 Antivehicle land mine. A subsurface mine delivered from a dispenser for
use against tanks and vehicles/will penetrate ins. of mild steel. Response to
SEAOR 130.
LUU-2/B flare A 2 000 000 candlepower flare which burns for 2 minutes. Replaces
MK-24 and MK-25 flAres. Response to SaAOR 36.
Incendiary
ammunition. 7.62mm. incendiary and API ammunition for use with sidefiring gunships.
RECONNAISSANCE

1
25

.....
do .........

2,400

November.......

88,000

June...........
June ...........

20

August .........

2,000

July ...........

200 000

AR-109A viewer-printer. Acombination direct/rear projection viewer which provides June ...........
capbihty t, view a single image in both modes at the same time. Response to
SIAOR 7.
CamfLge detector. A handheld monocular viewing device which provides real- September ......
tiu' camouflage detection.
I0.ared data lmk.(Compass si) a system of IRF-4C sensor A/C, one 5-87 relay .....
do...........
A/C, a d Igound station with near real-time readout of infrared reconnaissance
dala. Response to SEAOR 45.
. ......do .........
ack Creow senso for gunship II. Adevice for detecting truck traffic SWep repeat printer. A device for providing continuous enlargement of photo- June ...........
id.. at a rate of 2,000 to 3,000 prints per hour. Response to SEAOR 104.
ielI50 ainerator. A device foreconomical destruction of photographic film July ...........
aW SOW classified materiaL Response toSEAOR 120.

5
2
--

8
6

ELECTRIC COUNTERMEASURES
AN,'APR-35. Aradar signal receiving setwith panoramic and analysis display for use September ......
on FIOSF Wild Weasel aircraft.
QRC-34S/AAQ-4 IR countermeasure. A system for providing EB-6 aircraft with August .........
protection against infrared seeking missiles.
Q&C-384 miniaturized noise jammer. L-Band radar countermeasure for installation ..... do........
In F-10, F-4, and RF-4 aircraft. NAVIGATION
Improved terrain following system for RF-4C. Modification to the APQ-99 Forward .....
do.........
Looking Radar to provide an improved capability response to SEAOR 105.
Tactical landing system (AN/ARN-97 and AN/TRN-27). A lightweight precision July ...........
approach aid capable of being installed by a combat control team for use at austere
bases. Response to SEAOR 78.
Uightweight Tacan (ANITRN-26). A small size lightweight mobile tacan for use In ..... do.........
austere locations which will provide bearing, range, and station Identification
information. Response to SEAOR 119.
IMPROVED ATTACK CAPABILITY
F4C Laser Bombing Syst (AN/AVB-I). An improved tactical visual air-to-ground November ......
wea n delivery system. Res nse to SEAOR 64.
KMU
83O/B
laser gulded bomb kit. Afield installed laser guldence unit for use with June...........
the M-l18 3 00pound bomb.
F-4D/APX-.l tystam. A means of providing friendly and enemy IFF Transponder October......
interrogation and reception to reduce the need for visual recognitionidentikation.
COMMUNICATIONS, COMMAND AND CONTROL
AN/PRC 66 radio set. A lightweight portable UHF transceiver. Operates on self- August .........
contained batteries and weighs 10 pounds. Response to SEAOR 140.
Increased Capability for Rapcon and ;CA. Modifications to existing facilities at ten June ...........
SEA sites for improved traffic handling. Response to SEAOR 163.
RF fence-GCA radar. An Installation at Phan Rang AB, SVN, to eliminate ground August .........
Interference and provide improved radar operation.
See footnotes at end of table.

4
20
75
120
500
9

4
20
8

95
10

I
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Quantity

Month
TRN-17 Antenna. A redesigned TACAN antenna which provides improved TACAN June ...........
operation.
EC-121 modification. Improvements In current EC-121 equipment to provide better September......

surveillance -

14
3

.Response to SEAOR M2

PERSONAL LIFE SUPPORT
Survival Kit Gas Mask. An emergency device to protect downed crewmembers when June ...........
tr
jas144.
Is used to suppress enemy action during rescue operations. Response to
SEAOR
Multiple target autodirection finder ANIARD-19. A system for determining location November ......
+ol downed personnel by providing direction finding information using signals from

*merjv radio.

-

50
65

returns may be plotted simultaneously. Response to

HH-53B limited night recovery system Low light level television to be Installed In June ...........
rescue helicopter for Improved night rescue. Response to SEAOR 114.

.

6

S8y;ir Force (other by Navy).

TEn.MtNTE.'F.D R. & D. PRoJEcTS

Mr. SiREs. What research and development efforts of significance
have been canceled or terminated in the time period since our hearings on this subject last year, other than the MOL which was discussed earlier?

AOENA,-D MISSILE

Mr. hANsEN. I have some personal ftimiliarity with at least oe
of these.

The Agena-D program, an improved capability version of the
upper stage Agena, was canceled.
Mr. SiR.s. For what reason?
Mr. HAXSE.%. As the development progressed, it became apparent
that it was going to cost a lot more than tile original estimates and a r,examination of the requirements yielded the belief that for the improveient represented in relationship to tile cost, it just, simply
wasn't worth continuing.
LIST OF TERMINATF.D) R. & D. PROJECTS

Mr. SIKEs. In each illustration I would like for you to provide for

the record the total cost of development and the canceling cost, if
known.

(The information follows:)
TERuiNATiD R. & D. PaoRwrs
The total cost of developing the X-15 was $210.5 million. The B-T0 total
development cost was $1.47 billion. The total Agena D Improvement program
cost was less than $7.2 million.
The X-15 program was completed and terminated with no termination costs.
The scope of the B-T0 program was changed so that no separate cost for ternilnation was identified. There are no termination costs associated with the
Agena D improvement program.

Mr SicEs. What are some of the others?
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Mr. HANSEN. There are but two others of which I am aware. The
B-70 program and the X-15 program.
You have mentioned the MOL.
BENEFITS RECEIVED FROM X-1 5 PROGRAM

Mr. SIKES. The X-15 program made considerable contributions, did
it notI
General Pirs. Yes sir, it did.
Mr. SnKES. Provide any benefits received during the period these
programs were in operation.
(The information follows:)
The X-15 program made the following contributions during its life cycle:
1. Demonstrated that the pilot, given the proper displays and information,

can fly rocket powered vehicles on space trajectories with great accuracy.
2. Weightlessness and the high heart rates associated with this type of flying
produced no difficulties.
3. The X-15 research in hypersonic aerodynamics proved that there was excellent agreement between low temperature wind tunnel test data and actual
hypersonic flight data.
4. Turbulent heat transfer is another problem area where great uncertainty
existed before the X-15 program. The measured flight data showed a marked
departure from available pridictions, averaging about 85 percent lower. This
significant difference has stimulated the development of new prediction methods
and new wind tunnel investigations.
5. Many valuable lessons were learned in design of the primary structure nnd
in local heating problems effecting the secondary structure.
6. The X-15 has also performed as a reuseable carrier for a variety of high
altitude scientific experiments. It permitted fall recovery of the equipment, recalibration, and repeated flights where needed.
Following are a few specific examples of some of the major technological contributions the XB-70 Flight Research Program has made in increasing our know.
ledge of the supersonic flight environment:
1. Plight dynamica and 8tability and control
(a) Validation of aerodynamic prediction techniques which account for the

effects of aeroelasticity.
(b) Compilation of control usage and airplane response parameter data.
(o) Correlation of ground based simulator data with airborne data.
(4) Validation of predicted aircraft performance techniques.
(e) Development of instrumentation calibration methods.
8. Handiftng qualUftee
(a) Validation of proposed handling qualities criteria for large transport
aircraft
(b) Identification of specific piloting problems associated with high-speed flight
(i.e., altitude control, lateral-directional control) and terminal area operations
(i.e., optimum glide slope, flare height).
8. Bnvige inlet ompataWlity
(a) Investigation of internal high-speed shock wave systems and associated
variable geometry and controls.
(b) Turbulent inlet flow measurements.
(o) Spillage drag tests.
4. Validaft" ol aerodsmamio load prediction techniqsa
5. High peed friction,measurements and prensure diatribution, data
6. Nolte pollution measurements go support the national sonio boom program
7. Dynamicresponse
(a) Vehicle response measurements relative to high altitude turbulence, lmding loads, and normal operation.
(b) Evaluation of structural-mode suppression subsystem.
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The Agena upper stage space vehicle has been used by both the Air Force and
NASA for a variety of space missions. The Agena D improvement program was
to have developed a better propulsion system in order to increase the vehicle
payload and maneuvering capability.
Because this improvement program was canceled before any significant hard.
ware was built, the contribution of this program to the field of propulsion tech.
nology is minor. This program accomplished specialized tasks associated with
the Agena vehicle engine design/analysis, fuel tests, development of a thrust
chamber assembly, gas generator, valves and controls, and a turbine assembly.
PROPOTITON OF R. &D. FUNDS DEVOTED TO STRATEGIC AND TACICAL WARFARE

Mr. SIKES. What proportion of your fiscal year 1970 request relates
to strategic warfare and what part to tactical warfare? Do you have
that immediately available?
General Pirrs. 29.2 percent for strategic, sir. About 12.6 percent for
tactical.
Mr. SIXES. There have been times when the Air Force has been
criticized for overemphasis on strategic problems and not enough attention to tactical developments. Do you think that would be a valid
criticism of the current budget ?
General MCNCKLE. Sir, I am not sure overemphasis is the word.
The cost of developing our strategic deterrent forces has certainly been
greater over years than we have spent on the tactical side: an";d the
need for a credible deterrent force has had an extremely high national priority. If we had it to do all over, I think we would still have
focused on the strategic forces first.
Mr. SIKE. What was the percentage last year and the year before?
General MCNICKLE. I will submit that for the record, Mr. Sikes, but
I should caution that percentages can be misleading here since the
strategic systems are much more expensive than the tactical systems.
(The information follows:)
Fiscal year
1969, percent
25.6
10.1

1968, percent
25.0
Strategic .................................................................
T icl..................................................................
10.8

R.D.T. & E. PROGRAM COST INCREASES

Mr. SEKES. On cost overruns, what programs in R.D.T. & E. have
experienced significant cost increases over and above the amount estimated in the hearings last year?
3IUUTEMAN 'MISSILE

General MCNICKLE. During the fiscal year 1969, Minuteman was up
$8.4 million, which reflects a program revision-would you like the
reason. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. SIrs. Yes.
General MONICKIJE. The Minuteman increase reflects the revision of
cost estimates primarily on the guidance and control systems, and airborne and ground hardening.
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SHORT-RANGE ATTACK MISSILE (SRAM)

The SRAM program was up $92 million. This increase provides for
the necessary engineering changes on the propulsion system, for overruns, and for the increased costs associated with the flight test delays
with the F-111.
F-15 AIRCRAFT

The F-15 increased $38.5 million, reflecting firm contractor costs
for initial engine development and contract definition. Earlier estimates were based on parametric studies.
MAVERICK AIR-TO-GROUND MISSILE

Maverick increased $19 million in 1969 but this resulted from the
deferring of phase II engineering development of the missile from
1968 to 1969.
TRACALS

TRACALS increased $28 million. This resulted from the realization
that the TPN-19 had to be developed. Funds were transferred from
procurement for this purpose.
FB-1 1

AIRCRAFT

The FB-111 increased $13.7 million, reflecting actual progress made
to date projected through the remainder of 1969, based on contracturia
obligation percentages.
SUBSONIC CRUISE ARMED DECOY

(SCAD)

SCAD increased $4 million. This provided for establishment of
new advanced development programs and the supported concept design studies for subsonic air-launched missiles.
Mr. SIKES. Complete that for the record.
(The information follows:)
There were seven R.D.T. & E. programs which experienced significant cost increases during fiscal year 1969. The costs shown below are the increases from
the fiscal year 1969 President's budget after congressional reductions were reflected versus the latest approved reprograming request.
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Chinia$sin
1969 prfirlm
(inmil1a)
Reson

Program
M

utem a

SRAM..............

Maverick. .

Reflects Increased costs associated with providing guidance sysIem survive.
bility against a newly Idenlified phenomenon of a nuclear environment.
.. 9? 0 Required lo necessa
y engineerinl changes to the propulsion system and over.
runs Incurred by the contiactor and his subcontractors; also this ir1creKse
provides lorcosts
associated with flight lost
delays of F81ifSRAM.
+38.S Reflects firm contractor costs for initial inline development and contract dell.
nition; earlier costs were based on parametric studies.
+19.0 Increased costs in fiscal
year 1969 resulted from the deferral of phase It eain.erilng development of the AGIM missile Iron fiscal years 168 to 1969.
.125.0 It was determined that the ANITPNI19 ground control approach (GCA) system
could not be bought directly with procurement funds, but that directives
required that the first 2 models for testing had to be bought with R.D.T. & r,
funds. Accordingly $28 000 000 was reprolranmd from the investment account.
. 13,) Funds repoprramed Irom'thW F-itt and RF- II programs to reflect the actual
progress made to date projected through the remainder of fiscal year 1969.
based upon contractual obligations and expenditures.
+4.0 This Increase provided florthe establishment of a new advanced development
program to support concept and design studies of a subsonic air-launched
missile which will have attack and decoy capabilities needed to Increase the
survivability of the 8 52, F 1l1, and AMSA aircraft.

n.....

......

TRACALS...........

Fr Ilt.........
SCAD...............

-8.4

FIscA. YF.At

1969 R.D.T. &

E
.

PiOHmAI r lII)tT(wIIONi

Mr. STlF.. W hat programs hlve provell to 1W le.s, i-otly tha

heeti tant ietiated?!

(le

,nerl [eNnjcj

I11d

xj. F-I 1I went down $17.7 million. The 1600 inlt-11

theater transport (LIT) was reduced $14 million and Itat'd Roek Silt
was reduced $13 million. These tre not actual dec'teases inl|)rogi'am
costs, they are reductions in the 190) progi-an.
Mr•. 8164.These are fiscal year costs. H[ave there heen apy l)l'Ogritlls
whihh were shown to be less costly thln you had anticipated, total
l)rogrinms?
( general McNimir.. No major programs, Mr. Sikes.
OmRxm A

ut I'ou~c R.T).Tr. & E . Bvvrt'1 RFIQrrvT

Mr. SItys. What was the quest of the Department of the Air Force
1o the Secltary of Defense for this appropriation for fical year 1970?
General Pi'rrs. Air Fore requested $4.2hIlion, sir. That was revi''ed
lIv the Secretary of Defense's office to $4.8 billion; and the Johnson
administration reduced that OSI) number by $00 million to a figure
of $3.599 billion.
Mr. SIYFA. In tile January budget?
General P. rs. Yes. The Nixon administration subsequently made
i net, I auction of some $83 million to take the budget down to our
piesent figure of $3.560 billion. That was a net of some increases and
.4o11 decrenSes.
MAJOR IRORAM CII,\NEi', I0 VISCAI, YIFAIt 1970 AiR FORtH'
It.l.T. &F . UIII.'T

Mr.SIK s. WVom there any
budgets?
0M1r,-11 p Oin.yes, sir.

Ilitjor

progan changes in fthe variolls

Mr. SiKEs. Outline those for the recoi'd.
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E. BuOFl.:r

[r. $,Kys. Do you consider, Mr. Seriit
,rCho
buiget presented to
Congress
to be eqtluate to provide the tee?'ologiml
effort to atknlain the position of sn periorityi of tie Air Forcer
Mr. ITANSN. I think it is ,'erydifficult really, to measure what it.
lakes for supriority. I t think you have to look at one typo of weapon
at it tie. I don't, think that this budget makes us superior-in fact, I
l111 Sure it. doesn't make uts superior in every area, but I do think that
it is it balanced progrii that gives us an adequate capability in each
Slli] tarea. to be able to take on tile problems that arm assigled to the
Air Forme.

Mr. Snumu:s. IN)ois the blulget
supplor't,?

is isente(l have your. collett,
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Mr. H sx. Yes. sir.
Mr. SIREs. General McNXickle, what are your comments on the

question?

General CXICNiT.E. Mr. Chairman, I agree with the Secretary. We
would like, of course, more money, but I support the entire program,
as I have presented it.
Mr. SI.s. Mr. Secretary, would you pinpoint some of the areas in
which you feel we will not achieve or continue to hold superiority?
SUPERIORITY OF CERTAIN SOVIET AThCRArr

Mr. HW.xsx Well. for example, we know from some of the aircraft

displays that the Russians are considerably ahead of us in heavy lift

ielicopters. They have a much greater capability than we do.
At the present time we believe they are ahead of us in some of the
capabilities of their fighters, such as the Mig-21 and the Foxbat. We
are hoping to be able to overcome that with the F-15. We expect to.
if that program continues as planned.
Mr. Siis. Will there be a tine gap when the Russians will possess
better aircraft in that category than we possess?

Mr.

Mr.

HANSEN. Yes, sir: I think they will.
SIr, s. In what anticipated period of

time?

Mr. HANSE N
Mr. SIFS. What other examples can you provide?
General 3MCNICKTE.
Mr. STIFS. What time gap do you anticipate in this development?

General McNIcKRLE. Four years.
Mr. SIRys. Are there others?
General McNIKISE. They have a supersonic trancoort which is at the
present time of questionable value to their armed forces. However, it
doez have national prestige aspects to it.
Mr. SItq.S. A supersonic transport?
General MCN ICKLE. Yes, the TIT-144. but we are not aware of a military application for their SST at this time.
Mr. HAN.-SEN. It indicates a level of technological capability.
Mr. SIXES. What are some of the areas in which we clearly excel the
Russians?
s%-TPERORITY OF 1'.S. WEAPONS

General McNxcKE. I think we have a better strategic missile capability, both submarine and land-based, than the Russians. I think that
we have a better bomber in the B-52 and B-58 than they hrove, and
the technology that goes along with the strategic force. I believe the
C-5, C-141, and('C-130 represent a much better transport capability
than the Russians have.
Mr. HAxsEN.. I don't think they have anything comparable to the
F-111.
MIAJ'OR REPROGRA-MIN

ACTIONS DrRIG(; FISCAL YEAR 1969

Mr. SIKES. I would like to have 'you summarize for the record at this
point the major reprograming actions. including both increases and
decreases in thi. appropriation made during fiscal year 1969 to this
date?
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(The information follows:)
MAJOR R. & 0. REPROGRAMING ACTIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1969
[In millions 01 dollars)
OSO
R-2 No.
69-90
69-73
69-90
6-90
69-30
69-39
69-30
69-39
69-87
69-30
69-13
6-39
69-3
69-83
69-30
69-30
69-13
69-30
69-39
69-25
69-87
69-90

Approved by
Congress

Program

F - A..............................................
49.000
117.300
F-ill................................................
F-ill ........................................................
11,500
RF-111 ..............................................
15.000
Light intratheater transport ..............................
.do .......................................................
30.000
..
Advanced tactical fighters (F-X) ....................
do............................................
do ............................................
0
Subsonic cruise armed deny .........................
43.300
Short range attack missile ...............................
.. do ..............................................................
. . do ..............................................................
413.400
Minuteman ............................................
Hard rock silo development ..............................
38.000
25.000
TAC AGM (Maverick) ...................................
Airborne warning and control system .....................
75000
.....
do ..............................................................
. do ..............................................................
0
Traffic control and landing system ........................
----. do ..............................................................
..... do ........................ k.....................................
Total ............

...................................

Change

Revised
program

+13.700
-12.020
-5.680
-5.500
-10.000
-4.000
+15.450
+9.600
+13.40
+4.000
+39, 990
+10. 400
+41.600
+8.400
-13.000
+19.000
-28.290
-1.710
-5.200
+28 000
-9.980
-2.520

62.700
105.280
99.600
6.000
5.000
1.000
45.450
55.050
68.530
4.000
83.290
93.690
135.290
42). 800
21 000
44.000
46 710
45.000
39. 800
28.000
18.020
15.500

(+105.720) ..............

CLASSIFIED AND WAGE BOARD PAY INCREASES

Mr. SiKEs. Are there any other major reprogramings under consideration in the Pentagon at this time which involve this appropriation, other than MOL t
General Pirrr. Yes, sir we have a reprograming action Air Force
No. 69-10 currently in the mill, Mr. Sikes. That is approximately
$9.2 million. That provides for the balance of the classified and wage
board pay increases. The total pay raise is some $13.9 million. The reprograming action will pick up $9.2 million of that raise and the
other $4.7 million is being furnished with reprograming flexilibity
by the Air Force.
Mr. SIsz. Any others?
General PrIT. No, sir.
TRANSFERs

To

AND FRox FISCAL

YEAR 1970 R.D.T. & E.

PROGRAM

Mr. SIKES. What transfers were made to or from this appropriation
in fiscal year 19691
General Prrs. We had two transfers into this appropriation, both
of them from the "Other procurement, Air Force" appropriation. One
for $28 million, and that was to fund the two prototype models of the
TPN-19 radar. It was determined by the Office, Secretary of Defense,
that these were properly funded in the R. & D. program because
they were prototype models; so we transferred that money from other
procurement into R.D.T. & E. The other transfer was for $50 million
from the Other Procurement appropriation into the R.D.T. & E. a
propriation to cover increases in the SRAM missile program and thle
Minuteman program.
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Am FoRc. R.I).T. & E. 1P.HOROl[ C)MP.AnIED Wrim TihAT OF
Sovm'r Am= FORCE
Mr. SiR1s. Insofar as your intelligence estimates provide such infor.
mation, tell us how the amount that you are requesting for R.D.T. &E.
for the Air Force compares with tlie amount the Soviets are spending
in this area.
Mr. H1ANSEN. I would like to answer that. Mr. Chairman. I spent
some time looking into that. I asked that same question when I came
into my present position. We simply don't have a breakdown of the
expenditures from which we can determine that. If you take
Russian
all of their
military R. & D. and their space programs, which they
don't separate, and put that together, the dollar equivalent of that,
as best I can find out, is very close to the dollars that are being spent
in this country for the same things. Now, I believe that represents a
larger portion of their gross national product.
11r. SIKES. That would indicate a lIarger effort by the Soviets in this
field than we are making.
Mr. HANSEN. Inproportion to their overall economy.
Mr. SIKSu. That is what I mean.
Mr. HAN=sN. Yes.
SOVrE

WEAPON SYSTEM PRIORITIES

Mr. SIKES. What weapons'do they seem to be stressing most, if
you can determine that?
Mr. HANSEN. Well, they are certainly stressing the buildup of their
ballistic missile force. They are stressing their fighter capability.
They have put quite a lot of emphasis on their space program in those
types of unmanned gadge.ts which have a usefulness in a military sense.
Mfr. SIKES. Do the Soviets have anything approximating the MOL.
,
Mr. HEN.s ..
NEW OPERATr(oNAL 9OVwT A.\CRMAF

Mr. SIxEs. Tell us what new weapons the Soviets' Air Force has
placed in its inventory, its operational inventoi1, in the past year!
Mr. HANSFEN. I don't know exactly at what point you really conthe Foxsider that the weapon is operational.'I feel that since
that it is either at or very near-bat airplane Mr. SrKm. That is about, as close as we can determine, not knowin more about their procedures.
sr. I think we have to assume if it is not operational, it
Mr. HAE
is getting very close.
Mr. S-rw~e. Are there other weapons in the same category?
General McNicKra. They have a fighter called the Flagon that
is now in their inventory.
Mr. S, x. What do we know about the capabilities of each ot those I
The Foxbat is in some respect similar to our
General McNxcL.c.
Flagons
F-12A. The'Flagop is an advanced interceptor. About
are now operationally deployed.
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1Mfr. SIKES. Would that put it in the same category as the F-111
General McNzcius. It would be more like the F-4.

They have. a new jet transport, the 'J'U-154 which we call the

Careless.
Mr. HANSEN. They have a new helicopter. I went through the
Army's review of that and they described at least one new helicopter
they have put iii the inventory and they have started deployment
of the SS-13 ICBM.
General Pnrrs. In connection with the helicopters, they have deployed a helicopter carrier into the Mediterranean
Mr. HAssE N.
Mr. SmrEs. Supply for therecord some information on the characteristics of each of those, and any others we have not discussed.
(The information follows:)
CHARACTVUSTJCS OF NEW WEAPO S I. S0'IET INVENTORY
The Harke, currently the world's largest operational helicopter, is \a flying
crane developed from the Soviet Hook heavy transpoit helicopter
The MIG-21/Flshbed Jo a single-place tUrbojet fighter, which ori'mnhally
entered servi in 1960. ,
The Flagon, A is a Sukhoi desigiled "twin turbiJet Intefceptdr which entered
operational service in 1967. :-.-.
/
.
The Sovleti supersonic transport,,th TU-144/Ch'rger, was the rirst
supersonic transport to fly (Pecember 1068). It will probably crulse~at about tvice
the speed of .Ound and:,carry over, 12Q.passengers.
The TU-154/Careless is a ne* Soviet inedianm-sizeW passenger trijet, with a
configuration 'similar to'that of the Boeing 727,-und can carry 158 passengers
to a range ofl2,W0 nautical miles at an average cruise opeed of 460 knots.
The S8-13 Isthe first deployed Soviet soJdLpropeltnt IOB31. .
The Moskva, is a Soviet helicopter earrfr', wbieY was first-deployeki in the
Mediterranean In 1068. It 4,s about 600 feettl6iig with possibly W25.000 toni displacement and cgn carry at least 30 helicopters. The Moskva'soperation to date
has emphasized Its antisubmarine warfare capabilites, but it may alto have
amphibious assault and corpmand ship functions.
-,

PERFORMANCE oF

kw Am FoRcz DE .0
LMEN-s Now

14 VIrNAM

Mr. SIKES. How welth~ve the new weapons and qiipments which
the Air Force has sent to Viktnar.nperformed ....
General MCNCKLFJ. I mqntlion&V the-,C-130 gunship. They have
done exceedingly well.
The C-119, which we have also made into a gunship because' we
didn't have enough C-130's, has also deployed. . They are also
doing very well.
of- .I think it is especially noteworthy that these are adaptations of our present inventory aircraft.
There is an AC-123 called Blackspot. We have two of those.
Mr. Simms. Complete that listing for the record, and also give us a
listing of new items which have been highly successful in perforniance and new items which have not lived up to expectations.
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(The information follows:)
PERFORMANCE OF NEW WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT IN VIETNAM

The following items of new equipment have been highly successful in South.
east Asia:
AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES

C-130 gunship II aircraft.
C-123K blackspot aircraft.
OV-i0 reconnaissance/strike aircraft.
-4E aircraft.
AIM-TE-2 air-to-air missile.
AGM-12E stand-off cluster missile.
MUNITIONS

.4U U--42/A dispenser.

SUU--41 dispenser.
Chemical weapon BLU-52.
FMU-72B long-delay fuze.
FMU-56/B proximity.
LUU-1B long-duration target marker.
WDU-4A/A 20 grain flechette rocket.
C1U-46 jungle bomblet.
("BU-52 wide area antipersonnel bomblet.
IMPROVED ATTACK CAPABILITY

Laser guided bomb (KMU-351/B).
COMMUNICATIONS, COMMAND AND CONTROL

Deployable automatic relay terminal.
Map overlays for mobile OCA units.
AN/GPA-129 video mapping group.
AN/PRC-72 radio.
M3SQ-77 bomb directing radar.
PERSONAL LIFE SUPPORT

Improved body armor.
Foliage penetration flares.
Personnel lowering device.
SRU--2/P marker panels.
URT-33 personal locator beacon.
OPERATIONAL SUPPORT

Palletized mail system.
Aircraft arresting barrier.
Mobile electronic weighing system.
Hydraulic flow comparator.
Jet turbine oil.
The following items of new equipment have not lived up to expectations:
COMMUNICATIONS, COMMAND AND CONTROL

TPS-0 radar.
PERSONAL LIF

SUPPORT

URC-M4 emergency radio.
Pararescue transceiver helmet.
OPERATIONAL SUPPORT

Fast fix cement for runway repair.
Cargo airdrop release gate.
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The record should show that new items of equipment are thoroughly tested
in the continental United States and must demonstrate desired performance
prior to shipment to Southeast Asia. Items of equipment failing to perform
satisfactorily undergo further development efforts. An example of this policy
is the recent cancellation of the shipment of BLU-31/B land mine to Southeast
Asia after extensive tests revealed several deficiencies. In cases where further
development efforts are considered unproductive, the projects are canceled and
the funds are reprogramed to more promising developments.
NECESSITY FOR MODIFICATIoN PRoGR

Mr. SiKEs. On the modifications, in discussing the funding of the
Air Force procurement appropriations, note was taken of the very
large sums requested for various modification efforts. To what extent
are these modification efforts due to a failure, or partial failure in the
development programI
General MCNICKLE. We have a figure for 1969 and 1970 of $40 million
to correct deficiencies discovered during the test program. This type
of modification is due to long development cycles. Most of the funds are
used to give additional capability.
Mr. SIKFS. These wouId be illustrations of improvements to a system rather than corrections of the weaknesses?
General MNcNIcKLE. Yes, sir, the latter are improvements.
Mr. SIKES. Have there been those where your modification was to
correct a weakness or deficiencies ?
General PITs. I can give a rough percentage figure of about 6 percent of our aircraft modification funds which go into this correction
of deficiencies sir.
Mr. SIKs. Provide a listing of some of those for the record.
(The information follows:)
LIST OF MoDIFIoATIOzis To CORRECT DEFICIENCIES IN AIRCRAFT
FISCAL YEAR 1968

fre raft
RF-40.....

F"E-----------C-141
F-111

Item

Aerospace ground equipment for central air data computer.
Refrigerator unit valve.
APR 3/37 radar homing and warning. Aerospace ground
equipment for central air data computer.
All Weather Landing System (AWLS) (kits and Installation). Update seven flight simulators.
KU band beacon (radar homing beacon for tanker hookup).
ECM (track breaker-microwave detecting).
FISCAL YFAR 1969

F"E------------

APR 36/37 radar homing and warning. GFAE kits for APR
36/37.
C-141 ------------- Update eight flight simulators.
Incorporate rounds reposition In the ammo handling system.
F-111
ll---------Revise interface response between fuel quantity fuel distribution light. Install fire detection system. Improve
aerial refueling capability. Incorporate improved penetration aids. Provide improved weather operation for terrainfollowing radar.

Mr. SIK. Could you name some of those now?
General Prrrs. The wing carry-through box failure in the F-111 is
an example.
34-039-69--ipt 4-25
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MODIFICATIONS TO NEW EQUIPMENT IN TIlE INVENTORY

Mr.

SIxES. It seems the modifications begin almost as soon as the

weapon is placed in inventory. Is that a realistic necessity?
Mr. HANsEN. It think it is a function of how long it takes us to do
things. We make a commitment to production considerably ahead of
time and then something comes along, either a change in the threat,
or the planned utilization of the weapon or new technology or something, and by then the production is far enough along that we decide
to go ahead and let it. run through and then cycle them back through
and put the modifications in.
Mr. Siims. This committee has supported that concept but is this an
admission of an inherent weakness in the program in that we don't

figure these things during the developmental stage and they have to be
built into the weapon or the item after it has really been completed
and is delivered?
Mr. HANSEN. I think I would have to state that to a limited extent

it is that, but I think it is more the fact that it takes quite a long time
to build these things and all during that time it is possible for new
things to come along, either considerations of usage, or new materials,
or better ways of doing things, where you simply couldn't have thought
of that before you started no matter how smart you were.
I think the only way you could really stop the procedure of building
something and then modifying it would be to be able to build it veryv
quickly so there wasn't much time in between for these other things to
surface.
I think it is a function of the fact that our technology is a very
rapid moving thing and also our ideas as to how systems will b~e
employed is moving very rapidly.
The F-111, for instance, was conceived for a different role than that
for which it has been ultimately developed. The same is true of the
B-52 and the C-130 and so on.
General Pirrs. I think General McNickle spoke to this committee
under the Aircraft Procurement appropriation pertinent to this point.
That is the fact that a lot of our mods result from getting the items in
the hands of the user; and that pilots who fly the plane will find deficiencies or recommend improvements that dill enable him to carry
out his mission better. This results in modifications to an aircraft.
EFFECT O

CONCURRENT

DEVELOPMENT

AND PRODUCTION

Mr. SIKES. That is a good point.

Now, quite probably you can save sig-nificant sums if we initiated a
policy of having less concurrency in development and production of
new weapons systems, but, would we lose valuable time if that were
the case?
Mr. HANSEN. I think it is the concept of the present administration

to remove the dgh degree of concurrency that we have had in the
past. We would argue that, really, you hurry and as you run into these
problems and are set back, you are really not ahead as much as you
thought.
It is a matter of a calculated risk. If you have concurrent development and production because the initial operational capability date is
extremely important to you, you take the calculated risk that you
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won't ru into troubles and if you don't. you are ahead for that. But,
if you do, you may not even be as well off as you would have been
if you had had a more phased program.
It is our belief that, on balance, we have run into that situation more
than we have the one where we took the calculated risk and it really
paid off.
Mr. SYKEs. The committee will resume its discussions at 2 o'clock.
ATERNOON SESSION

MiEAsrtiu or VALz REcEIVED Fitom R.D.T. & E.
INVESTMENT DOLLARS

Mr. MAno-.. Mr. Secretary, when one evaluates what has been accomplished by the vast billions that are spent by the Defense Department
m a given year, he wonders whether or not we are getting our money's
worth. This morning we discussed with you the question of just what
you had been able to accomplish in the past year. It seems to me that
the responses to these questions are rather-I don't know whether you
would say unsatisfactory- -they are certainly not very exciting or very
promising. We spend a ldt of money and we keep a lot of people on
the payroll, everybody eats but to prove that tremendous forward
leaps have been made in military programs is something that would
hardly be possible based upon the information we get from our
witnesses.
Mr. HAN-SE N. Mr. Chairman, I understand what you are saying. The
thing we discussed this morning was what programs that have been
taken out of the R. & D. category and put into operational usage
during the last year, and there is quite a list of them which we will
submit for the record.
Mr. MAuoNq. We will have a look at those.
(Clerk's note. The list referred to appears on p. 369.)
Mr. HANs-N. The statement is made there is really not anything
in there that is very exciting. I am inclined to agree with that.
Mr. MAHON. The word I was grasping for was unimpressive.
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, satisfying from the point of view of the R. & D.
money that has gone into it. -think research and development has to
be looked at with a long view. There is much more than just what is
put into operation or put into production in a given year. It is what
progress is being made in programs that are not at either one of
these milestones.-What kind of seeds are being planted for the future
and what kind of harvest has been reaped in the past.
If you look back over many years and see supersonic aircraft and
radar development and ballistic missiles and things like that, they
are very rewarding things. If we look at some of the things that are
coming along now, like the future potential of laser beams,some of the possibilities of satellite surveillance and thing of that
nature, I think there are concepts in R. & D. that are equally exciting
for the future potential extension of capability to equipment like radar which is now in our active inventory.
Mr. MAHON.. I think the feeling is among many and to some extent I share this feeling, that while we have done a lot of spectacular
things in the field of technology and weaponry over the past 25 years,
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or more, we more or less have had a rather long drought and we have

not done anything spectacular lately, particularly in the field of major weapons. Of course, the space effort of NASA has been quite spectacular. It has been quite a leap forward. It has been something that
has a landmark characteristic. But there have been no real big landmarks in the last few years in the military area, as I see it.
Mr. HANSEN. "Mr.Chairman, I agree that the nature of research
is that it seems to sort of progress by spurts and plateaus.
There have been studies made of research progress over a very
long period of time, hundreds of years and that seems to be
the tendency of it. As far as the space program is concerned, I agree
with you on that. I think you have to recognize the fact that the Air
Force has had a fairly significant role in that, too. We are very proud
of things like our communications satellites, and specifically the tactical communications satellite which is now being tested.
EFFECT OF CAMPUS UNREST ox

AIR FORCE R.D.T. & E. PROGRAM

Mr. MAHo-. I do not want to belabor this question. Let ts come to
campus unrest. Have any more colleges and universities refused to
take your classified grants or contracts
Mr. HNsEN. Any more, you ask?
Mr. lLuioN.. Yes.
M HANSEN. I am aware of two cases. MIT suspended their willMr.
ingness to take up new contracts pending the report of the Pounds
Conmlittee which made a study of this issue. This committee released
its report about a week or 10 (lays ago. As a result of its findings and
recommendations, MIT lifted theit. suspension on accepting contracts.
So there is one ease where a university decided to withhold acceptance
of contracts and subsequently indicated a willingness to go ahead. The
other case that I am aware of is at Stanford where the on-campus
laboratory refused to accept additional contracts but instead administratively they have agreed to transfer that work to the Stanford Research Institute which has been made separate from the university.
To my knowledge no other universities have refused to accept
military research contracts.
As a matter of fact, in the Pounds Committe they did say that they
thought it was proper for MIT to do military research work, but
they felt for the long run they ought to build up the research work
that they do in the nondefense fields.
Mr. FLOOD. What about George Washington, University?
Mr. HANisx
. Has George Washington University refused, is that
what you are asking, sir?
Mr. FLOOD. I am asking you.
Mr. HA,NsE. To my knowledge they have not.
Mr. FooD. Harvard?
Mr. LirscoMB. You are just talking about the Air Force.
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir; Iam talking strictly Air Force.
Mr. MAmioo. Can you broaden that to cover the Defense Department?
Mr. HANSEN. No, sir; I am unable to speak for the other services,
Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. M,'Auox. In general has the campus unrest which has often hnul
an antimilitary flavor had a detrimental effect on your basic re. ear'li
effort?
Mr. Ifx.NsExN. I do not think we can ally point to any place where
if has so far. We are very worried about the general attitudes that aie
there and how this might affect us in the long run, and specifically as
to whether or not people that are talented in our areas of interest or
who have the potential to become talented would maybe shy away from
doing this because of some ostracism-the fact that this would ppear
a wrong thing to their peers. We are very much concerned about that.
We have discussed a number of possibilities. One is doing more work
in-house. Another one is having more capability along those lines in
the FCRC's, which I am )ersonally against. Another thing is related
to the Themnis program, where there are a very large number of universities in the country and a relatively small number of them that tare
doing research work.
It seems to me if there are other universities where the admninistration, the faculty, and the students are interested in doing this kind
of work an(l have the capability for it, we should encourage then to do
that in or(ler to broaden our base so that we will not l)e as suscept ihle
to damage to the program because certain people are not interested in
doing defense research anymore.
FEASIBILITY OF AN EFFECTiVE ANTIBALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE

Mr. MmHox. Are there any questions on campus umrest ? Tf not. as
the service primarily responsible for the technical developient of the
ICBM's, do you. General McNickle, feel that, the development of an
effective antiballistic missile system is feasible within the current state
of the art?
General MNNICKLE. Yes; I think proof of that is what we have
been able to do with our space programs. They show we have great
capability. If we decided we wanted to, we could go ahead and do
it. I think unquestionably that we can. But exactly when, and on
what timetable-I would say that might be questionable, but to be
able to say we can do it; yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. In other words, you think we can perfect a defense
against the ICBM?
General McNIcKLE. Yes, sir; I think there will continue to be
give and take between offense and defense; the offense is a little
ahead now and you have to do something to itMr. FLOOD. Wait a minute, he said perfect. Didn't you hear him
say perfect ?
General MCNIcKLE. Yes; we could perfect a system for a specific
point in time. However, as time moves on, then either the offense or
defense will go out ahead, and we would have to make some changes.
Mr. MAHON. Ve have not been able to perfect an absolutely airtight ironclad defense against the penetration of bombers and other
aircraft, Do you foresee that we could develop a totally effective
defense a ainst the ICBM ?
General McNicxLE. If totally effective means stopping all incoming warheads I think there will always be some that would get
through under any circumstances that you talk about, sir.
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Mr. FLOOD. Your answer is no?
Mr. MAHON. Yes, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. HANSEN. May I also respond to that?

When you say perfect and relate it to the technology, my personal
opinion is that the state of the art of technology would permit us
to make a system which would assure that no icomg ICBM war.
heads woula get through. As to whether or not that would be eco.
nomically feasible for the country in terms of how many radars you
had to have and how hard they had to be, how many missiles you
had to have and how many had to be on the alert, there is a question
in my mind that way.
CAPABILITY OF SOVIET UNION TO PERFECT AN AEB

DEFENSE

Mr. %mHoN.I would like to turn this around.
Do you think that our major opponent nations around the world,
such as the Soviet Union, would be able to perfect a defense against
our intercontinental ballistic missile?
Mr. HANSEN. I think if we stood still eventually they would be able
to. I think if we are doing what we are supposed to be doing, and
our ABRES program is doing that, we will be a step ahead of them
so just at the point where they are able to defeat our present capability we develop a new capability.
Mr. SrEs.Aren't you giving us credit for more ability than our
opponents, and isn't that always a dangerous thing to do?I
Mr. HANSEN. Your questionn is a very good one. Am I not crediting us with more capability than I credit the Russians with?
Mr. SIKts. Isn't that always a dangerous thing when you talk of
defense?
Mr. HAN.SEN. It is a very dangerous thing if we do that, yes. Yes,
I think that point is very well taken.
Mr. SixEs. I hope you are right but I would not want to sleep on it.
Mr. FLOOD. You know it'is not.
Mr. HANSEN. I think the fact is that our ability from a state of the
art point of view to perfect a system would tend to be frustrated by
the enemy's ability to field the new threat somewhat short of our
perfection of our ability to counter the previous threat. I guess I
should stand to have the record show that I had more sober thoughts
on what I previously said.
OAPABILITY OF PENETRATING SOVIET ARM DEFENSE

Mr. .maHoN. Mr. Secretary, do you believe that the penetration aids
which we have as of the present time can or could defeat the Soviet
ABM system
Mr.

xANSEN. I think utilizing the penetration aids that we have

available and under development now we could get a very significant
portion of our warheads through. I am sure their system would catch
some. But I think the question -.-Mr. FLOOD. The chairman said defeat. You have a habit of not
hearing. He said defeat this time. Defeat is the key word.
Mr. HAN
. I guess I would have to ask you to define for me how
you visualize the word "defeat."
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Mr. FLOOD. How do you visualize it?
He asked the question. Defeat is the word.
Mr. HANSEN. I guess defeat would be to render ineffective their
defense, and I would have to say that if you got enough through to do
the damage that you wanted to do, you would then have defeated
their defense, and in that sense I think the capability which we have
through the ABRES program would be able to accomplish that
objective.
Mr. MAHON. Are you rather confident of that, Mr. SecretaryI
Mr. H"sEN. Yes, sir.
.fr. AHoN. General McNickle, what is your thought on that?
General McNioxmu. Yes, sir.

Am FoRCE USE OF CONSULTANTS IN R.D.T. & E.

PROGRAM

Mr. MAHON. Compare the number of consultants used in fiscal 1969
with the number in fiscal 1968 and 1967.
What has been your record on that, General PittsI
(The information follows :)
The Air Force had about 50 R. & D. consultants receiving compensation during
fiscal year 1967 and 1968, and 57 in 1969. A small number of additional consultants also served without compensation (WOC), or were listed as active
but did not consult.
COST OF CONSULTANTS

Mr. MAHON. Compare the costs of consultants in fiscal years 1967,
1965, and 1969.
(The information follows:)
Estimated costs of Air Force R. & D. consultants for the past 3 fiscal years
were:

Fiscal year 1967
Fiscal year 1968
Fiscal year 1969

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

$130,000
140,000
165,000

PROJECTED USE OF CONSULTANTS IN FISCAL YEAR 1970

Mr. MAHON. What is your projected use of consultants in fiscal
year 1970?
(The information follows:)
For fiscal year 1970, it is estimated that about 55 consultants will work some
1,700 days for approximately $160.000.

USE OF FCRC EMPLOYEES AS CONSULTANTS

Mr. MAHON. To what extent do you use employees of Federal Contract Research Centers with which you contract as consultants?
(The information follows:)
Employees of Federal Contract Research Centers are used very sparingly and
without compensation as Air Force research and development consultants.
USE OF FACULTY MEMBERS AS CONSULTANTS

Nfr. Mahon. To what extent do you use faculty members of colleges
and universities as consultants at the same time they are working under
Air Force research grants or contracts?
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(The information follows:)
Four faculty members of colleges and universities serve on the Scientific Advisory Group of the Office of Aerospace Research in addition to working under
Air Force research grants or contracts sponsored by our defense research sciences
program. Although not consultants in our normal usage of the word, there are
also four members of the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board who have active
research contracts, but one of these serves on the Scientific Advisory Board with-

out compensation.

AVERAGE DAILY RATE OF PAY FOR CONSULTANTS

Mr. MAHON. What has been your average daily rate of pay for consultants in fiscal years 1967, 1968, and 1969? What average rate is
poeted for fiscal 1970?
(The information follows:)
The average daily rate of pay for consultants In fiscal years 1967, 196S. and
190 Is estimated at $85, $86, and $89 respectively. An average rate of about,"90
Is projected for fiscal year 1970.
AVERAGE YEARLY A31OUN'T PAID CONSULTANTS

Mr. MAHoN. What has been your average yearly amount paid to
individual consultants in each of these .3 years?
To what extent were people classed as consultants in order to keep
them on the payroll and avoid the personnel reductions imposed by
the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act?
(The information follows:)
The average yearly amount paid to individual R. & D. consultants who receive
compensation Is estimated to be $2,500 for fiscal year 1967, $2,700 for fiscal year
1968, and $2,890 for fiscal year 1969.
No personnel were classified as R. & D. consultants in order to keep them on
the Air Force payroll and avoid personnel reductions imposed by the Revenue
and Expenditure Control Act.

Am FoRCE R.D.T. & E. FAclrrms
Mr. MVAHOx. With respect to facilities, what new Air Force R.D.T.
& E. facilities were opened in fiscal year 1969? Are any proposed in
fiscal year 1970?
General Prrrs. No new R. & D. establishments have been opened
and none closed, sir. There have been some expansions at existing
establishments.
Mr. MAHONT. What about proposed openings for 1970?
General Prrr. I would like to turn to our director of programs,
General Boylan, for the answer to that question.
General BomAw. Mr. Chairman, I have no information specifically
on the opening of new R. & D. installations in fiscal 1970. There will
be, as in each year, modifications and improvements at the existing
laboratories ana test facilities.
Mr. LfAHOz;. What sums are included in the fiscal 1970 budget for
facilities to be closed during the fiscal year?
(The information follows:)
No sums were initially included In the fiscal year 1970 budget for facilities to

be closed.
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PROPOSED EXPANSIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS TO R.D.T. & E. FACILITIES

3Mr. MAHON. What major expansions or improvements of Air Force

R.D.T. & E. facilities are planned in fiscal year 1970? What was done

in 1969 in this regard ?
(The information follows:)

FISCAL YFAR 1970 R.D.T. & E. FAcuriLTEs MCP
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tenn.: Hypersonic gas dynamics
wind tunnel (addition)
Brooks AFB, Tex.:
Research Laboratory (addition)
Human Resources Laboratory
Edwards AFB, Calif. : Aircraft traction evaluation systems
Eglin AFB, Fla.:
Data Collection Theodolite Station
Electronic research radar facility
Griffiss AFB, N.Y.: Electronic Research Laboratory, microwave
Holloman AFB, N. Mex. : Research Data Center (addition)
Kirtland AFB, N. Mex.:
Laser Optics Science Laboratory
Survivability/Vulnerability Simulation Laboratory
Los ngeles AFS, Calif.: Data,-Computation Center (addition and alteration)
Vandenberg AFB, Calif.:
Space launch complex alterationss)
Power and environmeviai systems facility
Technical operations incility
Western Test Range: Missile Instrumentation Station
Westover AFB, Mass.: Special Projects Facility (addition and alterations)
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio:
Computer Science Center
Science Laboratory, materials
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tenn.:
Propulsion-engine test cell (alteration)
Propulsion-engine test cell (addition)
Brooks AFB, Tex.: Science Laboratory Aeroenvironmental
Eastern Test Range:
Antigua Island-Mlssile Communication Station (addition)
Ascension Island-Missile Communication Station (addition)
Cape Kennedy-Missile Communication Station (addition)
Cape Kennedy-ITL Launch Complex (alterations)
Malabar-3Missile Communication Station (addition)
Eglin AFB, Fla.:
Data Collection Theodolite Station
Test complex surveillance and control system facility
Green River, Utah: Missile launch test facility
Grifliss AFB,. N.Y.: Electronic Research Laboratory, computation
Holloman AFB, N. Mex.:
Guidance flight line complex
Test track building
L. G. Hanscom Field, Mass.:
Special Laboratory, computation
Van defraaff Cobalt Laboratory (addition)
Satellite Control Facility, Calif.: Satellite Control Center (addition)
Vandenberg AFB, Calif.:
Equipment Test Laboratory
Space launch complex (alterations)
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio: Reconnaissance systems integration and evaluation facility
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IN-HOUSE R.D.T. & E. FACILITIES

Mr. fAIIoN. With respect to in-house facilities, what in-house facili.
ties are supported from this appropriation f

General McNicKrL. Would you like them for the record?
Mr. MAHo. Yes.
(The information follows:)

Cambridge Research Laboratory (CRL), Cambridge, Mass.
AF Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR), Rosslyn, Va.
Frank J. Seller Laboratory (FJSL), Colorado Springs, Colo.
Aerospace Research Laboratory (ARL), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio.
Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL), Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory (AFRPL), Edwards AFB, Calif.
Aerospace Medical Division (AMD), Brooks AFB, San Antonio, Tex.
Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory (AFAPL), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Air Force Avionics Laboratory (AFAL), Wright-Patterson AYB, Ohio.
Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFATL), Eglin Field, Fla.
Rome Air Development Center (RADC), Rome, N.Y.
Human Resources Laboratory (HRL), Brooks APB, Tex.
Air Force Western Test Range, Vandenberg AFB, Calif.
Air Force Eastern Test Range, Patrick AYB, Fla.
Satellite Control Facility, Los An ,eles, Calif.
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tullahoma, Tenn.
Electromagnetic Compatibilly Analysis Center, Annapolis, Md.
International Military Headquarters and Agencies, The Hague, Netherlands.
Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, Calif.
Air Force Missile Development Center, Holloman AYB, N. Mex.
Air Force Armament Development Test Center, Eglin AFB, Fla.
Air Force Special Weapons Center, Kirtland AYB, N. Mex.
Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson, APB, Ohio.
Electronics Systems Division, Hanscomb AFB, Mass.
Space and Missile Systems Organization, Los Angeles AF Station, Calif.
Headquarters, Office of Aerospace Research, Rosslyn, Va.
Headquarters, Systems Command, Andrews AFB, Mdl.
Air Force Materials Lab (AFML), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

COST OF SUPPORTING IN-HOUSE FACILIES

Mr. MAHON. Please advise how does the cost of supporting these

installations in fiscal year 1970 compare with the amount for fiscal
1968 and 19691
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(The information follows:)
fIn thousands of dollars
Fiscal year1968

1969

19,209
Aerospace Medical Division (AMO) Brooks AFB, San Antonio, Tex ............
284
Air Force Aro Propulsion Laborato (AFAPL) Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio ....
7,645
Air Lorce Avionics Laboratory (AFAL) Wright;Patterson AFB, Ohio ............
3,
869
Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFATL), lUn Feld, F ....................
18,022
Rome Air Development Center (RADC), RomeN. ..........................
(9
Human Resources Laboratory (HRL), Brooks AFB, Tex .........
59,421
Air Force Western Test Range, Vandenberg AFB, Calif ..............
162,363
.........
.............
AFB
Fla
Patrick
Test Range,
EasternFacility,
Air ForceControl
22, 003
Los Anele, Clif...................
Satellite
42,556
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tullahoma, Tenn ...................
185
Electromagnetic Comnatibility Analysis Center Annapolis, Md ................
20,816
Cambridge Research Laboratory(CRL) Cambrdge, Mass .....................
1,621
Air Force Office of Scientific Reserch AFOSR), Rosslyn, Va .................
270
Frank). Seiler Laboratory (FJSL) Colorado Springs, Coo ...................
6,297
...........
Ohio
AFB
Writ-Patterson
(ARL)
Aerospace Research Laboratory
6,214
FMLWrght-Patterson AFB Ohio ..........
Air Force Materials Lar
11,598
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, bhio ...........
4,103
..........
Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AIFWL), Albuquerque, N. Mex
8,700
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory (AFRPL), Edwards APS Calif .........
International Military Headquarters and agencies, The Hague, Netherlands .........................
30,529
Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC), Edwards AFB Calif ..................
25, 1
Air Force Missile Development Center, Holloman AFB N. Mex . ............
5, 318
Air Force Armament Development Test Center- Eulin AF8, Fia .............
13,940
Air Force Special Weapons Center, Kirtland AFB, N. Mex .................
71,236
Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson AFO, Ohio ................
682
28,
Mass
..........................
AFB,
Hanscom
Division,
Electronics Systems
28,237
Space and missile systems organization, Los Angeles AF Station, Calif .........
3, 100
Headquartes, Office of Aerospace Research, Rossln, Va ..................
21,281
Headquarters, Systems Command, Andrews AFB, M ........................

19,410
5,636
9,900
4,500
19,200
8,)
515
151,501
29, 300
42,000
675
23,916
1,779
462
7,026
6,600
12,230
5,110
8,385

Total ............................................................
2 Previously

673,580

1970

32, 1
22, 730
52,118
14,291
74,918
28,400
28,500
3,100
29,308

18,025
5,700
10,338
6,658
19,500
2,990
68,465
160
200
37, 938
24, 501
700
25,101
1,89
481
7,393
7,287
19,311
5,445
10,380
474
33, 424
23,29
54,471
14,667
76, 848
3 059
3,443
187
34,678

691,972

716,871

Included in Aerospace Medical Division.

2AEDC began operations under the Air Force industrial fund on July 1, 1969. Fiscal year 1970 program consists of Inhouseresearch and developmentto Improve the statusof wind tunnel and other testingtchnology Including improvements.

Some of the major changes in fiscal year 1970 versus the fiscal year 1969
program and the primary reason for same are:
Air Force western test range increase of $9,949,000 in fiscal year 1970 is
primarily for support of Minuteman III testing on the range.

Air Force eastern test range increase of $9,437,000 is associated with instru-

mentation for a ship In support of the Navy Poseidon program.
Satellite control facility increase of $7,900,000 Is primarily associated with
effort formerly funded under the special activities program.
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory increase of $7,081,000 is to cover cost
of testing at Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDO) under the service
funding concept which becomes effective at ABDO with the start of fiscal year
1970.

International Military Headquarters and Agencies was formerly funded under

the military assistance program (MAP) appropriation.

Headquarters, Systems Command net increase of $5,870,000 Is associated with
the depot maintenance industrial funding that was formerly funded for under
other appropriations.

FISCAL YEAR 1969 UNEXPPE.DED BALANCE

Mr. ALi]o . This is the total package.

How does your currently estimated unexpended balance for fiscal
year 1969 differ from the estimate given the committee when you appeared last year.

General Prrrs. There is a reduction of some $460.5 million, Mr.
Chairman.

w-*t

.- '

a
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That derives from the fact that in the 1969 budget there was a figure

of $1,867,500,000 and in the 1969 column of the 1970 budget it was
reduced to $1,407 million.
TUNOBLIGATF.D BALAXCEs

FISCAL YEAR 19603-68

Mr. MAHOx. Will you please for the record supply the answer to this
question? Submit at this point a listing of the original estimates of
unobligated balances for fiscal 1963 through 1968 and the actual
amount unobligated at the end of each of those fiscal years. Put that
in the record, but without resorting to figures, what has the experience
been in general.
General Pirrs. Generally we have improved, sir. From 1963 there
has been an improvement from an increase in unobligated balances
above the amount estimated by some $261.2 million to 1968, which
is our last actual figure, when our actual unobligated balance was $272
million lower than was estimated.
(The information follows:)
(in millions of dollars]

Fiscal year
1963 .............................................................
1964 .............................................................
1965 ................. ...........................................
1966 .............................................................
1967 .............................................................
1968 .............................................................

Original
estimate
unob~igated
balance

Actual
unobligated

Difference

263.0
175.0
291.3
279.2
410.0
495.0

524. 2
476.2
401.4
447. L
316.2
223.0

+261.2
+301.2
+ 110.1
+167.9
-93.8
-272.0

FISCAL YEAR 1069 UNEXPENDED BALANCE

Mr. MAHON. How accurate does your original estimate of the
amount which will remain unexpended at the end of fiscal 1969 seem
to be? This is June, what does it look like now?
General Pins. I believe the original estimate was high, sir.
M[r. MAHoN-. You mean the estimate of obligations?
General P,'rs. No, sir; of unexpended balances. That decrease in
the estimate from last year that I spoke about, that $460,500.000 results from two factors. One was a congressional reduction in 1969
of some $222 million.
Mr. MAlGo. Elaborate on that for the record.
General PIrrs. Yes, sir; I will.
Mr. MAHON. You are talking about the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act, and other factors.
General Prrrs. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
The decrease of $460.5 million in estimated unexpended balances at end fiscal
year 1969 reflects primarily the effects of the congressional reduction of $222
million (about $130 million of expenditures), and a decrease of $389 million
(about $330 million of expenditures), in unexpended balances brought forward
from prior years resulting from an Increase in rate of expenditures during fiscal
year 1968 resulting from improved program management.

Mr. MAHON. What was the estimated unexpended balance presented
to the committee last year and the total that you estimate that the
unexpended balance at the end of fiscal year 1969 will be?
(The information follows:)
The estimated unexpended balance at the end of fiscal year 1909 presented
last year in the fiscal year 1969 budget was $1,867.5 million. This compares with
a revised estimate for fiscal year 1969 of $1,407 million as presented in the
fiscal year 1970 budget. This is a reduction cf $460.5 million.
TOTAL AVAILABLE FOR EXPENDITUBE IN

FISCAL YEAR 1970

Mr. MAJiOx. Including the amount anticipated to be unexpended at
the end of fiscal 1969, and if the Congress grants the full budget request for 1970, what will tlw total amount available for expenditure
be in this appropriation infiscal 1970?

General PnTTs. That total would be about $4.96 billion, sir. That.
derives from two figures: $3.561 billion of 1970 NOA and $1,407,000,000 of unexpended carryover from prior years.
SOURCE OF EXPENDITURES BY FISCAL YEAR

Mr. MAHON. Will you submit for the record an analysis of your estimated expenditures for fiscal 1970 showing the source of the expenditure by appropriation year?
General Pirs. Yes sir.
(The information follows:)
ANALYSIS OF ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES FOR FISCAL YEAR

1970

E8titated erpenditure by flcal year during fiscal year 1970
Fiscal Ycar:

1970

1969

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1968
-------------------------------------------1967
--------------------------------------------1966 ------------------------------------------------1965

---------------------------------------------

Fiscal year 1964 and prior years -----------------------------

Total

-----------------------------------------

millions
of dollars

2,063.9

1, 189.4

112. 7
41.8
2.
11.3
9.4

3, 452.0

RATE OF EXPENDITURE Or R.D.T. & E. FUNDS

Mr. MAiIo-.. What would be the effect of a limitation in the law
which would make funds appropriated for R.D.T. & E., Air Force,
available for expenditure for not to exceed 5 years rather than having
them remain available until expended?
_What part of the R.D.T. & E., Air Force, funds are not expended
during the first 5-year period?
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General P-rs. In answer to the first part, of that question, sir, it
would not have a substantial effect on this account, because this account
expends some 93 or 94 percent of its money in the first 2 years. So.
during the last 3 years of that 5-year program expenditures" would be
comparatively small amounts. In'this respect I do not think we would
object to a 5-year limitation on fund availability.
If I could add one thing, sir, it would take away a little flexibility
that Congress has allowed us in reprograming those prior year funds
between program years.
RECOUPMENT OF PRIOR YEAR

FUNDs

Mr. MAnoIN-. What has been your recoupnlent experience thus far
in 1969 and what is your estimated recoupment experience in 1970?
General Pirrs. We have recouped some $15,484.000 in 1969 from
prior years, made up of $6 million from 1968 and a sum of $9,484,000
from prior years.

PERCENTAGE OF NEW OBLIOCAT1OX.l, AUTHORIrY EXPENDED IN SAM YEAR
APPROPRIATED

Mr. MAuON. Will you provide a tabulation showing the percentage
of new obligntional authority expended in the same year it was appropriated ? Will you provide this by fiscal years since 1963?
(The information follows:)
[Dollar amounts inthousands
NOA

Expend
(first year)

Percent
expended

1963 ...........................................................
3.
697.592
1964 .............................................................
3540. 584
1965 ...........................................................
.3.175300
1966 ..........................................................
3,219.889
1967 ..........................................................
3.171.750
1968 ..........................................................
3393,239

2.504.594
2.466,077
2,053,552
1:813,337
1.932,104
2.349,943

67.7
69.6
64.7
56.3
60.9
69.2

Fiscal year

CIvILAN PERSONNEL SUPPORTED ity R. D. T. & E. APPROPRIATIONS

Mr. MXUo'. What is the total number of civil " personnel to be
supported in this appropriation for fiscal year 1970. How does this
compare with the 3 previous fiscal years?
General Pirrs. In 1970, sir, an average of 27.64S. and that compares
with the 3 previous years, 1969, 27,860; 1968, 27.884; and 1967, 28.1703.
a slightly downward trend.
APPARENT LEVErL OF EFFORT FUNDING

Mr. MAO . Secretary Hansen, do these figures tend to show that
we propose to maintain au establishment of say about 27,000 people
and spend a certain amount of money year in an d year out? We ju.
look upon this as a sort of institution to maintain. ho we tend to look
upon this as being necessary reardless of productivity that may come
almt as a result of the expenditure ? Is this the reason why we are
able to demonstrate less and less at the end of each year? Just what
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has actually been accomplished by these vast expenditures in
1R.D.T. &E. ? That is several questions in one.
Mr. HA-NSEN. I do not think, in my own view, that I could confirm

the observation that we are producing less and less. I certainly agree

that thle nmnrs of civilian man-years involved in R.D.T. & E. over
a 4-year period are so close from year to year that it looks like a levelof-effort type of thing. I do know that is not the way we develop our
fund request. We look at it program by program and ev.iluate the
merit of that program in terms of its relevance to what ,'t,. .,w as the
needs to carry out our Air Force mission, and then tot:
tip and
we get these linds of mumnbers.
Mr. MAION. Surprisingly, it. coies out every year at just about the
same number of people and dollars.
r a j
Mr. IIA NSEN.. I think there :re leveling influences that make it do
that. As was previously stated by General McNickle, the Air Force
looks at what it wantsto do, and I guess this has always turned out
to be more than would sell: therefore it gets trimmed back to a point
where it bears a relationship to the previous year's efforts. This, in effect, tends to kind of make us operate on at least a financial level-ofeffort basis.
REDUCTION IN MAX-YEARS

General ICKI.E. Sir, there was a reduction in fiscal year 1969 of
about 840 man-years below the number shown in last year's President's
budget for fiscal year 1969. There is about an 800 man-year reduction
in the military this year in researh and develol)ment.
Mr. SixKs. kre you reducing any civilians?
General M;Nic.K. No, sir. There was an 840 civilian reduction last
year from planned manning levels.
Mr. MINSHALT,. How many total man-years do you have in your

effort?

General MCNICKLE. About 27,000.
Mr. MINSIHALL.
'hat you mentioned is just a drop in the bucket.
SUPPORT OF WAR IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. MATON. What part of the $3.5 billion which you are requesting
for fiscal 1970 is to fund programs directly in support of the war in
Southeast AsiaI
General Prrrs. Rougldy $95 million, $94.9, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHON. That is for work which is closely related to the war
now going on in Vietnam. Is that what you mean?
General Pirrs. Yes, sir. It is for such things as the Defense Coinninciations Planning Group,.
Another would be the traffic control and landing system. Basically,
these II. & D. expenditures re for aircrftieqllpnent and development,
arinanment and ordnance development, and tiese kind of things that are
directly relatable to the Southeast Asia War.
Mr. ,VAM.oN. Out of $3.5 billion only $95 million is closely related
to the war effort.
General Pirrs. Directlv. yes, sir; indirectly, there are other amounts.
Directly relatable to Southeast Asia, $95 mi lion.

", i
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REDUCTION IN R.D.T. & E. SUPPOUT OF SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. MAHON. You are not spending, relatively speaking, very much
money on the war from the stands t of R.D.T. & E., it would appear.
Mr. HANSEN. That amount is like half what it was last year, and I
think reflects our belief that we are coming nearer to the end of that
from the point of view of the research and development type activity
that it takes to support it.
We all hope, an( have reason to be a little optimistic about the fact
that if we were to start a development now for that war it would not
make it in time. We hope it would not.
Mr. SIKES. )id that influence the ainount that is being used or that
is to be used in this budget on directly related Southeast Asia expenditures?
General M[CNICKLE. Yes, sir.
Sir, it is normal also that at the start of the year the estimate for
Southeast Asia is low. During the year additional items will be identified and the amount has historically almost doubled.
It was about $175 million last. year. I agree with Secretary Hansen,
if we cannot deliver within 2 years, we do not count it as contributing
to Southeast Asia. Of course, a lot more of our R. & D. is extremely
useful in Southeast. Asia, but it is not specifically for Southeast Asia
and is not included in these amounts.
Mr. MA io. We hope that this testimony, when read several months
hence, will seem even more pertinent than it does now.
Mr. II.xsE.. I hope so, too, Mr. Chairman.
OTIIER 31AJOR PROGRAMS RELATED TO SOUTIIEAST ASIA

Mr. MAHON. List any other major programs having to do with
the R.D.T. & E., Air Force, in Southeast Asia?
(The information follows:)
The major programs in fiscal year 1970 are:
Millions
2.80.12.F Defense communications planning group-----------------$19.0
0.42.12.F Aircraft equipment developmenL -------------------------11.2
6.47.05.F Electronic warfare systems -------------------8.0
6.47.084.F Other operational equipment ----------------------------9.7
6.47.10.F Intelligence/reconnaissance equipment --------------------4.0
6.47.12.F Armament/ordnance development -------------------------9.8
0.58.05.F Development and test support ------------------------------6. 6
SOUTHIEAST ASIA SUPPORT COMPARED WITH 6PREVIOUS YEARS

Mr. MAHON. How does the amount for support of the war in
Southeast Asia compare with the similar function in the previous two
fiscal years? Put that in the record, please.
(The information follows:)
The 8-year comparison Is:
NAtiUOi
R.D.T. & H. support:
Fiscal year 1968
-----------------------------------------s$1m. 6
Fiscal year 1969 -----------------------------------------17& 6
Fiscal year 1970 -------------------------------------------94.9
'Fiscal year 1968 and 1069 figures are actuals and reflect regrogrmtng actions Int'
the SEA account during the year. The fiscal year 1970 figure Is t e budget number which
will probably show an increase as reprogramming actions are experienced.
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Mr. MIno]N. Are there any areas of which you are aware in which
new weapons are needed for the war in Southeast Asia and are within
the state of the art of development which are not included in your
program.?
Mr. hANSEN. No,sir.
FEDERAL CONTRAor RESEARCH CE'NT.ERS

(FCRC's)

Mr. M.iox. With respect to Federal contract research centers, last
year, for the first time in several years, the committee did not place
a specific limitation on funds to be spent with Federal contract research
centers. In the report on the bill, the committee made it clear that
this action was being taken with the understanding that this activity
would be carefully watched and that increases in funding of the
Federal contract research centers would be noted in the hearings this
year.
FISCAL YEAR 1909 FCRC FUNDING

What increases in funds for Federal contract. research centers, either
in the amounts in line items directly in support of the centers or in
other line items of which a part. of effort was allocated to the Federal
contract research centers, are proposed in fiscal 1970 compared with
fiscal 1969? What does that.look like ?
General Pirrs. In 1969 we show a decrease in our estimate of $1
million, sir.
Within the total ceiling there are some increases covering anticipated cost-of-living increases, but the current total Air Force estimate
is approximately $1 million less than we estimated last year.
FCRC FUNDING INCREASE IN FISCAL YEAR 1970

MAHON. How does that compare with the 1970 figure?
Mr. HANSEN. The proposed increase in fiscal 1970 is $5.4 million

Mr.

over the estimated actual expenditures for fiscal 1969.

AOTUAL FCRO FISCAL YEAR 1909 FUNDING COMPARED WITIT ESTIMATE

Mr. M HOW. How do the actual amounts programed for the various
centers in fiscal 1M ompare with the amounts presented to the
Congem in the jusdifkation lat year I

P

columnI

u tthatin thereod

P..,.I have the fires. You are talking about the 19069

a & &,a&

4
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(The information follows:)
fIn thousands of dollars
Fiscal year
1969 program
In fiscal year
1969 budget

Fiscal year
1969 program
in fiscal year
1970 budget

70,170

72.122

56 ISO
14.020

64.456
7.666

Aerospace Corp .................................................................
................................................
R.0.T. & E
........................................ ..
Missile procurement

29,000

29,200

R.D.T. & E.................................................................

29,000

29.200

Applied Physics Laboratory, John Hopkins University ................................

655

589

Lincoln Laboratory ..............................................................

R.D.T. & E.................................................................

655

589

MITRE Corp ....................................................................

27,000

27,250

R.D.T. & E.................................................................
Other procurement ..........................................................
Operation and maintenance ..................................................

22,955
4,045
0

19. 925
6,725
600

Rand Corp .....................................................................

15,740

15,202

R..T. & E.................................................................

15,740

15,202

ANSER ........................................................................

1,500

R.D.T. & E.................................................................

1,500

1,572

ECAC ..........................................................................

4,500

4,500

R.D.T. & E.................................................................

4,500

4,500

Research Analysis Corp ..........................................................

150

150

Operation and maintenance..................................................

150

150

.............................................................
Cost of Ivinl ceill'l
Total. FCRC ..............................................................

2,900

0

151,615

150,585

1.572

REASON FOR F lO FUNDING INCREASE IN FICAL YEAR 1970

Mr. MfAHoN. The justifications on page 11 show an approximate increase in fumding for Federal contract research centers of approximately $5.4 million, which you have just referred to earlier. r wish
you would give us the justification for this increase.
(The information follows:)
The $15.4 million increase in fiscal year 1970 is attributed mainly to increases In
the funding at Aerospace, MITRE, RAND. and ANSER, in recognition of the
rising costs of living. The Increase, with the exception of MITRE's effort required for the Joint continental defense systems integration planning staff
(JBIPS), is required to cover anticipated cost of living increases In order to
maintain, but not exceed, the fiscal year 1968 level# of technical personnel at

these centers.

INCREASE IN FCRC TECHNICIAN 31AN-YFAR COSTS

Mr. M',Aovr. In general, has there been any increase in costs at the
Federal contract research centers above and beyond that which would
be reflected in your increased budget requestI
For example, are yo. paying any more per technical man-year ir"
fiscal 1970 than you paid fiscal year 1969?
Mr. 1TA.sE . Yes, sir; we are.
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Mr. MmiioN. Ar' you getting comparable levels of work effort in the
two fis al years so'that the dollar comparisons are also reasonably
no.ourate worldoad comparisons?
Mr. lLxssEx. I think if you adjust the dollar levels for the cost of
living increase of 4 or 5 percent, then
the obtained.
answer is yes. The dollars
that we
should accurately reflect the work
Mr. MAnO.
Do you mean you are getting less for your moneyI
.Mfr. HANSEN. Yes, sir. I mean that wages, and fringe benefits, the
smna of those costs which make up the cost per member of the technical
staff is increasing and the man s productivity is not increasing proportionately in my judgment.
PROJECT THESIS

Mr. MA11'N. Will you provide for the record a tabulation indicating
the estimate in fiscal 1970 for Project Themis and the amount programied for Theinis in each of the years since the inception of the
.Mr. HANSFN.

You want that for the recordI
Mr. MATrON. Yes.
(The information follows:)
THEMIS ESTIMATE, FISCAL YEAn 1970 VERsUs PRIOR YrARS

The Air Force segment of the Themis program is as follows:
Fiscal year 1967
--------------------------------------Fiscal year 1968
---------------------------------------Fiscal year 1969
--------------------------------------Fiscal year 1970
--------------------------------------EVALUATION

HlRUO7R
$5.8
8.0
& 48
10.1

OF PROJECT TJIEIS

.M[r. MAHOX'. Canyou give the committee an evaluation of the Themis
program as far as the Air Force is concerned. We had some discussion
hore with other services about this. Have you had enough experience
with the program to know whether or notit is a valuable part of the
Air Force R.D.T. & E. effort?
Mr. HANSEN.-. I have with me today Dr. Bill Lehmann, who is a member of my staff, who handles this program, and I would like for him to
answer te question except for the generality that in my view the
trouble we are having in the universities today enmphasizes the importance of Themis as a way that we can broaden the capability and
therefore have a wider selection of universities which we can depend on

to do our work.
If I might ask Dr. Lehmann to comment on your basic question.

AfmiOr.-. Very well.
Dr. LEn AN-.. Sir, first of all, let me preface my comment by the fact
that the Theinis program is now in the third year. For a research progrwn to become fully productive takes some time. Yes there has been
productivity. In the first year of operation through September 1968
there were'about 65 papers published in the professional journals.
There were about 30-odd technical reports that came out. We had a
number of cases where some of our universities in the Themis program
contributed to our more applied research organizations. For example,
Louisiana State Univer.sity, working on the application of digital and
31r.
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analog computers to applied problems, found that our armament. ia)
at Eglin Air Force Base had a direct use for their capability. The
armament lab at Eglin then let another contract with LSU to do
calculations and war gaming on air-to-air combat and air-to-surface
missiles.
Similarly, Kansas State University has worked with the aeromedical
lab on such matters as the effect of heating on a pilot in his confined
cockpit.
Similarly, the Illinois Institute of Technolog-, in their V/STOL
work, worked with the flight dynamics labs. Thus, there are niny
laboratories that have benefited from the product of the Themis program. In total my answer is that, yes, this is productive.
Also, this represents a capability which did not formerly exist. There
are new universities which are contributing, to the Air Force which
were not making the same contribution in prior years.
IMPROVEMENT IN

QUALITY OF PROPOSALS

Mr. SiXES. Would you say it has reached the limit of its usefulness?
Dr. LEHM.ANXN. No, sir, I do not think we are at that point yet. In

the first year, many of the proposals were prepared so fast that they
were not really well thought out. We are now seeing the quality of
these proposals improve as time goes on. The satisfaction of the'Air
Force with the average quality of these Themis research, and we only
canceled one out of 27 research contracts, indicates that this is a ver"
valuable source. As time goes on. we believe many of these universities
will he able to compete effectively with the prestige universities, with
the major centers of excellence today.
Mr. SIXF.S. Do you think Themis is necessary in order to attract
the competence and abilities of the smaller schools ?
Dr. LFAHMANN. I think without it.you would have far less than you do.
sir. I think the thing comes
out like this: Many times we will have a
principal investigator at an outstanding university, and he has a
No.2 man. The No. 2 man breaks loose and goes off to a good
but less well known university. Without this Themis emphasis., the
research would tend to go to the established leaders; Themis is a
very important element in helping an unknown researcher make his
mark. We are finding, as our experience grows, that we can profitably
avail ourselves more of the people in the lesser known universities.
Mr. Sm S. I yield to Mr. Lipscomb.
COST OF PROJnCT THEMIS8

Mr. IrPscomn. How much did you have in the program for fiscal
1967?
Dr. LEHMA N. That was the first year. I think it was $5.1 million or
rather $5.3 million. That was the first year.
Mr. LTPscom. You know that for fiscal 1967 through fiscal 1969 we
have apparently invested through the Air Force about $22 million in
the programI
Dr. LETANN. You are right, sir.
Mr. Lrwsco3rB. You are asking for another $12.3 million for fiscal
year 1970.
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Dr. LEHM[ANN. No, sir, it is $10.1 million for 1970. The plus $2 million goes to the joint service electronics program which was included
with the research program at universities. It is $10.1 for Themis in
fiscal year 1970. The university research program in documents submitted to you included the joint service electronics program.
31r. LrpscoMB. So you are really reducing your Themis request?

Dr. LEHIIANx. No, the Themis request is the same. The university
program as reflected in the budget submission includes Themis and
the Air Force part of the joint services electronic program.
Themis is at the same level as programed, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. You mentioned that you are spreading this work

around in your Themis program to the smaller universities.
Dr. LEwIANN. I should not necessarily say smaller because some of
the universities are larger.
Mr. LIpscoMB. Ones that have not participated in Government progranis
before.
Dr. LEHrANX.
The ones that have not participated in the Departinent of Defense program which have by and large not been available
where we have had a minor relationship with them.
SHOULD PROJECT TIIETAIS BE ADMINISTERED BY NATIONAL SCIENCE

FOUNDATION?

Mr. LIPsco~m. We have gone into this in great detail with previous
witnesses on other programs, and I am still of the view, 31r. Chairman. that this program belongs in the National Science Foundation or
someplace of that nature where they could coordinate the vast number
of Federal programs and attempt to eliminate duplication or waste
between programs. I just think it belongs some other place for efficient
administration.
Dr. LEHMANN. Am you asking for a statement of what the services get out of Themis that they would not get if it were administered
by the NSF?
Mr. SI ES. Why don't you give us that.
Dr. LEHMANN. The laws of physics are the same for the National
Science Foundation or the Atonic Energy Commission or the Departinent of Defense. There is no magic in this business.
Mr. FLOOD. You mean something that goes utl must come down.
Dr. LEHMANx. That is right. It is the same with Russian science,
American science, DOD science, and AEC science. We use what the
NSF develops, and the NSF and the scientific (ommunity of this
country use what comes out of Defense research. When I siiy we use
the science developed by NSF. that means our scientists and our
engineers build upol tlat science-and who are our scientists and
enginee s? They are in-house people, they are military "bluesuiters"
and Air Force civilians and they" are university contractors-all
those who are part of our total Air Force scientific team.
M1r. FLOOD. I ?think you miss my point. Does that law apply to budgets in the DO)
Dr. LEI1MAN N. What goes up must come down.
Mr. S KES. Not yet.
Dr. LEHMrx. That is for your decision.
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Mr: Lnrscoxi. It is just starting to work.
Mr. MINSHALL. "What we get, must be spent," would be better.
Dr. LEHMANN. I cited several cases. I cited the case of Louisana
State University working with the Armament Lab; the case of Kansas
State University working with the Aeromedical Lab and so on and
so on. These are interrelationships that developed which would have
not come about if it were not for an Air Force program as distinct
from an NSF program. It is not because we wouldn't use the NSF
program but rather because we would not have people who are intimately involved in science without an Air Force program. That is
sort of the business. And you must not forget that the answers to some
of our most pressing problems, for example, how to get a Minuteman
missile which.will take more nuclear radiation without being destroyed, will not arise by just going out and building more Minute.
man missiles. The answer will have to come out of basic research because we do not now know how to do this.
Mr. LwscoxB. You mean you are not ready to spend that $50 million request in the budget.
NUMBER OF PERSONNEL AD3ITSTERTNG PROJECT

Mr. L.sco3r. How many people do you have in your shop, civilians
and military, working on Project Themis, in analyzing the requests
and the projects?

Dr. LE2RMANN. We have Col. Pete Luke, and his deputy who are two

Air Force members of the DOD Steering" Gronp on Project Themis.
After that we treat each project on an individual basis. We have 27'
projects under Project Themis that are Air Force funded, plus three
that we monitor. I estimate roughly this is a total of something like one
or two man-years, but it is drawn from about 30 different Scientists
and a little effort from each.
Mr. L ns4wpm. Does the funding for your office come out of the Project Themis funds or is that separately funded ?
Dr. LEH3[NN€. No, sir. All the Themis funding goes to the universities The rest of our 6.1 program pays for the People monitoring
Themis.
Jon SEMVCE Ew raoMcs PRoGRM (JSEP)
Mr. Lnscown. What is this addition you have under the university
program?
Dr. LEmANN. Sir, it is not a new addition. It has been there for
many years It was included in the university program in the budget
by decision of D.D.R. &E. this past year.
It is the joint service electronics program. There are about seven
or eight universities throughout the country, Illinois, MIT. I could
provide that for the record. These universities which have a rather extensive electronics program across the board or many fields of electronics. It has been one of our most productive programs. It is at least
7 or 8ears old.
Mr.Lrscoxm. Where was it funded before the university program ?
Dr. LIKAxv. It was under Defense Research Sciences, but it was
not separately identified. It was included in the electronics line. If you
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will notice, the electronics line in your budget was something like $8
million in 1968 and then dropped to about $6.3 in fiscal year 1970.
If we had included the JSEP in that line instead of the university
program, the electronics line would have been $8.4 million in 1970 and
the university program $2 million less. That is where it shows in the
figuresyou have, sir.

Mr.LM omB.Is the Air Force the only one that contributes to
this?
Dr. I EHANN. No, sir; that is a triservice program. The Army and

Navy also contribute to the joint service electronics program.
Mr. LPSCOMB.

Are all services handling it through the university

program?
Dr. LEHm.ix.. I believe that *isthecase. I think that was the decision by D.D.R. & E. I am not positive on that. I would have to verify
that for the record. All I anspeak for is the Air Force.
IARTCIPANTS AND q0ST OF JOINT SFVIM ELWR

ONICS PROORAN

Mi'. IAscoxB. I doAot believe the Navy showed up that way. Would
the joint
you list for the rec4d the universities that partipate in,
service electronics program, #nd also tho t otal-cot of the program?
"
/
Dr. LsH [x4 . Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
was funded at $6,014,000 in
The joint service 4lectronics program (JS)
fisal year 1969, with the Air Force funding,$2,005,O00 of the total. For fiscal year
1970, $6,600,000 is bugeted for the JSEP,.with the Air Forco's portion amount-

Ing to $2,800,000. In fical year 1070 the program will be administered under the
university program by the Air Fotce as w6ll ts the Ariny and.Navy. Universities
associated with the p ,gram are,, Haryard U.nvesitT, _ispachusotts Institute

of Technology, Columl4a University, Stanford Univm ty, University of California (Berkeley), Polytechnic Institute of BrooklMy

versity of flinois, UniverSity of Southern California.
\PiioJErici

Universtity of Texas, Uni-

TH=8Q

Mr. LscoiB. Are you participating through Themis in any joint

efforts, such as in the progmn or project entitled "Reseirch on
Research"?

Dr. LNANN. There is the Case Western Reserve. That is jointly

supported by the Army, Navy,and Air Force.

Mr. LPsCOMB. How much do you have in that program, $100,000?
Dr. LUMANN. The annual expenditure is about $200,000 per year,

and I think we are one-third, one-third, one-third, althugh I am not
positive.

Mr. LFscomB. Are there any other joint Themis projects you have

with the other services?
Dr. LFJIMANX. I think that is the only one that is joint tri-service.

We monitor some ARPA funded programs.
Mr. LPsoxm. Have you had any meaningful consultation with the
directors of the program called "Research on Research" during the

past year ?
Dr. LironxJNN. I personally?
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PROJECT THEMIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Mr. LiPsCOMB.

They must be doing the work for somebody. I am

trying to locate some projects that have accomplished something and
can be testified to.
Dr. LmIMAN N. Some work in this area has been used in some of
our education programs, such as the air university's professional military education program, such as the Air Force Institute of Technology
program on systems management and systems engineering. Those are
the only two I know of directly.
I could check that.
Mr. LIPscoM.NB. You are not personally aware of any meaningful

conferences they have had?

Dr. LmIMANN . I think these two I have cited are meaningful; yes,

sir.

Mr. LPsCOMB. Do you know those to be a fact?

Dr. LEHIAN.N. I know our people have incorporated some of the
ideas coming out of such research into some of their curriculum.
Mr. Lu-sco.%iB. For the record, you can cite the accomplishments
of the "Research on Research" program as far as the Air Force is
concerned.
Also, the meaningful conferences that were held and so forth.
(The information follows:)

RESEARCH ON RESEARCH PROGRAM

-ICASE
WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY TIHEMIS
PROJECT

Title: "Program of Research on Research Management" (monitored by Army
Research Office).
EXAMPLES OP ACCOMPLISTIMENTS

1. Twenty-five technical papers have been presented at seminars and at various
scientific and technical meetings. Five examples follow:
(a) Dean. B. V.. "A Research Program on the Management of Research and
Development," 1968 Joint National Meeting of Operations Research Society of
America and the Institute of Management Science, San Francisco, Calif., May 1-3,
1968.
(b) Kranzberg, M., "The Disunity of Science-Technology." Sigma Xi National
Lectureship. midwest tour: University of Toledo, Albion College, Grand Valley
State College. April 19Q%.
(C) Kranzberg, M.. "Technology the Civilizer," Western Michigan University,
January 17. 1968.
(d) Mantel. S. J., Burton V. Dean. et al.. "Research Project Cost Distribution
and Budget Forecasting," pre.snted at the XV TIMS international meeting,
Clevel: nd, Ohio, September 13, 1968.
(e) Reisman, Arnold. "Unification of Engineering Economy: The Need and
a Suggested Approach." a paper presented on the Genesys TV network, University of Florida. February 9, 1968. and at the short course on "Recent Developments in Operations Research." Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, June 5-7. 196S. and the Invitational workshop "Economics of Engineering
Systems" UCLA, June 24-July 3. 1968. Forthcoming In the "Proceedings" of the
latter two conferences, and in the Engineering Economist. fall 1968.
2. Twelve PalKr. have been published in scientific journals. Five examples
follow:
(a) Dean, B. V.. Eraluating.Selecting, and Controlling R&D 'rojccts, Amercan Management Association. Research Study 89, June 1UA.
b) Kranzberg. M., "The Disunity of Science-Technology," Anerican Setcnrist, 56, 1 (spring 1008). 21-34.
le) Kranzberg, M.. "The Transfer of Technology, Imitative or Innovative."
in Daniel L. Spencer and Alexander Woroniak (eds.), The Transfer of Tceltsology to Dcrcloplng Countrics (New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1967), pp.
NI-34.
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(d) Kranzberg, M., "The Public-and the Scientist;; to--Dlscover Science,"
Scientific Research, VII, 8 (Apr. 15, 1968), pp. 21-24.
(e) Kranzberg, M., "Toward a Better University," U1h'crsity Bulletiii,
Brigham Young University, XXIII, 45 (July 8, 1968).
3. Fourteen technical reports have been prepared. Five examples follow:
(a) Corwin, B. D., "On the Application of Current Techniques for Single and
Multi-Project Scheduling with Limited Resources to R&D Projects," C.W.R.U.,
O.R.Dept., Tech. Memo., September 1968.
(b) Bushnell, J. L., et al., "An Annotated Bibliography on the Management
of Research and Development," C.W.R.U., O.R. Dept., Tech. Memo 100, March
1968.
(c) Chidambaram, T. S., "Optimality of Full Funding Strategies in R&D
Allocation Problems," C.W.R.U., O.R. Dept., Tech. Memo 102, January 1908.
(d) Davis, J. Bruce. "Annotated Bibliography on Methods for Evaluating
Research Projects," C.W.R.U., O.R. Dept., Tech. Memo 105, April 1968.
(e) Chidambarain, T. S., "Some Preliminary Results on the Budget Decrement
Problem," C.W.R.U., O.R. Dept., Tech. Memo., 100, May 1908.
4. Four papers have been accepted by journals for publication:
(a) Layton, Edwin, "The Engineer and Business," In Robert Perrucci ed..
The Engineers and the Social System (Wiley, scheduled to appear in the fall
1968).
(b) Kranzberg, M., "The Real Problems of Innovation," The President's Forum,
American Management Associgtion (forthcoming).
(c) Kranzberg, M., review of J. J. Brown, Ideas in Exle: A History of Canadian Invention, in Candian Historical Review.
(d) Taft, Martin I., and Reisman, Arnol. "On a Computer-Aided System Approach to Personnel Administration," a paper presented at the short course on
Recent Developments in Operations Research, C.W.R.U., Cleveland, Ohio, June
5-7, 1968. Forthcoming in the "Proceedings" of the short course. Also to be presented at the winter annual meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and in the Engineering Economist, fall 1908.
5. Advisory assistance has been provided on three defense problems:
(a) Project Torque, Colonel Stick, USAF, I. & D. programing, July 15, 191,;1,.
(b) Project Torque, allocation algorithm, Mr. R. Jurick, Mr. A. B. Nutt.
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, July 31, 1968.
(o) Resource Allocation in Multi-Project Laboratories, L. Roepeke, R. Phillips,
USAMC, July 1968.

F-111D AIRCRAFT EN GINE

Mr. FLOOD. I would like to refer back, General, to your statement.
You spoke of the installation of new engines in the F-111D at some
length.
le neral MOcNICKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. That is all very well, but our experience teaches us that
down through the years whenever you install a new engine in all
existing airframe there immediately follows an expensive modification
of the aircraft.
You carefully avoided that here. Is this the rare bird inwhich you
install a big new round fat engine in the exis.inig airframe and not
spend anything to modify the aircraft? That is something new.
Generial MCNImKLE. These are improvements in the internal configuration of the TF-30 engine. It is still a TF-30 and there is no
change in the exterior of the engine which would require a modification
of the aircraft.
Mr. FLOOD. It is a modification of the engine, itself ?
General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. You used the term in the statement "new engine." A new
engine usually means to me a lot of money to modify the aircraft. I am
never sure which comes first, the chicken or the egg.
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General McNicxLr. I am sorry, I did not make that clear. It is not
ae-nw e
in that snse It is an updting of the resent enginenow
4 the TF-40 with a alpnficant neae in thrust.
SRmw AIm-To-AIR Mms

Mr. Fwoo. Then it is not what I thought. On page 40 you speak of
the short-range missile, the Sparrow. Is that
- miles of which
you speak dead ahead On page 40 you depict a diagram which has
quite a fan from point to point. What do you mean by - miles&A ahead, or dbes it include much more of a fan?
Is
miles just a straight line?
General M~icimzz It is dead ahead, the range falls off as the missile
maneuvers from straiht ahead.
Mr. Pro.. Whatisthe mieagecovered by the arcof the fan? That's
a lot more, i itnotI
General McNTCxLr. No, sir; actually, as the missile moves to the
extremes of the fan and the range reduced.
Mr. Froon. It would not be material. It would not be.miles
to the end of the fan and
- miles dead ahead.

General MoNrtext. No, sir.

Mr. Fimo. It is just miles plus a little here or there ?
General MONiCaLz. It is miles maximum.
Mr. HArmi. It is miles that the missile flies.
MAKE-UP OF CHAFF CLOUDS

Mr. Fwo. On page 46, you speak of chaff. What kind of chaff are
we using in this one? What is the nature of the chaff? What is it made
of?
General MoNroma Sir, I will have to check that.
Mr. FmoD. I have been with chaff since we started with little silver
threads. Then we went to all sorts of things. Tin foil was the first thing.
What is the sophisticated chaff? I am amazed you would not know
that.
Mr. HANSzN. What it is made ofI
Mr. Fioop. Yes.
We have had all kinds of chaff. This is the most sophisticated thing.
General McN mz .. .
Mr. FA D.,
Gneeral MCKirLE.. Yes, sir.

Mr.FOOD. That will do. -.
General MONTCOLI. Yes, sir.

Mr. Frm. That is enough.

Cwsz An SUPrORT TAorxos
Mr. Foon. During the Korean war, you will recall. we had some
very unhappy experiences with ground strafing by'jet aircraft in close

graftnd support to troops on the frntline. Very unsatisfacory, es.
peclally close 6p against hard points; small, strong points, double
machinegun. emplacementS;;con~rete "emplacements -with grenade
throwers and whit-not, right in front of the infantry. We called in you
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fellows with jet aircraft for ground strafing. It never worked out.
Very unsuccessful. Very unsatisfactory close up.
Mow you tell me you are going to do this with the Maverick with
F-4A's--page 56 of your statement. What magic has taken place in
.your development of ground support tactics close upI If I am a company comminder and have ahead of me, clos upa strong point that

why are you goingto be any better
is hlding me up and I call you in,
with jet a-rcraft and the Maverick air-to.ground miile than you were
in Korea ?
General McNimuue. Mr. Flood, we had some problems early in the
Southeast Asia war also, but we have worked those out with the Army
through the use of the forward gir controller amanagement.We have
the air, and I
forward air controllers on Oh ground, as well as in.
that thMy have
say
first
to
the
be
would"probably
think that the Army
no hesitation now in-W4fing in Air Force plose air support ay place
they need it. The MMaerc, while it will be a very precie weapon,
is not intended for close air support. It is primarily a tank and hard
point killer.
/
Mr. Sixu. O the question Mr. Flobd asked yon, the.answer is
simple. The new aircraft is not a jet; it is a prop-driven aircraft designed specificlly for the su[po-r( O' troops close air support of
troops.
General Mc Cm. Yes, sir. I4,proposed close air support air.
craft, the A- would b6.a'-urbo.i&
" boutj s .
Mr. Foo.I now that, but I ata.ng
n jets I ouIteSt Asia now and
General Mc4 xoxLL We are
dt
i
rteloe whenever
i very ais
thebonbs in
putting
straffin'and
wte weaesr
for them.
calling
Arm
n
Mr. Fw*o. If ti6 Army is satisfied, Iam,'
/
General Bomr*. And n a alm.
/
General McNxci. I ti the Army will erify it. /
/
Mr. FLooo. Napal should wor-k.General BoyLw. It"s the whole combination. The airplopb itself
is vastly improved. Thedelivery systems, and certainly o tramng
hvpaid grea
role.
AU of these,to operate in the close support.-..
dividends.
,
Mr. Fwo. If the Army is satisfied That isll 1am concerned about.
General BoYLAN. They would be our best witness.
AroNAuTceS V18-A-VIS Mft

rARzASB

NAUTICS

Mr. FOOD. What is the difference between the term astronautics
and military astronautics? What is so peculiar about military ast-o.
nautics vis-a.vis the term astronautics I
Mr. H&1sN. I would venture an opinion on that. In military astronautics, you would be using a particular environment technology for
a military purpose. Let's say, for example, that you have a saWllite
which is lOOking toward the sky for a scientific purpose like the OAO.
This is An astronautical thing. It you turned it around and had it
look at the ground to observe things that were of military interest,
then that would be military astronautics.
Mr. F o) It is like try n to pick up a handful of quicksilver. It
is a go6d try; Youget "A' ore ort.Itisnot clear.
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Nobody else is probably interested, but me, but, you might include
a better definition in the record.
I know what astronautics is, but I don't know what military astro.
nautics is.
Mr. HAqsEX-. Astronautics is the science of SpaCe flight and then

military astronautics would be that. particular branch of the science of
spae flight which deals with matters which are pecliarly utilized for
miliary purposes.
Mr. P)oD. That place of yours is infested over there with people
who could out-O. Henry at any time.
Mr. HAxszw. In a lot of cases, they are the same really, if tlt is
what you meanMr. FooD. That is what I thought.
Mr. IIIA-s EN. For instance, if you are talking alxmt a star-trc.:er.
for space navigation, that is the samie as an element of ast-ronmuuti.,.
whether it is tracking a spacecraft on its way to the moon or wlhetft'.
T,%c'ri.mv,

SATELLITE Cnr1w NIVATIONS

P'ROGtAMI

Mr. FLOOD. I retd in the palr within the last 2 or 3 days-I m
sure you did as well-a story to the effect that somebody has perfect
this. You mentioned earlier in the day you were engaged in this kini
of thing. The story had to do with the fact that somebody in R. ,&I).
some place is developing a project which will prmit the GI in the
front line, if he has the right gmmick on his back, by satellite, to

take commands right from the President's bedroom or something. Ake
you doing this?
Mr. ILAxsmw. I read that. That is the tactical communications satelite. It provides a communication relay facility by which any two
points tat. are within view of that satellite and'have the liroler
transmitter and receiver can communicate.
Mr. Fw o. The President is going to direct a platoon sergennt
around a pillbox.
Mr. HAzszN. I think that is some reporter's license as to what might
be done with it.
Mr. FLoOD. What is it, exactlyI
Mr. HAmN. I think it wouldbe Obviously impractical to establish
something for the field soldier to communicate with the President.
I think what this says is that the capability would be there if they
wanted to do that.
Mr. F)oD. What it said was, in many, many cases, and, of course
this is true, operations on the line are retarded or don't develop as
they should b cause communications becomes a can of worms, and
that this is one way for somebody to jump over the can of worms to
the frontline.
Mr. SixEcs. I submit that is because they have too many systems now.
Mr. FLoOD. That might be.
They didn't say who is doing this. Your R. & D. Are you doing it
or is somebody else?
Mr. HAszN. The Air Force is doing this in R. & D.
Mr. FLooD. What are you doingI
General MoNICKLE. The Army is developing the ground stations.
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Mr3h'. H.
x. It, is a joint ser ive program. The ground station portion of the programs is being (eveIloped by the Army.
M1r. FLOOD. This is a ground station according to te story and when
it is perfected this lone GI with the proper piece of hardware on his
back could use it. Do you propose to have 2.5 million ground stations .
What is it?
General MNicjKLx. It takes three men to the pack, Iut it has the

capability of long-distance communications.
Mr. FLOOD. By way of satellite?
M1r. HA sEx. The system provides the capability so that from a
transmission point to any other point which can also see that same
sitellite, you can have transmission to a receiver which could be in a
truck, in a ship, in an airplane, or a man pack3r. FLOOD. You mean if a division was having trouble getting
through to the company it could talk via satellite to get through to
the company?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir. He could talk to the satellite and the satellite
would relay it back to the company.
Mr. FLOOD. This is mighty good it you can work it out. That might
be one of the new things that t he clhairmanii was asking about earlier.
Mr. HANSE-N. Yes, sir.

MAJOR NEW RDT & E Pnoon.0r STArrs FoR FISCAL YEAR 1970

Mr. SIXFs. What are the major new prograni starts included in
tlt, fiscal year 1970 requiest?
General MCNICKLF. The major ones will be B-1 (AMSA), F-15,
the AWACS; the A-X; and CONUS Air Defense Interceptor which
is a technology line.
I would point out that most of these are aircraft and the reason
there are so many aircraft here is that we have had a drought over
many years and the average Air Force airplane is now over 9 years
old. I should also point out that most of these programs are new in
the sense that they are taking on a major new orientation in fiscal
year 1970.
Mr. Sus. I recognize the problem and I sympathize with you in
your efforts to overcome this deficit.
COMPARISON OF NEW STARS WIT!H LAST FISCAL YEAR

How does the number of significant new starts in the fiscal year
1970 program compare with other recent programs?
General MoNicimu. There are a few more this year. Last year we
had Defense Satellite Communications System, Maverick and Hard
Rock Silo.
REamruRSAmDL PROORAX
Mr. Snms. I would like you to discuss the reimbursable program
estimated at $280 million. What are the principal sources of reimbursable obligations and what programs of significance are involvedI
General Prnr. The program.for 1970 amounts to some $230 million, Mr. Chairman. The principal item that makes that up is the
reimbursement from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, NASA. That is made up of two items: support provided by
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the Eastern and Western Test Ranges, and Arnold Engineering Development Center and boosters for various launches. Other principal
sources involve other U.S. Government agencies. We are talking here
in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, of offices such as the Ad.
vanced Research Projects Agency; Defense Atomic Support Agey,
and then all other U.S. Government agencies snch as the Federal
Aviation Administration, Atomic Energy Commission, and Federal
Communications Commission. These reimbursements amount to some
$39.8 million and cover various work done and services provided 1)y
the various Air Force research and development activities.
The sum of $41.6 million is associated with reimbursements frnmi
the Army for such things as work on radar technology, booster for
the Sentinel program: support of the Nike X program: $21.9 million
of reimbursements are from other Air Forces appropriations and ,nis.
cellaneous accounts. For example, we are reimbursed from our 0. &11.
military family housing, redist ibution and marketing, commissary
surchiarges and foreign military sales accounts. Those are the prin,;ipil
items.
COORDINATON OF RrsaFAcn

Mr. Srxz. With respect to coordination of research, in what way
does the organization of the Air Force reflect your activities in trying
n ito utilize scientifl research which has been funded by the other mii
tary services and by the civilian agencies of the Government?
Mr. HANSEN. I will start that answer. We do make a very great %.f.
fort to make sure somebody else isn't already doing it before we start
and also to make sure that we make use of what other people do.
I can cite one example from my personal experience where I was
formerly responsible for a test site at Point Loma in California. The
cliff was chipping away and falling into the ocean and we were afraid
we were going to lose our test stand. We found there were av-ailable
some soil stabilization techniques that had been developed in Army
research which were applied t ere. The last I heard the test stand was
still there.
There are the scientific advisory panels of three services who invite
participation at their meetings in each case from the other services.
We have, of course, the communication link through D.D.R. &E. who
are trying to see to it that we are coordinated. In the MOL program
a very great deal of the research involved in that, of course, came out

of NASA.

On our F-15 program, for instance, we are worried about engine inlet
conditions and things like that where we are using heavily the research
from NASA's Lewis Research Center. I think if you wanted more
examplesMr. Srus. You might provide them for the record.
(The information-onllows:)
UTKLI3TIOir Or ScitwirmO RESAm
FUNDRD BY OTR
DEPAzTmENTS

SEVICE.

AND

Because of the Air Force's wide range of interests, we must keep abreast of
dies, Our research program is coordinated with industry through review of
industrial independent R. & D. programs by our own scientists. Symposia, sclentifiq meetings, and scientific publicatlors allow us to receive information on
othet sclentists' activities.

a variety of scientifle areas, many of which are supported by non.Air Force agen-
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Army programs.--Air Force personnel selection and classiflcatlou had its beginnings as a part of the Army Air Force program before there was a separate
Air Force. Techniques have advanced greatly since then, and the Air Force
has been a leader among the military services in these areas. Vaccines developed
by the Army at Fort Detriek and Walter Reed have proven most beneficial In
affording protection to all of the services and to civilian laboratory personnel
involved in research on certain rare diseases. The Army Limited War Laboratory at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., on energy spectrum of weapon muzzle
flashes, has provided Information related to the selection of sensors for infrared
gunfire locating devices, now under development by the Air Force Avionics Laboratory. With Air Force funding, the Army Waterways Experiment Station,
Greenville, Miss., compiles data on soil structure behavior under dynamic landing for aircraft design criteria. The joint services electronics program involves
$6 million from the three services (Air Force portion is %2 million) which is
combined with other support at universities to benefit us with broad base electronics research work about $15 million.
Xavy programs.-Navy is a member of the joint services electronics program,
mentioned above. The Office of Naval Research supported the Pennsalt Chemicals
Corp. for years on synthesis and structure of organometallic compounds. Some of
these compounds are of interest to the Air Force Weapons Laboratory as potential
shielding materials for nuclear weapons. The Naval Research Laboratory developed techniques on antenna scanning used by our BMEWS (Ballistic Missile
Early Warning System) radars. Some Interesting work on isolation and confinement in the Navy Sealab was applicable to the Air Force MOL program.
National Science Foundation (NSF) programs.-The NSF provides major support to mathematics research. When such research advances to a stage where
application to Air Force problems becomes feasible, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research provides additional support for specific purposes. An example Is
recent research In differential topology, used In global Analysls, elliptic differential operators, and the solution and application of differential equations. Differential games, involving pursuit and evasion and applicable to evading a surfaceto-air missile, is based upon work sponsored by NSF and the Navy.
Industrial R. & D. program.-Polyethelene films used in large high-altitude
balloons were largely developed and compounded by Industry. Examples are
X-124 film developed by Ethyl Visk Queen Co. and Strato-Film developed by
Winsen Corp. Research sponsored by Firestone Rubber Co. resulted in a reticulated polyurethane foam to reduce the probability of gas tank explosions In auto.
mobile accidents. Foam of this type is used In our aircraft fuel tanks to suppress
explosions when the tanks are struck by incendiary projectiles. A whole new
series of solar cells, infrared detectors, and discreet frequency light meters to
being researched by the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories. This program resulted from a discussion of a new organic radical compound, TCNQ, in
a Du Pont publication reporting on their research. Composite materials research,
including some prototype hardware, in Air Force programs are based on Bell
Telephone Laboratories scientists work in 1952 on single crystal whiskers of
great strength, with the concept of dispersion strengthening introduced a few
years later by International Nickel Co. Bell Labs, using its own funds, sponsored
basic research which led to an ion Implantation -technique in silicon. Bell licensed
Texas Instruments to develop the technique into a workable vidicon tube, presently uqed ,iji the forward looking infrared (FLIR) system for Gun Ship II undi
Tropic Mooh III aircraft.
.ASA programs.-The Air Force is probably the largest user of technical Information developed by NASA In this country. In the ease of the F-15, for exampie, NASA has been conducting aerodynamic configuration and weight estimation
tests at their Langley, Va., facility, engine air Inlet tests at their Ames, Calif..
facility, -and engine stability tests at their Cleveland, Ohio. facility. Their entire,
technical program contributes to areas of Air Force Interest
FAA progr me.--The FAA supersonic transport (SET) development is also
contributing considerable to the Air Force research and development program.
The Air Force is currently using engine-demonstration hardware which was
developed by the SHT program and now surplus to that program for tests on
advanced turbine power extraction techniques. The EST quarter-scale engine air
inlet Is also being used jointly by the FAA and the Air Force in the development
of technical information of interest to each agency.
Army weather research.--InJuly 1964 an Army engineer conceived a method
for local dispersal of warm fog (i.e., fog temperature above 320 1.). The Idea is
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to fly a helicopter Just above a deck of stratus or fog; the downwash from the
rotors, being from the drier air above, Is forced into the fog drying it out and
dissipating it In the local area. After the publication of the results of Army experiments, the Air Force's Cambridge Research Laboratories conducted further
experiments. As a direct result of these efforts, two downed airmen in Southeast
Asia were rescued by helicopters using this technique.

DEGRADATION OF WEAPONS DuE To ExPOsuRE IN VMNAX
Mr. SIXES. On exposure of weapons, last year we discussed briefly

the degradation of some of our newer weapons due to their exposure
in combat in Vietnam. There would be other problems due to timing.

After the enemy had seen certain weapons operate for a while, he
was able to devise counters to them. Can you tell us of any instances in
the past year in which the enemy has been able to effectively down.
grade some of our weapons through his ability to devise counters, or
defenses against them?
Mr. HANsEN. I think it was a little bit earlier than the last year,
but one of the major things that happened is that he found we didn't
have a night, capability, or a bad visibility capability, he would operate during the periods when he knew that we weren't in a position to
counter that operation.
I am not aware of any case within the last year where the capability
of our weapons has be;en downgraded by a change in the tactics or
operations of the enemy.
General MCNICKLE. There are three areas where we are concerned.
Wo have no adverse effects yet, but we have indications that they are
picking up the air-dropped sensor, but so far they haven't expl'oited
them.
The portable radios that our pilots carry for use if they are shot
down, could be very troublesome if the enemy had and used them. We
don't have any instances where they have used them, but we have gone
to multichannels and worked out codes to avoid trouble. We don't
know what surprises the might be planning up in the North where
they have all that air defense, but we are sure they are keeping busy.
NEW ENEIY WEAPONS

Mr. SIS. Has the enemy shown, or utilized any new weapons which
vere developed in China or the Soviet Union or in Eastern Europe,
like CzechoslovakiaI
General MCNcKTF.E. No, sir; we haven't seen any recently.
Mr. SIrFTs. Nothing new?
Generalago,
MeN
KLE. Wesince
sawthen.
a few of the later model Migs come
inayear
but nothing
Mr. FLOOD. I heard they had some new fancy antiaircraft weapons
probably Czechoslovakian.
Mr. Srxs Will you check your records on that I
Mr. LU'scorB. It would be worth looking at, General.
General MoNicsmCm. We should be able to tell from the firings. We
will submit that for the record.
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(Thel3 information follows:)
NEW A "';TIAIRCHAFTWEAPONS USED BY NORTH VIETZMA

No newly developed communist antiaircraft weapons have been shown or used
by the North Vietnamese in Southeast Asia in recent years. The Soviet 23 mam.
antiaircraft gun-which is new to Southeast Asia-was confirmed in the North
Vietnamese Inventory during

Have you noted an improvement in quality or effectivenesq of enemy weapons in Vietnam in the past year.
General 'MCNICKLE. I don't know of any qualitative increase but
there have been quantitative increase.
Ur. SIKES.

MILITARY SCIENCES
Mr. SIKF. Under military sciences, the request before the committee
ii $158.7 million. I would like a comparison with this amount of the
ainount programed for this purpose for fiscal years 1963 through 1965.
(The information follows:)
Budget for Military S cnces (1963-69)
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
Ff!sal year
Fiscal year

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

$122,145
151,122.
161,440
150,69
.--------------------142, 802
147,357
158,609

R SCIENCES PROGRAM
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN MLTrrY

Mr. SIKEs. I would like to know how many colleges and universities
iii the United States and in foreign countries are involved in the mili-

tary sciences program at this time or at the time of your most recent
to for which you have this information. You can list those for the
record.
(The information follows:)
The military sciences program in fiscal year 1009 included 286 U.S. and foreign
universities. This total included the following:
United States:
Auburn University
University of Alabama
University of Alaska
Arizona State University
University of Arizona
California Institute of Technology
San Diego State College
Stanford University
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
Colorado State University
University of Colorado
University of Connecticut
Yale University
Catholic University
George Washington University
Georgetown University
Howard University
Florida State University
84-039--60-pt. 4-27
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University of Florida
Emory University
Georgia Institute of Technology
University of Hawaii
Illinois Institute of Technology
Purdue University
University of Notre Dame
Iowa State University
Kansas State University
University of Kentucky
Louisiana State University System
Tulane University
University of Maryland
Harvard University
Mamachusetts Institute of Technology
Tufts University
Michigan State University
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Mississppi
University of Missourl, Columbia
Montana State University
University of Nevada
Rutgers State University
Stevens Institute of Technology
Adeiphi University
Cornell University
New York University
Polytech Institute of Brooklyn
Yeshiva University
Duke University
Wake Forest University
Case Western Reserve University
Ohio State University
University of Cincinnati
University of Dayton
Oklahoma State University
University of Oregon
Pennsylvania State University
Universe of Pittsburgh
University of Rhode Island
University of Tennessee
Rice University
Texas A. & M. University
University of Texas, Houston
University of Utah
University of Vermont
University of Virginia
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
Foreign universities:
Argentina:
Universldnd National de Cordoba
Observatorlo de Fislen Cosmica
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Foreign univereitles-Continued

Australia:

University of Sydney
University of Melbourne
Autria:
University of Vienna
Innsbruck University
lelgium:
Von Karman Institute of Fluid Dynamics
University Libre do Bruxelles
Bolivia: San Andrea University
Brazil:
University de So Paulo
Comihwao Ntctloiwi de Actividudes Ispacla
Canada:
University of Alberta
University of Toronto
McGill University
Laval University
Chile:
University de Chile
Catholic University of Chile
Colombia: University Nalotnal de Colombia
Denmark: Technical University of Denmark
Finland: Techuical University of Helsinki
France:
Universite de Paris a la Sorbonne
University of Lyon
Germany:
Max Planck Institute
Teenische 1ochaehule, Munchen
Greece: University of Athens
India: University of Calcutta
Israel:
Weisman Institute of Science
Ihebrew University
Tel-Aviv University
Italy:
University of Rome
University of Degli Studi di Plsa
University of Milan
New Z*ealand:
University of Aukland
Victoria University
Norway: University of Oslo
Sweden:
Royal University of Uppealn
Gateborgs Institutet
United Kingdom:
University of Manchester
Oxford University
University of Sussex
University of Glasgow
Queens University, Belfast
University of Hull
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OTHER PARTICiPANTS IN MILITARY SCIENCES PROGRAM

Mr. SKE. In addition to the colleges and universities involved, how

many profitmaking firms and how many nonprofit org izations other
than colleges and universities areparticipants in your military scienvw
program You can list those for the record.
(The information follows:)

In 1900 there were, excluding universities, approximately 720 commercial and
nonprofit contractors participating in the military sciences program. This figure
includes:
COMMIaCIAL FIRMS

McDonnell Douglas Cori
Marquart Corp.
American Society for Metals
International Harrester Co.
Philco-Ford Corp.
Arco Corp.
Boeing Co.
Standard Premed Steel Co.
Johns-Manvllle Products Corp.
NCR Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
Monsanto Research Corp.
Belfour Stulen, Inc.
Whittaker Corp.
Shell Chemical Co.
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
C6
Celanese Corp.
Olln.Mathleson Chemical Corp.
Optics Technology, Inc.
Hlto, Inc.
Fabric Research Laboratories, Inc.
W. R. Grace and Co.
American Oil Co.
Perkin-Elmer Corp.
ManLabs, Inc.
Advanced Metals Research Corp
NOMn'
Midwest Research Institute
University of Dayton Research Institute
Mellon Institute
New York University Research Foundation
IIT Research Institute
Battelle Memorial Institute

Systems Research Ttobs Inc.
Brush Beryllium Co.
General American Transportation
Corp.
Astro Research Corp.
Crucible Steel Co. of America
McPherson Instrument Corp.
Space Data Corp.
Photo Metric, Inc.
Adcole Corp.
Vitro Corp. of America
Accumetrics Corp.
DIgi.Data Corp.
OCA Corp6
Melpar, Inc.
Signatron, Inc.
Computer Research Corp.
ChromaHloy American Corp.
Applied Loglo Corp.
Bolt-Beranek.lNewman
American Optical Co.
Control Data Corp.
Logicon, Inc.
Space S ienees, Inc.
Ewen Knight Corp.

Thomas, A. S., Inc.
Oc=,AXZTz0XS

Stanford Research Institute
Educational Research Corp.
System Development Corp.
Franklin Institute
Drexel Institute of Technology
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories
Lowell Tech Institute Research Foun.
datlon

IN-HousE LABORATORY INDzPzz;DzNT RzsEARCH
Mr. SiKE . On "In-house laboratory independent research," you are
requesting $5.8 million, which is an increase of $800,000 ab6ve last
year's amount. Can you give the committee any examples of recent
useful effort under tis proIram
D
Mr. HA-sn r. If you will permit, I would like to ask Dr. Lehmann
to answer that since this is his area of cognizance.
Mr. Sixs. The committee encourages you to use backup witnesses
That is what they are here for.
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IIXT ACCOMPLISHMENTS I.

V/STOL REEARCH

Dr. LnIA.NX. Some of the things that have come up in the research
program have been thrust augmentation work in the aeronautical research lab. This is a different approach to a V/STOL aircraft,
Mr. SiKs. Tell us something about that. We have been talking about
VTOL and V/STOL for 25 years around here with very little to show
for it. Tell us what you mean.
Mr. FLOO. The British and the Germans quit their program, didn't
th 9r.
I LENIMANN. The British have the Harrier.
Mr. Fwoo. I understood they had stopped their program.
Dr. LxuArm. The ARL concept I refer to is a different approach.
The British apprxch tkes some jet engines and either draws the air
in here and diverts it so you shoot it down or they tip the engine so
that instead of pulling you forward it pulls you up.
Mr. Raw. There is nothing new about that.
Dr. Lmix&NN. That is tMe ordinary VTOL concept. The ARL
conceptMr. FLOOD. Don't tell me you are going to use all three of them.
Dr. LuzxxNx. Oh, no. In this concept you take air at a high pressure and blow it out very fast Then you have some ducts here wherein
you entrain the ambient air, and by mixing the low-speed air with the
high-speed air coning from the compressor, you now get a net increase in the thrust.
Mr. Fw~oD. You keep up those gestures, mister, and you will take
off and fly yourself.
Dr. IUnuANx. Aiyway, that is the approach that they use in here,
mixing the low.speedambint air with tie high-speed ar coming o
of the compressors. The concept that they have, instead of looking
like propellers which tilt up, looks more like a flying venetian blind.
It is it new approach. It is one we are investigating and considering
whether to try for a prototype demonstration. Whether we will or not,
we have not yet decided.
Mr. Sr ms. Isn't the Harrier a first cousin to this concept you are
speaking of?
Dr. LEUAN'X. Sir, the Harrier is basically the jet which is deflected.
This is a different approach and it has been done on a research laboratory scale.
As I should have pointed out, it is basic research. It is done in a
laboratory. They have a rig where they have run a number of experiments. The experiments look encouraging enough so that they want
to continue on with them.
Let me cite another one that came up.
dICOMBAT TRAPI BOMB

You are familiar with some of the early work on Combat Trap,
which was a 10,000-pound bomb used to clear a helicopter landing
zone in South Vietnam. Some of that was funded in its early stages
by the laboratory director's funds. This is one of the uses of the lab
director's funds. When you get new woik coming in that wasn't
thought of at the time you went through your formal programing, the

lab director individually has the authority to take some dollars oid
put.them on a project to get it going fast.
They did that. They got other funds coming in later to support, but
in something like 90 days thev were ready to go with that 10,000pounder in clearing out trees and jungle.
SOLAR FORECASTING

I have some notes here. Let me point ont there is the work on solar

forecasting. That work was supported out of CR,

the Cambridge

Research Laboratory.

We had an improved image intensification device -which was supported by the laboratory director's fmnds
(IME

EZAIIWLF

OF IN-VOUSM RFJSEAROI

Mr. Sqips. You can provide additional information for the record
if You have other examples that you think are significant.
I(The information follows:)
EZxAm

s or RouMT UUML EWoSI ow

.forss

BAin

As a research management tool, the Air Force In-house Independent research
rogMram (LI)) has provided Air Force, Oambrldge Tereb TAboratorlem
(AFOR)
with a means of stimulating research efforts to better meet Air Force
stems remerch requirements ad teehnelogy needs. Project MO0, Aeroqace
Density. was proceeding at a lesser rate of prosre until LDV spor was provided to develop and fly.. new accneleromter inastrunwntation specit low-althide

denplty-.gnslns ateltes. Today. the project is one of the most actve, at ACRL.

providing vitally needed low-altitude density data to the AirTr e Systems
Command 8PAee and Missile systems Orgalstit. Project 566, Space n-

vrinment 0b rag and Florecalti

W Was launced

e $iven ado.

quate IY? support so that today %YORI i1 well on Its way to providing the
Air Weather Servie and its user agenaes with the space fortq hstnw techniques
needed to conduct Air rorc mace operations and system development.
The Aviomes Eaboratory developed a tranmsnitter and power amplier which
provided the first airborne bhgh.power microwave transmitter. Utilization of
thin X.mnd transmit system has positively demonstrated the Oesibility of airborne satellite mkirve eommunltetoaand has pointed up twehnlcal arms
requiring refnement or fat
eveloimeft
Tinder the LDF.funded portion of an Air Force Armament Laboratory proect.
the contractor completed the guidance and control lit design to adapt Hornet
components (from the earlier portion of this progrm) to attach to and provide
teledruuon gidanee for a 2.000-pound bomb. The design goal was a kit to provide
automatic tolevision contraatWldanee homing for the K--84 2,000 pound bomb.
In the case of large hard targets, this should provide an eltvees
not avail.
able with any other convntional weapon at any enat. The flight tmt proormm.
mmnleted in Jannary 107. produced eight sucessful flights, two failure cuwd
by the mittile, and two Inconeluive test.
The Aero Propulsiom lAboratory conducted a research prvwmm to provide n
mmns of rapidly Identifying batch-to-batch difference In snthefle lnbrieants to
assure quality control and to determine undesirable chemical changes which may
oc ur during store
This rwareh Phowed that differentlal thermal analyOvis (TYI'A) and thermn
gravimetric analysis (TGA) are excellent techntqane for rapidly obtaining the
thermal and oxildative stability eharaeterlstica of lubricants. Consequently. PTA
and TGA have considerable value for use as a batch control technique. Incorporation of PTA and 'TOAmethods Into military lubricant mefleations for quality
control nrmrme fi Manned. Effort under this contract has been completed And
is reorted br AFAPTR4R-26. 'Development of Batch Control Techniques for
Synthetle Lubricants Using Thermoanalysts."
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This program F. continuing to optimize DTA and TOA techniques for use as
test methods for determining differences in the oxidation and thermal stability
of synthetic lubricants, as well as to define and measure kinetic and chemical
mechanisms of oxidative and thermal degradation. Successfully developed TOA
and DTA methods will provide a significant improvement in the performance of
synthetic turbine lubricants through much improved quality control
Under a 1906 Aerospace Research LAboratories LDF program with Clevite
Cop, research was conducted on the mechanism of the pbotovoltale effect in
high efficiency thin film cadmium sulfide solar cells, and improvements In providing cells for testing were also made.
Three environmental tests of the flexible cadmium sulfide film cells have been
conducted utilizing Ofce of Aerospace Research (OAR) satellites placed in
orbit In the radiation belts. The most recent vehicle OVI-13 was placed In orbit
April , 196. Recent test data Indicate a los of only some 6-8 percent In tshort
circuit current after more than 50 orbits, or about 2,000bour life at about
WO-70 C., and the cells are continuing to function normally even In the Van
Allen belt environment. More extensive tests are planned. The use of these radiation resistant thin film cadmium sulfide cells for large power systtems should
provl4e equivalent power to weight ratios and be more economical than ever
advanced silicon cells.
Thq Materials Laboratory director's funds provided for the continuation of a
high temperature fuel tank sealant development program. Sealants being developed offer maximum potential for solving the critical Integral fuel tank sealing
problem associated with mach 2.5 or higher military arcraft where aerodynamic
beating will push fuel tank temperatures to 500" F. or more. Currently available
polysulfide or fluorosilicone sealants are Inadequate for maintenance free, lifetinie performance of current aircraft such as the F-ill and SR-71, and others
on the drawing board such as FX.

LIST OF N-108UE LAfORATORIM AND TE=3 TUCNDING

Mr. SiKES. For the record tell us how many in-house laboratories
participate in the program and how the funds are allocated among
them.
Is the increase of $300,000 based upon inflation or on any other
factorI
Mr. HANSEN. The $300,000 is inflation. The list of the laboratories
and the funds allocae we will supply for the record.
(The information follows:)
LiST or LABS A'D FUNDS ALWOATED

Laboratory director funds supplied In fiscal year 1969 to Air Force laboratories
were:
Pyu"
L.beratory
$780 000
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory ------------------320,000
-------------------Air Forve Aerospace Research Laboratory
400,000
--------------------Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory
40,000
--------------------------Air Force Weapons Laboratory
425 000
--------------------Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
425, 000
---------------------Air Force Aeropropuluon Laboratory
42i, 000
--------------------------Air Force Avionics Laboratory
42,000
-------------------------Air Force Materials Laboratory
800, 000
Air Force Armament aboratory -------------------------------185,000
.-----Air Force Human Resources Laboratory ----------------200,000
Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory ---------------,----------------000
Rome Air Development Center
5,000
--------------------------o71st Aeromedical Laboratory
100,000
---------------------------School of Aerospace Medicine
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VALUE OF IN-HIOUSE LABORATORY INDEPENDENT RESEARCHI

Mr. SIRES. Is in-house laboratory independent research, something
which is probably nice to have and provides some return but which is
of a reasonably low priority I Would you consider it low priority?
IfMr. IAN-SEN..I wouldn't. I would consider it to be high priority. It i;
one of these thin where the results are maybe not quite & tangible
14 R piece of hardware going out of a factory door, but I believe ivery
strongly that when you shut off this type of capability that eventall6
you will wake up to the fact that new ideas aren't being generated and
developed. I don't think that we can get along without either the uni.
versities or the in-house laboratories or the industrial complex as
sources of those ideas.
The in-house laboratories are a little more strongly motivated to
develop solutions to rather specific problems, I think, because of the
closeness to the rest of the military organization. I think they are an
essential part of the research program.
MTIOD USED

IN

EVALUATING

PROORAM

Mi%LiPscom. Mr. Secretary, you have mentioned all of these different groups that do basic research, write reports and make studies.
Have you had an opportunity to determine how you evaluate all the
reports and studies and what happens to them after you get them?
Have you looked around to find out how many are filed away in file
drawers untouched? This is of concern. With so many studies, analyses,
and projects going on, I don't know how you hav e enough help to
evaluate them or even read them.
Mf r. HANSE,;. I understand your concern. I have looked into the matter on a fairly limited basis. In each case there is a person who is responsible for that particular research study and whose responsibility
includes the disseminating of the results of that research to the people to whom it would be meaningful. If you will look at a typical
research report, there will be a distribution list on the back of it where
copies have gone all over to various organizations who might make
use of the information.
Now, your question might be, when you are in that organization and
this report comes in, what do you do with it? Do you just put it aRNV
in a file or do you have somebody Teview it to see if it might be useful
to what you are doing I Within my own experience in industry, where
we got these reports, we would always have someone who was cognizant
of that particular area and responsible for the work in it look the
report over to see whether or not there was anything in there that
would be useful to ts.
Mr. Ln'svon. This is of concern because we keep putting resources
into these programs. As you can tell from the testimony so far, it is
p retty hard to put an evaluation on a program because nobody really
has enough information to spell out what has been accomplished. Yet
we see right here in-house laboratory independent research, $5.3 inillion, and then Defense Research Sciences, $94.8 million.
Mr. HAwsrn. Well, researchers are very-

Mr. LU'scozB. Prolific?
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Mr. IANSEN. They are very jealous of the prerogative they have to
publish the results of what they are doing and give it a very wide
dissemination. If there is a problem, it is not in the research, or not
spreading the word around on what he is doing. The problem would
be in whether or not he is spreading it to the right people and whether
the eople that he is spreading it to are picking it up and using it.
fish
but ou are buyVi'. LIPSCO:%i. I understand their right to
itig something for the Air Force. That is rea lly why you are putting
your money into it.
M1r. HANSEP.. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPsco a. The question is, how do you get results out of what
you are buying? You haven't been there long enough to really answer
All these questions, but do you have enough people to effectively
evaluate these studies and reports to see that they are not all waste,
that they at least get seen, read-, evaluated and used?
Mr. HANSEN. IWell, Dr. Lehmann has been there for several years. I
would like him to answer that question.
Dr. LEHMANN. There is the quote that the best person to decide what
kind of research ought to be done is the researcher and the next best
person is the supervisor and the next best person is the Laboratory Dietor-Then you stop getting "next best" and start getting "worse,"
and the worst man is the vice president for research. You are familiar
with that quote, I am sure.
Mr. HAzsir. I don't believe it.
Dr. LEHMANk;. The dissemination of individual results is not done
in the Pentagon. The results, the dissemination of results is done on a
scientist-to-scientist basis and a scientist-to-engineer basis. We have
an Air Force science and eng ine.ring symposium each year in the
fall where people from the er tire Air Force get together. We have
meetings between our laborato ies and our product divisions. There is
much efort made in getting information, getting results, getting ideas
out of the researchers into the minds of the users, and info som ting
where it does the Air Force some good.
Now, for our part here in the Pentagon, we are doing overall evaluation, looking at these programs based upon publications, patents, and
specific roducts of the research.
The AFSC laboratories each year send over a list of the 10 most
wanted research items to the Air Force Office of Aerospace Research
and that organization responds to those 10 most wanted research items.
_They tell them wht they are doing. They tell about ideas they have.
It is at that working level that the interchange really takes place.
We observe that interchange. If we don't tlunk it is enough we put
the pressure on. If it is right, we encourage it and we try to foster it.
There are many products that have come out of this research. Like
tubes for low-lighit-level TV or like perchboro carbon, new chemical
compounds. We can go through a list on these products and if you like,
sir, we can provide that for the record. These are the visible demonstritions of what we get from the research and how it later gets picked
up into Air Force systems.
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PROECT HINDSIGJrT

Are you familiar with Project Hindsight, sir? That was a Study

that was done-tis
Mr. LiscomE. Yes; I have been sitting here a long time, Doctor,
What we are talking about is doing away with some waste and in.
efficiency and making use of the American taxpayers' dollar without
running it down the drain, just because some researcher wants a
program.
Dr. LUMAWN. Yes, sir; and that is exactly what we are trying to do.
Mr. Lnmscoum. That is all we are trying to lof
Dr. L RMANN. Yes, sir.
Mr. LlmcoMn. Project Hindsight that is in your field, I suppose?
Dr. LEHmANNr. Hindsight was the study which said, for example,
"How do we get from a -C-130 to a C-141 transport aircraft?"
"How much was it worth to us, and how much did it cost us in
research dollars to get there."
Mr. iPscoMB. How much did it cost?
Dr. LEJHMANN. I don't have the exact numbers. But the payoff was
like a factor of 10 to 1. That is, you have about 10 times more gain in
operating capability than in the cost to develop it.
Mr. LnscoMB. Was that an in-house laboratory independent research project I
Dr. LEHMAN. No, sir.

Mr. Lu'scomB. How did you finance that?
Dr. LEH.3rANN. No, sir; that was out of D.D.R. &E., sir.
Mr. LmscomB. Yes; but how did you finance it?

Dr. LEHMANN. That was in-house.

Mr. Luscomn.Sure it was in-house.
Mr. FLOOD. The point Mr. Lipscomb is making is that we find out
that year after year, item after item on R.& D., hindsight is better than
foresight when it comes to money in R. & D.
Dr. LEIHMANN. Some of the research results in rescuing downed
pilots in Southeast Asia, too. It is important that we recognize that it
is basic and the applied research which is paying off like that.
3=HOD USED IN EVALUATING

rROGAX

Mr. Lipscom. We are not insinuating or saying all research is bad
or wasteful. We know that you have accomplishments.. What we are
trying to determine is how you weed out the no-good, time-consuming,
no-result, wasteful expenditure of public dollars.
Dr. LFr!ANN. When we find there are no results, sir, we cut it out.
Mr. LPsoOmB. That is what we are talking about.
Mr. FLOOD. Which came first, the chicken or the egg? That is the
kind of question we will get.
Dr. LrEMANN. Yes.
Mr. Lresoowm. This discussion started when we asked you how you
could look at all the reports that come in to see how efficiently you are
allocating these resources. But you, perhaps, believe that 'ou have
unlimited funds, that you can give out any kind of researel contract
you want, and there is no need to evaluate the results.
Dr. LzEiMANN. Oh, no, sir. We are very much aware of the linitations.
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11OW DUPLICATION OF RtEEARCII IS AVOIDED

Mr. ADDABBO. On page 13 of your statement you indicate there arc
certain studies being made by other military departments. Is there
ally coordination between and among other departments to make sure
there are not specific studies which are being duplicated?
Mr. HANsEN. Yes, sir. That comes about in two ways. The person
who wants to start something is responsible to ascertain that it isn't
already
and then
& E.
hasslipped
a very, through
very major
effort
to
that
us was
AnD.D.R.
example
that
prevent going
duplications.
the Air Force wanted some food research work done and this work
was already programed to be done in the Army, so DOD just pointed
out to the Air Force that it was something we couldn't do, that it was
the Army's job.
Mr. FLOOD. That was several years ago.
Mr. HANsp.N No, sir; that is since I came on board.

Mr.

FLOOD.

That has happened before on exactly the same subject.

BmIIIORA AND SOCIAL SCIEN CE STUDIs
Mr. ADDAUBO. What are some specific studies being made under
"behavioral and social science studies" mentioned on page 13 of your
statement?
List them for the record.
(The information follows:)
SPEOiO STUDIES UNDER BEIrAVIORAL/SOCIAL STUDIES
. RESEARCH ON AIR FORCE HUMAN PERFORMANCE (PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

(a) Personnel and traitting.-The Air Force is continually concerned with
questions that Involve the effective use of personnel. These problems include the
selection of persons who are equipped by their aptitudes, abilities, and experience to perform Air Force Jobs. This research program is designed to supply
basic data on human capabilities that will benr on these problems. Heaearch is
directed toward improving selection, classification, and assignment procedures;
the designing of more efficient training techniques; understanding of short- and

long-term memory and learning and retention processes. Examples ara:
Principal investlptor

Institution

Erickson, S. C............
Lumsdaine, A. A..........
Noble, C. E...............
Robinson, J. A............

University of Michigan ............ Development of Computer-assisted Instruction.
University of Washrnston ........... improvement of Learning Capabilities.
University of Georgia- ------Human Selective Learning.
University of Louisville--------Transformation
and Organization of Memory
Processes.

Sklansky, J...............

University of California .............

Title

Training Theory.

(b) Human engineering.-This area of research is concerned with improving
the design of Air Force material to match human operational capabilities and
to minimize difficulties in equipment operation. Data are provided on psychological measurement of man's skills, perceptual ability, man-machine informarion processing. Examples are:
Principal Investigator

Institution

Title

Kelley, C.R ..............

Dunlap & Associates ...............

Predictive and Adaptive Processes In Man and

Machine.
Imsg
ult
n nomto
xrcin Pr
Quality and Information Extraction PerCo------------mag
I~ligber, C.L------oein
formance.
Nickerson, R.S ........... Boll Beranek & Newman, Inc ....... Ability of Human Subjects to Control the Timing of
Simple Responses.
Tanner, W.P ............. University of Michisn ............. Mechanims for Improving Human Visual and
Auditory Skills.
illberl, C.L ...........

Boeing Co ........................
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It. RESEARCH ON HUMAN INTERACTION IN AIR FORCE OPERATIONS
(SOCIAL SCIENCES)

(a) Organizational elfectivcness. motivation, and pcrfornance uider strcs.The Air Force has had a longstanding interest in the problems of improved
leadership and management of its crews and units of all sizes including complex
organizations with unique missions such as research laboratories. Air Force
crews and work utnits are required to operate in many unusual and stressful
environments. The following studies bring the analytic capabilities of be.
haviorat scientists to bear on the problems and processes that affect the opera.
tions of military organizations. Others increase our understanding of the social
and psychological effects of stress on crew behavior, and organizational effectiveness in crisis situations. Examples are:
Principal investigator

institution

Title

McGrath, J............... University of Illinois ............... Social and Psychological Aspects of Stress.
Obermayer, R............. Bunker-Ramo Corp ................ Comparative Study of Control and Feedback Tech.
niques.
Zander, A. F ............. University of Michigan ............. Desire for Group Achievement: Origin and Effects.

(b) Research on Air Force operational cnvironmnts.--The Air Force is prepared to operate in all parts of the world and to coordinate its activities with
foreign allied forces with which it may be associated in training, civic actions,
military assistance, or in the conduct of Joint operations The research In this
area supports these activities and also provides information on populations,
leaders, and political-military relations of countries that might be engaged in
military actions against the United States or its allies. Examples are:
Ir- tution

Principal investigator

Grusky, 0 ................ University of California (Los

Angeles).

Title
A Comparative Analysis of Military Career Patterns.

Center for Applied Linquistics ....... Research To Improve Language Training (Western

Sebeok, T.A........

Europe).

r or CAMPUS UNREST oN RESE.ARoi PROoRAm

En

Mr. ADDABo. What effects have the college riots had on your research projects at the various colleges, and have any projects been
n
canceled at these colleges?
General MoNicKLE. No, Sir; none of our research projects have
been canceled, but riots are hardly conducive to research.
EFET oF ONr-GoiNG RE8EAncH PnOoRAmS ON NF

iFon ABM

Mr. ADDAnBO. The Hard Rock Silo development is mentioned on page
49 of your Statement, the satellite surveillance system is mentioned on
pages 64 and 65 and the back-scatter, over-the-horizon radar is discussed on page

4. In view of the promise these programs hold and

the moneys being requested for them, why do we still need an ABM
General MCNCKL. I would like to answer that for the record. They
are interrelated but it is pretty complicated.

*All contracts listed above bave been funded to completion from fiscal year 19069 and
eatlew' funds. None have been planned for renewal and all will be completed by June 80.
1970.
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(The information follows:)
If our policy was to launch our land-based offensive forces based on warning
from the satellite surveillance and over-the-horizon radar programs, we would
not need an ABM system to protect these forces. While such a policy is reasonable for bombers, it is not desirable for our Minuteman force. We therefore
must have the capability for the Minuteman force to absorb a surprise attack
with sufficient survivors for retaliation. A workable ABM system would provide
the option to ride out an attack, while Insuring that the required number of
Minuteman missiles survive for retaliation.

General BowAN. These things aren't individual pieces where if you
follow one or the other you get the same result. They are all part of
our basic responsibility to provide the very best within the capabilities
this Nation Can1 possess. Each has something to offer to the total
environment.
The defense of the strategic defensive system, the Hard Rock Silo,
for example.
Mr. ADDABBo. Is not the ABM supposed to be a defense for our
strategic offensive forces?
General BO3YLAN. It certainly is. From what I know about this configuration, I believe it will make a significant contribution to the
overall defense of our strategic posture.
Mr. FLOOD. Apparently this point has not beenmade clear enough
in this whole ABM debate.
We have been talking about it for several years, but among all these
experts who are now debating this thing from one end of the country
to the other, and in the Congress, apparently too few have stressed the
point -that it is a defensive system to protect our offensive system, if
and when necessary.

Mr. HANSEN. I think I can answer most of that question right here.
You spoke of the satellite surveillance and the over-the-horizon radar.
These are warning devices, early warning devices which enhance the
capability of an ABM system by giving more lead to the knowledge
that something is coming.The f-ard Rock Silo provides the capability
that if the screen that the ABM puts up has some stuff come through
it, you will still have the capability to withstand that and retaliate.
So these are all things which complenlent the ABM system, enhance
itsJ capability or sweep up after it, but do not replace it. If you had
all those things put together, the only thing of those three that really
provides a protection for your strategic force in the ability to withstand the first strike and still have the capability to retaliate.
Mr. AD Mia. Once you have the satellite surveillance and the overthe-horizon radar, wouldn't you be better off releasing your
offensiveGeneral MoNICKE. If you were sure.
Mr. ADDA..o. Sure of what is coming What good is a surveillance
system if we are not sure what is coming toward us and from where?
General McNIciLE. It provides warning and permits us to react.
One advantage of the bomber is that we could actually launch them
and then, if it was some meteorological phenomena, or some airplane
that was lost, we could recall the planefi. Once you let the missiles go,

they are gone.

Mr. FLooD. I member two very, very,
launching bombers. Awfully bad.

very, very bad things on
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Mr.

ADDABBO. Can't you always destroy a missile in the air before

it strikes?

Mr. HAxs Ne.No, sir.
DEF ENSE, RFs&%itncu SCIENCES
Mr. MAHoN. You are requesting $94.8 million for "Defense research
sciences," an increase of $4.1 million over the $90.7 million for 1969.

What amounts have been spent in this area since 1963 Supply that
for the record.
(The information follows:)
Arnournts spent since flcal year 1063 for defense research soienoes
Fiscal year:
1903

-----------------------------------------------

1964 .............-

----------- - ----------------

19 ----.----------.- ----------------.------1966 -----------------------------------------1967 ----------------------- ----------------------1968 --.... -------------------------------------1969 ---..------------------ M----------- -90,800

, 500

74 000

81,800
84,400
88,5
87,000

'Estimated.

REASONS FOR INCREASE IN FINAL YEAR 1970

Mr. MAiION. What is the basis for the increased request this year?
General Prrrs. Mainly cost of living increases.
Mr.MAHON. Explain the remaining increased cost, will you?

General Prim Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
RaVsO5 YOU IND

ZASE
R FISCAL YEaS 1070 DEFE s RzSEARoH SOIECES

The request for fiscal year 1970 for the defense research sciences Is $4.1 million
greater than In fiscal year 1969. Of this total, cost of living increases account for
$8.7 million. This amount, first prorated across all the subelements was then
adjusted between subelements to account for needs In specific areas oi investiga.
tion. An additional amount, approximately $400,000, was requested to provide for
important investigations in several areas, primarily in the largest subelements,
general physics and atmospheric sciences. Areas of Increased emphasis Include:
ORIIUAL PRYu06s
a. Ultraviolet research. Additional support for an electron storage ring with a
radiation intensity 10 times greater than any other facility will provide for use of
this high energy device for studying the solid state properties of material surfaces
and for calibrating ultraviolet detectors.
b. Crystal growth. Integrated circuit technology Is based upon the availability
of very pure, reproducible crystals. Added effort will be devoted to Investigations
of Improved methods and now materials for manmade crystals. Areas of particular
interest are new materials capable of being grown for desired electronic detection
and radiation hardness properties.
ATMOSNPUO 1OW1038

a Solar eelipse-1970. Support Is needed to take advantage of an opportunity
to measure atmospheric and solar parameters within the United States during a
solar eclipse Oround-based and airborne measurements will be made including
bspect~~reoc and atmospheric reaction rate observations.
b.
ta
etion. Added effort Is required to obtain orbital density data from
two very successful satellite experiments. This data Is of direct Interest to
several Air Fore satellites.
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COMPARISON" WITH NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

PROGRAM

Ur. 1AjHoN. How does the Defense Research Sciences Program request for fiscal year 1970 compare in dollars and in the number of
universities and colleges which participate, with the program of the
National Science Foundation I Who is qualified to speak in that area?
Supply it for the record.
General Prrr. I can give that to you, sir.
The National Science Foundation has some 300 universities or colleges funded in that program at $250 million and the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research provides for some 186 universities at $43.3
million.
FOUR BASIC PURPOSES OF DEFENSE RESEARCH SCIENCES

3Mr. MAHON. In your statement on pag' 14 you list four basic purposes of the Defense Research Sciences effort. an you assign a dollar

value to each one of these objectives? How much of the $94.8 million
do you expect to spend in each one of the four areas mentioned?
Supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)

A dollar value cannot be assigned to each of the four basil objectives since
each of the projects in the defense research sciences program contributes toward
each of these objectives. A basic research project necessary to the Air Force, also
provides, through necessary interface with the scientific community, an awareness of basic research done by others and a ready access to the scientific community. The "coupling" of the needs of technology and research Is provided for
by the Interface between the Air Force research contract monitor and the project's
principal investigator.

PRINCIPAL BENEFIT OF PROGRAM

Mr. AAouN. Is the principal benefit of this program probably reflected in your statement that "Through our research projects at universities we are achieving a more distant objective by contributing to

the development of the next generation of scientists and engineers"?
Mr. HANSEN. I would say that isn't the principal benefit. It is a
secondary benefit. The programs are selected on the basis of their relerance in terms of the subject content of the program. I think that this
contributing to the development of the next generation is a very important second benefit, but we don't do it just for that. If they are
not doing sometnmg which makes a worthwhile contribution to the
program, we wouldn t sponsor them.
NUMBER OF PERSONNEL ADMIMSTERINo PROORAN

Mr. MHON. How many Air Force, military, and civilian personnel
are engaged in the selection of colleges and universities for grants
and contracts?
General MoNIcIL. There are 50 military and civilian personnel.
Mr. MAHON. Where is this actually performed?
General MoNicxai. In Arlington, Va., in the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research.
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PROCEDURES FOLLOWED IN ALLOCATING FUNDS
Mr. MAHON. Supply for the record a statement setting out the
procedures which are followed in the allocation of these funds.

(The information follows:)

PROCEDURES IN AiLOCATINu FUNDS FOR UNIVERSITY GRANTS

The contract/grant program supported by the Air Force through the AFOSR
is selected from unsolicited proposals. The funds are allocated to proposals in the
physical sciences engineering sciences, environmental sciences, and the life vi.
ences based on tle relevance to the Air Force mission, scientific merit, competence of the scientist, availability of funds. Selections are made by Air Force
scientists, sometimes with assistance from independent evaluating groups of
experts in a particular area.

IN-HOUSE VERSUS CONTRACTED RESEARCH

Mr. MAHON. What part of the Defense Research Sciences effort is

in-house in the Air Force and what part is with colleges, universities
and nonprofit organizationsI
(The infonnation follows:)

In fiscal year 1060, defense research sciences funds were allocated as follows:
lii-house, $31.0 million, 84 percent; colleges and universities, $43.8 million. 48
percent; nonprofit, $1.0 million, 2 percent.

MATERIALS RESEARCH PFlOGR3[

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting $2.6 million for "Materials i*search." Throughout the Defense budget there is a number of programs
in the area of materials research.
PROGRAMS ORIENTED TOWARD SPEcIrIC OnJECT vES

Are your materials research programs oriented toward specific objectives I If they are, what are those objectives, please?
Mr. HANSEN. Our materials rograms are each oriented toward a
specific objective, such as providinga material which will have higher
strength, or a material which wil-provide a given strength at lower
weight, or a material whidhi will provide a level of strength under serious environmental conditions like high heat flux.
Mr. MAHON. You can elaborate for the record.
(The information follows:)
The "Materials research" subelement under the "Defense research sciences"
program element (P.X 61102F), conducted partly by the Aerospace Research
Laboratories and partly by the Air Force Materials Laboratory, Is a basic research program which is concerned primarily with the investigation of the
nature of the kind of materials in which the Air Force is interested. It is oriented
toward broad classes of materials rather than toward specific materials or
specific applications.
The objective of the Air Force Materials Laboratory's exploratory development program in materials (P.E. 62102F), on the other hand, is to develop new
and Improved materials for aerospace application, provide a central Air Force
agency knowledgeable in all materials areas, and provide a quick reaction capability to solve operational problems involving materials technology application.
Examples of the goals of this program are: Improved structural materials for
use at temperatures from cryogenic (very low) to over 4,0000 F.; materials
resistant to combinations of conditions such as corrosion, erosion, stress, radiation and vibration; coating to protect materials from severe environments;
elastomeric (rubberlike) materials; and lubricants.
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Perhaps the clearest example of the difference in the kind of work done under
the two programs is the effort in polymer research and development. In the basic
research program, effort is directed toward synthesizing new polymers which
have desirable properties such an high temperature resistance and chemical
stability. In the exploratory development program, effort i directed toward de.
veloping those polymers into elastomeric (rubberlike) materials, adhesives, lubri.
cents, plastics, fibers, or other materials for application in aerospace systems.
Our advanced development programs, P.E. 63211F, "Aerospace structural materials," and P.E. 63425F, "Graphitic reentry materials" take the development a
step further towards the application of a specific material or small group of
materials to aerospace vehicles. In addition to the further development of the
materials, these programs involve the design, fabrication, and test of representative systems components. The aerospace structural materials program is concerned with the development of high strength, very stiff composite materials of
boron or graphite filament combined with plastic or metal and applying them to
aircraft and engines. Under the graphitic reentry materials program, graphitic
materials are being developed for use in nose tips and heat shields. These programs are conducted by the Air Force Materials Laboratory in close cooperation with the other laboratories and systems divisions concerned (e.g., AF
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, AV Aero Propulsion LAboratory, Aeronautical
Systems Division, Space and Missile Syatem Office).
RECENT rPROGRA3I ACCOMPLISIMENTS

Mr. MAHONt. Can you point )ut any recent use which has been made
in Air Force weapons systems of information developed in this part
of the materials research effoi t?
Mr. HANSEN'. Yes. In the weight control programs on airplanes,
such as the F-111. There is a wing section on the F_-111 now fabricated
out of new material that was fair y recently developed in the research

program.
MAr. FLOOD. Are you doing any lighter-than-air researchI
Mr. HANSEN. Not that I am aware of.
Dr. LEJmANN. We have a few balloons but that is just to get payloads up to high altitudes.

Mr. FO0D. I mean the old dirigibles.
Mr. HANsEN. No, sir.

AT31OSPHERIC SCIENCEs PROORA3

Mr. MfAiHoN. Can you give the committee some of the highlights
of your atmospheric sciences program for which you are requesting
$14.7 million?
Dr. LEHMANN. The composition of the atmasphere, the ionosphere,

and the effects of the atmosphere upon things like optics, like radiation going through it, like electromagnetic propagation through it,
like nuclear effects in the atmosphere.Those are the highlights of it,

sir. I can elaborate on those and I can supply more for the record.
Mr. MAHoN. You are speaking in rather broad terms. Can you zero
in on more specific thins or are you able to do that now ?
Dr. LEHANN.. I could in some cases, sir.
Let's say for example one of our major operational problems is the
problem of radar blackout if you have a nuclear detonation above
the earth's atmosphere. What has happened here is that the nuclear

radiation ionizes part of our atmosphere which then prevents radar
from penetrating through that. It bounces the radar litck.
84-039-69-pt. 4-28
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Now, how long that radar blackout lasts depends upon, first of all.
how much ionization the radiation produces, how long these ions last,
how long it takes them to recombine, how they diffuse out. This is
one example of the kind of thing that our Air Force Cambridge Research Lab in this environment works on.
Mr. MAnOx. Essentially it means how many "ions" you have iii
the fire?
Dr. LHMAYN. Yes, sir.
REASON FOR COST IX'CIfASY IN FISCAL YAR 1070
3r. MAIIox. The fiscal y-ear 1970 request is almost a $1 million increase above the current year. State for the record why the increase.
(The information follows:)
The Atmospheric Sciences subelement of the Defense Research Sciences pro.
gram was funded at $188,000 In fiscal year 1969. The $910,000 additional re.
quested for fiscal year 1970 Includes approximately $565,000 to cover cost of living
increases. T'he remaining funds are requested to provide for increased efforts in
several Important areas. these include:

(a)

oi r Elipse 1970.-An unusual opportunity to measure atmospheric

and solar parameters during an eclipse will occur in March 1970. Since the path
of totality will cross the southeastern United States a concerted effort will be
made to obtain ground and aircraft measured solar and atmospheric data con.
corning solar processes and their effect on our environment.
(b) Data Reduclfon.--The results of three very sucesful experiments will require additional support to provide for the reduction and analysis of data. The
OV 1-15 and OV 1-16 density satellite experiments were designed to determine
the atmospheric density in regions of interest to USA? satellites, and the micro.
meteorological field experiment obtained data on the effects of the earth on the

atmosphere and the processes therein. The results of these experiments are
expected to provide basic information about our atmosphere.

BEHAVIORAL ."

SOCIAL SCIEMcEs POGRAX

Mr. MAi ON. What is the basis for your request of an additional

$608,000 in this behavioral and social sciences program? What efforts
are identified with it? Who can tell us something about this? Is this
some kind of program to keep somebody employed who wants to work
in this field? Why the increase and what additional is going to be done
with the increase I What have been some of the recent achievements
in the beavioral and social sciences area as a result of your expenditures?
Dr. Ln txAxN.. With regard to the first question, sir, about twothirds of the $608,000 was programed to go into additional work in
the human performance area.
Now, by human performance I mean how does a pilot perform in his
plane with the instruments he's got? How good is he at picking up tarvets on the ground? How well can he stand the heat and the confinement ? How does he learn ? How do we train him? How do we educate

himI These are factors in human performance.

The other $20,000 was

-prog-umedto go

into the human interaction

area. How do men work togetherI What makes an officer want to stay

with the Air Force? now do r decide what tasks to assign a man?
How do I prepare him for the possibility that he may be captured and
interrogate ? How do I give im some background on how prisoners
of war are tre t
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1Mr. Mmlox. May I interrupt to ask, do You maintain that these studies ivlate to practical and specific questons, such as you have been
asking here?
Dr. LEHMAN. Yes, sir.
Now, sir; I should add that since the tinmo the President's budget was
submitted to you which reflected a $2.6 million level, our needs have
been reviewed and we found that we had higher priority needs in
other areas. It turns out to be in electronics and work with lasers.
Consequently we now plan to spend only $2,200,000. I repeat that was
because of higher priority requirements that we felt we had in the
areas I mentioned.
EXAMPLES OF PROoRA.1 ACCo3rrL1SIMEN"TS

Now, I did not cite the kind of payoffs that we have, which is your
second question. If I am too long winded on this, I can supply it for
the record, or I can supply it here.
For example, we hare done a simple little thing like putting a TV
camera in a cockpit looking down on a pilot and his instruments so
the TV camera sees what the pilot sees w]ile he is going through pilot
training. After he has gone through a maneuver he comes back on the
ground and he gets instant replay.-He sits down with his instructor and
the instructor, in a calmer environment says, "Here is what you did.
That was wrong. That was right."
That is one of the little things that has come out of this kind of
program.
Another thing we are working on in this area, in our total effort on
human performance, is the business of simulation. For example, the
airlines are up.g.ing trained pilots for the 747 jumbo jet. They are
only using something ike 5 hours of actual flying time. All the rest of
the time is in a simulator. We are planning similar things in undergraduate pilot training.
Mr. MAror;. Let me ask you to identify the particular study concerned with observing the behavior of a student pilot by means of a
television camera.
Dr. LrBMANN. That was carried out by our human resources laboratory. I think that particular one happened to be an exploratory development program.
Mr. MRinoN. Check that for the record, will you?
Dr. LEHMANN. All right, sir.
Mr. LrscomJ3. Did that television camera above the pilot come out
of the behavioral and social sciences prog.amI
Dr. LHMANN. It is part of our behavioral and social science effort in
total. Whether it is the basic research or the applied research, I will
have to check that for the record, sir.
(The information follows:)
This Is part of the applied research. It started as part of the eloratory

development program and then moved Into the advance development program
as the feasibility and value of the approach was established.

Mr. LiPscom. Do you have a list of the contracts that were awarded
in fiscal year 1966 and fiscal year 1969, for behavioral and social
sciences research?
Dr. LEHMAN N. Yes, sir; I brought that along.
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Mr. 1i4sVo.Ms. Could we take a look at it, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. ,tAHON.

Yes.

Dr. LE11MAKIN. Here is a complete listing as repoled out by the

Management Inforinati ion System of OAR.
Mr. Upsoomu. What is thisI
Dr. L mAxN. I must have given you the wrong one. I am sorry,
here is the one I should have given you.
4

9STUDY OF C0O0XITIV,

AND EFFEVlIVE ANIITUI)ES" BY DR. HENRY TAJFEL

Mr. LiPsCoemi. Doctor, you could tell us what happens to this Air
For,.e contract, EOAR-4-66, "Technical Monitors' Evaluation of
Performance on Tajfel Grant." Do you know about this one?
Dr. LaXIMArN. No, sir; I am afraid do not.
Mr. LTPsCo %m.It involved a study gRnt done by a professor, a Dr.
Taj feL
Dr. LHMA11NN. Where was he?
Mr. Lisixn. He started at Oxford and went out to Stanford and
then ended up in Brussels, I believe. The "Study of Cognitive and
Effective Attitudes." 'rhat is an Air Force grant.
Dr. L, IMANN. I believe that one is terminated, but I can check it
for tie record.
Mr. LnPscoun. It was delivered November 4, 1908, less than 8 months
ago, so it is rather new.
Dr. LEU,[ANx. A new grant?
Mr. TIPSco B. Maybe you can tell us what use was made of thlis
study after you check the record. The findings say, "The finding
described above point toward the need for further intense research into
the development of national attitudes in children for iasons which ae
both theoretical and practical nature." I know it is unfair to pick out
a contract like this on a study and try to have you evaluate it here,
but for the record I would like to know what happened to this study,
what use it is put to, and where it is now.
Mr. FLOOD. 'That sounds like pediatrics.

Dr. LF.uMANN. Yes, sir; I think it is best to check that one out and
supply it for the record.
(The information follows:)
BEHAVIORAL SCoENcR/AF CONTRACT EOAR-4-O/TAJFEL GRANT
MAJOR TAJFEL PUBLICATIONS SUPPORTED BY AFOSR GRANT ROAR-4-66

The results of these studies are Included In the following publications: (1) A
chapter entitled "The Formation of National Attitudes" published In Problems of
InterdiacipUnary Relationships In the Social Sciences, 11. Sherif, editor.
(2) "Social and Cultural Factors in Perception." In Lludzey, 0. and E. Aronson
(eds) ; Handbook of Social Psychology, 1067.

(3) "Cooperation Between Human Groups," Eugenics Review, 196.
These publications are In the open scientific literature and the final summary

report Is available through tbe Defense Documentation Center (AD #678167).

Tajfel participation In Air Force meetings and other forms of consultation:
January 1981, Ar Force supported conference on research needs for developlg
countries, Chicago, Ill.
Spent 6 months at the Institute for Advance Studies, Stanford University.
While there he consulted with Dr. Howard Vollmer who was doing Air Force
sponsored research on matters of organization and leadership.
What Is the Air Force interest and use of this research'.,
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The Air Force Is interested ii outstanding basic research il fiehl4d that give
promise of improving Air Force performance in the future. The T'IJfe research
relates to other research programs being carried on il the United States that
deal with the development of loyalty and Identiflcation with organizat(,ns It
is possible that research of this type may find ultimate application it the developinent of instruments for screening unreliable people trom critical assignments. More immediately the work is applicable to programs aimed at the development of individual motivation and morale of military units. The re-ults of

this study will also contribute to a better un(er.tanding of the commituients of

youth who form the manpower pool from whieh U.S. military

men must be

recruited.
Dr. Tiajfel's publications tire in the technical libraries at Air University and at
the personnel research divLAiion (now part of the Hunuman Ue.-urces latboratory).
They hare contributed to the curriculum and research effort,4 of Air Force, offlicr., in training at the Air War College aind the Air Command and Staff College.

Mr. Lscoru. The evaluator of the study was l)r. Clarles E.

liutchinson; maybe he is arotuidI
o::.Dr. Ilutchinson is on a 2-nionth leave.
Dr. LEIIIN
Mr. ItrscoxMn. With a grant?
I)r. LrnM €.No, sir; out on his own on annual leave.

3fr. FLOOD. Ile picked the right time to go.
Dr. LEBANN. By the way, I an1 a physicist, 11id not a psychologist.
Mr. MAHON. We will stand adjourned until 10 a.m. tomorrow.

WEDNE
.
DA Y,June 11, 196.9.
M.r MAloiq. The committee will resume its hearings with the Air
Force. Mr. Sikes will again chair the committee for most of the morning if not all the morning, as I have other commitments.
Mr. SiKes. Mr. Lipscomb.
"SitmDY or,CooiqrrtT aND EFrI-Etvrw Arrvirvna" ny
DR.HENRY TAJ rFzL

Mr. LrPsco 3B. Mr. Chairman, we might start with the report on that
one study we discussed yesterday and learn how they are using it.
Dr. LxHMANN. Yesterday you asked me to find out how the Air
Force has used the study 1'tudy of Cognitive and Effective Attitudes" by Dr. Henry Talfel who at that thne was at Oxford University. The contract was let in fiscal year 1966. The wording of the
title is a little hard to understand. The subtitle I use in my mind
now is "How do young people recognize and develop loyalty to their
countryY V
This work was started in 1966. The work was supposed to have been
completed in1068. Unfortunately the principal investigator, Dr. Tajfel, had two heart attacks. For that reason the contract was extended
on a no-cost basis. The final report was submitted last year. I would
simply like to report what kind of results come from Dr. Tajfel's work.
He published a chapter entitled "The Formation of National Attitude.," published in a book "Problems of Interdisciplinary Relationships in the Social Sciences."
Ile published a chapter on social and cultural factors and perception in the Handbook of Social Psychology in 1967. Ie published a
book "Cooperation Between Human Groups" in the "Eugenics Review," which took part of the work that he had done.
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In 1967 he participated in an Air Force conference on re.arel
needs for develop ing countries. While he was out at Stanford University, he consulte withi Dr. Vollmer, who is an Air Force grantee
at Stanford University working in matters of organization and
leadership.
This, sir, is the report that I provide to you, as to what has come
from this particularUNABLE TO IDENTIFY 8PECIFIC USE MADE OF THE STUDY

Mr. LIPscomB. After the study was transmitted to the Air Force,
then where was it distributed within the Air Force for the attention
of those interested ? What happened to the study I
Dr. LEHsuANN. We do have the publications in the Defense Docu.
mentaton Center where it is available to the publio, in the technical
libraries of the Air University and in the Personnel Research Division of the Human Research La'boratory. I was unable to find any specific use that was made of this research.
I would point out that also in gathering some of the kinds of contributions t at have come from research in this field, you frequently
will find that the contributions today came from research of 10 years
ago. This may or may not contribute to things in the future. It is in
the libraries and it is with the Personnel Research Division of the
Human Resources Tab.
NOT THE TYPE OF RESEARCH AIR FORCE SHOULD BE FUNDING

Mr. LIPScOMB. Without being critical of this study or this man's
work, is this the type of research that the Air Force should be putting
their resources into
Mr. HANsE-N. I don't think so. Based on what I have heard, it seems
to me that the relevance here is rather distant. I will certainly take
steps in my tenure in this job to try to see to it that these are screened
more severely so that we do not support things which have a relevance
which is as obscure as this one is, asI understand it.
FEAsmijuY OF REQUESTINO FUNDS AFTER UNSOLICITED

PRol'os.%Ls

RwCEvED
Mr. Luscomp. We have gone over this many times but for years the
committee has been put in the position of picking out a title and looking into it as one of the bad examples of the spending of military resources for studies that really don't have any relevance to the military.
These are unsolicited proposals that come before you for evaluation.
When the services come to the committee for funds, they usually
come with a program that isn't in existence. They don't even know
what they are going to use the funds for. Why wouldn't it be practical to tike your unsolicted proposals and bring them to the committee when you come up to justify your request and get your funds on
that basis I Why couldn't we do it that wayI In other words, develop
the propam and then come to us for the funds ?
Mr. HANSEN. I believe I am correct in saying that we don't have in
our hands today all of the unsolicited proposals that we would screen
to determine what we would spend the fiscal year 1970 money on. We
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have to say to you, "We want this money to do these sorts of things,
of which tle past is the only example we have, but the past, based
on examples like this is one that we would expect to improve on."'
2%r. Lipscomis. Build up your proposals for a year and then bring
ill tile program.
.
M . I.[ALsEN. 31y offhand impression is that it seems it would take
away a lot of the flexibility if these had to be organized to the point
where we bring them here and say, "These specifically are the things
that we want to do, and we wouldn't change that."
This transfers the decision point for these research studies from
ottr Oficeo of Scientific Research to the Congress.

MN[r. LIPscoMi. Not at all. You will then come to us with a program
instead of just a request for funds.
As it is now when you give us something to look at, it almost doesn't
mean a thing because too often you donit necessarily go ahead with
the p program as submitted. It is merely illustrative.
Mr. HANSEN. Are you saying to support the request for fiscal 1970
we should be saying we want to continue the studies in given areas
and that we have as our candidates at the moment new studies with
the following titles; in addition then we want some x percent, un.
specified, to allow for consideration of things that would come in during.the
sa
'ingI year-something of that general nature, is that what you are
.fr. LiPscOMB. I am looking for a better way to apply the limited
resources that we have available for studies in basic research. If vou
keep expending them in studies which do not produce reports which
realistically assist the Air Force to accomplish its mission, if it is
say only an unrelated social study that can be made any place else in
the Government, well then you are going to keep getting cut in your
funding program.
It is not only the Air Force. This applies all across the board in
military research. I think it is nonproductive for us each year to keep
pointing up the type of study that was just explained here.
OTHER STUDIES OF Q.ESfION'ABLE VALUE

I have another one here entitled "Political Functions of the Military
in the Middle East and North Africa."
Some other agency perhaps, but I can't account for the Air Force
making such a study.
I could go through the book given us yesterday and ask questions on
such studies as "Persuasive communication and functional organization," "Stimulation studies of communication behavior under stress,"
"Criteria for design of new forms of organization," "Desire for group
achievement, origin and effect,"
Do you see what I mean I It is wrong to go through and just pick
out titles. "Behavior norms, Japanese and American youth." You just
don't have that kind of resources either available to you or personnel
who can analyze the studies.
Here is a report submitted today that just went into the file. I just
think you ought to make better use of your resources.
Mr. HA.NSEN. I certainly would agree with that.
As you read those titles, it certainly seems to me that it is po.4sible
for there to be significant relevance in some of those subjects.
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M[r. Lipsco~m. Pardon?
Mr. HAxNsE. I say, as you read the list of titles it seems to me it is
very possible for there to be significant relevance under some of those
subjects. I think it is our job to try to push in the direction of that but
research, by its very nature, has to be at least loosely structured. Perhaps three-quarters of it doesn't really come up with much, but the
other qualer of it is valuable enough to justify the whole program.
If we knew in advance what the least pro dnctive three-quarters was,
it could be cut out before initiation. However, we don't really know
this. Sometimes unlikely titles turn out to be research that has signifi.

cant value.

I agree with you that it is possible to screen these areas of work
harder, and that we should do this.
Mr. Lincomre. Over all the years that we have asked questions on
these studies, we were always able to come up with the ones that ha ve
just been put. in the file and not used.
M'. HAXsEX. I certainly agree that that is bad.
Mr. LwscomB. You can go back and-Doctor, you can check the
record and see what we have pulled out. This gets to be an expensive
exercise in futility.
Dr. LEuMAN . Are you interested in those which did not go in the
files and were used?
NEED TO STOP WASTE AND INEFFICIENCY IN RESEARCH STUDIES

Mr. Lnmcot. Those are the ones we are buying. What we are
trying to do is stop waste and inefficiency in the Air Force.
br. LHMANN. Yes, sir; but like the library situation, sir, you don't
know which books you are not going to use, but those that you do
have to use are essenial.
Mr. SmEs. You should be able to screen those that you are not likely
to use.
Dr. ziJiMANN. Yes, sir; we are screening more carefully, and there
have been policy changes so that most of these areas dealing with
foreign cultural affairs are being terminated and phased out.
TERMINATING BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES STUDIES IN FOREIGN COUNTIES

Mr. LaPscosim Is the Air Force doing the same as ARPA in this
regard canceling out all behavioral sciences done overseas?
Dr. LGExANN. From the information I have, sir, that would appear
to be the case.
Mr. Li'scom,. Are you going to take the same position in that
reprd as ARPAI
Dr. I,&U3fA N. From the information I have on the contracts to
be terminated, it would appear that is the case.
HArsN. I guess we are not that familiar with what ARPA
is Mr.
doina.
Mr. tw,spoi. ARPA is going to announce to this committee that
they are no longer going to contract fqr any overseas behavioral science
research.
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TOO MANY IRRELEVANT STUDIES IN PAST YEARS

General MCNICKJLE. I am now the approval authority for the Air

Force studies you are talking about. I have not approved any and
don't intend to approve any Air Force sponsored belavioral science
research to be done overseas.
I agree with you that too many of these studies have not been relevant in the past, I do propose, though, that a lot of our problems have
been with the use of nondescriptive titles. But I also intend to cut down
the amount of money used for those that seem less relevant. I would
like to propose that we can work out something with the committee
in some way of satisfying your needs.
Mr. Sns. Follow that up with the conunittee staff and let's see
what can be arrived at.
ENMPIONM'TAL STUDIES

Under exploratory development, you are asking for $11 million for
environmental studies. This is an increase above the $10,450,000 programed for fiscal year 1969 and the $9,566,000 in 1968. Why must theme
be any increase in this area I
General MoNroxL. Mr. Chairman, it is primarily a cost-of-living
increase, but we also have some new projects.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROORAP3

STUDY PROJECTS FOR FISCAL Y.Ai

1070

Mr. SrKEs. Spell those out for the record and also for the record tell
us how many individual contracts or grants are involved in this environmental study program.
Each of the projects appears to have been funded in all 3 fiscal years.
Does this mean that you don't complete any projects in this area?
Mr. HANSEN. That is not true. I think we have to distingpish between projects and tasks within projects. In general, a project is an
area of interest within which specific tasks are accomplished, aid as
one task is completed, another would be started. The total of the project
is generally more than a 3-year project, but the tasks within are less.
I have a list here of examples of tasks which would be completed in
the fiscal year 1970 and the tasks to be started.
Mr. Sizes. Submitthat for the record.
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(The information follows:)
TASKS IN THE ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM TO BE COMPLETED IN FISCAL YEAR 1970
Title

Project

Advanced aircatt atmosphMri sensln techniques .....................................
Airborne graft mete rand graft Instrumentation research .............................

Themotice lectromagneic stvdes ....................................................
.....................................................
TEomm lelctromat
ti studies
Electramagineft rocket observations ..................................................
Numer analyispets

of t.

field

....
.eom.neti
.....................

Task

.6020
600

.

04
0S

7601
7601
701

01
02
03
05

Instrumntaion(b measurs magnetic fields) ...........................................
sour NIds
studies..................................................................
Albedo
messurements
...............................................................
U10cr ihaost~mi
dynamics
and structure...................................

7601
7601
7621
7MIS

SIA

1121

04

7601

08

vsu
(4

drctn) ................................

AFCRL obsiratory rgram ..........................................................

0
07
05
06
03

am

TASKS WHICH WILL BE STARTED IN FISCAL YEAR 1970
Dyumk8a properties

tnosoek el t

the mrnetos

re............................................

l and maetni studies

...................................

7601

eto
lect Ila" inantic .iis..........................................
7601
Cafacteis of sismIcsources
.............................................
Steato ........................................................
........
Magn

09
.

10

01

.09

Mr. SixEs. How much of the $11 million requested will 1e spent in
Air Force facilities?
Mr. HAMsEX. Zone of that. That all goes out in contracts.
Mr. Siczs. How did the amount requested in fiscal year 1969 for "environment" compare with the amount actually programed in fiscal year

1969?

General Pirrs. $12 million was requested, Mr. Chairman, and $10,.
450,000 was programed.
IUMPCT OF MOL

ANCELLAT.ON

Mr. DAvis. Part of this work, as I understand it, has been related to
MOL, so I assume that. since the decision was made to cancel MOL

there will be a revision of this programI
Mr. HAzNSEN..

To the extent it is directly coupled to MOL, that would

Ihnve to be true: yes, sir.
Mr. DAvis. In the analysis that we can anticipate, will those reductions be specifically pinpointed so we can relate those individual items
to the MOL program?
Mr. HANsEN. Yes. I think any place where we have an item in here
which is directly and exclusively insupport of MOL it has got to go.

We haven't really had a chance to dig through here and altogether
analyze this-in fact, we haven't even had a chance to start that analysis yet.
Mar. Shns.Has anyone undertaken an intensive review of this entire
area?
General MvfCICKL.. The MOL project office has started working with
the contractors to work out the cancellation effort and identify all the
bits and pieces that are supported. However, I believe that most, if not
all, of the activity specifically for the MOL was funded out of the MOL
account.
Mr.

SYF.S.

What about items that are direct. MOL line items? Is

there a review constantly in processf or periodically in process on those?
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General MONICKLE.

Ttose items that are affected by the cancellation,

no matter where they are, will be identified.

M MATERIAL RESEARCH

Mr. SIRSo. Under "AMaterials" you are requesting $25,787,000 for
exploratory development in materials. This compares with $23.6 million in fiscal year 1969, and $20.1 million in fiscal year 1968. Why is this
subject. area continually increasing in cost I This is obviously more than

an inflationary increase.
General MC(6NICKLE. That is an effort to recover some of the drastic
cut which was made in the fiscal year 1968 program. Actually, it was
m'duced to $20.1 million front $26.1 in 1966, and $25.1 in 1967, so there
was a deep valley in therd which hurt. our programs.
Mr. SIRES. What programs did it hurt?
General MoNiCKE. Several important areas were scaled back and,
in our estimation, too nmch. Nondestructive tests, coating for materials,

and refractory metals were eliminated or reduced to a level that we
thought was too low.
Mr. SIKES. I would be glad to have you provide for the record some
additional support.
General McNXlCKL. We would be happy to do so, Mr. Chairman.
M2r. SIKES. I don't think you have given us muwli asnrance of need.
You say you are trying to recoup reductions, but that is not a justitication of need. Add whatever you want.
General MoNiCKLE. We will.
(The information follows:)

The increase in the funding for the materials exploratory development program In fiscal year 1970 is required for the following reasons.
In general, the cost of research and development increases by about 0 percent

per year due to higher costs for services, supplies, and equipment.

Specifically, because of previous funding reductions, certain Important efforts

which could not be accomplished and which are urgently needed for our future
defense posture are now being implemented. Examples are: development of improved slurry sllicide coatings for columblum sheet for aircraft gas turbine applications; advanced stability characterisatlon of coated refractory alloys for reusable reentry vehicle applications; improved reinforced plastic backing for

ceramic faced armor; Jet engine compressor blade erosion resistant coatings development; development of methods and procedures to determine the degree of
fire resistance of fluids and lubricants in support of the Air Force survivability
and reliability requirements for aircraft; characterisatlon of available insulations for liftins reentry vehicle use; development of improved graphite for reentry vehicle use through new material and processing approaches; critical evaluation of methods for the prevention of catastrophe failure of materials in aerospace systems; advanced lightweight armor for combat aircraft; development
of radar absorbing materials for use at temperatures up to 2,000"1 F., development of single crystals of rare earth transition element intermetallic compounds for Improved permanent magnet materials; fabrication and testing of
molded aircraft plastic drop tanks for A-? aircraft; and generation of design
data for new structural materialp. It Is especially urgent that effort on design
data acquisition be Increased because the availability of adequate design data Is
a determining factor In the early application of new and improved materials to
areospace systems.
Finally, materials technology becomes increasingly complex as systems requirements become more demanding and as the relatively easy problems get solved.
The more difficult problems cost more to solve, not only because they require
more effort, but also because they require both the development and use of increasingly more sophisticated, and therefore, more expensive equipment and
instrumentation.
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AIR FORCE MATERIALS L,%BR.ATOIY

Mr. SIFS. What is the justification for the inerva-e from $6.0 to $7.3:
million for the Air Force Materials Laboratory operation?
Mr. HANESEN. That effort is all in-house, so it is strictly an icrease
in the salaries and fringe benefits for the people, plus the cost of the
material and supplies t )at they need to operate at the same level.
NUMBER OF MATERIALS RESFARMI (1ONTRPCTS

Mr. SiEs. How many individual contracts or grants were involve(I
in the materials effort under "Exploratory development." ?

Mr. HANsEN. I'e don't use gmnts in this area. There are approxi.
mately 440 contracts.
Mr. SIKES. What part of this effort is done with industry, what part
with nonprofit organizations, and what part with collegs and universities?

Mr. HANSEN. The majority are with industry. Would you like the
exact numbers?
MATERIALS RF

Mr. Srs.

A.8RCHI CONTRACTORS

You can provide for the record the exact number in each

category.
i
(The informatin follows:)

Of the 440 contracts In the materials exploratory development, 275 are with
are with not-for-profit Institutions, and 65 are with universities.

Industry, 100

NEW MATERIALS DXVEI'OPED FOR AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

Mr SinES. In the statement which was pesented you said that
structural parts are being designed, fabricated, and tested from new
materials developed in this program. Is the cost of designing, fabricating and testing the structural parts mentioned included in the project

or under various weapons systems projects I
Mr. HANSmN. As I understand your question, it is really both places.
The materials research brings the materials up to the point where. the
design data is available so that within a specific project they can then
pick it up at that point and develop the fabrication of particular parts

or usage for that program.
Mr.iwSw. So that it could be both or either?
Mr. HANSUN. Yes sir; that is riht ifyou had the case where you
were just doing wor on a materia-to et it ready for a class of applications but nothing specific, it wouldC in research; if the research
were completed and you were just kind of picking it out of a handbook
for a specific application, it would be in the program. If it were somewherein between, it would be in both areas.

Mr. Smrs There have been specific instances recently of fairly
major structural parts of aircraft being fabricated from new materials.
List those for the record and indicate from what source the funding
of this work was done. I think it was done primarily from a line item
forMr.
thatHANoSm.
particular aircraft.
One particular example would be the experimental
boron fiber reinforced comp)ite wing sections which were designed,
fabricated, and installed on some F-11's as part of the aerospace
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structural materials advanced development program. That is the only
( example like that that I can think of offhand.
Mr. SIKFs. Has there been one on beryllium also?
Mr. HANSEN. In connection with the C-5A programs, I could refer
that question to Mr. Jones of my staff.
MrA.
Jo.
There have been programs of this nature which would
develop or do develop not only the application of new materials to
aircraft structures, but also the fabrication techniques to put them into
composite, complex structures within the airframes. The boron fibers
is one example, on the F-111. We have parts on the G-5 and parts on
aircraft engines made up in that program.
The beryllium program was another example in which the Government did fund the fabrication of parts and also fabrication techniques
for some engine parts, for some aircraft parts, and actually have flown
some tail sections in F-4's which were beryllium.
PARTICIPATION OF CONTRA(7ORS IN NEW MATERIALS TESTIMNO

Mr. SIms. This has been touched on to some extent, but I want to
be more specific: To what extent do airframe manufacturers and jet
engine manufacturers design, fabricate and test various structural
parts made of new materials as a part of new aircraft development
programs?
Mrr. HANsE.N. They would have to do whatever was required to carry
out their program and would hope that the necessary fundamental
work had already been done so they could pick it up and take it from
there. If the fundamental work hadn't been done it would have to be
included as part of this program and then airframe and engine manufacturers would adapt it to their particular problems and requirements.
Mr. Srims. What would be the situation if an aircraft manufacturer
had available the benefit of the Government research on new materials
but elected to conduct his own research, either because lie didn't have
confidence in the Government's research, or because lie wanted to make
a profit on the cost of his operation in this field? I understand that has happened.
Mr. HANzN. Is your question related to what would happen in rela.
tionship to the allowabilityMr. Sxxu. What is the tGovernment's attitude in a case of that kind?
Do you attempt to put your foot down and tell him to take advantage
of what the Government has already done in order to save the Government that amount of money or do you let him repeat the test in
his own shop and collect from the Government for the duplication of
research which has already been done by the Government?
Mr. HANsEN. I am sure that as a principle we would try to prevent
his unnecessarily duplicating some ing that had already been done.
If he were to be abe to make a case for the fact that previous test
results were not adequate for his particular problem, and that they
needed to be repeated under different circumstances or conditions, we
would approve that.
When we have a large program package, where he is going to do
certain work that is rather broadly stated but is necessary to achieve
an objective which is specifically stated, then I think we have got to
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allow him some latitude for his judgment in how he has to solve the
problem which is specifically stated.
GO

IMENT'S RIGHT IN COTACTOR-DEVE.LOPED NEW MATERIALS

Mr. SIXE. Would an aircraft manufacturer, as an example, who
obtained an Air Force exploratory development contract relating to a
promisia, new material, have a considerable head start on his competitors i the new material is successfully developed I In other words,
what rights does the Government have to materials technology devel.
oped under this program I Is the technology available to all competitors on a new aircraft
Mr. I-INsv. There are several questions there.
Would he have an advantage? I would say that he would have a
temporary advantage.
Mr. Sims. That is understandable. What rights does the Government have to materials technology which a contractor develops under
this program I
Mr. lAN ezN. The Government has full rights to the technology and
that technology is made available to his competitors through reports
and other data. However, he would have the right to commercial
usage, but not any exclusive right for military or Government con.
tract uses.
CONTRA ToR SeARINo OF NEW MATERIALS DnVLOP3E.%T' COST

Mr. SmrEs. Does the Government pay 100 percent of the cost of ex.
ploratory development efforts or is it required that Air Force funds be
matched with company funds when contracts are given in this area
General McNtoKu. There are times when the contractor will put up
some money if he wants to xpedite the program, but the usual policy
is we should pay for work which we ask the contractor to do.
Mr. HxaSrE. I think the reason behind that is the fact that presumably we have hired the work done because we need the product. The
greatest control to assure that the work gets done in accordance with the
Government requirements to provide the desired product is to pay for
it. If there is a cost-sharing, we have to depend on his good graces to
come across with the part of it which he is paying for because he is
under no contractual obligation to do that.
AVDAOR LENGTH OF MATERIALS RESEARCH CONTRACTS

Mr. SrxES. In what periods of time does the Government normally
contract with an organization in the area of exploratory development
on materials?
Mr. HAisSa7. These contracts vary in length. [ think if you were
I have
contracts
on the
based
of timetlan
period
to
take
runs around
on the
giving
end, itwhere
end rather
onan
theaverap
receving
been
1 to 2 years. I think some of them are quick jobs that support a parti.
cular problem and might be as short as 2 or 8 months. Some run as long
as 8 or 4 years.
General McNickle says there is a 2-year average.
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CONTRACTORS FOR AEROSPACE LUBRICANTS RESEARCH

Mr. Snxzs. With what organizations do you contract in the area of
aerospace lubricants?
General McNicmo. This is not normally done with oil companies.
They are chemical companies and universities. I have a list of them if
you want it.
(The information follows:)
The contractors for work In aerospace lubricants are: Midwest Research In.
stitute, Kansas City, Mo.; MMM Corp., Minneapolis, Minn.; General Electric Co.,
Valley Forge, Pa.; Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.; American Oil
Co., Whiting, Ind.; Penn State University, State College, Pa.; Phoenix Chemical
Co., Chicago, Ill.; University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio.

RESEARCH COORDINATION BY AIR FORCE MATERIALS LABORATORY

Mr. DAvis. In your justifications you refer to coordination main-

tained at laboratory level on research in metallic materials. By "labo-

ratory level," do you mean the Air Force Materials Laboratory or the

individual laboratories in which the work is carried out?
Mr. HA sEif. We mean the Air Force Materials Laboratory. W.Te set

them up as the custodian of excellence and knowledge in the particular
field and then depend on them to tie this together.
Mr. DAVIs. Are they the management agent for not only all three
branches of the military service, but also for the Atomic Energy
Commission and NASA in this field of research?
Mr. HANsEN. No, they are not the mangement agency, but we charge
them with the responsibility to be cognizant of all national developments. I just got through reviewing a report of the program plan
for one of the -abratoresin the Air Force. One of the things we ask
them to do is show in each fairly specific area in which they operate
all of the money that is being spent in that area nationally by the three
services, the AEC, and NASA. We also ask them to make an estimate
of the industrial research and development funds that are being spent
in that area.
Also, there is a section of their plan in which they tell us the specific
meetings they have attended, trips they have made and things they
have done to coordinate and be cognizant of the activities in those
other areas.
So, while they don't have an authoritative, or management responsibility, they are required as part of the justification of their program,
to demonstrate their cognizance of all oi these efforts, and the analysis
by which they have assured that their effort fits in with everything else
in a nonduplicative fashion.
Mr. DA s. Are you referring to the Air Force Materials Laboratory
at Wright-Patterson when you refer to the laboratory .
Mr. HAxszx. No sir The specific example that I wa; just discussing
was the Air Force ight Dynamics Laboratory, but that is just because
that is fresh in my mind. I reviewed it a couple of days ago but a
similar procedure exists for the materials laboratory.
Materials research work is done in a very large number of places
around the country. Each major industrial organization has some sort
of materials function.
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Mr.have
DAvis.
My question
to research in metallic materials.
You
indicated
that werelated
have work
in this area done not only by
the armed services, but by NASA and by the Atomic Energy Conmission. Then you state that the project is managed by the Air Force
Materials Laboratory at Wright-Patterson. Now, when you use that
term "is managed," that means managed for not only the Defense
Department, but for NASA and Atomic Energy I
Mr. HANSEN. In tie budget book on page 19 where it speaks of
the management of the program by the Air Force Materials Laboratory, this means the management of the Air Force effort for the Air
Force. This is not management in a national sense for all agencies.
This strictly refers to the Air Force, but as part of managing the
overall materials program for the Air Force, we charge these people
with the responsibility to have cognizance of what else is going on
and a program plan which will not overlap with others.
Mr. DAws. There is similar language on page 25 that I happen
to be looking at, but it seems to be quite similar language relating
to metallic materials specifically.
Mr. HAqsEN. Here again, the same explanation applies, that they
are the manager of the project described by this program element
for the Air Force. There are, however, some areas where DOD has
assigned overall management to one service. For instance, the ABRES
program is a triservice effort assigned to the Air Force. As another
example, we mentioned yesterday the food program assigned to the
Army for all three services.
This is not in that category. Each of the services to the extent
required has its own materials function, with a very strong effort to
coordinate so there is not duplication.
Mr. DAvis. That is the thing I was getting at and I am not sure
I have made myself clear.
It states that coordination is maintained "at laboratory level." Now,
that specifically refers to the Air Force Materials Laboratory at
Wright-Patterson, not to the individual laboratory in which work
might be done on research in metallic materials.
Mr. HAN.sEN. That is my understanding.
Mr. Joiss. If I could respond to that, sir, coordination at the
laboratory level is intended to mean that the Air Force Materials
Laboratory at Wright-Patterson will coordinate, on technical committees, with the NASA laboratories with the AEC laboratories and
with the other service laboratories who are doing similar work. There
is a requirement on the part of the Secretary,
ore he will authorize
a research program, that it be certified that there has been, through
technical committee coordination, a collaborative review, to insure no
duplication.
The coordination is between Air Force laboratory-in this case,
the Air Force Materials Laboratory-and the other governmental
agency laboratories at the technical laboratory level.
Mr. DAvis. But there has been no designation then of the Air Force
Materials Laboratory as the managing agent for the Government as
a whole in the field of metallic research-i
Mr. Joms. No, sir.
Mr. DAVIs. That is all, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
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ALUMINUM OXIDE

FSEARCHI

Mr. Lwsco3m. On page 23 of the justification book it speaks of
aluminum oxide. Is there anyone who can explain the value of alumi.
nuim oxide and what was gained and accomplished in this program ?
Oryou can do it for the record.
Dr. L~iMVANK. Yes, sir. Aluminum oxide is A1.O 8 . It is commonly
called sapphire, or if it is pink, ruby. It is next in hardness to dinmond-very hard, strong, and brittle. You can make single crystals
of this and grow them. You can then take these fibers of aluminum

oxide and imbed them in aluminum. If you do that, you get the higher

strength of the aluminum oxide in the direction of ile fibers. It is like
fiberglass. In fiberglass you get the high strength of the glass fibers
themselves in the direction you desire find then it is bound together
by the matrix, say a polyester resin. The aluminum oxide crystal has
very high strength and when imbedded in the aluminum metal matrix
ou get a stronger material than plain aluminum for a given weight.
Thihas potential application at higher temperatures, or aluminum
oxide is a high-temperature material. So you have then the possibility of its use in turbojet compressor blades or other applications
wheie you want light weight, hIgh stvngth, and good temperature
performance.
Mr. LPscoMun. Can you give some other examples of its use? Is
it for aircraft I Space'?
Dr. LN. A..N.
,
Yes. Tt has use in aircraft where there is high
tein perature perforinnice or i ght weight. I cited the compressor
blades of the turbojet engine. Ttere is also a possibility of use in
structural materials where there is high temperatuie. The aluminum
oxide by itself is an insulator and can be used in radomes and antenna
windows.
Mr. Lsco~m. Is this a process and a use that is generally known
throughout the industry I
Dr. LzHbrANN. The ue of reinforced materials, sich as fiberglass,
is generally known. The process for making continuous, single crystal
aluminum oxide filaments is new.
Air. LUPsco B. Was it develold by the Air Force?
Dr. LEuHMANN. Yes, the work was originally done by the Air Force
on contract. This research has involved the development of improved
techniques to get crystals with. greater strength and greater uni.
formity. The research that is goiig on now is primarily in processes
used to produce the aluminum oxide and in the kind of treatment
given to the aluminum oxide so that it is wet by aluminum.
The fundamental material properties have 'been well known for
many years.
Mr. LBooMI. Has any of the research in aluminum oxide been

classified I Is it of a classified nature?

Dr. LAIMN. There are some classified applications, I believe.
Aluminum oxide is also used for laser materials. The ruby laser is
aluminum oxide.
Mr. LiPsooma. For the record, could you give a list of the classified
uses of aluminum oxide?
Dr. 1zH3z!zr. A list of the classified usesa
84-0---pt. 4--
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Mr. Liwscown. Or what uses of Aluminum oxide is under consider.
ation.
Dr. LA.I
EI
... All ri ght, sir.
(The information follows:)
Aluminum oxide in various forms is used In military devices or materials

applications for which the performance or the use of the device or material is
classified.
In generAl, the physical and chemical properties and the materials technology
of the aluminum oxide itself are not classified. However, the materials behavior
under certain operational environmental conditions may be classified.
Examples of classified uses are:
LASERS. Aluminum oxide (as ruby) is used as the laser material In some
laser devices. The purpose and performance of some of the devices are classified.
ARmoR MATERIALS. Aluminum oxide, either opaque or transparent, Is used as
the facing (hard) material In composite armor materials consisting of a hard
facing, a softer, shock absorbing material, usually a plastic, and a backing
material such as a glass fiber reinforced plastic. The ballistic performance of
such composite materials is classified.
VAouu.t TrEs. The specific application of aluminum oxide within these devices
is classified.
31CcOELEMONIo DEvicES. Aluminum oxide is one of the standard substrate

materials for microelectronics circuits. Some microelectronic devices are classic.
fled because of their use and performance, but not because they contain aluminum
oxide.
Noas Tips. As a ceramic material, aluminum oxide can be used in nose tilps
for reentry vehicles. Its performance under the operational environmental
conditions may be classified, depending on the classification of the system In
which it is used.
OTER rRES OF A VAMNU3[ OXIDE

Mr. MINSHALL. Before we get too far away from the aluminum

oxide discussion, I would like to ask Dr. Lehmann a question.
Dr. Lehmnnn, vou mentioned elaFs.ified uses of aluminum oxide.
Could you give us a better feel for thatI
Dr. tIEIMANN. I didn't mention classified uses. Mr. Lipscomb asked
are there classified uses, and I believe that there are.
Mr. M 8suIArLU You don't know them off the top of your head
though?
Dr. LEJI3[ANN. I don't think of anything specific.

Mr. Msu. LLT.
What use would the Soviet Union be making of

aluminum oxide?
Dr. LEHMANN. The same kind of uses we could, sir. First, higher
performance and higher strength material; second the lasers, and
third, ceramic coatings for materials.
Mr. Mm-suALu. It could be used for both civilian and military?
Dr. L,znrANN. Yes, sir. Its greatest attractiveness is for military
use, because in the military use you typically want to engineer the most
performance into a material and engineer all the weight out. In a
civilian applietion, you are usually not that critical and you can add
plenty of weight in io you don't have to go to the high-performance
materials; you can use lower cost, heavier material.
Mr. MixonALm. You mentioned two military uses, radomes and reentry vehicle antenna windows. What other uses are there for these
Dr. LJTN1N. I cited compressor blades in turbojet engines.

Mr. M BnHALu Some of those can be supplied for the record. What
other military uses might be included?
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Dr. LEHtANN. The high-temperature aspects of reentry vehicles
could also be included.
We will supply the information for the record.
(The information follows:)
The continuous filaments of single crystal aluminum oxide newly develoled by
the Air Force Materials Laboratory are as strong and stiff as high-strength, highstiffness boron and graphite filaments used in the advanced composites being developed and applied under the advanced development program on aerospace
structural materials. They, therefore, have essentially the same potential for use
in lightweight aircraft and engine structural components. In addition, because of
their dielectric properties, they can be used as radome and antenna window
materials. Further composite development and low-cost process development are
needed.
Aluminum oxide in another form is a ceramic with potential use in high.
temperature applications such as nose tips. It is also useful in either opaque or
transparent form as an armor material.
It has some application in vacuum tubes. It Is used as a substrate material In
microelectronics devices.
In the form of ruby, It is used as a laser material.
As sapphire it is used in jewel bearings.
Less pure grades of aluminum oxide, of course, are widely used in cement and
In abrasives. The largest use Is as the raw material for the production of
aluminum metal.
PRELIMINARY DESIO/DEVELOPMNENT PLANNING

Mr. Sires. Referring to preliminary design/development planning,
why was the "studies and analyses" program changed to 'prelimi.
nary design/development planning I
Ar. HAzSEz. We felt the preliminary design/development planning
was a little more descriptive of what is actually done and pins it down
i little bit more.
Mr. SIxE. What part of the effort in this area was accomplished
by the Air Force in-house?
Mr. HANSEN. None of it. This line item is all contract work. There
issupporting in-house work done but this item covers work to be conSTUDIES PLA'NXE

FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970

Mr. SIxRS. What are some of the major plans or designs or studies
or analyses which are planned for fiscal year 1070 ? You apparently use
various terms.
Mr. HAxsNE. Shall I read the titles of some of them?
Mr. SiES. Provide them for the record.
(The information follows:)
The following is a tentative list of efforts that will be supported by this propam element. This program element is purposely designed to be flexible In order
to rapidly adjust to changing priority es.
Analytic and computational support for strategic and tactical weapons system
development; antiaircraft artillery effectiveness analysis; analysis of weapon
delivery systems; precision pointing and tracking from aircraft; preliminary de.
for post boost vehicle; application of extended range nuclear aircraft; prelmnary design of Imagery transmission systems for strategic use; study of Im.
Proved electronic warfare capability; tactical command and control capability;
and design criteria for technical facilities and test support,
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MISSION ANALYSIS FOR SPECIAL AIR WARFARE

Mr. SIxs. In the justifications, You refer to mission analysis for
as a part of the fiscal year 1970 planned program.
special air warfare
What does this involved
Mr. HANSEN. Let me give you a specific example planned for fiscal
year 1970. It is called missile and space defense of the United States.
this is a study that would be done partly in-house and partly sup"rted
by contracts and it involves the formulation of a concept which in.
volves the capability of the 949 satellite systein to both detect missile
launches off the launch pad, and forecast their tra ectory and com.
bine those data with long wavelength infrared (LWIR) midcourse
tracking. For long range potential we call consider the possibility of
something like a laser beam disabling device for a system concept
which could track a ballistic missile from a space-based defense sys.
ten and kill it over the country it was launched from instead of wait.
ing to kill it at the terminal end.
This is an example. This is a very imaginary concept and it is probably fairly far out, but it is the sot of thing we should be thinking
about in order to make sure that the things we are developing would
be suitable building blocks for such a system.
Mr. SIKFS. Let me see if I understand your answer. Are you saving
that this visualizes the possible use of aircraft against space vehiilesI

Mr. HANsN.
Mr. SIKF. Wh11o will perform this effort?

Mr. H,.xsEN.%-. This is an in-house guided effort which would be supported by specific studies by various contractors. I cannot say which
contractors they have in mind to bring into it, but it would be contractor-supported studies guided by an in-house study.
General BovAN. Mr. Chairman,with specific reference to your-Mr. Sixis. I am talking about "fission analysis for special air warfare." Is that what you are talking about?
Mr. HANSEN. No. I am talking about one titled "Missile and space
d(felse of the United States."
General BOYLAN. The Secretary has given you an example of mission analysis in the area of space missile defense.
In the special air warfare mission analysis, as you will recall, the
Air Force initially developed special air warfare capabilities in the
early sixties. This was a relatively minor effort; at that time we called
it CIN or counterinsurgency. Shortly after that, with the advent of
the U.S. involvement in Vietnam, we found it necessary to apply airpower at the lowest end of the spectrum of sophistication.
Since 1964 various weapons Systems have been committed to Vietnani in special air warfare activities.
This mission analysis will examine the experience we have gained
over the last 5 or 6 years, identify those elements that have indicated
the gratest efflicency and economy, and through this process pin down
promiang c.ncepts that the Air Force should exploit in planning for
future special air warfare forces. As the Secretary indcated, this
analysis will be in-house with some contractor support.
Mr. SmR s. Who will perform the work?
General BOmTAN. It is my understanding that the effort will be inhouse with possibly some support in certain areas by contract. I am
uncertain of that last point and may I correct the recordI
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Mr. HANSEN. General Pitts has a list of the people that will support that study.
General Prirs. General Boylan is right. It is in-house primarily,
supplemented with contracts with electronic and aircraft firns, Bell
Aerospace Systems, Kaywood Schiller in Chicago, our Federal contract research centers, some universities, and research consultant organizations.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN FOR A TANKER

Mr. SiKis. One of the. items listed in your statement under this heading is, "Preliminary design for a tanker." Is the Air Force considering
the development and procurement of a new tanker aircraft I

General MCNCKLE. This is a study to determine which would be

the best way to go if a new tanker should be needed. One consideration
was the possibility of using a C-5, or another larger cargo type of
The study is in process now and it is for a tanker sometime
airplane.
the future.
in
This relates to the KC-135 and it is not an immediate problem.
General BOYLAN. As you know, the average age of the tanker is just
under 9 years at the present time.
Mr. Sirns. Is it contemplated you will be able to install fuel tanks,
et cetera, in existing off-the-shelf aircraft?
General McNiolx. That is one of the possibilities, using a C-5 with
a tank.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN FOR AN ADVANCED

NTERCEPWR

3r. SIKES. How much money is involved and who will be the contractors in the proposed study of a preliminary design for an advanced
interceptor.
General MONICLLr. There is $200,000 to support this. It is to look
no matter what kind
at those tasks that would have to be addr
of advanced interceptor we might have. North American-Rockwell and
Hughes are involved in the avionics and fire control.
Mr. SInEs. What do you expect to accomplish with this study?
General MONICKLE. We hope to keep our advanced interceptor concepts up to date and compatible with available technology so whenever a decision is made for an advanced interceptor we will-have fresh
data and can go ahead.
ADVANTAGE

TO AEROSPACE CONTRACTORS

CNXDUCT1NG

SUCH

STUDIES

Mr. SizEs. When you contract with a large weapons manufacturer
for advanced studies of this type, do you buy the bias toward certain
kinds of design of that particular contractor to a large extent?
Mr. HANSE . There is a possibility of that. That is one of the reasons
why these kind of studies normally go to two or more companies that
are considered to be the best in this kind of business. We generally hope
to get alternate approaches tw the solution of the problem. f think
we would have to acknowledge that once we select a particular concept
and decide we are going to go ahead with that, the company that has
already studied that concept tends to have a leg up.
Mr. SIXES. How do you guard against that Obviously a contractor
could use these studies to encourage the Air Force to buy his own
type of aircraft.
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Mr. H1-xsx.,. One of the ways we guard against it is to make the
study iesults available to all the contractors that would.propose on the
system, and allow them enough time in submitting their proposals so
tiat they can examine the results of all study contractors in the matter.
Mr. SIxES. Should a study of this type b made in.house at Wright.
Patterson, for instance I
General MoNICKLE. A number of them are, Mr. Chairman. However,
we need to look at more possibilities and get the best ideas that we can
find.
We also have NASA involved so we do have a nonpartisan, so to
speak, look at these areas.
R.AND CORPOR.ATION

Mr. StIr. Tnder the Rand Corp., what is the requirement for a
$00,000 increase for fiscal 1970?
General MCNWKtr.. Cost of living increase. Mr. Sikes.
Mr. 1TAMIss. Four percent for cost of living in order to retain a con.
stant manpower level.
STUDY OF "4rANAOFMIENT AND TERMINATION OF GENERAL WAR$

Mr. Sncrs. Ono of the examples listed of the current year Project
Rand program is, "Management and termination of general war." Has
this study been ctmpleted I
Mr. HA.sE. That study has not been completed.
Mr. SItKX .WIen is it expected that it will be co.p)h,ted?
Mr. HANSEN. My understanding is that the completion of that study
is about.), months off.
Mr StKm. W1"hat are some of the objectives of this study? Give w;
that or the record and tell us how long it has been in operation and
what it cost.
(The information follows:)
Il.OROxOUND O MAIKAMgUNT AND TeRaMNATI1O Or GENERAL WVAR
This project 1e concerned with the feasibility of controlling general war and

Impomlng restraints on collateral damage incurred In counterforce operations.
Implications for force design, force procurement, basing policies, and force targetIng are under exploration.
The project has been in existence since January 1904 and since January 1,
1968--when coat accounting by project was InItiated-has cost $W,100.
EXAMPIF. OF COMPLETED RAND MTtDI S OF VALUE

Mr. SIxnq. What do you consider to be the ios valtablo Rand
studies completed in the year since we heard the Air Force on this
Appropriation last?
Mr. I'AN pm. They made a study for us on tactical bombing accitraey, and one on sortie rate and sur r capability%of tactical fighter aircraft, Rand took a leading coordinating effort with the services to vork
on survivability of aircraft. They als made a study of VLF-LF comnminications ina nuclear environment which was of joint interest, to
the Navy and the Air Force.
Mr. Sixrs. I would like for you to pick up two or three major studies
and tell the committee about something of their importance, their recommendations and how these studied were utilized in the Air Form.
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(The information follows:)
EXAMPLES OP BACKGROUND USE OF HAND s4rvlilit.
1. TACTICAL BOMBING At tRAIY

Raid has continued to help the Air Force achieve better tactical bomhng
accuracy. As an example, Hand lprsownel worked closely with the Air Staff
and PACAF on the first combat use of the F-11IA. and figured largely it the
decision to analyze F-iIIA bomb imalcts for the 18-day tMenthit Is'riod. The
results of the analyssl led to a number of Hand suggestions for changes in opera.
tonal procedures for the V-11A to exploit fully Its collmat calillitles. AI te
request of the Air taff, the suggestions were briefed to PACAF, and PACAF Is
taking appropriate steps for ileienientatihsit. In another nition related to the
lV-1 A, Rand has rmminended two possible iprovements. or it ( )lniJlIiMiou
of them, to achieve greater radar oimbing accuracy. One Improvement Is to add
a higher resolution radar to the aircraft's present bombing system. A study by
Oeneral Dyntinies has confirmed a prelilinary HInd finding that the addition
of such radar is practicable. The other iuprovenient. which Hand suggested
through Its Iartlclpiatlon intan Air Force study at the AFSC west coast facility,
Is a correlation bombing technique. This is n techulque in which the Imbing arcraft matches the radar Iinage of i target under attack with a reference radar
picture previously obtained by aerial reconnaissance or slninlatIon. The Air Force'
is currently evaluating tie relative mst and effectiveness of ech of the proposed
Iniprovements. as well us the cost of using both improvements together.
2. AIRCRAFT 8IVRVIVAlITY

This study involved the survh'atlillty of clo.q support aircraft subjected to
small arms ground fire. Specifically it Ies demonstrated the value of Increa.ed
protective st rupture and propter placement of critical contlmnents and contributed
directly to the Air Force specification of requlrements for new close support
aircraft. Tile A-X and I-X programs aid sonic Xaivlw Air Systems Command
projects reflect the impact of time Rand studies. Furltieriuore, t itese studies Ilgurd
directly In DOD's fortnatlon of nn id hoe conilittee to review survivability
measures for aircraft and tracked vehicles.
Rand's work has been extended to consider survivability in the general tactical
envroninent, not only for close support and interdiction aircraft but alo for
theater airlift vehicles. Particular attention has focused on techniques for suppressing fuel fres and explosions. As a direct result of this Btand effort, tile Air
Force in recent months has programed over $1-V million for a modification prograin incorporating some of these techniques Into aircraft now In service. This
modification program Includes the F-4. F-103, F-illA. A-I. A-T, OV-10. C-180,
and helleopters Modification of additional aircraft Is under study.
Rand has organized and cosponsored with D.D.I. & K,. a syilmsium which
brought together senior management and staff Iersonel from OSD, the mill.
tat)' departments, the FAA. and Industry. A follow-on meeting on this Inmportant
subject Is scheduled for early next year.
S. RAND-TAC SYSTEMS

Tie Rand-TAC system is an Improved system of dats collection and analysis
that envolved from a wries of Hand-asslsted Air Forme field tests. It yields
superior data for computer simulatIon models and, iln Irticular, makes It pos.
sible to Inject Into analysis tile interactions anong the functions of olxrations,
maintenance, and sulyply at the base level.
This past year Rand trained the Air Force evaluation team for the Combat
Dragon* field exercise In the use of the Rand-TAC System. The training was done
li, the United States before the tennis' delmrture for Southeast Asia.
Combat Dragon Is now regarded by mnnny Air Force and DOD officials as a
benchmark of excellence for weapon systent evaluation. This Is significant be.
cause one of Rand's primary objectives In developing Improved analysis method.
glogles
is to have the Air Force acquire tlhe expertise nece.,ary to apply them
Without continual assistance from Rand personnel, In this ease, through Rand
*An evaluation of the clole air support version of thi AT- 37.
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assistance, the Air Force has its own team of officers with competence in a rela.
tively sophisticated computer-assisted analysis technique, and this team is ia.
parting its knowledge to other Air Force personnel. Furthermore, the Air Force
is continuing to expand and improve the basic Rand-TAO System. As an example,
the operations-maintenance-eupply interactions that occurred in the Southeast

Asia F-IliA operational experience.

RAND STUDIES OF LWnFL OR NO VALUE

Mr. SiwES. What part of the studies of the Rand Corp. have not

been of much value to the Air Force?

Generl McNxrws. Sir, last fall the Air Staff examined all of the

178 studies in "on at Rand. Four of those studies were of little or
no value to t-he Air Force and we recommended to Rand that these be
terminated. Rand canceled two of them and reduced the effort by one.
half on the other two, with one of these being reoriented.
Mr. M3INSIALL. What were these four st udiesi
General McNIcar. Hydrocraft and human engineering were two
of them.
Mr. 3INSIALL. When was that initiated ?
General McqicKu. Sir, I do not have that information. I will put
it in the record.
Mr. MIpmStAL How much was spent on it?
General MoNxoxLz. I will have to furnish that also.
(The information follows:)
INITIATION AND COT or HDBOCRArT AND HUMAN BNOINEUIO STUDIES
The hydrocraft study was initiated in February 1001, and the human engl-

neering study was initiated In March 1969. A third project, bureaucratic decision-

making, was initiated In April 1968 This project has been reduced In level of
effort by 50 percent and reoriented to place emphasis on military organization&

The fourth study, game theory, was initiated in December 1968 and has been
reduced in level of effort by 50 percent.

Since January 1, 1068--the date cost accounting by project began-the follow-

ing actual costs for each of these four projects have accumulated:
Hydroraft -------------------------------------------------

Human engineering -------------------------------------Bureaucratic decisionmaking ------------------------------Game theory .......................................................

9, 800

84,500
285,00
1,500

General MoNrowry. The one that was reoriented was bureaucratic
deisionmaking. One that had the level of effort reduced was game
theory.
MrW. SIXES. You paid Rand to do that?
Mr. MIaSHuu That is what I want to know; who started all this
monkey business?
General McNxcxz. The genesis of these four studies is something
I will have to submit for the record.
Mr. MINSHALL. Is this some of McNamaro's doing?
General MoNiets. Rand is used not only by the Air Force but
also by the DOM.
Mr. MISNALr. That was not my question.
Was this some of McNamara's ideas?
General McNwx. I do not know how it started.
Mr. SmXe. Has the study of bureaucratic decisionmaking been
reoriented since the 2 th of January?
General McNxcxL& Yes, sir.
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TOO MUCh FREEDOM BY %D IN SE ,FCTING STUDY AREAS
Mr. SIxEs. How much freedom is given to Rand to select their own

areas to be studiedI

Mr. HANSFN. In my opinion too much.

Mr. SIREs. The committee has some concern about that. Is this
something that you will look into and tell us what you plan to do in
the future on this?
Mr. HANSEN. I have been looking into that. I can tell you right now
that we plan to reorient the Rand effort to more specific areas that
are assigned to them and to have a lesser degree of freedom in initiatiug studies on their own.
LIST OF RAND STUDIES

Mr. MINSIALL. Mr. Chairman, I think it would be helpful to this
eonunittee if we had a complete list of all of these programs that

ltand is in on.
Mr. SIRES. The 178 studies. Yes; provide that for the record.

Mr. MINSIIALJ. Just because there are a lot of them, we should not
pass over them and say there are too many to look at.

Who initiated them, how much did they cost, what did they accomplish, and what use has been made of them, if aty?
I think these things would be very helpful.
3Mr. HANSs.. We can certainly furnish that. But. I wonder if I could
ask a question in clarification of your request, Mr. Minshall.
M'. MINII.LI.. Yes, sir.

3Mr. IHANSE.. We can get the list of the Iand studies, when they
were initiated and what. has been spent on them rather quickly. It
is going to take us quite a bit more time to put in this fourth column
that you talked aboitt, which is what we have used them for or what
we have done with them or what our analysis is of the value.
Would you like for us to wait until 'e have all four or would you
like to get a preliminary submittal of the list. and when we initiated

and the cost and then have us follow that up?

Mr. MissIIAL,. I think so we will have it for this printed record.
That is my concern. I don't want it next year.
Mr. HA:sEN. I am thinking it mightWtake us 2 or 3 weeks to analyze
178 studies in-house if we have not a ready done it.
Mr. MINsuALL. You must have it somewhere. This is what amazes

Me.

General BOYLAN,. The majority of these will be easy to correlate
with the person who requested and the person who uses it.

Mr. MINSHALL. The reason I asked for it is that I thought you had

it readily available in the files.

General MCNICKLR,. Also, the liand studies are not all for the Air
Force.
Mr.

t/AXSEN. All these studies are not for the Air Force.

Mr. MINSHALL That is what we should know.
Mr. HANsP N. We have to identify each and find out who wanted it.

ri Iht.think we could get this done within a couple of weeks if that is all

r. MINSSALL. We are going to be here until Christmas so there
is plenty of time.
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Mr. HAW s,. I have the message.
Mr. LIPco.B. We have another series of hearings on I.D.T. & .

after we finish with you.
General ,IcNi xci. A year ago there was an attempt made by the
Air Force to reduce Project Rand by a small amount.
31r. M81smAwrM. I do not intend for you to have Rand make a study
of their studies and give them another project.. I think you should do
this in-house.
General MCNCKLE. Yes, sir, we are.

(The information follows:)

PROJECT RAND RESEARCH PROGRAM
lAmounts Inthousands
Initiated by

Startin date

Am"tl

INTERNATIONAL POUCY ISSUES

Nuclear porle
........
................... Ma 1965 ........... 13.9
altenaives InAsa n
Arica:-security Interetsand
US.
Asian security Issues (P)................do..........Aug. 196 ............
72

Japanes rearm nuclr and spme prm ..........do
.......... No.Ion .......
Chinese militaryand forin
...................do................ January IN ...........
US. "cWrty Intemts and itarwtves In Europe:
..
..
.......... Octobe
13.....164t.7
SovietE MSeuiyIssue
militaryiand foreign(Poo.......
polic............do.........
June I1...........
U. srity Intemts-Genral:
liyme pettion.I" US. missions
.
do ................ Smbe 197......
olcy revast ecnology-9-s a iw
::.do
............... aober 68......... .
MIUTARY PLANNING, PRO REMENT, SUPPORT,
AND OPERATIONS-STRATEGIC

M3
! 0

310.

54.4

2.8

Sta V
informulatio and syntemsis.......
...
do ................ February 19 ..........
stt concept.doctrines ....
.......... do... . ....... September1963 .........

Strati cumtfoe. Word War II ........... do ............... D[etember 1964 ...
a m nd tel l rl war ........... do ................. Jauary I6 .......
NOT partiIpatn and uppWt ........
AF......................
.20.
Dete
rence.
....................
Rand........... Apll
Straleic force:

i.t S
7
7

Forces for strategic war ReUil..............do..........
Septemer 1965........153.4
Ad....
..................................
.3l::.......
. IItu
tudy............
.do
.......... June1 i........

Straeol
cnes.....
...
.......... December 196 ...
strategyg c.s.stems..........Joint
..
........... January 1967.......
mls All.a. ..... ..................
do
.......... February
I
I .........

Itt
V a .
. ................
AF .y196
..........
.......
ear . .. 7. . . . .... . .
e .Flowr
allion............ ..
Aaptie bllistic
...................
..................... July 96w....1

161?
5.1
6

Manaed
"cM:................
d.............
196lf
&sibllp
wafare
defense su.do............Mac
64.........
Sbacjial and siceI
prfations:lluy.....
o
d ......... 0MMy
ech
.........................
do..........
e 19-nl'
.. .........
...
TACTICAL
Polca
and fe stare:
Tallstdlesforiimlloqandsy

A

irpow

SIA ...

&.......
I
8

~i.... Rand..............Feruaryl

19U68........._..
A..............oc.obr 1 .
.. .

ttl

s_4fJ:operions ............. Rand ................... JanvarI 96.........
4
32I.
.6
'tmmaw
18M
... NovmbrI-.........
delvery.Joinl........
p .........
A
MINde
M r 7iS
AT....
Aro
........
No
II
Air Supeflodty: TAO alrudy-ar superioriy oeiMra.
.
u .....................
.............. Ran ................... January 1964 ...........
214.7
TAC....... .ie..............................February 1966.........815.
V%.

Imspreved M __
I nM

Itl
eots
IIDopp ................
A. Wt ....
. .....
.. Ar 1...
ji.....
.....
...
. . ............ Rand.......
tra gy.
S..........do.........Feruary~6
Tatil..

......Juaryi 1 ..........
I!
.......................
. ..........
Ra
............
Dlm
..........

Be otnote at ad of table.
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PROJECT RAND RESEARCH PROGRAM-Continued
(Amounts in thousands]
Insisted by

Starting date

Amount A

TACTICAL-Continued
Cosut spport-TAC studies IMrm............ Rand..................

January 1964 ......

Oamin support for tactical air studies program ........ do ...................... do...........

USE

mt fields of sensors..............do

TAC REC cost performance ...........
Maintenance concepts/inertial NAV-system .......
Aerial suppression of S-A weapons .............
Counterinsurgency: Military and nonmilitary aspects
of economic competition .........................
Command and control and related systems:
Command and control In general war ..........

AF...............
AF..............
Joint ...........

.......... August

..........

July 1968
December 1968.........
May 1969 ..............

5
A
i 89
416
0

Rand .................. September 1960 .........

19.4

do ................. September 3965 .........

115.

Command and controlinitm'nuclea operations.. Rand ................
January 196 .......
thermonuclear war ....... do ................. January 1967...........
Mobility-4nspo tion:

20
8

RRCC

.............................
e-x
eor

.. AF ..................

December 1967 ..........

TAC airlift study
..................
Joint. ........... u st 196 ..........
VSTOLilntrtheattraspor .............
AF.............
Ar 1196 .....
......
MAC vulnerability...
................. AF... .......... June 368..............

Transportation, inventory requirements ......
AF...................
MAC aidulin options study ............
Joint ...............
Terminal laciltles, operations............ .....
.
Civil air Buet augmentatn ..................
Rand ..............
Support and maintenance:
Initial support planning.
..............
AF ............

TAC aircraft osilt.csoperations interactions..

AF.............

November 1966 .........
Aril 19?
.
...
.... do.................
do............

10.s
120.4
3 2

July 1962..............

44

June.96.

Project Pacer Tack .................AF o ................ September iW .........
Forecasting maintenance personnel requirements AF ...............
JulyC6l.
Maintenance manpower requirements .......... Rand
........... June 18 ............
Alrcrew requirements.. ..
.........
............... ... do ....... .......

eliabilt esmatin..'..........Rand.."..... .
...... do.............
Recoverable ite tockage pol.......... ....
AF........
....... do................
EOQ stockli y...................... ed ................ do .................

War reserve stockap policy . .................
AF depot activities .......
.........

AF.............
do .................
Rand................. April 198 ..............

Proset Ace ........................ AF

99.6
364
34.7

............. Ocober196 ...........

23.0
.5
.6 8
6

4

i0.
120

44.

Maintenance Information requirements and analy- Rand................... July 197 ..............

38. I

LP-IV Integrated maintenance management ...........do.......... December 190 ........
LP-IV maintenance control systems .................. do..........
June 1968 ..............
LP-IV maintenance analy ...............................
do .................
Data processing research ..............
Joint ..................
April 109
...
Imnrdpt ................
...... Rnd
........... Sptmer L .........
u
....
.
.
............ Joint.............
Octer I
Sunor to
..........
..
AF..........
A
..
..
..
Ja
1 ...........
Mr6uldlt support".
................
Joint.....
......
June I ..............
ADC &uply suppo.t...................
AF..aa....... ....... ....

248.?

MAC on route support equipment study...... Joint

L! Wcsu prtdployed AF units........
A D su an mageIment
.................
I 0&
. porelment
techniques:.
Resear
development
planing
..
T
pcess
.............. ........

........... Otr1968..........

134.7
140.
40.
2.

64.2

AF ..............
AF...............

AH 19 ...........
Ocbe 196 ...........

Rand........
.........
AF
............

Feb.
June 5 .............

.0
2.5 0........

September 196........

I17.

s assisted to USAF ........... AF....... . ......... September 166........

124.5

F .program contenL.AF....... .AF

...........

28.6
41.1

Weapos system cquisition .........
October 1966 ..........
118.6
3 3
do ................. June 1968 ............
ncenv contracting experience ............
foement pro
t
ba......................Rand
............... do..............
.1
Prcen
a market behavior .........
n
.................... do
.............
arectriestis of defense procurement .........
do .............
do.................
it.7
and licensing ........................
etn
do...............
do .................
33.6
r
ment strategic foir weapons acquisition ........ do.............
do................
. .2
vrnent euipment policy
...........
AF .....................
do .................
3.2
Management info and control systems.....
I ................... May 1962 ..............
10
Evalution-ma nement Inormation systems..... Rand ...............
Aust 1967............
nc logistic
i
system design model ......... AF
................
Oc " IU
............
14Io2
1 198..............
.............. .... June
Joint
oy
lcedulin
Fiandal
Qmplk=i
oAir
Ao
Force
commitments
AF
.....................
January
1956............
332
andllr Is

Cos

"t n

Persrel and manpower:
AF personnel and manpower research.......
Rand...................
Pilot/ curenent and training .............
AF.
Medical auxiliary personnel ...................
USAF airmen training and retention ............. Joint...........
USAF olicor a
structure ..............
do .............
Mar~tgry manpower procurerme.
..........
Rand...
........
USAFmnpower utilUtoNa iimp4ict Ofcross. .... do......
....
ystom~o9 AF education and training.........
do..
........
AfL
docorpo .....................
AF. ............

See

footnote at end it table,

August 1966 ..........
May 1967 ............
October 1967 ............
June 1968 ..............
do...............
December.968
June
.4L
July IS .........
ApuIl19i::......

.4
.4
151.2
1
44.2
8
19
O
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PROJECT RAND RESEARCH PORAmM-Continued
[Amonts in ousVad
laiwted by

Starting date

Amoutt

TACTICAL--Conimnud
Intopl
=ldo...............
nuIn Soviet sceNeW .................

.Rand .................. June IM ..............
December
..........
t co...............do.........S
4yecY.............
september 1964 ........

Sovit

nlll
ec s
...........................do ........
SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY, METHOOLOGYNATU RAL 5IENCES AND TECHNOLOGY

Pyisand eectrks:
FWeld
mechanics....

.................

do

March

...... Jun

54
.
103.

.............
966

17 I

..............

Wulants amdcontrol ..................
d.............
6 .... ......
do............
............................
0...................... do............
', . qu u el.troni......"..''..do............. do .............
naoar ECM and il
proIn ...................do
..........

15
160

mCkalkS .............................. do ........... May IA ............
WPlsion
................... ..............:.do..........:.. June 1953 ...........
Airaft desgn ...................... do ........... May 199 ...........
Spce vehicle design
...
................
:do............. .
do..............
Liftl v wicle
tecnl
y-R. D./applcatons Joint..........
.'August 1965 ..........
ynmm
-I s lramR....*........... .d..............
Juno1968 ............. .
wdnmspr~
.Ar4R
.......... dow . ........... June 1968........
M mo ............................. AF .................. a ry1967. . . . . . . . .
:sd
................ Ran .............. . Ap IM ........
s n

9
69.,
2
166.
73.7
89.5
?&
I
1.3

210. 0

June 1960...........111.8
Communications
an p
on_............do................1
.o.tl..
36mbr
.13
I
Elect...
om....
.......................do
.............do
............
97.3
)Aw
chrlhtkl
ld In
Nuclear waomn elects .................do.......... June 15 ..............
207.2
Impactandl Mast enomen ao.
......
..........June 195 ..............
41.3
Radioactive fllt........
... m........do.......... June 193 ...........
49.9
Armam ent
........................................do ................. May 195 ...............
38.1
Erohmonlal
$*awcs:
........................................ do ................. June 1953 ..............
219.4
+opi
radiation...................do........... Apl 196
physap
byoudend wh control .............. Joint ............... March 1960 .....
M
onvronm
Wiry
.....
Rand .................. Juno 1968 ..........
191
s
em lcs
o0
.....
do ................. January 1964..........
60.2

nd

ml ........

.................
do.March

1997...........

62.4

OrbtaUl
bas. study......................do........
:
.d....
"
April 1867 ............. I&
R-.-..,. amano ssems ............... d.......
Au
9 ...........
.
R
insrumotm....................
sae
Joint..*.........
Stember RN .........
5
SIs
lod *tcb .................... .Rnd
Ran ...
........... June 10$3 .............
.
............
.. AF.....
. ncmhel dl....................
Human
eLdieerlng: Mat
Ialae psewo
colo...........
do.........
SllgyeUlce
llatcl..-mIcal
modls, o..do.............

119,2
8.4

June1968............68.9
March 1965..........244l.l

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Political shi:
Il of te military Ina
I
......... do ................ October 190 ..........
7.3
Icemlc studied
:
Sove economic potential .............do.......... February 1955 ...........
III
............
do ..........September 1960 ........
OrGllzatil 6".a
nd dcisi0n heoy:
......
do ................ Aprl 196........... 247.
cratic dechslemakingo
Ams control resarch .....................do.......... October IN2 ............
0
MATHEMATICS AND ANALYTICAL METHODS
h 1"

elnerrgrma....
....

............. .. ............
...........................

.*o..i.....

d.o.......
.........
..

do .............
"..
0"........"".* . do..........
................
bathma..........
.
a. .
'"......
........

emp

'g...'.'.......'..do..........May
U~pqwainma

.e..... ..........

k

nt

l

do.n
1S3............506.1
190.
december
1966. ....... 233.5
s.4t
.
d...........
8 .5
.......
do.....
dd4
o:o.
.... .......
1962.."..'.

do ............. aydo ......
..
do..............dou..... . . . . . .
.............
Februay
1
.........
.................. do ................. F

efotnot
Rk at ad ot tabl@.

.
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PROJECT RAND RESEARCH PROGRAM-Contiued
IAmounts Inthousands
Starting date

Initiated by

Amount I

MATHEMATICS AND ANALYTICAL METHODS-Con.

Lkiguistics:
Lii
gt uit research ..................... Rand ................... December I54..........
AA methodology:
A

testimating ethods and factors ..........do................. June 19 ..............

1w
since................................do .......... May 1957 ...........
d...............
1957 .........
" oen.
analysis ..............................
SIO
do ............ .. September
June 19"!..............
S-1
m
1958 ..........
poft evaution ...................................
methodology .......................do
............... December
Simution tchniqus........ . .............. do..........December 1960 .........
Methodology for International seurt studies ......... o................. February 1967.........

303.2
48

154.
20.
136.
170. 7S
2
!Il

SPECIAL ASSISTANCE, PROGRAM

Special assistance:

Special sistanc
Ject Rand ................ Joint .................. November 1961 ........
Rand military exerciseatest advisory group ........
Rand .................. May 1968 ...........
AF$C cot analss trainin............. AF .................... Sepember 1960 .......
AF...........April
..........
1968...........
JCS munitions eectivens support

317.0
29.9

.6
121.7
Program formulation:
Proram develoiment (Proact Rand) ............ Not e research project .....................................
Project formulation (Project Rand) ............do ..............................................
4.
Liaison:
Foreign end liaion assignments ............. Joint................... June 1953.........
I These cost ere accumulative since Jan. 1,1968, when cost accounting by project was initiated.

Ex&AMLES or RccENT PROJECT RAoD RESEARn

THAT HAE PRODUCED

IMPORTANT PAY-OFrS
1. AIRCRAFT SrRVIVABILITY

This study involved the survivability of close support aircraft subject to small
arms ground fire. Specifically it has demonstrated the value of Increased pro-

tective structure and proper placement of critical components and contributed

directly to the Air Force specification of requirements for new close support aircraft The A-X and F-X programs and some Naval Air Systems Command projects reflect the impact of the Rand studies. Furthermore, these studies figured
directly in DOD's formation of an ad hoc committee to review survivability
measures for aircraft and tracked vehicles.
Rand's work has been extended to consider survivability in the general tactical
environment, not only for close support and interdiction aircraft but also for
theater airlift vehicle& Particular attention has focused on techniques fop suppressing fuel fires nnd explosions. A modification program is incorporating some
of these techniques into tactical aircraft now in service.
Rand has organized and cosponsored with D.D.R. & E. a symposdum which
brought together senior management and staff personnel from OSD,the military
department% the FAA, and Industry. A follow-on meeting on this Important subJect Is scheduled for early next year.
2. RAND-TAC SYSTEM

The Rand-TAO system Is an improved system of data collection and analysis
that evolved from a series of Rand-assisted Air Force field tests It yields 'superior data for computer simulation models and, in particular, makes It possible
to inject into analysis the interactions among the functions of operations, maintenance, and supply at the base level.
This past year Rand trained the Air Force evaluation team for the Combat
Dragon0 field exercise in the use of the Rand.TAO system. The training was done
in the United States before the team's departure for Southeast Asia.
Combat Dragon is now regarded by many Air Force and DOD officials as a
benchmark of excellence for weapon system evaluation. This is significant, be.
cause one of Rand's primary objectives in developing improved analysis methodologies is to have the Air Force acquire the expertise necessary to apply them
*An evaluation of the close air support version of the AT-8T.
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without continual astance from Rand persnnnel. In this ease, through Rand
asistance, the Air Force has its own team of officers with competence in a rela.
tively sophisticated computer-aswIsted analysis technique, and this team Is Im.
parting Its knowledge to other Air Force personnel. Furthermore, the Air Force
Is continuing to expand and Improve the baqlc Rand-TAC system. As an ex.
ample, the stem currently is being used for the evaluation of the operations.
maintenance-supply Interactions that occurred in the Southeaft Asin P-111A
operational experience.
S. ANALYSIS OF AIA/GROVD WARFARE (CLOSE-SUPPORT)

Rand has been studying battlefield operations In depth for several years. The
objective is to understand and quantify the Influences of air power on ground
combat. One technique has been to develop a detailed mathematical computer
model of the interactions between weapon systems such as air and artillery and
the performance of companies and battalions In a dynamic fire-fight situation.
The current version of this model. which has undergone a number of recent
refinements, Is called Fast-Val II. With this model it Is possible to predict changes
In the outcome of fire fights as a function of the number, type, targeting, and
planning of artillery and air strike support.
Within the past year It was possible to test Fest-Val II against an actual
combat Pituation. From Marine Corps after-action reports, the model was used
to slnitate the Khe Sanh battle of April-May 1967. There was a close correlation
between the outcome predicted by the model and the actual outcome. On the
basis of this correlation It appears possible within reasonable limits to predict
the outcome of combat situations generally. Results so far also suggest that the
model can predict quantitatively the supporting fires, both air and artillery,
necessary In various situations to shift the battlefield balance in favor of friendly
forces.
Rand it continuing to refine its battlefield operations model and plans to test
it against further combat situations. In particular, they are working with the
active offlieal cooperation of the Marine Corps to collect detailed data on additional combat actions to obtain further validation of the model. Just-completed
fieldwork resulted In the collection of Marine and also Army data which will be
utillwd. It seems dlear that studies along this line will continue to lead to better
means of comparing and evaluating tactics and munitions
4. COMPUTZR-AGED GRAPHICS

Thin Is a continuation of the very suest wfnl Jose development :oss Is a relatively low-cost tlme-sharing system In which the uxer communicates directly with
a computer In simple English and algebraic expressions. Fifteen Joss terminals
are installed In various Air Force and DOD facilities In order to provide military
and defense personnel an exposure to this new mode of computer use. All terminals receive computer power via telephone or teletype circuits from a machine
at Rand.
A rimllar total.system approach to interactive man-machine communications

is now being followed In the development of a system to permit remote time-

shared access to computers through graphical input-output devies. Efforts to
explolt computer-baed graphical capability have been Inhibited In the past by
the high cost of prototype user consoles. Rand conceived and developed a relatively low cost input device-the Rand Tablet-several years ago, and Is designIng and Implementing an interactive, multiple-access total system. Now being
aewmbled for experimental use at Rand, this video graphic system use confoles which incorporate components and techniques developed by the television
Indnstry to reduce the unit cost of terminals.
The new graphics system will offer the user a complete pectrum of computerbased graphleal capability. He can use it Simply to display large amounts of
textual information of analytical curves, or he can have the full interactive
processing power of a large computer. Rand's Grail (Graphical Input Langnage)
system, which Is Just being completed, will be incorporated Into the software
which supports the graphical terminals. Grail permits the user to construct and
Ewrbeb the flow charts used in computer programing. Communication to the
computer Is via the stylus of the Rand Tablet, and the user gestures to the machine with natural hand motions. For example, he sketches rectangular boxes,
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drcles or diamonds freehand; he letters In block print; he eradicates an item
by the natural motion of erasure. The Grail software automatically maintains
several levels of detail beneath the flow charts which the user constructs; hence,
upon completion of his work, he has a ready-to-run computer program automatially produced.
5. SORTIE RATE ANALYSIS AND THE SURGE CAPABILITY OF TACTICAL FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

As a result of the Southeast Asia field exercise Rapid Roger (in which Rand
participated Intensively), the Air Force Chief of Staff directed an examination
of the Impact on force structure of increasing tactical fighter sortie rates from
their current level over a range of substantially higher rates. At his request,
Rand contributed extensively to the examination, in structuring the study and
In assisting In the analysis and preparation of the final report. Rand's participation also included use of Its Samsom II simulation model at Santa Monica.
As a result of the sortie rate analysis, the Chief of Staff directed a significant
increase In the sortie rate planning factor for the entire tactical fighter force,
and has Initiated another series of planning and programing actions in the Air
Staff addressing the increase resource equirements that will be generated by
the higher sortie rates.
The results Indicate that, In an emergency, tactical fighter forces (the F-4
portion at least) are capable of very high close support sortie rates (from 4 to 0
sorties per day) on a temporary basis, and that retovery from such surge operations can be made quite rapidly provided that suffielent docks are available and
some cross-training is performed In advance.
S. TACTICAL BOMBINo ACQURAOY

(Clerk's note: Description of this study is classified.)
7.

VLF-LF COMMUNICATIONS

IN NUCLEAR EVIRONMENTS

(Clerk's note: Description of this study is classified.)
8.

REC E-x

(Clerk's note: Description of this study Is classified.)
S. COMPARISON

OF Ge:Hg AND In Sb DETECTORS FOR THERMAL RECON'NAISSANCE

This study, Initiated at the suggestion of the Air Staff in 1907, relied heavily
on basic research In physical and quantum electron ics. At that time the Infrared
community was strongly divided as to which detector would be superior for
reconnaissance, since indium antimonide (In 8b) yields superior contrast with
hot spots while mercury-doped germanium (Ge :Hq) detectors yield a higher signal-to-noise ratio, and hence, better detection of unleated targets on the basis
of shape.
The study showed that It was not appropriate to measure sensor performance
by the usual "contrast" expression used heretofore. A more appropriate "detectability" criterion was evolved, which Incorporates detector responsivity,
detector noise, and background clutter, permitting the evaluation of detector
excellence for reconnaissance as a function of target temperature, size, and the
nature of background clutter. More importantly, it was found that the observed
apparent superiority of In Sb detectors In detecting hot spots essentially stemmed
from using scanner resolution which favored these detectors. If the resolution Is
selected so as to optimle the performance of each detector (by standardizing
the clutter-to-noise ratio), the Ge:Hq detector Is found to be superior both for
terrain mapping and the detection of normally encountered hot spots. (It Sb
remains superior for the detection of targets with temperatures exceeding about
600 K, but such targets are uncommon and easily shielded.)
The detector controversy was settled by this study since it clarified the regions
of superiority (in terms of target temperature and background clutter chnrieterIstics) of each detector type. It also provided guidelines for the design of Infrared
scanners for optimizing the detection of targets both on the basis of their sh l
and their possession of hot spots.
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10. LOGISTICS SYSTEM LABORATORY

The Logistics Systems Laboratory (LSL) was established at the request of the
Air Force in 19W8 to study organization, Information system policy, and pro
cedure problems related to logistics support of Air Force operations. LSL has
developed and uQes a technique called game simulation (or man-machine slmula.
tlon) to study these aspects of systems problems. The game-simulation tech.
nique allows the manager to interact with the essential aspects of this system
In an environment sufficiently realistic to allow generalization to real-world
systems. The experimenter of Amulation director has under his control the ,Ig.
nificant parameters of the environment, allowing him to observe the effect
of different system structures on its performance. The goal of game-simulation
N,to determine the feasibility of new system designs and to evaluate their contributions to the cost and effectiveness of possible future logistics systems configurations.
Over the years, speciefc design concepts developed In the LSL have been im.
plemented by the Air Force. For example, ARLS (automatic resupply logistics
system) for missiles, the MISTR (management of items subject to repair) for
depot maintenance, and 31MIC (mtmltenmnce management Information and
control system) for base level maintenncep management are laboratory developed and assessed conceptK The Air Force is currently building the MMICS for
real-world application, and Its formulation for this system stems directly front
the concepts that emerged from the laboratory project IV (LP-IV), conceived
Ifalate 1O62. One aspect of this project concerned the use of computers to support the major subfunctions of management, e.g., planning, control, and analysis.
This portion of the experiment was convincing In Its conclusion that machines
could indeed support the manager in performing these functions. The massive
redesign of the Air Force maintenance management system, undertaken In 1M5,
foundations.
and continuing to this date, has built upon the IL,,R
The technique of game simulation is sufficiently refined so that It now appears possible to use the technique for arriving at detailed design decislonsespecially In areas mch as man-machine Interface. The Air Force has recently
created a Logistics Simulation Laboratory at APLO whose purpose Is to contribute to the design of the advanced logistics system (ALS) currently under
development. LSL has been providing tutorial assistance to the AFLO staff In
the use of such a laboratory, and how to use ma-machine simulation techniques speczfcally for the AFLO system development.
11, OYE-T3- HORION RADAR

(Clerk's note: Description of this study is clasfflet'.)
12. LONG WAVELZNOTH INVRAMM

(LWIN)

Rand's formal involvement in this problem began In 1O(t This was followed
by participation in the 1968 IDA summer study, at which the possible utility
of optical sensors in BUD systems received favorable attention. Rand als
participated in a BMD mission analysis conducted by the AFSO West Coast
Study Facility.
(Clerk's note: Remainder of description i classified.)
15. ATMORNERUo

WlSM ON OPTIoAL AND INFRARSD SNORS

During recent attempts to evaluate the operational capability of several optical and infrared sensors, Rand discovered that the effect of the intervening
atmosphere has often been calculated Incorrectly. The degradation in performance Introduced by the atmosphere takes on different forms depending on
the physical nature of the noise. A fundamental paper on this subject has been
published, In which the degradation of performance with range is calculated
for each sensor type for various target, background, and environmental characteristics. In all but the clearest atmospheres, these effects can have a signifmcant bearing on the relative capabilities of various sensor& With commonly
encountered situations, these effects are found to impose a rather low limit on
useful operational ranges--with obvious Implications for the design of future
sensor systems.
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14. sPI'N PAN SPACE CAMF.RA

The invention of the spin pan camera emerged from Rand's continuing studies
of optics, photography, and cameras which were aimed at maintaining competence in these fields. This camera operates from spin-stabilized spacecraft, with
the lens axis mounted normal to the spin axis. Ihus, the spacecraft spin performs a panoramic scan for the camera; the lens focuses the image on the film
that is moving behind a slit. This slit serves as a shutter as the film moves past
it at the proper rate to compensate for the spacecraft spin.
(Clerk's note: Remainder of description io classified.)
15. RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT

This project was started in 1937. Its main purpose has been the investigation
of the physics of radioactive fallout, its interactions with climatology, and its
propagation. This basic research on radiation and climatology permitted development of analytical techniques that enabled Rand to work on directly applied
problems of interest to the Air Force. The following examples are illustrative:
Computer models capable of predicting fallout damage cheaply under a wide
variety of assumptions were designed and are in operation;
Special models can be built quickly to satisfy special Air Force needs; e.g.,
the special model I, developed In support of a study for Secretary Brown
in 1908, to analyze the possibilies of using fallout as the kill mechanism for
assured destruction under certain conditions;
A methodology for assessing far fallout, as opposed to near, Is nearing completion. The need for such assessment arises In looking at controlled nuclear response (what collateral damage to allies or other countries near an enemy; e.g.,
fallout on Japan or the Soviet Union from attacks on the Chinese Peoples'
Republic) ;
It Is now possible to estimate (with a stated level of confidence) the expected
number of fallout casualties for an attack on specific targets under actual
weather being predicted for the enemy at the time of the attack, rather than for
aver ige or historical weather values.
The last two examples have considerable relevance to Air Force nu-opts studies,
to studies of controlled strategic war, and to the conduct of base-rights negotiations. The program as a whole has contributed extensively to the national knowledge of this weapon effect, and continues to provide inputs to analyses that
consider the employment of nuclear weapons.
16. )ULITATt Mz

MOMOLoGY AND CLIMATOL00Y

This is a general research program on the atmosphere. Out of this program
have come techniques for considering the effect of weather on military operations, knowledge of high-altitude density and winds and their Impact on reentry
and defense vehicles, the development of more specific programs such as weather
modification, etc.
Two recent applications:
"Climatology Atlas of Southeast Asia" (now being used by the Air Force and
Navy In Southeast Asia, and already into its second printing).
A study using weather inputs to predict the effectiveness of bombing operations.
T. CLOUD PHYSICS AND WEATHER CONTROL

This project was started about 5 years ago as a basic investigation Into the
plhyslcal characteristics of clouds. It has resulted In the design of one of the most
complete numerical models of the growth of clouds and droplets that have been
produced to date. This model is enabling Investigation of such practical problems
as how to dissipate fog at airfields. Currently part of the activity under this
project Is aiding the Air Weather Service to acquire a similar analytical
capability.
18. ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION

This program to examine the effect of atmospheric scattering on the passage
of radiation through the atmosphere was started more than 15 years ago. Doring this time. it has contributed to the general subject of large particle scattering.
In addition, however, It has evolved numerical techniques for handling the
complex mathematics Involved. These techniques and the Rand abilities de84-030-9-pt. 4-.---0
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veloped in this project have provided a continuous source of assistance to
specific Air Force problems. Typical of these problems are such things as:
The propagation through the atmosphere of the thermal radiation from uclear weapons. (This has enabled calculation of nuclear weapon effects on
military systems.)
The effect of the atmosphere on the ability to do reconnaissance. (Direct as.
-sistance was provided to the Air Force on this point, using analysis of atmospheric particles from volcanic eruptions as an analog of nuclear debris.)
The atmospheric attenuation of laser energy. (This work bears directly on
possible weapon effects and use of laser beams for communications and ranging.)
The numerical techniques developed as part of this project are in constant
demand by Air Force researchers and by contractors In the defense community.
19. SILENT AIRCRAFT FOR NIGHT SURVEIJUANCE

(Clerk's note: Description of this study Is classified.)
20. AIRCRAFT VULNERADILTY ANALYSIS

Rand's continuing studies of mathematics, computer simulation, aircraft design, conventional ordnance, and weapon effects made It possible to devise a
highly effective means of estimating the vulnerability of aircraft to antiaircraft
fire. Rand began In 1964, to develop a series of vulnerability models. These com.
puter models range In complexity from a model which allows vulnerability
calculations to be made for a nonmaneuveritig aircraft In level flight passing
directly over a defense site, to a model which allows the aircraft to maneuver
In three dimensions. Most vulnerability analyses to date have been performed
using a Rand-developed two-dimensional model (Pen Square). This Is an ex.
pected-value model for estimating aircraft vulnerability during penetration to
and attack of targets defended by antiaircraft guns.
A partial list of Air Force studies which have relied on the Pen Square model
-for support Is given below:
Skoshl Tiger (Evaluation of the F-5 Vietnam, 1965-66).
Improved delivery accuracy of nonnuclear ordnance (an Air Force mission analysis conducted at the West Coast Study Fasility under Brig. Gen.
W. L. Chalrsill, 1967-08).
Light Intratheater transport (LIT) study. 1968.
Interdiction of mobile targets (an AFSC mission analysis conducted at
the west coast study facility under Brig. Gen. W. E. Williams, 1968).
Comparative evaluation of the F-111, F-4, A-7, A-37 (an Air Force study
under Col. H. Fish, 1988).
21. INTERCEPT TRAJECTORY SIMULATION MODEL

In mid-1967 Rand began to develop a computer program for use as a research
tool for problems Involving Intercept trajectories e.g., trajectories of aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles. Prior to this time, models designed to Investigate
the technical feasibility of particular operational concepts or new equipment
capabilities were tailored to the particular problem being investigated and bad
little flexibility or growth potential for use In future applications, even of an
analogous nature. Because of Increased demand for Intercept simulation models
for tnctlcal and strateic setudles, Rand decided to build a general model capable
of solving problems Involving Interceptor-target trajectories, using a modular
building block principle.
The Rand model can simulate the dynamic motion of three vehicles simultaneously in three dimensional space, with open-ended options and choices for
guldrnce, control, maneuvers. etc .This ability to simulate three vehicles in three
dimensions Is unique among models simulating interceptor-target trajectories and
holds great promise as a flexible research tool for studying a wide range of
Intercept problems.
Some 25 agencies have requested copies of the program. Users Include various
branches of the USAF, USN, the Japanese Air Self-Defense Force, the Canadian
Air Force, and defense contractors. The model is being used for studies of airto-air combat, FX, AMSA, F-1
follow-on, movable guns, ASM, and SAM
applications.
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22. HIGH ACCELERATION P'ROPU.SION TECHNOLOGY

Rand has studied the feasibility of applying to surface-to.air missiles (SAMS)
the very high thrust-to-weight solid propellant motor technology developed for
antiballistic missiles. This work, done In 1967-8, considered missiles designed
for both high and low altitude Intercepts of tactical aircraft. Results indicate
that use of such technology can impose a substantial reduction in the time
available to the target aircraft for evasive or defensive action. Further, the high
acceleration simplifies the low-altitude SAM guidance, permits intercept of higher
velocity targets, and improves the effectiveness of some types of warheads.
The work may significantly influence the choice of future Air Force tactical
offensive aircraft and missiles which may have to counter the type of SAM Rand
found feasible. Effort is currently underway to assess the utility of high acceleration technology in air-to-air missiles.
28. GASMOUs

conS

NOAR

REACTOR AND POWER SOURCE

Over the past several years, considerable research by NASA and industry has
been directed toward the application of the gas-core nuclear reactor for rocket
propulsion. Because of the large potential increase in performance provided
by the gas-core-rocket concept, Rand Initiated a study to investigate the current
status of the gas-core-research program. Because of a lack of basic technical
information, the feasibility of the concept could not be established. Also, the only
application that had been considered for the gas core was as a rocket device; the
application of the concept to power generation appeared to have been completely
overlooked.
Studies at Rand were designed to determine if the application of the gas core
to power production appeared feasible. These studies have led to several unique
concepts involving the gas core, and suggest some very attractive advantages
over conventional solid-core reactors for power generation, namely:
(1) Because the fissile material is gaseous, the expense of fabricating fuel
elements is avoided;
(2) The heat generation rate of the gas core is not limited as is that of the
solid-core reactor by the temperature-strength characteristics of the fuel elemen'i
structural materials; and
(8) In contrast to the solid-core reactor, which must be periodically shut down
to replace fuel elements, the gas core can theoretically operate continuously by
providing for continuous replacement of burned-out fissile material and removal
of nuclear poisons.
This gas-core power-generation concept was disclosed as required simultaneously to the Air Force and Atomic Energy Commission. The AEC has drafted
and filed a patent application of the invention, and Rand has assigned all rights
in the invention to the Government.
24. HOT SUOT

Rand's continuing study of sensor technology led to the design of a weapon
system to cope with the problem of nighttime Infiltration. The system, called
Hot Shot, provides a more effective nighttime reconnaissance-strike capability,
primarily against fleeting targets. Since the effectiveness of both sensors and guns
increases rapidly at close range, the self-contained reconnaissance-strike system
nQes flexible downward-pointing guns aimed with the aid of forward-looking
Infrared or low-light-level television sensors. The system operates from a relatively large, slow aircraft.
A test system, incorporating many elements of the proposed system, is being
fabricated at Wright Field.
28. MANEUVERADLE

SPACECRAFT TECHNOLOGY

The maneuvering capabilities of spacecraft configured for aerodynamic lift
after entry into the atmosphere were studied at Rand in the 1065-67 time
period. In particular, the maneuver constraints imposed by technology limitations such as maximum lift-drag ratio attainable, temperature limitations of
heat shield materials, structural limits, maximum propellant capacity, et cetera,
were defined. These capabilities and constraints, In turn, indicated which spacecraft configurations were attractive for particular missions.
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These studies, communicated In the form of Rand publications and briefings
to cognizant Air Force agencies and Industry, Influenced the formulation of the
multipurpose reusable spacecraft (MRS) studies by Industry in 1067. The MRS
studies were performed by four major aerospace contractors under the direction
of SAMSO/Aerospace, and had the objective of defining the next generation entry
spacecraft after Gemini B.
26. MISSILE MONITORING AND SELECTION

The notion of monitoring and selection of ICBM's arose In connection with the
review of a BSD study series In 19064, and was suggested by Rand as a useful
concept for wing command. This was followed by a statistical analysis which
was published Initially in 1965.
The acceptance of the Ideas of monitoring and selection Is indicated by their
inclusion In the hard guidance development program for the next several years.
(Clerk's note: Remainder of description Is classified.)
27. NETWORK FLOWS

Around 1054, as part of the linear programing research then active at Raqd,
two mathematicians began a study of abstract mathematical networks. They
created new theoretical and computational methods for dealing with flows in
such networks. These methods greatly extended the applicability of network
models, and they are now being used throughout the world. An application of
Interest to the Air Force occurred while attempting to study the rail network In
Eastern Europe and began, In 1955, looking for help In determining Its capacity
for moving military cargo and what links and bottlenecks could be most profitably
cut In an Interdiction attack. Previous work on networks was available and
applicable. A more recent example of the utility of the basic theory to Air Force
problems Is the work currently being done jointly by Rand and Air Force
operations analysis In devising an Interdiction model for use on sparsely traveled
transportation networks-work specifically tailored for application to Vietnam.
Because the theory was developed as pure mathematics and dealt with abstract
networks rather than a specific problem, it turned out to have application to a
wide variety of subjects of Interest to the Air Force, In addition to rail Interdiction. Examples are management systems such as PO2RT and applications of the
theory to Air Force personnel training problems.
28.

DISTRIBUTED, ADAPT

NETWORKS FOR MISSILE COMMUNICATIONS

The advantage of the distributed adaptive network In missile communications Is that It provides near-optimum use of the available communication links
to move any message from source to destination through the fastest surviving
path. It can be used in radio, wire, or combination systems, and offers a good
answer to security problems.
The original notions of using such networks for missiles arose In the process
of Rand comment on SR 19782, but were based on fundamental research which
culminated In a comprehensive series of publications, and a computer simulation
of the operation of a distributed, adaptive network.
Recently (1967) SAMSO.sponsored work on the defense system interaction
study by Hughes Aircraft indicated use of a high-speed adaptive network for
use In a defended missile wing. Ibis study may have some Impact on the command.communications structure for a defended Minuteman wing.
A distributed communications network has also been recommended as the
appropriate system for transmitting satellite surveillance data in the Air Forcstudy, "Surveillance of Objects In Space In the 1970's" (808 1970).
29. WAR

AMING

Early In the Afties, Rand began an effort to adapt classical military (free)
gaming to a study of limited or local war based on possible Air Force Involvemeat in the Middle East. The result was the development of a research toel
to study limited war problems. and through the use of this tool, the development
of valuable Insights into the future importance of limited war.
Project Sierra, a series of studies employing gaming techniques. dealt with
the role of the military In limited wars. The findings of Sierra cast doubt on
the doctrine of massive retaliation, pointing out that a number df situations:
may exist which call for the exercise of other options.
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30. SIMBCRIPT

Rand began development of the Simwcrlpt simulation programing language
on its own Initiative In 1960. Up to that time all computer simulations of Industrial, military, and social systems were prgramed in Fortran or basic machine
languages. As a consequence, problem dednitlon times were long and computer
programing times even longer. System analyses were hampered by this Inefficient methodology.
With the publication of the initial research memorandum In 1902. (later
published in book form by Prentice-Hall), and release of the language to the
public, a new phase in simulation was begun. Slmscript's "world view" assisted
in problem definition, Its programing language speeded programing, and its specialized features helped both the analyst and the programer.
Starting In 19063 Simscript courses were taught within Rand to Rand personnel, and to the Air Force. Presently, the Air Training Command has taken over
the responsibility of Air Force training, offering several Simscript classes a year.
Rand supports them as called upon.
Simulation models have been constructed and used for analysis and design
purposes in many branches of the DOD. Some Simcrlpt users are: Headquarters
USAF, Data Services Center; National Military Command System Support
Center; U.S. Army Strategy and Tactics Analysis Group, USMC Air Station,
USN Naval Construction Battalion, Air Force Logistics Command and Air
Defense Command. Many contractors have used their own and Rand-developed
Simerlpt models In support of their Air Force contracts; most notable are
McDonnell-Douglas, Mitre, Lockheed, Boeing and SDC.
In 1964, it became evident that despite its great and growing success, Simscrlpt
had some deficiencies. A project to develop an Improved language, Simscript II,
Was started. Today, Rand is completing the implementation of this language on
Rand's IBM 360/65 computer. It represents the latest state-of-the-art in programing languages and simulation technique, and can be expected to contribute greatly
to expanding and Improving the use of simulation. Being a general-purpose programming language, as well as a simulation language, Simscript II should find
even wider application than Simscript.
81. DIORIPT
Rand developed this research tool to provide an information retrieval procedure that can work with file structures used in real-time scheduling and
display systems.
Discript is a computer software package used to store and retrieve data from
a direct access device (disc). It has several unique characteristics:
Data Is accessible both from an on-line console, or from a computer program,
as In the Simscript simulation language.
The data structure may be quite complex and hence suitable to a wide class
of applications.
The data structure definition is contained in the data base Itself, and thus
can be accessed in the same way data is accessed. This allows the user to define
his data base structure or allows him to query the system regarding the structure of the data base, and even allows him to modify the structure as his requirements demand.
The ability to access data both from a program and from a remote console,
and the ability to easily change the data base structure offer advantages in the
area of experimental on-line management control systems. Discript was originally
designed to be used in the Rand Logistics Laboratory to study man-machine
systems such as Cameos (computer assisted control system). It will allow designers to experiment with file structure without paying penalties of reprogramlag when changes are required. The Discript file structure will allow designers
to evolve data base structures rather than requiring complete knowledge before
the system is used.
It now appears that Dlsript will fit very well into the range of maintenance
scheduling problems that the Air Force faces at base and depot level, and it
can also serve as a useful tool for further man-machine research. Interest in
DIscript has been expressed by the Human Resources Research Laboratory of
the Air Force.
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82. COBT ESTIMATING METHODS

AND FACTORS

This project incorporates most of Rand's background research In developing
and improving cost analysis techniques and cost models for Air Force weapon
and support systems, organization and force structures. This Is basic research
in the sense that It involves a continual process of novatlon and creation, but
Its results are continually provided to, and applied by, the Air Force.
This work was initiated unilaterally by Rand In 1950 and has resulted in
new and improved cost analysis techniques which have been adopted through.
out the Air Force and in other parts of the Military Establishment, as well as by
aerospace contractors.
For example, in 1952 the Air Force was Interested In expanding to a total
force of about 110 wings. Rand estimated the cost of these wings In terms of total
weapons system cost methods. These costs were much higher than those being
projected by the Air Force. Upon presentation of results to the Air Stalf, initial
reaction was not favorable. However, some encouragement was received from
General Putt, then DOS/Development, who suggested that although the immedi.
ate application of the results was in doubt, Rand should continue efforts to develop the methodology. Three years later, In 1955. the Air Force requested that
Rand do a total force structure cost analysis--exactly the sort of exercise presented earlier. The result was the development of the Prom model, a technique
for considering at one time the major Air Force missions, the weapon systems
used on these missions, and the resources Involved: this model was the forerunner of the Sable cost model now in use by the Air Force
During 1964, as the result of considerable thinking about mproving budgetary
and accounting procedures, Rand published a report making explicit their ideas
on Improving the efficiency of government operations. This was the forerunner
of work on planning, programing and budgtng which has received wide aceptance within the Air Force, the Bureau of the Budget, and other Federal,
State and municipal government agencies.
In addition, the committee was furnished AR-480-PR. project Rand semi.
annual report: July 1-December 81. 1968, which contains detailed Information
on each individual study project, Including description, activity, future work.
level of effort, costs, publications and briefings. This format was adopted In
January 1968: thus AR-480-PR Is the second and latest such semiannual report.
This document Is classified.
RAND STUDY ON "OJIiNxESE MILITARY AND FOREIGN POLICY"

Mr. Lnsco~s. What is the nature of the Rand study of "Chinese
Military and Foreign Policy" which is listed as a fiscal 1969 program 9
Mr. tAN-sEN. Do you know anything about this one, Dr. LehmannI
Dr. LnNHM AN. No, sir, other than it is a continuing analysis of the
backgund and fundamental characteristics of Chinese foreign

policy.

Ra d has some China watchers watching what China is doing. That
is all I know, sir.
Mr. Ls zm. Is this strictly an Air Force arrangement with Rand
for this study on Chinese military and foreign policy
Dr. L=nv&In. Sir, I am not that specifically familiar with it. I
will have to provide that for the record.
General Mc xrcxu. It will be on our list.
Mr. HANSw. We do not know.
Mr. LwscoM. Don't we have other agencies of Government, such
as Department of State, Intelligence Research CIA, that make studies
such as this and they are available to the Air Force?
Mr. Hwesmr. The study that you picked we do not even know for
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sure it is for the Air Force. It may be one that was requested by
D.D.R. &E.
We will have to look into it.
General MoNxcKLE. We budget for the total Air Force Project
Rand work which constitutes their major effort.

General Pers. The military implication of a study like that would
be how should we posture ourselves strategically aginst China. That
may be a byproduct the military would get out of it.
Mr. bnhsmLL. Weren't these studies available through other agencies of the Government, the Defense Intelligence Agency, CIA, and
the State Department. Why are you getting into the act
Maybe you do not have any more faith in the Defense Intelligence
Ageny than this committee has.
(The information follows:)
OBINZSE MILITARY AND FORIiON POLOY

Deecrlption.--This is a continuing analysis of the background and fundamental
characteristics of Chinese foreign and military policies to elucidate their implications for U.S. policy. Research provides background for consultations with
Air Staff officials and for inputs to interdepartmental studies, such as work on
strategic posture toward China.
Aotvft.-The first In a series of memorandums on aspects of the cultural
revolution was published. Analytical work continued on the role of the military
In the cultural revolution, Including a study dealing with differences on the
strategy of national defense that developed within the Chinese military In 1965,
which bears upon U.S. strategies and choices of weapon systems Work is also
proceeding on a book-length political biography of Lin Piao.
Future work.-A paper on Chou En-lal's role in the cultural revolution should
be completed, together with one or two chapters of the Lin Plao manuscript and
publication of a paper on Sino-Soviet relations during the cultural revolution.
Plans are to complete the draft on differences in Chinese views of military
strategy as a step in developing the more comprehensive study of the role of the
Chinese military in the cultural revolution.
LEVEL OF
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EFFORT
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Publications: RM-5781-PR, Power, Po iy, and Ideology in the Making of
Ohina' "CulturalRevolution," W. F. Dorrill, September 1968 (unclassfled).

Briefings: Japanese attitudes toward security issues--Fuchu Air Base; Taiwan Defense Command; Headquarters PACAF.
The Chinese military and foreign policy study is supported exclusively by U.S.
Air Force Project Rand. This Is a continuing analysis of the political background and fundamental characteristics of Chinese military policies for the purpose of developing present and future developments that might affect U.S. military requirements. It seeks understanding of: the purposes of China's leaders In
order to comprehend their actions and to estimate the consequences of alternative courses of U.S. military policy- the consequences of the present border contention between China and the Soviet Union; the military-political posture that
a new regime would be impelled to take in dealing with the United States; and
the consequences that are likely to arise from domestic political struggles.
The research provides background for the Rand dialog with Air Force
officials concerned with concepts, doctrine, plans, and Intelligence information
and for inputs to interdisciplinary studies conducted by Rand for the Air Force.
For example, the Air Force is concerned with strategic posture toward China
and with U.S. military reactions to contingencies in the Sino-Soviet conflict-
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both subjects of Interdisciplinary studies conducted by Rand for the Air Force.
Specifically, the research has served as background for formulation of tile
Air Force input to the Joint strategic objectives plan, to the joint long-range
strategic study, and to the U.S. Air Force planning concepts.
The study has assumed increased importance to the Air Force in recent month.
As a continuing effort to increase the relevance and utility of the Rand product,
the Air Force provided Rand In July 1909 with a listing of the most important
issues and problems faced by the Air Force. The list is to serve as a guide for
structuring the research program and individual study projects. One of these
priority items was the issue of "USAF Security Interests in Asia and Africa,"
which was defined as follows: Also In July, the Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelli.c ice, assumed responsibility
for the Chinese military and foreign policy study :! j office of primary interest
(OPI). In addition, the directorates of plans and of doctrine, concepts, and object.
tires are closely monitoring and using tlhe results of this research.
The following guidance for Rand has beeu issued:
Focus of Project Rand research under RPN 1104 on the implications which
various contemporary Chinese developments have for future military policy appears consistent with Air Force needs.
. Consideration is given to the
likelihood of an armed conflict between Communist China and the Soviet Union
pointing up the significance of continuing research on Chinese military and
foreign policy. The topic assumes increased importance in the light of recent
Soviet buildups along the Chinese border and the probability of major U.S. mili.
tary withdrawals from Southeast Asia In the years ahead.
Numerous scholars, both in and outside of government, are researching, writ.
Ing and speaking on Communist China, its problems, and the Impact on Asian
affairs which they may generate. Some of this work, though not all, Is pertinent
to Air Force interests. In the future, (we)' will look at Project Rand, through
RPN 1104, to maintain ognisance of what is being written and said about
Communist China, and to relate in terms meaningful to the Air Staff those portions which are pertinent. Research conducted under Project Rand should
not duplicate what Is being or has already been done, bit rather should concentrate on gap-filling where additional research is essential to relate or further
extend work already accomplished.
In light of the guidance provided, and in view of the intimate understanding of
Air Force problems possessed by Rand, we believe that the Information to be
provided by Rand in this study will not duplicate the work of other Government or contractor agenie&
The Air Force feels this study is necessary for its purposes and cannot rely

solely on other agencies.

(Olerks note: Subsequent to the foregoing testimony, the committee was advisd by the Air Force that the continuing Rand study on Chinese military
and foreign policy has been funded since 19M. The study effort cost an average

of about $80,000 per year from 1958 through 1961, and an average of about

$100,000 per year from 1982 through 1009, for a total cost through 1989 of approximately $1.8 million.)

3WMOD OF EVALUATITXO Woor1h OF RAND STUDY RFFoRT

Mr. Lnrscoi. How does the Air Force measure the Rand output
for the $15 million per year which has been spent with Rand?

General McNicxtz. Sir, this has been a long-term contract of $15

million, and it has been a level of effort as far as the $15 million is
concerned. Since 1967, the effort has gone down from 275 professional
man-years to 246 in 1970.
Mr. II-siu. I would like to add in terms of measuring their
output we make sure we get the number of man-years we are supposed
to, and then we measure things like how many presentations they
give and how many reports they write. We attempt to make a qualitative evaluation of the value of the reports which they submit.
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REDUCTION IN RAND PROFESSIONAL 31AN-YEARS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Did I understand you to say, General, that the specific number of technical man-years has gone down
General MoNICziu. Yes, sir.
Mr. LPSOMB. From what to whatI
General MoNzomzi. It was 275 in 1967, 964 in 1968, 255 in 1969,
and estimated to be 246 in 1970.
COST-OF-LIVING INCREASE OF 4 PERCENT

Mr. HANSEN. This reflects a cost-of-living effect on a constant dollar
level.
Mr. LIPscoMB. Then how do you arrive at this cost-of-living increase
for fiscal year 1970 of $600,000. You said it was 4 percent. MThy wasn't
it included in 1969 and prior years I What brought about a change now
in contractual procedures to include a cost-of-Iliving item
General Prrns. You are bringing up the point that 1968 and 1969
were a level of effort at $15 million and we put the cost of living at
4 percent for 1970.
Mr. Lircoxm. I might add your man-years of effort is going down
also. So how do you work in a 4-percent cost-of-living increase for
fiscal year 1970 ?
Mr. HANSEN. I think you have to do both to maintain a constant
financial level.
What we are saying is that we do not want to cut the manpower as
much as the cost of living plus the expense of materials and so on would
require. So we want to be able to raise the amount so that we do not
have to take each year's change in the cost of doing business out of the
number of people that we have.
Mr. LIPsCOmB. What brought about this change of concept for
fil year 1970 to add the cost of living. We have been living with
this cost-of-living problem now for several years.
Is there a new contract or new arrangementI
Mr. HAsur. We have also been living with a decreasing number
of people working each year.
Mfr. Lqscot. That is true all through Government.. Living with
a decreasing amount of people was the intent of our Revenue and
Expenditure Control Act last year.
General McNicKLE. I believe the reason it was not done last year
and the year before was because of the ceiling on the FCRC.
Mr. Lwsxox. Would Rand fold up if we did not allow this costof-living increase and we kept it at $15 million I
Mr. HIIsEs. No, I am sure they would not fold up.
RAND NOW CONDUCTING WON-DOD RESEARCH WORK

Mr. Lm sCoX.
To what extent is the Rand Corp. now performing
work for other Government agencies and for organizations outside
of Government?
General MoNiciu. Between 20 and 25 percent of their effort is
other than DOD. They have recently entered into one contract, non,
Government, for the analysis of the paperwork on the New York
and American Stock Exchange.
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Mr. SrxFA. Is this recent?
General MCNTCKT,.L. Yes. sir.
Mr. SIKES. Prior to that time were they doing a greater proportion

of their work for the GovernmentI
General M NICKLE. Primarily Federal Government, yes.

Mr. Sixm. Were they doing'all of their work for the Government
prior to that time ?
General McNicKRL. Prior to that time. This is the first non-Govern.
meant contract. Thev have a study for New York City, a local govern.
meant. However, this is the first commercial contract although it is
viewed as being in the public interest.
PERCENTAGE OF RAND EFFORT DEVOTFID TO AIR 1 0RCE WORK

Mr. Lirscoxn. What part of the total Rand effort is devoted to
Air Force work?
General McNHcic,.. About 60 percent.
When I say Air Force, I do not separate the levies we get from
OSD to do studies for them or to help other agencies within DOD.
Dr. Foster did put out guidance suggesting that apFroximately 20
percent of the FCRC effort could be noni-DOD.
N"

BER OF RETIRED UTIITAIY PERSO'NNEL WORKING FOR RAND

Mr. SIKES. Do you know how many former DOD personnel, and
I include all of the services, now work for Rand.
General McNIcKLE No, sir, I do not have that here.
Mr. Sms. Give us any information you aie able to provide on
that.

(The information follows:)
FORMD DOD PERSONNEL

WORRINO FOR RAND

Rand employs 22 retired military personnel as regular members of the technical and administrative staffs. Two employees were DOD civilians immediate
prior to their employment by Rand.
BACKGROUND OF ALND CORPORATION

Mr. DAVIS. What is the background of the Rand Corp.I
Mr. HANsEx. What is the background of the Rand Corp.?
Mr. DAvs. Yes.
Mr. HANSEN. It is about 25 years old. It was originally formed by
people who came primarily from Douglas Aircraft in Santa Moniea.
It was formed in res nse to a request from the Air Force to have a
select group of peope who could do studies for the Air Force. The
Douglas Aireraft Co. in some way fathered the birth of Rand just
after World War II, and supplied the people. It. was then cut free
with its own board of trustees and became a separate nonprofit eorporate entity. It has continued that. way to date doing at first exelisively Air Force work, then branching but and doing work for other
DOD and more recently for other Government agencies. They are. now
getting into commercial work. It has its principal location at Santa
Imica, Calif. They have a branch operation here in Washington.
It is mainly thinkers, although they do have some limited laboratory
type \!ork involving computer application.
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BACKGROUND OF TOP RAND PERSONNEL

Mr. DAvis. Could you provide us for the record-I assume this is
available to you-a listing of what would be considered the top 10 peo.
pie in the organization and what their immediate previous business
background was?
General McNXicK.. Yes, sir, I have it and I will put it in the record.
(The information follows:)
BACKGROUND OF TOP RAND PERSONNEL

The top Rand personnel, according to salary level, are:
Mr. H. S. Rowen, president, returned to Rand from the Bureau of the Budget
In January 1967, with 10 years previous Rand experience.
Mr. J. R. Goldstein, senior vice president, Joined Rand from Douglas Aircraft
in November 1948.
Mr. L. J. Henderson, vice president, Washington, joined Rand from Douglas
Aircraft in November 1948.
Mr. B. W. Augenstein, vice president, research, returned to Rand from IDA,
with 0 years prior Rand experience, in June 1967.
Mr. 0. H. Shubert, vice president, development, joined Rand in March 1959
from Hycon Eastern, Inc.
Mr. L. B. Rumph, chairman, research council, joined Rand from Curtiss.
Wright Corp. in October 1049.
Dr. R. Latter, member, research council, joined Rand in July 1949 from student
status at CIT.
Dr. A. Latter, head, physics department, joined Rand in September 1951 from
student status at UCLA.
Mr. W. B. Graham, head, engineering sciences department, Joined Rand from
Sperry Gyroscope Co. in July 1950.
Dr. F. C. Ikle, head, social sciences department, returned to Rand from MIT
In July 190T, with 8% years prior Rand experience.

A

NArro SEsvics, INc. (ANSER)

Mr. Liscomn. You are requesting a small increase for Anser,
Analytic Services, Inc. for fiscal year 1970. The request is $1.6 million
as compared with $1,572,000 last year. What is the basis for the
increase of $28 000 ?
General MCKNCKLE. This is to maintain the present 48 professionals.

Mr. Lxpscoim. That is the cost of living?
General MoNicLz. Yes, sir.

ROLE OF ANSER IN PREPARING AIR FORCE BRImFNGS

lMrtirco . In the backup justification, it is indicated that a
function of Anser is to prepare briefings. In general, for whom does
Anser prepare briefings
Mr. I{wsr. Briefings to the Air Force or for use within the Air

Force.
Mr. Ln,scox. Does Anser prepare briefings for Air Force person.
nel to present to the DOD and to Congress?
Mr. IANsEN. Not to my knowledge, but they assist us in the prepara.
tion of briefings within tfie Air Force.
AMr. Lmpscow~. Does Anser prepare briefings for one office in the
Air Force to present to another?
Mr. HANS=N. Yes, sir.
General McNwxrc
. Actually Anser helps us respond to questions
from DOD, from Systems Analysis and so on. I thin you are very
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familiar with the fact that we live in a world of paperwork, and it
does help us respond.
Mr. Lnwoi. Does Anser brief Air Force officials on certain pro.
grams upon request I
General MoNicxu. Yes, sir; they brief us on results of their
analyses.
Mr. Lnsoomx. In addition to the approximately $1.5 million the
Air Force has been spending with Anser do you spend additional sumis
for the use of Anser personnel on a consultant basis
General McNxcRx. No, sir. That is the total effort..
FSCAL YEAR 1970 PROGRAM FOR ANSER

Mr. Lrescomm. What can you tell the committee about your pro.
posed fiscal year 1970 program for Anser f
What efforts do you now propose to have Anser undertake?
General McNicixs. I can give you a few examples right now and
submit some more for the record, if you like. We have been scheduled
to work on the studies on tactical aircraft self-defense, tactical aircraft
vulnerable area analysis, tactical night and all-weather capabilitie,
follow-on study for the light intratheater aircraft. command control
and suirivability and vulnerability.
SIZE OF ANSFI STAFF

Mr. Lirscoui. What gives them their expertise? How big an organization is this?
General MONICKLE. They have 48 professionals. They have a staff of
engineers which work particularly with our requirements.
EED FOR ANBM

Mr. M omsu.
What can they do, General, that you cannot do
in-house?
General McNIcKLE. We have some people like this, but we augment
our in-house capability to get new analytical perspectives.
Mr. MwsiwAU.. I am saying in-house. You have people on board that
have a lot of expertise
es i g.
General Mo'Zxoxm Yes, sir; and they do some of the same kind of
work.
Mr. Mmrsiupu What do you need this added organization for?
General MoNimxam. We just need added effort to cope with the many
defense problems that we face.
Mr. Misiluu. That sort of reflects unfavorably on the personnel of
the Air Force; does it not?
Mr. H-Asnr. No sir. I have talked about this particular poirt and
I would like to explain it this way: As the in-house study oes along,
a particular area will be identified that needs to be explored An pansiderable depth. That takes more people than the in-house capability will
provide, sand they put that out as a task to Anser i lie form of
specific questions or studies which they want to get the data back
from toput into their own studies. I look at this as a sort of peak in the
worklog-type,of thing, in which they use this outside capability to
augment the in-house capability that runs along at a steady level.
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KEY ANSER PERSONNEL

Mr. MINSIIHLL. Along with previous questions we have asked here,
will you also supply for the record who are some of the key people in
this Analytic Services, Inc.
Mr. / ,Xsx. Yes, sir; we have that data readily available.
(The information follows:)
KEY PERSONNEL

IN ANALYTIC

SERVICES

President-Stanley J. Lawwill.
Vice president-Thomas W. Chappelle.
Secretary-James S. Troutman.
Treasurer-Walter R. Longanecker, Jr.
Chief, strategic branch-John A. Englund.
Chief, tactical branch-Harry H. Emlet, Jr.
Chief, defense branch-Raymond B. Timm.
Ohief, research and technology branch-Bernard S. Gershan.
KEY A.SER PERSONNEL WITH PREVIOUS DOD AFFILIATION

Mr. M.lINSHALL. How many of these people are former DOD personnel, if anly?
General MeNxcKua. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
Of the eight key personnel at ANSER, five have held civil service positions.
In addition reven of the eight have had tours of duty in the military.

Mr. DAVIS. Is the Air Force ANSER's only customer I
General MvXIcKw. Yes, sir.
]BACKOROUND OF ANSER OROANIZATIO.N

Mr. iSxu,%L.
I
When were they organized?
Dr. LuuH.%.I.-. They were oranied out of MELPAR. I think in
about 1958. Rand helped to establish ANSER.
Mr. MBNSHXLL. I cannot hear you very well, Doctor.

Dr. LEHMI3ANN. I am sorry. They were organized about 1958. Their
predecessor haid been a part of the MELPAR Corp., a profit company.
They found they had troubles with the willingness of industry to come
in and lay their plans before a potential competitor. Therefore, it was
decided to go not-for-profit. The Rand Corp. on the west coast played
a role in the establishment of ANSER here. There was a consideration of whether Rand would establish a Washington office. The decision was no. Rand helped get ANSER started. ANSER has a separate
board of trustees. The chairman is Dr. Joseph Platt.
ANSER REPOMS USUALLY CLASSIFIED

Mr. Lsco3r[n. What would be the arrangement with an organization such as ANSER when they prepare a briefing or a forma-report
or informal report for the Air Force? Is this then a classified document for the Air Force only, or can it be purchased and used by
outside interests
General McNicKxt. No, sir; the reports are usually classified and
for the use of the Air Force only.
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Mr. LPSCOMB. They have no publication rights to release on their
own?
General 3kNcii. No, sir, not in a practical sense. Even if one of
their people wants to publish his work, we have review authority.
min. A trade publication cannot go to ANSER andsay
Mr. T
we want some work done?
General McNIc&. No, sir; it is strictly for our information.
Mr. Lipsco ii. It is a go name-ANSER.
Mr. DAvs. It is misspelled.
(Discussion off the record.)
ANSER BEING ENCOURAOED TO TAKE OU TSIDE WORK

Mr. HANSEN. I think, for the record, in connection with ANSER
we should say that the current DOD policy is to encourage ANSER
to devote some additional effort to doing work for Government agencies other than the Air Force up to a limit of 20 percent of their total.
To my knowledge that has not been implemenfed yet at their place.
As a policy matter we would encourage them to do that.
Mr. LirscoB. Mr. Secretary, one of the things that raises a question
on some of these organizations is that they seem to take on every job
that comes along, and I do not see where they get the time or the
personnel or the ability to put out the necessary reports in the depth
and quality that are needed.
Mr. HANSEN. Clearly it is a function of their management to not
commit themselves to more effort than they can do a quality job on.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. They do not have anythin to say about it. It is the
requirement laid on, evidently in this case by the ir Force. If they
never say no, they become overloaded.
Mr. HAssEN. 3Mv understanding is that it does not work that way.
The Air Force indicates things they want them to do which the AIr
Forces believes are within their capability and capacity. We hold the
administration of that organization responsible to reclama if it is
being asked to do more than its capability and capacity for doing n
good -job.
. Mr. LiPscom. You just suggested that ANSER take on perhaps 20
Percent more outside work from other Government agencies.
Mr. HA srz;. They would have to increase their capability in order
to be able to do that.
Mr. LcwsCoM. What responsibility is it of the Air Force to have
ANSER take on outside work? Why not leave them the way they arc
if they are doing a good job?
Mr. HA, sE. We have been directed by OSD to encourage these
companies to get into things like trlsportation, pollution, urbin problems, and similar problems that are o a system nature that require the
same general sort of expertise that they have. They need to add to the
staff to take on those additional types of tasks to benefit the country. In
the case of ANSER, to my knowledge, no steps in that direction have
been taken.
In the case of Rand rather significant steps have been taken in
that direction and we are already over this 20-percent limit. This
is a matter of discussion between us and the OSD right now?
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Mr. Lismo3in. Would you suggest that we could reduce the Air

Forces contribution to ANSER by 20 percent and let some other
agency pick it up?

3Ir-A'NSEN. NO.

Mr. LirPCOmB. Would this be a quick way to accomplish it?
Mr. HANSEN. That could be a quick way to accomplish it but that
would only give the Air Force 80 percent of the support that we think

we need.

Mri. LiPscom. It would vivo you more in-house capability.
Mr. IHLxsEN. How does it give us more in-house capability? I don't

understand.
Mr. LiPscoin. You couid ask for a couple of more employees.
Mr. HANSEN. There is a thought. I think from an administrative
point of view if we could hire the number of people in-house that are
in an organization such as ANSER or Rand and get the same quality
of people, administratively it would be a lot simpler operation.
AVERAGE COST OF AXSER PROFESSIONAL MAN-YEAR

Mr. LiPsco3mI.

We figured up here while we were talking that the

average professional in ANSER, if you divide it out, is around %33,000
per professional.

General McNxcxr. That is one of our lower cost FCRC's. I think
across the board, DOD or OSD uses a $50 000 figure, including support
and o on. A professional man-year usually runs about $50,000.
Mr. LiPscor. These would probably average out higher for the
professional level because this $1.6 million includes secretarial and
other expenses.
General MCNw KLE. I mean when you figure a man-year it is $50,000
and that includes the support, overhead and everything else. ANSER
is one of our lower cost organizations. The $33,000 is not average sal-

ary, but average total cost per professional. The average salary would
be much less.
CONCEPT FORMULATION PACKAGE FOR LIGHT IN'TRATIIEATER TRANSPORT

Mr. MINSHALL. General, what is the concept formulation package
for the light intratheater transport ?

General McNicxm. The concept formulation package contains the

rationale of why we need and how we would use this airplane as well

as the technical approach to be followed in developing it.
Mr. MUisHAL . You say ANSER has been working on this for 2
years. What have they come up with?

General MoNicKL. We have all almost finished package to submit
to OSD. I believe it will be finished in July.
Mr. MINSHALL. This is a completely new aircraft proposal?
General McNxciuz. Yes, sir. It is expected to be a tilt wing, V/
STOL airplane.
Mr. MINSHAIL. This is on paper?

General McNxcxu. Yes, sir, paper only.
Mr. MINSUAL1. In other words, this is just the camel's nose under
the tent.
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General %[cNXicKyx. Not even that.
Mr. HA sqsB.

A wlhsker?
General McNICKtE. This is the initial paper effort to seek approval
to coine up with an airplane in a few years.
1,IG1T INTRATiIEATER TRANSPORT (LIT)

Mr.

,M[INSHALL.

Give us some feel for this aircraft. What are you

looking for?
General McNxcKI.. An airplane that will be V/STOL, a transport,

somewhere in the neighborhood between the C-130 and C-123. It will
carry the standard Air Force communications van or 96 percent of
the equipment in an Army infantry battalion.
3Mr. M.%
NS AL,. How big a plane are we talking about? What is the

passenger or cargo capacity? What have they been working on for
years?

General MICNWKLE. It will have a 5-ton cargo capacity using its

vertical takeoff mode or, if 1,000 feet of runway is available, it caii
take up to 17 tons.
M1 hNsIu.. How many passengers?
General MONxCKLE It is not primarily a passenger airplane, but
will be able to carry about 70 to 80 troops.
General Pr-rs. I think the General said, Mr. M[inshall, between the
size of a C-130 and C-123, in that ball park.
Mr. MAINSIIA.L. You have not even developed a smaller V/STOL
aircraft in this country that will fly, inuch less a great big one like
that.
XO-142 V/STOL AIRCRAFT

General MoNIC KU. We had the XC-142, which was almost the size

of the 0-123.

Mr. MINSHTALL. Who made that?

General McNxcxtx. Ling-Temco.
Mr. ]S[IN.S11ALL. It never worked, it crashed.

General McNICKLE. It was never intended to be an operational air-

craft and although we did have some accidents, we got over 400 flying
hours and learned a great deal.
Mr. MINSUALL. 1 hy didn't you carry on with that program?
General McNiOKL!. We still have one of the original prototypes.
We are working with NASA with that one to learn more about
V/STOL. We now feel confident that we can build an operational
V/STOL aircraft with a meaningful military capability.
Mr. MINSUALL The British have develop a /STOL.
General McNicKux. Yes, sir; a V/STO fighter. And we lost a
pilot the other day in one of them.
31r. MIN SUAL. The Harrier.
General Prrrs.Fighter aircraft, sir.
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Mr. MIIsSHALL. I know, but the principle is there and they claim
the can go ahead and make this thing bigger to carry a bigger

pwiage.,

General MoNicKar. There is considerable difference in the mission
requirements between fighters and transports. The fighter only lands
at its base or pad which can be prepared to varying degrees. The transport may operate from a base but must land wherever its load is
needed in the forward area. We think a transport is more of a requirement than a fighter at the present time as far as our needs are
concerned.
Mr. MIXBHALL. In this package that you are hoping to come up
with for a light intratheater transport, in previous years with the
XC-142 the engines were not anywhere near powerful enough to do
the job. What are you doing with the XC-142 you have out at LingTemco-Vought now? Is it in a museum I
General MoNicKLz. The aircraft is at the Langley AFB, NASA
facility. NASA is putting up all the money flight testing the airplane
in order to advance our knowledge of V/STOL technology.
Mr. i-SHr.L. Do you think this is a better route to go than what
the British have done l Why can't we adopt some of their technology
and know-how and put it in an aircraft in this country. Just because
you did not think of it, I do not think it is such a bad idea.
General MoNicKLE. We are interested in a transport and we think
this tilt wing is much easier, simpler, and definitely more adaptable
to the transport mission I described earlier than all the fans on the
Taurier. WVe have four of the Harrier predecessors-they are not
Harriers, they are P-1127's--still flying for NASA and ourselves.
(Discussion off the record.)

AIncnAFT AND RELATED

EQUIPMENT

Mr. SIKES. The program for "Aircraft and related equipment," in

R.D.T. & E., Air Force, which Nas presented to the Congress last year
included $572.1 million. The fiscal year 1969 program now calls for
$472.7 million. What major items were affected by this decrease?
General McONICKLE. TI isdecrease of $99.4 million was brought
about by reprograming, congressional action, and comparability shifts.
The F-106squadron was decreased $28 million; "Aircraft propulsion
subsvstenis integration," by a million dollars.
.NMr. SrxES. You can provide a list for the record.
(The information follows:)
MAJOR ITrme ArtITW

D By DCRarsz xx AIRCRAFT AND RELATED EQUIPMEXT

A variety of changes--both increases and decreases--account for the total
diange of -99 million in "Aircraft and related equipment." These changes are
shown below In a tabulation of the fiscal year 1960 and fiscal year 1970 programs:
A variety of changes-both increases and decreases-account for the total

change of -$99 million in aircraft and related equipment. These changes are
shown below In a tabulation of the fiscal year 1960 and fiscal year 1970 programs:
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MAJOR ITEMS AFFECTED BY DECREASE INAIRCRAFT AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
(in milons of dollars]
1969 project
ltint
11.7

B-2
F-I
8- I
SR-71 .......................................................
F-106 ......................................................
A-7 .........................................................
F-Ill ........................................................

49.0

0
2. 0
7.4
117.3
11.5

RF-111 ..........................................................

2.0
Aerial argts .....................................................
.
.
..
C.-141 ...................
128 0
C-S .............................................................
22.9
Atrospace light dynamics .........................................
5.0
Aircraft prop subsystems ...........................................
3.0
Advanced
aircraft navigation................................
150
LIT..............................................................
.10.0
...
........
........................
Lit Vehicles
5.0)
F Ms Te:h. ....................................................
4.5
RCM T A.X .................................................
,..-.-..-....
.. ,......
ee..........
9.4
.........................................
Mtp.trM
Ar
2.0
Hypersonic vehicles .........................................
I.0
VIOL lnes ................................................. .
4.6
Advanced avionics................................................
7.0
ATEGG ...........................................................
30.0
AMSA .....................................................
0
SCA ........................................................
ARS ........................................................
0
5.
F-4 avionics ...................................................
2.0
VTOL (uS M) ............................................
30.0
F-.......................................................
30
AWADS
............ ..............................................
SE ............................................................
27. 9
Total .....................................................

.

572.1

1970 project
lisUng
0

39.0

Chan"
' -11.7
-10.0

+30
3.0
0
'-28.0
7.4 .............
-20.0
97.3
+.5
12.0
2.0 ..............
.9 ..............
12 0 .
.
+1.4
24.3
-1.0
4.0
3.0........
.i
5.0
-2.5
7.5
-3.5
1.5
4.8
-. 4
9.0
-2.0
0
-1.0
14.0
8. 9
+4.3
-3.0
4.0
-5.0
25.0
+4.0
4.0
3
-. 7
e0L(
2.0.........

45.5

37.7
0
4?2

+15.

-

4

I Tranderred to another budget activity.

Specific

action.
Iressonal

F-1OOX AIRCRAFT

Mr. SiKu. What degree of adversity would you say was inflicted by
the decrease? Were you hurt by it or just inconvenienced?
iccKLE. We lost the F-106X. I think you remember DOD
General
wanted us to have the F-106. We wanted a mix of F-10's and a small
number of F-12's. Congress opposed the F-106 and we ended up with
nothing. We are still on dead center. I think that one program was
hurt very much by this cut.
Mr. SnKrs. Is that theprincipal adverse effect?
General McNyxcxtx. Yes, sir; that was the principal one.

FB-111 AmoRw-r
Mr. Smxxu. On the FB-11, you are.requesting $84.9 million for the
current fiscal year. A total of $39 million was programmed for the
aircraft in fiscal 1969, and $46.8 million in fiscal 1968. How much
more money do you now estimate will be required to complete the
development of the aircraft?
General MoNCoL. We estimate that $16.3 million will be required
in 1971 to complete the development of that aircraft.
MUXowW OF Z-111 0OIIPONZNTS IN

AL YEAR 1910 BUDGr

I would like for the record a breakdown of the various
Mr. Smz
components of the FB-111 which are included in the current request.
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(The information follows:)
F-ill COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN FISCAL YEAR 1910 BUDGET

The total fiscal year 1970 &. & D. request Is $84.9 million. Included in the $84.0
Is $39.5 million for the P-100 engine. The breakout of other task components is
as follows:
Air Vehicle $4.9 million, at GD/FW
Development and specialized testing of B-111 peculiar equipment such at
attack radar, astro compass, Doppler radar, and visual attack set.
Aerospace Ground Equipmwnt (AGE) $6.7 million
Incremental funding of work authorized In prior years for development of
AG for FB-111 peculiar item&
Development $23.8 million
Fatigue testing, Cat I and Cat II flight testing, spares for support of flight
testing, and data development costa.
En1ginC $5.4 million
Engine spare parts and overhaul in support of test program.
Miscellaneous $8.6 million
Wind tunnel and Edwards APB test support.
Data$1.6 million
MARK rM AVIONICS SYSTEM

Mr. Sixms. How much is in the requested sum for the MK-II avi-

onics program?
Mr. HAN-SEN. There is no MfK-II money in the FB-111.
Mr. SiKPS. I believe the committee has been told that some of the

components of the MIK-II will be included in the avionics package.
General MoNIcKip. Yes, sir; the Mark IIB avionics.
Mr. Six e. Provide the answer for the record.
(The information follows:)
MK I AVIONICS C01PONNT8 IN Fr-Ill

Components of the Mark II avionics system which are common to the Mark
JIB-PB-111 system are essentially the inertial navigation set, the converter,
the digital computers and a portion of the programing for the computers. How.
ever, all F-111 aircraft equipment has been procured with fiscal year 1909
and prior year money. In fiscal year 1970, the only MK It associated money
is $6.7 million for remaining aerospace ground equipment (AUE) development.
ESTMATED TOTAL COST OF F-1i11 DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Sm s. For the record, how much is the presently estimated

total cost of the FB-111 compared with the original estimates of the
development costs of this aircraft?
(The information follows:)
75-Ill ESTIMATED COST VERSUS ORIGINAL ZSTIMAT= COST

The original FB-11i development cost estimate in January 196 was $85.1
million. The estimated increase to $284 million involved the addition of full
BRAM integration at approximately $84 million; P-100 engine development costs
at $28 million; increased requirements for aerospace ground equipment associated
with MK II at $24 million; expanded flight testing at $15 million; and miscel.
laneous changes to Include Triple Plow II inlet Investigations, weapons separation tasks plus price increases due to escalation for a combined estimate of $48
million; a total increase of $149 million.
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During the fiscal year 1970 period action will be taken to update FB-111
financial data by reallocating TF-30-P-100 expenditures heretofore charged to
the FB-111 program. This isconsidered appropriate because the P-100 will not
now be available for a TB-111 production effectivity. Also, an extensive effort
Is underway to reduce the estimated $149 million increase It Is currently est.
mated that the total cost of the FB-111 R.D.T. & E. program will be $218.6
million.

CERAIN MAJOR MILESTONES HAVE NOT BEEN =ET

31r. Smis. What milestones in the FB-111 program have been met
in fis-cal 1969 and what milestones which were planned for fiscal 1969
have not been met?
General MoNicum A number of major milestones in the F-111
program have been effected to some extent because of the carry-through
box problem we are having now. However, we are flying the FB-111
at Eglin and the tests of the bombing system have been very satis.
factory.
31r. Sizs. What maj or milestones have not been metf
General MoNioira I will provide that for the record, if you desire
Mr. SIXEs. For the record then, tell us what principal milestones
were met, and what major milestones have not been met.
(The information follows:)
The wing box problem, the decision to incorporate the Triple Plow II Inlet
modification, and production schedule and quantity changes have Impacted to a
degree on the accomplishment of some milestoneL Production deliveries were
delayed somewhat due to the schedule revision. Major milestones which have been
met are accomplishments In the areas of:
1. Grounil structural testing of various peculiar elements of the FI-111A
program
2. Flight flutter testn of the FB-111 with various stores
3. Category I weapons delivery and navigation testing with excellent results
4. P-7 and P-12 engine flight evaluation.
5. Category 1 system testing Infirst FB-111 (No. 1) at Edwards APB.
The milestones that have not been met are:
1. Basic FI-111A aircraft category I testing was scheduled to be completed In
the second quarter of fiscal year 190. Aircraft engine and system testing has
also been delayed. These activities will now be completed in fiscal year 197a
2. SRAM/FB-111 category I testing was scheduled to begin in February 196
and continue through June 1970. Test Initiation was delayed; however, the testing was Initiated In May 1909 and results have generally been satisfactory thus
far. Tests will extend Into the fall of 1970
3. The production quantity was reduced from 263 to 128 in November 1068
and to 76 in March 1969. with resultant stretchout in the early phase of the delivery schedule. Final delivery will be in December 1970.
3rAJoR DEVElOPMENT ML

NES PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970

'Mr. Simis. For the record tell' us what major development milestones are planned for fiscal 19K0.

(The information follows:)
M
MUOX MILW'ONO 1"&N,

o r-111 ZN FISCAL YUR lOTO

The major development milestones planned for fiscal 1)76 include:
a. The completion of category I flight testing of avionics, flutter, airloads,
stability and control, BRAM and nuclear weapon separation, and P-7 engine proAlso tie Initiation of live firings of the SRAM
pulsion a"l performancetestig&
I
from the FB-il-A.
b. The continuation of 'category 11 flight testing of systems, propulsion, performanee, stability and control, and weapons separation.
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TF30-P-100

(A-32)

ENGINE

Mr. L'scomBi. Describe the A-82 engine which will be used iin the
FB-111A, and what is the projected cost of this engine development
effort?
Mr. JoxEs. The A-32 engine was an earlier Pratt & Whitney designation for what we now call the TF80-P-100 engine which was mentioned earlier in the hearing here It provides about 25.perent increase
in thrust over the preenly installed TF80 engine. For example, it
gives you an increase of about 950 feet a minute rate of climb on a hot
day takeoff. This is a very necessary improvement, especially with the
high
loadsimprovement
you are ableistothat
carry
withgive
the basic
other ordnance
performance
it will
us an F-ll.
increaseAnof
about T0 knote in cruise speed over the target at a time when we are
loaded with external
stores, which
. is a problem we currently have
is used.
unless afterbuming
Mr. LaPscomiB. You can describe that more fully in the record.

(The information follows:)
1-ill A3TERBURNUNO PBOBLEU (CRUISE SPEED OVER TARGET WITH EXTERNAL STORES)

The problem as stated relates primarily to the performance of the F-I1lA/E/D.
The P-100 (A-82) engine will not be Installed in the FB-111.
The operational payload of the F-1i Is determined by its low-altitude, terrainfollowing, high-speed, night operation. In other words, the operational requirement maintain a high speed In a high density threat area with engine thrust at
or below military power (nonafterburning) dictates the payload. The aircraft
range will be reduced significantly it the load Is such that afterburning is required to maintain sufficient maneuvering capability.
The P-100 engine to be used in the F-11iD will allow carriage of a larger
number of bombs over the target with an Improved margin of maneuverability.

In military power at sea level, the P-100 engine provides a

-

increase in

thrust over the P-8 engine Installed in the F-11lA/E. With a bomb load of
M-117 bombs of an aircraft gross weight of 100,000 pounds, the F-111D with the
P-100 engine can achieve a speed at sea level of
knots. The F-IlIA/E,
with the P-8 engine, are only capable of
knots under these conditions.

Mr. LTPsco=[. Could you say what the projected cost of the TF-430P-100 engine development will be?
Mfr. Joxrs. $78.4 million is the development cost,
Mr. Lrpso . How many FB-111 aircraft will be fabricated before
completing work proving the A-82 or the P-100 engine?
Mr. Jox s. The FB-111 is not going to have the P-100 in it, sir.
Originally it was to have been included in some of the airplanes, but
with the cutback in the FB-111 program, it is only going to be p)ro.
grated for the F-111D. I can give you the number of F-111D's.
Eighty-nine F-111D's will te delivered with the P-9 engine intalIed (first delivery in October 1969). The next-aircraft delivered will have the P-100 engine installed (first delivery in March
1971).
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TF-30-P-100

ENGINE

NO LONGER

PLANNED FOR YM-lilA

Mr. Lis0ootB. The first question that I gave you was describe the
A-32 engine which is being developed for the F-11A.The answer
is it is not being developed for the FB-111A.
Mr. JoNES. Not for the FB-111A sir I think we did mention a little
earlier in the hearings that the funls that were in the program under
the FB-1l1A line for the P-100 engine are actually to be used on the
F-11D development of the P-100 engine. There is about $36 million
in the 1970 program for the continuation of development.
General MoNicn. The February decision to cut back production
on the FB-111 changed this engine's application to the FB-11lD only.
Mr. Lwscoxn. You mean you were developing the engine originally
for the bomber version?
General MCNICKLE. For both. Now there is no use for it on the
FB-ill.
General Prrrs. If I could clarify, sir, it is under the FB-111 line
in the budget. The development was planned for both aircraft. With
the cutback of the FB-11l program, it will be reprogramed to the
F-11 D where it has an application.
DATE TF-30-P"-100 ENGINE DEVELOPMENT TO BE COMPLETED

Mr. Lancosm. When will the engine development and testing program be completed f
Mr. JONES. It is under development right now, Mr. Lipscomb, and
some green engines are running. I will have to supply for you the exact
dates for the flight rating test and the actual operation.
(The information follows:)
DATIE OF COMPLTION-P-IO0 ENOINE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

Development engines are being tested now. Flight test engine are being pro.
cured. First flight of the P-100 engine in the B-45 flying test bed Is to occur In
November 1969. Flight testing of the engine In an F-111 -is scheduled for May
1970 and Is to be completed by November 1970. First delivery of an F-111D
equipped with the P-100 engine Is scheduled for March 1971.
NOT ALL F-11ID'S WILL fAVE TF30-P-100 .ENGINE

Mr. Lmrsco.Nr. Will F-111D's be fabricated before this engine is
readyI
G neral BOYLAX. Yes; 89 of them will. This engine will go into the
90th article.
Mr. JoNEs. It will actually go in in March 1971.
Mr. Lmsco.%m. Does the F-11D have to be modified in any way to
take this engine?
General BOThA. It.is my understanding that it does not, sir.
Mr. Lnwscozr. When do you find out whether this engine will work
in the F-111D? How do you find that out?
General BoYhAN. As Mr. Jones has indicated, we are running some
new engines. The sizing has all been determined. The engineering
marriage with the airplane based on the knowledge I have is absolutely
no problem at all.
General MoNicKimE. These arm internal changes in the enge.
Mr. LiPsco3m. You do not have to make any external changes?
General MoNzcKLr. No, sir.
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REASONS FOR F-111 DEVELOPMENT COST INCREASES

Mr. LiPsco=r. What have been the principal difficulties in this proFram which have caused the total estimated cost of development to
increase from the $85.1 million estimated in January of 1966 to tMe
$.234.4 million presently estimated I
General kOfNICKLF. The larne cost increases which have developed
in the FB-1lU program coulcnot really be identified at that time.
The original concept was to develop a bomber aircraft with minimum
modifications to the F-111. Since then, there have been added requirements. Some major examples of these are SRAM integration, development of the P-7 version of the TF-30 engine, development and
testing of the 600-gallon external fuel tanks, to give it more range
weapons bay fuel tanks, and increased requirements in avionics and
aerospace ground equipment to make a real bomber version of the
airplane. The cost increases were to make a bomber version of the
airplane.
REASONS FOR 0-MONTh1 SLIPPAGE IN FB-111 DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Lrsooxm. The first combat crew trainipg squadron of 15 FBIll aircraft is estimated to be fully equipped in the third quarter of
fiscal 1970. Last year the committee was given an estimate of July
1969 for this program milestone. Is this indicative of the slippage now
in this program IIs it a total of 6 months or more?
General McNicxuL. We think that the program slippage is 6 months
ar.d is due to two reasons. One is the fatigue problem in that carry.
through box and the other was the modification of the engine inlet.
Mr. Lnw scim. So it is 6 monthsI
General MoNxcxia. Yes, sir.
Mr.Lsooem. Estimated I
General MoNIOKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPscoMB. How confident is the Air Force that the difficulties
with the FB-111 program can be worked out in a reasonable time and
at a reasonable cost?
General McNICKLE. Considerable testing has been done with the
initial articles and we have a relatively
high de
of confidence that
the program is going well now. I think we will have a good airplane.
Mr. Lwscozm. I hope so.
SECURITY CLEAPUNCE FOR NEW DOD EMPLOyEES
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask one question that is unrelated.
If you were to hire a new person of a professional level in management research in the Air Force right now, how long would it take
him to get a security clearance, or could he work without one?
General McNIcKLE. It would depend on his previous affiliations.
If he had not worked with Government beforeMr. LIPsom. He is on the faculty of a university.
General McNicium. At best it would take approximately 60 to 90
days to get him on the payroll. I say this from my experience in OSD
because I am familiar with bringing people in.
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Mr. Lwsoomn. Could e go to work without a security clearance?

General MoN=oKI. If he was working in unclassified areas and the
job was nonsensitive. I would think there would be some of that work
that would be available. However, we found that processing a high
grade civilian through the Civil Service Commission and the time to
get a clearance is approximately the same. I assume he would be a
PL-313 or GS supergrade.
Mr. LISoOMR. He would be analyzing job requirements at all levels
of professional positions in the security organization. Do you think this
would take a security clearance I
General McNIcKLE. Analyzing the job descriptionsI
Mr. LnJomB.Yes.

General McNxoxz.No, sir, I don't think so.
Mr. Lns mB: In a security organization, though.
General McNixcics Some of those security organizations are very
strict and some have rules that no matter who you are, you have to
have security clearance.
Mr. HA NsE. I think that might be one reason. Another reason miaht
be that the combination of the job descriptions of all of the people
that work in a security area might in itself paint a classified picture
of what the effort of that organization was. If the desire is strong
enough, there are interim procedures that are available. I could cite
my personal example where I had a top secret clearance in industry.
When I came to work for the Government I was given an interim clear.
ance on which ' worked for the 3 or 4 weeks that it took to get a permanent clearance. But this took the very highest level of push to ruih
the necessary administrative matters ana security checks.
From my friends and relatives I find that they were very thorough
in making those security checks. It is just that my file must have been
put fairly close to the top of the pile.
Mr. LirooM. Under usual circumstances a new employee does have
some kind of security check.
Mr. HAxs. Yes, sir.
Mr. lmso. It takes about 45 days.
Mr. HAzw . Yes, sir.
Mr. LlsoomB. Not for a thorough one like yours.

General McNzcw& For a high grade position where they really
want to check the person out, yes, sir; particularly if they give refer.
ences scattered around the country.
Mr. LIpsoom. Thank you very much.

Mr. MAHoN. Thank you, gentlemen. We will resume at 2 p.m.
A"ERNIOON SESSION

Mr. MAiON. We will resume the hearing.

SR-1 Axcr
Mr. Lwsoox. We will go to the SR-71. What is the purpose of your
request for another $$ million for the SR-71 squadrons? This is the
same amount as was programed last year for the SR-71. What do you
hope to accomplish with this expenditure I
Mr. HANSN. By coincidence, Mr. Jones and I had a meeting this

morning with Kelly Johnson on the SR--1 before we came here and
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we were discussing this very subject. I think in general we can say
thltr a sustaining program is required on the SR-71 - .
This program coulil primarily be described as a sustaining effort for
keeping
this airplane ahead of the environment that we are
veing and anticipating.
HOW FISCAL YEAR 1970 FUNDS WILL BE USED

Mr. Lwscoam. That is in a broad form of what the program is, but
perhaps you could describe how you apply this $3 million. Do you
have a contractor I What do you ao for the $3 million? How do you
handle it?
Mr. HA.SEN. I have about three pages here in answer to that. Would
you like for me to run through that or submit it for the record?
Mr. LipscouB. What do you mean, three par Mr. Secretary?
Mr. HANSEN. I have a description of the SR-71 program activities
and the amount of money that goes with each one, and what it is for.
Mr. Liiscoup. Why don't you just highlight the use to be made of the
estimated $3 millionI
Mr. HAssEN. In fiscal year 1969 R.D.T. & E. effort concentrated on
increasing the survivability of the SR-71 in a hostile environ.
ment,
.
A total of $925,000 was programed for vulnerability studies and
flight test support
.Computer simulations and flight test evalua.
tons are required because of the unique environmental conditions in
the SR-71 flight envelope.
A.total of $960,000 has been programed for start of development
of - .
$1hie
115sensor
,000 was
programed
development of increased photo.
cap-bilty
for thefor
SR-71.
Nr. Lwsco~m. Mr. Secretary, you may place the remainder of the
description in the record.
Mr. HANNSEN. Very well.
The information follows:)
The $1.115 was programed for development of an Increased photographic sensor capability for the SR-TL This program will provide a prototype of the
installed In a redesigned nose section of the MR-7I .
The objective of the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E. program for the SR-i is a
continuation of effort to make the system more capable of providing reconnalssance support as directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. . The highest
priority RLD.T. & R requirements are a continuation of development efforts to
provide
survivability .
The fiscal year 1070 will continue the development started In fiscal year
1969 to provide survivability against advanced threats. ; $1 million
I. proposed for this effort.
Development of the ; $1.175 million is proposed for this effort.
Survivability and vulnerability support Is a continuing program Involving comPuter simulations, flight tests, and analytical studies to determine changing requirements . Results of these studies will define areas for improvement of
weapons system capabilities and, as a byproduct, define the limitations which
will have to be placed on the system in today's configuration in order to perform
the mission. . For contractor support to threat simulation and flight
tests, a total of $885,000 is proposed.
R.D.T. & E. efforts are the minimum required to provide sensor system improvements so that the SR-71 can remain responsive to Its mission requirements.
Survivability of the SR-71 system must be maintained
.
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FOR s-71 SQUADRONS REPROORAMED

Mr. Lipscox. The committee notes that the Air Force fiscal year
1969 reprograming decreased R.D.T. & E. fiscal year 1968 funds for
SR-71 squadrons by. $1.7 million, leaving only $316,000 for this purpose. It was stated that the decrease represents funds which are in excess of requirements for the fiscal year 1968 SR-71 program.
What are your requirements for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970
in the SR-71 program I Can they also be decreased?
Mr. Jovzs. Mr. Lipscomb, we required the entire $3 million in 1969
to cover some of the programs that Secretary Hansen was talking
.
about initiating
In 1970 we project the continuation of some of this effort and aso
the initiation of some additional threat study simulation work.
system. There is
There will be $1 million continued on the
. There is about $400,000 we are going to
$1.175 million on the
and the rem waning $365,000 is for centrmetor support
put into
i the threat analysis, and some test work.
In both years we feel we will require the $3million.
Mr. Lwscomn. hat part of the $3 million is paperwork and what
part is hardware I
Mr. Jomws. The contractor threat simulation work is paperwork.
.
Actually it is computer work as well as analytical work. So really a small part of the total $8 million is actually paperwork.
A-? Amocwr
Mr. LrescoMB. Is the $3,100,000 you are requesting for the A-7 the
effort on this
last money which you anticipate for the R.D.T. &NE.

aircraft?

General MoNIoKLE. We expect about $100,000 a year until the A-7
gets out of testing. It is for relatively minor problems that historically
appear in a test program.
A-? AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT COST INCREASES

Mr. Lrnsooxs. How does the A-7 program stand with respect to
living within the original cost and time estimate I
General MoNioxzr. The original program $26.3 million, was to develop an afterburner for the TF-30 engine. Instead of that it has been
a completely different program in that we have adopted a new engine,
the TF-41, which is now in our A-7D airplane and will be in the Navy
A-TE airplane. We have put in a nose gun, new wheels, brakes and
avionics system.
The budget was approved at $57.1 million, which takes it through
1969. Then the subsequent stretchout now makes a total program of
$80.3 million for the -R. & D. effort. Really, to compare the original
program with the present program-
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A-? AIRCRAFT DEVLPMENT PROGRAM BLIPPA

Mr. LipscoMB. What about the time schedule, when do you first plan
to finish it
General McNiCKL. We were 8 weeks behind with the test run on

the engine and consequently each one has been slipped. Most of the
milestones have been met and we will be close to the current estimate.
Mr. LipscomB. Does the $60.2 million estimated to the total develop.
ment cost of the A-7 include the cost of the development of the TF-41
engine
General McNicimi. Yes.
I would like to correct my previous statement, Mr. Chairman. The
test program, as we know it now, is doing pretty well. However,
eause of all the changes, the overall program is aout a year and a
half behind.
Mr. Lipscom. How successful has the A-7 development program
been ? Do you believe this aircraft will be a very fie aircraft and will
serve the Air Force well, or do you have some doubts about it?
STATVS OF A-7 AIRCRAFT lEVEJ.OiMENT PROGRAM

General MCX.XCKL.. I think it is going to be a good airplane for its
purpose. I think there are people who would rather have F-4s and
People who would rather have F-ll's, but I think the A-? will do
a creditable job.
Mr. Tj m Bu.Do you want to fill in more for the record on that?
General Pi-rs. I think we could take it item by item and say that,
the engine Tmay be meeting or exceeding expectation. The new gum
the general spoke about has been successfully flight tested throunout.
the operational envelope. The development of the larger wheel and
brakes, as well as an antiskid system, has been proven successful in
tests recently concluded and the tests to date in the. avionics system
shows outstanding performance with no major defleiencies.
Perhaps we can amplify this more in the record, sir.
Mr. LAP8coM. All right.
(The information fo ows:)
SUCCESS OF A-? DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The TF-41-A-1 engine In the A-7D has successfully completed the military
qualification tests and has demonstrated thrust in excess of the specification
(14,250 pounds) value. Performance and handling characteristics are considered
to be excellent. A growth version (TF-41-A-2) is now being qualified at 15,000
pounds thrust for use in the Navy A-7E. Further, growth to over 16.000 pounds
throst Is now our goal. The TF-41 engine development is considered highly
creditable. The M-61 20-millimeter nose gun being use in the A-7D and the A-7E
has been qualified through the operational envelope and has demonstrated aeeu.
races within specification values.
The larger wheels and brakes, coupled with the antiskid system have exceeded
expectations. topping distances have been better than specification values and
wet nway operation, aborted takeoffs, and heavyweight stops have been sue.

cesatuly conducted at the Air Force flight test center.
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We ore In the midst of testin the avionics and the weapon delivery accuracles
at )NglInAFB, Fla. Tests to date Indicate that performance and accuracies better
than specified values can be achieved. Reliability of system components is our
current major concern (normal In the development and testing stages) and we

are experiencig some expected developmenL problems but foresee no major
deficlencies The contractual guarantees are scheduled to be formally demon.
strated during the November 196-Janury 1970 time period. We expect to meet

or exceed these guaranteed
has been hghly sucs
The A-7D development pr
InIts assged role.
expected to be a very fine operatonal alr

to date It is

Mr. H[wsuw. I talked with one of the pilots at Edwards about 2
weeks ago who had been testing the airplane and he was enthusiastic

about the airplane. He thought it was a good airplane
in his
and that it handled well.
Genm Borwm. As you know, Air Force pilots participated with
the Navy on the carrier operations of the A-7 series aircraft. All pilots
who fly the airplane have nothing but good things to say for its char.
acteristiq. It *ilbring to the close air support role capabilities that
we haven't had before.
The avionics package is far superior to the F-4. Like General Mc.
Nickle said, its critics point to the fact that itis a subsonic aircraft
but in the principal mission that the airplane will be committed to,
supersonio speed is not necessarily a virtue. Again, as you know, we
wings in the Air Force inventory.
anticipate a total program of
F-411 Ain r

Mr. Lwscom. You are requesting $73.7 million for the F-111 air.
craft development in fiscal year 1970. How much more money do you
estimate will be required to com plete the development of this aircraft?
General Pm.. About $8.2 million, I believe, sir.

Ur. JoNM. That is-_

That is beyond 1970.
General Pmr.
Mr. Jowes. That is about $6.9 million net
General Prr That is in addition to the $58 million now shown
in this budget as required beyond fiscal year 1070 which would bring
it up to about $64.2 million.
FUNDS REQUIRED TO OOMPULTS Fill DEVELOPMENT

. You are asking for $78.7 million in the fiscal year
Mr. Lnmmc
1970 estipsate. How much more do you estimate will be required to com.
.
plete the development ?
General .rr. .There is an additional requirement i the out years
of $64.2 million. That comes from some plus and minus figures. This
would be
morning, for example, we testified that the P400 engine had
to do
moved from the FB-11 line to the F-111 line. Theminuses
niouof Maverick and some flight testing.
With d
Mr. fLmo&,. So really that amount that was ianthe FB-111 programshouldbeaddedtotheF-111 program?.
General Prrrs Yes, sir. It has netteda out to $6.2 million additional.
There is a plus on the engine and a minus in connection with the deletion of Maverick and some flight tests.
Mr. ir sooM. According to the justification book on page 38, it
says "Additional need to completion, $58 million."
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General Prrrs. Plus the $6.2 million: yes, sir.
M'r. LiPscoB. Plus the $6.2 million?
Genieral Prrs. Yes sir. Since we printed the book, we are asking for
another $6.2 million Ievond fiscal year 1970 to completion. That was
the net effect of moving the P-100 engine over and the deletions which
I mentioned, which makes the out year requirements $64.2 million.
..
Mr. Lpsco~m. $64.2 million.
General Prrrs. Yes, sir; to cmffete.
Mr. Lipsoom. If you pill correct the record as we b_.through this,
.
I think you said addiofnal to completion was $6.2 milli.
General Prrrs. Ye, sir; and I meantrthat.to be an addition to the
cost to coupleIte in the justification book. We will
amount shown as thfi
coriect the record/
-111 A

CRAFT DEVELOPME.Nf

rPOuwkt

XNCREASF.8

Mr. LxPscoa. How does the 169',037,000'ostimated total cost f?)r
the developm nt of this aircraft 4 'pare with original cost estimates
ofthisdevelolmentprogram? _
Mr. Jos. iMr. Lipcomb, the original Qstinates weremade in th
November 1943 time priod. Sibething ihthe neighborhood of $868
million or $86f million. That wap ight atte theseletiion of the prime
contractor. Yo6i will rec6 ize, ff nurse' there Jhilve beebn'additions to
t decisions to add to the
thatF-NIB
Un .,'including
sneand
the
program
latter bei' the Navy
program,the
F-ill,
original
program, the F-IiE's and the F.-111D's: So the pvIent $1.51)Ius
billion relates to th initial progtm, plus tle additions that hav4 been
/
made for the other versions of-the-Air Forte aircraft.
Mr. L Psom. Them must be an answer as to how this/6ompares
with the orinal cost est"lates of this development poAAam. What
..
were the original cost estimat%Mr. JomN . The original estimites,.Mr..Lieowb, that I referred to,
in 1983, were based upon the Air.Force F-11 A, plus the F-111B Navy
version right after contractor selection. The R.D.T. & E. at that time
was around $860 million. However, since the 1988 period, the F-111D
was added with the Mark II system. The RF-111,the P-100 engine,
as we have talked about it and so forth.
The total now for the entire program is reflected in the $1.5 billion.
Mr. LU'soom. Over the original cost estimates it is about 100 percent greater, but with a lot of changes made in the specifications.
Mr. JONEs. A lot of additional models and changes made, yes, sir.
SLIPPAO

IN 100 FOR SLCOND I1-111 TACTICAL WING

Mr. Lnsco i How does the initial operational capability (IOC)
dste for the second fully equipped tactical wing of the F-111 aircrft, which is scheduled for ---- , compare with the oiginally estinmted schedule?
.\r.JoNES. Well, Mr. Lipscomb, here again the 1983 date, at the
time the estimates were made for the second wing, IO0 referred to
the F-111A aircraft version. At that time it was estimated to be
February 1969. Since the printing of the justifications that you have,
A hsVe hd some further slippage in the IOC date of the second wing
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due to the modification programs on the wing box carry-through
structure and because of certain other schedule adjustments on the

production program4
The airphane being delivered now in the second win is going to be
ill July of 970 and this will be what we refer to as teF-ilE version. This has some updated equipment, including the continuoussolution computers; it has an improved inlet on it over the A version.
What we now reflect is the schedule of July 1970 as the IOC for the
second wing as opposed to an initial estimate of February 1969 which
was made back in 1963.
IF.ASON 1 OR F-1 11 DEVELOPMENT COST INCREASE TX FISCAL YEAR 19 7 0

.[r. Lir4co.ns. What difficulties caused the increase in the total
estima ted cost from the $1.473 billion estimated last year to the $1.569
billion estimated cost. given this year?
Mr. JONES. lis is primarily because of the additional problems
we have had in the F-lliD program and for additional flight testing
that has resulted.
Mr. Lipscouw. For the record, you can explain more fully what
difficulties have caused the $95 million increase in the estimated total
costs in a year's time. We ar not strangers to this program but we
would like to keep the record current on the causes for increases.
Mr. JONES. I will be glad to give you for the record a detailed
summation, Mr. Lipscomb. The .MarkII avionics development pro.
gram accounts for about $76 million and the increased flight test.
program about $19 million. I will give you a more detailed statement
for the record.
Mr. Lpscoxn. Very good.

(The information follows:)

F-111A/D EXPLANATIOx OF INCREASED COST
The Mark II avionics development program accounts for $76.8 million of the
increase, Items within Mark II associated with this cost growth include the
attack radar, Integrated displays, and the systems' Integration task. For examlde,
the development of the digital doppler processor unit (DDPU) was required In
order to meet specification requirements for the attack radar. The remaining
$19.0 million Is required for the rephased flight test program, partially due to
a slippage of planned fiscal year 196D testing into the fiscal year 1TO time period.
PORTION OF FISCAL YEAR lO0 REQUEST FOR HARK IX AVIONICS SYSTEM

Mr. Lipscorm. How much of the $73.7 million request in fiscal year
1970 is for development of the Mark II avionics system?
Mr. Joi 8 . About $3.3 million.
Mi LMsCoUn. Would you detail for the committee the development
difficulties which have been encountered in the development of the
Mark II avionics system? To what extent have these difficulties been
overcome ? You can do that for the record.
(The information follows:)
MAnK IT AvroN cs SYSTElf-DEVELOPMENT

DIiFrCLLTIES

The principal early difficulties of Mark II were centered in the radar and
displays; the two elements of the system which provide the greatest gain in
capability. The radar problems were largely connected with the radar's lookdwn
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mode. The development and flight test of a digital processing unit has completely
overcome this problem. The problems with the displays were less significant and
consisted of a certain amount of "Jitter" of the symbology and pictures, some
nonlinearity and an overheating problem in the horizontal situation display.
These problems have been largely overcome by evolutionary engineering; a minor
part of the problem remains but is being overcome. The displays work acceptably
now and will work better In the near future.
DELIVERY SCHEDULE FOR MARK II AVIONICS SYSTEM

Mr. LscoxB. At what date do you believe a completely developed,
reliable Mark II system will be available for the F-111 aircraft

Mr. JONES. F-111D, No. 3, which will be delivered in January 1970.

The first production sets of the Mark IT system for the F-IlD's are
going to General Dynamics in Septembe: (,f thii year witl the first
aircraft installation'about October )f this year. We are pml)ently flying, however, the first integrated test set of the complete radar and
navigation system in a total, Mark II avioii. package. We 4ust
started flying that in the integrated package in a test F-1 11D in May.
MARK I1 AVIONICS WOrTI! TIMl COST

Mr. LnPscox.

If you could go back again in time and again face

the decision as to whether or not. to include the Mark I I avionics systeni in the F-111 aircraft, would you again inke the decision to go
ahead, or is this something which has turned out to be more costly
than it.is worth?
Mr. Jox.xg. That is a multiple-part question, Mr. Lipscomb.
I think certainly hindsight has shown us a lot about how not to go
about initiating and developing programs such as this. I think if we
had the choice again we would not go about our initiation the same
way. That is, we would probably have taken inor time in the actual
definition stage before we went to contract.. We would have gotten a
better understanding of the actual ope nation of the system before we
committed it to production. We would hopefully not have been in as
tight a production build-up program at the time we tried to introduce
development.
However, looking at the overall system as it is being demonstrated
now, it appears to be worth the agonizing pains and costs that we are
'having to go through. Naturally we would hope to keep the costs down.
We wouldlike to have it for a lower price th an we are able to get it
for at this time. The system is doing well in the development progran
right now and we do think it is going to give TAC a cixible
capability.
RF11A

Mr. LrPsco-Br.

cr

There is a request for $15 million in fiscal year 1970

and it is estimated that the total RF-111 development program will
cost $72.4 million. Would you detail the funding request for the
RF-111 aircraft for the record, please?
The information follows:)
The funding request for fiscal year 19T0 for the RF-111 is to accomplish
previously deferred tasks such as development of certain aerospace ground equip.
ment, tho reconnaissance subsystem control and test set (RSCT8), data display
and general engineering effort It further Includes development of an advanced

side-looking radar, Elint and cameras.
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In mtllio, 1*

Peculiar RF-111 equipment development ------------------------$12. 055
Electronics GFA development and adaptation-----------------------.
453
Aerospace ground equipment design, development and drawings -------1.0
System development testing --------------------------------------)92

Data --------------------------------.

5

. 0W

Total ---------------------------COSTS RELATING TO SENSOR PACKAGES

Mr. LnsCorm. Does this include the development cost for the seniors
to be used on aircraft, or is the $72.4 million cost involved only with
the packaging of the sensors in the aircraft and modifications to the
aircraft to accommodate the sensor packages?
Mr. JONEs. This is predominantly for the packaging of the sen ,urs
and the modification and adaptation of the airframe f6r those senols.
There are two of them. The advance side-looking radar and some of the
Elint work, which are engineering models. We are taking them from
engineering models and putting them into production models :ind
packaging them with the rest of the sensors, but we are not undertaking
development, per se, of any of the sensors.
Mr. Lnwsook. To what extent must the sensor packages for the

RF-111 be developedI
Mr. JONEs. Essentially as I have said sir, we are having to develop
some of them from engineering models. They are very advanced sensors
which will go in the RF-111D version, but we are not developing the
sensors, per se, for the airplane. They are primarily packages i development and/or production for installtaion in the RF-1.ll
CURRENT COST OF IF-i11 DEVELOPMENT

Mr. L msoo.Last year an estimate of $49.6 million was given
for the total cost of the development of the RF-111. The estimated total
cost is now stated at $72.5 million. What difficulties have been encoin.
tered to cause this large percentage increase in cost?
Mr. Jomns The original estimate of $49.6 million was based upon
the development of the RF-lA, which has the Mark I avionics. With
the decision to delay the introduction of the RF and use the capability
out of the F-111D Mark II system, the whole sensor pack was
improved and we have had to integrate with the broader capabiity of
the F-111D. So the entire program has gone up somewhat in cost, but
we are getting a greater capability, we believe.
TOTAL IF- ll AIRCRAFT

TO BE PROCURED

Mr. LPsoMB. How many RF-111 aircraft do you plan to procure?
Mr. Joszs. Sixty.

Mr. Lnsoom. What is the estimated unit cost of a complete RF-111
weapon System in the procurement program?
Mr. Joits. We estimate at the moment $11.4 million, based on the
production of 60, and coupled with some 650 other F-111 and FB-111
aircraft. You recognize, of course, that the number is a variable depend-

ing upon the total-number of aircraft produced and these aircraft are
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at the end of the line so they will reflect the learning curve of any of
the previouss aircraft produced.

ir.LIPSCOMB. Who t did you estimate the unit cost to be?
Mr. JO- ES. The gross weapon system unit cost, we estimate right
now, will be $11.4 million.

RF-111 AIRCRirUr PrOGRA

COST INCRIAISE

Mr. LiPsco.. And what is the estimated total procurement cost
of this aircraft?
General Pxvrs. The current approved program is $S22.4 million, Mr.
Lipscomb.
.1mr. LmCOM. That is for the 60 ?

General Prrrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPSwOm. Can you compare the original cost and time schedule
estimates for the RF-11 with the preceint total cost and time schedules? You may do that for the record.
General Pnrrs. I can give some general figures right now.
As I said, the current approved program is $822.4 million. In Jan.
uary 1968 the approved program was based on a total of 60 RF-111D's
and a total production of 1,96 F/FB-111s. At that time the R.D.T.
& E. flyway, AGE training data, and initial spares was estimated at
8593.5 million. That compares to the $822.4 million we are now estimating and we will amplify -hatfor the record.
(The information follows:)
31-111 ORIINAL VERSUS PRESENT COST AND TIME SCHEDULE

The original total program estimate was $593.5 million with deliveries scheduled for the 1971-72 time period. The total F-111 program buy was 1,429 aircraft.
Budgetary decislou subsequent to January 1968, along with program and schedule
changes have reduced the total program buy to 728 aircraft and dipped the
RF-111 deliveries to the 1973-74 time period.
The RF-111D Is in reality a micji more advanced (and different) aircraft. The
current total program estimate Is $822.4 million. The increase in costs stem from
the effects of total F-ll program quantity and schedule changes, Increased prices,
the decision to Incorporate the TF-30-P-100 engine into the RF-111D, and finally

to use more sophisticated reconnaissance sensors commensurate with the anticipated threat and operational environment of the future.

AzAIJ TAoRET PRoomm
Mr. Lscomn. Can you describe the aerial target program for which
you are requesting $21.million I
Mr. HAzsz. Yes. The objective of that program is to simulate the
size and maneuverability, the infrared signatures and the electromagnetic radiation of various types of aircraft as targets that are used for
testing and evaluation of air-to-air missiles. Some of these are towed
by aircraft. Some are self-powered, either with turbojets or rocket
engines. In this program, maximum use is being made of targets that
have already been developed for other services, primarily the Navy.
Modifications are made on those where it is necessary to do so to simulate the particular type of targets in which the Air Force is interested.
Mr. L'sco ..Wh.,at was accomplished with the $2 million provided
for this program in the current fiscal year.
34--9--Pt.
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BQM-34-F TARGET DRON

Mr. HA-NsE. The Navy has a BQM-84--E drone being modified into
al "F" version, supersonio drone. The $2 million was required for that.
31r. Lpsco~m. That is the Air Force's share in the Navy programI
Is that what you are saying?
Mr. HANSE,. It was the cost of the Air Force changes to the con.
figuration which had been developed for the Navy. This essentially
was to make provisions for a midair retrieval system and put in a
scoring system and some signature augmentation systems.
This program slipped. We now anticipate its being accomplished a
little later than was originally planned. It will be July of 1970 for
It .,lllpletion of the engineering program with deliveries starting in
Febhtlrv 1971.

I believe I am correct in saying that the Navy program also slipped.
XNABILrT- TO USE NAVY DRONE

Mr. MINSUALL Why does your target drone have to be different
from that of the NavyI
Mr. Hffiusmv. One reason is the Navy is picking them up out of the

water and we would like to have the capability to snatch them out
of the air,
Mr. MINIsALL.
waterI

Wouldn't it be feasible to do your practice over

Mr. HANs.N. That isn't where our test ranges are Our test ranges

iire over laud.

Mr. MINSHAM Where are your test ranges

Mr. HANsEN. Holloman and Nellie. We do testing at Eglin, too.
Some of it could be over water.
BMQ-84-P PROGRAM SLIPAGE
Mr. MNSixsALL. How much has this program slipped?

Mr. HANszEN. I don't know what the orinWal dates were. I will
have to supply that for the record. I don't think the slippage was m
this modification program. I think the slippage is in getting the basio
BIQM-34-F drone from which we start to make the modifications. I
would have to verify that.

Mr. MINSUAL. Supply whatever the facts are for the record, would

you?

Mr. IIANsEs. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

We presently have a requirement to use the BQM-34F (Air Force version of
the Navy BQM-84-E) at three ranges. These are Holloman Air Force Base,
K. Mel;- Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.; and Clark Air Base, Philippine& Of these
three, Olark Air Base and Eglin Air Force Base are water ranges. Our main
missile development center, however, is at Hollonman which is a land range.
The Navy's BQM-84-E development and production programs have slipped
approximately 10 months; as a result the delivery of the Air Force's first pro.
duction of the BQM-34-F has slipped approxiintely 10 months. We now anticipate receiving our initial BQM-34-F target drones in November 1970 versus the
original schedule of February 1970.
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FISCAL YEAR 1969 PROGRAM

Mr. Lancom3. Have you used your fiscal year 1969 funds of $2
million?
Mr. HMN.SE.

Yes, sir.

Mr. IAscox . How did you use the $2 million for fiscal year 1969?
Mr. HA1NSN. Colonel Hoermann, do you have something on the
breakdown of what was actually used on the drone?
Colonel HORMANN. $205,000 was reprogramed. The rest was used

on the drone program.

GB. Some was a reprograming action on the F-15?
Mr. LesCo
Colonel HOERMU ANN. Yes, sir; $205,000.
Mr. Lipscomn,. And then you are plaumitig to u.se . l.s million in the

dhoe program for fiscal year 19611)?
Colonel HOEit3[ANN. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiscouB. If the program slipped, what are you spending it
on?
Mr. HAN EN. The slippage has been starting the program.
What has been going on is the preliminary contractor in-house engineerins design any development of equipment which will go into
the modification of this drone. This is being done at Ryan and about 6
or 8 weeks ago I was out talking to them about the program. I saw the
hardware. So I know they have been working on it. The understanding
that I have is that the testing and delivery dates are being held up
because there is a holdup in the basic development of the Navy version
of the drone which will then be modified with the engineering and
hardware that is being brought along in parallel with the Navy development for application to it to meet these dates of testing and
production deliveries.
CONTINUNo DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Ir. MINSILALL. Excuse me just a minute.
Before we leave aerial targets, I notice that you have under "Additional to completion"; "Continuing and total estimated cost N/A." I
guess that "N/A" means "not available."
Haven't you any kind of a ball park guess as to when you are going
to complete this program or is it going to go on indefinitely in an
R &D. stage?
General McNicxLu. N/A means "Not applicable," or "Not available." A particular drone will be completed, but there will be other
aerial targets in various stages of development. These are different
drones and targets within the aerial targets line.
Mr. HA'sE.. The program element covers aerial targets in general

whereas what I have just been talking about is this BQM-34, which
is a specific one that is under development now.
Mr. LPsco.%. Do you have a cost on that one, Mr. SecretaryI

Mr. HANsEN. I think the $2.2 million for fiscal year 1970, as far as

I know, finishes up that particular drone program and the expectation
is that there will be more advance targets in the aerial target line in the
future as we learn more about what we have to shoot at in the future.
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CAPABILITIES OF TARGET DRONES IT7DER DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MINsNALL. What will be the capabilities of these target drojnes
that you are developing now, supersonically? They will be
linch
wh,,,t ,

Mr. HIANSEN. We will hav'e to provide that. for the record.
MI8HALL. I, presume they will be something within the ball
park of the enemys eapabilities?
Mr. H,%xs.x. Yes, sir; I think it, is like
. We will supply the

Mr.

specifications sheet for the record.
Are there any other characteristics besides speed that you are interested in?
Mr. MI sUALr,. You said you are going to improve them constantly.
I would like to know what improvements you are cranking into the.?n
aside from the. maneuverability, the speed; the range, and'so forth.
Mr. HAN.SEN.. We will put a description of it in the record.
Mr. MINSUALL. Thank you.
(The information followss)
TARGET DRONES CAPABILITIES DESCRIPTION

The advanced targets we are developing will eventually achieve the following
performance characteristics:
(1) Altitude--must be capable of performing from sea level to with high
maneuvering capability.
(2) Maneuver-must be capable of turns at 5 g.'s (7.38 g.'s desired) In the horizontal and vertical plane, at altitudes between sea level and 25,000 feet mean
sea level. Maneuver degradation is acceptable at higher altitudes. Must be capable
of performing "S" turns and continuous hard turns in either direction as well as
In the vertical plane (dive and elhnb). Drone must be capable of above maneuvers
on command.
(8) Speeds-must be capable of supersonic speeds of up to 85,000 feet
and and am low as feasible (subsonic) with ground selectable cruise
speed within this regime.
(4) Endurance--must have a minimum range time of 10 minutes (16 minutes
desired) when supersonic and maneuvering at 20,000 feet and above. Subsonic
range time of 30 minutes Is required.
(5) Signature-the target must be capable of presenting radar, infrared, and
visal/optical signatures compatible with the threat aircraft. Augmentation, when
required must be available throughout the flight, or on demand, but In all cases
of su ient period to complete the intercept of the launch aircraft and weapon.
Augmentation, when used, can be In kit form and ground Installable.
(6) Radar-must be selectable to represent fighter and bomber class aircraft,
and available for 860 aspect (ground selecta'Wle aspect presentation is acceptradar cross-sectlon (X-band) shall be:
able).
NoseMinimum
: --.
Beam:-Tall : -(7) Infrared-must be representative of a jet engine selectablee for turbojet
or fanjet desired) from the tall aspect . Minimum Infrared intensity i total
at sea level) shall be:
Jet.tail pipe

Aetwter

too ...........

-

:::.......
............................................

Jet plume
w 5tet
-

__

-tl

-2
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,) 1VIsual-slhould have a capability of presenting full fighter size targets
seeker equipped air-to-air missiles.
u atIe with possible future Minimum
contrast area shall be:
Nose:
-.
Beam:
-.
Tail: -,
(9) Scoring-each missile fired at an aerial target must be scored. Vector miss
distance from the missile aim point at closest approach and at fuzing from miss is required for some evaluations. Other missile firing objectives can be met
by scoring only whether the missile passed within a certain radius of the aim
point or not. As vector scoring will probably be expensive, a family of scoring
systems should be Investigated.

(10) Control and telemetering frequencies must be compatible with the post-

1973 period.

These characteristics include all the improvements presently planned over

existing targets. The BQM-34F itself will be a mach 1.8 target with a 61,000
foot maximum altitude.

C-5A AntoArr
Mr. LIPscOmB. You are requesting $34.2 million for the continuation
of the development of the C-5A aircraft. If these funds are appropriated, how much money will be required for the completion of this
propyrain
General MoNiCKLE. $9.6 million required in 1971. This should be the
end of the R. &D. funds.
C-.A PROo.

[ UNDER OSD REVIEW

Mr. ]I.sEX. We have a very intensive review of the C-5A pro.
Tram which is taking place right now at the direction of Secretary
Seaman and led by our new Assistant Secretary for Installations and
Logistics Philip Whittaker. We were discussing.at lunch today, as a
matter of fact? that one of the very important things that is going to
come out of this is the confirmation of not just the II. & D. cost but all
of the costs. I think one of the biggest questions that remains in the
pi rormn today is, what is our most realistic estimate of the run-out cost
for'that program I
We think if we don't run into any further trouble that the remain.
ing . &D. bill is pretty small.
Mr. Lnsco.. %Verealize the Department of Defense and the Air
Force are working hard on getting this matter straightened out. It
is an inherited problem with yon.
Mr. HAN8s'. We have taken it on. The first trip I made out of
town was to go with my predecessor, Dr. Flax down to the factory at
Lockheed--Georgia-and review the technical program, the test progr1am, the test results to date and the remaining tests planned. Testwise, tis is a very critical year for the C-1A. If it goes according to
plan. I assume this is going to I), enough money. It s funds like it ought
to he. If we run into any more problems, whIclh we don't expect, it is
a new ball game.
CURRENT ESTIMATE OF 0-5A DEVEJOPMEPNT COSTS

Mr. Lirsco.n. What is the currently estimated total development
cost of the C-5A. and what was the cost estimate for development at
the time the program was first submitted to the Congress I
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General Prrrs. The current estimate for R. & D. to completion is
$1,003.4 million, Mr. Lipscomb.
At the time the contract was awarded in 1965, we estimated the total
R. & D. to be about $900 million. There has been about a $100 million
increase in R. &D.
C-5A

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

SLIPPAGE

Mr. Lrscon.%. How much slippage has occurred in the C-5A (le.
velopment progMm?
General MCNWcKLE. The development program proceeded on sched.
ule through rollout of the first aircraft. The flight-test. prograni is
experiencing some delays. The production schedule has slipped Co
months for the first operational aircraft delivery.
General BOYTAN.
the previous initial operation capability was fore.
cast for late this year. Our first operational unit will b 6 montls
late. Before the first squadron is operational, of course, we will mint
the transport training unit with five aircraft in Oklahoma. But the
answer to the question is a 6-month slip in production articles.
Mr. IPsco3rB. That is not too bad for a program of this mogni.
tude.
Mr. HAxsp.E. Actually, in terms of cost and the schedule, the R. &D.
program isn't really the big problem. The big problem is the produe.
tion costs for the airplane as projected.
nEAKDOWN OF FISCAL YEAR 1070 FUNDS REQU1,IED

Mr. Lwscoxm. Will you break down for the committee the elements
of the $.34.2 million request, and indicate how much of this amount is
for the various components of the aircraft and for the various categories of testingI Do that for the record.
(The information follows:)
Loekheed:
Airframe components

Training

DOW,*
IS MioM1*

------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------.

4.66

12

Peculiar AGE (test)
------------------------------------3
Ostegorles I and II, instrumentation, fatigue and static test -------- 5..23

Systems test management ---Data

Total -------------------General Electric:
Peculiar AGO (test)

Engine test

1.41
----------------------------

-----------------------------------------

------

75

-------------------

1240

------------------------------------

1.63

----------------------- -------------------

48

Test management. .------------------------------------------.

Total

-----------------------------------.---------------------------------------------

Total

---------------------------------------------

Air Force adds

24

5.30

1.

84.20

This includes funds for first destination transportation, depot AO desigo.
test support, -Arnold lEngineering Development Center (engine test), and ECO.
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C-5A FLIGHT PERFORMANCE COMPARED WITH OTHER AIRCRAFT

Mr. LIPSCOMB. How has the flight performance of the C-5 aircraft
been to date? How would you characterize the performance of this
aircraftin the test program as compared with other transport aircraft,
such as the C-141, which have been developed in recent years?
Mr. HANSEN. Since I have been down there looking at that, I will

answer it partly and see if Joe Jones can add to it.
I think that this airplane is performing very well. The flight tests
so far indicate that it is meeting its requirements very well. I am told
by the Lockheed people that as compared with the C-141 at this stage
of development, its performance versus the the requirements is better
than the C-141 was. They have four air planes t iat they have been.
flying. They have well over 300 hours of fIyin time. The people who
fly the airplane say that it is amazingly easy to fly for such a big airplane. I think tecluiically it is a good airplane.
Mr. JoN.s. I think what you have just said is very true. At this point
in the program you must recognize we are just starting into the flight
test program but we have completed certainly the low-speed part of the
flight test, the landings, the stalls, the flutter boundaries and so forth.
The evaluation of the airplane up to this point is that it is meeting
its specifications and in some cases doing better than the specifications
that were set for it. We have a long way to go but at the present time
and for the state of the development program itself, it is doing better
than most airplanes at this point in the program.
Mr. LrvcoMe. You can expand that further for the record if you
like.
(The information follows:)
TEST

1CORD
OF TUC 0-5A

The major portion of the stall development program has been completed. The

landing, cruise, and power approach configurations at various combinations of
weight and center of gravity for both straight and turning flights have been

accomplished. The aircraft performs satisfactory--even at high angles of at-

tack-20--27. Approaches are generally smooth with little buffet. Strong elevator power remains at high angle of attack with immediate recovery available to

the pilot.
Static and dynamic longitudinal and lateral.directional stability have been
evaluated at mid and aft center of gravity with no apparent problems. From the
Initial stall and cruise drag data It appears the aircraft will meet or better the
performance guaranteew of takeoff and landing distances and range/payload.
The most significant problems hare occurred in the landing gear, slat, and
pressurization systems. At the present time production versions of the landing
Sear are flying on some test aircraft with no significant problems. The slat
diaculty has been determined to be In the moveable Islands and an englneeringfix version Is flying satisfactorily. The pressurization system hap been determined
to be a seal problem and appropriate attention Is being given to insure a
proper solution.
Qualitatively, the aircraft handles very well. Pilots who have flown It find It
easy to control altitude and airspeed and It is extremely easy to lnI. The
itreraft handed well on the ground and has made 180' turns within the
specified 150 feet.
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C-5 rEST RECORD THUS FAR PROMISING

General Bomnu. Mr. Lipscomb. of course, you understand the
tests that have been conducted so far are contractor tests. The air.
plane will enter category 2 testing by the Air Force where we will
verify its performance. But the statements that have been made are
absolutely correct. The airplane, from all reports, is performing
superbl.
Mr. Zipscoms. I saw a favorable article in one of the metropolitan
papers the other day on the aircraft. I thought it was unusual to see
something come out that was favorable.
Mr. HArsE. Senator Goldwater flew in it and gave glowing ac.
counts of his impressions.
Mr. Lmsco
. The costs and the contract have been publicized by
various media but I think it is good to stress the fact that this air.
craft was developed for a capability needed by the military, and at
this point, all indications are that it is going to perform well.
COST OF DEVELOPING C-5A SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

How much money has been spent by the Air Force and how much
more is planned to be spent by the Air Force in the development of
various kinds of equipment for the support of the 0-5 aircraft? In
the procurement hearings, we discussed a 55,000 pound loader. Are
there other items of special equipment for the C-5 program for which
development funds have been or are being sper. ,
General MoNicKLE. We have modified five of the present inventory
items, the 40,000-pound loader to a 50,000.pound configuration for a
total of $634,000. The reason we need the bigger loader, the 55,000pound loader, is that it takes six pallets. To give the airplane a 15minute turnaround, it will take six pallets ol!, whereas the 40,000-pound
loader will take only five at a time. To my knowledge, this is the only
specific item that has been developed, not on the C-5 line, to take c e
of the unloading problem. There are, however, other items of air cargo
handling being sized for the C-5 although they are not peculiar to
the C-5.
MOBME W.ADING DOCKS Fon C-5A AIICRAr
Ur.
fiNSjiALL. I thought the funds originally programed for the
mobile loading docks had been reprograined for other critical needs.
Am I in the wrong church here?
General Ba,'rf. If I may correct the record, I am quite certain
that within the overall C-5 contract. there is a provision for the development of a loading dock, air transportable. Its purpose will be to be
positioned in unprepared airfields. It will have the capability of iceiving three C-SA loads of 403-L pallets. It is a roller-conveyor
device that would be airlifted. positioned, to assist in the off loadl of
"'s that are transiting that airfield.
Mr. MINSHALL. Let me ask my question again, please, General.
Last year, fiscal 1969, you reque.4ted funds in the nount of $1.
million to procure four mobile loading docks for the C-S aircraft.
What happened to that money?
Colonel HoEnA.rA . We spent $2.27 million in R. & D. and production money on the first unit. As General l3oylan pointed out, we are
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rocuring four more, a total of five air transportable mobile loading
ocks.
Mr. LIwscorm. That is not the 55,000-pound loaderI
Colonel HOmJImANN. No, sir.

31r. Lirscomma This is another piece of equipment I
Colonel HOEIMANzN. Two separate and distinct things.
General BoYLAN. It is a semipermanent structure that is air transportable erected so that C-5s cau off load at airfields that are not
prepares normally for big cargo aircraft,
MOBILE LOADING DOCK
31r: LipscoM. We have in front of us a picture identified as truck
cargo loading-unloading, 40,000 pounds.
General B YLAx. Yes, sir, we have a number of those in the Air
Force inventory.
Mr. Lnscoam. This was given to us as an example of the type of thing
the 55,000 pound loader wou-ld be.
GeneralBoywN. Absolutely.
Mr. Liuscox&s It is our undeZstanding that you took R. & D. funds
and awarded a contract to some company to build you five 55,000
pound units by modifying this 40,000 pound model. That is the way we
understood it from the procurement hearings.
General MoNiomwz. Yes, but with production funds-not R. & D.
funds.
Ir. LwPscoMn. You say you spent-

General MoNicxLE. $634,000.

Mr. LswxcuB. Out of R.D.T. & E. funds to modify these five 40,000
pound loader-unloaders I
General MoNIcKL. No, 3fr. Lit),pscomb, those were production funds.
Mr. Liwso3fB. Now on the back of this picture is a little memorandum-this is a picture that was given to us by the procurement peo.
ple-which saysMobile loading dock, four each. $1.4 million. Laof year, fiscal 1969, we requested
funds in the amount of $1.4 million to procure four mobile loading docks for the
40-4 aircraft. Development of a prototype with R. & D. funds has not progressed
as planned and provement data will not be available during fiscal year 19W3.
We are now considering a new approach to the problem. Both the mobile and the
fixed loading dock are under consideration.
Design studies are being contracted with fiscal year 1909 It. & D. funds. Prototype development will be Initiated with fiscal 1970 R. & . funds. We do not
expect procurement data to be available for production until fiscal 1071. Funds
originally programed for the mobile docks have been reprogramed to procure
other critical needs such as crash fire trucks and base maintenance equipment for
southeast Asia.

That memorandum was attached to the back of this picture which
was to demonstrate the truck cargo loading and unloading.
So Mr. Minshall and the rest of us are just trying to receive clari.
fication.
General BomAN Yes; I must admit that the combination of that
memorandum and picture certainly does not clarify.
Mr. MIsnA aB.That is why I asked if I was in the right church.
General BOYLAN. They are twoseparate and distinct pieces of equipment being discussed here. The picture is of the mobile loader and the
dock is completely different.
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Tie status of the funding, I am sorry I will have to defer.

.,%,r. LIPsco~m. Did you give up on the mobile loading docks for fiscal
1969?
General Boi-AN. We did not procure the mobile loading docks but
the requirement for the air transportable loading dock remains fixed.
It is essential to the operation of the C-5 in forward areas.
Mr. Ln-scomn. When you say the requirement, have we gone ahead
with the program and expended any funds and do we have any funds
in fiscal 1970?
Colonel HO 1o 1.%X. I did not know sir, that we were starting the de.
velopment of the loading dock. It seems to me that the procurement
money was reprogramed because the R. & D. had not been completed.,
We will have to check that.
Mr. LIrscomB. You have two programs going, loading dock and the
loader.
General Prrrs. The money which was in the other procurement appropriation was reprogramed because the R. & D. on the mobile loading dock had not been finished.
Mr. LPcoS.
. You indicate you will have one loader that will go on
the aircraft and can be transported to unprepared airfields where they
(to not have loading facilities.
General BoYLAN. There are two loading docks. One is to be air
transportable and the other is called mobile but is not air transportable. The 40-K and 55-K loader will be air transportable, though normally we won't fly them around on a routine basis.
Mr. TiPsco3mr. "You'were buying enough to place around at certain
airifields.
General BoYLA-.. That is right, to support the airlift aircraft as
they normally transit stations.
Mfr. Ixpscozii. Would you for the record be sure that the questions
which we have asked arp answered in detail f Are there other items besides the loader-other items of equipment-for the C-5 program for
which development funds have been or are being spent?
General Bom,%,. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
In addition to the peculiar AGE which was developed and produced concurrently with the aircraft (described in last paragraph) and funded In the CA
line. the following equipments required development funds:
(a) Design study for a 0-6 permanent ternftnal loading system; $250,000
fiscal year 1909 funds provided. Contract Is In process of being written.

(b) Design study for a 0-5 mobile loading system; $250,000 fiscal year 19069
funds provided. Contract Is In process of being written. This study will result In
design of equipment that is capable of operating at air terminals where the 0-4
will transit, without being permanently fixed to the facility. It I to be air transportable for movement to another location when desired. This item was referred
to in the past as a mobile loading dock until the decision to divide the effort Into
studies of fixed and mobile systems.
The five 55K prototypes were developed from an engineering change to fire
40K loaders while still on the contractor's assembly line. Other procurement
funds in the amount of $034000 covered the cost of this change In configuration.
The air transportable loading dock was developed as peculiar AGM] in the C-5

contract. It Is for use In bare areas and does not serve the same purpose as the
permanent terminal and mobile loading systems described above. All of this
equipment Is complementary but not conflicting In function.
The 40K loader referenced in the transcript Is not a new Item, has been In
world-wide use over five years, and costs approximately $RI.000 each. The MK
loader Is a growth verlon of the 40K which we are estimating at $100,000
each but will hopefully be substantially lower In production quantities.
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C-5A DEVELOPMENT COST COMPARED WITH BOEING 747

Mr. LIPscoMD. Do you know how the development cost of the C-5

aircraft compares with the cost of developing the Boeing 747 aircraft?

General MCINICKLE. No, sir. We do nothave those costs. However, we

have been told that approximately 200 airplanes is Boeing's breakeven point.
MOBILE LOADING DOCK

Mr. MI N SALL. May I ask another question about this much be-

labored truck, cargo, loading/unloading, 40-K I You have on the back
of this memorandum that four of these cost $1.4 million. Is that correct?
If this is so, each one of these vehicles costs $350,000. That is all I
have to go by. If that is the case-I do not know how many have seen
this--somebody is getting robbed.
General BoYLN. Mr. Minshall, if I may correct the record, I am
quite certain that the figure quoted there of $1.4 million relates to the
mobile loading dock and not to the 55-K loader.
(The information follows:)
T'he $1.4 million figure relates to the four mobile loading docks In the fiscal year
1969 "Other procurement Air Force" budget request. Procurement of the mobile
docks has been deferred because development of the prototype has not progressed
as planned. Procurement data for competitive procurement Is not expected before
late fiscal year 1970 or early fiscal year 1971.

Mr. Lipsio3rB. The memorandum, then, must be on the wrong
picture.
Mr. MINSIFALI. On the back of the picture it says mobile, and it
appears to be mobile, looking at the picture. So there is nothing here
about any permanent loading dock.
General Mcc
NxCK . I think the description pasted on the back,
though, probably goes with another picture.
M. MfINSHTLL . It mentions mobile in this description on the back

of the picture.
General Pnrrs. May I take a guess at that?
Mr. MINSHATL. Let us stop guessing and clarify the record.
General Prrs. I am trying to b helpful in that respect, Mr.
Minshall. I would suggest that we talk about a technique used in
presentations before congressional committees. We sometimes have a
picture and on the opposite page or facing page that goes with that
picture we paste a menio with pertinent facts which describe what
you are looking at in the picture. I am suggesting that the words on
the back of that picture are intended as a facing page for another
picture that would follow and would depict the mobile loading dock.
Mr. MINSI.ALL. I do not know hiow these got mismated, but one is
scotcl taped to the other.
General r-OYImA. Mr. Minshall, would you acquaint m with tho
gentleman who pasted those two things together
Mr. LPscom. We don't know.
Mr. M1INSTALL. If the unit cost of one of these vehicles is $350,000,

I just cannot believe it. An old-fashioned carriageinaker could put
owe of those together.
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General BoYLAN. Based on memory, I think the 40-K loader is val.
ued at something like $80,000. It is a complex hydraulic machine. I

will see that you get the correct price for the loader, 40 and 55-K
loader and the mobile dock.
NEW TOH1NIQUES IN AIR DELIEY OF CARGO

Mr. Incom

I think this !s a good place to discuss additional

techniques because we are talking about 55,000-pound drops out of

the C-A. . Have we done any research in this area at aU; or even
thought about this, or is it an impractical approach? This would be
more for the Army, I suppose.
Mr. HANsEN. You mean with cargo. That is what we are doing on
the moon. The surveyor program did that.

Mr. T

coms.

.

General McNwixI. We have used chutes for a long time and up to
the C-5 we have had a chute capability that would low the load down
enough so that -wedid not have a problem.
Mr. LirscomB.
General McNxcxxx. We have used multiple chutes and, so far, solved
theproblem that way. It is joint with the Army, as you mentioned.
Mr. Lwsloom&General McNIoRm. Yes.

General BonAz. In our conversations the other day on extraction,
the statement was made that we had accomplished 50000 pounds. The
C-141 was qualified with a drop of 35,000. The project is underway
for qualification of the C-5 and we expect a 50,000-pound drop in its
qualification.
Mr. HRsEN. I think we should take a specific look at what we have
done about this because in the country alot of work has been doas.
The lunar landing modules in the Surveyor program and others had
a lot of work done on braking retrorockets and soft-landing pads and
.
things like that.
Wewill certainly go back and take a look at that.
Mr. Lmwxis
.
eel when you are going into a 50,000-pound drop
you are going to have to take a look at your chutes as well as many
oter things.
General BoYLAN. Yes, sir; and the extraction system itself to get it
out of the airplane.

(Discussion off the record.)

AERosPACE FianT DYN;AmCs

Ur. L'soomx. You are reqeu

$30.8 million for fiscal year 1970

for aerospace flight d nai.ic. This compares with $24.8 million in
fiscal 1969, and $27 Olion in fiscal year 1968. What are the reasons
for
large mo.se in this area I
Mr. H&irsm. Weare back in the laboratory
a apin and thi is
Dr. Lshmann's area. He as asked me to excuse him this afternoon. He
isoff qheck onaohaioralscience prograMP
.
,e!Wo aH'iStir I can, answer that question. First of all,
hasOb
Ut' nder an industrial fun g qncept~b OSD.
This rinreasei thefli ht d
cs Proram isft
y frYthe work
that willbe done inA"F by the Flilrt Drnamcs Lab. In prior
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ears this work was budgeted for under an AEDC line. In the 1970
udget the AEDC line has been reduced to a very small amount and
all the programs wil pay for their own test work.
Mr.nAsEN. I might expand on that just a little. I mentioned earlier
today that I had just finished reviewing their progam and I would
like to point out that if you take this $30.817 million and substract
the $7.1 million for AEDC,which would have previously been shown
on
separate
lineanthe
resulti this lab.Iac
in fund.
ingarather
than
mereeor
They wly
arb a decrease
explainingg
about
that.
Mr.fLscoxo.
you describe tie primary purpobs-of the aerospace
lit d aWIoild
cs'gra"31r.l s.Yeq.Their prindpaI ar.are sructures flight control,
flight mechani dynami nd v hicle equipmshit. I have a shot statementI canp in thereord.
a % X
/
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Mr. RHODzS. Ho much of this effort i co.traced to ofltmading
cOmp~tits and howisch
done in colleges, unive ties and non.
profit organzatons?,.
.Mrv.&wThere
A. -is
11owjtprutanaking Cempamee

and $600,000 with colleges, untverities, and nonprofit.
PURPOSE, OF THRE

NEW PRGRM

Mr.RnoDW' Describe the purposes of the tbree new programsadvance structures aerospace vehicle combat survivability, and fila mentary composite structures.
Mr. HANSe. May I put that in the recordI
Mr. RHmoDES.Yes.sr.'

(1.e informltion-follo":)
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Air Force Filght Dynamics Laboratotp lairecent bien-desix~ited' the
laboratory for aircraft nonnuclear survivability. As a result of this role, the
project titled "Aerospace Vehicle Oombat Survivability has been eotsb.
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lashed. The purpose of this project Is to develop design concepts and techniques
for the design of combat aerospace vehicles which provide maximum survlva.
bility against nonnuclear enemy weapons. Included are programs to develop sur.
vivable fuel tank systems, variable geometry fuel tanks, parasitic and integral
armor systems, survivable flight control/repairable aircraft structures. The proj.
ect directly supports Southeast Asia activities and design of future Air Force

aircraft.
Filamentary composite structures have the potential to provide large weight

savings in aircraft structures. These large weight savings will permit increases
in the effectiveness of air weapon systems and large increases in range and pay.
load. The objective of this project is to provide a basic understanding of the
behavior of these type structures, and to develop structural design techniques
to the point where these composite structures can be considered for widespread
application.
AIR FORCE DYNAMICS LABORATORY

Mr. RHODE S. You are requesting an increase of $7.1 million for the
Air Force Dynamics Laboratory operation. Why is such a large increase requested?
Mr. HM zis. Because of a change in the Comptroller's procedures,
the Arnold Engineering Development Center is put under industrial
funding and the funds that would have normally been on that line are
now dispersed to the various laboratories that use their services. This
$7.1 increase represents their proportionate share of the cost of operation of the AEDC facility.
ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER (AEDC)

Mr. RHODES. Can you tell us how much is in the budget for the

Arnold
Engineering Development Center for all of the lines that you
mentionedf-

Mr. HANSEN. A total of $42,127!,000.

That includes the AEDC testing technology program of $4.5 million and the distribution of the remaining dollars among the programs
that are separately financing their support.
The purpose o
at change, as I understand it, was to give a higher
degree of responsiveness to the using laboratories and a higher degree
of coupling by giving the money to the labs and then having them
give the tasksand the money to AEDC together. Previous that
money was all budgeted for AEDC and they just took the job somewhat on call and paid for it out of the budget that had already been
established, managed by themselves.
AIR FORCE DYNAMICS LABORATORY
Mr. RHODES. Where is the Air Force Dynamics Laboratory locatedt

Mr. HANSEN. The Air Force Flight -Dynamics Laboratory is at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
Mr. RHODES. How many military and civilian employees at the
Laboratory?
Mr. HANSEN. Ninety-eight military, 610 civilian.
Mr. RHoDS. What have some of its recent contributions been?
Mr. HANszN. I have a lit of them here. Do you want me to supply
them for the record?
Mr. RHODzS. If you will, please.
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(The information follows:)
Sonic recent contributions of this laboratory are as follows:
1. Established standards for fuel tank survivability testing.
2. Revised Mllt-A-S8t40 sleclfication. This specification isused during systems
procureinent to nti re structural integrity.
3. Completed tantaluin leading edge design. This design can be utilized for
bypersonic aircraft or lifting reentry spacecraft.
4. Developed improved understanding of transonic buffet onset and alleviation. This work directly supports the F--15 system.
5. Established dynamic loads criteria for landing on soft soil.
6. Developed and fabricated i' T-39 all electroluminescnt instrument panel.
7. Operated liquid metal pump, valve, and control surface actuator at 1,000" F.
& Completed flight tests of air cushion landing gear on a ,A-4 aircraft.

Mr. RuoDEs. What part of the $19.3 million requested for the Air
Force Dynamics Laboratory is for the pay of civilian employees?
Mr. HANSEN. $9.2 million is for civilian employees.

Mr. RuoDns. What are the other major areas of cost at this laboratory?
Mr. HANSEN. As we mentioned before, there is the $7.1 million for

industrial funding of Arnold Engineering Development Center. Other
areas are $1.3 million for maintenance of equipment and operation,
$82.1,000 for supplies and materials, $615,000 for equipment, and
$235,000 for travel. The remaining amount covers rent, printing, reproduction, and training.
Mr. RHODES. Are- there any questions on Aerospace Flight
r.DAVIS. Is this $19.3 million for the laboratory operation in%namies?

cluded in the $30.8 million under Aerospace Flight Dynamics?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, that is right.
AIRCRAFr POPULSION SUU5YSTEU INTEG

0TO.

Mr. Rironrs. Now we go to Aircraft Propulsion Subsystem Integration. You are requesting $9 million for Aircraft Propulsion Subsystem Integration as compared with the $4 million provided last
year.
To what extent is this increase due to the change in the method of
funding the Arnold Engineering Development Center?
General Prrrs.$4million of that increase is for the testing at AEDCin fiscal 1970, sir.

WORK m.ATID TO AMBA AND F-1

DEVELOPMENTS

Mr. RHODES. What work under this heading will be performed in.

apport of the AMSA program? Why are funds for programs such
as AMSA and the F-16 funded here rather than under the line item,
for those aircraft ?
General MoNoxi Sir, we are doing a quarter scale SST inlet
duct test m 1970, applicale to the AMSA. This is funded underAPSI because of its general application. There are also engine distortion tests funded uder the F-15 program being done at the NASA
Lwis Flight Propulsion Laborato in Cleveland. There is also some.
work that is done in connection with the F-15 contractor under the.
F-15 line.
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Mr. RHODEs. Why are funds for programs such as AMSA and the
F-15 funded here rather than under the line item for those aircraft?
General McNicxz Mainly because these are technology programs
applicable
to any
system
for a seiflc applicatl'on.
The quarter
scale
duct,rather
even than
though
applicable to AMSA, is a tech.
nology program not sp.ciflcally tailored to that. The work continues
here because of its application to other programs as well as to these
two programs.
ADVANCED ARCRAT-V NAVIGATION

Mr. Rumois. Are there any questions on "Aircraft Propulsion Sub.
system Intgrationt" If not, we r to "Advanced Aircraft Naviga.
tion.- which is another program lor which you are requesting a sub.
stantial increase in fiscal year 1970. The 1970 estimate is $7 million as
compared with $3 million for fiscal 1969, and $00,000 for fiscal 1968.
What is your justification for an increase of this magnitudeI
Mr. HANSE.
This
is the area
which we
are bringing
ad.
wanted
navigation
equipment
forinaircraft.
There
are three along
principal
navigation system development programs that are ready to move in
the next year into phases of their development which are more costly
than what they were in the previous year.
THREE NEW NAVIOATION SYSTEMS

One is an electrostatic gyro-aircraft navigation system which uses

a evolutionary new type of gyro and will 1,rodee order of mtnitude

improvement in navigational accuracy. Another one is called'the velocity inertial position program. The third is called the DIM or doppler-inertial-:loran program. Those three programs account for tie
bulk of the money and the increase.
Mr. RHODE. Will you supply for the record an explanation of what
you are attempting to do under this heading with these systems and
what the primary areas of difference are with these three systems
and existing systems?
(The information follows:)
EfnlANAION or Eir

UNon ADVANCzD AICmoTm NAVIGATION PROGRAM

This program element Is the key source of advanced aircraft navigation system
technology and Is a continuing effort. The broad objectives are to provide the
Air Force with self-contained aircraft navigation systems that are fast reacting,
extremely accurate, easy to maintain, highly reliable, and with reasonable life
cycle costs.
There are three tasks under this program element. The first one is termed
DIL for doppler4nertlal4oran. The DIL program will optimally combine, by

means of a computer program, doppilr, Inertial. and loran information such that
the overall navigation accuracy Is much better than ans of the three Inputs.
There Is some hardware development Involved; however, the principle effect Is on
the come programing or, software padcage which will have bifoad appien.

tion to, navigation systns in the future. The !DIr progrqm, will provide the
first full integation of all. three navigatiq .sensor Inputsi-with resultant. increaes I* system accuracy and elabilltit .
'
gft f
t n
The decozd taisk Is to 'develop a glmnAlied elect tfe aft aircraft navigation system called _OdANS. This "is a new concept which greatly reduces the
complexity, of,an ln'rtW ngv1atIonu system: and provides treatei' accuracy titan
older, more complex systems. The GBANS system Is unique In that the. heart of'
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the system, the electrostatlc gyro, bap only one moving part, the rotor Itself. The
rotor is suspended by an electrostatie charge which means that we have an
inherently simple device which eliminates bearings emtirely. This promises a
significant improvement in reliability, of course. The GFANH system also offers
an order of magnitude Increase In navigation accuracy. The GEAN system will
provide extremely accurate velocity vectori for wealon delivery, which in turn
will sIgulficantly Improve weapon CEP's.
The third task, called IP, for velocity.inertial position Is a program which
Is a logical extension of the work performed under the DIL and GEANS prograins leading to the next generation navigation system. We have Identified areas
which require further technlcal development before any hardware system design
can begin. For example, we need to Improve our multiplexing techniques to smplify the interconnections between the components of the navigation system and
to greatly reduce the weight and volume of intenvine.ting cables. Another example would be the development of a laser gyro which would offer a technological breakthrough In meeting our requirements for fast reaction and long.
term reliability of lutertial navigation systems
In summary, the ongoing DIL and (EANS efforts are Important steps forward
In aircraft navigation, but fall short of providing the accurate, fast reaction,
highly reliable, cheap, self-contained navigation system that Is our ultimate goal.
The VIP program will be an evolutionary step forward and will be the next
generation, multisensor navigation system.

LIGHT INTRATH&TER TnANSPOUT (LIT) AiCRArr

Mr.

iHoozs. Now we turn to "Light Intratheater Transport." Last

par you requested $15 million for the development of a new light.
intratheater transport aircraft, but the supporting data book indicates

that only $5 million had been allocated for this program in fiscal 1909.
Do you still plan to obligate all the $5 million on the LIT in fiscal
year 19691

General MoNzcxmu Sir, we are only obligating a million dollars.

The concept formulation package has not been submitted and conse.
quently it is not yet approved. We have put a million of that $5 million
into a program to demonstrate the system for pitch control with the
lare diameter prop.
Mr. Lumoxa. Has contract definition of this aircraft been

initiated?
General MoNroxim No, sir.
CONCEPT FORK

,ATION/TOHNICAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN NOT Yi

APP9OVE)

Mr. Lmwm The Office of the Secretary of Defense has not apthe concept formulation package/technical development plan
proved
for the LIT I
General MotomLz.No, sir. As I mentioned this morning we hope

to submit it during July.

FsAL TZAR 1970 PROGRAM FOR LIT A3RCRAr

Mr,Lmmps,

What is the basis for the request of $1 million in

flscal 1970 and what will be the effort support by the $1 million ?
General MONiCKoL It will be for advancing the technology. It will
be additional support for the large diameter propeller.

4-08-0--pt. 4-
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REQUIREMENT FOR A LIT AIRCRArT

General Bomi.Ar. Mr. Lipscomb, this morning when we were dis.
cussing the LIT, one or two points might be added to the record con.
cerning this program.Our experience in Vietnam has pointed out that
one of the major deficiencies in our intra-theater airlift capability is
ability to provide supplort to the Army in the many outlying so-eftled
airfields, basically strips of 1,200 feet or less.
In ny01 Cases it is only a. helicopter arei. The Air Force preseutlv
has no vertical capability. The Army's capability i8 basically helicoi ter and about a 40-mile ndius. We do have a -7 aircraft that ser'.
iced many of these airfields. We understand that we are going to have
to be operating those (-7s for a number of years until this airplane
can be develolel. It will fill a complete void in our airlift capability
in support of Army field forces.
Mi. Linscmn. I agree with what you say, but we have known
this for a long time.
VARIOUS APPROACHES FOR A LIT AIRCRAFT STUDIED

General BoYm.-. The big problem has been which technology approach to pursue. The lift fin, the jet, the tilt wing, and tilt rotor-all
of these have been studied exhaustively. Our evidence now shows that
the way to go is the tilt wing turbo prop.
Mr. Linscom. What contractors are participating in the design
studies and what design studies do we have underway now I
General MCNICKLE. Design studies have been completed for the
concept formulation package. Lockheed-Georgia, Lockheed, Burbank, McDonnell-Douglas, Sikorsky, and Ling-Temco-Vought Darticipated in the design studies. We also have Hamilton Standard
working on the technology program for the large diameter propeller
and pitch control.
DE HAVILLAND C-8 BUFFALO STOL AIRCRAFT CONSIDERED

Mfr. LIPsCO.MN. What consideration has been given to utilization of
the Dehlavilland -8 Buffalo STOL transport aircraft for the LIT
role?
General Mcicxix. We recognize that we need a vertical takeoff
capability. Some of the C-7s are attritting, and some of the C-123s
will be transferred to the Vietnamese. We considered the C4 and C-4
and others as near term replacements but not as a LIT. Earlier requests to procure an interim aircraft have not been approved. We ae
presently considering this near term problem again.
Approval was given by Mr. Packard to buy 18 C-130s.
Mr. ML uozx. What part of the R. & D. cost of the C-8 was borne
by the United States?
General MoNICKLE. The Canadian Government paod a third, DeHa'illand paid a third and U.S. Army paid a third, $7 million each.
Mr. Lipscoxs. Have you looked at any otherr off-the-shelf aircraft
for this role?
General MoNxCKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. LwomB. What was the result?
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General McNCKLE. We (lid an extensive evaluation of all the air.
planes that. we knew of that, could fill the role and provide a substantial
tonnage capability. The Buffalo is ly far the bstA STOL airplno
available today.
V;'STOL VEn.ST7S STOL TO MEET LIT IIFQtVMEMENT

Mr. LA-.CornP. IAht do your studies show as to the trade-offs of a
tilt-wing aircraft such a. you anticipate developing? The tilt-wing
aircraft has great, capability for short landing and take off distance.
But how does it compare in'cost, in range and in paniyload with STOL
aircraft of a more conventional nature whieh migfit I procured off
the shelf for this mission?
General MCXicKLx. The one big advantage of V/STOL air)lane is
that in the STOL mode it can more than triple its capacity in the
V/STOL mode. When you buy a V/STOL capability you buy the very
best STOL capability tit it mst be big enough to dIo the required jol.
If you buy a candidate which is too small you are limited hv'calin
size in what von can carrv. V!.qTOL like our prpo vd LIT gives vo
a meaningful carrying capability in the vertical mode and also li)1vides a STOL aircraft that is insensitive to available runway len.th..
If you buy a STOL airplane designed for say a 1,000 or I0
feet, depending on your definition of a STOL airplane, then you just
do not operate unless von have that. much runway available where
ach delivery is requireA.
V/STOL APPROACII

Mi1E F.XPN-SIVE

Mr. Lnrscox. How about the cost considerations?
General McNicxLr.A V!STOL airplane is a lot more expensive than
a conventional airplane like the C-7 or C-8, but it can do a job that
those aircraft cannot do. What we have done in our studies is compare
a V/STOL with the best STOL aircraft that could be available in
the same time period. Tnder these conditions the V/STOL is more
expensive but it can operate. even when the STOL cannot. We have
the results and we can submit a ninber of those studies, if you would
like.
The capability that you really need to work for is to he is insensitive
as possible to uexlwcted changes of runway availability due to enemy
actin or weather or other miw.ion uncertainties.
Mr. Lwscoarn. The concept is understood. The fact is that we just
cannot seem to make the grade.
General McNxcKtmr. That is right.
Mr. Lesco-.NB. We need the capability. The mission is laid out for
Im and we keep going after something'that is certainly off into the
future.
General MCNICKLE. I know von are more aware than I of the number of V/STOL prototypes that have been financed by the United
States, and we just do not. want to bild anymore prototypes unless
we have more advanced technology that dictates prototyping. Howeverl, we will continue to purse V /STOL technology for application
to the LIT.
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ESTIMATED DEVELOPMEK&'T COST OF LIT AIRCRAFT

Mr. Lsomw What does the Air Force estimate to be the total cost

of development of an LIT aircraft if and when you receive a go.
ahead on such development l
General MoNzcxLz. Approximately $5300 million for the develop.
ment of an LIT of the size and type that we are talking about.
oxa&. The supporting data book last year gave an estimate
Mr. I
of the total cost of the LIT aircraft at $455 million. This supporting
data indicates a total development cost estimated to be $437.1 million.
What is the basis for this estimated decrease in development costs
General McNicxiu. Both years were based on 1967 dollars and the
wond one was a refined estimate and better than the first one which
was developed very early in our program.
I would say that a better estimate is about $500 million.
V/STOL VEMRSUS STOL TO MEET LIT REQUIREMENT

3fr. LnPscom. For this amount of money, why wouldn't it be better
to go ahead and get the STOL worked into the system and use that
kind of aircraft if we need this capabilityI
General McNicxiU To get an interim STOL
Mr. LIPSCOMB. And forget the V/STOL for this role for the present.
General MoNIcxz. We do not want to forget it because it is very
attractive. However I agree we have some more work to do. I agive
with you we do need an interim STOL capability until the V/STOL
can be developed.
Is all the technology we have developed on this
Mr. Lnscomi.
V/STOL air,,aft, both in this country and in foreign. countries, down
the drain I Can't we use some of it I
General MoNicxru Yes, sir. We do not want a small V/STOL
transport such as the XC-142, although we learned a lot from that
program. We could use that technology, and a little more, for a
V/STOL LIT. We could build a small fighter without range and
payload but the V/STOL fighter technology just won't support ti big
air lane.
General BomAw. Mr. Lipscomb, on this point of STOL-V/TOb
the air~plane we are talking about in the STOL mode has a ground
run of something over 400 feet in the STOL configuration with an
8 -ton load. It can take off in about 1,000 feet with a 17-ton payload.
You cannot buy an airplane off the shelf today that will perform like
that, with that weight and that runway len gth. The problem we are
facing is that runway characteristic of something like 1,200 feet downward. For example, the 0-7 at its gross weight uses a runway of
Something like 1,600 feet with only 3 tons of payload. To really make
high utility of tis airplane where we have the gap, we need STOL
or VTOL performance at very short runway lengths. That is not
available off the shelf.
ENGIMN

DEVEPPMENT INCLUDED IN LIT DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Mr. Lmsoxm. Is the engine development figured in this development cost? One of the critical factors in the V/STOL programs has
been the engine.
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General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir.

Mr. Luhscox& This is included in your LIT development cost I
General MoNxim. Yes, sir.
Mr. JoNES. This is really just uprating turboprop engines. It is not
acompletely new development by itself.
General BOTLAN. The propeller may be one of the most critical items
of this proposal.
ADVANCED FIRE CONTROL MISSILE TECHNOLOGY

Mr. LIPSCOMB. You are asking for a 100-percent increase for the
advanced fire control missile technology program under advanced
development. You received $1.5 millionin each of the last 2 fiscal years
and are requesting $3 million in fiscal 1970. Why is such a large percentage increase requested ?
Mr. HANSEN. This interrelates with the lookdown fire control and
missile capability that had been planned for the F-106X. The program
was planned in the expectation that it would be picked up by the
F-106X. Since that has not been implemented, we are requesting that
the things that are being done for the fire control system be continued
as an advanced development.
OBJECTIVES Or FISCAL YEAR 1970 PROGRAM

Mr. TAPSCOMB. What are the objectives for the program for fiscal
year 1970?
Mr. HANSEN. The general objective of that area is advanced technology for fire control and missile systems for future interceptors.
The specific things that we want to do work on are some digitizing

and miniaturization, the test evaluation of some alternative missile

guidance techniques, some work on the radar transmitter for the
lookdown capability and some antenna and ECM counter-counter.
measures technique work.
ALL WORK DONE UNDER CONTRACT

Mr. LUsCOmB. To what extent is this work done in Air Force

installations and to what extent under contract?

Mr. HANSE.. All of it is contracted.
Mr. LPscoMn. Who are the contractors?
Mr. HA.%srN. I do not have that list. I think it is Hughes and We.t-

inghouse. Hughes is the major contractor.

FISCAL YEAR 1009 PROGRAMS ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Mr. Lnso om Can you list for the committee some of the accomplishments under this program for the past year?
Mr.

IANsm.

Yes; a model of a new transmitter tube for the fire

control system has been developed and tested, and this tube was actually
used by the contractors bidding on the fire control system for the F-15.
Some solid state, state of the art was a applied to the radar receivers and
data processing. These were developed-in the laboratory. In the missile
area they developed a folding fin design which will be fabricated and
tested as part of the fiscal 1970 program. In the missile electronic area
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they developed an improved guidance head and a digital signal process.
sor for the data from that, One of the most expensive developments
they have had is the new missile high-temperature radome.
PROGRAM DIRECTED

TOWARD NEW INTERCEPTOR TECHNOLOGY

Mr. Lu-scomm. What is this program for? Did you say the F-106XI
Mr. HANsEN. It is really aimed at a new interceptor, whatever it
might turn out to be. The reason I brought the F-106X into it is that
in planning the program, the plans were that some of the advanced
development work would be picked up and continued in the F-106X
program which did not materialize. So we want to continue some of
this work further in advanced development.
Mr. Lirscom. This kind of a technology will fit on any interceptor
that you may come to in the future I
Mr. HANSE. Yes, sir. It is specifically fire control and missile tech.
nology which is aimed at the lookdown, shoot-down capability for an
improved interceptor program, whatever that interceptor turns out
to be.
Mr. LnsooMB. Could this be considered a little Phoenix program?
Mr. HANsEN. I do not know whether you could really call it that.
It is more in the technology area than specifically applied to a par.
ticular system. I do not thihk I really know enough about the Phoenix
to answer that question.
Mr. Jowes. This is primarily some component improvement ad.
vances in the state of the art for a new systems evolution. It could build
on a lot of the techniques of the Phoenix and the fire control system in
the F-12.
Mr. Lwscoxn. How deep do you think we will get into this program I
You are requesting $3 million for fiscal 1970. How far do you think we
will really go?
General McNcKL. We are running an exercise now on looking at
other posibilities for interceptors. Whenever we come up with one,
whether it be the F-15, F-14. F-106X, F-12, whatever it might be,
this program would be applicable and would fold right into it.
Mr. Lwscomts. This would be applicable to the F-15 program?
General MCNICKLE. In an air defense role, yes, siir. We have studied
and are studying all those possibilities for air defense.
WOK BRMIO DONEOR PROGRAM NOT IN BEING

Mr. LnnMsomB. We cannot even fully fund the F-Ill program right
now and here you are requesting money for a system that we do not
even have an aircraft for it to fit on. I realize you are looking to the
future.
Mr. HANSr. This is identified, however, as one of the critical areas
and one of the long leadtime things that needs to be done. I think if
we waited until we-had the airplane, then we might very well find that
the airplane had to stand around and wait for this development. The
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most critical thing is the lookdown, shoot-down capability of it combination of the radar and the missile to fly into the ground clutter.

Mr. LrsPCOn. You are developing the advanced fire control/missile
technology and we are not even talking about a specific aircraft program right now, are we I So you are developing a system for something we do not even have in our program at the present time.
General Pinrs. When this development started, Mr. Lipscomb, we
had the F-106X and the F-12. You gave us $55 million that has been
locked up on the F-12. We went the F-106X route and right now we
are without a candidate because there is a kind of lock between those
two systems.
Mr. Ln, ooxB. Until we get that unlocked we would be pouring
money into this program and we do not even know what the role is
going to be.
Mr. RHODES. If the gentleman would yield at that point I Are you
procuring hardware under this program ?
General MeNICKLE. No, sir.
Mr. ILNsEN. We are developing technology and components.
Mr. LIPscoM. If you develop components,'then you start developing some hardware.
nr. HANSEN. It is breadboards and techniques. This would have to
be picked up by an advanved interceptor program and redesigned or
designed for production and packaged for production. This is just technical feasibility hardware.
General BOYLAX. Mr. Lipscomb, I think you have noted it has been
our experience that the thing that gives us the most trouble in these
aircraft system is the avonics packages. If the Air Force can continue
this development perhaps some of the mistakes of the past can be
avoided.
Mr. Lisco m. faybe you have decided which to develop first the
airframe, and then the avionics, or do you develop the airframe later
to fit the avionics? Which comes first when we speak of a complete
weapons system?
General BOYLAN. Quite a bit of the technology of candidate airframes has already been proven. For example, the F-12.
General McNwcKLE. Our latest direction from D.D.R.&E. was to
continue to work on the F-106X but take another look at the B-58.
Mr. LaPsoMB. The B--581
General MONICKLE. Yes, sir,
General BOYLAN. You are registering surprise, sir, and we did, too.
AEROSPACE STRVurURL MATERIALS PROGRAM

Mr. Lipsconi. With reference to the aeorspace structural materials,
here again we find another materials research and development effort.
Will you list at this point in the record all of the materials research
and development projects in the Air Force R.D.T. & E. budget and the
estimated funding requirement for each for fiscal 1970.
General 6ICKJJEo Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
MATERIALS I. & D. PROJECTS IN AIR FORCE R.D.T. & E. BUDGET AND ESTIMATED FUNDING REQUIREMENT
FOR EACH
[In millions of dollars
Fiscal year 1170
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CsAmtsrtnd raft .........................................
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.

..

I...............
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VARIOUS MATERIALS RESEARCH

1.45
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WORANS

Mr. LimscoMn. How does this advanced development program re-

late with the other materials research and development efforts which
we have discussed thus far I

Mr. HANsEN. We talked before about the aluminum oxide filaments

and the basic material itself. In the advanced development program,
what we do is develop techniques of fabricating these materials into
specific useful components. For example, we take composites of boron
filament plastic, carbon filament plastic, boron filament metal and
so on, and actually work with the fabrication of these into useful
structural parts.
Mr. Ln'soozm. What is the overall difference between these
program?
M Jo Es. The programs we talked about earlier, as Secretary
Hansen mentioned, were in the technology development area; that
is, we were developing specific materials; in this case the boron filaments themselves. NWow in this progrm we are applying them to complex structures. We actually are trying to build a wing box structure,
boron tail, and put them under the dynamic
aloading
fuselage
component,
conditions
thatathey
will be subjected to in an aircraft structure, before we take them to the next step which would be to combine
them in a new airplane. This program is the steppingstone between
the material and the aappication of
the technology development of
the advance& material to the structural concepts.
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REASON FOR PROGRAM INCREASES
Mr. IPSCO31B. What is your justification for an increase in this
program? You aie requesting $9.5 million for fiscal year 1970. For
fiscal 1969 it was $9 million and $6 million was provided in fiscal
year 1968. To what extent is this effort done in-house and to what
extent under contract?
Mr. HANSEN. All of the work is done under contract with industry.
I think in the boron plastics composites we are at the stage of develop.
ment in that program where the complex structural forms that are
being made and tested are more elaborate and more costly than they
have been. This total composite material in its application to strc.
tures is a development progrm that has the characteristic shape
that any of them do. It builds up to a level and then gets finished
and tapers off, or gets put someplace else for a more forward pro.
duction applicatiqn of it.
This development has progressed to the stage where more hardware
has to be designed and labiicated and tested to bring the program
along.
F-111 AfTCRAYT HORIZONTAL STABIJITI TESTING

Mr. Lnscmn. Your justification sheets for fiscal year 1970 say,
flight test of the F-111 horizontal stabilizer will be completed? Is
that in this program
Mr. JoN S. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lrsoorm, The fuselage structure and graphite composite aircraft structure developments will be continued. Is that all on the F-111
pro gam?
Mr. HANSEN. These are developments which would apply to air.
craft in general. The applications to the F-111 are used as a specific
example of material usage and techniques which would be applicable
to other aircraft structures as well.
Nfr. LxscoB. What became of the F.-lll horizontal stabilizer?
General Prrrs. The stabilizer is made of this boron composite. They
are making a horizontal stabilizer and testing it in the F-il aircraft
for an application. In addition, on the C-5 program there is a wing
slat that is made of a boron composite. It is being tested on that
aircraft.
OTHER CATERIALS RESEARCH APPLICATIONS

Mr. .JoNS. That is correct. The wing structure and the fuselage
structure that is being talked about here is a structure that is being
built up which will be static tested on the ground. The C-5 wing slat
is a wing slat that is being used, and in fact I believe they are being
replaced-on 10 aircraft, which will be service tested to get the effect
of rain, erosion, and so forth, on the material itself. We are starting
some work on turbine engne compressor blade applications of these
boron fiber materials. This is a, basic material that has some tre.
mendous promise for future weight saving and strength improve.
meats in airplane and engine structures.
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On the order of 30 to 50 percent weight savings, for example. So
the program we have is a broad gaged program to build up experi.
ence in application to structural -designs
ranging
from elements
on
to complex
application
C-5
flying airplanes such as the F-111 and
fuselage and wing structures in static tests and some engine components that we will start next year.
REASON FOR P- 11 HORIZONTAL

STABILIZER TESTS

Mr. Lxrsco.xn. According to your justification sheet it looks like the
major part of your program is with the flight test of the F-111 horizontal stabilizer and the C-5A wing slat which will be structurally
tested. When you test the new horizontal stabilizer on the F-111, what
does this do to your regular F-111 program which is in a state of
incompletion?
Mr. JOFS. This would be taking just one airplane and substituting
either one side or both sides of the stabilizer with this new material
and a modest flight test program. These are piggy-back tests more than
anything else.
Mr. Lipsco~m. We will never know if this F-111 works if we keep
testing new items on it all the time.
Mr. JoNEs. This is just a test for the material primarily and not a
part of the F-111 per se.
Mr. LiPscoMB. We a;e still testing the F-111 with the material that
was originally planned for it. Why do we keep adding and testing
different materials on it ?
MIr. H.NSEN. We are not testing in these areas and these tests are
constrained to be noninterference tests. They do not wait for them.
General Pirs. This is a test for this material, sir.
Mr. Lisco~m. We better get some of these things completed and
some aircraft flying some day soon.
General PiTTs. The promise of these new materials is tremendous in
weight savings, as has been testified, and in future reduction in cost if
we can prove what we think we can prove with these new materials.
That is the reason for these new tests.
Mr. LAPscom. How will you know if the F-111 will ever qualify if
you keel)putting new materials on it? Why don't we get a plane coinpleted and operational?
General BOLAX. Mr. Lipscomb, you appreciate
Mr. LiPsCo B. We have them coming off the production line and
they are sitting out there, waiting for a new wing carry-through box.
W6 cannot even test those production models yet.
General BOyLAN. Yes, ir. Those aircraft were procured and scheduled to operate in units. In the total F-111 procurement there are a
number of test aircraft that will stay in a test status for the purpose of
continuing tests on the F-111 system. I am sure this boron composite
structure is goin to be on one of those aircraft.
Mr. RHoDE. If the gentleman Will yield; one of the problems you
had with the F-111 was the difficulty of shaping the metal, wasn't it?
Didn't you have problems with actually fabricating the metal you used
in the F-i11 or am I thinking of another aircraft?
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Mr. JoNEs. I am not aware of a metal shaping problem that we have
had. We had our share of problems but I am not aware of that particular problem.
Mr. RHODES. I am happy to hear that I hit on a problem you did not
possess.
BORON COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Mr. HANSEN. I think this boron composite material program is one
that we could stand to emphasize a little more. We ought to take a lot
of pride in it. It has been a very successful program. We have come u
with new materials with 30 to 50 percent weight saving and hig
strength. It is working out very well. I think we ought to shout about it.
Mr. LiPsco-mB. How long has this boron composite material been
around?
Mr. HANSEN. As a structural material you mean?
Mr. LiPscomB. Yes.

Mr. HANSEN. Three to four years.

Mr. LiPscOM&B. Don't I remember some people wanting to do some
work on it. years ago? Wasnt it shoved off to one side? Do you remember anything like this? This was probably 7 or 8 years ago.
General Pirrs. I think you are talking about Project Forecast. W1Ve
are getting the go ahead to do some of the things we looked at at that
time. One of the things that Mr. Rhodes spoke about involves the difficulty of shaping metal into a difficult form. Under this program you
build the boron composites to the shape; and this is one of the benefits
of a program like this.
Mr. LIPscOMB. I was thinking of the problem we may be having with
the new Navy F-14 which might cause it to be a very expensive aircraft.
General PiTTs. With titanium, yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Lipscomb, may I interrupt? It seems I remember
that when we were working toward the ill-fated B-70, we talked at
one time about a bomber using a boron fuel.
General PrTrs. Yes, sir; boron fuel for that bomber.
Mr. MAHON. I realize we have not been discussing fuel, but structural material: I am just searching for the boron relationship.
Mr. HANSEN. There is 20-Mule Team Borax which is basically the
boron material. What we are talking about here is the making of a
composite material with a boron content that has these interesting
structural properties.
General Prrrs. There is another one, graphite composites.
Mr. JONES. We have built up the structures very similar to the way
you build up fiber glass structure. You get the strength out of the core
mater al, in this case the glass material, that you string m conformance with where you want the strength to go, and then you put this
into a resin or plastic of some form and mold it. There you have a
very light weight structural material that has a lot of strength. In
this case we use the boron fiber instead of the glass fiber and we come
out with a very good composite material for aircraft usage. We are
trying it in these various programs to get experience so we understand its usage before we put it into a full airplane development
program.
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TOTAL COST OF RESEARCH IN BORON FUEL

Mr. LipsooMB. Do you remember how much we spent in researching
the boron fuel for the 3-70 before we closed out the program I Was it
about $140 millionI
Mr. JoNs. In that order of magnitude, sir. I am not sure of the
exact number. I would have to provide it to you for the record. This
was a program started originally by the Navy, and the Air Force came
into it primarily for the B-70 program that was later scrapped. I just
do not remember the exact amount.
Mr. MAHoN. Give us the total research on that and place it in the
record.
(The information follows:)
The total Air Force cost of boron fuel, and related programs to apply It to the
B-70 aircraft, was $120.2 million.

Mr. MAHoN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
We will resume tomorrow at 10 a.m.
ThURvsDAY, Jima129,1989.
Hm

soNic VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY

Mr. Sime. We will now discuss hypersonic vehicle technology. You
are requesting for this program $2 million. Would you describe the
program?
Mr. HANsEN. Mr. Chairman, the program plan for fiscal year 1970
investigates reusable and refurbishable thermal protection systems,
integral structures, and low-cost reusable launch vehicle configLrations. This is a technology based to prepare us for flight in the Mach 5
regne.
r.Sis.Is this a new program
Mr. HANSEN. No, sir, this is the continuing program which we have
had in the past.
PROGRAM FORMERLY FUNDED UNDER "ADVANCED

STRUCrUmF1"

Mr. Sixas. How was it listed in the past? I do not find any funds
for that previously under this name.
Colonel HOiEmANN. It might have had a different title sir, but
back in 1967 it was funded with contract money. In 1968 and 1969 we
were doing in-house work and cleaning up the program.
Mr. SiKoS. Nothing shows for 1968 and 1969. How much was funded
in 1967?
Colonel HOERMANN. I will have to furnish that for the record.
(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 96, this program was funded at $1.9 million. At the beginning
of fiscal year 1967, the program was titled "Advanced Structures," and was
identified as program element No. 6.84.06.54.4. During the fourth quarter of
fiscal year 1967, the scope of the program was Increased to Include efforts In the
flight mechanics area. The title was then changed. to "Hypersonic Vehicle Technology" to reflect thi; increase in program scope.

Mr. S$,xs. What is the status of the program?
Mr. o ,This is proposed as a new start with outside contracting
to take advantage of some of the accumulation of in-house work that
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we have done for the past 2 years, projected at doing some new design
work on hypersonic reentry type ofvehicle.
Mr. SiEs. Does this program envision the construction of a new
hypersonic test facility at TullahomaI
Mr. JoN.s. No, I don't believe so. I am not sure which facility you
are referring to. I believe you may be referring to the low altitude
hypersonic facility, which really is not oriented toward this task.
LIST OF TASKS FOR HYPERSONIC VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY

Mr. Srx s. Can you provide the committee with a list of the tasks

for which you are requesting the $2 million?
Mr. JoNzs. Yes, we can.
(The information follows:)

The program planned for fiscal year 1970 will investigate the following:
(1) Reusable/refurbishable thermal protection systems;
(2) Low cost hypersonic structures;
(3) Reusability criteria ;
(4) Integral structures for hypersonic application;
(5) Configuration development for reusable launch vehicles and advanced
high speed interceptors.
PROPOSED USE OF X-15 FOR HYPERSONIC EXPERIMENTS

Mr. Si3ES. Proposals have been made to reform hypersonic aircraft

experiments with a modified version of the X-15. Has the Air Force
considered this proposal, and, if so, what do you think of it?
Mr. HANsoN. This proposal has been considered. In April a year

ago the Air Force requested the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board
to review this program. NASA has also been asked to get into this and
has. In summary, the feeling is that the modification of the X-15 to
take these higher flight velocities for a sufficient length of time to
yield the data that is desired would be very difficult and costly, and
that would not be the best approach.
Mr. Sxxzs. Is the hypersonic vehicle technology program for which
you are requesting the $2 million a continuing program, or do you
have certain experiments to be performed over a finite time period
and concluded at a certain point in time I
Mr. HANSEN. I think at this stage. of the program it is visualized
as a continuing program to bring this technology along to the point
where the application of it is more clearly visil e. There are several
possible applications that we have in mind. One is related to simply
higher-speed flight in the atmosphere. Another very important one is
related to the anticipated results of the studies now underway in
reponse to the President's questions about future space programs.
This technology is very important to reentry vehicles.
VTOL ENGINE DEvELoP=ENT PIRoWUK
Mr. LwscoxB. It has been generally understood that the limiting
factor in successful development of VTOL aircraft has been the area
of propulsion. Have you completed development of any promising new
engines in the VTOL engine-development program for wlicl $12
million is requested in fiscal year 1970$
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Mr. II.Nsw. Mr. Jones will answer these questions on the VTOL.
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, we have, Mr. Chairman. As you may recall, there
were two basic programs in this VTOL engine program. One was the
lift-cruise engine which provided lift during vertical takeoff as well
as thrust during cruise flight, and the second was the lift engine which
only provided auxiliary thrust during takeoff. The first use for both
engines was to have been the proposed US/FRG V/STOL fighter
which was discontinued. The direct lift engine was to have been used
only during takeoff, landing, and hover. The lift cruise engine was
to have augmented the lift engine operation and provide thrust for
all other aircraft maneuvering. The lift-cruise demonstration program we completed in 1968 and that has performed the baseline work
for the advanced engine development for our F-15 fighter and Jointly
by the Navy in their use of the same engine core in the F-14B.
The lift engine program was a joint program between the United
States and the United Kingdom. That program is continuing. We
have run the engine. We started running it last August.
We have some new milestones that we set for the program. We are
discussing with the British, right now, what would be the best point
to arrive at the termination of demonstration of the technology we
have developed in this program, since we do not have a direct applica.
tion to which we can put the engine.
APPLIATION TO LIGHT INTRATIHEATER TRANSPORT

(LIT) PROGRAM

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Earlier, we discussed the light intratheater transport

(LIT) rogram. What about this engine for the LIT?

Mr. JONEs. The type of propulsion system we are thinking of at

the moment for the LIT is a turboprop engine with a large monocyclic propeller. So it is not directly applicale to that concept. The
basic technology, of course, does have application for gas generators
for future engines and is a high-performance gas-generator engine.
It would be useful in concepts for fighter aircraft in the future, or
possibly for other types of V/STOL other than the tilt wing.
Mr. LnscoxB. Idid not quite get the connection when you mentioned the F-14B, and the use of this engine in that demonstration.
RELATIONSHIP TO ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ENGINE PROGRAM

Mr. Jo-ms. We have, jointly with the Navy, what we call an initial
development program on an advanced engine which the Air Force
will first use in the F-15 fighter, and a version of the same engine is
being developed through proof testing which could be used by the
Navy for updating their F-14 aircraft with an improved engine sometime in the future. This is a common gas-generator development in
which they would use a slightly larger fan and it would have different controls and other minor changes in the engine. But the baseline
engine would be applicable to both programs. came basically-the
technology and the basic components-from the lift cruise engine
which .1mentioned earlier.
Mr. Lnomo. Is this'a third engine for the F-14 program?
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Mr. JONES. As I understand their program, they are presently using
the TF-30-P12 engine, which was formerly the engine used in the
F-111B. They have plans for updating their aircraft at some point in
the future with an advanced engine which would be a derivative engine from this program.
TWO SEPARATE ENGINE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Mr.

SiKES.

Let us get down to cases. If this is not a VTOL engine,

why do you call it a VTOL engine development? Presumably you are
not seriously undertaking the development of a VTOL engine. You
have been working on this for years. It has not been productive.
The Navy is proposing to buy Harrier V/STOL aircraft from Great
Britain for the Marines. If we are in the VTOL engine field, why are
we in it? If we are not in it, why do you call this a VTOL developmentI
Mr. JONES. Mr. Sikes, as I mentioned, this particular program was
originated at the time we were looking at a joint United States and
German V/STOL fighter program, and there were two baseline engine
programs. One was the cruise engine which also provided some lift
during takeoff and the other the pure lift engine. These are the derivative engines that have come out of thatprogram.
As you know, the U.S.-FRG V/ST L fighter program did not
survive, and has not gone forward as a full-scale development. But
the basic technology that came out of this program has now been
applied to the advanced engines which will be used in the next generation fighter.
Mr. SrKs. These are not VTOL engines, as such?
Mr. JONES. The new developments are not but the new developments

are not funded in this particular line. This is a continuationMr. SmrEs. Do you have another program which also contributes
to the development of the new enginesI
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
Mr. SixE. You mean you have two developmental programs on
the new engine?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Now I am really confused. Why do you have two?
Mr. JoNE9. The engine that is associated with the F-15 program is

carried and funded under that line. The development of the lift engine
is carried and funded under the VTOL engine-development line.
Mr. SIKES. What use will you make of the engine being developed

under the VTOL engine development program?

Mr. JoNEs. This is a completion of the technology that came out of

the lift-engine program-the United States-United Kingdom liftengine program-and is winding up the demonstration of that basic
engilne.
At the moment we do not have an aircraft programMr. SKsEs. Is a similar development taking place in Great Britain
for the Harrier aircraft engine I
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Mr. Josx-s. Not in connection with this particular engine approlich,
Mr. Sikes.
ENGINE DEVELOPMENT FOR NONEXISTENT AIRCRAFT PROGRAM:

Mr. SIKES. What are you going to do with this engine when you
get through developing it? What are you going to use it in?
Mr. JONES. Basically this engine will demonstrate the technology
of an advanced lift engine which is more advanced than any other
lift engine we know of right now.
Mr. SKEs. Do you foresee you are going to use this in tomorrow's
Harrier-type aircraft ?
Mr. JoNEs. Tomorrow's Harrier might be a proper definition.
Certainly the concept that was em poyed in thi U.S.-FRG V/STOL
fighter was far advanced over the Warrier as a fighter aircraft.
'Mr. SIKES. Are you sure this is not something that you just got stuck
with and you have been working with for a long time and you don't
know how to get rid of ?
Mr. JONES. As I mentioned, Mr. Sikes, we are working with the
United Kingdom right now in defining a demonstration point where
we would bring this particular engine to a conclusion during the coming year. But the technology that is demonstrated here is useful work
that will be applied to advanced engines.
Mr. SIKES. What is it demonstrating that is particularly useful?
Mr. JoxEs. The thrust-to-weight ratio in this en ine is about 20 to
1, which is about 60 percent better than any other lift engine.
Mr. SIKES. Better than the Harrier engine?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.

Mr. Six~s. Why is not this one in the Harrier f
Mr. JONES. It is a different concept. The Harrier engine is the kind.
of engine which provides both the lift and the cruise power, that is,
the sustaining power in flight after direct lift-off. Tis particular
engine is a lift-augmentation engine.
Mr. Srmrs.' I have the feeling that when you have completed this
development you are going to put the engine on the shelf and, hopefully, something will come along to use it. Am I wrong?
Mr. Jo~ws. I think this is correct as far as this particular engine is
concerned.
Mr. SimEs. Can we afford to develop engines and put them on the
shelft?
Mr. JONES. This engine was started at the time the United StatesFederal Republic of German V/STCOL fighter program was going
and had a direct application. We are now trying to get all of the technology we can out of the basic hardware that we bought for the earlier
program.
COST OF LIFT AND LIMT CRUISE ENGINE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SiKES. What does this engine cost in its entiretyl
You have $13.8 million for 1968, $14 million for 1969, and $12 million for 1970. That is around $40 million in those 3 years.
What is the cost altogether?
Mr. JONES. That covers both of these programs. I would have to submit the detailed breakout to you for the record between the lift cruise
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engine for which there were three contractors, and the lift engine
program.
MAJOR PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Mr. SIKES.

Do that, and tell us what major accomplishments you can

point to at this stage as a result of the VTOL engine development
program.
31r. JONES. I will be glad to do that.
(The information follows:)

In the United States-United Kingdom lift engine program, we and the United
Kingdom agreed to continue the demonstrator phase as a technology program
when the United States-Federal Republic of Germany aircraft effort was terminated in early 1968. The design of the XJ-99 advanced engine has been com.
pleted; hardware fabrication Is proceeding; and testing of the demonstrator
engine at Rolls-Royce and Allison has begun. We have experience what can be
called normal development problems, but considering the advanced design concepts in this engine, this is not unexpected. To date we have on contract a total
United States funding of $22.9 million which includes $1.6 million in fiscal year
1966, $5.9 million in fiscal year 1967, $8.8 million in fiscal year 1968 and $6.6
million in fiscal year 1969.
Since we do not have a firm application for a lift engine, we plan to continue
the program to a logical termination point which is presently being negotiated
with our United Kingdom friends.
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND TOTAL COST OF DEVELOPING VTOL LIwT ENGINE

The VTOL engine development program was initiated in 1965 with the obJective of developing a lift cruise engine and direct life engine for the United
States-Federal Republic of Germany V/STOL tactical fighter program. With
regard to the lift cruise engine, we had three contractors (Curtiss-Wright, General Electric, and Pratt and Whitney) In a competitive engine demonstrator
phase which ran from early 1966 to early 1968. The total funds expended on
the demonstrators and the engine Contract Definition Phase for the system was
$51.1 million which included $28.8 million fiscal year 1966, $17.3 million in fiscal
year 1967 and $5 million in fiscal year 1968. Even though the lift cruise engine
was not carried on into development, the lift cruise demonstrators have provided
a sound base of high thrust to weight engine technology upon which our current
F-15A/F-14B Initial Engine Development (lED) program is proceeding. During the current year we have used $7 million of our fiscal year 1969 fund on
this program for the Initial Engine Development program. Based on our success
with the lift cruise demonstrators and these fends, the F-15A/F-14B engine
program is proceeding satisfactorily. The designs have been completed, the component tests are well underway and the engine hardware fabrication has been
initiated.

ADVANcED TURmN

ENGINE GAs GERATOR

Mr. SIKES. On Advanced Turbine Engine Gas Generator, you are
requesting $5 million for fiscal 1970. It has been going up about a
million crollars a year. What are you doing and why is the cost
increasing I
. Mr. Jox s. This program is one of the key programs in our total
engine development effort.
This is the program in which we take the advanced technology and
components that have come out of the exploratory development work

and put it into running hardware for the first time as the basic gas
generator which is the core or the heart of the jet propulsion engine.
From this program then the advanced engines for the transports,

such as the 0-5, and the fighters, such as the F-15, really derive.
1<"1
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4-03"
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In the C-5 engine, for example, the gas generator came from this
type of program before it was coupled with the big fan to go into
the C--SA.
Mr. SIKES. Is this a relatively low priority item?
Mr. JONES. It is not a low priority item, Mr. Sikes.
Mr. SIKES. Last year you asked for $7 million, but only $4 million
was applied.
Mr. JONES. That is correct. This is a progam in which since its
origination in 1965, we have planned more funds than we have been
able to afford to put into it. What this means is we have had to boot.
strap ourselves off of the hardware of other development programs,
that is, some of the hardware from the lift-cruise engine program, as
an example.
This coming year we are hopeful of buying some new hardware
from completely advanced technology that will- allow us to get along
with demonstrating new gas generators for the next generation of
turbojet engines.
OBJECTIMS OF THE PROGRAM
Mr. SiKiS. In the supporting data-the discussion which describes
the purpose of this program-it is stated that a secondary program
objective is to assure an adequate advanced engine industrial base
from which the Government can solicit some tentative proposals. How
is this accomplished?
Mr. JoNzs. We have basically four engine contractors participating
in what we call the Advanced Turbine Engine Gas Generator program. These are the Allison Division of Gm, Continental, General
lectric, and Pratt and Whitney.
We fund them essentially on an equal basis although the proper.
tions may vary from year to year depending on how much of the
advanced component work that is coming out of their exploratory
program is going into new engine running during the course of a year.
rheir work is lanned, it is directed and it is closely monitored by
the engineers ofthe Air Force Aeropropulsion Lab at Wright-Patterson AFB. The basic key is to try to look forward into the future and
try to provide the core development work in some rotating machinery,
sized to about the size of future engines, with the primary objective
of reducing the'risk in our future engine development programs, and
secondly, providing us with multiple sources for competitive developments in the future.
The C-5, as I mentioned, started with a basic progam such as this,
from which Pratt & Whitney and General Electric both derived their
basic gas generators. General Electric ultimately developed the TF-39
engine for the 0", and Pratt & Whitney later went on with a commercial development for the Boeing 747.
Mr. Sixim For the record, tell us how much of the money programed
for the advanced turbine engine gas generator program has been and
will be used in the secondary program objective?
(The information follows:)
ADVANCED TUDBINE EN INE GAS GENERATOR

The two objectives of the advanced turbine engine gas generator program are

the adequate demonstration of advanced engine-design concepts and the maintenance of a broad competitive Industrial base. The accomplishment of the first
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objective at our four engine contractors will insure achievement of the second objective. Therefore, we are emphasizing the first objective and allocating our resources accordingly, and not specifically funding the program to achieve the second objective. Thus, we have not specifically directed expenditure of funds solely
to provide a broad industrial base, but undertaking those advanced concepts at
each company will insure well-balanced technology programs responsive to potential future engine requirements as well as provide growth for existing
engines.
NEED

FOR

GOVERNMENT

SUPPORT

OF

NEW

ENGINE

TECHNOLOGY

Mr. SIKES. With the number of aircraft programs which are being
carried out in this country today, should we not have a sufficiently
healthy jet-engine industry that support from the Government is not
really required?
Mr. JONES. No, Mr. Sikes, not in my judgment, if we are still looking
for the high-performance type of engines that we in the military need
for our weapons system.
We have, of course, a broadened engine base today over what we had
5 years ago. Certainly there has been a great expansion in the commercial market. However, the military engine requirements are always
demanding greater and greater technical performance from these
eno-ines.
While the commercial base has provided us with probably some lowering of production costs, the commercial development programs do
not really meet the stringent requirements for the military engines.
So, I think if we want to continue to get superior engines for our weapons systems of the future, we are going to have to fund programs of
this kind to demonstrate that technology.
Mr. Sri[Es. What is industry doing in this area? Are they not plowing some of their profits back into the same type of research?
Mr. Jov.s. They do component research, Mr. Sikes. by plowing some
of their profits back into advanced technology. But I ao not know of
any program, such as this advanced turbine gas generator, program,
which really is a program that combines advanced technologies in
compressors, combusters. and turbines, and runs them as a core demonstration of advanced cycle conditions of the future before then adapting it to a specific application.
ADVANCED MANNED STRATEGIC

AiRcnr (AMSA)/B-1 Ainc

'r

Mr. SiKES. Let us turn to advanced manned strategic aircraft
(AMSA). In fiscal year 1968, and in prior years, a total of $118.8 million has been provided for AMSA. You received $25 million in fiscal
1969, and you are requesting over $100 million in fiscal 1970. After all
these expenditures, the descriptive summaries document indicates that
the total estimated cost in the development of AMSA is "undetermined." Why can't you provide an estimate of the cost of the development program?
ESTIMATED AMSA DEVELOPMENT COr

Mr. HANSE. Mr. Chairman, we now estimate the development cost
for the AMSA at about $1.8 billion. That excludes prior-year study
efforts.
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Mr. SIRES. How realistic is this? We have been hearing a great, deal
in recent weeks about cost overruns. There has been much criticism
of cost overruns. How valid would you say this estimate is?

What do you base it on?
Do you think it includes everything?

Mr. HANszN. We think it is a good number. It is the best we can
estimate short of actually getting contractor cost proposals. The next
step, as far as we are concerned, is to get requests for proposals out to
the contractors and let them give us firm proposals. We think the evaluation of those cost proposals against our in-house-generated estimates
are the next pieces of data from which we can sharpen up our view

of what this costs.
Mr. SIRES. When do you propose to do this?
Mr. HAMNSN. We would hope to be able to get our proposal requests
out next month.
BASES FOR AMSA/B-1

DEVELOPMENT COST ESTIMATE

Mr. SIrms. I would like you to provide for the record some of the
bases on which this cost estimate was made.

(The information follows:)

B-1 COST METHODOLOGY

Introduoflot

B-1 DEvELOPMZNT COSTS

The methodology used for synthesizing the cost of the B-1 system Is based on
the use of historical data from past and current programs used in conjunction
with costing formulas. These formulas are empirically corrected whenever addi.
tonal cost comparison information becomes available.
A#aumptione
Development program.-The development program Includes all research and
development required to design and fabricate test aircraft and to perform initial
flight test. Specifically, this required five flight-test vehicles plus one static-test
article and one fatigue-test article. Three equivalent sets of avionics are included
in the development program.
proProduction progran.--It is assumed for planning purposes that duction aircraft will be procured. This is the number required to supply
wings of operational B-1 systems together with replacement and support aircraft.
It Is assumed that the first eight production aircraft will be utilized for test and
at the conclusion of the test program these eight aircraft will be refurbished to
become part of the operational inventory.
Other.-All costs are 1968 dollars. Weapon costs are excluded since these will
be developed and procured as separate programs; however, aircraft/weapon integration and compatibility costs are Included.
Terminology
Some of the terms used in this cost methodology report are not well known
and are defined for'clarity:
(d) Nonrecurringcost.-This is the money that must be spent on a onetime basis. Design and development costs are nonrecurring .costs.
(b) BoWr e oots.t-!Recurring costs are those associated with the buy*
Ing of quantities of similar equipment. The buying of several B-1 systems
and support equipment would be identified as recurring, or repetitive, costs.
(o) Plya V oo#t.--This is a term used to Identify the cost of an airplane complete with all of its installed equipment but not including the
costs of ground support equipment, training equipment, or any other equipm, nt or capabilities not associated directly with the flying machine. If the
que10# Is 4@se4 'f" t is the colt" a B-1t', the answer would probably
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be given In terms of the flyaway cost based on the advantage of a large
production buy.
(d) AMPR or DOPR weight.-This is a technical term associated with the
actual structural weight of an aircraft. It includes all of the structure and
crew provisioning, but not fixed equipment such as engines, avionics equipment, fuel, payload, and so forth. In a large bomber such as the B-1, the
AMPR or DCPR weight will usually be about 30 percent of the gross takeoff weight.
(e) Learning curve.-Whenever a large number of identical items are
produced (whether aircraft, automobiles, refrigerators, etc.), experience
shows that the cost of each succeeding production item is slightly less than
that of the preceding item. The learning curve is simply an easy way of
placing a numerical relationship on this fact. A learning curve with a 90percent slope means that the cost of an item decreases by 10 percent as the
specified baseline quantity doubles.
Methodology
The basic methodolgy used to estimate the cost of an airframe is based on
multiplying the weight of an aircraft structure or equipment by dollars-perpound figure which has been determined from historical data. In the case of the
engine, the cost is usually computed by multiplying the pounds of thrust by a
dollar-per-pound figure. Supporting costs are calculated as percentages of the

above basic costs.

Airframe.--Airframe nonrecurring development costs are based on a formula
which multiplies the cost per pound by the AMPB weight, the product of which
i then multiplied by another figure which is associated with the type of aircraft
(fighter, cargo, bomber, etc.) and its operating capabilities (speed, altitude,
etc.). All of these factors have been empirically derived from historical data.
The B-1 airframe recurring costs are based on the latest available F-111 airwas multiplied
frame cost data. The F-111 cost of $203 per pound at unit by the AMPR weight of the B-1. This figure was then reduced by a percentage
factor to allow for a historically identified lower cost based on the larger airframe size-that is, large airframes are somewhat cheaper on a cost per pound
basis than smaller aircraft where all other factors, such as manufacturing techniques, are identical. This results in a cost per AMPR pound of $169 for the
units. The B-1 cost at any unit of production can then be derived
B-i at from the learning curve which in this case has been established at 75 percent for
the first 74 units and 80 percent for subsequent production. This split learning
curve is based on F-111 and other aircraft data. The use of the F-111 airframe
cost base is conservative since it is the highest cost base available from historical
data and the figure is considerably higher than the average cost data base from
other recent aircraft programs.
Eng.ne--Nonrecurring engine development costs are based on recent data submitted by General Electric and Pratt & Whitney. Both companies have built a
B-1 demonstrator engine in the correct size class and with similar-In some
cases. identical-cycle characteristics. In addition, both companies have recent
experience in developing cost estimates for the F-15 engine, the US/FRG fighter
engine, and of course, the TF-89 (O-A) and JT-9D (Boeing 747). Data submitted by the two contractors for study purposes have been modified by Inhouse
estimates to take advantage of the development work already accomplished in
the B-1 program. Recurring engine costs were derived from essentially the
same data source as in the nonrecurring case. From new estimates and historical
data, an equation was developed and unit costs were then derived using a 93
aircraft,
percent learning curve. It should be noted that for a buy of engines would be required. not including spares.
Aronic&.-Nonrecurring avionics development costs are based on a cost-per
pound methodology which has been derived from historical data and detailed
studies by avionics contractors. The B-i estimate results from a figure of per pound for the development of complex avionics equipment. An additional
-million was added to the development program to provide for avionics
design efforts that will be accomplished to permit realistic space, weight, power,
cooling, and structural provisions to be made In the airframe for growth avionics
capabilities, if and when a requirement is validated. Recurring avionics costs
are also based on a cost-per-pound methodology. Using data from the F-111/
MK-1I avionics subsystem, and using detailed cost estimates from study con-
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has been derived. This cost
per pound at unit tractors, a figure of per pound, which does not include spares and other supporting costs but does
include the costs for the airframe/avionics jntegratiou and nuclear hardening,
is then multiplied by the estimated weight of the avionics subsystem to derive
the average flyaway costs. A learning curve slope of 92 percent is projected for
the avionics subsystem.
Other.-In addition to costs for the airframe, engine, and avionics, a very
large cost element must be taken into account. This element breaks out Into a
number of items which are listed below together with the cost factor used with
each item:
(a). Spares.-Airframe spares are determined by applying a factor of
for the de.
to recurring airframe costs. Engine spares are calculated at for production spares. Avionics spares costs have
velopment program and to the number of installed avi.
been determined by applying a factor of
to the number of avionics
onics subsystems during the development and
installations during production.
(b). Training equipment.-Nonrecurring training equipment developed costs
to the nonrecurring airframe cost.
are derived by applying a factor of Recurring training equipment costs in their respective areas are derived by
to the recurring development airframe, propulsion,
applying a factor of to the production cost of the same three items.
and avionics costs and to the
Training equipment spares are derived by applying a factor of to the production train.
recurring developmental training equipment and
Ing equipment.
.(o). Aerospace ground equipment (AGE).-This item covers all nonflying test,
chekout. and-support equipment such as ground power units, maintenance equip.
nient, electronic checkout units, etc. Nonrecurring AGE development costs fre
of nonrecurring airframe, propulsion, and avionics costs. Recurring AGF,
of production
of the recurring development costs and costs are of AGE costs.
costs of these same items. AGE spares are (4). Test program.-This includes the cost of mockups, wind tunnel tests,
static tests, fatigue tests. all of the sophisticated structural and simulation tests
",nd, of course, all flight tests. Each type of test is costed either as a percentage of
,on associated equipment development cost or by using hLtorical data on the
hourly cost of tests-particularly In case of flight tests and wind tunnel tests.
an hour
per hour in category I and Flight test costs are estimated at per hour of tunnel
in category II. Wind tunnel tests are estimated to cost occupancy.
of recurring development airframe
(e) Enghnerfg chawges.of the production airframe cost.
costs. of total recurring costs for pro(t) FPret destination tran9portation.- pulsion and avionics.
of total recurring costs for airframe and
(g) Systems management.avionics.
of total recurring development hardware
(A) Teohnical data.of the production hardware costs.
costs, (I) Tooling.-Under this Item are the costs of basic tooling which is neeessary to construct and assemble the first and all succeeding aircraft; the rate
tooling, including replacement tooling, is required to achieve higher monthly
rates of production. Basic tooling costs are based on a dollar-per-hour flgre
for labor and material times the AMPR weight of the aircraft. Rate tooling
of base tooling.
is of
(I) Production englneering.-Production engineering costs are
nonrecurring airframe development costs.
of production propulsion costs. -(0d Production improvement.- of production avionics costs.
(1) stock a"d supporting equipment.-Thls item covers POT,. trucks, Jeeps.
construction equipment, nonalrcraft supplies (office supplies, medical supplies,
paint, heating oil, etc.), and miscellaneous stock supplies (nuts, bolts, tools,
etc.). The costs associated with this item are based on the total number of support personnel and by application of a historical data factor based on the number of personnel and basing concept. GE
of AGE, training equipment, spares, data, stocks,
(in) shipping costs.-equipment.
support
and
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PRIORITY OF AMSA/B-1

DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Siims. Do you consider there is a possibility that the AMSA
will fall by the wayside as the search continues for areas in which to
make reductions in the Department of Defense?
Mr. HANSEN. I think we have to consider that there is a possibility
of that.
I think there is a possibility on most of the other programs that are
under consideration similarly.
Mr. SIRs. How vigorously will the Air Force defend this programI
Would you give it higher priority than the MOL program?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIHES. Where in your priority listing would you consider this

if thequestion were raised about its continuation at the OSD level.?
How igch in your priority list do you consider AMSA?
Mr. HANrsN. The present bomber, the B-52, h,pretty old, and I
believe it is the conviction of the responsible people in the Air Force
that it'
is necessary to modernize our Nation's bomber capability.
I think if we were asked to choose between the F-15 and the AMSA,
we would choose the F-15. We think we should have them both. We
think the AMSA is very high priority.
General MCNICKLE. We studied AMSA for 5 years, and when the
new administration came in and reviewed the program they actually
put more money on it and said we ought to go ahead and develop
this aircraft rather than just keep studying the problem.
Mr. SIEs. I think this committee has'shown that attitude also in

support of the AMSA program.

NORTII AMERICAN-ROCKWELL REDUCES SCOPE OF INTEREST IN

AMSA

I note that one of the principal prospective contractors has withdrawn from the field of competition.
What is the significance of this?
Mr. HANSEN. I have talked with John ,Moore of NXorth Ameriean
about that. I read the article in the newspaper and was quite disturbed
about the thing as presented by the writer.
North American issued a statement on the 2d of Jiune as follows:
North American Rockwell Corporation announced today that although it has
reduced the scope of its activity on the Air Force Manned Strategic Aircraft
it is continuing to maintain a significant team effort in connection with the
program. Further. officials point out, the company is not reducing its effort on
the avionics for AMSA. The reduction followed a careful evaluation of North
American Rockwell corporate resources and was made to enable North American
Rockwell to apply its maximum attention and capabilities to the F-15 fighter
Weapon system competition.

Mr. SIxEs. What interest, is being shown by other competent companies in the AMSA program?

Mr. HAWSEN. Very high interest is being shown in the AMSA by
Boeing. General Dynamics, Lockheed. as well as North American.
North American is the only competitor in the F-I.5. whieh is alqo trying
for the AMA. Thv had a level of effort around the first, of the year
on the AMSA which' they stepped way up in anticipation that the RFP
was groin. to come out on the 1st of May.
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When it did not and was delayed and they had reached the last
stages of the F-15 competition, they decided that they had better put
more effort into the F-15 and cut back on the AMSA. However, their
remaining level on the ASMA -is about twice, and is planned to con.
tinue about twice what it was in February. So they are definitely
very interest in te program.
PLANE

AMSA/B-1

FORCE

Mr. Sm s. What is the planned Air Force program for AMSAI
In other words, how many production aircraft do you plan to procure
and over what period of timeI
Mr. HANeSEN. The plan as presently beingproposed is to proceed
with the development and not commit the Government to production at this time. So officially the force structure has not been deter.
mined. However, our thinking is based on a production of over 200
airplanes which would support a UE of about
- airplanes. S
we would plan to proceed by getting out the request for propals as
quickly as we can and try to get those back in and evaluated by about
the end of the year and proceed with the development program.
Achievement milestones would be included in the development pro.
gram for which reviews would be made to determine whether or not
we should proceed. At an appropriate time we would come forward
with proposals to proceed with production.
Our present thinking is that we would ask in the proposals for
production options with a "not to exceed" ceiling. And, those options
in our present thinking would be on a baseline production quantity
and a total buy of over 200 aircraft, and would be based on an ROC
schedule of about 1976. However, that schedule would be the earliest
possible schedule based on moving through from one step to another
and proceeding all the way without running into any serious
difficulties.
Without the commitment to production there is no commitment
to an IOC date. However, an IOC date would be used for the purpose
of structure a production option to give us a better idea what the
program is going to cost.
FISCAL YEAR 1970 REQUEST-OFTIMUM AMOUNT OF FUNDS REQUIRED

Mr. Satzs. Is this the optimum amount of money, the $100 million
plus, for the earliest availability of the AMSA? Could you produce
it more quickly if you had more money I
Mr. HANsE. No, sir, I don't think so.

Mr. Sixs. Do you consider this the optimum amount?
Mr. HANSEN. I do not think we could intelligently spend any more
money than that on the AMSA in fiscal 1970.
NO KNOWLEDGE SOVIETS ARE DEVELOPING AN AMfSA

Mr. SrXEs. Is there a comparable Russian bomber in process of
development insofar as you know ?
Mr. HASUzN. Not as far as I know.
General McNickle, would you answer that?
General McNimm. We are not aware of one at this time.
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Mr. HANSEN. We feel the Russians have the capability to produce
a comparable bomber based on the things we have seen, including
their transport work.
Mr. SIKE. You stated that the total development cost is now estimated at $1.8 billion.
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sisz. Did you take into consideration the cost history of the
C".A, where the cost has been. very considerably in excess of the
estimate, and all other factors, in arriving at the AMSA estimateI
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir, we have been very conscious of the lessons
of the C-SA and other programs.
ECONOMI(d INFLATION

NOT INCLUDED IN

AMSA DEVELOPMENT

COSr ESTIXATE

Mr. SixKs. What economic inflation has been cranked into this?
Colonel BLocx. These are based on 1968 dollars. Inflation has not
been included in-the cost.
Mr. SIxES. Then the $1.8 billion is not a realistic estimate.
General Prrrs. You made reference to the C-5.
Our estimates for the C-5 development cost, back at contract time
in October 1965, were around $900 million, and estimates to completion for that plane right now, as we testified the other day, are $1,003,200,000 for R. & D. These are fairly close.
Mr. HANSEN. I think it is a good point to bear in mind that the development cost on the -SA including inflation and everything only
exceeded the original estimate by 10 percent.
INFLATION SHOULD BE ADDED TO AMSA DEVELOPMENT COST

Mr. SrKxs. You are running 6 to 10 percent a year in inflation in
this area. Should that be added to the $1.8 billion?
Mr. HANSEN. Sir, I think it should.
Mr. SIKES. Over a period of how many years
Mr. HAN-SEN. We are not permitted to budget on the presumption
that the inflationary trends will continue.
Mr. Srs. This is only an estimate. We are not appropriating $1.8
billion.
Mr. HANSEN. Yes. I think this is one of the areas where it helps to
get cost proposals from the contractors. They have to try to anticipate
what is going to happen to their labor rates based on their labor contracts, how long they run, when they expect to have to renew their
contracts and what kind of bargain they expect to be able to make.
With the probable impact of inflation, probably $2 billion is a better
number.
Mr. Sixes. The development will extend over how many years at
this point?
Mr. HANSEN. More than 4 years.
Mr. Sims. You think $2 billion would be a closer approximation
of what could be anticipated ?
. Mr.. HANSEN. I feel a whole lot more comfortable about being able
to keep the cost within that kind of a number in consideration of
the continuance of the past inflationary trend.
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ESTIMATED AMSA/B-1

PROCUREMENT COST

Mr. SIxES. What is the estimated aircraft procurement costI
General McNIcKLE. Based on the number we have been talking
about, we estimate it would be between $25 and $30 million each. This
includes R.D.T. & E., investment, aerospace ground equipment, and 10
years of operating costs.
ESTIMATED COST OF AMSA/--1

INITAL SPARES

Mr. SIEs. And the estimated cost of initial spares.
General McNIciLz. I do not have an estimated cost of initial spares.
We couldarrive- at-one, by. applying a percentage, but I do not at this
time have any estimate on initial spares.
Mr. SifEs. In trying to arrive at a total cost of AMSA, wouldn't
you for the committee, based on your experience, give a percentage
figure I
General McNiowx. We can and will be happy to submit it.
(The information follows:)
Our experience has shown that initial spares are about 21 percent of the total

flyaway costs.

ESTIMATED COST OF GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Mr. Suxzs. For the record tell us what specialized ground support
equipment will be associated with the program and give the cost of
development and procurement of this equipment.
General McNICKLE. There again I do not have that although we
can work that on a percentage too.
However, I would like to point out that one of the concepts in
AMSA is to build in a self-testing capability, so that there will be a
smaller amount of test equipment required.
Mr. SIxRs. Give us the best estimate you can.
We do not want to go into this blind.
(The information follows:)
The AMSA would not require any significant amount of special or unique type
of ground support equipment other than that normally associated with other
aircraft systems. In fact, certain ground support equipment related to the testing
of the avionics subsystem would not be required for AMSA because this test
capability is planned for integration Into the aircraft as part of the avionics
package. We call this the Central Integrated Test System (CITS).
Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) includes all nonflying test, checkout,

and support equipment such as ground power units, maintenance equipment,
electronic checkout units, etc. Nonrecurring AGE development costs are estimated to be - of nonrecurring airframe, propulsion and avionics costs.
of the recurring development
Recurring AGE costs are estimated to be of production costs of these same items.
costs and PLANNED AVIONICS SUPAYSTEMS FOR AMSA/B-1

Mr. SIxs. What special avionics will be required for AMSAI
Mr. HANSEN. In a general way our plan on AMSSA.avionics is to have
a basic avionics subsystem which includes the equipment you need
no matter how you use the airplane. like the navigation system and so
on, and then provide a kit concept. This airplane is anticipated to have
a service life out to maybe 1995. We know that the threats are going
to change and the utilization of the airplane is going to change. If you
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take the highest est inmate of the threat and the capability of all of our
potential enemies and try to build avionics into the airplane to counter
all that, we think it would be prohibitively high priced. If we take
only the current approved national intelligence estimate for the threat
we think there can be a sort of basic package which can be handled
within the unit airplane cost that General McNickle mentioned. The
approach that we have is to build this basic package and then kits that
can be added that contain the specialized electronic countermeasures,
armament subsystems, or whatever is necessary, to counter a particular
threat. The whole philosophy of this airplane is to be that it is a
nlitary boinbaidinent aircraft bus with a very large amount of flexibility. It has to be capable of accomplishing the SAC mission, but
we want to maximize its flexibility to do missions like the B-52 is
now doing in Vietnam, or be adaptable to whatever might come up in
the very long life time that is planned for this airplane.
PROPOSED AMSA/B-1

CHARAMFEISrICS

Mr. SIKE.S. I think at this point it would be appropriate to have more
information on the characteristics which are sought for the AMSA.
Will you provide that information for the record?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
Our studies have identified an aircraft which would have a total refueled de-

sign range of -

(of which -

NM is low altitude penetration) with a

payload of . The need for both very low altitude, high subsonic and
supersonic
and high altitude supersonic penetration capability has
also been identified. In addition, enduring survivability is required and will be

satisfied by either airborne alert or by the capability for quick dispersal to austere alternate bases. Operation from these austere bases will require a capability
to take off and land on relatively short runways
- over a 50-foot obstacle, sea
level standard day. An aircraft designed to meet these requirements is estimated to have a takeoff gross weight of approximately
. It will have four
advanced turbo fan engines of approximately
thrust each and a crew of
four (2 pilots and 2 navigator/system officers). The Internal weapons bay will
have capacity for carriage of
PRAMS or approximately of nonnuclear munitions. The aircraft will probably have variable geometry wings In
order to provide optinum flight characteristics for both low altitude and high
altitude flight and for operation from short fields. Construction will be primarily of aluminum but titanium, steel, and other materials will be used to
achieve an efficient structure.
ESTIMATED COST OF DEVELOPING AMSA/B-1

AVIONICS

Mr. Srms. What is the cost of development of the avionics equip-

ment we were talking aboutI
Can you give an estimate?
General McNICKELE. Between $250 and $300 million.

Mr. SI Es. Mr. Secretary, I want to commend you on your ability

to grasp the questions on these diverse and complex matters. I know,
of course, of your very extensive background in this field, but I have
been finpressed with the way in which within a very short period of
time you have exhibited such a fine grasp of Pentagonese. Usually
that takes longer.
Mr. HANzSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. SIXEs. It is very kind of
you.
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cOST OF AMSA/B-1

ENGIMS

Mr. Smrs. What engine development costs are associated with
AMSA For the record what is the estimated cost of development of
the engines, and what is the estimated procurement unit cost of the
engines!
(Tleinformation follows:)
B-1 E ionra

DVmEoMENT

Engine development costs are estimated to be about $320 million. The estimated
Procurement cost of the engines is 450,000 to $750,000 per engine based on a buy
of about 1,000 engines.
ESTIMATED COST OF AMSA/B-1

Mr.

HANSEN.

A

IMS

Mr. Chairman, when we provide you the buildup on

how we came to the $1.8 billion, that will give you the answer.
Mr. SrKEs. For the record, what is the estimated cost of the develop.

ment of the AMSA airframe, and the estimatedunit cost of the AMSA
airframe?
(Th6 information follows:)
B-i AmMAxZ AND ESTIMATED UNrI COST

Airframe development costs are estimated to be about $680 million. The
procurement unit cost of the airframe is estimated to be $18 to $15 million based
on a buy of more than 200 airplanes.
AMSA/B-1

FLYAWAY AND TOTAL PROGRAM COST ESTIMATE

Mr. SIKES. Can you tell us your best estimate of the unit flyaway

weapons system cost of AMSA f

General MCNICKLE. Ve will put that in the record, to the extent

that we can estimate it at this time.

Mr. SIKes. And the full estimated cost of the AMSA program in-

cluding all spares and 5 years of operation.
(The information follows:)

B-i FLYAWAY COST AND PROGRAM COST EsTzmAT

Preliminary estimates of flyaway costs are $22 to $25 million per aircraft based
on a buy of over 200 aircraft. The total coot of the AMSA program, including
R.D.T. & E., investment (based on a buy of over 200 aircraft), and 15years of operations is estimated to be about $11 billion. The fSyaway cost does not include
cost of aerospace ground equipment.
BREAKDOWN OF FISCAL YEAR 1070 REQUEST FOR AMSA/B-1

Mr. Siwm. I would like to have for the record a detailed breakdown
of the $100.1 million request for AMSA development in fiscal 1970.
(The information follows:)
Baz=xou? or FISCAL YsaX 1970 B-1 REQUEST
-We have requested $100.2 million for fiscal year 1970. Our estimates Include
million for propulsion,
million for airframe. and the remainder for
avionics. These requested fiscal year 1970 funds will be applied against the first
several,'months of 'a.full-scale engineefn development program. During this
early phase of development, the maJority of the effort will be directed toward
detailed engineering design and associated effort such as engine/airframe and
avionics/airframe Interface. The degree of design and Interface accompliqhed
early in a development program varies from contractor to contractor and the
t
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estimates shown above may change significantly when firm contractor cost
quotes are obtained later this year.
BREAKDOWN OF AMSA/B-1

FUNDS PROGRAMED TO DATE

Mr. SIxES. Using the same breakdown elements, tell the committee

how much has been programmed to date on each of these major components of the AMSA program.
(The information follows:)
B-1 FuNDs PROoRAMED TO DATE

The tabular breakout shown below itemizes the funds appropriated, versus
the funds approved by OSD by fiscal year. These funds have been used to conduct a variety of weapon-system studies and propulsion and avionics advanced
development efforts. The majority of the funds (about $72 million) was applied
against a propulsion advanced development program which resulted In the design, development, and testing of demonstration engines which are very close
to the size and cycle required for the envisioned AMSA missions. Avionics
studies and avionics advanced development resulted in flight-hardware test
programs to prove the technical feasibility of specific avionics subsystems designr. for use in the AMSA. Some $41 million has been applied against these
tasks. The remainder of the funds have been utilized to conduct weapon-system
studies and for test program support associated with the advanced development efforts.
IDollars In millions]
Fisl e
Appropriated ...........

Approve ..............

Fiscal ea

Flscal gar

Fiscal ear

22

22.8

47

52

28

46

18.8

26

Fis l

Totl
15

25

148.8

143.8

I Planned for carryover to fiscal year 1970.

PROPOSED NEW MLLXTARY CONSTRUCTION ASSOCIATED wrrH AMSA/B-i

Mr. SIxES. You mentioned a dispersal progrm for AMSA. What
new military construction including the modification of existing air
base facilities would probably be required for AMSA
s
General McNIcx.

We would hope there will be none. The B-1

will operate with less runway, since it is smaller than our present
bombers. Also, one of the features is that being small and operating
on smaller runways it will be easier to disperse and the avionics selftest features tie into this concept.
Mr. Sixxs. No newer and larger shops and hangars will be involved.
General MoNicxaL. No, sir.

Mr. SIxES. Since you do not anticipate new and additional facilities,
do you envision some possible modernization of existing facilitiesI
General McNICKLE. Yes, there might be a requirement to update
some.
AMSA/B-1 COST COMPARED WITH MINUTEMAN

1II COST TO DEFSRoY SAME

TARGETS

Mr. Sixs. How does the total cost of the development, procure.

lZent, and 5 years operation of AMSA compare with the cost of enough
Minuteman III miissiles, including production, installation, and
operation for 5 years, suffient to destroy the same number of targets
that your anticipated AMSA force coulddestroy?
(The information follows:)
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B-1 3MINLTF.MAN TRADE-OFF
First It is important to understand that we do not consider bombers to be com.
petitive with our missile forces. Rather, we consider them to complement each
other in providing the United States with both an effective deterrent force and
a war fighting capability across a broad range of possible conflict situations. Our
strategic deterrent force, consisting of bombers, land-based missiles, and sea.
based missiles form a triad in which each provides a hedge against an unexpected
failure or a Soviet technological breakthrough affecting the other. Each triad
element provides strengths which compensate for the weaknesses of the other
elements. Bombers and land-based missiles provide assurance against a Soviet
breakthrough in ASW. Sea-based missiles and land-based missiles provide as.
surance against a Soviet breakthrough in negating our warning systems. Bondb.
ers and sea-based missiles provide assurance against a Soviet breakthrough in
yield/accuracy. Further, we would not completely trade off bombers for mis.
sIles because bombers have utility in lesser conflicts such as nonnuclear war
where a variety of constraints may prevent the use of missiles.
Secondly, it is impossible to provide a simple and direct answer to this qiwstion
because comparisons of the type you suggest are extremely sensitive to the assumed scenario. There are, of course, a large number of possible war scensrtrs
and a wide range of assumptions associated with each. For example, the number
of Minuteman III missiles required to equal the effectiveness of a given U.E.
bomber force is significantly influenced by the degree of strategic warning as.
sumed and the generation rate of the bomber force during this warning period.
For example, assuming no Minuteman III's destroyed before launch. the ratio of
Minuteman III year costs to B-i 5-year costs to deliver the sanie number of
weapons to target would be about .58 for a bomber generation rate of 40 percent.
For a fully generated bomber force (90 percent) the ratio would be about 1.34.
Similarly, the number of missiles assumed to be destroyed before launch is also
a driving factor and this is dependent on a host of assumptions regarding attack
timing, warning time, launch doctrine, attacking missile accuracy, etc. For example, the above ratios would change to .73 and 1.67 if 20 percent of the misiles
are assumed to be destroyed before launch. The described comparisons are relevant to soft targets where delivery accuracy Is not a significant factor. If hard
targets are considered, the better delivery accuracy of the B-1 would alter the
ratios in favor of the B-1.
In general, our past studies have shown that the relative cost effectiveness of
pure missile and pure bomber forces varies as the scenarios and assumptions are
changed. These studies have also shown that a mixed force of missiles and
bombers can, against an uncertain threat, provide a more cost effective deterrent
than a pure force of either system.
,USTITICATION 'FOR ,AMSA/B-l BOMBBER' FLEET

Mr. SIKES. In this in.tance, I think you would want nlso to include
a re-analysis or a new listing of the reasons why you want to continue
to have a bomber fleet. It is not just a matter of equal destruction, but
it is alternative attack.
General McNxcKLE. That is right. We do not think the missile is
a complete substitute for aircraft. The missiles do not have some of the
flexibility of the aircraft.
Mr. SIxzEs. That is something you want to bring out in detail.
General BOYLAN. May I comment on tfiat for a moment?
Mr. SIKES. I wish you would.

General BOYLAN. This particular question in a very real sense relates to a question asked earlier as to priority of systems. In an absolute sense-and this is not a contradiction of the answer, you were
provided earlier-the deterrent posture of the United States under
eve ry condition has to come first. The subquestion that works is when
of prioritySoover
position support?
occupy aresource
should ainparticular
the another
timing
year
fiscal 7or
the same system
system
really is the key to, that question. But bleck to the deterrent posture,
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I know this committee has heard countless words on the subject,
but I would submit that our deterrence has to have three basic
characteristics.
on
lot of debate
is an awful
be adequate.
of the
a combination
is certainly
but itThere
adequacy,
questionitofmust
thisCertainly
target system that threatens the United States.
It certainly derives from the offensive posture of those who possess
the target system as a threat to the United States. It certainly derives
from the policy of the United States which guides the application of
that deterrence. Specifically, I mean our attack policy. The Nation has
acepted a policy which says that the United States will retaliate. I
think the second principal characteristic is reliability. By that I mean
that our deterrent has to in every way protect us against, surprise.
Surprise from the standpoint of the potential enemy capabilities, and
surprise that may result from technical failure of any part of our
deterrence-certainly reliability. I think the third and last characteristic that I would submit to you is flexibility. The deterrent cannot be
fixed in the sense of one enemy or one characteristic. It has to be fully
responsive to the decisionmakers. We must be certain that it can be
applied in a variety of ways against a variety of unknowns.
Currently, after continued study, the United States posture is based
on three elements of deterrence-three forces which contribute to
deterrence: Land-based missiles, sea-based missiles, and the bomber
force. You can find those who will disagree with this statement, but
the majority of knowledgeable, responsible students of the problem
agree the bomber will remain a part of our deterrent posture for the
foreseeable future. I would describe that foreseeable future as long
as man utilizes the sensible atmosphere for application of weapons as
one in which a bomber will be involved in that application. I think one
of the reasons that a bomber will be involved is, by its very nature, it
can be applied to a wide range of situations. The world in front of us
may not be just a nuclear threat world. If it is, it does not necessarily
follow that it is absolutely massive. It can be a selective nuclear
type environment, but certainly the bomber must have a conventional
capabihty.
Again, we can't predict the circumstances which will require U.S.
military forces to be deployed somewhere. It might be Russia; it might
be China, but it could be some unnamed country in a very remote area
of the world. I cannot describe the circumstances that would bring this
about but those circumstances certainly are in our future.
I would think that certainly another reason there should be a
bomber is that this system, more than any other, can reflect the temperature of our national concern. People do know when a bomber
force is placed on high alert and people certainly know when a bomber
force is placed on airborne alert.
I think the next reason for the bomber would be that the system
complicates the defense of any potential enemy by a major factor. I
would say by an order of magnitude. This is extremely important.
The demanded are made of him that his resources, his technology be
spread over i wide area and not be focused on, let me say, a single characteristic of missiles.
This next reason doesn't receive very much attention. The bomber
isreusable. It can be launched as a gesture. It can be launched to exe-
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cute a strike, but in either of those cases some fraction of the force will
certainly return for further missions in the national interest. I think
those are the four principal points.
AMSA/B-1 TO HAVE LOW-LEVEL ATTACK CAPABILITY

Mr. Sixm. That is very interesting. Ipresume the effectiveness of
any bomber attack of the future may well depend on its low-level at.
tack capability, is that right I
General BOmAN. It might very well, Mr. Sikes, but it might not.
Mr. Sn=. In that case, do you anticipate that this capability will
be successfully built into the AMSA I
General BOYLAN. It most absolutely will.
VULNERABILITY OF A BOMBER FORCE

Mr. SIKES. Let me go one step further. To what extent will the effect.
tiveness of bomber attack and the value of bomber availability be neg.
ated by its vulnerability, either before or after take-off?
General BoYLAN. I think the vulnerability of any of our systems
will depend upon two principal factors The technology which is ap.
plied against them and our intelligence. I think it is certainly within
feasibi ity, under periods of increased tension, to place the great ma.
jority of our bomber force in a posture that will permit its launch in
a matter of a very few minutes; not 15, but something far less than
that, especially with the airplane being designed in the B-1 program.
With systems such as "Over-the-horizon" radars, the satellite
system and others, I think our forces will have the necessary tactical
intelligence so that a major fraction of the manned system can be
•
airborne and largely escape the effect of the enemy's weapons.
This is one hard part of the problem upon which the Air Force con.
tinues to work.
Mr. SnKES. I understand it will not be necessary to have an airborne
alert.
General BoYLAN. I would think, Mr. Sikes, that would depend upon
the peculiar circumstances at the time. That, of course, is more expensive. It tends to downgrade the effectiveness of the force over a
period of time because of the human factors, but it is certainly an
option that is available and tends to increase your survivability under
periods of acute strategic distress.
COST OF AMsA FORCE COMPARED WITH COST OF INCREASED FBM
SUBMARINE FORCE

Mr. Srx s, How would the cost of an increased force of Filf
POSEIDON submarines, which will be under the seas and therefore
relatively invulnerable to attack, compare to the AMSA force you are
proposing? Provide this for the record.
(The information follows:)
B-1.-PosZoN SUM COMPARISON
The answer to this question is generally the same as that provided on page 50
iombers Are not competitive with Poseidon but rather we consider them to complemnet each other in providing the United States with both an effective de.
torrent force and a war fighting capability across a broad range of possible con-
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filet situations. They are part of the "triad" previously discussed. The relative
ost effectiveness of pure forces of either varies significantly as the scenarios
and assumptions are changed. As previously mientioned, a mixed force of missiles
and bombers provides the most cost effective deterrent against an uncertain
threat.
'ERFOR-MANCE CHARACTERISTICS
PROPOSED AMSA/11-1
,1r.Sriu:s. I have asked this question before, but. I will repeat it.
Describe the AMSAN aircraftas you now see it; what performance
characteristics you are looking for: including weight, range, speed,
payload, et cetera?
(The information follows:)
B-1 CRITFRIA
The following is a summary of the B-1 characteristics as we now see it:
360,000 lb. class takeoff gross weight;
Four man crew;
Four advanced turbofan engines;
ft. maximum;
Takeoff and landing distance over 50 ft. obstacle of lbs. of nonnuclear bombs;
SRAM or Payload capacity for --at high altitude and Mach
Maximum speed capability of Mach

at low altitude;

Maximuni refueled range using a KC-135 is

nautical miles of which
nautical miles would be at low altitude delivering a pound
payload.
PRESENT TANKER FLEET SUFFICIENT FOR AMSA/B-1

Mr. SIK.s. As you can see the AMSA now, will the range be intercontinental or will it have to be refueled ?
General MCNICKLE. Normally it will have to be refueled.

Mr. SIKES. Will the present tanker aircraft be able to accominodate it?
General MCNICKLE. The B-1 is sized for the KC-135.
PROPOSED AM/B-1 CONTACT

Mr. SIKES. At what point in time do you anticipate selecting an
AMSA contractor, if funds are available?
Mr. HANSEN. Very early next year.
Mr. SIKES. What kind of a contract do you anticipate letting for the
development of AMSA?
Mr. IANSEN. The Air Force would prefer an incentive, cost-reimbursable type contract for development. However, the subject of the
type of contract is under very intensive discussion in the Pentagon
these days. We definitely would not want to use a total package plan.
,As I mentioned, we wouldn't propose to ask for a commitment by
the Government to production at this time but merely an option which
will help us to refine our ideas of total systems cost.
ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST FIXED-PRICE CONTRACT

Mr. SIRES. Will it be possible to obtain a fixed price contract for
AMSA development?
,Mr. HANSEN. I think it would be possible, but I think it would be
ighly undesirable.
34-039---69-pt. 4---- 5
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General MCNICKLE. We obtained a fixed-price contract for the
F-111 development, but we don't think that is the way to do the R. &D.
We have a lot of arguments though.
Mr. SIKES. Do you want to provide for the record some arguments

pro and con on this?
General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
B-1

CONTRA T CONSIDERATION

Cost plus Incentive fee (CPIF) contract for development arguments for-

By properly structuring incentives contractor can be motivated to eni.
pbasize the best technical solution considering producibility rather than at.
tempting to stay within the fixed cost for development.
Encourages close government control during the critical development
phase.
Permits greater freedom to include future technology improvements and
a wide range of trade off studies before selecting a specific design approach
Arguments againstEntire cost risk is assumed by the Government.
Requires larger number of Government personnel than under a fixed-price
contract to insure proper control.
Fixed-price incentive (FPI) contract for development arguments forGreater contractor participation in cost risk.
Provides better cost control and engineering change discipline by the contractor and the Government.
Arguments againstInhibits technical Innovations even when these may result in future coSt
savings.
Discourages hardware changes in response to changes in threat and national policy/strategy.
Less Government control and visibility concerning actual costs, hence contractor is in better position to negotiate production contract.
PROVISIONS FOR CONTRACT TERMINATION

Mr. SIKeS. What will be the provisions of the AMSA contract in-

sofar as termination costs are concerned if Congress or the DOD
decides at some point in time, not to continue the program?
Mr. HASEN. As I mentioned earlier, we wouldn'tbe starting production at this time. The development contract would have the normal contract clauses relative to termination at the convenience of the
Government. Clearly, if the funds were not available to continue,
we would terminate for the convenience of the Government; at that
point we would have the normal termination costsMr. Srxis. Let me see if I understand you. Are you planning to
include options in the contract to be exercised at a certain point in
time?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, but prior to the exercise of those options, there
would be no obligation incurred.
General McNICKLE. The emphasis, however, Mr. Chairman, is on
the performance of specific actions rather than on the calendar.
CONTRACT AUDIT AND SURVEILLANCE PROCEDURE

Mr. Szis. Has the Air Force been able to use your experiencessome of them .mhappy--with the C-5 program to develop contract
audit and surveillance procedures which wilfgive instantaneous notice
of cost difficulties in the programI
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Mr. HANS.N. I don't know about instantaneous, but we have certainly been intensively studying the experience of the previous problem areas. There is a very strong resolve in the current administration
to apply better techniques of management information and management control to try to do a much better job in the future than has
been done in the past.
I might mention, incidentally, that the particular job I am in is
normally filled with what you might call a scientific type-which I
am not, really. I believe I was selected for this job because of my
experience i program management.
NOTIFICATION TO CONGRESS OF DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED

Mr. SIKES. What assurance can Congress have that if funds are
granted for AMSA and the program proceeds but then runs into
dificulty, Congess will be informed in a timely way so that reasonable
decisions can be made as to whether or not to continue the program.
Mr. HANSEN. One of the other congressional committees has asked
for periodic reporting on the progress and status and projections for
certain major programs.
Mr. Srnw. Will that be sufficiently meaningful that it will alert us
to danger signals?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir. It certainly is the intention of the request
that it be, and it would be our intention to furnish information that
would meet that criterion.
Mr. Srx~s. At this point I would like to make the request that such
reports also be sent to this committee.
Mr. HANsEN. Yes, sir.
General Prs. I might amplify just briefly for the committee, Mr.
Chairman, at this point, that there is a system in effect now within the
Department of Defense, and the Air Force has its program which is
"Selected Acquisition Information Management Syste." The responsibility for this is vested under the Directorate of Production and
Programing which comes under General McNickle. Basically, and
generally, this comprises two systems, a cost information reporting
y
which derives from the contractor; historically reporting costs
incurred and estimating costs to completion and a system for the
systems program office, our program directors, who have plant representatives down at the plant to collect costs and report up through
Air Force channels into this office so that we can collate these and get
real good visibility on costs being incurred, and any abnormal escalations or overruns.
AMSA/B-1 VERSUS SPACE-BASED OFFENSIVE SYSTEMS

Mr. SIms. What would be the answer from the standpoint of this
committee if criticisms were advanced that the Air Force is looking
backward rather than forward in its decision to develop the new
advanced manned strategic bomber, instead of developing a fractional
orbit bombardment system, such as the Russians appear to have,
or an advanced ICBM, or other space-based offensive systems? I
would like you to discuss that in some detail for the record.
(The information follows:)
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B-1 VERSUS SPACED-BAsED WEAPONS
Any criticism that the Air Force, In seeking to modernize its bomber force, is
looking backwards could only stem from a lack of appreciation of the roles and
characteristics of bombers vis-a-vis the other systems mentioned. The manned
aircraft still remains the most versatile system yet devised for delivering iuui.
tions of almost every type. The fact that the aircraft Is designed to carry
large payloads over long distances in a hostile environment and hence, is
called a "bomber" only serves to enhance its versatility. The B-29 was used
for delivering high explosive bombs, fire bombs, nuclear weapons, and psycho.
logical warfare pamphlets. They wined the waters of Japan and performed
long-range weather and ground reconnaissance. They bombed industry, air.
fields, bridges, and deployed troops. They were displayed openly and worldwide
as visible evidence of U.S. strength and technical expertise. There is reason
to believe that these kinds of tasks may be required in the future and that in
most circumstances a high performance bomber, if available, would be the
preferred system. Missiles and space systems are obviously restricted to ac.
complishing only part of the Hst.
In the most important function of nuclear deterrence the characteristics of
the manned bomber complements rather than competes with missile and space
systems. This can be clearly seen in the offensive and defensive problems that
the TRIAD of bombers, land-based missiles and sea-based missiles pose to the
enemy.
Offensively, for example, a coordinated ICBM/SLBM attack on our ICBMI's
would free the alert bombers from the SLBM threat while an SLBM attack
on the bomber bases would allow us more decision time for ICBM launches prior
to arrival of Soviet ICBM's. Bombers are most vulnerable to short-warning
SLBM attacks, least vulnerable to improved Soviet accuracy or ASW. Sea-based
missiles have the least vulnerability to enemy attack but they are potentially
vulnerable to Soviet ASW Improvements. Land-based ICBM's are most vulnerable to improved Soviet accuracy, least vulnerable to SLBM's and not affected
by ASW. Therefore, each TRIAD element provides strengths which compensate
for the weaknesses of the other elements. Bombers and land-based missiles
provide assurance against a Soviet breakthrough in ASW. Sea-based missiles
and land-based missiles provide assurance against, a Soviet breakthrough in
negating our warning systems. Bombers and sea-based missiles provide assurance against a Soviet breakthrough in yield/accuracy.
Just as a mix of bombers and land and sea based missiles compounds the
enemy's attempt to negate our deterrent through offensive action, so does this
mix compel the enemy to maintain separate and expensive defenses against both
our aerodynamic and ballistic delivery systems. Without this combination of
offensive weapons the enemy could concentrate his efforts in one of several
specific areas to counter our deterrent. Not only would our costs be much higher
to insure a retaliatory capability but our confidence would be seriously reduced by
the knowledge that a single technological breakthrough or tactic might negate
our deterrent.
A decision to modernize the bomber force in no way reflects a curtailment of
effort to maintain an effective land based missile capability. On the contrary, as
the threat to the missile component of the mixed force increases the Air Force
is continually studying and testing concepts to counter the threat. Such pro.
grams as Hard Rock Silo, ABRES, and Advanced ICBM Technology are examples. While concepts such as FOBS and space based weapons may appear
attractive in certain respects, in-depth analysis tells us that in addition to the
political aspects of weapons in space, there are other concepts that warrant more
serious attention. MIRV is certainly one of these as are new basing concepts
and some advanced reentry systems capable of flying shaped trajectories which
would result in essentially the same effectiveness as FOBS.
In summary, the allegation that long range, large payload attack aircraft are
made obsolete by missiles conld only be based on the one thing that these systems
have in common; that is, the ability to deliver nuclear weapons. Such an
allegation not only Ignores the fact that the method of delivery is importantly
different but also that the systems are totally dissimilar in every other capability.
It Is because of these important differences that we say that missiles and aircraft
complement each other.
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AMSA/B-1 BOMBER VERSUS MIOSILE-SPACE AGE CONCEPTS

Mr. SIKFS. The Air Force as an organization is built around the
flying of aircraft. The rated pilot is the nucleus of the Air Force. It
would be normally natural for an organization with this orientation
to try to continue manned aircraft in all phases of operation. To what
extent has the advanced manned strategic bomber, as a concept, become generally obsolete in this missile and space age?
You can develop that for the record.
(The information follows:)
B-i MANNED BOMBER VERSUS MISSILE-SPACE AGE CONCEPTS

The Information has been provided on pages 540 and 546.
AMSA/B-1

VERSUS B-52 31ODFRNIZATIIONS

Mr. SIKES. If Congress or the Department of Defense were to deny
funds to the Air Force for the development of AMSA, what is your
next priority as a replacement strategic-weapons system to cover the
target system in current operational plans?
Mr. HANSEN. I think the answer to that is that we would have to
continue the B-52 force and continue to make modifications to it to
insure that it has the structural integrity to continue.
Mr. SIKEs. Is that possible?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sixs. You have been adding to, improving, modernizing and

refurbishing the B-52 for years and it still is an effective aircraft, but
time is passing. You can't continue to crank new significant improvements in it, can you?

Mr. HANSEN. I think you can. Our analysisMr. STKES. Really, in'keeping with the times?
Mr. HANSEN. Our analysis says it would not be cost effective to do
that. In order to do what you would have to do and hang onto the everaging framework, we are at the point where it would be more costly
actuidly to proceed on that basis than it would be to go ahead with
the development of AMSA.
Mr. S rEs. Aside from cost, would you have sufficient modernization to make it worthwhile?
Mr. HANSEN. Well, you could. You could jack up the hub caps and
of
the modifications at this time in my
put a new airframe in. Some
that.
view are not really too far from
I went out and inspected the line out at the Oklahoma City Air Materiel Base where they are bringing the B-52's in, striplping them
down, making the necessary structural modifications and reskinning
them. That operation looks to me like it is practically a complete rebuild of the airplane. In fact, when I saw it, I said it looked to me like
we should have these fellows on the bidders' list for AMSA.
Mr. SIKES. Should we be undertaking this approach, the modernization and future modernization of the B-52 rather than to go to the
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risV of developing a new aircraft with problems of cost overruns and

uncertainty of product?
Mr. HANsEN. No, sir. I think that would be very wrong. Something
on the order of $144 million has already been spent studying AMSA
and for advanced technology, so we are certainly not that unknown.
edgeable about what is involved in the job and what we ought to do.
I think that the cost and the knowledge of what would be involved
in modernizing those old airplanes show us an assured cost and an
assured risk that, in my opinion, is higher than it would be for a
new one.
You get to the point in fixing up something that is old when you just
know from very obvious things that it is better to bulldoze it down
and start over; I think we have that kind of a case here.
Mr. SIKES. You may want to add to your answer.

(The information follows:)

B-1 VEasts B-52 MODERxZATION
There are two specific points which elaborate on the foregoing. First, the
latest model B-52, the "I" model, represents about the maximum growth attainable within the constraints of the basic B-52 design. While we might be able
to use new weapons or penetration aids on the aircraft, we are approaching
some very restrictive limits. For example, the costs and downtime required
to provide antennas for active bomber defense, or to Improve the aircraft's selfsuflicieiiey for wide dispersal are exorbitant.
The second point concerns structural life. The engineering science relating
to aircraft structures is still inexact. Even if we could predict with accuracy
exactly how the aircraft will be used in the future, i.e., number of landings,
air refuelings, hours at low level, etc., we still cannot predict, as well as
we would like, how the structure will respond to this usage. The problem
here is that by the time we detect structural fatigue it may be too late to acquire
a replacement aircraft on a timely basis. Therefore, to avoid catastrophic failure
we replace or beef up the affected structure. The problem is compounded by
the fact that the uncertainties in forecasting the type and extent of wear ont
are accompanied by large uncertainties In the magnitude of the costs that nmy
be required to keep old systems viable. We do know, however, that as age increases
so does the risk of incurring large modification costs.
ALTERNATIVES TO AN AMA/11-1 FORCE

Mr. SIKES. It has been stated that the underlying basis for the
strategic nuclear capability of the United States is the ability to absorb
the tiSt strike by any enemy nation and then retaliate with sufficient
force to cause an extent of damage which would clearly be unacceptable to that nation. Could we continue to maintain this objective

through other means if no new planned strategic bomber is developed
and placed in inventory?
Will you prepare an answer to that for the record, and list alternatives?
(The information follows:)
SmATZio NUOLL.B 0AAL

It is conceivable that this could be accomplished by other means: however,
the reliance on a single type of system is certainly a high-risk approach to strategic deterrence. Further, the flexibility of the force to respond to other types of
conflict situations would be greatly reduced and the overall cost of our strategic
forces would be increased.
(Additional classified information was provided to the committee.]

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST OF AMSA/8-1 PROGRAM
Air.

SixEs. Estimates have been made publicly that considering the

weight and complexity of the proposed AMSA, that the aircraft will
probably cost in the area of $50 million each. I would assume this
would include spares and ground support equipment and whatever
it takes to make the system operational. Is this probably a fairly
reasonable estimated
Mr. HAzsEN. If you think of taking the total cost of the program,

the development costs, the spares and the whole business, and then
spread that over something like 200 or more aircraft, then I think
that is a fairly reasonable number. It is my personal view that perhaps it is a little on the high side, but the difference between that
number and my own number that I would estimate is within the
estimating accuracy at this point.
COST OF MODERNIZING B-52 FORCE

Mr. SIxES. What would it cost to update a B-52 by comparison I
Mr. HANSEN. It would cost more to -keep it in service for a life comparable to a new bomber.
General BOYLAN. As a measure of this type of cost, we have already
invested $2.5 billion in updates on the B-52 through fiscal year 1969.
Mr. HANSEN. I believe that costs computed on the same basis I just

described for the B-52 would amount to more, and the studies that
have been made in DOD say that same thing.
WILL AMSA/B-1

BECOME OBSOLETE BEFORE IT TS DEPLOYED?

Mr. SIKRs. After about 10 years and $1.5 billion were spent on the
B-70 strategic manned bomber aircraft, the program was canceled.
Even the uniformed Air Force witnesses agreed at the time of the
cancellation that the aircraft, which was designed to fly high and
fast, would have been vulnerable to air defense systems which had
been developed and would probably not have been a very useful
weapons system. What chance do we take of facing the same kind of
a dilemma after spending several billion dollars on the development
of AMSAI
Mr. HANSEN. I think a minimal chance because this bomber is being

deliberately designed to have the maximum flexibility that we know
how to build into it.
Mr. SI ES. You don't anticipate that any of the mistakes that have

been made in previous programs are going to be repeated here, is that
what you are saying?
Mr. HANSEN. We are not planning to repeat any previous mistakes;
no, sir.
Mr. SMEs. The B-70 wasn't considered a mistake. We supported
the B-70. It was the best thing that was offered at that time. Hindsight
shows that it wasn't a good investment. That is the context of my
question.
Mr. HANSEN. The B-70 was overtaken by events. It was designed
as a very high, very fast bomber and as you stated, the development
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in the antiaircraft capability made the B-70 appear to be too vulner.
able.
Now, this AMSA airplane is being designed to fly high and low,
to have the necessary penetration aids, to have the necessary arma.
ment, to have the necessary flexibility so that it will operate in any
conceivable environment that we know of, and some compromises are
being made. It will not be as good a high altitude, fast airplane as it
wou'd be if it were designed just for that. It won't be as good a low
altitude airplane as it would be if it were designed just for that. It is
a multipurpose bombardment aircraft which will do the best job we
know how to do of providing something that can have a very long
life and can be used with whatever tactics and in whatever environ.
meant that it needs to be used.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE XB-70 PROGRAM

Mr. LPscoMB. Mr. Chairman, at this point in the record, inasnuch
as we have mentioned the B-70, I believe it would be of value to have
a list of the things that we learned from the B-70 program and the
accomplishments that came from that flight test program and the
R. &D. effort?
Mr. HANs.Nq. Yes. I think that would be a significant list. Could we
provide that for the record?
Mr. Lmcom. Yes, please. From the standpoint of both military
and civilian areas.
(The information follows:)
XB-70

ACCOMPLISHMIENTS

The purpose of the joint USAF/NASA XB-70 flight research program was to
meet the future needs of both military and civilian aviation. The XB-70 flight
research program yielded vital information required in the design and in evaluating the operational aspects of large supersonic-cruise aircraft, such as the
SST and B-IA, and also provided information relating to the design and opera.
tional characteristic of systems, structures, and equipment which will be used in
such future high-performance'aircraft. The major objectives of the flight research
program were to gain new knowledge in the areas of flight dynamics, stability
and control, handling qualities, effects of gusts and dynamic loads, performance
of engine and inlet combination, sonic boom investigation, and the collection of
supersonic performance data in the Mach 2.0 to 3.0 region. Even though the air.
craft has stopped flying, analysis of the recorded flight test data will continue,
and the real benefits from the program will continue for many years in the
future. Through the joint DOD/FAA supersonic information exchange program,
the Department of Defense has provided, on a continuing basis, supersonic technological data to the Department of Transportation, Boeing Aircraft Company
and to their subcontractors for their use in the development of the SST. This
is knowledge we acquired primarily from the XB-70 flight test program but also
includes the accumulation of Air Force experience In supersonic aircraft, such
as the B-58 and SR-i1. Over 1,400 USAF technical documents have been disseminated to DOT and industry through this program.
Following are a few specific examples of some of the major technological contributions the XB-70 flight research program has made in increasing our knowledge of the supersonic flight environment:
1. Flight dynamics and stability and control:
(a) Validation of aerodynamic prediction techniques which account

for the effects of aeroelasticity.

(b) Compilation of control usage and airplane response parameter
(M)Correlation of ground based simulator data with airborne data.

data.

(d) Validation of predicted aircraft performance techniques.
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(e) Development of instrumentation calibration methods.
2. Handling qualities:
(a) Validation of proposed handling qualities criteria for large transport aircraft.
(b) Identification of specific piloting problems associated with highspeed flight (i.e., altitude control, lateral-directional control) and terminal area operations (i.e., optimum glide slope, flare height).
3. Engine inlet compatibility:
(a) Investigation of Internal high-speed shock wave systems and
associated variable geometry and controls.
(M) Turbulent inlet flow measurements.
(M) Spillage drag tests.
4. Validation of aerodynamic load prediction techniques.
5. High speed friction measurements and pressure distribution data.
0. Noise pollution measurements to support the national sonic boom
program.
7. Dynamic response:
(a) Vehicle response measurements relative to high altitude turbulence, landing loads, and normal operation.
(b) Evaluation of structural-m&de %uppi'ession subsystem.
I think it should also be. pointed out that the contributions to technology from
the flight test program reflect only a small portion of the total technology that
emanated from the XB-70 program. Literally hundreds of new developments were
made during the design and manufacturing phases of the XB-70 aircraft. These
concerned the development of new materials and new manufacturing methods.
Problems in forming titanium required the development of totally new metallurgical concepts. A family of ultra light weight titanium I beams were developed
for the XB-70's inner structure. New stainless steel alloys were also developed
to meet critical strength and temperature requirements. New techniques for heat
treating, machine welding, processing, and forming stainless steels were developed. Steel honeycomb panels were developed to meet the basic structural
requirements of the XB-70. Special high temperature materials and air-cooled
turbine blades were developed which made much higher engine turbine
temperatures possible.
These are but a few of the many examples of XB-70 technology which has
contributed not only to the advancement of the aviation Industry, as reflected in
our current civil and military aircraft (i.e., C-141, DC-8, C-5A, 727, F-111,
Apollo, and SST), but also to expanding our overall Industrial capability.

PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1970 AMSA/B-1 PROGRAM

Mr. SIKES. The January budget showed $77.1 million estimate for
the AMSA. The April revision shows $100.1 million. For the record
show what you will buy with the additional $23 million and why that
is an additional amount which is necessary.
(The information follows:)
Nixoxr Bunor B-I INCREASE
The additional $28 million will allow us to take a more positive and accelerated approach to the AMSA program. We plan to initiate full scale engineering development in fiscal year 1970 in lieu of a competitive design program.
This revised approach would place us in a position to make an earlier procurement decision and would permit advancing the I00 by about I year. In addition,
the rather extended period of competition previously envisioned for the first
2 years of development will be eliminated and this would result In a total
R.D.T. & E. cost reduction of at least $300 million.
BOMBER ROLE IN PERMISSIVE AIR ENVIRONMENT

Mr. SIXES. The use to which the B-52 heavy bomber force has been
placed in recent years is the bombing of undefended targets in a permissive air environment. It is unlikely that this role will continue in
future wars, but if this role were to continue, how difficult would it be
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and what would be the difference in cost to build an aircraft to ful.
fill this role only, and leave the strategic attack of defended targets
to missiles? Do that for the record. Show what the shortcomings
would be with what the advantages and costs would be.
Mr. HAszN. I think the answer to that is very simple. If you had
undefended targets, we wouldn't need to develop any new airplane.
We could do it with C-141's or we could take the C-5A and put a
50000-pound bomb in it and push it out the back end.
r. SI . Expand on that for the record.
(The information follows:)
BOMBER BOLE IN PEBMISSIVE Am

ENVIRONMENT

There are two basic design considerations for a manned bomber: penetration
capability and accurate weapon delivery. The penetration capability must be
able to defeat the defensive environment. It must consider the quantity and
quality of enemy detection systems, their command and control capabilities, and
the nature of their defensive weapons-be they interceptors, antiaircraft artillery, surface-to-air missiles, or some combination of them. The costs of countering these various elements of the defensive threat environment can be substantial. In terms of penetration aids, we have found that considerable effort in
electronic warfare, decoys, and defense suppression weapons is not only warranted, but essential. Further, we have found that we must design a wide range
of performance flexibility into a bomber that is to survive In a sophisticated
defensive environment and place its bombs "on target." It must be able to cruise
economically, but it must also be able to perform effectively once it is in defended areas--there, it may have to fly high and fast or low and fast.
Designing all of these capabilities into a strategic bomber adds expense. First,
the airframe must be stressed fo:r the rigors of flight at a variety of altitudes
and airspeeds--particularly low altitude and high speed. Second, the engines
must be designed to perform efficiently at many different combinations of air.
speed and altitude. Third, the different penetration aids--the electronic counter.
measures, the decoys, and the suppression weapons--must be developed and
integrated into the bomber design.
In terms of getting bombs on target, we are concerned with the accurate
delivery of a variety of weapons independent of night or weather conditions.
While there are some iuteractions between enemy defensive capabilities and our
all-weather bombing-navigation systems, our requirements on these systems are
largely without regard to the defenses. We do, of course, want to be able to use
short bomb runs, to change altitude and attitude in the process of bombing, and
not attract attention to our bombers, but the demands for accuracy and reliable
all-weather performance are overriding.
Now, if we were to design a bomber strictly for attacking undefended targets
in a permissive air environment, we would not have the expense of designing,
developing, and then procuring those features associated with penetrating defended environments. We would, however, still be concerned with accurate, allweather weapon delivery systems. Under such less demanding conditions, the
Air Force would probably not develop a new bomber-rather, we would adapt
those that we have to the postulated permissive environment. We would probably
improve the weapon delivery accuracy and remove all penetration aids. We
would also worry a lot less about the structural life of our aircraft since they
could always be flown at medium altitudes.
The disadvantage of such an approach Is the limited utility of a large and
still expensive bomber-albeit not as expensive as a penetrating bomber. A force
of "permissive bombers" would have to be manned and maintained In readiness
for use in a permissive environment. In this posture they would contribute nothIng to nuclear deterrence nor could they be readily configured to any other
mission. Further, to the extent that a permissive, environment existed for their
use, their utility would be wholly contingent on the continuation of that permissiveness-a single SAM, or the appearance of a single Mig, would change
the environment from permissive to defended. With the tenuous nature of permissiveness, having a force dedicated to that singular application would seem
to be both unwise and uneconomical.
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DELAY IN ISSUING REQUEST IOR PROPOSALS FOR AMSA/B-1

Mr. SIKES. Has the request for proposals on AMSA been sent to
industry as indicated in the statement before us?
Mr. HANSEN. Not yet.
Mr. SIxES. When will this be done?

Mr. HANSEN. We hope to be able to do that next month.

Mr. SIKES. I believe you indicated in your statement it would be

done in May. You now think it will be done in July.
Mr. HANSEN. I said that in the original plan upon which North
American and others made their build-up, it was planned to have the
Request for Proposal out in May. We didn't make it. The principal
reason has to do with how we contract and this is backlogged behind
the question of how we do it on the F-15.
Mr. SIKES. When do you expect the request for proposals to go out?

Mr. HANSEN. We hope to get that cleared up in the very near future
and get our proposals out next month.
Mr. SIKEs. That would be July.
Mr. HANSEN. That would be July.
COST OF CONTRACT DEFINITION ONLY

Mr. SIK S. If the Congress decided to fund your AMSA programs
for fiscal 1970 only through contract definition, and with the objective of reviewing the cost and performance criteria of the aircraft
before actually funding initiation of the development contract, how
much money would be required in fiscal 1970 at this time?
General MCNICKLE. I estimate it would be approximately $40 million. As you know, we have been studying this for years and years
and I think this would be just more paper we would be buying.
Mr. SiKEs. What would t do in the way of delaying the program?
Mr. HANSEN. About six months.
EFFECT OF CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW PRIOR TO CONTRACT AWARD

Mr. SIKES. In funding the initiation of the F-14 fighter aircraft
for the Navy last year, ie Congress l)rovided in the conference report on the appropriation bill that a report. be made to Congress
prior to the signing of the contract, so that Congress might be better
informed as to the cost of the program and the performance criteria
of the new aircraft before permitting full-scale development to go
ahead. Would you object, to such an arrargement with respect to
AMSAI
Mr. HANSEN. An arrangement like that would be agreeable to us,
but I would like to suggest a better way.
Mr. SIKES. All right.
Mr. HANSEN. Wherever there is a problem there is always a tendency
to try to pull the review level up. I personally believe that it is a very
sound principle of management that we need to work hard to push
the decision criteria that we want used down. Rather than to say,
"Bring it in to us and we will decide if it is too much money," we
would rather that you would generate guidance that says, "If it turns
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out to be more than this amount of money, either don't do it, or thenl
come and see us."
I very much believe that a conscious effort needs to be made to
push good decision criteria down rather than to keep saying, "Bring
higher for decision." I think it makes for better
problems
management.
WEAPON SYSTEMS
FOR AMSA/B-1

Mr. SIKEs.

We haven't discussed the weapons system of AMSA.

Is the weapons system included in the cost figures you have given us?
Mr. HANSEN. Do you mean, does it include the avionics and the
missile capability and the whole business? Yes, sir.
Mr. SiuuS. I would like a detailed discussion for the record at this
point, for continuity, of the weapon systems which would be utilized,
and their capabilities.
(The information follows:)
TOTAL B-1 SYsTEM PACKAGE
The B-1 will be capable of carrying existing inventory gravity laydown

nuclear weapons and it is programed to carry advanced weapons such as the
SRAM and SCAD. These systems, SRAM and SCAD, will be the primary

armament used by the B-1 against the post 1975 threat.

-.

The SCAD is an airlaunched subsonic cruise armed decoy

Mr. SmEs. Are there questions on the AMSA?
General Pirrs. Mr. Chairman, a point might be made here. A lot
of estimates have been made here this morning in response to questions
from the Chair. The Secretary and General MeNickle rightly pointed
out they are estimates because requests for proposals are not even
out. In the light of present-day publicity on cost of defense systems,
it might be well to point out that it would be a proper procedure if
we were allowed to put out requests for proposals and then select a
contractor. At that time, which would be after the first of next year
some time, we should be allowed to come back and revise these
estimates to the Congress if the information from contractors so

indicated.
Mr.SIKEs.

At that time we will have an opportunity, of course, to

examine the whole field.
General Prrs.Yes, sir.

Mr. SIRES. Are there questions on AMSA?
Mr. HANSE.. Mr. Sikeq, I need to correct the record on something

that I just said that isn't right. Joe Jones points out to me that the cost
estimates that we have made include avionics and provisions for the
weapons like SRAM and SCAD, but the development costs of the
weapons themselves have not been included.
SUBsoNIc CRUISE ARmD DECOY

(SCAD)

Mr. ADDAiBO. To what extent is the subsonic cruise armed decoy
(SCAD), for which you are requesting $17 million, designed only
for AMSA I Is it also being designed for utilization with the FB-111

or B-52 aircraft?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir; it is. It is being designed to be carried by the
B-152 and AMSA; however, it can also act as a decoy for the FB-111
when they are penetrating along with the B-52's.
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SCAD AND HOUND DOG

Mr.

ADDABBO.

Compare the subsonic cruise armed decoy with the

Hound Dog missile which is a subsonic cruise missile presently carried
on our heavy bombers.
Mr. HANsEN. These are aimed for quite different missions. The
SCAD has a much greater range than the Hound Dog and acts as a
decoy to complicate the Soviet defensive problem as well as to attack
designated targets. The Hound Dog is a system already operational
which carries a much larger warhead than planned for SCAD and is
used primarily as a standoff attack or rollback weapon.
I have a side-by-side tabulation of the characteristics. Perhaps I
should supply that for the record. I think it is useful data.
(The information provided the committee is classified.)
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SCAD AND SP AX

Mr.

ADDABBO.

Why do you need both this new missile, which is re-

ferred to as SCAD, as well as the SRAM, which is still not perfected?
Mr. HANSEN. To expand on what I just mentioned a little bit, they
serve a different purpose. The SCAD decoys the bomber and has
some of them armed so that it becomes necessary for the enemy to use
his defensive capability against the decoys, giving the bomber a better chance to get through. The other weapons are to kill targets at
the terminal point.

Mr. ADDABBO. In the justifications it says SCAD can be used both

as decoy and arms. It will be used in both cases?
Mr. HANSEN. That is right. The reason for that is that if you just
had a decoy, we don't thint it is possible to make a decoy that cannot
be discriminated at some point from the bomber itself. So they would
discriminate and ignore the decoys and go after the bomber, but if
some of the decoys are armed, then m order toprotect themselves,
they have to assume that they are all armed and they have to go after
them all. So you can saturate their defenses with a large number of
objects and significantly improve the probability that the bomber
itself will get through.
NED FOR NEW DECOY WEAPON

Mr.

ADDABBO.

You could make a Hound Dog decoy or a SRAM

decoy also, couldn't you ? Why do you have to develop a new piece of
equipment to accomplish this purpose when you have a cruise missile
in the inventory and a new short-range attack missile under development? And you also have a Quail missile, which is a decoy, in the
inventory.
General BOYLAN. May I comment, sir? To begi with, as pointed
out earlier, the Hound Dog is a long-range attack weapon. It is used
principally to fight the bomber through. It is relatively inaccurate.
Its warhead is probably unnecessarily large but it is the warhead that was available at the time of development; the SCAD-may
I add one other comment on Hound Dog? Hoind Dog, standing alone,
does not have the characteristics to properly decoy for the bomber
force. It is an object, but it does not represent a decoy.
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Quail has been designed as a decoy. It lacks all of the characteris.
tics that we foresee as a requirement for proper decoy techniques in
the immediate future. . Its design, however, as compared to
Hound Dog is more properly a reflection of the characteristics of the
attacking force.
The S-CAD's armament, in the armed version, assists the bomber
in its penetration of peripheral defenses. It is to be used against SAM
sites, principal radar installations and other similar targets.
SRAM is entirely different from SCAD and is not properly appli.
cable as a decoy. It is a terminal defense weapon and will be used by
the bomber to destroy the terminal defenses that protect the target
from the bomber gravity weapon, or lay-down weapon.
Quail does not meet the technology requirement of the threat SCAD
will. Hound Dog, relatively, versus SRAM, is ineffective for terminal
defense.
Mr. ADDABBO. Is this initial backup for SRAM I Will you have such
difficulty with SRAM it will not be developed, and is this why you
want to initiate a new missile programI
Mr. HANSEN. The answer to all those questions is no.
TOTAL SCAD MSBSL

PROGRAM

Mr. ADDABBO. What is the proposed program for the SCAD missile!
How many missiles do you expect to procure and whenI
Mr. HANs N. The next major step in the program for SCAD is
completion of concept formulation and the technical development plan
next month.
The initial development program would then lead to flight demonstrations in the 1970 to 1972 period; a production fiscal
source selection
in
I.OC.
giving us a
1972; and production to start in
MATED TOTAL cosT or SCAD PROGRAM

Mr. ADDAB1O. What is your best estimate of the cost of the develop-

ment program of this missile and the cost of procurement of the
missile and its initial spares and necessary ground-support equipment?
General Prrrs. Initial development is estimated at $103 million;
engineering development, $88 million. Production based on about
missiles--id you ask for the estimated development and procurement, sir?
Mr. ADDAsBo. Yes.

General Prrrs. Production then for about
missiles, $288 million. Cost for initial spares is estimated at $44 million and ground support equipment to include training and technical data at about $36
million. That totals around $554 million. We are revising our production cost figure and this may increase the figures in a small way.
STATUS OF SCAD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Mr. ADDABO. What is the status of the development program?

Mr. HANSEN. There are just studies and preliminary designs at the
present time;
Mr. ADDABBO. When do you expect to select a contractor?
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,Mr. HANSEN. About March next year, 1970.
FISCAL YEAR 1969 SC.D PROGRAM

31r. ADDABBO. With what contractors are you expending the $4 million programed for this effort in the current fiscal year?
Mr. H1ANSEN. Part of that $4 million has been reprogramed. About
half of it is earmarked for some engine work for the SCAD engine.
The contractor has not,yet been selected. One of the leading candidates
is the Williams Research, Inc., which has a research engine which
looks suitable for this. It was developed by ARPA for a jet belt manlift device. The Air Research Division of Garrett Corp. has also
indicated they think they have an engine which could be adapted. I
think there are other people who would be interested in competing.
PROPOSED CONTRACTORS FOR SCAD DEVELOPMENT

Mr. ADDABBO. Will you place a list of proposed contractors in the
record?

Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
LIsT oF CONTRACTORS FOR SCAD
The following contractors are currently engaged in fiscal year 1969 funded
SCAD efforts:

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Buffalo, N.Y.: Decoy electronic pack.
age studies.
Air Research Division of the Garrett Corp., Phoenix, Ariz.: High density

fuel studies for the SCAD propulsion system.
The following contractors may be funded this fiscal year for SCAD related
programs:
The William Research Inc., Walled Lake, Mich.: Engine component de-

velopment tasks.
Source selection is in progress to choose a contractor for SCAD air vehicle sizing studies. The companies competing for selection areThe Boeing Aircraft Co., Seattle, Wash.

Lockheed Missile and Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif.
The Beech Aircraft Corp., Wichita, Kans.
SCAD PROGRAM INITIATED WITH REPROGRAMING ACTION

Mr. ADDAB O. The SCAD program was not included in the fiscal
year 1909 budget. Would you review for the committee the reprograming under which this effort was initiated?
Colonel HOERMANN. That came out during the apport ionment exercise when we were balancing the President's budget for 1969. The
Secretary of Defense set up the program and allocated $4 million.
General Prrs. The reprograming was for $2 million and it was
within the flexibility of the Air Force to reprogram.
Mr. LrPscomB. General Pitts, would you say that again? I didn't
quite hear.
Mr. FINE. If I understand the question correctly, sir, it was relating
to the establishment of the initial $4 million in the program and not
the disposition of the $2 million which has been reprogranied since.
In the initial apportionment program established for fiscal year
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1969, the Office of the Secretary of Defense, did approve $4 million to
be added to the prograni and this was done, through a formal repro.
graning action.
The OSD number was fiscal year 1969-70. This was the initiation
of the program and was under the ground rules which govern repro.
grading actions as they are followed by the Air Force. This particular
action did not require the prior approval of the committee.
Mr. LSCOMB. Are you saying that you reprogramed $4 million for
fiscal year 1969 with no prior justification before the Congress and
now, as just reported here, we are getting into a program of over a
half billion dollars.
Mr. Flxz. No, sir; the reprograming action itself was submitted to
the committee within the 2 to 4 weeks that is normally prescribed as
a notification, so the committee was aware within a month after
approval of the programing action was granted by the Secretary
of Defense-in effect, it was a notification. If you are raising the
question of the technicality as to whether or not this was to be a prior
approval the committee does have an opportunity when the notifica.
tion has been received to review these actions.
Regarding the question of whether it is a prior approval in a very
specific sense, it was not considered to be, as I recall, a major undertaking in the sense that it would have been committing the Air Force
to a program of such magnitude that prior approval wQuld have been
relUlredl
..
rt was merely initiation
of a program at a fairly low level of cost
with certain milestonesMr. IAPSCOMB. From the testimony we have heard here this morning
on the SCAD and the future plans for it, how do you view it now?
It is a major decision?
Mr. FIz. It will be a major decision when we reach the point whete
we have gone through concept formulation and we have progressed
to where a major commitment of funds would be involved. At this
stage of the game, it is rather preliminary and it has involved only
costs related to the study of the program. I think I have stated the
case correctly, unless anybody else would care to add to anything I
have said.
ExTET or AiR FORCE COMMITMENT TO SCAD PROGRAM

Mr. Ln'cor. How deeply, Mr. Secretary, are we committed to
the SCAD program now I
Mr. HANssEN,. To my knowledge we have no commitment on SCAD
at all. We are convinced from an analysis of the tactics of the bomber
penetration that SCAD would pay for itself many times over in the
number of bombers that it could commit to do their job and be reusable. This is still in a stage of preliminary design and study and no
significant commitment has been made to the program financially. I
think the concept of AMSA makes it very highly desirable that as a
part of the overall system we have a low altitude decoy capability
to help saturate the defensive environment into which the bomber
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airplane will fly. This can't be done by the Quail as we said earlier,
because it won't match the penetration flight patterns of an advance
bomber.
General PiTrs. That reprograing, sir, was for concept and design
studies and as the Secretary just testified, we hope to get concept
formulation and the technical development plan approved in July
of this year. *
We haven't reached that point yet. Following that, we will go into
hiitial development and that is the point in time when substantial
funds will be put in.
Mr. Sixms. What if you had continued the development of Skybolt,
would it have been obsolete or obsolescent, or would it have filled an
important need today?
Mr. HANSEN. Skybolt was an entirely different kind of weapon. It
was an air-launched ballistic missile which was intended to get around
the vulnerability of the fixed-point launch site. I worked on the Skybolt program at Douglas Aircraft. Here the concept is to carry a
missile into the range from which it can be launched, then launch it
on a ballistic trajectory. It is a completely different concept. I don't
think there is any way that you can really compare that capability
with the SCAD, whose purpose it is to help the bomber to penetrate
defensive environment and maximize its chances of survival in making its mission.
Mr. Snms. Further questions on SCADI
NATIONAL CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE PROGRAMf
You are requesting $1.6 million for the initiation of a new program

the national clear air turbulence program. What are the principal
objectives of this programI
(The information follows:)
PHINOIPAL ODJUOTIVES OF NATIONAL OLUAB AIS TURBULENCE PROoEAU

The objective of the national clear air turbulence program, which includes
actions by DOD, NASA, ESSA, and FAA is to find a way to reduce the effect of
CAT on aircraft flight. The DOD portion of this program, assigned to Air Force,
is to provide a national focal point for collecting, storing and retrieving data
for the solution of CAT detection and forecasting problems.
The program is intended to provide a complete understanding of the basic
meterological processes involved in the development, maintenance, and dissipation
of clear air turbulence (CAT) in order to insure a reasonable probability of
safe flight through or around CAT areas. Information gained will be used for(a) Development of airborne equipment to detect CAT ahead of an aircraft
in flight.
(b) The solution of CAT detection and forecasting problems.
(o) The establishment of valid turbulence design criteria for advanced
structures, flight control systems, and human factors investigations.
(d) The direct use of pilots and operators.
(o) The preparation of upper air climatology of CAT.
(f) The improvement of CAT reporting aad alerting systems.
(g) The preparation of flight manuals and/or publication on seasonal and
geographic occurrences of CAT.

84-039--69-pt. 4-86
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Mr. SIKEs. Is there any funding of this program by othor -Federal
Government agencies?

Mr. HA.SEN. Yes.

Mr. SmEs. Set that out for the record.

(The information follows:)

FUNDING OF NATIONAL CLzAz Ama TURBULENCE By OTHER FEDERAL
GOV wMNT AGENCIES
The total estimated cost of the program is $32,515,000. Individual agency cost
estimates are:

NASA --------------DOD -----------------ESSA -----------------

$21, 880, 000 FAA ------------------8,000,000
2,465,000
Total ------------

$670,000
32,515,000

Mr. SmEs. What is the total estimated cost of the program?
Mr. HANsEN. The total national program will cost approximately

$32.5 million including other Government agency contributions.
Mr. SIKES. What is the purpose of the programI
Mr. HANSEN. The program is to try to figure out what causes clear
air turbulence, how we can detect it and wha we can do about it to
make flights more safe.
Mr. Siumzs. Is there anything that can be done about a natural
phenomena of this type?
Mr. HANSEN. If we knew how to detect it, we could at least go
around it like we do with the present weather-detection radar.
HOW PROGRAM Is COORDINATED

Mr. Srws.

Are you coordinating your efforts with the other

Government agencies?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes; as a matter of fact, this is a national effort co-

ordinated by the Federal Coordinator for Meteorology under Department of Commerce, and the Air Force is assigned as the agent for one
portion. Various Government agencies support the Air Force portion
and are putting their efforts into this common program.
PROGRAM RESULTS

Mr. Sixs. Provide for the record some information on what you

have learned to date.
(The information follows:)
CLEAR Am TURBULENCE PROGRAM-INFORMATION LEARNED TO DATE

The program begins in fiscal year 1970. It is the result of a review by a National
Committee on Clear Air Turbulence with representation from DOC, DOD, NASA,
FAA, ESSA, State, Agriculture, and NSF. This Committee reported that the problems of flight in clear air turbulence (CAT) could not be alleviated until there
was more knowledge on the characteristics of CAT. The Air Force, however, for
the last 3 years has been actively collecting and reducing clear air turbulence
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ditai for the primary purpose of establishing valid aircraft structural turbulence
design criteria. This program Is called ALLCAT and is one of the ongoing programms funded under the flight vehicle subsystems program element (P.E.

60205F).

The objective of the ALLCAT program is to establish valid turbulence design
criteria for advanced vehicle structures and flight control systems in order to
Insure a reasonable probability of safe flight through or around areas of atmospheric turbulence. The turbulence criteria established by this program will be
used in the design of all advanced flight vehicles and in evaluating structural
modifications, life determinations, and special problems of existing flight vehicles. Because of the random nature of this turbulence, a vast amount of data
is required to establish an adequate description of the turbulence environment
for all altitudes up to 200,000 feet. The output of the ALLOAT program proTides for the periodic revisions of MIL-A--881 (Aircraft Strength and Rigidity
Flight Loads) plus the dissemination of interim changes. These specifications
revisions will appear as complete rewrites scheduled for publication in 1969,
1974, and 1979.
Over 950 hours of useful clear air turbulence data has been collected within
various altitude regimes from 250 feet to 70,000 feet" since the inception of the
ALLOAT program. The ALLOAT program is our insurance program, so to speak,
that the new aircraft, both military and civilian that are on the drawing boards
today, will be designed to safely fly through the varying levels*6f .clear air turbulence which are likely to be encountered.

CANCELED DOD PROJECTS AND WEPoxs Sys'mrs
Mr.-IAHON. I would like for Mr. Sinclair, from the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, if he is here today, and the committee staff, to
make sure that we have in our hearings a list of the projects and

weapons systems that have been started by the Defense Department
and later canceled as well as the funds involved. I think perhaps we

would want to break that down as between weapons systems that have

gone to full development and those canceled out before being completed, such as the Skybolt. We have talked about these things quite
a bit during the hearings. Maybe we already have this kind of infor-

mation, but we need it at our fingertips because this kind of thing

comes up often.
General McNicKLE. We have a pretty complete list and we will be
happy to put it in the record.

Mr. MAHON. As I understand, the Democratic Caucus of the Demo-

cratic members of the House may give consideration to the military
budget. We are moving toward a meeting. This question will undoubtedly arise and I want us to make sure that this kind of information is

fully available.

Mr. Sikes, do you recall whether this information is already in the

recordI

Mr. Smzs. It has been in the record in previous years but it would
be useful to have an updated list here.
Mr. MAHON. We want this not only for the Air Force, but for the
whole Department of Defense, broken down by service, but in a single
package.
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As I understand it, in the last 15 years the Department of Defense
has canceled, if you include MOL, about $9.5 billion inprojects and
weapon systems.
Another figure that is tossed around for a certain period is $23
billion. I think we need, every member of this subcommittee and the
Congress needs, this kind of information and, in addition to that, we
need a statement as to why such cancellations were made. It doesn't
have to be in great length. The cancellation of the B-70; we have
gone into that in detail many times and this committee is conversailt
with it, but when you hit the people who haven't worked directly
in this field cold with these kinds of things, they are stunned and disinayed, and they tend to completely lose any faith or confidence whatever in the management of the Defense Department.
This thing must be put in proper focus. One way we could do it is
to place it in the record when the Secretary is before us, Secretary
Laird, or Dr. Foster, because we want to put it where people can find
it; however, we need to have it available to the members of this committee now. We would like to have several copies prepared for the committee so we can have it before us. It is increasingly going to be an item
of considerable interest, I think we all agree.
General Pirrs. Colonel St. John has been taking notes and he will
get this request to Mr. Sinclair for you.
Mr. MAiHo. First, we want the basic, cold facts and then the reasons
for it.

For example, MOL. I don't know whether or not you can go into
that in great detail, but there are reasons why that was canceled.
There as a change in the situation with the B-10, and so forth.
In addition to other factors, Mr. Lipscomb points out, we need to
have the spin-off, or the fallout, or the benefit we derived from these
programs which is authentic and which will demonstrate that while
the losses have been great, there have been some benefits received. We
don't want to exaggerate those benefits.
I think we could go back 10 years or 15 years, or do what you best
can to answer this request.
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, we need clarification on one thing you

asked. You said something about programs which are canceled after
they became fully developed. You mentioned two numbers which were
significantly different. Would you, for instance, want to include a
program like the Atlas which was deployed? It was never used in
anger, and that is good; it served its purpose, but it was discontinued.
I wouldn't think something like that should be included.
Mr. MAHON.

I wouldn't think it ought to be included unless it was

very carefully explained because the Atlas served its purpose. Just
like the horse and buggy preceded the automobile. I think we will have
to be careful about that.
(The information follows:)
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MAJOR PROJECTS TERMINATED DURING THE PAST 16 YEARS

Project
AIRCRAFT
Asmy: XV-3 convertiplane .........................................

Year
started

Year Funds Invested
canceled
(millions)

1952

1960

Navy:

Seamaster ....................................................
F-8U-3 ......................................................
HSL-I .......................................................
F-51-I ......................................................
A-2D-I ......................................................
T-40 ........................................................
A-2J-1 ......................................................
J-40 engine ..................................................
F-IOF-I .....................................................
F-2Y-1 ......................................................
F-1118 ......................................................

1951
1956
1950
1954
1950
1954
1948
1944
1950
1949
1961

1959
1958
1955
1957
1954
1958
1963
1953
1953
1955
1968

Subtotal ...............................................................................
Air Force:
ANP.........................................................
F-108 ........................................................
XF-103 ......................................................
F-10-........................................................
J-83 engines..................................................
C-132 ........................................................
T-61 engine ..................................................
YH-16 .......................................................
X-21 ........................................................
X-19 ........................................................
XB-70 .......................................................
X-15 ........................................................
F-12 (as distinguished from YF-12) .............................

1951
1958
1950
1954
1956
1952
1957
1951
1960
1962
1958
1959
1966

1961
1959
1957
1957
1959
1957
1959
1954
1966
1966
1967
1968
1969

Subtotal ...............................................................................
MISSILES
A ermes ......................................................
Dart .........................................................
Loki .........................................................
Terrier (land based) ........................................Plato ........................................................
Mauler......................................................

1944
1952
1948
1951
1951
1960

1954
1958
1956
1956
1958
1965

Subtotal ................................................................................

Navy:

$10.1
10.1

Subtotal .........................................................................

330.4
100.0
94.0
49.0
47.0
33.0
20.0
18.0
15.0
15.0
t 418. 0
1,139.4
2511.6
141.9
104.0
100.0
55.0
54.0
37.4
23.4
36.0
16.0
1,468.1
210.5
41.0
2,798.9
96.4
44.0
21.9
18.6
18.5
200.0
399.4

1958
1958
1957
1960
1961
1954
1957
1953
1955
1957
1953
1964

195.6
144.4
87.2
80.0
53.0
52.6
52.0
38. 0
33.7
19.4
12.5
225.0

Subtotal ...............................................................................

993.4

Sparrow I ...................................................
Regulus II....................................................
Petrel .......................................................
Corvus .......................................................
Eaglle
........................................................
Meteor.......................................................
Sparrow
1....................................
R ........................................................
oel
Dove ...........................................
Triton
......................................................
Oriole
......................................................
Typhon......................................................

Air Force:
Navaho ......................................................
Snark .....................................................
GAM-63 Rascal ...........................................
GAM-87 Skybolt ..............................................
Talos (land based) ...........................................
Mobile minuteman ...........................................
Q- Drone .................................................
M-72 Goose ...............................................
GAM-67 Crossbow ............................................
MMRBM .....................................................
Agena D.....................................................

1945
1955
1945
1954
1959
1945
1945
1943
1949
1948
1947
1958

1954
1947
1946
1960
1954
1959
195
1955
1957
1962
1956

1957
1962
1958
1963
1957
1962
1959
1958
1958
1964
1968

Subtotal ...............................................................................
See footnotes at end of table, p. 564.

679.8
677.4
448. 0
440.0
118.4
108.4
84.4
7. 5
74.6
65.4
7.2
2,781.8
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MAJOR PROJECTS TERMINATED DURING THE PAST 16 YEARS--ContInued
Year
started

Project

Year Funds Invested
canceled
(millions)

SHIPS

Navy:$1.

Type 11towed ..............................................
term
...............................
measures
Torpedo ou
Subtotal .............................................

,

1945

1955
13.0

............................

ORDNANCE, COMBAT VEHICLES, AND RELATED EQUIPMENT

Arm:

rilgilante .....................................................
Tank, medium and! heavy, T-95 ................................
Truck, cargo, 2* ton ..........................................
Truck, cargo, 16ton ...........................................
Truck, tank, S,000gallon .......................................
Truck wrecker, 20-ton .........................................
Area scanning alarm (E-49) ....................................
Infantry mortar, 107 mm, XM-5 ................................
Howitzer 155-mm. self.propelled XM-138 ........................

1952
1955
1946
1959
1959
1959
1957
1960
1964

1961
1960
1965
1965
1966
1966
1966
1967
1968

26.6
18.0
5.9
34.8
C,)
3.
10.7
5.3
75.2

Subtotal ...............................................................................
OTHER

Army:

AN/USD 5 drone.....................................
AN/USD 4 drone.....................................
Aerial tramway ...............................................
Auto Integrated switch .........................................

1957
1957
1947
1958

1962
1960
1957
1965

103.3
40.0
13. 5
39.9

Subtotal ...............................................................................

196.7

1962
1959

70.0
123.0

Subtotal ...............................................................................

193.0

Navy:

NRRS, Sugar Grove ............................................
High energy boron (ZIP) .......................................

Air Force:
ANVLQ-27 ................................................
HIm energyboron (ZIP) .......................................
no-Soar ....................................................
OL ........................................................

1957
1952

1957
1956
1960
1963

1959
1959
1963
1969

142.0
'135.8
405.0
81,494.9

7

Subtotal.............................................................................
Total ..................................................................................

10,7

6

P Estimated R.D.T. & E. plus PAMN, funds. Exact Investment will not be available until termination negotiations with

the contractor are completed.
s AF costs only.
aThe 3 trucks listed comprise the 16-ton series of the GOER program which was terminated In June 1965. Work was
officially terminated on the tanker and wrecker In February 1966. The cost of the program was $4,800,000.
AF
l costs only.
a Includes an allowance for estimated termination costs. Exact Investment will not be available until termination negotiations with the contractor are completed.
ARMY

System :
(a) Title: XV-3 convertiplane.
(b) Mission (desired capability): The XV-3 was designed to determine

the feasibility and performance characteristics of the tIlt/propeller/rotor

concept.

Date:

(a) Year initiated: 1952.
(b) Year terminated: 1060.
Funds expended: $10.1 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: The program was concluded successfully In 1959.

Concept was proven technically feasible; and program goals were met.
Technical fallout: Resultant Information and design data are available for

use by the aircraft Industry in the tilt/rotor/prop field. Transmission of power
problems were identified and alternate approaches to improve the design of
future similar vehicles were defined. Dynamic stability problem areas were explored and solutions were outlined where possible.

System:
(a)

Title: Hermes.

(b) Mission (desired capability): To explore and extend missile technology starting from the V-2 base, and to develop the Army's first surfaceto-surface missiles.
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Date:
(a) Year initiated: 1944.
(b) Year terminated: 1954.
Funds expended: $90.4 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: The accelerated development of Corporal and Redstone had overtaken the range and payload requirements to be fulfilled by the
Hermes.
Technical fallout:
(a) Boron chemistry for propellant additives.
(b) Control systems for aerodynamically unstable missiles.
(e) Reentry beating phenomena.
(d) Technological base for development of Sergeant and Pershing
systems.
System:
(a) Title: Dart.
(b) Mission (desired capability) : To provide an antitank missile capable
of being guided into a target.
Date:
(a) Year Initiated: 1952.
(b) Year terminated: 1958.
Funds expended: $44 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: A technical evaluation of the Dart program in 1958
indicated that serious deficiencies in reliability, trajectory deviations, acquisition difficulties and human engineering aspects would require a major redesign
of the system and attendant additional time and cost to complete development.
At the same time, evaluation of the French 88-10, SS-11 and Entac antitank
missile program revealed major improvements and progress, consequently, the
French missile was purchased and placed in service.
Technical Fallout: The Dart program produced significant technical data
and experience which have subsequently been utilized in small missile developments. The design requirements for successfully paying out dynamic wire used
in wire guided missiles was determined. The overall feasibility of flying a missile into a target with the only requirement placed on the gunner of keeping the
optical system cross hairs on the target was established. The technology on solid
propellants for small rockets was developed. The design of shaped charge warheads was advanced for optimum penetration. Production facilities experience
for small missiles was gained and provided a technique base for subsequent
similar systems.
System:
(a) Title: Loki.
(b) Mission (desired capability): To defeat high-performance aircraft
by firing large numbers of unguided rocket darts simultaneously from box
launchers.
Date:
(a) Year initiated: 1948.
b) Year terminated: 1956.
Funds expended: $21.9 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: The development schedule was not considered sufficiently ahead of other weapons systems which were believed to be more promising, and due to budget restrictions, termination of Loki was authorized.
Technical fallout:
(a) Increased hypervelocity propulsion technology which was used in
development of antitank weapons. Also used in the development of the
Safeguard system.
(b) Flash defectors developed in the program later applied to other missile systems.
(o) Obtained significant data on the aerodynamic behavior of missiles
under hypervelocity conditions.
(d) Developed new materials for rocket nozzles.
System:
(a) Title: Terrier, land based.
(M) Mission (desired capability) : Medium-altitude air defense of United
States.
Date:
(a) Year initiated: 1951.
(b) Year terminated: 1956.
Funds expended: $18.0 million R.D.T. & E.
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Reasons for termination: System development was terminated after evaluation revealed marginal effectiveness against low-altitude targets and significant
requirement for launcher modification to sustain a high rate of fire. Concurrently the Nike-Ajax was achieving excellent results in firing tests, and the
decision was made to proceed with that system.
Technical fallout: None directly. The Terrier has continued as a Navy system.
System:
(a) Title: Plato.
(b) Mission (desired capability): Use the Zeus antiballistic missile systein in a mobile deployment for either United States or overseas deployment.
Date:
(a) Year initiated: 1951.
(b) Year terminated : 1958.
Funds expended: $18.5 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination:
(a) It became apparent with the continuing development of the Zeus
system that the radars could not be effectively and cheaply made in a mobile
configuration.
(b) The responsibility for the concept of a mobile ABM was transferred
by OSD from the Army to the Advanced Research Projects Agency, and no
further funding was received.
Technical fallout:
(a) Analytical techniques and computer programing techniques were developed. Much of this technology was directly applicable to the BMEWS
program.
(b) Technology developed assisted in the development of linear/phased
array radar concepts.
(c) The Field Army Ballistic Missile Defense System (FABMDS) concept was developed. Although Plato could not be considered a pure precursor of FABMDS, technology and techniques developed in the Plato
program did assist.
System:
(a) Title: Mauler.
(b) Mission (desired capability): To defeat law altitude high perform.
ance aircraft over the forward battle area in any weather conditions. .
Date:
(a) Year initiated: 1960.
(b) Year terminated: 1965.
Funds expended: $200 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: The system, consciously conceived as making full
use of advanced technology, encountered extensive development problems, and
the resulting design changes caused what would have been high production costs.
After further studies indicated hostile aircraft would not be capable of allweather low level attack for several years it was decided to terminate the system
in favor of Redeye and Chaparral.
Technical fallout:
(a) Developed the propulsion technology now being further exploited
In AFAADS development for rapid response air defense systems.
(b) Developed ground support equipment technology essential for any
rapidly responding missile system.
(M) Developed the basic guidance and control techniques essential for
any future all-weather missile system.
System:
(a) Title: Vigilante.
(b) Mission (desired capability): To provide low altitude air defense
for the forward battle area.
Date:
(a) Year Initiated: 1952.
(b) Year terminated: 1961.
Funds expended: $26.6 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: After considering results of limited service testing
on developmental models, additional R.D.T. & H2. funds and lead time required tO
develop and produce the system as an interim forward area weapon pending
availability of Redeye and Mauler, further development was considered unlustified.
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Technical fallout:
(a) Rapid loading feed system for present and future gun systems.
(b) Complete integration of fire control equipment with gun systems.
(c) Provided the technological base and then later the test bed for Vulcan
and development of the AFAADS gun systems.
System:
(a) Title: Tank, medium and heavy T-95.
(b) Mission (desired capability): To provide a new medium tank (main
battle tank).
Date:
(a) Year Initiated: 1955.
(b) Year terminated: 1960.
Funds expended: $18 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: As initiated this program included the T-96 heavy
tank; however, that vehicle never progressed beyond a wooden mockup. The T-95
medium tank development was pursued through the construction and initial
testing of 13 prototypes, and was terminated during service test. Termination
resulted from a combination of factors: An urgent need for a new medium
tank made it necessary to formulate a concept composed primarily of proven
components, if the desired production date was to be met; problems with the
smooth bore gun and ammunition for the T-95 indicated a need for further
development so that time requirements could not be met with that development.
The M60-series tanks, therefore, superseded the T-95 development, with type
classification in April 1959.
Technical fallout: The T-95 program produced unusually valuable fallout in
the following areas: optical ranging techniques (not fully useful until laser
became available) ; relationships between gun accuracy and tube wear: obturation of high-pressure gun breeches; high-velocity projectile design; quick-change
gun tubes; factors influencing gun-tube wear; empirical data on hull and turret
ballistic protection; XPG-type transmission and flat-track system later used
on M107, M108, M109, and Ml0 self-propelled guns; infrared shielding of exhaust
gases by introduction of coolant air; and main-gun stabilization techniques now
being applied to M60-series tanks.
System:
(a) Title: AN/USD 5 surveillance and target acquisition drone.
(b) Mission: General surveillance within its range capability (500 miles)
and target acquisition. Targets located by the SD-5 were to be engaged by
the Jupiter surface-to-surface missile. The SD-5 target location accuracy
was to be consistent with the CEP of the Jupiter missile. The SD-5 also
possessed a high altitude mapping capability employing a special mapping
camera.
Date:
(a) Year initiated: 1957.
(b) Year terminated : 1962.
Funds expended: $103.3 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: Termination of the SD-5 surveillance drone system
resulted from an evaluation of the program which concluded that the SD-5,
while technically feasible, would be too expensive for procurement in quantities
adequate to provide the Army with an effective capability.
Technical fallout:
(a) The techniques employed In the Terrain Avoidance Radar (TAR) for
the SD-5 were used in numerous TARs now in production. Some of these
are AN/APQ-99, AN/APQ-101, AN/APQ-115.
(b) The Inertial navigation system employed conventional techniques.
Some of the components of the inertial navigator from the SD-5 were used
on the Centaur missile.
(o) The techniques employed in the Side Looking Airborne Radar
(SLAR) were used in SD-2 drone program. Also, some of the SD-1
SLAR components are presently being used by the Department of the
Interior in their earth resources program.
(4) The Infrared Detecting Set, AN/AAS-16, developed for the SD-5,
was the forerunner of current production equipments. Some of these are
the AN/AAS-214 AN/AAS-22 and AN/AAS-24.
(e) The trialateration and guidance system pushed the state-of-the-art
using psuedo-random noise-cross correlation techniques. This technique has
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since been used in the long range survey system and the visual airborne
target location system.
(f) The wide band data link pushed the state-of-the-art. The experience
gained in this program was used in formulating the specifications for the
joint in flight data transmission system (JIFDATS).
(g) The KS-7 aerial camera represented a significant advance in the
state-of-the-art and introduced in-flight photographic processing. This experience was used In formulating the specifications of the joint in flight
data transmission system (JIFDATS).
System:
(a) Title: Truck Cargo 2% Ton XM410E1.
(b) Mission (Desired Capability) High mobility 2%-ton cargo capacity.
Significant improvement in mobility. Improved reliability, and maintain.
ability.
Date:
(a) Year initiated: 1946.
(M) Year terminated: 196.
Funds expended: $5.9 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: Service testing and confirmatory testing Indicated
that after extensive development time and effort, serious unacceptable mechanical deficiencies remained uncorrected. Further, to correct the unsatisfactory
reliability, the Army would be required to invest a large amount of R.D.T. & E.
funds for a major corrective effort without great confidence of technical success.
Technical fallout: The Army gained extensive technical insight into vehicular
power requirements, and the relationship between engine power and engine
durability. The Army also gained extensive knowledge of the weight requirements for high mobility trucks and the effect of weight on the durability of
suspension components. Lessons have been applied to improve the durability of
new vehicles in R.D.T. & E. During the R.D.T. & E]. period the requirement for a
high mobility 2%-ton truck was validated as cost effective The new development
effort being planned will be shortened considerably with accrued savings in both
time and money as a result of the XM410E1 effort. Prototype systems are currently being used to generate mobility data and function as test beds for power
and suspension component qualification.
System:
(a) Title: Truck, cargo, 16-ton and associated model adaptations, 5,000.
gallon tanker and 20-tone wrecker.
(b) Mission (desired capability): High-mobility, large-cargo-capacity
truck with extensive reliability and durability.
Date:
(a) Year initiated: 1959.
(b)Year terminated: 1066.
Funds expended: $4.8 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: Program was terminated on the basis of the
USAREUR troop test which indicated that the truck was unreliable and could
not be maintained in a satisfactory manner. Basic problems occurred in the
adaptation of electrical systems used for power transmission and steering.
Technical fallout: The mobility required was achieved. Many lessons were
learned on the use of large tires and articulation for high-mobility large-size
truck systems. Extensive experience was gained in electric drive systems. This
information is being applied to combat vehicle systems currently in R.D.T. & E.
Electric drive systems are expected to be more and more Important to reduce
articulated vehicle investment and operation costs.
System:
(a) Title: Area scanning alarm E-49.
(b) Mission (desired capability): Provide area chemical detection capability for field use utilizing an active infrared detector.
Date:
(a.) Year initiated: 1957.
(b) Year terminated: 1966.
Funds expended: $3.9 million R.D.T. & E].
Reasons for termination: Absorbtion of infrared occurred In the spectrum of
analytical wavelengths of interest to chemical agent detection. (Water droplets
and high concentrations of certain dusts absorbed the IR.) Created high false
alarm rate.
Technical fallout: Analysis and subsequent research on shortcomings of the
B-49 revealed that the interference created by moisture and dust can be selec-
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tively screened by use of appropriate filter technology. This information has
been applied to development of a passive long path infrared system which utilizes
the ambient infrared energy emitted by terrain background.
System:
(a) Title: Infantry mortar, 107-millimeter XM95.
(b) Mission (desired capability) : to provide a lightweight system weapon
superior in range, accuracy, stability, rate of fire, and lethality to replace
the current standard mortar.
Date:
(a) Year Initiated: 1060.
(b) Year terminated: 1967.
Funds expended: $10.7 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: The XM95 failed to meet essential military characteristics during engineer and service tests because of a lack of stability during firing which required frequent relaying of the mortar. Since no better approach was apparent within the foreseeable state-of-the-art the program was
terminated in April 1907 and mortar effort reoriented to the status of exploratory
development.
Technical fallout: The XM95 program produced significant technical data and
progress on rocket assisted projectiles which subsequently have been utilized
in development of artillery projectiles of this type. Design requirements for
mortar recoil cylinders were determined and experience was gained in packaging
different warhead materials in a single projectile body design. Technical data
and techniques were acquired on the use of light materials in mortar design.
Technology gaps were identified in the basic parameters for baseplate design
and provided a clear basis for follow-on exploratory development in this area.
System:
(a) Title: Howitzer, 155 millimeter self-propelled.
(b) Mission (desired capability) : Close artillery support for the infantry
division.
Date:
(a) Year initiated: 1964.
(b) Year terminated: 1968.
Funds expended: $5.3 million R.D.T. &E.
Reasons for termination: During concept formulation, it was determined that
while the XM138 would represent a significant increase in range and ground
mobility when compared to the current 155 millimeter howitzer, it could not be
lifted by helicopter and could not fully support the infantry division when
engaged in airmobile operations. The Army requires a towed howitzer with
comparable firepower which can be helicopter transported.
Technical fallout: The cannon and ammunition systems developed for the
XM138 will be applied to the XM179 armored self-propelled 155 millimeter
howitzer and to the new towed weapon.
System:
(a) Title: AN/USD 4, surveillance and target acquisition drone system.
(b) Mission: Conduct general surveillance missions within its range capability (200 miles). Locate targets for engagement by the Sargeant surface-tosurface missile. The target location accuracy was to be consistent with the
CEP of the Sargeant missile.
Date:
(a) Year initiated: 1957.
(b) Year terminated: 1960.
Funds expended: $40.0 million R.D.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: The principal reasons for terminating the SD-4
development were large cost increases, significant technical difficulties in sensor
subsystems resulting in major program slippages, and the SD-5 could perform
the SD-4 mission.
Technical fallout:
(a) The techniques employed in the terrain avoidance radar (TAR) for
the SD-4 were used In numerous TAR's now in production. Some of these
are AN/APQ-99, AN/APQ-101, AN/APQ-115.
(b) The inertial navigation system employed conventional techniques.
Some of the components of the Inertial navigator from the RD-4 were used
on the Centaur missile.
(o) The techniques employed in the side looking airborne radar (SLAR)
were used in SD-2 drone program. Also, some of the SD-4 SLAR corn
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ponents are presently being used by the Department of the Interior in their
earth resources program.
(d) The infrared detecting set,. AN/AAS-16, developed for the SD-I,
was the forerunner of current production equipments. Some of these are
the AN/AAS-21, AN/AAS-22, and AN/AAS-24.
(e) The trilateration and guidance system pushed the state-of-the-art
using psuedo-random noise-cross correlation techniques. This technique has
since been used in the long range survey system and the visual airborne
target location system.
(f) The wide band data link pushed the state-of-the-heart. The experience
gained in this program was used in formulating the specifications for the joint
in-flight data transmission system (JIFDATS).
System :
(a) Title: Aerial tramway.
(b) Mission: To develop an aerial tramway system suitable for handling
general cargo in resupply operations particularly in areas of adverse terrain
or in areas where conventional ports are denied or untenable.
Date:
(a) Year initiated, 1947.
(b) Year terminated, 1957.
Funds expended, $13.5 million RD.T. & E.
Reasons for termination: The concept was tested resulting in the followlug
disadvantages:
(a) Erection and placement problems of great magnitude.
(b) Disassembly and deployment to another location extremely difficult.
(c) Posed a large engineering problem.
(d) Maintenance was a problem.
(e) Limited capability for transfer of cargo (volume and type).
(f) Concept of transfer of cargo from ship-to-shore by use of amphibians
was determined to be most suitable. This concept has since proved to be
correct and has led to the LARC family of amphibians.
Technical fallout: This development did produce desirable technical advantages subsequently exploited in the form of the DeLong pier (barge type, selfelevating, non-propelled, steel) which was type classified as standard A and Is
in the Inventory.
NAVY

System: SEAMASTER.
Cost: Research and development, $330,400,000.
Discussion
Canceled due to budgetary pressures in the wake of increasing cost and the
loss of two aircraft by structural failure. With cancellation of this high-speed,
sea-based offensive weapon It became necessary to perform the military mission
with either carrier-based or land-based aircraft.
Ilenefits from the project
Major technical advances achieved in a low drag hull, retaining good hydrodynamic characteristics, in automatic mine laying control systems, and in accomplishing a sealable large rotary bomb bay. Structural loads and technology
in high-speed, low-altitude regime, milling of large skin sheets.
System : F8U-3
Cost: Research and development, $100,000,000.
Diecuasion
Highly successful technical development. Cancelled, after flight tests, due to
-Congressional insistence on elimination of duplication in carrier-based fighter
weapons field.
Benefits from the project
Provided strong competitive environment for the F-4 program and thereby
contributed to its success. Engine development (J75) continued and used In
F-105 and F-108, with later version used in SR-71. Control system experience
gained used in A-7. The two-engine, two crew factors which contributed to
selection of F-4 over the F8U-3 formed the base for all subsequent naval fighter
development.
System: HSL-1.
Cost: Research and development, $04,000,000.
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Disco118810
Technical deficiencies, weight growth, mechanical vibration problems. Limited
operational use. Succeeded by HSS-1.
Bcncfits from the project
Tandem helicopter technology, characteristics of two blade tandem rotor systenis. Minesweeper towing experience.
System: F5D-1.
Cost: Research and development, $49,000,000.
Disc8su1on
No operational requirement. F8U-3 and F41-1 alternatives available.
Bcncflts from the project
Supersonic delta wing technology.
System: A2D-1.
Cost: Research and development, $47,000,000.
Discusion
Original performance objectives could not be met. Unsuccessful development
due to gearbox problems associated with counterrotating propellers of turboprop engine.
Bcnefit8 from the project
Engine development contribution to the T50, presently used in the 0-130,
P-3A, P-3B, P-3C, E-2A, C-2A and a variation used in several commercial aircraft.
System: T--40 (engine).
Cost: Research and development, $*33,000,000.
Dlcuio8n
Turboprop engine with counterrotatlug propellers. Installed in R-5Y seaplanes.
Canceled because of technical difficulties with the combining gearbox, propellers
and control system, performance, and high fuel consumption at altitude.
Ben eflts from the project
The T56 engines, used in C-130, P-3, C-2 and E-2 aircraft, are benefits derived
from the T-40.
System: A-2J-1.
Cost: Research and development, $20,000,000.
Disoussion
Turboprop version of the AJ. Canceled in favor of the A-3D.
Benefits from project
Engine development contribution to the T-56 presently used in the C-130,
P-3A, P-3B, P-3C, E-2A, C-2A and a variation used in several commercial
aircraft.
System: J-40 (engine).
Cost: Research and development, $18 million.
DLWoUsion
Technical difficulties with the compressor and the electronic control system
delayed progress. Alternate engines were available.
Benefits from the project
Provided technology and experience in the development and testing of electronic engine control systems.
System : FIOF-1.
Cost: Research and development, $15 million.
Dtsoussion
Variable swept wings. Canceled because F4D-1 alternative available and more
cost effective.
Benefits from the project
Subsonic variable sweep wing feasibility and technology.
System: 2-1.
Cost: Research and development, $15 million.
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Discussion
Convair sea dart. Some technical problems, engine development behind schedule,
requirement for seaplane fighter canceled in favor of carrier based models.
Benefits from the project
High speed hydrodynamic technology, single and dual skis.
System: F-111B.
Cost:
Research and development
----------------------PAMN
----------------------------------------

$182,900,000
148,000,000

330, 90,000
Total
-----------------------------------Discussion
Technical problems incapable of solution in dual service roles. VFX alternative
adopted.
Benefits from the project
Supersonic variable sweep wing technology. Engine and AMOS experience used
in F-14A.
System: Sparrow I (AAM).
Cost: (dollars in millions)
-----------------------------Research and development
Production
----------------------------------------Operations

$53.7
112.0

2----------.0

Total
----------------------------------------195.6
Discussion
The Sparrow program was started at the end of World War II, In 1945, to provide the Navy with an all-weather air-to-air missile system. Three parallel guidance methods were explored simultaneously: Sparrow I, a beam rider; Sparrow
II, an active homing missile, and Sparrow 111, a semi-active homing missile. The
Sparrow I system became operational In 1955 and the FSD night fighter naval
aircraft. With the success of the more versatile Sparrow III, there was no further
production of Sparrow I, and it was phased out of inventory in 1958, being replaced by Sparrow III.
Benefits from project
Provided air-to-air guided weapon for the F3H-2M. Provided the basic airframe for Sparrow II and III.
System: Regulus lI.
Cost: Research and development, $144,400,000.
Regulus II commenced development in 1955 and was intended as a longerrange supersonic follow-on to the sub-sonic Regulus 1. It was intended to carry
nuclear warheads and to be fired from surface submarines to ranges in excess
of a thousand miles.
Plans for Polaris. with its submerged launch capability commenced in 1956.
Progress was so good that the decision was made in 1958 to terminate the
Regulus II program as a weapons system. The Regulus II missiles were, however.
used as high performance drones (the KD2B target) and served in that role
until phased out, due to "old age," in November 1965
Benefit. from project
As best determined from resources available, follow-on utilization of Regulus
II components, subsystems, or systems, other than for limited drone target purposes on a one way basis, was not effected subsequent to program termination at
the initiation of Polaris development in 1957.
System: PetreL
Cost: Research and development $87,200,000.
Dko
,o.
Development of Petrel was the end result of the "Kingfisher" program commenced by the Bureau of Standards at the end of World War II, in 1945, and
later transferred to the Navy. The objective was to provide wings, a control
system and an engine to be attached to Naval torpedoes, and which would permit
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them to be command controlled for long distance before entering the water. Thereafter they would perform as normal torpedoes.
Petrel completed development and was planned for use by both ships and aircraft. It was given extensive operational testing as an antisubmarine weapon to
be carried by Naval petrol aircraft. However, the system encountered severe
reliability problems during these tests and was not approved for service use.
The development of the Mk 44 torpedo, with its use in the ASROC system for
ship launch, and its ability to be dropped from aircraft, led to the decision that
further developmental effort of Petrel was not warranted. The program was canceled in 1957.
Bcneflts from project
Active radar seeker techniques explored and successfully demonstrated.
System : Corvus.
Cost: Research and development, $80 million.
Discussion
The Corvus developmental program commenced in 1954 as an effort to put into
service a system to provide a weapon that would home on an enemy's radar and
destroy it (an Arm. or antiradiation missile).
The state-of-the-art was such that Corvus, during developmental testing, was
unable to select anti home on a single target when several radars were operated
simultaneously. The Corvus program was therefore canceled In 1960. Research
was continued and resulted later in the Arm missiles, Shrike and Standard Arm,
which have seen extensive service In Vietnam.
Bcne.ft from project
Basic antiradiation missile techniques explored and demonstrated.
System: Eagle.
Cost: Research and development, $53 million.
Disussfo%
Eagle was designed as a fleet defense weapon against aircraft. It was to be a
long-range (50-mile) weapon with terminal active homing. Six of these were to
be carried in a subsonic "Mislleer" fighter aircraft, which was to be equipped
with elaborate radars.
The Eagle/Misileer system approached the limits of the state-of-the-art and
developmental costs were high. The projected production costs for a Misileer
aircraft with six Eagle missiles reached $15 million and the program was canceled in 1961 in favor of further modifications and Improvements to the F-4
supersonic fighter with its Sparrow III missiles. The Phoenix missile system is
being developed now to fill the role originally planned for Eagle.
Benewfts from project
Use of high-strength steel In motor cases demonstrated and later used in
Phoenix motor. Provided background information for Phoenix project.
System: Meteor.
Cost: Research and development, $52,600,000.
Dieovnotn
The Meteor program was started at the end of World War II as a contract
with M.I.T. to design and develop an antiaircraft missile system. It was originally conceived as a surface-to-air missile, but after extensive study M.I.T.
decided that such a system would be prohibitively expensive. They asked that
they be permitted to develop an air-to-air system which would be more cost
effective.
Their studies indicated that a two-stage missile of considerable range, using
interferometer homing guidance, and carried In numbers aboard relatively slow
aircraft, would be most effective (the Eagle and Phoenix systems also used this
concept). Unfortunately, M.I.T. was unable to develop a radar of sufficient capability to support the missile. The program was canceled in 1954 In favor of the
competing Sparrow development.

Benefits from project
Interferometric homing techniques explored and established and subsequently
drawn upon for Talus terminal seeker.
System: Sparrow II.
Cost: Research and development, $52 million.
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Diacu8s8on
Sparrow II was the active homing member of the Sparrow air-to-air develop.
meant program which was started In 1945. It competed during development with
the Oriole air-to-air active homing missile program. Technical difficulties in the
packaging of power requirements of an active seeker led to the selection of the
semiactive Sparrow III instead of Sparrow II. The Sparrow II program was
canceled in 1957.
Benefts from project
Active seeker used as a measurement tool in current KU band seeker program.
Basis for Eagle seeker design.
System : Rigel.
Cost: Research and development, $38,100,000.
Discussiont
Rigel design was started at the end of World War II. It was a ramjet
powered pilotless aircraft for use by surface submarines in launching nuclear
weapons. The system was conservatively designed. With successful flight tests
of the more capable Regulus I in 1951, it was apparent that this turbojet pro.
pelled system was preferable in Rigel. Development of Rigel was therefore
discontinued in 1952.
Benefits from project
Present information available indicates that the primary "Spinoff" gain from
the Rigel program is an improved understanding of aerodynamics and technology associated with Mach 2 capable airfoils. Also, best Information avail.
able indicates that actual later uses of components or subsystems from this
program Is nonexistent.
System: Dove.
Cost: Research and development, $33,700,000.
Discussion
Dove commenced development in 1949 as an unpowered, essentially free fall,
bomb but with Infrared terminal homing seeker designed to correct aiming
errors against such targets as ships.
In performance tests of the system, severe problems were encountered under
many tactical conditions, in discriminating targets from background noise.
Reliability problems were also encountered. The serious technical difficulties of
the seeker system were the primary reason that the Dove program was canceled
in 1955.
Benefit. from project
Initiated early Infrared component developments.
System: Triton.
Cost: Research and development, $19,400,000.
Discussion
Triton was a concept begun in 1948, with the successful tests of ramjets by
the Navy, for the use of a ramjet powered cruise missile, launched from surface
ships against long-range surface targets, and using a nuclear warhead. It was
essentially a study program, and system development never commenced.
The program concepts were reviewed in October of 1956 by the Scientific
Advisory Committee to the Secretary of Defense. As a -result of this review,
Polaris development was accelerated, and the Triton concept was discontinued.
Benefits from project
Triton provided significant early englnerlug experience in radar map-matching
and inertial guidance techniques, which have been carried forward in many other
programs.
System: Oriole (AAM).
Cost: Research and development, $12,500,000.
DLoeasslon
Oriole commenced development In 1947 as an active homing ai-to-air system,
in competition with Meteor and Sparrow, to provide an all-weather interceptor
capability. Like Meteor, Oriole was canceled in favor of the Sparrow program.
Formal cancelation of the program occurred In 1953.
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Benefits from project
Simultaneous lobbing technique. Some portions used by Martin in Bulipup
development. NADC used seeker in their development programs.
System : Typhon (SAM).
Cost: Research and development, $224 million.
Discus&ion
Typhon was designed to be a surface-to-air missile system as the major
armament of cruisers, commencing with CG-13. It was planned to make full
use of the most advanced technology. It made use of fixed phased array radars,
track-via-missile guidance, and elaborate computer programing.
When the decision was made to cancel CO-18, and with no further plans for
building cruisers, attention was transferred to restructure Typhon for frigates
of much smaller size. The resulting system was put on U.S.S. Norton Sound for
testing. As the result of these at-sea tests, the program was terminated in fiscal
year 1964, and studies were begun to develop a system as a successor to Terrier,
Tartar and Talos. These studies have led to the advanced surface missile system, which is now being developed. At-sea tests of the ASMS system are scheduled for 1972.
Benefits from project
The Typhon project generated the initial effort in the following improved
missile components now being incorporated in the standard missile.
(a) The medium range (MR) dual thrust rocket motor.
(b) The fore and aft fuze.
(o) The medium range (MR) standard missile fin control system.
In addition basic concepts for the computer control of radar developed in
Typhon are being carried forward into the MFAR radar to be used with advanced surface missile systems.
System : Type II towed torpedo countermeasure.
Cost: Research and development, $18 million.
Discussion
The type II towed torpedo countermeasure was a merchant ship protection
system conceived as an answer to the submarine launched straight-running torpedo threat which took such a heavy toll in World War II. Essentially the system towed explosive charges behind paravanes which were streamed from the
ship's bow. The explosive charges were detonated by proximity fuses upon approach of a torpedo, rendering the torpedo ineffective against the ship. After
technical feasibility had been demonstrated at sea, the project was abandoned
when determined to be not cost effective.
This program, started in 1945, was canceled in 1955.
Benefits from project
The only "spin-off" was some advance in the state of the art of underwater
proximity fuses and explosive resistant cables.
System: NRRS, Sugar Grove.
Costs:
Research and development
Military consTruction, Navy

--------------------------------------------------

$1,000,000
70, 000,000

Total
------------------------------------71,000,000
Discu.#Ion
The major "spin off" from this project is the advanced digital computer techniques enabling the solution of linear equations Involving very large matrices
(990X999). These techniques have been used by NASA in the design of the
Lunar landing vehicle, in the ensuring of the structural Integrity of the Saturn
vertical assembly building, and the design of the 210-foot parabolic antennas for
the Apollo program.
Other spin offs include(a) Technology for design of Teflon fabric bearings carrying extreme
loadings.
(b) Design parameters for very large servomechanisms.
(C) Structural design concepts employing Intersecting conic sections enabling substantial weight reductions for given deformation limits.
34-089--a-pt. 4-
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(4) Fine-grain analysis of wind effects on large movable structures.
(e) Design criteria for heavy loaded, slow-speed gears.
System: High energy boron-ZIP.
Cost: $123 million.
DfMouaeion
Expected high production costs did not encourage fleet introduction and the
full potential energy increase was not realized at the early production period.
The cancellation of such programs as the B-70, as well as, the changes in eco.
nomic and political areas contributed to the cancellation of the high energy fuel
program.
Program started In 1952 and was canceled in 1959. It was also supported by
the . 4r Force.
Beefits of project
The high energy fuels (ZIP, slurries, borons, etc.) were developed to the stage
where feasibility was proven. Problems such as deposits on turbine blades,
smoke, toxicity, handling, etc., were solved.
AIR FORCE
AIRCRAFT AND ENGINES
Item
ANP .............................................................
XF-103 ..........................................................
F-107 ............................................................
F-108 ............................................................
F-12 ............................................................
XB-70' ..........................................................
XC-132 ..........................................................
X-15 ...........................................................
X-19 ............................................................
X-21 ............................................................
YH-16 ...........................................................
J83 ..............................................................
T61 ..............................................................

Year
started

Termination

Cost (in
millions)

1951
1950
1954
1958
1966
1958
1952
1956
1962
1960
1951
1956
1957

1961
1957
1957
1959
1968
1967
1957
1968
1966
1966
1954
1959
1959

$511.6
104.0
85.0
34.3
41.0
1,468.1
54.0
191.4
16.0
36.0
5.3
55.0
37.4

1954
1947
1946
1957
1960
1954
1955
1959
1962
1954

1957
1962
1958
1958
1963
1957
1958
1962
1964
1959

$679.8
677.4
417.3
72.5
414.7
118.1
50.4
108.4
64.7
84.4

1957
1956
1963
195
1960

1959
1959
1969
1968
1963

$60.0
91.0
1.494.9
7.2
405.0

MISSILES
SM-64 Navaho ....................................................
SM-62 Snark .....................................................
GAM-63 Rascal ...................................................
GAM 67 Crossbow ................................................
GAM-87 Skybolt.................................................
SM-70 (land-based Talus) ..........................................
SM-73 Goose .....................................................
Mobile Minuteman ................................................
MMRBM .........................................................
Q-4 Drone .......................................................
OTHER
AN/ALQ-27 ......................................................
Hl
M h-energy
L
. fuels .................................................
.........................................
Alna .........................................................
X-20 Dyna-Soar ...................................................
i Redirected 1959--experimeatal only; carried through flight test.

ANP (Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion)
Fifteen-year program (feasibility study through actual hardware and testing)
Resolved many theoretical questions in ANP technology.
Advanced the state of the art in ANP technology.
Specifics:
Reactors reduced tremendously in size. Increased tremendously in

power output.
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In actual flights of a modified aircraft carrying a reactor, defined
many of the shielding requirements of an airborne reactor.
Identified and defined many hard data on ANP technology.
Confirmed that using nuclear power to propel a supersonic aircraft was still
years away, especially in terms of performance, efficiency, and relative cost.
ANP:
Started: 1951.
Terminated: 1961.
Cost: $511,600,000.
Reason for termination: Technical problems associated with small high temperature reactors suitable gas turbine engines and the great shielding weights
required to protect crew and equipment from the high levels of radiation proved
greater than anticipated. Aircraft performance, based upon the then current
ANP technology, would have been very marginal and such an aircraft would
not have been useful. Meanwhile, chemically fueled propulsion systems, plus
in-flight refueling, had advanced to the point where aircraft could be built with
good speed and altitude performance as well as with sufficient range-the major
factor hoped for in the ANP program.
XI-103
Provided technological advances in several specific areas of new concepts
4 * also identified numerous obstacles to immediatae uie of some of these
concepts.
Use of titanium as a primary material for airframe construction.
Design experience in the Mach-3 flight regime.
Hardware definition work and performance problems in perfecting the
dual cycle (turbojet/ramjet) propulsion systems.
Work on variable area ram air intake.
Early work on pilot capsule for high speed escape.
Never flown; production/inventory decision not made; competition loser (to
F-1O0).
XF-103:
Started: 1950.
Terminated: 1957.
Cost: $104 million.
Reason for termination: This was an advanced fighter concept for a titanium
mach 3.0 fighter, powered by a dual cycle (turbo/ramjet) propulsion system. It
was canceled primarily as a result of technical problems (e.g. poor visibility,
J-67 engine problems) rising costs, and greater promise of the F-100 program
(e.g. long range).
F-107
"Developmental" fighter aircraft. Competition loser (to F-105). Not produced,
but prototypes were flight tested and later used extensively for high-speed testIng by NASA.
Provided significant test data on such innovative features as relocated air
intake. Also furnished test data on early model of J-75 turbojet engine, since
used in F-105, F-106, and other high-performance aircraft.
F-107:
Started: 1954.
Terminated: 1957.
Cost: $100 million.
Reason for termination: This was a fighter-bomber development program In
competition with the F-105. It was canceled in favor of the latter, which proved
to be a superior weapon system.
F-108
One step In a steady progression (over 15 years and longer) toward development of a high-performance interceptor aircraft.
Several major components and subsystems were continued in development, to
provide the most advanced technology available for the YF-12A or iny other
future aircraft which could use the:
Propulsion system,
Advanced air-to-air missile, and the
Fire control system.
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Advanced the continuing Air Force investigation of stainless steel for airframe
construction.
No P-108 prototype was built or flown.
P-108:
Started: 198.
Terminated: 1959.
Cost: $141,900,000.
Reason for termination: The F-108 program was stopped on September 23,
1959, for several major reasons: (1) The costs of the program were exceeding
previous estimates and did not indicate they were leveling off. Original estimates
of around $1 billion for 250 aircraft were then considered to be half of the final
cost. Subsequent estimates were nearer to $2.5 billion. (2) The number then of
current interceptor aircraft and surface-to-air missiles was believed adpmte to
cope with the most probable threat. (8) The advanced propulsion, fire control
systems, aircraft and aircraft development technology programs, which might
be employed, were being evaluated, or considered for inclusion, in programs such
as the XB-70, ASG-18, GAR-9 and Nike improvements. (4) The use of the B-58
or the B-70 as a missile carrier, and possible replacement for the Interceptor,
was being considered by the Air Force.
X-21 LFO laminarr flow control)
An experimental hardware effort, culminating more than 15 years of study and
laboratory work in the related areas of boundary layer control and lamina
flow control. The X-21 program was an actual investigation of the theoretical
.advantages of laminar flow control-an aerodynamic means for reducing friction
drag on aircraft surfaces by as much as 80 percent. Resultant performance bene.
Sts could be a 50-percent increase in range or 50 percent greater enduranceWithout refueling, new engines, or other propulsion improvements.
The X-21 program was terminated on completion of the flight test and
feasibility demonstration.
The aerodynamics benefits of drag reduction and increased performance are
available for future aircraft-especially where range extension or long endurance
flights may be a major requirement, as in airborne early warning aircraft.
X-21:
Started: 190.
Terminated: 1966.
Cost: $36 million.
Reason for termination: Terminated at conclusion of test program.
An experimental prototype aircraft, carrying forward the F-108 long-rangeinterceptor technology, in an aircraft capable of sustained high speed and longrange missions.
Announced by President Johnson In February 1964: "Far exceeds in performance any other aircraft in the world today ;" a development made possible by
major advancements in aircraft technology.
The YF-12A in May 1965 claimed nine world speed and altitude records from
just I day of flight testing.
The F-12 experiment icorprates the most advanced knowledge of titanium
metallurgy and fabrication. It has also moved far atong the development POth the
experimental ftr control and airtoair-missile systems from the P-108 program.
A significant portion of the technical advances are also incorporated, as a result of F-12 testing, in operational strategic aircraft.
Testing continues.
F-12:
Started: 1966.
Terminated: 1968.
Cost: $41 million.
Reason for termination: Terminated by OSD in favor of the proposed F-10X
program.
XB-70
As an experimental vehicle, explored in actual flight testing a whole new area
of aircraft performance, including:
Demonstration of sustained flight at mach 3 for as long as 32 minutes.
Demonstrated the largest gross takeoff weight until the C-SA.
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Provided hard test data pertinent to design and operation of large, flexible,
supersonic-cruise aircraft directly applicable to the SST, the B-1A.
Also furnished data on subsystems, structures, and equipment.
Specifically, provided a tremendous advance In knowledge of and experience
with fabricating large-scale stainless steel vehicle structures-knowledge pertirent to any large, supersonic aircraft.
Also confirmed or corrected wind tunnel and theoretical data.
Specific benefit areas:
Flight dynamics:
Stability, response, and control (at supersonic and landing speeds).
Aeroelasticity.
Handling qualities (including ground handling, altitude control, and
oscillations at supersonic speeds).
Baseline data for simulators.
Air induction system (applicable to SST, B-1A, F-14, F-15): Match engine
airflow requirements to inlet size and compression characteristics.
Ground effects measures: Valuable for both V/STOL and conventional aircraft.
Aerodynamic loads measured: For advanced design criteria.
Noise research: Effect on population, on crew and passengers, and on structural
loads on the aircraft itself.
Measured effects of: High-altitude and clear-air turbulance; landing loads;
supersonic cruise on crew, passengers.
Defined: Takeoff/landing visibility problems, climb/descent procedures.
Inspired major materials advances, especially for high-temperature applications, in such areas as: hydraulics; fuels and lubricants; wiring; heat
exchangers.
XB-70:
Started: 1958.
Terminated: 1967.
Cost: $1,468,100,000.
Rason for termination: Terminated at completion of the R. & D. test program's
wajor objectives.
XC-132:
Provided early design progress in the direction of a transport to carry a
payload over 100,000 pounds.
In the mid-1950's, this concept was far ahead of any verifiable, immediate need;
thus, the XC-182 lost in competition to the 0-183 and was never flown.
The giant transport work laid a technical and design criteria base within the
Air Force for such later aircraft as the C-141 and the C-5A.
C-132:
Started: 1952.
Terminated: 1957.
Cost: $34 million.
Reason for Termination: This was a turboprop heavy long-range transport
designed to carry 100,000 pound payload. It was canceled because of potential
high cost and because the C-138, although not capable of as high a payload,
appeared sufficiently versatile to most Air Fokce needs.
X-3B:
This 15-year experimental program included almost 10 years of flight testing
It developed the world's first manned probe into the lower edges of space.
In an orderly research progression, following the X-1 and X-2, the X-15 was
uniquely successful as a test bed and as a platform for carrying out new studies
In aerodynamics and space.
As an additional consequence of this exploration of a whole new corner of the
areospace realm, the X-15 pilots achieved maximum seds over Mach 5 and
maximum altitude flights of almost 60 miles.
Among the many specific technological benefits-of use to the U.S. space program and to pilots of new aircraft as they move to the X-15 area of performalice:
Propulsion:
Development of a man-rated rocket motor (LR99) to push the X-15 Into
flight regimes never before penetrated by manned aircraft.
Special thrust units, for control In the thin air of the upper atmosphere.
Human factors:
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Preliminary design research-perhaps 'the most extensive in bioastronautics
history-covering flight simulation, a special pressure suit, cockpit arrange.
ments, instruments, the pilot's seat, and pressurization/cooling.
Physiological measurements of pilot reactions during actual flight tests.
Guidance and control:
Reinforced primary flight controls.
A special hydraulic system to power the control surfaces.
Auxiliary power units.
Materials:
A whole range of structural materials improvements to meet the extra stresses
of hypersonic flight, including a special nickel alloy for airframe components, as
well as special metals and materials for extra loads on almost every element in
the aircraft.
Special-strength wiring, lubricants, gears, paint, and bearings, as well.
Verification of laboratory technology In such areas as:
Aerodynamic heating.
Pilot reaction-to acceleration/deceleration and weightlessness.
Control problems.
Hypersonic aerodynamics.
Atmospheric exit and reentry.
Performance of many special scientific measurements, including:
A star-tracker, used at peak altitudes, above most atmospheric clutter.
An Ionization gage for measuring atmospheric density.
A special micrometeorite measurement pod.
Infrared and ultraviolet data measurements.
X-15:
Started: 1956.
Terminated: 1908.
Cost: $191,400,000.
Reason for termination: Terminated upon completion of the joint AF/NASA
test program.
X-19
One of several experimental approaches to the VTOI, (vertical takeoff and
landing) capacity desired for DOD and for commercial applications.
The triservice X-19 test bed investigated (in limited flight testing) the 'concept of rotating or tilting four propellers--for lift/descent or horizontal flight.
The 4-year X-19 program contributed valuable test data on this aspect' of
VTOL techniques. It also provided additional test experience on turbine engines
Specifically, the X-19 program identified technical problems requiring solution before this tilt-propeller approach to VTOL could be adopted as an efficient,
operational configuration.
X-19:
Started: 1962.
Terminated: 1966.
Cost: $16 million.
Reason for termination: Developmental aircraft program terminated when
the aircraft was destroyed during flight. Test program identified technical
problems which must be solved before the tilt-propeller approach to VTOL
could be adopted as an operational aircraft.
YU-16
An experimental effort to create, in the mid-1950's, a large helicopter capable of
carrying a -ton load (an ambitious target for that time). The YR-16 was not
produced, but two different prototypes were flight tested.
From the YH-16 program came basic technological data for large helicopters
providing a technical foundation for today's "'Jolly Green Giant" and other large
vehicles of this type. (The YH-16 had a cabin about the size of a D-4 or 04
fuselage.)
The second YH-16 model, for example, as early as 1955 demonstrated that turbine engines, in place of piston engines, would lighten the vehicle, provide
additional power, and increase load-carrying efficiency. This YH-16 was the
first large U.S. helicopter to serve as a test bed for turboprop engines. Its testing
identified* both the benefits and problems associated with the use of turbine
engines.
YH-16:
Started: 1961.
Terminated: 194.

Cost: $28,400,000.
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Reason for termination: This was an extremely large fuselage, twin-motor,
bigh capacity helicopter. Hampered by technical problems, delays and cost overrun, it was cancelled as a result of reappraisal following the crash of an experimental model.
J38 (Turbojet)
The J83 was the loser in a two-way competition started in the mid-1950's. The
objective was a compact, lightweight, afterburning, high-thrust turbojet for use
in manned aircraft. Thq J83 was tested, but the Air Force came to feel the competing J85 engine had greater growth potential.
Test results from the J83 effort aided J85 engine program, including some
innovations In compressor development.
Reflecting the soundness of the Air Force conclusion (and the value of dual
developments were possible), the J85 has gone on to become one of the most
widely used turbojets, as power plant for the F-5 and T-38 aircraft, the SSI-73
and GAM-72 missiles, as well as several modern utility aircraft.
J-83 (engine) :
Started: 1956.
Terminated: 1960.
Cost: $55 million.
Reason for termination: This was a small lightweight turbojet engine in the
2,000 lb. thrust range, for possible missile or aircraft application. It was cancelled in favor of the competitively superior J-85 engine (General Electric).
T-61 Turboprop
An experimental development program to produce an advanced-design turboprop engine, for possible application to large transport aircraft or long endurance
missions.
The T-61 never emerged from the "experimental, development" stage, largely
because it never acquired designation as the power plant for a specific aircraft.
Principal tchnological benefit from the T-61 program was the effort to reduce
the engine's fuel consumption-knowledge used in developing later turbine
engines.
T-61 (engine):
Started : 1957.
Terminated: 1959.
Cost: $37,400,000.
Reason for termination: This was an internal combustion turboprop engine of
advanced design. Cancellation was a combination of program austerity with the
fact that the engine had not been designated for application to any specific future weapon system.
BM-64 (Navaho)
In terms of technical benefits, probably one of the most widely influential pro.
grams of the last 15 years.
Advanced technology in several broad areas:
Flight testing of airframes and components in the Mach-3 flight regime.
Ramjet development, including actual flight testing.
Developed a whole family of large, liquid-propellant rocket boosters.
Guidance by the late 1950's, the SM-64 autonavigator was the best system
of its time and the basis for future improvement.
Advanced the use of titanium and other materials.
Specific benefits:
Booster rockets:
Early version (LR43) was produced and used by the Army for the Redstone;
Later version (LR79) powered the Thor, first operational US IRBM;
Another version adapted for the Jupiter missile;
Still later SM-64 boosters were the direct ancestors of the Atlas first stage
boosters.
Guidance:
Defined and proved out several key concepts In inertial guidance.
Advanced inertial guidance in several directions and laid technical base
for Hound Dog missile guidance.
Navy used an actual SM-64 guidance system, secured directly from the
SM-64 program, to guide the first polar voyage of the submarine Nautlus.
Drones:
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SM-64 program's X-10 drone missile added benefits of expedited flight
testing.
X-10's were also used in such other programs as Nike, Falcon, and
Bomare.
Navaho:
Started: 1954.
Terminated: 1957.
Cost: $679,800,000.
Reason for termination: Canceled due to the decision to develop a ballistic
missile approach to intercontinental system. State-of-the-art advancements and
pursuing rocket rather than air breathing propulsion of techniques contributed to
decision to cancel. Experience gained by Navaho system applied to subsequent
systems, e.g., large liquid booster, inertial guidance and Mach 3 flight regime,
data.
SM-62 (Snark)
Perhaps the most significant benefit of the SM-62 program was its direct
contribution to the U.S. strategic deterrent posture in the 1958-61 period. This
atmospheric missile was developed, deployed in limited numbers, and put into
the active inventory.
For a year or more, the SM-62 provided the United States with aii intercontinental-range strategic missile and a deterrent capacity, until the completion nnd deployment of the Atlas ICBM.
Among technological advances was the self-contained, nonjammable, stellarmonitored guidance equipment developed for the SM-62. It marked an early
advance in long-range navigation techniques.
Snark:
Started: 1947.
Terminated: 1962.
Cot: 77,400,000.
Reason for termination: This was a subsonic surface-to-surface intercontinental strategic missile. Although completely developed and placed in the active
inventory, it was rendered quickly obsolete by the accelerated ICBM program.
GAM-0 (R.acal)
Starting (t an early point (1946) in modern technology, this 12-year Investigative program sought to create a sophisticated air-to-ground missile. Proceeding from studies through development (including flight test), the GAM-63 program's slow progress defined most critical problem areas for this type missile,
Including: propulsion, guidance, target-acquisition, reliability, accuracy.
The lessons learned from the GAM--63 program were directly instrumental
in the later success of the Hound Dog missile. They have also been applied more
recently in the creation of a new generation of air-to-ground missiles with great
accuracy and striking power.
The guidance system developed for the GAM-63 Is in use today, for data stablilzation in high-performance, high-resolution radar programs.
GA31-3 Rascal:
Started: 1946.
Terminated: 195&
Cost- $M48 million.
Reason for termination: This was an air-launched air-to-surface missile for
use by strategic forces (B47). The program was canceled in favor of the inherently superior B-52/Hound Dog combination.
GAM--8 (rouembo) "
the basic
Another plopeer-type vehicle, the original antiradlation missile ...
investigation-of technology leading to such missiles as today's Shrike.
The GAM-67 program established base guidance criteria applicable to all
antiradiatibn system, to this day ad for the future as well.
GAM-67 Crossbow:
Started: 1957.
Tel tftteO: ISM.

0o6t: $7400,o0o.

Reason for termination: This program was the original airto-surface antira4iation missile (ARM). Me modern version is the hrike. It was canceled
beceus other systems were considered more favorable and because of uncertainties in the guidance system.
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GAM-87 (Skybolt)
This program, carried through early flight testing, actually demonstrated the
feasibility of an air-launched ballistic missile as one means of extending the
striking power of manned bombers. Strategic and budgetary considerations (the
relatively lower cost of other methods for strengthening the U.S. deterrent posture) ultimately led to termination of this program.
The stellar-inertial guidance system developed for the GAM-87 led directly to
successful adaptation for use in advanced operational strategic aircraft and in
the -SA transport.
GAM-87 Skybolt:
Started: 1960.
Terminated: 1963.
Cost: $440 million.
Reason for termination: The major factors that led to the decision to cancel
Skybolt (GAM-87) were: (1) The technical problems arising out of the complexity of the system itself, and their consequences in determining when the
system could be expected to work and how well. (2) Progress in developing alternative ballistic-missile systems, which have advanced much more rapidly than
bad been anticipated. (3) An air-launched ballistic missile did not present a
different threat than some of the missiles already under development and scheduled for early deployment. (4) The GAM-87 could not compete on a cost-effective
basis with other equally effective systems.
SM-70 (land-based Talos)
The Air Force part of this program sought to adapt the Navy's Tales missile
to a land-based, air-defense configuration. The program was transferred to the
Army when the latter acquired sole responsibility for short-range, surface-to-air,
point-defense weapons.
Among the areas of SM-70 development providing technological benefits were:
Further development testing of ramjets for propulsion of high-performance
vehicles.
Guidance, command, and control simultaneously of multiple high-defense
missiles against several individual, maneuvering targets.
Tales (land based):
Started: 1954.
Terminated: 1957.
Cost: $118,100,000.
Reason for termination: This was a land-based surface-to-air missile for the
air defense mission. It was canceled when short-range surface-to-air missiles
were assigned as an Army sole responsibility.
SM-78 (Goose)
One of the early efforts to provide penetration aids for operation In hostile
environments. The SM-78 program sought to provide a surface-to-surface, longrange decoy missile.
SM-73 work on plastic airframes and corner reflectors provided some of the
earliest measurements and hard data on means for reducing radar reflectivity
and for simulating bomber aircraft to confuse enemy radar.
The SM-73 program was largely responsible for development of the widely
used J85 engine, a most successful turbojet In -the F-5, T-38, and other current
aircraft.
SM-73 Goose:
Started: 1955.
Terminated: 1958.
Cost: $78,500,000.
Reason for termination: This was a supersonic long-range decoy missile for
strategic application, to be air launched as an electronic countermeasure device.
The program was overtaken by other developments (e.g., GAM-72 Quail) and
by changes in concept of operation.
Mobile Minuteman
This feasibility demonstration identified and defined many of the operational
benefits and problems associated with the concept of a rail-mobile ICM system.
With the demonstration completed, the concept was shelved (rather than terminated), to be held against any possible future U.S. need for a rail-mobile
deterrent force.
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Mobile Minuteman:
Started: 1959.
Terminated: 1962.
Cost: $108,400,000.
Reason for termination:
Cancelled due to higher cost effectiveness of hardened and dispersed version
of system. Mobile version would have called for additional development for
guidance, command and control, and operational maintenance ground equipment.
MMRBM (mobile mid-range ballisticmissile)
This program provided, like such earlier mobility investigations as the Mobile
Minuteman, basic data on problems of logistics command and control, guidance,
and targeting. The MMRBM program carried one step farther the definition of
operational problems associated with a mobile strategic system. Against the day
when mobility might be the key U.S. requirement, such programs as MMRBM
provided the Nation with a technological base from which a future program
might advance.
MMRBM:
Started: 1962.
Terminated: 1964.
Cost: $65,400,'000.
Reason for termination:
Congressional restraints on this program caused it to be funded at such a
low level that systems development could not be pursued.

9-4 Dronw
Originally conceived as the most sophisticated of a "family" of target drones,
the Q-4 program sought to provide a supersonic target vehicle.
Even though the Q-4 failed its flight test-not being able to provide the desired performance in the desired time period-the program provided considerable experience In developing and controlling high-performance drones. In addition, fabrication of the test models provided early experience In the use of
plastics for airframe components.
Q-4 Drone:
Started: 1954.
Terminated: 1959.
Cost: $84,400,000.
Reason for termination:
This was a small turbojet drone to be used by Air Defense Command for
training. It was canceled because of a lack of funds and a change in
requirements.

AN/AL0-27
This was an ambitious (for the time) attempt to provide a completely Integrated ECM subsystem for the B-52. The integration effort was a technical ad.
vance in ECM-technology.
During development, the postulated threat changed, altering the ECM
requirements.
For this-and other reasons, the program was redirected as an advanced development projectTo take advantage of new component technology.
To work toward desired reductions in:
Weight
Size.
Complexity.
Cost.

AN/ALQ-27:

Started: 197.
Terminated: 1959.
Cost: $142 million.
Reason for termination: This program was a complete integrated electronic countermeasures system
for the B42,It was canceled because of the extreme cost.
Hig-energy fuels
This program provided a considerable technical advance in knowledge of
high-energy fuels, a demonstration of their power output, confirmation of theo-
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retical data-as well as identification of problem areas In the use of "exotic"
boron fuels.
The knowledge acquired is available against any future need for such special
fuels to power advanced aerospace vehicles.
High-energy boron (ZIP):
Started: 1956.
Terminated: 1959.
Cost: $135,800,000.
Reason for termination:
The program was for the development of fuel to power a chemically powered
bomber. It was canceled because It was overtaken by other developments, because of technical problems encountered, and because the requirement was canceled for the specific aircraft to which it had known application.
Agetu- D
Under development as early as 1956, the Agena has become the most versatile
and widely used of all satellite vehicles in the U.S. space program.
From its first orbital mission in early 1959, the Agena has compiled a 95percent reliability record. It Is a completely stabilized, controllable, and maneu.
verable spacecraft, adaptable to a variety of missions and payloads, and capable
of restarts in orbit.
The Agena has served as a long-life spacecraft, as a target vehicle for space
missions, and as an In-orbit booster for lunar, Mars, and Venus missions. It
has also carried Into space-and released into their own orbits-auxiliary or
i)iggyback satellites.
In recording more than a score of world space firsts, the Agena has carried
more diversified experiments and has been an upper stage on more different
boosters than any other satellite.
Among the specific "firsts" for the Agena are:
First spacecraft to achieve circular orbit.
First to achieve a polar orbit.
First to be stabilized In all three axes In orbit.
First to return a manmade object from space.
First to propel itself from one orbit to another.
First rendezvous and docking of two spacecraft.
First space vehicle to provide propulsion power for another.
Agena D:
Started: 1950.
Terminated: 1968.
Cost: $7.237,000.
Reason for termination:
Agena D. The improved version of Agena was canceled when It was determined
that most requirements could be satisfied with present vehicles and that the cost
of the improved version could not be justified.
X-2O (Dyna.Soar)
Long In the study phase, the X-20 program afforded a beneficial investigation
of maneuvering reentry, which later led Into the Asset, Start, and lifting body
programs.
The X-20 program also provided a beginning to study of the ,nach 6 to 25
flight regime.
As a further indication of benefits from the X-20 program, at least 27 proj.
ects within the program were continued after termination. They included:
Pilot control of boost trajectories.
X-20 heat protection system.
Full pressure suit.
High temperature elevon bearings.
Nose cap.
VHF search and rescue receiver and transmitter.
Test instrumentation subsystem ground station.
Simulator crew station.
Seisor and transducer equipment for telemetry.
in addition, the contractor Identified over 40 specific Items In the X-20 effort
as technology breakthroughs. Among these were:
Eight items in materials development, including:
High-temperature bearing materials.
High-temperature wire (1800).
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High-temperature refractory materials (to 30000).
Eighteen Items in hardware development, including: X-20 reaction control
system.
Seven items in technical data, including: 4 aerothermodynamic studies.
Two items in engineering management.
Nine items in quality control development, including: Fusion and resist.
ance welding processes.
Many of these and other X-20 elements had a direct application to the MOL
program.
Dyna-Soar:
Started: 1060.
Terminated: 1968.
Cost $406 million.
Reason for termination:
Dyna-Soar (X-20) had two principal objectives: (1) To provide nman
controlled maneuverability during reentry from orbit and determine its practical
value; (2) to investigate the hypersonic flight regime between that of the X-15
(Mach 5) to orbital reentry velocities (Mach 25). It became apparent that the
Dyna-Soar design was marginal and expensive. Since the spacecraft was very
small, it had too limited an endurance and the capacity to carry useful payload
was extremely small. It became obvious for the above reasons that the capability
of the vehicle to explore man's military usefulness In space was exceptionally
poor. Because of this DOD embarked on the manned orbiting laboratory
program.
MOL (Manned Orbiting Laboratory)
This program was announced in 1068, approved for development in 16,
progresed to the contract-award stage in 198?, and was terminated in 10969.
The stated aim was to learn more about what man can do in space, by developIng and experimenting with the necessary technology and equipment for such
an inquiry.
To these ends, the program contemplated a two-man spacecraft, in orbit for
30 days or longer. Within the laboratory portion of this space vehicle, each crewman would have 400 cubic feet of unencumbered space in a shirt-sleeve
environment.
The man-centered MOL program was to concentrate on the human-facetor
aspects of long-term missions, including:
The ability to do efficient work.
Use, construction, and repair of equipment.
Observation of natural and technical phenomena.
Performance of both military and nonmilitary experiments.
The MOL program carried forward all useful elements of the X-20 (DynaSoar) program.
MOL:
Started : 1963.
Terminated: 1969.
Cost: $1,494,900,000.
Reason for termination:
MOL-Terminated in view of budget limitations and effectiveness of
unmanned satellite.

Mr. SITS. Very well, gentlemen. Thank you.
The committee will resume its hearings at 2 o'clock.
ArMINOON SBE5ON

CONUS Am Dxs,

Iwunom-ro,

Mr. MATrO. We will now take up the CONUS Air Defense
Interceptor.
You are requesting $18.5 million in fiscal year 1970 to initiate the
development of a new air defense interceptor aircraft. Why do this
if you already have developed- the F-12 and, in addition, the F-106

aircraft has been considered to fil this role I
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Mr. HAwNSEN. The $18.5 million on the defense interceptor is pro-

posed to be used: $9 million for development of the fire control
system, $5.5 million for the missile, $2.5 million for studies on the
basic interceptor airframe itself, $1 million for flight test support,
and $500,000 for advanced radar studies.
NECMSITY FOR NEW INTERCEPTOR FROORAXt

Mr. MAHAN. In view of the F-12 and the F-106, is this program
necessary
'Ar. tLzNszN. We think so, yes.
Actually, only $2.5 million is aimed at selecting the interceptor. The
candidates include the F-106X, the F-12, the F-14, or some possible
new interceptor.
The rest of the money is all being spent on things which we are confident will be common requirements, whatever the interceptor turns
out to be.
The main requirements in this interceptor will be its fire control system, the radar and missile, and those are the things that most of the
money is being spent on. Those will be applicable to whatever airframe we select.
As you know very well, Mr. Chairman, we have wanted to go to the
F-106X in the past.
Some people want the F-12 believing the F-106X to be too old an
airplane. The F-12 is believed by others to be too expensive an airplane. So we are trying to see if we cannot find a solution that will do
thatjob and satisfy enough of the requirements to let us get on with it.
We Jo need a modern air defense interceptor, in my opinion, but we
have to make sure we are getting the right one.
Mr. MAHON. What will the total cost of the study be and how long
will it last?
Mr. HANsEN. The interceptor study itself?

Mr. MAHON. Yes.
Mr. HAis N. That is the $2.5 million and that would be completed
by the end of fiscal 1970.
OW

ECTI8 OF FISCAL TEAR 1970 PROGRAM

Mr. MAHRoN. What is the major purpose of the $18.5 for fiscal 1970
other than what you have already told us?
Mr. HANSEN. I would say that the purpose of that is to put us into
a posture where we could recommend a suitable solution to the problem of modernizing our air. defense interceptor force. That has two
principal parts. The first is bringing a]ong sufficient effort on the principal technical challenges so we can be convinced that we know how to
solve those problems. These are the radar and the fire control system
and the missile. The second part is to'pursue the mtter of which is
the best airplane to do this job-whether it is a modification of an
existing airplane or whether that is not feasible.
Mr. MA HON. What contractors will you work with?
General Prrrs. I do not believe the contractors have been selected
'yet, sir.
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THREAT TO BE MET BY A NEW INTERCEPTOR AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAHON. Against what threat is this interceptor study oriented?
Mr. HANsEx.
. This is that the heavy bombers and medium
bombers would be expected to be able, without an interceptor system,
to penetrate at low altitude.
General McNicxL. . As you know, there has been some disagreement as to whether or not the Soviets would use their medium
bombers on a one-way mission, or refuelable, but this is just the threat
against the long-range bomber.
Mr. HANSEN. The emphasis is on the low-altitude penetration. That
is why it is so important to get the radar and fire control and missile
to have the look-down, shoot-down capability.
Mr. MAiHoN. Is there any evidence that the Soviet Union either is
developing a new bomber with low-altitude penetration capabilities
or have modified their existing bombers in order to provide lowaltitude penetration capabilities?
General MoNrcKLE.
There has been a real step up in the number of penetrations be.
tween the United Kingdom and Iceland, and up around Alaska there
has been an increase in the number of penetrations that the Soviet
Leavy bombers have made in the past 2 or 3 months.
USE OF NAVY F-14 AIRCRAFT TO BE STUDIED
Mr. MATON. Would the Navy-developed F-14 aircraft, utilizing
the Phoenix missile and fire control system, be a good interceptor for
the purpose we have been discussing here?
Mr. HANREN. That is certainly one of the candidates that would be
studied under the interceptor portion of the overall program.
NEW PROGRAM A SUBSTITUTE FOR F-106X APPROACH

Mr. MAHON. To what extent is this program a substitute for the
F-106X program which was denied by Congress last year?
Mr. HANSEN. I would say that is what it is.
This program is to develop a suitable alternative approach to the
problem which could have been solved by the F-106X.
DECISION ON AIRCRAFT TO BE MADE DURING FISCAL YEAR 19T0
Mr. Mm[O .Do you plan to select the new continental air defense
interceptor durin fiscal 1970?
Mr. HANSEN. es.
Our plan would be to come out of these studies with a hard defensible recommendation and plan as to what the airplane should be.
Mr. MAHON. Is there money in the $18.5 million to initiate a contract definition on a specific new aircraft?
Mr. It AsNi. No, sir,

CIsE, ArR SUPPORT WEAPONS
Mr. MAHOk. You have anew program entitled "Close Air Support Weapons." You are requesting $5 million for the initiation of
this new program in fiscal year 1970. What are the objectives?
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Mr. JONES. I will respond to that, Mr. Chairman.
The objectives of this program, which is a new program really established by the OSD with us, is to take some of the technologies that
we have developed and some of the experience we have developed in
Southeast Asia and try to put it into a new close air support weapon
that all of the services can use.
The idea is really to have a modular design that can use varying
types of acquisition and guidance techniques, various classes of warheads, and to be able to stand off away from the enemy ground fire
and be able to go in with good guidance accuracy against close support type targets.
Mr. MAHON. Are the other services contributing or scheduled to contribute funds for this program, or is it an all-Air Force study ?
Mr. JONES. The study itself--the initial study-was done by the Institute of Defense Analyses to arrive at some of the concepts. At the
moment the funding is all Air Forc, but we are working with the
other services and would expect that over the lon g term ti e system,
if we develop it, would be applicable to all three of the services.
M r. MNAIION. Since no contractors have been selected and since there
is not much guidance indicated as to what you want in this program,
are you a bit premature in requesting the $5 million? How sure are
you that this sum can be utilized prudently in fiscal 1970?
Mr. Jo s. Ve are pretty sure, Mr. Chairman, that we can prudently
use these funds. We have identified now some acquisition techniques.
Mr. fMio.. During fiscal 1970?
Mr. JO.NF.S. Yes, sir.
BASIS FOR TOTAL COST OF TUE PROGRAM

Mr. 1MAHON. What is the basis for your estimated total cost of this
program of $21 million? This seems rather low as compared with other
tactical missile development efforts in recent years. Is this another one
of those overly optimistic estimates?
Mr. JONES. The $21 million number came out of the IDA original
estimate when they were looking at this concept.
At the moment it is simply that, an estimate, because the details have
not been pinned down to the point where I can describe to you precisely all of the elements of the program that will be carried out and
make it into the close air support weapon.
That is the best ,stimate we have at the moment for exploring some
of the techniques that would be applied.
PROPOSED NEW WEAPON COMPARED WITH MAVERICK

Mr. MAHON. Will this new close air support weapon differ materially from current weapons, such as the Maverick?
Mr. JONES. It will differ mainly from the Maverick in that the
Maverick is designed as a hard target killer, and this particular weapon would be usea in the close support area where we are using it more
in terms of soft targets. We would hope to be able to use varying
classes of warheads with it. So it does have a different role and function from the Maverick, and is against different classes of target.
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PRIORITY BASED ON SOUTHEAST ASIA TYPE OF WAR

Mr. MAHON.Would you say this project is of medium priority, or

high or low priority?

Mr. JONEs. I think, Mr. Chairman, we would certainly put a high

priority on this 1970 effort.
If we can identify the techniques that will give us this kind of capability to support the ground troops, I think we would put a high
priority behind the further development.

Mr. -LNSE.N. This is aimed at the Southeast Asia type of war. To

some extent the priority has to be judged against what we believe the
situation will be. It is an outgrowth of the
technique and
would be applicable in that kind of a war. If we could assume that
we would not be doing that sort of thing, we could take our time.
I think we have to take the conservative approach in bringing along
a technology to do something that we think we know how to do.
STATUS OF INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSES

STUDY

Mr. MAHON. Have you received the study referred to which is being
conducted in this area by the Institute of Defense Analyses-IDA?
Mr. JONES. We have only the draft or preliminary study up to this

point. We understand that the final report will be published by IDA
in the near future.
Mr. MAHON. Did IDA make some basic recommendations I
Mr. JONES. Yes, it has made some basic recommendations.
It has recommended some of the other techniques that we should
explore in the type of ordnance, and so forth. But we do not have the
final report nor have we finalized all of the elements that we would
be undertaking in the program.
TO DEFEND AGAINST REDEYE TYPE WEAPONS

Mr. LIPscoMB. On page No. 79 of the justification book, it says:
"This close air support weapon will possess a standoff capability out
of ihe range of hostile Redeye type weapons."
What does that mean?
Mr. JONES. Redeye type of a weapon, sir, refers to shoulder fired

missiles launched fiom the ground at aircraft.
Mr. LrP8comB. Do you know of any Redeye type weapons held by
other nations at the present time'?
Mr. Jox.s. I cannot answerwhether there are any held by other
nations. We have not seen any appear in Southeast Asia to my knowledge, but I would like to have General McNickle or General Boylan
speak to that.
General BOYLAN.
-.
Certainly the air-to-air missile available
to the Mig is a heat seeker.
Mr. _LiscoMB_ It is justified as a close air support weapon that is

being developed with capability out of range of hostile Redeye typ e
weapons. I am just wondering what evidence we have that we need
ts type of capability.
t .HANS. I would like to point out that the Soviets have had
infrared homing air-to-air missiles operational since 1964.
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REDEYE MISSILE DEPLOYMENT

Mr. LPsCOMB. Where has this been in the field, Mr. Secretary-the.

Redeye?
Mr. HANSEN. This is an Army weapon that is produced by General
Dynamics at their Pomona plant. They have made thousands of them.
This is a very short-range weapon. Are you familiar with the
Redeye?

Mr. Lipsoomn. Yes, Mr. Secretary, I was here when it was under-

development.
General PITTS. I would like to add something for the record.
That descriptive summary says out of the range of 57ram. antiaircraft guns, so it has itmultiplicity of things it would evade; not only
Redeye, but antiaircraft guns.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. I was concentrating on the Redeye. Do you know

every place that the Redeye is in the field?
General PxTrS. You mean in active combat?

Mr. LIPSCOMB. So that the enemy could have obtained a copy of it

to duplicate it.
General Pirrs. No, sir; I do not.

General BOYLAN. I do not, Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. HANSEN. The Redeye has been deployed by the Army. While

missiles are in these areas, they have not been issued to individual
soldiers. They are secured in tactical storage areas under armed guard.
General Pwrrs. I would like to back up the Secretary. If we have a
weapon system like this, I think the point Secretary Hansen was
making is that it isentirely within the realm of possibility
Mr. LPscoME. Have you looked into the deployment or the testing

, for instance?
of the Redeye over in
General McNcKLE. We have tested the Redeye as an airborne
missile.

Mr. LPSCOMB. If the Soviets have this capability now and if yout

know about it, I would like to have it on the record.
. Everything I have said was a presumption
Mr. HANSEN. based on the relationship I have had with it, my knowledge of the
development and test programs, and the numbers that have been
produced.
Mr. LIpscomB. I am a little surprised that the Air Force here ap-

parently is discounting the technique of the seeker in the Redeye mis-.
sile.
I did not know other countries had the capability to copy it so
easily.
General MONICKLE. We are certainly not discounting the Redeye

seeker technique, but others could copy it.
General Prrrs. I am remembering your remark about

Mr. LiPscoMB. I do not think we ought to get into that here.

General Pinrs. Yes, sir.

Mr. HANSEN. We were cautioned yesterday about not assuming that

the other people are not as smart as we are. Really if I can push into
it just a little bit, this is a very small weapon, as you know, but sonie34-039--69-pt. 4-

38
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thing that would do the same kind of job could be built that was
maybe three times the size, if necessary, because of the lack of miniaturization techniques. It would still be a formidable threat against
which we would have to stay at a stand-off distance to avoid to be
able to successfully do soft target close air support work.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. There is no doubt in my mind that the technique of

the Redeye-type missile will be obtained by others eventually if they
have not already gotten it.
My point originally in opening this up was to ask if you have any
evidence that Redeye-type missiles are being used by other countries
at this time.
Mr. HANsSE'N. I know of no evidence that they are being used by

the Soviets or other Communist countries.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. I would assume you will check the record about the

deployment of Redeye in Southeast Asia.
,
Mr. RAN sN. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

EvwiC.ze Op REDEYE BEING USED BY OTHER COUNTRIES
The Army has advised that no Redeye missiles have been deployed to South-

.ast Asia.
STATUS OF INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSIS STUDY

Mr. LIPscoMB. On this study by the Institute of Defense Analyses,
was this a requirement laid onto I)A by the Air Force, or was this

originated by IDA? How did this study originate?

Mr. JONES. By Defense Research and Engineering.

Mr. LipscoIB. How did D.D.R. &E. lay on this study requirement
with IDA?
Mr. JoNEs. D.D.R. & E. actually tasks I)A for the work that they

do. They establish a task and the IDA group will then assemble a
study group and perform the necessary analyies and report back to
D.D.R. &E.
Mr. LiPscoMB. Could you say when this study requirement was laid
on for this close-air-support weapon by D.D.R. & E.?
Mr. JONES. I would have to provide the date for the record.

(The information follows:)

THE DATE OF CLOSE Ana SUPPoRT STUDY BY IDA
The requirement was laid on for this close air support weapon study by
D.D.R. & . on November 21, 1968.
IDENTITY AND BACKGROUND OF IDA STUDY TEAM1

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Do

ou happen to have the names and the back-

grounds of the team that performed the study for IDA on the close
air support weaponI
Mr. JowNs. I do not have it with me. I can furnish it to you.
Mr. LIpsCOMB. Do you have any idea of who was in charge of the
study at IDAI
Mr. JONES. No, sir, I am afraid I do not.
(The information follows:)
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CLOSE AIR SUPPORT STUDY NAMES AND

BACKGROUND OF TEAM THAT PERFORMED

STUDY FOR IDA AND WHO WAS IN CHARGE

The IDA team performing the study consisted of: Mr. L. M1. Biberman, Dr.
J. A. Navarro, Mr. R. . Schwartz, and Miss Jean G. Taylor.
Their backgrounds include teennological disciplines in weapon systems analysis
and evaluation, mathematics, and laser technology.
Dr. J. A. Navarro was In charge of the study at IDA.
SOVIETS PROBABLY HAVE REDEYE TYPE OF MISSILE

General BoYrLAx. Mir. iipScomnb, 11a3y I cement on your previous

questtion ?
Our intelligence information concerning Soviet capability in surface-to-surface missile systems points to what has been designated as

the SA-6. It was seen in November 1967, in Moscow. Three missiles on
a track mobile transporter launcher and associated electronics not identified.
. The initial operational capability was projected
for --.
Other Soviet options include an improved Hawk type or
IR homing technique such as Redeye or Chaparral.
a
Mr. LirscoaIn. From newspaper reports on the use of weapons it
appears that they could have that type of weapon in Southeast Asia
but it has never been found there.

General BOYLAN.

T

here is no evidence.

Mr. LIPscoM.x From some of the newspaper reports of the firing on
helicopters and other things it appeared to be that type of weapon.
General MCNICKEL. If they had it, I think we would know a lot more
about it.
Mr. LIpscoxB. If they do have it, I hope it is not a duplicate of ours.
General BOYLAN. I do, too.
ADVANCED

REscUE SYSTEMS

Mr. MAiox. With respect to advanced rescue systems, you are requesting $3 million for an item entitled "Advanced Rescue System."
Three hundred thousand dollars was progTamed for this effort Infiscal
1969 and nothing in fiscal year 1968. Do you propose to develop a new
helicopter under this program ?
What do you have in mind?
FISCAL YEAR 1070 PROGRAM FOR TE c NOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
General McNietKrE. Mr. Chairman, a little over a year ago
there was a great effort put on greater rescue capability, and at that
time we considered whether or not we ought to have a new rescue
vehicle. After going through all the problems we determined that a
completely new rescue vehicle with significantly improved capability
was not achieved at that time. What was really required and possible
was better radio better methods of finding the downed person and
better means of helping him after you found him. We are presently
improving our helicopters along those lines and will soon have a good
night visual capability followed very shortly.by a full adverse weather
capability. The effort you referred to envisions advanced development studies and model testing of new lift and propulsion concepts.
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However, we are notplanning to initiate development of a complete

system at this time. But we do need to study ways to increase our
knowledge of new technological possibilities for providing a truly
advanced rescue system.
Mr. MAHoi. Just what do you mean by a stowed rotor?
General McNIcKLE. One that stops and can be folded away either
into the top of the fuselage or into the pads at the wingtip.
General BOYLAN. May I-amplify General's McNickle's comments on
the system ? As he said, a little over a year ago the Air Force evaluated
available vehicles and an attempt to improve our combat air crew
recovery rate. The base line against which other available vehicles
were measured was the HH-53 helicopter which is currently being
procured. The results of that evaluation showed that the improved
operational effectiveness of other available systems was not sufficient
with respect to the costs that would be involved.
Indeed, the Air Force has been working since that evaluation on
other associated techniques such as radios, hoist equipment and -o
forth.
The fact remains the HH-153 is, with the 1111-3, our only air crew
recovery vehicles. Downstream the requirement is there to maintain
this capability.
CURRENT OVERALL DEFICIENCY IS LACK OF SPEED

This technology or this investigation is aimed in that direction. If
I may, one or two points about what this vehicle has got to do. The
current deficiency, if there is one overall deficiency of the current
rescue vehicle, is lack of speed in response. When a man goes down
it is critical to be over him in a matter of minutes and not hours,
especially in enemy-occupied territory. Part of the basic concept is
that the new vehicle would have a high speed so that it could accompany or be shortly behind the strike forces.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the speed of the chopper you are using now
for rescue?
General BOTLAN. The HH-53 is something on the order of 170 knots.
its dash speed is probably around 195 knots. This vehicle based on an
evaluation so far should be on the range of 400-plus knots.
Mr. ANDREWS. Could you get that in a chopper?
General BoYrAx. You cannot get that to my knowledge under current helicopter configurations. You have to go to a vehicle that uses
lift fan or blades to get the vertical and then other propulsion to
achieve the high speeds.
Mr. Am)REws. Doesn't the Army have a chopper that goes 250 ?
General Boym..vw. That was the Cheyenne.
Mr. Axnnzws. What is the fastest chopper in the service today?
General McNicm.zE. The Cobra.
Mr. AiPnEWS. Your rescue helicopter is as good as you can get at
this time.
General BOYAN. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. To what extent does this new program depend on
the availability of better propulsion systems?
depend on :1
General MONICmL.. This program won't necessarily stowed
rotor.
the
like
system
lift
new engine but rather on a new
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If we can solve the technology problems associated with stopping
and stowing the rotor, we can probably use an engine that will be
more or less off the shelf.
Mr. MAHM. If you are going to develop a better VTOL aircraft

do you need a new propulsion system ?
General McNIcKLE. Yes to the extent that the stowed rotor will
allow the excellent hover fight which is very necessary and also the
high forward speed in the same aircraft from auxiliary cruise engines
or perhaps adaptation of the compound engine for both purposes.

Mr. MATION. What experience has the Air Force or the other mili-

tary services had with the folded and stowed rotor aircraft?
General MCNiMKLE. No one has ever folded and stowed a rotor in
flight. We had the XV-3 that successfully demonstrated the tilting
wing tip rotor but, that did not fold or stow.
Mr. MA0o.;. Do you plan.to do anything more than perform studies
and analyses with the $3 million requested?
General McNICKLE. 'rre Air Force XV-3 program demonstrated the
feasibility of tilting a rotor system to transition from hover to forward
flight. However, no program has demonstrated that once in forward
flight the rotor system could be stopped, folded, and stowed. This is
exactly what the proposed demonstrator aircraft program is designed
to do.
If the $3 million were to be utilized, $500,000 would serve to expand
The remaining $2.5 million would be used
underway.
studies
for windcurrently
tunnel model
design, fabrication, test, and analysis.

Mr. MAHoN. How do the performance characteristics of the ad-

vanced rescue system you seek compare with the capabilities of the
HH-53B helicopter ?
Three million dollars was programed for this effort. in fiscal 1969
and only $300,000 was used. Is thlis a relatively low-priority project
from which you repriogramed funds to oier higher priority projects?
Was this an item which was reduced as a part of tlle general reduction
mandated last year? You may answer those questions for the record.
(The information follows:)
ADVANCED RESOuE SYSTEM

A comparison of the main characteristics of the two aircraft are listed below:

Number of engines ....................
(Kt ...................................
Speed
Radius (NM)..
....................
MaL hover.........
Crew size ................................................
Armament ....................................

HH-53

ARS

2..........................
175
....................
3..................... .
57r.i1)@ F........ ..

2.
400.
5.00.... F.
G.. 00955 F.
34.
Fire control system.

3 Flex mlnuns..........

An Air Force evaluation of different aircraft designs indicated that significant
near-term improvements over our current rescue aircraft could not be achieved

without Initiating a high-cost, high-risk development program. The $3 million
would have been adequate to initiate such an effort but the urgency of the requirement was not commensurate with the overall technical risks and the total

program costs. NASA currently has a broad-range technology program studying the preferred design identified in the Air Force evaluation. The $300,000
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was the level of funds needed for NASA to contract for specific areas of work
that were of special Interest to the Air Force.

VTOL Antc'rr DvELoPmENT PROGRAM
Mr. MAHON. You are requestimg a million dollars for the VTOL
aircraft development program with Germany in fiscal 1970. Will this
amount complete this program I
Mr. JoFS. Yes, sir. Under this program element we would expect
this $1 million to complete this program. This program is a continue.
tion of the old United States-Federal Republic of Germany V/STOL
program and this is therefore in the engineering development area.
We would probably have an advanced development progam that may
carry on some of this work in the future. This will complete the recent
arrangements that we have with the Federal Republic of Germany.
Mr. ANDREWS. I thought you had just about written that plane off.
Mr. JONES. Yes sir.

Mr. ArNmPws. Given up hopes on it. Didn't you tell us that the other
day, General f
General MCNicKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. AmN)Pws. And the only thing available today is that British
plane that was out at Andrews several weeks ago.
Mr. HANsEN. The Harrier?

Mr. ArDRW. . The Harrier, that is right, Mr. Secretary. Why spend

another million if you have given up on it I
Mr. Jomes. This million dollars is in relation to some continuation
of work we are doing in this country and the Germans are doing
some work in their country. We have provided for an informational
exchange on these programs.
This particular work does fund some work looking at the Harrier
with the United Kingdom which is not a part of the exchange agreement with the Germans. We are continuing some work with Fairchild-Hiller on concepts that came out of their work with the German
Republic.
TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS

Mr. A.DREws. What is the total amount we have spent on
V/STOL program with the Federal Republic of Germany? Youthat
can
supply it for the record.
(The information follows:)
A total of $8 million of U.S. funds was spent on the joint United States/Federal Republic of Germany-V/STOL aircraft program; $5 million
In fiscal year

1966 and $3 million in fiscal year 1907.

TECHNOLOGY EVOLVED FROM PROGRAM IN FISCAL YEAR 1069

Mr. MAHoN. What useful areas of technology are being studied
under this p gram since the development of the prototype aircraft
was canceled in January of last year!
(The information follows:)
TECHNOLOGY INVOLVED SINCE CANCOLLATION OF PROoAM

In fiscal year 1969, the U.S. effort was divided approximately equally between
two studies and V/STOL technology projects. One study Is concerned with
tored thrust aircraft wherein the cost, performance, and utility of a spectrumvecof
- STOL and V/STOL aircraft are compared. A second study is being done
jointly
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with the United Kingdom to compare the effectiveness of V/STOL and conventional aircraft in a European "scenario." It is not planned to exchange the
results of either of these studies with Germany. The U.S. technology effort has
placed emphasis on propeller Investigations to include new materials for propeller and work on large-diameter propellers. In addition, significant work has
been done on aerodynamics prediction techniques for high-disk-loaded aircraft,
V/STOL structural criteria, jet engines interference, engine inlet studies, and
V/STOL landing criteria determinations.
The German program has concentrated on aerodynamic investigations with
V/STOL models, criteria for structural stress of V/STOL aircraft, integration of
electronic equipments with V/STOL weapon systems, flight testing of the VJ-101
and noise levels and effects on aircraft structures.

F-15 AIRCRAFr

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting $175 million for the fiscal year 1970

increment of the development program for your proposed new fighter

aircraft designated F-15.The justifications indicate that $45.4 million
was programed for this project during the current fiscal year and $2
million obligated in fiscal year 1908 and prior years.
The program presented to Congress last year was for $30 million
for this effort. There were indications in the status of program reports
of December 31, 1968, that $55 million would be required for this
program in fiscal year 1969. You now show $45.4 million. Will you
explain to the committee just what has occurred to cause these fluctuations in the funding of the program in the current fiscal year?
General MIcNKLE. The initial Air Force request to OSD for
fiscal year 1969 was $54 million. We received $30 million which was
intended to cover the Air Force share on the jointly funded Air
Force/Navy advanced technology engine, the radar and avionics development. and the contract definition phase for the F-15.During apportionment, the 430 million was increased to .45.45 million to provide funds for accelerating the program. When the bids for the initial
development of the avionics and engine came in, the contractor estimated spending rates were higher and additional funding was requested; $13.5 million was added to take care of this.
Three of the proposal. that were submitted were interesting in that
each one presented a different approach. We received OSD approval
to keep three contractors in competition rather than two. To pay for
these increased options we added, $9.6 million. These two additions
amount to $23.1 million for a total of $68.5 million now in the fiscal
year 1969 budget.
COMPARISON OF F-15 WIT11 THE NAVY F-14 AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. General, this is more or less the Air Force version
of the Navy F-14, is it not?
General ICNTCKLxE. No, sir, Mr. Andrews, they are two completely
different purposes.
Mr. ANDnEws. Aren't you using some of the same components?
General McNicxKi. 'the basic core of the engine for the F-14B is
the same, yes; however, there are, some differences in the engine such
as different bypass ratios and air flow with resultant differences in
weight. The engine is basically the same. The F-14A is a two-place
variable geometry airplane, carrying the Phoenix mi ile for fleet
air defense. It can fire multiple missiles at one tine. It is actually an
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antiboinber airplane. Tile F-15 is lighter, uses two engines, carries
a gun, has a short-range missile and a long-range missile, and has a
fixed wing for maneuverability. It has Tow wing loading, weighs
approximately 40,000 pounds, and has a thrust to weight ratio on the
order
of one to, one. It is an anti-MIG airplane, a fighter-fighter, with
oneIpilot.
AftANDREWS.
I thought both planes were designed to be superiority
fighters.
General McNICKipE. No, sir not in the same sense. The Navy plane
is a big missile carrier and has a variable geometry wing. It, will be a
multi-mission airplane while the F-15 will be primarily an air
superiority fighter.
Sr. ANDREWS. You assigned this one of your highest priorities?
General MCNICKLE.

Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. The Navy assigned the F-14 one of their highest
priorities.
General McNIcKLE. Yes, they need it for fleet defense and we need
the F-15 for the anti-MIG role. I might point out that the Navy is
using tile Phoenix system and the TF-' 0 engine from the F-111B.
Mr. ANDREWS. I did not want you - get into another TFX situ.
ation. I wanted to find out how much commonality there was between
the F-15 and F-14. At what point in time do you anticipate completion
of contract definition evaluation of the F-15?
General McNICKLE. Before the end of the year.

Mr. ANDRzWS. The Navy has already reached that point.
General MONICKLE. Yes, they have already awarded the contract
to Grumman.
Mr. AN.DR WS. At what point in time do you anticipate selecting the
F-15 contractor and awardig the contract?
General McNIcKLE. By the end of the year.
Mr. AwDDwn s. Is there any possibility that both you and the Navy
will get the same contractor?
General McNicxuI. No, sir; Grumman dropped out of the F-15
competition after working in the design studies.
Mr. AxDRnWS Would it be advantageous to either to select the same

contractor? That almost certainly would cause slippage in one
Prau.

General NICKLE. Yes, sir. I do not think any one contractor could
handle both.
Mr. HANSEN. I think both jobs would overload the same contractor.
TYPE OF CONTRACT TO BE AWARDED FOR F-

5 AIRCRAFT

Mr. AxREws. What kind of contract do you plan to let for the

F-15, and would you detail the contract procedure to be followed for
the committee at this point?
(The information follows:)
TPE OF CONTRACr iOR F-15---DrAns oF PROCEoUR

The Air Force plans to use a controlled development procurement approach
for the R.D.T. & , test aircraft, and first wing of production. Not-to-exceed ceiling price option will be obtained for the second aud third wing of production
aircraft We will use a combination cost and fixed price contract to accomplish
this objective. The RD.T. & H. will be on the cost portion and the test aircraft
and first wing will be on the fixed price segment of the contract.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us briefly about the contract and then extend

your remarks in the record.
fr. HANSEN. The Air Force desire is to develop this airplane on a

cost-iocentive type contract, and to do the production phase on a fixed
price incentive contract.
The matter of the type of contract is a very lively subject with OSD
where the preference there is for a different type of contract.
As of this moment, the matter of what type of contract we will use

for the F-15 is unresolved.
INCREASED PROGRAM MANAGEMENT TO AVOID COST OVERRUNS

Mr. ANDREWS. The word "overrun" has been in the paper all too
frequently recently. Are you going to bend over backwards to try to
keel) an overrun from occurring in this program?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes. sir; we certainly are.
Mr. ANDRxWS. What are you going to do, for instance, to keep such

from happening?
Mr. HANsEN. It is my personal conviction that the key to the control

of costs on a program is not the type of contract; it is the matter of
how well the program is planned, how visible that plan is, how good
the status information is against the plan. By good, I mean accurate

and timely. It then requires an analysis of any deviation from the
plan and corrective management action either by the contractor or the
Government to bring the program back onto course.
There is a very firm resolution by the present administration to
improve our program management. Secretary Laird has stated in some
recent publicized testimony that he is appointing a blue ribbon outside committee to assist the DOD. In addition to that, he is structuring
his organization inside to bring more attention to the problem of
managing programs so as to avo id the kind of cost problems we have
had in the past.
NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT FOR TME TEST PROGRAM

Mr. ANDEWS. Do you plan to buy so many for test before going into

full procurement I
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
The plan would call for having some test airplanes.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many? Has that been worked out yet in the
contract I
Mr. HANSEN. I think that subject is still under some discussion. It is
part of the discussion taking place between the Air Force and OSD
people on exactly what king of contracts we should use, and whether
the test airplane should be in the production portion of the contract or
in the development part of the contract. I can check that and supply it
for the record. It is my impression that it is 20, but I would want to
verify that for the record. That would be just the test airplanes.
(The information follows:)
F-15 AIBCRArr-PLANNW BUY FOR TEST

The Air Force originally planned to acquire 12 aircraft, conslsting of 10 single
place and 2 dual place, with R. D. T. & E. (8,600) funds. In addition 6 single place
aircraft would have been procured with production (3,010) funds for a total of 18
aircraft to be used during category I and category 11 testing.
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The 12 aircraft purchased with R. D. T. & E. funding would be heavily iustru.
imented. It was anticipated that these 12 aircraft would be used to complete
all category I tests and the category II performance, stability and control test for
both the fighter and trainer configurations The remaining six aircraft would be
procured with production funding and used to evaluate the aircraft subsystems
plus complete the all-weather environmental tests. These six aircraft will probably
be returned to tactical units on completion of the tests. After submittal of the
phase IA proposals, an evaluation of the three proposals indicated that an addi.
tonal two single seat aircraft would be required to meet the expected category I
flight test hours. Therefore, the test force Is 20 aircraft.
It must be recognized that these numbers are planning figures and the final
test inventory will be firmly established after receipt of the phase IB contractor
proposals during source selection.
OVERLAP BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTON TO BE REDUCED

Mr. AmnFws. I do not know anything about avionics hardware
and military planes. I am just speaking as a layman. I think it is
most essential for you to be sure that the plane will work, it is what
you want, and the bugs are out of it before you go into production.
I have been here for 25 years and have seen the taxpayers pay through
the nose because of the failure of the military services to do just what
we are talking about.
Mr. HANSEN. Our plan for the F-15 has been recently revised to
reduce the amount of overlap between engineering and production.
It is our belief that the program as previously planned had too much
concurrency. This enables us to have test milestone points at which
a program review can be held and a determination made, based on
the test results at that point in time, on whether or not we would
proceed with the program as planned, or whether that plan would be
adjusted because of problems.
Mr. ANDREWS. There is an old saying. "Fly before you buy." This is
mighty good advice. Fifteen years ago the Navy bought a lot of plafies
and they could not get then off the ground.
TOTAL COST OF r-15 R.D.T. & E. PROGRAM

In the descriptive summary material in sumport of your fiscal vear
1969 request, it was stated that the total estimated cost of the F-15
program was $84 million for R.AT. & E. that $50 million would be
required after fiscal year 1969, and as previously mentioned, $30 million
would be required in fiscal 1969. This year we find that $45.4 million
was used in fiscal 1969, $175.1 million is requested for fiscal year 1970,
and no estimate is given as to the total estimated cost in this development program.
Explain the figures given to the committee last year. Tell us why
they did not turn out to be very accurate figures.
General MoNici . Sir, I would like to refer back to my previous
comment, in that we did add a third contractor. That added some
additional cost-$9.6 million.
The increased spending rate for the joint engine program and also
for the radar program was higher. That in conjunction with acceleratinsg the program accounts for the additional increase in last venr's eost.
Mr. ANREws. The material this year does not, indicate the total estimated cost of development of the F-11. Why is thatI
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General McNicKum. The total cost at the present time is estimated to
be about $1.1 billion.
fr. ANDREWS. Why is that not included in the descriptive summary
material?
General McNICKLE. At that time they were made ip-6 months
1gno-we did not have a good estimate. That was in December 1968.
Mr. HANSEN. What we have now is an in-house estimate which
we will be able to test in the fairly near future against our contractor
cost proposals which are due in the end of August.
Mr. ANDREWS. The committee fully understands that cost estimates
are refined continuously, and the cost estimates given in the early
stages of a program are not expected to be very accurate figures. Nevertheless, there was an estimate made last vear and submitted to the
committee. But in the material submitted this year no estimate was
included at all. This is somewhat difficult to understand. One year
later, we would expect to have a better figure, not no estimate at all.
Mfr. HANKISEIN. Yes, sir; I agree. We should have had our best estimate
fig-re in the submittal.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let me ask you this question, General, and Mr. Secretary. What, do you estimate the total cost for your R.D.T. & E. program to be with reference to the F-15.
Mr. HAN S . $1.1 billion.
Mr. ANDRrws. $1.1 billion?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. CmREws. Does that include the 20 planes that you mentioned?
General MCNCKLE. It includes 12 airplanes for R.D.T. & E. The
reason the 20 figure came up is that some of the test airplanes would be
included in the production account.
Mr. HANsm. We should correct the record where I said 20. That
should be made to say 12.
Mr. ANXDRF.WS. You are talking about 12 in R.D.T. &E.
General McNWKJS. Twelve in the $1.1 billion.
ADDITIONAL INFLATION WILL INCREASE ESTIMATE

Mr. ANDREWS. How firm do you consider that price estimate to be
and over what period of time will that money be expended and what
consideration have you cranked in for escalation during the period
of time?

General McNIcKLF,. It is as firm as we can make it at this time. We
should have a better estimate bv the time we evaluate the contractors'

submissions which we will get in August. In the fall, we should have
a better estimate.
Mr. ANDREWs. Do you expect it to be up or down?
General MoNICKLE. We hope it will be close.
Mr. ANDRE ws. I do, too.

Did you crank anything in that estimate for inflation?
These are 1969 dollars. We have not cranked in
General Ml 'NCKL.
additional amounts for inflation.
Mr. Axrmvirs. Over what period of time are we talking about now?
General McNxcKL. Through fiscal year 1974.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Of course, you could have more inflation, a leveling
off or deflation.
General McNCLEr. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. None of us has a crystal ball. Your guess about it is
possibly better than mine. This $1.1 billion does include 12 fly-away
planes for testing.
General McNcRLE. Yes, out of development funds.
PLANS FOR PRODUCOTON ATJCRAIFr
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you planning to buy any additional planes at
this time under the contract you will execute vhich will be paid for
out of procurement funds I
General McNICKLE. As the contract is envisioned now, no.
Mr. Awnazws. You do plan to stick by that sound advice of flying
before buying?
General McNcx, r. Yes, sir, insofar as we can.
Mr. ANpREws. You will not purchase any production aircraft until
you have thoroughly tested the 12 R.D.T. & E. planes and gotten the
bugs out of themI
Mr. Secretary, you are shaking your head. You do not agree?
Mr. HANSEN. That is not quite right.
Mr. ANDREWs. Explain what you are planning to do.
Mr. HANSFm. The plans are to determine what are the critical concerns about the ability of the airplane to fly properly and do its job.
We will devise testing milestones to determine that those things are
reasonably in hand and demonstrated by test before we proceed with
that portion of the production.
The thing that is wrong with the complete fly before you buy is that
you build up to make the test airplanes, then you shut down your production while you test and you have to build it up again for production, which is not economical at all.
Mr. ANDREWS. I can understand that.
Mr. HANSIPN. We want to try to pull testing and production enough
together to minimize the cost of what would be a gap in production
but still not get so much concurrency that we are -heavily committed
to production before we have enough test demonstration.
Mr. AxDnuws. How will those 12 be run off the line-one a month ?
Does anybody know I
General MOc xcKLz, No, sir. We do not have a production delivery
schedule at this time. It will depend on the submittal of the contractor
and his plan.
Mr. ANDREws. Don't you think you could test those 12 aircraft and
determine whether or not they meet specifications before you make a
contract to procure?
Hr. HAN EN. Yes, sir. Those aircraft will be tested before there is
any significant production.
For instance, certain long lend production items would be released
for production only after satisfactory completion of specified tests
on those items, such as perhaps a vibration and fatigue life test or
something of that nature.
What we are trying to avoid is ever having to relearn the lesson
of the F-111 wing box.
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Mr. ANDIIEWS. That. is what we are trying to help you learn. We
are poor teachers but we are trying to give you the benefit of what
we have seen happen over a long period of time.
General MCNICKLE. That fatigue problem was not found by flying.
The test jig is the only place where we have any failures on that
wing box.
3r. LIPscoMB. I think the best lesson can be learned from the
F-111B program. That was a good example of trying to go into
production too early. We began getting pretty heavily committed
to production too early.in the F-111B program, and we do not want
to see that happen again.
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIwscozB. The Navy had too much "concurrence." I think that
was the word that you used.
Mr. HANSEN. I agree. The RFP which the contractors were working on had also, in our judgment, too much concurrence. We provided
them, just in the last few days, a revised schedule plan and a request
that they propose to use testing milestones and decision points for
production releases. These would be included in their recommendation as to how we could best get on with the job and at the same
time protect ourselves against releasing for production any parts that
have not been adequately proven by test that they have a very high
probability of doing their job properly.
'NAVY cON'RA

FOR THE F-14 AIRCRAFT

Mr. Lrpsco tB. I hope the Air Force is very careful how they work
out this contract.
With the F-14, it looks on paper as though the Navy has us comnitted to six production aircraft in their contract now although we
haven't even appropriated the funds. The committee has been told if
the Na'y doesn't go ahead with the six production aircraft, or at
least. three of them, the Navy' will have to negotiate a new contract.
That is it pretty rough way to handle it and it could prove dangerous.
The Navy could have a problem.
Mr. Secretary, under the F-14 contract, they have six R.D.T. & E.
aircraft and they have six more financed with procurement funds.
Now if the Congress doesn't finance those production aircraft, they
have a problem in their development and test program.
General MCNlCKLE. I think if we can't come over and convince
you that we are ready for production then maybe we shouldn't go to
production.
Mr. LIPscoi3mn. The Navy contract is already signed.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
PROPOSED AIR FORCE F-15 PROCUREMENT PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the planned Air Force program for the
F-15?
General BOYLAN. Mr. Chairman, we are planning a force of
This would be on the order of
odd aircraft in units. The total
production to support, this force structure would be on the order of
F-15 aircraft.
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Mr. AxDRws. What do you estimate the cost of the procurement
program to be?
General BoYLAx. The total cost that I have identified, separate from
investment cost&Mr. ANDREWS. What do you mean, "separate" ?
General BOYhAN. Separate from research and development costs. I
am sorry. That is approximately $5.9 billion.
Mr. A NDREWS. What is the anticipated flyaway weapons system cost
of the F-15 aircraft?
General BorLAw. That co3t is based on all of the estimates we have
million average flyaway for each
been discussing here It is now aircraft.
million?
Mr. ANDRzws. In other words an F-15 would cost
General BonAN. That is based on current estimates, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. A?4mnws. That is fully equipped with all the electronic gear and
so forth I
General BoYLAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDnrws. You would have to add nothing to it to have it ready
for service?
General Bomn.W. It doesn't include missiles to be fired and ammunition.
Mr. ANmrws. That is something that is attached after you get it on
the runway?
ESTIMATED 006? OF SPARES AND OROUID SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

General BoYLAY. It is an aircraft that can fly.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is your estimate as to the cost of spares and
special ground support equipment and other special support for the
F-15
eneral Bonw. If I may correct the record, the estimates that have
currently been identified or other support, spares included, is approximately $1.6 billion.
PROPOSED CASELESS AMMUNMTON oUN FOR F-15 AUGRArr

Mr.'ANiws. What will be the cost for the development of the gun
which you propose to develop for the F-18?
General McNicsiL Approximately $30 million.
Air. AXuaw& With respect to the development of the new gun, you
state that:tik gun will ue caseles cartridge & As you are undoubt.dly
aware, the Army has had considerable difficulty with the use of careless
cartridges in th Sheridan weapon syste program. Why would you
choose this type cartridge in view of tha oOnaiderable diliulty: the
Army has experienced ?
Gnsra4 WMNxcx-r Sir, there are many advantages to having a caseless round in an airplane.
.MXr., Awtrww Thaisi't the question. If it works. The poilt is, the
Army has had trouble perfecting caseless ammunition.
Wo are aware of th ArMy's probleins, but we
-Genekal-MoNzzz
think t1tssdwwoik saaitora ft unsystem..
sWtWhkt are you going to do thattthe Army hItis fnot been
,. Mr. Aa
, . 1.. ; I
able todo?1
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generall McXio:Ki.E. We are working with them. Our contractor has
a different binder for tiho propellant and we are using a different
Approach. We have a backup, however. We will go to a cased round in
case we have troubles.
Mr. ANDmws. llw niutic are you spending for R.D.P. & E. for this
caseless cart ridge?
General McNicKiii. I haven't the breakout for the cAeless cartridge.
Development, cost. of the casele.s round and fed system combination
giun will be approximately $30 million.
.Mr1'.ANDREWS. 'Phe caseles-s cartridges go along'witl.the giin?
General McNicKLF.. Yme sit.
Mr. ANDREs. In cape' you can't get this caseless ianmunition to,
work, that. means the gin you have in mind will not heGeneral McNi
,'PO
We will use a case crt ri(1
lli sys1e1.
Mr. ANDR:WS. ie gun can use 6ither?
GeCneral McNIv'rix. The basic meeilanisrn will hrave to he redesigned
to accommodatq'the. cased'round, inmt the projectile will be the samne.
If we still have problems, we can frll cleairback to our 20-millimeter
gun that we have at the present tim0:'
Mr. Awnn.N#s. Do you, have any gdi no'w compiarable to the gun th f
you are developing to uge c.sele&s rridges?
General MO'IcKL..Not at prewit, nt,sir."
have a 20 millimeter
Gatling gun i our pre.int fighters, but tlii wiU be a
caseless if
all workout.
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Mr. A.NDRZW.\The Navv has wlder daveloprpent. q-,30-millim'eter
gun. Would that. he.anythiing like the one yoq are planping ?
General McNIcKt,. W e'are developing a, 30-millimeter gun/ior the
A-X, whieh is for ground targets and is not optimized for air-to-air..
It. will 'have a lower rate of fire and will fire a large round.
.-

NEED Fln A NEW (VMt'N9
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Mr. ANDnRIwA. You haven't, any problem about. tho gun for the F-15?
General MCNICKI.E. 11t have an insured prograin.
Mr. ANwarws. The airplane will be configured so it (?an use careless
or -&se cart-ridges
General McNlcxr.Yes, sir.
Mr. AwDREwS. If the F-15 aircraft performs as well as you say it
wll sanl if you have a new Dogfight missile ott it, why is it absolutely
essential to have a new gun also kome
S
of the current guns in our inventory ave quite impressive in their capabilities.
General fCNwCIKL. Sir, we found out that even though we.thought
our missiles were very reliable,.in close they had problems. We went
to an Internally mounted gun on the F-4E for a sure kill and we feet
that is an essential hack-up. For the 70's and 80's -we want an improved gun based on the latest technology.
Mr. ANwsWA. You will recall that. a Navy aircraft was shot down
recently by a Mig off North Kores.
. Awuis.
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.question was, 1 hy is it necamry tf hsvea ntegp whem we have gns
in our inventory which or quit. IapRmulv.! WIry ean't we try to use
something we ah'eadly have I
General McNicucIa. The eharacterics of the new gun give a large
increase in target kill effeetivem and a much heter chance of hitting
a maneuverig target. We are conmwnd though that the aircraft we
may face willbe a Foxbat or one of those other new Soviet fighters

andwe will need increased projectile velocity.
Mr. Lu'soorn. You know those will be the aircraft you will be
faced with.
General McNiCKmz We need the best gun we can possibly develop
for close-in air-to-air combat. We need the caseless round so we won't
have a brass disposal problem and also so we can carry more ammuni.

tion. or less weight of ammunition.
Mr. AxDnwws. But you are not certain at this time that the caseless
cartridges will work. You may have the same problems that the Anny
had in the Sheridan program. Why spend any money on a new gun
when, as Mr. Li psomb says, you have plenty ot them that are designed
primarily for the use of conventional case cartridges? That is his
pointand that was my point;
Mr. HANSSN. A fall-back capability to a gun mechanism that uses
the conventional case cartridges is planned if the caseless round system
fails. This will still be a better gun because it will have a more effective
round.
ADVANTAOX8

OF NEW GUN BEINO DRVFAPED

Mr. ANRmwaws: Well now, percentagewise, how much better capability would you have with this new gun that you are trying to develop
with case ammunition, than you would have with any run that you
have ,in your inventory today that uses cas ammunition r
,
General McNwxLm. I can't express that in a percentage, but I would
like for the record to detail the advantages of the new gun over the old
one.
"Mr.A wm s.All right.
(Thefnform ation' follows,:)
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Several Identifiable factors lead to Inereased electiveness of an aircraft gun
e~Qstem in
aerial helaainst i toug. inhighly maneuverable target: short time
of flight to target by the gun projectile, energy of tOw projectile on striking the

target, higher Impact velocity of the p
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F-i gun, the time of flight -
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Mr. Anwa. Wa the0dev'eho~mwnt itatux of the ndvaneed
techn okwymglue whikh Is to Ie umd in the Air Force's F-15 fighter
uC f
and tb.NsvV1 -7Il411A
(ineral MnNwsu. 11 design is Omlpleted; the testing is well

an. The vvin of the hardware for the demonstrator engines hns
twos elected mid the F-15 ise engine should he on test before October
of this year.
am on whedule I
Mr. Aumaw. Is the
(IkWWWa MCNXUeLsz T"Sir ahead of schedule.
Mr. Am axws What diliClIx e have been encountered in the engine
"

mernMcNncv.r.. It is ahead of schedule right now.
Mr. Axm&ws. Is the same company doing the work for both Navy

and Air Fom engineI

Gemeral McNwxvz Yes, Mr. Andrews, we have two companies, both
General Electric and Pratt & Whitney and later we will select one.
Mr. ANmwws. The same company *willeventually produce both?
General McNioxxi. The Navy and the Air Force are bound to select the same contractor.
ADVANCED TURBINE ENGINEz GAS GENsERATOR PROGRAM

Mr. Lnpscoxm. General, just to clarify something that I didn't quite
understand this morning, is this "advanced turbine engine gas gen.
erator," a development or both the F-15 and the F-14? Are we talking about the same thing now I
Generl McNxcKxL. The component technology for the F-15/F-14B
engines came from the advanced turbine engine gas generators and the
lift cruise demonstrations. The F-15/F-14B engine, however, is being
developed and funded under the F-15 program. It is not under the
ATEGG item.
Mr. Lu'sooMn. The technique and the components came from this
advanced turbine gas generator program, and now we find the funds
to continuethis over in the F-15 progrmam
General MoNiCRLz. Yes, sir, this is an application of that engine
technology.
Mr. iitooxn. If we are so far along then on this advanced tech.nology engine, what is the neceeity of coittinuing with $5 million
worth of funds in this other program?
84-039-0-pt. 4---.9
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Mr. JoNzs. As I mentioned this morning Mr. Lipscomb, the funds
for that line are to take the component work that has come out of the
Jaboratry in the last couple of years and put together new hardware
for future generations of turbojet engines. That line that you are
reAIW
g to, the ATEGG line, is a technology line built upon the
concept for future hardware programs like -the F-15 engine. The
fial evolution of the components and new techniques that will come
out of this line will find themselves in the aircraft engines of the
future. We try to plan some 4 to 5 years ahead of time in testing
various components in the class of turbine temperatures we will b
seeing in the future.
For example, we will take some of the hardware that will be made
out of the new composite materials technology that we spoke about
earlier and put that in some of the ATEGG testing. Yet it will probab y be several years down the road before we have an airplane flying
with compressors made of composite materials.
Mr.
scoxm. When is this advance technology engine scheduled
togo into the F-14B and CI In 1976?
Mr. JonS. The advance technology engine we are developing to.
dat. Ln miL The one we are testing.
Mr. Joms Yes, sir. This will in a tout. We will start flying
in the F-15 and F-14B.
Mr. Lmmw.x Then what you are saying is that you are planning
a second or third generation of the advance technology engine some
time in the late 1970s
Mr. Jomm.This is another generation of engies, yes, sir. That is
in the gas generator technology program. That will be the components
t
are time there The engmis cycle concepts that are tested there
wi evolve into future engines 4or 5 years down the road.
General McNwam But there is oy one
ne for the F-1. There
Is ne another enone coming out of ATE(,
not another evolution
for the F-15. It has already been spawned out of ATEGG into the
F-15 program
Mr. Joxul. One of the earlier core gas generators came out of the
A2O lira, went into an advance e- 11e development line for the
C-band finally wound up as the developed engine now called the
T74 which is flying in the C- aircraft.This is an evolutionary
proes of how we tak components developed in the laboratories such
as a high temperature turbine; we size that component, put it together
with a combustr and compressor which forms the gas generator, and
tat the concept them Lat we will add a fan to it. If itis going to be
a transport engine, it will be large bypass fan; if it is going to be
a fighter, it will be a much smaller-lowlbypass fan; and then we add
the afterburners
and .the control systems to make it into a modern
r.fr t h e future
Ie
of"Or
IaDoes it cause you any concern when a new engine is
developed to place it into an akirframe that was designed to carry a
different engine originally such as in the case of the F-141 There
the Navy-is intendig to use one engne for a while and then come
aim with this eng'ie in 1978 or 1974 and put it in the same airframe.
M. JoMs I am just glad that we are developimg one core engine
that can serve these dual applicatos, Such as the F-14 and the F-16,
Ia Oa having to dvolp individual engines for both programs.
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I think this is one of the advantages of the engine development concept that I have been trying to describe, of carrying through our
component developments in a gas generator development line and
then being able to adapt the engine components such as fans, the afterburners and so forth, thateach of the services would use
oM AmsoN OF

ozPSM P-1 5 AICRA
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Mr. Awmzws. What plane do you have now in operation that is
nearest to the F-15 I
General McNwcxz. The F-4E is the best all-around fighter we
have at the present time.
Mr. AmAxws. How much comparison is there between it and your
e.peted F-15--have you discusse this
fIcant improvement.
General McNicxvz. Yes, sir; it would be a s
Mr. Amnws. How much more capability will you have in the
F-151
General McNici uz Considerable, Mr. Andrews,' but I don't have
the details right hers.
Mr. AImnmu s. Put something In the record abou It.
(The information follows :)
F-15 OoMAaSm WIX 1-43
In the initial design studies the Air Force looked at ways to modify and improve
the P-4. However, the modifications and redesign required to provide the per.

formance capabilities needed were so extencive that this approach was dlsarded.

It was simply design limited. In comparison to the F-43 the F-11%with its high
thrust to weight (approximately 40 percent greater than the 1-4Z) and low

wing loadin& approximately 65 versus 84 pounds per square toot, will give us a

fighter that will provide a large margin of performance Improvement over the

F-4E and current Soviet fighters In addition this performance margin in the

"dogfight" or visual air-to-air combat role shuld also prove a match for any
fighter the Soviets design and produce In the next generation of aircraft. The

P-15 Is a balanced fighter and includes the proper blend of speed, maneuver.
ability (or turn and acceleration), range--to carry the fight to the enemy over his
territory--and weapons-to defeat him either in close-in combat or from standoff ranges

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY UPON WIIH P-15 DESIGN IS BASD

Mr. ANDREws. Do you believe you will be able to maintain the thrustto-weight ratio plannedI
General MoNeilo.
Yes.
Mr. A-Dwnws. List for the record the capabilities of the advanced
technology upon which you are basing your F-15 aircraft.
(The information follows:)
1-15 ADVANCED TONNOLOGty

The technological base for the F-15 program comes from a broad spectrum of
experience with engine, airframe, and avionics equipment, some of which resulted from earlier programs and some from advanced development programs
designed specifically to provide this needed information. Some examples of this
experience follow:
The engine to be developed for the F-15 is based on advanced technology which
has been substantiated by many hours of demonstration engine testing under such
programs as ATEGG, VTOL engine development, and AMBA engine development.
As an example, the lift cruise demonstrators under VTOL engine development
demonstrated the high thrust to weight technology capability required fot an air
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superiority fighter. The AMSA demonstrator engine program has provided suffi.
cent confidence that cycles and metal temperatures required are obtainable.
With this sound technological base, the Air Force and the Navy have jointly
underway and F-15/F-14B initial engine development program, which will pro.
vide for an actual evaluaton of F-15 engine prototypes at both General Electric
and Pratt & Whitney. This program will result In both sea level and altitude tests
of the engines and will provide a sound technical basis for source selection and
greatly reduce the development risk.
Airframe-Actual experience gained In the manufacturing process and use of
titanium in the SR-71 and current high-performance fighters will be of great
value, since the F-15 will probably require a relatively high percentage of titalum. Extensive wind tunnel testing is underway well ahead of actual manufacture which provides confidence In the design of this aircraft.
The F-15 radar development program will culminate In a fly-off between Hughes
and Westinghouse of engineering model radars installed in bailed B-66's. Each
contractor has previously demonstrated a high PRF pulse doppler radar production capability (Hughes with the ASG-18/YF-12A and the AWG-/F-111B/
F-14A and Westinghouse with the AWG-10/F-43). Both contractors are using
the Hughes high-power gridded traveling wave tube that was developed under the
ASG-18 program and has been successfully demonstrated in the past. Each contractor is using his own design slotted array antenna that has been developed and
already flown on other aircraft The state of the art is well in hand for all portions of the radars. Each contractor Isbuilding two models of his respective radar;
one for flight test and one for environmental test. Each is concerting considerable
effort to keep his engineering model radar beneath a stringent weight and volume
ceiling. The F-15 radar will be placed on contract during the fall of 1970, after
having successfully passed one of the most rigid and demanding development and
actual flight demonstrationprogramin the history of radar.

WHY DEVELOP BOTH THE F-14 AND F-15 FIGHTER AIICROArr?

Dfr.,Abwmnws. The Navy started the development of the F-14 aircraft in January oftthis year. The'Air Force plans to go forward with
the-F-15 in January of next year. Both aircraft are designed to be
air superiority fighters as their primary role. Why couldn't you use
the Navy's F-14 aircraft so that the development cost of an F-15
would not be,necessaryI
#General MoNicxLE. Our airplane is an air-to-air fighter. The Navy
F-14 is a fleet air defense airplane.
Mr. Awmws. In presentations before the committee, the Nav has
emphasized the F-14 air superiority fighter; they go into great detail
showing examples of performance and how the F-14 should be able

to outmaneuver MIG aircraft in dogfights, and has given at least some
indication of fighter superiority as opposed to defense of the fleet.
In the Navy's view, what you say doesn't seem to carry. quite as much
weight. I think primarily their emphasis has been on the air superiority
role ofthe aircraft, and they have included the fleet air defense almost
in a secondary role.
I-15 WILL BE SUPERIOR TO F-14 IN DOGFIGHT ROLE

iar..mx&m. Let, me state what I think General McNickle was
getn* at in a little bit different way. I have been in some discussions
on this, subjet
'
Th F-45 ii designed and optimized to bean air superiority fighter
Navy plnehasan air superiority capability compromised
0d,T.,',

to to eabilityto also do other things with the airplane, such as fleet
~
air detens Therefo~
or,
for the air superiority role the F-1 is a better
"h.,TieF4-15 Woib~I utfight aA F-14 in a dogfight affair.
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Now, our objective is to build an airplane which we believe is the
very best that we know how to do in building an airplane which is
optimized for the air suepriority role. I. for one, am finding already
that people are coming in and saying, "Vell, if you just compromise
little bit here, you could make an interceptor out of it," or "If you
would just compromise a little bit there, you could make a strike airplane out of it.
I think that that is a pitfall that we shouldn't get into. If we want
an airplane that is an air superiority fighter that is going to fly against
airplanes that are designed for that mission and no other, it has to be
the very best that we know how to make it for the air superiority role,
and not compromised to give it any secondary capabilities. After it is
once designed to do that, then if we want to hans something on it and
accept the degradation to a different job, that is something else and
that might be feasible.
Mr. A rDRWS. This is a good statement, Mr. Secretary.
The committee is well aware of the difficulties involved in trying to
have the same aircraft perform several different missions, but the
F-14 and the F-15 seem to be a different case, a case of two aircraft
with the same mission. To what extent would the future capabilities
of the Air Force be downgraded if you had to use the F-14? I speak
of the F-14B and C because we fully realize that the F-14A is not fully
a satisfactory aircraft because it will not have the new engine.
You have partially covered that. Do you want to add anything to
what you have said?
F-44 MORE EXPENSIVE T11AN F-15 AIRCRAFT

General MCNhCKLE. The F-14A will be quite more expensive than
the F-15 because it is bigger and has two pilots.
Mr. AsNmws. In other words, you think you can do a better job
then with the F-15 than you could with the F-14B and C
General MoNiom . Unquestionably.
Mr. ANDREws. And as the Secretary said, you have only one mission
in mind for the F-15. The .Navyhas one or more missions in mind for
their F-14.
General McNicKLE. That is why we are able to optimize the F-15
for air superiority and use a fixed wing tailored to this mission.
Mr. A Dws. Would the F-14 be inferior to projected Soviet aircraft and therefore place our tactical force in danger, in your opinion?
General McNxoxLE. We have not run out that many characteristics on the F-14B. In fact, the only briefing we had on tWe F-14 was
on the F-14A.
CANNOT DUPLICATE SUCCESS WrrH F--4 A1RCFAY

Mr. ANDREws. The Air Force has had great success with the F4,
which is a Navy-developed aircraft. Could we possibly duplicate this
success with the F-141
General McNzc=. No. The F-4 started out as a Navy-air defense
interceptor. It later had all these modifications. It was an outstanding
airplane, and it is today; because it has plenty of power. It is not as
good in a dofight s We would
it to Clike
be. It was made shorter than
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what might have been optimum to fit a spot on a deck. It is not as good
a fighter as we need and does not stand up against some of the-Mig
capabilities.
COST TRADE-OFF IF AIR FORCE USED NAVY F-14 AIRCRAN

Mr. ANDREws. In testifying before the committee, the Navy repre.
sented their F-14 proposed aircraft as being capable of defeating all
Soviet aircraft, which are known or known to be under
development
and it will be superior to these aircraft throughout the time period
for which they are projecting the F-14. If it has this capability it
could form the Air Force mission, couldn't it? If it has that
catability? r
tenerl
McNICKLs. If it has that capability, it could do the job.
However, I would like to point out that it would cost considerably
more for the number we think we need. It would be a large increase
in dollars required.
Mr. ANDRzws. Would that increased cost offset your $1.1 billion

development cost of the F-15I

General BOM.AN. Could you restate that question, sir I

Mr. Amxnws. The unit cost of the P-14 is greater than that of the
proposed F-15, and buying the F-15 would be a saving of dollars to
the Air Force in this regard, but these savings are offset by the re.
quirement for $1.1 billion to develop the F-i , which offsets this advantage. Does it totally offset it, more than offset it or is there a plus
factor based on your requirements for numbers of F-15 aircraft I
General BOYLAN. When you look at the problem in the broadest
sense, the Air Force has a task that we think can be performed by
wings of an uncompro"ised relatively simple, one-man aircraft. The 10-year system operating cost works on the point that you
are rising.wth espect t development cost as well.
It is my judgment that in the quantities of aircraft that we require
for
the air development,
supeiority mission, thit the 10.year operating cost of F-15,
includ2ig
compared to the F-14, would show a distinct
GenerlMONWK
A quick calculation indicates an F-15 would be
$1 to $2 million cheaper including the F-15 development costs, but not
the F-14 development costs.
Mr. Airawa. Including 10-year operational cost.
.
General 1rrrs.On an average flyaway cost, a $2.2 million differential
for buy;t at is about a billion and a half dollar.
.
When you go into operating costs, you have the Phoenix missile sys-

tem with very complex avionics and operating costs that would figure

in hern, so I don't know. We would have to do some studies on this.
Mr. Axzvauws. It would seem that such studies would have been made
when two such aircraft are being proposed in almost the same period

.rai
I uBo. The aircraft
being proposed for different mis
sions. hat becomes obseurd at times.
You know, Qll tb boils down to something hat is prey basic.
.Ther_ are two principa ways to kill opposing arioraft. One is on the
goufid Adon i in the air. The F-i is being designed aaaixust the
best
&6 oVieta will either operate ainst usorpro'detoits
friends to operate against us. Our mission Includes destaoying enemy
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fighter air as well as enemy bombers. The F-15 will do that job and

will do it superior to the F-14 in that acularmi ion.
The F-14 in the principal role of fleet defense is to prevent standoff
missiles being launched against capital ships, carriers, et cetera. It is
beig dese to perform that job.
To kill the enemy fighter in the air is going to be the classical dogfgtsituation.
AMr.A
zw. Now, let me ask you this question: Could you come
out cheaper if ,you took the Navy -14 B and C and con
it to
meet your special needs, and buy the F-14 instead of the F-i W
General McNicwz. I don't think you can reconfigure that airplane.
General BoniAx. You would have another development program,
A[r. Andrews.
Genere! McNiOXLE. You would have an F-1l A and B type of
prograri.
Mr. Awniwws. Let me see if I understand the situation. The Air
Force has a unique need for its proposed F-15. It meets your needs
better than any version of the Navy F-14, and including the development cost for the F-15 your unit price will be cheapr or your F-iS
than it would be for die F-14. Is that it in a nutshell I
Mr. HANSEN. That is a very good statement, and let me say why that
is. Because it is a single-purpose airplane. The Navy says the F-14
will outfight any Mig,-but I don' believe the Navy will say that the
F-14 will outfight an F-15.
Mr. AiDRwms. This committee is concerned with two things, Mr.
Secretary. Tryi to fulfill your needs for the security of this country,
and also trying to save dollars for the taxpayers.
Now, you have stated a definite need for the F-15, a need which
can be met better by the F-15 than any of the versions of the F-14
that the Navy is planning.
Mr. HANSrI.

Right.

Mr. ARWtws. Now second, with all the cost of RD.T. & E. added

in, you still will be able to get the F-15 at a cheaper flyaway cost than
you could any version of the Navy's F-14.
1-1S WLL NoT =E MODUCEID Ir COsTS EXoCED

ZTXATB sU0

UMA2R T

Mr. HANsN. Yes, sir; and the reason I say that so emphatically is

that if it should turn out that the F-15 can't be produced for the kind
of cost that we estimate, I don't think we are going to be able to
produce it.
Mr. ANDwiws. We certainly hope you won't go into production until
you have all the bugs out of it and you know it is a good aircraft. The
committee is trying to urge you to be cautious, and has done so repeatedly.
Mr. LPSCOMB. If you can't produce this at the cost whichyou are
now estimating, you won't go ahead with it? Is that what I am to
understandI
Mr. HANSEN. What I have said is that we have been told by D.D.R.

& E. that if we don't come up with the design of an airplane that does
what we say that it will do and can be produced for a production unit
.flyway cost that is in the general vicinity of
million, they don't
intend to support our gomg ahead with production of it.
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Mr.Lscqg. Do you mean there have been gui4elines laid down
e
as to the flywqoy cost for the~ rvraft ad that you are buldi tl
program to meet these idelineel
elins
HuxW .Idon't ow Oactly what yonman by
Mr. LipscoMB. It sounds to me that you have been toid by D.D.R.
& E.tljat if you design 4tplane which can be produced for around
million per copy, flyway cost, you can go ahead with the program. But if you come up with a des. that is going to cost more
per unit than that estimated then there ill be no program.
Mr. HL&SE. Signifi catly mome.
Mr. LUsXi. To me that is not sound reason gand it could prove
dangerous. I mean the reason we are getting an -15 is because the
U.S. Air Force has a requirement to meet a specific threat. It is nt
only .afuture threat but one that is with us tay, apparently. If it
is going to take a certain price to meet that threat, we have to face up
to it and pay the price.
million peope and
If we are laying down a guideline of building a plane to that or else don't build, then I think this is not
the way to develop the program.
I have listened to the test.imony this afternoon and when you tame
lp with an answer to a 9uetion thet it Is going to be a flyway over.
th fence cost of sometMug like -mlon~percopy, I couldn'
blp but feel that waw a very optimistic prce, ac lii wit some
of these programs. I felt in my mid that ,haps some lay the Air
SFore wouldbe living with an alba-troft f this is the way the program is being developed, I think it is very dan
Mr. HANSEN. I share your view, Mr. LiUpscomb, but I am telling you
of the pressure that ibeng put on us by D.D.R.& E. Now, what is
beldnd that pou, I couldn't say. I would think that this question
would have to be addressed to Dr. Foster. Perhaps this is just
in the airplane
to
make
sureabsolutely
that the Air
Force doesn't
_
we put
haveany
beegoodiep
told that
that
aren't
necessary,.but
emphasis should be put on deining the airplane so that it can be
million and that if the
produced at a unit cost of leothan airplane is designed to have any unit production cmt of sigilan
abfe
moxs thn tha. itwill seriouly jeolrdise the prospect of
to go ahead with the production of the airplane.
Mr. M~uox. How much would you have spent probably by that time.
Mr. HAasmy.We expect to be able to get a good fix on the production
cost of the airplane as we get the cost proposals from our contractors
which will commit to a "not to exceed" production price and that is dos
to us at the end of August. If that 4mot to exceed" produetlon cost
comes out more than our view of what the ariplne ought to cost, then
we will be going into some very intensive exercise to try to determine
what the elements of that number are, and what hs to be given up in
order to'be able to get the cost down.
Mr. Aw ws. And it could mean under those guidelines and that
formula that has been laid down, that you would lose all you had spent
in R.& P. u'to that pointI
'Yes, but we wouldn't have spent very much.
General MoIUw,
Mr., Axiwwo I don't care how much you would have spent, you
..
wouldhive lstit.
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General McNtcxu You may be forced to take a more expensive
airplane.
Mr. [As(X. I am not carrying a torch for the F-15 yet, but what

we want is the best, the moot capable plane that we ean get at the best
cost possible, We purchase these we pons systenm for the purpose of
being
clearly capable of defeating a threat as we see that threat now and
visualize
it in the future. I don't. see how you can put a firm priv
ta on the required airraft before you even develop it.
Mr. HLxNSU. I agree with yOU completely and lappreeite your
guidance on it.because my view is if we are desi ging an ar Pulwrimoritv
fghter, it ought not to bi aimed at.outflying the best 31IG we visual ize.
It ought to be the best air superiority fighter that we know how to build
with the state of the art that we have.
I think the reaon that the Navy eaniot have that objective in their
program is that they have decided that they will accept the eoml)romise that is neessary to Iav a single airplane be able to serve a multi.
mission role. I agre with what you sy, that if the kind of an airplane
which is the best one that we know how to build with the state of the
art turns out to be moe costly then we should re-examine the cost
and the capability and decide, ;1h"n we have that knowledge, whether
or not we, as a country, still can afford it.
I am racing to you amurately that there is very great pressure
on cost considerwao, even to the point that we have had an argument
about wbhethr or not we should tell the contraetors in advance of their
east proposals how much cost we will accept. I have been very strong
against that because of my feeling that this would tend to have them
om in ad tell as what we want to hear. I want then to come in
md tell a what they thinkthe cost i& If it ismore than we expect,
then we cm teevaluate the proposition in the light of that
-.6
lnformatiom
r'PVS or OX1M"r Dwvxmo 03t
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Mr. Axmsv& What isthe eurmnt status of the contract definition
Phase of the I-15t What companies are engaed in this effort?
Mr. HAuwasx. The onm t status is that teehnieal praiposas are due
at the end of this mouth. The cost proposals are due the end of August.
The eeonractoe
have just reaegtly been redirected to submit their cost
prqpob to a schedule with less concurmny and with test-demonstration miltW . We have indicated that imorder to comply with
this we would consider giving them a slight additional time to get in
their cost propomls if necessry. So the cost proposals may be delayed

a little bitt

CO)TMACIOS DI WMIO ADVANCIO T I,,IOWY ENOINS

Mr. Axmuws. What enne manufacturers are engaged in the advanced-sechnolo engine effort
Mr. FASx. Yo
k what contractors are on the airframe. They
are Nofth Amwican, Roo!kwll, MeDonnell-Dougla, and Fairehild.
Hiller. The engine manufacturers are G.E. and Prat & Whitney.
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FUNDING CONTRACT DRFINIION PABr ONLY

Mr. Amaws. As seems to be common practice these days with air-

craft development programs, the selection of a contractor and com-

m omnmet of de

(p

is scheduled to, take place at the first of

the year. Wh couldn't this program be d.ippd 2 or 8 months and
Ooness fund you in the fisal year 1970 hill ony fr the contract

definition phase completion and wthhold the appropriation by further funds until the contact could be reviewed M &Ul prior to your

execution of itt
Mr. HA==. That could be done. It would have two effects: One

would be that it would increase the ILD.T. &E. cost because it would
Aa"
increase the period of ti at which you have topyythe
contratdefnto
cost
Of
the
three
cotatr.The
other
thing
s
it would delay the availability of
the airplane As we said eaali

we visualize a gap of something on the order of in which the
Sovie
w
air-pane
which
Is
superior
to anything
thst we oanswAto
t

S0vIET iimOH

Mr., ANDnIuWL You are de
anythigtheSviets have today

hvr toay.
have0"oy'

AIE( Afl THREAT

this F-1S now to take care of

.We are designgit to be superior toanything they

Mr. AN6=Ws. And for what length of time? The next 10 years
Mr. HAsN. . I think it would ba imprudent for us topredict
how long we would be able to maintain air superiority with what
we are coming up with.
Mr.,
AmD
.wis." They
have
moved mighty fast in the last 10 or 15
year m
rodu
i..hter
airanaft
.
"i
why I think it is important that
at the time we are
doingit, we build the best one that we know how
afford.
to build and can
CWT OF

-15 CONTRACT DW IN

ON ONLY

Mr. Awnmws. Now getting back to that other question, if the
procedure we discussed were to be followed, how much money would
required for fiscal year 1970 just for the completion of contract

deflnitions? You may have to supply that for the record.
Mr. HAwm . Yes, I think we will have to.

(The information follows:)
FWmm rao

r-15 CoxmiaQ DWmmoiN

The total stm Contract Definition for sal year 1970 funding presently
committed on fxed pice contracts with the three airframe contractors Is $1&4
milon This total figure in not shared equally by the three systems contractors;
therefe, It is Mcult to state accurately what funding would be required beyVond Dieber 190 sines a negotiation with each contractor would be required.
H
,I one assumes that the average monthly funding. rate that presently
exist could be expected beyond the end of this year, the average cost per month
for system contract definition would be approximately million.
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NEW AVIONICS FOR F-15 AIRCRAFT

Mr. Axmmws. To what extent will new avionics be required for
this aircraft ?
Geeral MoNzcm= We have avionics contractors working now.
Actually, these will be improved avionics, particularly the radar.
Mr. Aminm That cost is already in there.
Genwal McNxcm*m The avionics are in the F-15 costs already given.
Mr. Lmms x. Most of it is in there
Mr. AmDREwS In other words, that is in the flyaway cost of --

General Pmu Yes.
Mr. Aqmwwg. That will include whatever avionics go into the
planet
General MoNiCxim. Yes.
Mr. H mwsE. That includes the avionics but not the missiles.
Mr. ANDmRES We understood that.
My question originally was, What will that plane cost when it is
ready to fly away with everything except the missiles or anything
else you hang on itt
12;TIATION OF

I-15 PRODUCTION PROGRAM

At what point in the development program will you initiate fabrication of production aircraft?
Mr. H mm. That point is not yet determined. We have a strawman development program which is being supplied to the three airframe contractors to project to them the i46 that we are seeking. The
Air Force wants to identify the areas of greatest technical rWk and
the tests which must be performed to assure that spcific performance
has been successfully achieved at that time. If the specific performance was successfully achieved, then there would be incremental
funding released for production of the particular parts which had been
proven. The exact development milestones and test are to be determined by negotiation after we get in the proposals during the period
of evaluation and negotiation.
Mr. AiNrnws. I wish you would elaborate on that when you correct
your remarks.
Mr. HANSmr. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
P-15 DzvxPoxmirz Vusus, fouono

In essence, this method should provide the Air Force quantitative data generated from the development and test programs before large sums of production
funds are committed. The Air Force anticipates that the proposed 20 aircraft
that will be used to conduct the category I and category II testing will be committed at the outset of the development program. This commitment actually
provides for eight aircraft that will be procured with production (8010) funds.
Commitment to large numbers of aircraft beyond the 20th aircraft (2ist and
subsequent) would be dependent on the success or failure of the system contractor to meet the preestablished, contracturally binding, development milestones However, It must be recognized that It will be necessary to commit to
some small quantity of production subsequent to the 20th aircraft in order to
keep the contractors development team and their associated production capability intact until adequate tes data is obtained.
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As to initiation of fabrication for production, the following time schedule In
terms of leadtime can be used as a good approximation:
Months
before $ight
Long-Ieadtime Items and raw material ----------- ------------Fabrication and subasWembly
----------------Structurdil assembly__...... --------------------------------Final aircraft assembly.
------------------------------------Ramp checkout of systems
----------------------------------

27
20
15
6
1

ESTIMATED INITIAL OPERATING CAPABILrY

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the estimated initial operating capability
date for tF %aircraft
General MoNICKLE. We have a target of

. However, we are

not going to move on that until we meet the technical milestones and
accomplishment points. Then we will go on, so that it is not a magic
date.
Mr. Aimnaws. The target date you have in mind now is
General McNICKLE. Yes.
MODIFICATION NECESSARY TO MAKE F-15 CARRIER SUITABLE

Mr. ANDREws. If at some point in time, for some reason, the Navy
decided they needed a new air superiority fighter in a hurry, is this
aircraft carrier capable? Is the structure such and is the size such that
it can beflwn off a carrier?
Mr. HAnisw. 'I am sure about the size because it is smaller than the
F-14. Structurally, I don't know.
Mr. JONxs. We have not included additional structural weight for
carrier landings but this would have t> be a modification added back
into the airplane. Obviously it would increase the structural weight.
Mr. Aim 'ws. Would that have to be done for carrier operation of
the aircraft?
Mr. JoNs. Yes sir it would.
Mr. ANDREWS. Ieck landing is very strenuous.
Mr. JONES. There have been other Air Force airplanes that have
b&en made carrier-suitable and this airplane would have to be also.
TRANSPORTATION OF THINGS

'Mr. ADDABBO. Explain the request for $6.2 million for "Transportation of things" as reflected on page 5 of the justifications. What is
the basis for the estimate I
Also what is the basis for the estimate of $906,000 for "Transportation of thiige'fn thi reimbursable program?
.(The imton
follows:)'
T A NPOTAOw

OF THINGs

ihe $6.2 miion provides fbi first anct second destination transportation
clarges,. em
cmerfal carriers, )SS,'and the Airlift Service Zdustrial Fund
for erpnne, voltor al% and cargo ln ludlng charges inedent totransportlatlon,

such I too# ,
year etne
e
t

g
refrie1tl, ,etc . b1s estimate Is based upon prior
j*eeted though tbe t 4get year.
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The $906,000 for transportation of things In the reimbursable program is primarily related to the National Aeronautical Space Agency's share of transportation charges incurred at the Eastern Test Rialge.

Mr. ANDREWS. Without objection, the committee will adjourn until
Monday.
TUESDAY, JUNE 24, 1969.
Mr. MuAnoN. Gentlemen, we will continue our hearings on the Air
Force research, development, test and evaluation budget request for
fiscal year 1970.
F-ill AntclnwT
FAILURE OF WING CARRY THROUGH BOX DURING FATIGUE TEST

Mr. HANSEN. In the interests of keeping you and your committee
informed, we would like to report that just a short time ago we were
told that the wing box of the F-i11 has failed its fatigue life test under
vibration and stress. The specification fatigue test requirement for the
F-111 is 16,000 equivalent flying hours. This demonstration would assure the use of the F-111's for at least 4,000 hours with very low
probability of a fatigue failure. After the initial problems with the
F-111 wingbox last year, the aircraft were limited to from 2.0 to 3.5
G's at different conditions. One goal for this latest test was to demonstrate at least 8,000 hours to remove this load factor limitation, then
continue the testing to 16,000 hours. The wing box failed at an equivalent 7,920 hours and a decision is being considered to remove the restriction on aircraft that are configured similar to the test specimen.
The Australians still hold the position that aircraft acceptance will be
based on demonstration of the full 16,000-hour requirement.
Mr. SIKEs. Can you tell us something of what this may hold for the
future? Does it mean you would probably have to devise an alternative
corrective procedure for the problem or does it mean that you are going to retest, using the same correcting device that you now have; or
can you make any predictions at this time?
Mr. HANSEN. These are very good questions, Mr. Sikes. The only
honest answer we can give you right now is that we really don't know.
Mr. SIRES. What would be the time element if the tests were to be
rern
General McNicxLm. I would say it would be a minimum of 120 days
before we get this test sample out.
Mr. Ft,6D. Who is making the test?
Mr. HANSiN. General Dynamics, Fort Worth, for the Systems

Project Office.

PROBABLE EFCT OF FAILrE ON AUSTRAUAN

ORDER'r F

11.-il'S

Mr. SIKES. Does the reluctance of the;'Ajstralians to,a ept anyhours
o,000mean that they %re n,the verge of canthimg less than 1
celing their order?
IGeneral MoN.N
M.My guess is that we wouW show our aoooct.,ce
i the system since there are only four yclea remainingminrempetRing.

this thing at
G's. My guess is that they will recommend
release for flight at the handbook limits because this is a long-term
fatigue problem. We have only one airplane that has as much as 500
flyin-g hours and 20 that are around 300 hours. Up to almost 2,000
flying hours, we don't feel this is any problem. This problem is associated with fatigue life and not static structural strength.
Mr. Siw . That doesn't answer my question about Australia. Do
you think they are likely to cancel their order as a result of this
situation V
General MoNzcxwi. We hope to be able to show them a satisfactory
structure once we get this stub of the box out of the test rigMr. FLOOD. By fatigue do you mean metal fatigue V
General MoNioxia. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sxxzs. Haven't the Australians evidenced some lack of satisfaction with this plane anyway?
General MoNzoxiz. I thifik there is a faction and I think it is probably in the minority party that have expressed concern. I think the
Australian Air Force and the GovernmentMr. Suxzs. Do you mean they have problems with minority
parties, tooI
General McNxxLn. Yes. To return to the structure though, this was a
completely different failure than we have had before and-had nothing
to do with the previous fatigue failures which originated at a hole
drilled throu the structure We will get the experts to look closely
at
this item r credibility of our testing technique when we get it
disassembled.
Mr. Smxis. You don't think this is going to justify the headlines
of another colossal Pentagon failure which is almost certain to be
in evidence tomorrow mornmi
Mr. HANsz. No, sir. I thmlk if it were not for the history that
the F-il program has had, this particular event wouldn't have
shown up any place except in a test report.
With respect to the Australians here again we are ust guessing
but I have talked to their Chief defense Scientist, Mr. Wills, who
had been visiting in the United States, and Mr. Brooks, their defense
science. attache m Washington. I don't think this would have any
implications with respect to their cancellation.
I think this will certainly harden their position about requiring
the 16,000 hours. That requirement very likely will require some
additional redesign and if it is done for the Australians, very likely
we would want to do it, too. However, I can't emphasize too muh
that we are second-guessing the experts who are really looking at
this issue and who will come in in the very near future with their
recommendations.
Mr. Smw. Is it your current feeling that this is not a matter of
really great concern in that it almost met the flight release requiremoats *hich had been outlined?
Mr. Hi&sw: Yes sir, that is correct for flight release to handbook
limits
SMr. Sius. You would have no reluctance to approve'the use of the
aircrafiWith the corrective device installed
Mr. EU.xm. Based on what I know about it in this preliminary
sense at this time. I would say yes. I would expect the program office
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to recommend the release of the airplane, to apply it to the handbook
values.
The reason I hesitated a little in answering your original question,
Mr. Sikes, is that the Australian issue is a complicating factor. Essentially the test result ys--if we understand it all correctly-that the
Australians were really right in believing that to be very assured that
they were going to get 4,000 hours of life in their aircraft that it should
be tested to a total of 16 000 hours before acceptance. I think this would
be their point of view, but we have to recognize that they have a very
delicate political situation in their country and they can't solve all their
problems on the basis of strictly technological evaluation.
A-X AmoluL
Mr. SxEs. Gentlemen, let's take up the proposed A-X aircraft, another new aircraft program, which is to be a specialized close air support weapons system. -You are requesting $12 million in fiscal year
1970 for the initiation of the effort. The justification book indicates
that no funds were programed for this effort in fiscal year 1969; $2.5
million was requested last year and Congress did not specidcally
reduce this item. What was done with the $2.1 million?
OSD REFUSED TO APPROVE CONTRACT DMINION IN FISCAL YEAR 1969

General Pirrs. Mr. Chairman, we haven't received OSD approval
for contract definition in 1969. Therefore, we are unable to use the
money. As an alternative, we planned to limit the program to studies
during 1969 but these were postponed until 1970, and we reprogramed
the $2.5 million in two separate actions to support other requirements.
One reprogramming action 69-39 approved Deember 31 1968 to the
tune of $1.5 million, and reprograming action No. 69-8T, March 25,
1969, for $1 million.
Mr. SIRs. Did you fal to get OSD approval last year I
General PIrrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiEs. Doyou now have it?
General MocNiciL . Yes sir. Not in contract definition, but they
have agreed ivith the airplane and with the program we have laid
out for the $12 million.
OTHM

NEW AIR.CAf

PROGRAMS PERE

OVEM A-X

Mr. SIRxs. Among your new aircraft programs, does the A-X have
a relatively low or relateivelydhih
trihoAhtya
General MoNicmm. We
igat the.F-15 is more important and
also the B-1. However, we feel the A-X is badly needed. We deferred
LIT in favor of A-X and the correspondence General McConnell has
had with General Johnson, before the General retired, indicates the
Army feels it would be a good airplane.
Mi. SixEs. Among the new aircraft upon which development is being
initiated in fiscal year 1970, if one had to be eliminated, would it be the

A-X I

General MoNICmL. We would prefer to keep the F-15 and the B-1
ever the A-X.
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ATTACK AIRCRAFT IN DOD INVENTORY

Mr. SiKuS. I would like to have a list of the attack aircraft now in
the active inventory of the Navy, the Marines, and the Air Force. Include i this listing the aircraft which are used in an attack role, such
as theF-4, even though they are designed as fighters.
( fhe information follows )
ATTACK AIacaAr AF/NAY/*1AINE CORPS
Following isA list of attack aircraft currently in the inventory of the Air Force,
Navy, and Maries. Several of the aircraft listed are present in very small
numbers:
Air Force-A-7. A-87, F-A, F-100, F-111, A-i, A-26, B-57, T-48.
Navy-A-4, A-6, A-7, F-4, F-8.
Marines-A-4, A-6, F-4.
I

A-4.initial operational capability is scheduled for
REQUIREMENT FOR NEW ATTACK AIRCRAYr

.iSu. Since these attack aircraft are available will you list for
the record your reasoning for developing a new attack aircraft I
(The information follows.:)
REASON FOR DEVELOPING Nnw ATTACK AIRoRAFT

Many of the aircraft presently listed in the attack role such as the A-i, A-26,
F-10, B-5?, and T-28 have been In the inventory for more than 15 years and
are being lost through age and/or attrition. Of the rest, none were specifically
designed for close air support. The A-87 is being procured only as an interim
CAS aircraft and is limited in payload, loiter, and range capabilitiea The A-7
is a multipurpose aircraft designed for both interdiction and close support. However, it is Wore eXpensive than the A-X, has less range with equal payloads, and
requires lohg hard surfaced runways from which to operate. The F-105, F-111,

and: A- were designed as high speed attAek aircraft for the interdiction mission.
Even though they can be used for the OAS role their design characteristics for
the interdiction mission limits their capablities for performing the OAS mission.
The A-X is being designed specifically f6r the OAS role and will have outstanding
characteristics for operating under low ceilings and visibilities that prohibit
operations of the high speed and high cost jet attack aircraft such as the F-1065,
F-4, and F-111.
A-X CAPABILITIES COMPARED WITH OTHER ATTACK AICRAIFT

Mr. SIXEs. To what extent is this aircraft proposed to fill the role
which was t; be filled by the so-called Coin aircraft later kn6wn as the
Q -!0J4 n whi., appareny was not fully suited to the mission for

which'it
designedi The A-X lias'considersbly more capability. It
MVN~CmL
Gene~adwas

;,

the zepl . ment for mijny
our systems presently.'peforma100,tnd
the A--3asand, ifi might
Sat
are the a cities ofhe proposed A-X-how

.

with are Ae
S....
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like the A-i. It has STOL characteristics where the A-4 requires long
runways.
PROPOSED A-X AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

Mr. SIKES. Provide a list of the characteristics for the record.

(The information follows:)
A-X CHARACTERISTcrcs

The A-X will be a single place, twin turboprop aircraft with outstanding STOL
characteristics, excellent maneuverability, and a high order of trade-off of payload, radius, and loiter. Some of the significant characteristics follows:
Operating Weight, Empty (lbs)
Internal Fuel (Ibs),
.-Max Gross Wt (Ibs) ..............
Mae Payload (Ibs) w/Full Int Fuel (FIF) ..........
T.O. Dist (Gnd Roll, S.L, Tropic Day) (ft)
With 5,000 # Payload, FIF ....
Max T.O.G.W ...............
Max Speed, w/pylons, S.L. (KIAS) ....
Type Gun/Rounds .....................
Ferry Range (NM) w/o IFR ......
ESTIMATED TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST OF A-X

Mr. SIKES. Can you give us your best estimate of the total develop-

ment cost?

General PiTTs. It is about

-

million, sir.

PROPOSED A-X INTVENTORY

Mr. SIKES. How large an inventory would you want to procure?
General BomAI. Mr. Chairman, the Air Force objective force includes
wings of A-X. Now, this is important to understand.
The objective level of force structure of the Air Force. The current
program approved by DOD authorizes 23 wings. At the objective
level of some wings A-X wings would be in the active
structure. -in
wte s would be in our special operating forces and
-wings in the Air National Guard.
Mr. ams. How many aircraft is that?
General BoLAN. That would be on the order of
aircraft. The
total procurement would be approximately .
ESTIMATED TOTAL PROCUREMENT COST

Mr. SiuS. What is the estimated total procurement cost, including
spares, initial spares, and special transport equipment?
General BOYLAN. The program data shows a gross flyaway at $1.08
billion. Peculiar support of $78.8 million is required and $171.8 million for initial spares for approximately
aircraft.
Mr. SiP. How mnuoh will that be per copy of the aircraft?
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General BoYLAN. The gross unit flyaway is estimated at
million.
PROPOSED A-X COMPARED WITH A-37 AIRCRAFT

Mr. Smx e. For the record, givw us the principal differences of the
A-X and the A-87 which you are now procuring.
(The information follows:)
Dir FENCES BurwEEIq A-X AND A-87
versus $0.416M flyaway, the A-X will have
Although costing more, capabilities which the A-87 cannot achieve. Survivability, lethality, range, pay.
load, loiter, maneuverability, flexibility, forward basing, growth potential, and
cost effectiveness are some of the A-X characteristics which makes it vastly
superior to the A-87. For example with full internal fuel it can carry the
airstrip, and
ordnance payload on a mission, operating from a loiter for
as long as the A-87. It can also takeoff in with almost
of useful load. The A-87 is a good filler aircraft to supplement the present
forces and as an interim A-X. We have demonstrated this in SEA. To replace
*present systems with the A-87 though, would seriously degrade our tactical
dexibility and capabilities, while the A-X will materially improve our worldwide
close air support mission capability.

PROPOSED INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY

Mr. SIEs. What is the time schedule for this program if it is
funded?
General McNzcxLE. We can have an IOC of late 1973.
Mr. SmXES. When do you plan the initial operational capability of
.the aircraft?
General MoNioiux. 1973. That depends on contract definition in the
,early seventies.
Mr. Sixzs. How long will the development program require?
General MoNIcKLE. Almost 3 years.
-Mr.Smxs. To be completed at what specific timeI
General MoNIcH. Development will be completed in 1973 and
then we will have production.
AIRCR

EQImENT DEEOPENT

-Mr. SIs.
Turning to Aircraft Equipment Development, you are
, uesting $14.5 million for this program in fiscal year 1970, compared
Ito $15.5 million in fiscal year 1969 and $12.2 million in fiscal year 1968.
NEW PROJECTS AND MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS I

FISCAL YEAR 1969

.:-For the record describe the new projects which you want to fund for

,the first time. For the record tell us the major accomplishments in this
&reain fiscal year 1969.

(The information follows:)

A/0 EqUIPmx., DuvzmoPmw,--Nw PAW=$ AND .MAJOa FSoAL YMua 1909
AcoMPzsHMezNTS

Project 2718 for the development of aircraft flight instrument. will begin
.work on (1) vertical scale Instrumentation to provide airspeed and altitude information in the ccpit to enhance flight safety under adverse weather conditions. Planned applicadons include F-15 fighter and B-1 (AMSA) bomber; (2)
Cutdic -- trumentation ,to measure pressure ratios of Jet engines for accurate
Information for takkof and cruising power conditions. This instrument will pro.vide a direct indica*tn,pf performance, to the cockpit; (8) new.central air data
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computer will utilize solid state techniques for improved reliability and service
life. It will replace the electromechanical units which process altitude, ram air
pressure, static air pressure, and air temperature information for cockpit display.
Project 8324 was initiated with component Improvement funds and the definition phase is being completed. The first funding from the aircraft equipment element will procure the design, fabrication, installation and part of the cost of flight
testing on B-52EL The A/O integrated data system is a trouble shooting, malfunction identification and recording system for isolation of faulty units for replacement In flight or post flight. Fault Isolation equipments are being used on civil
transports, military airlift aircraft and are in experimental trials on strike aircraft. Project 8824 Is the first time it will be used on a bomber type.
Pave Gat for B-5TG (Project 2701) is a follow-on to the Pave Gat for Tropic
Moon II, which Is serving as the proof-of-practice project. It will provide a
weapon for striking truck targets -.
This equipment will allow the commnander a choice of various options of opreational weapons:.
.
The F-4 Wild Weasel funding initiates the project to design and integrate the
necessary avionics of an advanced fire control system .
Tasks under Project 1822 will include Improvements to munitions, ordnance
-equipment, and communications gear. Candidates efforts for fiscal year 1970 are
(1) communication relay pod, (2) an improved timing device for M117 bomb
when fitted with retarders, (8)rocket booster for 20-millimeter ammunition, (4)
a fuze for use on extender type bombs carried In multiple ejection racks and (5)
an exterior wrapping for improved fragmentation of the MK 82 bomb.
Rescue ranging equipment, Project 3006, for development of gear to locate a
downed aircrew man.
AC130A Trim test, Project 8007, to test and validate the application of EOM
equipment for the AO-180A aircraft.
The major accomplishments In fiscal year 69 were:
The correlation bombing equipment development will provide Improved combat
effectiveness and navigation for normal and adverse weather conditions.
-.
First flights of the AGM-79 missile were successfully conducted. The second
set of trials is underway and will be completed this summer.
-.
The F-4E Downlook radar project was started to develop and flight test a
modification to the F-4 radar to provide the ability to detect targets in a ground
lutter environment. Downlook capability requires the elimination of ground
clutter, e.e., interference, which presently obscures the target when the Y-4 is
attacking from above. Two competing technical approaches are being investigated; we plan to select one for prototype development In fiscal year 1971.
The work to ensure the effectiveness of the AC-1OA Side-Firing Gunship air-craft for night attack Includes the following projects:
-.
Each of these projects has been planned to provide an equipment that will
.ensure that the gunship effectiveness is not downgraded by enemy "counteraction" continued and reasonable utilization of this class of aircraft
The Night Avionics equipment development for OV-10 FAG/SCAR aircraft
was initiated. It applies the technology of night vision devices for night surveillance missions. This equipment will be used to increase effectiveness of airborne
forward air controller (FAC) in detecting, Identifying and marking targets.
The Night Rescue project for the HH-3 helicopter was started. It will provide
equipment for rescue of downed airmen during darkness. Night vision equipment,
terrain following, and navigation equipments will give us this capability.

PROJEM RED FLAMgE fn

Mr. Sixs. What is Project Red Flame II for which you are re.
questing $8.3 millionI
General MoNcma.
. We picked up development on this
from ARPA and we are carrying iton now.
-.
PROJE

BLAOX CROW

Mr. Sirm. There is,an increase from $220,000 to $550,000 -for Project

Black Crow.Desrbe this project and your requirement forr the*funds,
.
general MCr' irL '
Mr. Siwz Questos on these items f
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RED FLAME II

.PROJECT

'"

Mr. FtboD. In that item before Black Crow, Red Flame TI, I didn't
hear the last part of the answer..Do you remember what you saidI
-6enerlMCVNIcIL It was a project started in ARPA. We picked it
up.

MISSILES AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
SHowR-RAxwE ATTACK MMsIL

(SRAM)

Mr. Sxxs. Turning to Missiles and Related Equipment for the
Short-range Attack Missile, SRAM there is a request of $84.7(million
in the remsed budget. The original January budgetquested $67.7
million. The fiscal year 1969 program Carried $43.1 million. It is now I
estimated that $185.3 million will be programed for SRAM in fiscal
,1969 including the reprooramings.
I would like to have you comment on the difficulties which 'have led
to these irWreased costs and tell the committee in what areas costs have
increased.
BRAM COST INCREASES DUE TO PROGRAM SLIPPAGE
Mr. A-sIq-. A-1, you know Mr. Chairman the production phase
of the-M
has been delayed. This resulted
-rom
sme difficulties in
the development. I would say there a-e three principal areas involving
additional cost. One was difficulties with the development of the motor
itself. Another was just the fact that the development program has
to be carried for , longer period of time because of the difficulties. The
principal area of difficulty had to do with the very large number of
changes that were required as a result of the fact that the airplane,
the nissil. itself, and the warhead, were all being developed concurrently. As a problem showed up and required a design change such as
the inlet on the FB-111A or the bomb bay doors, or the Mark II fire
ontrol system portions~RQIOALP~QIi~SENCUNTJWDIN- BRAN DEVELWFN2ENT

%Mr. Sm .-Have you had to go back to the drawing board to redesign some of the major compoikents.of thisystem?

. .. 8
M-,

Are yAu -4se groun now
i),

you think the program

can continue and be developed as visualized I In other words, are we
out of the woods? Have we overcome the difficulties?
Mr, HAxsEN. We have with us today, Mr. Chairman, in the back row,
Co1onel Home, Who has vesponsibiliti
,
in t eSRAMp'ogrm. I would
like to refer that question to-him if I might.
XMrLS&Kzx&Wewould likiri'y
ueh tohave hidinmhits.
Colonel Honmz Mr. Sikesthe main ptobl1m from Atechnmical'standpoint has been the SRAM motor, which is a two-pulse motor, and is
a motor which we feel thM the teeftnb16 Uhas been stretched a little
bt.ontC o t ,XWe gone back to the redesi of this motor.
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failures. On those failures, we feel now that we are
had but
able, by X-ray, to tell why these particular motors did fail,
We have fired motors that we predicted would fail and they did
fail, and we picked motors we thought would work and they worked.
We will have the first launch with the B-52 at Holloman in mid-July.
TOTAL PROGRAM SLIPPAGE

Mr. Sims. What kind of slippage have you had in this program?
Colonel HORNE. Slippage because of the motor was around 9 months.
Slippage caused by cancellation of the production contract will be an
additional 12 months which will give us a total of 21 months slippage.
Mr. SnKE& You don't sound as optimistic as you might.
Colonel HORNE. We will know a lot more about that after the launch
from the B-52. That particular launch, of course, is being watched
very carefully. We are taking all the safety precautions we can take.
We will delay the firing of the missile when it comes out of the bomb
bay to around to give us a margin of safety. We will just have
to wait and see if that launch is good. If it is, our confidence will go
up considerably at that point.
PUSHING STATE OF THE ART IN

SRAM MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SixEs. Have we had trouble with state-of-the-art problems?
Is this a little too advanced for our capability, or was it just a troubleridden programI
Colonel HIORx. I think the only area is the state of the art required
to build this small motor in a compact body. That is the only area
where the state of the art was stretched.
Mr. SIKES. Who is the contractor?

Colonel HoPxE. The prime contractor for the whole program is
Boeing. The subcontractor for the motor is Lockheed.
CANCELLATION OF PRODUCTION CONTRACT WILL INCREASE COST

General McNicKT Mr. Chairman when the decision was made not
to pick up the production option in March, there was no question it
was a good decision. However, it does mean that R. & D. costs will go
up because of the costs that are not going to be borne by production.
There will be an increase in cost.
REASONS FOR SRAM PROGRAM COST INCREASES

Mr. SxEs. What is the current estimate of the total cost of develop-

mentI
Colonel
definition.

HoRNE.

$413.4 million, plus $8.7 million for contract

Mr. SIKES. How does this compare with the original cost estimate?

Colonel HoMNE. The original cost estimate was $161.6 million; the
original estimate for contract definition was $6 million.
Mr. SImES. That would appear to be tho highest percentage of cost
overruns that we have had. IS this weapon worth it?
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Colonel HoRnE. The total increase in the Boeing contract amounts
to $28.7 million, of which $60 million is true overrun, and engneering
changes amount to $198.7 million, which includes a $8.6 million performance incentive for radar cross section. The biggest part of the,
increase is related to the F-111 interface and the nonavailability of the
F-111 for test purposes. That accounts for $122.7 million of the total
$198.7 million.
Mr. SInm. Is the weapon worth it?
Colonel HoRNE. Yes, sir. We feel that we have to have the SRAM
for the B-52 to survive against the SAM missiles.
Mr. Spip. If you had any idea you would run into these costs or
these problems, would it not have been preferable to reevaluate your
requirements and attempt to come up with a substitute, or did you.
Colonel Homz. No, sir. I think the need was so evident and the
problem of the motor, of course, has only been in 1968-late 1967 and
1968. At that point in time we felt that t h e motor should be redesigned
and made to operate satisfactorily.
Mr. SIRS. General McNickle, would you comment on that?

mRa

xNTzRFACz WITH FB-111 AMCMArr

General MoNxOKI . Sir, once the problems became apparent we were
well down the road and there was no real alternative nor could we go
back and say, "Let's start over again."
I think one big problem was on the interface, the first FB-111
with the Mark I and then the changes related to the Mark II avionics.
When they cut back on the FB-1il buy to two wings of FB-lll's,
had we known earlier maybe we would not have put SRAM on the
FB-111's, but we need it for the B-52 and need it badly. Right now
it looks like it is coming along well.
Mr. HANSE.N. Mr. Chairman, I think we need to reemphasize the
point that we made about this difficulty in having the airplane and
the missile and the warhead all under development at one time. When
we talked about the so-called overrun on this contract, I wouldn't really
call that an overun in the usual sense. These are engineering changes
to the original plan that were necessary because the framework within
which the design was being made was a changing framework, so when
the framework changed, this program had tGchange and there were
enneering change costs associated with that,

Mr. ANDREws. In other words, you had to delay production and you

still have it in R. &D. I
General MoNxoxIK. And we will not go into production before April.
IMPACT OF CHANGE IN BOMBER FOROE STRUCURE

Mr. Aimzws. Is this the full explanation of your SRAM problems?
General BoYLaN. May I amplif the Secretary.'s comments With two
pointsI The 0A program originally was oriented to. the bomber
force which consisted at that time of 14 squadrons of FB-i11's and
17 squadrons of B- "-TiGH's. Theprogram was oriented to the Fi-Xll
first and the B,:o4nd. te FB-lI pogrm had some slips and
then had a massive change.
Mr. Amxtuws. Yes, we all know about the problems in F-ill program.
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General BOyAN. That is one of the principal impacts on the SRAM
development program from the standpoint of development cost.
Mr. ANDrWs. Will the SRAM still be placed on the FB-111I
General BOYwLN. It is being engineered for the FB-111.
NO ALTERNATIVE

TO SEAM MISSILE

The second point has to do with the alternatives. Every study that
has been made, I think, shows that the U.S. bombers penetrating Russia would require a weapon of this type. As you know, we have theHound Dog. It is a longer range, less accurate missile. The Skybol;
program is behind us. That was a long-range missile. This one is designed to get the bomber into the target, to Ell the terminal defenses..
Broadly speaking, there is no alternative to this type of missile. An,
alternative would have been to cancel this program and start a new
engineering effort for the same type missile.
Mr. AwDRwS. I was going to ak you if you had an alternative to the

SRAM?

General BomAw. No sir.
Mr. AxDn!wS. SRAi will give you an entirely new capability t
General BoYmAx. This will maintain the capability of our bombers
to penetrate the Soviet defenses.
Mr. Axwmws. What do you have today in operation comparable to

the SRAMI

General BOnLAx. We have nothing. We have the Hound Dog, which
is a longer range cruise missile;
Mr. A Pws. Will SRAM have an atomic warhead?
General BOYLAN. It will have an atomic warhead.
Mr. ANpPws. And designed primarily to knock out antiaircraftGeneral BOYLAN. Surface-to-air missile defenses.
Mr. AxoPDws. The SAM missiles?
General BoYLAN. That is correct.
Mr. ANDnws. I think you or some Air Force witnesses told us recently that as of today North Vietnam is very, very heavily fortified
with surface-to-air missiles.
General BoYmu. Yes, sir.
IMPACT OF DELAYS IN PB-111 AND MARK II AVIONICS PROGRAMS'

Mr. LwacowB. Why do you put so much stress on the fact that the
FB-111 didn't give you capabilit to test SRAM, and therefore you

had what we call cost overruns V
Why didn't you go ahead with the

B-52 G and H tests I
General BoYLAN. The answer is a technical answer. The program
was technically oriented in a time-task series to develop the engineering for the interface with the FB-111 first.
The test aiplane wasn't available, but at that time the total program for the PB-111 had not been cut back. So, every indicator was.
that this was still the way to go. So delays in the program interface
started occurring in the FB-11frelationship.
Mr. Lrpsoomm. Did I understand that the delay in the FB-111 program cost $122.7 million?
General BoYLAN. One of the factor.
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Colonel HORNE. If you switch from the Mark I to the Mark II,

which we did back in June 1966 in the FB-111 that is about the time
the SAIAM program started and as problems Aeveloped in the Mark
II proga,
ley impacted on the design and development of the
SRAMfmissile. Thtsinturtn then caused the changes in the B-52 because the missile was designed to be carried by both aircraft and it
would be the same missile. No changes in the missile itself. Just the
black boxes and the hookups in the two different airplanes would be
different. Those changes in the FB-1lU and the availability of the
FB-Ill aircraft for testing has also impacted to the place where the
Government has a $122 million additional engineeiing change cost to
t r.
ou .Whiat will the proposed AMSA use?
Colonel Hi-Nz. This missile.
Mr. LwscouW' The SRAMI
Colonel HoRNE. Yes, sir.
M. LWScous. And the so-called Mark II system?

Colonel HORNF The avionics system in the FB-111 that would

launch this missile is the Mark Il-B avionics system. The B-52 is a
different inertial guidance system which Will be used to launch the
missile.
Mr. Lipsuox& I don't believe that a reader of this record will have
a very clear idea of how this interface problem cost $122 million. I
certainly do not understand it. We are talking about a tremendous cost
overrun, or whatever you want to call it. Just because the FB-111
didn't come through, the SRAM is costing us-what is the total cost
overrunI
Colonel Hoimr. $193.7 million in en sneering changes, and an overtarget cost to the Government of $60 million.
Mr. LiPsoXB. I just don't gt the point.
Colonel Honiii. The development schedule, for example, has been
delayed on the FB-111 approximately. 1 year now because of nonavailabity ofthe
thewine
airplanes.
gruynded
box- You might recall when the airplane was
gMr.n for
s'CoMB. Well, what SRAM costs are going ahead? If the
FB-111 is not available, what are we paying for in the SRAM program-what are we getting? Are we just pouring money into the
SRAM program now waiting for the FB-111 to become available?
Colonel HoRwE. No, sir, we feel the program now is back on track

and the umber of changes that were being made have decreased very
dramatically in the last few months and as .I indicated earlier, we are
approo~b~ig the first launch from the ]n.2 which will give us ood
information on the performance of the missile. We feel that the technicaprobens with themotor have been overcome and the program
appn' to be on prqt flra ground at this time.
Mr.l ipsco.
u'
What am trYing to et at is why it is costing us so
muh noe oney.Tue delay i the FB-11I and Mark II avionics
n
xothavig a. tet aircraft, costs the SRAM program
Mr. HTiws. No sr we&,
*Sot~ing that.
~r.
iiat~s wi~tIhavehees hiring.

HMs.
8F.. WeA
are 4yig that the net of all: of the additional work
that ha4 to be done in coniectioi -withkhangesin the interface added
uP,to ome number like that. Orignally on the FB-11 only the SRAM
was to be crrid. A requirement for mixed stores necessitated addi-
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tional wind tunnel tests, load analysis and separations testing. Thenew inlet lines, in April 1968, were caused by the FB-111 engine inlet
change, whieh is called a modified triple plow 2 inlet
Mr. Lrsco~m. Just take one of those. Was the engine inlet change

something that the Air Force wanted? Why was it necessary to change
the design of the engine inlets
Mr. HAwsi+. This was an inlet change to change the performance
characteristics of the airplane so that it would meet its performance
specifications. It was part of the development program of the airplane.
General McNIciq.. There were engine compressor stalls.
Mr. LnscoMms Who was responsible for that problem? The Air
Force, the contractor, or the designer?
You know, we are having a problem with cost overruns, or cost increases, whatever you want to call them. Percentagewise, the SRAM
program we are now talking about has as great a cost overrun as any
we have heard about.
Now, maybe there is a reasonable explanation as to why we have such
an enormous cost overrun, or price increase, on the SRAM missile system, but I have yet to hear one.
You are telling me now it is because of a change in the design of the
FB-lll engine inlet.
Mr. HANssN. No, sir. I am just trying to enumerate some examples.
Mr. Lxescom. That is one of them?
Mr. HAN Ew. It is one of a very large number of changes.
Mr. Lirsco~m. Who is at fault? Is it the Air Force? The designer?
The contractor? How do we get into such a situation?
Mr. HANSEN. I think the'answer to that is very complex. It starts
out by perhaps being overly optimistic about what you can do. Then
in the development program we find out a particular specification isn't
met, so an analysis has to be made to determine what we do to fix that.
Whenwe fix one thing in a complex, modern weapons system, it
affects other things. For instance, as we change the inlet, it changes
the aerodynamic flow and this changes the aerodynamic characteristics of air going across the missile, its separation characteristics, the
loads on its structure; all that analysis and testing work has to be
redone.
I think to place the blame we have to say it. is .sin3pl because all
of us collectively aren't smart enough to know how to do it absolutely
right the Arst time and if we did we wouldn't need a development program; we could just design it and go straight into product ion.
General U c uxcKLz.
We would like to put in the record a rundown
of the changes that add up to the total.
sRIA)

O)HARAO/RTU1STICS

Mr. SIXrs. I would like to have that, and for continuity of the
record, I would like to have the characteristics of the SRAM and the
reasons for its desirability.
(The information furnished the committee is classified.)
&~4

IZTEJACf
WT~

U-111AIRCRAFT.

Mr. S IKs. Now, wo ld you tell me something of the differences
-which ar& required for SRAM which- would be used in the B-52 in
comparison with one for the FB-111 or the AMSAI
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General MoNioma. The SRAM is compatible with each airplane.
That was one of the earlier problems, to make sure the missile could
be loaded on the two airplanes. The avionics of the airplane are different and the missile interfaces of the airplanes are also different,
but the missile itself is to be a standard missile for either airplane.
General BOYLAN. Mr. Chairman, this is the basic point we were
attempting to get across to Mr. Lipscomb in this earlier conversation.
It is the interface. It is the airplane part of the FB-111 program that
has changed in various degrees, and that have impact on the missile
program itself. The missile is in two parts. The missile fires and the
black boxes and communications and electronics equipment on the airplane permit it to be fired. It is this combination that has been one
of the principal causes of the research and development slip and the
additional cost.
SRAM MOTOR DEVELOPMENT PROBLEM

Mr. FLOOD. Couldn't the entire missile be made by the same contractor? There isn't that much technical lnowledge or know-how involved,
is there I This question was raised with the Navy on the 3T development when they were having trouble in the control area. Now, why
can't these longhaired jokers at Boeing make the motor?
Mr. HANSEzN. I can answer that question, sir. The motor is made by
the Lockheed Propulsion Co., which used to be the Grand Central
Rocket Co., and was acquired by Lockheed. Boeing has no motor division of their company.
Mr. FLOOD. Why not?
Mr. HANsENs. They simply never chose to buy or develop one to my
knowledge. IMr. FOoD. So, therefore, the business manager of Boeing does not
want to get in the motor business but he gets the contract anyway for
the entire missile.
We stand by and miss target dates because his motor subcontractor
doesn't come through. As a condition precedent in the award of a contract on a missile ofthis type, why can't somebody say:
Let's stop thi. On this next contract it will be awarded only to people who can
do both at the same time themselves.

Why have "A" on the east coast and "B" on the west coast doing
separate and distinct things, identified with the same weapons system,
and they can't get together and can't do it, and we are delayed and
delayed and delayed and delayed and it costs the Government money.
It was years with the ST's.
Mr. HANSEN. I am trying to think if there are other companies that
do combine both of these capabilities. I believe I am correct in saying
we would be in a sort of a sole sourceMr. F"oD. 'Is there one company that does?
Mr. HANsEN. Lockheed is the only one I know of that does both
airframe and motor work,..
Mr. FLOOD. If only one company does what you want, then a singlesource contract is not immoral or ,illegal or improper or anything
else. It is what we Want done. It will go cheaper. It will be done in
faster time. I don't care whether it is Lockhed or Joe Zilch and
Company. I am-sick and tired of these delays on these missles systems
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ever since we first started them, and I was here when we first started

them. There is always delay. If it isn't one side of the fence, it is the
other. There is always something wrong with one. It occurs to me
it is near the time when we should decide "We are going to have a
missile system. Who is going to make it?" Not four companies, not two
companies. "Which one of you people can make the following missile
system we want I"
IMPACT OF FB- 11I ON SRA31 COST INCREASES

Mr. SixES. It has been testified that the SRAM missile for the
FB-111 aircraft and the B-52 aircraft is the same missile. It has also
been testified that additional cost was met in the SRAM program
because of delays in the FB-111 aircraft and delays in testing of the
SRAM missile used by the delay in the aircraft.
Why couldn't the test program have been reoriented utilizing the
B-52 aircraft, which has been available, so that these additional costs
were minimized?
Mr. HANSEN. The missile is designed for the most severe requirements that it has to be able to meet. The FB-111 aerodynamic re.
quirement is the most severe requirement and therefore designs the
missile and sets the test requirements.
We wind up in the end with one missile that will go on all aircraft,
but it has to meet the most severe conditions that are put on it by any
one of the applications for it. Therefore, if the situation which puts
the most severe requirement on it changes, this requires reevaluation,
at least, if not redesign of the missile.
Mr. FLOOD. There is a missing link here someplace and I believe
it is in your shop. I don't expect procurement people or operations
people to have any answer to this, but some place in R. & D. there is
a missing link which down through the last 15 years, should have,
in my judgment, made my question unnecessary today. Every time
we have a weapons system of this high sophistication-and the more
sophisticated, the more the problem, naturally-we always get the
same problem.
One thing is always ahead of the other. For the life of me, at this
late date in research and development-not just Air Force; research
and development at the Defense level down through all branches of
the service-I am getting o the point now where I can't understand
when somebody gives birth to a missile system why aren't you presented with the accouterment in toto, not have the legs one month,
the arms the second month, and the ears the third month,. and then
because there is a miscarriage, we have to start'all over again.
This gets to be a little tiresome and very, very ex
ve. Why
can't they give birth to one of these pigeons in the noral process?
Mr. HA;SE. I understand what you are saying, Mr. Flood, and
I share your concern. Let me point out the development program on
one of these things with arms and legs is alleged to have taken millions
of years. These are very complex, interrelated mechanisms so the type
problems you are talking about would not necessarily be avoided by
having one company do it all.
What happens is that we will run into a problem in one area and
then to make the changes to fix that problem other things are affected.
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Then we decide what we do to fix that problem and that may affect
other thing& This is interface, or system engineering.
We will all grant that systems engineering is the very toughest thing
that we 'have to, face today and the more complex the problenis get,
the tougher it is to do the systems engineering joh.
Mr. FL0D . & D. gets billions of dollars from us; we believe you
and we give you billions to develop a missile system. But you don't
get the things put together in one shot; one missile system at one time
by one producer. Why not#
Mr. HJaN TN.
W.ell, the analog I think is more related to production, .making sure you have ail the pieces and they fit together as
comes out tlie door. In the development program is the time to find
Qut that if you do one thing a ceramn wfiy to meet a certain requirement, and doesn't meet the requirement, you have to change it. The
change that you make very seldom is self -contained, but most frequently that change will affect some other element of the system. For
example, to change the inlet for stall performance on the airplane,
the aerodynamic flow ischanged, which changes the load on externally
carried devices This Js usta simple example of these interfaces.
Mr. Foo. Let me give you an example a simple example. For a
long time rubella-Cerman measles-has been producing 20,000 or
80,000 mentally
A great tragdy.re4rded and deformed children ever couple of years.
Two weeks ago the DEpartment of Health issued a license for a
vacin Which wIl eliminate, to all intents and purposes, rubella. GerMin measles will be removed as'a ear and iio longer will 30,000 childre e bern.every 2 years deformed or mentally retarded.
The Public Helth people came up with a vaccine. They have had
the
it.: me poWb i you have. Worse. 'Much worse. They finally stopped
Why do't you stop this? Why don't you got a vaccine?
Mr. J'14LNzS. If we are smart enough, we will. I hope while I am
still inthis office that can ask for an appropriation For a research
pro m to havea vaccine to stop interface problems.
Mr. FWQ. I)Upeyougetyour hope.
ORA)[ UNAVAUADL
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Mr.Snzg. Was the SRAM- missile available for testing with the

-B-62sircr&ft on oeheule V

: Colonel Honm No, sir. We had a slippage of 9 months because of
the&
mvor problem. As I indiated earlier, we planned the first launch
for around the ih of next month.
Mr.,SixmWould the SRAM missile have been available for testing
on the: FB-11 air f on schedule if the aircraft had been on
O0onelHoim .No, sir; it would not have been. The test for the

,.FB4 I will:not be until Odber.
c
Do

T3

BRAX

to know~S

n,s,.
Aw
Do yu kinew suough about t S]M to know
whehartb
_wtYou-ycould knock outs AM with it, or do you just hope
you can do it f
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Colonel HORNE. Yes, sir; we think that all the other performance
criteria will be very closely met. The only degradations that we have
right at the moment is - than we had hoped for. The accuracy
we feel will be as good as predicted. One area where it is performing
better is in the radar reflectivity. It would be much less than originally
calculated.
Mr. ANDPiws. What is the radius of destruction?
. You certainly could knock out a SAM site
Colonel HORN&.
with that type of 'thing.
Mr. ANlcnrgws. It would take one SRAM for each SAM siteI
Colonel Horn. Yeo% sir.
Mr. AzmwPw& How many SRAM's will a B-52 carry and how many
will an F-111 carry
and the FB-111
Colonel HORN&. The B-52-ESTIMATED PROCUREMENT COSTS

Mr. ANDraWS. You 'have a ballpark estimate on the cost of the
SRAM once you get into production?
Colonel HoRNE. No, sir; not at this time. We are trying to get a cost
figure from the contrador so we can put in for the production program
which we hope to start next April.
Mr. SIRFS. It you don't know the cost per copy, how do you; know
we can afford this device f
Colonel Honin. I hesitate to,give you a "guestimate" until we get
some type of realistic price from the contractor. We had estimates
earlier that indicated SRAM would cost in the,neighborhood of
per missile.
Mr. SiKlEs. Provide for the record: what is the currently estimated
total prvcurement cost of the SRAM missile system? How many missiles are included in your presently planned procurement? How does
the cost and number of missiles programmed compare with the original
estimate? Give us your best estimate at this time of the cost per copy.
(The information follow s:)
SRAM MisSiLE
There is no approved SRAM procurement program at this time.
mimlles
The Air Force will soon request authority to procure a total of missiles are estimated to cost $412
over a period of 5 or 6 years. These million
-.
In addition to the flyaway missiles, the Air Force will request
authority to procure SRAM related training equipment, technical data, ground
equipment, and spares-at a cost of $180 million. The Air Force will propose to
modify 17 squadrons of B-52's and four squadrons of FB-111 aircraft for SRAM
capability forL $444 million including aircraft equipment, spare parts and labor.
The total cost of this Air Force proposed SRAM procurement program is $1,036

million. The annual operating cost for the above defined SRAM force is estimated to be $40 million.
SHAM and the modifiThe original contract provided an option for cation of 14 FB-111 squadrons at a cost of $93.5 million. Under this option the
--.
unit cost of SRAM was
SRAM TO BE CARRIED BY AMSA

Mr. Sums. The descriptive summary does not indicate there is any
plan to utilize SRAM on AMSA, yet there has been testimony to the
fat that this may be done. What isthe present plan I

030
Mr.HANiS . The present plan is to have AMSA carry for SRAM.
I believe it is
the AWS is designed to carry.
OrHE

WEAPONS TO BE CARI

BY AMSA

Mr. SIX!5. Are there other weapons which will be used on AMSA I
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.

Mr. S Xs. What are they?
Mr. HANSEN. Before we discussed the subsonic cruise armed decoy.
Mr. SIXE. Any others?
Mr. HANSENr. Basic provisions for a bomber defense missile are
planned in the event this is required at a later date.
General BomAN. And, of course, the normal gravity, or lay-down
nuclear weapons.
Mr. SEiS. What official in the Air Force is now directly responsible
for the SRAM development proaramI

General RomrAx. Colonel Paulk

BREAXDO N OF SR1AX CoST INC

SES

Mr. SXES. What kind of contract do you have for SRAMI
General BonAx. Fixed price. It was total package and when we
did not pick up the option it is now a fixed price contract.
Mr. Sms. Tell us what the total cost overruns have been and to
what degree the cost overruns have been borne by the Government
and to what degree, by the contractor, for the record.
(The information follows:)
The short range attack missile (SRAM) contract is a fixed price incentive fee

with performance Incentives (FPIF-P). The contract has a flexible share arrangement on an 80/20 basis whereby the Government is responsible for 80 percent of the overtarget cost and the contractor is responsible for 20 percent of
the overtarget cost up to the contract ceiling. The contract ceiling Is180 percent
times the target cost. The contractor Is responsible for 100 percent of cost above
contract ceiling.
The total program estimate by fiscal year is:
Inmillions of dollars
Fiscal year-

1967
Bak contr ....
................................... 43.81
Oyatsartot.-------------------------------...
0
OWd=i, ................................

dTo.a.c.t.or
pno

ta
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1969

1970

65.72
30.16 23.24
3.61
11.87 34.37
0

0

101.95 12.95

80.6

1.00

5.35

4.1

105,30 13530

8470

otal raquimwnts ...........................

3.35

-

--

1972

Total

-

0

. ................... . 47 0

...........................

1971

-

A detailed breakdown and explanation of the engineering changes/studles/
schedule changes is prewuted later. ,
The performance Incentive is associated with the reduced radar cross section
beg demonstrated on the development contract.
T&,e ateoel
and other requirements are specific, test center support, wind
tunnel t/me ,Goverment furnished equipment, et cetera, funded 'with SRAM
funds but not part of the Boeing vontra4t.
The amount of overtarget cost per yiar estimated in the above fiscal year cost
breakout Includes only the Air Force share--80 percent-of the total overtarget
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costs. Under the flexible share arrangement of the contract, the total overtarget
costs which exclude all Government authorized changes, are estimated to be
$75 million, of which the Air Force share will be $60 million and the contractor
share will be $15 million. Since the Air Force estimate assumes that the basic
contract and all authorized engineering changes, schedule changes, and studies
will be at contract ceiling at the end of the contract, any overtarget costs in
excess of the $75 million must be entirely the responsibility of the contractor,
INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY FOR SRA3I

Mr. SixS. I think we have already gone into this, but for con.

tinuity I will repeat it.
For the record, what is the currently estimated initial operational
capability date for SRAM I
General BOYLAN. Based on an estimate of that on April 1, 1970, we
for the
will have a contract award, the predicted IOC will be
, for the
initial squadron of FB-111 and the initial 10C will be
B-52 force.
IOC means initial operational capability.
COST GROWTH VERSUS COST OVERRUN

Mr. FLOOD. General, are you going to reply to Congressman Sikes'
question concerning what part of that SRAM contract cost increase
you call "cost growth" and what part "cost overrun I I am fascinated
y this exercise in semantics I am getting now from the DOD. A new
hat has been added. Now it is no longer cost overrun" since the hassel
this year on overruns; it is now two things-cost growth as distinct
from cost overruns. I want to hear the answer to that one. It is cost
growth and cost overrun, two separate and distinct animals. So when
you answer Mr. Sikes question on that contract, show how much of the
cost increase is cost growth and how much is cost overrun.
General MoNIoCxL. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
SRAM COST OVMUN VESUS COST GRowTH
The SRAM development contract incorporated a speefic baseline for each
of the SRAM carrier aircraft configurations, the aircraft's performance including the avionics, and the availability of these aircraft as Government furnished
property to the $RAM contractor. Under the contractor's total package and
correction of deficiencies responsibility for the total combined B-52/SRAM
system, and the FB-111/SRAM including the interface specification, the Government became liable whenever the Government side of the interface specification or its Inability to furnish equipment as specified in the contract could
not be met. Therefore, the SRAM development contract cost growth above original target price has been caused by two principal reasons:
a. Various technical problems encountered during development have required
more effort to solve than had been originally estimated.
b. Design changes and schedule availability changes in Government-supplied
interfacing equipment have caused redesign and rescheduling of SRAM system
components.
TEoHNICAL PROMS

Discussing first the areas of technical problems, the major example is the
missile rocket motor. Although progress Is now being made, the motor subcontractor faced very serious problems in late 1967 and the first half of 1968.
Solving these problems Involves effort which has run the subcontractor's costs
over the ceiling of the subcontract. Under the incentive sharing arrangement
of the subcontract, the prime contractor must pay a portion of the costs overtarget up to the ceiling. Such payments then become a cost contributing to
the prime's overrun. The technical problems with the rocket motor have delayed,
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'the first powered missile flight test from August 1968 to a current schedule
-of July 1969.
All the major development subcontractors on the $RAM program have
encountered over-target costs which contribute to prime contract costs. Such
costs, being the direct responsibility of the contractors, do not change the prime
contract target or ceiling priceS. The Government pays a portion of these costs
,up to the prime contract ceiling In. accordance with the eost sharing provisions
of the contract. Costs over the ceiling price are paid solely by the contractor.
INTERFACE AND SCHEDULE PROBLEMS

The second area of cost growth Is that associated with Government-directed
changes. Such changes can be grouped in several categories: change in design
of Government-furnished interfacing equipment, change in time availability of
Government-furnished support such as test aircraft, change In type of Government-furnshedr supplies, change in test facility capability, et cetera. In the case of
SRAM, the major Goternment-direeted changes have been In the PB-111A
interfiic6 design and in the sefiedule availability of F-111. A/nd FB-111A aircraft to support the SRAM flight test program. The interface between the
SRAM and the FB-111A avionic system (MK iB) involves the complex integration of two inertial and digital .computer systems. Development of the MK IIB
was initiated at about the same time as SRAM. fhe concurrent development
relationship of the two systems has thus necessitated frequent design changes
to insure compatibility as- both designs have evolved into operating hardware.
From the point of view of the SRAM contract, the MK IIB interface is Government-furnished and changes thereto are Government directed.
Test aircraft for the F)3-111A/SRAM flight test programs are provided by
the Government and operated by General Dynamics under the F-111A contract.
The test aircraft are therf6e a Govettment-furnlished service as far as the
SRAM contract is concerned. Various developments in the F-ll1 program have
.caused the availability of test aircraft for SRAM to slide significantly since the
start date of the BRAM contract. These changes in aircraft availability have
required rephsing and stretch-out of the SRAM test ptfgeM. When program
.changes are. caused by, GoVernment actions such as described above, the contractor Is entitled to negotiated eqtlltable adjustment in target cost, target
profit, aild ceiling price to reflect the cost impact of 'the Government's action.
The determination of responsibility as between the Government and contractors for"tie'ost Incraesu
discussed above has not yet been determined and
will be resolved by negotiation.
Following is the current Air Force estimate of flal deVeloptment contrast cost
to the Government and the final program cost:
'Target price-------

---------

----------------

$143.3

PDa111 Interface and schedule --------------------------PB--il eupOM .t-------- ------------------ I
------Warhead/AD)
...........
-.1970 range' fiueney change and new capability (8lIAM harness
stody, Winisolve action link-study, simultAneous carriage of mixed
minitions opetatlogal Ust launch, ete.) -------- --------"B--M carried' assoelat6d chag..
...--------- ------....
- m- ----Government-fnrbished property substitution ...... ----------..-----AntrlIted; bul tmdeflnltlsd' changs..------ -------------T60

.-

,..--

- ---.---------

-

Ineefi~tve -fo) ImpftVemenll in
ae --------------..
Anticipated overtarget cost to Government -------------------..

190.1

8pef
6
60.0

Total estimated contract cost to Government ----------------397.0
Other eff6* paid:bY' SIAM funds not on Boeing contract, AEDO, test

- - -

-e
-- ------fto-

Total estmAtad program cost.-------------------

16.4
418.4
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The estimated cost of changes ($190.1 million) are related to the interface and
schedule changes discussed above. Since these changes are directed by the Government these are costs which must be borne by the Government. The estimated
overtarget cost ($60 million) is the Government portion of the cost increases
due to unforeseen technical problems discussed above.
From an original Boeing target price of $143.3 million, changes and cost growth
now make the estimate at completion $397.0 million. The original total program
cost estimate ($161.6 million, excluding the estimate of $6 million for contract
definition) has grown to $413.4 million (also excluding contract definition costs
of $8.7 million). In either case the only part of the final estimates that Is over
the target cost Is $60 million.

FIRST POWERED SRAM TEST FLIGHT

Mr. SIKES. When do you anticipate the first live launch of the

SRAM missile from the B-521
Colonel HORnE. July 15, next month.

Mr. SIKES. The firat live launch from the FB-111?
Colonel HORNE. October this year.
Mr. SIK S. How do these dates compare with the estimate given the
committee Int year?
Colonel HORNE. We were predicting February-April on the B-52
and April-June, I believe, on the FB-111.
1
NO OFFICIAL DEFINITION OF 1CosT GROWTH'

Mr. ANDREWS. Is it correct to say that cost growth is another way of
dewribing inflation?
General McNicKLE. I do not believe there is any official definition.
General PIrs, Cost growth includes among other things inflation.
It is things that happen to a contract that are not the fault of the
contractor. Cost overrun on the other hand-

Mr. Axm mws. I understand the overrun.

Mr. FLOOD. Inflation is one thing, but of all the things that might
happen to the poor guy and so many things can happenGeneral Prrrs.Acts of God.
Mr. FwOO. Sure don't forget God. I am sure He pays special care
and attention to create problems for you and the contractor. But as
Mr. Andrews suggests, in the whole package, including an act of d&d,
who goes out of ris way on a busy day to hamper this contractor with
one of His acts,.there is also inflation.
General Prrs.Part of it, yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. Well, what is included in cost growthI
General Ptnrrs. Change orders instigated by the Government that
causes him to do something different.
Mr. FLOOD. That is your fault.
General Prrrs. Yes, sir; but for a valid purpose. Increase in the
program, such as doubling the number of a particular system you are
Mr.OOD.That is your fault.
General Prr. Yes, sir; but again for a valid purpose.
Mr. FtooD. Don't forget our old friend overrun.
General Prrrs. That is different.
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REASON FOR FUNDING INCREASE IN FISC.Al YEAR 10To
Mr. Sims. Do we understand the difficulties from the - solid
rocket motor havebeen corrected?
Colonel HORNE. Yes, sir; we think the rocket is performing as pre-

dicted now,

Mr. Sua~s. There is increased funding for the program in fiscal 1970.
What is the reason for that?
Are there other difficulties?
Colonel HoRNF,. No, sir; not at this time. The cost increase in 1970

is primarily the increased time we used for development on the whole
program. The main impact has been the delay caused by the availability of the motor.
Mr. SiKnS. Are there questions on my right on SRAMI
SRAH TO HAVE ONLY NUCLEAR CAPABILITY

Mr. EvANs. Does this carry conventional as well as nuclear warheadsl
Colonel HoRnE. Only nuclear.
Mr. EVANS. The only way we can knock out SAM is with a nuclear
warhead?
Colonel HoRa. With this particular development, yes.
General BOYiAN. Excuse me, that is the only way we can knock out
SAM from a B-52 would be with the SRAM missile. There ate other
missiles for general purpose force fighter aircraft that can attack
SAM's and destroy them with conventional warheads.
-Mr,4

SiKEs. The only capability this missile will have is a nuclear

capability.
General BOYLAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. ADRzws.You are not saying that the only use of SRAM would

be to trike antiaircraft?
General BoMA-N. No, sir.
Mr. FLOO. There are a lot of questions I-would like to ask about
SRAM but it. would take the rest of the week. The minute you tell
me,Colonel, that,this is the only pigeon we have to attack SAM sites
tha
0hSnLES,
ts me Mr.
up. What
am I going to say after-that?
SMr.
Minshal!.
sRAM PROGRAM COST LCREASES

Mr. MIsin What was Ite original cost estimate of this entire
Colonel Homm $161.6 million,
Mr.
UsLL,. How much overrun have you experienced as of

'C6oheYt~~E$1%3.7milioncost growth.'

Mr. MiNsHALL. Overrun I

Colonel HORN Qv-tag t cost t the (vernment
Mr. MINSUkuh C
W e er o.
Colonel HornT. YT*Ar.
".
o 4
Mr. MhrquL.What percentage increase is'
that.

of $60 million.

Colonel HoN. 148 percent overall program growth and about 15
percent over target cost to the Government.
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Mr. MINSHALL. I believe as Mr. Lipscomb already pointed out that
is one of the highest cost overruns we had.
Isn't that one of the highest cost overruns you have had percentage
wise?
Colonel HoRNE. As of the list I have seen.
Mr. MxNSIIALL. How far behind schedule is it?
Colonel HORNE. Nine months behind the development schedule and
the 100 will be some 21 months behind.
Mr. MINSHAuL. A moment ago you said you think you have the
problem solved with this motor.
Colonel HORNE. We will not know until we have the powered
launch in July?
Mr. MiNSHALL. Then you can know for sure.
Colonel HORNE. We Will have a lot more confidence.
Mr. MINSTIALL. Or are you going to come back here and say we will
know more in September?
Colonel HORNE. We will have more confidence after the powered
launch than we have at the present time.
Mr. MiNSTiALL. You will either have more confidence or less
confidence.
Colonel HORNE. It is a very important launch.
General McNICKLE. More.
Mr. MINSHALL. Will you report to this staff at least how this launch
makes out?
Colonel HORNE. I certainly will; yes, sir.
Mr. MINSITALLT. I told the NAvy once I wanted to see the first landing of an F-111B on the carrier. My good friend Dan Flood said you

just canceled that test and I did. They rescheduled it. I wanted to be
there.

General McNiCKLE. They had it.

Mr. HANsEN. They had that test.
Mr. FLOOD. Yes; they held it later on the west coast. Did you just use

thephrase "overtarget as distinguished from "overrun"?
General BoYLAN.That is a contract term.

Mr. FoOD. Did you give birth to another one? Cost growth, overrun, overtarget: What is the difference?
General BoYLAw. The overtarget is the contract term.
Mr. FLoon. Not an Air Force term.
General BOmrLAN. I do not think the Air Force invented it.
Mr. FLoon. Now, what is this above overtarget costs ?
General lPrs. On certain type contracts we have what we call a target cost and snceiling cost. The target cost is what we estimate the
weapons system will come in at.
Mr. FtoD. Guerrillas could never hide like the Air Force.
General Pirrs. This is a DOD term. It applies not only to Air Force
but Army and Navy.
Mr. FiLoD. That does not purify it. That makesi worse.
General Pnrs, This is an.attempt to protect the Government.
Mr. HA-MAM It is'not limited to DOD. It also applies to NASA and
AEC, for instance.
Mr. Siis. Define it.
Mr. FLOOD. Isn't the term "sanitize"? You have heard that.
General Pirrs.Yes, sir.'
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Mr. Fu That is a DOD term.
General Prrms DOD uses that.
Mr. Fu .Are you sanitizing it now

General Prr. No sir, I am trying to tell you what target costs and
ceiling costs are and how they affet what the Government pays for

weapons system& A target cost is that cost which the particular com.

portents of the DOD, the servce, feels that a weapon system s going to
come in at. A ceiling price or cost is that cost beyond which the Gov.
eminent is not liable for payment. The difference between target and
ceiling is what the Government is liable for on a share basis. In this
particular contract the share basis between target and ceiling is an
80 percent Government pay,20 percent contractor pay. The 20 percent
that he shares of the additional cost reduces his profit up to ceiling.
Beyond ceiling he pays all the overceiling costs. It is on a 100 percent
contractor share at that point, the contractor pays all of it. Does that
explain it?
Mr. FLuoD. Yes, something like someone is going to sell a piece of
land and the Govermuent appraises it at $30,000. The lawyer says one
of two things, 10 percent of the original $30,000 and 15 percent if we
get you anything above $30,000. In between the two points.
General 1PrrTs. Yes sir, something like that.
Mr. FLOOD. Maybe i understand it now.
MINUTEM1AN

PROGRAM

Mr. SIKs. We will take up the Minuteman program.
There has been considerable discussion in recent weeks on the Minutenian program and its problems. Is there someone here, Mr. Secretary, who can bring us up to date on recent developments in the
Minuteman program I
Mr. HmNsEN. Yes, sir. We have Gen. Ken Schultz, who is the director

of the-Minxtein program.

Mr. Szs. General, will you bring the committee up to date on the
status of the program, and any new problems that have been uncoveredf,
General ScuuLTz. Mr. Sikes and gentleman, I cannot tell you how
much I appreciate Athat I was in town and Secretary Hansen and
General McNickle asked me to come along. I welcome itas an opportunity because I read the newspapers and look at the television, too. I
have seen the pres and the quotes of overruns, overtargets, overceiling,
and all the other, all of which I do not find the case iri theMinuteman
program.,To start 4ut positively there ara thousand Minuteman missiles out in the force right now.
MINUTHXAN IN-COMMISION RATE

Th~ ~Ware
ThMr

I and----. Minuteman II.

miuonate of Minuteman I is

percent.

p rceito~ ,temare strategic alert right now. Minuteman II, the
m-coimnission rate is percent.The
percent of the
and
percent of the
are out there ready to do their job
-

right nqw.,

Mr.i SmE. This .appears to be' extraordinarily 'high, if: you don't
mind the interruption. I do nqt think I have ever heard figures that
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high on missiles before. Is there something new in the way of maintenance that we have not heard about that permits this?
General ScnuLTz. No, sir. It is the reason why I spoke up to be
sure you all heard my appreciation. It is not new, and it is something
that should be heard. If it has not been, I certainly welcome the opportunity to tell you. The goal for that in-commission rate for Minuteman I when the system was developed was
of them. That is all
that was required of that system hen later, when it proved well, it
went up to

-.

As I say, it is achieving --

. That is ready to

go out in the field, running, unmanned in a thousand holes. That is
what the country has right now. The in-commission rate of the Minuteman II was
initially, and it is - right now. Minuteman
II and I are running out there and can do the job. The job has varied
quite a bit in time. When the Congress and the country decided to
build Minuteman it was a massive retaliation missile with one target,
one booster out there, and very simplified control.
Since that we have
targets on the Minuteman II
- on
the Minuteman III and I will give you, I hope, a success story on in
a moment. The penetration capability against changes in the
Russian anti-ballistic-missile system have been postulated. of
the Minuteman II out in the field today have pentration aids on them
in the field turned over to SAC, at the present time. I said I would
mention Minuteman III. On the 16th of August, 1968, we flew the
first-Minuteman III. It was uccessful. Ono year earlier
the flight had been scheduled for that date. In summary, before I hear
your questions, the Minuteman system, Minuteman I which is in the
field, Minuteman II which is in the field, and Minuteman III in developient, have seven flight tests to date, does not have any problems,
either in cost, performance, or schedule. Those are some overall statistics as we know the program at present.
Mr. Sixs. Will you compare in-commission rate with reliability
rate
General SCHULTZ. Yes, sir.
In-commission rate includes reliability. Let me be specific. The
most complicated part of the missile is the guidance section. Currently
across the fleet the Minuteman I guidance systems have a mean time
between failure, an average before one breaks, of over 8,000 hours.
Minuteman II, which has a much mom complikae system on it presently across the fleet has about 3,300 hours mean time between failure
on any missile. You can keep the missile in commission by merely hav.
ing enough logistics that every time it breaks you change one. In those
in-commission figures there is counted the time it takes to change components like guidance cans, electric systems, and so forth.
Have I made that clear I
WAtHEADS AND RANO

OF MINUTEMAN MIILS
U

Mr. Fwco. That is an excellent statement and I would like you to
follow it for.the record, give us the type of warhead on the Minuteman Ills, and the range of Minuteman I, H, and Inf.
General SCHULTZ. Ye sir
The Minuteman I has MK 11 and 11-Areentry vehicles on them
Mr. FwoD. What does that mean I37
0
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General ScHULTz. It is merely a designation. I will tell you what
their yield is and it will be better. It is like a number, like an F-ll. It
happened to be given that designation. It is a warhead that weighs
megaton of yield in it. That is
pounds and has aboUt'
on all Minuteman 1.
Mr. FLoD. And the same'thing for Minuteman II and III, includ.
ing thertnge for Minuteman I lI and III.

General SCiULTZ. Yes, sir. Whe range on the Minuteman I can be
miles, roughly.
and C. I will explain in a minute
yield weapon, the same
what those designations are. It is a
miles. The
which I explained. Its rage will go out to C reentry
and
11-B
and
11-A
and
MK-11
difference for the RV
vehicles are these: I think it is pertinent to an earlier question you
had, Mr. FLooD. As the Riussians put up anti-ballistic-missile defenses,
they would shoot at our incoming warheads with their nuclear weapon.
It was felt in the early days, back 10 years, that the kill mechanism
froni those antiballistic missiles' will be blast or the fireball which
would come out and destroy it. So we would make the reentry vehicle
structurally' sound to sustain that effect. Then, as the scientific coinmimnity got smarter in the days Of our atmospheric testing and intelligence work, we found 'out that when nuclear explosions take place,
not only is the blast from the fireball a destroying influence but there
s a lethal envelope fi-om radiation which comes off,' gamma rays,
neixtrons.
We had to change the fusing and electronic circuitry in the reentry
would be safe at a reasonable distance from an interceptor.
vehiclessoit
That was' the change.-This relates to one of your earlier questions.
In'my definition thit is a cost growth. The Government had to pay
something to get that shielding, but when it built the original one it
did not 'know that. Having done that, there later developed a new
problem as recently as 1964 or so; there is also another phenomena
when a bomb goes off, called electronic magnetic pulse. This says
there are electromagnetic effects that come from a weapon and any
nietallic objbct cts as an antenna to these impulses. It is current which
is generated'by Ihe electromagnetic field which will burn out parts.
We hidto ehane the reentry vehicle ',ain andput in therethe capaterms,& hielding devices, so this would iot-ldestroy it. With
bili
each of these that didcost extra money, we have an enhanced capability
with mach ore confidence and we test them underground.
out to
about .in from
anywhere
IMinuteman
II has
a MK 11-B

' 'MflWTEMAN€ IU

reentry.,vehicles on it, and
Minuteman 1I7 will have up to
.
they are MK-12, a different designation. The 12 will have of them. They go on
They are smaller in yield but there are,a bus. After te thir- qg burns out it flies around up to 3 million feet
ngne,
little
throughinmaneuver,uwith
rO ielN.and
r60rt
e , 'in
"Ai
abbive iiidahce
1nI deploy
-unison,
propuio working
with
Idifferent placs.'
RV'b tb
those Mr. FLjO. This vhat you calledIRV ?
Mr. FooD. What do the initials siand for?
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General SCHUTZ. The multiple independently targeted reentry
vehicle. I do not know who invented the acronym but the T was
left out somehow. It means multiple independently targeted reentry
vehicles. Each one is going to a different place off one booster. Additional to that, the system is built to have the capability to put
clouds of: chaff. Chaff
which when a radar looks, would indeed confuse with the RV. And an enemy defense, seeing this come
in,would have to expend
interceptors against that one booster'
we had shot. The chaff will
feet. If there are terminal interceptors below to make an engagement below
feet, the system
has a capability of carrying decoys which can be put on this
machine and will emerge from the chaff and exhaust his terminal
interceptors when he comes in.
Mr. AN.Dnrws. You mean the Minuteman III MIRY?
General SctuLTz. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. Within cost?
General SouuuTz. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. Did this committee ever issue a medal? We better issue
one to these people.
Mr. SIRES. Wait a little While.

General ScmTz. Let me give you the statistics. You heard the
target costs on contracts and ceiling costs and others. I was in town
on a different thing and the Secretary and General McNickle were
kind enough to bring me over, and I did call back home and run off
on a computer how we did on $2.5 billion of current face value contract, and we have less than two-tenths of 1 percent overun on just
under $2.6 billion worth of current value contract. I am pleased and
flattered that the Government allows me to run a billion-dollar-ayear business for it, since that is what Minuteman resources are, which
the Congress has given.
Mr. FLoD. I don't think the subcommittee could do it as well.
General Scianz. I do it with 500 people, military and civilians, and
the techniQal systems engineering contractor who helps me to do the
integration job. So the total payroll of people I can count on, hicludin secretaries are 2,000 people.
Vr. FiOOD. You have certified to us that as you testify you are of
sound memory and mind and understanding as you stand right here.
General ScHuiS. I am of sound mind and memory at this time certified inmy last physical examination.
MN

EMN PROGRAM Cost INcREASES

Mr. Srxrs. This has been a very interesting discussion. However,
there have been allegations of a $4 billion cost overrun on Minuteman.
General ScuuLTZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. SrKu . Are you prepared to discuss that I
General! Sotuvrz. I would indeed welcome the opportunity.Mr. SnuKm. You were hoping.that I would ask the question.
General Scirnrz. I exp-eted it would come up, sir. There has been
a change from certain original estimates, and I have cost extracted
them and have them right here, to what is in present appropriations
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by numbers that one can make as large as $4 billion. Let me be quick
to add the last estimates to the Congress and in what we are doing on
the program, you neither bought the same thing, nor the same numbers
of thiis, nor did you buy them at the same or precise times that you
originally contraoted for.
Mf
You are sying that while there has been $4 billion, or
whatever the figure is, in additional cost, it is not cost overrun, but
changes orderedby the Government.
General SownUTz. Changes in cost, performance, and schedule.
These are dictated ver nicely by three circumstances which does not
1ay any part of the Government has folly in its design. This main
deterrent system of the country, this Minuteman missile, is very sensitive to'national policy, to the threat of Russia, and to technology. Some
of the earliest estimates, and I purposely mentioned when we built
Minuteman I it was a massive retaliation weapon-press the button
and all the missiles went-that changed to a controlled flexible response, in which we pick our targets. We can shoot a number of
missiles, and we can have debates it a nuclear holocaust should come.
That required cha
in that system. The technology I have already
covered-The world got smarter, not only this country, in what nuclear
explosion does, and the weapon had to be hardened. The first Minuteman that were made were sokt missiles in a hole. If they came out and a
bomb went off within kilometers they would have fallen down.
Mr. FtOD. By hardened, you mean in a hole and covered I
General $cauv I me two things. I mean hard in the silo with the
door shut and hard to blast, heat, radiation effects, and the EMP
effect, all of which had to be added. When we dug the hole, it was for
blast primarily. Those changes had to go into the technology. But the
missile itself was not hardened. If you opened the door and you had
200 in flight and one weapon went off in kilometers you would
lose all your weapons. Therefore, it had to be hardned against this new
proven effec._ t was a change that was put into the missile: The
the ABeL
threat I have tailed about,

In 1965 the Uussians put ina terminal defense around LeUnigrad.
Two years later they knocked it off and they had a May Day Parade
and showed a Galosh missile in Russia and we saw radars going around
Moscow for area defense. We had built a penetration offense to get
iito the Leningrad defense. When those were changed, those had to
be*dscarded
exsigthreatand you made a new type of penetration to go against the
Mr. S
Are you saying that the changes that have been made
stayed within the original cost estimates?
General Soauurz. Yes, sir; within normal proportions of the kinds
and numbers I have shown.
Mr. ANDRws. What you are saying, General, is that today we havp
an entirely different ballgame from what we had to start with.
General Somu
. Yes, sir.
Mr. Axomwe. You -have not had an overrun on the cost of the new
equipment in this new ballgame.
General Scguvrz. That is exactly: right. We started out to buy a
Model T, and said it, would cost that muph and we got a brandnew
1969 Cadillac
Mr. Axmniws. You consider what we have today far superior to what
we started withI
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General Scruirz. By order of magnitude and capability of performing the job against known threats, known technological advances
which ave accrued in time. There is one other thing r did not mention. There have been constraints put on Minuteman, being a large
consumer, a billion dollar a year business. When the Government said
we are going to take $3 billion out of the Department of Defense
budget in a given year, both the legislative and executive branch, you
can bet a program director who gets a billion a year is a prime target.
Mr. Laird said this year that our deployment rate is not going to

be
Minuteman III's, it will be . If you buy those over
the same period of time you get off optimum production rate and
you will pay more for unit cost for them and you will pay more total
cost. General Ferguson had the McKinsey Co. come in for 4 months
and live in my SPO and they found nothing wrong, we have a financial management system that will cope with these directions and will
do it right. It is not fair on the other side to have figures which
are not representative of the facts appearing from these hallowed halls
to a television in California in a matter of 10 hours saying Minuteman has $4 or $5 billion overrun.
Mr. ANDREwS Weare talking about a different situation.
General Sc-vTz. Yes, sir.
UNIT COST OF MINUTEMA

II MISSILE

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me ask you one final question. How does the cost

of the Minuteman III compare with the cost of the new Poseidon
missile that the Navy has for the atomic-powered FBM submarines, or
do you knowI
General SCHULTZ. I am not an authority on the cost of Poseidon
missiles, so I would prefer not to answer.
The Minuteman 1I cost-and again cost of a missile alone--the
numbers which have been presented to Congress in the past are
$2,4,000.
Mr. ANumws. Per missile?
General SCHULTZ. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREws. Does that include everything, R. &D.?
General SCoUuz. No, sir.
Mr. ANDRwWs. That is the hardware that goes into the Minuteman
missile.
Mr. Pnmws. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I understand it is the cost of the missile.
Mr. PHLLIS. Just the airborne missile, sir.
P1ENET1ON CAPA

TY OF MNUTEMAN

Mr. MixsHALA Do you think the Minuteman we have in silos today

can penetrate the known Soviet ABM system and as it will exist in the
next few years?
General SCHULTZ. Yes sir. I feel confident. It is looked at by the Air
Force scientific advisory loard people. It is looked at by the President's
Scientific Advisory Council and others. On the basis of their opinion
and our own test experience it will. Let me try to reinforce that answer.
When we fire from Vandenberg out to Kwajalein we have the sensors
of the Army out there, and we have Lincoln Lab, part of MIT, big
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radars out there. Those are good diagnostic ridars and-can look at
the chaff clouds and can see if they can find what the acquisition of our
targets is.
We know what an interceptor will do from the developments of the
Army and some of our own work. Based on that, we feel that indeed
the system will get through. Let me caution. This is sensitive to how
many you have. That is the question, and what the leadtime is for us to
have more capability into his targets, as opposed to how many intereeatrs he wants to field over there We are playing an exhaustion game
with him. We must have him shoot interceptors at our decoys and exhaust his stack to get ours in. There is leakage in between. The best
systems analysis people in the country seem to feel we can get in against
a threat which is lower than the expected threat or the expected threat
in this time period. My job is the design development, and acquisition
and production of the missile. I am not a systems analysis man. I think
the Chief and the Secretary in their statements have their war gaming
people who probably can give you a more complete answer.
MXV DV LOPMENT FOR MINU72MAN m

Mr. MiNsHLu. If Minuteman can penetrate ,the Soviet ABM eys.
tern now and in the foreseeable future, then why do you go ahead with
our MIRV system I
.
General Sc~nun. It is time phased and it depends on what he has
over there It is time phased against how quickly he deploys that threat

over there.

Mr. Mzwsiuu. How far down the road are you with MIRV I
General ScHuxTz. The MIRV system has an initial operational capability date of
It is on schedule
-.

.P... oF sovnr

MEV ON SAVFEUAD A31 SYs

Mr. MiNSHALL. If the Russians had a MIRV system in their missiles, do you think the ABM system we are contemplating in this
country would be an adequate defense ?
.
General Scnum. I am not an expert in that area, sir. I know the
Safeguard system, as announced, is not to cope with a highly sophisticat MIRV threat but I am not an expet in that area. It is not
within the purview of things I have in my mission. If it is a thin
defense, as I understand it, the Safeguard system, it would not cope
with penetration: aids of the highly sophisticated MIRV. That is an
opinion of an individual, I am not responsible for that.
Mr. MINSIALL. Mr. Secretary, (1o you have any other opinions on
that
-

Mr.

HANSEN.

Think the whole ballistic missile'with its penetra-

tion aids 'and the ballistic missile defense is a highly mobileechnological area where the name of the game is to try to develop something that is a little better and guess what the other guy is going to
do to counter that Both sides are playing the same game. It is a
matter of tinlng; to try to get intere with something inthe way
of a'cpability, and before he h s.the time to develop a capability
to neutialize that you have something else coming along to keep him
off'balane&, That is why we have to keep going with things like this
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Minuteman system. If we kept the old Minuteman it would be of very
little value now, I think.
Mr. MINSITAL,. If the Russians come up with a sophisticated system such as we are developing, our present Safeguard ABM system
will be obsolete. Do you agree with that?
Mr. HANSEN. I would agree that if we build the Safeguard system

as we visualize it today, it is designed to go against the threat as
we understand it today. If that threat becomes more sophisticated,
the Safeguard would have to be uprated in its capability, or it would
become out of date.
It is the old game of measures and countermeasures that just goes
back and forth and you try to stay one step ahead of the game.
TOTAL COST OF MIRV DEVELOPMENT

Mr. RHODxS. Mr. Secretary, do you have any figure-s as to total cost

thus far for the development of MIRV ? Second, ithe amount of money
in the fiscal year 1970 budget for the MIRV system.
You can supply it for the record.
General SCHULTZ. I can give you gross numbers for the record,
which include Mirv as part of the Minuteman II and III programs.
The reason is that the numbers that come over here in the 1970 budget
indicate $339.4 million R. & D. money for Minuteman. Some of that
is working on a new Pen aid for MinutemanII. Some is updating some
of the hoes out there. That has to be broken out. I think it would be
more accurate to furnish it~for the record.
Mr. RHODnS. That is fine. It is an important figure because, as you
know, a lot of people are saying we should do away with Mirv 4nd
take the money and use it for other purposes. My own impression is
that the amount of money we are spending on Mirv probably would
not make much of a dent in some of these other programs. Is this
generally true?
General SciiLTz. In this year's appropriation, R.D.T. & E. money
for Mirv and Minuteman Ilf is two or three hundred million. It is that
sort of number. What has been spent so far on it-and these, are the
ballpark numbers-we will supply it for the record-the total
R.D.T. &E. budget for Minuteman II and III in 1970 is $399.4 million,
excluding the new command and control system (MICCS), which is
about,$20 million more.
Mr. Smrs. Aren't you getting
warheads for one booster and
thereby avoiding having-launch silos instead of one?
General SCHULTZ. Yes, sir. That was the original concept of Mirr,
and a very good idea.
(The information follows:)
MIRV TOTAL COST

AND FISOA.

YEAR 1970 FuNDING

The Minuteman III system was developed to carry the MIRV MK-12 reentry
system, or possibly a single large R/V. The Minuteman III system consists of:
1. The new MK-12 reentry system, which has MK-12 R/V's, decoys, chaff,
dispensing mechanisms, a deployment module and a shroud.
2. A new postboost control system (PBCS) and an associated posthoost propulsion system (PBPS).

.8. Art improved guidance and control (0. &C.) system.

-4. 'Alarger and more efliclent third stage.
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The "so]i year 196 and prior year costs for the development of Mirv (MK-12
reentry system) have been $406I millions The programed cost for fisal year

197015 $8Jrilion.

Mr. AxwtEws. General, you made a wonderful statement. I have
enjoyed it and appreciated it. Will it be classified or can it stay in

the record I

. The comments I have made are classified.
Aieneral Semxw
Mr. Sinxs We would like to have this as nearly as possible stay in
the record as given.
Mr. ANDmws. We catch a lot of flak as members of this committee
on these overruns, overtargets, overceilings, these cost growths and
we need something to answer these people. You made it perfectly
clear to me when we talk about what you have today; it is just as
far from what was done at the initiation of this Minuteman program
as the east is from the west.
-Mr. Six a. Mr. Secretary, will you undertake to clear this statement
insofar as you can as itwasgiven because I think it was a very useful
statement.
General SCHUmTZ. Yes, sir. I have prepared one which is in General
McNickle's office now.
. Mr. HANSEN. You asked, Mr. Chairman, that in reviewing the transcript that we take special care to make sure we do not indicate anyth -as being classifed unless it absolutely has to be.

Smu.That is orreet.

Mr. HANSNz.
thing.

oNoI

We oertaiy will do that. We try to do that on every-

OF TMr

$4

MILLION COST OVERRUN

Mr. Suxs. This figure of $4 billion still intrigues me. I would like
to know where it comes from. Is the total cost of the Minuteman prograin $4 billion more than we envisioned when the program was
undertaken?I
Is that where the figure $4 billion comes from?
General SoamULnz1 do- not know where it comes from.
Mr. S us. How much more than we originally estimated is the Minto costI
going
program
uteman
Peneral
S
. Would
you bear with me and if I am too lengthy
I will stop. This is the only.way I know how to answer. Having heard
this allegation we went to documented numbers in the fie and said
Minuteman I, what is the first number that evolved on Minuteman I in
documented records? In 1958, including R.D.T. & E., military construction, and procurement, the number quoted was $1.889 billion.
That was Octe r 1958. The system-and that sysbm is just about
bought out-did cost $6 billion. That is where it may have come from.
I do not know. That first number was for only eight squadrons of
missiles. It was for 400 missiles. Later we went to 16 squadrons of
missiles, double *eobuy.
"XPLANATIONOF MINUTEMAN COST INOSEASES

Mr. Silm. That is whatI -wanttd get. You can do this forth record.
I want a complete analysis of the, program. I wait to know in what
ea4 why.
instances the program st more than was orignmly paed
Give usa bekdownstepby step.
-
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General ScwrrTz. Yes, sir, and the same breakdown will be done
by Minuteman I, II, and III and what I heard on television is incorrect.
Mr. Snmxs. That is why we want the facts.
(The information follows:)
MINUTEMAN

There are 1,000 Minuteman missiles Implaced In unmanned launch facilities
In the continental United States. Three separate systems make up this totalMinuteman I, II, and 11-and while they share a similar name, each is different.
The costs of fielding each Minuteman system have changed due to changes in the
threat, as national policy has changed and as the scientific knowledge of nuclear
weapons has grown. To understand the effects, each system will be discussed
separately.
The initial estimate for the Minuteman I program was made in 1958 and it
totaled $1,593,400,000. Costs were only projected through 1963. Today, the Air
Force isstill expending funds to support this system and costs are projected to
1978 for a total of $6,052,400,000.
The first major change to the Initial program estimate occurred when a revised
threat dictated the schedule of the initial wing of Minuteman (located at Maim-. Research and developstrom AFB In Montana) be accelerated I full year.
ment continued and an improved missile was ready for the remaining Minuteman I force. The acceleration increased the cost of the program $895 million.
The next major program change related to force structure Increases. National
policy dictated an increase In the number of operational missiles. The initial
approved program was for eight squadrons (400 missiles). This program wa.%
increased twofold to 16 squadrons (800 missiles). Also, there was developed a
concept for continual testing of the total system which increased the total number of missiles produced. This concept, Follow-On Operational Testing, along
with the force increases, added $2,600 million to the overall cost of Minuteman I.
Change In major policy from "massive retaliation" to "controlled flexible
response" required changes in the command and control electronics so that the
operational concept of the Minuteman force would enforce that national policy.
Force improvement such as selective launch and stop launch, increase target
selection capability, lighter guidance and control packages, safety, refinements
in propulsion, and a new reentry system (Mark-l) were developed. These
changes increased costs $840 million.
The last major factor of Minuteman I cost increase was the effort expended
on the concept of deploying Minuteman missiles on America's railroad system.
One hundred and twenty-four million dollars was spent on studying and development testing prior to its cancellation in December 1961.
The initial estimate of Minuteman II In 1962 estimated the costs through
1967 at $8,555,400,000. Costs today projected through 1975 are estimated at

$5,145,900,000.
Force structure changes, including modernization increased costs $4&1 mil-

Minuteman II in new launch facilities.
lion. Initially, there were to be
Revised force structure limited new silos to 200 and converted all Minuteman I
(800) facilities to Minuteman I/11 configurations.
Reentry systems' improvements increased the program $342.3 million. Completely, new reentry vehicles (Mark-17 and Mark-li B/C) and penetration aid
systems (Mark-1 and Mark-lA) were designed to meet a changing threat. The
Mark-17 was canceled prior to procurement but the Mark-Il's were procured
and installed In the field.
Due to the increased sophistication and complexity of the Minuteman It system, we were not able to achieve the high reliability rate on the early production
guidance and control units (G.& C). A* a result, additional spares were procured
to support the missiles on alert, in-line production improvements were made to
those (. & C.'s not yet produced and selected retrofit changes were made to sets
already in the field. This program, costing $90 million, was successful in that
the reliability has improved greatly.
Due to technical difficulties and funding constraints, we have from time to
time been directed to change schedules and accomplish efforts later than originally planned. These changes cost $157.6 million.
Other increases of $524.5 million are for such Items as (1) improved capability and flexibility, (2) special test missiles, (8) single-manager safety pro.
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gram, (4) Improved auxiliary backup power system, and (5) range support. As
we became more experienced With the Minuteman system, certain costs were
identified in order to test and update the system and Improve safety of its
personnel. This figure reflects those costs.
The $2,709,200,000 initial estimate of the Minuteman III In 1965 projected
costs through 1970 for hundred missiles, of which would carry the
Mark-i? reentry vehicles.
The current program estimated at $4,232,700,000 through 1975 has operational missiles, all with advanced reentry systems. The force structure change
increased costs to $261.7 million.
1-Increaied survivability costs $356.9 million. This consists of changes to the
force as a result of our increased knowledge of a system survivability.
Technological growth caused increases of $394.1 million. The complexity and
Sophistication of the weapon system has led us Into unexplored areas of development and production.MnJor contract cost overruns totaled $54.3 million. The major portion of this
overrun ($ million) was caused by the extreme technical difficulties encounted by the post boost propulsion system contractor.
Force Improvements'cost $59.8 million. This includes changes to the force to
Increase the capability of the weapon system, primarily in providing additional
flexibility and reliability.
Program schedule changes increased costs $354.9 million. Technical difficulties
and funding constraints have caused corresponding directed changes In schedule
and extensions of the program beyond the date originally planned.
Military construction Increased $41.8 million due to the anticipated costs for
Sentinel integration into the Minuteman program.
All of the above-listed factors total to the amount of cost Increase assoicated
with Minuteman. Reviewing the decisions today, one can question the necessity
or the Value of expending large sums of money and show cause why they should
not have been made. But if one reviews each decision in light of the information
available at the'time theldeciston was made, it Is difficult to find fault or justification to reverse the steps taken at that time.
Throughout the history and development of the Minuteman program, the Air
Force has evolved the most comprehensive, efficient system of financial management of any weapon system in the -Department of Defense. Many Innovation e
In contracting and financial management now required by the Department of
Defenqp for all services evolved from the Minuteman system of management.
The control of configuration, in an atmosphere of evolving change, required a
configuration management system unprecedented in any Industrial or weapons
system development. A system of procurement which could adjust to'these many
changes was a must for Minuteman., In any system of day-to-day cost control
nnd accomplishment reporting there Is required a parallel effort in financial
management with the coneidrrent technological development. This was accomplished and is being accomplished today.
-

Mr. SiKFs. Before I get into the committee questions, let. me see if

there are additional general questions on the statement which we have

just heard..On my right.

]POTENTIAL USE OF REPLACFM) MINUTEMAN MISSILES

Mr. ADABBo. As Minuteman .I's and Is are replaced by Minuteman III, is there any possibility of using"Minuteman I's or II's as
targets for testing, the Safeguard ABM system I
General ,SCHULTZ. Yes, sir. That is underway and has been done

partly. The Army at Huntsville regards some of those boosters as
ideal to be launchers for their target vehicles against their radar and
our program would be used for them. We are studying ways of using
the boosters as space launchers to augment the scout capability and
are working with NASA to determine uses for them. There is one
other possibility, and this I Would like in the record. Some of the
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stages are used interchangeably. Since this Congress and presently the
country is interested in overruns.
I will tell you about a billion dollars you got for nothing. The stages
that were built for the Minuteman I and I were built for a 3.year life
expectancy. We have them out there up to 7 years. We use the first
stage interchangeably on the three missiles. The Air Force Logistics
Command has turned in a cost avoidance item which is presented to
another element of Congress or perhaps here, for $1.1 billion. We will
get 10 years of life out of a motor we built for 3 years. If it had only
lasted years, the replacement cost from 1962 to 1970 would have cost
the Government $1.1 billion more. Sometimes we fall short. There is
one we are three and a third better than what the Government contracted for, and it can be documented we saved over a billion dollars
because of that. In answer to your question, some of the stages are
interchangeable. Indeed, some go off Minuteman I and go on Minuteman II. Other stages and complete missiles are being considered for
use.
EFF

M

OF SOrIET S8-9 MISSILE

Mr. ADDABBO. With respect to the question of whether Minuteman
III will be able to break through the lussian ABM system, I read in
the paper and heard much discussion about the Russian SS-9 missile.
If they have a MRV on this missile, what makes us think they could
not penetrate the ABM system we are contemplating at the present
time?
General SCHULTZ. I have already said I am not the most expert
witness you can have on that. Being in the missile system, if the SS-9
is very worrisome because now he has more throw weight and if he can
split that into targets and get into our missile field he can saturate
a defense and with or without a defense, lie has a pretty good first
strike capability. These are of concern to me.
Mr. ADDABno. Thank you very much.
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Suus. Are there further questions on my left?
A-X ARCRAY-r
Mr. MNSIALL. There are several questions, Mr. Chairman. Have
you dtcssud.earlier today this'A-X aircraft program ?
General MoNicmKL. Ye6, sir.
"MT.MINSTALL.

General M

Are you going ahead with that?

rOKLe. 'We hope so. 9

Mr. 3(LtsIaM

What are you going to get out of it that the present

Coin aircraft does'not provide?.
General McNIcxK.
A short takeoff and carry about four times as
mich and stay in'the air about four times as long.
Mr. MINSHALL. What priority do you oivetins program?
General McNiCKM A relatively high priority, but it is behind the
F-15 and the B-1. We think the correspondence between General
Johnson and General McConnell indicates that the Army thinks we
ought to have it.
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IwmmuA

=

Twsrorr (LIT) A icwAr

.

Mr. MmsomL What is this light intratheater transport (LIT) aircraft,that you are asking for this year for a million dollars I
General MoNxcxLn. That is only technology and we put that behind

tlat A--X.

Mr. MimeSuLA.

What kind of aircraft is thisI

Mr. MixeHlu.

I guess we went into that a couple of weeks ago.

General McNicimz. It would probably be a tilt wing transport.
Mr. MINSaALL. Swing winged
General MoNxcL. Tilt wing. We are going to do some technology
work on the big prop.
General MoNxoKrL& Yes, sir.
Mr. MzMSHML. That is all.

.Mr. DAvm. Would you provide us for the record with a brief state.
ment as to the organizational background aid the work to be performed by the Lincoln Laboratory in the amount of approximately $29
million, Mitre Corp., to the extent of about $29.5 million and Aerospace Corp., in the amount of apprv ,mately $75 million?
(The information follows:)
L&.nooI, Lborator1.-The laboratory Was organized In July .1951 as an Integrated organization operated- as part of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech.
nology. (MIT). The contract was, and continues to be, on a cost reimbursement
The mission of the Lln~oln Laboratory is to carry out a program of research
and development pertinent to national defense with particular emphasis on
advanced electronics, radar, communications, physics, and Information process.
Ing. The technical program under this project has been divided Into two general
areas, general research and space communications The fiscal year 1970 pro.
gram will continue to pursue the research- development and demonstration of
advanced technology in general research and satellite communications programs
such as ABRES, radar technology, communications satellites, communication
systems advanced studies, general researeh-4ntgrted eircults, radar physics,
data systems, solid state devices and balUstic missile -penetration and discrimination.
The Department of ,Defense Programs are under a contract administered by
the electronic systems division (ESD) of Air Force Systems Command.
Mitre Corp.-Incorporated In July 1968 under the laws of the State of Massachusetts as a nonprofit corporation. The contract was, and continues to be, on a
cost-plus-fixed-fee (CPFF) basis.
Wtt
r provides a4vanqed plnnngsuport, and systems ens/neeringtechnlcal
direction (SE/TD of funded programs. The advanced planning role Includes the
technical analysis ft requirements; formulation of QbjectIlves and innovative
plans; and the formulation of systems performance and dealn criteria. The
SE/ID role provides technical advise and independent problem solving capability
during systems acquisition. Specific activities .include: development planning relate4,0 th0te over the horison radar for CONUS defense, Advaned Airborne Coinmend post, exoatmeloserie radiation detection system, command control and
communications for strategic defense and offense operations, tactical satellite
colnunieations stems. Systems engIneering/technIcal direction related to tactical air control system, airborne.warping and control system, special purpose
communications and AdvanqdAirborne Command post.
. Drtm
t of _De
fense programs are under a contract administered by the
10
dSystemOSlv>lslon (BSD) of Air Force Systems Command.
Ae-rAepice tor .- Incorporated in June 1960 under the laws of the State of
Califomila as a xpoppo.t organisatlon. The contract was, and continues to be, on
. I
a cost-plus-fixed-fee (CPFF) basis.
Aerospace was made responsible to provIde technical support for advanced
systems analysis; planning, research, experimentation, and systems engineer.
Ing/tecbnical direction (SE/TD) ; and general technical supervision in the field
of Air Force space and ballistic missiles systems. The fiscal year 1970 program
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provides for many diversified activities Including: Development planning for
such systems as post boost vehicle, advanced strategic weapon system,
multipurpose synchronous station. Systems engineering/technical direction on
and adcommunications satellite program, TITAN III space booster, vanced ballistic reentry system.
The Department of Defense programs are under a contract administered by the
space and missile systems organization (SAMSO) of Air Force Systems
Command.
-

Mr. DAvis. Then if you would identify and provide a brief explanation for the record of Red Flame II, Half Flask, Grasshopper, Clear
Sky. and you will have to tell me how you pronounce this, Paegat.
Will you do that for the record I
(The information provided the committee is classified.)
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. ANDREWS. Are there further questions? If not, the committee
will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow.

WEDNESDAY,

JUNE 25,1969.

Mr. Sixvs. The colnimittee will come to order. We will resume our

discussion of the Minuteman program for which $339.4 million is
being requested for fiscal 1970. Approximately $2.3 billion has been
programed prior to -this year for Minuteman development and another $532 million is anticipated for its total development cost of $3.2
billion.
MINUTEMAN DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Can you tell us how this total cost compares with comparable
earlier estimates for the concepts now included in the Minuteman
program of the total cost of the Minuteman development program
This should be broken down between Minuteman 1, 11 and III.
I think you may as well do that for the record. I think it would be
rather involved.
Mr. HANSP.N. Yes.

(The information follows:)
MINUTEMAN DEVELOPMENT COSTS-COMPARISON OF ORIGINAL AND CURRENT ESTIMATES

Iin million of dollars

Minuteman I.....................................................
Mn eman ....................................................
Minuteman III ..................................................

.
.

Original

Currnt

estimate

estimate

Difference-

991.6
613.2
960. 2

2,095.3
1,380.6
1,787.1

1,103.7
767.4
826.9

Actually, $2,826.5 million has been programed prior to this year (fiscal year
1970) for Minuteman II and III and another $841.2 million is programed for a
total develolnent cost of $3,167.7 million.
Again It should be noted that there have been significant changes between the,
program envioned In the original estimates versus those of today. These Include
major adjustments iII program force structure, weapon system configurations,
schedule adjustments and weapon system capabilities.
34-09--O-pt 442
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MINUTEMAN DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE

Mr. Str u. Is the Minutemandevelopment program now on schedule?

General Sciurz. Yes, sir, it is, and7i will break that down.
M1r. SiuS. For the record.
(The information follows:)
MNTMAN

DEVELOPMENT

The Minuteman III Weapon System is a growth version of the earlier Minuteman systems using the same first and second stages, and essentially the guidance
system used on Minuteman II. The MIRV capability is achieved by adding a
which contains the missile guidance system, and the MK 12 reentry system,
together they comprise th "bus" which operates much as a fourth stage. Because
of the Increased weight of the bus, Minuteman III will also have a now third
atage The development of this weapon system was Initiated in the sring of
1966 and is progressing normally at the present time. The MK 12 R/V is a new
system both in size and capability,' therefore, its flight testing began much
earlier than other parts of the Minuteman III system.
. Some problems

were encountered but were rapidly Cortected and the corrections verified. Later
(in August 1068) the all-up version of Minuteman III began its flight test
program. . There are 20 more Minuteman III test flights scheduled over

the next 12 months (9 from ETR and 11 from WTR). This Is decidedly not a high
risk program and no serious problems are anticipated.
PROGRAM SLIPPAGE

Mr. SrKFs. There lias been no slippage?
General ScituLTZ. It depends on which schedule is laid down.
As of a year ago there was a slip in the Program. The slip was occasioned primarily by budget constraints. The program was moved out
first 5 months and subsequently another 6 months, for a total of 11
months. This changed the initial operational capability which we
defined the other day to
for Minuteman III. That means
operating missiles in the silos.
There has been 11 months slip, sir, but that schedule was laid down
in the fall of 1967 and is still current as of today.
Mr. Sixs. Wa the budget consideration the only reason for the
sli pge?
Mineral ScJurrTz. The question is subjective in that if it had re-

mained-the development program was very tight and the first
estimate for IOC
was. Whether we would have met that or not is
subjective, sir, in the fact that, we slowed down some of the development to conserve funds. Whether it would have been ready or not
cannot positively be answered other than opinion.
For Minuteman II the schedule which was laid down some 3
or 4 years ago, called for the completion of the force modernization, the change from Minuteman I by June of this year, this month.
That was completed early this month and is on schedule. So the II
is definitely on schedule.
PIIOUtREENT WHILE UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Mr. StiEs. As was true in procurement most of the funds required
for Minuteman in fiscal' 1970 relatedd to Minuteman III rather
than Minuteman .1. In connection with the procurement hearings, the
committee was given a figure of $489 million for that p art of the
"Missile procurement, Air Force" appropriation identified with Minuteman 1I.
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This included modifications and spare support. It was also indicated
that $255.6 million is requested for Minuteman III development, test,
and evaluation in fiscal 1970. Tiis would indicate that there is a great
deal of concurrency in the Minuteman III development and procurement programs.
Now, we have had problems in similar attempts in other programs
to develop and procure simultaneously. Can you prudently spend $489
million for procurement on Minuteman III when a great deal of work
remains to be completed on the development program?
1 want you to thynk very carefully on your answer.
General SCHULTZ. This has been considered before decisions were
made and I will indeed, Mr. Chairman, consider my answer.
As I said yesterday, we have flown the missile seven times. It should

fly again tomorrow.

.

We did lose one missile

. We will

fly the missile 28 times total 21 more times. Those flight tests will be
accomplished before the 106 which I mentioned.
There is this degree of concurrency, the production leadtime is
about [deleted] months. If it all works and we had not started to produce tihe component, then indeed you are going to have a big break in
production.
There is one other factor I think that R.D.T. & E. money, and I
speak only from my program control end in a program office, the
R. & D. "3600" money primarily is for 1 year sort of development
effort,. It should be obligated in a year and cover the work that is
planned for a year.
a
The "3020" production money is usually spent over about 3 years
something like that. So our buy is time phased and even though the
prodietion money is committed and obligated, the actual procurement
of those items and paying for them can happen 3 years from the day
you sign that contract in that 'appropriation. There is this degree of
coneurrency in that.
I think the Air Force-this has been presented through'the Secretary of the Air Force level-is quite confident we are on very firm
ground on fielding that system at that time and with minor changes
when it hits the force. That is the course we are pursuing.
I hope that has been responsive to your inqntiry. It has been a long
answer. I do not th ink the answer can be given more concisely.
Mr. SiKFs. I understand and I appreciatethe fact that you did give

some detail in your answer. But in a simple yes or no answer: you are
confident, you have no misgivings about the concurrency of development andprocurement on Minutenman III at this time?
General SCHuLF. No, sir. And if I might add, and haing heard
you ju t say the committee should be informed, and General McNickle
asked miie to make this point, there has been in the newspaper currently
this incident at Rocky Flats where the plutonium comes from.
The Air Force, General McNickle and the whole Air Force, was adviswed yesterday that that impact will not cause us any problem
either. - the people in the Defense Atomic Support, Agency and
AEC figure they can deliver us those warheads. That was the componlent We last nonth were quite concerned about.

We have to have those packages by -

down at the

peo-

ple who put the heat shied around it, and we are advised in writing

now that we can anticipate getting those.
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The story in the paper yesterday, I think, was about a month outdated
in that
it said it is going to impact both Poseidon and the
Minuteman.
I think
that has gone away. t was the one that concerned
us most; I think it is gone.
Mr. SEis. Mr. Secretary, do you have the same confidence in the
Situation
insofar as concurrency of procurement and development on
Minuteman
III is concerned
Mr. HUNszN. Yes, sir; I do.

Mr. Smas. Do you, General McNickleI
General McNxcxLz. Yes, sir. I believe it is essential to the Nation's
security to proceed in this fashion.
Mr. ANSEN. I would like to say that with any concurrency there
is some risk. I am personally experienced in a program in which, after
over 500 missiles had been produced and after over 300 had been flown
using the same component, a failure occurred. The analysis of that
failure showed that at any point the failure potentiality existed. My
point is that I do not think you can ever, by separating R. & D. and
production, completely remove the possibility that you may run into
some kind of a problem. I think it is a matter of balancing the risk
against associated costs. In this case I am very confident that the risk
we are taking is low and is properly balanced with the problem of costs
that would exist if we had a gap between the development and the

production.

MINUTEMAN

I AND III FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

Mr. SIum. Thank you. For the record I would like for you to
describe the Minuteman flight test program for fiscal 1969, tell how
many Minuteman II flights have taken place, the result of those
flights, how many Minuteman III flights have taken place, and theresults of those flights.
(The information follows:)
MiTRMAN'

II AND III FWJGHT TEST PRMOGAM

During fisca year 1909-to June 25 196--the following results were achieved"
in the various MinutemanIA and III flight test programs:
Minuteman 1I:

Success .------------------------------------------------Failure------------------------- ------------------Patal -------------- --------------------

Minuteman III:
lIauhed .-------------------

---------

-8

Success----------------------------------------------

ilu--------e

---------

aiale

......-------..

-------------------

.--------------------

Analysis has been conducted on each of the fiIght failures indicated. In most
caes, the auses have been Identified and actions are being or have been taken
which should prevent eerrencees.
In the entire Minuteman II program there have been 72 missiles launched of"
wheh, .-,, hAve been successhL
TRW ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT CONTjACT

Mr. Srxss. Information submitted to the committee indicates that
$71.1 million is programed for fiscal 1970 for general support related
to the Minuteman II program. H]ow much of this money is for en-
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gineering and technical direction support furnished by Thompson'Ramo-Wooldridge I
General ScinTz. We have not negotiated our contract yet, but the
estimate is, from our independent cost estimating, around $25 million
and I feel confident we will be able to negotiate that number out.
Mr. SuKES. What would you get under this contract in terms of manyears of technical effortI
General SCHULTZ. We would get about 540 man-years of MTS's,
members of the technical staff, and those equate to a head count of
about 3 to 1 if you include the support people with them and all.
So it is somewhere around 1,600 total people the way the books are
kept on the SE/TD contractors.

MINUTEMAN Irl GENERAL SUPPORT

Mr. Sims. You are asking for $71.1 million and you say this con-

tract will involve $25 million. Does that mean all of the $71 million
will not be required?
General ScimTz. Oh, no, sir. That category of budget is concerned
with many of the hardness tests, the vulnerability and hardness effect
which I tied to discuss a, little bit yesterday, some reliability studies
and isMr. SIxzs. For the record, give us what other items are included in
the general support category and spell them out.
General Sc ur.
Yes, sir.
(The information follows':)
MmuTmzmA

III GmxuL SuwoaT POGzAM

The following is a breakout of the Minuteman fiscal year 1970 ID.T. & E.

items of general support:

(I. mlione)

Thompson-Ramo-Wooldrldge
--------------------------------In.piace hardness testing
-----------------------------------In.flight hardness testing
-----------------------------------Arnold Engineerlng development center testing -------------------First destination transportation -----------------------------Underground tests ---------------------------.

ETR/WTR range support------------------------

--------

TRAP I aircraft -------------------------------------------R/V' facility VAB --------------------------------------Survivability studies

Reliability studies

------------------------------------------...

Miscellaneous ------------------Total

-----------

-

------

----------------------------------------------

$25.0
15.0
18.5
2 0

0.5

7

1.6
1.0

1.4

88--------------------

1.1
2.5

71.1

'Tracker analysis program.
Reentry vehicle.

AIR FORCE USE OF TRW

Mr. ANDREWs What will the TRW people do for the $25 millionI
They have been in this picture for years,lhave they not?
General ScHurrz. Yes, sir; and it has been controversial for many
years.

The Air Force organically just does not have the capability to do
it alone with fellows like me. I am an engineer, by training and other
things, but we do not have enough specialized people to go control a
billion dollar a year business. We have three choices.
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One is to augment it with civil service, and we have done that in
some cases and on some programs. To use so-called not-for-profit, like
the Aerospace Corp. and Mitre, or to use Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge, as is done in Minuteman.
It evolved this way: When Minuteman was started, we needed a contractor, which was brought'up yesterday and discussed here, a coinpetitive contractor who had the capabilities in the field of propulsion,
mechanics, electronics, nuclear physics, almost all of the discipline of
engineering and science, and there was not one we could find that way.
This was in the 1958 time period. Ramo and Wooldridge, who were
two very recognized scientists and engineers, formed a company called
STL, a R=amo-Vooldridge company. hat company attracted engineers
and scientists who could work with the Air Force people and integrate
these efforts of the Minuteman, which is kind of different than the
SRAM we were talking yesterday and the C-5.
We do not have a prime contractor, as I tried to explain why we
could not get one. If you did have a prime contractor and you paid
him to write the engineering criteria and approve the specifications
on all of the articles, the layout of the test program, analyze the
engineering results from flight and ground tests, to give the engineering and scientific approval and sanction: to what was being done by
the respective builders and developers, you would have to pay, in my
opinion, a great deal more if you went out and hired a prime contractor
to do it.
The function there is how you are going to do it. On a billion dollar
a year budget, our program expends over $3 million a day, Saturday
and Sunday included. If you just gave that much money to somebody
to manage, you'would have to pay people to manage it. In this highly
complex job. we found that working with a system engineering and
technical direction contractor was better and TRW came on board in
that role.
FUTUR

E NEED -OR

TRW

Mr. AxrDPws. We understand the type company they are; but do
you not see the end of R. & D. on your Minuteman HIIt
General Scrrunrz. Our Minuteman III.
Mr. ANDR~wS. My concern is; Are you going to continue to need a
company like TRW, which is a very expensive contractor, from now
on for minuteman III I
General Scnuiw. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREwA. Or do you see the end of the need of their services?

General ScULmTz. Wehave a 5-year budget plan. Part of the overrtm
we are talking about is that Minuteman was, the development job and
acquisition job, was originally scheduled to be done in fiscal year 1972.
It goes out to fiscal year 1974 at the present time.
Mr. ANmnuws. On Minuteman MIt
General SCHurTz. On Minuteman III; yes, sir.
And there is some Minuteman I R. & D Still continuing; like
new penetration aids.
'Mr. Aw imws. From what you say then, we may expect to need
the services of .a company like the TRW through 1974
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General

SCHULTZ.

Yes, sir; with phase down as the budget phases

down.
STIOWRY OF TRW MINUTEMAN

CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREWS. How long have they had a contract in connection

with Minuteman missiles?
General ScjiiuTz. If you go back through the evolution of the
company, since the inception in 1958.
Mr. A"qPxws. So the TRW has been with you in connection with
.Minuteman missiles since 1958?
General ScirTz. Yes, sir.

Mr. AwDuEws. Would you provide for the record the amount paid
TRW eachyear sice 1958 for contracts?
General SCur. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRtEWS. Do they have any other Government contracts in
addition to the Minuteman contract 7
General ScruT . . It is a large corporation. They have other contracts with NASA; I believe they have other contracts with the Air
Force in other divisions and plants.
Mr. AN"DRMWS. But their contract just for Minuteman is $25 million?
General SCHuLz. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. How did you arrive at that figure, General?

General ScHuvTz. We arrive at it by what is known as a technical
operating plan in which we decide how much technical support we need
in our development effort, the research effort, and how much support
ve need in the production effort.
Mr. A D'Fmws. It is a negotiated type of contract then?
General SCHULTZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. Awmnws. And there is no competition for that type of contract?
General SciummZ. No, sir.
Mr.. ANDRzWS. Supply 'that table for the record on how much they
have been paid in connection with the Minuteman program.
General Scn rz. We Will indeed, sir.
I might add there is an exclusion clause in the TRW work statement
that they cannot bid on building a motor or guidance set because
they have prior knowledge.
Mr. AxmDRWS. All they furnish is technical advice? They do not
produce anyhardware I
General ScHuIIz. That is correct.
Mi. AwDiww*s. All right.
(The information follows:)
PAYMENTS TO TRW FOR MINUTEMAN

The Air Worce contracts with Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge Corp. (TRW)
for system engineering and technical direction (SETD) In two categories: (1)

development engineering and (2) nondevelopinemt engineering. The first category is R.D.T. &,E.support and isfunded In the 3000 (IL & D.) account. The
second category Is engineering support In the production area (i.e., confliguration control, Interface control mpemlleatlons and drawings, etc.), and Is funded

In the 8020 (missile procurement) aeeou& 2%e following tabie gives the break-
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out of what TRW has been paid in fiscal year 1969 and prior years and the
estimate for fiscal year 1970:
In miUlons ot dollars

Fisca yeam-1958 1959 1960 1961 192 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Total

2.9 7.0 11.5 16.4 26.4 24.2 22.0 13.9 15.7 15.7 2&0.6 25.1 124.7 226.1
360 ..................
........ 2.1 2.4 2.4 I64 8.9 9.7 1,1 1&.112.8 74.9
3M .............................
Total ............ Z9 7.0 11.5 16.4 215 26.6 26.4 24.3 24.6 25.4 31.7 38.2 37.5 301.0
I E(ntmate

FUNDS FOR OPERATIONAL BASE LAUNCH PROGRAM

Mr. Snms. For the record, tell us what funds are included in the fis-

cal 1970 budget and under what line items for implementation of
your proposal to launch Minuteman missiles from operational silos
on full-range flights to target areas in the Pacific.
(The information follows:)
Included In the fiscal year 1970 budget are $9.2 million of R.D.T. & KL funds
for the Minuteman II portion of the operational base launch (OBL) program.
This Is for development of a dummy reentry vehicle with a welf contained telemetry and destruct system Additionally, $2.5 million are Included for a similar
effot for the Minuteman III, MK 12 system.

LAVNCII

rROX oPRoAONAL sILOS

Mr. Szmm. Have any Minuteman missiles been fired from operational silos heretofore I
General ScUn= If you consider the dummy 7 second missiles,
yes, but this is an answer which requires clarification. There have been
no operational missiles fired from our operational SAC missile wings.
We launch only from the Western Test Range. The President has,
however, been advised that we contemplate shooting out of Halmstrom AFB, Mont,, and fire across the Western States Certainly that
is something the whole country has to consider, and therefore, how
much is in the budget I do not kow exactly bease the decision
hMs not been made whether we will do it.
Mr. Sxow. How many have been fired from operational silos hemetoforeI
General SciuLTz. Again I cannot give a"specific number without
this explanation.
When we built the test wing at Vandenberg, those silos are-identical with the silos out in the 6th operational wing -and they are fired
by SAC crews.
Mr. SImes. Is it from Vandenberg that the firings have been made?
WVe fired Minuteman

Qpral SoMwn

How many have we had

Ger! E

About 501&uteman Ir's. Seventy-four MinUte-

them, nd Minuteman I, probably 160 of them.
5&of Vandenben
U prbbly
i&~8mu&
Fro
ir.

answer m he-ideoor
(T'e information follows:)
To date we have fired a total of 178 MInuteman I missiles and 52 Minuteman

I1 msslles from Vandenberg APD.
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0ATMONAL LAUNCH FAILURES

Mr. Six ,Tell me this: According to press reports there have been
a number of attempts and a number of failures at operational launches.
Do you want to discuss that I
General Suumrz. Yes, sir. Because of the implications of shooting
this missile out even with the warhead off, the public is understandably
concerned about missiles flying over them. In 1965 there was devised a
way you could take the first stage of the rocket and allow only 7 seconds
of burning of the propellant in so it would go up a mile and fall out
about a mile.
We went to Ellsworth AFB, S. Dak. and fired one of those. It was a
Minuteman I and it went up and came down and started a grass fire.
The missile was obviously not completely representative of what was
ordinarily in the hole so some of the operational realism had gone
away, but at least there was an attempt to show that, yes; it fired out
of a given hole.
In 1966, two 7-second firings were attempted from Grand Forks,
N. Dak. to simulate Minuteman II. These were not successfully fired
for the reason that it was in the time period when we had some less
than expected reliability of the guidance system staying in commission.
The missiles went out of commission and they were not fired. Those
two were aborted.
On August 14 of last year there was an attempt to launch the third
time. Senator Young was up there, I was standing very near to him at
that time. And the missile wa.cotuted down and the door blew open
and everything checked out, but the missile did not come out of the
hole and there was quite a bit in the press about it. It was found subsequently in posturing this hybrid missile that the umbilical cord,
which looks lie a pluig-it has 51 pins on it--one of the pins got bent
when it was inserted.
Mr. Six s. Regardless of the reasons for the failures, this is not a
very
things? picture. What is going to happen when you have to use
those reassuring
General ScHULTZ. I want to relate one more incident. That was
August 14. Ittook us about week to find out it was a bent pin. You see,
it was not the exact kind of missile tat you want the reassurance on
and we do either, it was a hybrid missile, jerry-rigged, for this tesL
Therefore, when we found out it was August 23, and I was in the
Secretary's office, and he said, "I want to see if we can get one fired."
Not those words probably, but anyhow, the message was there.
1 In .or 8 days, by the first of September, we went over to Vandenberg and fired that short run successfully. It has been demonstrated.
The present controversy is this, Mr. Chairman: We have evolved
a method by which we can take one of the missiles out in the force,

any one of tie operational missiles, and it has been given the acronym
MOMS, modified operational missile. All we do with that is take
the igniters off the propellat stage%. We can send the signal from
W hington,or Omaha or wherever isnecessary and blow the silo
doors off and be-sure that the electronics in the hole and the electronics and hydraulics in.the missile do work right down to the
point that you Would lightthe firstage.
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The reliability of that igniter is unity, like a shotgun shell. So
far it has never failed on us. You could then take that missile out of
the hole and take it over to Vandenberg and put it in another hole
'where you did not have to fly across the westernn States and fire it,
and putting these two together from an engineering standpoint would
add a great deal of confidence.
Because of the failures experienced with the short round, the seven
second ones which did not go off, there are pressures which say we
want to see one of those short rounds go off. However, each costs almost as much money as regular missiles to make because it takes special tooling and all to make the device. Yet after that expense, the
result of the firing will not indicate any degree of confidence in our
missile force since it is not like any migsile in the force.
I think these considerations p'us the consideration of what the
population would think of a missile going over them plus the hazard
-Analysis, leaves this question up in the air, and from paper I have
seen it. is clear up to the presidential level at the present time.
Mr. SrKs. Mr. Andrews?
Mr. AxDnrVs. General, do I understand you have ,hadthree tests or
three attempts at tests from silos in North Dakota I
General SchuLTz. That is correct.
Mr. A"DREWS. And all three malfunctioned?
General ScHuviZ. Yes.
Mr. ANDnvWs. That is what disturbs me and has for years.
General McNrcxi . It disturbs me too, Mr. Andrews, but I would
point out that they were not Minuteman missiles that failed.
Mr. AxonD ws. What were they I
General McNic*uz. They were test items made to simulate first stage
ignition. They were the equivalent weight of a: missile but with ony
7 seconds of first stage propellant. They were not operational missiles.
General Prrrs. It inight-be good if General Schultz would describe
exactly what composes the 7-second missiles. They are jerry-riggel
devices not like the missiles in the hole.
General Scmimi. The upper stage of that so-called 7-second missile
the stages are made of concrete, 'they are just the Weight on top of
them td test out the shock. It is concrete.
top.of
WILL MMSSULES WORK

TU ?mII

Mr. AwuDmws. We all hope, and p-py it will never be n'cesary to
push the button on thosesilos, but if that time were to come, there is
a gravedoubtein my mind as to how many of them -would come out
of those silos'and-goto th6 target. That is the big question in my mind.
per-You told us yesterday Minuteinan I missiles are about
cent in place and the Minuteman II about. percent in 'place.
-Mr. AwDanwe. And here you tried three times to get amissil6 out
of the -silo in North Dakota id you failed -each time. If that time to
tishthe-buttoui ever comes, you are not COME to have time to fix a
seor take the missile to Vandenkrg t6 be fired. W6 will have had
'
it if those missiles do not get outof thesaos.
General Soinu z.If I might. comment i tth sir, with the incommission rate figures I gave, these are countdown and flight relia-
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bility numbers They are taken from all of our component tests and
our actual flight tests.
For Minuteman I, where I said
percent is the incommission
rate the countdown and flight reliability demonstrated is over a hundreQ Minuteman I flights is
-. Therefore
percent of
those
incommissions have been tested on a broad base of a
hundred-some missiles.
Mr. ANDREws. What makes you think that most of them will get
out of the silos when you press the button when you failed to get
three out of there pressing the button f
General ScIIuLirz. That is the second point. It was not the same
missile we are trying to get out of the silo. It was engineering experiment to try and come close to realism rather than shoot the real one
up. We have shot the real one out of silos in the Cape and out of the
silos at Vandenberg. which are identical.
Mr. ANDiwIws. They are in use all of the time?
General SChULTZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. AxmnEws. You tave not yet used any of them up there in North
Dakota or Montana?
General SCHIULTZ. No, sir; we have not fired one out of the hole.
Mr. AxD1RFvws. And you will never know the reliability?
General McNicKLE. We Will not be absolutely positive of the "hole"
operation until we use it. But we can and do take the operational missiles to Vandenberg and put them in a hole and shoot them there.

That, has given us a very high level of confidence in the missile itself
and the hole we use is th sne as the operational holes.
PLAN TO FIRE FRO3[ OPERATIONAL SILO

Mr. SiKFs. Do I understand your plan is to make firings i fiscal
1970 out of thehole in North Dakota and Montana.
General SCHULTZ. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SiKmS_. And you have to get permission to fly across the Western
States in order to do so.
General Sciituz. There is a planMr. Siwss.And that permission has not been forthcoming?
General Scir~ax.
Agreed, sir.
Certainly it will take the Congress of the United States to agree
that we can do it. There is a plan we could fireMr. Si ms. Heaven help you.
General SOHnur (continuing). We could fire in
We picked Malmstrom because you have to fly over fewer places.
If the first stage burns properly and the second stage burns through
4 seconds, if anything happens after that it will all fall in the ocean.
It it aborts for any reason short of that, we have fly-out corridors,
there is a destruct system so that one of those stages which is like a
bomb does not fall on a city.
Mr. ADREws. What kind of permission did you have when you
attempted to'fire the simulated missiles out of the siflos I
General Scmlur. Since they were within the confines of the area
we knew they were coming out of, the permission-I am not privy to
who all wa! asked. Certainly it was through the Secretary of Defense,
who knew those would be shot. But it was not going over private
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property. It was in an acquired military reservation. We knew it was

going up and down. In effect, I guess there is no difference in an artillery range or something else
Mr. S ins. How many test flights do you seek to have during fiscal
1970 which would be the equivalent of operational tests?
General Scwuzz. The plan is for about - going out of Montana. Whether that is the request which came over to Congress one of
these other gentlemen might know better than I. But the engineering
plan of how one might do it and get a reasonable statistical base to give
greater comprehensionMr. Sixzs. Where is the request at this time I
General Somwz. To my knowledge, the Secretary of the Air Force
has forwarded it to DOD and I have seen letters from Mr. Laird 1
believe to the President, and from Mr. Laird back to the Air Force,
asking us for hazards analysis data.
Mr. Simes. It has not come to Congress then?
General ScHuLTZ. I do not think so.
Mr. Smnu. Why would it be necessary to come to Congress?
General SCHULTZ. We would need the money one. And two, certain-

ly the people whose States are going to be fired over and other people
would want the sanction from their representative here in Washington,
I presume. I am sure we cannot do it unless we get the money.
Mr. Snm. Do you realize that will be a junior ABM dispute if it
ever got to Congress?
be. However there are precedents.
General
General ScH-rIz.
McNwzuzJ.It could
Airplanes
fly over all sorts of populated areas
and once this missile gets airborne and on a ballistic path I do not think
the hazard would be as great as an airplane.
Mr. Sinus. There are a lot of headlines to be made out of an issue of
thissort.
General McNiciu. Yes, and I would hasten to add that these missiles would not have warheads.
PRECEDENT FOR TESTS

General Sowzs. There is a range I used to run in Green River,
Utah, and it fires 407 miles down to White Sands, N. Mex.
We fired that missile over a hundred times and it goes up a couple of
hundred thousand feet. It is a four-stage rocket and beds over and
accelerates coming into the White Sands range. That was started about
1966, I guess and there had to be evacuations of people down the
flight pa.th -f that thing and the airlines could not fly over and the
tmns had to stop.iThewhole flight takes 7 minutes.
'The Army likewise has a Peshing range out in Utah and they fire
down into White Sands., So fring mimiles across private property has
been done in this country.
SAFETY FACTORS

Mr. Sinus. is there a safety, factor involved? Are you apprehensive
sbo, thelsemtyvf the operation insofar as the people .uderneath the
O,(.,M
,' Tb are casualty expectations data which have
i
i1d sMt8 or 4 y s, now. This is not a new topic.
The _fly-out corridors which would be used are picked to take the
least inhA ited areas and get out ahd still make the flight successful.
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Then, depending on when it could possibly fail and how big the pieces
were and how many folks were down there, there are expectation
numbers.
Mr. SIKS. I presume you have researched this problem to the point
that you feel as certain ais people can bo of mechanical and electronic
devites there would be no accident.
What are the percentage chances of accident?

General ScuLrz. I would use the countdown and flight reliability

figures which are used from all of our flight tests. So far'it is just short
of about percent of the time the thing would work and get to
its target. So that the expectation that we would use is probably
percent of the time.
might fall in somebody's backyard.
Mr. SIRs. That means
Mr. HANSEN. That is not the right answer.
Mr. SIRES. I think that ought to be cleared up because that is a very
important factor.
Mr. 1. INsEN. This is the overall reliabilitv from one end to the
other, but when you are looking,, at the probalxility that failure would
occur at that time in the flight and in a way that would drop something on the continental United States off the military reservation, that
probability is very low.
Mr. StiRS. How; low?
Mr. HASEN. If that happens, the possibility that it would drop and
hit a person or a cow or anything which would cause significant damame is munch lower. We can supply this information for the recordmy recollection is that, this wobabuility is of the order of one chance in
a million or more.
Mr. Sxicra. I assume you would not undertake this unless you felt full
co1nfidence that no accident would occur which might involve personnel.
Mr. HANSFN. Yes.

Mr. SIKES. Will you provide for the record what those chances would
he according to your calculat ion?
Mr. HANSEN.'Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
CHANCES OF AccDzENTS IN MINUTEMAN TEST FIRINGS

Our calculations indicate that the Pxpectatiou of a casualty occurring from,
full range launch from a selected silo In Montana would be about one chance
in ten thousand. The chance of a fatality, on the other hand, is one-tenth of that,
or one In one hundred thousand. These numbers are predicated on having range
safety components on board the missile.

Mr. Sixes. In that connectim, what special instrumentation range
safety components do you believe would make these tesis relatively
safe, and would you supply that for the record?
(The information f61lowv*:)
We plan to Inclide in all operational base launches a range safety Inatrumenation package which provides the capability to accurately track the flight
of the missile and to destroy it in flight should it begin to deviat,, from its assigned
course.

I070 MINITVE.

x F.1orIT TORT PROGRAM

Mr. Sixms. Describe for the record the proposed fiscal 1970 flight test
program in support of the Minuteman. Wow many flights are progrined and what is tleprimary objetive of each?
(The information follows:)
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There will be 20 R. & D. test flights (nine from ETR and 11 from WTIt) of
Minuteman III during fiscal year 1970. The primary test objectives are:
(a) Evaluate performance of stage III powered flight.
(b) Evaluate performance and capability of the LGM--30G PBV to deploy
R/V's, decoys and chaff to single and multiple targets.
(o) Measure
(d) Compare - .
(e) Measure the accuracy of the LGM-30G missile guidance and control
system during its boost and post-boost environment
(f) Evaluate the performance of the MK 12 R/V's.
The fiscal year 1970 Minuteman flight test program includes 40 Minuteman I
operational tests, three Minuteman II follow-on operational tests and 19 Minuteman I follow-on operational tests. The primary objective of an operational test is
to gather reliability and accuracy data on a recently deployed weapon system. The
follow-on operational test program is designed to maintain surveillance over the
reliability of a weapon system that has been deployed in the field for a significant
period of time.
MINUTEMAN INTEGRATED COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM (MICCS)

Mr. SIx~s. Before I yield for questions, let me get into the Minuteman integrated command and control system since they are closely
related.
Why was the integrated Minuteman command and control system
effort moved from Minuteman squadrons line item to a separate line
itemI
General Prr. That resulted from an OSD decision, sir, to separate
this program element from the overall Minuteman program element,
and it was done under a program change decision No. F-8-136 of
December 26, 1968.
Mr. SixEs. Why was this done I
General Prm. It would be an assumption. No reason was given..
The assumption would be to provide greater visibility for this important segment of the Minuteman program.
Mr. Srw. For the record, describe this effort. Tell us why a new
command and control system must be developed.
General Prrms. Yes, sir.
(The information follow:)
The requirements for MICCS is to provide an increased command and controL
capability for the Minuteman system in the following areas,
increasinglyy sophiscapable of. coping
(0) 'Increasd
computer capacity,',
ticated
weapon s~vstemanction
,. With
"..,-.,
(b) A gee6*r two,wa* data,link between. launch control facilitiesAmid silos.
e launch control,
(o) Remote insertion of target datA Into the missile fivnto
facility as opposed to the current system which requires time and resource consuming effort to perodically penetrate each of the thousand ellos As Minuteman
III ,enters the force with its MIRV capability, targeting becomes much more.
complex. MIOCS ill enhance the capility, to fully utilize the Sexible and responsive features of the entire weapon system.
(4) The basic building block for the command and control system for the

hard rock silo program.,
(e) Nei*r) commiiand and control Interface between the Minute$nan weapon-

system and the Safeguard ABM sysetm If require&.
COST OF MIOCS PROGRAM

Xr. SIse. It-is indicated that $12.5million was programed for thiseff'or"ider tle.,mutenmsn Ain item of fiscal. 1969, Can you tell uswhat funds were Spe this effort previously ?
General Prrrs None prior to 1969, sir. We had the $12.5 million in
1969 and none was spent prior to thlt. Because of delays in the initia--
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tion of this program, the $12.5 million has been reduced to $4.0 million
for fiscal year 1969. Mr. Sixxs. What is the estimated total development cost of the new
command
control system.
. General and
Prrrs.
We estimate the total development cost to be
million.
Mr. Simxs. Over what period of time?
General Pirrs. Four years.
Mr.SIKEs. What are the estimated costs in the area of missile procurement and military construction if this new system is implemented?
You can provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
COSTS OF NEW MINUTEMAN COMMANDS CONTROL SYSTEM

The procurement funds a.soclated with the above figure of million. This would provide the capability for all 1,000 silos.
No identifiable construction is involved.

million is.

MICCS AS RELATED TO SAFEGUARD

Mr. Suxm. How closely related is this program to the Safeguard
ABM system?
General SoitwLz. The new Minuteman integrated command and
control system, if developed, sir, will have the electronic and coinputer
to accommodate
the Safeguard
or any
defense
system.capability
It is not the
primary purpose
of the system,
but other
in developing
it the basic task is done, so if the defense is overlaid, then the communication between the defense and offense computer and command
and control networks will go through this device.
Conversely, on the other hand, if you put a defense on and do not
have this thing, you halve to use something else. If you have this, you
already have a capability to do it.
Mr. SIREs. Let me be sure I understand you.
Would this program be required if there was-no Safeguard system?
General SCHULTZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxis. General Schultz, I want to say that you have shown a
very fine grasp of your subject and, the committee is very pleased to
haye had you here as a witness.
I may ;say. also, Mr..Spcretary, that it is refreshing when a witness
doe s'how this 'erys th6iough
program. grasp of the subject and is able to speak
effectively aboi~t
General SCIOULTZ. Ti4 you.
Mr. StXs. Qugstio
aomissiles.
AMr. ANDmws. Mr. Chairman, I would like to concur in the statenien nade about the general.
GieralSpiuLTz, Thank you.
ATLAS MISSILE
Afr. A '.Nwws,
What has become of the old Atlas-type missile? Are
any of them deployed ?
General BOYLAN. We maintain 54 Titan is in our missile force.
This will gradually reduce over the years as continuing operational
tests are made on them. There are no Atlas missiles in the picture now.
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Mr. ADzw&ws. How did you get rid of them?
General ScHULTZ. The Atlas went through a D E, and F series, and

was a strategic deterrent missile. When it phased out in the course of
history it became the launch vehicle, with new system redundancies,
for the NASA Mercury program. We put the first astronauts Up on
an Atlas. Since then other . & D. programs in the Air Force have
used the Atlas for launch of ballistic missiles and space payloads.
Presently there is a program called ABRES advance ballistic reentry system. It is a line item in the budget. The launch vehicle for
research and development, on penetration aids, new types of advanced
reentry vehicles and so forth, use a number of those old or what are
called "wheatfield" Atlas's, still today. They are still launched out of
Vandenberg.
Mr. ANDREws. You are using them for test purposes?
General SCHwTz. Yes, sir.

TITAN H MISSILES

Mr. ANRnws. And you vay you have 50 Titan II missiles?
General BOYLAN. Fifty-four Titan II missiles deployed.
Mr. ANDipEWS. Are they in hardened silos?
General BOYLAN.Yes.
General SCHULTZ. Little Rock, Ark., Tucson, Ariz., and Wichita,

Kans.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do they have atomic warheads ?
General BOYLAN. Yes, - megatons.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long will they be used?
General Boyi.. We project currently the Titan force, as I mentioned earlier, to decrease slightly as we fire them out, but we will have
At that time we project about
Titan's in the structure through -.
Titan's in the force structure.
Mr. ANDREWS. So at the present time your missile is the Minuteman?
General BOY AN. Principally.
Mr. ANDREws. That is hi production?
General BOYLAN. Yes.
FUTUBE MISSILE DEVELOPMENTS

Mr. ANDREWS. What do you see beyond your Minuteman III, General MeNickle?
General McNxcx,. We see more sophisticated reentry vehicles and
we are working on advanced missile technology for a missile with
greater throw weight.. The hard rock silo is being configured so that it
could take the larger and more advanced missile as wel as the present
Minuteman HI.
Mr. AiNREws. How long do you expect to have Minuteman III as
your primary missile?
General McNxciz. For as far as we can see into the future at this
time,But I should caution Mr. Andrews, that Minuteman III is not the
ultimite weapon although I am sure it Will have a Jong life,
Mr. ANDREWS. That is all.
M1.Sms. M.'Davis I
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REDUOTION IN FUNDS

OR MICUS

Mr. DAVIS. What is the significance here as far as we are concerned
with the downward revision of this Integrated Command and Control System from $36 to $20 million.
General ScHuTz. It was a DOD levy cut and primarily affected
the development time, and when you can get it out into the force. It
pushed it out, it stretched the development time I think by about
We were asked to catch a given squadron when the Minuteman III
went in and for budget constraint said, "Well, you can skip that one.
Catch the one after that and you will not need this much money in a
given year."
So it stretched the program-that is really what it did, the development program.
Mr. DAVIS. It is not in alny way related then to the modification of
the Sentinel system into what we call the Safeguard system?
General SCHULTZ. I think the Safeguard system IOC is 1973 or
some such date and with this development we can just barely catch
that capability. You will have to in the succeeding years, depending
on how the Safegard decision goes, accelerate that deployment to
work with the defense element if it is overlaid.
But as I stated earlier, it is not tied intrinsically and solely to this
,defense. It is for other reasons as well.
MICCS AS RELATED TO SAFEGUARD

Mr. DAvIs. I notice in your justification on page 97, you gave as
one of the reasons for the establishment of the Integrated Command
and Control System the deployment of the Sentinel system. This led
me to believe there might be a rear defense connection between the
modification of Sentine and the reduction in the budget.
General ScHmUTz. Whether it is Sentinel, Safeguard or NIKE expanded or what kind of defense, if we have offense missiles and de,those electronic systems
fense missiles generlly co-located
-haveto talk together.
The MtCCS syem is built modularly. Computers will be 8,000 word
mod uls for tho eXpansion capability, so that if a heavier defense goes
in, you put mpre modules in t4~ inherent design so the two can communicate. The command and control unit is being designed in this
manner.
fr. AVIS. General McNickle, you look like you want to add something to' at..
General McNzCKLr. There were considerable discussions at the time
and whit General Schultz has said is that whether Safeguard, Sentinel, or whatever it is, you have to have sonmthing to tie this together.
Whether you call it battle management or something else, you have to
have your offense, your defense, your warning pd so, on td together
so that they get the word at the same time and know What each other
is doing.

8.-
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RF.DUCTION

IN

MINUTEMIAN

FUNDS

Mr. DAVIS. In the Minuteman program there has apparently, been
no revision from the original estimated budget but it does appear that
there is about a $65 million reduction from the current fiscal year.
What does that mean to us? Does that mean that we are easing our
effort or does it mean that sufficient progress has been made so that we
can taper off a bit?
General McNIcxKIT It means two things, Mr. Davis. First, it reflects
the normal progression of development and indicates that we have
passed our peak development year on Minuteman III. Second, the
scal year 1970 request is reduced by the amount for the Minuteman
integrated command and control system which is a separate item in
fiscal year 1970. These are the reasons for the reduction.
Mr. DAVIS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.

NixK, Tiors

Mr. SIR s. Under Nike targets the amount programed for fiscal
years 1968 and 1969 was $7million. For fiscal 1970 you are requesting
a $1 million increase. Why is there a requirement for this increase.
General McNicLm. Actually the $1 million was taken out last year
as part of our adjustment to the Expenditure Control Act. This request goes back to the $8 million level in supporting the Army.
Mr. Si _s. That isn't exactly an answer. Why is it necessary that
you have that amount of money?
General MCNICKLE. The $8 million is to provide the Army with the

necessary reentry measurements and targets for use with their Safeguard system. I"s is a DOD program which is assigned to the Air
Force for execution.
ADVANCED WEAPONS AND A"PLICATioNS
AIR FORCE WEAPONS LABORATORY OPERATION

Mr. SIXES. Under advanced weapons and applications there is an
increase of $300 000 in the Air Force Weapons Laboratory operation
for fiscal* 1970. Y ou are requesting $5.4 million for fiscal year 1970,
ahd $5.1 million was programed for fiscal 1969, and $4.1 million in
fiscal 1968. To what extent is this increase associated with civilian pay
increases?
General McNicxi. $200,000 is for the piy of 18 additional civilians
required for an assessment of the survivability of our systems in the
event of a nuclear engagement, and the other $100,000 is for computer equipment.
Mr. Snnz. How many civilian personnel are assigned to this lab.
oratokyt Provide that for the record. Also give comparable numbers
for th laA 2 yftt.
(The iiformation fhW":)
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL AIR FORCE WEAPONS LABORATORY

For fiscal year 19069, civilian personnel employed i the laboratory equated f-A
280 man-years.
Comparable civilian personnel data for prior years was:
Fiscal year 1967, 279 man-years.
Fiscal year 1968,282 man-years.,
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IIW]II VXERGY LASER PROGRAM

Mr. SIxES. The program presented to the Congress last year for
advanced weapons and applications totaled $6.8 million. The justifications this year show that $8.3 million was programed in this
area. Why are those increases necessary in fiscal 1969 and fiscal
1970?
General McNICKLe. The biggest. reason is the additional effort we
are putting on the high energy laser program. This program is
building up and that accounts for the higher number of civilian
personnel in this program. There is also a program there that is
just getting under way in civil engineering technology. It will support. the construction, operation, and maintenance of Air Force
facilities.
PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO WEAPONS LABORATORY

Mr. SIKES. For the record, tell us how many military personnel
and civilian contract personnel are assigned to the Weapons
Laboratory.
(The information follows:)
MILIARY AND CONTmAOr PERSONNEL AssiGm

To An Fowos WEAPON

LABORATOuY

The Air Force Weapons Laboratory was assigned 550 military personnel as
of June 11, 1969.
The Air Force Weapons Laboratory does not use personal service contract
employees.
AIR FORCE WEAPONS LABORATORY

Mr. SixEs. For continuity in the record, tell us something of the
work that is being done there and the accomplishments&
(The information follows:)
DEsomnmxoN OF WORK AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
LABORATORY

AT THE AIR FORCE WEAPoNs

The Air Force Weapons Laboratory's prime mission is to develop the technology for Air Force systems in the following areas: Nuclear weapons effects;
nuclear survivabillty/vulnerability; nuclear Weapons applications (concept
evaluation, arming and fuzing, weapons support, and safety); civil engineering; and high energy lasrs.
The accomplishments of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory Include:
(a) The high explosive simulation technique (HEST) for simulating air
induced ground shock.
(b) Laser triggered switching of high energy pulses for electromagnetic
pulse simulation.
(o) Improved weapon support technology.
(d) Nuclear safety evaluation of all Air Force systems used for nuclear
weapon delivery.
(e) Fuzing evaluation for advanced reentry vehicles.
ROCKET PROPULSION
AIR FORCE ROCKET PROPULSION LAB

Mr. SIKES. Under rocket propulsion you are requesting $28.7 million for fiscal 1970 as compared with $26 million in fiscal 1969 and
$24.8 million in fiscal 1968. Approximately $2 million of the increase
is for the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory operation. Tell us
something about this operation and the reason for the increase.
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Mr. HANSEN. The principal part of the increase is bmuse of the
change in the funding for tile AEDC, Arnold Engineering Development Center. The Rocket Propulsion Laboratory does use the facilities
of ABDO; and, Ibecauso of industrial funding, money has to be put in
the budget here to pay for the services.
Mr. Syms. What work is performed thereI
Mr. HANsEN. This is the Air Force's center for rocket propulsion
technology work. It is located in a remote area of Edwards AFB. Included in the facilities are a number of test stands. They test fire experimental and full-scale engines and do solid and liquid rocket engine
component and system development work.
ACCOMPLISHMENT OF LAB
Mr. Sii. For the record, tell us some of the recent accomplishments of the laboratory.
(The information follows:)
tiRSOxxEL DATA AND ACoOMPIaSHMENTS Or ROCKET DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

A few recent accomplishments of the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory include:
(a) The development of an improved 2.75-inch rocket to replace the one
beifg useixteiyely in Vietqargi The z ew rocket provides gretei" Impact velocity, and greater single shot accuracy than tl4e present round.
(b) The development of a method "of treating the surface of deteriorating
solid propellant grains, such as Minuteman motors with liquid Freon to increase their shelf life and extend their environmental capability.
(o)The development of a new monopropellant hydrazine attitude control system for Titan III transtage to provide greater reliability.
(d) Continuing effort on post boost propulsion systems, starting with the development of the beryllium motor casing used on the Minuteman III system and
continuing through the deveolpmet of candidate liquid and solid systems for
our next generaion ICBM'&
e) Continuing efforts in general technology ranging from the development
of higher energy propellants, the investigation into nuclear survivability, Investigation into long term storabilty, and investigation into low cost propulsion
systems.
PERNNEL ASSrGNED TO LAB

Mr. Smse. Also for the record, tell us how many civilan personnel
there are, the estimated cost of their salaries, the number of military
and contract personnel assigned to the laboratory for fiscal 1968 and
1969 and the proposed fo 19O
(The information fof!ow :)
The following tabl e shows the number of civilian persopne!, the eotlmated cost
of their salaries, and the number of military and contract personnel golsgned to
the laboratory.
Fiscal yer-

Number of civilian persongel (ver(tie) ..........................
Estimated cost of civilian slre (mllon s)
........................
Number of military pe
nl .................................

Number of contract person ....................................
::

1961

1969

1970

459
$5.402
306

481
$5.956
306

469
S3.932
306

65

40
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LIQUI

ROCKET TECHILOGY

There is a request for an increase of $750,000 over the
Mr. Sui.
sum provided for the current fiscal year for liquid rocket teclology.
The Air Force in propulsion systems for its ICBM's is oriented toward
solid rocket motors. NASA does extensive work in the area of liquid
rocket engines. Could not the Air Force depend on NASA for developments in this area?
Mr. HANSEN. No, sir. NASA is not doing any of this work. The

effort that takes place in the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory is ver
closely coordinated through one of the committees of the Joint DODNASA Astronautics and Aeronautics Coordinating floard. For instance, one of the main programs in rocket propulsion is the high
pressure hydrogen-oxygen engine development which is partially
funded by NASA. Another effort is a flourine-hydrogen engine for
very hi h specific impulse capability for upper stage use by bth services. While NASA doesn't furnish any money for that development,
they are watching it very closely. I can assure you from personal
knowledge that there is no duplication in the areas here with what
NASA is doing.
Mr. SKEs. "Whatare you going to do with these engines?
Mr. HANSEN. The higl pressure engine developmonT is aimed at

bringing along the technology for an engine which would be suitable
for use in a recoverable spacecraft or reusable booster. The very high
energy engine development is the Aerospike concept, which Rocketdyne is developing and that is for the purpose of producing an upper
stage which would have a very high capability to maneuver in orbit.
DUPLICATION OF NASA E PO*

Mr. Sins. The point is, from the committee's standpoint NASA
appears to be doing these exact same things. This seems to constitute
uplication. Can you check that out?
Mr. HANSrN. I am personally very familiar with this area. It is the
one I have been working in for years. A part of the Rocketdyne contract was a subcontract to Convair, which was done under my direction.
I am familiar with this area and NASA is not working in these areas.
NASA did the development of the hydrogen-oxygen engine that is
used in the Saturn vehicle, but those are pump-fed engines. This particular development by Pratt-Whitney that I mentioned is a high
pressure engine which bums the propellants in two stages, has certain
more modern features, and is completely sanctioned by NASA.
NASA agrees through an AACB Propulsion Subpanel that this development should be conducted and they are not doing any Work in that
area.
Mr. Sru . Is all of the effort in the liquid rocket technology item
and the next three line items under rocket propulsion done under
MohtiANcte
Mr. HANSEN. Yes.
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Mr. Srms. Is all of the hi-house work under rocket propulsion included in the first line item for laboratory?
Mr. HAISEN. Yes.

1969

CHANGES TO ROCK= PROPULSION

Mr. Sxms. The budget presented to the Congress last year indicated
a requirement for $32.1 million for fiscal year 1969 in the area of
rocket propulsion. This year you show that $26 million was actually
programed in fiscal year 1969. What program changes were made to
cause this funding chan e ?'Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
CAUSES FDN PROGRAM CHANOE

IN FISCAL YEAR 1969 FUNDS FOR ROoKET
PROPULSION

The reduction of the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory budget from $82.10 million
to $26.07 million in fiscal year 1969 resulted In the following program changes:
[In thousands of dollars
Project number and tiUe
3058 Liquid rocket technology:
Liquid fluorine components .............................................
Liuid fluorine turbomachinery ....................................
DiLffsion bonded tankage for postboo t propulsion systems .........
In-space thermal maalemen.
....................
uld fluorine aging ........
..
........
A controls feed
...............................
Long-termIround hold for cryogenics ................................
Lu PB thrust chamber ...........................................
3059 Solid rocket technology:
Aluminum
aydde
propellant devlopmei ..............................
Air launched propulsion developed
..............................
Thrust vector control for air launched missiles..........................
Controllable air launched missies .......................................
Environmental test and control ..........................................
End burning tenloy ................................................
ICBM mlnnum throtling devOgient .............................
3148 Uqud ad solid proelant technology:
Burn rate mdi tion of solid propellants ...............................
Aluminum hydride Ingredient nodification ...............................
Aluminum hydride propellant supply ....................................
Ultraenerly concepts..
...........................................
5730 Advanced populsontechniques:
Air ugmented flight test vehicle ........................................
Controtlabl gas generator..............................................
Hybrid motor development .............................................
Toa l...................................................

Task
number

Amountof
reduction

02
03
05
06
06
06
06
06

180
310
200
so
200
125
300
500

01
01
03
04
04
04
04
03
04
04
06

382
228
370
350
200
250
150
200
340
465
100

01
01
02

500
500
130
6,030

ADVANCED PROPULSION TECHNIQUES

Mr. Sxzxs. What is included in the project entitled "Advanced Propulsion Techniques", for which you are requesting $2.1 million?
'General MoNIcK
There are a number of items here. Variable
thrust, air-augmented rocket, propulsion system for the Sandpiper
target missile, altitude simulation test techniiques, these are the main
ones.

Mr. Sixze. For the record, tell us what some of your accomplishments have been.
(The information follows:)
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS ADVANCED PROPULsION TECuNIQUES
Some of the accomplishments in the project entitled "Advanced Propulsion TechWoiques" include:
(a) The development of a low-cost hybrid propulsion system capable of variable thrust operations over an 8:1 range for burn times up to 7 minutes. This
system was successfully flight tested at altitudes up to 77,000 feet and mach
numbers as high as 2.5 in a Sandpiper target missile.
(b) The development of a hybrid controllable gas generator for future use in
an air augmented Sandpiper to improve the low altitude capability of this target
missile.
(o) The development of a 51-percent boron solid propellant for use in airaugmented missiles.
(4) The development of a 78-percent boron slurry propellant for use In air.
augmented missiles. All propellants have been demonstrated in direct connect
tests.
(e) The design and continuing development of a controllable solid gas generator
for future air-launched missile application.
(f) The demonstration of a shrouded rocket with a lift/drag (of the shroud)
of about 1.5, with only minor losses below mach 1, and with thrust augmentation
as higa as 2 above mach 1.

AIR-LAUNCHED MISSILE PROPULSION

Mr. Suzs. Under air-launched missile propulsion there is a request
for $1,278,000 for a new project entitled "Air-Launch-Missile-Propulsion." Will you describe this program?
RAMJELV PROPULSION

Mr. HANsE. This is an advanced ramjet propulsion technology program that is aimed primarily at the application of a long-range, cruisetype air-launched missile.
Mr. SixEs. We have had a number of programs in ramjet propulsion. Is this something different? Is it a new concept? What is the
justification? Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
Discuwrmoiq o AND JUSTIFIOATION Fox RAmaw PxowuLsIoN Tw NOLOGY
The air-launched missile propulsion program is not a continuation of a past
development but an extension of the ramjet concept through the use of advanced
fuels and advanced propulsion developments. Although the ramjet concept is not
new, It has not been demonstrated for volume limited, extended range, and extended altitude applications. The program emphasizes advanced ramjet concepts;
that Is, the slurry and liquid fueled ramjet as well as the solid or slurry fueled
. This program will provide the propulair augmented (ducted) rockets.
sion technology for future applications to a bomber defense missile or a dualpurpose bomber defense air-to-air/air-to-ground missile.

Mr. Snmzs. What other ramjet propulsion efforts are included in

R.D.T. &E., Air Force programs?
Mr. HANSEN. This is the only Air Force ramjet program that we
have in advanced development.
Mr. SuKS. Mr. Preston.
Mr. PRSTON. What programs are there in areas other than advanced

development?
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Mr. Snms. Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
OTHER

RAMJErT PioPULSION

EFtFOTS

The ramjet propulsion efforts, other than the advanced developxiebt progranit
are in the Air Force's exploratory development program. Its objective is to de;
velop technology for advanced air breathing systems This area includes subsonle
and supersonic combuatiok tamujet concepts and composite propulsion cycles
which extend from takeoff through the hypersonic sped regime. The eftort is a
reflection of the need for accelerating the rate of progress being made in this
technical area. Because of the tIcreased speed of aircraft to be Interepted and
the improved defenses of the areas to be penetrated, propulsion technology is
required for advanced systems ouch as short- and long-range air-to-alt dhd nit-togromd missiles, a bomber defense misSile, and an advanced manned interceptor.
One of the new programs which is the composite ramjet engine technology program, will Investigate the critical components in a propOSed propulsion system
combining turbine and ramjet modes Wich is caPable of oJ*ration from takeoff
to masb 4.5 at 90,000 feet. Another effort is the developtaent of advanced components for a boron slurry fuel systemn needed for a high mach number, low-altitude advanced penetration aid missile.

TAcCAL Aik-To-GROUND MisSamr X-3

110Si8. t1ider the tactical air-to-ground missile X-3, there is

at1eittet for $3 million $ million was programed for this effort in
fiscal 1969. Is this designed to lead to a specific iew air-to-ground
missile or is it a grouR of studies or analyses which might apply to
any number of future alr-to-grouhd missiles I
General McNicKiz. This program is primarily to prove out the
feasibility of guidance systems ihicli could lead to a new AGM.
ALL-WEATHER CAPABILITY

Mr. HA*.sz.. A particuldtr feature of this otie is the all-weather
capability which we do not now hk.
Mr. Snme. It is a specific missile f
General MCICKLEJ. It could' lead to that- yes7 sir. It is aimed at an
ultimate application thot woul 4 be a specific missile with all-weather
Sxkh. gow *ould it cmpare with missiles now in inventory or
under development in both the Navy and the Air ForceI
•General MCNiCHLE. It would be the.only tactical missile with an
ll-*eathb kuidance system. One missile that Could be close to it. is
. The
condor which is a Iong-range, dtandol missile -the Iavy's
mile range, wheieas the
AGM-X-3 would be a missile with a pounds
miles; a warhead of -Navy's Condor is about ---,bout
%v(,ud
be
clear
weather
in
accuracy
versus the Navy's
the same.
Mr. SixEs. The project listing indicates that $6.5 million was proFramed on this effort, in fiscal year 1968. The descriptive summary
indicates that no funds were spent on this program in -iscal year 1968
and prior years. Which is correct I
General Prrrs. The description summary is correct., sir. There was
a mistake in the project listing due to the similarity of the two names.
That $6.5 million should have been on the Maverick line in the project
listing.
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Mr. SxmF What present tactical air-to-ground missiles would the
new one replace?
General MoNici . As I mentiQned, Mr. Chairman, it really will
not replace any. It would provide a new capability since we do not
have a missile at the present time which is all weather.
COST TO DEVELOP NEW MISSILE

Mr. SnIZp. How much does it cost the Air Force to develop air-toground missiles such as the Maverick I Take some recent developments.
I would like to get the probable cost of the new missile by looking
at costs of missiles recently developed or now under development.
Is that feasible?
General M1cNIcKLE. Yes, sir. We have made an estimate that it will
million to develop an AGM-X-3. We
cost on the order of
desire, some other developments such
you
if
will list for the record,
shorter range missile.
much
a
is
which
as the Maverick,
Mr. Sn s. All right.
(The information follows:)
Some typical R.P.T. &E. costs for various air-to-ground missiles are as follows:

--------------------------------AGM-45A (Shrike)
AGM-31A (Maverick)
---------------------------AGM-78B (Standard ARM)
ADVANCED ICBM TECHNOLOGY

$88. 6
9-----------107.2

Mr. Sirms. Under advanced ICBM technology, you are requesting a
100-percent increase; $10 million is programmed for the current fiscal
year and $20 million is requested for. fiscal year 1970..Why is this
Mr. HANSEN. Primarily, this increase in funding is involved with
nuclear hardened guidance, advanced postboost systema definition, postboost proynlsion, System survivability, and survivable radio guidance
system. for example, in the survivab le radio guidance system, we are
moving to a test hardware phase on a new guidance system that gives
us a much greater nuclear hardness and much greater accuracy than
we have now. Up to this time they have been largely on paper and now
they are moving into the phase where they want to build some hardware to test.
Preston.
Mr.
you tell the committee ust what is involved in
Mr.
ft..Snmv. Mr.Would
this proposed new guidance system, how it achieves the hardness capability you mentioned?
Mr. SrKw. Is there anyone here who has the facts?
Mr. HANSEN. We would have to furnish that.
Mr. SIKEs. Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
HAILDNESS

APABXuTY

roa PoroPosto ICBM GUMDANC

SYSTEM

The survivable radio guidance system (BROS) Is an in-flight correction system
which overlays the missile inertial guidance system and provides significantly
Improved missile accuracy. It is estimated that a guidance-only contribution to
can be achieved with SRGS in combination with
weapon system CEP of -
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a high-quallty Inertial guidance system. The SROS has potential application on
Minuteman and advanced IOBM.
The BROS has an for present systems. The hardness level is achieved
by applying nuclear hardening technology to component design . This
level of hardness Is complemented by other elements of the advanced ICBM
technology program which are establishing a technology base for hardened,
accurate hlgh-quality Inertial guidance systems.
XED FOR ADVANCED ICBM

Mr. SixEs. At a point in time when the Minuteman III development effort is far from completion why should we be spending so.
much money on an advanced ICBM?
Mr. HANSEN. I think we should. I -mentioned yesterday the game
of measures and countermeasures. The other guy builds a higher wall.
If you want to get over it you have to be working on a longer ladder.
Because the leadtimes are very long, we identify things where we
think improvement is needed..Some improvements that we are talking about can be introduced into the Minuteman III system. For
instance, the survivable radio guidance system can be an improvement in Minuteman II itself. T e work in the Hard Rock Silo is now
nearer to an actual application phase. I think we have to keep plant-

seeds of what we think we want down the line quite a few years.
Tkis is important so as to arrive at the point where we have done
the preliminary work necessary to move on with the schedule desired
in the programs where this work is needed.
OFF-TItE-ROAD MOBILE ICBM1IS

Mr. Srs. Will a part of this $20 million be spent examining offthe-road mobile concepts for ICBM .
General Prris. Yes, sir; about $200,000 in 1970.
Mr. Sxxs. What is the Objective thereI
General Prm. Basically, two subtasks: one to define the preferred
weapon system command-control-communications to be used with offroad mobile basing and another, a preferred land navigation system
for the mobile concept. For those two tasks, $200,000 is included.
COMPETITIVE DESIGN PHASE FOR ADVANCED GUMIANCE SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Sixm. For the record, would you describe the competitive design phase of the advanced guidance system development which is
lised as an item causing the increase in fiscal year 1970.
(The information follows:)
DESCRIPTION OF COMPITIIVE D18Ixw PHASE FO14
ADVANcED GUIDANCE SYSTa

DFVELOPMENT

The advanced guidance system competitive design is a year guidance.
system development to provide a nuclear hardened highly accurate guidance system. The stem will be hardened to and capable of achieving a guidance GEP of -.
It Is planned to select three Industrial contractors to conduet this effort. ThIR number of contractors wan selected since the technical
complexity of this system iR mch that the Air Force could realize significant
benefits from having the option of selecting the best (esign from a broader tech-
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nical base. In addition, this approach will provide a competitive base for any
future procurement.
Each contractor will design and fabricate five flight-worthy guidance systems These systems will undergo both nuclear radiation testing and performance
testing. The end result will be a highly accurate nuclear hardened guidance
system for use in Minuteman or an advanced ICBM.

SHORT-RANGE TACTICAL AR-To-AIR Missun

Mr. SIKES. On the Short-Range Tactical Air-to-Air Missile for
which you are requesting $14 million in fiscal year 1970 the so-called
Dogfight missile which is designed to be carried on the -15 aircraft,
is that the one I
General McNimxrm. Yes, sir. It is primarily for the F-15. However,
we are looking at our present inventory of fighter aircraft as we design
this new missile.
STATUS OF DOFIGHT MISSILE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SxKS. What is the status of the development program I
General MicNxcmL. It is still in concept formulation.

Mr. SIKES. Would you tell us in detail about the requirement for
$14 million.
General McNXCELEr. First, we are going to complete a number of
studies and tests. We have a comparative seeker test which requires
acquisition aids
a propulsion flight test study which uses .
a 3-dien.donal simulation,-test .
Xir. StKFS. For the record, tell us in some detail what you are trying
to accomplish.
(The information follows:)
REQUIREMENT FOR DOGFIGHT MrSsLZ
The fiscal year 1970 program a' now planned is given below. This plan has
not been fully approved as yet so it is still subject to revision.
(a) F-15/AIM-82A Interface Analysis: This is a trade off study presently
being conducted with each of the three F-15 contract definition contractors (with
funded Inputs from qualified missile manufacturers) to determine optimum missile location and resolve airframe, engine, and aircraft design requirements interrelated with those of the AIM-82A. This was fully funded with fiscal year
1969 funds and is only given here to provide a logical and sequential beginning
for the fiscal year 1970 effort. This task will be completed August 1, 1969.
(b) Comparative Seeker Tests: This task is a program of ground and captive
flight testing of advanced guidance concepts available in industry. This program
was partially funded with $0.31! fiscal year 1969 funds and will be completed
fiscal year 1970 funds
.
with
(o) Acquisition Aids Tests. These tests will define the optical and electronic
fiscal year 1970 funds Is
acquisition aids for all ordinance on the F-15. programmed for this task which is to begin in August 199.
(d) Propulsion Flight Testing: This Is an advanced development program on
propulsive steering. This effort is being done by the Navy with Air Force supfiscal year 1970 funds are required to complete this program in
port. (c) Seeker Technology Advancement: This Is an advanced development program on approximately four of the more promising seekers culled from seekers
has been allocated for this work from fiscal
tested under task b. above. year 1970 funds.
(f) Missile System Analysis Computer Simulations: This will be a problem
to verify present cost effectiveness data on this missile with a more sophisticated
.
approach. has been allocated for this effort to begin in July 1969 -

OR~
(g) Missile System Definition Phase: This will be a three-contractor effort
tO derive system concept and preliminary specifications for the missile and Its
subsystems. F-115/AIM--82A acquisition and lock-on requirements wil also be

derived as a result Of this task. Proposals for the follow-n development phase

will aieo result from thli task.
top have been allocated. TrhI4*

fiscal yeir "197'frnds
per contracOouldbel In Novemqr 1969 and finish by
-

(h) Competitive Advanced Development Phase: This is a two-contractor
advanced deve1opmetM effort culminktlng in a flbff in "-.
Based on this flyoff
competition, one production contractor would be selected. The balance of our
.,a7ee
',4979_ uDJp
-/ ,I*.
expep4edo4 tle efrt. The two contrdctors
,t vIS
sWi
le t]e4 rom the tri submitdtog Dropowls on the preyVo14s
I
-;

pEVELo 2M$NT COST Or pPOMHT xIssIL

Mr. Six-s. How accurate do you feel.the estimated $90 million total
cost of development to be?
General MONoiKLE. We feel it is more like
million right now.
On these estimates I would like to say that in the early stages-when
we have recognized and validated the reaquireme t-we make a cost
estimate!on' the bsis' o thi minimum progan that will satisfy the
requirement. As 'e move lon g we,
* u- ardditioil tasks t b performed or new capabilities *hlch should be aided, and these cost more
money.
'General MoNiCK". Tho

mov~i

estimates were mde last year. As we

ong"ind got fuNrlier ditA we decided to purse e a different

development preoare which inlihed a greiter number of R. & D.
missile inia y-otr conpetitlon prior to production.
Mr. ANDRmWs. Could you give us a round figure ftbout how much

inflation has cost you percentagewise inyour

& D. program

General MoNic
t is qipto, sjgnifiL4 in our overallr]. & D.
prrP .Some of our people made a study and estimated that sirie
19
urR.&, dql],-$ soe of itvarieq, inthe electronic i dystry it is nwre--4lhre is bout on -third r,4uction inthe purchasing
power of our money.
Mr. Awwwws. In other words,inflation has eaten up about a third

f
p..We are getting less B.& D.and pyug moro
for it......
Mr.S" .Pqs the contract for development of the missile been
GnrlMcNiwz.There is no development cqntract as Yet. As
a p art of our proposed develpment program, we are going to have
at flysoff and the~n &*or4 the j~ouction contract.
DA)rVIJIT IPROCURJP3CT PROGRAMS

Mr. Srm. I f the development program is successfully completed,

i now?
what w ll 1e h procurement pr-grar a you s it
(*~r ]cC
L It c0n1d be as many a
missiles
,Mr. Sixis. At whIt cost
General MoNiomr. About-a missile, but that is just an estimate without bendt of the developmpnt program.
Mr. Sii"' And th6 'ttalcost? Provid that for the record.
General Prrms. It would have tobe a ball park estimate.
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(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
figure the projected unit flyaway cost.?
Mr. SUES. Is the General MoNIcRLE. Yes, sir; that is our estimate at this time.
Mr. SIKES. When do you anticipate they will be available for test
and when will they be available for inventory?
General MoNIckLE. They would be available for inventory in
and for test inMr. SKs. What kind of guidance system do you propose?
General McNicmx.. The primary candidates are electro-optical and
infrared.
Mr. SIRES. What aircraft will they be used on?
General McNicKL. The F-15 would be the primary user.
Mr. SIXES. Could you use them on existing aircraft like the F-4?

General McNICxLR. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Would expensive modifications be required for use on

present aircraft?
General McNic.LE. No, Mr. Sikes, I don't think so. As an example,
we are keeping the F-4 in mind as we develop this new missile.
NAVY

DEVELOPING SIMILAR MISSILE

Mr. SIRES. Does the Navy plan to use this missile or do they have a
development of their own?
General McNicxLE. They have a similar missile called Agile.
Mr. Siius. Why two?
General McN"IcKLE. D.D.R. & E. is watching these two programs,
sanctioning these two programs, and letting each go along. It is my
understanding that they wil1 make a decision at the proper time as to
.
which missile ought to go.
Mr. SmEs. Do you anticipate the likelihood that the better missile
will be selected at some point in time?
General MoNIcxz. Yes sir This would not be unlike the approach
taken with the Standard XRM, the. Air Force and the Navy pursued
these missiles and D.D.R. &E. made the decision in favor of the Navy
Standard ARM. That is the way it went.
Mr. Smm I believe you saidyou anticipate completion of the develand operational capability in
opment prog rm in. We would have missiles
General MONIcKM Completion in
- to go with the
and -- , and inventory in
for test in F-15.
Mr. Si . What are the performance characteristics sought for the
new missile, for the record ?
(The information was provided to the coMmittee and is classified.)
ADVANCED BALLISTIC RkETRY SYSiEm

Mr. Smzi. Under "Advanced ballistic reentry systems" you are re-

qttesting $121.4 million for fiscal 1070. This is a $16 million increase.
What part of it is associated with the new procedure in the funding of
the Ariold Engineeriing Pev6lopih6nt Center?
Mr. HANS..$6.1 million..
Sn. 'What is the, amount of the actual increase?
Mr.
Mri Y*AN$EN
$16million less the $6 million, or about $10 million.
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IMPORrANCE OF PROGRA31

Mr. SrK S. The program has been continuing for a number of years
at approximately $100 million a year. Isn't it time for some decrease
in funding in that area ?
Mr. HANSEN. No, sir; I don't think so. This is a national program
that applies to all of our strategic missiles and their penetration capability. I consider that, with the national concern that we have of
measures and countermeasures and ballistic missile deterrents and
counterforces for those, this is an extremely important area. In fact,
its funding has been decreasing steadily from $160 million in fiscal
year 196.5.. think it is appropriate rather that it be increasing and I
think this is an area that we ought to spend as much money on as we
know how to spend intelligently. I do not really look for this to decrease because it is the game of ever trying to develop more sophisticated methods of sending the warheads in more sophisticated decoys
such as chaff and various other things. I think it is an extremely important area. This is a national program with the Air Force as the
executive agency. It supports ballistic reentry devices for all services.
Mr. SIxS. In that connection, in fiscal 1969 $118 million was programed in the Air Force at the time their witnesses were before the
committee. The justifications now before us indicate that the programed fiscal 1969 level is $105 million. That would indicate some
reductions were then in order and possibly are again in order. Could
there be a similar reduction in the fiscal 1970 program without serious.
consequences?
Mr.
HAzxS.
Well, I don't think that the amount requested should
be reduced; it is my personal belief it should not be reduced and it
should not have been reduced last year.
Mr. Srxxs. Was harm done by the reduction last year ?
Mr. HANSEN. I cannot say necessarily that harm was done because
the progress in this program is time phased. I don't think we eliminated anything, we merely delayed doing some things until this year.
Whether or not harm is done depends on when we have to use these
devices and what capability of devices we have at that particular time.
I don't know how we can forecast that. I do think we should press
ahead with these efforts. Some of the things that we want to do, for
instance, are to test
so that we can increase the versatility by
which we can target. I think these are things that we should get on
with as rapidly as we can. I would personally resist very strongly
any effort to decrease the funding on the ABRES line.
BUDGET DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SimEs. How do you arrive at a budget request in this area?
In other words, is it based on a number of specific activities?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes; it is. The budget is built up from a very significant number of smaller items. I have that hem It is a fairly lengthy
list.
Mr. Sxis. I think it would be well to submit that for the record.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
Mr. HANSEN. But we do approach it from the poit of view of tryin to figur out the specific things which should be done andthen
build up the price from that. It is not a level of effort where we
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ay "Let's spend like $100 million this year" on this program. It is
"Let's figure out what we are smart enough to know how to work
on productively and see how much that costs," and build up the budget in that way.
IN-HOUSR AND CONTRAOTIOR PTOWR

Mr. SixES. What part of the money in the ABRES program is expended in-house and what part under contract?
Mr. HANSm. The large majority of it is contracted. Of this particular year's request, $6.1 million is planned for in-house effort and
the remainder of $115.3 million is planned to be spent with contractors.
Mr. SIxE. Who are your major contractors I
Mr. HANSEN. Such companies as Avco, Atlantic Research, McDonnell-Douglas,
Lockheed
and Philco-Ford.
Mr. SIrEs. Are these
generally
continuing contracts?
Mr. HANSN. No. Each of thesoN contracts is for a specific task. It
tends to kind of come out like that because the next things that we
think of are along similar lines. We therefore tend to go back to the
same companies because they have been working on this kind of problem. They understand what needs to be done and therefore, they
tend to submit the best proposals. But, they are competitively proposed.
AVOIDANCE OF CONTINUINO CONThACS

Mr. Six s. How do you avoid continuing contracts? How do you
seek to avoid continuig contracts in which the contractor seems to
acIre a vested interest that gives him occasion to continue to participate in a development program to the exclusion of others and
to the exclusion of new blood and now capabilities I
Mr. HANSz. That is a very good question.
Mr. Smns. Treat it in some detail for the record, but tell us briefly
at this int what our thinking is on it.
Mr. HAsEN. 11 e have to continue to work hard to encourage companies to come in and participate competitively when they are competig against a company which has already been doing a particular
type of work. This company therefore has had the benefit of Government funding and gaining very great familiarity with a particular
area. We do have among the companies that I mentioned eftability
to do similar things and there is competition among them. Bfut in a
very real sense in this kind of business, it is a little bit like it is with
the big three in the automobile business It is difficult for somebody
new to break in unless they want to spend a very significant amount
of corporate funds in developing facilities and know-how in their
people in order to be able to be a good competitor. So I guess our concentration is to make sure that we at least have a few companies that
are willing and have the capability to fight it out with each other
to do these jobs.
. General McNIcxLv. It actually costs us R. & D. dollars to develop
and sustain more than one source. There is necessarily high concentration in these specialized tasks and we try hard to keep some semblance of a competitive market structure so that when we need production sources there is still competition.
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Mr. ANDREws. How do you mean that, General; you have to finance
the competitor I
General MoNied. Yes, sir; to some degree.
Mr. ANnWs. Some of these companies get locked into your programs and you cannot even kick them out as long as you need their
services.
General MoNickit. That ean and has happened, but we try to work
with other contractors tbo.
Mr. AxbnDw. In other words you finance a competitor I
General MoNxcKZ. Yes, sir; we will assist in developing a competitor because competition provides a wider choice, often a better
product and lower prices. But with these highly specialized prodticts
we will always have few dellerm .
Mr. A iz'*s. You finance him into the competition and then he
gets locked into your program.
General MoNkpxii Well, that is true but even if you onl have
tWo eller04 that helps. The market structure for mdjor weapn systems is characterized by few seller and even fewer buyers. We do
not like to see any fewet sellers than there arenow.
Mr. HAIszis. believe in the ABRES case that we are talking about
here, if you will recall the kind of companies involved---Avco,
Atlantic Research, McDonnell-Douglas, Lockheed, Philco-Ford-I
believe I am correct in saying that any one of these companies could
do all of the ABRES work. Now, instead of giving the whole Job to
one of them, it is broken down into pieces, and each of the tasks are
ctoiptbd. Some effort is made to try to keep several companies involved ab there will be competition and the w6tk will not gravitate to
otie 6oYipany.
Mr. Sixi. Ws the MIRV concept developed Under this program
or under the Minuteniati progratI
Mr. HANSEN. I cannot answer that.
General MoNtox. My source says it started in the hardware phase
in the ABRES program and moved into the Minuteman program. I am
not sure where the original idea was conceived.
STtioc Bok8* PNmunaox
Mr. SIKE. Under the heading of Strategic bomber penetration,
a new program, there is a request for $3 million. Will you tell us
about thi program I
General Mcxc3Ox.
Yes sir. This is very similar in intent to the
ABRES program but it is caused on penetration aids for manned aircraft. It is intended to develop the technology before we would develop
an actual system, the same thing that we do in -theABRES program
for missiles.
OHER BOMBER

*NWRATION PROGRAMS

Mr. Sxx.s. What other programs are designed to enhance the
penetration of strategic bombers is included in the fiscal 1970 R.D.T.
&E. budget I
General MONxoKJ. Two programs. One of them is the Penaids for
manned. aircraft, and the other is the subsonic cruise armed decoy or
SCAD. The former is all electronic countermeasures work and the
latter is developing the SCAD.
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Mr. SIREs. Is it altogether correct to place this program under advanced development? It would seem that the studies and analyses
which are principally involved may be exploratory development
programs.
General MONIcKLz. It could be. I think it is somewhat arbitrary
where you draw the line. We feel it is closer to advanced development,
but it could be called exploratory development.
Mr. St~a. What lev6l of funding do you foresee for this program
over the next 8 or 4 years?
General MoNioxit. We have a tentative layout of $3 million for
1970, atnd then-million a ybar through 1973.
TAoTicAL Anl-To-GRoUXD MiSSILES (MAVUCxoK)

Mr. Sims. Under tactical air-to-round missiles you ar requesting
$39.6 million for the further development of the Maverick. At this
point I would like to ask you to describe for the record the characteristics of the Maverick, what it is designed to accomplish.
(The information follows:)
MAVERICK-HAMAOTERISTICS AND DECISION

The Maverick which Is a rocket boosted, automatic television guided air-toground missile is being designed and developed for the efficient destruction of
small hard stationary or moving targets such as tanks, armored personnel
carriers, field fortifications and reinforced concrete buildings. This missile will
weigh approximately 500 pounds with a single pass kill probability of

-

based on a hit probability and a mission reliability. Mean miss
distance of Maverick will be feet against targets of feet maxinium
linear dimension. Maverick mode of operation will permit the carrier aircraft
to launch and leave with a range of feet to nautical miles.
MAVERICK COST AND SCHEDULE FOR DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Sizis. $44 million was programed for this missile in fiscal
year 1969, $26.7 millioti had b~en programmed rider a different title
in fiscal year 1968 and in prior years. How does the presently estimated
development cost and time schedule of the Maverick missile compare
with the original cost and time schedule?
General McNICRLE. We have definitized the contract with Hughes
at a target.price of $94.5 million, ahd the total development program
is estimated at $122 million. We are still carrying the same operational
date as when we signed the contract. This line has contained other
missile work than the Maverick. There was $14 million in fiscal year
1967 for the Air Force work on a Standard ARm that I mentioned
earlier. The contract with Hughes is actually for a target price of $94
million, and there is an additional $28 million in the Maverick program test support.
General McNicmix. The original estimate was $84.3 million and we
now have a $122 million program. That is about $6 million less than
is indicated in the descriptive summary after the $13.9 million for
other than Maverick work is removed from bbth estimates.
Mr. ANPmWs. That is up about $S8 millionI
General McNIcKLE. Yes.
Mr. A"muxws, Since when?
84-09---9-pt. 4

4
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General McNICKLE. Since last year's estimate when we did not yet
have the program definitized.
Mr. AN.DREWS. Approximately one year?

General Prrrs. If I could help out, that original estimate was made
back at budget submission time in the fall of 1967. They did not definitize this estimate until July of 1968.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about overruns?
General MCNICKLE. We have not had any, Mr. Andrews, at least not
yet.
Mr. ANDREWS. That $122 million estimate is not too firm, is it?
Mr. IANsEN. It is a contract target price plus the test support money.
Before it was a Government estimate, now it includes a contract number between the Government and the contractor.
Mfr. ANDREWS. A firm contract?
Mr. HAMNsN. Yes.
CONTRACT ZSCALATION CAUSE

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you any provision for escalation, any escalating
provisions in the contract to take care of inflation, cost growth,
overrun?

General MCNICKLE. Only normal inflation.

Mr. ANDREAWS.

What do you figure that normal inflation is?
General McNicKLE. I don't know this specific contract, but normally
it is about 2 to 4 percent.
Mf r. ANDREWS. Put something in the record about the escalation

clause in the contract.

(The information follows:)

Upon request of -the contractor or the Government, but not more often than

once each calendar year, the Government and the contractor will negotiate
and adjust target costs and ceiling prices based upon provisions set forth below:
1. The target cost and ceiling price shall be subject to revision once each
year commencing with calendar year 1970 pursr'int to the provisions of this

clause, to reflect abnormal fluctuations in the price levels for any of the con-

tractor's elements of cost in that year.
2. Elements of cost shall be deemed to mean allowable and properly allocable
expenditures, or full or partial payment for:
a. Labor costs-including but not limited to tool or test equipment labor.
manufacturing labor, sustaining or engineering labor, overhead associated
with the above, material burden, and G and A expenses.
b. Material costs-Including but not limited to engineering materials, tooling
materials, purchased tools and manufacturing materials and purchased parts.
c. Subcontract and other costs-Including but not limited to subcontracts
for components, assemblies or subassemblies and all allowable expenditures
not including above.
3. The cost indices to be used in revising target cost and ceiling price shall
be baqed on indices and averages of the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the
U.S. Department of Labor and shall reflect the following:
a. The labor cost adjustments shall be based upon the average annual or
latest monthly rate, whichever is greater, of the "Hourly Earnings of Aircraft and Aircraft Parts Production Employees," as then represented in the

Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin 1312-4, table 0-2, divided by $3.30 which

represents the average for 1968.
b. The Materials Cost Index for a given year shall be the composite of the
annual average or latest month, whichever Is greater, of wholesale price indices
prepared by the Bureau of abor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor
weighted by:
(1) Explosives (currently Identified as Code 0672)-20 percent.
(2) Nonferrous metals (currently identified as code 102)-20 percent.
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(3) Electrical machinery and equipment (currently identified as code
117)--0 percent.
c. The Subcontract Cost Index for a given year shall be deemed to mean a
composite of the Labor Cost Index and the Materials Cost Index for that year
weighted 70 percent and 30 percent respectively.
4. An abnormal fluctuation with respect to a given year shall be deermed te
be an increase or decrease in any of the following indices for that year over
or under the projected Index figure set forth below:
[In millions of dollars)

Labor cost index:
1970 .......................................................................

1971 .......................................................................
1972 .......................................................................
1973 .......................................................................
1974 .......................................................................
1975 .......................................................................
Material cost Index:
1970 .......................................................................
1971 .......................................................................
1972 .......................................................................
1973 .......................................................................
1974 .......................................................................
1975 ..................................................................... .

Over

Under

115.8
121.5
127.6
134.0
140.7
147.7
108.2
110.2
112.2
114.2
116.3
118.4

109.3

112.6
115.9
119.4
123.0
126.7
101.0
101.5
102.0
102.5
103.0
103.5

SUBCONxmAcT COST INDEX
This index Is a composite of the Labor Cost Index and the Material Cost Index
weighted 70 percent and 30 percent, respectively.
5. In recognition of the fact that the Bureau of Labor Statistics occasionally
modifies Its method of computation and selection of components, either party may
request consideration of alternate indices provided that the old Index is no longer
available. Either party may request the assistance of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor In deriving a mutually acceptable
method of comparison.
6. The amount of revision with respect to any period shall be computed by:
(a) Determining the labor cost, material costs, and subcontract and other
costs respeetively for that period.
(M) If the actual index for any element of the above categories of costs In any
year is either over or under the projected values stated in 4.0 for that year, then:
If such actual index number In any year is above or below the projected index
value for that year, the percent by which the actual index number is greater or
less than the projected number shall be multiplied by the element of cost Incurred
and the product shall be added to or subtracted from the target cost and ceiling
price in the same ratio that original ceiling price bears to original target cost.
The target profit shall not be adjusted by reason of this clause.
TYPE OF CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREws. Any way you figure it, your estimate has gone up
nearly $88 million in 12 months?
General Prrs Yes; but remember, again, I said that was an esti-

mate prior to definitiiu the contract. Once they definitized, I think
General MoNickle is sayig that we do not expect that estimate to
change right now.
Mr. AmiREws. You said you had a firm contract. That does not mean
a fixed-price contract, does it t
General McNzcxxz. I do not think so.
Mr. A wmzwL What ype!contract is it; cost-plus?
General MCNzcLz. No; it is a fixed-price incentive fee contract with
Wprico
f VU million.
r. Awmmw Ltas
it negotiated
or by competitive bidding?
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General MoNiGmiu. The development program was competitive, and
Huhes won.
r. ANDRWws. How many companies bid on it I
General McNicLc. Two.
Mr. ANDPRWS. What was the other companyI
General McNioxw. North American-Rockwell.
Mr. ANDRnWS. How much lower was Hughes than North American?
General MoNIc=Lu. I do not have that.
Mr. ArmnDWS. Would you please provide the committee with that
information?
General McNicKLr.. Yes, sir.
(The infottnation was provided to the committee.)
Mr. ANDREws. What was the contractor's estimate of the cost at
the time of the letter contract I Supply that for the record if you do
not have it.
(The information follows:)
A letter contract was not used In the Maverick program. The contractor's target
price of $94.6 million is the only contractual price for the R.D.T. & E. on
Maverick.
SH1ARING OF

OSTS Olt SAVINGS

Mr. Aimiws. Under this fixed-price incentive fee contract, you are
subjected to whatever inflationary costs occur for the life of the
contract,
Mr. HAmsEN. That isn't exactly correct. In the fixed-price incentive
contract there is a target cost, and target price that is negotiated and
thet a hating rAtio between the Government and the contractor up
to a ceiling, and if there is more cost, for whatever reason not directed
by the Government, whether it is escalation or underestimating or unforeseen difficulties, or whatever, that additional cost gets shared in
accordac6 with the cost-sharing formula. The only cetse where the
abnormal escalation wUild come in would be a clause in the contract
which is special, that says that if there is more than a certain amount
df growth il cost which ig due to the national economic inflationary
Mots, *e *ill theh *ft thb price for that. As we said, Ve do not
knohw specifically what that clause is iti this co'itradt but we will provide that for the record.
(Clerk's note: The information appears on pages 589 and 691.)
General Pins. An interesting point in these type contracts also is the
fact that if there is an underrun oil the traget c6st, that is, if the
contractor brings in the prouct cheaper than the target price, there is
a cost-sharing arrangement whereby the Government gets back a
share of the money saved.
Mr. AwDRzws. How long has it been since you have had a situation
like that?
Mr. HANSEN. I kfiow of one personally which I was involved in before I came to my present job. There was a fairly significant--for the
size of the contract--underrui of which the Government got back
60 percent. The contractor kept 40 percent. The amount of the underrun was in the order of $2 million on An approximate $70 million
contract.
Mr. Amtzt* That is refreshing.
Mr. ADDAUo. That is the exception that proves the rule.
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INCREAMqEf

DEVELOP1F NT COST

Mr. ANDREWS. The justification material supplied to the committee

last year in support of the fiscal year 1969 budget indicated a total dovelopment. cost of tie Maverick missile of $98., million. The total development cost. indicated this year is $142.8 million. This is 4 very substantial peientage increase. What,difficulties bve alisen in this development program to account for this increased cost?
.This goes back to my previous answer that we
General M'.%vCiN
1rJ
hawe now definitized the contract. The $142.8 million includes $14 m4u.
lion of prior years' money that was used for the Standard Arm. It wits
funded mn this same program element line. We estimated total Maverick
development cost, at $122 million and this compares with an estimate of
$S4.3 million. It is $6 million less than when the books were made. The
,84.3 million was an earlier estimate and the $1'22) million includes a
firm contract figure of $,4.5 million with iughes.

Mr.

ADDAB10.

Mr.

ADDABBo.

How do you explain the S38 million differential be-

tween an estimate and a firm hid? Are we. that far off in our estimates?
General M(-Njcjp.F. Some of the difference is explained by extending. the contract definition phase with two contractors; some is expsoined by lacing more stringent requirements on the system; and
sole isexpfhined by requiring a more extensive flight test program
than was originally contemplated. Then, there are the inflationary
pressures which had built, tp between the time of our estimate and the
date of the contract.

But this is $38 million. It is not a $10 million

difference.
Are our Government estimators so far inferior to company
estimators?
General McNCKLE. It is not exactly the same missile. We did increase some of the performance requirements. It. takes into account
some of the changes for better system performance. A more extensive
test program which I would like to detail for the recori. It is not exactly the st te program that went with the earlier estimate.
Mr.AimABHO. You had better have the detail because when someone
reads this record they are going to say that the Government estimate
was $84 million but we went out into the iirket and agreed to y $122
million. You are going to have to show us something in order to be
able to justify this because we have to go to our colleagues and justify
it.
General MCNwKLE. I will.
(The in format ion follows:)
REAsONs FOR DIFRRENTIAL BETWEEN ESTIMATE AND CONTRACT PRICE

In the fall of 1967, the R.D.T. & H. portion of the 5-year defense plan contained a program element titled "Tactical Air-to-Ground Missiles." This program element provided a total of $98.2 million; $13.9 million for interim AIM
(fiscal year 1967) and $84.3 million for Maverick development. During the
period between fall of 1907 and the beginning of operational development in
July 1168. studlex and test efforts were conducted by HIughes Aircraft Co. and
North American-Rockwell in whith the present development program was established. These tests and studies led to changes in procedures, system perforinnce requirements, and hardware quantity and type which are now incorlorated in the development program with Hughes Aircraft Co. The breakout
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of each change and corresponding Increase to the estimated program cost
follows:

-----------------------Improved guidance system developmentAdditional testing to meet increased reliability requirement ----------------------------------------Increased number of test missiles
nutaber of launcher adapters ---------------------------.
Inea

$3.3
7. 1
6.6
2

*Revised configuration and quantity of captive pod trainers -------------System engineering changes to accomplish increased guidance accuracy,
Improved safety engineering, and configuration management ----------

Contract definition extension

----------------------------------

Government furnished material

---------------------------------

--------------------------------Increased data requirements
------------------------------------Training requirement
-----------------------------Allowance for engineering changes
---------------------------Increase due to stretchout of program

1.8
4..5

2.0

3. 7
2.9
4.9

38.2
These changes increased the Maverick development program to $122..5 million.
An additional increase of $6.4 million was made to the "Tactical air-to-ground
missiles" program element to provide for anticipated changes to Maverick in
future years.
Total increase

---------------------------------------

The following table summaries the increases discussed above:
linmillions ofdollars

Maverick .........................................................
Future changes to Mavedck .......................................
Interim arm ......................................................
Total program element .......................................

Original
estimate

Revised
estimate

84.3
0
13.9

122.5
6.4
13.0

+38.2
+6.4

98.2

142.8

+44.6

Diffeience

USES FOR MAVERICK

Mr. Amurws. How does this Maverick compare with the Navy
Condor missile?
General MCNwCKLE. The Condor is a big missile, whereas this is a
small one. The Condor has a large warhead and a range of about
miles, whereas the Maverick -has a small shaped charge warhead
miles which is suitable for a small
and a maximum range of-land target such as a tank. The Maverick will have a flyaway target
misand a target price of - for the first.
cost of . They are for different purposes.
siles. The Condor costs about Mr. ANDRPWS. What do you have in your arsenal now comparable

to the Maverick ?
General McNzcxr.We do not have a missile with the characteristics of the Maverick. The closest thing we have is the guided bombs
but they do not have the speed, the range, or the penetration capabilities of the Maverick.

Mr. AX DREWS. What is the pu rp-ose of thi.; missile; a g: inst tanks?
General McNzcxLEr. Tanks, pillboxes, hard tactical targets.
Mr. Awniuws. You are not replacing any presently used missile

with MaverickI

General MCNICKLr,. We do not have a guided rocket with a hard

target kill capability.
Mr. AxDREws. Is this similar to Bullpup?
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General MCNICKLE. No, sir, it is not very similar to Bullpup. It is
longer range and it will have a lot better kill. capability than the
Bullpup.
Mr. ANDREWS. Will it have an atomic warhead?
General McNIcKLE. No.
MAVERICK COST OPrIONS

Mr. ANDREWS. I think you have answered the next question: What
is the currently estimated total procurement of Maverick missiles aneach.
ticip2ated.? You said it would be General McNicKIE It depends on the quantity you buy. We have
three options in the contract.
Mr. ANDREWS. What are they?
General McNICKLE. The unit target price for option A, which is
missiles, associated containers, launcher adapters, AGE,
for-each; option B for
training data, and long leadtime items is
each; option C for another
missiles is
the next
- each.
missiles is about
-.
Mr. AwDREws.
. Between the three I gave you,
General MoNIcKLE. Actually
.
for the missile only in the first-it would average about
per mi-ssile. If you buy
it is about
If you buy the last each.
with all the support equipment it is
only
Mr. ANDRFWS.' You gave me the median I
target cost on the first
General MCNICKLE. I gave you the missiles, I probably should have given you about
for the
each.
at about
which includes the last
entire
of them, because for
Mr. ANDREWS. That indicates you want
per missile.
the last -- missiles you coula get them at-General McNICKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. After having spent $122.8 million on the R. & D.
program?
General McNICKLE,. Yes, sir. We would plan to spread that much
R. & D. over a buy on the order of
Mr. AwD Piws. If that contract does not escalate 25 percent more in
the next year like it did in the past year.
ioNIoKLE. W'ell, we have a fixed price incentive fee conGeneral
tract now; before, we had an estimate for a lesser development
program.
Mr. ANDREWS. But you gave us the idea that you have an escalation
clause in that contract to take care of cost growth, inflation, overrun,
or whatever you want to call it.
General McNiCK&LE. Yes, sir; I am sure we do; but it would come in
downstream to take care of abnormal escalation.
per missile, if you buy
Mfr. ANDREWs. Now, when you pay
missiles you are not taking into consideration the R. & D. cost
of the missiles, are you?
(Ieneral MNTcKLE. No, sir. These are production options that we
have with the contractor. They are separate from the development
contract.
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Xr. Annipuw& Suppose you get your contract for R. & D. at $122
million ond you get mssiles, what would that addto the
cost per missile if you buy
. Figure it out and put itin the
record.
What plane will you use these missiles ony
General MoNIcOKE On the F-4, and the A-7.
Mr. AmDRxws. How about the F11
General MoNIcKa No, Mr. Andrews, we do not now plan to use the
F-111.with the Maverick.
Mr. Awnimws. Will there have to be any modification of the planes
to use the missile ?
General McNxcKLx. There will have to be some.
fr. ANDREWS. How much will that cost I Do you have any opinion?
General McNIcwix. No, sir.
Mr. Awxwws. For the record, what will the total cost per missile be,
counting the R. & D., the modification of the planes, an the purchase
price of the missile? Give us the total amount and then the unit cost
permissile
General McNxcrx Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The costs' t develop the missile, produce
and modify
F4D,
F-4E, and A-7D aircraft are given below.
B.D.T. & 9 ,cost
------------------------------------$122, 500, 000
Production --------------------------------.----235,800,000
Aircraft modification
---------------------------------1,25,
000
Total --------

---------------------------------

874,425,000

MAVRIOK PERFORMANCB O0TIVS

Mr. Amews. What are the present performance objectives of the
Maverick development program
miles against small, hard staGeneral MoNiolm. A range of
tionary or moving targets tanks, armed personnel carriers, field
fortifications, concrete building s. It is going to weigh approximately
500 pounds, with a kill probability of
and a mission reliability
of - and a mean miss distance of feet against targets with
a maximum linear dimension of
feet. Its mode of operation will
permit the aircraft to launch and leave. The pilot does not have to
track the missile into the target as he does with the Bullpup.
Mr. Axwiwws. Does the missile lock onto the target?
General McNromm Yes.
Mr. ANDREVWS Briefly, how, in layman's language?
General McNicKiz. It has a TV in its nose and the pilot has a
monitor. He sets the TV on the target and then the missile tracks that
target from launch to impact.
Mr. Axm wis. Once he releases itI?
General MoNCKLFJ. The missile stays locked on to the target, and the
launching aircraft is free to leave or find another target,.
Mr. ANzreWs. Is there a possibility of jamming it?
General McNicxTx. No.sir: at least no easy way.
Mr. ANiwws. Is it an all-weather missile General McNICKLE. No, sir.

ON5
Mr. ANDRaEvs. The pilot must see the target before he fixes it on the
lockI
General McNIcKru. Yes, sir.
CHANGES IN PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Mr. ANDREWS. Have there been any changes in the performance objectives from those originally planned?
General MoNIcKnB. No, sir; other than those I mentioned. We are
demanding higher reliability.
Mr. Awrmnws. In other words, have you had to downgrade the perfornance of the mis-sile because of the problems which have arisen?
General MNNICKLE. No, sir; we have not downgraded it since we
laid it down in 1968 in the contract.
31r. HANsEN. No problems have arisen.
Mr. ADDAB1O. Going back to the difference between the estimate and

the contract price-one of the reasons for the increase was because of
changes. Now you say there have been no changes. Have there or have
there not been any changes?
General McNIcKLz. Since we have gone on contract; no. We ]lave
a fixed price and we have not made any changes.
Mr. Are Bo. All changes were made prior to the contract?
General McNicUm Prior.
Mfr. ADDABBo. After your first estimate but prior to the signing of
the contract.

I

General MONICKLE. That is right.
Mr. ANDRRWS. You made changes prior to the contract?
General MoNioxLz. Yes.
Mr. A DIEwS. What occasioned the changes? Did you upgrade or
downgrade the capability?
General McNIcKLE. We increased the performance requirements and
we expanded the test requirements. Other than that, I do not know of
any.
(Clerk's note: For additional information see pages 691 and 6,92.)
Mr. A REws. The Maverick development program is under a total
package procurement contract. To what extent lave cost overruns in
this program been shared by the Government and the contractor I
General MONICOLE. We have not had any overruns, Mr. Andrews&
but it would be a ?0-30 sharing arrangement between the target price
and the ceiling.
Mr. ANDREWS. Who picks up the 70 percent?
General McNickLn. The Government picks up the 70 percent up tothe ceiling-that is our maximum liability.
Mr. ANDrmws. The contractor picks up 30 percent?
General McNicKr . Yes. Over the ceiling, the contractor picks up
all of it.
Mr. ANDREWS. Picks up all over ceiling costs?
General MoNIcKr. Yes.
Mr. A"NPEws. What is the estimated date for initial operating capa-

bility for this missile?
General BomhN.

-.
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PLAN.NFD USE FOR MAVEICK

31r. A mn'ws. Would you have a need for this missile in South
Vietnam todayV
General BOYLAN. The missile would have utility in South Vietnam.
That is not its principal purpose for development. There are hard
points., pillboxes, similar structures that the missile, being a penetrating missile, could attack successfully.
Mr. A-Rzws. If the war is still with us when you have this missile
in operation-and I predict the war will be with us for many years,
but that is just my thought, we are not fighting to win-but if the war
is still going on, would you have the need for this missile, and would
you use it?
General BoYAN. Yes, sir; absolutely. If the war is still being prosecuted in South Vietnam when this missile enters the inventory, I am
personally confident the Air Force would test the missile under field
-conditions.
Mr. Aw-mxws. You have pillboxes in South Vietnam today?
General BOYLAN. Of a sort.

Mr. ANDREWS. What are you using to knock them out, what weapons?
General BoYLAN. They have budiers, and so forth. We are using all
types of weapons, B-52 strikes through fighter-bombers with iron
bombs, as well as rockets. Napalm, as well, is used.
Mr. ANDRaws. What has been the most effectiveI
EFF FONVENES8 OF B-52 8

General BOYLAN. Based on the information and reports I have seen,
I would say against the type of fortification, talking about caves,
bunkers, et cetera, in South Vietnam, the B-52 has been the most effective. This is principally because many of the structures are not only
hidden by foliage, but hidden by trees. The intelligence report gives
you
an area target and B-52 successfully attacks that type of
tar really
t.
31r. ANDREWS. How do your B-52 pilots spot these targets?

General BoYLAN. The B-52 pilot, per se, does not spot the target.

He is under very precise radar control. The target is pre-identified
through intelligence and by other means, visual by the forward air
controller type or by reconnaissance. The target is identified. The B-52
strike is laid on. The number of aircraft assigned to each target is
lredetermined but can be modified in the air as well as targets changed
while they are airborne. But they fly a pattern which is generally the
same. They leave certain departure points and are vectored by precision radar to a precomputed bomb release point. The accuracy of
this type of radar bombing is, I would term it, "fantastic." It is very
precise. The confidence in the precision is such that, as you know,
B-52 strikes were used in areas fike Khe Sanh, they have been used in
relatively close proximity to not only our forces but the civilian population as well.
Mr. AN.DREws. They are most effective if they can hit the target; nw
question about that.
General BoYLAN. Absolutely, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. Now, this Maverick would not be an effective weapon
for anything in the jungleI
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General BoYtAN. Not against a trench or a cave.
Mr. ANDRmws. You have to have a picture of the target?
General BOYLAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. All right, gentlemen; we will adjourn until 2 o'clock.
APTER OON SESSION

AIM 4--D GRowTH
Mr. STKFq. The committee will come to order.

We are now ready to consider the AIM 4-D growth project for
which $2.7 million is requested. Will this amount complete the program?
General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir.
Actually, this program has been renamed and is now called air-toair missile improvement and the $2.7 million will give the AIM 4--D
growth a
Mr. SIXES. How successful has the program here?
General McxCKLE. It is just getting started now. In fact, we just

signed the contract on the 16th of May.

Mr. SIKES. Have there been any real accomplishments to date

General MCNiGKLE. Not yet. We just signed the contract.
Mr. ST ES. For the record, supply some information on what you

expect to accomplish, the purpose, characteristics.
General McNmcxnu. Yes, sir.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
HARD

ROCK Sumo DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SmEs. The fiscal year 1969 budget proposed a $38 million effort
in the Hard Rock Silo program in fiscal year 1969. The current justification indicates that only $25 million was applied to the program in
fiscal 1969. What accounts for this change?
RFDtTC"vrI0X TN 1909 FTNDIYNO

Mr. HANSEN. It is the change in the schedule. It was decided to
stretch out the progam.
Mr. SnrKs. Is this deliberate or was it slippage?

General Pirs. It was a decision made to develop a demonstration
prototype installation first. We would then have a silo that could
be deployed. This would reduce the program from $38 million to
$25 million. Since that time, the program has further been reduced to
$23 million because the hard rock site survey work for operational
silos has been accomplished with funding out of the 0. &M. appropriation.
EXPLANATION OF PROGRAM

Mr. SiKEs. This is still somewhat new to a great many people. Tell
us at.this point just what. you propose to do and the reasons for it.
Mr. IIANSE-. The plan is to have the hard rock test which demonstrates the ability of the Hard Rock Silo concept to withstand the blast
and other effects of nearby explosions. Then, based on the presumption
that those tests are satisfactorily passed, we would have the option to
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go ahead with a program of drilling new holes for the Minuteman in
ard rock and movig the sites to those holes.
to
Mr. Sixxs. This, of course, is a major undertaking. It is going
cost4gt '# t deal of morley. What is the reason back of it Is it felt
it is essential for the protection of the missiles I
Mr. HANsEr. Yes, sir. We assume that. some incoming reentry vehicles are targeted on the Minutemon sitos and with increasing guidance accuracies will get thitii -hI.Theiefri, in order to.pr'eserve the
retaliatory capability of our Minuteman system, we consider we should
have an apprqpri te
6q uivalejt hardnans silo capability.
b r. S ~.'Istrs
&fifdii0tdt
with Saft~guaidt Would you require
Mr. HANsEN.
sir;
are complementary.
The presumption
is that Sategua Yes,
would the
not two
be able
t stop all of the incong RV's.
th tj, cftie tU frbtiki, *6 *dil h60b to hav k cek-tttin iount
of
ability
to IMit
them i
d t. pi t'e the desIi d retaliatory
:force.
WOerC LY&6T
6#ou..
0yiit ePafid bh theie ansivera wheh the
Mr. IA ry. Yes.

(The it fb .t!6di

o.lo*d:)
ibS ltbdMi &L-6

Defense and hardened silos are complezbentdry. ,b U dSP, has the choice
of employing its nuclear payload In one of t*o Wkhs, Of
r9-k1reaIt large
r eh
etcl4 frth MtOWl'Nbj l
tOtdldh #lih fOWtt ft4*ifr
ntioy *#hleles
or smaller reentry vehicles with smaller yields In greater numbers. If we counter
their large reentry veelgcep with dfene, then'theI ihove is to the MIRV
and penetration Pids to attempt to defeat our defenses by force of numbers
and 4ecPli,
l~we~e, it our silo are lardened, the reentry vehicles which
S
(iktM
M,0, & ,
'AxitUbiYijfiist be iarg.E ene*. the
/ 6t:ithIfMIs
.U.S.t. wivtl a need to have
both many sad
kkIltry, vebelesL The*, dnfietlg r4kcuirments present
them with an economic dilemma.
NEED FOR, DMTU SAFEGUARD AND HARDEOC

MJr. .
wao 4, the. l]ai'.ij. qAyy
would seem if you. have the
hard sio you do not nee the Safeguard. Yo spay if,the 8af ard
does not take care of tt the hardepnedilowil, jf,the hardened silo

wi|l p
~i
sji0i, why doyou ned Ssf
rd,
Mr. Hwswt. It depends on the
,ze
of the Safegpard _ystem. It is
a matter of balance between hardening of silos and size of a defensive
force Ut io provided. An att.pt is made in the thinking o size a
Safeguard force and the hardenng 4o there will be an economic balance
betw-ee
force." them to minimize the ovefal cost of proteing the retaliatory
Mr. ADDAmO. What would be the cost of a hardened silo
as eompn red

to anyone of the ABM missiles we are peaking of?
0

rock afid

,&
Mo

Il an ,a

it oe

a ut

m lidiL to build i silo i1l had

missile.

Mr. AD6AibQ. Whtdoeit~osto develop theft!ille
•Mr. Hn Iu. think we are ovsrlmdlI.fiyin the problein because I

tthink en a-Iar&.Rock Silo.cAn still be killd if the accuracy of the
iz.couniBVandtheyieldof itsrthghi enough.
Mr. A~wao. Then you do not eed the hai rock if it canbe killed

offt
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Mr. HANSEN. The hard rock is to keep it from getting killed with a

near miss.
Mr. ADDABBo. What would be a near miss?

Mr. HANszN. I do not know whether I can quote a number on that.

Colonel GROSSUIJLLEU. The Hard IRock Silo isbased on the capability
of the SS-9 possibly achieving with MIRV a CEP of a - or less.
Mr. LIPScoMB. Men did you develop that kind of an expectation?

--Colonel GRossmu
Mr. Lwscom3. When did you introduce tm " int the problemI
e the capaI e that wo
Colonel GRossaiuum . Any enemy
yield within
ut
bility of placing a warhead of
Mr. A6D~m~o. You believe ussian missiles do have an cuiy of
?
at leastClnlGRossn
.jlis possible
c~ dlu'
avethat accu-a
aceura,3\y
in the time period we apeaking o
e 19 0's; yes, ir..
II i being d( Jo4d achieve
General Prrs. Our finutem
CEP.
circular error robab
~ tioni he 88Lg varha
Ifr. AD.DAiBo. Ac ring to
laIter thqu our cant mplated warhead o
KWR
%
2
egato war,sir. I believe thas
general PITrs.
head.
-\
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Mr. ADDABBO.

Yo are req

cal year 1970. How

rm is yo

-

ting a hundred,

req

t or $5t_

Rock Silo program in fiscal yea, 19?

infisard

.

ating o and t plan
Mr. HANSsN. Base. on thi se ule we are
/
we have, that seems to a god number.
Mr. Urscoim.
et 1tho plan yo rve/
.
80oiqW orc a year 1970,
General Pri's. W req ed
to $50 million Which caused the,
Lipscomb, and wje were r
u were here when I stated ttt the
grain to slip. I do not know
program U44 been reucd provi 1 to go for a p tOnsllatio demonstration
before committing
ion ~~
IAWo
O
oa;Wih $8 i9

operational
ona

0 to $50 mlion in this
uc
system. The program has been
year's budget, which results "mslipping the full scale prototype test
to-and the initial operating capability from
from We feel $50 million is firm if we want to hold to those schedules. We
have already slipped them.
SITE SURyEYS

Mr. LpscoomB. It is my understanding that you are now in an investigation for sites.
General Prrrs. Yes, Sir.
Mr. LunscoxB, Where are you on that?
General Prrs. The site surveys are going on now.
Mr. LpscoMBa. How firm is your program for 1970? I have been
under the impression that you have not yet been too successful.
General Pirrs. Pardon me, sir?
Mr. Lnsco~o. I have understood you have not been too successful
in finding the sites or the hardened ground. You are still looking for
enough suitable sites.
General Pirrs. In addition to the site survey, some contracts have
been let for development.

/
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I will ask Mr. Jackovich.
Mr. JACKOVICH. The information I have is that a contract was

awarded to TRW for systems engineering and technical direction
on the program in May of 1968. Boeing was also awarded a contract
in August of 1968 for engineering support and I understand an additional contract was recently awarded on this program.
Mr. HANSEN. A facility contract to Bechtel.

Mr. LIPscom. But the contracts are awarded on what? The last I
heard on the program was that an investigation was underway lookincr
for sites and for the proper materials in those sites where you coula
do the work.
Mr. JACKOVicr. Site surveys are to be completed under curreiit
schedule by
Mr. Lu'sco.
The site survey?
Mr. JACKOVCiT. The associate contractor has been selected. Thst
was in May of 1969.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. For what work have the contractors been selected?
General Pnrs. For system engineering of the Hard Rock Silo system, sir, based on a projected completion of the site surveys and
selection of appropriate sites by
.
PRWITTrYPE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. LPScomB. Has the decision been made and instructions given
to go ahead on the Hard Rock Silo program?
General Piirs. For a prototype.
Mr. LPSCOMB. Where is that site for a prototype located?
General MONICKLE. We have iiot selected the site yet.
Mr. Lsco[13. For what are the contracts being made?
General MoNimCaL. We have tested the closure with an explosion.
We will test the upper 65 feet of the silo . We have a test in
preparation with a direct induced ground shock as well as
pounds per square inch of air blast. A simulation test with a full scale
prototype silo is scheduled
. But we are testing components of
that right now.
Mr. Lusoomn. Do you know that we are going ahead with Hard

Rock Silo I

General MoNicKm.For deployment, Mr. Lipscomb, we do not. We
have approval to go ahead with one, a prototype.
Mr. i ,ComB. Was that approved by OSD T
General McNICKLE. Last year; yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCO31B.And you are funded for that one?
General MCNICKLE. Yes sir, we are funded through fiscal year 1969
and we are requesting the fiscal year 1970 funds at this time.
General Pirrs. We previously spoke to the 1969 estimates which
were originally $38 million and they are now $25 million. It was
brought out that the reduction was to go for a single prototype silo
first, and having demonstrated that, then go to full development of
a system.
So those fiscal year 1969 funds will start us toward the one prototype
system. The fiscal year funds are needed in order to maintain the
schedule I iterated a few minutes ago. re had asked for $80 million.
The answer to the question, Is this a firm estimate, is "Yes," if we
want to maintain that schedule.
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M1r. Simu. What will one hole cost furbished and ready to use?
General Prrrs. I have an estimate here for the full-scale prototype
of $278 million.
Mr. Sixs. What is included in the prototype?
Mr. JACKOVICII. Our estimate for the Hard Rock Silo is $278 million.
That includes the whole command and control system, and the other
mechanisms and associated gear that would go into the hole.
Mr. SixES. Does the follow-on site cost as much?
General Ptrrs. No, sir; $6 million apiece.
Mr. SIKEs. Why should this one cost so very much more ?
holes, it
General McNICKLE. The $6 million is on the basis of would be $6 million per Hard Rock Silo.
PROGRAM BASED ON INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Overall the Hard Rock Silo development program is
still unclear. The cost of the prototype is $278 million, according to
the estimate that was just given. Then there was a cowt per hole of $6
million on a
hole program.
What total program are you anticipating embarking upon at this
holes
point I What total cost to completion do we have on itl
at $6 million each?
holes? Is this
- holes or should we have Why do we need
an example of coming to Congress and starting out on a massive program with very little details being given to the committee? At this
time there are some sort of a site survey, or site selection teams going
around the country looking for the proper granite in which to place
holes. It seems what we are doing is starting a $278 million project for
a prototype hole plus a program of $6 million per hole. And I just
cannot conceive that $6 million a hole is a correct figure.
General MoNiciua. We have no approval to deploy these, we are
asking for funds to develop and test the prototype hole.
Mr. Lnmcoizn. Why do we even need that hole until we get a program which would indicate where we might be going?
General MONICKLE. The reason for the one hole is to find out whether
or not the hard rock will provide the anticipated protection. This is the
direction the program has had.
Mr. LnscoMB. And what effort has been made to find it out without
digging a $278 million hole I
General MoNicxLE. We have tested the closure already.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. You have been conducting tests in holes down in
Mississippi or Louisiana?
General McNIoKLw. Tunnels and so on.
Mr. LIPScoMB. So there are various kinds of testing already going
on. Will that not provide the basis to determine if we really need the
program before we embark on another $50 million this year and another
$220 million next year?
Do we really need this? I think you know I am for adequate defense, but I just cannot see embarking on a $278 million program with
as little information as you are willing or able to give us now.
Mr. HAiwsEN. I think we came at it from the other direction. There
was a concept to put Minuteman in hard rook sites. Before advocating
such a progrm we want to build one, make a rather comprehensive
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setup to test it, and make sure that it will really do what we have
es ated from analysis
- the actual number again
refers to
Now, the number
comes out of a consideration of how much of the capability has to be
reasonably assured to be enough of a retaliatory force and whether
I guess can be subject to some additional argumentation,
it is-has been ,naiysis that says a reasonable number out
there
I
know
but,
of the thousand total to make hard would be
NEED FOR HAR) ROCK PROGRAM

Mr. LInswoMI. Has there been an analysis made recently to determine if we need a Ilard Rock Silo l)rogrlnm ? A lot. of things have haplast 12Yes,
months.
pen~d in thePir.
sir.
(General
MIr. LIP 'OMB. And was the decision made that we need a Hard Rock
Silo programI
General Pjyrs. This is the considered opinion of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. It is their proposal.
Mr. LwscoMm. As of how long agoI
General Prrrs. For the funding for this budget?

Mr. LiPsoXM. That was November 1968?

General Pirrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. LipsOOMa. At the latest?
General Prms. If you will, this is like a "fly-before-you-buy" applr)ach on this system: In other words, to pr-ove the feasibility prior
to going to full scale deployment of the entire system.
This is an expansion o? my $S-9 discussion,
Colonel Guwmseru.r
but any missile capable of throwing, I said - --- I want to correct
nautical miles-you are
megatons within
that, it is p.s.i. to withstand that. They predict, if a
going to need about
which would be
megamissile throws three weapons of-p.s.i. an
tons, against one target, we could still withstand with
nautical miles.
effective CEP over
As you know, the Hard Rock Silo originally came as part of the adpsi
vanced ICBM program, that we had prop e&-. This was
for that missile. When the go ahead was not approved for the advanced
ICBM, we wanted to improve the survivability of the postuiated missiles we will have during the 1970 time period which will primarily
be the Minuten'an III, we decided to look at the Hard Rok Silo to
support it
This test program is probably the cheapest way to insure confidence
in the minds of civilian decisionmakers that' we can "develop something this hard. We have confidence from the engineering stu je that
it oan be done.
YFD FOR BOTH SAFWU4RD AND

HARDROUR

Mr.Lwsmmi. If you are going to develop a massive Hard Rock Silo

program hme~nig~ with~ I78 million protp, what is the neces-

sity of gon h'i. .with any antiballistic missile system such as the
Safeuiardt.bat i- qu tion for the Air Force to answer and if you
want to dolhrseh
go ight ahead. Would like to hearit.
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Colonel GnoSMII..LUI. I believe in this instance we would need to put
1,000 missiles in harder silos if we did not have an ABM capability.
First., the ABM will give you an opportunity to withstand a small

attack, give time for decisionmakers to decide what firing order they
are going to want to have with our ICBMs, and how we will fire them,
whether they will go out in a salvo or go out in a time ripple that

they can select based on the type of attack that we are under.
With a hardened rock silo, if the Soviet or any other enemy warheads were to come through the ABM, at that time we would be able
to withstand a hit of up to - nautical miles and still retaliate with
our offensive force.
Mr. LWsco.AtB. Do you think hat W;e need both?
Colonel GitosStInF..u,.Until we can positively prove that one is more
effective than the other, I believe we do need to test both.
Mr. LnsoowMr. What is your timingon ,your test prototype1 providing you ever fin4the site to put it in.
General Prrr& with IO if that proves out to
Mr.
L
n,
c
B.
Is
the.Air
Force supporting the antiballistic programof Safvguard?
,
General P~rrrm. Yes, air .. ,,,,

Mr. Lwio mx, To your knowledge is thre any indication of the

Departmet of the Air Force opposing or indicating opposition to
the Safegqard in orlerto pusi the Iord Rook Silo development program?

I-

General'.Prm. Not that Irknow of.
Mrt.
sIr.'NO'oir.
-AsIHM
meationed
before, ,&e think these ar complementary. I don't
think the piint that tbejhhrd rockdoes Dot povide protection against
a direct hit, as been emphasized enough. If their accuracy got sufficiently betteN even the hard rock woild nji protect the 'retaliatory
capal ility. So vou protect. t with a comibinationxof kills of incoming'

RV's and.,he iMtlitv to withstand near:misses:To depend,entirely on
a Safeguard systua to kill every incoming RV and notelet anything
at all got through, Is&
probably a pretty unreasonablw*requirement.
I think it is generalrV-unreasonable to protect t hlMinuteman force
entirely by hardening. I am sure that the iost economical solution for
protection o1 a reasonable retaliatory capability is to have a combina-

tion of these two-some hardening aid some active defense.
Mr. ADDABBO. Will the gentleman yield ?
Mr. Lrtscomm. Yes.
CIRCULAR ERROR OF PROBABMITY (CeP) ACCURACY

Mr. ADDiBJIO. Would it not be jtust as unreaonable to presume that
every one of the Russian missiles'that got through would be a direct
hit?
3f,*tai . es, I think it w-old be unreasonable to assume every
o6 would be a direc hit..
,.Mr. ADDABBO. So we would still have some Minuteman read for
retaliatory action I
Mr. HANSEN. I think based on our estimate of their technology it

would be reasonable to believe they would be able to get a CEP of.
84-089---89----t.

-45
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like
. And
CEP with our present silo hardness would
knock it out. With the Hard Rock Silo, it would survive a miss of that
distance. Thus, although a larger number of "direct hits" are unlikely,
we could expect many near misses, near enough to destroy our present
silos.
Mr. ADDADBO. What do you base these estimates on of CEP's?
General PrrTs. On our capability, sir, and I think with all prudence
we have to make the assumption that with their demonstrated technology so far they would be able to achieve a comparable CEP.
Mr. RHODES. 'hat CEP would it take to knock out a rock hardened
siloI
General Pir's. Colonel Grossmiller has testified to a
Colonel Gwosswzua. No.
Mr. RHODES. This is the present silo.
Colonel GRossmJm. That is
megatons on a direct hit. Twenty-five megatons, I believe I said
nautical miles.
Mr. HASsi. While he is checking that, I might point out that
earlier we said that the objective of our advanced ICBM guidance system was to produce higher accuracy and I do not think I said the number, but the number
- is the objective accuracy. If they were to
be able to produce that kind of an accuracy, they would be able to
knock out a hard silo.
Mr. RHoD s. In other words, if one of their missiles with how many
megaton capacity came within
the results would be to knock
out a rock hardened missileI
Colonel GnossmixuR. I have one value that does not answer it specifically. One we provided in previous testimony was the lethal radius
for SS-9 missile, with 25 megaton warhead against a
p.s.i.
Hard Rock Silo was
natutical miles. So that would get it, 25
Mr. RHDES. If the SS--9 were to be fired with a 25-megaton war.
head at one of our present sites, what would the CEP have to be in
order to knock it out so we can get a comparison as to the differenceI
Colonel Gaossxmnmu . I know our criteria for site selection when we
made them was
. So it would be on the order of I would say
nautical miles.
Mr. RHODe. As against CEP of
Colonel GaosmLr.Mr. RHODES. Off the record.
(Off the record.)
Mr. RHODES. How far into the hard rock will you have to penetrate
in order to get the required p.si. of hardness?
Mr. HANsm. We will have to furnish that for the record.
General MoNzon I think it is about
feet, however.
(The information follows:)
The depth of the silo is

function of the misle size. in order not to pre-

elude the use of a larger missile Inthe fUtUre, we plan to make the silo launch
tube

to feet In diameter and up to feet deep. Some surface rock must be removed If It is weathered' in order to have the top of the
silo and its closure situated In competent rock.
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Colonel GRossbuLLIr. The particular site is to be designed to take a
larger sized missile, advanced ICBM, as well as the Minuteman III.
PROTOTYPE SILO

Mr. RiIODES. Where will you put this experimental silo?
General McNICxLE. The rock they have located so far which appears
to be adequate is in
. The site for the prototype silo will be
selected this summer.
Mr. RHioDEs. Are you going to fire a bird out of that? Would that
not be part of your experiment to make sure a bird will come out of it?
General McNICKLE No sir.
Mr. RHODES. Wh1y would you not do that I What good is the hole if
you do not know whether or not a bird will fly out of it?
Mr. HANSEN. The test on the hole is to conduct a final phased series
of blasts over it to produce a simulation of the effect of nearby bursts.
Mr. RHODES. I may not have all of the facts ard probably do not.
But you had difficulties getting a Minuteman to fly otL of a silo up in
North Dakota.
General McNIcKLE. Those were seven second ttCL .:tlwoPeR made to

simulate missiles, they were not real Minuteman missiles.
Mr. RHODES. Would it not be part of any prudent test tv not only
test the hardness but to test the operational facilities "f your bird as
married to this particular silo fYou are not going to ask us to build a
new missile to fit this silo, are you?
General MCNiCRLE. No, sir.
Mr. RHODES. You had better not.
Mr. AWDEEWS. I assume that it will be modified or changed in some
w(eneral McNxiLu. The holes are being engineered to take a Minuteman III, but they would also be able to accept a follow-on missile.
SILO MODIFIOATION

Mr. ANDRzWS. Let me ask you this question: Are the silos the Minutemen are in today the original ones that were built for them?
General MoNxcKm. Yes, sir; but many of them have been extensively modified.
Mr. Ammiws. But you have had only one hole?
General MoNxcimi. Yes.
Mr. AwDRnws. Did you not beef up some of those silos after they
were first constructed?
General McNicmu. We hardened missiles and holes.
Colonel GnossxmuLm. They did some modification to take care of

suspension Stems, and so forth, but not as far as pouring more concrete or beefing it up as far as steel is concerned or something on that
order.
Mr. ANDrmEws. In other words, you have them in the original hole

today?

Colonel

GROSsMUILR.

Yes, sir.
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LAN FOR 1909

3r. Snxs. I think there is some confusion about the purposes for
which the money is being expended. Will you give us a breakdown of
what use you are making of the $23 million being expended in fiscal
1969? Do you have that before you I Give us the main items at this
point and complete the list for the record.
General MoNxcwiy. I have a listing of 1969 if you would like it, or
I can put it in the record.
Mr. Snam Give us the principal ones.
General McNiclu. $5.6 million for system engineering and technical direction and development of the hard rock specifications, $5.1
million for systems definition and studies, $2.4 for engineering design
and development of the Hard Rock Silo equipment, $1.4 for preliminary system concept and facility design, and $8.5 for supporting technology such as rock test 1 and 2, struttures, closures, silos, antenna,

cable, and so on.

The total is $28 million.
Mr. Sums. In each case provide a definition of what it is that is in.
cluded by the term.
General MoNzxuu. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

HARn Roo--190 FUNDS
Our original estimate of costs by contract was: TRW $5. million, Boeing
$7.5 million (two contracts, $5.1 and $2.4 million), facility contractor the
Bechtel Corp. $L4 million, and $8 million for numerous technology contracts.
Because the facility contract was awarded late $0.9 million of the $1.4 million
was placed on this contract and $0.5 million was placed on the Boeing and technology contracts due to revised fiscal year phasing. The current breakout by
contract is: TRW $58 million, Boeing $7.9 million, Bechtel $0.9 million, and
technology $80 mIllion.
TRW Inc, was awarded a contract for system engineering/teehnical direction
(SB/TD) in May 1968 TRWs responsibilities in fiscal year 1969, were mainly
the development of the Hard Rock Silo speciflcation and criteria documentation,
preparation of the request for proposals and work statements for the facility and
command and control associate contractors and SE/TD.
The Boeing Co., was awarded an engineering support contract In August
1908 with responsibilities for Minuteman interface definition. Boeing was
awarded an engineering development contract in April 1989 for installation
and test support with related functional task and to start development of Minute.
man III/Hard Rock Silo hardware such as: Missile shock Isolation systems,
missile mount and shock Isolated silo floors. The Bechtel Oorp., was awarded
the facility contract in May 1969. Bechtel will initiate the design process for
the prototype silo in fiscal year 1969. Some examples of numerous technology
contracts that are underway are: Survivable antevmas, silo closure field tests,
hardened facility design ground , motion calculations and power system studies.
In November 1968, we tested a full scale silo closure, hardened antenas, and
buried coinmutiatIon6 cables In''the fiist large scale tst at .
air blast
*OirVtk.All the teft Items uxvlved .the environment with no mijor problemA .Work Is underway 1now for the bext tet, in t lis series to be conducted
in
Field surveys to locate hard rock areas were Initiated in fiscl year
,1989 and are cplete near,
- W ,orkIs
continuing in other are as of the
-.

PLAN FOR 1970

Mr. Sixu.

What do you propose to do with the $50 million being

requested for this year Give us the same breakdown, a general one
at this time, and a complete one for the record.
General Moxiou. There is 10 million for Bechtel Engineering,
$18 million for Boeing, $9 million for TRW, $1 million for alternate
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facility contractor, power environmental control system $1 million,

the command and control contracer, $8 million, and $3 million for

numerous other technology contracts.
Mr. SIxEs. What are you going to get for the money?
General McNiciLz. I wi Ihaie to provide that for the record.
Mr. SIXES. I am surprised you do not know.
I think we had better postpone the rest of this discussion until the
witnesses on your side, Mr. Secretary, have had a chance to study
it, and be in better position to respond to the questions of the committee.
Mr. HAN SEX. I am sorry I did not think ahead to this subject

before we let, General Schultz get away. It is his project.
Mr. SJKEms. WVe will take them up again tomorrow.

General Pir. I think I can give some of the answers.
Mr. SIREs. I prefer to wait until tomorrow when we can get more
detail.
(Clerks note: Subsequent to the hearings the Air Force provided
the following additional information:)
HARD RoCx-1970 FuNDS
The $11 million is for Bechtel Corp. (the power and environmental c control
development Is now under Bechtel), $18 million for Boeing, $9 million for TRW,

$1 million for the alternate facility contractor, $8 million for the command

and control contractor, and 3 million for technology.
The fiscal year 1970 efforts of these contractors are: TRW will continue in
their system engineering/technical direction role. Boeing will continue in their
Minuteman hardware effort, the Bechtel Corp. will continue the facility development working on such dilgns as: The silo closure and actuator, silo design,
environmental control system, electrical power system and shock mounting of
facility equipment. We plan to award a' contract this summer for an alternate
facility contractor to look at alternate facility concepts and materials. During
fiscal year 1970 we will award a contract for the Hard Rock Silo command and
control (C. & C.) system. We plan to choose two contractors for a design
competition phase of 6 months with final contractor selection in January 1970.
The C. & 0. contractor's job will be to Integrate the Minuteman integrated coinmend and control system (MICCS) and the Strategic Air Command's communications systems Into the bard rock silo design. The technology efforts will
be completed In fiscal year 1970. The second large scale
test of silo designs
will be accomplished In . This test will Include direct Induced ground
shock as well as air blast shock. Hard Rock Silo will have the upper 65 feet
of a silo and closure, two one-half scale silos, an alternate closure design,
antennas and cables In this test. System design review Is scheduled for March
1970.
Site surveys, begun In fiscal year 1969, will also be completed In fiscal year
1970 with $8 million of 0. & M. funds.
WESTERN TEST RANGE.

(WTR)

Mr. SIRES. Turning to the Western Test Range, you are request-

ing $68.5 million, an increase of $10 million above the $58.5 million
program for fiscal 1969. The justification states that the increase is
provided to begin development of a "new Impact scoring capability
for Minuteman." Why is the new scoring c4pability required, and
what is it?
IMPACT SCORING CAPABRILTY FOR KINUTEMAN

General 31cNiciuiE. It is in order to score the hicles.
Mr. SnM.' You have no present capability for that?
General MoNioxrx. No, sir.

reentry ve-
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Mr. Sinu. What do you have to do to provide this capability?

General McNioxw We have to be able to put in a scoring cap&bility so we can get data at the various ranges that these reentr7
vehicles come in.The program includes instrumentation, commum
cations, and facilities for the support of the Minuteman I launches
W

TW

RANGE LAUNCHES

Mr. Sin s. For the record, compare the number of missile and
flight launches at the Western Test Range in fiscal year 1968 and
s
1969 with those anticipated in fiscal year 1970.
(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 1968 there were 98 missle and space launches. In fiscal year
missile and
1960 there were 82 missile and space launcbes There are space launches planned for fiscal year 1970.
FEDERAL zELwmTro CoNxTRAC

Mr. Snczs. What part of the $68.5 million is for the Federal Electric
contract?
General MoNwxrnz $28.3 million.
Mr. SIXS. What is that contract I
General MoNIOcKL It is for services similar to those provided by
Pan-Am and RCA for the Eastern Test Range.
Mr. Snus. What is that?
General MoNzxcmm Support activities of all kinds.
KULTIEAR INMc

FOR
Z
oAS

WM
COSTS
MN

Mr. Srues. Is the $10 million for the Minuteman III a one-time
requrement?
General Prrrs. No, sir; it is not a one-time requirement. The program will last for several years, sir.
I

AE

OpMANo COST

Mr. SIXS. Do you anticipate for fiscal 1971 a lower operating cost
of the Western Test Range?
General Prrrs. No, sir.
Mr. Six . Higher?
General Prrrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sinu. Why?
General MoNI&CKLY. We will have more of our launches on the Westem Test Range.
Basically, for the additional capability of scoring,
General Pis.
Mr. Chairman which we just spoke about in a few previous questions.
t
Mr. Smxs kr.Lip=
EFFET OF MOL CANCELLATION ON W

Mr. Limscoim. Will the cancellation of the MOL program make any
difference to the Western Test Ran program?
*Mr. HANeN. Yes; I am sure it will
Mr. Lnwsox. In answer to the chairman's question, about the
n- in -l year 1971 it was
operating costs of-the Westem Test
iidicatedthey would be higher.
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Mr. HAnsNw. I do not think that included the effect of the MOL
We have General Stewart here with us to talk about the MOL program.
Mr. larsPSwx. This is just a question on the operation of the West.
ern Test Range.
Mr. HAwssr. I think we have factors of the additional downranls
support required
- which tends to make the program more cos_ y,
and wo will have the elimination of the MOL planned activity which
will tend to make it less costly., How those two balance out to a ne6
I think we really cannot say right now.
Mr. Irrsoom. Is that all you want on this?
Mr. Sri s. No.
What is the overall picture? Will the overall cost be more or less
for the western test range in fiscal 19711
General McNicmx. We are putting in downrange installations
but whatever buildup we may have needed for MOL, in 1971
and beyond, will not occur now.
Mr. Srzs. You have not cranked in the impact of the MOLI
General MoNicmxu. We have not cranked that in here because it
does not affect fiscal year 1970. We have the MOL project offieer here
to discuss the overall MOL reduction.
Mr. Lu'sw x. You might have an increase you have not cranked
in for the testing of the Spartan and Sprint.
Are they not going to do some testing V
Mr. HAxsEz.

Yes.

Mr. LimcoMs. That is on the Western Test Range?
Mr. HANSEN~. Maj. Gen. Jim Stewart is with us, who has been
planned. There was a slight increase, I think $1 million, in the Air
Force share of target costs for this coming year.
Mr. Smzs. Now do you wiant to discuss the impact of the MOL
cancellation on the cost figure on the western test range?
Mr. HAN sE. Maj. Gen. Jim Stewart is with us, who has been
the director of the MOL program.
I might say in a general wa.y before he starts that he is still up to
his ears in trying to evaluate ]ust what this cancellation means. But,
I think he can answer these questions as authoritatively as we have
answers available. I would like to ask him to answer the questions concorning the impact on the anticipated costs for the Vandenberg operation.

Mr. Sxxs. All right General Stewart.
General SThWART. The impact on the Western Test Range of the cancellation of MOL is actually going to be very slight. As you know,
Mr. Sikes, the Western Test Range starts witllauncli sites at Vandenberg and is mainly aimed toward measuring ballistic missiles. The
Western Test Range would have contributed tracking support during
the launch phase of MOL and then all of the orbital phase would have
been supported by our tracking stations that are elsewhere in the
world and supIort all of our polar orbiting satellites.
So i think that summarizes it there. Little impact or activity in
1971 and 1972 for that portion of the Western Test Range located at
Vandenberg Air Force Base, and virtually no impact on the other
elements of the Western Test Range.
Mr. SnEs. But you are not how in position to provide dollar figures on the impact?
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General STEwAwr.No, sir; I will give you a figure for the record.

Mr. Sixzs. All right.
(The information follows:)

The Impact of the MOL Is estimated to be a reduction of $125,000 In fiscal

year 1970, $1TO,00 In fiscal year 1971, and $400,000 In fiscal year 1972.

DUPLZOATION WIM EASYRN TES RANo

Mr. Sias. You have the Poseidon testing on the Eastern Test
Range. Why is it necessary to have duplicate test capability
for the same weapons on the Western Test Range?
Colonel Gaoesmriuu The primary problem is distance that we will
fire the Minuteman III, and that is an ICBM of course, whereas
Poseidon is much lesser distance nautical miles versus
Mr. Smxu. What is the distance to Ascension Island on the Eastern
Test Range from the launch site I
Colonel OGosum i. I do not have that mileage.
Mr. Sims. How much I
Colonel GOsmuLE. I cannot say. The Eastern Test Range is used
for R.&D. testing of Minuteman. Western Test Range is used primrily for operational testing.
Mr. Sixu This is more than - miles, is it not?
Colonel Gaosiawun. I cannot positively say.
Mr. Sxum General, do you knowI
General Sizw~rr. Approximately 4,000 miles.
Mr. SYZES. We like to avoid duplication when it is possible.
Mr. HASezN. Ascension Island is not equipped witi the type of
instrumntation that is necessary to score
-.
Mr. Sum. When you have a range which
- the extension of
tha range should be more econoumcal than the construction of a
new one.
.Mr. HANSeN. We have a range out the other way also. It is just
that the terminal impact area is not inthe right place It has to be
properly placed for the Minuteman III
.
(Clerk's note: S ubseuent to the hearings the Navy provided the
following information:
The I. & D. test program conducted on the Eastern Test Range Is on one
launch azimuth and at one range; specifcally, 4,400 nautical miles from Cape
Kennedy to the MILS net at Ascension Island. Similarly, on the Western Test

BaLgC% launches are from Vandenberg to KwaJeleln. These tests leave open the

question a to whether there are some significant biases If a missile Is launched
at other azimuths and rang
Recent tests and an evaluation study conducted
-by Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) concluded that It I very Important
-to dqtermlne if such bisaw exist, and this can be done only by launching on
different azimuths to different Impact points.
,,,
WhIle WT has an ouitandng capability for measuring missile parameters
fot developmental testing, multiple azimuth and range firings of MM III from
fixed facilities are not pOodbl* Poseidon i fired from a movable platform. how,over, which can select both range and azimuth into the HTS Impact area&
ft e '
complexm which will be avallble at W
will permit more selectivity
both range and azimuth for developmental testing of MM III. '
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Additionally, operational testing facities hady elW at W=
and thou
will be used for operational testing (OT) and folow-on testing (lOT) for both
missile reliability and missfle crew training for MM IL
WTR 2NPLOYXENT

31r. Sums. For the record, tell us how much military personnel and
contract personnel are employed in connection with the-Western Test
Range, how many Government civilian personnel are paid from this

pro ec.

(The information follows:)

There are 218 military and 2M contract personnel employed In connection
with the Western Test Bange A total of 468 Government civilian personnel ar

paid from this project.

REDUCONS

FROM
MXSDVI/DG
O0

D PROGRAM

Mr. Sie. To what extent are there reductions in the total operat-

ing costs on the western test range when programs are complete dI
In other words, it seems that when we have built up the cost of

operation for a project on a test range, the completion of that project
makes no reduction in cost of its operation.
Can you point to any reduction in operating costs in future years on
the Western Test Range which are contemplated?

General MoNicxL. Yes, Mr. Sikes, last year we retired one ship,
six items of test equipment, three computer-related equipments, one

radar and one missile impact location.
Mr. Sixs. For a reduction of how much?
General MoNiCxL. I do not have the dollars. I will supply it.
Mr. AxDiRws. How many men?
General MoNioxm. I do not have it.
rf.A"PxiWs. Supply it for the record.
General McNIcKLE. Yes.
(The information follows:)

N CosT/WSmN TusT RAoN
Excluding the ship, the capital Investment for the deactivated equipment is
$4,100,000. A total of 40 people were involved in operating these equipments for
an annual cost of approximately $400,000. Although these people were no longer
used for this equipment, they were used for new range requirements and to fill
normal attrition vacancies at the range.
The capital Investment for the ships, the USNS Ric1fteld, was $18 million. The
yearly operating cost for the ship was $1,20,000. The ship and crew have been
returned to MSTS resources. Our budget for this Item was adjusted.
RDUCTOx
o

Mr. HANSEN. I might say there is a formal procedure under the
commander of the western test range to periodically hold reviews of
the facilities versus the programs that are current and in the planned
phasedown of those programs to forecast what facilities will be able
to be closed down. They then follow up and close them down when
they are no longer required.
The range people are very sensitive to this particular requirement
to get the systems out of operation when they are no longer needed
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becausethey are pushed pretty hard to try to get their operating
budget down.
M ix.
Snu. Other questiois on the Western Test Range?
EAsTmR

Tzr

RANCE

Mr. SxEs. On the eastern test range you are also requesting an
increase of about $9 million above the sum programed for fiscal 1969.
How much of the increase is due to ship modification in support of
Poseidon?
SHIP MODIFOATIONS FOR POSDON

Mr. HANSM. All of the $10 million is to modify one range ship to

support Poseidon.

Mr. Sma. Is only one ship involved?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIES. Describe the modifications that are required. Do that for
the record.
(The information follows:)
The ship will be an existing range ship modified to support the telemetry,
command/control and communications requirements of the Poseidon OT/FOT
program. It will be used as the down range support ship (DR88) and will be
stationed approximately 100 miles down range of the launch point

-.

The

major costs are involved in new instrumentation and ship habitability

modifications.

Mr. Sixzs. Where will the modification be done?
Mr. HANsEN. It will be done at a shipyard which we will determine
through competitive bidding. We do not know yet.
Mr. Sies.Do you have a time problem on this?
General MoNfcKI . No, we have not. We do have on aircraft that
provide an alternative method of providing the support when the ship
is laid up.
Mr. Simis. Should this not be charged to the Poseidon program
rather than to the Eastern Test Range I
General MoNxcur. It could be, but the reason it is charged to the
test range is because that is the way it was originally set up. The Air
Force was put in charge of the range, this ship is run by MSTS, but
budgeted bythe Air Force. It could just as well U charged to Poseidon.
General Pins. It is a national range and the Air Force is executive
agent for that, a ir.
Mr. Shncs. Whdo you need this ship modification for the Poseidon
program. Is that the only requirement?
generall MoNoKL Yes, sir, it is to put in a compatible telemetry
system and command destructor.
NASA SUPPORT Or EATER

E

ANE

Mr. -Sie. In past years the committee has pressed for a greater
sharing of the cost of the operation of the Eastern Test Range by
NASAJ I would lke for the record NASA's support for the past 5

yeWrs the Air Force support, what is project
(The information follows:)

for fiscal 140.
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The following has been the total Air Force cost of operating the Eastern Tes
Range (all appropriations) for the post 5 years are estimated for fiscal year
1970. NASA reimbursements to the Air Force are also shown.
[in MiHosold sdaai
Air Focc

Fi=al year

...........................................................................

1.1
18.232...........................................9..............................

1967 ........ ................................

..........................

1. .......................................................................

15 ...

.....................................

NASA

20. 8

38.3

224.1

2.5

42.2
IM92..............................................
24.9
2&8
2.....
2L
3
2
231.7

242

...............
5....................

Mr. Simm. Has the Air Force realistically pursued the matter of

a gmater contribution from NASA.
General MoNtcm. Mr. Chairman, I think you are aware that

NASA and the DOD could not agree The Bureau of the Budget set
up some tentative ground rules and we are still operating under them.
Mr. Sirs Did they improve the Air Force position or not?
General McNxcKL. We do not think NASA pays enough. f
Mr. Srms. Did the new ground rules improve the picture for the
Air Force?
General MoNwxza. No, sir.
Mr. SKos. It did not?

The Air Force is pretty effective in getting what it needs, sometimes in getting what it want& Why is it you have not done better in
this insta-ce?
There has been a great deal of negotiation. I knowMr. 1UNzSa.
that for a fact.
Mr. ANwmwws. What is the reason you cannot negotiate effectively
General McNzomm. The negotiations escalated to Secretary Mc.
Namara and the Adminis ator of NASA. They could not agree so
the Bureau of the Budget was appointed to set some arbitrary figures.
Mr. AxKRaws. Is not the issue relatively simple, a question of
money
Mr. HaNsmf. The question is how do you extrapolate the previous
experience to determine what is a fair share.
Mr. ADDABO. Is it not a fact the budget feels it is easier to get
money for defense than NASA prog ams
General MoNioxiz. At the time it was set up, NASA had lots of
money.
Mr. ADDommo. When was it last reviewed?
General MoNoxown. Two years ago.
Mr. Sixs. How many NASA launches are scheduled in fiscal 1970
and how many Air Force launches for the same period?
Mr. HA.NsI. In fiscal 1970, we have scheduled 18 NASA launches
Navy launches, or a total oi
Air Force launches and -

launches.

Mr. Sixs. What were the comparable figures for fiscal 1969?
Mr. HAsv. NASA 17, Air Force 11, Navy 29, for a total of 57.
Mr. Sims. What part of this does Navy pay
DOD pays for the Navy and Air Force. This
General MaNiox.
is really not Air Force money, it is DOD money, but it is in our budget.
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This makes our budget look big since we have ETR, WTR, and the
satellite control facilities. It is not really Air Force money, it is
Department of Defense money ifi
our budget. As you can see, the
Navy has the preponderant workload,
PAW AMEIOAN CONTRACT

Mr. Sixs. What part of the $160.9 million requested is for the
Pan.Am contract?
General Prres. $72 million in 1970, sir.
Mr. Snxis. For the record, give the comparable amount in the
"Previous2 Vers
(The information follows:)
Fiscal year 19...

Mau"

.......................................

Flsca year 196.

$74. 8
8. 9

Mr. Snxr. I would like a listing for the record at this point of the
number of military personnel assigned to the Eastern Test Range, the
number of Government civilian employees, and the number of contractor employees.
(The information follows:)
The number of military, civil service, and contractor personnel assigned to,
and wbose salaries are paid by the Air Force Eastern Test Range are as follows:
Milltary
..
.
---.-................------------------.. 2,054
Civil sUelcs........----2, 419

contractors- ....-----

8,279

PAN

~

A

OONMTr

Mr. Amazws. Mr. Chairman, I think we ought to get a little
information on the type of contract that Pan Am has. How long
hae we had that contract. Is it a self-perpetuating contract or is it
negotiated periodically. Is the contract opened up for bids? Was
it ilow bid contract initially?
Can you answer those questions briefly now or do you want to put
it in the'record?I
Mr. HAaNesi. Some of it I can answer now. If the others cannot, we
will get it for the record.
-Tho Pan Am contract has gone on. for many years. It is negotiated
6n 'anannual basis. To my knowledge it is not competitively opened up
each year.
Mf.A*m),w-.? Have ay other contractors expressed an interest in
the *6rk orthe contract?I .
Mr. Sxus. They would not get very far.
MiJ N SArm,
I am sure other companies would be very interested,
but it is Very difficult for someone else. This is a situation like Mr.
Sikes mentioned this morning where one company is established
with the'' ople and the organization and therefore it is simpler and
eh4lt for them to do it for another ear.,
Mr. Awmwws. You mean, they are locked in
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Mr. HANsEN.. Yes. That is recognized in the fact that the fee on
on just the regular type of
than it
that contract is relativelythelower
lowis fee.
relatively
plus
cost
a
is
It
contract.
Mr. ANDRws. In cases like this where there are a lot of employees,
the employees have been doing the same thing on the job for years;
as a matter of fact, when the contract changes to a new company, isn't
the only thing that changes is the front ofifee.
Mr. HANSEN. No. I do not think you cani completely say that. If

you are asking if another company Nvas awarded the contract and the
previous contractor laid all of their people off, wouldn't they go work
forthe new contractor, I think the answer is no. I would say that the
majority of them would; but I think that some would elect to transfer to another activity of the same company rather than lose the
seniority rights which they have in their company and go some place

else.

Mr. ANDRzws. Put in the reco-d the amount of the contract for the
last 5 years with Pan American.
(The information follows:)
PAx AM CONTRACT

The amounts of the negotiated contracts with Pan American for the last 5
years are as olows:
Fscal year:

190 ..............................................

1968
.1967

1906

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mr. MSHATL.

$102. 097, 000
107, 00,000
117, 30, 000

.,-------------------412 284000
S 11 8t000
0-------------0-Would you yield ? How big an operation is this in

-----

--------------------

dollars and people involved with Pan-AmericanI Could you tell us a
little bit more about it I
General MoNoma. $88.9 million NAO in fiscal year 198, going
down to $74.8 million m fiscal year 1969 and $72 million estimated for
fiscal year 1970. This covers the DOD portion, which is in the Air
Forcebudoet and the remainder of the total contract amount is reimbursed with NASA funds.
Mr. MNmsHALL How many people ?
General MoNiCmKL. 8,279 contractor personnel.
LAUNCH PARTIES

Mr. Surze. Who pays for the parties when there is a successful
launch as for instance the moon shot I I understand the parties were
quite elaborate. Who pays for them? I know the U.S. Government
pays for them, but through what channels and in what guise?
Mr. HANS=N. I cannot seak for Apollo parties, but I know for those
missions in which I have been involved the contractors involved in
those parties pay for them out of profit.
Mr. A DREWs. Out of what ?
Mr. HANsF . Out of profit.
Mr. MiNSJFIALL Not out of pocket, but out of profit.
Mr. Sixs. Would that not indicate that they are making a little
too much profit?
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Mr. HAmsm. No dr.

Mr. Sxs I will tell you why I asked the question: I have had
letters from people who have been to the launching. They said that

they were impressed with what was accomplished but shocked at the

lavishness of the parties which followed. They assumed it was all
coming out of Uncle Sam's pocket in one way or another.
Mr.XfAwsN;. No, sir. I am very confident that that is not so. I will
spek of one that I am personally familiar with, but I know the
rules and lidelines that apply there apply at other places. For example, in the Lunar Orbiter program, which was a very succemful
one, at the completion of the last launch there was a launch party
which was sponsored by my company. It was paid for out of my entertainment budget which was paid for out of profit. This expenditure
was considered to be justified in terms of the motivation that it provided for excellence of efforts on the part of the launch crew. I do
not know of anybody that ever had a launch party for a failure.
Mr. ANDREws. Doctor, I do not want to argue with you-I couldn't.

You win the argument.
Mr. HIs.-I have lost a lot. I lose arguments rather frequently.
Please feel free.
s. You say it is not Government money; it is profits
Mr. 4n
from doing Government business, however I
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. A MRIRws. Now, it wouldn't take me long to convince myself how
to trace these profits back to the Government. I assume they can be
charged off as income tax expenses Now, you know they could.
-

Mr HANsEN. I can't answer that.

Mr. Awnmmws. The Government loses there, too. I assume that if you
have enough profit to give a big party-and I am for parties-but
if you have' en6Ugh profit to kivea big party maybe.,you are making
too much profit and again the Goyernment is paying. But I do not
want to ai ,ti that. Thit is jt iny opinion.
Mr. RixOnzs -If the gentleman will yield, if this expenditure is not
the tyvpe of exptenditutr whith could be deducted from taxable income;
thenI', if I wefela stockholder of the company, would raise cain with
the company.
Mr. HANvSENmz. I cannot answer yes or no. I assume it is deductible as
' a business expense.
Mr. Andrews. You know it iiL.
Mr. RHODES. I would certainly hope so.

Mr. HANsEN. But I am an engineer, not an accountant or a tax
lvmvW ( F ONT4ACTOR COSTS
Mr. SmIs, Wlat screening does the Air Force or Department of De-

fense do to insure that costs by Pan-American or any other contractor

are kept-at the lowest reasonable level I Since the fees are so very low
in these contracts, the profit is low, conceivably costs could be high
and the costs could include a lot of things such as part of the operation of the home office, training area for personnel, a lot of things could
be written, into the costs which the Government would pay for. Now,
*hat is'the screening that is done to insure that no illegitimate costs
are included in this operation at the expense of the Government?
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Mr. HANSEN. One of the things that is done is to require a separate

burden center.

Mr. SiKEs. What is thatI
Mr. HANSEN. That makes the unit of Pan-American that is at ETR

separately accountable as to their expenses, and to have all of their
overhead expenses under the immediate auditability and supervision
of the local contracting officer and his staff. In other words, they do
not share any common overhead pools with Pan-American operations
located elsewhere from ETR.
Another element of this is that since this is a service-type contract,
it is supervised in some considerable detail by the ETR Air Force
people.
Mr. SIRES. You feel that you have adequate control and there are no
abuses?
Mr. HAN SEN. Yes, sir. To my knowledge, there is no abuse.
Mr. Sims. That is, those which are substantial abuses.
Mr. HANsEN;. It is negotiated based on a description of the task
and how many people are necessary on an annual basis. I know that if
the contractors that are there feel there are more Pan-American people
on their site than they think are necessary, they vill complain about
that.
Mr. Srxzs. Do you actually get such complaints?
Mr. HANsE. A review is made'. I made such a complaint. It was
reviewed and appropriate action was taken. So from that one incident
I would say that the Air Force is certainly responsive if someone
suggests that some manning isn't entirely necessary.
DEACTIVATION OF UNNEEDED

TRaFACIUT ES

Mr. Sums. Will some of the range facilities not be needed in 1970
due to the completion of prograns?I
Mr. HANsEN. Are you talking about at ETIR now.?
Mr. Snuis. Yes.
Mr. HANSEN. Yes. There 'ais
system called
There is also
one range instruimehtation Ship caIled the oa8ta'Orader,which is
scheuld t0 b deactivated inthe second quarter of &kca 1970.
Mr. S
Ta us what the savings will be, for the record.
Tell
.(The information follows:)
.
.

-

The annual operating cost of the range instrumentation ship Ooatal

(Jrusadcr was estimated for fiscal year 1970 to be about $1.570 million dollars.
Deactivation during the second quarter of fiscal year 1970 should save about
one-half that amount.

FALCON MISSILE
Mr.

STin, Under the Falcon Missile, does the Air Force have a

contract wtih the Hughes Aircraft Co. for the design, fabrication and
testing of a new model of the AIM Falcon designated the H Model?
H MODEL

General McNicXi0
. Yes. "Thisis the program' I mentioned proviosly to
Mr. Sixzs. Where is this program 'in
the'pr',ject listing?
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General AfoNicwy. It is listed as AIM-4D growth, but it is now
called Air-to-Air Missile Improvements System.
Mr. SixEs. For how much money I Supply it for the record.

(The information follows:)
The fiscal year 1970 dAvelopment effort will cost $2.7 million.
CRICISH OF FALCON MISSILE

Mr. SiKs. It has been reported that combat pilots have been high y
critical of the performance of the Falcon missile in Southeast Asia. ts
this borne out in official Air Force reports?
General MCNIcKo. Yes, sir. The AIM-4 was developed as an air
defense interceptor missile and we adapted it to tactical use and encountered some difficulties. It would not stand the "G" of the turns.
We now have an AIM-4D-H model which seems to have corrected the
deficiencies.
MIIARY ASToRNAvnCs AND RwAxD EqunIMNT Pnooix 949

Mr. SIKeS. The committee will now consider military astronautics

and related equipment program 949. What was this known as
previously I

WST0?r OW PROGRAM

General MoNxom

Pro

but that was some time ago.

rcMr. Sr . What is that i am trying to g some
wet dntinuity n the
people
reading
it
will
know
what
we are takirfabout.
record
so
that
General Prrfs.

Mr. Snu s. The request is for $73.7 million for further development
efforts. You are also requesting substantial sums in procurement. If
you need this much money for deveopment, would we not be hasty in
allocating large amounts for procurement?
Mr. MNsm6r. I thlnk the division between development and pro-

cur*ent is somewhat arbitrary. As compared to some of the things we
talke .about in the miss8le programs where you might build 10,000 or
ot,
aremore likein that the development effort itself results in an initial'opeational capability.
Then the program beyond that is considered to be production but the entire program
involves a relatively small number of units.
D0VBWPMNT COSTS

Mr. Sixs. What sum is estimated to be required for completion of
the developmental effort?
General PnrTs About
million, including fiscal year 1970 and
subsequent year,_
Mr Sim, What is the presently estimated total development cost?
OGeMnl Pftri. About .on
1 including prior year programs.
Mr. Sxms. How does this compare with earlier estimates?
Mr. Hawsmr. In 1968 it was estimated at $320.2 million with $304.7
million designatpd for development ts. The current estimate for
million devepment cos for ph e ,
3ost isd
1t6"I4i461:
million; develop ment cost for the next two phases currently
-

estimated' at

-

miio.
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Mr. SIKEs. For how long a period do you anticipate having to spend
large sums under R.D.T. &E. in this program?
General MoNio u -. Mr. Siiss. What procurement and military construction costs have
been and will be associated with this program?
General MoNicxuL. Do you want that for the record?
Mr. SiF . Yes.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
PRoRAM 417
Mr. SIKES. You are requesting $9.5 million for program 417. What
is this?
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SIKES. Is this a continuing program or do you expect comple-

tion at a certain date?
Mr. HANSEN. This would be a continuing program.
Mr. Six S.What is the total estimated cost?
Mr. HANSEN. The estimated cost through fiscal 1972 is
million.
Mr. SIxES. How does this compare with earlier cost estimates ?
Mr. HANszN. There have been no changes from earlier cost estimates on this program.
Dn NSE SATEzXM COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. SiKEs. You are requesting $20.8 million for Defense Satellite
Communications as compared with $8 million programed in the current fiscal year. What is the status of this program?
Mr. HANSEN. The Phase II pro ram was approved in June of
1968. We solicited proposals competitively. Prop ls were received
and evaluated and about 2 or 8 months ago TRW was selected for the
satellite task. They are now proceeding with the satellite design. Fiscal 1970 funding covers the effort for the next full year for both the
spacecraft and boosters.
Mr. Szis. What does the current program include which justifies
the large increases shown I
Mr. HANSEN. This is due to the program moving into the hardware
phase, and that in this fiscal year there are only 8 months of the
satellite hardware contract whereas the next fiscal year has a full year
of the satellite development.
PHASES I AND II

Mr. SrxFs. Have you completed Phase I of the Defense Satellite
Communications effort?
Mr. HANwe.

Yes we have.

Mr. Sixu. Describe Phase II of this program.
Mr. HANSEN. Phase II is four satellites, each weighing 900 pounds.
They are high-powered. Each has two narrow beam antennas and a
wide beam antenn& The initial Phase II launch is scheduled for
early 1971.
84-0-0--pt.4-46
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Mr. SIKES.
How does the system compare with Phase I in operational
capability
I
£r. HANsN.
Phase II is more
powerful by several hundredfold over

Phase I.
Mr. Srxm. What does that mean; what will it doI
Mr. HANszN. In effect, it is a follow-on for a later period of time.
Being more powerful it produces more reliable communication and
more secure communication
Mr. SiKmS. I would like to have for the record the total anticipated
development and procurement costs of Phase II, the principalperformance objectives of Phase II, the development and procurement
seheduile for hase II.
i (The information follows:)
PHASE II/Dzrsz

SATELLrr COMMUNICATIONS

The estimated total costs of the DSCS Phase II Space Segment are:

R.D.T. & E. total

------------------------------------------

Investment total

Total

Mill~on

$8.8

------------------------------------------- 100.1

-------

-------------

---------------- --------

183.9

These estimates wbch include all development, production, launch services,
general systems engineering and technical direction costs for six D80 Phase II
satellites are subject to some adjustment as the program progresses. (Four
operable satellites in orbit will constitute the Phase II system).
The principal performance objectives for the Phuse II.satellites are:
Effective radiated power: watts on the earth coverage, antenna;

watts on the narrow beam.antennas.

Bandwidth:
MHz.,
Reliablity (Meantime-to-failure) : contractual yeArs; goal
Telemetry
Orbitt.
: and command:
The pmajpr milestpnes in the development and procurement are:
-

Orwgnal

Evork6

•at
ii

.

.................

.

.

so

years.

oestata
Wi

.....

September,
I

r el d ...............................
r.m
r
.
.
..
Co.rt ,e
........................... February M...........
.. .et

-

orignal

i

•

96.
lr

Forecast/a al

Prelln!nuy deslI revwl..............
July 1969....:.............. July1969.
It artkcl t0mploce .a
.
I quarter 1971.... .......... It quarter 1971.
Stli delivery.....Ist
quarter 1971 .............. 1st quarter 1971.
Launches (2stel'lteslunch)launch I ................................... 1st quarter 1971 ..........
Ist quarter 1971.
lunch 2...................................
. ..............-.......
Launch 3...........................
............
PHASE III

Mr. SmiEs. Is there any money in this request, for phase III of the

RELATIONSHIP TO TACTICAL SATELLITE

Mr. SiKx. How does this program relate to the tactical satellite
communications program for whici you are requesting $8 million?
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Mr. HANSEN. The tactical satellites tend to be more complex and
larger. They are for a different purpose. The tactical communications
satellites are designed to operate with the simplest possible ground
terminals and, therefore, there is more capability and complexity built
into the satellite itself. The defense communications satellite system
is more of a trunkline type of system and has more powerful an complex ground stations and handles the main line. The tactical satellite
system employs a highly flexibility communication capability between
very large numbers of terminal points.
POINT-TO-POINT SATELLM COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. SiRES. The justification material fiurnished the committee last
vear did not show a line item entitled "Defene Satellite Communications." W1as this program included under the line item which is
designated "Point-to-Point Satellite Communications" at that time?
General McNICzKL.

Yes.

Mr. SIms. What was the reason for the change?
General MoNliom. The point-to-point element was for R.D.T. &E.
It was changed to include a broader variety of costs-and procurement--each in its own place, but under the name "Defense Communications System."
Mr. SiKEs. The justification material last year indicated a total estimated cost of the point-to-point satellite communications development
program of $16 million. The justification material this year for the
defense satellite communications program indicates a $38.8 million
total estimated development cost. What is the relationship between
these figures?I,
The initial estimates for phase II were not
General
really defined when last year's budget was made and when the development concept paper came out. The DCP had several alternatives in
it, and laid out what was entailed as far as phase II was concerned.
Based on that DCP, and the subsequent definition, $33.8 million is our
best estimate of the cost, as far as we know it at this time.
AMNICKLE.

WEATHER RESEARCH

Mr. MINSHALL. Mr. Chairman, if I may ask several questions at this
point.
General and Mr. Secretary, I am concerned over how much money
our Government is spending on weather, and weather research, in
one form or another. Now i-n addition to your efforts there is FAA
efforts, the Navy's efforts, )ESSA's efforts, and that comes to a figure
of approximately $600 million per year, not only for research but
actual weather forecasting and all of this. Yet it is virtually impossible
Mr. Sxnms. And the weather isn't getting any better.
Mr. MINSHALL. They are putting all this input into getting information but they are not putting anything into the effort to getting the
information out to the. public in a form that results in good weather
forecasts. Frequently in Washington you cannot get good weather
forecasts from day to day..
Now, those who fly and who have boats are more aware of this than
others. Accordingly, I would like to ask you: Here on page 1 of your
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project listings you have defense research sciences, atmospheric

sciences, $14,7,000. I want to know more about that pigram..
I also want to know more about these programs on page 2 where you
have atmospheric sensing techniques, weather radar techniques, satellite meteorology weather modification upper atmospheric chemistry
physics,
.and aM so forth, These all relate, I believe, to weather forecasting or research and development thereof, do they not?
Mr.TrANSE.. No; I don't think you can say that.
Mr. fiNSHALL. What are these lor then?
Mr. HANSEN. This is research in all the properties of the atmosphere
through which we fly. Some are related to weather.
Mr. INSHALL. What is the purpose of all this? In next year's
budget you have something close to $18 million or $20 million just for
research and development. Now, that is a ball park figure.
Mr. HAxSEN. Will, we are concerned, for instance, with pressure,
density, composition, reactions, transmissibility of infrared and
understanding of ultraviolet radiation.
Mr. MxNsumIzr. Where does that come in this budget? How much
of that $18 million or $20 million is that phase of it?
Mr. HANSEN. This is atmospheric sciences. I think that is the $14
million number. Now, we have electronic density energy distribution,
electric fields, currents, conductives. These are ali things that have to
do with the communication to and from aircraft; the buildup of static
electricity, emissions, and so forth.
Mr. MnzsHAmL.
What are you learning that you don't already know?
Mr. HANs N. We hope that everything that we are learning is things
that we do not already know. I hate to think that we are going over
a what we have already done. It is our intent to only seek new

lNowlvedge.

Mr. MINSHAL. What is wrong with your aircraft transmissions
t9day! You talked about static electricity and aircraft communica-

tio n.

Mr. HA rS. Our requirements steadily become more severe as We
have more and more aircraft in the air and as we fly higher and
faster.
Mr. XmsHAL. You have been doing this for many years.
Mr. HANS=. We worry more about how we would survive in areas
of increasing nuclear effects.
t

4r.

I.oHmaL Are you contract*.I this $18 million out; are you

doi g it k-house ' how are you doing it
M. IANo.
t is a' combination. Some of it is in-house, some
of it is doneby the universities.
O0OORDINATIQX OP.WRATHER B. &.I). WITH OTHER AGENCIES

IHsweRA
I wish you would spell it out in much more detail
the re d, ifYou would, please, becAuse I am getting increasingly

Mr.

c€ki0

t sbout the research and development overlap that you are

fppadn.',on eitherr, FAA, ESSA, Navy, and even, yes, the Army;
ihdI tink1thereare Soeie other ageiRcies of Government that are in

on 'It.

Mr. Ar rws. The Weather Bureau.
MM WsRAIntsrioi.
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Mr. RHODES. The Interior Department, I think is spending considerable sums of money and considerable effort on Weather modification. ,I would like .to have submitted for the record some statement
as to the means of liaison, conimunicati .that youw hiav with other
agencies of Government who are in this particular area' so that we
can make sure that there is not any duplication of effort.
Mr. HAxsv.;. We will'supply that for the record.
Mr. MINSHALL. The National Science Foundation is doing the same
thins. You are all in the act. It is a total of $600 million a year, in
thatball park, for weather and weather research. To me, that is fantastic when you consider what the weather reports turn out to be.
Mr. HANsEN. Yes, sir. I understand your concern. You would like
for us to furnish for the record more information on specifically what
we do under these line items.
Mr. MINSHALL. In response to Mr. Rhodes' inquiry, what your liaison
is %dso.
Mr. HANsmm. And what the liaison is with other Government agencies that are doing research in the atmospherics area.
Mr. RHODES. And weather modification.
Mr. HMNsENr. Yes.
Mr. MmSymAU. I mean from ground level up to 40,000, 50,000 feet,

however high they are going.
General McNicx.im We are going higher than that.
Mr.

NSHAz

I am thinking of your phase of the operation. I

understand you have certain things to do with your satellites, and all
the rest.
General MoNxo.
You are interested where there might be an
overlap?
Mr. MrsIAuI. Yes. NASA is in the act, too.
I just wonder if everybody knows what the other guy is doing.
fr. HANrsEN. It is a worthy concern. Let us dig into that and furnish
something for the record.
Mr. MiNSHALTJ. On another committee on which I serve we will have
the FAA before us, and also we will have the Navy research and development people here I wish you would all get your heads together
on it..
General McNwxoE. D.D.R. &E. also, Dr. Foster.
Mr. MixsHtmL It is a terrible price to pay for weather reports that
we get.
-r.AiNiwws. Several years ago I was on another subcommittee and
we handled appropriation for the Commerce Department and Weather
Bureau. I was amazed to learn that the Air Force is spending more
on weather than the Weather Bureau.
Mr. HAzser. That is understandable.
General MoNzxxu. We have the hurricane trackers, and so forth.
Mr. AmwNzws. Weather is weather, whoever studies it.
General MoNxox. They are very zealous in guarding their prerogatives I think you will find there are hard and at lines thatan dran.
Mr. A~minWm. Mr. Minshall's point is well taken; namely, that the
Government is spending too much money on weather. You all get the
same kind of reports in certain areas. You can tell here whether it is
going'tW ram or notGeneral MoNxomz. No.
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Mr. AxNDnwe. You m4 make the prediction. But under thee modern clay pri.tIons Icani do as good ajob. The odds are 20 percent
thot it'wiMn that'swhat theysay. Well, that is like Mother Huband touches thin.
bard,it covers ege
is 60 percent. f course, if it is raining,
they V
then the hvce is 100 ~percent, it is raining, now.
Mr. MN qHALL. Off the record.
(Dussion off the ieb6r.)'
Mr. Srnc. Provide the information requested for the record.
(The inFofrmation follows:)
Air Force weather research, development and modification programs are part

of the Defense Research Sciences (0.1), Exploratory Development Environment
program (6.2) , Advanced Development (6.8), Engineering Development (6.4), and
Management and Support (6.5). The Air Force fiscal year 1970 budget for these
weather programs Is $6,405,000 and is comprised of 18.projects Two projects are
In basic weather research and are a part of the Atmospheric Sciences subelement
under the Defense Research Sciences (61102F). These two projects are "Meteorological Research" and "Research on Cloud Physics," both totaling $120,000.
Seven projects are In exploratory development (62101F) : Aircraft Meteorological
,000); Atmospheric Sensing Techniques
Sensors and Techniques (6020-4
(6670-4850,000) ; Weather Radar Techniques (6672--4009000); Satellite Meteo19gy,. (698--$280,00) ; Micrometerology (765--$185,000); Variability of

Meteorological Elements (8624-4190,000),; and Free Air Circulation (8628--

$210,000). One program Is In Advanced Development (6.8) ; National Clear Air
Turbulence Program (68226F-$1,600,000) ; one program Is in Engineering Development (.4): Expendable Remote Observation Weather Station (7045$150,000) ; and two programs are in Management and Support (6.5) : Test Range
Meteorological ,Support (6682-4810,000) ; and Range Refraction Effects (6684-

$150,000).

-Weather operation Is managed by the Environmental Science Services Administration (ESSA) for the Federal Government and by the Air Weather Service
for the Air Force. The fiscal year 1970 Federal budget for weather operation is
$42,017,000 and for the Air Force, $144349,000.
Weather modification was managed by the National Science Foundation (NSF)
until September 1, 1968. It is now managed by the Interdepartment Committee
for Atmospheric Sciences (ICAS), which monitors the overall Government program The Federal budget In fiscal year 1970 for weather modification Is $11,774,000, and the Air Force portion is $0,000. This effort is contained In project
7060, 02101F.
The weather program is coordinated with other Government departments
through four agencies established by Bureau of Budget Circular A-62. These
agencies are the Interdepartmental Committee for Atmospheric Sciences (IAS).
the Interdepartmental Committee for Applied Meteorological Research (ICAMR),
Interdepartmental Committee for Meteorological Services, and the Interagency
Committee for World Weather programsThe Air Force presents its complete program In environment, of which weather
Is a part, to Department of Defense, who In turn presents it to ICAS. This executive committee operates under the Federal Committee on Science and Technology
(FORT). Participating agencies are the National Science Foundation, Department of Commerce, Health, Education, and Welfare, Atomic Energy Commission,
State Department, Federal Communications Commission, Department of Agriculture, Department of Defense, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Department of Interior, and Department of Transportation. Observing agencies
Include the Office of Science and Technology, National Academy of Sciences.
Bureau of the Budget, and the Ofce of the Federal Coordinator. The representative f oin the latter Is the head of the second coordinating committee-InterdepairmentaV Committee for Applied Meteorological Research (ICAMR). This
oemnittee Addresses the entire program on weather and is composed of the Detlartmgnt of Agriculture, Atomic Energ Coinmission. Department of Commerce,
Department'of Defnbe, Department of Transportation, Health, Education and
and Welfare, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Science
Foundation, Department of Interior, and three observing agences: Bureau of the
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Budget, Interdepartmental Committee for Atmospheric Sciences, and the Department of State. They monitor the overall Federal budget (fiscal year 1970) of
$342,017,000 in weather operations and $81,557,000 in research and coordinate the
weather research and the effort of ESSA. The third agency is the Interdepartmental Committee for Meteorological Services, which coordinates, 0o-iiy weather
operations. Its membership consists of the Department of Agriculture, Department of Transportation, Department of Commerce, Department of Defense, and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Three observers also attend: the
Department of State, Department of Interior, and Bureau of the Budget. ,
The fourth coordinating committee, the Interagency Committee for World
Weather Programs, coordinates the Federal effort internationally as well as outside of the Government. This committee is made up of Atomic Energy Commission,
Department of Defense, Department of Interior, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, National Science Foundation, State Department, and Department
of Transportation.
The Air Force program is introduced to these committees via ICAS, which in
turn distributes the program. Weather modification will follow the same route
of coordination although an Air Force program on weather modification has not
yet
been submitted through the new system (ICAS monitorship since September
1, 1908).

SATELLtrrE CONTROL FACiLrY

Mr. SIXES. Under Satellite Control Facility there is a request for
$37.2 million. This com pares with $29.3 million in fiscal 1969 and $22
million in fiscal 1968. Now, they both are substantial increases. What
can you tell us about the requirement for the increase; the reason?
General MoNioJ. In fiscal 1970, $500,000 is programed for component systems development for a 40-foot antenna system.
Mr. Sii s. $500,000. You have an $8 million increase. What is the

rest of it, for the record?
General McNimu. There is an impact because of the MOL on that
one.

Mr. Sims. All right. You will have to provide it for the record, I
presume.
(The information follows:)
SA=TE

CONTROL FAomrry

The Increase in R.D.T. & . funding from fiscal year 1900 to fiscal year 1970 Is:
due to the following:
Dollar, in.
mfllio,,e

40-foot antenna component development --------------------------Annual 0. & M. costs of recovery ships, the USNS Longview and

HUSAY~

---------------------

--------- --------------------

Increase in number of civil service employees
------------------Contract operation of new gas-turbine powerplant.---------------------Increase In tariffs for lease of commercial long-haul communication lines-Total

----------------------------------------

0.5.

3.91
1.0,
1.0
1.5
7.9

ICpAoT or MOL 0AzomwATxozv
The satellite control facility is a general purpose on-orbit support facility for
all DOD satellite programs. The Manned Orbiting Laboratory was to have
received similar type of support as do all other satellite programs using the same
equipment and tracking stations on a time-shared basis. We estimate $185,000 of
satellite control facility fiscal year 1970 funding as unique to MOL. These funds
were intended primarily for augmenting communications support
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FORTY-FOOT.ANTENNA SYSTI3M

Mr. Siwus. What is the requirement for the new 40-foot antenna
-ine-ral MoNiom."Wider, -nd Wicth T90pion requirement, and
- handling capability for the satellite supported.
increasesin the These'now exceed the capability of our present network.
Mr. Sx~zs. What is the estimated development cost totalI
General MoNrom. $1 million.
. It is indicated in the descriptive summary that you plan
Mr. S
replacement of all 14-foot antennas throughout the network in future
years with a new 40-foot antenna. What will be the total cost of this
replacement program I
million.
DGeneral 3fNxoxm& Xr. Sizxs. For the record, spell out how much better you would be
able to function; in other words, why it is necessary.
(The information follows:)
SAT ELta

CONTMO'

FACMY

The 40-foot antennas allow coverage of high altitude satellites not within range
of the 14-foot antennas. When the 40-foot antennas are used on lower altitude

satellites a greater bandwidth and greater data accuracy is possible (that is a
greater volume of error-free data) than with the 14-foot antennas.
COST OF FACILITY

Mr. Sxs. Can you tell us how much has been spent for Satellite
control facility since it was first funded I
General MoNzowz. The Satellite control facility line totals $102.1
million from 1965 through 1969.,
EMPLOYMUN.

Mr. Sixu. For the record, tell us how many Government and civilian
personnel are paid from this budget and how many contractor personnel; how many civilian personnel are assigned to the effort.,
(The information follows:)
sAT U=0

CON

OL Pom&C=

It is estimated that in fiscal year 1970 the following number of Federal civilian
personnel will
contract
personnel
... be paid from the R.D.T. & U. budget at
control
facility:
the sateliteand
Contractors (man-years)

----------------------------------

157

AlIR FORCE SATELLITE FAOiLITIES

Mr. Simm. How many gatellfte idilities areinc1uded in your world.
wide "work.
G~rel McNzcwz. Steven g': graphiAlly dispersed tracking
.. Sxu .Wl y this entire effort funidine
,LT. & B.t The
workload apple

operational rather than developmental.
"tobe
I.

Q aeral Pn'm. I think that the work funded here is considered to
be more R. & D. in nature than operational and therefore, it is in-

cluded in the R.D.T. & E. budget. The facility is under Air Force
Systems Command whose operation is financed from the R.D.T. & E.
appropriation.
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FORTY-FOOT ANTXA SYSTM

Mr. SIKES. What would be the effect of denial of the development
and procurement of the proposed new 40-foot antenna system THow
adversely would you be affected? You have been operating with the
14-foot antenna system for some time.
General MoNioxrn With the increasing
workload, it is estimated only
percent of the requirements can be met and that
the 40-foot antenna system will allow them to be fully met.
Mr. Sixes. That is not quite clear to me. Why not? Couldn't you
provide additional power for the 14-foot antenna to reach the satelhte?
Provide an answer for the record.
General MoNICxLE. The 40-foot antenna is much more sensitive
than the 14-foot. One other advantage of the 40-foot antenna is that
it can track low altitude satellites to
degrees above the horizon
which you cannot do with the 14-foot antenna. The transmitting power
we will have to look into. I do not have data on that, but I do not believe it is the controlling factor.
(The information follows:)
FOURTEEN-FOOT AxTENNA

It is technically feasible to increase the power to the 14-foot antenna to achieve
the same transmission capability as the 40-foot antenna. However, costs for the
higher power transmitters and antenna feed assemblies would probably be of

the same magnitude as the entire new antenna. Additionally, the Increased

power would not improve the reception of signals from the satellites. The reception capability of the ground antenna is in direct ratio to the antenna aperture.
The only other means of improving reception on the ground would be to increase
antenna size and power on the satellite and this is prohibitively expensive.

REDUCON IN" 1969 FUNINo

Mr. Sixrs. Last year the Air Force requested $34.2 million for this
activity but only $29.3 million w.i , programed. What was the effect
of the reduction and what was eliminated
General MoNiomrx. We actually had a slip in the requirements.
Some of the deferred expenditures were the 40-foot S-band antenna
and installation of the Tndian Ocean ground station and spare support. The reduction was not appreciable.
Mr. SnXms. Will there be some slippage this year in any areas, similar slippage?
Genera MoNiCKLz. No, sir.
TrrAN III SPAcE BoosTER
NIED FOR FUNDING

Mr. Sxms. Under Titan III space booster, you are requesting $41.9
million in fiscal year 1970; $61.7 million was programed in fiscal 1969
and $50 million in fiscal 1968. The descriptive summary indicates that
this is a continuing program and does not give a total estimated development cost of this program. The Titan III has been with us a
lone time. Why should we have to spend this kind of money year after
year on Titan I space booster f
Mr. HANsEN. It has been with us a relatively small number of
flights. I think the nature of space launch vehicles for the foreseeable
future is that the so-called operational program has to be accompanied
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by a product improvement program. The users have to be satisfied
for each flight that the results and the checkout of the vehicle are
satisfactory for their flight. If we run into a problem, the users say
"Before we fly we want this fixed, and we want the fix put in on the
next vehicle." I think really what you have to say is that there is an
accompanying development program that is being carried out in connection with a limited operational program. I think that this is true
even after a much larger number of vehicles than we have. For an
airplane that is flown day after day, an improvement is not necessarily
needed. That is because we have been flying airplanes for 50 years. I
don't know whether that is a satisfactory answer, but I know from
experience that every time we have a flight of a launch vehicle even
though its works OK we find something that just barely works, so
that we do not dare fly again until the marginal system or component
-isfixed.
EFF CT OF MOL CANCELLATION

Mr. SIKES Has there been an increase in the current Titan III program which is associated with the manned orbiting laboratory I
Mr. HANsEN. I think here we would like General Stewart to answer.
I think the answer is that the MOL requirements have been included
under the MOL program line. I would like to ask General Stewart to
verify that.
General Si'w~wr . That is correct, sir. The Titan III M program
was funded entirely in the MOL line.
Mr. Sn s. None of the money under Titan III space booster is
associated with MOLI
General STzwArr. No, sir.

COST OF TTAN

I

PROGRAM

Mr. Smnu. You have already programed $984 million on the devel-opment of the Titan III. This is a huge sum for the development of a
space booster that is based on an already developed Titan II ICBM.
'The job does not'seem to be difficult enough to warrant this magnitude
of continued annual expenditure. When you first presented the Titan
*111 program to the committee what was the scheduled total cost of
the program
General Prrrs. $745,500,000. That was back in 1963.
General MoNIrCL. Since that time, though, we added Titan III-D
-tothe development program and stretched it out so that the development costs increased.
Mr. Sixps. Mr. Preston.
Mr. PPES'ON. Considering those changes, how much money has been

programed to the Titan Ilrprogram, including funds associated with
the'
Lprogramm U
General MoNIi' We would have to submit that for the record.
Geral P
-Ican give you 1968 and prior; $922.4 million exclusive of the Titan II- for MOL Mr. Preston. Of course, in 1969 we
had $01.7 million. The Titan I-[
program costs, I think we would
have to supply or the record.
General McNI '. It is over $1 billion for the entire Titan III deelopmfot Program,
.1The.nformaton,follows :)
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TITAN III COSTS

1. The R.D.T. & E. money which will have been expended on the Titan 11I
developments through fiscal year 1974, starting with the basic program of $745.5
million first presented to the committee, will be $1,123.1 million. The breakdown
that follows indicates the major reasons for the increases:
(1) Technical difficulties encountered during development of the Titan III
A and C involving solid motor development, transtage, transtage attitude controls,
and guidance system.
(2) "Stretch out" of the Titan III-- flight test program.
(3) Initiation of development of the Titan III-D.
(4) Improvements for the Titan III-C.
(5) Increase In contractor's incentive fees because of his performance.
(0) Modernization of the aerospace ground equipment.
(7) Performance improvement requirements and increased cost of launch support.
2. Of the above total of $1,123.1 million, $36.4 million was used to initiate
the 7 segment solid motor program for MOL. The MOL program expended an additional $160 million to develop the 7 segment rocket motor, the 15:1 liquid rocket
engine nozzle and T-IIIM peculiar AGE. Termination costs on the MOL program will increase this total to approximately $165 million. Except for the initial
expenditure of $36.4 million, all T-IIIM peculiar costs were borne by the MOL
program, although many of the improvements ensuing from T-IIIM have been
incorporated Into the rest of the Titan III family for the sake of commonality
and better performance.
1970 PROGRAM

MNfr. SIKES. Has the termination of the MOL changed the requirement for Titan III boosters?
General STEWAirr. Not at this time; no, sir.
Mr. SiKFs. How many Titan III boosters are programed?
General Prrrs. Titan III-B's,
Titan III-D's, and

Titan III-C's. None of those are connected with the M1OL
program.
Mr. SiNEs. I would like to have for the record a description of the
activities of which you propose to carry out with the $41.9 million requested for fiscal year 1970. And also what is the Titan III launch
schedule as currently foreseen?
(The information follows:)
TrrAN III 1970 PxoGAM
1. The activities which are supported by the $41.9 million in fiscal year 1970 are
separated into the following major elements:
Dollars ft.
millona

(a)
(b)
(o)
(4)
(e)
(f)

Complete T-IIID development
----------------------------Provide continuing launch support and engineering services --------Pay remaining R & D. incentive --------------------------------Conduct environmental testing
-----------------------------Minor component improvements ---------------------------------Modify and maintain ground equipment ------------------------

14.4
17.7
2.7
1.4
8.8
1.9

Total
---------------------------------------------41.9
2. The current Tital I1-C launch schedule for our presently procured 8 vehicles is as follows: four in fiscal year 1971; four in fiscal year 1972.
Nor: In fiscal year 1WO we shall be completing modification to our ground
equipment And facilities to accommodate the change over from the R. & D. configuration to the production configuration and no launches are currently scheduled
in fiscal year 1970.

General MoNICKLE. The Titan III-C approved schedule presently

includes procurement of --

in fiscal year 1970 and

--

vehicles. One in fiscal year 1969, three

in fiscal year 1971.
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Mr. Srxs. When the Titan III program was initiated the committee questioned you as to the availability of a NASA booster which
could lift the MOL Do you feel that the man-rated boosters which
NASA has developed are unsuitable for Air Force programs?
Mr. EAxNs.
Yes, we do. The Air Force at the present time has no
requirement for a man-rated booster. The only NASA boosters of comparable capability to the Titans are considerably more expensive.
These are the Saturn 1-B's. This particular .bject has been rather exhaustively reviewed in the joint lunch vehicle panel of the NASADOD Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board. I think we
can say clearly that there are no NASA boosters that will do this job.
Mr. Sxngs. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. Srzms. Questions at this point, gentlemen?
Thank you very much. The committee will adjourn and will reconvene at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
THURSDAY, JuE. 26,

1969.

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will come to order. We have a long
way to go, and if we want to get through we have got to get started
andstay with it.
HARD Roc0K SILO
DEVWLPMENT PROGRAM

Speaking again of the Hardrock Silo development, I believe you

were to make a statement this morning about the project. We have

under consideration the subject of the first hole which you estimate

will cost $278.4 million. Now, who wants to make a statement in connection with the discussion of yesterday about the Hard Rock Silo
development program
Mr. HANSE. Mr. CJian,
we will start out with Colonel Sherman
who is here, and he will be assisted by John Walsh.
Mr. Axwnws. We would be glad to-hear from you, Colonel.
Colonel SumwAx. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here this
morning.
The collar figure which you have referred to, the $278 million-plus,
is the cost for the Hardrock Silo development program which does,
in fact, wind up with the test of a launch facility prototype, the silo,
to verify in fact that we have achieved our design specification, our
assigned goal. Now, included within those funds are moneys not only
for the civil construction of a hole in hardrock, granite, or similar
media, but quite a bit of money for the developments, modifications of
present equipment to go into ihat facility to sustain the environment,
of aeproxiately
p.si. for survival. By that I mean the mechaical equipment that support the missile, the shock isolation, shock
suspended floors on which the equipment is placed, the housing of the
electronics which are the other ma~gr portions of the equipment that
will go into that facility.
Mr. 4X.=W8 You are talking about a prototypte. Do you mean, you
ae goingto gt your first hole and it will be useful for operational

purpoe after you have complete ,
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Colonel SHERMAN. Yes, that is correct. It can be useful for that pur-

pose if we meet our specifications. That is the objective of the developnient program, the design and development of the program which is
useful for deployment.
Mr. ANDRE WS. They told us yesterday the huge cost, $278.4 million, is
in fact for the first one and it will be the experimental hole.
Colonel SHEMAN. Actually, there are a series of tests leading up

to that experimental hole or prototype, as we call it, Mr. Chairman.
There are a series of what we call rock tests which involve the producing of both overpressure phenomena and direct ground shock
phenomena.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long have you been talking about this project,
the Hard Rock Silo development?
Colonel SHERMAN. I believe since late 1966 or early 1967.
COST OF PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. How much money has been spent on the project to
date I Put it in the record.
Colonel SmRmAw. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
HARD

Roox SIos

$1.2 million was spent in fiscal year 1968. In fiscal year 1909 $28 million for
R.D.T. & E and $2 million for 0. & M were programed.

MNfr. AxDnws. Do you have a ball park figure in mind now?
General Prr. Through 1969, some 2.2 million has been
programed.
BECHTEL FACIIATIBS CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREw. What have you done with that money?
Colonel Sfwxx. Specificlly, we have gone through our preliminary design studies leading then to the production of our request for
the facility contractor, for the comm and and control contractor, and
we have brought the facility contractor abroad.
la. A -vmnws. Who is the contractor?
Colonel S=RxAN. The Bechtel Co. for the faility.
Mr. AxNDEs. How did you make the contract with him?
Colonel SHBAN. I will :have to pass on that question.
Mr. Aiwnuws. What type contract was it, General?
General MoNioE. I do not have that, either.
Mr. Awmmw&w Somebody ought to know.
General MoNi0K;A. I am told a cost-plus-fixed-fee.
K.ArnWws Is eit o0mptitive?
].tINPEN.Y
ir. i
•;
..
*.

five Diu..

i~w. lfqw.
w m~ny contractors expreesd, anlterest in the
4m~Weu Sr. qr ee

rAWnbsq D

posd nitrsa

~lov b

Mr.'~ i.~e~ 7 es.

er ieget-the. qp....
.

I think about
ol~htWa
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Mr. WALSH. No; the total contract involves about $50 million.

Mr. ANDREWS. You only had $24 million available, according to
General Pitts.
Mr. HANsE . This Bechtel contract was just awarded about a month
ago. The amount of money in that contract is nearly all yet to be spent.
Mr. ANDPIws. How much money has been appropriated for this
project since 1966 when you first got it underway?
General Pirrs. For 1969 $9 million was apropriated for the advanced ICBM system. However, this program was not approved and
was reduced to support only the Hard Rock Silo effort for $1.2 million..
In 1969 I think we were appropriated $38 million, of which we plan
to obligate some $23 million. The current program is $23 million
for 1969.
Mr. ANDP-ws.How much was that contract?
Colonel SHERMAN. I will have to put that in the record.
Mr. HANSENf. The Bechtel contract?
Mr. AwiDrEws. Yes; that is the only one that we have discussed.
Mr. WALSH. The total value of the contract is about $50 million,.
of which $10 million is expected to be spent in fiscal year 1970.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

The amount of the contract was $60 million?

Mr. WALSH. Yes, about that.

APPROPRIATION STORY

Mr. ANDREWS. You had only appropriated about $89.2 million
through 1969, as I understand.
Mr. WAxsi. I have to check the detail on that. The expected value
of the work to be done by Bechtel is $50 million. I believe we have
contracted for the total on an option basis so that we cannot commit
ourselves, obviously, to money we have not had appropriated.
Mr. ArDiws. That is just what I was going to ask you how you
could make a $50 million contract when you have only had $9 million
appropriated.
MUr.' Lwscoxm. What kind of a contract have you got? What have
you contracted for?
Mr;.WALSH. It is contracted incrementally in order that we do not
obligate funds that we'do not have.
Mr. Lzrcooms. Let's have the picture of what you have done. Our
justification book sa that for fiscal year 1968 and prior you have
$1.2 million and insafl 1969 it says in the book $25 million.
Mr. ANDws. He said $88 million.
Mr. Lwsoox. Yes, but in the book it says $25 million.
Mr. Axiws. How much did you get, General Pitts?
General Prrs. Sir, I explained yesterday that we had originally
asked for $88. million in 1969, and tat was rduced to $25 milhln by
OSDadsub
ently we have oily roamedd $23 milionbecause
the 92 mlion for site sur.y
wa proved from O.& M. funding. So
$8 Miibt7 wasvrovided in fs"l year 1969 against this program out
of I & D. fund&
.6
Mr. AwRZ*i Tktme'ose if I understand morrect!I the amount of
m0y,
appropriated for this roect;in 1968 it wa $1-.2 million?
OY Mi
z? o Fas progam;e*9 of tt
appropriated,

only $1.2 million -was progrtiied.; $88 milo~WM appre6prided irk
1969.,
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Mr. Lwscoxui. Then you cut that to $25 million and used only $23
million.
General PITr. Yes, sir. OSD in the apportionment, cut that to $25
million and we have reduced this to $23 million, using $2 million of
0. & R. funds for the site surveys.
CONTRACT IN EXCESS OF AUTHORIZATION AND APPROPRIATION

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Yet you made a contract for $52.8 million.

Mr. WALSH. To be funded incrementally, subject to the availabilityof funds. The first piece of it is actually approximately $900,000 of
1969 money, but we competed on the basis of the whole program, that.
is, the whole facilities contract.
Mr. LiPscoue. How much are you authorized for the hardrock silo.
progm
peml Prrrs. Presently in R. & D. for 1969, $23 million.
Mr. Lirsco x. That is the authorization?
General Prrrs. That is our current program; yes, sir.
Mr. Lupsoon. No; what are you authorized in the authorizatioL.
bill?
General Prrrs. $38 million for 1969. We received authorization and,
appropriation for $38 million.
Mr. LwsCo3rm. Is that the total authorized program that the Con.
gress has voted on $38 millionI
General Prrrs. Plus the $1.2 million programed for 1968 and prior.
Mr. Lnoox& So that which the Congress has authorized ik
authorization legislation is $39.2 million I
General Prrri. Yes, sir; with the understanding that the $9 million
authorized for fiscal year 1968 was reduced to $1.2 million.
Mr. Y pcom You have made a contract with the Bechtel Corp.,
for a program that isn't authorized by Congress?
General Prrs. Sir, the contract has a standard clause that limits.
liability of the Government to the amount obligated by the Govern"
ment, which is not
'or than the ainount authorized and appro_
printed. I think Mr. Walsh brought that out, that it is an incremental
contract where there are options for each year.
Mr. WALSH. That is right. The problem is in competing the pro.
gram. If.
we compete it piece by piece we cannot deveop an adequate
competion among the contractors or a rational program. We want
to compete for the total.
Mr. Ln.soox. What I am getting to is that you have no program
or no authorization to go out and compete for somethi .
Mr. WALSH. And the contractor understands this. He knows we
only have 1 year's money available at a time and he is willing to com
pete on the basis of expectation that we will continue the program.
Mr. Lvsxms What kind of a program did you tell hin you were
goiag to have?
9Mr.
WAuen. This program, is just for the R. & D., just for the buildfthe f acility position of the first silo.
iMr. L C . Where did you get such an authorized program
Mr. HA ems. This contract is to design the civil enfne in porton.
It is part 0f the authorization thit is included in i$9
h
General BotAw. Mr. Lipscomb, may I add to that, please
n
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As you know, many of these projects which are initiating from a
development program and have downstream implications, either for
further development to a decision for production or through development because of high confidence into a system per se. The Department
of Defense approves each program. This program necessarily would
be spread over a number of years and it is against this Department
of Defense program approval that the services come to the Congress
to explain the full scope of the program and the yearly or incremental
requirements for funding support. The Hard Rock Silo program is one
of this kind. The Air Force cannot use in the first or second year the
total value, dollar value of that program. It cannot put those dollars
to work. The technology management which is being described continues over a period of years.
COTRAOT WITHOUT CONGESSIONAL REVIW

Mr. Lwpscoln. Who determined that we were going to go into a
Hard Rock Silo program?
General BoYLAN. The Department of Defense has approved the
program through development. A decision for production has not
been received from the Department of Defense, but, sir, this is similar
to many other programs.
Mr. LPsoot. It is similar to the F-14 program in the Nay where
they have committed us to a production contract before Congress
has even gone into it.
General BOYLzN.Mr. Lipsconb, there is no commitment to tlie Government beyond the increment that the Congress authorizes in support
of the -P.rg.r
Mr. L sooms
. Here is an article which I read recently: "The Air
Force picked Betchel Corp. of Vernon, Calif., a month ago," and this
wouldloe May2 6,"to build a Hard Rock Silo prototype under a $41.8
million contract and is now negotiating with Lockheed Missiles &
Space Co. on a shock-induced structural response effect, SISRE pro'
gram, which is an effort to better define the material properties which
are ued as inputs in calculating structural response to weapon effets.
This is expected to cost about $500,000but will help form the basis for
the rototype program."
• ner=l Bom ur. Yes, sr.
Mr. Lvecomm. You don't even know what your structural problem
is and yet you have got this contract and you say it is on an incremeitaln
. You ar only ing to spend $
Ii,on. n .
Generic Boinus. But, Mr.7ipsoomb, the point we are attempting to
m
is. that In a geznent which this corporation will provide is req1 red,over thesred of yers that donaituteq the development effort.
S, .though,
L bve not read the contract, that the contract
Scitfl c $eintasksto.be.oomplotedl by.the oiitwtor with funds
appropria deand authorized by the Congress. and the commitment
oMMO.t *ftz~m~ot g6 beyond that,
I.

Mg

ngrOs .ppropriates no further

i t
nat hecontract,.
Mr. Lirsoo.. At no termination expense I

igs
tetniinate the dontrAct.
General BoY&N. Weit
LIPSoMB. No termination expense; we just teftminate tile
Mr.
contract?
Mr. WALSH. That is the usual way of doing it. I say the usual case
because an exception can be made on occasion but none has been inade
in this case. An amount for anticipated termination liabilities is ordinarily included in the contract increment. Of course, since the amount
put aside for termination liabilities is an estimate, the precise cost of
termination has to be determined by audit and negotiation.
General BoYLAN. There are other types of contracts that are very
similar to this. For example, contracts for services at base level. It is
not in the best interests of the Government to renegotiate every year
for certain services.
Mr. LwscoB.I do not think you should have negotiated for a contract until you got authorization from the Congress to go ahead with
the Hard Rock Silo development program.
Mr. ANDREWS. I don't think any of you have answered the question
that Mr. Lipscomb asked, namely, have the legislative committees of
Congress authorized this project and, if so, how much has been authorized I
General McNIoKLE. Yes, sir; the Congress has authorized and
appropriated funds for the Hard Rock Silo development.
General BoYJAN. Yes, sir Mr.Chairman. May we review the record
of the fiscal 1969 hearings, because I am certain there is a line item in
there on Hard Rock Silo.
Mr. ,TCKOVrCri. In addition to that, sir, I think we had an estimate
in our descriptive summaries last year that indicated an estimated total
cost for the development of this program that must have been upward
of $100 million; something like $150 million to $160 million at the
time.
Mr. ANDRaWS. How much has been authorized for the project?
Mr. Jorov10H. $38 million for fiscal year 1969. No funds will be
obligated beyond that within the time frame-I should say $39.2
million which includes prior years as previously explained. In other
words, the contract has the standard hmitation-of-cost clause in it.
As the "doctor indicated, if the program is stoppedMr. ANDw s. Would you yield for a question? You have had an
authorization by the' legislative committee for $47 million $9 million
in fiscal year 1968 and $38 million for fiscal year 1969 for [ard Rock
Silo. Now you made a contract which you could call a conditional
contract. he contractor agrees to'prform in acordance with, or ip
to,, whatever amount is appropriated as against the authorization. If
there is,no further authormat ion for the project and no further appropriation for'the project the the cwtract isterminated?
General BoYLAN. That is
Mr. Arbnws It would have to be, unless the contractor wanted
to work for free?
General Bo Aw. Yes, air.
Mr. Azm ws.zv
Mr. Li'combo....
b
'$0
Mr.i'sois.
Tou _
are ring to sie.nd $90,000 in
year W69. Now, in case the Congres put alimttt|nin thatBno further
work bi-doha omn the Silo development you say that can be terminated
withoitay costtdfthe Government?I
8i-089--O--.pt. 4----47
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General McNcrqw. Beyond the 1969 liability.
Mr. qwm $900,000.
General MONxCxLz. For this specific contract. There are other con-

tracts against the 1969 mono.
Mr. RHIODXS. Will thes ge nman yieldI

Mr. LfON&Yes; a

this.

That s a specific statement by the Air Force, that is the way the

contract is?

General MoNioiuz. Yes; to the best of my knowledge.
Mr. RHODEs. What. you are saying, in effect, is that if we do not
authorize or appropriate any more money than $38 million already
authorized for cal year 1969 then this isn't a $41.8 million contract
at'all, it is a $38 million contract I
General Prrms. No, sir. It is for $900,000.
General BoynAz. The value of his contract for the task to be performed by him during the fiscal year 1969.
Genera P r. He is just one of several contractors, Mr. Rhodes.
This contract presupposes money is being appropriated in future years,
like 1970. What is pertinent about that press release is the fact that it
does not say all of those things. It just tells the total amount of the
contract if we take it to completion.
SCOPE OF BECHTEL CONTRACT

Mr. RHODES. What do you buy for your $900,000?
Mr. Lnsco B. Plans to spend the rest of the money.
Colonel Smmuu. Principally the development work in support
of the firt series of tests schedufled to occur this coming fiscal year,
rock test t.
Mr. RnoDEs. You do not break any ground or drill any holes?
Colonel SHERMAN. No, we do not, sir. It is primarily softwaretype WOrk, the production of some test equipment to support theearly
MVr.fWauSH-. Let me elaborate on that. There will be some construction of the' rock test facility which is a subscale model of a portion
of the Silo, the closure of the silo. So there will be some brean of
rock that is visible to all and sundry. But that will not be the initiation of the construction of the facilities we are talking abouttPire,
the one hole. It will be a test program not covered by the Behtel
contract.
Mr. RHoDas. Do you have any idea how much it would cost to complete the operation which is be un with this $900,000 ? In other words,
the, development costs plus the rock testing cost&.
Mr. WAsa. The rock test itself costs approximately $8,500,000,
most of which is fiscal year 1969 money; there is about $50,000 in
fiwl year .970 money to conclude the rock test. Now, in addition to
that, someof the work which Bechtel will be doing is prelainary
work,for subsequent rock tests; tLat would be of the oder of $100,000
or $2 0 ,000.
W you clarify sopqethingt I und
.11 we are

:ectel. There are other peopleinvo.vua i.n th
TZAoM
the
Defense Atomic Support Agency.
tiA

s.

rook test. AS a matter of fact most of this is being one
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Mr. RHODES. How much in total are we obligated for in fiscal 1969
for this entire project?
General Prrs. The program for 1969 is $28 million.
General BOYLAw. That is all the Department of Defense has authorinst this program, $28 million.
ized the Air Force to obligate
as
appropriated the funds and you
Mr. RHODES. So the Congress
Al 19691
will expend from appropriated funds $28 million in
General Pn-rs. For fiscal 1969; yes.
FISCAL YEAR 1970 PROORAX

Mr. RHODES. What is the total program for fiscal 1970?

General Pirrs. $50 million.
Mr. RHODES. That is the total?
Mr. WALSH. In R.D.T. &E.

Mr RHODES. In R.D.T. &E. for the hardrockI
General Prrrs. Yes.

Mr. RHODES. Are there any other expenditures?

Mr. WALSH. There is $8 million additional in the site survey which
comes from 0. &M. funds.

Mr. RHODES. Are there any construction funds?
General Prrrs. No.

Mr. RHODES. None for 1970 at all?

General Prrs. No.
Mr.

RHODES.

So there is $58 million in total being requested for

fiscal 1970?
General Prrrs. For fiscal 1970; yes, sir.
Mr. RHODES. Thank you.

BECHTEL CONTRACT

Mr. LwPscoMB. How many man-hours or technical hours are you
getting for the $900,000 from Bechtel?
Mr. WALsH. I couldn't give you an answer to that offhand. I can for
the record.
Mr. Lwscoarn. Would you, for the record, state what you are buying
for the $900,000 downpayment on tis contract?
or Mr.
gating
WZSH.Certain]v
(The information fol ows:)
RA=n ROCK SILo/BCZHTL CoxUAeCT
The fiscal year 199 funding on the Bechtel contract ti $900,000. The follow.
Ing is a breakout of Bechtel and subcontractor efforts:
CW

Ma4mr
.
. .
n.Iii
......
facity
8wlh : Initte
AImecsn
Machine
A rotdry:Trdofstde;L.siocsue

ceom ..............................................
.....
abliiyi2uceaesct
flou~f=f ~ SuMW

..
... Ioa

, Inc.: System planning; Le., configuration control planning.
W research
m A In,
Appied

37,300

120
1,140
15.000

u O'ren Assocates: Sit surveys.....................................1000
Total .................................... ............................. . 77,260

35 000

2
60,000

25000

000
900,000
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S8TnWTND COST OF PROGRAM-

Mr. LmscooxB You mentioned that last year you hud explained to
theMr.
9on
,r
tO this
oVR
Mr.committee
Li scombtheI Hardriek
indicated S06l
that program.
in our descriptive
summary Ist y ,r wa indicated, tle total cost of development for this
praran.
Mr.
LiPsoB. 'Would you tell us now what was the total cost that
you estimated last year
n
Mr. JACKOVICH. 152 million.
Mr. Lupscomxi This year you estimate the total estimated cost at
$278.4 million V,
Mr. JACKOViCH. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPScOMB. Can you explain this significant difference of $126.4

million increase in program in the last 12 months?
Mr. WALSH. I believe we can. The problem is that when the $152 million estimate was made, it was made without the benefit of a detailed
track of the various elements of the program and the components
which went into it. The inter relationships within the hardrock program, which at that time was not well defined, were not clearly thought
out and it was considered to 'be an inexpensive test. The actual number
of tasks involved in getting from the starting point to the availability
of a test silo just had notben carefully considered. So probably the
principal explanation of the large difference is that this early number waa an -iitial estimate which was not based on a complete understanding f the components which Would be required to inoke the program
leAconfidence.
to a sucessful and credible silo development in which we
Thad high
Mr.
U'scoms, Well I, for one, do not have very high confidence in
your estimating procedure for 1970, either. How accurate do you think
the $278.4 million estimate is for total estimated costs now?
Mr. WMiwi Except for the effects of inflation which I discount for

the moment, I wouldsay that unless we discovered some new scientific
phe oenon we are' just. unaware of, that this should be accurate
within a few percent, 10 percent is probably a reasonable estimate of
t46accuracy of those number, is
Mr. Li.nxMB,I hope, those that are present at least get the feeling
of the point I am trying to make%that last year you gave us an estimated total cost figure of $152 million for the program and you describect it. We went ahead and supported the program as described.
Now a year later y6t6616 in with an'estimated total cost of $278.4

MiJU03.Yous* y you 4id not have all the facts to present to us a year
ago. in other words, we -now feel like you, led us down the: primrose
Path astyear Now,-you want more funds, you have already made con-

cts, anld~t Would seem you have alreay determined that we are

gg,rihtb
lalng-with your program, re.rdless of cost. Act
U"I whatwe are exraking updn heeisis a bilon-dollar program,
h the bli6nb in fat, 4n, you apparently still don't have adequate
Wrin'0ato6t0Now, .th
tesmy personal opino and Iwill.not sit ere.
n4&be led6&
to these programs
aith6ut
equate and definitive'
:. have ld this occur time after time this year. Not just by; the
M.
A 1
tbyth N ,qaaftbythe-Aiimy asXweUL
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Do you think that you have actually justified this program before
this committee?
General Prrs.I think in retrospect, Mr. Lipscomb, we did a rather
poor job last year based on a lak of knowledge of what we were
getting into. I think that is what Mr. Walsh was trying to bring out,
the fact that as we have gotten more into this it hit become a much
more complex task than we had envisioned.
Mr. Lrsmo& Before you get us so deeply into something, why don't
you let the experts find out a little more for us?
General Prrrs. That was what was done during this last year.
Colonel Sherman, do you have any words you want to add
Colonel SHERMAN. NO.
NEED TO APPRAISE CONoRESS OF PROGRAM

CHANCES

Mr. RHoDEs. Will the gentleman yield?
In the first place I think Mr. Lipscomb has spoken a great amount
of wisdom here in what he has just said.
Just let me ask this: When you come before the committee and make
a presentation, as you mentioned, General, last year, and you find later
that the facts are not as they-the facts are not commensurate with
the presentation that you have made before the committee, don't you
feel it would be good procedure in the future to let the committee know
that, and perhaps to come back and represent that particular part of
the problem so that you don't then come up for your hearing the next
year and have to take the kind of abuse that we are dealing out to you
today?
It just seems to me that from a matter of good management and good
relations with the Congress that you would do this. You know when
thins get off the track. Now, having us have to be surprised at these
developments every year, as we are, why don't you let us inon the
secret before?
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Rhodes, I certainly agree with the point that you
have made. Where a program changes by this kind of magnitude we
should do as you say, and will orient ourselves in that direction in the
future. In this particular program the initial decision as to how these
tests should be carried out was that the prototype should be set up on
a somewhat quick and diry -basis. It involved substituting a lot of
simulated equipment and items that were readily at hand. Later it
was considered that, for the tests to be really meaningfl, it would
be necessary to put the silo equipment in the hole for the test or the
test would not give the confidence that it should to go ahead with production. There was a significant change in the philosophy of the tests
which caused a significant change in the expense of the test. I would
agree with you that for a change of this magnitude we should have
brought a briefing over here to review what was wrons with the previous plan, why we wanted to do it a different way, and what was the
revised estunated cost.
I Mr. RHODES. Well, I feel also that you should do it where there are
to be substantial overruns such as the SRAM. Now, I realize I have
used a bad word in saying "overrun" but YOu know what I mean; where
you are going to run into increases as high as 148 percent, it seems
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to me that we should know this and not have to bring it out at the
time of the budget hearings.
General MoNioxiz. We have agreed to report to congressional cormmittees on a quarterly basis the changes which have occurred in specific
-systems.
Mr. R3ovs. Thank you.
MOT VmRVs WORMH OF HAIM ROOK
Mr. ANDP ws.Mr. Secretary, you said you admitted the study was
quick and dirtyMr. HANsEN. No. I did not say the study was. I say the test was
planned to be a minimal test, which I referred to as quick and dirty.
Mr. AxNDws. Have you ever given consideration, or any of you
ever given consideration, to the cost of a project vis-a-vis the worth of
a project?
Mr. HAzNsEN. Yes, sir. That is what we try very hard to do. We now
consider that the original tests that were planned would not provide
sufficiently valid data. The present tests will give us a better assurance
that we could go into a production phase before funds are committed
to production.
!:Mi.ANDmRws. Are you still convinced that this hardrock project is
needed#
Mr. HANSEN, Yes, I am.
Mr. AxDwnws. The costs, as you have indicated this morning, for the
prototype are 148 percent higher in 1969 than you estimated in
1968Mr. HANsENz. Yes; I think so.
Mr. AwmDzws. What assurance can you ive the committee that the
cost growth of the project next year won t double the price tag you
put on it todayI
Mr. HANSE.N. Well, we don't have any reason to anticipate that.
Mr. ANDRzwS You didn't last year.
General Pnim. Mr. Chairman, inresponse to your question about the
value for the dollars we are asking for, I had a conversation omin
ever this morning with General Boylan, our Director of Progams, an
I thought he had some particularly good words on this very issue that
might be appropriate at this time for the record
Mr. Ammzws. We need some good words in the record at this point.
General PnrsYes, sir.
HARDROOK" NEEDED AT ANY COST

General Bona . Well, Mr. Chairman, there isn't anyone on this
side of the table who fan take issue with Mr. L4ipscomb or Mr. Rhodes
on.,
veryq realby.
problem of ha*
initial estimates that prove to be
leesthe
than.g$
a magrnttde. We certainly cannot take issue with
that.
But If
.rm
believe that whatever the Hard Rock Silo program ulti.
nmtely o0t,;a c that the Nation not only can afford but a cost
thawtt NOa
N must;bolu
bear,
.Q,Mo
*j.,Fqzc .I aagret, responsibility to gt this program
accomplhed at minimal cost. But, the issue here is basic to national
aecuritvy. It is the protection of our deterrent force.
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Mr. ANDREWs. I understand that. It gives you more security for
your embedded Minuteman missiles.
General BOYLAN. An increase in our ratio of hardness, of a factor
of . In combination with other systems which are planned, it
will significantly improve the security of our missile force
Mr. AwNDzws. What are the systems?
General BovhAN. The Safeguard system.
There are other measures included in this budget which have got
to be pursued and studied carefully, including mobility. It is paramount that we must seek every means to secure the capability of our
missile force.
The Hard Rock Silo program is one part of that. You know, we only
have a very few options. We are basically in a passive mode. The
Polaris program is an example of that; it includes dispersal, deception, cover by sea. Mobility is another example of the passive mode.
The only two active capabilities or possibilities or options available
to us are, first strike, which is certainly not in the national interest,
and-I am using this broadly-the Safeguard system to kill the missiles out from the missile sites and the missile fields.
Under a concentrated attack I think anyone who thinks the problem through can see that with increasing Soviet accuracy in their missiles, the assured capability on their'part to develop MRV and the
high megatonnage that they have demonstrated, that a significant
attack against our missile fields will get through.
I think this has been an axiom since this war was, what was fallaciously called, an art.
Mr. ANDRPEWS. Is it true to say that our defense is based primarily
on our retaliatory capability and the purpose of the Safeg-ard system and the hardock system is to better secure our retaliatory capability?
General BoYLAN. Absolutely, Mr. Chairman. There cannot be any
question about it.
Mr. AmRzws. Our retaliatory capability consists primarily and almost soley of the Polaris system and the Minuteman system?
General BonAN. And the bomber system.
Mr. ANRmws. And the bomber system?
General BoYLAN. And there are other means available to add security to the bomber force. This committee is aware of those, dispersal, airborne alert, et cetera. This is not possible, of course, with
a missile system.
Mr. ANzrmws. Are there any other questions at this point?
NED FOR CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW

Mr. Lsooia. If I may, I w0.uld like to make additional comment.

General you have seemed to imply that we must continue with the
Hard Bock Silo program because it is for the protection and welfare
of our Nation, that it is absolutely necessary in our defense.
General Bo-aN. That is my judgment.
Mr. Ltrsoonm. Yes. That is my reeling, too.
But then you added regardlesss of cost" that we had to proceed.
Now, this has been the.assmption that I have gone on ever since I
came on this committee in 1958, and I have depended to a great degree
on the testimony that I have heard from that side of the table.
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General BOYLAN. I understand sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. The belief and feeling that I have held when I have
gone to the floor of the House is that I was justifying for the Members,

the need for an adequate defense of our country, and this is what it
was going to cost. But during the past year some things have come out
that have validity and that is, that this Nation in recent years has spent
money for defense that did not buy any defense.
For instance when we pay for a $250 million overrun on the Navy,
for ships, we are not buying any more defense. Now, the reason we are
looking into this Hard Rock Silo program is because if we continue
with a 1,000 Silo program we will be getting into $6 billion or $7 billion program. This is the time we have to look at whether or not the
costs am adequate and justified.
General BoYLAN. Absolutely, sir.
Mr. LipsCOmB. So if we question how you give out a $41.8 million

contract when you do not have authorization from the Congress we

are doing it so that we can get a program on the right track, and it is
not quarelling with the fact that we need an adequate defense of our
country.
QUESTIONABLE

NEED FOR HARD ROCK

Mr. RHODES. Will the gentlemin yield?

Apparently, General, the rationale for the Hardrock project is that
simultaneously in salvo the Russians are capable of firing enough SS9's with 25-megaton warheads to pinpoint on the target to knock out
enough Minuteman missiles to completely destroy our second strike
capability
ow amn I stating that accurately?
General BoYLAN. Mr. Rhodes, what I was trying to say is that our

principal enemy has the capability to develop systems in the quantity,
accuracy, and the yield to do exactly that.
Mr. HbODES. Well, General if that happened you might as well for-

get it because if that many SS--9's with 25-megaton warheads land on
this country the ball game is over.
General BOYLAN. No, Mr. Rhodes. This is the very key to deterrence.

You must progressively drive the cost, drive the risk to him, drive the
question of whether or not he can succeed, ever higher.
Mr. RHODS. Well, I agree with that.
General Bo.Aw. Andbeyond the Safeguard, beyond the H-ard Rock
Silo, if we are unfortunate to never achieve in this world a nuclear
arms control, there will be other developments that will increase our
margn of security at the time that they are needed. This must be.
Mr. RHODES. Of course, I think you have completely underestimated
the capability of the PoiRris-Poseidon system as a deterrent.
General EomAw. I did not intend to.
Mr. RHoDZ& Any such strike as the type that you mentioned, I
also think you have overestimated completely the Russians' capability
to launch the type of a salvo attack which in all instances would be
so perfectly targed that it would have the effect that you anticipate.
After all, in this business you haveto balance the interests. You say
this is completely necessary, to do tbis sort of project and have this
sort of protection. General, I submit tihat is not your decision to make.
That is the decision of the Congress and the President to make.
General Bom . I certainly agree with that.
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M. R=S. To do this we have to balance the interests of all of the
other things involved in the defense of this country.
oYLAN. I agree with you.
Mr. RaODES. I frtly am not at all convinced, not at all convinced

Gera

that this Hardrock operation is either necessary or desirable, consideris in right now. I am perfectly in
ing the fiscal situation the comtry
favor of deploying an ABM system. I would probably be in favor of
your developing a bird with a 25-megaton capability because, to me,
that is more important than Hardrockipg the relatively small Minuteman. I mean, it you are going to really keep up with the Joneses in
this horrible game of nulear war that we have, it seems to me that
the area in which. you are falling behind is in total megatonnage
which any single missile can carry. But I am not saying won' be
convinced but my own opinion as of now is that this is just not
necessary.
ROOK SILOS
,W
FOR HARD

Mr. WAm. I would like to comment a little on the question of the
need for Hard Rock Silos as well as for ABM, Mr. Rhodes.
For one thing, you referred to a salvo of 25:megaton SS-9's, as
being something you couldn't imagine the Soviets doingWr. Ros. I did not say that;1 did not say that. I said I couldn't
imagine them being able to do it successfully and have the effect that
the general indicted they might have of 'knocking out our second
strike capability because it would have to be almost pinpointed or
within a circular error of prbability that I do not think they can
attain with that many missiles.
Mr. WALSH. Well, beyond that, I think that the specter Of them

having a thousand 25-megaton missiles is somewhat of an incredible
thing-to believe in. However it does not take a 25-megaton missile to
knock out a Minuteman' Silo. Although the Minuteman Silos are
p.s.i., a 1-megaton warhead with a C.E.P. of
modoraey hard,
can achieve a very high level of kill, of the order
the order of
of 90 percelit against a single Minuteman Silo. So that you see, now
if we are talking about-warheads, quite a few can be placed on
the n6se of an SS-9 and hence you get this multiplicative effect whereby
an individual booster can go at many silos and simultaneously be used
to exhaust the interceptor arsenal associated with the defense.
Mr. RHODES. Let me ask you this: If this is so-and I am sure it is
or you would not have said it-why didn't the Department of Defense
or the Air Force tell us this back in the days when we authorized the
hardeni
these' Minutemen sites? The hardening obviously is
inadequate.
corn letfy of
1r.WiLs. At the time it looked like like the best we could achieve.
Moreover, the projections of the achievable CEP's at that time were
looked extremely optimistic. Time has prosuch that even gressed since then; it'has been almost 10 years since we laid down the
Minuteman I with the
p.s.i silos and since that time technology
CEP's are
hOs advanced to the state where we believe that indeed in the cards and they are the kind of thing that we are on the
verge
of achieving
now.have
. Meanwhile,
we also
learned more about the dynamics of the
behavi0' of rockets, of -silo, of structures under shock, such that we
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believe we now can achieve a much higher level of hardness a level of
hardness which we did not believe we could achieve i all
.
Now, you see, the fact that a 1-megaton warhead would weigh about
pounds and represents a significant threat to Minuteman means
that many,1-megaton warheads put on top of an SS-9 would represent
a threat both to many Minuteman silos and to exhausting the inter.
ceptors. On the other hand if we harden the silos to the point where
we have to use significantly larger warheads to achieve the same probability of kill instead of 1 megaton something of the order of 5 megatons, or rather 10 megatons-roughiy scales as the overpressure-then
a single SS-9 could carry no more than perhaps - if that many,
warheads and hence would not be able to exhaust an interceptor arsenal.
Thus you achieve a situation where 'ou essentially have whipsawed
a potential opponent so that he would be unable either to kill your
silos with a few big warheads, because these would readily be intercepted, or to exhaust your defense with many small warheads because
if 'he has penetrated, after exhaustion, they would be able to do no
damage. Now, this whipsaw effect is one which gives you a leverage
on hin so that he cannot possibly kill silos as cheaply as you can
build them, despite the fact that we are talking about astronomical
amounts of moneys in 'both cases.
Mr. RHODzs. Well, I do not think there is any purpose to be served
in any argument about it. But I doubt the capa ability in the immediate
futuZe of either the Russians or ourse !es developing the multiple
reentry vehicle concept to the point where you can get a - split
from the warhead with a circular error of probability of the type that
you mention.
Mr. WALSn. Well, our Minuteman III looks like it is achieving its
goal of a which is very close to -.
Now, it has a smaller
warhead but that at least demonstrates that the guidance accuracy
can be achieved and presumably, if we can do it, since we have no
monopoly on technology in that regard, the Soviets could do it, too.
Since they are using bigger boosters, they use bigger RV's and hence
it is perfectly in the cards to expect them to do-this. As a matter of
fact, we have seen MRV tests. N6w, the only question is how accurate
are they I Our own tests demonstrate this accuracy is achievable.
BIGGER BOOSTERS

Mr. RHODES. Why aren't we moving toward a bigger booster I

General BomAz;. Well, Mr. Rhodes, we are actual1I developing a
technology through the various programs here which will permit
this, if and when the decisionmakers, the President and others,
decide that it is necessary.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. WALsHr. One of the problems with a big booster is that you
have the eggs in one basket, in effect. It is as easy to kill a 'big
booster as it is to kill a little booster. So big boosters are vulnerable to a first strike, and this is why there are some advantages to
using a booster which is smaller, provided you have a total number
of posters preat enough to carry the total megatonnage you want.
Of course, if you constrain yourselves to a thousand b
rs and
you need more megatonnage, then you need bigger boosters. This
also indicates, perhaps, a clue t the Soviets' intention. Why are
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of a second strike
building
they
capability
I big boosters if they are thinking
S6. RHOprS. Are the Russians hardening their silos to the extent.
that we contemplate in Hard Rock?
Mr. WALSH.
Mr. RHODES.

-.

Mr. WALSH. That may be.
Mr. RHODES. If you are going to play this game of "how much
does it cost" with the Russians, you ought to start talking about a
bigger booster with a bigger warhead.
General BOYLAN. Another factor is at play, of course, and that is
our national policy.
Mr. ANDREWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
1970 PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Detail for the committee the various elements of
your $50 million request. How much is for the engineering development effort by the Boeing Co., for example?
(The information follows:)
EtoINEEIo DzvsmwiTx

EFrT

The following Is a breakout of the Fiscal Year 1970 program by contractor
or effort:

TRW

----------------------------------------------------

Boeing--...........................................
..
Bechtel ------------------------------------------------Alternate facility contractor-..-....-...............................
Command and control contractor .............-...................
Numerous technology contracts. ......................................
Total ---------..
.............................................

-

$9

s18
11
1
8
8
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$1.000,000 for power and environmental control system (previously shown separate) is
now under Bechtel.

SILO TESlOG

Mr. ANDrmws. What is encompassed in the $278.4 million program?
This is an R.D.T. & E. program, so I assume that no procurement
or military construction effort is included in this amount, Is that
correct?
Mr. HANSex. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is there any procurement associated with this R. &D.
cost?
General McNxcKLz. No, sir, this is a development program.
Mr. A~nPmws. For the $278.4 million, will you get a silo?
General Prrrs.You would get a prototype silo; yes, sir.
Mr. ANrDR ws. Would it not, for all practical purposes, be what you
would have in the other silos?
Mr. WAsSH. When you get a prototype silo, you get a test of the
silo. You will find if there are any weaknesses that you can rectify and,
when they are rectified, it will be identical with any operational silo.
Mr. AxRiws. I am trying to learn whether or not that first prototype silo will be used operationally along with the others.
Mr. WALSH. We have every intention of doing so.
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lnm;sox. When you test the silo, are you not going to destroy
it?Mr.
Mr. Wzuii.

No; we a0re goim to test it slightly
above the design
level, but not to destruction. If it is designed or
- pounds per
square inch, can you be sure what will destroy it? If we put a blast
of
pounds..er square inch on it, it will surely destroy it, with
very high probability of destroying it, and we will not know at what
level it rally broke. We want to test it fairly close to the design level
so we have assurance that we met at least that level.
Mr. Limrm

. Last year we understood Mr. Flax to say when one

does the test, one destroys the silo or a good part of it.
Mr. WA4ut. One of the problems of testing is that it requires, in
order to focus the blast wave which is used in testing, a great over.
burden of earth. You bury the silo. So, you will have to dig it out
again before you can use it.
I think he might have used the word "destroy" in that sense, although
I am not precisely sure We would not destroy it, because then we
would learn very little. If We knew we could destroy it at
pounds peresquare inch, that proves nothing. We can also destroy present silos at that -pounds per square inch.

Mr. Lmmwom This is in the ricord.

Mr. WAis. Yes; I am trying to interpret what he must have meant.

think he meant we would aust ury it.
Mr. HAmnw. I am reasonably confident that what he meant was that
the test is one which the silo is designed to pass, but it may not if we
are wrong. Therefore, we cannot guarantee that after the test the silo
will be usable. But if after the. test the silo is not usable, then clearly
we are not ready to go to production until the necessary "back to the
drawingboard,"
is done. 1 would assume then we would want to
repair iorrbi"idwork
the silo and test
it again. We hope that would not

happen.

The costs quoted are based on the assumption that the silo'will be
designed to meet the test, and that the test can be conducted and will
be met.
Mr. Azmizws. If you decide to proceed with the operational Hard
Rook Silo programs what will be the procurement and military construction c&ftnvolved I Do you have any idea? Have you given it any
thought?
(*eneral Prrms It will be, as we testified yesterday, about $6 million
per silo. Let us take an example of 100 silos---

Mr. Azuws. Y"o told us yesterday that the cost of the follow-on
silos would bi $6 mion.
question is: How much will it cost addi.
tionafly to con ruct tleise s0s with work which will be done by mili-

t4ryqI8tction t.

•Genea r1n'. That $6 million per silo Cost that I just quoted you is
a o the york nsr
under the two appropriations, military con.
struction s!&, ssiprocurement, to con
silos.
Zttq'.
iam l Let: u , s y, O0 lea. One hundred holes
a ~I~l
o~~o
s00.$m.,. ion. That is an example. It would be
up," decson authority,f wo didd to production, as to how may
Har4
ilos6 'We'6_uldput in q, e ground to wommodate missiles
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Mr. APDREWS. When we are talking about $6 million, does that include everythingI
General Prrrs. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. Communications, military construction?

General Prrrs. Everything except the missile.
Mr. Armnaws. Of course, wre are not asking about that. It will be
a one-package deal as far as the silos are concerned, $6 million I
General Pis. Yes, sir.
General MoNiczx. Land, construction of the silo, roads, support
facilities, and aerospace ground equipment.
Mr. ANDREWS. And will be ready f rthe missile to go in?
General MoNxow,. Yes,sir.
General Prrr. For example, on one wing of Minuteman III we
can break that by saying the military construction part of that 900
million would be $40-6 million, and the missile procurement, which
would cover the aerospace ground equipment, would be $494 million.
COST OF MINUTEMAN

Mr.

ANDREWS.

MlI MISSILE

Based on your best estimates today, what will be

the unit cost of placing a Minuteman III missile in a Hard Rock Silo,
including all associated costs?
General MoNroxzu. $6 million.
General PrIrs. $6million yes, sir,
Mr. AwmRzws. That is fr the silo, the figure we have been discussin. What will the missiles that go in that silo cost, the MinuteGeneral Pirm.They are already in the inventory. Those assets are in
hand or will be in hand. We will have the Minuteman III in the inventory.
Mr. ANrntaws. How much will they cost?
General Prrm. About
- million per missile, plus the AEC costs
of about
million for the warhead.
Mr. AwNDzwaw So, the cost of the silo, including everything, with a
missile, will be
million?
General Prrrs. Yes, sir; about-million with the AEC costs.
The million is not additive to this program because that is part
of another program.
SILO COMPLETION DATE

Mr. Arminws. I understand. We are talking now about the silos.
You have told us repeatedly your estimated cost will be $6 million.
If this program receives the. green light and everything goes well,
when would you expect to have the
or more hard rock silos
operational?I
General Prrrs. Let me approach it from this direction, Mr. Chairman. The initial operating capability, which would be the first squadron of missiles-I can correct this for the record-the first flight of
10 missiles, would be
if the prototype sijo meets the test and
we get production go-ahead, 10C for the first flight of missiles would
" Mr.Asv Ws, When do yon expect to get:ai~e prototype?
-

be

by

o

•

General Prnm. That prototype.

-

-

Is

,

.

mpted
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HARD ROCK VERSUS AEX

Mr. AxDnRwS. To what extent will the placement of a portion of the
Minuteman force in Hard Rock Silos eliminate the need or ABM protection of Minuteman missiles?
Mr. W zAu.Again, this leaves you open to the vulnerability of being

attacked by ve y-larg warheads that are highly accurate. So, it does

not really eliminate the need for ABM protection because now the
Soviets are able to devote their payload to a small number, that is,
essentially one on one, of very large reentry vehicles.
On the other hand, when you couple this with defense then the
defense can shoot down these reentry vehicles fairly simply .
Mr. Aiwizws. Would you guard the soft or the Hard 3ock Silos

with ABM?

Mr. WALsm. In terms of programing, first I would protect the soft
ones, and then later the haid ones, based on how I think the Soviets
could develop their capabilities with regard to both the accuracy they
might achieve and the MIRV capability.
cost oF WA

ROCK vERSUS SUBMARINES

Mr. Am P ws. How does the cost of placing missiles in Hard Rock
Silos compare with placing ICBM's in submarines, the Poseidon, for
instance?
Mr. HANSN. We do: not have the figures on the cost of ICBM's in
submarines. I think maybe that is a question that should be addressed
they have made
confident
to the D.D.R. & E. people. I am reasonably
"
.
.
these analyse".
kingg this kind of comparison it ought to be made on
I think
some sort of 10-year operating basis, or something like that, where
you have the cost of acquisition and operation.
Mr. Lupsoom. I think this question is very appropriate at this
point. Would it be possible to request the Secretary to get this information and put it in the record atts point?
Mr. HANS=. Yes, sir; I would.be pleased to do that.
. By any chance is the information here with you now?
Mr. Lmmnso
Mr. HANsaw. No, sir it is not. To have Navy costs that could be
vouched for, we would have to get them through D.D.R. & E.
Mr. LwsoMo. Was anyone aware that this question would be asked?
General MoNIoz. Yes, sir. We do not have the information, we
are not ina position to testify on the costs for the Poseidon system.
Mr. twsoio. You were aware that it would be asked ?
General Mogxioa. Yes, sir.
Mr. Luscomx You just did not get it. May I ask a further question,
Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Anmuws. Mr. Lipscomb.
APPROVED PROGRAM

Mr. Lvwx&Do I understand you have 100 silo programs approved

now "

General Prvw No,sir. I used that as an example to answer the chairmansqu.tiononots.
you have approval of any silo program?
Mr.LxDo
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General Prrs.We have approval to go to a prototype silo only, and
that is contingent upon funding authorization and appropriation by
the Congress.
Mr. L ooxm. At what level is that approvalI
General Prrms. That approval is Secretary of Defense.
Mr. Lnuom&All the way?
General Pnr. For he prototype silo development, yes, sir.
Mr. Lnpsco~w. But not the Bureau of the Budget.
General MoNIcKx I personally feel we ought to do the R. & D. If
some day we need to harden our silos to these high pressures, we would
have some judgment as to what could or could not be done and at what
cost. I certainly agree with the remark Mr. Rhodes made that it certainly ought to be reviewed and the trade-offs evaluated but I do
think the E. & D. would give us answers that we might need at a later
date.
Mr. LwscoB. I agree that the R. & D. should go ahead. but I think
we ought to have some idea how we are to conduct the h. & D. and
where. We have carried this a considerable way this morning. As has
been pointed out, the site survey program won't even be completed until
December of this year. Is that right
General MONIOKLL Yes.
Mr. Lxrsoo . Therefore, we do not now know the locations where we
have hard enough rock for an adequate R. & D. program.
Colonel SuzamN. We have 200 or 300 alreeay which meet the
criteria.

Mr. ANDREWS. You mean space for 300 silos?
Colonel SHERMAN. Actually core borings and suitability tests for

800 locations.
Mr. ANDRFWS. Where is that?
Colonel SJwomAw. In Wyoming, that section of the State.
Mr. ANDREws. Would you plan to put them all together?
Colonel SH
AriA.No, sir.
Mr. ADRi ws. You 'would disperse them?
Colonel SmzwARz.
Yes, sir.
Mr. Axznws. How many would you put in one locality?
Mr. WAwi. That is one of the questions which is still under examination, balancing the rock availability and the command and control
problem, and also the defense problem, against the cost and the rock
availability.
Mr. ANxDPRWS. I want you to get for the record at this point a comparison between the cost of putting these missiles in Hard Rock Silos
and the cost of putting ICBM's in submarines. A Polaris submarine
carries 16 missiles. According to your estimate, it would cost $6 million for each hard rock silo. So, the cost of 16 missile sites under
your proposed program would be $96 million. That is the figure we
want you to compare with the cost of installing missiles in submarines.
Mr. WAIEH. You referred to ICBM's in submarines. The Polaris or
Poseidons are generally considered IRBMWe in ranA of shorter range
than the ICBM's. The2Navy has a program for a longer range missile.
Do you want the comparison with the Poseidon or with the planned
longer range missile?
Mr. Amnsws. With the Poseidon. The Poseidon is just as effective
a weapon as your Minuteman, is it not?
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Mr. Wawn. In terms of what a given payload would do, it is ap.
proximately comparable, yes.
Mr. AxD.1W.-We are king about the damage done to the enemy.
They pack just as big a punch with the Poseidon as you can with the
Minuteman?
Mr. WALSH. I think for your purposes, that is a proper comparison.
Mr. AN;DRw. They can take care of the range situation. They are
possibly not as vulnerable to attack.
Mr. WALSH. The Navy has developed some concern for their vul-

ierability. That is why they are proposing this longer range missile
so they have'a greater area of the ocean in which to range. I do not
think that is what you had in mind.
(Off the record.)
Mr. WALSH. Secretary Hansen referred to the problem not only of
the initial cost, but the operational cost, because the cost of operating
submarines is considerably different from that of operating silos. I presume you would like that for your comparison, a so.
(The information follows:)
COMArISON Or HA

ROCK SIL COSTS WITH PosIDON

The following information was obtained from the Ofce of the Secretary of
Defeme:

The adequacy of the data base and cost estimating relationships between hard
rock silos and .Poseidon make valid comparisons difficult to derive. With an
equal cost force, based on 81 Poseidon SSBNs, 21 bard rock silos would compare
to approximately 16 PoseIdon missle. This 1 based on ten-year system costs
Including I.D.T. &IL, investment and operating costs. The presently programed
force of 81 Poseidon SBNs costs about the same as deploying 650 Minuteman
III missiles in bard rock selos.
Each of these strategic capabilities have different strengths and weaknesses
which should be considered in addition to the cost estimates. First, as a partial
measure of effectivenss, the equal-cost Minuteman III force of 650 miles (on
day to day alert) would provide
times as many missile boosters,
warheads and equivalent megatonnage than the force of 81 Poseidon
8SBNs. Further, the command and control of the Minuteman force Is not faced
with the complexities faced by the S8BN fore& As a flnal Issue, the SSBN
atert force t isse vulnerable to a surprise attack In the total war situation and,
If targeted by Soviet nuclear weapons, would not result In additional megatonnage
being delivered agalt the Continenta United States.
COST To A'rTA

SYSTM ACQMSMON

Mr. Axmniws. One of the listed objectives of your program "is
to be in a-pbsture toproceed with system acquisition.'
What w involv in this and What part of the cost of the developmentprogram i attributable to this ob etive I
Mr., 14sw.., Mr. Chairman approximately $67 million out of the
currently estimated $286 million is for various aspects of system engi.
neering which are nedssarv, to have the design sifficiently defilnitized
so acqusition can start.
•I have breakout *ofwhat the various tasks are. It is fairly lengthy.
May Iput that in terecord?
Mr A~pDRwa, upp y it for the record.
(The information follows:)
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COST DEwELOI'MENT To ATTAIN SYSTEM ACQUISITIoN

In order to protect an 100 we are doing the necessary system engineering work
required to obtain a design for the silo system that will be sufficiently definitive to
proceed with acquisition when required. We estimate that 20 percent of the
program costs can be attributed to this effort.
BACKUP INFORMATION
[In millions of dollars
Total

Contractor/effort

Program

System

e0nIn

TRW:

S
.I..
...............................
..............
Directed studies ............................................................

Bei,inuteman III in

-

.

.....................................................

Test planning.....................................................
Tast tochnoldl ................................

*............................

-------

..

..............

,

,-, Contra...... .. :.. .....
............... .................

Altae falty osotrc ........................

-

-

...........................................

Governmendtevmishd eqipment .......................

-

-

..

-....
-

__

-

.........................................................-

Operational design
Consideration ..............................................

-

..-

Operationaln onsideration ..............................................
Command Control:
Prototpe des............................................ .....
Radis......
........... ..............................Cabie . .... .......
:.......................................
...
C,
:...............................................
MICCS Inw rati

-

.-

LF closure, debris removal, shock iaiolacility equipment

--.-

-

.

Protype desi ..........
.............................
Op.rati. al deslin considartn ..............................................
prow
fa ydl
n.........................................
Develd teadfl
hardware..........
..................

Antenase .....

-

:...... ...-.-

Shock isolation systems ......................................................
Missile mounts .............................................................
Suspended floors............................................................Umbilical retract mechanism.................................................

-

.

.-

----

....................-

...................

-
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Totl............................................

-.

--

7.0

I This is the currently estimated Cost thmno CO.

Mr. Amnaws. Questions on the Ha, t Rock Silo program I
Mr. Lipscomb.
HIGH ZXPMWvB

SIMULATION TESTS (MEST)

Mr. Lums. Is the HEST program still being conducted I
Colonel SiwmuN. Yes, sir. There has been a series of high explosive
simulation tests-HEST--conducted at several of the exising Minuteman facilities, and one in Minuteman launch control facilities.
In the case of the launch facilities, they were tests up to
p.s.i.
In the control facilities, there were tests up to
9p.s.
overpressures. These same types of tests aro coupled with direct induced high
explosive simulation tests which take the air pressure with a ground
shock and try to impose the conditions which we expect will be seen
by a facility through a nuclear burst on that facility.
These are the types of tests on silos. It is very comparable, except
for the additionalstep of the direct induced ground shock. •
Mr.

re-~
aA

om . Whre is the [EST program financed in the budget

-4MMw
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Colonel SamoNw. For the existing Minuteman facilities, they are
within the Minuteman program line item. For Hard Rock Silo, they
are partially within the Hard Rock Silo program, and some of the
preparatory work for these tests is within the budget of the Air Force
weapons laboratory.
Mr. Lnscox. The HEST program has involved construction?
Colonel SmeaunA. Yes, associated with the HEST programs on
Minuteman, just the construction of a berm, which is the overburden,
and the prinacord.
For the test of the Hard Rock Silo program, we of course have to go
in and prepare a test bed in a rock medium and then put the R. & D.
structure in those locations for test purposes. That is not MCP money.
Mr. Lvsoox. In your presentation you are tying together the Hard
Rock Silo development program and the HEST program.
Colonel S ZuRAN. I am trying to bridge the relationship of high explosive simulation tests to hardened facilities. They had their origin
in the Minuteman program to verify the hardness of those facilities.
The same types of test will be used in the Hard Rock Silo program.
Mr. Lws.ox. Will you continue with the HEST program on the
Minuteman I and II silos
. We cunntly do not have any further tests planColonel SHEANt
ned in the future. Maybe an occasion will arise where we would want
to do one for a specific reason. Right now we do not have any in next
year's budget.
Mr. LpSC.OMB Did you conduct any of these tests during 1969?
Colonel SnuarAN. The last one was in 1968.
Mr. Lmmx. Were there any funds expended on the HEST pro.
gram in 1989w
Colonel SmnwAN. For Minuteman?
Mr. Lnmsooxm. For the HEST program.
Colonel SHan u. The HEST is not a program element as such, Mr.
Lipsc ob. It is a test.
Mr. Lnsom. I understafid nd I am trying to fiid out its funding
requirements. Where is it and how much is it?
General BorAir. There was a HEST program associated with the
Hard Rock Silo development program i November of 1968. Is that not
correct?

Colonel SHzRiw. Yes.

Gea BoYAN. That was conducted in New Mexico. As T under-,nUtah,
stand the program, there is another test scheduled for
which associated with the Hard Rock Silo development program.
How is HEST being financed right now I
oso.
.MrI,4o
Mr. WALsm. It is not aprogram but a technique.
Mr.L ooXn. Where is tae money coming from?
Geneibl Pr$.Mr. Jackovich can answer that.
Mr. JAooVzW. HEST tests are financed from the R.D.T. & E.
I
apprqpriatio
General P s. On the Minuteman line?

Mr. JACKQVoIHo Within the Minuteman line if it is related to the

Minuteman program. The upcoming one whou~d be out of the Hard
Rock Silo development program. The actual cost of any test that we
have done within the Minuteman program is related to that program.
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Mr. LipscomtB. How much did the HEST program cost and what is
planned in the HEST program for fiscal year 1969 and 1970t
You may put it in the record.
(The information follows:)
HEST PiRoRAu CosT
Five HEST tests have been accomplished In the Minuteman program, one

demonstration test, three on silos and one on a launch control center. The hard

rock silo program participated in rocket test I, a psi test, last fall and will
have structures in rocket test II which is scheduled for DASA funded the
development of the HEST environment for the Minuteman tests and the rocket
test series. The cost associated with these tests follows:
(in millions of dollars]

Thmto

Fiscal
yer 1970

Total

39.8

0

39.8

7.3
7.1

1.3
.9

54.2

2. 2

Iscal year 199
Minuteman]DASA ...........................................

Rocktest I and II:

DASA ..................................................
Hard rock silo ..........................................

Total ................................................

8.6
&.0

56.4

AzNED OnBmxno LABORATORY (MOL)

Mr. ANDREWS. Now we will talk about the Manned Orbiting Labora-

tory, MOL. What are the total sums which have been obligated and
have been expended in the Manned Orbiting Laboratory program?
COST OF PROGRAM

Mr. HAsEN. Our witness for questions on the MOL will be Maj Gen.
Jim Stewart, who has been the vice director of the MOL program.
I would like to pass the questions to him.
Mr. ANwRws. General Stewart, do you understand the question?
Genels STzWART. Yes sir.
There has been $1.37 billion obligated; and as of May 31, Government disbursements or expenditures were $1.22 billion.
I think I would like to add a cautionary note, however, so as not
to be misled by the latter figure. Because of the system of pro#ess
payments, the accounting, the billing, the verifying, the actual paying,
Government expenditures lagged by a goodly number of months the
actual contractor, subcontractor, and vendor expenditures, and our
estimate on June 1 is that the contractor expenditures and earned fees
were very close to $1.8 billion.
Mr. AmrNrws. My question again: What are the total sums which
have been obligated and expended in the Manned Orbiting Laboratory
program
Cneral STWAir. All money appropriated has been obligated, $1.87
billion.
Mr. ANrDews. What about the $1.22 billion figure you gave?
General STwEART. Those are the checks written by the Treasury.
I just cautioned you that those lagged the contractor expenditures by
several months.
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Mr.ADRzws. Do you anticipate that all of that will be spent within
the next fiscal year ?
General SmrwAr. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRws. So the total cost of the MOL program is $1.87 billion?
TERMINATION COSTS

General STEwART. Plus some termination costs that we will ask the
Congress for additional money in fiscal year 1970.
M.
Amvw. How much?
General STizwAr. We are asking Congress for $125 million.
Mr. Amiws. That added to the $1.37 billion, will be $1.495 billion?
General STEWART. Yes, sir.
Mr. Amws. The program has been scratched?
General SmzwAsR. Yes

sir.

Mr. Ainnzws. What did you receive for the $1.495 billion?
Mr. RHODES. Before he answers that question, may I ask a question?
Is the $125 million a firm figures Has this been negotiated with
the contractor? Do you know this will be the cost, or is this the estimate of the Air Force at the present time?
General SmwArr. It is our best estimate. Some termination costs
will actually not be legally determined for a goodly time, perhaps 1
or 2 years. These are arguments over how much fee was the contracor entitled to. These are lesser amount& It will be several years
before termination is completely wrapped up.
Mr. RHODs. Is it really good strategy to ask for termination costs
prior to the time you have determined exactly what they are? These
contractors will have some idea of what they can get it you ask for
that much money. I suggest the possibility, if they do not have any
idea how much you are song to ask for, you possibly could make a

more advantageous settement

General S zwrr. I do not think it works quite that way, because
there are firm commitments for work that was in progress that would
delivered over the next few months. Part of your con,have,l
Mr. RuoDzs. Wait a minute. That goes into the art that has been
ob e . That is in the $1.37 billion. Maybe I Xo not know what
1trfhintionf costs are, General. Maybe you had better redefine them

for. mie.

11PLANATION OF TERMINATION COSTS

'General STEwART. All right, sir.
First is an area called noncancellable commitments, if you will.
This is *ork inproess that would have been delivered up to several
d' mAny months ahead.
Mr. 1uons. Is this not part of the obligated portion?
Gentrid ST A. Most of it I&
Mr. R$iODW.What part of it is not?

ill~rve you one area that specifically is niot
*~ ~ ~ P r -GierlS
6i N*~e
6&u eoita4s, athihgaled speci ,Iltermination costs. This

|aill

pe their accrued leave, their relocation costs,
1i4i.1ep'd&'t

the costs of closing down the plant, of changing an thing in the plant

that has been changed purely for the convenince of and is usable on ly
for this program, the shipment aud disposition and storage and pres-
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ervation of equipment and hardware. Those &btsare not normally
included in large contracts because you have just tied up a lot of
obligating authority of the Government that is not working.
fr. RHODES. Yes. You have just given the elements that anybody
would expect to be included in termination costs. I am trying to determine what is it that we will have to keep buying which you mention
as a part of termination costs, which I say should have been in funds
that were already obligated? I do not want to get in an argument
with you. I am just trying to understand what this is all about.
General STEWART. I gave you a list of things that tallies at least
$75 million things that Ipositively said were not included in contracts.
I think I 'must add one other point for you, also. This was not a
complete and total and utter termination immediately of all aspects
of t he program. We need to phase some of the work over to other areas,
some of it in the booster field,
some of it will be acquired by
NASA, and it will probably be in July before all MOL contracts
have been totally terminated.
Some have been totally terminated to date; some have been partially terminated.
COSTS NOT RELATED TO TER NATION

Mr. RHODES. You are going to give us a request for $125 million for
termination expenses, $50 million of which has nothig whatsoever
to do with termination expenses. All you are doing is starting new
programs or putting it over into another program. Do not do that.
This is not praying square with this committee.
General STEwAwr. I identified some $75 million that was specifically,
clear cut outside of contract termination.
Mr. RnoEs. There is no argument about the $75 million. I am talking about the $50 million.

General

STEWArr.

Another portion of the $50 million is pure and

simple termination costs.
Mr. RnoDEs. You had better elaborate for the record, because as of
now, you have not made a very good case for $126 million.
General STEwAmR. There is another chunk of costs that is a transition
cost, if I can call it that.
Mr. RHODES. Call it whatever you want, but I do not know what it
means.
General STEWART. May I give you one specific example?
Mr. RHODES. Yes, sir.
General SEwmrr. We have continued several Titan III-M tasks in
the Titan III-M development program. It had been planned in future
production to incorporate some of the improvements that would have
been made in Titan III as common items in the other Titan III boosters.
We do expect to pick up some of those tasks in the Titan III program.
We either must do that or we must reinstitute the production of other
items. We have continued those.
Mr. RHoDm. Put it under the Titan III procurement, and then we
know what you are talking about, but do not call it termination costs
or transition.
As I gather the transition ii an element of termination, and I am
saying it should not be, in my opinion. I do not object to your doing
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it, but I just want you to put it in the proper pigeonhole so we can
understand it, that is all.
(The information follows:)
REQUWE

TO CONGRESS FOR TERMINATION COSTS

MOL TMINA&ION

CosrS

The mnmed orbiting laboratory (MOL) program requires $125 million fiscal
year 1iTO NOA to provide for both normal contractor/subcontractor termination
expenses and the additional costs associated with an orderly closeout of the

project.

Contractor termination costs include such items as employee severance pay
and relocation reimbursement, settlement expenses, and allowable post-termination oprattons--inventory, hardware, and equipment disposition, and so forthand plant mainenance. The preponderance of termination activities should be
completed by mid-fiscal year 1970; however, some matters-for example climi
settlements, contract renegotiations, and so forth-may extend over a period of
several years.
"
To insure the fullest possible utilization of the technology and hardware developed in the MOL program, those activities which have or may have application
to other DOD or NASA programs are being closed out in an orderly, economical
manner. For example, numerous subsystems and components being developed
for the MOL Titan HIM booster were also programed for future production versions of the Titan 1IIB, 0 and D; this work is being continued under MOL
contracts until It can be assumed by the latter booter programs. Certain other
MOL contractor efforts were placed in a minimum expenditure status to permit
NASA and appropriate Air Force elements to assess the desirability of incorporating completed and/or planned work in on-going programs; examples In this
category include the MOL pressure suit, food and feeding system developments,
the airborne computer, and waste management system.

Mr. LPSVOMB. General, how do you intend to make the request to the
Congress for these funds for termination, the $125 million I It is not

before us now.

General STEWART. The Bureau of the Budget, in the Department of

Defense budget, will submit an amendment to the fiscal year 1970
MOL line that currently is in your program, and they will submit an
amendment and ask you to change it from $525 to $125 million.
Mr. LpsoomMe. Do you know when that may be done?

General STzwmr. ft is in work. It has not gotten out of the Secretary of DWfense Comptroller Office.
Is that a fairstatement I
Mr. JACKOvicO. It is still under discussion, Mr. Lipscomb. The actual formal handling has not yet been decided in the Office of the
Secretary of Defense. We still do not have a firm fix on it yet.
I think what General Stewart is indicating is that currently we
have a request for $525 million, and he eatdimates that $125 million
will be required for termination and transition,'if you will, and other
uses; $125 million is a portion of the original request.
General STzwAwr. I suspect I must rephrase my question. My office
has'asked that $125 million be left in the fiscal year 1970 line, and it
obviously has not yet gotten out of the Secretary of Defense Office.
Mr. Lwsoo.& It is probably fortunate that you brought it up,

because I think there iR the imnre on that we are just cutting out
the MOL money that was requested in the original budget.
General STEWART. I know Mr. TAird in his statement to the Senate
the day he announced that the MOL would be canceled, and Mr.
Psokaid also, in his press conference, cautioned that not all of the
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fiscal year 1970 money that had previously been requested for MOL
would be saved.
Mr. LnmscomB. I am glad the Senate knows.
General S
mwA'r.
It coincided with his appearance before the Senate. Had he been appearing before your committee, I am quite sure
he would have made exactly the same statement.
REASONING FOR CANCELING KOL

Mr. ANDREWS. After spending $1.870 billion on the MOL program,
why was it stricken, General?
General Szwmr. The primary reason it was stricken was to reduce
fiscal year 1970 and future Defense spending.
Mr. ANiREws. How much of the $1.370 billion, plus the anticipated
$125 million for liquidating costs, totaling $1.495 billion, will go down
the drain II mean by that, spent for something you did not get I Give
me a ball park figure.
General STzWmm. Perhaps a billion dollars.
Mr. ANwnws. One billion dollars. What amount of funds appro.
priated for fiscal year 1969 and for prior years for the MOL remain
unobligated I What funds remain unexpendedI
General STEwAir. There are no unobligated funds, sir. Unexpended,
I would give you my two answers.
One, if you look at Government expenditures, about $150 million
have not been expended.
If you look at where the contractor expenditures are, it is perhaps
$65 million.
(Off the record.)
MOL VERSUS UNMANNED SATEL

S

Mr. AwmiaWS. What have been the specific major accomplishments
that now permit the cancellation of the MOL and the accomplishment of MOL missions with lower cost unmanned satellites?
General SrwAyer. If you look back to when the MOL concept was
announced -in 1968 and the program actually approved in 1965, there
have been major advances in almost every aspect you can think of,
of unmanned space system capabilities, in sensors, in navigation, in_
ability to remotely control, in ability to automatically detect and
correct malfunctions, in navigation, in data handling, stabilization
of power, and so on.
I-would shudder to single out any one and call it major. All together, there are tremendous advances.
Mr. ANDpxw. Can all of the missions of the MOL be accomplished
with lower cost unmanned satellites?
General STEwARr. I have to answer that no, because, you may recall,
the objectives of MOL included the development of defense-oriented
hardware for both manned and unmanned use, and we surely will
not be able to develop the manned hardware.
Another objective was really to learn more about man in space for
military purposes. What can be done better, under what circumstances, how much better, how much extra cost? That we will not
learn.
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Still another objective was to provide us an operational test bed
for other possible applications of equipment as it became feasible
and desirable.
Still one more is something man can probably do better than we
can practically do in an automated sense. We will not do those kinds
of things in the future.
Mr. AxmwPws. Are the unmanned satellites referred to in being,
or must they be developed?
General STwART. I would say in being for the most part, because
the committee knows the Department of Defense has a pretty extensive unmanned program. We have some space systems in operational
use, others in sort of flight test, if you will, and still others in
development.
I think for the most part, they are in being.
Mr. AwDwuws. What are the prjects or programs included in the
R.D.T. &E. Air Force appropriation which support the MOL, either
wholly or substantially, as their objective?
General Smwimrr. 91one wholly or substantially. All significant
costs for MOL were included in the MOL line.
BENEFITS GAIN=

RMX MOL

Mr. ADRESws. To what Air Force programs can knowledge gained

from the MOL effort be applied, and to what NASA programs?

General STEWART. I partially answered that. We have a compre-

sensive review underway to try to make sure that we do get maximum
benefit.
Mr. AwNDEws. I wish you would put something in the record about
that
General STEWArr. I would be delighted.

(The information follows:)
APPUcATION or

MOL KiowuZDG

TO Ouia AF/NASA lP ouTs

Thus far In our review of MOL technology and hardware that might be applied
to other programs, NASA has indicated an interest In onr astronaut full pressure
suit system, feeding -entem, waste management system, and parts of our environmental control system. Within the Air Force, we are considering picking up

In othezi Titan III launch vehicle programs certain development efforts asso-

ciated with the Titai IIIM MO!4 booster. Secretary Seamans has established an
ad hoe groUp to t'ofdtiot & comprehensive review of the MO!1 programto insure
that maximum national benefit is realiaed:from MOL hardware, technology, and
experience. 'This effort will undoubtedly result in additional applications of
MOL ,residuaIs as well as identtfy essential MOL work which must be carried
out in Other pf.gran5.

i'ROORA

RETPATMG'TO MANNED SPACE EFFORT

Mr. Azwnwvs. Does the Air Force-have any other approved manned
.

space
programs?
. No.
G enerarS'rwAwv.

Mr. ANwnzws. What parts of such programs as "Aerospace Bio.
technology," -"Aerimpace Propulsion," "Aerospace Avionics," "Space
Experinents-Support," "Advanced Space Guidance," and "Advanced
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Space Power Supply Technology" are directed toward manned space
efforts?
General STEWmrr. Approximately 15 to 20 percent of the aerospace
biotechnology area is directed toward manned spaceflight, and I think
the other areas are really generally applicable to either manned or
unmanned spacecraft and aircraft.
Mr. ANDvs. Elaborate on that in the record.
General STEW r. All right, sir. I would be glad to.
(The information follows:)
RELATIONSHIP OF CErTAIN PROGRAMS TO MANNED SPACE EFoTe
Of the various technologies cited in your question, only the aerospace biotechnology area Is man related. The other areas deal with the development of
aircraft and spacecraft technologies that apply to new or Improved hardware
(e.g., space vehicles, power supplies, electronics, space and missile guidance systern, etc.). These technologies would be generally applicable to either manned or
unmanned spacecraft.
In the case of MOL there was little new technology Involved except In the
experiments area. Examples of new technology In MOL were largely a carryover
from previous NASA work such as fuel cells, life support systems, and waste
management system.
The program area of aerospace biotechnology is somewhat different than that
of the other aerospace research and development program areas because its
efforts are to develop information and technology concerning the "needs of man"
and the "limitations of man" while operating in aeronautical or space manned
vehicle. It also encompasses the development of appropriate technology for the
provision of a safe living and working environment while operating the system.
Space flight, in this case, only adds a few additional environmental factors to
an already established program rather than causing a completely new and exclhisive undertaking for space alone.
Therefore when one analyzes the details of the program element, aerospace
biotechnology, one finds that most of the work units underway support man In
both aeronautical and space systems. As the operations envelope of aeronautical
systems has increased In speed, altitude, and In the demands upon the crewmen,
the percentage of the study efforts in this program which support both aeronautics and space has increased with each annual audit Conversely, the per.
centage which supports either single area exclusively has progressively decreased.
Review of the program for the fiscal 1970 program indicates that approximately
15 to 20% of the proposed program supports manned space operations; approximately the same percentage is dedicated to exclusively aeronautical system support, the remainder of the study efforts will support either or both areas.

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will adjourn until 2 o'clock, gentle-

mon.
AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will come to order.
This afternoon we continue discussing the MOL program.
PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN MOL PROGRAM

How many Air Force civilian and military personnel are involved
in the MOL program?
General SEwAr. 378 military, 1386 Air Force civilians.
Mr. AwNDzws. How many contractor personnel are involved I
General STEWAr. There were more than 13,000 associate contractor
personnel on board early this month.
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MOL COST INCREASES

Mr. ANDizws. What part did cost increases play in the cancellation
of the MOLt The original estimate given Congress was $1.5 billion.
The estimate in the justifications this year is $3.1 billion. That is a
little more than double.
General STEWArT. To answer your question specifically, I think the
primary reason that MOL was canceled was the one that I gave you,
and this was the need to reduce Defense spending in 1970 and in future
years. Of course, you have to conclude that cost increases were a factor
because had we been able to follow the timetable we laid down in the
fall of 1966 the program would have been much further along, would
have cost less, would have needed less money in 1970 and 1971, and so
on.
Mr. AxiPtzwS. According to these figures--and they are correct, I
assume--the original estimate was $1,500 million and the most recent
estimate was $3 100 million; was that big increase in cost estimate
due in part to inflation or miscalculation I
General STzwAR. May I take 1 minute? They are not quite apples
and apples, though they are correct. We actually started hardware
development in the fall of 1966. The program scope had been changed
a little bit between then and 1965. Now, let me work from there. Our
estimate was $1,980 million. The $3,100 million is correct. I will give
you like four or five major reasons or causes for the difference between
the $2 billion and the $3 billion.
We put slightly more sophisticated hardware as we went along.
The Apollo fire caused us to go back and do some regrouping. We
found that some items were flat going to cost more money than we
thought they would. We found it was going to take us more time to
do some of the development than had ben estimated. We deliberately
stretched the program out two or three times to make short-term savings, recognizimng that it would cost us more in the long haul. There
also has to be a chunk of inflation in there, but I sure couldn't at.
tribute the bulk of the increase to inflation. That would be ridiculous.
XOL SCHEME BL!PAGE
Mr. AiRnJws. Do you think that the original mission designed for
the MOL program could have been accomplished if the program had
been pursued to finality
General STzwwrR. Yes, .ir.
Mr. Aimmww The originally scheduled launch date of late 1968 had
slipped by 3/ years. Did this play a part in the decision to terminate
the program?
p ss
d
General STzwA. Let me sort of get apples and apples as I did i
thd last question. Really, our first reasonable Jaunch date was late
1969, when we tarted hardware develonme-t. So it is like two aril
one-half instead'of three and one-half. But this played a part in the
decision' o cancel it only 'indirectly because every time we stretched
ihe pro
ont'the price did go tip and it left more money ahead of
us. !do not think the fact, though, that we would have had the MOL
whether it was 2 or 3 years later than originally anticipated, that in
itself was not a major factor in the decision to cancel it; no, sir.
i
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Mr. ANDRzws. You say, if I understand correctly, but the main consideration was budgetary?
General STEWART. Yes.
rFECT OF 31oL CANCELL&TION ON FEDERAL CONTRACT RESEARCH
CENTERS

Mfr. ANDPEWS. What effect will the MOL termination have on your
funding requirement for Federal contract research centers?
General STEWAirr. Well, when the program was canceled earlier,

I think there were about 300 members of the technical staff at the Aerospace Corp. assigned to support MOL, and they were being financed
with MOL funds. Some of these I know are needed in other Air Force
programs that are supported by Aerospace and there undoubtedly will
ave to be some readjustments by Aerospace. This is under most intensive consideration by Aerospace, by General O'Neill at SA3MSO,
by the Secretary, and I think it is probably a month or more before
the Air Force can give you the fin-Il total impact on Aerospace.
Mr. ADRE ws. What will the impact of the MOL termination be on
in-house laboratories?
General STEwAirr. I do not believe there will be any impact of any
consequence on the labs.
VANDENBERG MOL LAUNCH COMPLEX

Mr. ANnDRws. What will become of the MOL launch complex at
Vandenberg Air Force Base?
General STEWArr. This was within 2 to 3 months of completing the
military construction phase and we are only partially hooking up
enough items so that it makes sense to place'it in a caretaker status,
and that is what we are really in the process of doing.
Mr. Av.DREWS. You have no need for completing it at this time?
General STEWART. Not beyond this stage, sir and with not very
much modification it can accommodate any number of the Titan III
family. My personal feeling is that we will use it in the future but
today it goes to caretaker status because there is nothing firm for it.
Mr. ANDmRws. What is the cost of the launch compex f
General STEWART. $31.1 million for the launch coinplex, military
construction.
Mr. ANDPxws. Is that included in the figure you gave me of $1.37
billion total cost of the MOL program?
General STEWART. No, sir; it was not. I really only talked about re-

search and development, test and evaluation money. It was notMr. ANDRzws. So that is in addition to the other amount?
General STEWART. Yes.

Mr. ANDRxws. That would make the total cost of the program $1.4

billion, plus whatver termination damages you have to pay?
General STwTr. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact, let me add t5 million
more of military construction money. There were $5 million in support
facilities on Vandenberg Air Force Base proper, not part of the lauch
complex. So, that the grand total of military construction is $36.1 million. This does not include the cost of the land added to Vandenberg,
part of which was used for the MOL launch complex.
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TOTAL COST OF MOL PROGRAM

Mr. ANDEFws. I wish you would put in the record at this point the
total cost of the MOL program.
General SzwArr. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDws. If you can think of any other costs, include them also.
General SrTw rr. Yes, ir.
(The information follows:)
TrAL AMouT SPENT ON MOL AND OTHER COSTS IDENTIFIED WITH 51OL
Through fiscal year 1969 approximately $1.87 billion has been appropriated in
the JLD.T. & 3. appropriation for MOL which Included the orbiting vehicle and
the Titan nIIM launch vehicle. Approximately another $86 million has been made
available for facilities at Vandenberg Air Force Base. ($31 million for the launch
complex and $5 million for support facilities.) The addition to Vandenberg
Air Force Base on which the launch complex was located was acquired for
approximately $10 million. (This land was not acquired exclusively for MOL,
but MOL was the first program to build a facility in the new area.) In addition
several hundred thousand dollars have been spent at the Aerospace Medical
Division the past several years on a task basis. Approximately 186 civillons, 301
okers, and 72 airmen were assigned to or supporting the MOL program when
it was canceled.
The total cost of the MOL program Including the estimated termination costs
are summarized as follows:
$1, 370
--------------------------------------------E.D.T. &
36
In MOP (for launch and supporting facilities) ---------------------10
----------------------------In MOP (land acquisition)
125
--------------------------------Termination costs
Total

------------------------------------

1,51

Mr. ANDRzws. Is the MOL termination tied to any international
agreement?
General SmwzArr. Not in any way.
SPACE Sui

AND LIF

SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Mr. AmN~ws. In spite of the fact that NASA has, over the years,
prpgramed $84 million for the development of space suits and portable life support systems, the Air Force has also been spending $4.2
million in this area. Most of this effort has been related to MOL A
recent $155,000 follow-on contract with Hamilton Standard is an ex,ample of such efforts Will this work now be terminated ?
- General SmwARr. With regard to the $155,000, this will be continued.
This is a contract for the development of advanced suit technology.
It is ery closely coordinated to NASA, and I think it has general application to Air Force aircraft as well as space operations. This was
not a part of the MOL program.
MOL BUD=

RVSION

Mr. Am3Ws. Is it the plan of the Administration to submit an
amendment to the budge et reflecting the MOL reduction?
6 General S'rsWAnr. Yes, air. However. the method of accomplishing

this eiion hasnot yet been determined.
Mtf. Amuufwims How mueh?
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General STEWAtr. My belief is that it will be reduced from $525 million to $125 million in fiscal 1970, sir.
Mr. ANDRxws. Will you inform the office of the Secretary of Defense
that the committee considers any reprogramming of MOL funds
to be a matter of special interest requiring the prior approval of the
committee?
Generl Swmar. Yes, sir. We have already done so.
Ifr. Aw)Izws. Is any increase in the NASA budget proposed as a
res-ut of the MOL termnationI
General STEWART. Not to my knowledge
Mr. Anwas. Any questions on the MOL program?
Mr. MI

SuALL.

I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
BIoAswrIoNAUTIcs

Mr.

ANDREWS.

With all of the NASA activity in the area of space

medicine, including all of the research effort which made it possble
for this country to orbit the moon and walk in space, and since the
only Air Force manned space program has been terminated why must
the Air Force maintain an effort at the rate of more than $20 iidllion
a year in aerospace biotechnology I
EXPLANATION Or PROGRAM

Mr. HANsEN. Mr. Chairman, as General Stewart stated earlier, only
about 15 to 20.percent of the effort on this line was supporting the
MOL and man i spacee effort.
Mr. A=Rz-ws. What percentage ?
Mr. HANsEN. Somewhere in the vicinity of 15 to 20 percent was supporting the MOL pgram, more generally a military man in space.
The balance of these funds are for ihe solution of aeronautical system
biotechnology problems, men in airplanes. This is all contained in 23
proje ts, five technical areas: Aerospace medicine, human performane, life support, biological sciences, and radio biology. Radio biology
is the study of the effects of ionizing radiation on tlia human system.

An example of that is the determination of postwarhead fallout

dosages and resulting biological response. In summary, the large majority of this is not tied to what NASA is doing or to the MOL program or the manned pro
, but is in direct support of the Air
Force's manned aeronautical mission. The portion Pwich was alined
just with MOL we would expect, as we revise our budget submission
in regard to the MOL program, would be looked at agai-n to make sure
that the effort directly involved in the manned space flight would be
taken out of this.
ANIOSPACE XFDIOAL DIMIION

Mr. ANmtzw& The major item in this project isfor the Aerospace
medical Division operation for which you are requesting $18.1 million.
This is an increase above the $12.5 million programed in fiscal 1969.
What is the reason' for this increase?
Mr.

HANSEN.

complete

The principal reasn for this in*crea

is to fund the

of a new faciliy for the Toxic Hazards Divisio

of the
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Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air

Force Base. This facility is a group of simulation chambers called

Thomas Domes. They are used for 6oxicolo cal mivebiations. This
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famits cpability.
and environmental simulations so that human and animal tolerane
criteria may be established for people working with materials, fire
extinguishants, chemicals, and propellants which may be toxic. These
new materials also may cause environmental pollution, and research is
being conducted with regard to that.
MiG. Aawum You can elaborate in the record.
Mr. H&ANSh Yeosir.
(The information follows:)
AsoiPAcz BxoTboHNoLoGY-MEDcxAL

DIvIsIoN

To elaborate on the previous Input concerning the Increase in fiscal year 1970
operating cost for the Aerospace Medical Division, the Toxic Hazards Division
facilities at Wright-Patterson will be approximately doubled by addition of the
four new "Thoms domes." The doubling of the facility size necessitates a corresponding Increase In the use of supplies, etc.
In addition to the increase in these facities there are other increased cost
items that were not previously mentioned. For example, funding for maintenance
of aircraft now must come from AMD operalional funds. This cost was formerly
funded elsewhere. The general cost-of-livin increase is also involved In the
difference between fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 19T0 funding figures.
MEDICAL DIVISION EMPLOYMENT

Mr. Aiwnws. How much of the $13.1 million is for the pay of
civilian employees ?
General Prrm. $9.6 million.
Mr. Ambnws. How many civilian employees are paid from this
account
General Prrrs. 822 man-years, which equates to an end strength
of 823 civilians.
Mr. ANmraws. How much of this money is for contractor personnelI
General Prrs. No funding for contractor personnel.
Mr. AmnmWs. How many military personnel are associated with
this effortI
General Prrr. 1,035 man-years.

Mr. Ammzw s. Are they ca-ried on the personnel account?

General PrrrS. Yes, sir; in the military personnel account.
DI(YI

NOLOGY oNTRAOTS

Mr. Aizwzws. Other than the item for the Aerospace Medical
Division operations, are the rest of the line items under "Aerospace
biotechnology"reformed under contract?
Mr. HI-svr. I mentioned we had 28 projects. These are all undAr
contract
Mr. Ammws. List for the record the major contracts.

Mr. Hrism. Yes, sir.

Mr. Aiimwws. Are the development of space suits included here?
Mr. HAwsmr. No.
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(The information follows:)
Contracts
Total more tn
contracts $100,000

Project No. and title
6-Toxi Hazrds o Propeltnd Materials ...........

L.potci

ofAerospace
714-hrmEffamn
Crewman.
7184-Humn Performance InAir Force Systems ............
7M--Combind Stress Environment In Aerospace Opera.

Contracts $A000 to $100,000

13 (1) 600K

143....et........14) 73K 68K 55K, 72K

8

......

(2) 72K. 55K

9.9*k K 62KK

18 .............. (6)
5.2
14 (1) 250K

723t--omechta ncs of Aerospce Operations ..............
30 (1) 213K
7233-BfiologIcal Information Hndling Systems .............
10..
1-ffudear Flash and Laser Hazards (Biomedical) .......
4 (1)138K
6319-Procedures for Analysis. Modeling and ProcessIng
I ..............
Aerospace Medical Data.
6320-Aerospace Boinstrumentation.....................
2.........
7753--Pharmacologic. and MkcrbqI~gc Hazards of Aerospace
I1...........
SystemsOperatins.
775-odical Aspects of Aerospace Operations............
9 ..............
7757-4aiobiology In Aerospace Operations ...............
17 .........
7758--Aerospace Phnysioogy .............................. 17
.........
7930-Atmospherc/Acceleratlon Criteria for Manned Aerois..............
sceOperations.
799---eical Equipment Development ....................
4 (1) 142K
6892--Bomedical Effects of Extremely Hazardous Air Force
8 ..............
Environments.
6893-Effects of Unusual Environments on Performance ...... 7 ..............
7756-Air Force Clinical Medicine ......................... 3
.........
7801-Nuclear Radiation Hazards to Personnel..............I
..........
5877-Biophyscal Measurement, Analysis, and Prediction of
6 ..............
Ionizing Aerospace Radiations.

53K 54K,

(2) 90§.67K.
()5
(2)8K, 59K

(1)66K,60K
(1) 99.8K
(1) 50K

BIOTECHNOLOGY FOR SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. ANDUEws. The descriptive summary material indicates that one

of the objectives of this program in fiscal 1970 will be "ra id and
direct response to requirements generated in Southeast Asia." What requirements do you have in Southeast Asia in the area of military astronautics which involve aerospace biotechnology I
General McNIoKLm. One item was the air crew body armament. Another, maintenance of body temperatures in pilots. A water-cooled vest
to keep the pilots cool in that tropical atmosphere.
Mr. Am)nuws. Are they in use today I
General MoNrcxiLz. Yes, sir.
Mr. A"mRws. Water-cooled vests I

General MoNicm. Yes, sir.
Mr. AmPxws. What reports do you have as to the use of them I
General MoNiaKIE I will furnish for the record those reports. If
we do not have them, I will get them, but I know that they are used.
(The information follows:)
RzmOaTs oN

WATi-CooL= VzsTS iN USE IN VirNAM

Reports from BE& indicate that the aircrew members In general responded
favorably to questions concerning the body armor. For example, 89 percent of a
group evaluated reported that the torso front neck fragmentation protection
armor was very desirable, and the other 11 percent reported desirable Evidently
the neck portion of the body armor Is looked upon as a most desirable feature.
The water-cooled vests are also in use In SEA and those tested and evaluated
have been found to be especially desirable for those alrerew members on alert
status in aircraft.
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Another example was the evaluation of a diug for malaria control
with respect to flying personnel. Actually, they ran tests on an Army
development to determine if it would have a detrimental effect on
flying personnel.
Another example was to investigate the cause for a number of injuries from ejection seats, particularly in the F-4. We found out
that in the ejection, pilots were not straight up. After many tests, our
people put a lumbar pad in the ejection seat and it took care of
straightening the crew members before they took the stress of ejection.
"AIONAUMCS RATHER THAN ASTONAUTICS

Mr. ANDREws. The question is, why do you fund these items under
astronautics rather than aeronautics f
Mr. HANSEN. We do not understand the question, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. AiNwiw& Mr. Preston.

Mr. PmwroN. Why wouldn't this be in budget activity 2? This is
related to aircraft and not to space programs, the items that General
McNickle mentioned. These are aircraft-related efforts. This is military
astronautics; the title would lead us to believe that it contains spaceoriented efforts.
Mr. HANszN. Well, this line is aerospace biotechnology. It was previously called bioastronautics. The name was changed because the
effort is predominantly aeronautical rather than space.
Mr. PBRESzo. Why in't it then moved into budget activity 21
Mr. JACKOVCH. hat is probably where it ought to be. It shifts,
depending upon the preponderance of the output from the program.
I think ilitially it was predominantly space, and I thought it still
was. We will take a look at it.
BOTBMENOLOY ACO0

PIJFHMENTS

Mr. Amwws., What accomplishments can you point to from your
aerospace biotechnology efforts over the past year
General McNxIK-One item is:a miniature pilot target display, a
little TV which is attached to the helmet.
Mr. Axnnws. Is that in use today.?
General MoNzoKLZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. A Ws. Where?
General MOXICOxL. Not m Southeast Asia but it is being developed
and will
there just as s9 aewe canget it there.:
Mr. Aiiftiws. Explain it a little more in detail.
General MdNzcsxz. It has a remote controlled TV camera. It is a
screen that fits on the pilot's helmet. The display shows the airspeed
and .tler .light "iforaion
so that the pilot cai. get instrument
road''ith-j~outlooking down into cockpit or turning his head.
Mr.
In other-words, he can keep his eyes straight ahead
of hi Ie does not have to look at the panel-boardl

*.iw

4.Tatcanbe hpful, canit not

General MoNzom. Yes.
Mr. Amimws. Why?
General MoNicxu,. A lot of times when you want to make sure that
you have not exceeded flight limitations as you continue the attack,
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7ou need to keep your eyes on the target so anything that assists you
in that regard would be a big help.
Mr. AN;DWwS. How much was spent on that project, and where was
it developed?
General MoNiciwx. I will have to provide that.
(The information follows:)
The helmet-mounted display which is a miniature television display was developed by Hughes Aircraft Co., for approximately $100,000.

Mr. HAnsEN. May we go off the record?
.M[r. A.DiRFEWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
General McNIcKLE. On laser usage we have run tests to develop tolerances for milliseconds or seconds ok exposure. This test data may be
applicable to personnel to prevent eye damage, and to identify what
the tolerances are.
Mr. AinzDws. Put some more examples into the record, if you have
any.
General McNiccKir. I have a number more and I will put them in the
record.
(The information follows:)
ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES Or ACCOMPLISHMENTS UNDER AEROSPACE BIOTEcH.oLoGY

Flashblindness orientation training systems for pilots.
Establishment of safe exposure levels for four lasers of Air Force importance.
Developed photochromic dye materials for protective windshields and goggles.
Developed permeability selective membranes for CO removal in closed environment&
Determined effects of body position on susceptibility to decompression.
Developed aircrew body armament for use in SEA.
Water-cooled vest for thermal control in hot (SEA) environments.
Space cabin materials testing for toxic substances.
Determined the safety of the antimalarial drug (Dapsone) in flying personnel.
Developed the aerobics physical fitness program.
Determined the rapid recovery of human performance after decompression
affected by preconditioning.
Developed predictor display concepts for terrain following in simulator.
Developed long-line deployment techniques.
Developed model of retina demonstrating pattern recognition.
Developed model of inner ear demonstrating speech recognition.
Discovered the dynamic action of aerospace flight profiles on drug metabolism
and activity.
Effects of altitude on susceptibility to infectious diseases.
Cardiovascular disease follow-up study on a controlled population for 17 years.
Improved nutritional quality for aerospace missions.
Established denitrogenatlon requirements for Apollo flights.
Determined that body metabolic response differs after zero G.

MANOR FOR BIOEOH1NOLOGY TO AEROSPACE BIO1OTENOLOGY

Mr. A=wmws. Why was this effort redesignated "Aerospace Biotechnology" from its previous title "Bioastronautics? Does this represent any change in function or is it just a name changeI
Mi. HAsB.Mr. Chairman, it was changed because this effort was
predominantly in support of aeronautical systems rather than space
systems The name "ioastronautics" applied only to astronautics and
not aeronautics. The name was change to Aerospace Biotechnology
8"SkQ--%--Vt- 4-49
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so that it would be descriptive of efforts which was applicable to both
the Aeronautical and the Space or Astronautical area. As we men.
tioned earlier, because the effort is predominantly Aeronautical it
probably should be listed in another part of the budget.
Mr. Amnn~ws. Any questions on BioastronauticsI
Mr. RHoDzs. No questions.
AimospAos PROPULSION

Mr. ADRKEws. How does this activity relate to the rocket propulsion
effort.under missiles and related equipment?
Mr. -LNsEN. Aerospace propulsion relates to the air-breathing
types of engines, whereas the rockets carry both the fuel and the
oxidizer self-contained in the vehicle.
Mr. Axwiwws. Is the $5.7 million included here the total funding
of the Aerospace Propulsion Laboratory operation?
General Pir . Yes.
RAMJET TECHNOLOGY

Mr. ANDimws. How does the Ramjet technology item for which you
are requesting $5.4 million relate to the Ramjet work in the "air
launched missile propulsion" project
Mr. HANSEN. There is $5.4 million in exploratory development
which is applied to advance component efforts. These are such components as the inlets, the combusters, the fuel controls, and nozzles.
Once these items or components are established and technologyy developed then a complete propulsion system can be designated and developei. This integration of the components into a system is the
task which is accomplished under the air-launched missile propulsiomi
program.
MAr.AwDRzws. What is the basis of the increase in Ramjet technology from the $4.6 million in 1969 to $5.4 million in 1970?
General McNiwu. One of these new programs is the composite
Ramjet engine technology program and it investigates critical components for the propulsion system combining the turbine and Ramjet modes, and to make it capable of operating from takeoff to
mach, number at
feet. It is actually making a hybrid out of
it. Another is the boron slurry fuel system for a high mach number
advanced penaid system.
BORON SLURY FUEL SYSTM

Mr. AxDRzws. There is no such thing as reaching the end of the
road in these research projects, in connection with different types
of engines that you have r
General McNIxOxx. This may be one. Here is an example of where
yow are marrying two so that you take the advantages of one, and
the other one keepsyou going up.
Mr. AnDmws. You are constantly trying to improve what you

have?

general MoNiCKmi. Yes, we are trying to go further.
Xr. Ruo s. Of course, I understand and you understand exactly
what the Boron Slurry Fuel System s, but there may be some people
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reading this record who would not understand it. So would somebody
please explain it for the recordI
(The information follows:)
EXPLANATION O BORON SLURRY FUEL SYSTEM
One of the most important design parameters considered in the design of a
low altitude high Mach number vehicle Is frontal area. For best vehicle (missile)
performance, the frontal area must be kept to a minimum. One way of accomplishing this objective is through the use of a fuel that has high energy per unit
of volume. Since boron has the highest energy per unit of volume of any known
element, it Is under investigation as a possible fuel for such vehicles. Boron is a
solid. In order to pump and meter It, it Is ground Into a very fine powder and
mixed with a suitable liquid carrier (usually JP-6) to form a slurry. The boron
slurry, for best performance, wants to have the highest percent boron possible.
The current slurries being developed are about the consistency of toothpaste,
except that the boron slurry is quite abrasive.
Fuel tank expulsion systems, fuel lines, special metering methods and equipment, pumps, fuel injection nozzles and combustor development comprise the
tasks being Investigated under the project title of Boron Slurry Fuel System.

GAS TURBINE TECHNOLOGY

Mr. ANDREWS. For gas turbine technology, you programed $4.2 million in fiscal year 1968, $6.4 million in 1969, and are requesting $2.7
million in 1970. What is the reason for this steady increase I
General MoNICKJJE. We have a number of objectives to meet, We are
pushing to get lower specific fuel consumption, increased thrust-to.
weight ratios, increased cycle flexibility and improved reliability ofgas
turbines. The increase in funds will permit us to accelerate the rate of
progress we are making in this important area.

Mr. AzwPwws. What progress are you making?
General McNIcKLE. We have come up with an advanced technology
engine for the F-14 and F-15. We have the AMSA engine demonstra.
tors, enines for a heavy lift helicopter, work on quiet engine, and we
are working on better components and even better performance from
our engines.
Mr. AxDRPws. What other gas turbine development programs are
included in the R.D.T. &E., Air Force appropriation?
General MoNioKi. I have a listing here.
Mr. Amnws. Put them in the record.
(The information follows:)
OTHER GAS TURBINE DsvziLOPENT PROoGAM

The Air Force has other gas turbine development programs included in the
E.D.T. & R, Air Force appropriation as follows:
1. TF30-P100 for the F-111.
2. The competitive demonstration for the Initial Engine Development for the
F-15, the Air Force Air Superiority Fighter, which is a Joint engine development
program with the Navy.
3. The Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft (AMSA) engine demonstrator
competition.
4. The Advanced Turbine Engine Gas Generator (ATEGO) program which
provides for advanced component testing of compressors, combustor and turbines
in an advanced engine environment.
5. The Aircraft Propulsion Subsystems Integration (APSI) program which
provides for development and environmental testing of engine components such
as inlets, diffusers, fans, afterburners, and nozzles. It also provides the technical
basis for compatible integration of the propulsion system and the airframe.
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ARMY AND NAVY GAS TURBINE PROGRAMs
Mr. ANDREWS. What gas turbine programs are in the Army and the

Navy R.D.T. & E. appropriation program
General McNICnz. I have a living which I will put into the record.
(The information follows:)
GAsTu=DN

PBoGRAM oN ARuY AND NAVY R.D.T. & E PROGrAms

The Army has the following ILD.T. &I. gas turbine programs:
1. An advanced development program which includes competitive demonstrators of 1,500 shaft horsepower slim The G-12 Is the General Electric demonstrator and the ST-9 isthe Pratt and Whitney demonstrator.
2. The Army also has an engine development program on the T-64-GE16 for
the Oheyenne helicopter.
The Navy has the following E.D.T. & U. gas turbine program:
L TF-34 for the VSX aircraft.
I J-2 for the A-4 trainer version.
3. The Navy portion of the Initial Engine Development for the F-15/F-14 air.
craft This Is a joint Air Force and Navy program.

Mr. ANDREws. Is there any duplication in any of them I

General MNicmxu. No, sir. I think it is well coordinated in D.D.R.
& E: The Department of Defense has assigned specific areas to each
service.
AEROSPACE PROPULSION LABORATORY

Mr. ANDwsws. How many personnel of all kinds are involved in
the Air Force Aerospace Propulsion Laboratory operations?
General MoNioxm. About 885, Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANwmws. Where is the laboratory operated?
General MoNIoKL Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
Mr. ANwims. What is the cost of civilian and military personnel at

this facilityI

General MuNiom. About $4.8 million a year.
AEROSPACE GROUND SUPPORT

Mr. ANDREWS. What is involved in the $930,000 you are requesting
for aerospace ground support imder "Aerospace Propulsion"?

I have breakouts with a number of subheadings
General McN Kzow.
here
Mr. ANDREws. Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
There are three major areas of effort being funded with the $980,000 requested

for aerospace ground support under "Aerospace Propulsion." These three areas
and the individual tasks being accomplished under each are listed below:
(a) Aerospce site support:
(1) -ircraft maintenance dock.
(2) Lightwelght portable structures for shelters and hangars.
-(8) Prototype radio frequency interference attenuating enclosure.
(b) Fluid handling and environment control:
(1) Hydrocazbon fuel lters
(2) -Advanced hydrant system.
(8) Dust separator.
(4) Taetcal f lhandling smtem.
(e) Airrtft deckout and status control:
(1) Turb ne engine foreign object damage analyzer.

2Y Iufrarted-pattern generator.

1)Checkout computer.
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Mr. AxDRFWS. What part of the aerospace propulsion program is
related to the MOL?
Mr. HANSEN. None of it.
THROTrLEABLE SOLID AUGMENTED ROCKET (

AE)

Mr. ANDREWS. Are the funds for the TSAR (throttleable solid augmented rocket) carried under "Aerospace Propulsion"?
General ICNICKLE. No, sir; they are carried under "Rocket Propulsion."
Mr. AxNREws. What is the difference between the TSAR and
NASA's sterilizable and throttleable 400-pound thrust solid rocket
motor?
General McNIcKz. NASA's is for use in space, while the TSAR
is a gas generator for use within the atmosphere. There is really very
little similarity between the two.

Mr. ANDREWS. Questions on "Aerospace Propulsion"?

Mr. Lrscome. No, sir.
Mr. RHODES. I would like to ask a question on the TSAR which is
a very fortuitous name. What is the use of this motor? Does it have
the faculty of being able to loiter? Why is it advantageous to have
a throttleable rocket motor? You can furnish the answers for the
record if you like.
General McNrcKJE. It would be used to provide different levels of
thrust.. I could provide more details for the record.
Mr. RHODFS. I wish you would. It must have some use that I cannot
contemplate.
(The information follows:)
ADVANTAGE OF HAVING A THanonr.ABLz/RoozKc

MO O

The throttleable solid augmented rocket (TSAR) is planned for eventual use
in long-range air launched missiles such as might be used for bomber defense or
air-to-ground weapons The present exploratory development effort will demonstrate the feasibility of throttling the gas. generator used in this concept. The
initial program will culminate in wind tunnel tests of the propulsion unit. The
TSAR propulsion system requires high Mach numbers for efficient operation and
as such is not expected to be used in vehicles requiring a loiter capability. Nevertheless. throttling a missile is advantageous to provide longer ranges, efficient
operation over a variety of Mach numbers and attitudes, and to adjust flight
velocities to a level where aerodynamic heating is no longer a problem.

AEROSPACE AvyoNrIc
wRESON F)R INCRF.ASH

Mr. AXDInEWS. What is involved in the requested increase for aerospace avionics in fiscal year 1970? You are requesting $50.1 million as
compared with $45.7 million in fiscal year 1969 and $49.8 in fiscal year
1968.
General McNicKLE. In addition to the cost-of-living increase, there
are several new projects. One is on new techniques for air-to-air identifiction of uncooperative aircraft. Another is new approaches for detection of low-flying aircraft in the presence of high radarclutter from
the ground. A third is exploring ways to improve acouiay in the
delivery of conventional weapons.
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IDENTIFICATION OF UNCOOPERATIVE AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. Just what are you doing in these three areas? Take
the first one, identification of what?
General McNicvz. Noncooperative enemy aircraft.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, you buzz them and ask them for

information and they refuse to answer; is that right?

General McNircxIE. That's what we are trying to get away from.

We are looking at other ways of positive identification.
Mr. ANDREWS. We have had systems for doing that for some time.
General MoNomoL. Yes. We have had the IFF, but as you know, it
is complicated and costly. But more important, when it is not working you cannot tell friend from foe.
Mr. ANDREWs. What do you propose to do with this project?

General McNxcmiz. We are looking at new techniques to try to find
something simpler, something more reliable, and hopefully a less expensive way to get the identification information.
Mr. A' DREWS. Who is doing the work for you?
General McNic Ru. Right now this is an in-house project, I believe.
Mr. A REws. What is the next project?
DECT7ION OF LOW-FLYING AIRCRATr

General McNiciKL. Detection of low-flying aircraft in presence of
high radar clutter reflected from the ground.
Mr. ANDREWS. Explain that.

General McNciKr. We have a number of projects on this. We are
looking for better ways to discriminate between low flying airplanes
and the excessive amount of ground clutter characteristi ally displayed
by most radars.
Mr. ANDREWS. He is too low to hit the screen?
General McNxoKiu. No, these low-flying aircraft are obscured by
the radar returns from the ground. One way to find them is to detect
their movement relative to the ground.
Mr. ANDREWS. How are you coming along with that program?
General MoNIOcKL. We have made considerable progress. The F-15
radar is one that should benefit from this work.
Mr. ANDRzWS. Who is doing the work for you?
General McNicORL. I don't recall the names. I will have to supply
them for the record. We have two contractors.
Mr. ANDREWS. Provide the names of the companies for the record.
(The information follows:)
Low FLYiNo A/C DMrTCIO'N-COXTRAAcroR

INFORAIO."

Hughes and Westinghouse were awarded a radar development contract in
support of the F-15 program in November 1968 This program is a fixed price program and will include a fly-off competition In mid-1970.
IMPOVED ACCURACY IN T

DELIVERY OF CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS

Mr. AinDuws. What is the third, project you mentioned?
General MoN .
Improved accuracy in the delivery of conven-

tional weapons.

Mr. Amzfsws. Explain that.
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General MoNioxxu. This is a multiple approach to come up with

the simplest, easiest way to get bombs on target. There are many
possible approaches and we are trying to find the simplest, easiest way
to come up significant improvements. We actually have quite a few
projects here.
AM FORCE AVIONICS LABORATORY

Mr. AYDwzws. You are requesting an increase of about a half a

million dollars in the cost of operation of the Air Force Avionics
Laboratory. What is the reason for this increase?
General MoNcEuL
We will be getting specialized lab equipment
which makes up the difference over the projects I have described. The
equipment relates to the 1968 military construction program which
included an addition to the laboratory building and we are buying
specialized equipment to go into this building before
Mr. AxpDw. Where is this laboratory located?
General MoNicx. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
Ifr. AixPwS. What part of the effort under "Aerospace avionics"
is in support of the MOL program or other manned space plants?
General McNicKTz. None, sir.
Mr. AxpiEws. The budget presented to Congress last year proposed
$50.9 million for aerospace a-vioncs. The justifications this year indicate that only $45.7 million has been programed in this area. Are there
some relatively low-priority items in the fiscal year 1970 estimate also
which could be deferred?
General McNxcKIx. I would hate to see this area deferred. Major
projects include areas of navigation and guidance, reconnaissance,
aerospace communications, electromagnetic warfare, lasers, and other
devices. We think this is funded at the minimum essential level.
AVIONICS LABORATORY EMPLOYMENT

Mr. AMwREws. How many personnel are involved with the Air Force
Avionics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base?
General MoNicmi. About 567 government people.
Mr. Ammrws. How many Government civilian personnel, contractor personnel, and Air Force military personnel are assigned to
this facility?
General MfcNIcKTz. 482 civilians, civil service; 85 military, and 40
contractor.
Mr. AwuRnws. What is the cost of the military personnel, the civilian personnel and the contractor personnel at this facility?
General McNxcKLu. The civilian payroll is $8,250,000. There is $1
million for contractor personnel, and$1 million in military personnel
appropriation for military pay.
COORDINATION OF AVIONCS PROGRAM WITH NASA

Mr. ANDn.ws. NASA also has space avionics programs and must
solve difficult problems in navigation and guidance and communications in space. What procedures are followed in coordinating your
efforts in this area with those of NASA?
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Mr. MH wa. There are two principal thing that we do. We have
the NASA-DOD Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board
which has a number of panels. That is a formal organization. It meets
periodically and cross-reviews the programs to assure that each agency.
is aware of the programs of the other agency and that there is no
duplication.
In addition to that, as I mentioned earlier in the hearings, we charge
our laboratories formally with the requirement, in submitting their
plans, that they indicate in theseplans the total listing of all the Government agencies and industrial- agencies or universities that they
know of that are doing work in this field. This information includes
how much money other agencies are spending what they are doing,
and what informal coordination we have with them, such as visits and
coordination meetings.
BIONICS-OBERNMICS

TECHNIQUES PROGRAM

Mr. Amwmws. Explain to the committee the function of the bionicscybernetics techniques program for which you are requesting $300,000.
Mr. HA N-s. I will attempt to explain that, Mr. Chairman. I might
just say that in apportionment-reevaluation considerations in mid1969 the bionics-cybernetics program was deferred in favor of higher
priority short-term projects. This change did not get picked up iithe
President's budget
Mr. ANmuzws. Somebody is surely going to ask on the floor "What
do you mean by bionics-0ybernetics applications."

Mr. HNaw. Very w2 wsytohm

Mr.Aiwn&we What could we sayto them I
Mr. HANSEN. This is a matter of trying to devise equipment which
simulate the learning processes involvea in the human biological
mechanisms. If we perfected this sort of thing it could be used in
such avionics subsystem developments as sensors that will recognize
shapes, figures, colors, self-adaptive flight-control systems, and things
of that nature. The bionics are the nerve cells of the system and the
cybernetics is the science of human servomechanism activity through
the muscular and nervous system.
As we study and simulated the techniques by which the human system learns to do that and learn to simulate that with equipment, we
think we can develop machines which will have the capability of
retaining, learning and adapting to be able to carry out their missions.
Mr. MIsnAL. You mean, you just stick one of these things in

the airplane and it flies it; is that your goal I
• Mr. HAsm. Well, I really don' know to exactly where this conoept can lead. The immediate goals are much more simple than that.
We have an autopilot of course, which will fly an airplane in accordance with preset conditions. Our goal is to try to devise a machine
which can sense a changing condition and adapt the way that it
flies the airplane in accordance with that. The flight control applicationof bionics-cybernetics was of particular interest Mr. MrmSWAIL Why would you, have to study muscular systemsI
I don't follow that in connection With what you are trying to do.
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Mr. HAxsN. Well, I perhaps overemphasized that. It is trying to
learn from the mechanization of the human biological system how to

build sensors and equipment utilizing sensors which will emulate the
process of the human-biological system.
Mr. MiNsuAu. An autopilot does that pretty much today, doesn't
it?
Mr. HANSEN. Only in accordance with preset conditions. It has
no ability to sense andto change those conditions.
Mr. AtInAL. Couldn't you program something in the way of a
computer in an existing autopilot by radio signal?
General B3oym~r;. W- do that in terrain-folowing.
Mr. MINSITALL. Yes. I don't follow this.
General BoYLAw. There the autopilot is getting a command, a direct
command.
Mr. AwiRzws. From where I
General BoYLzAN. From the radarthat is programed to it.
Mr. RHODES. What is the difference between that and this? How
would this bionics-cybernetics types of machine work? Where would
the command come from I
Mr. HANSu. I am not sure that I understand this concept well
enough to explain it fully, but an example of a sensor is a radar sensor
that senses where the ground is and tells you instead of continuing to
fly straight and level that there is a bump there. It then programs a
climb in altitude. This is a simple example that has already been done.
Mr. RHOES. Right.
Mr. HANSSN. TIhe hope is that. by continuing the study of this technique you would be able to develop additional sensors and techmiques
of adapting the ability to sense and to learn from what has happened.
This information is stored for appropriate action in more complex
situations.
BIO-CYBRFNICr s FUNDING
Mr. MINSHALr. How much are you spending on this particular phase
of the program? What areyou asking for?
Mr. HAxm . As I explained, we are not spending any.
Mr. MINSHALL. How much are you asking for?
Mr. HANSrN. Originally, $300,000 had been asked for work in this
area.

Mr. MINASHALL. Originally Have you changed your mind now ? Are
you not going ahead With itt
Mr. IANs N. Yes.
Mr. MINSrrAu,. What are we discussing it for, if you are not asking
for it ?

Mr. ANDMWS. This bud.et does not show a change.

Mr. HANseN. As I mentioned, this is a change which has taken place
subsequent to the submission of the President's budget and would be
made at apportionment.
The plan is to take the money that was in this area and put it in
electronic warfare technology, tactical weapon delivery, higher resolution radar technology, low-altitude radar techniques, and vehicle defense and fire control. It would be split among those.items.
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Mr. Amwzws. If we are asked questions on the floor about bionetics.

cybernetics we can say that there is no money in here for this program
and refrained fromexpla
it.
Mr. MwrseAu. I am relieved to hear your answer.
EXPLANATION OF BIO-OYBERNEZTCS

Mr. HANE
. I have a statement here that if somebody said "We
want you to try to explain it"Mr. A-ms. That is what we have been trying to get you to do.
Mr. H sm. The best I can give you is that techniques are studied
which could evolve and be mechanized into hardware capable of functional a pications involving learning, decisionmaking, self-organization amaself-adaptation.
Mr. ANDxws.Put that statement in the record and then put another
statement in the record explaining that statement.
(The information follows:)
BoNMcs/YuZWfncs
Blonetics-cybernetics is a field of activity that explores the capabilities of biological systems and attempts to duplicate these capabilities In military hardware of comparable weight and size. For example, various animals, which are
biological systems, such as the frog and snake, possess a capability to detect moving targets and infrared radiation. Considering the size and weight of these
animals, the capability they possess has great significance. If methods could be
determined to duplicate their capabilities with military hardware of comparable
size and weight, a large advantage would be realized for future military weapon
systems. The same approach Is also utilized for the biological system known as
man. Therefore, this area of effort also Involved the mechanization of capabilities
such as learning, decislonmaking, self-organization, and adaptation to changing
environments (self-adaptation).

BIO-OYBZR'M1CS PROGRAM CANCELED

Mr. Lusoom. Do I widerstand the program is canceled?
Mr. HANs . It has n&ver been started.
Mr. Lwscoxe. You are not going ahead with the program?
Mr. HAxsEN. No sir.
Mr. Mmn;r u You would like to use the money in some other pro.
gram, as I understand it I
Mr. HANsN. Yes; that is correct.

Mr. I sox. Mr. Secretary, in the project listing on page 15, "Project No. 4160, Bionetics-Cybernetics Techniques," it states: "fiscal year
1968 actual, $451,000; fiscal year 1969 estimated, $800,000; fiscal year
1970 estimate $800,000." Now, is that listing statement in this project

book in error I

Colonel HoEaIXAx. This book went to press in late December-early
January. The 1969 and 1970 numbers are point in time estimates. The
1968 numbers are correct, to the best of my knowledge.
Mr.

uso

.. In other words, you had a program of bioneticso

cybernetics techniques, $451,000 in 1968
Colonel Homucaw. That is right.
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Mr. Luscolm. I repeat my question: Has this program been
canceled?
Mr. HANs N.The program has been canceled.
B1O-GYRNECS RESULTS

Mr. LmscomB. For the record give us the results of the $451,000
expenditure for fiscal 7ear 1968.
Ir. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
RESULTS FtOM PRIOR YEAR FUNDS iN BIoNnrcs-OmEnxsn;cTics

The efforts accomplished in the bionics-cybernetics program have resulted in
the definition of bionic sensors, and associated sensor data processing equipment,
that may be used for the optimum control of flight vehicles These devices are

currently being utilized by other laboratories in the development of adaptive
flight control systems and advanced variable geometry controls for aeronautical
propulsion systems. The adaptive flight control system is a system that changes

Its performance characteristics as the environment changes daring flight. It will
also be capable of correcting various flight control system malfunctions as the

flight progresses. The variable geometry controls for propulsion essentially
changes the geometry of the engine to obtain maximum propulsion efficiency at
all times.

OTHER AREAS OF DOD INVOLVED IN BIO-CYBERNMICS

Mr. LiPSComB. Do you know of an other area in the Department
of Defense, either in the Army, the Navy, or in any agency or any of
the special projects offices that is doing this very same work? Such
as in ARPA, for example I Could we look for thatI
General MCNICKLE. o, sir; but we can check it.
Mr. HAiNsEN. I am not aware of any other work in this area.
Mr. Lipscozm. You haven't turned it over as a mission for Project
THEMIS, have you?
Mr. HANSEN. Not that I am aware of. We will check that.
(The information follows:)
According to the Office of the Director of Defense Research and Enginkv-rilig
(O.D.D.IL & E.) there Is no similar bionic-cybernetics work elsewhere in the
Department of Defense.
Bionics-Cybernetics has not been turned over as a mission for Project THEMIS.

Mr. ANDREWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. Lrpscozm. I was just looking at this revised project listing,
Colonel. You mentioned that it was canceled subsequent to November.
My book was revised in April of 1969.
Colonel HOERMANN. Those were only the changes made by the new
administration, sir. We did not go back into all the numerous projects
in the program. We did update the changes made by President Nixon
and Mr. Laird. There were, I think, eight in that area.
Mr. ANDRPWS. Are there any other changes that do not show in this
justification I
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Colonel HoERMAWN. I don't know of any others of that type, sir.
Mr. An)pws. Check it and put something in the record.
Colonel HOzRmAwN. Yes, sir.
(Ihe information follows:)
PaOaRM CHANGES I Bxoun0rcs-CmTwiurcs TECHMqUW
There were a total of eight changes Incorporated Into the fiscal year 1970
budget detail by the new administration. All eight of these changes were Incorporated In the revised project listing. These changes are summarized as follows:
Former Iscl
year 1970
program

Item
Advance
Sro

nned tvtc elrcraft .................................
=
&I mum .........
atta.....................................
.

Mlpuemalwtqe"ed co

77184
.67668
ae0m2000
62 19

100,184
84,668
73-719

mad control ...............................
actvites... ......................................
..
169,800
159,8W0
.................................................
S_
300
Soo

Iv t .e ....................
....................................

._Or~m.

Revised hbal
yur 1970
program

0 M8
LUM
de I ent and demonstation ............................
M Momew
arnlsand control system ..........................................

000
75,000

12-9m
60,000

In addition, there have been several changes to the fiscal year 1969 project
funding as shown In the budget detail -which was provided. These changes were
made purmMnt to authority granted to the Air -Yorm There were no other
changes to the fiscal year 1970 column of the fiscal year 1970 budget between Its
submision by President Johnson and President Nixon's revision.
EIONICS-0TSERNETICS APPLIOATIONS

Mr. ANmW ws. How is this effort related to the "Bionics-Cybernetics
Applications" project for which you are requesting $350,000?
Mr. -wszzN. My understanding is that that was canceled.
Mr. Awmnws. Is it closely related to the bionics-cybernetics tech.
Tfr. HsrxN. Yes, sir. These were very closely related. In fact, I
really don't know why these were ever iitially two items.
AM-T0-Am

D

F

WATI N-P--ND

A"

M0B

Mr. ANDnmws. Describe the new project "Air-to-Air Identification-Friend and Foe" for which you are requesting $435,000. What
is the estimated total cost of this program? You touched on that

briefly.

General MoNxcLxz. This is the project I discussed earlier. The objective is to optimize noncooperative air-to-air IFF techniques. These
techniques are to provide unambiguous identification of airborne radar
targets, aircraft, at a sufficient range
Present cooperative IFF systems can only identify transponderequipped, aircraft as friendly after actively interrogating them, as you
suggested. Friendly aircraft with malfunctioningequipment, hostile
airraft and neutral aircraft cannot be distinguished.
LASER TECHNOLOGY

Mr. Axmws. You are requesting $'2.6 miRion for "Laser Technology" and $1.4 million for "LasrTechniques for Aerospace Borne
Applications." What are some of the objectives of this program and
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what have been some of your accomplishments in this area? What
contractors and in-house facilities are involved in this program ?
Mr. HANSEN. The objective of the laser technology program is to
develop and maintain a base in lasers and laser-related devices to apply
to any mission where lasers do a better job than any other electronic
technique. Some of these are electronic warfare communication, navigation and guidance, weapon delivery, fire control, reconnaissance,
and surveillance. The program has provided the fundamental technology and devices that led to the laser-guided bomb, the laser line
SCAN reconnaissance equipment, laser-alinement equipment, tactical
fire control system and the high-powered laser projects.
Mr. ADnEWs. What contract and in-house facilities are involved in
this program I
Mr. HANSEN. We have contracts with Hughes Aircraft, University
of Minnesota, Nofth American Rockwell, Hycon, Ohio State-there is
quite a list.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put the list in the record.
Mr. HANsE-. Our in-house work is done at the Air Force Avionics
Laboratory, Wright Field.
(The information follows:)
CONTRACTORS AND IN-HOUSE EFFORT/LASER TEoNOOOY PaoGRAM

On this program we have contracts with Hughes Aircraft. University of Minnesota, North American Rockwell, Hycon Manufacturing, Ohio State University,.
University of Michigan, Krystallis Inc., RCA, Texas Instruments, General Telephone and Electronics, IBM, Sylvania, Orlando Research Corp.,
General Electric, Varian Associates, Thompson-Ramo-Woolridge, American Optical, Westinghouse, Raytheon, LTV and Systems Research Laboratory.
The in-house facilities at the Air Force Avionics Laboratory Include a holography lab, a gas laser lab, a non-linear optics lab, a high brightness laser lab,
a spectroscopy lab, an indoor propagation range, a glass fabrication facility and a
precision optics fabrication facility. The facility takes up approximately 25,000
square feet and we have 29 professional people.

Mr. ANDREWS. Any questions on Aerospace Avionics I
AIRCRAFT VERSUS SPACE ACTIVITIMS

Mr. Lusco.rn. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
In this classification, what part would you say is for space activities
and what pat is attributable to aircraft activities?

I get the impression from listening here and reading that it is pri-

marly an aircraft. program.
Mr. -LNSE.N.I think that is correct, sir.

Mr. Lscom. Why do we not fund it that way instead of aerospace?
Would that not be better for all concerned?
General Pivrs. I am looking at celestial guidance techniques, one
which might be a space program. I think we addressed this earlier.
Mr. Jakovich, who is our Budget Division Chief in charge of R. &D.,
addressed the fact that this hasin the past fluctuated. We can take a
look at putting it into more aircraft-related program activities; yes. sir.
Mr. HANSEN. There is some space work in this, but it is predomiinantly aeronautical.
Mr. LiPSco~M. The Air Force has a massive space effort going on

also which increases the possibilities for duplication.
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General Prrrs. Mr. Fine is with the R. &D. Division. I would like

to ask him to address this subject.

Mr. FiNE. The point of the question is really somewhat applicable

throughout the whole structure of the program, the philosophy which
underlies the structure of the laboratories that we have. Certain laboratories have projects that are assigned to them. Because a laboratory has certain unique capabilities, their efforts may spread among
technologies
relate to
or control
missilesof
or aaircraft.
From the that
standpoint
ofspace
ingle
laboratory function, all
of the efforts and dollars are identified under that single program
element. It is under the budget activity that is most closely related to
the preponderance of its effort. It is really structured from a management control standpoint.
Mr. L CoXmB. I should think it better to place it where it is really
more meaningful in the budget process. This has to do with aircraft,
and is not attributable so much to space.
General MoNicwum. Some of these assignments are rather arbitrary
but we are working on getting them in the right places.
General Prrrs. We will take a look at this area, sir.
EXPLANATION OF AEROSPACE AVIONICS PROJECTS
Mr."MINSIALL. On pages 15 and 16 of the project listing, you have a
total of close to 30 projects.
On page 16 there are some items that I would like to have a little
further explanation about. What is the total coq. of all thes-ep projects?
General MoNcoLE. $50,108,000. $10 million for the operation of the
lab and then $40 million for the projects.

Mr.

mnsua.

Let us start at the bottom on page 16. You have

aerospace-borne antenna techniques for a total of $605,000. What do
you intend to do with that $605,000?
Mr. HANSEN. I will have to supply that for the record. I do not
know.
Mr.'MISHAL. Then the next one up, reconnaissance recording materials, processing and reproduction technology. That is just short of
$1 million-$920,000.
General MoNICKLE. These are all applied research projects which
we call exploratory developments. As you can see there are quite a few
of them--each seeking to prove or demonstrate a new technique or
concept. These are the types of things that will provide the technology for the next decade. We would like to provide answers for the
record on all of them because I am not personally familiar with the
particular technique or concept being pursued in each case.
Mr. MNsixAm. We think you should show it so we can ask questions. If you do not know, how are we supposed to know I These questions might be asked of us on the floor.
Mr. HANSWC. I would suggest. we prepare a descriptive paragraph
on each one of these and submit it for the record.
Mr. Mnmsiw.L. For example at 5227, about seventh or eighth from
the bottom, vehicle defense ana fire control, $400,000. What does that
entail and what do you hope to prove by that program ?
Mr. HArsEN. I cannot answer that.
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Mr. MINSHALL. Then you have something that I thought the Air
Force would be reasonably knowledgeable aut.You have interc.pt
or guidance techniques. That is a blank. You do not ask for anything
for that. Then you have all these things: low-altitude radar techniques
evaluation and test of guidance systems, coherent optical device systems. What is that all about, for $400,000?
Mr. AwDlxws. Can you answer those questions I
Mr. HANSEN. No one that we have here can answer. We would like
to provide a descriptive paragraph on each of these items and submit them for the record.
Mr. AxDRws. Who thinks up all these programs I Where did they
come from, if you do not know about it, Doctor I
Mr. HANSEn. They are primarily originated in our development
laboratories and are reviewed.

Mr. MINSHALL. Another one, radar and infrared camouflage,

$880,000.
Sup ply this information for the record, will you, please?
Mr. H-Ms8EN. Yes sir.
Mr. MINSALL. R We have any further questions after you supply
the information, we will have to ask you to comeback.
(The information follows:)
LIST OF AEROSPACE AVIONICS PROJECTS
Element code 62403F]

PjetFlsalrA

Fscalfu

No. Projects

Total ...........................................

Air Force avionics laboratory operation ................
SAdvanced balletic
Missile guidance techniques ...........
3181
3833
4025
4028
4030
4036
4038
4040
4043
4056
4070
4075

.

Fiscal u

actual

estimate

estimate

49,840

45.750

50,108

7645
1,299

9,900

10,388

4159
4160
4161
4163
4164
4166
4167
4200
£335
4357

Guidance for military aerospace systems.........
297.
..........
Improved radlorequency generation and amplifcation ..............
800
devices for electomgntic warfare .....................
Radar reflectors and dispensing techniques................
476
400
500
Aerospaceborne electromagnetc countermeasures ..........
925
850
50
Infrared electromagnetic countermeasures ................
641
890
800
Electronic warfare techniques research ...................
1,500
1,400
1,500
Electronic deception end repeater development ...........
435
500
600
Electronic lamming techniques...........................
1,137
600
750
Communiition Jamming and deception techniques.........
364
400
500
Infrared reconnaissance technology .......................
1,154
1,700
1.500
Electronic countermeasures performance criteria ....... .
448 ............................
Utraviolet and Unique techniques for reconnaissance and
surveillance .........................................
478
300
300
Infrared techniques for surveillance and fire control. ........
554
500
550
Radar terrain reconnaissance ............................
249
300
275
Tactical target weapon delivery technology ................
2,405
2,065
1,400
Advanced solid State Plasma devices...................
303
300
330
Molecular electronics..................................
.2,033
1.100
1.300
Bionics-cybernetics techniques ......................
451
300
300
Electromagnetic window technkiues for aeros
vehicles
190
200
250
Aerospacebornedeoteci
ln
hnolo .............
1,684
750
900
Communications technology orsatellite rely..............
904
850
950
Blonics-cybernetics applications
.........................
446
250
350
Int ted avionics ..............................................
300
400
Celestial guidance techniques ...........................
i15
400
100
Appld communication research for Air Fo vehicles ....
2,169
1,100
1,2
Eeromognetic compatibility techniques................
264
250
330

4421
4431
4460
4608
4645

Aerospacebi=ne guidance computers.......................
Unconventional inertial sensors for guidance ...............
Solid state microwave electronics .........................
Physkcs of radiaton-resistant solid state materials and
devices .............................................
Coherent optical device physics..........................

4076
4108
4144

4156

4367 Air-to-airldentificatn--rlind and.........
fo.

02 H resolution rfarte

qy ........ .................

435

...........

261
1,684
699
452

.979

400
1,300
300
200

2,100

300
600
1,250
400
400

2,000
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LIST OF AEROSPACE AVIONICS PROJECTS-Continued

lment code 62403F1
11o. Projects
5102 Inertial guidance subsystems...........1,141

5177 Evaluat&on and test of guIdance systems .................

Fiscal lia

Fiscal yer

actual

estimate

estimate

1,550

1, 700

600

750

9

5199 Low-altitude radar teinlques ..........................

625

5227 Vekh ede eseand fire cont ..........................
5237 Laser technoloy .......................................
5244 Loser tehniques for
aerospaceborne applications ..........
Cut Radar aod Infrared camulge..............850
69Ptographic. technOog for reconnaliisa n arir surveil
lance ..............................................

264
2,526

. 1,583

lance ...............................................
Reconnaissance recording materials processing and reproduction technology ..................................
Aerospaceborne antenna techniques .....................
Guidance computer Interface eletronics...................
Damap assessment ...................................
Scoring techniques .....................................

1,32S
1,084
529
300
250
503

Fisca Iye r

500

5201 Inlial guidance computation and Integration techniques...
664
500
5218 Interceptor guidance technique
a......................10........

6239 Advanced reconnaissance sesoroonceptand applications...
6263 Electro-optical techniques for reconnaissance and surveil-

6272
6278
7062
7844
7848

7849 Threat signature simulation .............................

1,076

1,510

262

1,000
750

400
2,350
1,300
1100
1,320

400
2,650
1,375
830
1,680

1,100
a00
500
400
125
250

1.300
920
60S
450
250
400

1,300

150

1,540

250

EXPLANATION OF AEROSPACE AvIoxics PROJECTS
PROJECT 06CQ-AIR FORCE AVIONICS LABORATORY OPERATION

This project provides for the support activities required to operate the Air
Force Avionics Laboratory (AFAL). It is one of 50 projects which make up
exploratory development program element No. 62403F, aerospace avionics. AFAL
is responsible for exploratory and advanced development programs concerned
with navigation and guidance, weapon delivery and fire control, reconnaissance
and aerospace surveillance, aerospaceborne communications, electronic countermeasures, avionics devices and techniques, and damage assessment and scoring
techniques. The laboratory provides technical support to current and future
systems programs and undertakes operational support projects in several of its
mission areas. This project provides for the pay' and related costs of civilian
scientists and engineers, and supporting personnel, travel, transportation, rents,
communications and utilities costs, procurement of supplies and equipment, and
contractor support services.
PROJ

81--ADVANOU) BALLISTIO MISSILe GUIDANCE TECHNIQUES

The objective of this project is to develop guidance techniques and to perform

studies to improve the performance of current and future ballistic missile
guidance systems with particular concern for ever increasing demands for better
system accuracy while operating under more severe environmental conditions
and mission profile&
.
isOZwr 3583-IMPBOV)

RI GENERATION AND AMPLIFICATION DEVICES FOR EW

The project objective is to develop advanced types of RF generation and amplification devices whose power levels and modulation capabilities are sufficient to
counter advanced enemy radar systems. The near term objective Is to explore
tube development and employment concepts, existing development programs,
solid state technology, systems requirements, and interservice development programs so as to evolve and pursue exploratory development programs supportive
of future electronic warfare needs.
Fiscal year 1970 programs will emphasize the development of improved RF
source designs .
.
PROZc0T 4025-RADAR RM"LEOM

AND DISPENSION TECHNIqUE

The objective of this project Is to provide, through exploratory development
in radar reflectors, radar absorbers, and selected passive type (nonemitting)
electromagnetic countermeasures with associated means for deployment, a foundatiton for advanced penetration aids for aerospace vehicles. Feasibility of con-
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cepts for degrading the performance of existing and postulated electromagnetic
threats to offensive weapons systems will be demonstrated.
-.
PROJECT 4028-PASSIVE AEROSPACEBOBNE ELEOTROMAGNETIO WARFARE

The objective of this project is to investigate the generation and exploitation
of signal detection, direction of arrival, processing, analysis, recording and display techniques in consonance with the passive determination of location, identity
and characteristics of electromagnetic threats and targets for effective homing
and warning, tactical/strategic mission planning and control of countermeasures.
PROJECT 4030-INFRARRI) COUNTERMEASURES

The mission objective is to provide for tho passive defense of airbreathing and
spaceborne vehicles against attack by surface, air or space launched missiles
PROJECT 4086-ELECTRONIC WARFARE TECHNIQUES DEVELOPMENT

The objective is to provide the Air Force with a broad base in electronic warfare technology and devices that have direct application to and will provide
efficacious solutions to penetration problems posed by advanced threat systems
that will exist in the 1970-80 time period.
In fiscal year 1970 emphasis will be on countermeasures to .
PROJECT 4088-ELErM NIC DECEPTION TECHNIQUES

It is the objective of this project to derive new or improved deception countermeasures techniques which will be effective against general classes of radars
as well as specific threats, and to determine technical feasibility of these deception techniques through suitable evaluation procedures. This area of investigation Is required to prevent a potential enemy from utilizing electromagnetically
controlled defense against USAF aerospace vehicles. To insure effectiveness
against sophisticated countermeasures techniques, the use of intelligent and
efficient countermeasures signals is becoming increasingly necessary.
PROJECT 4040-ELECTRONIC JAMMING TECHNIQUES

The objective of this program is to provide USAF aerospace vehicles with
an electronic defense capability which will insure their safe penetration of
enemy electromagnetically controlled defense. The goal is an automatic defense
that will rapidly analyze the threat environment and select a Jamming response
signal optimized by continuous monitoring of the environment.
PROJECT 404----COMMUNICATIONS

JAMMING AND DECEPTION TECHNIQUES

The objective of this project is the development, through study and experimentation, of countermeasures techniques to sever the communication, guidance and identification links that may be employed by a potential enemy in
directing its manned and unmanned Interceptors, missiles, and aerospace weapon
systems.
PROJECT 4056-I

RECONNAISSANCE TECHNOLOGY

The project objective Is to advance military infrared reconnaissance technology through fulfilling current and projected operational requirements. More
specifically, to provide the technological advances required to achieve the performance levels needed for effective application of IR reconnaissance and surveillance systems. The areas of IR reconnaissance technology included are downward and forward looking reconnaissance, as well as detectors and optical materials for both reconnaissance and surveillance applications.
-

PROJECT 4075-UV AND SPECIAL TECHNIQUE. FOR RECONNAISSANCE AND AIR
SURVEILLANCE

The objective Is to provide techniques for the design of aerospaceborne
sensors capable of detecting, locating, and continuously tracking enemy spaceborne weapons and to provide new sensors or techniques and concepts which
will significantly extend the capabilities of aerospaceborne reconnaissance and
surveillance subsystems.
84-089--"9--pt. 4-50
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Emphasis for fiscal year 1970 is directed toward the fabrication and testing
-of a design verification unit of the SIRIUS (spaceborne intensified radiometer
-for imaging ultraviolet spectroscopy) system . Additional in-house effort
-will involve investigation of spectral filtering techniques, high resolutions spec-troscopy, and detector calibration techniques.
*PROJECT 40T6-INFRARED TECHNIQUES FOR AIR SURVEILLANCE AND INTERCEPT

The objective of this project is to develop techniques for detecting, identifying,
.and tracking military targets above the suface of the ground, during all phases
of their flight, by the Infrared radiation from the target.
-.
For fiscal year 1970 the major effort is on the development and testing of
airborne measurement instruments.-. Imaging systems will be used to
-measure the spatial patterns of powered airborne vehicles such as aircraft and
tactical missiles. Information processing techniques will be Investigated for
automatic pattern recognition systems and tracking of nonsymmetrical area
type targets.
PRO oT 4108-ADAR TERRAIN RECONNAISSANCE
The objective of this project Is to develop techniques and technology needed to
further the development of radar reconnaissance to fulfill specific requirements
:for obtaining reconnaissance Information under all weather conditions day or
night. This includes detection, location, and identification of specific objects of
military interest, as well as any changes in or movement of such targets.
In fiscal year 1970 this program will establish the capabilities and limitations
of advanced (airborne moving target Information) techniques as applied to synthetic aperture side looking type radars; establish through theoretical investigations computer simulation and experimental measurements, a basis for understanding the effects of radar system nonlinearities on AMTI performance and
,to determine the predictability of AMTI.
PROJrCr 4144-TAOTICAL TARGET WEAPON DELIVERY TECHNOLOGY

The project objective is to develop technology for increasing the effectiveness
of USAF tactical missions by evolving precise air-to-ground weapon delivery
techniques.
The effort in fiscal year 1970 will include, advancement in the areas of infrared,
passive microwave, radar, and magnetic detection techniques for weapon delivery
will be pursued. Supporting technology is being pursued in the areas of optical
.and microwave-target signature measurements.
PROJECT 4156--AVANOED

SOLID STATE AND PLASMA DEVICES

The objective of this project Is to serve as the transition vehicle between basic
research and exploratory development projects. New microelectronic devices will
be sought by utilizing the results of basic research on solid state and plasma
phenomena, coupled with an advanced technology In materials with improved
techniques of devise design.
In fiscal year 1970 work on ferroelectric memory arrays will be examined
with a detailed characterization and comparison to other microelectronics memory
techniques. Work on plasma devices will be expanded to include exploratory development on MM wave plasma receiver protect tubes in the 60-9001z range.
Work on the nickel cathodes will continue. Further detailed characterizations
will be made on thin film Schottky barrier devices. Ion Implantation studies will
be continued.
PROJECT 4159--MOLECULAN ELECTRONICS

The objective of this project is to advance solid-state device and Integrated
circuit technology to meet rapidly advancing systems needs for improved device
and circuit capability. Each new equipment or system development Imposes requirements which in many cases necessitates a device capability beyond that
which is available. It is the intent of this project to provde a continuously expanding capability In solid-state devices and integrated circuits which will meet
the needs of future space and airborne electronic systems It is the further obJective of this project to develop those material and process technologies required
to support advanced device and integrated circuit developments.
The fiscal year 1970 areas of effort include the development of new solid-state
devices both, In silicon and gallium qrsenide. Included are silicon UHF power
transistors with power handling capability to 1 kilowatt. New device strue-
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tures such as gallium arsenide Schottky gate FET are also being investigated as
low noise, high gain linear amplifiers.
Investigations are being carried out to improve the speed of integrated circuits
through development of improved integrated device capability, dielectric isolation
and compatible passive components. Effort is also underway to reduce total power
dissipation. Approaches -tofiltering, for implementation in integrated circuit technology, are being investigated. Semiconductor memory in both complementary
MOS and metalnitrldeoxide device technology are being explored to develop a
low-cost semiconductor memory compatible with silicon device technology.
Integrated circuit techniques are being applied to sensors in both the visible
and the infrared spectrum with the goal heing an all solid-state electronically
scanned sensor capability.
PROJECT 41 0O-BIONICS-OYBERNEoS TECHNIQUES
The decision to terminate this bionics-cybernetics project was made at about
the same time as the President's budget was completed. The descriptive summary
sheets reflect the change but the budget does not. This was an unavoidable
error.
PROJECT 411-ELECTOMAONETIC WINDOW TECHNIQUES

The objective of this project is to provide techniques for use in producing
improved electromagnetic windows, such as radomes, from an electrical standpoint. This exploratory development program does not include development of
new materials but does determine the suitability of new materials from an electromagnetic transmission point of view. Most of the effort is directed toward use
on high-speed aircraft and some toward use on reentry vehicles.
In fiscal year 1970, efforts will be devoted to reduction in side lobes caused
by radomes; increase transmission efficiency of circular polarized waves through
the radome; development of more efficient design for millimeter transmission;
design for high incidence angle; employment of "A" type sandwich structure for
nose cones; RF broadbanding; and reentry nose cone development.
PROJECT 4108-AEROSPAEDoRNB

DETECTION/TRAOKING TECHNOLOGY

The objective of this project is to evolve and perfect electromagnetic sensors for
the detection and tracking of aerospace and ground target vehicles.
PROJECT 414-COMMUNICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY FOR SATELLITE RELAY

The objective of this project is to augment and sustain the technological base
for future military communication satellites applicable to triservice requirements
for tactical and strategic communications links between air, space, land, and sea
terminals. Included is communications technology for USAF aircraft and space-craft unique to satellite relay. Problems requiring emphasis for solution include
antennas, antenna pointing, user access, networking, Jam resistance, and communications coverage.
There will be four major areas of effort to be pursued in fiscal year 1970. Three
previously initiated efforts, namely, the airborne SHF distributed phased array
.antenna, the satellite unfurlable antenna array and the satellite self-managing
channelized repeater will be continued. The only new effort to be initiated in
fiscal year 1970 will consist of developing a single aperture, near flush mounted
UHF transmit-receive, SHP receive only antenna suitable for use on large high
performance aircraft of the KC-135/B-52/C-141 class.
PROJECT 416S-BIONIS-OYBERNETICS

APPLICATIONS

The decision to terminate this bionics-cybernetics project was made at about
the same time as the President's budget was completed. The descriptive summary
sheets reflect the change but the budget does not. This was an unavoidabje error.
PROJECT 4167-INTEGATED

AVIONICS

The objective ,of this project is to accomplish exploratory development in the
area of avionic systems which will eventually lead to new concepts and integrated functions. By viewing the system or function as a whole, rather than a
-sum of previously portioned parts of techniques in an environment of forecasted technology, many improvements appear possible. Selecting a proper
-research vehicle,_ analyzing the fundamental nis.sion requirements, and resvn-
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thesizing the system in optimumized fashions can result in smaller, lighter, more
reliable, and lower cost avionic systems.
The fiscal year 1970 effort will include Information management aspects of
avionics systems, Information presentation and control system, multifunction
microwave aperture, avionic system model, multisensor programable feature
extraction, multisenor TRAOALS, and weapons delivery with ICNI.
PROJECT 4200-CESTIAL GUIDANCE TECHNIQUES

The project objective Is to advance celestial navigation and guidance technology through exploratory development, to navigate or guide, in the most effective manner, aerospace weapon systems essential to the offensive, reconnaissance,
and support force capability of the Air Force.
The fiscal year 1970 effort will be an in-house evaluation of star tracked and
autonomous navigation techniques and contractual investigation of nuclear radlation effects on star sensors.
PROJECT 4355-APPIJED COMMUNICATIONS RESRCAOH FOR AIR FOROE VEHICLES

This project objective is to advance the state-of-the-art for intra-and intervehicle (space, satellite, or aerodynamic) and vehicle-to-surface communication
links except those specifically unique to communications satellites. Major technolo'y areas are airborne relay and other means of beyond horizon conmunlcatiors; data links, Including reconnaissance; modulation and detection, Including
antijamming; data Input/output; tactical and strategic communications; equipment effectiveness and personnel communications. (Project 4164, communications
technology for satellite relay develops techniques unique to communications
satellite relay.)
The areas of effort to be pursued In fiscal year 1970 can be placed In the following
general categories-input/output technology, radio repeaters, data links, modems,
and personnel communications. The Input/output area will address probens associated with voice to digital Interface. The radio repeater effort will con4etdt of
an expansion of same frequency repeater (SFR) technology to accommodate
multiple channels. The data link effort will address an automatic aircraft status
reporting systeni. The modem effort will develop an advanced FH/PN antijam
radio modem. The personnel communications efforts will consist of continued inhouse implementation of an acoustic measurement facility, testing component.4
of an advanced Intercom system and studies pertaining to microphones and
downed ariman location systems.
PROJECT 4857-ELETROMAONETIC

COMPATIBILITY TECHNIQUES

Electromagnetic vulnerability reduction and avionics systems electromagnetic
compatibility are essential to the success of any elxsting and future military op.
erations. This project attacks the problem form the point of view of reducing the
susceptibility of avionics subsystems to -the Interfering environment and controlling the creation of euch environment. The approach is based on prevention
of EMI problems Instead of costly retrofit. This also requires the development of
Instrumentation and techniques to measure and evaluate the interfering phenomena and their effects. This project supports the technical requirements under
technical domain titled "Vehicle Environment," the DOD and U.S. Air Force
EM compatibility and radiation hazards programs and provides advanced coinpatibility techniques for future vehicle electronic systems.
The fiscal year 1970 effort will include the: development of Instrumentation for
the measurement of corona static on the SAMSO Titan III C vehicle; measurement of precipitation static noise on high-speed aircraft; development of slotted
metallic RF windows for the puropse of lightning hazards reduction; study signal
path and propagation media noise phenomena; Investigate intravehicle EM interference levels in order to establish vehicle Intrasystem RF interference analysis techniques; development of EMI and electrical radiation hazards detector
for protection of EED's, personnel and avionics equipment; exploration of ,IIF
field measurement techniques; development of magnetic sensors for use In m nsurement of EMI ;. investigate antistatic coatings for radomes, windshields, and
canopies; study secondary power harmonic Interference to VLJF systems: investigate interference control techniques applicable to ultrasensitive receivers;
and investigate integrated circuit solid state devices EM susceptibility in an
impulsive EM environment.
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PROJECT 4367-AIR-BY-ArI

IDENTIFICATION FRIEND AND FOE

The project object Is to develop and optimize noncooperative air-by-air identification friend and foe techniques. These techniques will provide unambiguous
identification of airborne radar targets (aircraft) at sufficient range to permit
the timely release of air-to-air missiles against hostile targets. The techniques
considered will be aimed at providing an all-weather, day/night capability.
In fiscal year 1970 potential techniques will be investigated to determine their
feasibility for solving the AAIFF problem
. Subsystem integration concepts and pattern recognition techniques for multisensor systems will also be
evaluated.
PROJECT 4421-AEROSPACE GUIDANCE COMPUTERS

The project objective Is to develop computers and computer technology which
will economically satisfy the computational, environmental, and reliability
requirements of future navigation and guidance systems for ell types of Air Force
mission. Two general areas of endeavor will be carried out in-house and contractually, that Is, (1) analysis of future missions to establish computer requirements and anticipated problems areas, and (2) development of the technology necessary to satisfy the projected requirements.
S1clfic areas which will receive emphasis during fiscal year 1970 are (1) design and development of a large scale Integrated circuit (LSIC) multiprocessor
for central avionics computer applications: (2) low cost computer design technology for all types of aerospace computers ;and (8) nuclear radiation-survivable
computing subsystems.
PROJECT 4431-

.

ONVENTIONAL INERTIAL SENSORS

The objective of the project is to investigate and develop new techniques for
improved inertial sensing (angular and acceleration). These sensors are for
uqe in future advanced inertial navigation guidance systems.
In fiscal year 1970 emphasis will be placed on completing the multiple rotation gyro development. Efforts to solve the problems associated with the ring
laser gyro will be continued. The low cost accelerometer development for
ASM's will be continued. In addition, the nutatron gyro development will be
continued.
PROJECT 4460-SOLID STATES MICROWAVE EUEOTROICS

The objective of this project Is to develop new and improved solid state microwave devices and circuits for the generation, transmission, reception, and control
of microwave energv. This includes the support of particular materinls, processes,
and fabrication techniques which are parting items in the development of new
device technology. Major improvements in the cost, performance, and reliability
of future avionics Wstems are the motivation for these efforts. Specific objectives
ard Improvements in the eclency and reliability of power generation, the integration of microwave circuits, the development of microwave processing devices
and circuits, and the extersion of the technology into the region between 8
millimeters and 10 micros.
The major areas of effort In fiscal year 1970 are power generation and integration. Ounn effect devices and avalanche diodes for pulsed and OW operation
are being developed. High power transistor and translstor-multiplier sources
are also being developed. TXechniques for integrating these sources in microstrip
are being developed. The LSA mode of the Gunn effect and the high efficiency
mode In avalanche diodes are under investigation. Device development includes
efforts at 60 OGH for modulators and receivers. Phase shifters in monolithic and
hybrid form are being developed. Other areas of activity include switches, mixers,
filters, and surface wave devices
PROJECT 460R-PHYSITC

OP RADIATION RESISTANT SOLID STATE DEVICES

The project objective is to determine and understand the radiation damage
mechanisms in solid state electronics materials, to predict the effects of radiation
environment on the behavior of solid state electronic devices, and to maximize
the resistance of existing devices, and design new classes of hardened devices
and integrated circults.
The Air Fore Cambridge Research Lab in fiscal year 1970 will continue studies
to identify and control point lattice defects in Si and GaSa using high-energy
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electrons as the radiation damage source. Radiation hardened device emphasis
will be on silicon Junction field effect devices which theory and experiment have
shown to be inherently more radiation tolerant. This Inherent hardness will be
augmented by new device geometries and the optimization of channel doping.
Power transistors of the JMET type will be investigated.
PROJECT 4645-COnE3ENT OPTICAL DEVICE PHYSICS

The objective of this project is to study the light-matter Interactions so as to
develop more predictable, reliable, damage free, tunable lasers in the visible and
near IR. The objectives include decreasing the cost and Increasing the useful
wavelength range of lasers.
Studies will be conducted In damage In laser rods with Q-switched pulses
and will extend the present theories of damage to the picosecond range. Work
will be done on the development of efficient laser sources in the 2 to 4 micron
range and study will be directed at the detection mechanism responsible for
the 800 K., 1,000 GHz bandwidth, 10.6 micron point-contact detector.
PROET 5042-AIBORNE RADAR TECHNIQUE8 FOR GUIDANCE OF AEROSPACE VEHICLES

The objective of this project is to assure the timely availability of high-reiolution radar sensor technology for navigation, guidance, weapon delivery, and
reconnaissance In manned and unmanned aerospace vehicles.
In fiscal year 1970 efforts will be accomplished to Improve radar resolution,
overall Image quality and stability, and to develop advanced methods of proc.
essing radar Information for the extraction of difficult targets submerged In
heavy background clutter.
PROMTT

6102-ADVANCED

GUIDANCE TECHNOLOGY

The project objective Is: To advance inertial guidance technology through
Inertial component development.
The fiscal year 1970 effort will continue sensor development of precise ln.trunients for application to the tactical/limited war application& A task will continue the development of special inertial Instruments for a zero g. satellite; plan
tests for limited orbital testing of existing Instruments; development of an He'
nuclear gyro; development of ring lasers for precise inertial sensors.
PROJECT 517--EVALUATION

AND TEST GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

The object of this project Is to develop test methods and test equipment having
the necessary accuracy to properly evaluate the performance of future guidance
components and systems.
Areas of efforts in fiscal year 1970 will be: University studies on advanced
test methods, test techniques and equipment, continued Improvement of the 260.
Inch centrifuge, development of an aircraft position, velocity and attitude reference system, upgrading of track test capability, and the Initiation of design
studies for a terminal guidance test capability.
PROJECT 5199--LOW ALTITUDZ RADAR TECHNIQUES

The objective of the project Is to develop and evaluate low altitude penetration radar techniques that will permit aircraft and missiles to penetrate enemy
defenses and complete military missions under all weather conditions and with
the highest probability of survival and mission success.
Areas of effort In fiscal year 1970 will Investigate forward look air-to-ground
radar, 444 automatic terrain following and avoidance.
PROJECT 9201-NAVIGATION

AND GUIDANCE SUBSYSTEMS

The objective Is to investigate the area of navigation and guidance subsystems
techniques with particular emphasis in the inertial and Loran areas. State-of-theart advanced In such areas as .4ze, weight, power consumption, performance, reliability, reaction time, and cost are sought.
Fiscal year 1970 funds will be expended In the areas of ASM Inertial midcourse
guidance, flight testing of the Bk-modal Loran technique and preliminary systems
studies utilizing the multiple rotation gyro (MRG).
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PROJECT 5227-VEHICLE DEENSE AND lRE CONTROL

The objective of this project Is to advance the technology of aerospace vehicleself-defense and to develop system concepts and techniques for advanced fire control systems for tactical aircraft.
The work under this project includes investigation of means of vehicle defense by disabling sensor and ruldance systems of attacking threats. The fiscal.
year 1970 primary area ot Wort Is gun fire control systems. This Includes an
effort at the University of Texas for basic analysts and evaluation of problems
in fire control for both air-to-air and air-to-ground systems; in addition studies
by commercial contractors are planned which will establish the optimized trainable gun system for close support tactical aircraft. This project also has an InhoWs laboratory effort engaged in work on sensing systems for attack and weapon.
delivery.
PRoECT 6287-LASER TECHNOLOGY

The objective is to develop and sustain the fundamental technology base In
lasers and laser accessory devices for application to all mission oriented domains involving electronics, such as electromagnetic warfare, avionics communications, navigation and guidance, weapon delivery, fire control, reconnaissance, surveillance and advanced weaponry. To conduct In-house and sponsor
contract work in fundamental supporting tcchnologles and devices in the areas
of solid state, semiconductor, liquid, chemical, and gas lasers; passive point and
imaging detectors optimized for the respective laser spectrum lines; laser materlals, pumping and Q-switching.
PROJOT 5244-LASER TECHNIQUES FOR AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS

The objective of this program is to develop laser techniques which show promise
for use In Air Force weapon systems. Techniques applicable to limited war problems will be emphasized. Work to be accomplished Includes the design, fabrication,
test and evaluation of feasibility laser subsystems.
Areas of effort to be investigated in fiscal year 1970 are: laser techniques for
satellite to ground and satellite relay communications links; analysis of laser doppler velocimeter for navigation and weapon deliver; carbon dioxide laser imaging;
aircraft weapon system harmonization; compass trail Investigations; target designation techniques; and flight testing and evaluating techniques developed
previously.
PROJECT 6540-RADAR AND 12 CAMOUFLAGE

The objective of this project is to develop materials and techniques for reducing radar echo and infrared radiation from all types of aircraft, missiles, and
space vehicles. Radar and IR camouflage decrease the inherent vulnerability of
such vehicles by reducing detection range and simultaneously increase tie effectiveness of EOM devices such as chaff and jammers by raising the jamming to
signal ratio.
The fiscal year 1970 program will involve the following:
(a) Evolve analytical and experimental techniques to reduce radar cross
section. •
(b) Develop basic new dielectric and binding materials
.
(0)
(d) Develop coatings to reduce the lI radiation in the wavelength
region.
(e) Conduct ground to aircraft to satellite studies o fthe effects of a turbulent propagation medium on attenuation, multipath amplitude phase
scintillation, and band-width capabilities. Studies are made throughout the
RF spectrum and at selected laser frequencies.
PROJECT

62920-PIOTOORAPHIO TECHNOLOGY F0R RECNNAISSANCE; AND
AIR SURVEIANCE

The objective Is to provide technology for both day and night photographic
reconnaissance application. Included are optical sensors, sensor components and
analysis of operational modes that must be employed to insure both the collection of Intelligence and/or strike data. Included also are the development of analysis and evaluation techniques Including facilities and flight experiments as required for feasibility demonstration. Camera component work objectives include
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lenses, optical glass, camera controls, Image amplifiers, light sources, image motion sensing and compensation, exposure control, and associated environmental
analysis.
It Is planned to, In fiscal year 1970, continue work on all aspects of the photo
reconnaissance area with continued major emphasis on the night problem as
represented by the "Ancovs" program, evaluation of covert light sources, development of a night lens, and completion of work on the fiber optics coupled image
amplifier camera which is being procure for in-house experiments. The project
will, however, continue to supply technology to advanced and engineering developments mainly through expert assistance to systems and operational organizations made possible by use of research facilities such as the science optics laboratory; terrain Illuminants range; and the photographic data analysis facility.
Contracted research for day recon will be limited to image evaluation methods
and camera control techniques represented by a new film drive technique and
completion of the FRM Sensor.
PROJECT 6239-ADVANCE RECONNAISSANCE SENSOR CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS

The objective Is to provide effective reconnaissance subsystem analysis and
synthesis by fully exploiting established tasks and by detailed analysis of operational problems and requirements, data handling, automation, reconnaissance
technology and mission simulation in a search for new concepts which apply,
extend and integrate basic techniques to mission orientated capabilities. All project efforts are directed toward the ability to quickly and realistically predict,
simulate, test, analyze and report the characteristics of new reconnaissance
equipment, concepts and applications.
The fiscal year 1970 project will emphasize reconnaissance technical data
handling; mathematical modeling for reconnaissance sensor analysis; collection,
analysis and storage of target and background electromagnetic properties; and
the scientific laboratory and flight evaluation of operational performance and
design Integrity of advanced airborne reconnaissance subsystems and systems.
PROJECT 6203-ELECTRO-OPTICAL TECHNIQUE FOR RECONNAISSANCE ANP
AIR SURVEILLANCE

The objective is to develop advanced electro-optical (E0-O) sensing, image data
processing and image display technology applicable to reconnaissance, surveillance and weapon delivery missions.
The fiscal year 170 effort will include: high resolution electro-optical camera
tubes. Multi-spectral laser line scan sensors for night reconnaissance. Image data
processing for target enhancement and Information recovery. Airborne near-realtime displays for reconnaissance imagery. Long range detection and imagine techniques for aerospace surveillance. Matrix detectors and displays, and low light
level sensing techniques for tactical reconnaissance strike and weapon delivery
concepts.
PROJECT 6272-ECONNAISSANCE RECORDING MATERIALS, PROCESSING AND
EPaRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

The objective of this project Is to maximize scientific and technological advancement for photographic and electronic signal recording media, chemical
processing, and reproduction of reconnaissance data. Work under this project
Includes the complete photographic process from picture taking materials to the
reproduction of final prints for the photo interpreter.
Areas being emphasized in fiscal year 1970 Include: (1) printing techniques,
materials and a new light source for Diazo reproduction; (2) research on recording materials (free radical, dry silver, and transparent photoconductor) and
recording materials evaluation techniques; and (8) color receptor material and
high-speed color processing equipment and chemistry. In-house sensitometric
research and evaluation of receptor materials will continue along with consultation with advanced and engineering development and system personneL
PROJECT 2--AuoPACDORN

ANTENNA TECHIQUES

The objective is to provide new antenna design techniques applicable to advanced aerospaceborne avionics equipment. This effort includes: Integration of
active solid-state circuitry with antennas of 0.25 wavelength or larger; size
reduction techniques for VHF and UF antennas using ferrite, dielectric, and/or
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active circuitry as loading devices; research in the areas of broadband travel#
wave antennas; and reduced size antennas (0.25 wavelength or less) combined
with active solid-state circuitry. In-house antenna feasibility studies will also
be conducted.
PROJECT 7062-AEROSPACE COMPUTER SUBSYSTEMS

The project objective is to provide improved performance and operational
capabilities in memory devices and subsystems, logic devices and subsystems,
and input-output devices and subsystems for application to and use of future
Air Force navigation and guidance systems.
In fiscal year 1970 emphasis will be placed on furthering both the memory
and input-output areas. Memory efforts will include development of an all-film
avonic memory, a complementary-metal-oxide-silicon (low power) memory, and
a metal-nitride-oxide-silicon aerospace mass memory. Input-output efforts will
deal with A/D and D/A converters using the complementary-metal-oxide-silicon
technology.
PROJECT 7844-DAMAGE DETECTION AND ASSESSMENT
The project objective is to develop advanced techniques for real time internal
damage assessment,
PROJECT 7848-SCORING

TECH NIQUS

The objective is to investigate electromagnetic wave phenomena and measurement techniques and develop methods for application to the accurate measurement of the relative trajectory of missiles with respect to aerospace targets.
Emphasis is placed on Instruments which yield data on distance and direction,
as well as the motion characteristics of the inissile approaching the target.
The fiscal year 1970 program will accomplish the following: Conduct experimental test on a brassbofard radar interprometer missile trajectory wcorer, evaluate acoustic scoring technique for air-to-air gunnery requirements, derive scorer
subsystem design criteria compatible with high-performance maneuvering targets, and complete development of the relative motion simulator.
POJCT 7849-THHEAT ST;NATRE SIMULATION

The objective is to develop concepts and techniques for the realistic simulaLion of the parameters of a threat aircraft which affect the guidane/fuzing performance of air-to-air missiles for the valid inflight evaluation of such systems
against aerial targets and drones.
During fiscal year 1970, study and development efforts: will be conducted on
the use of hybrid flares in supersonic drones, on the prodmuctlon of forward Il
simulation, on shaping output level versus aspect r,ngle of F simulators, and
on two IR wavelength band simulation.

Mr. A DWs.
m Mr. Rhodes?
Mr. RhoDEs. No questions.
SPACE STUDIES

Mr. ANDREWS. What is your justification for the large increase in
space studies? You are requesting $1.8 million for this project in fiscal
year 1970 as compared to the $1 million provided in each of the two
previous fscal years.
Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
SPACE STUDIES

The prime purpose of analyses conducted under this activity is to evaluate technical and economic feasibility and estimate operational effectiveness of new
military'space systems. In both fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969 we funded
space studies at an annual rate of $1 million. Tn fiscal year 1970 we propose an
increase of $800,000.
As evidenced by significant achievements in our space efforts, the quantity
and quality of space technology available for exploitation is rapidly increasing.
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'Today, we cau confidently describe several fields to which satellite technology
Is applicable. In the fields of meteorology and communications satellites, we have
already entered solidly into the area of operational usefulness. New technology
developments allow us to seriously consider applications in other areas such as
- significant possibilities of using
surveillance and defense, and even In fields
the space environment for defensive purposes are developing. We believe it is
prudent to expand the funding by $800,000 to permit a more exacting evaluation
of possible advanced space concepts and identification of areas for greater exploit.
tation of capabilities of earth satellites utilizing the newly evident technological advances.
In the long term, study results guide current and proposed technology programs and influence the future Air Force operational capabilities.

Mr. HANSEN. In a general way our knowledge of space technology
has reached the point that it is feasible to have a greater application
to the carrying out of military missions.
We have with us here from my staff, Dr. Michael Yarymovych.

I would like to ask him to elaborate a little more on the specifics of
-these studies.
Mr. ANPrtws. Doctor, please elaborate.
EXPLANATION OF STUDIES

Dr. YARYMOVYCH. In the past few years we have made quite a bit
of progress in technology. In order to use this technology and see how
it may affect our future defense posture, we have to conduct systems

studies of various possible applications of space.

Mr. AwRzwS. Just what do you have in mind ? Are you thinking
-about another MOL program
Dr. YARYMOVYCH. Not quite.

Mr. ANpnxws. Who is doing this work?
Dr. YAREYOVYCH. Those studies would be contracted to various

industrial concerns. The fiscal 1970 studies have not yet been let
-out for contract.
Mr. A~wnzws. What part of this program is MOL-oriented or

<oriented toward manned systems?
Dr. YARYXovYCHi. In some studies, one does look at ways of utilizing man in the system, but that is only a general investigation.
ADVANCED SBPAC

sWIMl CO,

mi

are some
advanced space system conMr.which
AN;DRzWS.
Whatstudied
are bein
in of
thisthe
prolect
-cepts
Dr. YmymOVr=O.
just mnentioed.....
Mr. ANDREws. I wish you would elaborate for the record.
Dr. YARYMOVYCW. YeTs sir.
<The information follows:)

SPACS STUDUz
We intend to conduct a mission analysis and definition of systems concepts
activity in the area of . One specifi question imthe role in this area of a

national space transportation system as a mission dedicated space vehicle. A
mission analysis of data relay satelUtes and their operational Interface needs
with other space systems i planned. We will continue our current fiscal year
systems and Intend to look at the mission applications
1969 activity In -of the space transportation system to other national defense needs.
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CONTRACTOR VERSUS IN-HOUSE EFFORT

Mr. ANDREWS. Who are some of the major contractors in this area?
Dr. YARYMOVYCH. The fiscal 1970 contractors have not been chosen.
In fiscal 1969, we have had typical aerospace contractors. We are
negotiating contracts with various contractors.
Mr. ANDRENWS. What in-house facilities are involved?
Dr. YARYMOVYCH.These are systems studies which do not involve
in-house facilities.
Mr. ANDREWS. Questions on space studiesI
Mr. HANSEN. May we correct the record on that. I think Dr. Yarymovych misunderstood the question. I think you meant which in-house
laboratories of the Air Force are involved in these studies, rather than
our facilities required. They are studies, not hardware items. The Space
and Missile Systems Organization manages the various space studies.
They are provided technical assistance from such in-house laboratories
as the Aero Propulsion Laboratory, and the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. The Aerospace Corporation also provides technical
assistance.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Lipscomb?
MILITARY APPLICATION OF SPACE EFFORT

Mr. LIPscom. From our hearings, particularly these today, I think

the reader of the record may get the impression that we feel the
Soviet Union is not actively engaged in military space efforts. However. is it not a fact that the Soviet Union does view its space efforts as
having military application?
General Prs.The great bulk of it; yes, sir.
Dr. YARYMOVYCH. They do not appear to make any distinction
between military and civilian effort.
Mr. LIrscmmo.
Do the space studies we were talking about, and on
which you said you were putting more emphasis, have an application
for Dr. YARYMOVYCH.
is in this category.
Mfr. Lrscorm. Even though the Air Force has been taken out of the
MOL program, and even though your space efforts have been substantia llydecreased, it is still necessary, I assume, to keep abreast of
space efforts as those efforts pertain to the military applications.
Dr. YARymovyCH. Certainly.

Mr. LscomB. This is not being done any place else in Government?
Dr. YARYMOVYCII. No.
General BOYLAN. In the same vein, Mr. Lipscomb, the studies that
Mr. M[inshall was asking for more details on relate to ongoing efforts.
The descriptions are difficult to come by. They relate to ongoing
efforts required to maintain a technical posture in aerospace as the Air
Force uses it, both aircraft related and space related.
I regret I did not make that comment when the question came up.
It is extremely difficult to explain in project terms exactly.the task
and how those tasks relate to equipment in the inventory and mprovements thereto, or new techniques required for future capability.
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Mr. LipscomB. I can justify the space studies, but what Mr. Minshall
was looking for-at least, what I assume he was looking for-was
projects which really were not producing or which appear on the record
as make-work projects. I know you would say there is none here. But
that does occur now and then.
General McNIcwz. There is one space study that has been very
frustrating, and that is space rescue. We are quite uneasy about sending
people out on missions and having to recognize that there is nothing
we can do to help them once they go. We have studied this and NAS.
has asked for help. We have worked together on it. Sooner or later
we will have to have some kind of space rescue system. We have not
made any progress so far to come up with one.ANTENNA

STUDIES

Mr. LPscOMB. In the fiscal year 1969 program for space studies it

says "A study of spacecraft antenna design trade offs has been
initiated."
I notice on page 16 of the project listing that there also has been a
program entitle"Aerospace-borne Antenna Techniques."
Are the two related I
Dr. YARYMfOVY0H. I believe they are. The development of aerospace

avionics is directed toward specific design techniques and specialized
antenna for satellite relays and navigation, whereas the study takes
this work and attempts to synthesize these various antenna systems into
a total package.
Mr. LPscom. What came first, the space studyDr. YARYMOvCI.
No, the technology.
Mr. LiPsGoosm (continuing). Or the exploratory development?
Dr. YARYMOVYcH. The exploratory development. The exploratory
development drives various technologies toward improvements, and
then the study picks up the various items of the technology and tries
to synthesize them into a usehfl system and, furthermore, suggests what
other areas of technology need to be improved.
Mr. Luco~m. The Aerospace-borne antenna techniques study is
quite an extensive program. You have spent over $1 million for it
already, and you are prgraming $605,000 plus your program.
Dr. YARYMOVYCH. We simply provide the equipment or that.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Rhodes?
Mr. RHODES. No questions.
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT

ADVANCED SPACE PowEm SUPPLY TECHNOLOoY

Mr. ANDRws. Advanced space power supply technology. In the
current fiscal year, $500,000 was programed for advanced space power
supply technology. You are requesting $2 million in fiscal year 1970, a
fourfold increase.
What is the basis for this increased requestI
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E'XPI,.NATION OF INCREASE

Dr. YARYMiovYcOI. This is symptomatic of this particular project.
It started out as a project concentrating on a large retractable solar
cell array, and this year this project requires increased funding to
&
develop a prototype item.
Also, we have added another item to this project, namely, the design
and test of a rechargeable, long-life battery. These new batteries become quite essential in syncronous orbit.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are other agencies working on that battery?
)r. YARYmOVYCH. Yes. NASA is working on a complementary
project.. We are completely coordinated so we do not duplicate the
effort.
Mr. ANDREws. The Navy has been working on it for years; has it
not?
Dr. YARYmovYCii. Not that I am aware of in terms of space batteries.
Mr. A-DREWS. Would it take a special type of rechargeable battery
for space?
Dr. YARYmOVYCn. Very much so. Batteries normally have very
short life, as you are aware.
Mr. ANDREVws. The Navy battery would not be applicable to your
need?
Dr. YARYMOVYCH. No.

Mr. ANDREWS. Who is doing this work? How will you spend the $2
million?
Dr. YARYMOVYCII. Hughes Aircraft Co. is working on the solar cell
array, and the battery project has not yet been contracted.
Mr. ANDREWS. Once again, this is an area in which there has been
considerable expenditure by NASA. Why can you not depend on
NASA for much of your requirement in this areaI
Dr. YARYMOVYCH. We do coordinate with NASA completely.

MAr. ANDREws. That is not the question.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

NASA AND MILITARY REQUIREMENTS'

Dr. YARYMOVYCR. There are very specific requirements that the
military satellites have which NASA does not.
,Mr.ANODBWS. What for distance?
Dr. YARYmovYoH. For instance, survivability in a nuclear environment. Also, we have a greater interest in operating in synchronous
orbit than NASA does.
Mr. ANDms. Can you point to any instance in which a NASAdeveloped space power supply element has been incorporated in the
Air Force space program
Dr. YARYkovYcH. Yes. The fuel cell. The Apollo program developed a fuel cell originally, which was improved and incorporated
in the MOL program.
Mr. ANDws. Is any part of this effort in support of the MOL
program.
Dr. YARYMOVYoH. No.
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Mr. ANDPnws. In what approved Air Force space programs will

you use the power supply systems under development?
Dr. YARyXOVYCH. The current power supply under development
will not come in time for the currently approved program. They are
for the next generation. In this particular case, I would expect that
the advanced power supply would be available to the TACSATCO I,
to the early warning satellites, and similar systems.
ogIMr. ANDPzws. Questions on advanced space power supply technolMr. Lnscom. No questions.
Mr. MImsH

. No questions.
COORDINATION WITH

AEC

Mr. RHODES. You mentioned coordination with NASA. Do you also
coordinate with the Atomic Energy Commission?
Dr. YARYXOVYCH. Yes; very much so. We have rather free exchange
of ideas and correspondence with the AEC. We respond to questions
in which direction their nuclear power supply should be going. We
plan our activities accordingly.
Mr. RHODES. Is this activity mainly research, or do you actually
plan to manufacture vehicles?
Dr. YARYXOvyCH. It is more than research. It is advanced development. We do plan to build prototypes, but not vehicles. They
would be prototype systems which woull then be put on some other
satellite on a piggyback basis or special test basis for flight test.
.Mr. RHODES. Are you developing anything which is comparable
to the NERVA system?
Dr.

YARYXOVYCH.

No.

Mr. RHODES. Do you contemplate doing that?
Dr. YARyxovioH. No.
Mr. RHODES. Thank you. That is all.
SPACE

EJRuMENTS SUPPORr (SESP)

Mr. AwnDzws. Space experiments support (SESP).
What is the reason for the increase from $16.8 million to $19.3
million for space experiments support?
EPLANATION OF INCREASE

11r. HAcszN. This program fluctuates from year to year. The nature of this program is that it is a gathering program to support the
space experiments that have to be ilown on aunch vehicles. This program has to buy boosters. It has to select from among the desired
experiments those which will be performed. This program cannot
reflect an annual level amount because, for example, of the way we
have to procure boosters. At the time a booster buy is being made,
the SESP people will buy a booster. That gives them a big bill at
one time.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many boosters will you buy under this program.
Dr. YARYMovYcH. Actually, in fiscal 1970, we really won't buy a
single whole booster, but we will buy pieces of five boosters over a
spread of 2 or 3 years. We are incrementally funding them.
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Mr. ANDREWS. I thought the Secretary said the program was up
dollarwise because of the need to buy boosters.
Dr. YM&YMOVYCH. We are buying pieces of five boosters.
Mr. HANSEN. The hardware for the program is bought incrementally, and, therefore, the costs of this hardware are not uniform from
year to year.
Mr. ANDREWS. How much of this $19.3 million will you spend for
boosters or parts of boosters?
Dr. YARYMOVYCH. About $12 million.
Mr. ANRPws. Have you a breakdown of the $19.3 million?
Dr. YARYmoVYCH. Right.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put it in the record at this point.
Dr. YARYmOVYcH. All right.
(The information follows:)
BREAKOUT OF SESP FUND REQUEST

.&lfona

Final payment for Titan I1IC booster
-------------------------$7. 137
2.9.-3
Payload study and integration flight 71-2 -----------------------Launch services for Titan III0 launched on September 26, 1968-------- 2.700
Thor booster procurement for Thor-Burner II flight 70-1 --------------.
800
Atlas F booster procurement for Atlas F-Burner II flight 70-2 ---------- 2.250
Long Tank Thor booster procurement and begin procurement of Agena
upper stage for Long Tank Thor-Agefia flight 71-2 ..---------------1. 9O0
Second payment on Agena upper stage for Long Tank Thor-Agena flight
72-5
.310Integration of secondary payload on NASA Nimbus D launch -----------.
100
Payload compatibility study for Titan IIC launch ------------------.
300Support by Aerospace Corporation
------------------------------.
880
Total

---------------------------------------------

19.300

MOL TERMINATION

Mr. ANDREWS. What impact will the termination of MOL have on.
this program?
Mr. -ANSEN. None. This is a separate program.
Mr. AMwPwws. Would MOL flights have been used to carry some of
the experiments involved here?
Mr. HANSEw. None had been planned so far. That might have been.
a future possibility. The availability of booster space and experiments
is reevaluated annually. So far, there have been none of the SESPexperiments programed to go into MOL.
SUPPORT FOR 1970 MULTPAYLOAD FIGHT

Mr. ANDREWS. How much of the $19.3 million will be directly insupport of the one primary multipayload flight which is scheduled,
for fiscal year 1970?
Mr. HANSEN. $2.25 million of fiscal year 1970 funds directly support
the multipayload launch that you mention in fiscal 1970. This launch
is now scheduled to take place in October 1970.
Mr. ANDPzws. Describe that multipayload launch.
Mr. HANSEN. That particular launch is on an Atlas F with a Burner
II, to be launched over the Western Test Range from Vandenberg..
The Atlas F is one of the surplus vehicles from the deactivated weapons systems program.
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Mr. ANDREWS. What is the purpose of the flight ?
Mr. HANSEN. The Atlas F-Burner II is in effect a bus to put a group

of experiments into orbit which have been selected from among the
candidates submitted to make various measurements and to perform
various experiments having military application in the space environment.
COST OF IULTIPAYLOAD FLIGHT

Mr. ANDREWS. What do you estimate the flight will cost, including
hardware and all?
Mr. HANSEN. About $4 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. For one flight?
Mr. HANSEN. For one flight.
Mr. ANDPwS. That includes everything? Put a breakdown in the
record of that $4 million that will be used to make this experimental
flight.
Lr.HANsEN. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)
COST OF SESP FLIGHT

millions

Atlas F booster
-----------------------------------------$2. 250
Burner II upper stage
.5------Integration of launch vehicle system and payload ------------------1. 240
Payload compatibility study
----------------------------------.
100
Aerospace ground equipment and launch facility modification ----------. 450
Payload heat shield and spacers
-------------------------------.
200
Total

---------------------------------------------

4.825

CANCELLATION OF DODGE 11

Mr. Awia ws. It is noted that the request presented to Congress last
year in this area was for $18.8 million, and that a $2 million reduction
was made in this item. What was the effect of this $2 million reduc-

tionI

Mr. HANSEN. The $2 million reduction was because of deletion of the
program called Dodge If, which is an acronym for DOD gravity experiment.
Mr. ANDREws. That was deleted?
Mr. HANsE. That was deleted.
Mr. AwDnws. Haveyou dropped plans for this flight?
Mr. HANsEN. Do we have plans now?
Mr. Airmrws. Have you dropped them? You do not have any plans
now?
Mr. HANSM.. That experiment was dropped, and there are no plans
for it at this time.
FIRMNESS OF BUDGET ESTIMATES

Mr. AwnmPws. To what extent is the $19.3 million request based on
firm estimates of experiments to be done?
Mr. HANsEN;. There is an annual program review of the space experiment suppoq program which took place on June 5. This is where
all of the experiments' sponsors meet with the program office, and
then an evaluation is made of which of these experiments can be accom.
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modated in the planned flights. The money that is in there corresponds
to the currently planned space flight program.
FLIGHTS PLANNED FOR 1970

Mr. ANDREWS. How many flights do you plan for 1970? You told us
about one that would cost $4 million. Is that the only one?
M
fr. HANSEN. Fiscal 1970 you are talking about?
Mr. ANDRE WS. Right.
Mr. HANISEN. Yes, sir. We need to distinguish here between primary

and piggyback flights. A primary flight is a flight that is made for the
space experiment support program only. In addition to that, some
effort is made to get experiments on a space-available basis. There may
be some of those. I would have to check.
Mr. ANDREWS. The piggybacks would be part of a flight, is that
right?
General Pxrrs. Possibly another flight, ves, sir.
Mr. HAN SEN. It would be a different flight.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the record. You have told us about
one flight that you plan for 1970.
Mr. HANSEN : One primary flight.
Mr. ANDREWS. At a cost of $4 million. Put something in the record
about other flights that might be undertaken in 1970.
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
ADDITIONAL SESP FLIGHTS

The primary multi-payload launch discussed here was originally planned to be
on a Thor-Burner II vehicle. Later it was necessary to change to a more powerful
Atlas F booster combined with the Burner II upper stage because of changes
in the experiment comprising the payload. A change in schedule was necessary
and the flight is now planned in early fiscal year 1971. This flight is being funded
over the 3-year period fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year 1071.
The previously scheduled launch will have another Burner II fitted to the
Thor booster to provide a launch in the second quarter of fiscal year 1971 to test
two subsystems technological developments. This flight is being funded over the 3year period fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year 1971.
The three other primary flights being funded with fiscal year 1970 funds are:
(a) A Thorad-Agena, scheduled for the fourth quarter fiscal year 1971 carrying
a multipayload. This flight is being funded over the 3-year period fiscal year 1909
to fiscal year 1971.
(b) A Titan 1110 scheduled for the third quarter of fiscal year 1972, carrying
a multipayload to synchronous orbit. This flight is being funded over the 4-year
period of fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year 1972.
(c) A Thorad-Agena scheduled for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 1972.
carrying a multipayload. This flight is being funded over the 3-year period fiscal
year 1970 to fiscal year 1972.
Arrangements are being completed for the flight of one experiment aboard a
NASA Nimbus D launch scheduled for the third quarter of fiscal year 1970. With
the Atlas flight delay, this wili be the only flight opportunity In fiscal year 1970.

Other piggyback secondary flights of opportunity are being studied.

Mr. ANxiREws. How much of a contingency factor is in this estimate
of $19.3 million?

Mr. HANSEN. We have no contingency factor in that estimate.
Mr. A"REws. Questions on space experiment support? Mr. Lips-

comb?
34-039--69--pt. 4-51
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Mr. LiscoMB. No questions.

Mr. MINS11ALL No, thank you.

Mr. RuoS's. No, Mr. Chairman.
SATLLAThA, BALLOONS, A'D ROCKETS
Mr. ANDRIEWS. Is the project titled "Satellites, balloons, and rockets"
the same as the project. entitled "Aerospace research support prograii
lastyearI
CHANGE IN PROGRAM NAME

Mr. HANSEN. The program entitled "Satellites, balloons, and rockets"
combines the previous "Aerospace research support program" and the
"Plastic balloon components and techniques program, into a single
line.
Mr. ANDRE ws. Poes this change represent any organ izat ional change,
or is it merely a name change?
Mr. hANSEN. It is not an organizational change. It is a name change.
It is merely a matter of combining two programs on one line.
Mr. ANDREWS. This is one of the few areas in which we find a decreased request for fiscal year 1970. Is this a real decrease or, under
your change in terminology, is a part of the function included her
Inst, year now found in another program element?
Mr. t1 .ASEN. No, this is a realdecrease, Mr. Andrews.
EXPLANATION' OF

PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. What, is the general purpose of this program?

Mr. HANSEN. It is a support program that provides satellites and
sounding rockets for the Air Force research and exploratory development program. It also does development work in the balloons themselves and their components.
Mr. ANDREWS. Questions?
BALLOONS

Mr. MTNSHALL. I would like to hear something right now about
balloons. Do you have a balloon expert with you, Mr. Secretary ?
Mr. HANSEN. Have we any balloon experts?
Mr. MINSHALL. General, are you going to volunteer?
General Prrrs. I know the applications we have used balloons for
in the past, such as to measure various atmospheric parameters, test
prototype satellite equipment, and to make solar measurements, which
cannot bo otbained on the ground because of atmospheric effects.
Mr. MiNsiMLL. This is $4 million worth, or partof it is.
General Prrr.
Colonel HOReMANN. I have about half a million dollars for balloons, and it isgenerally for the development of new materials, sensors
and equipment. Also, it might develop some new cables and ground
handling equipment which will allow us to tether a balloon over one
spot Thse Air Foroeprogram is the major balloon development effort
You wil'remember several 'easne of the doctors of the Air Force
jumped out at a very high altitude to show that he could survive.
Mi. MSHALL. ft d i d not work, though, for
I one gqy I know of.
wrong.
went
Something
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Colonel HoEXAN,: The Air Force officer did survive.

Mr. MmewAur. I remember about 2 years ago a civilian jumped out
and somethig went wrong.
Colonel HOEMAWN. This work also supports other agencies. For
example, some of the work that NASA ha done where they took some
of their MARS landing craft up to high altitudes and dropped them
to see how they were going to land-we furnished the ballbon tech.
nology that enabled them to I thaso-ondWe do balloon launching
for NASA and for other
le.
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USR OF LARGE SAWONS

Mr.1nws.
On page 174, you say: "Development of extremely
lage balloons, 80 million cubic feet or greater, wl be continued in
order to provide greater altitudes and payload weight capabilities."
What dO you use thosebig balloons for, colonel?
Colonel Hozamwn.I am sorry, sir. I am not familiar with the

toas t!y.carry. I ws trying to answer Mr. Minall's question.
Mr. A*murw Can anybody tell us what you use thosbig balloons
Mr. Mn;h&tI

n"ke them.

Maybe they are just going to see how big they can

fra., HAm. I am sum there is a better reason than that" We will

_v to talktothe people who ae doing this and supply something for

-.
1Mr, Aw
What do heycost, who makes them, where do you
Gftfteybod. answer and -tell usabout the balloons?
the two leading balloon manuftoturer$ at*
d cI th
Mg
W,
W enerMo2Aend.ve Industries.
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Mr. Awaws. I think, Mr. Secretary, you had better put something
in the record about balloons, because we might be asked questions, and
we can tell the Members nothing based on what you and your supporting witneem have told us.
Mr. MNsmu We can just say it is up in the air and we do not
know.
Mr. Anmaws. And we would be correct
Do you know anything about balloons, general I
General McNicmiz Not a great deal, Mr. Andrews, I know we have
been down to places like South America to launch a balloon to 100,000
feet and take up a large payload of sounding instruments and thereby
get a longer period on station, rather than just firing a rocket at different times of the year.
Mr. AxDunws. Is the purpose of it to study atmospheric conditions?
General McN1.cx z e-sir; to take ut instruments that give the
scientists conditions at 100,000 and 150,000 eet.
Mr. ANDsws. Are these balloons recoverable I

General McNicwx We have developed a recovery system however
it is not economical for very high altitude balloons. Tetlered balloons
which can reach altitudes of 10,000 feet are recovered, of course.
(The information follows:)
BAuzoox INFORMATION

The Air Force Is one of the world's maJor developers and the largest user of
plastic baillooL These balloons provide a stable high-altitude platform for a
variety of uses such as the collection of atmospheric data, the observation of
stellar and planetary characteristics beyond the Interfering effects of about 00
percent of the atmosphere, antenna tests, radio propagation measurements, high
energy particle Investigations, measurement of blast effects, measurements In
the spectrum from radio through osmice radiations, and tests of spaee-mssion
components In a near-space environment. In tactical applications, blloos have
shown a significant operational capability to augment more conventional weapons
systems. Additionally, balloon platforms show promise of radically Improving the
efciency and capability of future tactical weapons systems. It Is sOUigncant that
all three classes of balloons (free, tethered, and powered) use the same basic
technologies
The balloon platform provides long Sight duration in an undisturbed environment up to 160.000 feet, large payload capability with virtually no restrictions on
payload configuration, high reliabllty, precision trajectory control, and low cost.
The USA? develops and launches over 150 completely Instrumented research balloon systems each year. The teehnlques, balloons and balloon components developed each year by the Air Force are eztenuively used by other Governnt agen-

cies and their contractors including the U.S. Navy, U.S. Army, Defense Atomic
Support Agency, Atomic Enersy Commlsvion, Advancsd Research Projects
Agency, National Science foundation, and others.
Free balloon capabilities are measured In term o flight alttuds, fSlgt duraties payload capacity, range of trajectory for Sight ooentro and data retrieval
purposes, and reliability. The following table shows progress that has been made
over the past 5 years:
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Today's reliability for polyethylene balloons Is greater than 00 percent, and
100 percent Is approached for the more expensive balloons fabricated from
reinforced materials called "aJcrim," usually Mylar supported by dacron thread.
Control and telemetry during free balloon flight are now achieved over ranges
up to 5,00 miles from control tcnters. The altitude and payload limits tare obviously not all attainable in the same flight. Marked advantes have been lemonstated, however, in the successful research flights of a 26 million cubic foot
volume free balloon carrying 2,300 pounds to an altitude of 131.000 feet, a 9 mill.
lion cuble foot balloon carrying 10,000 pounds to 90,000 feet, and In 1008 a
29 million cubic foot balloon (the world's largest to date) with a 400-pound payload to 106,000 feet.
Flight durations of months are now possible using superpressure free balloons
(overpreasure balloons that float at a constant-density altitude without the use
of ballast). Conventional zero-pressure balloons can only fly for periods In Cxcvms
of four weeks at the expense of carrying a substantial amount of ballast as part
of the payload.
Free balloons containing a powered, directed flight capability have a potential which in under investigation as a quiet, stable platform for a number of
speclalled missions.
Tethered balloons are capable of carrying a 000-2,000 payload to 15,000 feet
for periods varying from hours to weeks. Techniques have been developed to permit stable tethered operation in varied meteorological conditions including winds
il, to 50 knots. Such balloons can be rapidly retrieved and reflown. Tactical applications are varied and important. For example, 18 tethered balloons have been
used 24 hours a day in Vietnam as radio relay stations operating between field
units and combat control centers, and seven more have been requested by the
Army. Previously helicopters, orbiting for ten hours a day, were used for this
function. It has been estimated that the balloon system Is saving $1,000 per day
for each balloon, and the radio relay capabilities which have been Increased
by 14 hours a day can be valued only iu terms of American and South Vietnamese lives. .
Another development uses a tethered balloon platform for a wideband data
transmission system for remote command, control, and TV relay from various
tactical weapons. Other future system possibilities Include battlefield conmUand
and control, tactical aircraft strike control, and others, all performed on a real
time basis.
The history of ballooning over the past 15 years has thown that requirements
have conslstently exceeded the state of the art. For the future, altitudes to
200,000 feW have been requested by ultraviolet and ozone investigators: the
Optcal, cosmic ray and high energy particle sclenUsts are In need of flights
above 1206000 feet carrying payloads of tons; and extended tzeavy load capabilltie, unique air launched balloon systems and tethered balloon advances would
serve important tactical operational purposes.
The major balloon manufacturers are Raven Industries, Sloux Falls, S. Dak.;
0. T. SehJeldahl Co., Northfteld, Minn.; Winzen Research, Minneapolis, Minn.,
and the Goodyear Aerospace Corp., Akron, Ohio. Balloons range in cost from
approximately $2,000 for a 840 cubic foot balloon to $22,000 for a 29 million
cubic foot polyethylene balloon.

Mr. AwDRzWS. Any further questions?
TETJEl

D BALLOON SITE

Mr. Lipsoma. Could you tell us where this new tethered balloon site
under the fiscal year 1969 program was established I
General MONICKLE. No.
Mr. UL
soxu. Was it paid for out of research and development
funds? Was the initial work on the cable for high-altitude tethered

balloons completed f Was this a one-time costI

Mr. MINSTIAL,. How high up do these tethered balloons go ?
General McNicxuz. 15,000 feet, or so.
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Mr. MINSTIAL. Tethered to the ground I Aren't they a danger to air
navigation?
Ceneral McNicKuL Yes, sir. That is the reason we go to the more

remote places.
(Off the record.)

Mr. LiPs0m0m. Will you put in the record the cost and how the new
tethered balloon site was financed? Maybe that is why there is a
reduction in the program this year.
General Pr rrs. We will provide something for the record on that, sir.
(The information follows:)
CosT or Temum BALLON Smr
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL) have established a
tethered balloon site at the White Sands Missile Range, N. Mex. This site is
approximately 95 highway miles north northwest of the permanent balloon
detachment at Holoman Air Force Base. This location was picked because of Its
proximity to the balloon detachment, the ability to use the White Sands Range
ground instrumentation, and the lack of Bight altitude restrictions Improvements
to the site were financed by R.D.T. & I. funds provided by AFCRL These Improvements Included asphalt pavement of the launch area and the fabrication of
concrete ducts to contain the tethered cable from the winch to the launch point.
Through fiscal year 1969, approximately $6,000 has been spent for these

improvement&
Mr. Lnv" omx.

We do not get into this to put you on the spot, but
it is our understanding you understood we were going to discuss some
of these things before the committee.
General MONxcIUL We will bring a balloon expert tomorrow, if
you wish.
(Off the record.)
Mr. AWDREws. Any further questions?

(No response.)

AvANo

SPACE GUIANCE

Mr. ANDnuws. Now we shall talk about advanced space guidance.
You are requestim $7 million for advanced space guidance as
compared to $I.9 milon in fiscalyear 169 and $2 million in fiscal
year 1968. Tell us thejustification for such a large percentage increase
m this area.
Dr. YARYMOvyCH. The advanced space guidance effort is right now
primarily concentrating on a program called SPARS, space precision attitude reference. This system will give us capability of
pointing the sensors on satellites to an accuracy which is an order of

magnitude better than we have been able to heretofore. In past years,
we have been iavmg conceptual stUdies done by two contractors. Now
we have selected one of them to proceed to build'a breadboard itprm
and prototype of this unit.
i
Wtiat is the relationship between this program and
the aerospace avionics program we discussed a bit ago?
Mr. -AsNS. These are cmfiipletely separate programs. They have no
relationship to each other.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Is this program related to the MOL in any wayI

Mr. HANSEN. No;

it is not.
LOW PRIORITY ITMS

Mr. ANDREWS. The program presented to the committee last year

included $3 million for this function. The justification in support of
the fiscal year 1970 budget show that only $1.9 million was programed.
Is this an indication that there are items of relatively low priority
here which would probably be further deferred if across-the-boarl
reductions are required in fiscal year 1970?
Dr. YARYXOVYCH. The items I spoke about were originally intended
to be carried through the phase of fabricating and testing an engineering model to keep a better competitive advantage between the two,
but as we proceeded further we found, first of all, it might be too
expensive to keep the two contractors going all the way, so we cut one
of them out; and, besides, one of them showed quite superior performance.
PURPOSE OF PROGRAM

Mr. AmxRzws. Tell us briefly what the purpose of this advanced

space guidance program is.

Dr.YA yxovyn. The purpose of this program is to develop better
techniques for providing attitude reference and guidance to space
vehicles. Within that we have various projects.
Mr. AND=Rws. Is NASA engaged in this work?
Dr.
Notother
in this
part that we are doing.
They ofYARYMOVYCH.
course are doing
workparticular
in this field.

Ar. ANREiWs. What differentiates your work from their work in
this field ?
Dr. YARY oVYCH. The precision pointing requirements are a partic-

ular military requirement. There are others.
Mr. AiwiREs. Explain that.
Dr. YARYxovYCH.

SPACE PRECISION ALTITUDE REFERENCE SYSTEM

(SPARS)

Mr. ANDREWS. Discuss the space precision attitude reference system

(SPARS), which is part of your advanced space guidance program.
Tell the committee what you are trying to achieve with this system
that cannot be achieved with presently available systems.
Dr. YARYMOVYOH. The space precision attitude reference system,
which I have alluded to several times now, is a combination of the star
tracker, gyro package, a computer, and optical alinement. All these
four elements are combined into a total system to'provide a very precise
attitude reference between a sensor and the vehicle platform.
Mr. ANREws. How much of the $7 million programed in this area
is for SPARS?
Dr. YARYmOVYCH. $6.6 million.

Mr. ANREWS. It takes up most of the money, then.
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Dr. YARYMOVYoH. Yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you give this program very high priority, Mr.

Secretary?

Mr. HANSEN. Yes, I think this is an extremely important program

for the reasons that Dr. Yarymovych outlined.
Mr. ANmRws. What is the total estimated amount you will spend on
the SPARS effortI
Dr. Y xzovYcix -million is estimated.

Mr. AiNDzws. When do you expect to have it completed?
Dr. YARYMOVYCH. This estimate is through
Mr. ANDREWS. On what Air Force space vehicle will the SPARS
guidance be used ?
Mr. HANSEN. We plan to put it on the Agena.
Dr. YARYMOVYOJ. The SPARS system will be originally testflown on one of the SESP flights which we were discussing before.
It still has not been determined which one it will be.
Mr. HANSEN. Space experiment support program flights.
FUNDS

FOR ADVANCED SPACE GUIDANCE PROGRAM

Mr. A
vrnws. Furnish a breakdown for the record so the coinmittee may see what specific items are identified with this request of
$7 million.
Mr. HANasE. Yes
(The information follows:)
L Space precision attitude reference system (SPARS):

(a) Complete $6 engineering model fabrication phase --------- $ 4.2
(6) Backup component development in sW tracker baffling, de-

d imbals .-- .............................

tectos.

(o) Log leadtie release for night model and synchronous altitude spoIeations study

.......

.......

Subtotal (SPARS)--......................
I. labis guidance software system:
(a) ein

1.2

-.

-------------------

Subtotal (software system) -----------------------.
8&Bued toowtgs
wgt:
lot =rol ar ing Develoaat Center-------------------.
6~ Holloman, Central Inertl Gu~idance Teat Facilty---------Subkotu (am te*ss
Aj

*i

or.

o

.......
.=.oN.

--------.

. .......................

Mr Avmws.
lNo,
thank you,
Mr.
Mr. Rhodes
I

Mr. Rinoo

4

prototype o softwargeneration and validation sys-

tern

Mr*

.0

No questions.

Mr. Aimw
ws. We will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow.

4
11
.05
20

. 0.
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FRIDAY, JUNE 27, 1969.
LIQUID ROCKET TECHNOLOGY
NEED FOR CONTINUED DETL'LOENT

Mr. ANDrzws. The committee will come to order.
We will take up this morning liquid rocket technology.
You are requesting $11 million for advanced liquid rocket technology. This is an increase above the $8 million programed in fiscal year
1969 and the $3.4 million in fiscal year 1968. Why must the Air Force
support such an expensive program in liquid rocket technology
Mr. HATsEN. This is advanced development work, Mr. Chairman,
that is aimed at anticipated military needs for very highperformancc,
lightweight, small volume, throttleable engine systems. There are two
principal rocket systems involved in the program. One is a highpressure engine system which is aimed at a reusable launch vehicle.
The other is a hydrogen-fluorine engine system that is intended for
ye hi h-energy maneuverable orbital stage.
AMr. ANmzWS. You are no longer developing liquid rocket ICBM's.
You are using solid propellant enrino. NAS has extensive development efforts in the area of liquidrocket propulsion. Why can't you
depend on NASA developments for liquid rocket technology
Mr. HA.xSEN. NASA has no corresponding development& The rocket
development effort of the Air Force and NASA are quite highly
coordinated through the DOD/NASA/Aeronautics and Astronautics
Coordinating Board, and in fact the development for the high-pressure engine is being partially funded by NASA. They have transferred funds to the Air Force that supplement the Air Force funds
that are going into the Pratt & Whitney high-pressure engine contract.
I am very confident that there is no duplication between our effort and
the effort being done by NASA.
Mr. ANDmWS. Just what rockets do you have in mind with respect
to rocket technolog? A anything new? Anything expected to be developed today, or is it out ii the future I
Mr. HANSEN. The application is directed to the future. The advanced
engine development is always a longer leadtime item than the vehicle
system to which it is to be applied that it goes on. The high-pressure
engine is specifically aimed at powering a recoverable, reusable space
vehicle. The hydrogen-fluorine engine is speciflcally aimed at a multiple restart capability, very high performanve, very low weight and
volume engine that would be used in an upper stage vehicle which
might be carried to orbit in a recoverable orbital vehicle. It would
have the capability to have very high maneuverability in orbit.
Mr. AxDREws. With what specific program or programs is the $3
million increase associatedI
Mr. HANSEN. The $3 million increase is entirely in the high-pressure
engine. It is about $5.4 million in fiscal year 1969 and goes to about
$8.4 million in fiscal 1970 as that engine moves more into the hardware
portion of the contract.
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BREAKDOWN OF FISCAL YEAR 19TO FUNDS

rouMr.hl¥ANDREWS.
I

How much of the $11 million will be for hardware

Wr.AA
aNz. I don't haveMr. ANDREWS. Supply'that for the record ?
Mr. HANszN. I can supply it for the record.
Mr. AwNutws. Give us a breakdown of the $11 million for the record.
Mr. HAsz*. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
LiquiD ItocxT TEonoLooy BREAKDOWN
The $11 mflUon for liquid rocket technology Is required to fund development
contracts and purchase propellants as follows:
The high performance liquid rocket technology project requires $8,4 million of
Which $7.9 million is committed to the engine contract with Pratt & Whitney.
-West Palm Beach,t1. and $50,0000 is required for purchase of propellants. Of
the $79 =onllo, approximately $25 million is for experimental and demonstrator
engine hardware and the remaining $2.65 million is for test of the hardware.
The advanced maneuvering propulsion technology project requires $2.6 million
of, which $2.89 million Is committed- to the engine contract with Rocketdyne,
Canoga Park, Calif. and $210000 Is required for purchase of propellants. Of
the $2.39 million, approximately $1.47 million is for experimental hardware and
the remaining $920,Q00 isfor test.
In summary, then, of the $U million, a total of $6.72 million is required for
experimental hardware, $.57 million for test and $710,000 is for propellants.
ADVANCED LIQUID ENGINE FOR SPACE 811tTVTLE VEIIICLF

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the Air Force requirement for a modular
100,000-pound thrust advanced storable liquid.rocket engine ?
I Mr. A sNSE.
The advanced orbital storable liquid rocket engine program was completed in December of 1967, and is no longer an active
project. The intent of that program was to bring along technology
)ased on the potential need for an improved engine in the transtage
on the TitanlIIc or the Agena vehicles. To date this technology has
not been applied to any specific vehicle.
Mr. ADREWS. With What Air Force space programs is an advanced
cryogenic rocket Q
e,
associate?.
Mr. H zANSM. This is the high-,pressure hydrogen oxygen demonstration engine, XL1A-129 engine being developed by Pratt &Whitney.
It would be used in a reusable launch vehicle, space transportation
,system and possibly in the NASA space shuttle program. This is the
effort that'NASA is providing complementary fundingMr. AZDRsWS. What space transportation system are you talking
about?
Mr. HAN SN. I am talking aboutMr. ANDiEWs. We'don't hive any such systemI
Mr. HNSE , No, sir. This is 'ust what NASA calls a space shuttle.
,They have been doing some study work under four study contractors.
The Ai~'Fo'ce has one or two study contracts from SAUSO who are
massemmng DOD requirements for a space transportation system. Both
of thee efforts are in response to the President's request for a proposed
National space program plan to be Aubmitted to him late this summer
by a space task group chaired by the Vice President.
Mr. ANDPWS. You say NASA has four contracts?
Mr. HANS.EN. These are study contracts.

Mr. ANmDaws. Isn't that enough-kudy for all purposes? Why would
the Air Forci have to get into that act if NASA has four contracts?
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Mr. lAxE. There are various concepts for a space transportation

system.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does the Air Force have a need for a space transportaioll system?

Mr. ILNst,. We think eventually we will. We think that we will
1e able to show that by having a recoverable launch vehicle system, we
can save the country money over continuing to use our present expendable launch vehicles where every time the vehicle is used it is thrown
away
2r.ANDREWS. NASA has recently demonstrated considerable ability
to maneuver in space and dock and'rendezvous in the Apollo program.
Are you, to some extent, duplicating NASA efforts with an advanced
inaneuvering propulsion tec1klology )rograw, designed to demonstrate
an advancedtnianeuveruig engine
Mr. HANSEN. No, sir; we are not.

NASA's maneuvering and space capability with the A lo has a
maximum capability of about 8,000 feet per second of velocity. This
is a measure of the maneuverability, and the projected Air Force
.
requirement to carry out its military missions is of the order of It will take a more highly maneuverable vehicle to be able to accomplish those missions-.
Mr. ANDREWS. If this program continues to completion and the $92.6
million total cost estimate is accurate, what will we get for the $92.6
millionI
Mr. A xsEN. We will get the technology work that has been completed on the storable engine program, which is program 1. Programs
2 and 3 are the two engines that I have described before, the-high
pressure hydrogen-oxygen engine and the advanced maneuverable
propulsion engine which is fluorine and hydrogoei:fluorine. What we
wil -have is a demonstration of those engines brought up to the point
where they are ready to be designed to ffight configuration.
Mr. ANDm.Ws. What use will be made of those engines?
Mr. HANSEN. The engines, which are developmental or demonstra-

tion engines, will be used to rum an extensive series of evaluation tests
at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory at Edwards AFB. The purpose
of these tests is to demonstrate that the engines are adequately designed and developed for production design and utilization in vehicles,
as I previously mentioned.
M r. ANDREWS. I know that, but when produced and put into use
what will they do? How will they be used?
Mr. HANSEN. The high-pressure engine would be used to propel the
stage or stages of a recoverable launch vehicle system. The hydrogenfluorine engine would be used to propel a very high energy upper
stage which would be used as an orbital vehicle.
STATUS OF ENGINE AND SiIUiTLE VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. Any questions on this item?
Mr. LiPsCO=B. At just what stage of development are the vehicles

now? Bring us up to date on this recoverable vehicle. Where do we
stand?
Mr. HANSEN. The recoverblel
Mr. LiPsCoxB. Is that an Air Force program, too?
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Mr. HAmSSiz. There is an Air Force vehicle study under the space

transportation system study program. This is a joint effort of DOD
and NASA to determine whether it is feasible to develop for the
country a single recoverable launch vehicle. Such a vehicle could re

place the variety of current expendable launch vehicles and provide
the country with a capability at lower cost than the present cost of
launching and throwing them away each time.

Mr. Lfnom Does this engine with its recoverable vehicle and also
the other satellites or vehicles you are talking about have a military
mission?
Mr. IUsax. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us about it.
Mr. HAsr;Sn. Yes, sir. This would have the capability to launch all
of the military mission if this system were developed.
Mr. Anvwiwws. What. kind of mission I That is what we would like
to know.
Mr. Lnrscoja. You are talking way out in space.
Mr. HAxnsx. All missions to include all satellites for communications, navigation, meterology, , and any military purpose whatsoever.
Mr. AxRzniws. Not launching missiles, weapons I That was the MOL
progragi was it not?
Mr. firsm . No, sir. The MOL program did not have a mission to
launch weapons.
I want to emphasize that the space transportation system is in just
a very early stage of concept formulation. However, these engines are
very long lead items and were started on the basis that sooner or later
the country has to come to these kinds of concepts. It does not make
any more sense to throw away the launch vehicle every time than it
would to have a trans-Atlantic transportation system where every
time you flew across the Atlantic and landed the plane you burned
it and took the next trip with a new plane. In order to really have
economics in -spgc operations we have to eventually get to a fully
recoverable system where you just gas it up and' take a payload to
orbit and return to earth, land, refurbish the vehicle and reuse it.
This opens up a great new horizon for use 6f space because if a satellite in orbit failed,you would have the capability to fly up to it, inspect
and repair it or br,ngit back to earth.
General Borur4. Or rescue.
Mr. Lnsox. What techniques are you looking into for recovery
of the recoverable vehicle f
Mr.,HAmps*. There are two principal concepts that are being studied.
One is called the stage and a hal, in which there are expendable
drop tanks. The vehicle takes off, drops some expendable fuel tanks,
flys its mission, returns and lands. The concept that is currently genesrally favored is one that is completely recoverable. In this system
there are two or three vehicles that are connected together and take off
together. One goes on to orbit and the remaining bo6ster vehicles go up
to about 8,006-feet per second and then separate and return to the
launch baso and lad.
I,
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Mr. Lmwoomx. Do you think that you could get by with a program
lik this at the same funding level as you had for fiscal year r9691
Mr. HaNsax. No sir. We would not be able to continue the program
as planned. It wouid have to be delayed because there is a hardware
cost buildup as we go into the actual construction and testing of the
I would remind you that all we are talking about in this advanced
development line is doing advanced work on the engine. The highpressure engine bei developed in this program is at a 250,000-pound
level. The studies indicate that that engine for a space transportation
system would have to be scaled up to about 1-million-pound thrust for
production. This engine program is being conducted as a feasibility
demonstration engs e
Mr. Lweo3w. Visit a military program I
Mr. HAxsr. Yes, sir. It is a military program and it isMr. Lscom. Could we not cut $2 million or $8 million at this
point? I am getting, as all Members are, hundreds of thousands of
letters that we are not able to finance our educational program adequately this year because of limitations on funds. It occurs to me that
here is a program that is out in space and a program for which perhaps
you really don't have a mission lined up. You don't have a vehicle
andMr. A simiws. If the gentleman would yield, NASA has four contracts on the same thing?
Mr. ILixisr*. No, eir. I would like to correct your statement, Mr.
Andrews. NASA has no contracts on these engines. They are very
interested in these engines.
Mr. Lpsooxa Let NASA pay for them then. The military has
enough problems running wars, and military things like that, and
they-have been put in business they don't belong in. I am getting
a little concerned about some of this now.
Mr. HANsEN. These engines and the vehicles they would be intended
for are. Aimed at carrying out military missions at a lower cost to
the country by putting Up satellites with recoverable launch vehicles
instead of doing it with the present very costly technique of throwing
away the launch vehicle every flight. We also have no way to go up
and recover the hardware or inspect the hardware that is in orbit
consistent with, military requirements to 1w'rform. these functions.
I think this is a very good program and I think that to not put the
funds in to go ahead with it simpyMr. LuPsoxs. How much would it delay it if we took $2 million
out of a program like this and used the $2 million for the national
education program I
Mr. UAws. I think we would have to analyze the program to
see what we could do at a lower funding level and see how much
it would delay it. It would incur a delay and make the program cost
more in the long run. Once you. have planned a program in an orderly
fashion , if you stretch out some part of it you save money this year
but make th total program cost more.
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UCE FUNDIO LEVE

Mr. Ltmx&We will find a couple million dollars in here some.
place.
You say that every progr m that we are talking about today and
tomorrow and the next 6 y is in the same position-that we just
camnt possibly reduce them or delete them I
Mr. HANSENw. No, sir. I think it would be presumptive of me to
say that about the total package, but I do thifik that these developmentashare specifically aimed at a very good program.
Mr. Lnuv.s. T am getting a little discourage. In the next 48
hours why don't all of you Mt down and determine where you can
give us a clue as to where we could reduce some of these programs !
That would save another 48 hours of inquiring into the Rrograms.
Why don't we do something like that I I am not being facetious. You
ms. You
am really not justifying the military necessity of the pr
have not demonstrated one iota to me that there is a military mission
for this program now which requires us to rush ahead with. Admittedly
we should go into basic research and study, but to go ahead and
develop an engine in these times I don't inow. So ar you don't
impress me one bit that the Congress shouldn't reduce thii program
by $8 or $4 million. Someplace in this massive budget there must be
some funds we can cut. There must be.
Every time we ask you, "Could you get along for less ?" you. say,
no- either the contract will blow up or the program will
My goi
belengthened out and it will cost you more, or something.
It is just getting ridiculous. We ask about each of these items. I
get frustrated listening and every day I have been making speeches.
We have got to find someplace where we can come up with a reasonable
program, and you just haven't got it this year.
Mr. HANsE. You mentioned the military mission. IfMr. Lnscoxm. What is the military mission in space? You don't
even have one. You have satellites forMr. HAxszN. Communications and early warning.
Mr. Lnusoomx. Are you having trouble with th6se programs I
Mr. HANsN2. The military mission is to be able to continue those
programs at a lower cost to the country.
Mr.Linvwx& You are not doing it this way.
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir. I challenge you on that point.
Mr. Lscom Go ahead. Good.
Mr. HANSEN. I say if you take the projected traffic of the military

for satellites-

aMr. Ln-sO

. Are you doing all the military traffic for Army,

Navy, and Air Force?
Mr. HANSEN. The Air Force is the pnipal. space agent.T

dre a; couple of exceptions, but we xo all of the launches; yes, sir.
If you take the total cos of exPendable launch vehicles for some
itia~'s,
its verY large
period of time such as10or: 20 y
reasonable
bill of niey.*
We believe tht we' can desi n a recoverable launch
a sItflntlyiessto for the country,
veiicle whichwill do
of thes ngine .
m
and the longest lead item for it .is the developneVt
This is an advanced development program for a high-performance
engine system.

I
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Mr. Lmmooxu. I would again ask you frankly, Why couldn't you
reduce this program by $3 or $2 million, or just tell the committee
"Maybe we could get by with a million dollars less"?'
I want to hear somdng positive for a change. Everything we
touch is sacrosanct-except that one you tried to explain yesterday
and we finally found out it was canceled.
Mr. HLNSEN. When a program is aimed at reducing the cost of a
task that we are already obligated to do, the sooner we get on with it,
the sooner the cost reductions come to bear.
Mr. Luscome. So there is no misunderstanding how I feelMr. HAxes. I understand how you feel.
Mr. LuPscos (continuing). rs it a bad suggestion that you go
through this big budget book and see what you can determine is unnecessary?
General Pwns. Mr. Lipscomb, we will take a look and come back
and advise you as to requirements for absolute funding in this area.
For that second engine, there is a very definite military mission,
that is the advanced maneuver propulsion technology.
Mr. L 50 n We must get that done ?
. I am trying to point out that there
General Prs. Yes, sir. is military need for an engine which has Me characteristics to do
that job. Tat is the second engine.
&sOOM.
Thatis all rikht.
M. L
I just want you to know rght now that I am going to make an
effort to reduce your research and development budget.
General Prri. Yes, sir.
(The information requested follows:)

Possum Rumorzow rW

AnvAzon LiquI TzCHoNOLOGY POAm

The funds requested in this area are the absolute minimum practical amount
required to continue these projects in fiscal year 1970. This year's contractual
commitment for high performance liquid rocket technology Is $8.4 million of

which $50000 is required to purchase propellants necessary for component test
brings We have limited this year's activities to:
(a) Continue engine component developments started in fiscal year 1969 (e.g.,
test of the main fuel turbopump, the preburner injector, and the oxidizer valve).
( Begin fabrication of the main chamber, the oxidizer turbopump and the
nomle. Unless these two activties are carried on, we will not be able to demonstrate XLR-129 engine performaance in August 1971, which is necessary for an
orderly program on the reuseable space transportation system.
The advanced maneuvering propulsion contractual commitment is $2.6 million of which $210,000 is required to purchase propellants necessary for engine
component test firings. The planned task for fiscal year 1970 is to finish building
one segmented injector and thust chamber and fire It. There is no way to re.
due the quantity of component test hardware and still maintain progress tomission application.
ward demonstrating this engine for FUNDING FOR THE FUTURE

Mr. Ltrs Ox. You have not yet justified all of the substantial
amounts that you have in here. Next year if you find that you could
not get by in fiscal year 1970 you will come back with a better presentation and better justification for the programs that you need in fiscal
year 1971.
r . HxsENm. I assure you thatwe are going to attempt to ake--Mr. Lwsom You didn't make. up, this budget, Mr. SecretarY.
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You keep trying to justify it but you have not had time to go through
here item-by-ita.
Mr. HANSFN. This particular item, Mr. Lipscomb, the advanced-.
Mr. In'scomza. This is not your budget that you are justifying.
As far as I know, you inherited this budget, isn't that right?
Mr. HANSEN. I inherited it.
Mr. LIPscoxB. You don't have to defend every program in this
book.
Mr. HAzNSEN. This particular program is one-let me say a little
more abut it.
Mr. LiPscoMB. This is not tfle only program that you have been
justifying. You have been attempting to justify every one of them.
You don't have to do that.
Mr. ANDREws. This is your revised budget.
Mr. LPscox. They revised it to a degree.
Mr. HANSE . This wasMr. ANDREWS. You stand by this budget here, do you not, Mr.
Secretary
I
Mr. eASEN.
Yes, sir. I have had the opportunity to review it. It
was revised by the present administration fore I came on the job
but one of the first thing that I did was to spend time with my predecessor going over it. The reason that I have defended this particular
program so strongly is that I was well aware of it for several years
before I came into this job. Dr. Seamans and Dr. Paine of NASA
have directed a joint DOD-NASA study of the Space Transportation
System, and the cochairmen of that study are Dr. George Mueller
of NASA and Grant Hansen of the Air Force. So I am very familiar
with this area.
Mr. Lwo*B, I am glad that you are in on this project and feel so
deeply about it. In some respects maybe I am sorry I picked on this
pa, icular on, so I will ftid another.
Mr. HRANSuN. The depth of my feeling reflects my honest belief that
there is the potential in this program to save the country a very large
amount of money. I will say that I intend to do as much work as I am
personally capable of to try to apply my thinking to the next budget
cycle where Iwill have the opportunity to get into it earlier. I do
know that--Mr. LncomB. You will get an opportunity. You are going to start
the cycle next monthI
Mr. HANSzN. Wo have started the cycle already. We are in a position
on many of these programs where the Air Force's original desires are
sent forward to D.D.R. & E. and are revised upward or downward
there. When we finally arrive at an administration recommendation
as to what the program is, I feel that it is our job to come here and
try to explain that program to the best of our understanding of it.
ORIGINAL FUNIANG FOR 1049

M*r.

w

ol. Just one more question before we leave this program,
i the .omm know what the program was piogrmed
for in fiscalyear 1969 originally?
Mr.
a&m
, yo u ang a*ut the liquid rocket techlogy
Nesanye

P

r

xs The advanced liquid rocket technology program.
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General Pinrs. It held at $8 million all the way through.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. It was not attacked in any wayl

General Piirs. No, sir. Our record shows $8 million submitted and
$8 million al)proved.
Mr. L

isco

n. Last year's justification shows $8.4 million. Evi-

dently you were reduced in some way $400,000.
Mr. FirN. That was part of the overall congressional reduction
within the amount appropriated. The $8 million is what the original
approved program was for.
General Pirrs. I was talking to appropriated money.
Mr. LIPScAMB. That is a $400,000 reduction?
Mr. FINE. $400,000 was the reduction.

Mr. LIiscoMB. How much difficulty did that $400,000 reduction
cause in the program
Mr. FiNE. Coming early enough in the year, I am sure it could have

been accommodated without any significant effect upon the program
or schedules.
Mr. LIPscOMB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
DEFENSE SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

AND DEMONSTRATION

CAPABILITY OF MISSILE SYSTEM

Mr. ANDREWS. Now we will take up Defense Subsystem Development
and Demonstration.
You are requesting $12.9. million for a project called Defense Subsystem Development and Demonstration. Under this project, you are
attempting to demonstrate the feasibility of-nonnuclear kill of
ballistic missile reentry vehicles. This is, of course, an antiballistic
missile effort. Tell the committee what the status of this program is and
how feasible you believe such an approach to ballistic missile defense
appears to be.
QGeneral McNICKLE. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I have
Colonel Foster here an expert on the program.
Mr. ANDmws. Colonel ?
Colonel Fos'rT. The status of the program is this:
where the original program was
We have a flight scheduled due to fund restrictions it will now only test
intended to
- flights there is no further funded
effort. At the end of those
Mr. ANDREWS. Is this truly an antiballistic missile programI
Colonel FosTm. It is aa advanced development program. It could
evolve into a weapon that could be applied to ballistic missile defense,
we believe.
Mr. Amimws. How long have you been working on this program?
Colonel Fos=. It got started in the initial stages about 1965.
Mr. AzRnw& Working on it 4 years I
Colonel Fov=,. Yes, sir. However, there has been a fund reduction
every year.
Mr. ANPDRwS. If we get the Sentinel system will you still need this
system?

Colonel Foonx This program could aply to ballistic missile defense, regardless of whatbooster-you are talki about or what system.
84-os$-.--pt. 4-. ---32
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It is not a system in itself. It is essentially a front end to fit on a booster; to be compatible with Spartan, Minuteman, or Polaris.

Mr. ANDREWS. You are talking here about a warhead ?

Colonel FOSTER. I am talking about an upper stage
Mr. ANREs. It would be an antiballistic missile system?
Colonel FOSTER. Yes, sir. It is like'a Sidewinder out in space.
Mr. AND Ews. If you get the Sentinel system, would you still need
this system I
Colonel FosTm. You could still make good use of this upper stage,
yes sir,
.
TERMINATION OF PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. When do you see the end of this program?
Colonel FosT=. This program will end by the end of fiscal year
1970. There are no further funds.
.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is what you hope to do?
Colonel FosTm. That is what we have hoped to do; but we did not
get the money, to do it.
Mr. ANDREWS. What are you going to do with the $12.9 million if
you get itI
Colonel FOSTER. We will demonstrate
-

SUPPLMUFENT TO SENTINEL' SYSTEM

General McNICKELr. The Army is very interested in this, Mr. Chairman. Actually also putting money into it.
Mr. ANDRnEWS. If you had the system you would supplement the
I
Sentinel ? '
General McNxc
. Yes, sir; with a nonnuclear or small nuclear
capability.
"Mr.'
ANDREWS.You could place these missiles, rockets, whatever you
attach to it, at places other than the sites of the Sentinel system;

right?

. General McNIcKLE. Yes, sir; if desired; but there is no need to do

this.

Mr. ANDREWS. This program was substantially increased from the
$5 million programed in the January budget to $12.9 million and the
estimate of the total .cost of the program was increased from $17.8
million to
million. Is this indicative of cost increases in this
effort or does this reflect a, technological breakthrough which you
wish to exploit?
Colonel Fosm. I would like to answer both of those. It is a technological breakthrough we hope t exploit. We do not feel it is a cost
increase. Rather, it is a better estimate of the cost of the program
whic&was in a gteat state of flux at the time the budget was first
submitted. At that time, thy were deciding to cut the program back
to the minimum progr m that oo016dld et and ctill make use of the
money: that hadalready 'been spent. Thispriogram turned 6ut to be
the --.
At the time it was estimated that we ought to be'able to
~ A tiidying the request to
do this fdr: $ "taiiht The oAi ;F ~ *_~
provide them minimum program and the actual cost was $1,9,millin.

-MT:A~tIt 16#i
x

d Idthit the '$12.9 ilidh reqested for,
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Colonel FOSTER. It will complete the phase that is approved. It will
not complete the program as we had originated it.
Mr. ANDREWS. WIien do you expect to make a decision to continue,
redirect, or reorient this program?
Colonel FoSTER. Well, D.D.R. & E. has already decided to reorient
. We have already requested they be reinstated.
it by deleting I would hope that the Air Force would ask to reconstitute it if and
. I would hope that
proves that
when the first shot in
we would go back in then and ask to be able to add the
FUTURE POSSIBILITIES OF SYSTEM

Mr. ANDREws. Do you think that you can take this system, if available, and knock down an incoming ICBMI
Colonel FOSTER. Sir, I would like to qualify and not call it a system. I believe this piece of hardware can knock down an incoming
RV; yes, sir.
Mir. ANDREws. You are talking in this program just about the
capability ?
Colonel FosTEa. Yes, sir. I am talking about the upper stage

Mr. A-Dzws.You are not thinking about using this on a Minuteman; are you?
Colonel FosTE. The original design guidelines were to be compatible with Minuteman in terms of diameter, length, and weight; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRMWS. I thought the Minuteman had all the capability you
wanted?
Colonel FosTm. It has no capability at the present time for defense.
Mr. Azwnmws. Would you use a Minuteman to knock down an incoming missile?
Colonel FosTmt. We have proposed consideration of asystem concept which would use a small number of Minutemen as a booster for
defense against a light attack by the Chinese or inadvertent attack
by the U.S.S.R.; yes, sir. We have proposed to do the R. & D. to determine just how well that can be done
Mr. A"-xws. Would the - have an all-weather capability?
Colonel FosTEm. Yes, sir. It operates completely out of the atmosphere.
Mr. ANDRws. How sold are you on this program?
Colonel FosTER. I am sold enough that I am convinced in my own

mind it will be done. It is a question of when.
Mr. Awrmnws. That it will work I
Colonel FosTmu. Yes, sir.
Mr. AiNDiaws. Mr. Secretary, do you want to comment on this
promaI
r.ANsP.N.Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would like to.

I think this program is very worthwhile pursuing as a potential
major. improvement to the Saf g d system or to 'be applied to
'I think the ability to get a n nngclear kill
or '?seidon.
Minuteman
iaa Very
desired program to&pursue. Ithu. it hvs
s
bln
y
rth
while,
Ver
good hrnce of beingsuccessfu . Ths r6tm
pursring td settle' thekgion'* tgie? or not it will Work, atwhie1.
tire a decision eduld b6 made as to vh&tir'. r not .w -Wanted td
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introduce it into the sydem The system itself has to have the early

wArnin radaru and launch facilities. This particular program covers
a clevi which provides accurate . I think this is a very neces-

sary technological adjunct to the Safeguard system.
Mr. AXaNw. How did you launch these warheads? Attach them
to soanthingl How would dyou launch them? Does it take special
equipment ordo we have the equipment on hand now?
Mr. Hlwsu. This would beL
Mr. ANmtmws. I know we have the silos for the Minuteman missiles,
andyou say these could be used on those missiles?
Mr. HiANsE. Or it could be used on the Poseidons, launched normally.
Mr. ANmDRws. What about the Nikes that we have?
Mr. HANsEN. It could be used on the Nikes or on the Spartan in the
Safeguard system.
.Mr. A wm ws. It would add to the reliability of whatever missile is

used?

Mr. HANa3N. No, sir. It is not a question of reliability.
Mr. AxDmutws. Hoping for one?
Mr. H& me.
Mr. Azmmws. What contractor are you working with on this project
Colonel FosT. Ling-Temco-Vought.
Mr. R~io=L Mr. Chairman?

Mr. A~muw& Yes.
OPERATo7N OF SYMU

Mr. Uno

.s,Isthere any way to jam it?

Suppome they put on the reentry vehicle capability for jamming one
of these things; then what happens?
Colonel Foe u.
.
Mr. Ruovm. What'altitude do you make your kill with this system?

_9_lonel Fosm. It is always above

Mr, ARhoE.
ColOnel FoER. The defensive warhead?
Mr. R-UC0. No; the RV,reentry vehicle that you are trying to
kill.
Colonel Fosrun.
Mr. RHoDaS. No. I say

Colonel FosOVs a

Mr. Rfoms. If this were a MMU would the kill occur at a point in
the ballistic flight at a point before the vehicle separated?
(Off the record)
Mr. Kn m,Actually, whpu do the MIRV warheads separate in the
various Inde~endently targeted components ?
Colonel ?o=
I am not qualifi to. aswer for the offensive point

01 view.
U~tfl1

~~ThsaeaLpTmh-a
Wt, Wy is to put a big net
t hem anthey come, in
and let them boune.
.
Oof the )Tinisthtwe arethinni0g of in
stuies athin idea~.w~
pool

W t ct

t~

W hn~

ia very
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Mr. RHODES. That is very encouraging. That is exactly the place to
do the job.
Hopefully with nonnuclear weapons.
Would you plan to do it with nonnuclear weapons
Mr. IxNszx€. We would hope to be able to-do that. If I might say,
this is in the Buck Rogers era. Anything you can think of, if you keep
.
working on it, can eventually be made to work.
Mr. RoDrs. That is all in the Buck Rogers stage, as you say. I am
glad that you are thinking along these lines.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
PROORAM FUNDING

Mr. HANSE-N. That is why I am interested in keeping funds on the
engine program.
million I
Mr. ANDREWS. You say that it is estimated to cost
General McNicKiz. Yes, sir; from all sources.

MT. ANDREWvS. How much of that has been funded to date, do you

know?
Colonel FosTER. $12.9 million, sir.
Mr. ANDPRWS. You are asking for $12.9 million this year. You had?
General PITTs. $12.8 million funded to date.
Mr. AmnrEws. How much in 1969?
Colonel FOSTER. 1969, there was $10 million, of which $1 million
was in the Air Force line and $9 million was provided from the Army
budget.
Mrr. AxrmwS. In the January budget you had $5 million and now
it is $12.9 million. How much did you have prior, including this year,
1969?
Colonel FosTm Up through 1969, thero would have been $12.9 million in the Air Force plus $9 million from the Army.
Mr. AmNDPws. Is that counting what you are requesting now?
Colonel FosTE. No, sir. That is up through 1969.
General Prrrs. 1969 and prior; $21.8 million.
million is
Mr. ANxDws. You estimate the total cost to be that still your estimated cost?
Colonel Fosm. That is Air Force, yes, sir.
million of completing the
Mr. Awnums. You are within funding of this program if this $12.9 million is appropriated for this
year?
million does not include the $9
Colonel FosTER. No, sir. The
million that was funded by the Army. We have gotten $12.8 million,
Air Force, and we need another $12.9 million in 1970.
General Prrrs. Add another $9 million by the Army in 1969 and
that is total funds. That completes the approved funding.
Mr. Ai)Pws. How much is the prgram going to cost overall?
That is, Anny, Navy, Air Force, and a I services?
million. •
General Pfr-. Mr. A;DREWS. How much has been funded by Air Force and Army
at this time?
General Prrrs. Up through 1969, $12.825 million by the Air Force
and $9 million by the Army which was made available to the Air
Force.

Mr. ANDmRws. Total of $21,8256,000 f

General Prrrs Yes, sir.

Mr. ANnmws. You are requesting this year $12.9 millionI
General Prms. Yes, sir.
Mr. Az zws. This years request, if granted, would fully fund

the'programlt

(General Prrrs. Yes,'sir. That coMpletes the Air Force funding. As
I think Coloiel Foster tinted ou4 D.D.R.& B. made the decision to
delete the
"launches fTo'n ie approved Air Force programs.
I would think we would try to go forward and further refine the
system.
Mr. A;DiRws. So far as the Air Force is concerned?
General PrrrS. It would fund to completion.
!Mr. ANDPiEws- This request, if granted, would fund your part of the
program?
General Prrrs. Yes, sir; the approved part.
Mr. ANDRzWS. Mr. Lipscomb I
ARMY9s PAMOATON 1N PRORAN

Mr.program
Ln scoMB.
Why isn't the Army
participating in the fiscal year
1970
?
.
Coon Fo

They are participating to the extent
that they have
added some expernnental equipment not included in these funds. They
are '',-of
their own to check it out and in addition to this program
they are doing studies.
.
The reason they participated in 1969, is that at that time OSD decided whatever ould be done in this line should be done in conjunction with the Nike-X ballistic missile defense activities, so they took
$9 million that was in. the Air Force line to do this and transferred
it into the Army liie and then gave it back to us to do it.
Mr. Lwsox. And as I understand it, the appropriation of $12.9
for fiscal year 1970,will finance the program to completion as far as
the Air Force is concerned ?.
( eGeral Prrrs. That has beenJD.D.R. & E.'s decision.
Mr. Lnsoom. And the program to completion means the second
phase or launch of the
fights to, demonstrate the nonnuclear
kill capability of this system. This is dependent on the result of the
'. -!aunches.
The 4"ision to do one thing or the other will be
made at that time.
*-:Thatis still the present mission and this $12.9 million will bring us
upOtthat point?
(Oeneral
That is right.
Mr, Lwsomm. No more funds will be asked by the Air Force?
General Pr.
1, think Colonel Foster testified that the Air Force
hOjed, to reopen the decision after the first successful launch. As of
right now the decision is that this wilJ go under the SafegardIsem
and it -will be the technology used b the Army in furthering its

Mr. Lwsox.
_g

As of this moment this will not appear in the 1971
,t,,

O-eral Pmmr ,Tou
Y Are entirely,right.
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OPERATION OF SYSTEM

.

Mr. Luiwcom. In the discussion with Mr. Rhodes you were talking
. Was that the content of the discussion?
about
'Mr. HANSEN. The principal thrust Was that we wanted to be able
to--.

Mr. LIPSCoMB. Even if we develop this capability and hopefully it

will be possible, we would still have to have the Safeguard ground
would we not?
system
Mr. HANSEN. I think so. For one thing, I don't know how many
years off the kind of imaginative scheme Mhat I described might be. In
the meantime we have to be concerned for the safety of our country.
Mr. RHODES. Mr. Secretary, you have to be stronger than that. You

are never going to rely on on system to stop missiles coming in. You
will deploy your defense in depth.
Mr. HAN SEN. You are absolutely right. That is what I was going to

go on to say. I do not think that a system like this, even if developed,
could ever be made so perfectly and foolproof that you could elieve
that it was going to catch them all. So, I think you have to have a
.
S I
multiple capability. c
I consider it would be no conflict whatsoever between this type of
thinking and the requirement for a Safeguard system now.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. In other words, the answer is yes, we will have to

have a Safeguard type ground system in our own country?

Mr. HAwsN. Yes, sir; that answer is yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. This would be part of the Safeguard system?
Mr. HAfNsEN. I think it would-be better described as a supplement to
the Safeguard system.
Mr. ANDREWS. What I meant is that it would be part of our capability to knock down an incoming missile.
Now at the present time do we have any method of detecting launches
from either China or Russia ?
Mr. HA N EN.
.
Mr. AxDlEws.
Mr. HAwsEN. You mean in existence today or in planning?
Mr. ANvmRws. Suppose they are launching a missile at 11:30.
General Prrrs.
Mr. ANDrtEws. How soon after that launch will we know about it?
--Mr. WAH.A
Mr. ANDREws. So the earliest you can hope to know about a launch
would be ?
Mr. WALSH.

Mr. ANDREws. How long would it take a missile launched from
Russia to strike the United States?
Mr. WALSH. Approximately 30 minutes.
minutes to get busy and try to
Mr. ANDRmws. You have
knock down that missile I
Mr. WALSH. Yes. Right now the principal step we can take is to
launch our bomber fleet because we have no active defense against
missiles. By -launching the bomber fleet under positive control we
can beassuied they do not damage the bombers.
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Mr., Aznws. And the bomber would go up hoping to knock down
the missiles?

Mr. WVAsn. No, the bomber then would fly toward Russia in case

there is a necessity of retaliation. ,
Mr. AP;owws. That is retaliation?
Mr. WALSH. Yes.

Mr. Amnnw. But at the present time we have nothing to knock
down that missile?

Mr. WALSH. That is correct.
Mr. AvDazmw. An4 it will be 1071 before w will have the capability

of intercepting hopefully an incoming missile I

Mr. WASH. I believe it is 1973. That is the operational date for

the Safeguard system.
Mr. Ai irws. Off the record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
General B0Lrr.
Mr. Agivws. ,

General Bomvtr. That is right.
Mr. Axnws. To what?

General BOYLAN;. On the order of about
AUILrr TO IW1r=Ck

RtYSssAN SLBH'S

Mr. HAxsptw. I think there is another point which needs to be
brought out in connection with what you are saying. As the general
said, we have
but the times that you ask about are not the
most dangerous from the point of view-of warning. The most dangerous is the Russian submarine launched intermediate range ballistic
missile where we have considerably less than a 30-minute time of
flight and a late warning. The toughest job for the Safeguard system
and the early waning capability of the country is to warn against
and intercept a warhead whlich is launched from a Russian submarine.
-.....

Mr. ANDREWS. They have had that capability of launchinst missiles

for years; that is, launching 400 to 500 miles from the coast.'We have
beei heaiing about these submatines for yeat. They still have that
capability and we at this time have nothing to knock out those missiles.
.Mr. HANMsN, That is correct.

M.Aiwni s. There we are dependent on our ASW capability and
the detection capability of our submarines. We have been told here
that they him"I one all out in a submarine building program.
Mr. WALSH. By we expect to have completed our anti-SLBM

radar-net aroun4the coast of the, country which will watrn of a sub-

thatine launched ballistic missile coming from a submarine. Still the

warning time is short.
•_Mr.: A
EWS, You. will not get that until themissile is launched?
M WALsr. T hat is right.
Mr. Amwi s. We are still back to where we are impotent insofar
Ai knocking dAWn incoming midsiles,f
Mt.W AXJS

<&tMr. Awb tn*

,Yoti are quite correct.

Thisprogram'is designed to ,ive us the, capability,

or additional capability, to 'destroy incoming IC9M's.
General Prrrs.Comp.mentary; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. Mr. Lipsoombi
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Mr. LIPsomB. I have nothing further.

Mr. RHODzS. I have nothing further.
TIA'IcL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
STATUS OF DEVELOF)[ENT

Mr. Amiv ws. Now we will discuss "Tactical satellite communications." You are requesting $8 million for tactical satellite communications. What is the status of the tactical satellite communications programI How successful was the planned satellite launch scheduled for
February of this year I
Mr. J-us~EN. I will ask Mr. Walsh to answer the questions on the
tactical satellite communications system, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Walshl
Mr. WAros. This program is now in the feasibility demonstration

stage of development. Uing the experimental satellite which we have
designated TACSAT I, the four services--Army, Navy, Air Force
and Marines-are conducting tests both joint and individual with
the objectives of hardware verification and design and the development of operational concepts. The operational concept development
is necessary because this is an entirely new mode of conununications
and one which is unfamiliar, naturally.
The data obtained from these tests will be analyzed and used to define in detail the follow-on operational system.
As regrd the launch, following a near perfect orbit injection by
the Titan III-C booster on February 9, 1969, TACSAT I has performed as anticipated. The satellite is now stationed over the Equator
at 108 degrees west longitude and can be described as an unqualified
success. It meets or exceeds all its design specifications.
It has been used for communications which span one-third of the

globe.

Recently terminals which can be carried by three men and set up
within minutes, communicated from the Washington area to remote
Pacific islands in the vicinity of American Samoa.

A. a matter of fact, it has been successful beyond our expectations
in this regard because communications were carried forth from islands
which were below the horizon so that although the satellite was not
within sight of the terminals, its sensitivity was great enough on
transmitting
great enough
was
its power
adsen
the
horizon,
beyond on
thethe
slightly
signals
coud
end receinq
so that itend
Also the Apollo range instrumentation aircraft and the primary
r.eiving ship, the Carrier. used in the A.llo ro in, are equipped
with terminals and TACSAT I was used ina backup role to support
the Apollo 10 program.
As a matter of fact, it was so successful in its backup role, where it
provided communications in the recovery area, that Wen high frequency communications-which are known for their erratic qualitywere down, for about 20 hours there were high frequency outages
covered by the TACSAT satellite communication.
As a result of this, NASA has decided to drop high frequency, the
standard long range communication, as their primary communications
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in
the Apollo
11 primary
test and rather
rely on TACSAT
the communications
as their
long range
recoveryy
area fQr
communications.
They have dispensed with the separate communications ship which
they have used in conjunction with the carrier.
Think this represents really a true technological breakthrough.
I don't like to use the word breakthrough, but the proponents of satellite communication have said that satellite communications
willnoted
ultimately replace high frequencyc communications which;as I have
before, are erratic, and Ithink this is the beginning of the replacemeit. It is a technical milestone.
Mr. ANDnzws. Who is using that satellite?
Mr. WALSH. It is being used now by the Army, the Navy, Marines,
and the Air Force in tests, and also it is used by NASA during the
Apollo tests and also with -preliminary circuit checkouts so we can
add NASA to the list of peopleusing it.
Mr. AwNDws. And the performance has exceeded your expectations?
Mr. WALSH. The pe0rniance has equaled or exceeded all the design
sPecifications, and I think that that is an outstanding enough event
to say it exceeded all our anticipations."
Mi. ANDREwS. What is'the primary mission of that satellite?
MssIoN OF SATELLIT

Mr. WAs.

The primary-mission ofthis particular satellite, as

apart from the mission of the program, is to enable us to develop
operational capability in the use of satellite communications.
Mr. Amwws. Is this satellite being used for tactical purposes?
Mr. WALSH. Not now because we are trying to develop the com-

munication concepts and moreover we are limited in, the number of
terminals. We will have by the end of the year 65 terminals or 65
smandard terminals, plus . several jury ' rigged terminals. It turns iout
the
satellite is so sensitive you do not have to use standardized
torminasa
'Mr. .A~mwsw What do' you mean by. s terminal., Your mean a
ground station?
Mr. WALSH.: A terminal is a ground station, .a station on; a,ship-or

a'station on an aircraft.."
Mr, Awnuaws, Has theArmy had one of these communication Satelw
ites in the atmosphere?
-Mr. WAsL Someyears ago the Army attepted a communications
satellite prora. ,
.
.
:Ms A sws What :was the na -of the one they patup there!
S,, WALsH. :Th
. prga,
the
Wa defenseommunications:
called Reiay
. satelli
..
..
A Was;itwa Off the record.

(Wiscussion held off the rekord.)
MrJM mW Cokatinl% Mr.alsh:

SMr. WAI.TACSAT diftersi from the.other communications satel-

itesin, tha it ats high sensitivity. It has directional beams which
thereby eihance its sensitivity and nalw it fpable' of recei
wk

'signa
. Attlh! a

tim it hahih power ain

coupd with

ture'wsatnn whih nab..s it to put n n~power oa the earth
and tthereby work with a fairly insensitive receiver, so as contrasted
with the 60-foot dishes which have o be used in order to communicate
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with the present crop of communications satellites, it takes a 3-foot
dish and low power.
Mr. AiDmxws. What do youa
Mr. WALSH. TACSAT-C.
Mr. Avpuxws. What is the difference between that and SYNCOMI
Mr. WALSIT. Two principal differences. The Tacsat operates at two
frequencies, UHF and SHF UHF roughly is 200 to 400 megacycles.
SHF is 7,000 to 8,000 megacycles.
Mr. ANDREws. Explain that language in layman's terms. What is
the difference between the two ?
Mr. WALsii. Basically it is much more sensitive, much more powerfil, and operates at a different wavelength.
Mr. ANDnxwS. Will you have terminals in Vietnam?
Mr. WALSH. Not yet because we are still testing them. We have a
limited number of terminals.
Mr. Aimiws. Could you have terminals in Vietnam ?
Mr. WALSH. Yes, that is the kind of application we have in mind.
DIFFERF7NCE BETWEEN TACTICAL AND WTRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. Awmizws. It was reported yesterday that communications equipment will be installed in Air Force I and in the SAC command post
in order to utilize Tacsat communications satellite now in orbit.
This appears to be a "strategi." use of a tactical communications program. WMy do we have both strategic and tactical communications
programs?
Mr. WALsH. Unfortunately we use "tactical" and "strategic" in satellite communications in somewhat unusual ways. By strategic communications we refer to point to point long haul communication, such
as provided by the telephone company between those points. On the
other hand the tactial communications refer to communications -between small terminals and mobile terminals. So even though the Strategic Air Command command posts aie involved in a strategic context the problem here is that the terminals are very small and are in
motion as contrasted With the very large and immobile terminals used
with the defense communications satellite program, for example.
Mr. RHODES. What do you use for power on the TacsatI
Mr. WALsHx. Solar cells.
Mr.
RHODES. Are you working on the possibility ',of using nuclear
sources?
Mr. WALsH. We have examined other alternatives but right now and
even -for the next few generations of these satellites it appears that
the technology supports the use 9f solar. cells rather than nuclear
sources. We are investigating the use of regenerative fuel cells for
parrying us through eclipse peidods.
TOTAL PROGRAM COST

Mr. LIpscom. Last year the descriptive summary indicated that
the total estimated development cost of a tactical communications
satellite program was $107 million. This year the descriptive summary
indicates that the total estimated cost of the development program
is: "undetermined." What happened to cause you to become unable to
estimate the cost of this program I
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Mr. WALsH. In 1968 we proposed to OSD a two-phase operational

system. The first phase was an interim phase and based on using a
satellite essentially identical to that just launched.
The development costs of the space segment of the program, including paying off the remaining costs of the satellite just launched,
were estimated at $107 million.
However, the total proTosal was deferred by OSD pending the outcome of the present satellite launch and test program.
At the time the budget was prepared we were in the process of trying to restructure a new program geared to the new timing and the
new guidelines laid down by OSD. However, since then we do have a
determined cost for the program and they are as follows:
We still propose a two-phase program. Costs for the first phase are
estimated at $139 million for four spacecraft. That covers R.D.T & E.
and investment costs.
The second phase is somewhat more nebulous and won't be defined
in detail-until the first one is well along. However, if the design remains as we now postulate it, the cost will be $279 million for five
spacecraft. This, includes R.D.T. & E. and investment costs for one
R. &D. spacecraft and four operational spacecraft.
(Clerk's Note: Subsequent to the hearings the last two paragraphs of Mr.
Walsh's answers were changed to read as follows.)
We still propose a two-phase program. Costs for the first phase are estimated
at $189 million for four operational spacecraft. That covers minimal R.D.T. & E.
and,Is primarily investment costs.
The second phase Is somewhat more nebulous and won't be defined In detail
until the first one iswell along. However, If the design remains as we now postulate it, the cost Will be $279 million for five spacecraft. This second phase Includes
substantial ILD.T, & E. as well as Investment costs for one R. & D. spacecraft
and. four; operational spacecraft, The totpl phase I and 1I programs consist of
919 R.& D. sp eecratan.4 eght operational spacecraft.

Mr,L, somx. 'Did I understand the first phase was $187 million I
Mr,Wtm. $189 million.
Mr. Lmwom. The second phase?
Mr. WAUH. $279 million.

Mr. Lmmum. This is a $418 million program in total V
W.*xm.~~,

Rogl
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Nfr, Wzw. Roughly $418 million for the spacecraft. That is not
the whole program by any means. As a matter of fact, the principal
*t .intlpf
gram is not in the spacecraft but it is rather in the
t'-WrAIe4 here 18 approximately $2 billion estimated for the terTho
wembt
o prf COt olm
'iS 35 o)1 Qi thegprob~ems which has caused us great concern because that is a lot of money even though we are talking about 14,000
terminals. These are those which meet the priority requirements of
the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines. .
We are taking steps to try to reduce this number by a major factor.
F
xam i there isa separate program, underway known as an
ultio
rlradio transciver for airgra.t, and we are trying to infuenes.-wd ! believe we have sutceedeM
in influencing--thi, program
mzhoih a way that with but minor modificationswe will be able to use
the ewistandard aiornie transceiver almost diiectly for satellite use.
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This will mean that of the some 7,000 Air Force terminals maybe half
of those, or perhaps hopefully more, will become not specialized tactical satellite terminals but rather will be just a standard radio, and this
would reduce the cost by several hundred million dollars. That is the
kind of thing we are trying to do.
rHASEOUT OF CURRENT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

Mr. RHODES. If this is fully funded and becomes operational what
systems do we have in being now which could be phased out? Will this
just be added on to a myriad of communications systems which the
Defense Department already operates?
Mr. WALSH. We certainly hope not to do that. Our criteria in determining applications for the tactical satellite were either those which
can be done more cheaply by tactical satellites, or those which cannot
be performed by other means. By "more cheaply," if we are talking
about existing communications, we mean to compare the operating
cost of existing communications with the acquisition and operating
cost of satellite communication. There is no use saying satellites would
have been cheaper if we had started out from scratch that way. If the
cost of satellite communications is less than that of contractual communications, we will discard the present systems.
On the other hand, in terms of new communications requirements,
of course, it is a direct cost tradeoff. You buy either a tactical satellite
terminal or some other kind of terminal.
There are some things which we are not doing to our satisfaction by
present means of communications, and in that case satellite communications might be an add-on.
The specific one that comes most strongly to mind is the control of
the Polaris submarines. -.
On the other hand with tactical satellites they will be able to communicate in a way r'hich greatly enhances their effectiveness.
Mr. RHODES. Then you got into thestrategic field when you talk

about Polaris.

Mr. WALSH. That is right.

Mr. RHODEs. Don't you have an unfortunate name there f
Mr. WAusH. Yes.
Mr. RHODES. This system will not be used for the commanding offi-

cer of a company to call the CO lot Battalion by satellite or anything
like that willit?.,
Mr. W,;Lsn. There were hopes that could be done. In certain instances it will be done, but not everybody now who has a walkie-talkie
will have one of these terminals. The lowest cost we can possible forecast for these terminals are on the order of $100 000 and you will not
give every squad leader a $100,000 terminal. Tat is one of the big
problems. The terminal is a fairly significant unit. Those which have
elaborate equipment are the ones w o will use the satellites.
Mr. Ln om& In answering Mr. Rhodes when he asked if you were
the present systems you said "We hope
going to just do away with
not.' Don't you have any plan?
Mr. WALSH. One of the principal purpose of the ongoing tests now

is to determine what we can get rid of and to develop the use of tactical
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satellites to replace present communications. I say "hope" because we
have not concluded our test program.
We recognize we cannot advocate spending $2 billion on something
else on top of what we already have.
Mr. LfiSCOmB. What is the best estimate of the total development

cost of the tactical communications satellite program, including satellites, ground equipment and all other aspects of the system?
What is your best estimate of the total procurement cost of this
Mr. WALsH. I suppose some of that was included in my previous

remarks. The studies to date have shown that the total development
cost of an operational system may be as high as $250 million.
Total system cost including 5 years operating and maintenance
costs, may approach 13 billion.
I must emphasize that these costs are preliminary at this time and
are very sensitive to system design which is not firm and we hope to
modify it in a way that the costs will be reduced.
SYSTEM DEFINITION AND DEVELOPMENT

Mr. LPsoSmw. Do you plan to initiate the contract definition phased
engineering and design for the operational tactical communications
satellite system in fiscal year 1970?
Mr. WALSH. Yes. During fiscal year 1970 we plan to initiate a
planned definition and we have included sufficient funds in the 1970
program for this effort. We do not at this time plan a contract definition effort for the terminals.
Mr. LwscomB. What is the Air Force requirement for tactical com-

munications satellite system ? How would you relate it to the tactical
communications systems now in being or under development?
Mr. WATSu. System requirements for tactical satellite communica-

tions system have been submitted by all four services. As now
envisioned the system would be used in those instances where critical
tactical communications are unsatisfactory or where it is more cost
effective to use satellites rather than conventional communications.
Mr. LrPscomB. Does the Army have a stated requirement for the
system you are developing? Do the Marines. Will the Navy have
use of this system?
. Mr. WALSH. All four services are participating in the current
Thecsat program. All services have stated requirements for on operational system. The system design now being considered will serve all
services.:
As I indicated, there are approximately 14,000 terminals.
Mr. LrecomB. How are the other services participating in the
program?
Mr. WALsH,The organization of the tactical satellite program is

rather unusual. It is managed by a tactical satellite executive steering
group., This group consists of a member from each of the offices of
the Asistant Secretaries of the Services, Army, Navy, and Air Force,
plus our backup military members.
- am thwAiiForce memberatthis time.
ILWe essentially tqke ed;vantige of bur positions in our service,struc-:

tures to enforce the decisions which are made by the group jointly, and
each service then takes its piece of tlke program and works it out. This
has worked out rather well.

a.2o
Originally the Air Force was assigned responsibility for the spacecraft and for the airborne terminals The Arny was responsible for
the ground terminals and the Navy the shipborne terminals, which
seemed a local division of0respnsibility.
It turned out, however, that we recognize that it would be extremely
wasteful and duplicative to try to echseesign a SHF or UHF terminal,
so we cut up the pie in a somewhat different way. The Air Force
retained the responsibility for the spacecraft, and the Air Force also
was assigned responsibility for the development of all UHF terminals,
land, air, and sea.
The Army was assigned the responsibility for the development of all
SHF terminals.
The Nary was the lead service in developing the test plan, so they
did not actually develo an equipment under this.
Mr. LirscomB. Are they financing any part of the programI
Mr. WALSH. Each finances, that portion of equipment which he will

use through military interdepartmental purchase requests so that the
Air Force buys all the UHF terminals for the Army, Navy, and Air
Force. The Army buys all the SHF terminals, and each pays its share
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Are the figures that you have given us just the Air

Force?

Mr. WALSH. The figures I have given, except for the spacecraft
which is Air Force only, have been for the three services.
Mr. LiPsomB. What level of command would be included in a pro-

posed tactical satellite communications system?
Mr. WALsH. The operational tactical satellite communications system is expected to serve primarily lower levels or operating elements
within our forces. Within the Air Force the system will serve airborne
aircraft as well as our mobile ground elements. The smallest terminal
now being considered is one which can be used by forward air controllers are long-range patrols.
Mr. LrsoomB. With an operational tactical satellite system would
there be a tendency for field officers to depend upon higher authority
for orders and advice to a greater extent than is done now?
Mr. WALSH. The operational concepts concerning how to use satellites are now being developed. The technical capability exists for the
field forces to contact directly higher command levels. However, the
actual employment is now being investigated.
Mr. Lusoox. You have sometime to develop plans.
Mr. WALSH. Yes.

Off the record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
EXPA MABLE STRucruRs
PURPOSE OF PROJECT

Mr. ANDREWS. Discuss the new program entitled "Expandable
Structures" for which you are requesting initial fundiig of $500,000.
What do you mean by expandable structures?.
*Mr., HAssN8. ,Expandable:'strictures.are-.schemes for -folding -up
hito a, vft'*mja. PjcIcag dr.a:pa4king .wjthhiglQlUmetrice$ienley,
a structure which can be carried in this compact 'fasJiow i4to space,
It is then expanded by some mechanism to form some such structure
as a large antenna, an antenna dish,
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This is just barely starting. In the program this year we have re-

quested a half million dollars. The anticipation is that the progTam

would amount to something on the order of $10 million to construct
and demonstrate some expandable structural devices.
Mr. AD REws. Are you starting from scratch on this program ?
Mr. HAwsq. There has been some previous exploratory development work on materials and techniques of folding. I have seen, for
instance, a device which folds tip in a cylinder about 12 to 15 inches

in dineter and about a foot high, and when released with an explosive bolt arrangement it expands into an antenna dish, about 6 to 7
feet in diameter. It is quite rigid.
Mr. ANDRWS. You sa , this prograin will total $10 million?
Mr. HANsEN. We estimate this advanced development program
would have a total cost of about $10 million.
Mr. Amjwws. Who will do the work for you?
Mr. HANSEN. This is being done by the laboratory at Wright Field.
Mr. ANDrMws. Doing it in-house?

Are you doing it with your personmelI
.Mr. HANSEN. I think this item covers contract work they want
to do. There are several contractors who have been working on expandable structures.
Mr. ANDREWS. I understand, but who will work on your program,
if you know?
Mr. 1Iziisr. We do not yet know.
Mr. ANDimws. You have not selected contractors?
Mr. HANSz. No, sir.
Mr. ANmRws. Will you let a contract by competitive bid or nego-

tiations?
Mr. HANSEN. I am sure anything in this field would have to be done
on competitive bid because I know there are severalMr. ANDnnws. Here is another of those cases where you start out
with $500,000 and you have not yet selected the contractor, and you
have a $10 million program envisioned.
The original contractor probably will be locked into the job until it
is completed. Is that right?
Mr. HaNtsz, That would be a good possibility; yes. In this particular one I do not know whether we contemplate having more than one
contractor. I would sus
we do. It would be my desire to see to it
that we got the effort m here divided so we have two or more contractors working in this field.
OBJECT OF PROJECT

Mr. ANimaws. Tell us what the objectives of this program are.
Mrs HNSEr. The objective of the program is to develop the techniques for making large strutural shapes n space which can be transported into s
a small, compact packaging arrangement.
Mr. Amal~ltw. All this has to do with "t the
Mr. HRA w. Yea, sir. I cannot think of any aeronautical application for an expandable stru*ture of this typi
Mr. Aimmnw. Is this to be a cO.'n in program or do you anticiPAW -rogr*=i ompletion at an
IaYou miait would
Cad-$10 khfifio1l
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Mr. HANssN. As presently visualized, the program would not be a
hardcontinuing program. It is to develop some specific demonstration
ware for expandable structures techniques, and then this would be
picked up later on in a specific application such as I have mentioned.
This would perhaps be an antenna dish for relay satellite
AREA INVESTIGATED BY NASA

Mr. ANDREW S. With what Air Force requirement is this program
identified?
Mr. HANSEN. It is identified with our requirement to try to
develop a technique to put structure into space to support our space
programs -.
Mr. ANDREws. Mr. Secretary, it seems to me that the Air Force is
getting more and more interested in outer space. You are not trying
to take over NASA objectives, are you?
Mr. HANSEN. No, sir. Our interests in space are in applying the
work that NASA has done. We want to utilize the things thathave
been developed in space to do things for military purposes which we
either could not do before

--

or to do things that we were doing

before in a better way, like communicating from point to point at
great distances.
Mr. A-,DtEws. Do you know whether or not NASA has been interested in an expandable structures program?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir; NASA has done a considerable amount of
work in expandable structures.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why could you not use their knowledge in acquiring
an expandable structure? Here you want $10 million to get into the
same type of program which NASA has been engaged i--for how
lll&. ifyou know?
M.iANSN.
If the Air Force laboratories are going to get into
the utilization of this technology they have to start working with it.
There is coordination on the expandable structures to make sure that
what is done under this line is not a duplication of what NASA is
doing.
Again,
structures
about how
to in
do expandable
it. NASA is
pursuinKthere
someare
of many
these different
ideas ndideas
the
Air Force is pursuing some of these ideas.
Mr. ANDrEWS. That is the point. Why should you both be pursuing
the same idea?
Expandable structures means just what it says, as defined by you.
Mr. HANswv. I think the only justification I could provide for both
being in it is that both will be utilizing it.
Mr. ANDPzws. That does not justify both of you getting into the
R. & D. phase of it. Let one organization come up with the answers
and thenboth use what has been found.
Mr. HANSEN. I think we would be subject to criticism in having
both of us doing it only i f there is duplication. I think so long as we can
avoid duplication to have both agencies who are going to be utilizing
this technology work with it and get familiar with it is a proper
thing to do.
M. ANDVws. The fact you are both in the same type of R. & D.

program would subject you to criticism for duplication.
34-O89--69---pt. 4-.--04
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This is a brandnew program and you have not gotten into it?
Mr. HANSEN. We have not gotten into it in advanced development..
Mr. AwIraws. You have not had any money heretofore. This is your
first
request for appropration. The subject is "Expandable Structures."
You say that NASA has been in this field for some time. You do not
know how long.
Would you find out and put something in the record about what
NASA has done in this area of R. &D.?
Mr. HANsEN. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
NASA WORKS ON EXPANDABLM STRUCTURES

NASA has been conducting research and exploratory work in expandable structures since about 1961. They have conducted research In the area of fables and
are developing design criteria through a material-testing program. Current efforts
at the exploratory development level are directed toward establishing the technology for an expandable lunar shelter and an erectable and expandzible lmralbolie antenna.

Mr. AN1mws. Mr. Lipscomb, expandable structures.
Mr. LrPscomB. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. HANSEN. I would say this for the benefit of Mr. Lipscolnb: If
he wanted to talk to me about relative priorities between this and the
engines we were talking about I woul-d certainly put those engines
much higher in priority.
Mr. Lfpscom:B. So would I.

Mr. AwDPxws. There should not be too much complication about
studying expandable structures. Here we have an opportunity to save
$10 million if NASA is doing the same work. That is what I wanted
you to research and put in the record; what they are doing.
Also put in that statement what you would hope to do with this
money which they are not doing.
Mr. HANSEN. Thatfollows.)
will be provided.
(The information
PRoPoscn UsE Or EXPANDABLE STRUCTI'AES FUNDS

The NASA work In expandable structures Is cov ,entrated mainly in research
and exploratory work for an erectable and expand Able antenna. A lower level of
effort consisting of research effort is directed toi ard providing the technology
for en expandable lunar shelter. The Air Force hak worked on expandable structures technology In the last 4 years under the expl oratory development category.
The Air Force program does not duplicate any of khe present NASA programs.
It is directed to the development of flight test mode. 9 of expandable reentry vehicles and airlocks,

SATELLr

SYSTEM FoR PRECISE NAViC'ATION

Mr. ANDREWS. You are requesting $1 million for the project entitled
"Satellite System for Precise Navigation."
.
Has not the Navy had considerable experience with navigation
stellitos? Why must the Air Force enter this field of endeavor
Mr. HAN
. I think this navigation satellite program is a program
with a very high payoff potential. It is a coordinated multiservice program, and is managed y thte Navigation Satellite Executive Group
with representatives from each of the three services under the overall
direction of D.D.R. & E. The Navy, Army, and Air Force are all par-
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ticipating. The Air Force has the position of overall assigned leadership in the space launch pr
ams for DOD.
The Navy experience in tius field is being applied through the Navy
membership in the program.
USE OF 1009 FUNDS

Mr. ANDREWS. Last year you had $500,000 for this project. Put a
statement in the record showing how the $500,000 was spent.
Mr. HANSEN All ri-aht.
(The information follows:)
PREVIOus EXPENDITURES ON SATELLITE SYSTEMS FOR PRECISE NAVIGATION,

Fiscal year 1909 expenditures are for four task.(1) Receiver initial development.
(2) User cos optimization study.
(3) Avionics integration study.
(4) Naval operations study.
The receiver development is a breadboard development to determine circuit
lpropertles, suba.6-embly characteristics, sensitivity to radio frequency noise,
inece.stry power levels and accuracy potential. The user cost optimization study
will perform a second iteration in concept details to determine if lower cost could
be attained especially for minimum equipment users. It will ise the previous
study as a base. The avionlcs integration study will define the value of a satellite
system in allowing terminal operations with user equipment installed for mission
operations. The naval operations study will examine the application of high
accuracy, realtime, 3-D position fixing in a mobile Imase, moving user problem.
All tasks were coordinated with the Army, Navy, and Marines prior to approval.
Contractors involved are TRW Systems. Inc. (tasks 1 & 2), Boeing Aircraft
(task 3), Grumman Aircrnft (task 4) with Magnavox (who was the user equipinent sulbontractor to Hughes Aircraft in the original study) as a possible task 1
competitor. Hughes declined to contract for the proposed effort.
OBJE('TIVEs OF PROJECT

Mr. ANDR:WS. You are requesting $1 million this year. What size
proIi-i1i dollarwi sedo you have in mind ?
Mfr. -r ,xN.
We are not really that far along. The purpose of the

$1 million this year is to continue the study program to define a systern which meets the requirements for all the services. The overall
objective is to permit a ship, an airplane, a truck, or any device properly equipped with ground equipment to receive information from this
navigation satellite and be able to determine its position on the earth
or in the space around the earth to an accuracy of
Mr. AN.DREWS. You mean a ship can touch base with a satellite and
determi ne its exact location within
Mr. HANSExN. Yes. The navigation satellite system has a constellation
of four or five satellites, which transmit range information to a user.
At the time of that transmi-sion the system operates between the
satellite and the user terminal in such a fashion as to pinpoint its
position on an objective accuracy of
Mr. ANimEws. For years ship captains have been taking that kind

of information from stars.

Mr. HA Ns;N. They don't get it this accurately.
Mr. ANDREws. I wts thinking one advantage of this over the old

system of taking a reading from the stars would be that this probably
would have an all-weather capability.
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Mr. HANSEN. Yes, that is correct.
Mr..n'ilit..
A"P ws. You can take a reading from the stars only on a
clear
Mi.. IANSEN. These readings, of Course, would be electromagnetic
rather than optical. It would be an all-weather capability.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is that right ?
Mr. WALSH. That is right.

Mr, ANDREWS. On a c oudy night the navigator on a ship could not
see the stars to take a reading.
Mr. HANNSEN. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have established navigation
requirements which this system will fulfill. I think you should recognize that this is the seed of a system which, if we went into a full
worldwide deployment and equippage, would be a very costly system.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have the Army an.1avy agreed to use the satellite?
Mr. HANSEN. They have agreed to participate in the effort covered
by this request which is to continue the studies and define what the
system would be.
Mr. ANDREWS. The Air Force is doing the R. & D. on this system?
Mr. HANSEN. The Air Force is the principal R. & D. agent. Some of
the terminal equipment is being looked at by the other services.
ART OF FULLY OPERATIONAL SYSTEM

Mr. ANqDRws. Are any of the other services furnishing any money
in the R. & D. effortI
Mr. HANSEN. This year we have a request for only $1 million to
continue the study. The Navy is also pursuing studies on alternative
satellite concepts.
Mr. ADREws. What is your best estimate of the cost of development
and deployment of a fully operational worldwide system ?
Mr. HA wNS.
With the caution that an estimate at this stage of the
game has to be very, very preliminary because the system itself is in
just the Very earliest phases of concept formulation, we have estimated
that to put together a test and demonstration system, which would be
useful operationally for one region of the earth, would cost something
on the order of a half billion dollars
Mr. ANDRtEWS. A half billion dollars?
Mr. HANSEN. To have an entire worldwide system with several
thousand service vehicles equipped with the proper equipment to
deal with a worldwide system we would estimate as probably on the
order of $3 billion.
USE OF NAVY N AVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEM

Mr. ANDREWS. Has not the Navy already put up navigation
Mr. HANSEN. This is the Transit system. Each fix taken is much
less accurate.
Mr. Azmmws. How much less accurate ? You hope this system will
takeyou within
-.
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.

Mr. Aimzws. How do you know that goal will be achieved?
Mr. Ha

. One of the principal things to do in this studyaccuracy ?

Mr. ANzEWs. You hope to get a-,
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Mr. HANSEN. That is the objective and it is believed to be technically feasible.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the accuracy of the Navy navigational

satellite System.

Mr. HAMSEN. I think in satisfying this requirement the Navy's
Transit system is entirely for navigation from ships where the object
itself is moving very slowly.
The object of the navigation satellite system is to provide this
capability even for a supersonic airplane.
Mr. AND Ews. How long has the Navy had this navigational system?
Mr. HANSEN. I think the details of the Navy system, I would prefer

to supply for the record.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many satellites do they have up in their system?
Mr. HANSEN. I think I should supply that information, also.

(The information follows:)

The Navy navigation satellite system (Transit) entered an operational test
phase In 1964. It was declared fully operational October 11, 1968. Four satellites
are In orbit.
POSSIBLE DUPLICATION IN SYSTEMS

Mr. ANDREWS. I suspect duplication here again, Mr. Secretary.

Mr. HANSEN. I can guarantee no duplication because the Navy is
a participant in this program. The Navy has representation on the
NAVSEG, which is the DOD executive committee for the direction
of this program.
Mr. ANDEWS. I understand that.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. That doesn't guarantee no duplication.

Mr. A mnDws. You have a satellite up for navigational purposes
and you are trying to do the same thing.
Mr. HANSEN. No sir.

Mr. AwDnws. Il I remember correctly you said the difference between your system and theirs would be.to give you more accuracy.
Mr. HANSEN. We are not trying to do the same thing. If we wanted

to do the same thing we would just use the Navy system.
Mr. ANDimws. That is the next question. Why do you not use the
Navy system which is already in existence? You are talking here about

a half bilion dollars program. This is to do something which might
not be identicAl but °th6 purpose of the program is the same. It is to
do something which the Nay already has in existence.
:Mr. HANSM. The navigation satellite has, two advantages- that I

know of just offhand; it has an objective of considerably greater accuracy and such accuracy:puts us. into the threshold of potentially
new military uses.

-

.

-

The second advantage is, and I will correct the record if I am not
right on this, the Navy system is only a two-dimensional system. It
gives you a position on the surface of the earth whereas this system
is a three-dimensinal system so that you cantse it for aircraft as
well as something which is on the surface of the earth.
Mr. Atin*Ws. Can 'Yu aircr; ft today 'u the Navy navigational
satellite
system I°To my knoWle _,' io."
"Mr.HAN~sE.
_Mr, A~~w.ys. The answer isthat you want something the Navy
"does not' Uve which can'be uised by the AiroF6ie1
Mr. HANsEmN. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ANDrEws. Mr. Lipscomb?

Mr. HANSEN. It took a long time to get us to say that but that is
correct.
Mr. Lrpscoxia. Will the Air Force then have something the Navy
wants to use?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.

Mr. L rscomu. Why does it not work both ways? You cannot use the
Navy's but the Navy can use yours.
Mr. HAN sm. The Navy system was designed almost 10 years ago as
a surface only system. When we get a three-dimensional system it will
satisfy both requirements. The purpose of the Joint Chiefs of Staf
instructions and the DOD-NAVSE-G joint service organization is to
make sure that, if we come up with a recommendation for a program,
it will supersede anything else that an service had in the way of
navigation satellites and will satisfy all requirements.
Mr. ANDREWS. Could the Navy system be modified to such an extent
that.your aircraft can use it inia three-dimensional situation?
Mr. HA.NSEN. Anything which was usable from the work which had
already been done on Transit would be used. The existing satellites
could not be.
There are several limitations to the Transit system for high-speed
aircraft. We talked about accuracy and the three-dimensional ch aracteristics. Also we need to take readings more frequently than the
Transit system would permit. The Transit system is subject to the
introduction of errors if the terminal station is moving very rapidly,
as it would be in the case of an airplane.
Mr. ANDREWS. It is important for a pilot to correct navigational
information. If you tell us categorically that the pilots cannot use

existing Navy systems in my opinion you make a stronger case in your
M

HANSEN.

That is true, our pilots cannot use the Transit system.

Mr. ANDRsws. Further questions I

(No response.)
Mr. ANwtDws. We shall adjourn subject to call of the Chair, gentlemen.
MONDAY, JUNE 30, 1969.

Mr. Sxxu. The committee will resume its discussions of fiscal re-

quirements for "Research, development, test, and evaluation, Air
Force," for fiscal year 1970.
In fuming the study of astronautics requirements, we are now ready
to take up "'Spacerelay and data management."
SPAcE RUY AND DATA MANAEMM
OUEOTIVES AND kOBT OF PROGRAM

You are requeing $1 billion for a new program entitled "Space
relay and data management." What are the objectives of this program?
Mr. H&Nwr. Mr. Chairman, the objective of this program is to develop a securecommuncations system wch would enable the developmont of a s
satellite system. The communications sys.
ei oaa
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ten itself is the only thing covered by this request. This is a
system which is aimed at providing very secure communication in
space
The estimated total cost of this subsystem development is
million.
million ?
Mr. SIXEs. The total cost would be Mr. HANSEN. For the communications subsystem, which would be
the principal element of this space data delay satellite.
-

Mr. SIRES. Is this the first effort of its kind in space ?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes; it would be.

The military requirement for this satellite would be to provide a
data processing and relay capability so that from a worldwide network
of satellites ti ie information could be relayed directly back to the
United States without having to go through overseas ground stations.
We think that the direct payoff for having such a system could be
tremendous.
Mr. SIKES. Does that mean anyone can now read the data that is
relay'Cd back to us from space?
Mr. 1tANSEN. No. The data is relayed from the satellites that are
out of line of sight with the continental United States to ground
stations around the world, and from those ground stations the infortuation is then relayed back through submarine cables or communication satellites, but ii does involve ground stations.
With a space relay satellite a satellite would communicate via a
secure system with another satellite which would communicate directly
with the United States and eliminate the requirements for these overseas ground stations, or at least provide an alternate communication
network routing.
Mr. SiKES. Did I misunderstand you initially ? Do you seek security
in the information that you are returning as well as the more direct
routing?
Mr. HANSE.. Yes, sir; both of those.
The use of this-provides a system which
would be
very secure.
1 r. SIKES. 1)o we have security now in the information which is
relayed back to us
Mr. HANSEN. Yes; we do. However, it is much more susceptible to
the lxssibilities of jamming or natural interference because of its lower
frequency and because it has to go down to the earth at some ground
station and then be relayed iirough conventional ground communication or through a satellite link.
Mr. SIKRs. Questions, Mr. RhodesI
Mr. RuoDs. Actually, vu are talking about messages that emanate
from the other side of the 1)lanet?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes,sir.
Mr. RIhODES. This would have no application to a message which
originates in Western Europe, for instance, because of the fact that you
probably would be able to send the message to the satellite and then
immediately to a ground station in the United States, would you not I
Mr. HANssN. Yes; that is right. The application of the data relay
satellite would be primarily to communicate with satellites that are
stationed over in some other" part of the earth and not in line of
sight from the continental Tnited States.
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Mr. RHODES. How many satellites are you talking about, three?
Mr.. HiNsm. The concept of the relay satellite itself is still embryonic. The purpose here is to develop the communication subsystem
that would be used in such a satellite. I would think it would not take
a very large number, a fairly small number of satellites should do
it. I think three might be a reasonable number.
Mr. RHozs. Instionary orbit?
.
Mr, HANSz. Yes; they would be in stationary orbit.
Mr. RHODES. That is all.
Gi~PmTx

Rw~rr MrwALS

OBJOTIVP AND 'COST OF PROJECTS

* Mr.:SI s. Graphitic reentry materials. What is that?
Mr. HANmsz. Dr. Lehmann is here with me and he will discuss
graphitic materials.
hfr.Sixz. What is iI

Dr. LEHMANN. The graphitic materials we are discussing here
constitute a solid block of graphite with very high mechanical and
thermal strength which'you can then use on a reentering vehicle at
the very tip of the nose.
Mr. SiXEs. What are the objectives of the program?
Dr. LEHMANN. The objectives of. the program, sir, are to improve
:our .,bility to brhi reentry vehicles down through the atmosphere
in ways diferently than we'do now. At the present time they come
in rather steeply and comparatively slowly. We want to get them
so they can reenter at very high sped or at a very low angle where
they will remain in the denselower atmosphere for a long time. The
heat buildup-is ver high iand ,our p resent materials would not stand
it.- The; graphite offers one wayUof solving that problem.
Mr. Surca. This is a $9 million request to initiate the program and
the total program is to cost .million f
, mI~MANN. That is right, sir; that is the cost estimate.
Mr. SIXES. What is the basis of your estimate for the total cost?
SDr.!
LHMAKN.- The, estimate, sit, for the total cost is based on
the experience of our managers in the Air Force Materials Laboratory
and in tour, space!and missiles system organization and of our, Air
ForderWeapons Laborato'y; Thy,will have to go through the develop,ment of the material, the development of design criteria, of means of
teaingnand'the evaluation of this material in the construction of a
prototype samples.
Mr.-SrmA Are there Air Foirce objectives which are peeuliarly

r awV
imb D. e)thisLzmiANW. res.

Mr. Shins. In other words, does NASA have a similar reauirement
.
irinyoue else haveoaimilarreluirementi
,
'DI L w*A*Tt. No, sir. This would not coie in other than in the
reatrylvehiles of *arheads, sir.,The Navy, has similar problems but
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the advanced ballistic reentry systems program, which is managed by
the Air Force as a joint service operation and the deputy, who is a
naval officer, is fully in accord with this development program.
Mr. Sins. Is this to be contract or in-house work?
Dr. LIMANN. This will be contract work, sir.
Mr. Si~N. Who will be the contractor, or has that been determined?

Dr. IE13ANNr. That has not been determined. There will be several. -

Mr. SiKms. Why was it decided to break this program out sepa-

rately?
Dr. LEHMANK. Sir, it was broken out as a separate program because
it is a concentrated effort to develop one particular material for a
set of very specific applications and it builds upon the results of our
earlier exploratory development work. This is now focusing efforts
toward the specific application and carrying it farther than we have

gone.

,_._.

Mr. SIRES. Over what time period will the
million be spent?
Dr. lEMANN It will go through fiscal year
sir.
Mr. SIRES. When will the program be completed I
Dr. LEHA'N X. It should be completed, sir, in fiscal year
Mr. SIKES. Questions I
TYPEs oF HAT SmrEWs

Mr. RHoDEs. What materials do we use now for reentry vehicle heat
shields?
Dr. LEu3AWN-. It varies with the kind of material. The NASA
reentry vehicle is a very big, very blunt object because they are reentering a man. Our Minuteman II has a Mark II warhead, which
still is relatively a blunt warhead.
Mr. RHODES. Do you have to have this in order to perfect a fractional
orbit system f
Dr. LERxAzwN. Do you mean "Would the Soviets have it for their
fractional orbit system "
Mr. RHoDEs. Either that or would we have to have it if we went to

fractional orbit?
Dr. LEnMAWN. It depends. If we want to get down into the atmosphere and maneuver, we would have to have something like this. If we
simply. have a fractional orbital bombardment system without maneuvering, I think the answer is no.
Mr. RHODES This actually Would be adaptable to a manned space-

craft too.

Dr'. LzHKANN.
NO, sir. This is for an unmanned reentry vehicle
cer
;Mr warheads.
Dr. LEEXYN.
(2Fthe record.)
Mir. Sxmm.Back on the record.
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AEROSPACE CORP.
FUNDING LEVE

Under Aerospace Corp. you are requesting a 3-percent cost-of-living
increase for the Aerospace contract, which would increase the line item
for aerospace from $24 million to $24.7 million. This reflects only the
above-the-line amount for Aerospace.
What additional amounts are included in the fiscal year 1970 budget
in what weapons programs for additional funds for Aerospace Cor..
and that can be provided for the record.
(The information follows:)
ADDITIONAL

FUNDS,

AEROSPACE CORP.

Thouands
R.D.T. & E:
Tactical satellite communications ---------------------------$1320
Titan III space booster ------------------------------------7,200
Manned orbiting laboratory -------------------------------115,560
Special activities -----------------------------------------870
Program 949 --------------------------------------------4,160
Space experiments support program -------- -------------------240
Advanced ballistic reentry system ----------------------------7, 600
R.D.T. &
-------------------------------------------Missile procurement: Special activities
------------------------

42,950
7,194

2 Subject to further review.

The estimate for fiscal year 1970 is being reviewed in the light of the decision
to cancel MOL. It Is too early to Identify what Impact/adjustments will be made
to the total aerospace program as a result of this decision. The committee will be
advised when the fiscal year 1970 aerospace program is finalized.

Mr. HANSEN. I want to point out, as I did the other day, that the
amount requested for the budget of Aerospace is under review as a.result of the MOL cancellation. We will. provide the breakout of this for
the record, but if we do not have the final determination on MOL
by the time we provide it, we will -have to asterisk and say subject
to revision.

Mr. SIxzU. Very well.,

At the time you have final figures give us the total increase in fiscal
1970 or.the total amount in fiscal 190 compared to fiscal 1969.
Mr. HANSEN;. Yes, sir.
AEROSPACE CONTRIBUTIONS TO AIR FORCE PROGRAMS

Mr. SIx . What have been some of the contributions of Aerospace
Corp. to the Air Force during the current fiscal year?
-Mr. HANSEN. I would like to read the titles of a few items and then
prvde a little descriptive paragraph on each one for the record.
M. Si:tg. Very Well
Mr. HANspx. Some of the titles are: Satellite Experiments To
Measure Earth Infrared Background; Range Safety System for the
Titan 111-C; Dual-Spin Altitude Control System the Correction of
a Recovery Parachute Difficulty; A New Development on ljgh
Strength Bolts To Resist Hydrogen Cracking; A Simplified Propellant Tank Drain System; A $2Million Saving in the Navy Flight Test
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Program; Some Production Savings in the Minuteman Booster Program; A $36 Million Saving on the Overhaul of Atlas Engines; Some
Savings on a Shock Isolation Systems Test; and Development of an
Improved Command Destruct System.
(The information follows:)
AEROSPACE CORP.-ACCOM]PLISHMENTS
SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS TO MEASURE EARTH INFRARED RACKOROUND

In order to design infrared sensor systems to detect high temperature sources
against a sunlit background, it is necessary to measure the infrared light from
earth. Aerospace personnel have designed two satellite experiments which have
been flown, and successfully provided these necessary earth infrared radiance
data.
The results of the experiments, after evaluation by Aerospace, have provided
the data to reevaluate and make improvements to an infrared detector system
now in design. In addition, these results are expected to make significant contributions to future sensor system designs.
DUAL-SPIN ATTrrIuE CONTROL
During the year, Aerospace engineers contributed to the growing technology
of control systems for dual-spin satellites. A dual-spin satellite is one in which
major portions of the satellite rotate at different speeds in order to provide stabilization and at the same time allow an antenna to point continually in one direction or perhaps permit spinning sensors to scan at different rates. The concept
has been applied to communication and meteorological satellites and has great
potential for a wide variety of future missions.
Aerospace engineers have made major contributions to the basic theory governing the control of dual-spin satellites. This work included developing mathematical models to describe the dynamic Intercoupling of the vehicle and control
systems; defining basic criteria for properly selecting nutation damper parameters; and contributing the concepts for attaining attitude maneuverability
through momentum exchange rather than fuel expenditure.
RAXOE SAFETY FOR THE TITAN 1110
During the past year the safety office at ETR (Eastern Test Range) became
concerned that under certain failure conditions the second stage of the Titan
1110
when flying flight plan 7. ETR requested that the Titan IIIC be
provided with the command capability for auomatic sustainer cutoff (ASCO)
As a result of the Aerospace analyses, plans to install ASCO were terminated
and the probability of successful Titan III missions has not been degraded.
costs estimated at $100,000 asodated with booster redesign were avoided.
CORRECTION OF RECOVERY PARAChUTE DIFFICULTIES
Aerospace engineers were requested to investigate the high failure rate experienced during proficiency tests of the MK VC satellite recovery parachute.
The failures were occurring because the parachute did not inflate properly and
it would frequently become entangled in the retrieval rig trailing the recovery
aircraft.
In order to correct these difficulties, Aerospace recommended revisions to the
manufacturing drawings which contained the finished p-)rachute dimensions required to insure proper inflation at all anticipated descent velocities. New packing procedures were also devised. Tests of parachutes fabricated and packed
according to the Aerospace recommendations have been completely successful.
As a consequence, the Air Force adopted these recommendations for all future
procurement and utilization of the MK VC parachute. It is expected that the
improved reliability of this parachute should lead to annual cost savings of
approximately $130,000.
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RADAR BACKCSCAT'ER, STUDIES

A significant advance In the theory of radar backscatter has been achieved at
Aerospace. A theory was developed to describe the scatter of radar waves from
the turbulent fluctuations or disturbances in the ionized wake or column of air
that trails behind any missile or space vehicle when it reenters the earth's
atmosphere.
HYDROGEN CRAOKING OF IIIGH-STRENOTIE 3OLTS

In the fal of 1908, high-strength stainless steel bolts used in the oxidizer
valve of the Tital 1110 were found to be broken.
The solution to the problem as determined by Aerospace scientists was to
modify the heat-treat schedule for the bolt. The modification eliminated the
susceptibility of the bolt to hydrogen cracking without affecting its mechanical
properties. This has resulted in a new set of specifications for this component.
SIMPLIFIED PROPELLANT TANK DRAIN FOR 1tOL

The tanks supplying propellant for the attitude control system on the now
canceled MOL must be drained in the event there is a launch abort on the pad.
By making the special drain system unnecessary, the Aerospace modification
eliminated numerous lines, parts, and fittings, and made possible estimated cost
savings of between $50,000 and $100,000 on each of the six to eight vehicles
In addition, the resulting simplified procedures for propellant loading and unloading will lead to further cost reductions associated with ground-handling
equipment and personnel.
$2

MILLION SAVING ON NAVY

FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

At the request of D.D.R. & E., Aerospace reviewed the Navy heavy advanced
target simulator (HAT$) and miniaturized augmentation study (MAS) flight
test programs to assess their value to the solution of penetration aids development problems. Flight test objectives and vehicle configurations were studied
in relation to state.of-4he-art and currently programed ABRES activities. This
study revealed that objectives of the MAS program were substantially met by
existing ABRES program activities, and that minor test plan adjustments would
permit achievement of HATS objectives by two rather than three flight tests.
The Aerospace recommendations, now under active consideration by D.D.R. &
E. will result in a savings of three Athena boosters and their associated flight
test support costs (approximately $2,150,000) If adopted.
MINUTEMAN ROOSTER PRODUCTION SAVINGS

Aerospace introduced ideas for substantial modification of motor testing
which will result &a an aggregate saving of approximately $850,000 to the
Minuteman program.
SAVINGS

OF $36 MILLION FOR ATLAS OVERHAULS

An analysis of the condition of engines on Atlas missiles to be used In the
advanced ballistic reentry system (Abres) program resulted In a recommendation that the time between overhaul of the engines be extended, which could
eventually result in a total saving of $36 million.
SAVINGS ON SHOOK ISOLATION TESTS

Aerospace engineers' extensive knowledge of facilities and testing practices
and careful attention to specification detail resulted In identification of an Incompatibility between the contract requirements and a contractor proposed new
test machine. An alternative and suitable machine was identified leading to a
savin# of the phrase cost of the new machine (approximately $30,000) and a
subsequent slippage of the test program which probably would have occurred

when the need to purchase a second
IMPROVED

machine became apparent

COMMAND

DESTRUCT

SYSTiEM

All launch vehicles currently operating from the Western Test Range carry
command destruct systems to abort the flight in the event of malfunction. When
it was determined that the command-destruct receivers on the vehicles were quite
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vulnerable to spurious signals, a solatlon to this problem was proposed which
required replacing the current destruct system with a new digital command
system.
As a result of the Investigation the Air Force decided to modify the current
onboard receivers in accordance with the Aerospace proposal. The acceptance of
this recommendation resulted in a nonrecurring cost avoidance of approximately
$2,000 per vehicle.

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

M'r. S1KES. HOW much of the total work of the Aerospace Corp, is
done with the Air Force? What part is done for organizations other

than the Air Force?

Mr. HANSEN;. Based on pre-MOL cancellation plans for fiscal year

1970 it was approximately 93 percent Air Force, 4 percent other DOD,
and 3 percent other Government agencies non-DO
Mr. SIKES.

What is the total number of employees projected for

Aerospace Corp. for fiscal year 1970 and how does this compare
with fiscal year 1969? I would like to have you include both technical
and support personnel and that can be for the record.
(The information follows:)
Fiscal year-

Engineer/sclentists (MTS) ...................................................
............................................................. ... ...
Mission support ................................................................
Executives .....................................................................

Technic

Corporate total ............................................................

1969

1970

1,793

I,796

1,430
13

1,398
13

5"

3,774

518

'3,725

aSubject to chang, due to cancellation of MOL. Total Impact Isnot known at this tinm.
EFFECT OF CANCELLATION OF MOL PROORAM
Mr. SIKES.

It is noted from the justification that the amount spent

with the Aerospace Corp. for the MOL program is estimated to increase from $13.4 in 1909 to $15.6 million in fiscal 1970. Will all of this
be deleted V
Mr. IIANszN. No, all of it cannot be deleted. But there will be a
reduction.
Mr. SIKES. You will provide the facts I
Mr. IANSHN . Yes, sir.

Mr. SIKES. And that, of course, will modify the overall cost of the
Aerospace program?
Mr.HANSEN. Yes, sir, it will.
Mr. SIKES. Other items will not be cranked in to replace the MOLI
Mr. HANSEN . Because Aerospace has been operating under a manpower ceiling and some tasks have had to be deferred, that is being
looked at.
Mr. SIs. The committee would like to be fully advised on any
decisions that are made and the reasons for them, in this connection.
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
(rhe information follows:)

Dsmposerox or MOL Ftful)s
When the fiscal year 1970 Aerospace program has been finaled, the results
will be furnished to the committee under separate orrespondence.
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SALARY INCREASES

Mr. SIKEs. Have there been increases in the salaries of the top officials of the Aerospace Corp. in the last yearI
Mr. HANSEN. Yes. The Aerospace board of trustees approved salary
increases for 11 of the top officials.
Mr. S)RES. Do you have the details on those increases?
Mr. 11ANSEN. Ies, I do.
Mr. SI ES. Call you give them to us at this time?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, I can give that to you at this time.
These increases have been forwarded to the Air Force Systems
Command Salary Review Conunittee, where these are pending review.
The present indication is that the Air Force will disallow these increases. However it is still tinder study.
Mr. SIms. Will you give us the l)roposals for the record.
The Air Force would have the right to reject it if it feels its increases are not justified?
Mr. HAN Su. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIRFS. You are examining that fact?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. RHODES. When you put in the record the information requested

by the chairman about salaries and salary increases will you also
include the total former salary and the present salary so we may have
a basis of comparison, and also that should either include bonuses
or show the bonuses as an addition.
Mr. HANSEN. There are no bonuses in the Aerospace structure, the
straight salary is the total compensation.
(Theinformation follows:)
Total

Total

new salary

old salary

increase

President .......................................................
Senior vice President..
................................
Vice preadeat and opeations general manager, San Bernardino........

.$97,50
0.000
65000

$90000
66000
60.000

$7,500
4,000
5000

Vice president and operaons general manager El Segundo ...........
Vpesident and eneral manager for manner systems, El Segudo

50.000
50000

44.500
42

5,500

Vice sldentL administration, and treasurer........................
Vice prsdent and general mana, laboratory, El Segundo ...........
vic p dnt for corporate pllan ni ................................

4

Vice president and operations general manager MOL ...............
000
Vice resident and associate general manager, kan Bernardino.........55,000
Vice bresdent and general manager for systems panning, EISeundo..

53000
53,000

50:000

45,500
0

44,000

45,000
500

39.600
400

5000
21000
5,000

5900
7,

4,000

Note: To data none of the above Increases have been approved. Any amount In extess of the Air Force approved figure
wil not be allowed as reimbursable costs on cost-type Government contracts.

ACQUISITON OF PROPERTY

Mr. Si s. Has Aerospace Corp. acquired any additional properties
in the last year?
. Mr..Hso.
Only severable facilities such as test equipment,
furniture and the like, which comes under the Government facilities
contract. There has been no new property, such as building.
Mr. Sixzs. Is this at cost to Aerospace at present or ultimate cost
to the Government?
Mr. HANS . I am sorry, I did not understand.
SxKMr.
E. Is the Government paying for it now or eventually or
Aeropace paying for it I
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Mr. HANSEN. This will be paid for by the Government under a
facilities contract, iio-fee-type contract.
Mr. iIKES. Provide the amount.
(The information follows:)
PfOI'EaTIEs ACQvIRED nY AEROSPACr. CORp.. FISCAL YEAR 19(9
[Dollars !n thomunds]

Facilities:
Fiscal year 1969, $-00.
Fiscal year 1970, $600.

OTHER EQUIPMENT, AIR FORCE
A

OnwRNF WAR.NIN6; ,XD

CO TROT, SYsEZVM (AWACS)

LARGE FUNDING INCREASES FOR AWACS EQUIPMENT

Mr. SIRES. Under "Other equipment" there is a request for $385.2
million, which compares with $383.7 million for fiscal 1969, $277.2,
million in fiscal 1968.

I think the committee would like to know why there was a very
significant jump between fiscal 1968 and fiscal 1969 to a new level a
hundred million dollars higher and the same level is maintained in
fiscal 1970.
What is happening in that area to require or justify this very large
increaseI
General McNICKLE. The two programs that have the largest increase are the AWACS, which goes to $45 million in fiscal year 1969
and $60 million in fiscal year 1970 and TRACALS-traffic control
and approach landing system.
AWACS is our airborne warning control system, which we desperately need both for air defense and for tactical control of fighters.
It is moving along. We have two radar contractors competing and a
third contractor in a backup position for the radar development. We
expect to select an airframe prime contractor to incorporate the
radar into an AWACS.
(Off the record.)
Mr. MINSITALL. --.

What distance are we talking about ?

General McNiciKu..
Mr. MINSlKALL. What is this in miles?
AVAILABLE AIRCRAFT

RADAR WARNING

CONTROL SYSTEBIS

General MCNICKLE. .
Mr. 3INRIALL. I know, but
What is it?
General McNICKLE. We do not have an airborne warning and control airplane with a lookdown radar to serve areas like this. We have
old obsolete EC-121's that have a limited capability.
Mr. MINSKATL. What are we able to do with our equipment
General McNioKIL. Colonel Ahern can give you some of the data.
Mr. SiR S. How far from the aircraft is this system effective
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I am sure that is what the gentleman wants.
General BOYLAN. The AWACS aircraft operating in an altitude of
about 30,000 to 35,000 feet over land Would have the capability of
control
. Then we can get into the other question.
Mr. X SHALL.
General BOYLAN. Then let me start with what we have now

Out there today we have some
aircraft in combination one of
nautical mile loo-down
them is the EC-121 which has about
capability until it hits the coast and then the ground clutter froim the
earth destroys this capability.
Mr. SIRE.
General BomAi. ActUally, in Southeast Asia we have to use a family of airplanes to accomplish the total control mission.
I
Mr. Shfi . How many T"!
General Bo m

. We have

(Off the reoid.)

WORT

separate airplanes.

OF NEW RADAR WARNING SYSTE31

Mr. SIRES. Is that worth what amount, $60 million I
General BOYLAN. Absolutely, sir, because the mission of this aircraft is not only for control of our tactical forces in areas such as
Southeast Asia where we will not necessarily have ground radar installations, but. the AWACS airplane is designed also for air defense of
the continental United States.Mr. SrKEs. Let me preempt one of the critics on the floor who feels

the Air Foice is "wasting a-lot of money and not ,accomplishingvery
..
much," and ask you why
has been the
General BoyMir. Mr.'Chairman, the, problem,
radar
of
a
highly
reliable
eAicient
long-range
look-down
development
There has been considerable work done by this country in this field.
have flown awhich
look-down
in the
of theWeYF-i2A
have
In case
AWACS
have twoprototype,
competingwedevelopments
radar.
demonstrate W this capability. The Navy has. developed a lookdown
radar which has good efficiency over' water, something less over land.
Mr. SIRs. You have not exactly answered my question.
From the standpoint of this committee, which is charged with defending the Air Force position and what it does, what is the answer
to the change that theMr Force should have developed this capability
General BOYLAN.
. Without a
low efficiency below the radar horizon
or air defense interceptors. '
Mr. SIKu. For years we had radar,
radar and now lookdown radar. For
better differentiate between them.
(The information follows:)

lookdown radar, there is very
in control of forward fighter
and then began to go to 0TH
the record I thin you had
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DFINITION OF TYPES OF RADAR

Our present ground radars are range and line-of-sight limited. These radars
have detection ranges of some 250 miles and due to the line-of-sight limitation,
practically no capability against low-flying targets.
Over-the-horizon (OTH) radars are being developed to overcome the range
and line-of-sight deficiencies. By "bouncing" their signals off the ionosphere and
the earth's surface, the line-of-sight itmitaton is overcome and target detection at
all altitudes between the earth's surface and the ionosphere is possible. The range
of the proposed CONUS 0TH system will be approximately
Present airborne radars function much the same as ground radars and have
the capability to detect only those targets operating above the radar horizon.
Because of their altitude, their line-of-sight range is greater. However, reflections
from the ground generally mask aircraft which are between the airborne radar
and the ground, so such radars have little capability against low-flying targets.
Lookdown radars, utilizing pulse-Doppler principles, are being developed to provide a detection-and-tracking capability of low-level targets against a ground
clutter background. Such a radar will be used on the AWACS aircraft.
It should be realized that OTH radars provide long range detection, but no
command and control capability for intercept. AWACS would receive timely
warning from OTH detection, and then provide the necessary intercept command
and control
ADOPTION OF VARIOUS RADARS TO AWACS 8YSTFM

Mr. RHODES. I want to ask you, if my memory serves me correctly,
last year the AWACS system was supposed to have OTH radar.
General BOYLAN. That is 4 corplementary System in the total air

States. It is not in the airplane.
defense environment of the Uni
The over-the-horizon radar would beMr. RHODES. It is not to be an airborne radar?
and give us the
General BOYLAN. No, sir. It would be based
les. Then
i-coverage against penetrating bombers out to about

in conjunction with the AWACS, the OTH would give the position

- miles.
- miles at ranges of
of the bomber plus or minus
The AWACS then on station would direct a radar intercept with
a fighter interceptor because it could look down and direct a fighter

to an incoming bomber for attack or identification.

Mr. RHODES. What type aircraft will you use for the downlooking

radar?
ty

General BoYr.Ax. The current program is considering a 707 or DC-8
It would ean "off-the-shelf" type of airplane.

(Off the reco.)

Mr. M HATu Let me gt back to my original question of a few
minutesao. Are you sure of -I
sir; I am not.
(4aeafiomrAD.No, ..
Mim
.
*Mr.
Mr. WALS,.
Mr. Mnu

x.

General McNickle made a statement 5 minutes ago

and said
Mr. WAmLH. (Off the record.)
84-0"8--40

t. 4-54
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HOPEFUL IMPROVEMENTS WIT

FUNDS REQUESTED

Mr. MwsaLLu. What extra range or what additional range are we

buying with the money you have asked for in the budget, namely $60

General MoNicmz. We are buying an important year of radar de-

velopment plus int
tion of the electronic software into an aircraft.
We are buying the development of a prototype AWACS airplane.
Mr. MsiUIj. What range do you -hope to get?

General MoNicxIE
- mile.
General BOYLAN. That is in a look-down mode from 30,000 feet, looking down over the surface to detect the bomber between the radar and
the surface
Mr. Mn sILaL. In other words, we are going up from--

miles

to-.

General BoYLAN. That is right, sir.
In the straightaway mode looking out the new radar will be on the
order of
miles as opposed to about
miles from our current EC-121.
Mr. WAsH. I would like to emphasize the EC-121 really cannot

see low-flying targets at all even at less than the
because what they see is the reflection
Mr. MWnis ATu

new radarI

miles quoted

How far along are you with the development of the

Mr. WALsH. We have demonstrated the basic performance of two

different radar techniques which will give us this capability.

Mr. MINsHAu.. When will you be operational with this capability

if we give you the money?
Mr. WALSH. If you give us the money, we expect to have it operaational in late .
Mr. RHODES. What type aircraft will you use for the intercept?

Mr. WALSH. This can work with a variety of interceptors, with any

interceptor wa have in the inventory. The original plan you alluded
to earlier is one in which we would use a modified F-06. The planned
AWACS program enhances the capability even of the existing F-106
because we will be able to detect low-flying aircraft which we cannot
do at all now with the present network of radars. We have gaps
through which the low-flying bombers can come.
Mr. RHODES. Are you still going to use the F-106 armed with the
Phoenix?
Mr. WAlsH. We plan to arm it with the AIM-47, an air-to-air
missile made by Hughes Aircraft Co., related to but not quite the same
as the Phoenix.
TOTAL ESTIMATED AWACS DEVELOPMENT AND PROCUREMENT COST

Mr. MINSHALL. What is the total estimated development cost on
this whole prram
uP to the time it es in operation
General Moriojuj We estimate the R. &W.tobe a little les than
$700 million.
Mr. MwsHau Is that R. &DI
General MoNIoLz. Yes sir.

do you estimate the procurement will be?
There are two procurements being talked about.

Mr. MAiNSHALL. What

Mr.

WALSH.
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One is procurement for Air Defense Command and one a procurement for Tactical Air Command. Approximately
for Air Defense Command and
for Tactical Air Command, for a total
with training and attrition aircraft of
Nfr.

MINSIJALL. What is this in dollarsI You have nearly $700

million in R. &D. What is the procurement?
Mr. WALSH. The procurement of

is $1.9 billion.

Mr. MiSAuLL. How many billion again?
General Prrrs.$1.964 billion to be exact.
Mr. MINSHALL. It is going up ever day.
Mr. WALstr. That is for
ADC and TAC. The ADC mission
procurement total alone is estimated to be $1.468 billion for a
aircraft buy.

Mr. MINSi rALL. I do not know how you fellows can come up with

such billion dollar programs so fast, so soon, and of which many never
work.
Mr. WALSH. This radar program I think we rightly can say is a
radar which has been more thoroughly tested before we started than
any other radar program on which we have embarked. We have already had a flight test program of the basic radar principle of two of
the radar techniques which are in competition here.
Mr. MINSAuLL. Your procurement then will be $1.9 billion. Is that

the closest figure you can give us?
Mr. WALsH. Yes, for
Mr. MINSHALL. You have nearly $3 billion, or $2.6 billion programed

then?
Mr. WALsH. That is correct.

I would like to point out that in fact we anticipate a cost savin
in Air Defense Command by the use of this radar or this aircraft
system. There are two reasons for using AWACS. One has to do with
improved performance which gives you the lookdown capability and
will stop low-flying aircraft which we cannot do now. However, there
are two other capabilities which we are achieving to some extent now
with the existing radar; namely, survivability, which in the present

system we achieve through redundancy, and also long range, which
in the present system we achieve by having very many radars remote
from the coastline or the borders.
In fact, when we install AWACS we will be able to eliminate very
many existing radars, eliminate all of the redundancies because that
will not be needed for survivability, the flying platform will give you
survivability. So we anticipate on the Air Defense Command side
that we wi 1 incur savings or cost avoidance of approximately $60
to $100 million each year it operates.
ASSESSMENT OF RUSSIAN THREAT IN" DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR AWACS

Mr. MINHALL. What do you estimate the Russian threat will be

in for?

with manned boiersl This is the only thing that is good

Mr. WALSH. No. The Air Defense Command version is good for
the Russian threat of manned bombers. However, the Tactical Air
Command version is useful for fighting in wars such as Southeast
Asia where you have to get command and control capability in a hurry.
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What do you estimate in

the Russians will

have in hnwnned bomber a
i e United States?
Mr. WAL.. They have of tie or of 200 heavy bombers now,
plus several hundred medium bombers, which could fly one-way missions. I do not know offhand what the national intelligence estimate
is on the threat, but it is somewhat less than that, in that it discounts
the capabiliti of the medium bombers.
The Air Force is dissenting in the national estimate.
General BOYLAN. The intelligence community estimate for mid1975 is
heavies; the Air Force view on that estimate is
For.ti. mediums, the community. estimate is--;
the Air Force is
slightlvh
er at
Itn without casting stones at the community, that the Air
Force's estimate of the Soviet bomber force has been more nearly accurate over the last several years.
.,
Mr. WALSH. For the last several years, the community estimate has
always been that the number of bombers will decrease in subsequent
years, and in each year it has remained about the same.
Mr. Mrisiu . Is the manned bomber threat increasing or de-

crina

I

Mr. WAn. In the last couple of years it has remained about constant. It increased prior to that, but it has not decreased as has been
the intelligence community estimate.,
m Mr. SIKu. Has it increased in capability while in numbers re-

ng constant
M rW a It has increased in capability in that it has been equipMr.

ped with air-to-surface missiles, reasonably long range, the purpose of
which is to stand outside our radar defenses andlob in missiles. This is
one of the capabilities that AWACS will give us we do not have now,
that we will be able to perform intercepts at ranges such as we can kill
the bombers before they launch their air-to-surface missiles.
General BOTLAN. May I add one point, .Mr. Minshall, to what Mr.
Walsh has just said I
As to cost savings, some major fraction of these savings has already
been applied against the air defense force of the United State&
_ For example, on major search radars, by the end of 1962 we had 179;
by the end of this year we are dowrn to 128; we are scheduled to go
downfurther to118. .
On.GAP filler radars, the picture is the same; from 135 down to 17.
These will then all phase. out, as. the AWACS comes in. As the
AWACS comes in our search radar posture will decrease to 84.
Mra MNsuu.How much have you put in this program so far in
R, & D.1

Colonel Amm.We have put in $13.7 million in fiscal 1968 and prior
years. And the approved fiscal, year 1969 program is $39.3 million.
Mr. Mmsma.. That is the total amount that you have put in
AWACS..
,Colonel Ammxr. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mncsiuu.- Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
'Mr,. Radiw. General, do the RuOsiahs have a bomber, or Will they
hare by~. ~-~-'
With low-le4el penetratibn capability ?
Gienral BoLAN. They hkvethtnowsi
•
",.
.MrJ RifoDu*,Azd, thab,is what this system -is
designed to overcome ?
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General BoLAN. In conjunction with over-the-horizon radar, and
AWACS, we can direct our interceptors into this Russian bomber before lie can launch standoff weapons.
Mr. RHODES. How many tanker aircraft do the Russians have at the
present time I

General BOYLAN. It is on the order of

I think.

Mr. WALSH. The Russian bombers are adaptable to be used either
as tankers or bombers, so the question does not have a direct answer.
The answer is it depends on just whatMr. RHODES. What day it is.
General MoNicmz. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. On what they are trying to do.
General BoYLAN. I thin the general feeling of the community is
percent of the heavies so configured could be used as
about
tankers.
The Air Force does not necessarily share that view.
Mr. RHODES. They would have the capability then to use fighterbomber aircraft if they had enough refueling aircraft available, would
they not?
Mr. WALSH. If they were flying an all up heavy bomber threat, they
bring a handful of figter-bombers. The tankers would not
could
to support of very many ighter-bombers. But they could bring
admitonly
a fair number of medium bombers which have decent range capability
of their own.
(Off the record.)
Mr. DAVIs. You spoke of the bomber force being about constant in
numbers and also constant in threat. What is going on in their bomber
force? Are they still using primarily the props or is there a conversion
from props to jets going on, or what do we know about this?
Mr. WALSH. More than half of there heavy bombers I believe are
turboprop and there is no conversion that I am aware of. They are
a month, which keees their plant
still manufacturing about
. This is one of the things that causes the Air Force to be
open. concerned about the threat growing.
Mr. HANSEN. They are also producing medium bombers, are they
not?
Mr. WALSH. I just do not know.
Mr. HANSEN. My information is that they are producing medium
bombers
Mr. DAvis. And these, too, are turboprops?
Mr. HANSEN. The mediums are jet bombers.
General Prrrs. Parenthetically another immediate concern of the
intelligence community has been the ever-increasing probes of our defense perimeter by long-range Soviet bomber aircraft during this past
year in the Alaskan area, the Labrador-Newfoundland area, and
around the Iceland area
ESTATE OF MX OF RUSSIAN ATTACK THREAT

Mr. MrwsHwAi In case of attack, what does the Air Force estimate
the nature would be, a mix of missiles and aircraft, submarines?
You never quite agree with the intelligence community. What is
your estimate of it?
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Mr. WALsH. It is our belief that the rational attack, and, of course,
one can postulate scenarios which blunder into irrationalMr. MiNSHALL. What is your general area, how do you warganie the
whole businessI
Mr. WALSH. I wargame against surprise initial attack and this
surprise initial attack would be coordinated attack involving bombers,
missiles, and submarines.
The submarines would launch missiles in an attempt to get our
bombers before they could get off the ground, then there would be a
followup wave of missiles and heavy bombers.
Mr. MnsuALL. And how much of a role would the bombers play in
this attackI
Mr. WALSh. The bombers play a surprisingly significant role because the total payload carried by bombers is quite high.
As to how the bombers would be used, there are really two alternatives.
One is, they might be used to attack our withheld forces. Presumably, when we got warning of the attack we would launch a retaliatory
attack, but we would also hold back some of our forces in order to see
what the developments were and use them to terminate hostilities as
best we could. So one role of the bombers would be to attack our withheld forces.
The other, of course, would be to attack our civilian population
either *ust to wantonly destroy or to hold it host age.
Mr. MINSHALL. The reason I ask the question is, there are some members of the intelligence community that feel the bomber attack is on
- the
the wane and more emphasis being put on missiles, and by
every month, it
Russians even though they are manufacturing -is till going to be, in effect, an obsolete bird.
nr. All I know is that the capability of the Russian bombM WArSi.
ers to deliver destruction is extremely great.
So it is a very severe threat indeed.
Mr. MiSALL. You must feel this or you would not have asked
for this money for AWACS.
.I merely said there are others in the intelligence community that
feelthe treat is going to be more from missiles and they are going
to gradually phase out their bombers, other than to make us spend
a lot of money preparing for a possible defense.,
Mr. WALSH. There is one other capability the bombers have that
missiles do not have. That is, they can be used as a blackmail threat.
If we had no defense against bombers, they could launch bombers at
us, fly around our borders and embarrass us, to say the least, by our
inability to do anything about it.
Mr. SWmes. I am interested in your reaction to the reasons for the
increased.penetration of U.S. airspace around Alaska.
Do you think the Russians are trying to tell us something, that
they do have this low-altitude attack capability, or what other explanation would you place upon the fact that the number of penetrations in that area hasbeen increasing rather significantlyI
*Mr.WAum. I do not believe they,are trying to tell us anything because that would be giving us in ormation which they are very reluctantto do.
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Mr. SiKES. I mean a warning.

-fMr. VALSH. I do not think it is a warning. That is, I do not think
it is intended as a warning. What it does indicate is that they can read
our newspapers as well as we can. They see stories that we are phasing
down the air defenses. They are not sure whether or not to believe these
stories so they are flying essentially ferret missions to see how soon
they are detected by our radars and also how quickly our interceptors
caii get up to chase them, or whether our interceptors get up to chase
them.
In the past we used to try and intercept, every probe and now we
only intercept some of them. It would indicate we are really cutting
down on the number of sorties being flown. They are probing by these
missions, I am quite certain.
Mr. Sixs. Further question?
Mr. RHODES. May I ask one off the record ?
(Off the record.)

Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to go back if I might and

offer a little different point of view on the answer to your question
about why
Mr. SixKEs. We will be glad to have it.

Mr. HA.NSm. I spent quite a bit of time on this program, have looked
back over what ha- been done with this, and so on, and it is my personal view that .

Mr. SIKEs. Especially in the Senate.
Mr. HANSEN. In our system, within the services, between the services and the OSD, and in the Congress. These debates raise questions
and they lead to further studies.
The air defense problem is a very complicated one, starting with the
complication we have just been discussing as to what the threat is and
how we assess both the capability and the intention of the potential
enemy, and then move from that to the air defense job itself and how
it ought to be done.
Our current view is that we ought to be preparing ourselves to cope
with the capability that we believe exists, and not worry quite so much
about the intention to use that capability. It is my view that it is important that we have a capability againstoombers which would counter
a low-altitude-flying bomber simply because if our potential enemies
detect, as they surely would, that this is an area of weakness on our
part, I think we could pretty well count on the fact that they would
concentrate their attack in that area of observed weakness.
I think it important that we move into hardware with AWACS so
we can see just how well these systems do work.
Mr. SxnEi. I think you have given us a very good answer. In essence,
I think you are saying on the one hand it is tie workings of a democracy, and on the other hand it is totalitarianism in action.
Mr. HANsEN. Yes, sir. I was not attempting to editorialize about
which one was the best, although I have my personal view that ours is
the best.
Mr. Sxi~s. This was the practical effect of it.
Mr. HANSEN. I was just saying that from all I understand, they
tend to go ahead and implement something in hardware and try it out,
whereas we tend to try to be more sure that we are doing thic right
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thing before we move ahead into the expenditures that are involved in
hardware, because hardware is expensive, as we all know.
Mr. Sixa. Mr. Preston?
BASIS FOR INTLI

NCE ESTIMATES

Mr. PPx"SiOx. General Boylan, what was the basis for the estimate
you gave the committee that the United States is-behind the
Soviet Uniont It would appear from the testimony that we do not
really have much hard intelligence on the which have been
observed. If this is the case, as it seems to be from the testimony, what
waS the basis of your
General BOYLAN. I am not sure I made that observation, but the
basis for that observation would be that we have observed on the
part of the Soviets,
As was stated subsequently, the IOC
on AWACS, as we see it, is
late .
Mr. PnESToN.

General BOYLAN. Very possible.
General McNIcKri.

We have been 8 years in incubation on this

program right now.
General BOYLAN. (Off the record.)

REDUCON IN BUDor ESTIMATE FOR AWACS

Mr. Sirs. Your request for the continued development of AWACS
for fiscal 1970 is $60 million. Funding in 1969 was $45 million, and in
fiscal 1968, $3.8 million. The January budget request was $75 million.
Will you explain the reduction?
-Colonel AmN. This was directed by OSD on the assumption that
the engineering development phase would not start until March 1970.
Originally we anticipated beginning engineering development in
December 1969. That accounts for a 3-month period of time. And
the total amount was so reduced.
M.r Sxus. The Air Force request for fiscal 1969 was $75 million,
but only $45 million was programed. What changes were made, in
the 1969 program, and what are the present effects of those changes?
ColonesTAizR. We originally envisioned AWACS entering contract definition in fiscal year 1968 and proceeding to engieerig
development in fiscal year 1969. Under that schedule, the program
would-have required the full $75 million in fiscal year 1969.
However, t he pr
was not approved to proceed to contract
definition until November of 198. The program was then reduced to
$45An
million to accommodate the slip.
additional $61 million was withdrawn once the progarm entered
contract definition and we could more accurately determine final cost.
Finally, an additional half million dollars was withdrawn from
the MITRE suppor t item an& the present funding i now $89.8

million.,
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TOTAL AWACS PROORA[ COST

Mr. SiKzs. The descriptive summary material presented in support
of the fiscal year 1969 budget indicated that the total estimated development cost of AWACS was $592.8 million (p. 228). The descriptive summary material presented in support of the fiscal year 1970
request indicates that the total estimated development cost of AWACS
is undetermined. Why is this cost now termed undetermined? We
should expect a better cost estimate 1 year later.
Colonel AmJmm. When the fiscal year 1970 descriptive summary
was prepared we did not know what the scope of the development
program would be, as it was in the process of revision.
Mr.Sums. What is your present best estimate of the total development cost of AWACS I
Colonel AHRN. The Air Force presently estimates that the AWACS

program will require $688.7 million for development. The present esti-

mate corrects for cost of living increases and the addition of a brass-

board radar flight test program in the schedule.
Mr. SuF .What is your best estimate of the total procurement cost
of AWACS if the system is adequately developed?
Colonel AHERN. The Air Force estimates that the proposed procurement of - AWACS will cost $1,964 million. The approved
AWACS for air defense will cost $1,468 million. Contract definition is
scheduled to be completed during fiscal year 1970 and at that time we
will have a much better estimate of the procurement cost of AWACS.
PRACTIOALITY OF AWACS DEFENSE

Mr. Sixs. The degree of defense which must be provided to the

continental United States against a possible manned bomber attack is
the subject of some controversy. The manned bomber threat is limited.
Thq Soviet Union is not actively developing any new manned strategic
bombers that we know about, and seems to be only producing enough
nev bombers to maintain the small inventory they have haffor several years. The Soviets seem to be concentrating heavily on building
up their strategic missile forces. There has been no decision in the
Department of Defense as to what, if'any, new mamed interceptor
aircraft shall be developed and deployed.: The F-12 and the F-106
have both been discussed, but neither r has been accepted at this time.
Why should we proceed with the AWACS program until decisions
have been readied as to the bomber defense to be provided for the
United States?
Mr. HANiITs. Our current Conus air defenses were designed inthe
1950's to counter high altitude subsonic(or slightly supersonic)
bombers. Today's Soviet threat to' the United States is composed of
ballistic missiles and bombers. While the preponderant threat is the
missile threat, the bomber threat has not diminished as predicted and
the So'viets have retained the production Option to maintain the bomber
force (current bomber production is
per month).
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The United States has consistently maintained the concept of a
mixed force of missiles and bombers as the most effective offensive force
of a new advanced manned straand plans to undertake development
tegic airc-raft. The Soviet Union probably finds the mixed force equally
attractive as they have not reduced tieir bomber strength at the
preiited rate.
The present Soviet bomber force is capable of low level penetration
with gravity bombs and launch of standoff air-to-surface missiles
against the Coitus. Our present air defense hats minimal capability
against, these tactics due to limited low altitude radar coverage and
. In particular, by penelimited ground radar detection range trating at low altitudes with gravity bombs, the Soviets are able to
take advantage of tha economy of bombers in delivering large tonnages
of gravity bombs. In addition, the prem(nt ground environment is
vulnerable to missile attack.
To correct these deficiencies and, at the iame time, to reduce our
total expenditures for air defenses, the decision was made by the Secretary of Defense in 1967 to reduce the present interceptor'force and
air defense ground environment and to modernize our air defense
forces with AWACS, OTH radar and an improved interceptor. Tlte
net results would be an improved survivable air defense system with
long-range coverage at both high and low altitude and with ca pability
to engage attacking bombers prior to ASM launchlmpoints. The developmnet concept paper supporting this decision pointed out that this could
be achieved at an estimated saving of $500 million annually over the
present air defense system once modernization costs are amortized.
The planned air defense phasedown has been underway for over a
year and has been accelerated.
To correct deficiencies in our present system, to achieve a capability
to counter the present threat and any improved Soviet bomber capability, and to realize cost savings in total expenditure for air defense,
we should proceed with the air defense modernization program with
AWACS as its key element. While the greatest advantage would be
realized by employing an improved interceptor with AIVACS. the
delay in the interceptor decision should not be permitted to delay
proceeding with AW ACS. Regardless of the interceptor employed,
AWACS will provide improved survivability, command and control,
low altitude coverage which will effectively deny the use of gravity
hombs to the Soviet and distant bomber engagement to counter tle
bomber threat. of the mid-1970's.
Mr. SixFs. Describe your proposed AWACS force. How many aircraft would be in the force? What is the estimated unit cost of each
AWACS aircraft with all of its necessary equipment?
AWAC systems.
Mr. WAwH. The Air Force expects to buy
attrition airand
TIE
use
The air defense forces will
UE aircraft. In addition
craft.. The tactical forces will receive
aircraft for training purposes. The unit cost of
there will be
the aircraft will be slightly in excess of $30 million.
Mr. Sim . How important is the tactical warfare role of AWACSI
If the air defense role were eliminated, how ligh a priority would the
AWACS program have?
General BRomA. The Air Force considers the requirement for a
tactical version of the AWACS to be mission essential. World event
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in recent years, and particularly those related to Vietnam and Korea,
establish the critica need for a flexible airborne control capability
through which commanders can quickly respond to the highest national authority and insure prompt, selective application of tactical
air lxwer anywhere it is required. 'T'he Air Force has sought such a
capabilitsince 1963.
In addition to having a tactical air defense role, tactical Air Forces
aro charged with conducting sustained air operations (counter-air,
interdiction, close air support, airlift, and so forth) and may be employed at any level of military action ranging from a show of force
through general war.
. The Air Force considers the AWACS
program to be one of the live most impo tant new Air Force development efforts currently under consideration.
Present methods of tactical airborne command and control provide
only a fraction of the capability offered by AWACS. Among the new
aiiorne radar contenders, AWACS radar is by far the most capable
of tracking enemy tactical aircraft against a land background.
As to the second part of the question, the tactical need for AWACS
is as important as the strategic defense need, given an enemy strategy
(hat may call for either type of U.S. response. Althou h removal of
one of the two vital uses we plan for AWACS woufd reduce cost
effectiveness of the program; within the tactical environment, the high
priority of the AA C system would not be affected.
Mr. Sixvxs. What systems and procedures does the Air Force now
use to acromplish the task that the AWACS would accomplish in its
tactical role?
Mr. VATs.

The Air Force does not passess a system having the

capabilities envisioned for the tactical version of the AWACS which
will serve as the primary airborne element of the Tactical Air Control System (TACS). The TACS provides the Air Force component
commmder with the organization and equipment necessary to plan,
direct. and control tactical air operations and coordinate joint operations With components of other United States and allied services.
Until recently, the TACS has depended almost entirely on groundbased elements to insure timely and effective control of tactical airpower. Experience in Southeast Asia emphasized the essential requirement for airborne elements to augment. control, surveillance, and
communications functions of the TACS. The extensive geographical
(emp1j1loyment td multiple uses of tactical air power in Southeast Asia
were complicated by highly sensitive political/nilitary restraints,
complex rules of engagement, and sophisticated enemy air defenses.
Thii situation underscored the urgent need to extend the range and
eslabilitm of tw TACS. As a result, a number of systems, highly
spMcialiad sad limited by the state of technology, were diverted from
other ~im tam mimions and extensively modi fled to provide partial
and
solutions to some of thie TACS needs in Southeast
Asia.
FA-121 aivwft were diverted from CONUS air defense and modified to pr~vW6a limited surveillance capability beyond the range of
gromud4md ehmmts of the TACS and in suiport of strike and re.
C m aw operations over North Vietnam. Ihis capability depends
prinmrily on cooperative friendly and enemy targets using IFF trans-
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ponders. 0-130 aircraft were diverted from tactical airlift resources
and modified to provide a communications and forward control capability in interdiction areas.
. KC-135 radio relay aircraft were
diverted from the SAC tanker fleet to provide the vital communications link between in-country control facilities and flights operating
over enemy territory. . These systems serve a useful purpose
but are inadequate, even when fully combined, to satisfy all current
and future needs of the tactical air forces worldwide. None of these
systems have the necessary growth potential to accept AWACS-type
technology such as an overland radar. Most are approaching the end
of their useful life in any capacity due to airframe age. The AWACS
will not only integrate all of these airborne capabilities into one modem jet platform but will provide significant new capabilities.
':DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF RADAR

Mr. SIir. What is the development status of the AWACS
, 1
.
radar
Colonel AmEP. Sir, the Air Force has successfully completed its
overland radar technology program, and a final report was submitted in October .1968. It examined the technology for developing an
airborne. radar capable of operating overland, and it established the
fact that this technology was adequate and suitable for an AWACS.
It was this factor which led to approval for the Air Force to enter
into contract definition for the AWACS system.
The Air Force also had continuing effort developing long lead items
for the radar candidates, as mentioned in an earlier question.
*We will' alto conduct a brassboard flight test of a radar in a highperformance; jet prior to committing large amounts of production
dollars.
Mr. Smxas. What is the estimated development cost of the radarI
Colonel. AUKmN. We estimate it 'will cost $45 million to develop, an
opertional radar whioh will be capable of being placed in a highspeed jet and test flown..
Mr. Snma. Fow much has been spent on it to date I
Colonel, AHRw. On the radar alone, sir?
Mr,SrUM.Ys.
Colonel -AmxRX, I would have provide that for the record.
Mr, Sims. I would, like also provided for the record a breakdown
of thehe$60 millionrequeste for: theprogram, showing that part assigned to. development of the -various components of the AWACS

(Theinformation follows;)

:-PCINaiUTC
b
.
C01iorOAWACF3
$.8 -million through the AWACS
prgrm on the radar techniques which are currently candidates for the AWACR
radar. This figure includes t~ie, o of efforts which will extend through August
e,.4r Tor

propoes-to uise. the- $W0 million n 'the budget. In the following
0^poi
enieing
)~eU
',uipof ft1h *anons 'Alaorce,support units suc as AYSWC and

tTk.beA, 1re

a.
"b.'

theArn
c.
d.

.

.
4neeiDeopment eter.
conclude Contract Definition.
initiate development of he brasaboard radar development program

in the following areas:
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(1) Conduct analysis of and prepare drawings for the radaC.ibterface, electrical and hydraulic modification to aircraft, cooUngjequ/oment, and test instrumentation.
(2) Finalize rotodome electrical and aero'ynamic design.
(3) Prepare for wind tunnel testing.

(4) Finalize radar desiga approach.

(5) Prepare radar engineering drawings.
(6) Inttati. design and fabrication of full scale brassboard radar.
4?) Maintain ilson between prime and radar contractors for design and Interface control.

ANNUAL OPERATING COST

Mr. Sixs.What is the estimated annual operating cost of the deployed AWACS system ?
Colonel AHERN. We estimate the annual operating costs of the ADC
force as $147 million. This represents 0. & M., Military Personnel
recurring investment cost, and depot maintenance.
Mr. SIKES. A few minutes ago a savings was referred to. What is
the saving?
Mr. WALSH. Since I referred to the saving, perhaps I should address
that.
The $147 million just quoted was the amount associated with the Air
Defense Command operation. The saving will result from our ability
to phase down almost completely our network of heavy surveillance
radars as well as our SAGE direction centers, the present airborne,
long range, early warning aircraft--these are the C-121 aircraft referred to earlier by General McNickle--and other similar systems, as
well as the associated base operating and supporting costs for these
different systems.
Mr. ANDREws. Last year the Air Force awarded $2.5 million contracts to both Boeing and McDonnell-Douglas for design, fabrication
and testing of a surveillance simulation model in support of AWACS.
Why were two contracts let for the same item?
Colonel AHERN. Sir, the simulation model efforts are part of the
AWACS support program. One was let for each type radar under
consideration. This was designed to strengthen the contract definition
and evaluation phase; in other words, to give us a more accurate look
at both radars.
The support program also permits us to progress to the fly-beforebuy concept by initiating long leadtime items and engineering design
and development efforts. The development of the simulation model for
each of the radars will result in demonstration and comparative evaluation of the overall performance of the surveillance element of
AWACS, the AWACS system, at the earliest possible date.
This simulation effort will allow evaluation of the AWACS surveillance capability in the clear and under specified threat environment
for each of the candidate radars.
Mr. Aw Pws. What is the status of the AWACSprgm. I
Colonel AuHN. At present, sir, we are in contract defintion. Prime
contractors are to submit their proposals for development and production of the system by August 22, 1969, and the Air Force is to select
the acquisition contractor in December of 1969.
Mr. AmDnzws. I am getting a little confused, so will you please
again briefly describe this system?.
Colonel AmuP. Sir, the AWACS system consists of a basic Boeing
70 or a DC-8 airframe modified with lookdown radar and associated
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software which is capable of "flushing" or becoming airborne, for survival. It will then proceed to a point seme - miles distant from
the coastline of the United States, and there set up a surveillance
patrol which will permit them to detect incoming bombers and vector
interceptors against them.
Mr. AN DxRws. How many planes are involved in this program?

Colonel AiI.RN.
Mr. ANDRvs. Is this a 24-hour oprat ion?
Colonel ATiEx. Yes, sir; it would be under periods of distress.
Mr. ANDREWS. Ordinarily what would be the operation ?
Colonel AiiFzs. Ordinarily, sir, we would be relying on the OTH
radar for our long-range surveillance. When periods of tension occurred, we would probably man under a higher defense condition with

the AWACS. Ordinarily in normal defense conditions we prohalbly
would man with AWACS on a random basis.

Mr. ANDREWS. Where would they be based?
Colonel AinER.. They would be based at the first siteMr. ANDREws. I am talking about the ones that are operating now.
General Boyi%.s. The EC-121 operates out of Cape Cod, Otis Air
Force Base. We have some 67.
Mr. ANDREws. Is there any other base of operation?

General BOYLAN. Sacramento for the west coast.
Mr. ANqDRnws. Both west coast and east coast?
General BOYLAN. Yes, sir.

(Off the record.)
Mr. SIRFs. What kind of contracting procedure will be followed in
the AWACS program?
Colonel AitERN. Sir, the Boeing Co. and McDonnell-Doughlas will
propose on both development and production of the AIWACS system.
Included within their proposals will be separate radar proposals so
the Air Force will have the prerogative of choosing both t he prime
contractor and the radar subcontractor.
The actual contracting details have not been finalized as yet. However, the prime contractor will be responsible for the entire system
development and production.
Mr. SixEs. Is it a single package ?
Colonel AHiNw. Yes, sir; in essence it is.
Mr. SiaS. Further questions on AWACSI
POST ATTACK COMMAND AND CONTROL SYsTEM (PACCS)
F1UNDINO FOR PROGRAM

Mr. SKas. Under postattack command and control system, will the
$500,000 requested for fiscal 1970 complete the development?
Colonel STEwAwr. No, sir; it will not. We need an additional
in fiscal year 1971 to complete the equipment procurement and to provide the support for the data link program.
Mr. SIRES. The justifications show no additional requirements as of
fiscal 1970. Is this something that has been developed since the justifications came to the committee?

Colonel STEWAzr. It must have, sir.
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Mr. SIKES. Check your facts and supply the correct answer for the
committee.

(The information follows:)

ADDITIONAL FUNDING REQUIREMENTS FOR POST ATTACK COMMAND AN!. CONTROl.

SYSTEM (PACOS)
The additional requirement which involves the fiscal year 1970 and 1971 funding of
- thousand is to provide a real time ground-to-air data link to update
the airborne data automation system. In addition, it will be used for Mitre,
equipment which will interface between the aircraft's communication system and
the airborne data automation system. In addition, it will be u.ied for 311itre/
contractor support, spares, and ground testing.
1E3EI;EX('

"

1RO'KET (oSWxTNIwFION YSTEM

Mr. SIKES. Under emergency rocket commimieation system i, where
$1.5 million is requested, will this anou1t eoiu)lete tie development
of that system .
Colonel SmWAHT. No
Mr. SIKFIS. l)o you know how niuch ?
Colonel Sr-wPrr. I can provide that later.
Mr. SIKES. Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
COST OF FLIGHT TESTING OF EMERGENCY ROCKET COM MAND SYSTEM(

If the modifications to the payload are extensive enough that requalIfleatioin
is required, then tstal year 1972-73 funding will be required to procure test Imyloads
boosters, telemetry, instrumentation, and silo refurbishment and Mitre/contractor support, data colhtvtiun ond analysis, and light proof testlig -- for a total of approximately .
SPECIAL PURPOSE COMMUNICATIONS
NEED FOR SPECIAL

OMM[INICATIONS SYSTEM

fr. SIKMs. Under "Speial Purpose Communications." you atre requesting $5 million for fiscal 1970 as compare d with $1.4 million in"
fiscal year 1969 and $582,000 in fiscal 1968. This prograin is described
in your statement on page 81.
Wfhiat is the anticipated total development cost for the very-lowfrequency radio equipment envisioned in this program ?
General Pir. million to completion, Mr. Chairman.
M r. SIKFS. If the equipment,is successfully develolpe, what will
be the total procurement cost of equipping SAC's airborne commandpost aircraft and the key control centers on the ground with this
equipment'?
General PIrrs.
million in fiscal 1971, and another
nillion in 1972, for a total of about
million.
Mr. SIKF S. To what extent were you able to utilize very-low-frequency radio equipment which has been developed in the Navy or
elsewhere for this effort?
Colonel STEWART. We have not been able to use the Navy equipment.
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They now are different. The main reason for the joint work to be done

in the future is to make the two service equipments fit together.
Mr. SIKEs. I am not sure I understand. What is the reason the Navy
equipment cannot be used by youI
Colonel STEWART. They use it for different purposes. They are interested in controlling the subs.
Mr. SiXKs. Underwater communications, primarily?
Colonel STEWA.
Yes, sir.
Mr. WALsh. The principal reason we cannot use the Navy's is that
they are communicating with relatively slow-moving vehicles, whereas
we are communicating with fast-moving aircraft. There is a technical
problem of synchronizing the antijam system, which is different for
fast- and slow-moving vehicles.
Mr. SIKES. Questions?
Mr. PP STox. Is that difference basic to the equipment, or is that
something which could be modified in the Navy equipment?
Mr. WALSH. It is basic to the equipment. There are essentially two
different tacks one could have taken to how he generates antijam
signals. The Navy took an approach which is quite complicated, but it
works well with essentially stationary vehicles, whereas the Air Force
system is adaptable also to fast-moving targets: aircraft.
Mr. MIrSHALL What frequencies are you talking about?
Mr. WALsH.
Mr. SIKES. One of the difficulties with very-low-frequency communications is the very low rate at which data can be transmitted.
What is the rate of transmittal for the equipment you are developing
for SAC communications?
Colonel STEWART. From seven words per minutes to 67 and 100 words
per minute.
Mr. SnrSs. Isn't that too slow to be of practical value?
Colonel STEWART. No sir; in that we are passing only emergency,
preplanned messages. There is not a need for a large volume. Understand, this is after other means of normal communication have been
destroyed.
Mr. SIKES. What is your requirement for very-long-range communications for this purpose?
Colonel Sizwmrr. The communications are from either the transmitter sites on the east and west coasts or the SAC command post.
ROLE PLAYED BY AIRCRAFT

IN COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

Mr. PRaioN. There is some talk of a long, trailing antenna for the
aircraft. What role does the aircraft play? You are indicating these
transmissions will be made from the ground. Is that entirely correct?
Colonel Srmw~r. You can use the two ground stations on the east
and west coasts or the airborne command post. This does have a very
lone, trailing wire or antenna. It is one area of development we are
trying to improve on, *
Mr. Pnzsi. Wouldn't these aircraft be relatively slow?
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Colonel STwAnw. Yes, sir.

Mr. WA sH. It will be close to the Minuteman site, because it will

be orbiting over the United States. As a matter of fact, this particular
system is not to be used in giving launch orders to Minuteman. UHF
relay will be adequate for that, because there will be orbiting relay
.
aircraft to cover tle continental United States.
Mr. PPRsToN. Can this capability be achieved by utilizing the tactical communications satellite?
Mr. WALSH. The tactical communications satellite is an alternative
way of achieving this capability. We do not have it right now. As a
matter of fact, one of the future plans for the tactical satellite would
be to provide this capability. That is in the future.
Mr. Srms. Are we not about to have a redundancy of communications?
Mr. WAmSH. I think, in something as important as deciding that a
nuclear world war is upon us, we certainly need a redundancy in
communications.
TYPES OF TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS.

Mr. PR sToN. How many ways do we have now to do this, and
how many will we have if all of the proposed communications systenms under development are completed and deployed?
Mr. WAmsh. I would have to tell you that for the record, because
I can only cite right now three possible methods. One is normal
11F communications, which are subject to interruption by nuclear
effects and hence are likely to go down when you need them the
most. Another is this particular one at issue. Finally, in the future,
would be satellite communications.
Mr. MiNSHALL. How long is the trailing antenna you mentioned?
feet is the length. Very long.

Mr. WALSH.

Mr. SimFs. You were about to identify one other communications
system.
Colonel STEwA"R. The emergency rocket communications system we

discussed before.
Mr. Siums. Are you not going to have a weight and control problem
with
feet of wire trailing?

Mr. WALSmH. This only trails the command-post aircraft, we hope

we can use shorter antennas with the tankers and bombers.

Mr. IMISHALL. What kind of wire is it? What is it made of? How

much does it weigh?
'Mr. WAuLSH.

.

I cannot give you the weight now but I will

for the record. It is quite a problem, not only in its weight, but also
the drag produced by it. It is currently in use.
(The information provided the committee is classified.)
Mr. 3NswALu. You could not have very many spares with a rig like
that.
Mr. WALSH. I do not know how many spares we carry, or if we do
carry a spare.
Mr. MiNSItALL. If it breaks, you have had it.

84-039---69--pt. 4-55
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RELIABILITY OF OTHER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
Mr. SixES. Does all of this mean, after the considerable sums spent

in developing other systems, they are not reliable and effective ?

Mr. W.ALSH. No; it does not mean they are all not reliable, but they

have different vulnerabilities. For example, thisMoreover, high-frequency communication is something we have had
for a long time. The alternative communication, the emergency rocket
.
communications, -

Mr. SiKxs. Is it planned to includeMr. WALSH. NO; it is not planned to do that,
Mr. SrKES. According to your studies, under the most probable cir-

cunstances what percentage of increase in effectiveness will the SAC
airborne command posts have if you add a very-low-frequency
capability?
Colonel STEWART. We cannot give an exact percentage figure, but we
know that VLF will provide us a higher percentage of survivability
in a nuclear environment, and it might be the difference between success and failure in getting the message through.
Mr. Srsnm. Are there questions on "Special Purpose Communications"?

(No response.)

Ovm-Tx-HozoN

RADA

COST AND USE OF SYSTEM
Mr. SxKEs. We turn now to "Over-the-Horizon Radar." There is a

request for $3 million for the development of an over-the-horizon
radar for the continental United States. $1.5 million has been provided
for this effort previously, and the total cost of development of the
radar is estimated to be

-

million.

If a decision is made to deploy an operational CONUS over-thehorizon radar, what will be the production and installation cost of
such a system?
Colonel AHERN. Sir, the Air Staff has requested approval to proceed
sites for OTH. These would each
with contract definition for
I degrees of coverage. The cost for
provide approximately
R.D.T. &E., production, installation, and interim operation and maintenance, prior to becoming fully Operational, is

Mr. Sixs. Where will they be located I
Colonel AHERN.

-

million.

Mr. SI.
How will costs differ with and without a capability to
detect submarine-launched ballistic missiles?
Colonel Amm. To add the sub-launched ballistic missile capability
inillion.
to the aforementioned system would cost an additional
Mr. Sixzs. Would that be justifiablef
Colonel Atmmn. We have not considered it in our present plans.
Mr. SInS. Why not?
Colonel Avnm*. There are other efforts underway which we think
will adequately fill the need for S LBM detection capability.
Mr. SI=& Why are both the over-the-horizon radars and the
AWACS, in addition to the BMEWS and the other radars which we
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now have, all necear for the detection of enemy aircraft threatening
the continental United States?
General BoYhAN. Mr. Chairman, as we discussed earlier with the
AWACS development program the OTH radar will provide a capability to extend our bomber hodbaek line out to a range of
miles.
This System, with approximately
fixing capability, ini conjunction with AWACSand available interceptors, will provide us the
ability to counter Soviet bombers and their capability to launch airto-surface missiles. It is a hand-in-glove capability with AWACS to
upgrade significantly CONUS air defense capability.
Mr. WALSH. Might I add that the principal reason for the proposal
of the CONUS OTH radar is essentially to save the money during
peacetime which would be required, alternatively, to fly AWACS on
an early warning rather than on a command and control mission.
This is much less expensive to operate than an equivalent number
of AWACS used for early warning.
COSTS OF RADAR SYSTEM

Mr. SixzS. Provide a comparison of the cost for the record, if you
will.
(The information follows:)
COMPARATIVE COSTS OF RADAR SYSTEMS

It has been estimated that to accomplished a peacetime early warning mission
by AWACS alone would require . Estimated 10-year operating and mainte-

nance (0. & M.) costs for this AWACS coverage are $1.43 billion. (Only AWACH

0. & M. costs are considered here as AWA0S has been approved for a wartime
command-and-control mission and is assumed available for peacetime surveillance.)
As a comparison a OTH system could be acquired and operated for a
10-year period for some $300 million. It would not, however, provide the reliability of coverage of the AWACS . A combination AWACS/OTH system.
which would provide the same reliability as AWACS alone, would cost some $580
million over a 10-year period. Thus, a system which provides basic OTH peace-

time coverage with augmentation by AWACS as required was recommended.

Mr. Snss. Questions on over-the-horizon radar!
USE OF OTHER RADAR SYSTEMS

Mr. ANDREWS. Will this be in addition to or a supplement of the socalled early warning line we have up in AlaskaI
Mr. WALSH. The coverage area of this will be different than the
early warning line.
Mr. ANDREws. That is what _I asked you. What about BMEWS?
Mr. WAiSn. BMEWS is not designated to provide warning of aircraft attack but, rather, to provide warning of missile attack,
.
Mr. ANDRws. You had your early warning line across the northern
part of the North American Continent.
Mr. WALSH. That is right.
Mr. AmDRws. Then you want to have AWACS on each side.
Mr. WAmSH.-.
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Mr. ANmnzws. You have been working on the early warning line

foyears.
Mxr. WA Jm. Yes.

Mr. Ammwes How long has it been in operation? Four or 5 years?
Mr. WALsH Longer than that.

Mr. SIzs. Originally, there were three of the early warning lines,

There was the Pine Tie Line, the Mid-Canada Line and then the
DEW Line, What is the status of each of those now? Whe Pine Tree
Line has been discontinued; has it?
Mr. WA LSH. The Pine Tree Line has been, I believe, amalgamated
into the general network of radars across Canada, and does not exist
as a distinct line any more.
STATUS OF EARLY WARNING SYSTEM AND RELATED ACTIVITIES

Mr. Sims. Why don't you, for the record, bring us up to date on
each of the three, and tell us what position, if any, it occupies in the
present warning system.
Mr. ANDREws.The system you are talking about today is in addition
to the lines you have in use now?
Mr. WAI SH. It is in addition to or replacement of. Once we have
this and AWACS, it will eliminate the Distant Early Warning Line.
Mr. SXES. Bring us fully up to date, for continuity in the record,
including the purpose of White Alice and all the other activities.
(The information follows:)
UPDATm or E ALY WARNING LINE SYSTEMS AND RELATED ACTrVITIKS

The Pin Tree Line was established by agreement with the Canadian Government on August 1, 1951. This line consisted of a series of radars established
across Canada to provide manual surveillance and weapons control against an
enemy bomber force approaching from the north. In 1963 these radars were tied
to the Semiautomatic ground environment (Sage) system and the line ceased

to exist as an entity. The radar sites became part of the contiguous Canada-

United States radar surveillance and weapons control system and provide surveillance and weapons control in the Canadian area. Support of these radars
involves a cost-sharing agreement with the Canadian Government.
The Mid Canada line, a radar fence that stretched generally across the 55th
parallel, became operational on January 1, 1958. Its function was to confirm
DEW Line penetrations and to permit better positioning of the defending Interceptor force against a penetrating bomber formation. The Mid Canada line was
phased out on March 81, 1966 as the contiguous radar system overlapped its

capabilities.

The Distant Early Warning (DEW)' Line, initiated on August 1, 1951, con-

saits of 83 surveillance radars extending from the Aleutians to Greenland to

provide detection and distant early warning against the manned bomber threat.
The communications between sites form an essential communications link across
the Artic area. Six of the DEW Line radar sites are being phased out and a long
range surveillance radar and height finder will be Installed at Cold Bay.
The White Alice system serves DOD and other Government agencies in Alaska.
It is linked to Canadian and CONUS long-distance telephone facilities. It provides
communications circuits for the DEW Line system, the DMEWS system, the
various A.O. & W. sites, other military operations, civilian government agencies,
and the civilian population of Alaska.
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TACTICAL ATR CONTROL SYSTEM
COST AND STATUS OF SYSTEM

Mr. SxKrEs. Under "Tactical air control system," there is a request

for $3.7 million for further development. It is indicated that the total
million, and that
estimated cost of this development effort is
million will be required to
after the fiscal year 1970 funding,
complete the program.
Does this mean that as of now you have completed about 50 percent
of the development effort?
Colonel STEWART. The TACS program is conceived as a continuing
updating of the tactical air control system. We aim to get most of the

new equipment off the shelf. We do have to go into new R. & D. on
some equipment, however.
I think it would be fair to say that the development phase is about
half over, as closely as we can look into the future.
Air.

SuKES. Since so much of the development effort on this program

is not completed; why are you requesting a sum as large as $71.9 million in the "Other procurement" appropriation for procurement of
this equipment? In other words, aren't you getting ahead of the pie.
ture by buying equipment at that level at this time? Could you not
wait until the development of the system is more nearly completed?

Colonel STEWART. This would be true of any of the BL & D. portions.
As I indicate(], a.very large percentage of the program, of the new

equipment going in, is off the shelf and, as such, would be procured
with procurement funds.
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW AIR-CONDTWoNING

UNITS

1970 program
fiscal yearair-conditioning
of thefrequency
of the objectives
SIKES.toOne
a multihigh
be developing
is Mr.
indicated
unit. Describe this unit and tell us how it functions, and tell us why
there is a requirement for it.
Colonel STEWART. All the equipment to date in the TACS portable
unit has been fixed to operate either 60 cycles at a permanent base or
400 cycles on a deployed status, all, that is, except the air conditioning.
This is a very important part of the system, and at present we have to
carry along two separate conditioners to cover both the frequency requirements. We would like to get it all in one package.

Mr. Sixus. To be sure the record is complete; what are you going to
air condition!
Colonel STEWART. Most of the shelters require air conditioning for

the equipment especially, and for the people in them. The temperatures
get very high.
Mr. SIKEs. Questions on tactical air control system?

(No response.)
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DEFENSE

COMMUNICATIONS PLANNING GROUP

Mr. SIKE8. Under defense communications planning group, I would
like for the record a listing of the items which you plan to develop
under the heading of "Defense communications planning group" for
which you are requesting $19 million, and indicate w lt the total
estimated cost and time schedule is for each of the items listed.
(The information follows:)
U.S. Am Foac

FzscL Yra 1970 PD.T. & .

The following !14 of effort were obtained from the defense communications
planning group (DCPO) for the expenditure of $19 million in fiscal year 1970 Air

Force R.D.T. & E. funds controlled by the DCPO.
[In millions of dollars
Costs
Fiscal
year 1971

Fiscal
year 1970
Sensors.................
..........................
0es
n P and modification to aerial emplaced intrusion detection

07

evelopment 61 Radar, Radio and Visual devices for more accurate em.
placement and location of sensors.
Data collection ..........................................................
Design
of aubOmatic
airborne
relay equipment relay
of sensor
information and
appropriate
engineering
chaeesstoairborne
vehticles.

1.5

Nai

"..........................................
eelment and changes lo the grond based terinal eupetWhich

-

-

-

-

.

" n d*livoy ... ..................................................

Data prO

Total

..

-&

receive sensor Information from the airborne relay vehie. Development

of an aIrborne assessment capability.
B...........................................
F~ nA
T "ip
Testing
at Eglin
AFB..
i.oitai .
.
.
.
Testing ofsensors, data collction and dtb processing handling in a controlled environment to Insure proper functioning of all equipments and
for correction of service revald defic.encles.
Follow-on developments .....................................
Doeveopnt of new equipments Items Include work in the electronic countermeasures area, delivery of sensors at higher airspeeds
and Improved delivery accuracy.
ToW ..........................................................

.5---

1.3

-

19.0

--

-

Note: All efforts, with the exception of follow-on developments, are currently underway and will continue through
fiscal year 1971. The follow-on development efforts will begin Infiscal year 1970 and continue through fiscal year 1971.
R.T. & E.funds are not budgeted bend fiscal year 1971.

CRYPT LOGIC ACOTVITIE5

Mr. Srmu. Under cryptologic activities, you are asking for a large
increase. The fiscal 1970 request is for $6.8 million, as compared to
$2.7 million in fiscal year 1969 and a total of $4 million in flal year
1968 and prior years.
For the record, tell us why this increase is necessary.
(The information follows:)
INOUBASE roa Camoozoo

AoTivrm

The cryptologie activities program element Includes research and development
for communication security (COMSEC) and electronic and communications Intelligence (SIGINT) equipment. In fiscal year 1969, the program element was
funded at $2.7 million and the research and development efforts were all In the
exploratory development category. The increase in fiscal year 1970 funding re-
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quirements primarily supports the evolution of these projects Into the advanced
and engineering categories of development. These proJects Include collection,
recording, and processing equipment development for SIGINT.
TECHNICAL SENSOR COLLECTION

Mr. SIKEs. Under technical sensor collection, you are reque4ing $7.4
million in fiscal year 1970. A part of this program is designated eiitinel foam." What is that?
. The proColonel STEWART. Sentinel foaim, sir, is to put a
gram has been proposed for several years, the last 2 years anyway,
I think, and has not been giventhe go ahead.
.
The idea is to be able to
; is that correct?
Mr. SIKES. This I believe, is to Colonel STEWART. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sxxs. What can we learn?
Colonel STEWART.
Mr. SI ES. Why do you needl this, in view of the other collection
devices which we have or which we are developing?
Mr. WALsh. ti
Mfr. SIKEs. Is this information not,available in any other manner?

Mr. WALSn. There is an alternative collection program which in-.
volves
Mr. P]RFTOX.-. If what you imply is in fact the case,
. 'There are other ways of acquiring information
Mr. W, lsh .
- .This is quite valuable, and we have programs to do that. How.
ever, you cannot determine, necessarilyq
Mr. SIKEs. Do you anticipate that this information can be collected
and forwarded in time to be of any value?
Mr. WA su. It will be valuable, among other things, for the design
of
Recently, the Secretary of Defense testified to the comMr. PaFsroxz.
. What was that capability, and how does that
mittee that compare with Sentinel Foam capability?
Mr. WALSH. t
Mr. Sumx. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SIFS. What is the total estimated cost of the Sentinel Foam
and its equipment?
Colonel STEWART. The total cost, as a budgetary estimate only, is
-million. This includes the facilities, the equipment, and the
testing through category 2, assuming the program is approved.
Mr. Sixzs. What does it cost this Nation, directly or indirectly
Colonel STEWART. I think you are talking about the Sentinel shoe
.
facility
Mr. SKEs. To whom do we make payments, and in what amount,
directly or indirectly ? This country gets nothing free.
Colonel STEWART. That is right. The direct costs for provisioning,
operation are $200,000 annually.
spare parts, and so forth, to the
Mr. SmEs. $200,000 or $800,000?
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General Prrrs. $200,000.

Mr. Srrs.Questions on technical sensor collection?

(No response.)

CLEAR SKY
COST AND NATURE OF PROJECr

Mr. SiKm. Under clear sky, why should we continue spending between $9 and $10 million a year on the
system known as "Clear
sky"?
General MCNICKLE. This is a mission which has been assigned to
Mr. ANDREws. Could we have General McNickle explain this Project

Clear SkyI
Mr. SxKzs. Yes.

What is accomplished through its utilization?
General McNxcKI . The clear sky R.D.T. & E. program, unlike the rest of the Air
Force R.D.T. &E.program, is conducted solely for the purpose
of developing and improving equipment and techniques directly related to the system.
Mr. Snrs. Is this really R. &D.?
General McNcKrx. The R. & D. is to keep updating the system to
make it more responsive.
Mr. SIXEs. What is the total cost?
General McNcKLr. $9.6 million of R. & D. in fiscal year 1970. We
do not have it broken down.
General Prrm. To date, we have spent about $33 million in R. &D.
Mr. ANDIRZWS. How are you spending it?
General Prrr. I would have to refer to the R. & D. community on
that, sir.
USR OP FUNDS

PROVIDED

Mr. ANDRZws. How do you spend that $9 million or $10 million
a yearI
General MoNxcKrx. Parts of the funds are used to identify systems
that need updating
.
Mr. SxKZS. Either I misunderstood you, or the total cost of updating
the R. & D. effort is the same as the total cost of operating; is that
correct?
General MoNIcxLE. No; these are R. & D. costs.
Mr. MfNSHALL. You are updating at $9 million a year. What are
you doing when you update aside from the general terms you use?
That is a lot of updat'ig. What do you actually do?
General MoNucmLu. We do not know many of the details because
the work is carried out directly by.
Mr. MNSHALL. Who does know?
Colonel HOIMANN. I can give you some information on this,
sir. . It is this type of work.
Mr. MINsHAUL. What did you do last year in the way of updating,

and how much did you spena on it?

Colonel HOERmANN. $8.9 million.
Mr. MINSHALL. How did you spend that money, and who got it?
Colonel HoRMxANN. Some of these projects run over I year.
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Mr. MIKSHALL. Is this in-house, or is it contracted out?

Colonel HoeRANN. It is contracted, sir. However, the Air Force
Special Weapons Center, Aeronautical Systems Division, and the Air
Force Flight Dynamics Lab participated in certain tasks during
fiscal year 1969 and are expected to continue participation in fiscal year
1970.
Mr. MiNSIIALL. Who had the contract for $8.9 million last year?
Colonel HOERMANN. It is done with numerous people.
Mr. MiSHALL. Who are the major ones?
Colonel HoRBmANN. They have worked with the Atomic Energy
Commission's Laboratories, the National Bureau of Standards, Environmental Sciences Service Administration, the Naval Radiological
Defense Laboratory, Texas Instruments, Denver Research Institute,
Teledyne Industries, Tracerlab, Air Reduction Co., and Edgerton,
Germenshausen &Grier. Those are the main ones
Mr. Aimimws. You spend your money through those companies?
Colonel HOF.RMANN. Yes, sir. Specific jobs are detailed out by
contract.
General McNicwz. I would like to point out that the normal Air
Force R. & D. organizations--the Air Force Systems Command and
Office of Aerospace Research-have had little to do with this program.
Mr. MiNSITAL You just spend the money for it.
Colonel HoEMANN. There is money in our budget-and also
ARPA's, not just the Air Force--for this activity.
PRRONNFAL ENGAOE

IN PIOORM

Mr. ANmDRws. Are any Air Force people engaged in the operation
of this projectI
Colonel HOERMANN. Yes, sir.
Mr. AN Ew. How many ? Put it in the record.

(The information follows:)
AF PERsoNE

ENGAGE

n CLEAR SKY

Air Force people engaged In the Clear Sky program are presented In units

of man-years for fiscal year 1970:
Military:

Officers ................------------------------.----------------Enlisted ------- -------------------------------Subtotal

Civilian

------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------

Total--------------

----------- ------------

438

2258
2, 8

17

t------------2Z,859

USE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED

Mr. ANDR ws. They are paid from personnel funds. So, the cost of
operating the project would be more than the $8 million or $9 million
a year.
General Pnrs. Operating costs would be primarily in the 0. & M.
and military personnel appropriations, that is correct.
Mr. Amnfm*s. Adding to the cost of the program.
General Prrrs. Yes, sir.
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Mr. ANDRnws. How did the Air Force happen to be designated as
the operating agency ? Why I
General MOZoKxIm. Some years ago, the Air Force was involved in
projects in this area, and I think it is a carryover from those days.
General BoAx.
Mr. RHODES. -.
. Those are tasks performed by the Services.
General BomLAzi. Mr. RHODES. When you collect the data which you got from this
system, who evaluates it?
General Bom'Lx. I will have to provide that for the record, if
I may.
Mr. RHODES. I wish you would clarify that for the record, and have
the record indicate whether or not
is in on either the collection
or evaluation feature of this project, and to what extent.
(The information provided the committee is classified.)
TOTAL PROGRAM COST

Mr. RHODES. The fiscal year 1969 budget estimated $10.1 million
for this activity. How was the $1.2 million reduction made possible?
Colonel Ho~nmNw. We started some of the programs later in the
year. This was used to offset part of the reduction because of the economy act last year. They just started later in the year.
As I said, some of these go orer a 3-year period.
Mr. RxhODES. How much money has been spent on this program from
R.D.T. &E. funds to date?
General MCNcKLF. $32.85 million.
Mr. RHODEs. Why should this be a continuing program
General MONICKLE.
Mr. ANDREwS. Are you paying the operational costs of this program
with R.D.T. &E. funds?
General MCNIWKLe . No, sir. This part is an R.D.T. &E. program.
Mr. ANDREWS. If it is a.continuing program and will be, why should
R.D.T. & E. be interested in the program? You know what. you want.
You are not researching anything. It anpears to me it would be more
appropriate under the heading of "Inteligence."
General MCNicKLr. We. are continually trying to improve
technology. However, the 0. & M. and miilitary personnel operating
costs
not paid out
of RD.T. &E. funds.
. Mr.are
ANDRFJws.
Then
the program is costing far more than the $9
million or $10 million.
General McNicxKL. Yes, sir, and we will put in the record the total
annual cost.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do that.
(The information follows:)
FISCAL YPAR 170 TOTAL COST OF CLEAR SKY sY APPROPRIATION

The entire proposed Clear Sky program Is:
ILD.T. & -..........--------------------Investment -------Operation -------------------------Total

----------------------------------------------

Mr. ANDERws. We will adjourn until 2 o'clock, gentlemen.

$0600.000
7,842.000
38,.273.000
715, 000
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AFTERNOON SESSION
PRo MoTION OF GENERAL BOYLA.

Mr. SIK s. The committee will come to order.
I take particular pleasure in stating that I have just been informed
that General Boylan has been nominated for promotion to lieutenant
general.
Congratulations, General Boylan. A very fine deserved recognition.
MAPPING, CHARTING, AND GEODESY

Mr. SxEs. Has all of the activity under this program been terminated or is it included under another titleI
General McNicKLE. This is a move and the advance development
is now carried in Program Element 63726-F. It is actually in support
of the Aeronautical Chait and Information Center which is the title
of that element.
Mr. SixEs. The program is continuing under another listing?
Geiieral AMcicIKLE. Yes, sir.
NATIONAL MILITARY

COMMAND

SYSTE1MWIDE

REoRT

Mr. Sixs. National Military Command Systemwide Report.
There is a request for a million dollars for the initiation of a new
development program. What is it?
General MCNCKLE. This is to give the NMC a greater capability.
The million is intended to modify either an existing or prototype
data management system with Government's right to meet thirdgeneration computer based system requirements.
Mr. Sxi.s. How long do you think this program will continue and
what will its total cost be ?
Colonel Stewart. The prototype will be 1 year.
Actually, the effort is part of the worldwide military command post
changeover to the third-generation computer and the follow-on work
will be determined largely on the success of this.
TRAFFIo CONTROL, APPROACH AND LANDING SYSTEM

(TRACAjS)

PROBLEMS WITH PRESENT SYSTEM

Mr. Sixs. Under "Traffic control, approach and landing system"
there is a request for $1.5 million for further development. It is indicated that as part of the fiscal year 1970 program you plan to initiate
development of a new generation of TACAN nagivation system equipment.What is the requirement for a new generation of this equipment?
Major SAznmm. We have discovered many deficiencies in TACAN
equipment, both ground and airborne. We have taken stopgap corrective action. However, the equipments continue to be plagued by maintenance and reliability problems.
Our currently installed TACAN was designed approximately 20
years ago with the majority of in-use TA CAN produced about 15
years ago. We intend to initiate an engineering development program
to provide a modular type latest state of the art lightweight TAC AN,
both ground and airborne, starting in fiscal year 1970.
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Mr. SIKas. What is the probably total development cost of the new
equipment?
Major SANDERS. We expect to see a new generation of tacan avionics costing around $3.1 million, a new generation of tacan ground
stations about $2.2 million.
Mr. SIKEs. For the record, tell us what deficiencies in the present
TACAN system you seek to overcome.
(The information follows:)
OVERcOMINo DIFFICLTrIES iN TACAN SYSTEMS

Present equipment is very complicated and difficult to maintain, has excessive
failure rates, provides inadequate reliability, periodically exhibits a 40-degree
error in heading, unlocks in the terminal area, is plagued by excessive maintenance problems, and will require eventual replacement due to wear.
The proposed development program will provide equipment specifically designed
to overcome these deficiencies. There is a competitive demonstrated technology
base for the cost-effective designed proposed by this project. Predominantly solid
state designs are planned, utilizing components, and technology firmly in hand.
Value engineering will be applied to prevent oversophistication leading to high
costs without corresponding increases in performance and reliability.
USE OF FAA EQUIPMENT

Mr. SrEs. What will be the total procurement cost of replacing
TACAN equipment throughout the Air Force with the new generation
of such equipment?
Major SA NRs. A complete replacement of all our fixed TACAN
ground facilities is estimated to cost-million. The replacement
of TACAN avionics and 5,000 aircraft is estimated to cost
million.
Mr. SrmS. Does the Air Force utilize FAA-developed traffic control
equipment?
Maor SANDERS. Yes, sir; we utilize it to the greatest extent possible
consistent with our requirements for mobility configurations of
equipment.
Following are some of the examples of FAA-developed equipment
in use: New control towers employed in Southeast Asia. Radar approach and control tower onsoles, radar display units, and MPN-47
radars.
Mr. SIrEs. Tell us in what areas the Air Force cannot utilize FAAdeveloped traffic control equipment.
Major SANDERs. Primarily in the area of deployable equipment,
such as we use in Southeast Asia. For example, let's take our ground
control approach radar.
Here in the United States the FAA uses very large, very complicated equipment that takes a lot of room. We of necessity cannot take
that into combat zones, only lightweight, highly mobile equipment. In
general, the reason we develop our own equipment is we cannot use
something developed by the FAA.
.
Mr. MissElumlu In other words, your primary reason for going
down the road by yourself is for combat tactical equipment that is
mobile in nature? •
Major S ws.
w
That is correct sir.
Mr. MINSisALL.- And how muci of that type of equipment do you
have'now, if any
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Major SAWDERS. We ha-e quite a bit. I do not know exactly how

many.
For example, we have mobile GCA's we use we have six mobile
communications groups which are equipped with this type of equipment.
Mr. MINSHALL. What doyou have in Vietnam I
Major SANDERS. GCA's !PN such as the 14-16-18 radars, mobile
control towers, mobile TACAN's, and so forth.
ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES TO BE DEVELOPED

Mr. MINSHALL. What capability will the new equipment from your
R. &D. giveyou?
You said it had shortcomings, both airborne and ground equipment.
What capabilities will it give you that you do not have nowI
Major SANDE1S. You are talking primarily about TACAN I
Mr. MINSHATL. Yes.
Major SANDERS. That is not an FAA equipment, TACAN is military

navigation equipment.
Mr. MANSHALL. Who maintains all of these sites throughout the
country?
Major SANDERS. Some by the FAA, others by the Air Force, others

by the Navy.
Mr. MINSHALL.

Which ones do the Air Force maintain?

Major SANDERS. I think we have approximately 178 stations, if I

remember correctly.

Mr. MrsHAL. At your own bases?
Major SANDERS. Yes, sir. We maintain those facilities installed on

the Air Force bases.
Let me emphasize again that TACAN is a military navigation system
not used by the civil airlines in general.
Mr. MINSHALL. Why could you not go to a civil aeronautics system I
Major SANDEMs. The comparable unit in the civil aviation is VORTAC which uses the distance measuring equipment we use in TACAN.
The azimuth measuring equipment is quite different. TACAN is in
theory about five to six times as accurate as VORTAC.
Mr. MINSHALL. How accurate is it? Is not the civilian VORTAC

accurate within a couple of degrees?
Major SANDERS. I am speaking theoretically, sir.
Mr. MrsaL&. How accurate do you have to be? That is my point.
nWhee do you need the accuracy that the commercial people do not
Major

SANDERS.

We have high-speed aircraft for one thing.

Mr. MIN HALL. So do they.

Major SANrmS. Very high altitudes alho. You have to realize our
primary navigation aid on most of our 'Aghter aircraft is TACAN
alone. When you get into Boeing 707 and this type aircraft, you may
have systems which are very accurate, all-weather radar and so forth,
whereas in our fighters and single place aircraft TACAK is normally
the only en route navigation aid we have.
General McNiox a. Another requirement, beside mobility, is to be
able to deploy and set up, oftentimes in pretty fast circumstances. You
cannot depend on being able to put it in a building.
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Mr. Simr. Tell us for the record what was accomplished, will be
attained with the $28 million program in fiscal 1969.
(The information follows:)
TACAN PROGRAM
The $28 million in fiscal year 1969 was provided for the design, fabrication,
and testing of two TPN-19 radar approach control (GCA) facilities. The TPN-19
consists of three components: a precision approach radar; an airport surveillance radar; and an operations shelter. The TPN-19 Is a planned development
that will allow the USAF to control and land aircraft during inclement weather
conditions. It is projected that production units of this facility will be a replacement Item for 10-year-old equipment now in the USAF inventory that is less
reliable, requires an abnormal amount of maintenance, and has a lower traffic
handling capability.

Mr. SmEs. Further questions on traffic control approach and land-

ing systems?

NEW TYPES OF TACAN'S
DEVELOPED

Mr. MINSITAL. Before we leave the "Traffic control equipment,
TACAN" or whatever it might be, how much liaison do you have with
the Navy and FAA and the other people on work that they might be
proceeding upon ?
Major SAN"ERS. Quite a bit, sir.
We have a TRACALS system program office at Wright-Patterson.
They have a man from FAA who is liaison part time with that office.
Second, we put all of our requirements in the TRACALS area
through the FAA to see if they have equipment in being, under development or under consideration that will meet our requirements.
We have liaison with the Navy, of course, in this area. We are members of a TACAN steering committee, I believe is the formal name,
which has representatives from the Army, Navy, FAA, Canada, Britain, and so forth. This committee meets approximately once every 2
months. At these meetings we discuss what each service has underway, what the other people are doing, and how we can take advantage
of it, this type thing.
Mr.

INsHALL. You said you wanted portability. What were you

talking about when you were talking about trying to develop a portable
control system I
Major SANDERS. We have to differentiate between TRACALS and

TACAN.
TACAN is one part of TRACALS, which latter is the whole contol and landing system. We are looking for portability in the ground
TACAN area, we are looking for portability in ground control
approach radars, in control towers, and this type thing.
For example, our present-day ground TACAN weighs 13,000
pounds. We have now under procurement a TACAN for Southeast
Asia, which will weigh about 1,100 pounds which will give us basically
the some capability.
Mr. MnIS AL. his is already in procurement I
•Major SANDil.. Yes, sir. That is the tactical TACAN. This unit is
not pushing the state of the art either, it i simply updating our currentTACAN, to what the technology is capable of t da.
Mr.
you want even lighter than 1,100 pounds; is that
ALWUIV.But
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Major SANDERS. We have a requirement for ground TACAN of

various types. We would like to have a man-sized TACAN, ideally
have a TACAN that weighs less than a hundred pounds so a combat
control team can take it into our air bases or forward deployment
areas in support of, for example, the Army Special Forces camps and
this type thing.
Our second requirement would be for a heavier TACAN with better
accuracy, longer range, and this is the tactical TACAN which we
now have under procurement for Southeast Asia.
Our next order of requirement is for anm en route TACAN or fixed
facility for the continental United States and Europe. There is no
reason whatsoever we cannot use some of the components that we are
developing or buying in this present current action for Southeast Asia
to meet these other requirements, and we certainly intend doing it.
In fact, with the money in fiscal year 1970 program we intend to take
that equipment plus other components we have developed, put them
all together and see what we can come up with as far as something to
meet the requirement for the least amount of money.
Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you.
MOTORIZED EQUIPMENT
REQUIREMENTS FOR ROUGH TERRAIN TRAILER

Mr. SIKS. Do you till have requirements for the rough terrain
trailer on which it was panned to initiate development in fiscal 1970?
General McNICKLE. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIK. What is the requirement?
General MoNIcKiL.. The need for this is to correct the deficiencies
in present pallet trailers for rough terrain performance and to reduce
repair and maintenance.
Mr. SiKs. What is the estimated total of development costs? Pro-

vide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
DEVELOPMENT COSTS-ROUGH TEBRAIN TRAILER

The estimated total development cost of the rough terrain trailer Is estimated
to be $.120 million.
AnmoAJoo M ATERIALS HANDLING

Turning to "Aircargo materials handling," you are requesting $3
million, which is an increase of a million above the $2 million prograined for fiscal 1969. The budget request for fiscal 1969 was $2.5
million. What items were deferred, and were these included in fiscal
1970 request I

Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
ARcAuao MATERIALS HANDLING

A study on advanced aircargo materials handling was deferred. This study

was intended to examine aireargo logistics anticipated in the 1970's and provide
a basis for determining future equipment/technique& This item was not Included

in the fiscal year 1970 request.
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FISCAL YEAR 197 0 PROJZCTS

Mr. SiKS. I would like to have for the record a complete listing of
the items included in the current $3 million program. I would ike
to know how much you are planning to spend on each in fiscal 1970.
(The information follows:)
The original fiscal year 1970 program consisted of:
C-5 cargo loading dock -------------------------Lightweight 40" x 48" cargo pallet
-------------------.
Improved pallet core
Cargo containers

------------------------.

Restraint devices for pallets and containers ...... ---------------------.
Cargo weighting equipment ---------------------------.
Aircargo handling analysis
-----------------------------------.
Forklift tine development
..------------------------.-----------.
Rough terrain pallet trailer ----------------------------..
..------.
25K tactical loader ------------------------.........--------------.
Air cushion conveyor
---------------------------------------.
Fiberboard container
----------------------------------------.
Advanced forklift design ----------------------------------------.
Total ----------------------------------

$1. 250
050
0-----------

300

100
100
200
030
120
250
300
050
200
3.000

ADVANCED FORKLIFT DEVELwPMNT

Mr. Sixs. What do you estimate to be the total development cost
of the advanced forklift which you plan to initiate development on
in fiscal 1970?
General McNxcKIz. At the present time, the advanced forklift is not
included; the only remaining item in here that will be financed is
the C- cargo-loading system.
Mr. SiKEs. For the record, tell us what is your requirement for the
advanced forklift and why you are unable to use a commercially
developed forklift.
(The information follows:)
ADvAoED FoiaKrr
This item is needed to correct deficiencies In the present forklifts which are
adaptations of commercial designs. Commercially developed forklifts have proven
to be too heavy and large for practical air transportability. They require excessive maintenance, provide poor rough terrain performszce, and, in some areas, are
too high for use with Air Force aircraft because oi' the cargo door locations.
The total development cost is estimated to be $.200 million.

Mr. S.m . Are there questions?
Mr. PRnToN. Did your response indieate, General, that the advanced

forklift part of this item has been dropped out I
General McNicwLI. Yes, sir.

NEED FOR TACTICAL LOADER

Mr. SIRes. What is the Air Force requirement for its 25,000-pound
tactical loader?
General BoYL x. Mr. Chairman, the 25,000-pound tactical loader is
different from the 40,000-pound loader and the 55,000-pound loader discussed here previously. rt would be placed in use at semiprepared or
forward airstrips specifically oriented to tactical airlift needs. Pri-
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cipally, the current C-130, and 0-5's, if they transit to that situation,
and the light intertheater transport under development which has been
discussed before the committee.
Mr. Sumas. What capability do we have now in loaders of this general type? Also, what will it replace?
General BOYLAN. The Air Force does have a rough terrain loader

which was designed to not only offload but to also move the pallet from
position A to B. It would supplement these current capabilities.
Mr. SxiS. It would be something that is better, or does it handle a
bigger load?
General BOYLAN. Over the ears we have been plagued with both
maintenance and deficiency of our off-leading techniques in the forward areas. The 25,000-pound loader is designed to meet this continuing deficiency. It is in direct support of the tactical airlift capability.
Mr. SiKus. What is your estimate of the cost?
Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
COST oF 2K LoADu

The total development cost of the 25K tactical loader is estimated to be
$250,0000.
DEVELOPMENT OF CONTINGENCY AIR CARGO TERMINAL

Mr. SiKEs. Describe the ontinency air cargo terminal which
you plan to initiate development of in fiscal year 1970.
General BoYmAN. The contingency air cargo terminal is of the
same family of capability as describedin the 25,000-pound loader. It is
forward area operation where no surface or vertical capability exists.
Mr. Sums. What do you use now under similar circumstances?
General BOYLAN. We have had to in austere conditions off load from
the installed rail roller system of the aircraft, either onto pallet trailers or in many cases directly onto the ground, and then manhandle
through either forklift or manpower the materials to a collection and
disbursing area.
In other locations such as Cam Ranh Bay and other more sophisticated combat zone terminals, we have put in permanent terminal capabilities.
Mr. SxKS. How many of these do you anticipate a need for?
General BOYLAN. I am not sure that requirement has been determined at this point, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Suszs. Provide what information you can and tell us for the
record the total development cost.
(The information follows:)
NEED FOR CONTINGENCY

TERMINAL

The contingency air cargo terminal is an austere temporary facility for receiving and forwarding air cargo, personnel, and unit equipment. It is deployed
as required to support contingency operations on a quick reaction basis. It consists of air transportable organizational cargo handling equipment operated by
aerial port personnel on temporary duty. The size of the terminal will vary with
each operation according to the volume and nature of the planned cargo flow. At
present there are 14 aerial port units In TAC, MAC, and USAFE which can be
used to deploy personnel and equipment to set up contingency air terminals of
84-039-69--Vt. 4-

6--
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various sizes. The contingency terminal concept has evolved by experience pri-marily through application/adaptation of existing equipment and techniques. For
-this reason, no direct development cost Is applicable.

AUTOMATED AIR CARGO TERMINAL EQUIP3NT

Mr. SIKXs. Would this not be a military construction item rather

than an R. &D. development?
General BOYLAN. No, Mr. Chairman, this would be the transportable
mobile equipment.
Mr. SIKES. So are mobile homes transportable.
General BoYLAN. But not the footings.
Mr. SImES. You were talking previously about the contingency air

cargo terminal. What is the advanced permanent air cargo terminal I
General BOYLAN. In our current air cargo terminals, and these principally are characterized by locations such as Travis AFB, McGuire
AFB, et cetera, we have currently what is called the 463-L system. This
is a mechanized automated system of roller conveyors, sorters, weighin station, pallet buildup locations, and so forthi.
With the advent of larger aircraft and with the high demand for
cargo movements, much of our cargo that has been sipped through

these terminals over the last 2 or 3 years has had to bypass the system
because of its first generation design, its natural bottlenecks, its inefficiencies. And so the work on the permanent terminal improvements
is to seek greater throughput, more automation, for example devices
which will read a transportation control and movement document,
-transcribe the pertinent data to manifest form, automatic pallet buildup, and so forth.
Mr. Simm. Why could this not be a military construction item?
General Bomm. I do not think this type of improvement to these
terminals would meet the definition of real property or construction.
It is the development of equipment to be installed in a facility.
Mr. Si s. For the record, if you continue development and procurement of all of the new items listed in the area of air cargo terminals
handling, what we be the probable cost to the taxpayers for development and procurement of these new items?
(The information follows:)
GomT/Am CGoo MATERIALS HANDLING
None of the items have been carried to the point where the unit cost and total
-cost can be determined accurately. The estimated total development and procurement cost for all of the Items Is $15 million.

Mr. SIKES. Are there questions on air cargo materials handling?

DEV IOPMENT OF CONVENTIONAL MUNIMONS

You are "'euesting $7.9 million for conventional munitions as compared with $6 million in fiscal year 1969 and $5.2 million in 1968. How
much of this increase is due to the industrial funding procedure which
-has been: adopted for the Arnold Engineering Development Center?
(The information follows:)
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CONVENTIONAL

MUNrrioNs

The total increase Is due to the revised funding procedures at the Arnold
Engineering Development Center.
CIVILIANS EM3PLOYED AT ARMAMENT LABORATORY

Mr. SIxES. How many civilian personnel are employed at the Air
Force Armament Laboratory? How much of the $6.6 million pro.gramed for the operation of the Laboratory is for civilian salaries?
Iow man military personnel are assigned to this laboratory?
(The information follows:)
An FORCE

ARMAMENT LAn

There are 307 civilian spaces authorized for which $3,773,000 is for salaries
and benefits. There are 228 military personnel (146 officers and 82 airmen)
authorized.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF ARMAMENT LABORATORY

Mfr. SrXEs. What have been some of the accomplishments of the
Air Force Armament Laboratory in the past year?
(The information follows:)
AcoMPiusamINTs/AF

ARMAMENT LABoRATORY

Representative achievements stemming from the exploratory development
program are: Random bomblet dispersion system: This is a munition concept
which answers the requirement for the dispersion of antipersonnel bomblets over
large pattern areas from low release altitudes. Autosterilization concept for
munitions: A concept for autosterilization for munitions was demonstrated in
the laboratory. Tungsten plating of gun barrels: Feasibility of this approach has
been demonstrated. It promises to give longer gun barrel life.
Under the advanced development program, sufficient progress was made to
release to engineering developing SWATM (shallow water antitraffic mine)
and LVM (light vehicle land mine). The HSM (hard structure munition) warhead designed to burst massive concrete targets (dams, bridge abutments, concrete structures) is ready for release to engineering development.
The engineering development program released to production the following
Items: The CBU-34 wide area antipersonnel mine (WAAPM); the BLU-81/B
(750-pound) land mine; and the CBU-8 (Ringtail) (13 pound) antimateriel
bomblet.
REDUCTION IN FUNDING

Mr. Sxms. The fiscal year 1969 budget justifications indicated a requirement for $7,461,000 for conventional munitions. This was reduced
to $6 million. What programs were dropped out in this reduction ? Are
the deferred programs incl ded in the fiscal year 1970 request ?
(The information follows:)
OONV01M'IONAL MUNITIONS

The reduction of funds curtailed activity in the programs listed below. The
programs identified by an asterisk were dropped out:
*Antipersonnel/antimaterlel munitions.
Fuzing technology.
Area denial weapons.
New explosives.
Weapons analyses.
Lethality/vulnerability.
New gun concepts.
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Tactical Illumination.
Carriage and release.
*Incendiary munitions.
*CB defense techniques.
*CB medical defense.
The programs on incendiary munitions, CB defense techniques, and CB medical
defense were not included in the fiscal year 1970 request.

GROUND ELECTONICS
MAJOR PROJECTS AND COSTS

Mr. Six . Ground electronics. You are requesting $40.5 million for
fiscal 1970. This compares with $86.1 million in fiscal 1969, and $39.9
million in fiscal 1968.
What justification do you offer for the increase of over $4 million
for the fiscal year 19701
Colonel STzwAw. Sir, about one-quarter of this goes to support the
Rome Air Development Center operation.
As you know, about $19 million of the total program goes for such
support and the increase of about a million in 1970 is to pick up some
areas that had previously been paid for by AFLC, maintenance of R.
&D. type aircraft, and so forth.
The other three-quarters or roughly $3 million goes into some 14
different projects, 14 of the some 25 different projects.
Mr. Sims. Supply a breakdown of the major ones for the record.
Colonel STzwAi'r. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
GnorWn

EUWrXo
TR--MAoI

PROJEcWs

The six projects requiring the bulk of the increase are:
Project 4519--Surface and long-range communications techniques Significant
additional need-$4,000. This project will develop very high density integrated
circuitry which can be used in Air Force communications equipment to provide
unprecedented tactical mobility.
Project 4594--Nounumerical data processing for intelligence. Significant additional need-35,000. This project adapts and exploits general computer technology for the purpose of improving Air Force intelligence data handling
operations.
Project 5519-Rellabillty and Maintainability Techniques for Electronics. Significant additional need-4$0,000. This program insures the reliability of equipments based on advanced microcircuitry and Integrated circuit technology.
Project 5573-Microwave Tubes and Devices. Significant additional need$296,000. This project exploits solid state devices which offer many advantages In
military use, such as long life, reliability, low cost, small size and weight, simplified maintenance, and reduced power supply requirements.
Project 5581-Information Processing Development. Significant additional
need-$1,463,000. This project develops the advanced computer technology (hardware and software) required to improve the Air Force's capability in a wide
..
rAnge of information processing applications.
Project 65&--Applled Communications Techniques. Significant additional
teed-500,000.' Ths program will provide Air Force users with a compatible
family of communication switching equipment.
EFECT OF BUDGET REDUCTIONS

Mr. Sixs. You requested $38.8 million in this area in fiscal year
1969 at the time the budget was presented and the program was later
reduced to $86.1 million. For the record, what was the effect of this
reduction and which of the deferred items are included in the fiscal
year 1970 requestI
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(The information follows:)
GROUND ELEOTRONIOS--FISCAL YEAR 1969 REDUCTIONS/DEuauRED ITEMS INCLUDED
IN FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET ESTIMATES

In general, the effect has been a decrease in the level of effort which could be
applied to some programs, with resulting delays.
Some specific examples are these:
(a) One major item affected was the airborne reconnaissance display program
which was eliminated from the fiscal year 1969 program. All other display efforts
were minimally funded.
(b) The Russian language translation program was reduced to a minimal
level and efforts in Chinese and German could only be continued as low-level

efforts.

(e) The high-power nanosecond radar program has slipped over 1 year and
the design goals have been limited to those previously considered to be intermediate goals.
Thirty-three work units within 17 projects, deferred In fiscal year 1989, and
totaling $2.6 million, are included in the fiscal year 1970 budget Some examples

are as follows:

(a) Mathematically modeling complex communications receivers to predict
their performance under various specific conditions of natural and manmade
interference.
(b) Fabrication of an engineering development model of a high resolution and
high-density airborne and spaceborne television, radar, and infrared reconnaissance display unit
(o) Determining the feasibility of pulsed modulation communications techniques for the transmission of high-density data to provide a saving in bandwidth
in the crowded electromagnetic spectrum.

ACCOMPLISHED

S IN GROUND EVLCTRONICS

Mr. SIRES. For the record will you tell us what you consider to have
areayear
of ground electronics as
in the
thepast
been theofmajor
spent in this area in
fundsaccomplishments

a result
(The information follows:)

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

IN GROUND ErzoToNIc8

Major accomplishments in ground electronics during the past year were:
A. HELICOPTER SUPPORTED RADAR

Initial flight tests of a helicopter-supported radar were completed which proved
the feasibility of using this type of equipment to extend the low-level detection
capability of existing ground-based radars. Data from the airborne radar are
transmitted to the ground radar by data link. This has a direct Southeast Asia
application.
B. ELECTRONIC RELIABILITY

The reliability of modern electronic microcircuit. is a major concern of RADO.

In the past year the first comprehensive guide to the selection and specification

of optimized burn-in procedures was developed for several types of microcircuits. Also developed was the RADO reliability notebook which closes the
gap between textbooks and reliability management documents.
0. EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITE FACILITY

The RADO UHF experimental satellite facility completed a calibration program which qualifies as a calibration standard for satellite research terimnals.
D. SPAC1K PROGRAMINO LANGUAdE

(SPL/.O)

AND OOMPILER TOOL

The problems of developing the software for programming spaceborne computers
has increased tremendously over the past few years. The costs and leadtime associated with producing the hand coding and insuring quality control of the software required In the increasingly complex onboard space computers has skyrocketed. What was clearly needed was a space programing language designed to
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solve complex spaceborne computations in their real time environment with mini.
mum programer effort to produce optimum object code, The Systems Development
Corp. (8D0) under RADO contract, has designed a space programing language
as an extension to jovial (which has been adopted by the Air Force as a standard
programing language for command and control). The official name of the space
programing language is space programing language/Jovial 6 (SPL/6). Almost as
important as the language design is the milestone reached for its implementation.
In order to develop a space programing language (SPL) compiler that can
produce optimum machine code, can be built speedily, transferred readily to new
computers, and costs relatively little, SDO developed an SPL compiler building
tool, or compiler-compiler.
3. LASER IMAGN PROCESSING SCANNER

(LIPS)

The laser Inmage processing scanner (LIPS) will sen and digitize high-resolution photographic imagery and after computer manipulation will record the Improved Imagery on film. This effort Is part of an overall signal processing effort
that includes computer software for image smear removal and other computer
image manipulations. The development of LIPS is significant because for the first
time a high-resolution photograph can be quantized for computer manipulation.
Not only can LIPS digitize film, but It can also record a computer Image on highresolution photographic film. This accomplishment was due to development of
techniques that allow a laser beam to be focused to a small spot size. The spot
size is presently 5 microns and will be upgraded to 2.5 microns. These spot sizes
correspond to film resolutions of 100 line pairs/mm. and 200 line pairs/mm.
respectively.
F. REVISED SPECIFICATION FOR INDICATOR GROUP AN/1PA-58

The technology achieved under the exploratory development modular display
concept permitted a single specification to meet multiuser requirements. In addition to replaclng the obsolete displays (AN/UPA-4,
48 and OA-0), the more
sophisticated current needs of PACAF, AAC, USAFE, TAC, and other commands
requirements are met with various basic options. Some improved features are
high-performance reflection and digital sweep providing simultaneous display of
sensor video and processed data; ditigal/analog data; and control Inputs for
Interfacing with various tracking and processing equipment. A dual cursor feature with selectable azimuth-range numeric readout Is included. Extensive use of
solid state provides a 6-to-1 improvement in weight and volume, and a mean
time between failure of 1,500 hours, compared with 50 hours for older equipment.
0. AUTOMATICALLY EQUALIZED DATA MODEM (AN/US-19)

An automatically equalized data modem (modulator-demodulator) was developed by the Autonetics Division of the North American Rockwell Corp., under
the direction and sponsorship of the Rome Air Development Center. The modem
is a full duplex microminiaturised experimental model which simultaneously
transmits and receives digital data over dedicated high-quality voice bandwidth
channels at data rates of 1,200, 2,400, and 4,800 bits per second. At 4,800 bits per
second, the error rate of the data is lees than one error in every 10 million bits
transmitted, which represents a 2 order of magnitude performance improvement
over that attainable from presently available data modem&
V. MA

HIGH POWER LABORATORY

The most versatile high-power electronics experimental laboratory In the
Nation now existR at Rome Air Development Center, (riffiss Air Force Base.
N.Y. The Instrumentation for R. & D. testing and evaluation of high-power RF
amplifiers and components Is virtually complete and test activity is now In

progress.

The High Power Laboratory Is designed to handle anticipated Air Force needs
for the next 5 to 8 years and will be available to other Government agencies as
well as private Industry. The Laboratory Is designed to handle a wide range of
frequencies and devices. The heart of the system consists of two major highvoltage DO supplies which provide power independently to two separate test

are"s
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The availability of this Laboratory will proclude the necessity of instrument- Ing individual contractors for R. & D. testing and evaluation. This should result
in a substantial saving to the Government since it is generally estimated that
on the average, at least 25 percent of each R. & D. contract is set aside for test
instrumentation. This is over and above the initial capital investment required
for high-power tube development. The availability of this Laboratory should,
In addition, encourage greater participation of small business in Air Forcer
R. & D. programs. In most cases the cost of instrumentation is prohibitive for
concerns with small capitalization.
1. TACTICAL AREA DEFENSE ALERTING RADAR (TADAR)

A radar technique was developed under exploratory development for locating
personnel through dense foliage as encountered in base defense for Southeast
Asia. Test results proved successful . After an evaluation in competition
with other approaches, the Tadar-type radars are under quantity procurement
by the Army.
J. INTERrFENCE CANCELATION SYSTEM
Conventional UHF transceivers have a channelizing capability of 1750 channels over a bandwidth of 175 31Hz. However, many problems have been encountered wherein only 85 of the 1750 channels can be used. These problems
were caused by the strong interference encountered when radio transceivers
were of necessity colocated due to limitations in available real estate, for
example, Southeast Asia.
RADO has developed an interference cancellation system to alleviate this
problem and thus provide site commanders with the capability to operate with
the full 1750 channel design capability.
UHF communications equipments are utilized by various agencies of the Federal Government such as Air Force, Army, Navy, Defense Communications
Agency, NASA, and FAA. The RADC developed adjacent channel interference
control technique will be applicable for use by these agencies and will result
in increased channel utilization (by n factor of 50) of the UHF frequency
spectrum. In addition, the technique will permit collocation of transmitters
and receivers (resulting in less real estate requirements), in lieu of the current
practice wherein separate transmitter and receiver antenna farms are required!
for communications networks.
eiVILIAN zmiWYEF

AT ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Mr. Sizs. List for the record the number of civilian personnel at
the Rome Air Development Center, the number of military personnel,
and the number of contractor personnel at this facility.

(The information follows:)

CIVILIAN, MILITARY, AND CONTRACTOR PF.RSOXNEL-RO.VE AIR DEVELOPMENT
CENTER

As of May 31, 1969, the numbers were as follows:
Civilians
-----------------------------------------------Officers
-------------------------------------------------Airmen
-------------------------------------------------Contractors
------------------------------------------------

Total

----------------------------------------------

1,287
188
148
11

1,574

'Contracted services ended June 80, 1969.

Mr. SixS. What part of the $19.5 million requested for Rome Air

Development Center is for the pay and allowances of civilian employeest
General Pm, s. $15,800,000 in pay and allowances is programed for
fiscal year 1970.
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MAJOR PROJECT

Mr. STK . Provide a list of the major projects included under this
heading.
(The information follows:)
MAJOR PROJECTS AT ROMB Ara DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Of the 25 projects Included In Ground Electronics the following are forecast
to be funded over $30,000 in fiscal year 1970:
Fiscal year
170

Plo!

Project title

06DM
3176
4506
4519
4540

Rome Air Development Center operation
.............................
$19,500000
$1acornecomputation andcontrol
.
00,000
Eloctrom
surveillance.chniues ...........................................
2,500,000
Surface and long range communication techniques...................................
1,50 000
Electromagneti vulnerability reduction.....
....
..........................
1,10 000

5569
5573
S581
5597
6244

1,500000
1,820,000
ZM3000
1., R 000
1,600,000

6523 Applied ground communications techniques ...........................................

1,300 000

4594 NonnumrIcal data processing .....................................................
5519 Reliability and malntalability techniques for electronics...........................

Advanced targeting and charting techniques .....................................
Microwavatubs and devices. ......................................................
Information processlngdevelopMenL ............................................
Display techniques for command and control ......................................
Reconnalsance Interpretation techniques ..........................................
6515 LltWh radarhnology .........................
......................
6519 Electronic counter.countermeaiures for contingency operations .........................

1, 000
,450,000

350,000
350, 000

HUMAN RESOURCES
COST AND NEED FOR PROGRAM

Mr. Sixs. Human resources: There is a request for $4million. This
is a new budget activity. It is indicated that in previous years this
was carried under aerospace biotechnology.
What amounts under aerospace biotechnology were programed
in the area of human resources in fiscal years 1968 and 1969?
Dr. LmIMANN. We programed $3 million in each of those 2 years
in those elements in the aerospace biotechnology which are now in
human resources.
Mr. SIKSm. Why do you now need $4million ?
Dr. LwHANN. Sir, we have something over a billion dollars we
spend on training each year. We reviewed our - ograms and deteriined that we simply had to put some additiona, money into finding
new ways of doing the training function better. We are spending in
total less than 1 cent on the dollar Mtrying to find new ways to do the
training more effectively and economically..
Mr. Sizzs. What have you produced ii the last 2 years in this area?
Dr. LENHxANN. We have produced numerous individual developments, but I think the most important single item is our planned
program for the use of simulators in undergraduate pilot training.
We have not yet initiated this program. One of our detachments
that we plan to initiate in fiscal yer 1970 is a detachment at the Air
Training Command's Williams Air Force Base for this purpose.
I believe we also developed simulators with the 0-141.
Mr. Smx. Complete the answer for the record.
Dr. LEKANN. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)
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PROGRAM FOB USE OF SIMULATORS IN UNDERGRADUATE

PILOT TRAININo

SELECTED ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN TRAINING RESEARCH ADAPTIVE AUTOMATIC
MONITORING AND SIMULATION

A prototype computer program has been developed and evaluated for automatically monitoring pilot performance in a simulator and recording trainIng progress In summary form. A system of computer and mathematical models
for deriving standardized human performance criteria and measurement methods has been developed. Requirements for automated pilot training for use with
future AMSA flight simulators were incorporated In proJpf
specifications.
Army was assisted in developing specifications for Army h
-,,tTr instrument
trainers.
DIGITAL FLIGHT SIMULATOR FIELD RESEARCH

A research program using C-141 flight simulators was conducted nt Tinker
AFB and Dover AFB. This has had direct Input to modifications to C-141A simulators and can serve in the -6A program. Part of MIL-STD-876 came directly
from this study. MIL-STD-876 is used In procurement of all military digital
flight simulators.
LOW-COST IN-FLIGHT AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING SYSTEM FOR AIRBORNE OPTIONS

An airborne audio/video recording system, which records Inside (instrument
panel) /outside views of flight performance has been developed. It is lightweight,
compact, self-contained, including power supply and modification of the aircraft is not required. It i used in pilot training for mission briefings, mission
recording, and mission debriefing. Application in gunnery training is being in.
vestigated.
COMPUTER TECHNIQUES TO HANDLE AEROSPACE SYSTEMS HUMAN FACTORS DATA

I have already described the human factors data bank, which can be very cost
effective in designs and specifications for new aerospace systems.
LEARNER CENTERED

INSTRUCTION

This technique demonstrates that efficient job-specific courses can be developed
in-phase with the building of a new weapon system. The chief method used is
that of automated instruction with the student in an apprentice-like status. When
applied to the F-ill system, the course of study resulting in a highly skilled
airman-technician can be reduced from 24 to 15 weeks, with consequent savings
In student and instructor time and costs.
MGH RESOLUTION RADAR SIMULATION

TECHNIQUES

A technique has been developed for simulation of high resolution radar systems
with sufficient fidelity for aircrew training. Digital techniques appear to otter
a means for providing limitless dynamic range in terrain contour representation
and at the same time enable improved resolution of read out and offer more
flexibility In programing and elimination of costly and difficult to update photographic transparencies.
F-4D 0IB STUDY

The overall purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of pilots
and navigators as guys in the back seat (GIB), of the F-4D aircraft. Results of
this project will play a part in determining the training and manning policies for
this aircraft and may be generalized to other aircraft, such as the F-111.

HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY

Mr. SIirS. You have programed $2,990,000 for the human resources
laboratory. How does this operation compare with the amounts in the
I sir.
fiscal years
2reious
LEHmANN.
It is up,
In the 2 previous fiscal years it was $2.3 million.
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There ican increase of $690,000 in fiscal year 1970. _
Mr. Sxas. For the record, tell us why additional funds are necessitated.
.(The information follows:)
HVMAN,

REsouacEs

LABORATORY

The additional funds are needed to support the expanded training mission with
'the establishment of the flying training detachment, the technical training detachment, and the professional education detachment during flcal year 1970, plus
the general civilian pay Increase which became effective'on July 1, 1968, and the
higher cost of support requirements.

HUMAN FAOTORs COMPUTERIZED

Mr. Slis.
the accomplishments in this area while the
program
was In
stilltalking
tinder of
biotechnology, the descriptive summary lists
"computerized human factors task date for the C-5A and Minutea
man I"
What was the purpose of this activity I
Dr. LUuANN. When a pilot is coming in for a landing there is data
as to how long.it takes a pilot to read a gage and how much he can
do in a certain period of time. What this program did was gather all
such data together and put it on a computer so the design engineers
could get it readily out of that data bank.
They tested this concept out on the C-A, Minuteman II, and on
Saturn-V with NASA. Some of the outcomes of this have been used, for
example, in industry. McDonnell Douglas Corp. and their engineers
are using this in their design.
Mr. Snczs. The speed at which you can read a gage depends on the
individual?
Dr;.
1 mANN. Yes, sir
Mr. Suxm& And his reaction time. I could have told you that.
Dr. LHimAk. And also on-the placement of the gage.
We are also using this concept of a computerized data bank for
our personnel in training in the Air Training Command, they are
working with pilot training.
DEPLOXMKNT -OF ADVANCED TRAINING DETACHMENT18

Finally, it has been. used by our people in Air Force systems
project offices asthey are looking at the design of their ockpifs%and
how the man functions in the aircraft.
Mr. Foon. It is indicated that in fiscal year 1970 training and ediuatinal deve opment detachments will be established at operating
basi What kIid Of detachments are referred to, what are the detachments: and hewirrge
they
hii! be and at.4ow many stations will they
IWetblished in fiscal 1970?
Will tlie cost of theee detehinents be included in this project?
. L
A N. I cani supply the coot for the rec$
..
"V
tw'eAf 17o0We wil lti- t theifirst with 1men' at
W'dlama AirW
ta in Arizona for pikld m.ining. The second
detchm t will 1*n technical training, for th triAhingof technieians
- at LO*7 Air Iporce Bw . We
l be
stting.
detahment of 15 men
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there. Finally in the area of professional education for military officers such as squadron officer school, Air War College, and so on.
Mr. SixEs. This will be in fiscal 19701
Dr. LEHMANN. Yes, sir. There will be a detachment of six for pro-

fessional education at Maxwell Air Force Base. This totals 36 people.
The R. and D. cost associated with these detachments is roughly
something in the order of $200,000, which accounts for a significant
portion of that increase
(The information follows:)
COST To DEPLOY DETACHMENTS

The cost of the detachments Is

ect for fiscal year 1970. This

estimated cost is $180,000.

Mr. SiKEs. Are the

other questions on human reso ces

VALUZ OF COPUTER

RAM38

Mr. ANDRE S. Will thitb a co tinulgprogrpm

" I , "/\
Dr. LEH NN-. Th detachme
Mr. AND ws. This
am JbU
urces.,
Dr. IxH INN. Yes, sir.
ye a human M'sources labo tory,
ixe

which h
Mr. A

1970I

Dr. Li

existed in the s
esed e
n

3ANN.

e had

wi ont ueto exmt in the f ture.
ne in 196REW0u wa1t $4 mi'li nin

n-Pf -t

meiiativity, sir, un oer a

different I ne item i 1I618 a
ti
Mr. All REws.So eca
0.ctthifle
nuinprogra
Mr. AN
8s. From now on a
a bou $4 mi
o
0/
better each yar
Dr. LEHMA N. Yessir. <
Mr. MiNs
You hae
Ider nbe
atlie
results 9f this pro .
gram,namely
t ow how long it*wuld take an individual to read
thegamies.What
'r.
J EHMANN.

Tha

as not what Idescribed.

What I meant to say
was that perforintce standards are in
handbooksin existence. You can
iidbooks
n-irh
on industrial engineering and find out how long it takes to do a job. You have to look this
up, get the data, and come back to the problems. This is the annuall"
approach.
What they have done is take that same data, work it into an automaed system and enter it into the computer program so now the
engineer can use a computer to give him that information quickly,
and make comparisons between let s say the C-141 and 0-180 cockpit.
Mr. MINSHAL . Could you not have done that with the old-fashioned
books
Dr.LZHANN. In principle you could, if you had enough people
'sir, and time. We did not have the people and the time so itwas not done.
This provides a tool for the design engineer which gives him a
capability of a reay access to a memory; that is, ill data which are
in the computer file.
Mr. Smras. Further questions I
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STUDIES COMPLETED

Mr. ADDABBO. Have there been any other completed reports you have
filed or any other completed studies made out of this $6 million?
Dr. Lmm wAwN. Yes, sir. We have about 750,000 airmen in the Service. We take in approximately something like 150,000 each year. These
men come into basic training. We have to give them tests, and we have
to make some kind of decisions as to where this man should be assigned.
We have, for example, batteries of tests to determine where that man
wi perform most effectively.
We have had an experimental selection board working on new
tests and related matters. As time changes and systems change, we
have come up with better ways of identifying our people. This is another contribution.
We are also developing an airmen weighted factors promotion system. We are implementing this into the Air Force to serve the 750,000
enlisted men by providing a quick, responsive, and fair system of
promoting people. The Human Resources IAboratory is intimately
involved with the attempt to help staff personnel people in impleThese are some others.
menting this prom.
Mr. ADDABBo. We have been in Vietnam now say 10 years and every
year we have been using a number of pilots. Have not these studies
n made before?
Dr. LEmMAWZ. With regard to the pilots?

Mr. ADDABBO. Airmen, you are talking about 750,000. Did this
750,000 just come about last year?
Dr. LEHMvANN. No.

One of the problems we have had, one of the chronic reasons for dissatisfaction and high turnover in airmen forces is they felt they have
not been adequately recognized and the promotion system has not been
equitable enough and rapid enough.
Mr. SixEs. They still feel the same way?
Dr. LEHMANr. Yes, sir; but we are working on it.

Mr. Smzs. That program has been going on a long time. What is
new?
Mr. ADDABBO. You are talking about 4 million new dollars. Where
have we gone with the new program or found out something we did
not know 10 years ago?
Dr. LzHMAZN. We have to make the case that we are doing a better
job of using our human resources throughout the Air Force today than
we'were 10 years ago. We are doing a larger job I think wfih the
same or smaller number of people than we had in previous years. We
have been building in some productivity gains.
Mr. ADDABBO. What have we produced for $4 million?
Dr. LEHMANN. I cited some of the hardware to simulate-the C-141
simulator. I believe I cited the F-4D backseat study as to whether we
need a pilot in the backseat or whether we can have a triple threat
man or navigator in the backseat.
We are using these dollars to try to come up with better ways to use
have.
theMr.
people
thatwe
AwAmo0.
How
long have we been tryingI
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Dr. LMEMANN. I guess we have been continually improving since
the Air Force started.
Mr. ADDABBO. And we continue to spend money.
Dr. LM MANN. That is right, and we are continuing to pay their
salaries. I guess you never get a static situation with people.
Mr. ADDABBO. Your progrm is coordinated through the Secretary's
Office as far as to see who is doing the work or if the work is being done
by any other agency, Space or anything else?
Dr. LEimANN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADDABo. No further questions.
USE OF COMPUTERS IN PROMOTION PROGRAM

Mr. A~nwws. Do you use computers in this program?
Dr. LEHMANN. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. You mentioned dissatisfaction on the part of some
of the airmen about the slow rate of promotion.
Do you use computers to assist in determining who shall be promoted
and wiho shall not be promoted ?

Dr. LEHmAWN. We use computers in keeping track of some of the

factors on which promotions are based.
Mr. AsiWPws. So then you are telling me you do use computers ?
Dr. LERmANN. Yes, as a tool.
Mr. ANDRzws. The general is shaking his head.

General MoNicxLr. You do not promote by computer; we only. use

them as an aid to turn out data which is used by a board to consider

applicants and eligibles for promotion. We do not use computers to

determine who should be promoted.

Mr. AwDRnws. Let me reframe my question.
What part does the computer play in the promotion of a man?
General McNcIcwc. In providing more readily available data from
personnel records.
Mr. A"iREws. So then the computer does play a part in the promotion of the man.
General Prrrs. By providing better information upon which a
board can select people for promotion.
Mr. Axpmvs. Regardless of what it does, it plays a part in the
promotion?
Dr. LEHMANN. Yes.
Mr. ANDRmws. Do the men in the service know you use computers
to a degree in determining promotions?
Dr. LEHMANN. It is my understanding from people I have talked
with, sir, that there is a strong confidence that all of the factors
affecting promotion will be taken into account through this system,
and there is optimism that once all of the facts are brought out the
right man will be promoted. I think there is a natural skepticism of
a great all-knowing computer somewhere which is going to make all
of the selections by some fixed rules. But I think people understand
that is not the case, the computer is used simply, as General McNickle said, in bringing out the record of the individual.
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Mr. Sixes. Have you had a study yet to determine how frequently
promotions are advanced or retarded because somebody hit the wrong
button on the computerI
Dr. LE HANN. N o, sir. I do not think we will either.

Mr. MINSHALL. You can do away with the Adjutant General's
Office, if you get the computer going.
General MONICKLE. You could get a lot of records out of there.
DCA-SYSTrns ENGINEERINo FACILITY
CAPABILITY OF AIR FORCE TO PERFORM FUNCON

Mr. SIKES. Getting to a slightly different field, last year DCA
established an engineering facility laboratory within existing resources
to conduct communications systems engineering and related laboratory work.
the fiscal 1970 DCA budget contains funds for lease of a new
building to house the newly established DCA element. I find it difficult to understand that DCA would need an engineering systems
laboratory n view of the tremendous resources and capabilities already available both in the military departments and outside the
Government. Are there any elements in the DCA mission insofar as
ou know for this systems engineering and laboratory that the Air
orce could not respond to by utilization of the existing capabilities
and resources if so requested.
General MCNCKL.

This was a controversial item, Mr. Chairman.

I think it was decided on the basis of the role and mission, and I
think a number of agencies thought they could have performed the
mission.
Mr. SIxEs. Including the Air Force?

General MCNICKLE. Yes, if given the task.
Mr. SIKES. Was the Air Force asked whether or not it could provide
systems engineering to DCA I
General McNIcKLE. I am not sure.
Mr. SIKES. Provide it for the record.

General McNicKL. I know they did fight the establishment.
Mr. SIKES. Provide an answer for the record, and for the record
tell us the Air Force position and capability for responding to DCA
requirements for R.D.T. &E. systems engineering.
(The information follows:)
SYSTms ENGINEERING FOR DCA

There is only an indirect relationship between systems engineering for the.
Defense Communications System (DOS) and R.D.T. & R. for the DCS. In
general, the military departments have the capability and actually perform much
of the ILD.T. & B. effort. This is supplemented to a certain degree by E.D.T. & E.
contracts let by DOA. Systems engineering, on the other hand, is a task which
should properly be performed by the systems manager, in this case the DOA.
The Air Force did express certain reservations concerning the use of the
systems engineering facility as it was proposed by DOA. While the Air
Force fully supported the need for an improved systems engineering capability within DOA, there were reservations as to how the proposed laboratory

would contribute to this purpose.
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ADVANCED DvIcEs
NEW AREA OF INVESTIGATION

Mr. SIKES. Under Advanced Devices there is a request for $6.5

million for fiscal 1970, the same amount as for fiscal 1969. However, fiscal 1969 funding jumped from $2.5 million in fiscal 1968.
What does the future hold in this area? Will this $6.5 million be a
continuing level or can you give us any information in this area?
Colonel STEWART. In the program when we first started, and that
program is specifically intended to exploit new technologies coming
out of exploratory andresearch type work-in the beginning we concentrated on the molecular electronics, on the microelectronics area.
In 1968 some of the effort was increased in the reliability area. Last
year we went into the cryogenic cooling area. All three of these areas
are new areas where we can have high payoff.
In the future, if it stays in those three technologies, it will be about
the same amount of money. If a new technology emerges similar to
lasers, for instance, we think we should exploit, that might be an increased need. At the same time, the molecular electronics, for instance,
might drop off a little bit.
fr.
SIRFS. You can anticipate a possible drop?
Colonel STEWART. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. What space requirements will your new starts in cryogenics support?
Mr. HANSEN. The space requirements supported by this effort are
the
- where crogenic temperatures ranging from are required. A requirement is to be supported in the advanced far
infrared search and track program.
Mr. SIKES. Is all this work done under contract or is some of it done

in-house?

Mr. HANSEN. All of the work under this program is done on contract. Support costs and related in-house work are paid for out of exploratory development.
LEVEL OF FUNDING

Mr. SIRES. For how long a period of time have you carried this

program and at what annual level of funding?
General MoNwcwz. This program began in 1965 with fiscal year
1966 funding. The annual level of funding was $2.5 million in fiscal
year 1966, $2.4 million in fiscal year 1967, $2.5 million in fiscal year
1968, and $5.4 million in fiscal year 1969. In fiscal year 1969. the scope
increased with more reliability projects and the addition of cryogenic
coolers. We are requesting $6.5 million in fiscal year 1970.
Mr. SIKES. Can you point to cryogenics systems which have been

developed with funds in this program element and which are now
utilized in operational aircraft, missiles, or space systems ?
General MoNIcxm. No, these cryogenic cooler developments, which
began in fiscal year 1969, are oriented toward next generation avionics
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equipment which maj be used in current or advanced operational aircraft. The coolers being developed are still in design and test phases.
Rapid advancements in detector design and performance, plus changes
in operational needs, dictate that the cooler be integrated into sensor
design. This is being done with the AAS-18 infrared scanner for the
RF-4, where the overall detector equipment will be updated for higher
resolution and new cryogenic cooling equipment wilI be included.
Mr. Sixs. Are there questions under "Advanced Devices"I
LoRAN

D

NEED FOR ADDITONAL DEVELOPMENT

Turnn to Loran D, you are requesting $1.5 million, which compares with approximately $500,000 in previous years. Why is there a
requirement for increased funding in Loran D1
Colonel STEw rr. Loran D is a recently successful expansion upon

the Loran C development work which has paid off and is being used
in Southeast Asia.
Mr. Sisx. Has the enemy jammed Loran D in Southeast Asia?
Colonel STiwnirr. No, sir. They need more equipment than they

presently have.

Mr. Sims. This then is a new development an advance over

Loran CI
Colonel SrswmnT. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sis. What is the requirement for it? Is not Loran C doing
an effective job ?
Colonel SzwAT.Yes, sir, it is. It is much heavier, more expnsive
and harder to maintain than we hope Loran D to be, also less flexible
in its application in out areas and so forth.
Finally, we hope to use Loran D as a means of delivering weapons.
Mr. Sns. Is the primary purpose of this program to overcome
deficiencies found in operational Loran systems or are you attempting
to develop a new generation Loran system?
General MoNioixy. The present loran system has given excellent results in SEA; however, the system is complex, costly, and difficult to
maintain. The purpose of developing a next generation loran receiver
is to take advantage of new technology that has been or is being developed by industry. This includes:
(a) Mklular receiver development. The number of circuits has been
reduced by, in some cases, a factor of 10. This reduces the required
number of.parts and allows proper spacing which should improve
maintainability and reduce costs
(b) New technology such as a capability to use direct ranging techniques when available should be incorporated into next generation
receivers.
fr.
S s It is indicated that a part of your fiscal year 1970 effort
will be in the area of electronics counter-countermeasures. Has the
enemy in Southeast Asia jammed our loran?
General MoNicKLE. No sir; the enemy in SEA has not jamed our
loran. The capability to eKectively jam a loran signal requires a highpower transmitter and large antenna. Such a device could be con-
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structed; however, it is susceptible to air attack unless located in a
purpose
inineZiating
sanctua.
ity in a timeThe
frame
thtge
eyont E. ECI is to develop a capabilMr. SiiuS. Are there questions I
DESCRMON AND USE OF SYSTEM

Mr. ANDnws. Will you describe Loran C and D briefly ?
Colonel STEWART. It is a hyperbolic system using three ground stations, all of which provide a time difference reading to an aircraft and
by the intersection of hyperbolic lines the aircraft can figure out his
position with respect to them.
Loran D is a lightweight more precise, more maintainable version
of Loran C. Loran C transmitters, for instance, are a fixed installation.
Loran D is portable. Loran D receivers can work with a Loran C
ground chain.
Mr. AwNpWS. What is the purpose?
Colonel STEwART. It is most useful in tactical situations.

Mr. ANDEEws. Does the purpose consist of navigation?
Colonel STEWART. Yes, sir.
General Prrrs. And bombing.

Colonel STEWART. Precise location, which is for both navigation

and which in case of Loran D can be used for delivery of weapons.
Mr.Awzmmws. How would it assist in bombing?

Colonel STlwA=T. It gets the aircraft to the correct spot in space to

deliver a particular weapon.
Mr. A"-Rntws. The pilot would have to know the tart I
General Prrrs. Loran D can position the pilot near the targets for
visual aquition. It is also a device to enable the pilot to deliver ordiiance under night or all-weather conditions.
General MoN'cmI
If you know the latitude and longitude of the
target, or the Loran coordinates of a predetermined spot, you can put
the airplane over it.
Mr. ANDREws. Loran D does not locate the target, the pilot has to
do thatI
General MoNzcxL. Or you have to know it in advance.
Mr. Axpamws. It helps him in finding it I
General McNxcmz. That is correct, when you know the target location in advance.
Mr.WALSH. It could be located separately by reconnaissance or
other techniques to feed into the system the longitude and latiude.
Mr.ANDREWS. The pilot has to know the target, what target he
wants, and Loran 1) helps him find the exact locatlbn I
Mr. WALSm. That is correct.
Mr. MINSHALL. HOW are you finding your targets over there nowI
Colonel ST WART. 'LorA D is being used for some of them.

General Bo~m.w. Is the question how you find the targets?
fr.MiNsHuALL

Or how you deliver the weapon on the target, what-

ever. you -will.
(06n_
BoYmA, Thp answer applies. i had misunderstood your
qustion.: they are using Lora9, radar, visual, forward air controllers,
and v~~ou markingtecbquoa•
84-09-69--pt. 4--.T
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Colonel STEWART. You have MSQ-77 radar system, which is a

ground-based system able to pick up and direct aircraft out to line of
sight ranges and to previously determined targets.
Mr. MxNSnAuL. You say Loran D is lighter weight. How much more
lighter weight and how much more portable?
Colonel SmwTAr. I do not have the figures. I can pride them.
Mr. MIzsnAu. Thank you.
(The information follows:)
LORAN D/WEIHT AND PORTABILITY

Fixed Loran C transmitters used in SEA weigh 9,000 pounds and require a
cleared area of 2,400 square feet for Installation. Complete Installation takes
approximately 1 year. Portable loran D transmitters weigh 4,500 pounds and
require an area of 600 square feet. Installation of the entire loran D com-

plex including autenna can be accomplished and the station placed In operation
bv 10 men w!,lain 2,1 hours after delivery. Delivery can be accomplished by two
C-130 aircraft.

Mr. A.DPxWS. Do you have any facilities for locating the enemy
under the foliage?
General McNIcm. It depends on the type of target.
For instance, if it is a truck we have a method of picking it up and
finding out where it is.
Mr. Azmi wS. Through the foliage?
General MoNiciuic. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. From an aircraft?
General MoNxcKm. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANxDIWS. Did you develop that?
General McNcK . Yes.
Mr. A.pimwS. How long agoI
General MoNicxu . About 1 year ago.
Mr. Snxzs Their problem has been primarily in personnel as far
as the difficult in locating the target under jungle cover I
General M cxiCa Yes.
Mr. Sims. You have been able for a long time to locate mechanical

objects?

General MoNicxL. Yes, sir, some of them.
Mr. ANmRzws. Are you doing any work in the field to try to come
up with something to permit a pilot to hit a target down beneath the
foliage?
-.
One of the problems in trying to detect small
Mr. WAusH.
airplane is moving
moving targets from an a'qrlane is the fadt
it-self, so essentially all of the ground seems to be moving.
ADvANscE

AnDoa

CoxxAw

PosT (AABNCP)

NEED FOR UPDATINO 00MAND POST

Mr. Surs. Under Advanced Airborne Command Post there is a
request for $2 million for development. This is a relatively new promade availablepreviusl y. T.e
gram for which $40,000 has
budget presented to the commttee last year requested $J, rAillion. This

would indicate that a number of other programs had a higher priority.
an adWe have airborne command post& 'What is aisuid
vanced airborne command post and why shofld the l0Il be stepped
e
up to $2 million at this tie I[?
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General MCNICKLE. The JCS directed is to perform studies on
future airborne command posts. Actually, the present airborne conmand posts, the national conunand posts, will become so saturated
that we will need increased capabilities. The jobs to be done are to
be on the order of C-5 or Boeing-747 type operations. Because of
the complicated and extensive systems that will be required we should
be getting on with the system.

--.

But the Advanced Airborne

Command Post is still in the study stage.
Mr. SIxis. What timetable do you envision?
General MCNICKLE. It still is in the future, and with the competition from other requirements, Mr. Chairman, I do notMr. SiKEs. What is the status of the program?
General McNICKLE. Still in the planning stage.
Mr. SiKms. When do you plan to initiate contract definition?
General McNICKLE. It is expected that during fiscal 1970 some contract definition will start, but I do not know that it will ao very far,
or very fast, because of the intense competition for funds.
Mr. SIxEs. For the record, tell us what are the capabilities of the
present advanced airborne command post aircraft and what are the
deficiencies in their capabilities, as you see them, which will be overcome if you are permitted to go ahead with the new development.
(The information follows:)
PRESENT ADVANCED AIRBORNE COMMAND POST/CAPABILITIES

The current airborne command posts (ABNCP) are capable, under most cir-

cumstauces, of passing the SOP execution message, and little more. The

ABNCP system provides a survivable alternative to our relatively soft ground
based SIOP command and control system.
The current ABNOP system has the following deficiencies:
The aircraft are nearing the end of their normal lifetime;
Evolutionary growth of the command and control equipment has reached
the weight and volume limits of the aircraft;
Because of the overloaded conditions, takeoff characteristics are marginal
and an 8-hour peacetime mission can barely be accomplished;
Significant electronic equipment interface problems exist;
The system depends on UHF linle of eight communications with ground
relay points and uses relay aircraft that are normally in a vulnerable
ground alert posture;
Does not have weight or volume capacity for SHP satellite terminals.
The reasonable solution to these many problems requires a larger, more modern

replacement for the EC-135.

Mr. Srmsw. How many aircraft do you foresee for this system?
General BoYL.x.

The advanced airborne command post systems

C-5 or 747 type aircraft or a larger number of
would require -5/747
smaller cargo type aircraft such as the DO-B or 707. CINC's SAC/PAC/EUR and LANT
aircraft would provide the NMCS (NEACP) for a
for a continuous airborne posture, a central pool for command support
ground alert posture and
and attrition.
EBnTJ

D COST OF NEW COMMAND POST

Mr. Sxx; What is the total estimated R.D.T. &E. cost of this effort t
The justification material indicates that the total estimated cost is undetermined, but estimates have been made in industry in the area of
$100 million for the development program.

General MoNICKLE. Estimated R.D.T. & E. costs will be directly
influenced by the candidate system selected by OSD. The $100 milliohi
quoted by industry is fairly representative. Our best estimates give a

.ange from $70 to $120 million depending upon which candidate system
is selected.
Mr.,SixEs. What is the best estimate you have now of the unit cost
of the advanced airborne command post aircraft you desire? What
would be the total cost of this program, including the development o'
the aircraft and all of the new communications equipment for it, spares,
and special handling and testing equipment For tle record, would
you break these items down and give the committee the total cost of
this effort?
(The information follows:)
UNIT COST/ADVANCED AiRnoRNI COMMAND POST

Our best estimate of the approximate unit cost for an advanced airborne command post could range from $19 to $48 million depending upon the airframe and
capability selected. The estimated total cost, including 10-year operating coss
could likewise vary from $1.5 to $2.1 billion, again depending upon the airframe
and capability selected. As the number of alternatives for an advanced airborne

command post are numerous, the breakdown of spaces, new communications
equipment, and special handling atid testing equipment cannot be made in a
meaningful manner until a preferred system is identified.

Mr. SIrES. Also for the record, tell us the estimated cost of contract
definition and what part of the $2 million you are requesting is for
contract definition?
(The information follows:)
ADVANczD AIRBORNE COMMAND PosT/COST or CoNTRACT DEVINrVION
Contract definition has been estimated to require $7.5 million. This figure L
based upon using two equipment contractors, MITRE support, and evaluating
a single airframe. If a decision for contract definition is made by OSD, the $2
million will be used to itiate contract definition.

Mr. SIKES. Are there questions on the advanced airborne command
post ?
Hiou ENEGY
LAsR PRORAM
STATUS OF DEVWPMENT

Mr. Sis. Turning to the high energy laser program, you are requesting an increase of 100percent. Four million dollars was provided
for this efort in the current fiscal year. You are asking for $8 million
now. Toward what end objective is this progamdirectei I
(Discu'sion of the record,),
Mr. ANPRIws. I donot know anything about. aser development, but
A
I ielievethat rhat punhave in mind js awy on down-th 'road.
Dr. LnrnC& N.. It sn6 that far onx down, msr,..
Mr.' Au o
o. S peakingpracticalit , in dollars, you ar requesting
double the funds from 1 year to another, from $4 to $8 million. If we
are talking about m tlug that s Vw"y, i1* istace,
or 6 orus?
10
you come 5before
years, are we to ouble the cost every yer as
Ne e
r will ,youa for$16, million p@.ying we hooveos o ueh in
th, P2.
, qw aii4 .e ymy
got somO 'rig, praetical.1,Will cost
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Mr. IANSEN. I do not think it feasible to estimate the cost of this
particular program.
Mr. SIKES. Is this so far in the future and is it all so vague that it
is really something hypothetical?

Mr. HAYSE.x.No, sir.

Mr. ADVABBO. We are talking about priorities. Isn't there some other
field where you can concentrate a little more right now, instead of 20
years from now? Or are we saying because we may be out of Vietnaln,
let us get as much for every research program and try to develop
something? There is a program financed for $4 million and you say
let's double it and get the $8 million, and maybe we will get a little
further down the road. jVhe'i you come before .us today, you jump
from
to $8 million.
Dr.$4Lui.-MANN.
=:
As far as doubling the money from $4 to $8 million, ivhen you get
a winner ou put your chips on that one and you push it. That is what
is happening here.
Mr. SIKESI You do 'Pot have a .winner now. You do not'seem to
know exactIV what you have.
Dr. LEII'IAN.N. Ve are prettysuire this is a winner. Things are going
right. it isfpretty much straigl CtNi nrd engineering that we are ding,
rapidly bi Iding a strong t cI capability.
S(oNrACTOItS VERO'R3.4O STUDY

tr. Ain6Aiwo. WIhere is theovrk being done ?
Dr.LmIlA.'.. Tiwork.is being 4iae, rihnarily in two places with
two contradtors-Uniied Aircraftt-Corp' down in Florida, and Avco
in MassachO4 etts. We'have some in-house work going on at the Air
Force Weapois Lab at Albuyierque, N Mex. i oh, er, these'dollars
will not be spehkt there. These'dollars are contract dollars. ,i
Mr. SIKES. HoW8 were thesd contracts awarded?
Y
Dr. LpiMA.N. r will have to provide that for the record.l"
('Theiin format ion'f(4lows:)
"CON1 .IICT/LasER

The United Aircraft contract .i for development
. The contract ip a
cost plus fixed fee R.& D. effort and was a sole source award. This was based
upon the technical capability and special equipment that UAC had developed
on their own funds over a 15 to 29 month period
. Tfils effort is funded

by ARPA, Air Force, Army, and Navy.
Avco has two contracts. One is a laser science and technology program funded
from AF exploratory development funds in fiscal year 196.9 and is Jointly funded
with ARPA. This was a sole source contract award and is an extension of prior
work done by Avco under jointly funded AF/ARPA exploratory development
programs which started in 1966. The other contract at Avco is to procure
three laser test devices for In-house laboratory work by the three services. The
contract was awarded to Avco based upon requests for proposals to Avco and
United Aircraft Corp. The contract is cost plus fixed fee and is funded Jointly by
the Army, Navy and Air Force.
Hughes Aircraft Co. has a contract for developing external laser optics. This
was a 'sole source award. A subcontractor to Avco, Hughes has developed the
internal optics (or laser cavity optics) for other experimental lasers on Defense
Departinent contracts. Since the internal and external optics must be compatible,
it was advantageous to award the contract to Hughes, based upon their unsolicited'
proposal.
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Mr. SIKES. Is any university effort being applied to this program?

Dr.

LEIIMANN.

Not that I know of. There are universities working

on lasers. As we have indicated, lasers cover a very broad spectrum.
(Discussion off the record.)
MOON LASER BEAM

Mr. MINSnALL. I read recently they are going to shoot some kind of
laser beam at the moon, with a dish or reflector up there. What do you
know about that? How does it compare to what you are developing?

Dr. LEIMAINN. That is to put a mirror or reflector up on the moon so

we can hit it with the laser, and then get the laser beam to come back
to us. That takes good power, in order to get a return over the great
distance
Mr. MINSTIALL. That is primarily for distance measuring, I understand.
Dr. LET-MAN. That is correct. You can use the laser as a radar which
measures distance. Radio detection and ranging is what radar stanjS
for. You can measure the distance with the laser. You have the potential of using the laser as a communications system. These are addi-.
tional applications that the Air Force is interested in.
Mr. SiRFS. What is the basis for your $8 million estimate?
Mr. HANsEN. The fiscal year 1970 funds are for incremental funding
of the contract which was started in fiscal year 1969, as we discussed
off the record.
OTHER LASER PROGRAM

Mr. SIKS. What other laser programs are included in the R.D.T. &
R. Air Force, appropriation?
lfr. HANSEN. Other than the high energy laser program, the Air
Force has three projects in exploratory development which are oriented
toward advancing laser technology or toward exploiting lasers for
specific applications. These are in the aerospace avionics program and
are the coherent optical device physics, laser technology, and laser
techniques for aerospace applications. They provide the basis for
follow-on application programs where the laser device is part of an
overall system and not necessarily the limiting factor.
UNAUTHORIZED

CONSTRUCTION OF LASER RESEARCH FACILITIES

Mr. SiKEs. Mr. Nicholas.
Mr. NICHOLAS. In fiscal year 1968, the Air Force constructed a laser
optic science laboratory at Kirtland Air Force Base, N. Mex., at a
cost of $487,000. The surveys and investigations staff of this committee
have looked into this construction. The committee was advised that
Air Force officials admitted that there was no statutory authority to
use R.D.T. & E. funds for this construction. What is your comment on
this matter, Dr. Lehmann.
Dr. LEHMANN. Back in 1963, Mr. Zuckert, then Secretary of the Air
Force, testified before a committee of the Congress that he had delegated some of his authority under the U.S. Code which we had interpreted as authority to use R.D.T. & E. funds to construct urgently
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needed facilities in support of ongoing research programs, which we
could not have foreseen earlier in the game.
The GAO looked into some similar projects, and they felt we did not
have the legal authority on those projects. So, we have now instituted
some tighter provisions for those cases where we used R.D.T. &E. funds
to construct some facilities.
These situations arise because you need a big piece of equipment
essential for R. & D. program, the equipment is coming in and you
have to have some shelter to keep it out of the weather. That is the kind
of thing we have done.
We would not build the laser optics facility down there at Kirtland
today under the ground rules that we have now established, after the
investigation. These ground rules, however, were not so interpreted or
so understood at the time this laser lab was constructed.
General McNICKLE. Mr. Chairman, the Air Force was guilty of misinterpretation. We have replied to the committee as well as the GAO
that in the future those facilities will go the military construction
route.
Mr. ANDREWS. General, when the General Accounting Office catches

you off base doing something you did not have authority to do, is that
the only penalty? You just toll them you are sorry and you won't do
it any more?
General McNciKtr.. This was a controversial item which did take
a lot of legal discussion. I think our lawyers finally agreed. We still do
not 100 percent agree that this is black and white, but that is the
decision.
Mr. ANDREWS. But in the final analysis, the final arbiter, the General
Accounting Office, said you were wrong?
General McNIcKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDIMWS. You said you were sorry and you will not do it any

moreI

General M CNICKLE. We said-

Mr. ANDREWS. That is about the only penalty that can be imposed
by the General Accounting Office, if it is a penalty.
General kcNicKE. That is right, because there was no intent to do
wrong. And the GAO agreed this was subject to misinterpretation.
General Pxrrs. And we had told the Congress.
Dr. LEHMANN. There is a section of the United States Code which

says the Secretary of the Air Force shall have certain authority to construct facilities necessary for the pursuit of research, develpment,
test, and evaluation.
Mr. ANDREWS. The question, in my opinion, is if it is part of your
research program, you have authority to construct the building. That
is my opinion. You had no need for the building except to further your
research work.
Dr. LEJiMANN. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. To get your equipment out of the weather.
I am not the man who makes the ground rules.
Getting back to my original question, the only penalty you suffered
was just an apology, if that is what it was, and a promise not to do it
in the future I
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General MCNICKLE.Yes, sir we still disagreed.
Mr. AN.'-Diws. A lot, of people e di.sgree with thjudgmentofa cort
or the verdict of a jury, but once it is rendered, it is fina).
General McNicKLE. That is right. So we agreed to coordinate and
go the other route.
Mr. ITANsEN. I do not believe the GAO is a court in this case. Tihey
are a witness.
General Pnr's. here is ample evidence that where there has been
intent to do something wrong, people have been punished. I think that
is the point you are getting to. I can think of a case in point where a
major general was fired because he did things improperly with coiistruction funds.
DPLICATE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Pnis'roN. The same report also indicates that each of the three
services is developing
devices exactly alike. Is this the case?
Dr. LEHMANN. I dO not think each of the three services is doing
this independently. The Advanced Research Projects Agency of the
Department of Defense, the Army and Navy are putting funds into
Some of the funds go through the Air Force weapons laboratory as executive agent for letting contracts. There are department of
Wen meetings to coordinate programs so that, each of the pen)le
Who i4--lN

441f~
P,r0ogra1118 M ttes0- areaHs COMnI)leNIentts each otIlwr.

The wh1e goe asa Department of Defense prograin.
Mr. PH.STON. Why couldn't this total effort for all three services
have been accomplished utilizing one device, the Air Force weapons
laboratory'?
Dr. LIIMANN. There are advantages in competition that come in.
Even within the Air Force, we foundthat costs came down and progress accelerated when the second of the two companies came in, having
done a lot of the work on their own and saying "We can do this." So,
the Air Force is Supporting tie two efforts that I mentioned. thle
Pratt. &,Whitney-United Aiicraft effort in Florida, and the Avo
effort in Massachusetts.
Mr. PRESTON. I am not sure we are talking about the same thing.
Three are purchased from Avco.
Dr. LIMMANN. That is right. They will not be three identical detvices. They will be similar but not identical.-.
GeneralMcNCELE. D.I).R. & E. s)ecifiCaly assigned portions of tle

.laser program and said, "Air Force, you take this; Army, y,)ou

take this; Navy, you take this; and ARPA, you take this." Thtt was
just. 2 years ago.
These programs are being directed right now by D.D.R. & E. and
we are going in this specific direction.
TRJSERVICE LiOaTWEJOJIT

TACTICAl, RADAR

COST 01 DEVE.OPMEtNT

Mr. SIE.s. You are requesting $1.7 million for development of a

tiisorvtce lightweight tactical radar which is to be used by the Air

Force and by the Marine Corps. Hlow much money has been put into
this program to date? How much of this monevhas been from thm
Air Force and how much from the Marine Corps?
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General Pi'rrs. Through fiscal year 1969, the Air Force has put $1.51
million on the triservico lightweight tactical iadar program. The
Marine COrps has not. provided any funds to date.
Mr. Sncus. What is the total estimiated cost of this development
ef'fort.?
General! McNrcitux. The present progiin is $15.5 million; however,
wT will not have any firm figures until the design stu(hies ar, comIleted in August 1969.
Mr. Siirs. Wh at utilization will be Imade of this radar?
General ]ovrAnx. ris will lu, ti lrinm ry groud radar used to
supl)ort, Marine wnd Air Force tact ival air operations in the post-1975
t ime period. Specifically, the radar will )e used to provide surveillance
and wlurning on aireraftt and to assist, in performing gromd controlled
intercepts. This advanced radar is plsenltly inl the study phase in
wlich solid stale phased array radair technology is being considered
si ice it shows pronlise from Ohe stanldpoint of versatility, reliability,
and mohility. If the Stillies are s1'e(,essf Il, thesi ra(lars will he d.
veloped for'the purpose of replacing tie AN/TPS-43 radar in the
A ii Force and the A\ N/TPS-34 in the ,Marine Corp~s.

Mr. STICIE. lItt equipmunit in beig will he replaced by the tviserv.
ice lightweight tactical 1tI(lr? 11hat are the nIIjor' (lifferlences be.
tw('Ci the radar inder dew, lolpment anld present equip lmefl
Genoral BOnh.N. This ra(ir will replace the Air Force's kN/TPS3 an1d the Marino Corps AN / ITS-34. Ihe present radavs cannot cope
with the
p)ost-1975 time period. The stacked beam system of the
-\N!TPS-43
performance, low sidelole requirements or re(uired height accuracY, at ...... Tue AN/TPS-34V beam radar has
the same )roblems andt is mch heavier than the proposed radar. Tile
triservice radar' is being designed to have much higher reliability and
simpler maintenance than any of the present radars.
'

B.sU, SECURITY
ITEMS UNtIR DFlvTIOPIMENT

Mr. STT({.Q. You are asking for a signifleant increase for development in the area of bae seuiritv--$1.6 million is requested in fiscall
year 1970 as compared with $1 million in fiscal year 1969. What is the
reason for the increase in this area I
General McNTCxt.P. The increase in the fiscal year 1970 funding
represents lth an effort to expedite the rate of program development
and an expansion of the program scope. More speeifically, this in.
creased funding will result in an earlier capability to deploy a wide ana
remote sensor network around our airbasms for the purpose of detecting rocket, and mortar tams as well as infiltrators. Tn addition, this
additional funding will allow investigation into other concepts for
preempting and preventing daniagig rocket and mortar attacks upon
thehigh-vlue areas within our airbases.
Mr. StKEs. Submit for the record a list of the items in this area'
which are under development, and indicate which of those items are
included in your fiscal year 1970 procurement program.
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(The information follows:)
Items under development during fiscal year 10694itlude:
(a) Composite seismic antenna loading detector (seed), a senior designed to
use two independent-type stimuli for sensor activation.
(b) A wide area remote sensor system for covert activity detection beyond
the airbase perimeter.
(o) A remote sensor data transmission network for passing information of
detections to the central security center.
(d) Preliminary development of a central security center display.
(e) A discrimination analysis study to develop techniques to determine specific information about the sensor activation stimuli.
(f)Continuing work on foliage penetration radar (fopen) with applications
toward the base defense role.
Items developed during this year which should see procurement, test, and
deployment during fiscal year 1970 include:
(a) An interim sensor system for wide area surveillance.
(b) Components of the sensor data transmission network, using technologies
developed in the discrimination analysis program.
(o) A prototype model of the composite seismic antenna loading detector
(seed) device.
Other items of the fiscal year 1969 program will be carried into development
for fiscal year 1970, as planned, with test, procurement, and deployment in
fiscal year 1971 or later.
DEVELOPMENT OF SECURITY CONTROL CENTER

Mr. SuXs. Describe the security control center which is under development in this program.

Colonel JAmuErr. The security control center is an effort on our part
to try to tie in the data inputs from a large variety of sensing sources,
both our own sensing sources, the Army's, the Marines', whoever it is
that has the responsibility for the protection of our bases beyond the
perimeters.
The security control center would be an expansion of our command
and control facilities such that we would have better response time, a
watch-team concept so we can preempt these actions instead of reactmngtothlem.
Our point of view is that if we are to beat the attacks that are being
centered on air bases, our emphasis must be on preventing them,
rather than reacting to them.
The security control center is the means of collecting the data and
intelligence far enough in advance to respond and deter the attack
before it ever occurs.
Mr. Sxxs. That sure takes in a lot of territory. That was a good
answer. I am not sure I know what it meant.
Just how are you going to deter an attack before it occurs?
Colonel JAxwrrr. There are several schemes that we are looking at.
We do not by any means infer that this is going to be 100 percent effective, but we are aiming toward the best that we can produce through
improved real time intelligence.
As an example, around our air bases we have troops in various sorts
of configurations; artillery posts, listening posts, ground patrols, aircraft patrols. All of these sources of intelligence presently report to
their own units and own organizations.
Currently we are trying to take advantage of all of these sources
and put them in a single place.
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Mr. SrKEs. You are just going to use to better advantage the intelIigence you are getting now V
Colonel JARRM-r. Yes; with an additional input that we hope to have
through bzter sensors and better transmission capabilities and trained
people who are lookingMr. SixEs. Don't tell me we are going to have another communications system.
Colonel JARREfr. No, sir.
Mr. SIKES. I am a little puzzled. This is a very well-understood field.

It still is not clear to me how you are going to improve what we do.
Will You try again?
Colonel JARRETT. Yes, sir.
We have found in our experience in Southeast Asia that there are
certain events that take place prior to attacks on air bases. We have
found this out from experience we have had in these attacks. Some of
them are repeatable instances, and we know if we watch for them we
can prevent attacks.
fr. SIKES. Like what?
Colonel JARRETT. For instance when a rocket team or mortar team
moves into a launch site, they take certain actions, such as prestorage
of munitions. The activity around small villages in the area is at a
normal level, and then this level suddenly increases.
1r. SIKES. Good intelligence would be doing that now. What is
new about it?
Colonel JARRETT. The intelligence that is doing it now is not. cur--

rently tying this into a central point where people are trained and'
know what these signs are.
Mr. SIKES. If it were good intelligence, they would be tying it in.

Colonel JARRETT. Yes, sir. That is what we are trying to do. I do
not believe that currently we are taking full advantage of all of these
in one point. I think of the central security control center as two
phases: One, putting the intelligence in one place for assessment by
personnel trained to recognize threat indicators related to air base
defense. Two, this is a triservice function. It is not just our own. We
would like everyone participating in this respect. We are putting it all
into a single place where trained people are looking for these events
to take place, therefore giving us this preemption capability.
FUND FOR DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MINSUALL. You are asking for $1.6 million. How will you actually spend these dollars? Where will they go?
Colonel JARRtETT. The $1.6 million is in the advance development
portion of this whole system.
Mr. MINSUALL. What does that mean, advance development portion?
What do we have there?
Colonel JARRETT. Let me address it this way. Let us take the ground
sensors as an example. Currently one of the problems with ground
sensors is discriminating between whether a man or an animal is walking over a ground sensor. A seismic sensor can be keyed off by thunder
or lightning. This discrimination effort is part of this $1.6 million
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development effort., eliminating from the sensing data everything except what we would consider threat information.' Lightning events

produce a signal on a seismic sensor which can now be eliminated
through discrimination techniques. This development will refine that
process even more and produce a more reliable system.
We will take the inputs from these sensors when they emit their

sianals, when they are stepped on, keyed off, and what-not, and place
them into a complex where we can display their information and look
at. the total picture and see what is going on.
Mr. MrNsrAr.r.. Where do you actually plan to do this work? W hat

geographic location?
Colonel T.Anr.r. The testing is being clone, first of all, the development sensor portion, at Rome Air Development Center in New York.
They have performed the Air Force sensor development work, the
di.qcsiminator techniques work, and tied them together for compatibility.
We also do some of our testing at Eglin to simulate the Southeast
Asia environment.
COORDINATION OF PROGRAM WITIH ARMY

Mr. 3hNsjirr.rT. I-low much liaison have you had with the A rnily on
this program?
Colonel JARnR-r. Sir, we are cooperating and using the Army expertise to the maximum extent that we can. We are taking advantage
of their technology and development efforts by, first, of all, making
sure we do not duplicate what they are doing. We are looking at otller
sensor techniques they are not *looking at that we think can be
specially tailored to air bases.
, Mr. MINSHALJ. What is the difference between an air base and an
Army camp as far as distinguishing the different signals, whether it
be lightning, ananimal, or a man I The Army, I think, has pretty well
solved thisproblem.
Colonel JuRRr. One of the things we can use on an airbase which

the Army does not like in their sensor equipment is a set of sensors
which we can - - and not have to make them mobile. This is contrary to some of the other types. We can harden this.
The Army is looking at it more from a mobile standpoint, and
would like to have theirs so they can emplace them where they
encamp.
In contrast, the data collection pieces of gear that they use, we have
already bought and introduced as part of our system, because they
work the same way that we would like ours to work. We have bought
a lot of their equipment,
The perimeter sensors that we have sent to Southeast Asia are
modified Army-developed sensors.
Oi the other hand, there are some that we believe are improvements
upon these and are more cost-effective and cheaper, and we think can
do the job as well or better.
So, the sensor field is wide open. The Army is doing a lot, and we

are doing a small'part for those that we think are uniquely adaptable
to air bases in the situation on the air base.

Mr. MINSHALa,. The big problem, then, if I understand you Correctly, is getting a proper readout of what these sensors sold back?
Colonel JARnwE'r. One of the problem areas is-to make sure we rid
ourselves of the false alarnis of what we call phase I sensors, which
record everything that occurs. A.s we improve our sensors, only those
which we call targets would cause the sensor to kick off and readout.
That is the second generation of sensors.
Mr. MINSIALL. From the practical point of view, how would you
be using this in Vietnam today, say at Bien loa?
Colonel JARRE1MT. The way we envision this would work is that tile
perimeter would be such that we would not need large numbers of
men stationed around defense lines but, rather, we would have a sensing capability for detection of troops infiltrating through the perimeter. We would have an observation post back in from the perimeter
where a guard would monitor a given section of the perimeter itself.
When the intrusion occurs, lie can summon mobile teams to respond
to it and reduce the need for larger numbers of men.
CAPABILITIES OF 8Y.STEM

Mr. MINSu1ALL. How does this differ from the so-called McNamara.
line.e
Colonel JARIErT. It differs in the respect that we cannot afford the
kind of sensors that are used there, and we are looking for a cheaper
means of doing the job and the fact that we can tie it into a system
that will work as a system.
General BoYLAN. As a measure of the potential here in terms of not
only security but dollar savings to the Air Force, since 1964, through
the end of May, we have had 199 ground attacks against our airbases
major damage.
airplanes destroyed and
which cost us
Mr. A NDREWS. How many killed?
General BOYLAN. I do not have the figures on Air Force casualties,
Fortunately, in most of the attacks our casualties were very light.
M r. MNSHALL. Were these infiltration or mortar, or what?
General BOYLAN. All types.
Mr. MINSTIALL. This is not to protect you from a mortar or artillery
attack.
General BOYLAN. It depends on the situation that might exist. The
range of some of these rockets is such that it might be outside the perimeter. Given this potential, there is no reason that advanced sensors cannot help us expand the perimeter.
Mr. ' IINSlIALL. I can well understand how that would help against
infiltration, a man trying to sneak through and blow up something,
but not against a mortar attack maybe out a couple of thousand yards
or so.
General BOYLAN. It would be effective against all acts of sabotage.
Colonel JAmwIrr. We are working on exactly the problem you are
talking about. We are working with the ground forces in the respect
- sensors in those
that where they do not have the capability for
key, preselected areas that we want to watch outside the perimeter
Mr. SiKEs. Thank you, Colonel.
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CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE
TYPES OF DEVELOPMENT ACTITIES

Mr. SiKmS. You are requesting $1 million for a line item entitled

"Biological Warfare/Chemical Warfare Program," and are also requestig $2,856,000 under the heading "Chemical-Biological Equipment." What is the relationship between these two programs I Is there
duplication here?
General MCNICKLE. The advanced development program evaluates
feasibility of new concepts and the engineering development program
develops the successfully demonstrated concepts. There is no duplicat ion between these two line items.
NMr. SIKES.

Why do both projects indicate emphasis on incapacitat-

ing agents?
General McNicKL. Incapacitants cause no propery damage. They
also have a distinct advantage in reducing fatalities among both
friendly and enemy forces. Enemy forces would be incapacitatedto the
extent that they could put up little or no resistance, thus reducing
friendly casualties to a minimum.
Mr. SrmEs. Describe some of the results of your efforts in this area
in the last year.
General MONICKLE. Two aerial delivery munitions were introduced
for operational use during the past year. These are the CBU-30/A
aircraft dispensers and the BLU-52 chemical bomb.
PENEmATION ADS FOR MANED AIRCRAFT
LEVEL OF EFFORT

Mr.

SiKas. You are requesting $13 million for "Penetrati-m aids for

manned aircraft." This is compared to the $13.2 million programed in
fiscal year 1969 and $4.2 million in fiscal year 1968. Why must this
program be continued at a $13 million level ?
General MONICKLE. Based on past experience and intelligence estimates of the threat, $13 million will be the minimum required for this
program in fiscal year 1970. Since the program objective is to provide electronic and electro-optical countermeasures equipment for all
manned aircraft-strategic, tactical, airlift, and so forth, and the
fact that all aircraft in the USAF inventory may be subjected to
enemy defense systems; for example, ground launched infrared missiles or antiaircraft artillery-in future conflicts, it appears that at
least $13 million will be required in this program to support the operational requirements of the future.
INFRARED COUNTERMEASURE

DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SIKES. One of the items mentioned as a task for fiscrd year 1970

is infrared countermeasures. What infrared countermeas tires are you
considering, and what are their capabilities?
Colonel GAmous. The infrared countermeasures we have reference
to here are countermeasures against air-to-air infrared seeker missiles.
In this particular task of the advanced development program, which
is completely operational, new hardware techniiques are being developed.
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Mr. PRESTON.

Colonel
with it.
Mr.

GARRIGUs.

SIKES.

This would be correct if we are fully successful

Tell us something about the task designated "Decoy pay-

loads" and whether this is related to the new decoy cruise missile.
Colonel GARRGUS. It is related to it; yes, sir. We are developing
hardware techniques for decoys in general.
It would be adaptable to SCAD in terms of its technology.
PROJECTS UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SiKEs. Will you submit for the record a list of the efforts which
you plan to pursue for $13 million and indicate the sum planned for
each?
The following projects are under development.
IDollars In thousands
Project
No.
691A
691B
691C
6910
691E
691F

Fiscal year 1970
funding

Title
Analysis and evaluation .............................................................
Threat avoidance ...........................................................
Expendables ......................................................................
Electronic degradation ..............................................................
IRand optical degradation ..........................................................
Ground data processor ..............................................................

..

3,000
1,160
1 780
1,680
3,744
1,636
13,000

Note: The above is a breakout by projects within the element. These projects are further divided into 40 subtasks.

SIMULATOR FOR AIR-TO-A"

COMBAr

31r. SIKES. Turning to simulator for air-to-air combat, for which
you are requesting $1 million, is this a visual display which you will
use in pilot training?
General McNicKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sum . Will you describe it?
General McNIcKLE. It is a device for training pilots. You get two
pilots in the simulator and they both have the sky in the background,
and they will be able to swing around and maneuver their aircraft.
Each pilot will see just exactly what lie would see in the air.
There will be another portion of the display so that each pilot can
find and attack the other aircraft. The aircraft will do exactly the same
thing as if you sent two pilots out in two different airplanes in combat.
The simulator would have two cockpits and the pilots could actually
engage in mock combat.
Mr. SIKES. What will you get for the $1 million I
General McNicKEr.. We are going to get the development of the
visual portion of the simulator.
Mr. SIREs. This is a simulator.
General MoNICKLE. Yes, sir,

but we will not get the entire sinulator for the $1 million.
Mr. Smxus. What will you get for the $9.7 million which is the estimated total development cost?
General McNiC'KLE. We will get the complete simulntor, set up, and
in operation, actually delivered.
Mr. SIFS. Only one ? What is the total mqui'etnent?
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General McNicI... The simulator will be evaluated in the performance of three missions-a pilot trainer, a means to develop combat
tactics, and as a design tool for fighter aircraft.

General

BOYLAN.

We have not determined what the ultimate re-

quirement will be, Mr. Sikes.
Mr. SIKES. The budget for fiscal year 1969 proposed a million dollars
in this area, and only $500,000 was programed. What effect does the
cutback have on the program? Are the deferred items included in the
fiscal 1970 program?
General McNicKLE. Approximately $3 million is required to develop
the visual cockpit subsystem -for the simulator. Since this development has the highest technical risk associated with it, it, will be done
first. The initial program funding request was for $1 million in fiscal
year 1969 and $2 million in fiscal year 1970 to complete development
and fabrication of this subsystem. 13ecause the fiscal year 1969 request
was reduced by $500,000 and the fiscal year 1970 request was reduced
by $1 million only the very basic and essential components of the
visual subsystem will be fabricated and assembled for demonstration
and evaluation in August 1970. The visual subsystem in each cockpit
is composed of eight optical lenses, which when joined together, pro.
ride the full 3400 hemispherical out-of-the-cockpit display. Only two
of the eight optical windows however, will be used in the visual subsystem to be demonstrated. The remainder of the visual subsystem will
be fabricated in fiscal year 1971.
Mr. STKEs. Questions?
(No response.)
INTEGRATED CONTROL AND TACTICAL

DIsPLAY

Mr. SirES. Under integrated control and tactical display, this is
anew progam costing $500,000. What is it?
General fcNrcxm. This is to develop flight test, to demonstrate
integrated control and display subsystems primarily optimized for a
single pilot capability.
One system will be designed to provide the total airborne display
for flight control, navigation, and weapons functions required by th'e
fighter pilot in performing the air-to-ground mission.
"fr. SimRs. Is this a continuing program, or the development of one
specific piece of equipment?
General McNrcxLZ. This is a continuing program to insure that advanced instrumentation subsystems are developed and evaluated before production decisions are made.
CIVIL EN(INEERiNO TECiNOLOGY
PROJECTS UNDER DZVFOWPMENT

Mr. Sixr.s. Under civil engineering technology, you are requesting
$2.5 million. Is this to be a continuing program ?
General McNoxLE.Yes, sir.
Mr. Sixr.s. The descriptive summary indicates that you plan activities in such areas as the development of nonnuclear protective facilities for aircraft, personnel, POL and other high-value items.
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Has this work been carried out heretofore in other areas?
General MoNICKLE. No, sir. Only in those areas mentioned.
Mr. SIKES. It is altogether new?

General MCNICKLE. Some of it is. We are trying to work in areas
where there is not adequate information.
Mr. SIKES. This is not repetitive of any previously obtained

activity?

General McNIciKLE. No, sir. The weapons lab is working to fill
the void of information concerning these critical facilities, around airbases.
Mr. SIKES. How many personnel at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory at Kirtland Air Force. Base are involVled ill tlis program?
general MCNICKLE. Twenty-three people are involved in this pro-

gram at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.

Mr. SJKiEs. Ilow much of this effort will be in-house effort and how

much will be under contract?
General Pir-rs. All of the effort, under this program element is by
contract. However, in-house support is provided by the Air Force
Weapons Laboratory, under program element, "Advanced weapons
and applications.'
Mr. S Es. What are the requirements in the area of water supply
and waste treatment which are unique to the Air Force?
General McNIcKLE. Primarily, the treatment and reclamation of

photoprocessing waste products and the treatment of electroplating
wastes. This is in consonance with the Federal pollution control measures and the requirement to reclaim high-coste events, such as silver,
from these processing activities.
COOPERATION BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AOF.NCIES

Mr. SIKE.S. Both the Army and the Navy have similar problems to
the Air Force problems in this area. The Government has new programs in these areas. Are their activities of no value to the Air Force?
General MONICKLE. Yes, sir, we take advantage of those programs.
We will make sure the programs are coordinated and that there is no
duplication, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. LEHMANN. May I give an example on that briefly.
The Army, as you know, has the responsibility for time construction
of pavements of air strips, for example, but the Air Force has the responsibility for the maintenance of that pavement. One of the new
developments that is coming along is the C-5 and the 747 superjet
aircraft.. We have to come up with a program to see how our airfields
are to be maintained under use by these lare aircraft.
Obviously the Army has competence cause the Army has been
workin with this kina of thhig. The Air Force has an interest in it.
The FA7A has an interest in it because they will be using them in coinmercial airports as well.
Something like half a million dollars of Air Force money is going
into this program. A quarter of a million dollars of Army money $150,000 of FAA this year and another $140,000 next yea of FAX money
will go into it. It Will be done by the Army.
34-039-69-pt. 4--58
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The Waterways Experiment Station people at Vicksburg, Miss., are
conducting this as a joint program with the Air Force, the Army, and
FAA.
Again, there is the case of aircraft shelters. The Navy is working in
this area. The Air Force is workhig in this area. Right now we are in
the process of finishing some tests at Hill Air Force Base where the
Air Force has three shelters and the Navy has one to try to protect
aircraft in exactly the kind of situation General Boylan brought out,
when-aircraft were lost in Vietnam. If we build adequate shelters we can avoid that. The three Air Force shelters and one Navy shelter are being attacked by Air Force, Navy, and Marine pilots, with
bombing, strafing, napalm.
That is the kind of program we have. We are working with then
aind they are working with us on this.
Mr. S zs. The Air Force has existed a long time without this program. Why is it now necessary?
General McNIcRiL. There is no question that we have been spending in this area. This is an attempt by the civil engineers and the
R. & D. community to pull the thing together so there is visibility
and we can coordinate all the effort that is going on.
As Dr. Lehmanm pointed out, a lot will be done by the Army down
there. Some will be done at this new University of Illinois Center
that the Army is participating in.
RMEUCTIONS RESULTING FROM CIVIL ENGINERING RESEARCH
Mr. SIKES. Are there any offsetting reductions in other areas?
Dr. LBHMANN. We had something like half a million dollars in

the exploratory development program last year, and that is out.
Mr. SIEEs. Will you identify those for the record?
(The information follows:)
OwsmroxIm REDuoirNs BECUse or CE TECHNOLOGY

Project 5713 "Basing Technology" In PE 62301F was funded for $535,000 last

year. The work and funds appear In PH 63723Y this year. Other projects are:
PE 64212W, Project 1597, 'Protective Shelters for Tactical Aircraft, $195,000
In fiscal year 1969, $0 in fiscal year 1970.,
PE 64708F, Project 1585, "Snow and Ice Removal," $05,000 in fiscal year
1969, $0 in fiscal year 1970.
PH 64708F, Project 5224, "Runway Flotation," $825,000 in fiscal year 1969,
$0 in fical year 1970.
JPE 62402P, "Rapid Site Preparation," about $409,000 in fiscal year 1969, $0 in
Aiscal year 1970.

NECESSITY FOR VARIOUS PROJEUIS

Mr. SIKmS. Is this $2.5 million level the probable funding level for
the next several years?
General P rrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. Simms. Questions?
Mr. MINSSHALL. I would like to get back to the air landing platform,
the strengthening of runways and all. I1ow much money are you
puttinginto this?
Dr. LEHMANN. This is for research and development on the maintenance of pavement to accommodate the superjet. The Air Force
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is putting in $500 000. The Army is putting in a quarter of a million
dollars. The FAA is putting in-I will have to provide the exact
figure for the record, but $150,000 this year, and $140,000 next year.
Mr. MINSIIALL. I get confused why you would have to research and
develop it. You know. what the pad is on this plane, however you refer
to it. The C-5A is coming out with how many wheels?
Dr. LEIIMSANN. Twenty-four, on the main bogies and four on the
nose gear.
Mr. MISSITALL. And it is supposed to have a lot less weight per wheel
on the runway than the 747, for example.
Dr. LFHBANN. Right.
Mr. MINSTALL. If you know what the figures are, why do you have to
have such a project as this? You know what the weight is, and the pad,
and how much :.-ment will hbold.
Dr. LmBIANN. I think you are oversimplifying it in the sense that
we knew how to build highways to accommodate ordinary trucks, but
when we started putting on heavier and heavier trucks and as wheel
or axle loadings went up, we had to start changing the kind of highways we built. The problem is in potential failure of the subgrade and
fatigue at the concrete of existing pavements due to the total weight.
The three parties that are concerned with itMr. MINSUALL. I just do not understand why a construction engineer
could not get out his slide rule and figure this out based on past
experience.
Dr. LpnmANN. I think the experience does not go to this kind of

weight. That is the problem, sir. Our past experience took an aircraft
which weighed 250,000 pounds. Now we have aircraft which are coming
in at 750,000 pounds. It is just not quite safe taking the old handbook
data and extrapolating that rou and using slide rule to get up there by
a factor of three. Also, extrt poh'tion could result in over design and
excessive construction costs.
This is a $1 million program, as you point out; $1 million represents
effort. But ole of these aircraft is like $25 million just
aforsignificant
e ane itself.
If I ave an accident because of improper maintenance of my airstrip, I have saved pennies and lost dollars. That is the problem.
Mr. SiEs. That is an important consideration.
Mr. MINSHALL. FAA has been working on this. Navy has been working on this. Everybody is in the act.
General BOY-LAN. Nobody has a pat solution.
Dr. LEHMANN. We just don't have the answer. If we had the answer,
we would not do the work and we are working together.
TACTICAL INFORMATION PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION
DEVELOPMENT EFFORT

Mr. SIKES. Is all of the funding for this effort, which is said to serve

the Air Force, Navy, and the Marine Corps, Air Force funding?
General Pirs. No, the Marine Corps funds. for its share of the
effort; however, all funds are managed by the Air Force Systems
Project Office.
Mr. SiHEs. Why is the Army not included in this effort?
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General BOYLAN. The Army f~els that their present equipment, with
some updating, is adequate until the iid-1970's., They, therefore,
requested tQ withdraw from the TIPI development program and mainW,iu lia ison nky. This was granted by OSD.
'Mr. SHUis. What kind of equipment would be replaced by the new
equipment Under development in this program I
General BoYJAN. In most cases this program is filling a void rather
than replacing equipment. Our capacity to gather information far
exceeds our ability to interpret and analyze. For example, one tactical
reconnaissance aircraft on one mission may return with several thousand feet of imagery. All of this must be processed and analyzed. The
TIPI program is developing the equipment to automate wherever poSsible. It also provides additional aids to the interpreter such as measuring devices which can do a task in seconds that previously took an
hour or more. In the area of film processing, we are replacing equipment
with new devices which are faster and more reliable.
Mr. SIKES. The justification indicates $30 million total estimated
development cost for tins program. If this equipment is successfully
developed, how many sets of equipment would be required by the Navy
Marines, and Air Force, and what will'be the probable unit cost o
this equipment I
General Bom&N. First, the Navy has a unique requirement. Their
equipment is more or less permanently affixed to a ship. The Air Force
and Marines need mobile, air transportable facilities. This program
is developing this capabiJity for the Air Force and Marines. It will,
however be compatible withi the equivalent Navy shipboard system.
The WII system is composed of five segments. Each echelon, from
squadron up to Air Force level, will have a capability tailored to
its needs and consisting of one or more segments. Each segment has
a specific function but may have a variable number of vans depending
on the tasks being performed. For example, ote organization may require color processing facilities within its segment while others will
not. We are presently planning on buying 953, mobile shelters involving 19 different functions. Since several different functions and
configurations are involved, an average cost will be quoted, remembering that individual segments vary in equipment and facilities. The
Air Force expects to buy 66 image interpretation segments at $2 million each, 56 iage, processing segments at $1.5 million each, nine
display control storage and retrieval segments at $4 million each,
seven tactical electronic reconnaissance processing and exploitation
segments at $2 million each, and a total support segment investment
of $27 million. This adds up to $293 million production cost. The Marine Corps is buying a total of 10 systems for an average of $5.75 million per system, These systems are composed of segments with varying
equipment and facilities depending on the operational need.
Mr. SIKAs. How urgent a requirement is this? You budgeted $4
million in this area last year and reduced the amount to $3 million.
Is the deferred effort included in bhe fiscal year 1970 request?
General BoYAN;. This requirement is very urgent. Our capacity to
obtain information is continuing to increase more rapidly than our
ability to reduce it to useable intelligence. It is very difficult to quantify
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tii. in terms of reduced combat capability. On April 1, 1968 we did
Vtqwrate the need for $4 million; however, we continued analyzing our
Ieed.s. By July 1968 it was determined that we could reduce the fiscal
year 196 effort by $1 million without slowing the program. This sav.
img was in two major areas: one, through leasing a computer and using
facilities at Langley AFB, we could reduce our initial display, control!
storage and retrieval segment costs; second, we felt that the fiscal year
19619 development costs for the image interpretation segment had bee
over estimated therefore we reduced the funding requirement. A new
budget of $3 million was then submitted.
Mr. SIKES. How much of the work in this program is being done inhouse and how much under contract?
General McNIcKLE. Nearly all funded work is under contract. We
manage the program and provide test subjects, facilities, and some test
materials, but the equipment is developed under contract.
JOINT ADVANCED TACTICAL COMMAND,

CONTROL AND

COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS

Mr. SiKEs. You are requesting $2 million for a project entitled
"Joint Advanced Tactical Command, Control and Communications
Program" $1.7 million was provided for this activity in the current
fiscal year. This program is designed to improve the compatability of
the command and control systems of the military services.
What progress can you report on this effort?
generall M-ICNICKLE. In fiscal year 1969, $1.7 million was provided
initially for this program, but $500,000 was subsequently reprogramed.
Of the remaining $1.2 million, $500,000 was allocated to a mass memory development, $250,000 was allocated for the contract definition
phase of the AN/TPQ-27 (ground radar bombing system for both the
Air Force and Marine Corps), and $450,000 Mlocated later for the
development phase of the AN/TPQ-27, $1.5 million is to be made
available to the Marine Corps to continue development of the AN!
TPQ-27, and $500,000 is to continue the mass memory development.
Since the mass memory contract was only signed in June 1969 and
and negotiations have not yet been completed on the AN/TPQ-27
contract, the first progress reports have not been received by the Government on either of these efforts.
,Mr., SmxEs. How does the U.S. Air Force lightweight mass memory
project contribute to the compatability of command and control equipments of the three services?
General McNIcKLE. The Air Force lightweight mass memory project. fills a void in the state-of-the-art mass memory developments. The
memory is ruggedized and meets standards of all the services and,
thus, could be used in aircraft, submarines, and gound vehicles. The
extreme reduction in size and its modular construction make it appropriate to a very wide range of applications. The nature of the storage
technique allows storage of data of any given word lengths. The mem-
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ory will operate over a wide range of speeds and will interface with
different computers by changing no more than six plug-in cards.
Mr. SIKES. How does the radar bombing system which is included

in this item relate to command control and communications?
Mr. HANSEN. The radar bombing system can provide accurate nosition information to an aircraft to vector it to a surface target. This
system provides the vital control information essential under adverse
weather conditions or at night. When employed as described, a system
like the radar bombing system becomes a major subelement of the
command and control system controlling the strike aircraft.
TACTICAL JAMMIXG SYSTEM
RELTION WITil OTHER ECM PROJECTS

Mr. SixES. You are requesting $2.4 million for a project entitled
"Tactical Jamming System." How does-this project relate to other
ECM activities in the Air Force?
General BOYLAN. This program is related to other ECM activities
in that they all fall within the realm of electronic warfare; however,
this program element is more restrictive since it pertains to only tactical E CM support aircraft which augment the ECM capability of
strike/reconnaissance aircraft.
Mr. SIKES. The fiscal year 1969 budget requested $3 million for this
project. Only $1 million was allocated. Does this indicate difficulty in
tis program
General McNxcKI r. It reflects first, a slip in the initial operational
capability (IOC) date established for an advanced tactical jamming
system (ATJS), and second, an indefinite postponement of an advanced system. We are now going to examine, in depth, tactical jamming modernization. If a new advanced system is deemed the most
practical approach for providing an ECM capability, then additional
funds will be required in fiscal year 1971.
Mr. Sums. Are the items deferred in 1969 included in the 1970 request
General MoNICKLE. No. These funds will be used to examine alternatives,
Mr. Sru. Does the total estimated cost of for this program include the
prototype EB-66 aircraft for which you
pipose to award a contract in early fiscal year 19701
General McNIoxL. No, the
figure was the estimated R. &D.
cost for the program; the entire cost of the prototypes was estimated to be
Mr. Sixss If the prototype EB-66 aircraft are successful in the
test and evaluation phase, how many such aircraft do you plan to
procure and at what cost.
General MoNiCxLE. The proposed program was for two prototypes
Plus - production aircraft at a total cost of. However, there
is some question that we will proceed with these aircraft-we are
reexamining the whole question of tactical jamming.
-.
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EUcTRoNxc WARFARE SYSTEMS
MAJOR TASKS IN PROGRAM

Mr. SIzs. You are requesting $12 million in fiscal year 1970 for
electronic warfare systems. The sum of $15.7 million was programed

in this area in fiscal year 1969. List for the record the major tasks
included in this program.
(The information follows:)
ELzoTmoNxc WARrAE SYSTEM
The major tasks under this program are:
1. Project 4700, electronic warfare quick reaction capability (QRC). This
project provides the means for the Air Force to respond, on a quick reaction
basis, to urgent operational requirements generated as a result of changes in the
threat or threat estimates.
.
2. Advanced jamming system 3. Electrically steerable antenna
.
4. Expendable countermeasures
5. Precision antenna measurement system. Design, fabrication, and Installation
of an antenna measurement facility to dynamically measure electronic counter-

measures antenna patterns and antenna gain and to measure aircraft radar cross
section.
0. Air Force electronic warfare evaluation simulator (AFEWES). Funds are
used to update and modify the laboratory simulations of enemy radar systems

contained in the AFEWES.
7. SADS III. SADS III (simulated air depense system) is a simulation radar system to be installed at Eglin AFB, Fla., for flight testing of electronic
warfare equipment and tactics.

OBJECTIVES OF PROJECT

Mr. SIKE. Why is not the development of the EB-66 which we
just discussed, included in this program, which is described as providing for development of all tactical air command electronic countermeasures mission-dedicated operational aircraft ?
Mr. HANsEN. The objectives of this program are threefold: (1)
provide for engineering development of electronic countermeasures
systems and subsystems for all operational aircraft (tactical, strategic
airlift, etc.) ; (2) provide for electronic warfare laboratory simulators;
and (3) provide for electronic warfare R. & D. flight test simulations
and instrumentations of enemy defensive systems. The scope of this
program, as it now exists (funding and manpower), does not include
development of complete systems, such as that proposed for the EB66. However, as can be seen from the listing of major tasks under this
program, it does include development of electronic countermeasures
subsystems for the EB-60.
Mr. SIKES. Do you plan the development of any specific new systems
under electronic warfare systems?
Mr. HANSzN. Yes For example, the advanced jamming system
briefly described in the listing of major tasks will be a complete, integrated system consisting of a receiver, jammer, computer, and
antennas.
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Mr. SIKES. Describe the niultiple engagement simulation facility
which you propose to initiate development of in fiscal year 1970, under
this program ?What is the purpose of this facility and what will be its
I
,,
cost?
. Mr. HANSEN. The multiple engagement simulation analyzerMESA will be a laboratory facility which will provide real time
simulations of several enemy radar systems simultaneously. Several
aircraft, 20 or more, can be "flown" inthis environment uOng mul. The result, or outcome, will be the detertiple penetration aids mination of effectiveness of the penetration as a function of tactics
and penetration aids used. It is anticipated that the MESA would be
used primarily to evaluate operational penetration tactics along with
multiple penetration aids innear real world multiple radar environment consisting of the whole spectrum of defensive radar systessurface-to-air missile systems, airborne intercept radars, acquisition
radars. The total cost of the MESA is estimated to be about $20 million over a 4- to 5-year period for design, fabrication, and installation.

OTuER OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT
BARE BASE SUPPORT

Mr. SiKEs. One of the new projects under the heading "Other opera-

tional equipment," for which you are requesting increased funds in
flscaldyear 1970 is "Bare base support," for which you are requesting
What is the mission of this activityI
What has been accomplished in this area to date, and what are your
future plans?
General BoYhAN. The bare base support project is developing the
base operating support equipment and facilities required for rapid
air deployment to and sustained operations from bare/austere operating locations. It includes billet and work shelters; hangars; expandable shelters with integrated aircraft maintenance equipment, kitchen
and latrine facilities; utility systems; and airfield operating equipment. All equipment is designed for extended operational life, minimum weight and cube, erection by the user with minimum effort, and
transportable by C-180. The basic! objective is to develop a mobility
capability for the required corollary support forces which can matah
thec inherent mobility of strike aircraft;. 80 development tasks have
been auppotted through fiscal year. 1969 with. prototype production
started on 28. A demonstration deployment of an F-4 squadron using
this prototype equipment is scheduled which will highlight and define
deficiencies in both current inventory equipment and the new prototype equipment. This project will continue in a new program element
structured to supported pressingrequiremgnts of all USAF forces
for common mobility support equipment. This will provide maximum
standardization of eui ment witin the Air Foroe and, as much as
possible, with the other services. It will also permit orderly incorpora.
tion of advanced concepts and techniques into this type of equipment
with the goal of the optimal mix of mobility, investment, employment
cost, and recoverability.
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MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
Mr. SIKES.

For the record tell us what kinds of medical equipment

do you plan to develop under the aerospace medical equipment line,
for which you are requesting $960,000 and have had in the area of $1
million in each of the past 2 years?
Also tell us what have been some of your recent accomplishments in
this area?
(The information follows:)
AEROSPACE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

The kind of medical equipment developed under the aerospace medical equipment line is principally oriented toward support of Air Force operations, buch
as transportable medical treatment facilities and evacuation of patients. The
fact that over 800,000 patients were evacuated by air during the past year accentuates the need to provide optimal inflight medical care for these patients
since a majority are combat wounded from SEA. For example, we plan to develop (1) a Special Airborno Medical Care Unit (SAMCU) to provide an enclosuro in which the atmosphere can be continuously controlled and special
medical care provided for very seriously ill patients. Thus such patients may
be air evacuated without being exposed to the infections of other air evacuated
patients. An excellent example of the use of the SAMCU would be for seriously
ill patients with extensive burns who are to be air evacuated to the Army Burn
Center in San Antonio.
Also (2) a Forward Casutalty Staging Facility for receiving, sheltering, pro.
hiding temporary medical care, treatment and processing of patients to be trans.
ported by air to definitive care centers from forward air strips and bases. (3)
Additionally, an operational problem for the flight nurse is the ability to communicate with patients in a noisy Inflight environment. Therefore, we will develop a new Patient-Nurse-CallSystet for Air Evacuation aircraft.
Some of our recent accomplishments in this area are:
(1) Air Transportable Hosptal. Consists of seven modular elements (outpatient, medical ward, surgical ward, surgical treatment, combination pharmacy
and supply, combination laboratory and X-ray, and dental) to provide the medical support of the bare base program.
(2) Nebulizer-Humid lfer.-Provides a continually controlled humidity level
for individual patients In Air Evacuation aircraft not containing humidity control. An example of patients requiring this would be those with cardio-pulmonary
problems, where a marked deviation In humidity could produce an irreversible
physiological condition resulting in death.
(3) Isoeare U"It.-Provides a small environmental control system to isolate
and provide medical care to the individual patient, especially those with communicable diseases. In this manner a mtient may be air evacuated without Jeopardizing the health of other onboard patients already in a weakened physiological condition.
Additionally a number of minor improvements in air evacuation techniques
and procedures were developed, such as a portable liquid oxygen system, new
litter suspension and lamp systems and disposable litter pads.
INTEI.TAOENCa/RECNNAISSANC,

EQUIPMENT

OTBETUIVES OF PROJ.OTF

Mr. SIKES. Describe the Tactical Intelligence Exploitation System,
the development of which you propose to initiate in fiscal year 1970
with $900,000?
General McNiox.r. The Tactical Air Forces Intelligence Exploitation System (TAFIES) is a single integrated intelligence system,
utilizing standard equipment, procedures, and techniques to provide
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total all-source intelligence for planning, development, training and
operations of Tactical Air Command forces which may deploy to
combatant commands or other Air Force component commands. The
initial system will consist of a Tactical Air Force Intelligence Center
(TAFIC) at Heaquarters TAC providing direct support to the numbered air forces and subordinate units. The total system comprises the
organization, manning, facilities and programs, which, by utilizing the
latest multisource intelligence data handling technology, will better
serve tactical commanders on a timely basis. Program responsibility is
assigned to the assistant chief of staff, intelligence. Research and development is supporting the TAFIC requirements analysis; tactical
-data base design; experimentation in an operational environment
with on-line, multiple source intelligence analysis techniques under
development; and prototype hardware required to generate, handle,
-and display both computerized and non-digital data base materials.
Mr. SIKrS. How does this relate to the tactical information processin gand interpretation project discussed earlierI
General BoYJAN. Deployable facilities of TAFIES elements are
being developed under TIPI. The intelligence reconnaissance equipment program is responsive to the needs of fixed facilities (TAFIC).
In the stateside garrisoned mode, TAFIES elements, using TIPI
equipment, will receive updated data base materials from the TAFIC,
and maintain them in a state of readiness to deploy. In the deployed
mode, these elements will receive and process (using TIPI equipment)
source information from collection resources and pass the products of
-exploitation to deployed command and control facilities and higher,
lateral, and lower intelligence echelons.
AMFINDMENT/ORDNAwCLP

DEVELOPMENr

DEVELOPMENT OP LIGHT VEHICLE LANDMINE

Mr. Srxs. Discuss the light vehicle landmine, for which you are

requesting $1.6 million in fiscal year 1970 and for which $1 million
was programed in fiscal year 1969.
What landmines in the inventor

of the Air Force and the Army

will this proposed light vehicle landmine replaceI
General McNicKLr. The light vehicle mine is a smallmine
-dispenser delivered, capable of destroying vehicles as heavy as armored
personnel
carriers. It utilizes a
%
warhead. Over 500 can be carried
in each dispenser
and
delivered in either dive or level modes.

-Cost effectiveness studies to date show it to be a very desirable addition to the inventory. A 30-month engineering development program
begyins in Jiine 1969.
Ths LVM will not. replace any air delivered mine currently in the
."-Ai rForce or Army inventory. It represents a new capability. Only
-one other air delivered antivehicle mine exists. This is the OBU-38
which is specifically designed for use against tanks.
Mr. Si Rzs. Does the Army in its R.D.T. & E. program have any
-air-dropable landmines under development?
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Mr. HxsIN. Close coordination is maintained with the Army in the
mine develol)ment field. A joint services operational req uirement for
mines is currently being staffed by the services. To (ate all Army mine
(lvelop)ents h1ave beii for low speed Army aircraft.
Mr. SuitEs. 'Why should this item he (evelol)ed by the Air Force
rather than by the Army?
Where is the development of this item being done?
What is the total estimated development cost of the light vehicle
landmine?
Mr. 1lANstN. The Air Force is more familiar with the unique requirements imposed by high-speed carriage and delivery. The Air
Force has had more experience in the development of air delivered
mnes. Mines are developed to satisfy Air Force requirements in deep
interdiction as well as in support of friendly ground forces.
The IxN[ is being developed by the Armament Development and
Test Center, Fghin AFB, Fla.
The total development program is estimated to ecst approximately
$5,500,000.
Mr. SIiEs. What advantages will the landmine under development
have as compared with other landmines in the inventory and under
development by both the Air Force and the Army?
General BOYLAN. The only other air-delivered antivehicle mine in
the inventory of any of the services is the CBU-33. It is specifically
optimized to defeat tanks. The Army has one mine in development
which is an antitank weapon. The light vehicle mine is much smaller
and cheaper than either of these mines. It is designed for use against a
range of vehicles from jeeps to armored personnel carriers. The LVM
will cover much wider areas than the antitank systems. All cost effectiveness studies to date show that it will be a valuable addition to
the inventory.
AERIAL CRATERING MUNITION

Mr. SiKEs. You are requesting $500,000, the same amount as was
provided last year for development of an aerial cratering munition.
What is involved here, what are the objectives of this program, and
what do you estimate to be the total cost of this development?
General MCNiCKLE. The objective of the aerial cratering munition is
to develop a munition that is capable of cratering-destroying runways,
roads, bunkers, parking aprons, and similar targets more effectively
than existing munitions. The munition will be compatible with tactical
fighter-bom ber aircraft. This will be the first munition specifically
designed for this purpose and will be capable of supersonic carriage
and dispensing either in a dive or low level delivery. The cratering
mechanism of this munition is such that it will penetrate at least
of reinforced concrete and detonate below the penetrated surface. This
subsurface explosion breaks up the surface of the target, producing
cracks, mounds, and ridges and destroys the runway base material.
This type of damage is much more difficult to repair compared to present munitions. The estimated total development cost is $900,000 over
3 fiscal years-fiscal year 1969-71. Because of a late start, only $300,-
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000 was expended in fiscal year 1969. Anticipated fiscal year 1971 funding is $100,000.
GRASSHOPPER

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting $900,000 for the initiation of devel-

opment of a new Grasshopper antipersonnel mine. What are you seeking in this program, what is your estimated total cost of the proposed
Grasshopper mine and when do you plan to complete development
of this item?
General McNICKLE. The Grasshopper is a popup-type antipersonnel
mine
. With this item we are seeking a quantum increase in
antipersonnel mine effectiveness with a munition that is also cost effective.
R. & D. cost is estimated to be $2.2 million. Development should be completed in 3 years.
REDBYE MISSILE

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting $2.9 million for initiation of development effort involving the Army's Redeye missile. What proposed
Air Force application ol this missile is contemplated
Mr. HANSEN. In order to satisfy a requirement for a missile with
a close-in dogfight capability, we examined several alternative solitions. One was to explore the feasibility of adopting the Army
shoulder-launched Redeye for use in the air-to-air role as the Rledeve
air-launched missile, RAM. If these tests were successful, then additional development funds for preproduction would he required. Therefore, we requested $2.1 million. The $2.0 million you are citing includes additional funds for the Arnold Engineering Development
Center. The tests indicated the Redeye would not offer advantages
over current, or soon to be available, air-to-air missiles,
Mr. SIKES. What is the estimated cost and what is development time
schedule of your Redeye missileeffort f
Mr. HANSEN. The estimated cost for the Redeye missile development
effort was $2.1 million to cover a 9-month period ending in June 1970.
IMPROvED AIRCRAFT FIREFIGHTINo EQUIPMENT
COST AND BENEFITS OF PROGRA31

Mr. Sixis. You are euesting $1.5 million for studies in the area of
improved aircraft firefighting equipment. Only $50,000 was provided
for this effort last year. What is your req uiremaent for the greatly increased funding in this area. Why could you not continue a study
program in the area of $50,000 a year in this area?
General MoNxcKL. The basic purpose of the effort is to accomplish
a triservice coordinated program in long-term development of crash
rescue equipment. One of the first tasks assigned to the system program
office was to develop, in conjunction with the Army and the Navy, a
coordinated 11. & .program. This effort is represented in the fiscal
year 1970-75 program. A few basic requirements were recognized in
the original OSD(directive which established the program; development of test criteria and development of techniques for relating size
and capability of equipment to large aircraft. The $50 000 applied to
this program in fiscal year 1969 was to initiate these efforts. Since al-
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nio.-t no R. & D. effort has ever been applied to the crash rescue function other than component development, the study effort alone required
to properly define the equipment requirements for future operational
environments is extreme lylarge.
Mr. Sixxs. Commercial manufacturers frequently upgrade their
firefighting equipment. As we discussed in the procurement hearings
in this area the advent of the new, much larger passenger-carrying
aircraft wili probably generate a requirement lor new and large firefighting equipment for commercial airports. This commercial firefighting equipment must have a very high capability since many lives
ane involved in fires in commercial aircraft.
Why must you have an Air Force funded program in this area?
Mr. HANSEN. Commercial manufacturers of this type of equipment
have historically made very little effort to conduct R. & D. in this
area. Their improvements normally include only the incorporation of
the latest model standard components. This point was stressed by industry spokesmen at the last national fire department instructors conference and the basic reason was that there is insufficient volume and
profit in the business to justify it. This is particularly true in the
crash rescue area which represents a small portion of the total fire
truck industries volume. No single company can undertake the program required to produce a large increase in capability even in just
improving the basic design of present equipment, much less the e ort
required to establish the design requirements for equipment needed
to provide fire suppression for jumbo aircraft. This pro ram includes
ver.y1 close coordination with the FAA to insure the work will be compatible with and will support civil aviation needs.
Mr. Sinm. Under your 5-year plan what do you plan to spend in
each of the next 5 years in this area i You can provide that for the
record.
(The information follows:)
The planned program
Fiscal year 1970
Fiscal year 1971
Fiscal year 1972
Fiscal year 1978

Fiscal year 1974

is as follows:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------

M1llions
$1.5
2.5
2.0
1.5

1.5

IMPROvED AIRCRAFT GUN SYSTEM
TYPES OF GUNS BEING DEVELOPED AND COST

Mr. Sixxs. You are requesting $10 million for the initiation of a

new program for the development of improved aircraft guns. What
new guns are proposed in this program Also does this line item

include both the new air-to-air gun using caseless cartridges to be
used on the F-15 and the new 30 mm. air-to-ground gun proposed for

the AX?
General McNICKLE. Two major developments are included in the
pT)ograin. Both the new [25 thinJ easeless round gun system for the
F-4Thi rinfd the30 mam. gthin stenii'for the AX.
Mr. SIKES. What is the estimated total development cost and time

required for the new F-15 gun which is sadi to be a

mii' gun
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which will use caseless ammunition as well as conventional ammunition?
General PrTTs. To date we have spent. about $1.6 million. We anmillion
ticipate that the balance of the program will require
andwill be completed in time for operational use in
Mr. SIKES. What part of this cost is associated with the development of a caseless ammunition?
General MONICKLE. Approximately 40-60% of the total system
cost is devoted to ammunition development and test.
Mr. SIKES. What is the estimated total cost and time period required
for development of the new 30 millimeter close ground support gun
proposed for the AX?
General MCNICKLE. Total development cost is estimated to be
million. The development program should be completed in time for
operational use in
Mr. SIKES. Would this gun be retrofitted into any other aircraft or
is it exclusively for the AX as you see it now? What would be the cost
of retrofitting the gun into other existing aircraft into which you
anticipate placing this new gun?
General BOYLAN. At present the 30-millimeter gun is primarily for
the AX, but it can be used on other tactical aircraft and gunships
used to attack ground targets. It can be installed in a pod which can
be carried under the wings of an aircraft. Firm plans have not been
made to date for retrofit in other aircraft. Therefore, no estimate as to
retrofit cost is available at this time.
NEED FOR DEVELOPMENT OF TWO ( NS

Mr. SiKES. Why must you develop two new guns? If you develop
millimeter gun for air-to-air, why could it not also be
a new
used in firing at ground targets?
is optimized for air targets (airGeneral McNicKLE. The--craft) whereas the 30-millimeter gun is optimized for the tough ground
targets including tanks. The targets determine the characteristics of
air-to-air gun will not be effective against
the gun system. The
the tough ground targets such as tanks. A general purpose gun will
not be optimum in either of the two missions: Air to air and air to
ground.
Mr. SIKES. For tha record will you compare the rate of fire of the
two new guns with that of the 20-millimeter M-61 gun which is now in
the inventory?
(The information follows:)
20-millimeter gun M-61 (present gun), 6,000 rounds per minute.
gun---.n I(variable).

80-millimeter gun

-

(variable).

gun will get up to its maximum rate of fire in less time than the
The 20-millimeter M-61. This is an important consideration whey the enemy takes
violent evasive maneuvers and the time on target is short.

Mr. SiKEs. For the record will you also make a general comparison
of the important characteristic of existing guns and the two new
guns?
(The information follows:)
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The current 20 millimeter gun M-61 iN a general purpose gun whereas the 25
millimeter and 30 millimeter guns are optimized, respectively, for the air-to-air
and air-to-ground roles.
The current 20 mllinteter gun fires a copper cartridge cased round; the 30
gun will
millinmter gun will fire an alumium cartridge cased round ; the
fire a cascless round. --.
In the vase of the 25 millimeter gun the probability
. In
of hit is enhanced since the time of flight of the projectile is short.

the case of the 30 millimeter gun the heavy projectile (almost one pound) will
have an apprecialthe antitank capability and a greatly increased range against
softer targets such as APC's, trucks. Iwrsonnel, and so forth.
ARNOLD ENOINEEPRINO

l)Evi

RNOV~Er CENTER

Mr. SIKES. You have changed the method of funding the Arnold

Engineering Development Center by placing this center under industrial funding so that the users budget for tie funds rather than the
funds being budgeted in a line item for the center. For the record
will you tell us how much money is scattered throughout the Air
Force budget for the Arnold Engineering Development Center?
Also what is your estimated funding program at this center for
fiscal year 1970 as compared with fiscal years 1968 and 1969?
(The information follows:)
The programed amount for fiscal year 1970 is $42,127 million. This compares to.
$42.6 million in fiscal year 1968 and $42 million in fiscal year 1969.
TEST INSTRUMENTATION
COST OF PROGRAM

Mr. SixEs. You are requesting $6.5 million for test instrumenta-.
tion. This compares with $6 million in fiscal year 1969 and $8.9 million
in fiscal year 1968. The material submitted in support of the fiscal
year 196Obudget last year indicated a fiscal year 1969 obligation of
$14.1 million as compared with the $6 million estimate you now show,
and indicated an estimated program of $10.8 million in fiscal year1968 instead of $8.9 million actual amounts shown.
Explain these decreases, or did you shuffle the budget line items,
so that these are only apparent decreases f
General MoNIcKut. The fiscal year 1969 test instrumentation pro-.
gram was reduced from $14.1 to $6 million; $5.7 million represents an.
actual program reduction in two increments, $2.9 and $2.8 million.
described herein.
The Air Force fiscal year 1969 test instrumentation program re._
quest to OSD was reduced from the $14.1 million program approved
by Congress to $11.2 million. This reduction of $2.9 nllion was made.
because some of the Air Force test programs requiring instrumenta.
tion support were reduced or deferred. Accordingly, $11.2 million appeared to be sufficient instrumentation development support for the.
programs remaining in the fiscal year 1969 budget.
During the apportionment reviews, OSD/D.D.R. & E. reduced the.
$11.2 million program by $2.8 million to $8.4 million as a result of theRevenue and Expenditures Control Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-364).
The program was further reduced by $2.375 million because two
projects in this element were transferred from this element to P.
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647051P, electronic. warfare systems. rimse Were Projeot 41339, Air
Foree weapoms effect ivites tst element.s ($790,000), mid Project
651109 defense syst ems i list rumnitat ion ($195859000).
1'ho result; f; aill of th1o aboRve Clumpigs wits (hait the fisvial yeai 19691
test, instruieittatioii program wits reduced to $(6.026i millioti.
'I'hl( fiscal year 1968 program wfts rotroactiv'ely adjusted to provided
til adegtiate basis of comptiarisoni with thle fiscal year 1919.
What, items (lefoired ill liseali year 1968 tidls(a 196
Mr. &S sY..
are includledii in e fiscal year 19 0 budgetV
(leneral AtuNwRi.m. TIho fiscal year 1970) tst istiumntatfion pro.
grai (does not inluldo items delted or triisfei'red from4i thigh rkea
ill fiscal year 11)(18 atid 19)69, except. for otto Ins aictt t he Air Foe
Wvestern1 1'St. Ranige. This task wits it sidl study it) deteriti a.
mi recovilry of missileha r
ntet.ltod to pINW ido for im laet, local ad
waro whichl htnds( in the Yandletierg Alir Forvot flltiv offshore area.
1NFORMATIoN AN,%T.xqiA CFNvIrt
Ri'D1'ch) ruN]DING IN 104111

Mr. S!Kis. T1he just ilicat iotts ill support. of fi.-Aal year 1969 budget.
indicated that, $3.2 million was programed for (tho In formation Analysis ('enter in fiscal year 1969). Yourv data supporting tlia fiscal year
19)70 budget idicateos that $2.5 million was propranted inl this area,
inl fiscal year 1009. What is thle reason for tis ci angeV
$3.2 itill bit est intate fmr fiscavil yearl 19(119 wns
Mr. II.Thoi
based onl normal growl' 11 of (he ill forillt iolt 11111 lySis vvilt 1%rs wvit 11vonl
tinued full funding byv tile 1)01) Thle redluctionl w6S malde inl 11n1 ivipil
tion of the imtiplemenftti oi of service citarge-4 for the products of the
information anatlysis centers in neeordattee wiitht parent. 1)01 policy.
Even though unforeseen difficulties prevented iinplementat-ion of the
clutrgws ms extensively or ns rapidly its expected, the $12.15 mtillioni funllding in fiscal year 1969 waa atltuiuate to innintain tile level of effort
essentially the4 samle its inl fiscal yoor 1968. (Viscal year' 1908 funding
was $2.2 million.) 'rhiq progmin 19 now under careful review to (teterminle tile factual, extent. to whoi service chafrges can be aplplied anld
how much of th6 operating vosts4 (of tHIP ce1tors thley enn he expe'Cted
to offset. Future fundig will be determiined oin the basis of expol-ience
gained inl fiscal year 190 andi fivcal year 1970.
IMMITON Or CrN'IM?.U

Mr. Sixim, For the reord will you 4~11 um wrhere thoSe centers Are
IlocAted I
eurn'Isiue ooia~
(The infornintion follows:) ~ teI
t*fonse metals informstlo, Cotite, mei tmoll.IsittClmi
'I
Ohio.
'Thermophyuica1 Prokorti ndoewtc Ceater, Pur~ii UniveroitY. West Tpotaretu# Ind
t,
Cuve
'u.
Iwetrouic 'roppertioa Infomakion COMter 1104heg" Atlt
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hmNhunnknl ProperieN 1)a(n Ovulier, nfltour Rtulen lite., 'Praverewe City, Mktil.
Deftwim~ (N'erninli'

011io.

Intoriilt

Ven('cter, Pltotllie Mtemorial I n~lttite, VoiltilltI,

Mh~nehidlity IDain Ceniter, Meteit 1teimenrch AmmoclateN, Ile.. Cieitiinn I, Oho.
IoIeibhhllt~y Anitlyvils (leuter, 11T flesenrch In~tilt, Thteaigo, 111.
Mr. 811KHR. Why could nol, tiier charge plimii he ('sditlln41edl for

(leo conte'r n4low f Why mtxi you wait, until fiscal year 19)73 to take
I11
I s it ion?
(IeneunI MvNiviux. 1~e
heim-hnges were wing iitinted by sollu of
infl11ll
fItutIonauItlysim 'olt ers prior to fiscalI yviia' I 191 and are included

in lltII hcI VNt i I fixeni youer 19)70 w~ith1 progrivly decreasing Air
1'ort~
uiningplumue for slahseljnm~ll ye'lt'$A. 'Vho 1i8('fll year 1.9731
I)Iillmilt. of A itr Ieot-o funds is it calIe to4[aSS11e tin orderly t ransi-

tionl whili' obtinliing amr cuaepeiln
ofltie longer range
mwold.4 11114d deutnuuids whichl wihllh 1I l('Cd Oil 1lie VaI'iotI (centers
h(loveunnietivl and14
iduirmv muder Ihis newy IIrrnn1genwntl. ilhe intent.
or Ilis gridna I plilseollt oil ou r I11al1 is, I liertefore, to( avohi suddenly
iiillhtUWve. ill fiitianildI Httf 1)O .-V !ilc c11~ould prov't. diml'tiliYvi to Iho
missions 11114l ol)Cl'fl1 ions of Awt
IL$s~eirs.

JOaINTi 'l'AmKc FouoH 2. INS4TRUME~NTI'VON SUPPiORT'
Mr. Si ims. Ims't, yearvi'ou rilquesti4 $0.6 mill ion for'i
insIriiehi itioi
4111)loI. foin' @11)1111 'tlax
1'om'c' 2,whiidi wits engagedl inl the ta'xI ing
of a in't'ra ft 111141 Iii mcii ft. wenJlonx. mIli jiiticat ion nmterml before
11. now iuidiilk 111
htno
I
funds were j l'ogniliedl ill this alrea ill
lixcill vel. 19619. Whiitha )-11)lled
to the $0.0 million mImado
what wits

111(i I'cIISIII fqor fihis chmange!rL~

generall McNu'x,.mI 'lie $0.6 million was lrek)nogr'atnPA to V11rio1us
Ri .1'. t le. programs by Rleprogramning Action *No, 619-410) la&(
I eemhe,' 51, 1908.
'I'ho XJI'F-2
wits estlish'ld as it result of tImle Secretary of Defenlse
npprmovid of WSHO( Report, 741, "Voncepls for- at Pr-ograinof Lowv AltM.
I IWPl't'l I-It ionl Test's, onily
h21, 19)64. Theiise ('Oucel)t5 (\qflllish1Cd
hitste guidoel ines for tile conduct, of it low alti umde, lest progrm and
for it joni. isk force test, oi-gaiiation lnter diesigyntedl *J'li2.
Oil k1IIIa-1~ 16, 1968, the 1)epty Sc'et'etnu of Dene re~O
'quested thle
Joint1. Chiefs of Sht tr complete til evilluat mon of Ilha JTF-2 low~ ailt i.
tuu1do test, pm()grilnl. Silleo funds and othei' reksourcem reqtire to support.
(teo''- programs havoI bevomle incrveasingly criticlea, title to Souitheast Asia operaifons, the JToint Chiefs of Sh
1 ift agreed with thle WelipoisSystems E4villuat iou (1holup t hlt the 01TI'1d2 pm'ogrnl C11nnot. conliin to geniute basivc dota, for' which there Nvas no specific
reqni renwt.

Ont Apr-il 16, 196,1,0 .hJoinl
Chiefs of Staff recommended that theo
JTIF-2 should be disitstalhishC(I am- early as Ipraetieable, Ibut. inl any
cae inol. later thim thle end of Ite current yem', 1968.
Oni April 234. 1908, theo Deptity Sevretamy of Defemse concurred in
the recommllendationm to ternintt testimig by J'IF-1.) aid to clisostitblisli
time for-ce ats early its practicable.
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ELECTROMAO N STIV COM PArIBILITY ANALYSIS CImNTR
FUNDING OF CENTER

Mr. SIRS. The project listing indicates that you are requesting
$5.6 Million for the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center
in fiscal year 1970. You programed $5 million for this activity ill fiscal
year 1969 and $4.7 million in fiscal year 1968.
The justification book presented to the committee, in the analysis
of the funding of tile Federal Contract Research Centers, found on
page 48, indicates a requirement for a $4.7 million for the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center. The Installation Analysis
on page 24, shows a requirement for $700,000 for this activity.
What is the total amount programed for fiscal year 1970 and will
you explain the inclusion of funds for the center in more than one
place I
General Prn-rs. The total amount prograimed for fiscal year 1970 is
$5.6 million, as stated in the project listing. The amount ident ified in
the analysis of funding of tile Federal Contract Research Centers
represents only funds to be placed on contract. The remaining funds
shown in the Installation Analysis represent in-house costs such as
salaries and travel of Air Force civilian employees and related support
costs.
Mr. SiRs. How many contractor employees are employed at tle
Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center and what is the total
cost?
General PITrs. Approximately 280 contract employees. The number
varies slightly during the year according to the contractor's needs, and
the turnover of employees. Tile fiscal year 1909 contract of $4.5 million
in 11 months resulted in a total annualpayroll of $3.6 million. Remaining contract funds went for rental and maintenance of the computer
and related equipment utilities, supplies, and travel. Roughly proportionate distribution can be expected for fiscal year 1970.
Mr. SIKFS. How many Government civilian employees are employed
at this center, and at what total cost?
General Pirrs. There are 43 civilian spaces authorized for fiscal year
1970 and $700,000 is prograned to cover this cost. Tile cost is distributed as follows:
$601,000
------------------------------Civil service salaries
---------------------------Military/civil service travel
--------------------------------Training and awards

86, 000
3, 000

Mr. SIRS. How many military personnel are assigned to this center and what is the cost of the salaries and allowances of these personnel I
General Prrr. Nine Air Force personnel are authorized for fiscal
year 1970 (4 officers and 5 enlisted men). The programed Air Force
military personnel budget is $84 000 for their pay and allowances. In
addition, the Army, Nary, and farine Corps each assigns an officer
to the center.
MrI. SIRE.S. For the record well you tell us the five tot salaries of
contractor personnel at the Electromingnet ko Comlilablity Analysis
Center?
(The information follows:)
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The five top salaries of liT Research Institute (IITRI) personnel, as of
May 1,VA149, ut the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center are:
Annual

salary
$25, $2N)
-----------------------------------------------------2
3W)
24..800
11 -- - - - ---------------------------------------------------- -- - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - -1.600
-------------------------------------------------------S
Mr. SIRES. The justification states that the Air Force provides all

Number:

the funding for this center. Is this been true since the center was
established by DOD in 1960?
General Prrrs. No. Funding was distributed among the services
in fiscal year 1907 and several prior years. The fiscal year 1967 distribution was approximately: Army- $1.5 million, Xavy-$1.4 million and Air Force-$1.8 million.
PERIOD OF CONTRACT

Mr. SIKkS. Discuss for the record the conversion from an 11month contract infiscal year 1969 to a 12-month contract in fiscal year
1970. Why was there an 11-month contract in fiscal year 1969?
(The information follows:)
Shortened contracts were used In several previous years as follows: fiscal
year 1967, 11 months; fiscal year 1968, 10 months; and fiscal year 1060, 11
months. The purpose was to bring the contract period more Into coincidence with
the fiscal year so as to avoid forward financing and aliu, the contract funding
with the fiscal year. The fiscal year 1069 contract expires July 31, 1969, leaving
a nionth's interval between the beginning of the fiscal year and the contract date
to allow for preparation and processing of the contract.

Mr. SIKEs. Also for the record tell us some of the recent significant

contributions to national defense made by this Center?
(The information follows:)

The center collects and maintains the DOD data base on equipment characteristics, locations, and terrain data. Computer programs accounting for propa.
nation phenomena, frequency assignment, and the equipment characteristics
allow Interferente prediction early In the equipment life cycle during co,:cept
or design rather than after the fact In the field. Important systems which have
been or are being studied include Sentinel (Safeguard), Mallard, Ilarp., Sanguine
and OTH radar. The ECAC analysts not only conduct preliminary computer
and paper studies, but they work closely with the system design engineers and
field site survey teams to provide dynamic assistance as the work progresses.

LINCOLN LABORATORY
,EVEL OF EFFORT

Mr. SJKcEs. You are requesting $23 million for the Lincoln lAboratory, the same as the amount provided in the current fiscal year and
U0,000 more than the actual amount for fiscal year 1968.
In addition to the $23 million in this line* item, what other Air
Force funds are programed for Lincoln Laboratory in fiscal year
1970, how does the total suni compare with those of the 2 previous

years?
General Pirrs. In addition to the $23 million shown in the line
item the Air Force has programmed $6 million for ABRES and $50,000 1or efforts on aerospace avionics. The total Air Force programs at
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the laboratory during fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969 were $28.74
million and $29.20 mi lion respectively.
Mr. SIKES. Has the price of a technical manyear of effort at Lincoln
Laboratory increased in the past year?
Mr. HANSEN. The cost per MTS has increased over the past year
by roughly 5 percent due to inflation/cost of living increases. We
expect this trend to continue during fiscal year 1970 and plan to reduce
the MTS level at Lincoln by approximately 5 percent to offset the
anticipated increased costs.
Mr. SIPES. The descriptive summary, in the discussion of the fiscal
year 1970 program at Lincoln Laboratory, is very general. No specific
programs are mentioned. Is Lincoln Laboratory pursuing any Air
Force program other than the ABRES program?
Mr. HANFSEN. In addition to the ABRES effort, Lincoln Laboratory
is pursuing, for the Air Force, major programs in general research,
military space communications and infiltration interdiction. The general research program includes advanced research in solid state electronics, information processing, radar, integrated circuits, and radio
physics. The space communications program develops new technology
and techniques to meet the basic requirements of future military
satellite communications systems. The infiltration interdiction effort
explores the use of advanced radar equipments to detect small individual targets under various conditions.
Mr. Shins. The Lincoln Laboratory was brought into being in support of the semiautomatic ground environment (SAGE) system in the
1950's. Can you point to any significant contributions of the Lincoln
Laboratory in the past year?
Mr.HNsrN. Lincoln's contribution during the past year has been
significant inmany areas. Unique communication experiments involvg Lincoln experimental satellite No. 6 (LES-6) and terminals installed in highly mobile weapon carriers
such as aircraft and ships have
been conducted over extended distances. The services have procured
limited terminal equipments and are using LES-6 to define an operational system. Decoys and jammers have been demonstrated under the
ABRES effort. The general research effort has produced a CO. laser
radar which has been used for precision satellite tracking. The infiltration and interdiction effort has produced equipments which permit
detection of slowly moving vehicles at night or underfoliage from
airborne platforms and detection of moving personnel in foliage at
distances up to a few miles. These are a few examples of the apple ication of Lincoln's efforts.
Mr. SIKEs. What would be the effect of termination of the Lincoln
Laboratory contract?
Mr. HANSEN. The Air Force depends upon Lincoln Laboratory to
establish a technology base in the areas of data systems, solid-state
research, radar integrated circuits research, space communication and
radio plhyslcs. We have been very careful not to duplicate the Lincoln
capabiity elsewhere within the Air Force. Therefore, termination of
the contract with Lincoln Laboratory would create a void in our overall technology program. In order to fill this void, an effort to cover
the technology areas being investigated at the laboratory would have
to be initiaet at some other facility. This would be extremely difficult
to do in a timely manner due to manpower ceilings and the impact on
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the important programs now in progress at other Air Force laboratories. Further, the technical expertise of the Lincoln laboratory staff
in highly specialized fields would be most difficult to duplicate.
MITRE CORP.
FUNDING AND PERSONNEL SUPPORTED

Mr. S KES. The request for the MITRE Corp. for fiscal year 1970
is $12.5 million. The same amount has been allocated for this line item
in the 2 previous fiscal years.
For the record will you tell us the total sum anticipated to be spent
with MITRE Corp. from R.D.T. & E. Air Force funds in fiscalyear
1969 and how does this amount compare with the previous 2 fiscal
yearsI
(The information follows:)
Fiscal year1961

1968

1969

R.D.T. & E.(3600):
Baseline ............................................... $12,500,000 $12,500,000
6,508,000
Other separately funded programs ......................... 9,441,000
Total R.D.T. & E............................................ 21,941,000 19,008,000

$12,500,000
7,425,000
19,925,000

Mr. SIKES. How many personnel are supported from Air Force
appropriations allocated to the MITRE Corp. and how many of these
employees are supported with R.D.T. &E.funis 1
General PiTs. The contract with MITRE Corp. is negotiated with
the provision that the contractor shall furnish a specified number of
direct man-years of technical staff effort plus the necessary support
personnel. Requirements for support personnel are estimatedon a 1.1for-1 -basis.The estimated number, subject to negotiation, of members
of the technical staff (NITS) planned for MITRE support to the Air
Force in fiscal year 1970 is 575, of which R.D.T. &E. supports 472 and
other appropriations support 103.
SUPPORT OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Mr. SKES. To what extent has the MITRE Corp. been responsible
at least in part for the proliferation of communications systems in the
military in the past decade? Does MITRE on occasion tell the Air
Force that the Air Force needs a certain new type of communications
system on which MITRE then undertakes a part of the development
effort?
Mr. HANSEN. In our opinion there has been no unwarranted pro.
liferation in Air Force communications systems. These systems have
expanded only to meet validated operational requirements. MITRE's
unique contribution has been to assure that new systems which increase
capacity are compatible with existing interrelated ground and airb6rne components, and subsequently assist in the required acquisition
effort.
The mechanics of the Air Force/MITRE relationship place the
final control of the MITRE program and tasks performed by MITRE
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personnel in the hands of the Air Force. Initiative in development of
the total program rests with the Air Force. In general, the bulk of
MITRE effort is expended in performance of the systems engineerin /technical direction (SE/TD) role on approved programs.
origitn the area of development planning in which new systemsrequirenate, the Air Force identifies its requirements largely fom
ments statements originating with the using commands, or as a result
of its own in-house planning activities. fITRE supports the Air
Force by analyzing Air Force stated requirements in terms of Air
Force propodsolutions.
The Air Force/M1ITRE relationship is however dynamic with the
two activities working as a team. Clearly if an idea or modification
to an Air Force originated solution is perceived by MITRE, the dayto-day relationship provides for the free exchange of this idea; but
the decisionmaking authority and control remains always with the
Air Force. This relationship has resulted in discarding some proposed
systems just as it has generated new concepts for systems application.
The proliferation of new systems has been no greater in Air Force
communications than has been reflected in the rapid evolution and
application of communications technology throughout American
society.

In general, MITRE does not identify needs for new communications systems but rather assists the Air Force in validating requirements and directing the required acquisition effort. Experience over
the last decade has been that the need for MITRE SE/TD support
on approved programs has been so great as to limit their development
planning and new systems application role.
NEWD

OR LARGE PROGRAMS AT MIT

Mr. SiKES. The basic program for MITRE Corp. is $12.5 million.
The basic program for Lincoln Laboratory, which is another offshoot
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is $23 million. MITRE
is working on more than a dozen specific Ai-r Force programs. Lincoln
is working on only two.
Why must we spend so much more money with Lincoln for the basic
program which keeps the laboratory in being than we do for MITREI
Mr. HANSEN. While Lincoln and MITRE are both considered an
FCRC, the specific role of each FCRC is different.
MITRE provides advanced planning support, and systems engineering/technical direction (SE/TD) of funded programs. The advanced planning role includes the technical analysis of requirements;
formulation of objectives and innovative plans; and the formulation
of systems performance and design criteria. he SE/TD role provides technical advice and independent problem solving capability
during systems acquisition.
Lincorn performs advanced research and development pertinent to
national defense with particular emphasis on advanced electronic,
physics, and information processing. The effort
radar, communications,
under thii project consists of studies in two areas-general research
(solid state research, radio physics, integrated circuit research, radar,
and data systems) and space communications. The ability to lead the
field ad successfully pursue advanced projects stems largely from the
Well balanced program in the basic sciences from which reservoir the
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necessary talents are available to undertake selected projects from the
Department of Defense.
The Lincoln Laboratory has maintained an essentially constant level
of support (_MTS). Due to the nature of their business, the requirement for indepth engineering investigation or research and experimentation, which is not required to the same degree to fulfill the
MITRE role, creates a need for fabrication of working models and
machinery and equipment for a dynamic research program whose objective is to advance the state-of-the-art in an era of expanding
technology.
AIcaCRAr NAIGArIO SYSTEM VERIFICATIO.N
NEED FOR NEW RESEARCH

ACTIVITY

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting $600,000 for the initiation of a new
activity entitled "Aircraft navigation system verification." What is
the purpose of this new program?
Mr. HANSEN. Tie program is new in name only. In previous years
it has been part of the advanced avionics program element. The
objective of the program is to provide a means of implementing a
DOD (D.D.R. & E.) policy which directs all services to test inertial
systems at the central inertial guidance facility at Holloman prior to
selection for a weapon system application ana to make the selection
based on the Holloman test data.
Mr. SKFAs. Where is the central inertial guidance test facility to
which reference is made in the justification material? Ts this an
Air Force facility or a contractor facility or an Air Force-owned
contractor-operated facility, or what?
Mr. HANsEN. The central inertial guidance test facility is located
at Holloman AFB in New Mexico. It is an Air Force-owned, Air
Force-operated, completely in-house "blue suit" effort. In recogmtion
of this unique facility, DOD directed that all services test inertial
equipment at the CIGTF prior to purchase for weapon system application.
Mr. SIKES. What is the anticipated annual cost, of this effort for
the next 5 yearsI
General McNIcKTx. The anticipated annual cost of this effort is
$600,000 per year.
PROGRAMWIDE MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
INTERNATIONAL MiLrTARY HEADQUARTERS AND AGENCIEs
REASON FOR BUDGETARY

CHANGE

Mr. SYKES. Describe the new program element "International military headquarters and agencies," for which you are requesting
$474,000?
General McNTcKLz. The Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers
Europe (SHAPE) Technical Center (STC) located in The Hague,
Netherlands is assigned the mission of supporting SHAPE's scientific efforts. Vits staff of approximately 100 highly qualified scientists
from all NATO countries includes 19 U.S. civil service employees.
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These U.S. personnel are involved in all of the broad spectrum of STC
programs which encompass the areas of force structure analysts, coin.
mand and control studies, communications studies within Allied Command Europe, engineering services, cost effectiveness studies, and
research/support studies and services. This program element pays the
salaries and allowances of the 19 U.S. civil service employees. Prior
to fiscal year 1970, these personnel were supported from the military
assistance program (MAP) rather than the Air Force R.D.T. & E.
appropriation.
Mr. SiEKs. Why was the decision made to change the funding of
this effort from the military assistance pi'ogrni to the R.D.T. # E.
program ?
General Prrrs. The Air Force acted in response to program budget,
decision 381, December 10 1068. OSD furnished the Air Force the
following explanation for the PBD.
Justification for transfer of International Military Headquarters funding
from MAP to service appropriation. The program for International Military
Headquarters Is directly related to the support of U.S. forces and, therefore, is
properly chargeable to the cost of U.S. forces. IMH programs for NATO, the
costs of which comprise about 09 percent of the total, are closely related to the
NATO infrastructure program. The Infr.structure program was transferred
in the Iwal year 1908 budget to the r.litary functions budget, but the IM1i
program was not. It Is our belief thrt 1MH should be viewed In the same context as NAT(O infrastructure and transferred to the military functions budget.
The IMH program finances the U.S. share of operating costs of the NATO command structure. This program is complemented by the military departments
which provide military personnel, funded from service appropriations, to staff
the command structure. In addition, the facilities and communications systems
utilized by this command structure are constructed under NATO infrastructure. Completion of major systems; e.g., early warning, NATO air defense
ground environment (NADGE), and NATO satellite communications system
(Sateom), under the infrastructure program result in incresed IMII costs
for their operation. All three of these related programs are a function of the
same factors that determine the relative sie and cost of maintaining U.S. forces
In Europe. None, including IMI Js a function of the factors entering Into mili.
tary asslstne grant aid. Transfer of funding from MAP to service appropriations will permit more responnsv pmiraming, budgeting, funding, and admin.

istrative control of this program.

BUDGWBT iT

Mr. SixE. Are all of the 19 U.S. civil service employees whose
therlands at
salaries are included in this line item located in the
the SHAPE Technical Center?
General Prrrs. Yes. All are employed at the SHAPE Technical
Center.
Mr. Srxis. What items other than the salaries and allowances of
the 19 U.S. civil service employees are included in this item? How
much of the $474,000 is for salaries and allowance of employees?
General PrTrs. None; the entire amount of $474,000 is for salaries
and allowances of the employees.
NATO is committed to pay the salaries of these employees at NATO
ay scales which amounts to $260,70Q. This amount is returned to the
United States and credited as part of the U.S. contribution to NATO.
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND

D,'Fv

PMENT

CONTROL OVER TRAVEr,

Mr. SIKES. The fiscal year 1970 request for funding of international
cooperative research and development is $200,000, as compared to the
$'225,000 programed in fiscal year 1969. How many military and civilian employees of the Air Force have traveled from the United States
to Europe in connection with this effort in fiscal year 1969 thus far?
General MCNICKLE. There were 255 travelers from July 1, 1968,
through June 30,1969.
Mr. Siims. How is this program monitored so that it does not
become merely a nice trip to Europe for persons desiring such a tripI
How do you attempt to be sure that each trip is necessary?
General McNIcKLE. The Office of the Assistant for International
R. & D. programs, Headquarters, U.S. Air Force, reviews every trip
in support of international cooperative R. & D. Before a proponl for
an individual to travel is forwarded to Headquarters, U.S. Air Force,
for review, it is reviewed and approved at major command headquarters.
During fiscal year 1969 an added degree of control was exercised
when AFR 172-12 directed that all travel to international conferences
be approved by the Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force. This regulation was based on DOD Directive 5000.15, February 17, 1968 with
I and 2, which implemented BOB Bulletin No. 68-8, Februchanges
ary 14, 1968.
CONTROL OVER DISCLOSURE OF C1AS5I~TED INFORMATION

Mr. SIKES. Review for the committee the security criteria in the

information exchange program. How do we enter into information
exchange agreements and programs and still protect our military
sec re ts T
Mr. HANSEN. The security criteria for the information exchange

program is derived from the "National Policy and Procedures for the
Disclosure of Classified Military Information to Foreign Governments and International Organizations," published by the Department of State. These criteria are applied on a case-by-case basis.
We establish our information exchange programs with other coun.
tries by joint collaboration of technical people to establish the general
scope of the program and the lowest classification at which meaningful work or exchange can take place. Each country then reviews this
proposed program for compliance with its national disclosure policy
and signs the necessary agreement. . Our agreements may
specify any level of clasification up to secret.
These agreements further specify the protection that each country
will give the information obtained from the other. There are provisions for in-country review of the measures taken to protect U.S.
information.
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Mr. SIuKS. As part of the fiscal year 1969 program, you mention
. In genexchange of information with Sweden in the area of eral what kind of information has been given by the United States
in this effort and what information has been given to the United
States in this effort?
General MCNiCKEL. None, as yet. We are negotiating with Sweden
for an exchange of this type.
TOTAL FUNDING

Mr. SIKES. In the 0. &M. hearings, it was developed that the Air
Force plans to spend 0. & M. funds at some international R. & ).
organizations. Why ?
General McNrCxcE. When OSD, in program/budget decision 381
December 10, 1968, directed the transfer of funding of International
Military Headquarters from MAP to the military services, they included a detailed breakdown of the service, type of funds, and organization being funded. 0. & M. funds totalin r241,000 were specified
as the Air Force contribution to international R. & D. organizations.
Mr. Sru. Provide for the record a listing of the international R. &
D. organizations to which you plan to provide funds and indicate the
amount programed for each by appropriation.
(The information follows:)
From 0. & M. for International R. & D. organizations:
U.S. share (24.2 percent) of NATO approved fund allocation for
$115, 000
the Von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics (VKI) ----6 000
U.S. civilian personnel at VKI ----------------------------

U.S. civilian personnel at the advisory group for aerospace R. & D.
(NATO)
-----------------------------------------Total

--------------------------------------------

From R.D.T. & E. for international R. & D. organizations:
----------------------------:
SHAPE technical center -

57,000
241,000
$44,000

DVELOPZWNT AND TEST SUPPORT
FUNDINO REQUIREMENT

Mr. Sixs. 7'ou are requesting $125.8 million in fiscal year 1970 for
development and test support. This is $4.2 million more than the
$121.6 million provided in fiscal year 1969.
Is there any other cause of these increases other than the classified
civilian personnel pay raise?
General Prrrs. The fiscal year 1970 request of $4.2 million over
fiscal year 1969 is primarily needed for the civilian graded pay
raise-$3.1 million-that was effective July 1968, and the range support contract-$1.5 million-at the Armament Development Test Center, Eglin Air Force Base, Fla. These increases totaling $4.6 million
were offset by a decrease of $0.4 million for civil an position
adjustments.
Mr. SizEs. Will you list for the record at this point the sum to be

programed at each of the facilities receiving ftinds from this line
item?

(The information follows:)
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[Dollar amounts In millions)

Ucar
1970

Air
Air
Air
Air

Force
Force
Force
Force

33,424
-------------------------------Flight Test Center
259
-------------------------Missile Development Center
5. 471
Armament Development Test Center ------------------14, (J67
------------------------Special Weapons Center

Total development and test support

----------------------

125, 821

Mr. SiF.s. What is the relationship between funds requested under
this line item and funds requested for laboratories under the other
budget activities?
For example, under "Missiles and related equipment," you are requesting $10.4 million for support of the Air Force Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory operation at Edwards Air Force Base. In the line item
which we are now discussing you are rquestiig funds for support
of the Air Force Flight Test Center at Edwards Air Force Base. Why
is the center funded-in this line item while the laboratory is funded
under budget activity 3?
General PirTs. AFFTC is funded in the prograll-wide mam aement and support budget activity since the latter provides across-tgeboard support to Air Force facilities other than the laboratories. Each
exploratory development program element, however, is listed in the
budget activity which most nearly characterizes its primary mission
interests. This includes the operation of laboratory, as well as the contractural efforts which it sponsors. This arrangement has been instit uted so that the laboratory commander may have all of his exploratory
development resources in a single line, for maximum technical and
administrative flexibility.
Mr. SIKEPS. The data on page 31 of the justification book in the installation analysis on the flight test center at Edwards Air Force Base
indicates that it is proposed-in fiscal year 1970 to obligate $32,998,000
at the Fliht Test Center for "Air Force facilities operated by the
Air Force.'
In addition, it. is estimated that $42Q,000 will be obligated under
"Air Force facilities operated under contract." Are both of these sums
included in their entirety in the development and test support line
item?
General Prrrs. Yes. Both of these suns are included in their entirety in the development and test support line item.
Mr. SIRs. What was the impact of the personnel ceiling imposed
under section 201 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act on
personnel funded under "Development and test support"I To what
extent were these personnel funded here exempted as being related to
the war in Vietnam I
General Prrrs. The impact of the personnel ceiling imposed under
section 201 of Revenue and Expenditure Control Act was a reduction
of 342 authorizations in this program element.
Mr. SIxES. What additional personnel are requested in fiscal year
1970?
General MCNiTrCKLE. The planned number of civil service employees
in fiscal year 1970 is 158 less than authorized in fiscal year 1969. Therefore no new personnel will be requested.
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Mr. SIKS. In round numbers, what part of the funds requested for
"Development and test support" is for each of the three categories
listed on pagg 331, that is, (1) the pay and related cost of Civilian
personnel 2 travel transportation, rents, communications, and utilities, and (8) contractual services, supp lies and equipment?
general PITTS. The total request o $125.9 million consists of: (a)
pay and related costs of civilians, $70.9 million; (b) travel, transportation, rents, communications, and utilities, $11.2 million; and (c)
contractual services, supplies, and equipment, $43.8 million.
Mr. SIKES. Under the now arrangement of program elements in this
area, it is difficult to compare the activities oflast year with activities
this year. What is the total amount requested last year for the elements
which now make up development and test support, and what is the
amount programed?
General PiTrs. The total amount requested last year for the elements
which make up development and test support was $131.5 million. The
current programed amount is $135.8 million.
AcQuISITION

AND COMMAND SUPPORT

Mr. Stxzs. You are requesting $182.9 million for acquisition and
command support as compared with a sum for comparable activities
in fiscal year 1969 of $168.9 million. What part of the requested increase is directly related to the classified civilian pay raise?
General Prrrs. The overall increase of $14 million includes $5.6
million for the classified civilian pay raise which was effective on
July 1i 1968.
Mr. SIKES. Provide for the record a listing of the organizational
components which make up the requirement for $182.9 million, show
the amount requested for each in fical year 1970, and the comparable
sums for fiscal years 1968 and 1969.
(The information follows:)
Jil
millions of dofarsl
Fiscar
The Air Force Aeronautil Systems ivi
.........................
The Air Force EWtoni Sysams Division .....................
an Mi lSstemsrgrnlza ti...............
ThAlr orce Spacead
A Force Atrece Medical Division .........................
The Air Force Olie of Aerpace Research .................... ..
The Air Force Systems Command Headquarters.......................
Total ..................................................... .

71.2
28. 7
28.2
4.4
3.1
21.$
156.9

Fiscal

ar
74.9
28.4
28.5
4.8
3.
29.2

16. 9

Fiscal yesr
7M 8
3I'
4
4.9
3.2
34.6
183.0

The $14 million requested increase over fiscal year 1969 is primarily needed
for depot level maintenance ($3.2 million), civilian graded pay raise ($5.6 million), items formerly funded for under other R.D.T. & V. programs ($2.4 million) and conversion of range telemetry system ($2.8 million).

Mr. SXs. Are any new employees included in the request for fiscal
year 1970?
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General McNicOLE. The fiscal year 1970 request is 205 below the
fiscal year 1969 level; therefore, no new personnel are requested.
Mr. SiKa. What was the effect of the personnel ceiling under section 201 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act on personnel
paid under this line item I
General Prr's. The impact of the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act was a reduction of 306 personnel in this program element.
Mr. SrKEs. Why are you requesting such a large increase in support
of the Headquarters of the Systems Command? The justifications
show that for requirements here, including the pay of 1,158 civilian
personnel, you are requesting $5.4 million increase. This can be compared with your requested $2 million increase for the Aeronautical
Systems Division which supports 5,120 civilian employees. It would
not seem that the civilian employee pay raise would account for the
magnitude of the increase in headquarters support? What other increased items are included here?
General PirS. The increase of $5.4 million is primarily associated
with depot maintenance industrial funding that was previously funded
under other appropriations. In addition, a management support effort
for the Eastern Test Range ($1.1 million) was assumed by Headquarters Air Force Systems Command and the cost of the civilian pay raise
which became effective on July 1, 1068 constitute the balance of this
increase.
Mr. Si Es. You are requesting an increase of approximately $4.5
million for the Electronics System Division in costs other than military personnel. The amount estimated for fiscal year 1970 is $33 million
as compared with $28.4 million in fiscal year 1969. What is your justification for this increase?
General Prirs. The increase of $4.5 million is comprised of $3.9 million for the UHF conversion of the AFFTC and ADTC range telemetry systems (as directed by DOD for completion by May 1, 1970).
The conversion program is managed by the Electronic Systems Division. The remaining $0.7 million consists of various small increases.
REVISED FISCAL YEAR 1970 RESEARCH PROGRAM
Mr. SiKEs. I would like to have submitted for the committe's use
the fiscal 1970 Air Force R.D.T. & E. program which has been proposed for apportionment and I would like to know how this program
differs from the revised budget program. There are differences and I
would like to have them spelled otit f6r the record.
General Prrs. We wi U provide that, Mr. Chairman.
(The information follows:)
APPORTIONMENT APPROVAL

The attached table compares the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. &E. budget submitted
to the Congress, as revised, with the apportionment program proposed by the Air
Force to OSD June 1, 1909. It should be noted that the totals of both programs
are the same, and do not consider subsequent actions by the Congress. The table
does not Indicate the actions by OSD which resulted in a tentative approved
apportionment pending final congressional action.
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Mr. Sxzxs. Thank you very much gentlemen for appearing here.
General Pnrs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sxzxs. The committee stands adjourned until tomorrow at
10 a.m. when we will begin consideration of the budget estimates for
research and development for the Department of the Army for fiscal
year 1970.
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